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PREFACE.

IN the Introduction to the First Part of this Dictionary, a general Yiew was exhibited of' the Origin, Nature,

and History of the Chinese Language j any part of which it is unnecessary here to repeat.

The Chinese Work, Woo-chay -
jun-foo^. jft n|j ffi

which the following Part of the Dictionary is founded,

was compiled by Chin 5een-sSng Bjft -4p /fc who is said to have spent his life in making the collection of words contained

in it
; and to have died before its publication. He committed his Manuscript to the care of his pupil Han-yih-hoo

'tJl'
~~* lM w ^ trave"e(' over tne whole empire in order to verify it, and add to it.

Some of Chin Seen-sang's pupils rose to eminent situations in the state ; and when the Emperor Kang-he

projected the formation of his Dictionary, one ofthem, Pwan-ying-pin 5gJL Jjj
2C* mentioned lo that great Monarch the work

of his Master. After much search.it was at last found yet unpublished in the hands of Hanylh-hoo. Considerable use

icems to have been made of it in the compilation of ffanghe't Dictionary, for the definition is often verbatim in both.

Pwan-ying-pin, mentior.ed above, encouraged the publication of the Work, and wrote a Preface to it. He there gife

it as his opinion, that there are in Chinese, including synonimous words, and different forms of the same Character in the

plain hand, Fifty Thousand Characters; and taking in every variety of accentuation, that there are from Four to Five Thou-

sand enunciated words; and if sounds, for which no Characters exist, be included-, he thinks there are Five Thousand Words.

In the original, the arrangement is according to the Sounds and the Tones; but the Characters pronounced alike, and

which diner only in Accent, are placed in different volumes, and divided with so much minuteness as to puzzle all the Natives

whom I ever saw attempt to consult it. In the year 1812, I took it to pieces, and arranged it under the Syllables as they now

stand. It contained about 40,000 Characters, which I at last thought proper to abridge to the number which is contained in

this Part of the Dictionary. In the progress of the Work, I hate collated it with Kanghe's Dictionary, which is commonly

TART It.
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much fuller. d with a null CbiMie Dicliontry, called Fun-yun^^ a, dl with the Alphabetic Diction.ry of the

Human Catholic Missionaries.

The Pei-win-yun-foo ftj( ^ ^ jff
Dictionary, if atranged in the same manner as lh Woo-chay-yun-foo, and is

equally con.plic.tcd nd difficult to be consulted. I posses>ed
Ihii hook from the commencement of my Chinese studies,

but neTer found it useful. There are ISl volumes in nil, full of bare quotations,
and parts of sentences which are often

obscure in themselves, and are generally unaccompanied by any illustration. It was compiled by order of the Emperor

KamfHe, in the forty-third year of his reign. Seven years were required to complete it; .and seventy-six Literati where

engaged in collecting and arranging the materials. In A. D. 1 71 1 , it was published.

The .l"rh-ya SI jJtt
it an ancient Dictionary, rather of things than of words, and. is BOW. usually printed in three quarto

volumes, with wood cuts ; when ils definitions are useful, they are generally quoted in KmgMt Dictionary.

When a Person studying Chinese, sees a Character which is .new to him, he is unable to find it in a Dictionary

by its Pronunciation, for that is not asccrlainable from the character itself; he mutt therefore seekfor it under its Badictl or

Key, hence the necessity of the First Part of thi< Dictionary: but when a Student hears a new word pronounced, or

recollects the sound of a Chancier which he wishes to use in composing, and the formation of which lie either never knew,

or h.is forgotten, its arrangement under the Keys will not enable him .to .find the Character required ; then it is, that the

Alphabetic Arrangement becomes necessary.

It having been determined to be more concise in this Second Part of the Dirlkinnry th.ui in the First; it was thought

practicable to finish it iu one year ; and the desire to have A Complete Part for the use of Subscribers, induced the Author

to interrupt the Printing of the Pint Part in order tu.Prioi thi, which is uow laid before the Public.

A person who would learn Chinese, must at< first .employ Books r Papers which contain the correctly .farmed Cha-

racter; a knowledge of abbreviated forms must be acquired in. the nine way as a knowledge of the running hand in any

.Alphabetic Language, where the scope and connexion assist the Reader in determining for what the imperfectly formed

letter is intended. To insert iu a Dictionary all the mist-iiellin*i, abbreviations, and distortions, which ignorance, or

caprice, or local usage .adopts, would be an absurd and endless task : there are, however, some abbreviations very gene-

rally used, and those, it has been thought right, in many instuiccs to insert below the more correctly formed character,

connecting them bj a brace.

As it is a principle in most Languages, that from a ihort word of a specific meaning, rariouc other words, increased

by the addition of letters, or syllables shall ari.-f, us plants grow up ai.d brar.ch oQ' from a root, something similar exists iu

lie Chinese Language, and which, as the Student will find, Las been attended to in the arrangement of HIM Part of {he
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Dictionary. The following were laid down at rulci by the Author to himnelf, in the arrangement of the Character*, but those

rules'hare not been invariably adhered to.

I. That the elementary wordi or Primitive!, under each Syllable, should follow each other according to the numbei

of strokes in each.

\

II. That the Primitives should be joined with their compounds, according to the order of the Chinete Keys. And,

III. That after regularly formed Characters had been given under each Syllable, the Anomalous, or Miscellaneous

Characters should be inserted.

The Chinese Accents or Tones, of the more usual Chiraclers are marked, according to the mode which is given in the

Author's Grammar tfthe Chinete Language, to which the Reader is referred. As the Tones are not an original part of the

Chinese Language, but like the Hebrew Points, a subsequent addition ; and though useful, not essential, be would recom-

mend the Student to defer attention to them, till he has acquired a stock of words and idioms, and then, if acquired at all,

it must be by the ear from a living teacher. Without a good Chinese Assistant, a correct pronunciation is nut attainable.

nor is at all of importance to reading and understanding Chinese books. The nicer modulations of the living voice

<anuot be taught by letters. Accents and other Mvks may recall to a Native the right tone, but will not enable a Foreigner

to acquire it. No Frenchman caa I .raru to [no mun.-.e English well by book. Marks fur this purpose arc almost useless,

and it they be made the foundation of the Classification (if words, they become most embarrassing, even to Natives, as it

every day exemplified in thiu, in the use of ihe Dictionaries arranged according to the Tones* for the Accents and

quantity, are often vr.v disputable subjects on which Scholars and Dictionaries differ materially.

It will be found from the following Work, that -there is a great variety of Pronunciation, in parts more perceptible than

the Accents ; and wliich in various instances will embarrass a beginner, and for which there is no remedy, but more know-

ledge and experience of the sul-jrcl.

The Student must not expect from lliis Work, the precise words -to be employed in translation, but so much of the

meaning of a word, as will furnish him with a clue to select a proper phrase. Nor must the Poetical meaning of words

be expected to be given with precision; nor the whole of (he figurative meaning; nor the Clatsical allusiani,onM occa-

sions. These require more associated cfl'urt: more diversity of talent, and of pursuit, than have yet been applied by

Europeans to the Chinese Lai.guage ; and much more than is likely to be soon applied ; not because Chinese is less worthy the

attention of European Literati than many other subjects to which they do attend, but because application to it is not dktated

by fashion, nor by interest, nor by. national intercourse.

To undertake a dtfenc* of every lenient* k> the Dictionary, and to answer every objection which has been, or
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anticipate those which may be brought against it, would be an unprofitable occupation. That it has fault*, and

contain* errors, the Author will feel no reluctance in acknowledging! at the same lime he mutt affirm, that he a not

convinced of am that are material.

Some Persons hare thought the Dictionary too diffuse; and others hve been gratified by the occasional notices of

Chinese opinion* and uage*, which are introduced.

The Author's object has been, and the intention of the Dictionary oug-ht to be, to communicate the Language to

F.uraffi-iti Now the question i, can this be done by a bare definition of tingle words and of detached sentences ? If it ran,

the Dictionary if too diffuse; but if it cannot, the Dictionary is probably not sufficiently copious. The fitness of the

Dictionary to effect its object, depends entirely on the determination of the question proposed. The Author is of opinion,

that European', and most of all of those out of China, and who bate no Native Assistant, cannot learn Chinese from a Die-

tionary, which contains only a definition of single word-, and of detached sentences. Still with such a collection of Book*

and Papers, respecting Chinese, as is contained in some European Libraries, and with a great sacrifice of time, it is probable

that considerable progress may be made in the Language; but these are helps which few- can command ;
and what may be

practicable in that case, becomes impossible to those who are differently circumstanced.

From this view of the question, the Author is still convinced, that with exception of a few paragraphs, as much of

the Dictionary as has been Published, is rather too concise than too diffuse. To compare it witli a Dictionary of a Lan-

guage, intended for the inhabitants of a country, with whom that Language is vernacular, and to whom all the allusions

contained iu the language are more or less familiar will lead to an erroneous conclusion. And, since Grecian and Roman

dory are familiar to the inhabitants of Europe, to compare it with Greek, and Latin Dictionaries, will also mislead the

judgment. The Chinese are an original people. Their modes of thinking and reasoning are original ; and are often widely dif-

ferent from those of Europeans, which difference is sometimes amusingly apparent in the disquisitions of European Writers,

who try to trace the motives of Chinese conduct in various cases. Some Writers attribute a train of thinking and judging

to the Chinese, which a very slight acquaintance with the m/nrfof China would convince them never existed. And an ig-

norance of the usages and MM of China, will always subject a foreigner to a misapprehension of their language, in any thing

that is a little more recondite than, hand a chair
; or, bring a plate.

When the Author expresses his opinion here, and elsewhere of the great difficulty of learning Chinese in Europe,

he doet it with regret, not with triumph, and to find that he is mistaken will lie a source of pUature, not of mor-

It has been suggested that the Orthography of the Dictionary should have been that of the Manuscripts and Books already

found in Europe. Had there existed any uniform Orthography in the world, it would have been adopted before the suggestion
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was made. But the Portuguese, the French, and the Germans, had all previously uned an Orthography suited to their retpre-

tive languages, and different from each other. In fact this variety in writing the names of Persons, Places, and foreign Words, ii

a material defect in Alphabetic writing; which defect has introduced much confusion into History, Geography, and Foreign

Languages. As no uniform system of writing Chinese words with the Roman A I pin bet existed, the Author could not Me any

propriety in his giving the English reader Xi, for the sound She; Gael, for We :

; Pirn, for Ping, fii, for Ttze, &c., merely

because the first European Writers on the Chinese Language hid spelled the sounds in that manner. Tl e French had already

altered much of the Orthography ; they had turned Xi into Chi, for the sound which in English is expressed by Shr t but that

tended to mislead the English reader (for whimi the Work was particularly intended) just as much as the first
spelling, and

therefore it was judged proper lo adopt an entirely new Orthography. There are, however, some single sounds, which at

first sight an English Scholar would spell differently from the Orthography of this Dictionary, hut when he has gone through

all the sounds, he will probably find that the one he has adopted, is wanted in another part of the tyilem, with a different sound

from that in which he has already used it , for example Kae and Keae, where At, has the sound of igh, in the word high. It

occurs to many to write this sound with Ay ; but ay, is required in Chinese Syllables pronounced as in the words, Day, May,

&c., Trhich confounds the Chinese sound High, here spelled Hue, with the English Hay. If it be said, why not make it Hi,

1 would ask the objector to write He-ae f Portuguese Hiai,) which he must then make JKi. I further request him to

write the sound Wei, or the Portuguese Gael; for which Ei alone will answer, but Ei in the preceding instance, and in

this, must be pronounced very differently.

So with respect to the Syllables Teen, Heen,&c. Some would write Tien,Hien, but iff has been adopted, as is employed

above in Hi, Hien will by no means give the sound wanted ; in the one case, Hi sounds like High, and in the other, like He. A

similar confusion in other cases could be easily exemplified, were it here necessary.

Without assuming that the Orthography adopted is the best possible ; it is affirmed that to enable a person to judge, it is

requisite that he first spell art the Chinese words; for to judge of single words only will mislead and subject him to the absurdity

of giving the same spelling (or different soundt.

la extenuation of the stiffness and occasional harshness of the style in this Work, it may be said, that as long

as the tense of the English sentence is apparent, a literal and idiomatic translation of Chinese Sentences is much

better for a Student, than a free and vague translation, which contains generally the idea of the original, but nothing

of the manner. A man who wants to learn the language of Confucius, had better hear him with a little of his Chinese

idiom (call it broken English if you will) than listen to him speaking the most Classical English stjle. Although a free

translation is always more easy than a close translation, the Author prefers the latter, because he thinks it mere calculated

to answer the end proposed : but to unite a close rendering and perspicuity, is sometimes impracticable, in such cases

more freedom must be used.

PART II. C
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Apologies for real faults are seldom well received, because they are very often tlie unfounded pretexts of ignorance

or carelessness: however the) are sometimes well founded, and should bo listened to liy candid interpreters of men's

characters and works. The Chines;: Letters, in this part of tho Dictionary, are confessedly dehcic-ut in elegance of form.

The large cues in the first Part of the Dictionary, are in general, beautifully written: but those in thin volume, though

correct, are sometime* rather clumsy. The difference was occasioned by an Act of the Chinese Government; it said,

' You may learn our language if you can, but we will afford you no facilities ; our suljects shall not cut letters for you."

In consequence of this decision, it became necessary for an English Printer to write the Characters, and to employ I'ot tuguese

subjects locutlheui. And fur some lime, neither the Writer, 1'iinler, nor Type Cullers, had any native assistance. The

experiment proved to all parties, that such assistance was not now indispensably necessary.

A* to the uli'ity or importance of the Chinese Language, it does not well become the Writer to spenk much in its fa-

onr. It has been said, that "
It must be left to Merchants and to Missionaries to t<'il their way through the wilderness of the

Chinese Language to the deserts of Chinese Liter.. turf."* This is the language of narrow prejudice, inor..nt of Ihe su !

ject of

which it speaks, and will not weigh much with those who can view the human species with more liberal sentiments than such

as are dictated by merely national or European feelings. Without insisting on the fact, that there are beautiful pieces of

Poetry; interesting aid instructive portions of History and Biography; and important Moral Maxims, in Chinese, as well

as in other Languages; that it is a language amongst the most ancient and Ihe most extensively known on earth; that it

is the living language of live nitions, which together, consitute one Ihird of mankind. Not to insist on these circum.

stances, I would now recommend another view of the subject :

It is not the sole question which the virtuous member of a f.imily puts to himself. Will this benefit me t He

also asks in reference to any course of action. Will this do good to. my family I The true Pat iot goes beyond his family

occa.. onally, and docs whal he Ihinks for the benefit of hU country, though not lo the interest of his own family; and the truly

good man, sometimes does that which is an inconvenience to himself, or which does not beaelit his family or his country iiu-

mediately, but which is calculated eventually to benefit mankind. Whilst Christendom lus furnished many individuals who

have cherished a real and practical general benevolence, it has seldom or never entered into the views of learned bodies, or

national councils to act occasionally solely for the benefit of others. Scholars otte;i ask, what they are to get by learning

Chinese; but supposing there be nothing to learn, have European Scholars nothing to teach? has it never occuned to

them as Individuals or as Societies, to karn Asiatic languages for the purpose of writing Looks of Sciei.ee. and of general Litcr-

ilurc in those language-. ? If they, whose uiii ds l.ave been illumined with the shearing beunii ofscience, will not sometimes

learn foreign languages ft,r th<- purpose of communicating it, how is it to be expected tout those who yet grope iu darkless,

should be at Ihe Iroi.ble to learn a foreign language for the sal%eof th..t knowledge of which they cannot perceive Ihe vaiue.

11 men continue lo act on th s principle, the pi ogress of science must indeed lie slow.

"~~

* ElecLc ilcview.



England, Holland, Vorlugal, and America, liuve at present, most intercourse with China; and tlieir pecuniary interetlt'

are most concerned. The Dutch Government indeed rules over an extensive colony of Chinese, 011 J..TH. Is it
exp'.-ct'.ng

loo much of these several Governments to devote a few hundred pounds annually to the cultivation of the Language of the

people with whom they have extensive dealings ?- Is it too much to ask them to
fe
iTe some existence in their Public ?chooli to

a Lingiiage which contains many Thousand Volumes of Original Literature? Will the Colleges and Universities them-

selves not allow of any appropriation of their funds, nor any encouragement to their leisure members to attend to this

subject?*

Till a few individuals of correct sentiments and feelings, whose sole profession is Literature and Science, be sup-

ported by their respective Governments, or learned Societies, to study and te.ich the Chinese Language, its Character

cannot be fairly estimated, nor can European Science be transfused into it. The mind of man is but limited. Mcrchanti

and Missionaries have other objects to attend to besides Language, Literature, and Science. They are not therefore

to be hastily blamed because they do not perform all that is desirable.

The sentiments of Chinese Sa^es and Moralists are quite in favour of peaceable endeavours to communicate the

knowledge one man possesses to another ; nor can they, according to their own principles ever blame it. They have

indeed sometimes acted on the principle both in ancient and modern times. Confucius travelled tt> instruct and civilize

others; and the reigning Dynasty sent an envoy to Loo-choo, to advise that District Schools should be established on

those islands, and that the King should reward, by his favour and countenance, the diligent students. St.ndard Chinese

Writers blame the selfishness, which under various plausible pretexts would hide the light of truth, or forbid its being

exhibited to the views of mankind ; and their Moralists enjoin the virtuous to print and distribute widely good books.

It is true, that their benevolent doctrines are but rarely seen in their practice; but it is not to justify what they do, that

their sentiments are here introduced, but to shew that they also inculcate the opinion, that we should not always act

merely from a regard to ourselves.

This doctrine is perhaps universally acknowledged in respect of individu-ils, and as it is equally true of largo

communities and of nations ; the more it is adopted ai d acted on by these, just, in the same proportion will Peace and

Order prevail throughout the world, and ultimate happiness, t e wish of every heart, be geuerally diffused.

* The soil of Oiirntal Literature in Holland, as elsewhere, is barren. Litin and Greek Literature receive more en-

.couragcment here. 1 should be mure reconciled to it, it some $mall part of this patronage were to overflow upon the

orientalists. H. A. Schullens, to Sir IV. Jvnei.
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RULES
TOR CONSULTING THE DICTIONARY.

1st. To those Student* who hear a Native speak Ihe Mandarin Tongue, and to those who have those founds upon i

memorv, tlu: reference is at once to the body of the Dictionary in the same manner as in any Alphabetic Dictionary. Sd.

When Persons who speak the men- Northen Diahrts are heard, No. I, will help lo remove difficulties which arise from variety

of Pronunciation. 3d. When a Student hears Persons who speak only the Canton Dialect, assistance will be derived from

No. III. And 4th, When a Student consults Manuscript Dictionaries, No. IV, will refer him to the ?)llible which

corresponds in this Dictionary.

5th. When a Person who knows not the sound of a character, nor has any living Teacher, desires lo find a Character...
which he sees in a Chinese book, he must refer to No. XI, where the Characters are arranged according lo the number of

the strikes of the pentil, exclusive of the Radical : thus /^"Wflis
-found under the Radical A or'^ Jin, and fnestrokes.

4^ Chung, under ;Q\ Sin, and four strokes, &c. "When the Character sought is found by this mean*, the Syllable oppotite it,

will direct to that part of the body of the Work, where its definition -will be found.

6th. When a difficulty occurs in ascertaining the proper Radical, assistance will be found from \o. XII, in which case all

the lines in thp Character must be counted, aud when found, the Radical will be seen at the lower part of the column.

7th. To a Person composing in Chinese, No. XIII, by referring from the numbers to the body of the work, will assist the

memory,' or suggest' new terms. It must not be expected from it that rt will enable a Persdn wholly ignorant of the language

to choose proper terms to express his ideas. See Contents.

fcf- The Reader will find more on this subject at the commencement of the Second Volume.

ANOMALIES IN THE ORTHOGRAPHY.

It will Itssen the difficulty of finding iron/*, to remember thet

1. Ching and Tsing, Cho and Tso, arc sometimes confounded with each other.

2. G, is hard in Gih,

3. Gan and An, Gaou and Aou, are used for each other.

4. K, in the Peking Dialect, before e aud i,. is pronounced as Cu and Ts ; thus King,, is turned into Ching; and Ktanj,

becomes Tseang.

5. H before e and i, is by some pronounced as Sh and as t ; thus He, becomes She, and UeS, is changed to SeJ.

6. Man and Mwan; Pan and" Pwah, are confounded.

7. Tsoo and Choo ; We and Wei ; Me and Mei * are also confounded.

a. The provincial Pronunciation, as given in this Dictionary, is that of the City of Canton, which is often different fiora

that of Macao, and other districts in the Province; and,

9. Although the Pronunciation of each class of Characters be generally the same, there are exceptioni ,- and it ha> not

been attempted to give the pronunciation of each Character by itself.

MARKS.
[
-

] Ping-shing. [
>
] Shang-shing. [

'
] Keu-shing.

[c] This added to the preceding, denotes that they are aspirated, or are pronounced with a forcible

breathing, supposed to resemble the Spiritus Asper of the Greeks.

TART ii. e
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CONTENTS.

J. Oa the Anomalies in the Orthography. ..;...
II. Marks ued in the Dictionary

ibid.

HI. Orthography of the Canton Dialect XT.

IV. The Orthography of theold Manuscript Dictionaries with the corresponding Orthography in this Work. . x?ii.
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jfSj ^ or a collection of the Running Hand and Seal Characters, arranged Alphabetically, as in the

body of the work.

Those who choose to do so, may bind these two volumes in one; but the liability of Chinese paper to tear easily,

it an objection to a thick volume.
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DICTIONARY
OF THE

CHINESE LANGUAGE,

ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY.

AOU CHA

A.

I. SYLLABLE.

A, as in Art, or as if written Ah.

This initial sound is common in the

Provincial Dialect of Canton ; in the

A'u'fln or Mandarin Dialect, it

becomes Ya.

3.
f 1. Of the second class;

inferior. This is the ap-

pellative so common in the

names of poor people, as A-lan,

A-pin, &c. Many row write it
|{pj*

O, which, in the Provincial Dialect,

is pronounced as A. For words thus

pronounced, see Ya.

TART II.

AN.

II. SYLLABLE.

At if written Aan. Provincial

Dialect, Oan.

*
2. Rest ; composure. For a

further definition, and words

thus pronounced, see Can.

AOU.

III. SYLLABLE.

A broad, and coalescing with Ihe

other vowels. Provincial Dia-

lect Ow, as in How.

/ 3. A deep bay ; inlet from

the sea or mouth of a river.

For further definition, and

words thus pronounced,
see Gaou.

CHA.

IV. SYLLABLE.

A broad. The Provincial Dialect

in the same; by tome pronounced

Tsa.

1 4. Wood floating in

_^JJ^~ water ; a float ; a raft ; to

j ~\ examine into; to enquire ;

to refer to records in public offices.

A surname. A bar or hindrance.

J5 1 Keu-cha, The great raft,

probable allusion to the ark of Noah.

Cha-chi
^Q- Aj to examine ; to scru-

tinize narrowly.

Cha-hea 1 ~K name of a plac?.

Cha-wan I

RJj
to enquire, to >k

about, to investigate.



en A C11A CHA

Tuis word, occurs very fre-

quently in Chinese government pa-

pers. after stating a case, and brfore

g'm n, they use it denot-

ing, / have referred to the law, or the

recttrat of the office, andfind then

follows an opinion or decision.

' 5. Settlings; grounds;

dregs ; faeces. The nam* of

a river.

Cha tsze K VfF dregs; fo?ces.

/ 6. To smear ; or to apply

ointments or other external

medicines to the skin. In

common use, but not sanctioned by

the Dictionaries. To prick AS with

a pin or needle.

Cha-hwa ^g ^ to delineate with a

needle. (MS. Dictionary.)

7. To tread upon with

the feet..

Cha-U OX P* denotes, the same.
** (1 J* U-

Not sanctioned by some Dictionaries.

8. Plants which float on

the surface of the- water.

9. Wood floating on water.

The same as number 4;

Reiterated, Cha-cha, The

Toice of a certain bird. The name

of a fruit.

MO. A wooden bar; to

stop or hinder as with a

'wooden bar. The name of

a place.

II. To stretch out; to

extend to opo or spread

out.

Cha-hoo
^aE- p -to open a door.

Cha.yen 1 "=" stretched out word* ;

ostentatious speech.

I . To, stretch out to.

extend.

\ 13. Th appearance of

st ne! tumbling down, is

expressed by^^ Cha-ra.

14. Adhesive. From Cha,

To stretch, and Shro, M illet

or grain, of which paste is

made. Reiterated Cha-cha, or

Cha-na
|j|8>

1fa& adhering together as

when pasted; mutually adhesive;

sticking together.

*
Chay, Large; wide.

15. An empty noisy blus-

ter ; rodomontade. From

Ohay, To spread wide, and

Sia, The heart.

16. An ill-closed cicatrix.

17. A large horn, wide

spreading horns; to seize

an animal, as by the horns.

18. To talk big. ^
Cha-na, To be ashamed

of poverty, and to endea-

vour to conceal it by a wordy

ostentatious display.

Cha-naou
| ^hj inexplicable, clamor-

ous, and ostentatious boaiting, lo

conceal actual poverty and meanness.

haad.

To, Afierce and artful tiger.

19. To take, to seize. Com-

pounded of Tso, A ravenous

artful tiger, and Yew, The

20. To take hold of witu,

the hand.

21. A house going to de-

cay ; a ruinous house.

22. To place the fingers

upon ; to feel with the

ff ^
fingers ; to take with the

fingers.

23. The name of a river,

^1 1""* or stream of water, in the

north.

24. A species of grain.

Red^ Taou Grain is

called^ ||[
Chih-ch*.

25. An incrustation fondl-

ed over a sore by matter,

is called
jjjfl ||| Kea-cha,

and
J|jj

BB Kea-kea.

26. A red pimple or

swelling on Ihe nose ; from

cold or the influence of

liquor.

Characters which may be considered the Primitives of those that immediately follow; different forms of the same character,
nd characters whicb-alwaj s or occasional!) cxprcs. the same sense, are placed here in a smaller sized letter.
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27. A pimple on the nose.

28. The reddened swelling

of a drunkard'! nose. Same

, as 26.

29, Distorted teeth ; the

teeth unevenly set.

I
% 30. Plants floating on the

surface of the water. Same

as 8. This character is

pronounced several other ways, in a

variety of senses.

' 31. Thenameof a sacrifice

offered in the close of the

year.

38. , To bind close; to

restrict; the name of the

sacrifice referred to in the

preceding definition, because in the

close of thejear, nature binds up

every thing.

33. The juice or sirup of

a plum-like fruit, called

'ci*
jll Chang-tsaoM.

-

34 Same as 33.

t 35. To be out of the

straight line ; to exceed ;

i^/F i

to be beyond. Erroneous ;

error; mistake; differing. Read

Chae, To send.

Cl.a ptih to
TJ5 ~ft^ !%f error not

much.

Cha puh yuen 1 ^?\
j|J|

error not

remote; i.e. nearly, not very far

from the truth.

Cha tih yuen ] ^{J if| different

from remotely ; very different from.

Yih she cha tso
\\^

1 $& a.

temporary mistaki- ; f.iiling for once,

or accidentally, into error.

* 36. A small spear. To
_*. tf -. -

pierce ; to stab. 7S& ^|l

Tsan cha, To shrink up, to

shrivel.

' 37. To pare or hew wood

or trees aslant

Kan-dui, To

hew 5 to fell.

parej to

C. 38. A certain description

of boat, .or (mall vessel.

39. The upper garments

put aside, and discovering

' the under parts of the dres.

N 40. A name, differentfrom

what is usual, for coppen

coin, or money.

Yew, The hand.

t 41. The -fingers of the

hand inserted into each

other;. any thing diverging,

or forked ; a road diverging into two

or more direction*.

Cha show ^? 3i the hands j.oined.

with the fingers crossing each, other.

. 42. To take hold of by

compressing two things, like

nippers ; an instrument for

harpooning certain fish, by sticking

it into the mod. To tir'tkfi to hit

will) llic fist. Used for number 41.

c 43. Water diverging into

several stream*. Forms part

of the name of a place.

* 44. The parUof Chinese

garments which open on

each side to afford room to

walk.

C. 45. A kind of clasp; to

fasten a girdle round a per-

_ G 48. Diverse or strange

^Nf speech. To reprehend. To

\J/ ^- take hold of a person's er-

rors; to be suspicious.

47. The name of a plant.

The budding of herbs >
a

bud.

r it 48. A diverging road ; to

tread.

49. A receptacle for r-

.
rows ; a quiver.

t 50. The side of the face;

the jaw. Expressed also by

t 51. Tea. The Chinese

commonly understand by

the single term Cha, The

infusion.

The sorts commonly known to

Europeans are these. Bohea,j^^
;M;\VOo-c-cha, now called y j

T.i-
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<ua,; find, Campoi, Ug ^ Keon-

pei; Sd, Congo, ~f -^ Kuu-r-foo ;

4th, Pekoe,
j
/Ql J'lh-haou; 5lh,

Pouchong, or Padre tea, 'flj

11 cbung ; 6lh, Souchong, /K S3}

Seaou-chung 7lh, Caper or Sonchi

tea.
if| J^ ?hwanS.che, or ^

fl Choo-lan.-The seven sorts of
i^Tvj

Black Tea are understood generally

by the term jj& 2jt
E-cha, or by

contraction r/H E, fom ^ y^i

l|i Woo-* than, The Woo-c,

(Bohea) hills in Fuh-kcen Province

where they grow. Tlie Green Teas

are, 1st, Sung-lo, JQ jjj^
Sung-lo,

2nd, Hyson, ffB ^He-chun;
3d,

Hyson skin, & Fc-cha ; 4lh,

Twan-kay, jtj V||
Tun-ke ; 5th,

Gun-powder tea, orj*jj j
Choo-

chs, (Pearl tea); tb. Ouchain, or

Young Hyson, pj| fltj
Yu-tseen,

(before the rains). The six sorts

of Green Tea are denominated

generally by the term, fe.

Sung-cha. They grow in the Province

^|"
Kan cha, To inspect tea ;

toeiamineitsquality. S| 1 Ching-

cha, To weijih tea. Si ] Panjr-
i >'. . l

cha, j^ |
Paou-cha ; or

'j^ J

Tun.clia, To prepare tea by boiling.

P
|

Kclh-cha, or^ |
Chth-

cha, To drink tea; the more usual

phrase is
[tj^

I llo cha.

Cha-chung^jU Jj^
a tea cup.

Cha-hwa
| fe the flower Camellia

J.iponira.

Clia-ke ^ /L A small stand or tahl-

ou whiib to pl.icc tea'

Clu-mS 1 ^fe
tea which is much bro-

ken; broken down to mere dust.

Cha-pei 1 5I> a tea-cup.

Cha-she At ^b a tea spoon.

Cha-sze 1 fijl)
a person who inspects

the quality of teas and decides the

prices, is, at Canton so called ; a

Tea Inspector.

Cha-tsze 1
'pt the broken refuse of

tea-leaf, used by the Chinese to wash

the hands with.

Cha-ye
'

'IS: tea leaf t the term by

which the Chinese distinguish the

leaf from the infusion.

.

'
'

t 52. A lone or expletive,

used in modern songs.

t. 53. To rub as on Applying

any ointment with the hand.

Chachwang ^ ^ to rub with any

application a wound or sore. This

character is not sanctioned by the

Dictionaries.

Cha-fun
] ^ to paint the face

;

to rouge.

54. Difficulty in walking,

is expressed by
jj^j f^f

Clia-che.

p I 55. Suddenly; inadvertent-

^^-> ly ; abruptly ; speedily, has-

tily ; for a short lime ; to

commence.

Cha-keen ^p ^ to see unexpectedly

and for a short time.

' 56. A loud sound; a

X3^ tumultuous noise. To

haste to eat. Used also in

the sense of 58.

57. Largrj big; ostenta-

tious; boastful.

58. Broad; wide; full;

solid.

% t 59. An unfinished house

A^ or dwelling. A shelter sud-

J |"* denly raised.

Cha-ya t^ fjjp
uneven ; irregular.

60. A wound which does

not close.

Cha-na

disease.

a severe state of

1 - Tne name of a p'antj

I 62. A stone tablet.

f 63. A kind of press for

rf* f*~
^^ ilraining w ;ne or other li-

quor ; to strain ; to defecate.

64. To ornament with silk.

' 65. Erroneous ; false ; de-

ceitful, fraudulent.

Cha.shen = ^ hypocritical.

Cha-jen 1
j^C fallaciously ; fraudu-

lently.

Cha-tsang 1
^f and

|j
I Go-cha,

To obtain money from people by
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working on (heir fears; applied

chiefly to the officer!) of the police

and retainer! about public courts.

Cha-wci
j fgj

false; hypocritical.

66. To utter what it shame-

ful.

67. A carriage split or broken.

68. A kind of preserved or

pickled fish.

Cha-yo ;& J| name of a fish, de-

cribed like the blubber fish; said to

be two kinds, the red and white;

the fir^t sort is eaten b the Chinese.

orTsih, Ifarrow; ttrait;

deep defile.

69. To press down with

the hand ; to bold a thing

down with . the hand.

70. An utensil for com-

pressing and defecating oil

or wine.

71. A wine pressi an uten-

>il for expressing oil.

To, An ear of groin tending

down, whilst iti roftl spread

out under grtund.

it
/ 72. A young girl ; an un-

married woman.

' 7$. The name of a plant.

74. The round of fire

burning briskly ; the noise

of flame ascending.

75. To sputter and speak

angrily; to boot at; to

speak to sharply. From T8,

To rely on, and Kow, The mouth.

16. From Chlh, To dwell,

and Mouth. To fume and

(putter at in anger; to

matter) to crauneb and roako a

noise with the mouth and teeth. To

commiserate. Used for 76 and 78

77. Saraea76and78.

78. To talk wildlj and extra.

Tagaotly i to boast and talk

ostentatioutlj. Strange j

extravagant From to dwell or

consist in, and words -, q. d. con-

listing only in wordi; mereUlk, cot

el preterea nihil.

To sputter and admit moiitet

from the note.

. tt.
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CHA. V SYLLABLE.

~^ TO. From Show, The hand,

^Fl and Yin, PtoopingV
- - To

T ^^*
pluck up; to eradicate.

Chi ft ^ jj^i
to bind together; the

amc is expressed by Xjg, %,j-
Chen-f,..

Cii hwa 1 xj/" to embroider with a

needle, (MS. Dictionary). Not anc-
'

tioned by Kang.be; probably belongs.

to 81, or ii a vulgar and local usage

of the character.

tl
. , ,

. A plain board <

mrd to writ,- ,

'

or tablrt

on 'before the

invention of paper, was

called ChS ; and
jjy ^Keen cha, or

I Shoo-cha, are still used to ex-

press letter. A numeral of the

scales or pieces of armour. Untimely

death by plague or pestilence, is

zpretied by Cha.

1- 1'* 81. To bind the part of a

bow grasped by the left

hand; to tie or bind to-

gether.

It. Name of an intect.

\ t
'- A bird with varie-

gated feathers; a certaiu

water bird that feodi on lih.

81. Distemper; pes-

^
tilenre; untimely death.

.*
85. To prifi with a st\1e

-or needle ; a particular form

of statement to the Em-
'

pefor. 'A certain bundle <if paper

' "lied $J f ,(hat,, or
<g||

|

Che chii; in th'n -sense appears

-on the
jigii boards of Stationers. 1

kit)
'

'

J

.Ip. Cha-tan, A written agreement

made between the buyer and seller.

86. A diligent and strenuous

exertion of one's strength.

87. Desultory, incoherent

discourse, is expressed by

88, A gate that may be

opened or shut, whether

placed at the ends of streets;

narrow passes in the country, or on,

canals forming a kind of lock.

Chi-tsa
JijjJ

-t- a gateway at streets

or passes, kept by a military guard.

Chi-fang
'

Jlj
the guard-house at

a Chi. The wall and gateway which

limits, or forms a barrier, to Euro-

peans at Macao, is called Hm l

Kwan-chS.

ChS-ho
] '/nT

the river with locks;

expresses the famous Chinese Canal.

1 nriChi-mun
j

BH a lock on a river, or

'

canal.

t S9. To stand on tiptoe ai

when looking to a distance.

1

jjf t f

90. The first buds of

plants in Spring; the budding

forth of plants. Auimali

increasing in size; fattening.

t 91. To pound with*

pestle in a mortar; to

stick in to; to beat down

as when
raising a ir, U(j

wall. Frora =f. Kan>

Representing a pe,,]e)

and^ ftew, A raortar

Choo, Representing the

arras raised and
lifting

the r.estle high to acquire the greater

momentum when letting the pestle

fall again into the mortar.
(Cbing-.
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tszc-tung.) The modern character for

pestle is
/{A-

Choo, which if also ap-

plied to the beater used in raising

mud walls ; and which in some parts

of the country is called Chi.

f^Tfi Ar\ 1*1 * "K A
09 fifrt illl ^ na-tce, A

JpJ l"

pounded wretch ; a sorry,

petty, worthless creature.

The-Chinese express the same ideaby

A\ TV Seaou-jin, A petty man.

i'J

93. The noise of slicing a

thing with a knife, or mire-

ing a thiiig-siii
ail with a knife.

94. Mincing many wordi;

loquacious; talkative} chat-

tering; prating.

95. To cover as in a mortar;

to store up; to secret; to

hide; a low cottage.

96. To pierce flesh; to

si ick into; to plant ; to insert ;

to attach to, as a flag to

the mast head. Same as N" 110. An

iron instrument; to stick into or

pierce the ground.

Cha kow ^jJi'P
to insert one's month,

or I
yk. Clia.isuy, To insert one's

lips,
denote putting in one's word:

interfering in a conversation or de-

bate.

Chala-chQh
| MJij j$a tuput a candle

into a stand for it.

97. Same as N* 4 and 37.

The name of a fruit; part of

the name of a jerson.

!is. Low and damp. One

gajs, Witter falling down in

drops |
to drip. The cha-

racter seems formed from Water and

the sound of Chi.

99. To close or shut with

a board or plank. From 14*

I'een, A splinter or plank,

nd Chi, The noise ru ide in shutting

a door or gate ; hriwe the meaning,

To shut a city gale; any thing closed,

shut or covered with boards or planks.

1 T T\y
% 100. Rumpled; puckered;

IF/ wrinkled 1'ke the skin ofold

*/' ^people.

.'

/j^J-ji
101. A stony appearance.

102. From grain, and to

stick in. To plant.

t- 103. To insert iilk;

to seam ; to sew.

104. To prepare in a certain

way by boiling.m
a 105. A kind of double collar

worn by the Chinese. A

light appearance of being

bound, or fastened round.

IOC.
-jft J

Chi-tse, Re-

iterated words, like the

dull tautology of a pestle;

miltterin" ; murmuring.

CliS-ya ] |H uncertain
1
, dubious lan-

guage, the noise of laughter.

107. Name of a gaming

utcniil.

108. Hasty lep; to walk

with speed.

109. Appearance of the feel

mo-ring.

110. An instrument of agri-

culture for driving into the

ground ;
to raise or lurn the

earth. Same as 96. A kind of hoe.

111. From Rain and Cha,

i?_ The noise of rain; a heaty

rain.

112. Grain benten lo flour,

/taTa aiul i*1*"**1 aia ball! a

P<P bait

113. The appearance
of a

horse walking, pacing,

prancing coursing, i ex-

pressed by Cha, or Cha-cha.

The

molioa of the teeth.

C. 115. Reiterated

examination; to i

to examine; to

to judge; to manifest; to m;ike con-

spicuous, to lake an extend e or

general survey. Chichi, (lean,

clear, pure; uncorriipted n.qr.iry.

Read Tse, To sacrifice: de' ..ling

that when all human cnqnin haj

failed, recourse is had to superior

powers by sacrifice.
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'fcS. to euquire iulo; to
xl>

examine.

Chit5 1 If examine and decide;

are words of form which close the

prayer of pertooi petitioning their

uperiori.

1 16. To examine with the

^ baud i to rub assiduously.^R

& 17. Minute and careful

involution; thj idea is

generally the same an 115.

A person's name.

1 18. To take hold of; to

grasp; to lead; to lift up.

To bow in the Chinese man-

ner with the folded hands to the

ground. Formed of the Hand, and

Reaching or extending to. To

insert; ta plant, &c.; l.ke 96.

119. A post or fl:g staff.

A hollow pUlar of brick or

stonework commonly culled

a p >goda ; a temple of the. priests of

Buddah.
-fa ^|J Koo-cbl, An

ancient pagoda.

CHAE. VITH SYLLABLE.

Broad A and E, coalescing. Sound like igh in nigh.' Manuscript Dictionary fAn/, ttay, Tihay. Often confounded with Tsae.

Canton Dialect, generally Chac. Same as in the Kwan Dialect.

' 20 - From TJ^
To manifest,

and WJV* Tse, Order, regu-

hirity. To Cleanse the heart;

respect, veneration for what ii good ;

to fast; abstinence from sensual in-

dulgence. ?fa
jfc

Chie keae, To

abstain from wine, animal food, and

renery. ^ Sh.h chac. To

eat vegetable food. fi 1
3jB

^^Che chae, keae shJ, To keep a fast ;

and abstain from tikirg animal life.

181. From Yen, a covering,

and Chae, Abstinence. A

straw hut; a thatched cot-

128. Commonly read Tse.

Even; regular; in order.

Read Chae, in the same sense

as 1 80. To regulate the pnssioni ; to

rectify the state of the heart.

183. Persons of the same

order or class ; a company ;

a party; a group. Forms

the plural of pronouns. 2r
<fi|

Woo chae, We ; in the language of

books, not colloquial.

126. To strike a thingwith

KjJ^ the fist. Read Tse, To put
"

/
"

I in order with the hand.

124. To bite or gnaw with

the teeth.

185. From Gold and fork.

A kind of bodkin or large

pin with which the Chire*

females fasten the folds or plaits of

their hair. Part of the name of a

certain'medicine.
|jj p Chae-kow

the point of a pin or bodkin.

V/J.X J4-, 1ST. To dislike; to suspect;

^M r~l to conjecture; to. guess.

Chae-han^ fg,
to feel dislike or

ill-will.

Chae-e
j )jj

to doubt; to cherish

suspicion-

Chae-leang
] jj|

or
| ]R|f

Chae-t5,

To conjecture ; to suppose.

Chae chS
j ^ io conjecture rightly.

Chae-pHh-chS I A\ ^ to be

unable to guess.

Chae mei
| ^ or

j ip Chae

keuen, To guess the number of fin-

gers thrown out, or stretched

straight from a previously folded

hand; which is a drut.ken amusement

of the Chinese. When the opponent

guts e< the right number of fingers

thrown out at the instint he speaks,

he wins
; and the person throwing out
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his fingers has to drink as a forfeit.

Read also Tsae.

1-J8. f- To send a messenger;

the messenger sent.

/ .

;
anenv J-

Chae she
] |j

public service on

which any one is sent.

Chae-fun
] ^ and Ji |

Chung-

chae, Are terms used in arithmetic.

|fi^
Kin chae, An imperial

messenger; an envoy of the Em-

peror of China, to any part of

his own dominions, or sent to neigh-

bouring states. He refuses to allow

any Envoy or Embassador from an-

other nation to employ the term Kin.

4lg Tang chae, To sustain an

imperial or government commission ;

to be actually sent on some public

service.
;"]"

I Ta chae, To send

away for any cause.

129. * A small spear. Also

read Cha.

Tsan cha
j

| to shrink up, to shrivel.

180. Disease in a conva-

lescent state.

131. Bundles of sticks;

fuel.
iffl^ H^ Fan chae,

The wood in ancient times

burnt in sacrifices. Paper is now

commonly used for this purpose.

Chae-ho 1 nf fuel for the fire;

\fc
I Kan chae, To cutfuel.

fuel in the woods or on the hills.

Chae fei
] ^p or I

|HJ
Chae

mun, The door of a cottage, as if

made with bits of sticks ; any door.

V% 13- The wood used in

*%.Jr^ sacrifice; to burn wood in

*^\ ^ sacrifice to the gods of

heaven, or to Heaven. 131 was the

original form, which was changed to

this form in order to distinguish it

from the common word for Fuel.

t

.

183. tTo tread upon with

the feet. Kang-he reads

Tsze.

134. / A certain animal said

to be so covetous or ra-

venous, as to devour fire,

and cause its own death, is called

$&:% Heae-chae. It is also said to

possess divine intelligence, by which

it discovers the right from the

wrong, the just from the unjust.

In allusion to these properties, it is

always painted before the gates of

public courts to remind the Magis-

trate, that covetous extortion is ruin-

ous to himself as eating fire; and in

allusion to the second property of

this animal, an executioner's cap, is

called it? I 3' Heae-chae-kwan.
'Ill \ /L_l

Military officers have it embroidered

on their breasts, probably in allusion

to its diritig; implying that thry

will go through fire to effect their

purpose. To vaunt or boast ofone's

courage is also called Heae-chae.

% 135. 'A ravrnuus bemrt

i\ of prey ; a wolf; called

T also
$jft jj^ Chae-Uag,

and \k Jfj]
Cliae-kow.

In the She-king the

words
| M/Chac-hoo,

Wolf-tiger, occur. Jut*

Mj jj\\ |

Shin sow joo

chae, As lean as a wolf,

is quoted in the MS.

Dictionaries. One says, Chae should

be the character 131, which would

make the saying, As lean as a stick.

186. - The htel of the foot ;

to beat with the feet in a fit

of anger is ex pressed by jug

Chae-tsfin.

137. ' To bear a burden;

to be in debt ;
a debt.

Chae-jin $^ h or 3 I Foo-chie,

A debtor.

Chae-choo I ^ creditor. y^

Keen chae, To owe a debt.

:,S J Hwan chae, To pay a debt.
32= I i V
= fr 1 Taou chae ;

JT]^
Tseu-

chae, To seek or ask for the re-

covery of a debt.

188. t A dwelling amongst

thehillswilhiapalisjdes.
An

enclosure for sheep. An

encampment ; a station or barracks

for troops ; which is also expressed

by *$r> ^i Ying chac.
H|J ^LJ

Tsien shan chae, The military

station at Casa Brauca, mar Macao,

is so called.
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139. ti TV Bl ra \enoiiil v ;

t bite; to gnaw. Pj{| jfa.

Chac hruS, To suck blood.

140. The twig or stem by

which fruit hangs.

111. A species of scorpion

in v IKKI: tail is a sting. A

sting situated in the tail,

as the sting of a bee, a wasp, and so

on. A man's name, used for 140.

A thorn.

142. t- Disease. &*
) Lao

ST. \

chae, Contagious distemper.

? T ze chae
> To

^J>

inflict disease, or bring misery on

one's self.

CHAN. VII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries and Canton Dialect, all the same. Often confounded with Tsan: MS. Dictionary Can.

Composed of JJ& CAS, An animal like

a hare ; and To, A hare or rabbit.

143. An artful crafty hare.

Chan-tan, The narne
I M3-

of a tree, said . to have be-

longed to Confucius. The last syl-

lable Tan, is now
applied to sandal

wood.

141. Men in an unsettled dis-

orderly state, like horses or

rabbits.
Irregular, uneven ;

a line of soldiers in disorder ; hasty ;

indecorous
levity ; contemptible

manner.

145. From Knife and the

sound Chan. To cut a-

under ; to chop-, to cut with

a chisel.

1 46. t. To pull or toss things

about in order to take from

amongst.

14T. To peck; to sip; to

taste slightly ; to speak for,

or imitate others.

148, The name of a limit or

boundary around an altar

or grave.

149. C. Same as 151.

ISO. Irregular; uneven.

151. t To pierce; t stab;

to stick. One says, To sup-

port. A comet is called

|f^ JJ
Chan tsoang sing. (') To

repair the side of; to complete

mending or
repairing.

152. Name of a certain

wood. Same as 143, A
comet is expressed by i| ift

I>T- I/IJ

Cbantseang; same as the preceding.

Sharp pointed, (fy A water gate*-

Same as 1 55.

1 53. To laugh.

16+. The noise of water

rushing or
falling dowa ;

the sound of fish frisking

or leaping in the water, the same i*

expressed by J|| y|9 Chan-tseS, The

hands or feet wet with perspiration.

156. A wooden barrier

^ against water \\ flood-gate.

156. The noise made by a

'57. A large boat, or other

vessel for the purposes of

i^ navigation.

158. A horny appearance;

like haviuir horns
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159. To be fond of talking of

^iSC people's vices; tocalumniate;

^/ *~^
flattery to the persons ad-

dressed, and insidious calumnies

against the absent; sly reflections,

intended to injure other people.

The name of a tripod; the name

of a place.

Chan yen = == and
|

fc Chan-
*VE I I I l^*

ning, express the same; the latter

expression, denotes A specious

flattery connected with the calumny.

^f? fj57 =% Chan chen meen-
I PH \tt p/\.

yu, To slander the absent and offer

adulation to the person present.

Chan jin 1 ^a. .slanderer.

169. The name of a place. To

involve in ruin; downfall.

161. A pointed instrument;

a p;>i..t d stone; the coulter

of a plough, To pierce ; to

stick into. Same as 145. A vessel

for preparing drugs.

162. Chan, or ;$ Can,

chau, A saddle for a horse.

16S. HI JH Lan Chan, The

appearance of the head; a

^
long head.

161. Greedy; gluttonous:

used also in common with

fl& Chan.

165. To engrave blocks

for printing books in an

erroneous manner j to blur.

Chucn ; Three weak orphan

children; objects of compulsion.

Attentive, observant? also written

%% thus, Three children feebly

striving to be first, and hence the

idea of Weakness.

166. Three children stand-

ing below a door. Weak
;

embarrassed; sighing.

Chaejo
| Jjjj

feeble; weak.

167. To see; to manifest.

Chan-Uow, Abu-

168. To cut ; to arrange; to

attack.

169. Chan, or ^
Cliaii-hwan, The noise of

water flowing, the appear-

ance of a stream running, of tears

flowing.

Chau-shwfiy
J 7J(

the name of a

stream, of water.

no. Name of a particular

sort of carriage; a military

chariot; a carriage to sleep

171. A horse without sad-

dle or bridle.

S to ride a horse witli-Chan-ke

out either saddle or bridle.

From two spears. To wound, to

injure; to rob. Read Tseen, denotes

what is Sinull; shallow.

High; lofty.

173. Boardi which rovrr

the tilr* of the roof intide

Chinese houses.

174. A kind of

stage or scaffold ; a tent with

an upper story -,
a place fenced

in ; a place to store goods ; a ware-

house; a kind of carriage made

of bamboo and wood; a hearse;

A path or bridge made with boards

or planks ; palisades or railing,

boards connected together for any

purpose. A stable, or floor for a

stable made with boards. LL
/|^<

Ma chan, A stable for horses.

^E Yang coan, A sheep cotj

a sheep fold. Mil Y J".
itSji

1'iiig chan e kaou tsaou, A tent,

stable, or fold, should be high and

dry. The name of a wood. A

sm:.ll bell.

a lofty appearance,

a certain fra-

Cban-yQh
[

Chan-heang

grant wood.

Chan-fang ]
J a warehouse; a place

to store un goods.

175. High lofty; stiM

higher.

176. A house or room for

keeping sheep , a sheep cot

Some use 181.

177. A cup made of chry-

supras stone.

178. A wine cup; or other

vessel for containing wine.

Used also for the preceding.
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179. An artificial Lank

raited against water.

180. A theepcot; an in-

cloiure in which to keep

any domestic animal.

181. The attack of a bird

of prey. Rapid flight.

1 88. The name of a plant.

183. A species of cat.

A tiger having cajt its hair

it called |f& 'ift Chan-

maou.

184. A certain insect va-

riously denominated; one

of its names is &
|

Ma-

Chan. Vulgar name it
J3| jjj^

Ma-

chi5h. The horse insect peculiar to

stables. Called also, Jj^ Bjj ]

Helen ma than; and
fjL jjjj<S

Ma

keuen, represented as a creeping

worm-like insect, with numerous feet.

185. A cup for wine;

probably a horn cup.

186. The name of a

certain valley.

187. A military carriage;

a carriage to sleep in.

denotes the same.

188. A small cup for con-

taining wine or oil. Horn

ups were used for lamps;

heiice Chan is the numeral of lamps.

3& '^ Y"ih chan ting, A lamp.

189. The name of a certain

tree or wood.

190. A species of wheat.

191. Chan, or gfc &f'J'N r^ I

Chan-gan, Irregular dis-

torted teeth; the teeth

appearing as if
falling out.

192. From a military

carriage and a battle axe.

A carriage rent or cut

asunder; to cut asunder; to de-

capitate; to kill. Chan denotes,

Existing but for a short time, as an

increase of military and weapons

speedily decides any affair.

The light parts of the inflo-

rescence of plants which fly off;

hence to fade; to be forgotten;

or the traces of the lost; to be

tattered or in coarse fringes. InO

the first sense it is applied to the

actions, whether of good or bad

men, which Mencius said were lost

trace of in five generations. In the

Utter sense, mourning garments for

parents are called 1

Hp*"
Chan-

shwae.

Chan twaol^ jtijand $$ Chan
**-r I-*? I

I ^j^

tsee, To cut off; to cut asunder.

Chan show ^ or
j

SH Chan

tow, To cutoffs person's head.

Chanfi
]

to
subjugate.

Chan tsuy ffi a capital wffence.

193. A lofty mountain,

the view of whose

summit is cut of, or lost

in the clouds ; the lofty

pointed peak of a moun-

tain ; or a mountain

with an acuminated summit.

194. The
feeling a-

rising from being cut off

from the good, or the

virtue one wishes to per-

form j a sense offailure,

or defect ; shame ; to feel

to blush. JgE ||jlf
Sew-

IJJH
Chan fcwei, or

jjfa

Kwei chan, all express the sense

or feeling of shame. Often read

Tsan.

195. Read Tseen, denotes

Shallow. Read Chan, or

Tsan; to ford a shallow

place.

196. The name of a

demon, said to expel malig-

nant influences: this

character is commonly the last word

at the foot of paper charms used by

the Chinese.

197. Chan, or

Chan-hoo, Name of an

animal said to be like a

mnkey and of a white colour.
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198. A high rocky pre-

cipitous mountain.

199. Chan or Tseen, To

cut away weeds or plants

that run into confusion.

200. Species of monkey.

Same as 197.

^ |_s

| Shin, from ~j: [*
Kan, Sweet, and

pC Pe'th, A pair. Pleasure; delight;* "

excett; hence the common accep-

tation : Exceedingly; extremely;

very.

201. > Chan, or
j|jl

y?t

Chan-jen, Great order and

regularity, such as becomes

human beings.

208. / Deep water-, an ap-

pearance ofdepth, thickness ;

weight; stillness; clearness,

said of heaven and of heavy dew.

Quiet; composure. The name of

a river. V^ & Ching chan, Clear ;

pure. A surname. Read Tan,

Pleasure; delight; excess. Read

Chin, To sinkor immerse in water; to

steep; to soak; to imbibe; to receive

benefits. Head Yin, Long continued

rain. Read tsin, To steep or im-

merse in water; or wine. Dregs.

a! Sun, originally written 5$ Sun,

Things selected and placed on a "TT"

Ac, or Stand. To prepare; to ar-

range; to submit; to accord; to yield.

FART. II.

203. ' Chan, Chen, or

Chuen, To regulate; to

form according to rule;

to make; to dispose in order; to

record; to correct; to put books in

order. Read Seuen, To semi; to

elect.
ifjj;

~? Seuen che, A

species of grain so named from being

well picked and examined. 4 1

Pihseuen, A species of pearl shell.

U 1 Sew chan, Title ofthe first

literary personage in the empire ;

otherwise called
jj^

T Chwang-

yuen; he is called Sew-chan, in allu-

sion to his putting in order the

national records.

i - s Torccord; to make;_J_OlCl

-4-" to do to prepare ; to adj ust.

Same as the preceding.
/Mr

Otherwise written JA. Tseuen. Read

Tseuen, To give special instructions

to the young; to exhibit to them

the virtues of their ancestors.

205. v Chan, Cbuen, or

Seuen, Boiled meat min-

ced and mixed up with

blood; after which it is reboiled.

Sometimes rice is blended with it.

206. 'Food; victuals; to

prepare and lay out food.

Jit tgf Tsae chan, Vege-

tables and meat; food generally.

Read Seuen, Money or silver to the

value of six leang, or taels.

207. Cv To produce, as from

the ground by growth ; to

send forth from the native

place, said also of persons. To bear,

as the female of human, or other

creatures; that which is produced ; an

estate; patrimony ; property ia house*

or land. The occupation* of the

people, in order to obtain lire-

lihood. A nautical iostrumeat of

the reed kind. The name ofa riTer;

surname,
jj'J j

Ch^(iknTB>P"r-

chace an estate, jj&sf^ Chaoui;*'
r* - ^\. '

Property in houses or land.
'^e(

1

K<-n chan, the property of a family.

IvyT '^fc ]

Hc'en kei chan. To give

up all the property of a family as in the

case of a bankrupt merchant, ^fi

destroy and losa one's patrimony.

/r^ 1 Fun chan, To divide" I

patrimony amongst all the children.

jfc j

Too chan, The productions

of the soil, te Hang chau,

Constant occupation or employment.

j
Sing chan, To bear a child.

208. O A pointed iron in-

strument, as the coulter of

a plough. To pierce; to

cut open.

209. x Chan, or
|$|

itfe"

Kcen-chan, Circuitous win-

ding intricacies amongst

hills and mountains.

,

810. t Perfect Tj-tueJ

says, A company ;
a

j

211. Demerit; of hand.

to take or select with the

hand. Dcxtrously ; skilfu lly

212. The name of a

stream of water mentioned

in history.
x

/cg
Chan-

chan, A numerous appearance. One

says, The appearance of shedding

tears.
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9 IS. Tame or domesticated

animals

214 rising of the skin.

fSf Hj|Pechan, A blister.xV J

AQ instrument for levelling

wood ; a plane. To level ; to plane.

A_
815. To ride without sad-

dle or bridle.

916. An iron utensil for

smoothing or planing

wood ; a plane ; to cut or

pare away, and remove

irregularties ; to level.

217. Same as the preceding.

818. The teeth of child;

the teeth which are first

produced.

819. Rice which has been

pounded once in order to

remove the husk. .

Seen or Tieen, Mountain jcal-

lions or leeJcs. WM leeks.

Small; minute.

iJ
^ 220. '

Chan, Tsan, Chin, or

Tsio, To repent i to feel

i-M i

contrition.
'Jpj 'Bjji

Chan

, To repent and -reform.

221. -

Hwj8| Leen-chan,

A particular kind of soup

made of pig's guts, pepper,

mustard, and vinegar.

.222. Sour ; a sour taste.

223. t Sheep in a cot or

fold. The upper part ofthe

character denotes a house

or shed; to lead or go before^ as

sheep follow the leader.

224. C. To cut even i to cut

to pieces and adjust.

225. ' To stick into.

V 226; Chan or Chin, Be-

tween two pillars;
to

adjust; to put to rights.

2*T. O An utensil for broil-

ing or roasting meat, by

applying it to the fire.

i j 288^ ' The seam of a
gar,

fc
|j*

meat ; a rent seam ; a seam

^^ opened ; to open as a scam.

229. ' To impede;

to cause to delay; to

hinder. Same sense as

H^ 'Hjl Tan-woo, To sell

not at the real price; to

impede another person's

affairs by underselling him; to gain

profit by trading. ^|| ^j Chan-

tsecn, To make a profit. ;^ /J
4;Si 1 We vew tseen chan, There
SXi I

is no profit to be made.

230. Common form of the

tho preceding, in Canton.

231. ' The seam ef a gar-

ment opened or slit.
;^j|j

if Poo chan, To mend a

rent seam. Read Tan, in the same

sense.

232. ' To stand up; to stand

erect. Astopping; standing.

or remaining still; a stage

of a journey.

Chan ke lae
jfe j|E ^ stand up.

jfo
~t ftff

|
Te fang nan chan,

A place difficult to stand or remain in,

either from the character of friends

or acquaintances; of superiors,

or from the nature of the service.

-4
J

Stoh yih chan, Eleven

stages. |lp
I Yih chan, A stage

of the government express.

833. Salt taste; very salt.
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CHANG. VIIITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries, Chang, and Tchang. Canton Dialect, Chrong.

~Y^1

234. From Yin, Sound,

and-f-Shih. Ten; a per-

fect number ; a piece of

music completed; a piece of music

variegated. -i- "Sr Tsing chih,

Azure with carnation colours are

called
JJ Win. ^ ^ Cblh pih,

Carnation with white are called 7|?

Chang. y |
WJn-chang, Elegant

literary composition ; prize essays.

ftp ^ Tsi3 win <*anS To

write a prize essay. 1 Chang,

or
j-JL

Peen chang, A section ; a

chapter. jfc f$ [

Pub. ching

chang, To leave a statement, an

estay, or an affair unfinished.

A clause of an; arrangement.

^j: Chang-clung, A statement of re-

gulations. ^ 1 Ta chang, The

great rules laid down by ancestors, the

name of an ancisut piece of music.

|3-
|
Hwang chang, Imperial laws

and regulations. ^[J | Fan-chang,

To violate the laws of the empire.

^ i Peaou chang, or
ppfe j

Tsow chang, A luminous statement

presented to the Emperor. Chang,

Luminous; clear. A numeral of

forest trees. The name of a place ; of

*n official situation. Jt j
shan

chang, The year under certain

circumstances,
jflj

Yin chang,

A leal. A period ofnineteen yean in

reference to the moon; the golden

number is called Chang, or
'

j*|\

Chang poo. ^ Chang-poo,

A certain ancient cap. The name of

various palaces; the name of a

country. Occurs used for 237, 242,

944, and 246.

235.
'pjj <]J|

Chang-

hwang, The external ap-

pearance of alarm or fright.

936. To stop up; to separate

by something intervening.

237. The epithet by which

a wife designates the father

or mother of her husband.

Pae ko cnan s- Ko&-

chang denotes a husband's mother.

To make obeisance to the parents of

ahusband. In this sense 234 occurs.

P I Heung chang, A husband's

brother. 235 occurs in the same

sense.

238. Same as
jfij

Chang.

239. A nigh nd dan-

gerous mountain.
j|p fij^

Fung-ehang, jl|
| Shan-

ebang, A high precipitous moun-

tain forming a kind of tereen.

tit 1 Tiing chang, A verdant

hill

_ -. _ .

^y * 240. From Cbing, Tane-

/ gated i and Shang, Hair or

' feathers i beraoie the colour

and beauty of quadrupeds and birdi

consist in their hair and feather*.

Elegant composition. Luminously

exhibited. To manifest; to exhibit.

A manifest display of the tuprr-

intendance of Heaven in rewarding

or punishing.

241. g f| Chang hwaag.

hurry and perturbation ia

walking; an irregular hur-

ried ftep.

Jf
|r

. ^ fg Clung-

Hwang, Atarm of mind,

apprehension , feu.

243. The light of the

Tp-| setting sun rUinjf higher

~^" and higher on an object

Clear, bright.
Same as ?34
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*
y=f shoo

;
j ^t Chang mah

;

^i |
Heang chang, The

Camphor tree; it grow* very large at

^j />E
Sin-kin Keen, in the Pro-

vince of Keang-se. 5 I Yu

Chang, are two species of camphor

tree, which must grow together seven

years before they can be separated.

The name ofa distrct in Keang-se, so

called from the trees which grow at

it. A small camphor tree is called

] Kow-chang.

Chang naou
J Hg camphor. Borneo

camphor is called^ t|~ Ping-peen.

245. The name ofa stream of

water in the north; the

name of a district.

vH
246. Same as

||| Chang.
'

1_ 247. A kind of sceptre

made of chrysopras stone ; a

play thing for a child. TheW '

t
-

birth of a boy is expressed by 3

pa Lung chang ; of agirlby ^rr Jf

Lung-wa.

248. Chang, or Jj

Chang-le, A distemper caus-

ed by pestilential vapours

issuing from deep vallies or caverns,

it is called a hot or feverish disease.

0J" Chang-moo, Mother of the

Chang disease; is an expression applied

to a
strange appearance seen on the

outh of the Mei-ling mountain.

At first it i.s the size of an es-no

increases to a circle like a wheel, and

spreads wider and wider till it in-

fects the whole neighbourhood. An

unwholesome atmosphere is called

^ Yen-chang, and
j ^

Chang-ke.

249. \arne of a certain

plant.

250. To walk ; to go.

.

251. Chow-chang, jlnl 1

| ^-*! I

Remote, wide, rague.
"

252. The name of a place.

"

253. A separating dike;

to divide ; to separate by

a dike.
ffi P| Paou-

chang, A dike or mound raised for

a fence ; important and dangerous

places. ^ 1
Poo-chang, A

place covered over as a walk.

254. Chang-ne, Sa
yfi?

Certain ornamental work

on a saddle.

255. A certain description

of horse.

256. Chang, or gl2 W?

Chang-ken, A certain water

fowl.

257. A small species of

deer; said lobe a very pretty

animal.

258. t Long, in respect

of sp-.ce or time; senior,

aged ; greater ; in a more

elevated rank; constant;

skilled. (') To increase

J by growth; to extend.

The name of a star ; of a palace ; of a

place; of a hill; of an animal; ofa

plant. A surname , name of a spirit

or divinity.

Chang ke keaou gaou -fe jiL
"jj: 'fW

To nourish his pride.

Chang keang ] ^ the os coccygis.

Chang kew
J /f^

a great length of

time.

Chang kwang 1
; crazy kind of

. conduct.

Chang le 1
JJ5

a superior officer

Chang pei 1 j!r superiors.

Chang ping I fr long weapons ;

mow, ko, keih, The bow, the

single pointed spear, the hooked

lance, the spear with a central and

a diverging point, the spear with

a central, and two diverging points.

Chang-shS loo te ming
|

^t &

jQ& Chang-sLo, name of a place

in the state Loo; the birth place

of Confucius.

Chang ting
1 T~ along form or stool.

Chang twan & -w^ long and short.

Chang urn sow sbang yuS hoo 1
jjfrj

4S? p p^ Sjj^ long and lean in

the upper part (of the vessel) is

called Hoo.

Chapg seaou Icang kew -Ig. BjH' gf**C /iln ^\~

iK to whistle aloud for a long time.J .

.

Chang wo Icang suy

two years older than 1 am.
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Chang-pih-shan J Q jji
mountain

on the south of Man-chow TartarT,

near the frontier of Core i.

Chang-iha ] ^ the capital of Hoo-

nan Province.

Chang yKh shin yew pwan
| ^

/f QL one half longer than one'i

kody applied to night clothes.

Chang yv.en |
y" remote, distant.

Chang yew
| $1) old and young.

j
I Kea chang, The senior

of a family. [rjjjj J
Sze chang, A

teacher. W1

I Tsun chang, A

person in a more honorable place.

pi -^ I Pih fbo chang, The

principal man of a hundred; the

commander of a hundred men. 4a(

J
Ho chang, is applied to the Mates

or Officers ofMerchant vessels,
^fc

,

j Sang chang, To grow; applied to

animals or plants. 5g I Tang

chang, or inverted, Chang-yang, To

bring up; to nourish; to educate; to

cause to grow. ^ Shaou

chang, A little older.

559. Madly ; blindly ; to fall

down.

Chang-hSng 'ffe
'JVE

careless.

Chang kwang 1 crazy kind of

behaviour.

Chang kwei
,]
& the manes of

a man who has been devoured by a

tiger; a kind of vampire.

560. From To extend and a

Napkin, or piece of cloth.

A curtain; a cloth spread

out. To spread out; obscurely. *jji

!
Win chang, Mosquito curtains,

it r

|l|l ]
Wl'' riving ;

j

3- Chang

tszc ;

j _^J. Chang in;;. Any cur-

tain.
Jf^r Chang fang, A tent,

used lilerally and figuratively fur

one's place of abode. ^Dt
\

<s|,g
\\X* )

chang, To pitch one's tent ; to officiate

as a teacher. yK ViV
tkli />Li I |

HwSn-hwin chang-chang, In a con-

fused indistinct obscure manner.

I M^T Chang poo, An account

book. Some erroneously use ^K
for the second character.

_tj'i

Swan chang, To reckon np; to

rslimate; to state and discuss UK:

reasons of. ~f\ I Ta chang, To

estimate the weight or force of

reasons ;
to calculate accounts.

~>jjjfl

| Jinchang, Toacknowledge a debt,

or the justness of a claim,
jj^r

Show-chang, To receive a debt.

*f I

3 Chang muh, A bill or account.

I Kae chang, To make out an

account. ^ |

Wan chang, To

icttle an account.

261. From To extend and a

Bow, To draw the string of

a bow, or an instrument; to

stretch out ; to hang up and spread

out; tolay out. To boast; to place;

to state, or draw out an account or

list of things; a numeral of tables,

beds, and such things as imply the

idea of spreading out. The name of

an animal, and of a star. A surname.

In composition it sometimes means,

The mind stretched out, or distracted.

Used for 260. 1 ^ Chang been,

To draw the string of a bow. Kg

I Kae chang, To open, to spread

j
Choo-chang, To lordout.

the spreading out, In

opinion or plan : In dn

1

[
wWVtiang; T.I vtr.-M, :irrrlain

kind ofbow wilh tlie ft-i-t. !

Clmng linj;. To Innd up and

lampi or lanterns.
'

I C
M"f k

chang,Wildly,strang.-lv.prrcip,'

J
Kwae chang, rnrrn.mably,

kow tachuen, Gaped- and panted

exceedingly.

To open or spread outan nmhrrll.i

268. The appearance of a

hillock of sand 'rising up.

S83. Water extending itself

or rising .higher; to over-

^C ttow, an inundation; the

name of a southern tea. ^^
Chanfyih, To overflow; to inundate.

J64.' A disease which con-

>K* Tti sists in a swelling out of the

pacts, as in dropsy.

- 265. Chang-le ^
name of an 'n>ect '

wise called J^J |^

yen, it is represented with long and

numerous feet.

266. Feeling of regret and

disappointment. ^fc ^^
Chang-wang, or -^ ]

Wang-chang, To wait and expect,

with the unpleasant fit-rings arising

from delay. 'H/,) |
Chow-chani^,

Grievud and disappointed.

267. Same ai S63.
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268. A swelling of the

abdomen. Same as 264.

269. To stretch the

to 'tire with vexation and

disappointment

270. ' To rub ;
to grind ; to

stop up.

271. Rice for food. A local

word, the same as
^jj

Leang.

272. A swelling, of the

abdomen, from an nCu-

rmi'ation of water, or otl.er

causes; the same is expressed by ||jl

Too-chang;]^ |
Ffih-cl.arg;

I Loo-cba; g. yjjr ]
Koo-

chang, Swelled like a drum,
fiji?

1 Keae charg, or
ypj j

Senou

chang, To all.-.y
or mit'gate a swell-

ing, -fa
1 Shwfiy charg, A swell-

ing from water. ^ Chung

cliang, A general swellirg.
Ijjjjj j

Heu chang, Swelling from weakness

f constitution.

t7S. The name of a plant

or tre?. A surname, "g"

SS Ch:mg t-ioo, A certain

tree, fe
j

Woo chang, The name

of a country.

274. A certain insect. Same

as 265.

275. Wild; irregular. |p
^ Chow-chang, Irregular,

precipitate manner, ai if

crazed.
|
fy Chang-tun, A care-

ICM, loose, hasty manner.

276. Used commonly for
|{jj|

Chang, in those senses which

^> refer to accounts; as llw

^ Chang mtth, An account of money

owing. Fee 860. This character is

not found in Chinese Dictionaries.

277. Sharp; a keen edg", or

sharp noiiit. A mail's name.

278. t Pkin str tched out;

covering; or, as it is ex-

pressed in Chinese, Clothing

for a bow.

279. A leather covering for

a bow ; a box in vhich

to contain a bow
; which is

usually kept warm.

280. Meat spread out; a

baiti which is also expressed

by wj| 6g Chang-hwang.

281 . The sound ofa drum.

282. tThe light of the

rising sun. Elegant; beau-

tiful. Suitable; abundant;

affluent Increasing in
strength,

affluence and splendour, applied to

nations.

Ckmg-ming ^ fljij
bright, splendid.

Chang-shing
j J^ efTulgent and

affluent. ^ \ Wang-chang, The

name of a star or deity. Chang it

used for
ife^ Wuh, A thing.

k ^| 283. A splendid shewy

A _Z^ person ; a singing girl. To

| I--/ harmonize, or accord with.

A seducer ;
a leader. Uiod for 284

and 285.

Chang-yew <f^ yjjk
entertainments of

singii'g
and pl.iying; theatrical a-

musements. Players; si,.ging girls,

prostitutes.

Chang >u ho yu | ^ ^ ^ do

you sing, and I will respond to you.

(She-king.)

Teen-hca chang ^ ~p I
the

leaJer, first or h_-a;l of the empire;

the Sovereign.

Ching Iwa^ S^ to lead or head

an insurrection.

Chang suy ] ggor | |f] Chang.

ho, To lead and to follow ; applied

to hv.sYind and wife.

Chang tow \ B^ a nead or leader.

Chang kwang J | irregular vicious

conduct.

284. t To utter the roice.

To recite; losing.

Chang ko
jlH

5fr or reversed, Ko-

chai g, To sing graver songs.

Kaou chai g ^ j

to sing aloud.

Chang he IH) to recite plays.

Chang le
||[y

to give the word at

great sacrifices for the performance

of the several prostrations and so

on. The master of ceremonies is

culled
Jill

1 ^ Le-sing.

Chang keuh t<ze
|tl}

-T- te

sing light songs.

Chang jS Pp ^ a salutation per-
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formed by raising the folded hands

as high as the face, and letting
them

fall again. It is otherwise called

^ jjjr Chang yih.

285. A strumpet ; a pros-

titute ;
a whore. Otherwise

expressed by^^ Chang-

;-ncu ;

Igj^ -jp-
Peaou-

tsze; and
j

fc. Chang-foo.

S86. c Garments thrown

loosely about one; without

I'f being bound by a sa .li or

girdle.

287. t-
Chang-, or

"jpR Jjf

Cha:-g war, The stones or

other ornaments attached to

the ears by barbarians ; otherwise

called JR. J'fr Urn-tang.

288. t-Thc husk ofpaddyj

chaff.

289. A water plant; a

kind of sedge. Otherwise

called
ijfH Chang-poo,

and 3|E ^jj||
Q Chuy keen tsaou,

Acorns Calumus, or the hanging

(word plant, which is popularly

thought extremely efficacious in

cutting off various demonical in-

fluences, and expelling bugs. On

the 5th of the 5th moon, it is stuck

up in great abundance at the doors

of houses.

290. A certain small shell

fish; a cockle.

291. Garment* loosely

thrown about one. Same

a 286.

^"r 292. To sing. Pamea?284.

S3 [ / A mai/4 name.

palace ; the name of a

modern city gale in Keang-

nan.

Chang-k8 R|j
mme of a wind

said to arise in the west. Thegite

of heaven, said to be kept by the

RH I r
a iic :c.it warrior KSl jr" -I- Kwan-

lyrJ / ^ J

foo-tsze.

894. A designation of a

hone.

bird.

296. The sediment of a

natural salt.

297. Ancient form of 284.

00|^ To sing ; to play.

f^j Shang,from/\ Pit, To be separated

from,
anrfjpj Hcong, Towards. To

be slightly different from; nearly

about, to add to; to adorn, or gloss

over. To like; to love ; to esteem ; to

honor. That which the mind desires

hopes or expects. That which is loved,

valued, or esteemed. The chiefs the

principal. pilhet of things per-

taining to the Emperor. To rult i K>

direct great affairs.

298. t To top suddenly ( the

appearance of doing w.

Chang-jen rhe
4jg ^ Jj^- slopped

suild.nly. More frequently read

Tang.

JUiscoi.c rk-d, di*:i| pointed j

irrc-olule; afTccting a kind

of extravrg:irre, and desperation.

Soniethi: g of the sci sc ol ?Jh
jfi|J

Pae-hwuy, Driven hither and tbilhtr ;

irresolute.

SCO. O Chang, or

Ch:ing-hwang,Dis;ipp(iinteds

disconcerted, and displeased.

301. C Level, elevated land

from which a distant \irw

is had. Open ; |il.iin; fully

disclosed; manifest; d. S Sv JW
Kaou chang te, Elcva'ec', sp rioin,

level region; in Cintr.. distinction

from Narrow, irregular, ai.d cramp-

ed position; applied figuratively

to circumstances. L. Chang

warg, Destitute ofroom and ease t

crannied; disconcerted.

302. * Wide: roomy; liberal,

as SOI.

303. / Or Chwang, An open

shed; a roof without sur-

rounding walls; such erec-

tions are common at mine* shore
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sround, and at other places where

mtrks art carried on, as

Yin-chang, Erections for

work at silver mine*. J^ \
Mri-

chang, A colliery, f^ |

Seaou-

chang, Salt-pelre works. ^ jtj^

|
Lew-hwang-chang, Sulphur sheds,

where sulphur it prepared.

304. ' Alarmed; appre-

hensive; frightened appear-

ance. Abbreviated by tlic

character 300.

305. The feathers of a

certain bird called& Tsew.

| Tseaau-cbang, The

feathers of a little bird said to be

woven ii)to garments.

306. C. Same as the preceding.

307. To sit- cress-legged,

in the manner of'the priests

of Bmldah:

308. / A certain

309. To rub. One says, A

piece of iron surrounding

the rim of a wheel.

. 310. -

Fromrjja Snang, To

manifest or di-plav. and
ft]

Kin, A piece of cloth. Gar-

ments which, a/e aluiayi displayed ;

hence used also for
^?J Chang, The

lower garments. Constant; usual;

common ; constantly ; frequently ;

in the habit of. Five rirturs which

ounht tu be uiTuiiably practiced, are

called the Five Chang. The name of

a divinity ; of a district ;
of a hill ;

of

astreara; of a banner; ef a spear
or

lance. A surname; a measure of

sixteen cubits. 'sfc Chang-

changs [}^
I She chang; Com-

monly ; constantly ; always, it

Fei chang Unusual, extraordinary.

Chaou chang, According

to what is usuaL. 2E
j

Ping-

chang ; 5^1 |
Sin or Tsin chang,

and j^ Yung-chang, All ex-

press Common , ordinary, applied to

persons or. thing. ^J[ King-

chang, Regular; constant usages.

flB C.hang-fQh, One's ordinary
.

dress, not full dress. %St I J&ff
xJ* g/A

Kea-chang fan, A family dinner.

[

/fT Chang sang, Continual
;

never-ending, eternal life. {

jin, c, le, che, sin, The five constant

virtues, Benevolence, justice,, de-

corum, knowledge, and truth.

!.
Ifit Ke-chang, A banner with the

sun and moon depicted on it, given

by the Emperor as the reward of

splendid deeds. j& ]. Fung-

chang, He who bears the banner.

311: Chang-go

A celebrated
'

goddess in the

palace of the moon. -ftpj

Wug, is also used for the first

syllable.

w|> 318. Used for 310, in

reference to the Five

virtues.

313. 'The palm ofthe hand,

the sole of an animal's foot,

called by Hie Chinese, The

middle, and the heart of the hand;

the root of the fingers. To grasp

with the hand. To rule; to conlroul.

a surname.
t|> 'Jj= C:he-chang,

or -i \f ai Shttiiy-che, or B^ -S-

Ma-hwang, A leech. Ahfe 1 Yang

chang, To lose one'i ease and self-

controul; perturbed; disconcerted.

J)3x
|

Chih chang, The controul

which belongs to one's office.

I Jffl Chang-Ic, rt 1 Choo-
f !_- I

char.g, 'p^ Chang- kwan, To-

rule ;. to manage. J5fr Chang-

keaou, To rule and teach; applied

to tutors. "ft~f
,/jjt
_ Td 1

Ta ta yih pa chang, Give him a slap

with the hand. ~m\ ^K gft

&y*
Joo she choo chang hoo, Easy,

as pointing out any thing on th

palm of the hand. H b. ^K- ^M?
1 1 > \ I X X XJ

Heung chang mei wei, The sole of

a wild boar's foot, has a sweet smell.

rb Chang cluing, In the palm

of the hand. _}^ Chang shang,

On the palm of the hand, ^j ^P-

1 Kan show chanj, To practice

palmistry.

314. t The nae of a plant ,

115. A certain Taluablcslone.

316. t Chang, or Shsng, To

screen or fend off; the gar-

ments for the lower prt of.
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the body; a petticoat j otherwise

tailed ^a"
Keun or

1|f
KeUn. Vest-

ments for the upper part of the body

are called ^fc E.
~Jfj^

Is* E-chang,

Garments generally; clothes ofany

kind.
Jf -fa ]

Chuen e chang,

To put on clothes.

317. CFrom Che, The will,

and Chang, To manifest.

YJ^-f To taste ; to try ;
to essay.

Having already done. The name of

a certain sacrifice; a surname.

Kow chang che PJ '^j* ^ taste it

with the mouth.

Chang-yfh-seay
j

& taste a

little.

I -1 takeChang-yih-chang

a taste.

She chang Sj|H
1

try.

~^ E tsth chang che, When you

doubt or have suspicion, try it.

;jj^ ]

We chang, Not yet; not

occured heretofore.

^ 318. t
Chang, or iala |&

Chang-yang, A flying fish,

^ ^f said to have a head re-

sembling a swallow. Also called in

I Yang-hwang-
the north

kee.

319. 'To pay the value of;

to recompence; to pay for ;

to make amends ^-
ft

Sha jin chang ming, He who

kills a man must pay or forfeit his

life. ^ ]fy ,^ Yew kung

tang chang, He who has merit

should be recompensed, jtj^

Teen chang ;^ j

Te chang, To

pay or forfeit; generally applied to

SJ

the life. fc ffi ] Dg K,-:,n

chae, rliang tseen, He who owes a

debt, must pay the money.

320. t Same as the following.

331. tflie name of a bird.

322. x A surname. In its

other senses read Tang.

3? 3. Yang, From Day, One,

and Sudden, Tofly and spread

abroadl ike the light emanat-

'"g from the rising gun. Light.

Strong; increasing; multitudinous.

Spread, opened or laid out. The

tecotid form is usual tut not correct.

324. t. A piece ofground

laid out and appropriated

to some particular pur-

pose. An arena on which

to perform the rites of

sacrifice; on which to

gather in the grain; to perform

literary exercises, or military con-

tests ; to execute capital punish-

ments; on which to consecrate

priests ; for gaming ;
and for the

concourse of reptiles or insects.

\umeral ofaffairs; circumstances; a

particular period of life. Time, state

or class ofpersons. ^CJfcjp-
Ho chang,

Place where grain is collected.
^3-

I Ko chang, Place of public

literary examinations. \f I Fi

chang, Place of execution. J^
Too chang, A place fur gamin;;

/]/ ^ 1 Miaou nceti chang,

The focicty of the young.
'

/>,'
Yih chang mung, A Visionary

state; a dream: laid oftea in

allusion to life.

325. C A kind of ttonr

sceptre, otherwise called

rJrKwc i, in
li.-i.gth

a cubit

and two tenths.

326. E- The parts which, tlie

Chinese say', give expansion

to the subtle fluids of the

stomach ; the intestines
;
the bowcN

;

the seat of the affections ; thu name

of a plant; and joined with other

characters, forms several proper

names. -^ DETachuiig, The great

intestines leading to the anus.
/j\

[

Scaou chang, The small in-

testines; i. e. the urinary ducts.

<& 1

S'" chang- A fr.

towards, a liking or disposition for.

-

j
Yang-chang, N'ame of the

side of a hill.
^HF. | \Voo-chang,

Name of a country. Jl'j
I

chang, Name of an animnl. (\\
,,.! I

Yu-chang, Name of a sword. p

I

Hwang chang, Name of a coffin.

327. t' The c.vci Hence, good,

or Inppiness which exists

within, passing to the out-

side; expanding, pervading; to

permeate; pcrmeant ; spreading

all around. Filling; to fill; ex-

pansion of th'- animal spirits, content-

iiK-nt ; joy; hilarity. A surname,

the full moon ; on a certain occasion
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the lllh moon. Applied to the

playing of some songs, from their

exhilarating effect.
J $% $-

<4M Tnnsj chang yu wae, To per-

meate, extending to the outside.

^ Mei cliang, Excellent ; plea-

sing; agreeable. I

jj^ Chang uy,

According with one's wishes, plea-

sing. 'Jj | Kwae-chang, Feeling

delight; delightful,
j ft Chang

yue'.Tbe llth moon.
)
JA" Chang

chung, To pervade; to fill.

r-fc 328. C: Land extensively

spread, but unfertile; ex-

pansive ; permeant. Said to

be the proper form of the preceding.

- 329. rlants or herbage ex-

panding; luxuriant.

1-, 1
330. I The seal character

^F represents a hand grasp-

' ^^-
) ing Ten. A measure of

ten cubit? length. A

slafF. -^ Chang-

leang, To measure. An

epithet applied to old persons.

jfi Chang-foo, A husband. -jf

Yd chang, A wife's father. J^

Chang-jin, or^ j

Laou chaug,

Term of respect to a wifi 's father,

or any old person. -fa ^ Ta

chaag foo, A great irau.
~}j j Fang

chang, A temple or monastry of Fuh ;

the head of a monastry. life

Han-chang, The chair of a teacher.

The vulgar form is with a dot.

Chang lenng ti'en mow,
j

i to measure land.

ffl

1 331. t ' Generic term for wea-

Jt^~ pons; such as the sword,

\' ^^ spear, and Lmce. w-
"O^

Ping chang,^ |
Kechang.Military

weapons. ?J0 ]
Tsae-chang, Orna-

mented weapons. Jj Tachang,

To fight.
/

j|s
\ E-chang, The im-

perial guard. H| i
?tth chang,

Crosier used by a priest.

[C] To rely, or depend on. ^ ]

E chang,
ŷ fe ]

Ping-chang, To

lean against, to depend on.
ffl ]

Yang ch.ing, To look up to for

support. Occurs denoting A path or

way. Used for 332.

338. To hurt ;
to wound .

333. That which is grasped ;

to support one in walking;

a staff ; a cudgel or blud-

geon; the stem or wooden part of

alance. ['] To hold in the hand;

to lean upon, to beat with a stick or

bludgeon ; to beat with the bamboo ;

a Chinese punishment. iK

Kwae-chang, A stick, orstaff. Kwae

is a short stick ; Chang, a long staff

that reaches above ore's head. &

] Oie-chang, To beat or flog with

the bamboo.
] ^' Chang ylh-

plb, To flog with a hundred blows,

j^ ] Hoo-chang, A plant
j

^ Chang-chay, An old mm
,

at 50

years of age, he may use* staff in

the house; at 60 i.i the village; at 70

in his native princedom ,
and at

80 in the palace of the Emperoc.

334. Disease.

335. t Chang or Tsang,

From
'ph

Shih, To eat and

Pi Hwuy, An enclosure.

A square building in which to store

up grain. A granary.
See Tsang,

Haste, hurry.

336. t Chang or Chwang,

The heart perturbed.
/||j

'h& Tse-chang, 1'erturbation

of mind ; painful feeling ; grief.

*MH Chang-hwang, Disappointment,

vexation.

337 - To hurt j to wound.

A wound ; a sore.

338. C. A wooden lance point-

ed and hardened by fire.

Used by peasantry against

banditti.

339. (i The name of a fra-

grant plant, which is blended

with black millet and fer-

mented.to form a species of wine used

in sacrifice,
jj^ 1^ Kcu-chang,

Black millet and the plant Chang,

An odoriferous wine used to invoke

and cause a descent of the gods. Used

for 327. 1 f$ Chang-mow, Lux-

uriant.
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CHAOU. IXT" SYLLABLE.

A broad, the three rowels coalescing ; no similar sound in English. Manuscript Dictionarief , Chto. Canton Dialect,

Chew, ew as in Tew.

340. ' To call upon with au-

thority ; to summon ; to cite

to appear , to invoke.
~^L

Chaou keen, To summon to an

interview, as is frequently done by

the Emperor. Another person's invi-

tation i called
|j| j

Chung-

chaou, A gracious
summons. -^

^f- Foo chaou tsze, A father

summons his son.

Chaou tilae
/j3 fy ^call him here.

Cbaou chin I K[ summons his mini-

sters to attend.

Chaou pah taou X\ ^|]
not to

appear on being summoned.

341. To call aman.
j ^

Chaou muh, To walk in or-

der. To place people in

proper order. Chaou denotes a

father; and ^ Muh, A son.
J]Q

Chaou is used in the same sense.

342. I From Chaou, To in-

yoke, and S P;"ih, To

divine. To enquire by divi-

nation.

343. Calling to in a hoarse

guttural manner.

344. A female name.

345. A pool of water ;

a pond. One says, A pool

with a winding margin. A

piece of ground appearing in a pond ;

an island.

346. The same as 347. To

call one's self.

347. A certain kind of bow.

The elastic flying back of a

bow after the arrow shoots

from it. ^ J
Ta chaou, A large

bow.

348. From To call, and A
hand. To call and make a

signal of invitation at the

same time; to invite with the hand;

to beckon ; to induce to come by

proclamation. Hand-bill or sign

board. To entreat ; to entangle ; to

t-ke crime to one's self; to confess.

To assume ; to excite
; to raise. A

surname. 1 Show chaou,

To beckon with the hand.

Chaou-chaou-chow-tsze'
J ]

to hail a boatman.

Chaou gan 1
$jr

to issue proclama-

tions to soothe the people, or invite

insurgents to submit.B

Chaou hi-en ^ to invite good

people to come forward.

Chaou jay | ^ to provoke. |

& Chaou yaou, To shake, to excite.

Chaou kaou
j
$j to invite the peo-

ple to accuse suspected officers.

Chaou lang juh shay
|

inviting a bride to enter a cottage.

Chaou mooping

soldiers, or
]

It t

chaou tiiea

hea, To call the whole empire.

Chaou shang | jj
to invite people

to come forward to engage in the

mercantile concerns of govern^

meat.

a hand bill or pla-

Chaou pae, A sign

| jjfp
; or

]
Cnaou

Chaou tc'S
]

card.

board.

Chaou tsuy

jin, To confess some crime.
jrj

I Tsze chaou, To bring upon one's

self

Chaou ho
| ||^

to bring some cila-

mity on one's self; which is also ex-

pressed by
j

Chaou

tsae Iwi ho.
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S49. ' The splendour of the

lun | bright ; iplendid ;

light ; manifest t manifested ;

refulgent

Chaou mfih
[]# ^ the display of

order, as between father and son;

far off and near at hand ; old and

young ; nearly and distantly related.

Cbaou is HH Ming, Luminous ;
and

Mflh, denotes ^ Tsze, Order.

Chaou is the higher place, on the

left side, or towards the south ; Mflh,

is the right side, or towards the north.

I E& Chaou-soo, The manifes-

tation of Spring, by the flight
and

noise of various insects. An ab-

breviation of the following.

350. 'The light of fire

reaching to; light illu

mining by falling upon

an object ; to illumine;

to extend care and su-

pcrintendance to ; to ac-

"^
J cord with former acts,

usages or precedents ; like ; according

to
; the same as. 3$f 00 Poo chaou,

To illumine every place, ^t
Kung chaou, To surround with light

and splendour, ilf I Ho chaou,

Firelight. JjJ ft ^J'hye
chaou lin, The light of the sun and

moon descending or reaching to.

|p Ching chaou, Light falling

at right angles. J3 ]

Fan chaou,

Reflected light. 1
|ft|

Chaou ying,

| ^pj
Chaou koo, To pay atten-

tion and regard to, for the purpose of

asiistiuj.
| fjjf

Chaou kwan,
J

leaou, To oversee ; to

manage and direct affairs.

Cbaou chang
j

*H* The same as

as usual,

Sin chaou
J|^>

1 To regard or pay

attention to with the heart or mind.

Chaou kcw
] ^ The same as

formerly.

Chaou le pan le
J ^ijj |M $i]

to

act or manage agreeably to standing

regulations.

Chaou peth
'

^' a wall opposite

the gates of government offices.

Chaou soo
*

3& according to the

number.

Chaou swan 1 1j[. according to the
1 -r\~

calculation or reckoning to be made.

Chaou tsze
| j| according to this.

Chaou yang I

;tjj|
the same as a

pattern.

Chaou joo teenjih 1 -flft Jc PI

as manifest as the sun in the

heavens.

351. The appearance of a

tree agitated; a target to

shoot at. A bathing seat

or conch.

352. The light of fire; to

illumine by fire. Light;

mental discernment A sur-

name. Same as 350

353. Another name f

Clnrang, A bed, or couch.

354. The thin membrane

which covers flesh below the

external skin.

355. A certain vessel.

356. <S To make signs, in

sport, to a person with

the eye. To wink; to ogle j

to play with the eye.

357. C The name ofa person.

358. Also read Teaou, A

broom ; to sweep.

359. ' To declare; announce,

or proclaim to ; a Royal or

Imperial declaration, or

proclamation. To teach; to instruct;

to promulge to the whole empire.

'f^P I

Tae-chaou, Name of a cer-

tain office in the Han-Iin Co'
1

je.

Name of a certain Barbarian king.

j!j|| ^ ~~JC
Pan-chaou teen

hea, To promulge the Imperial will

to the whole Empire. A
[j*

~7"

n ^ s: m i % z
Jingan, puh ke.nsze e, tsth chaou

kaou die, If a man does not perceive

what is proper in any affair, then

instruct him.

Chaou-che JS or ~mh
] chlh-

i ' /TJ^ i

chaou, or
j*j |

Tan-chaou, An

official and public declaration of the

Emperor's will ; an imperial pro-

clamation addressed to his ministers

and people. P3
j

GSn-chaou,

A gracious declaration of the Im-

perial will, as, a general pardon.
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360. To step lightly; to

tr'P i
to steP over > to 'eaP

over; to precede; to sur-

pass,- to excel ; to raise to a higher

state of intellectual or spiritual ex-

cellence ; to raise from purgatory to

the region of the blessed. A sur-

name.

Chaou chBj|9 j^_ personal accom-

plishments or talents, surpassing

others.

Chaou keun
|

to excel the or-

dinary class of men in talents or

virtue.

Chaou sing 1
Jraj supernatural.

Chaou too I \$? to raise from a

state ofsuffering, departed spirits.

Chaou yu5
| jj||

to raise or pro-

mote over the heads of others.

%# Chaou pa ;
1 ^f chaou shinS '

and 1 J^ Chaou keu, all express

a similar idea.

j,
j2U

rf^! 461. A large sickle or scythe.

362. A cool breeze; a

I"71
|X;j breeze when the air is pure

and clear.

363. Name of a horse.

7 Shaou, 364. Few in number;

to derogate ; to disparage ; to lets-

en a person or thing ; to abuse.

Toflatter and compliment a person

it expressed by itt opposite %+

\/ To che, To much him ; to in-

ereate-him as to good qualities.

It also denotes Young, holding a

second place, and so on.

TART II. II

o/j;

365. (Read Meaou. The

&

hoarse voice of a certain

wild fowl. Read Chaou,

Clamour ; to wrangle. iQ pA>

Seang chaou, Mutual wrangling.

Chaou jang
J 4J|

Or Chaou-naou
|

PU to make a clamorous di>tur-

banccj to clamour. XpT ^B I

Ho tangchaou-naou, what a wrang-

ling noise and bother!

L366.

To take ; to take by

'O force; to take or stir as

with a spoon. To seize a

person's effects by au

order ofgovernment. To

transcribe, or copy a

paper. A surname. yU
zj^i

Chaou

seay, or ^ Chaou ting, To

transcribe any paper or book.

ra Cbaou-pih, To make a fair

copy of any original official docu-

ment,
j jj; ^ Chaou ching

tsze, To copy out in the plaiu hand.

1
-JJJZ.

Chaou kea, or
^jjp [

Cha

chaou, and Cha chaou, |j jgjj
Kea

chan, all express Searching a person's

house ; and taking possession of the

property by order of government.

Same as $0 Chaou.

Chaou-tsze J?fa
jjgt copy of an official

letter from one officer of rank to

another.

367. t- To fry j to roast in

a pan with a small portion

of water, lard, or liquor.

368. To till or plough the

ground.

369. An instrument of

husbandry, to plough and

rcplough the ground

370. A boat reitleii or

agitated on the surface of

the wat<T. Jt

371. -To make a disturbance,

a tumult. Light; volatile ,

slender waisted ; artful A

name. Same as 365, in the

phrase Chaou-nauu.

372. A horn spoon.

373. - To take ; to seize by

order of government; tn

transcribe
; to copy. Same

1MUF*H Chaou
iTlO

kwan, A sealed document, or official

receipt given by an officer of Govern-

ment for articles received. A kind

of paper money or bank note em-

ployed by government, uader the

dynasty Sung, in the reign of&j (8?

Shaou-hing, (A. D. 1170); value from

one to five thousand cash were called

^ I Ta chaou ; and from one to

to seven hundred, were called

A\ I Seaou chaou. Offices were

appointed every were to receive

and give them out. They were to

be renewed within seven years, and

fifteen cash for every thousand was

deducted for the expence of making

the notes ; a general name for them

was
^jJ j

Tseen-chaou ; and they

were also called -)M $$Cchoo-pe. A

scarcity of copper is assigned as one

reason ;
and another is, a want of

money to pay the army ; which led

to this scheme to entice the merchant
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individual*.

with the convenience of it ; for it ii

aid that^ ${ ^ 'twas conven-

ient both for the government and

874. A certain prepar-

ation of rice and wheat

flre-dried and ground

to a powder, or formed

into certain cakes.

^^ 375. ^ The nails of the fin-

j IV gers and toes the claws of

S I ^k an animal j the talons of a

bird. To scratch ; to claw to tear

to pieces with the claws
;
to lay the

claws upon any thing j to lay the

hand upon with the palm undermost;

to take with the hand. ~~f ^
TTf

JC. Wang che chaou ya, The

king's clatei and teeth ; applied to

himself by an ancient statesman.

^ ite 1 Mae-pan-chaou, The

Compradore's claws ; i.e. the labour-

ing people he employs. j jj|||

Chaou Ian, To tear to rags with the

claws.
tijj*

I Hoo chaou, The

claws of a tiger } and so of any other

animal or bird.

376. ' To scratch gently,

or tickle} metaphorically

to cajole; to tear with the

nails. 3=. iflT <Jb
Show chaou

shlh, To seize food with the fingers.

Chaou-choo
] $ to grasp with the

talons, as an eagle does.

Cbaou-chaou-urh 1 I ~L to scratch

one's ear.

Chaou-cho-ta-telh-yang-choo 1 ;&

"fifi $3 '$ ^ scratch the part of

him which itches ; assail him on his

weak side.

Chaou-po-leen 1 /GRr
jjujt

to scratch

and tear a person's face.

377. ' Wood acuminated.

A thorn to pierce with a

sharp point

378. r An utensil made of

'ifjrly

*
bamboo or reeds for receiv-

/\ V. ing solids and permitting

fluids to pass through, said to be like

a spoon. (MS Dictionary.)

Chaou-le 'rrr 6! a kind of uncovered
yi r*J

basket The nest of a bird, when

made in any hole, and not on a tree.

379. Chaou. A tortoise

shell dried by fire, for the

purpose of divination. An

altar of earth
; the mound which sur-

rounds an altar or grave. A million,

dj^ Chaou, or 1
jj||

Chaou-thow,

or Tr*
J

Seen chaou, An omen ; a

prognostic. =!?
J

Keth chaou, A

favorable prognostic; an omen of

good, jig? j
Yth chaou, The hun-

dred thousand and the million, denotes

The mass of the people, which is also

expressed by & Chaou min.

133 King chaou, The place

where the million assembles, the

residence of the Emperor and court.

Tsih chaou, The ground

round a tomb. |fe j

Yew chaou,

A certain year of the Cycle.

380. Same as the preceding.

381. Same as the following.

BudTaou, Acareia a field.

383. Chaou, or T'haou. Any

dike, limit, or boundary, it

called Chaou. The name of a

certain sacrifice. ^P l}|
Tsih-

chaou, The dike drawn round a

grave, in the Chinese manner, to

mark the limits of it.

E _ 383. / A kind of banner on

'II* which dragons and serpents

are depicted, to which su-

perstitious ideas are at ached. fli|J

~fcf|,;
Ke chaou, A banner, a flag with

various devices worked on it.

384. An ancient form of]

Chaou.

385. A surname.

386. A strong powerful dog.

387. Grain growing spon-

taneously, without towing

or cultivation.

388. Silk threads which pass

obliquely, neither length-

wise nor crosswise, at in

weaving figures ; variegated. A nu-

meral of pieces of silk.

A sheep under, a year

old. One says, A foreign

sheep a hundred catties

weight.

or according to some, A

three year old horse.
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391. The name of a fish.

392- C The raorninS- *

jjjH Chung chaou.Themora-

ing till breakfast. A sur-

name. Ministers haying an inter-

view with the Sovereign, is tailed

Chaou, from their being required to

go early in the morning ; waiting on ;

seconding. Nobles or princes seeing

the Sovereign, not on business, is also

called Chaou. Local officers seeing

a governor, is called Chaou ; but not

in modern use. Chaou, is the place

in which the affairs of government

are listened to and audience given.

Chaou is also used for a dynasty ; for

the reigning family ; for the court,and

for the empire. 4fe I Wo chaou,

Our dynasty. 4J6 1 Tso chaou,

The Emperor seated to give audience.

1 Shang chaou, To go to court.

4f^
1 Ta chaou, A visit to court

every fifth year. 0^J Ming

chaou, The late Chinese dynasty.

-k
J-ji?

1 Ta tsing chaou. The

reigning Tartar Dynasty. /J\

Seaou chaou, A triennial visit of an-

cient princes to the Emperor.

Chaou fuh 1 HR court dress.

Chaou keen j^ to have an au-

dience of the Emperor. The Chinese

designate the existing dynasty, and

their own empire, ^ Te'en-

chaou, The Celestial Empire; or

the Dynasty especially appointed by

Heaven, to rule the world.

Chaou kung 1 gf to present tribute,

as dependants.

Corea.

or 1 0W Chaou
' "'

Chaou yay, Morning

Chaou-seen I

Chaou-selh
m

wan, or

and
evening.

Chaou ting 1 ^ the hall of audience;

the court ; the Emperor.

393. Chaou. To laugh; to

jest; to ridicule; to boast.

singing or chirping of birds. Read

Taou, |f|St |
Leaou taou, Many

words; verbose. Read Chow,
|

Pf Chow tseaou, The chirping of
An

small birds: the sound made by the

swift course of a flight
ofsmall birds.

Read Leaou, Tolaugh immoderately.

394. Chaou, To laugh; to

jest; to ridicule; to play

and jest with each other.

L Chaou-seaou, Laughing and
*

joking.

395. t The tide. 'Water is the

blood or breath ofthe earth ;

and the tide is the advancing

and retiring of this blood or breath;

it accords with, or follows the state

of the moon.* The tide rising in the

morning is expressed by Chaou ; in

the evening by ^fy
Seth. j^ lj^

Choou chow, The name of a dis-

trict in Canton Province,
'jpj

Sze chaou, A kind of fowl that crows

always at high water ; vulgarly called

TiC H&Chaou-shwuy-ke. ?g

1 Wang chaou, A certain fish.

yfc Chaou-shih, Damp, foggy,

moist air, or ground.

Tide,^ Shing chaou, To avail

one's selfof the tide; to go with it.

I'
1C" ~^A

jw| J Chaou chang leaou ;
or

I
"T Chaou ihwBy mwta

leaou, express The tide flowing, or

high water. ^ ~^
Chaou

tuy leaou, Ebb tide.
jl|( \

Snua

chaou, The tide with one. j^
Ncih chaou, or 1

"Jj.^
Chaou ting,

The tide against one.

nFI 396- SameasS93 - To jeer;

to ridicule
-,
to laugh at.

397. A surname.

J5L ChlS, 398. Erected firmly t eitat-

linked; raited high ; eminent; lofty

and liable; distant.

399. / To stamp with the

feet. Lame, yet able to walk.

,

400. C Same as *g Chd.

401. ' Longoan. Same as

|3|
Chaou. Also read Che.

which see.

402. To accord to harmo-

nize with.

403. To carry on the horns

of cattle.

404. The name of an animal.

The royal hunt in winter.

Abo read Cho.

405. ' A kind of basket or

cage, made of reeds for fish-

ing with.
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406. ' A kind offuhing

K-i-krt. Same as the pre-

ceding. To cover over ;

to shade. A shade; a

ihade to keep the wind

from a candle. JS ~f

Chaou e, A kind of surtout. ffiH?

I Kcaou chaou, A cover to keep

a sedan chair from the dust.

407. A small net.

408. To propel a boat ; an

oar
-,

to row.

409. / A certain animal.

410. 6 Walking; going;

over stepping; leaning; go-

ing rapidly, applied to de-

signate the wind.

411. To stamp with the

feet; to walk; to go; to

pass over.

412. B A particular part of

a carriage.

413. >) A bird's nest on a

tree ; a nest, as of thieves ;

a lurking place. The name

of a place. The name of a country;

of a lake ; of an instrument of mu-

sic; of a carriage.

414. Little; imall.
fcji

J

Chaou chaou, Long ap-

pearance.

415. Chaou. The noise, or

sound of the voices of a

multitude of persons.

416. Chaou or Tseaou, The

ap p earance of a lofty hill or

mountain.

.*> 417. Chaou or Tseaou, To

seize and strike; an active

turbulent effort. To take.

418. Chaou or Tsaou, The

name of a lake.

419. Tsaou, A dwelling

mage of stones piled on

each other, without mortar;

reared by people who throw them-

selves on, or attach themselves to, a

country.

yfc-JL.
420. An instrument of music,

consisting of a collection of

tubes; a large one of the

kind.

421. A certain species of net ;

a small one; an utensil for

cat ching fish.

422. Chaou mth
ti| jxK

The name of a plant.

423. C. To take ; to seize.

//> 424. v '
Chaou, or Tseaou,

^ 'P63*1 f r others ; or to

assume the words of others;

to echo merely what others say, with-

ut any will of one's own.

425. t To rise up ; to strive

to be first in walking.

tj 426. A kind of stage

on the top of a carriage

|
V for the purpose of standing

high, and surveying an enemy

427. The name of a district.

423. To tie round ; to bind ;

to restrict.

> ^ 429. A high derated appear-

ance; a thing with long

leSs > or feet * 't.

430. / To repair hastily to ;

to repair to and announce

to a superior, ai a small state

to a greater one ; to return a thing

borrowed. Acute; of long duration.

Small or few. A surname; the

name of a country.

431. O To roast; to fire-dry.

- to roastChaou leth tsze

chesnuts.

Chaou hwa sang 1 ,/ to roast

or
fire-dry ground nuts.

Same as the preceding.

432. ' To supply, or en-

deavour to supply, what is

deficient, or required; to

seek for
; to exchange money.
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Chaou hwan jin tseea

or 1
j:js

Chaou tsc'en, To ex-

change silver for copper coin.

Chaou hwan teen 1 ^ Jft money

changer's shop.

Chaotthwuy yiu J [p] <M| exchange

given to bring the value of articles

bought, and the money paid to a

level.

t Jlrf'

Chaou poo
| ^|)j

to make up what

is wanting ; to supply.

Chaou tsin
| ~=>j

to eek for.

Chaou tsfih ke shoo 1 W IBv
r*JU ^* -\ 2v\

to make up the full number.

_^_ }f 432. ' To strike ; to com-

mence ; to begin. To cor-

rect, or rectify. Intelli-

gent, perspicacious; to devi.se; to

project. Long, or of long contin-

uance. The name of a hill. Used

for. 378.

Chaou king-foo |f J?S
HS the name

of a district in the Province of Can-

ton.

433. t- A certain insect. A

surname. In the sense of

391. The morning. The

splendour of gems.

434. ' A net to catch bird*

by throwing it over them

and preventing their flight.

y* 435. / An oar by which a

boat it impelled, an oar ap-

plied by the ide, to row -

boat.

436. Same at 404.

CHAY.- X SYLLABLE,

Ay, pronounced ai in Day. Manuscript Dictionaries Che and Tche. Canton Dialect, Chay.

437.
v The Chinese define

this word as a Disjunctive

Particle, and at a Demon-

strative Pronoun, Thii; for which

the character
^jg Chay is now,

though erroneously, always em-

ployed. In the first sense it is often

used when defining, and is pl.icej

after the characters to be defined,

and the definition given; as ~fc ^K~

Jjp fy Teen-chay,le yay ; Heaven,

that is a principle of order. In

By
|
Ke chjy, at the commence-

ment of letters, Chay has merely this

Disjunctive sense, denoting a pause

after Ke, which implies, I commence ;

FART. II. I

I now begin to state or open the sub-

ject. After a Verb, or a sentence

denoting action or passion, Chay

denot s commonly the Agent, or the

person suffering ; answering to, as

he ; she ; it ; or they, who. ^&

I

Gae ch:iy, He who loves or lov-

ing ; is the example usually given.

But the fact is, that whether follow-

ing Verbs or Nouns, it simply directs

the mind to pause, and point it to the

word or sentence preceding; Gae-

chay, may either be, The virtue of

love or charity, or those who love.

i-- 1 'J "{
Jin chay &** yy-

Jia (^benevolence) that- is love. Jia-

chay, may, when standing alonp,

either be Benevolence, or those who

exercise it.

4S8. To rend asunder.

439. Read Chay, The name

of a district; of a hill ; and

of a certain river. Alto

read Too, which see.

440. Affluent) extravagant;

wide spread; prodigal,-

wasteful.
~

Name of an an-

cient beauty. A surname ; the name

of divinity. Following H
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0, it denotes a prison -who marries

an old woman. Following j|Fj
Lan,

To praise i
to flatter.

Chayche & 4& \ wasteful, extra-

Chayhwa 'J(t[J yag.int; pro-

digal.

Chay che fan hwa
] f^ ^ ^ "-

travagance ;
show ; splendour.

441. > To tear or split open -,

to drag along; topull rough-

ly and forcibly.

Chay tslh^ Jlr to pull or tear apart.T" / P

Chay keu
] ^ to tear away.

Chay lei 1 M. to riye or tear asun-

der.

442. 6
Chay, or fif Vg Tsih

J& *T^I

ehay, Turbid* foul.

443. C Wide; large. Read

To, Thick.

444. O To itrike j
to flog ;

to beat.

445. The epithet ofa father.

A local word.

416. The sugsr can*.

447; V Red earth; carna-

lion colour.

Chay ihlh
yjft- ^"a carnation pigment,

ued by Painter*.

Chay e
j ^j? garment* worn by

criminals.

Chay hang pion
j ^j ^) a cer-

tain royal or imperial garment.

448. Name of ahorse.

449. C Chay, or

Chow-chaj, Tgly.

450. Black; dark.

451. A carriage; cart, or

any vehicle which is drawn

by horses, or that goes up-

on wheels. Thejaw bone which con-

t ins the teeth; to. turn a wheel.

A surname. Also re^d Keu. Some

dislii guish the characters by making

the upper horizontal line longer

than the lower one in Chay, and

reversed it in Keu.

Chay chwang JJ
ft a Turner's lathe.

Chay lun 1
rftjjjj

a cart wheel.

Chay Isae tow leang 1
gj] 3\*

-&

a cart carries grain measures; or a

great many measures ; there are a

great many such persons or things.

458. Nar, e of a certain hill.

453. t Chay keu

a certain stone, white co-

lour, of which some Chinese

cap buttons are made. Inferior to

the stone called jj: Yuh.

454. ' A dysentery.

455 Chay tic en W "MM a

certain plant, said to be a

remedy for a tuppression

of urine.

456. A certain insect.

457. The jnw bones; the

wheels of the face which

contain the teeth.

458. Chay. Chay !o,
r
tron;

but not virtuous.

459. Ch\y. To screen; to

hide. The appearance of

much talking, great loqua-

460. A woman's name.

city.

461.

drag ; to drag affairs into

notice, which do not arise

naturally.

462. A species of mulberry

tree.

463. ' The sugar caae.

464. Many words ; much

talk. To reprimand > to

abuse , to insult.
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465. To cover over; lo pre-

"* LI vent seeing , to screen, litcr-

l. TO

conceal.

Chay kae^^ to cover over.

Chay mwan
j}S

to hide from a

person's knowledge.

Chay pe 1
-jtJj/

to screen.

Chay shih HJn to gloss over.

Chay shih
J^-

to conceal one's

failures or errors.

Chay yen
j JS to screen or con-

ceal from.

466. / The sugar cane.

467. The sugar cane. Same

as the preceding.

548. A certain insect.

One says, A ipecies of

locust

470. Name of a medicinal

plant.

471. Chay koo g jgj
a

partridge.

47!. A snrname. Otherwise

read Chih.

473. C To fasten with a cord.

475. C Opposed to at a dis-

tance.

476. Name of a hill.

476. * To itand in the road.

477 /To cauterize j to roast
;

to warm. Otherwise read

Chih.

Chay show 1 3= to warm the hands

at a fire.

Chay ho
j

iff to warm at a fire.

478. / A clear day.

I
. 479. To pu'l or tear with

jpl I* the hand; to drag ; to pull

M'^^ asunder.

CVy kae
|jj |J^

to pull open, to pull

apart. Fame as 141.

_* 4&0. '
This applied to per-

j"^*
sons or things. V: r'.mn

^>i^^" numerals are joined with it

according to the Noun which follows.

Chay ko jin jjj jPjj J\^
tlm man.

Ch ly le
] ^ or

j||
this place; here.

Chay sze 1 ^ or 1
-^t

.ifi Chay

keen *zc, This affair or business.

Che she 1
{};fe

or
tj^ j^ Chay

she how, At this time.

Cbay ynng 1
J|| thus.

Chay t5ng
] ^ this class, sort, or

kind; such.

481. Chay. t Gaping; the

appearance of opening the

mouth wide; large mouthed

appearance of the lip hanging down.

The wish or opinion of a multitude.

The name of a person. J]4 ffi

Chay jen, With one consent, una-

nimously.

48S, / A ipccia of mulberry

tree.
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CHE. XFH SYLLABLE.

E, nearly as in Me. Manuscript Dictionaries Ckl. Canton Dialect, Che.

^ 483. From a Dart, and Mouth;

.<fc f
-1j denoting the rapidity with

S which knowledge is com-

municated. To know; to be ac-

quainted with; to advert; to per-

ceive; to remember; to cause to

know ; to tdl. The name of a me-

dicine; name of a place; a surname.

Che che chin ; hing che leih
tfl\ ~%_

"ji fa %,~f] knowing its truth,

practice it strenously.

Che fW I fisfthe magistrate of a

Foo district

Che been I

L^f.
the magistrate of

a Hl:en dMrict.

Che hwuy '&? to give information

to ; to inform ; to tell.

Che ke ch ly 1 -I

;gj
a very inti-

mate friend.

Cheke8
| ^ to advert to; to re-

mark; to observe; to notice

Che kejoo shin
] ^ ^p jjfljl

to

know incipient causes like the gods.

Chemingchoo tang
] ^ fa ^

that which is clearly perceived will

be managed well.

Che mwan
j j^ or

^ J^ Che

tsHh, To know that one has enough ;

to be contented.

Che taoii I ^fj or 1 ^ ~f Che
I ^~i j >ti j

taou leaou, I know it; very well;

aid in rrp'y to some information

given. It does not signify approba-

tion, nor its opposite. These words

are often the official reply of the

Emperor to papers which are sent

to him.

Che hih
j g3f knowledge; informa-

tion.

Che woo pHh yen
1

3JH: yf\ "Q
to tell, to a pupil, all that one know*.

484. To walk; to go or

ccme.

485. To walk; to go or

come.

486. \ The hair of an animal

abundant ; shaggy ; hairy.

487. ' Knowledge: very ",

general info rmalion ; uni-
B

vcr,sal science. Wise ; wis-

dom. Occurs in a bad sei.se, for the

skill and talent of a villain.

Che-sze ^ il a wise and good

Chc-ch>y
] ^ J

man -

Che ch--tvan ~7/ JT^J the priuci-
I /^ *nIB

pies of knowledge.

ft*

488. t Name of a stream

of water.

489. -To stamp; to beat

with the feet; to knock the

head against the ground.

490. 6 Foolish; diseased

knowledge; diseased intel-

lect ; derangement of mind.

Che choo
\ '$?

not ^P10'6 of

understanding.

Che pi^g pnh chejinize
j ^ ^f\

&lj /I ^! diseaie of silliness or

idiotism ; in which a person is in-

capable of comprehending human

affairs.

491. \ Che-moo^^:
a certain plant. 483 i.< also

used in the same sense.

Chc-choo

a sp'der.

493. - To give property as a-

pledge or security.

494. Hesitation
; embarrass-

ment; irresolute.
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Che-choo
jj-jfj]

{M embarrassment ;

unable to proceed either on with a

journey or with affairs.

495. t'A kind of demon or

CTil spirit.

496. ' Che-choo Ife 3$ the
,

appearance of the Running.

hand character; a mere

black daub.

497 ' Three battlements

or embrasures of a city wall

are called Che.

498. / A bird flying down

to the earth, where it arrives

at the termination of its

flight. To go or come to ; arrival at

the given or extreme point; to arrive

at a certain place, or point of time;

till,-the extreme limit; the higheit

degree ; great ; good ; to communicate

information to ; the extreme of the

lun's coure north and south
; the

solstices. Ai to; respecting.

Che-chang 35
-Jp

name of an insect.

Che-chow
j ^| most ugly.

Che-e
[

,*n most easy,

Che-g5 ] |jfjj extremely viciousj

wicked in the highest degree.

Che-heen
]
W the highest degree

of morals and goodness.

Che-kin
] J^

as near as possible.

Che-kung
] Q most just and equit-

able.

Che-keth \ K& the utmost extreme ;

I ISO

a double superlative.

Che-nan I
$||

most difficult.

TAUT. II. K

Che yuti pang
)

^ went

to another state.

Che laou keen scay
j

even until old age, intriguing and

unprincipled.

Che shing I 1C most holy, is applied

to Confucius.

Che-shin 1 JTjm most divine, was ap-
| 7Ut

J
f r

plied to the first Emperor ofthe Ming

dynasty.

Che-tih
| ^ most virtuous.

Che-ts'm 1 $3 tne nearest related
I /I7"

are father and son; elder and young-

er brother.

Che tsze te we.
| J^ ${j fi to

this state of circumstances either

good or lad,

Che-yuen 1 jj| extremely remote.

Che-jin 1 /fe most benevolent,

499. t A certain jpecies of

bamboo.

500. tf To go to, or come to ;

to visit; to take pleasure

in ; to repair to with alacrity ;

to carry to the utmost degree; to

push inquiries for the perfecting of

knowledge. To terminate or resign

n office. To expose or venture one's

life in a cause. To rule or regulate ;

the end to be aimed at and the man-

ner of pursuing it. Minute ; subtile.

To lead to ; to tend to ; that, noting

the cause which leads to a certain

end ; or the tendency to a certain end.

Che-ching ^T Il^
tne utni()st truth

and sincerity.

to make a li.t ufand

send.

Che-e
| ^'o communieiU or.e'i

good wishes or compliments to

another person.

Che-ming
J -grf

to give or sacrifice

one's life in a device.

Che-neu
j -jjr

the formal civilities of

inquiry and compliments paid to a

bride three months after marriage.

Che-shoo
] ~ft

a letter betwfp,i

equals ; a national letter from the

Tartars is so called in History.

Che-sze 1
<f]

to resign an office.

Che-sze
j pjBone

who stimulates

to daring in battle.

Che-shin
j j^to resign one's life.

Che-tS
j|g

to communicate in-

formation to.

Che-che-tsae-kih-wuh
| p ; ig,

^ the
perfecting of knowledge

consists in
scrutinizing the properties

of things.

Che-yiing 1 fll to collect or prepare

for use.

Che-yS
J

?*$ to regulate music.

501. Che. Things coming

together, coming into eon.

tact.

508. f To apply the hand

to ; to pierce ;
to sUb ; to

plunder;
to take property

from. [\ ]
To point with the finger ;

to go to j
or arrive at.

503. 'Damp; moist; ten-

dency to wetness.
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504. / Disease in the in-

ferior eztrrmities.

505. '
Fine, tubtile, de-

licate; elegant; soft) ef-

feminate. To mend or repair

garment! ; torn garment*.

506. To seam or mend

garment*.

Large grasi.

Words; discourse;

laugh at ; to ridicule.

509. X Sole of a shoe.

510. / The[& Yin or dark
^V

Tapours obscuring the
[ft?-

Vang, or Light. Close and

ecret.

511. I The name of a fish.

% 512. -To stop; either as an

Active or Neuter Verb. To
*

desist
; to be still ; to rest or

abide in a certain place, or given

circumstances; to stop at a certain

point; hence, Only; the point at

which any transaction closes.

Che-lew
^ gj

to stop; to detain.

Cbe-noo
] ^ to desist from anger;

to be pacified.

Che-seih 1 H to desist from.
I /lii1

fhe-she ] 4H- only is ; only ; but

Che-tin
"] ^ only can.

513. Che.orTe. To bewail

with cries and tears; the

crowing ofa cock; the note

ofa bird, JJ& fiK.

Kiih kiih te te, Weeping and la-

mentation, fe 1 Neaou te, The

bird sings.

Te kiih
pfp[ .^ to bewail and

weep.

514. A foundation; that

is fundamental.

j
Ke che, A founda-

tion, as ofa house or a family ; seems

also used metaphorically.

515. Eight "H" Tsun or

tenths of a cubit. Che-

chih
j^t J-j^

measures

of length generally.

Near to ; not far.

516. A small island ; a small

pond in wfckh is an island.

517. A large stone; a stone

for beating silk.

518. Happiness; felicity.ft
Chc-fuh

jjjlj- jjft
or reversed, Ffih-che,

Happiness; joy; felicity.

519. To le supplied with

provisions is expressed by

^nj jHp Kung-che. To

hull; l hesitate.

520. Certain rushes or grass

platted into a cord.

-jy
* 521. 6

Vulgar form of

KK 1 Che, A feeling of shame ; to

put to shame.

Che-jfih
jjij jjj

to disgrace, or insult.

Che-sin
j y^ a feeling of shame.

JL- tn 522. A certain fragrant me-

dicinal plant; also called

Q |K Pih-che, and -4t-

^Fang-heanr. The name of a place.

f I

'

523. To accuse; to accuse

face to face; to impeach a

superior.

._j
524. n The toes of the feet ;

V % V. the foot of a wall ; a foun-

V^ 1 1 . dation.

Keaou-che ^&
^[J- Cochinchina was

formerly so called ; appears to have

been a.nick name implying that their

toes folded over each other, in an odd

manner,

Che kaou sin pHh koo
]

ja ji\

~/^ |jJ
He who trips lightly has

an unsteady mind.

525. > Same as the preceding.

Used alo for
jt|{^

Che.

526. \ From^ Issuing forth

from; going to ; meeting

with. The lower stroke

represents the ground ; the middle one

the stem ofa plant ; those on the side,

leaves or shoots which go forth from

the stem
; hence, borrowed to denote

the Possessive Case of Nouns. Ex-

pressive of that which comes forth
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from; or belongs to. It may often

be translated by, Of, or the sign of

the Genitive 's. /\ ~/_

^jp
Yih jin che tsze, A man's son.

Tfr
J^I

Teen che gan. The

favour of Heaven. When coming

between two Nouns, the first of

which is preceded by a Verb, it

may be translated fVho,or Which; as,

'rf fiS 1 A Yew tTh che J in '

A man who is possessed of virtue;

i. e. A virtuous man. /pT UDP j

IJ \Art *

S|! Yew heen che sze, An affair

which has danger; i. e. a dangerous

affair. It is the same between a Verb

and a Nounj as, W55 1
3p

Koo wuo che sze, An affair which

is worthy to be hated ; i. e. a detes-

table affair. After a Verb, it may be

translated by the Pronouns, Him,

her, it, them. ^K jffl.
-jrW

PiSh yaou tso che ;
Don't do it. In

the lame sense it occurs before

the Verb, as ^^ | \fi\ fy
Chin we che wan yay, I have not

heard it. It frequently occurs doubled,

I Che che. The first of which

if translated, Him, her, it, them ;

according to the Gender and Number

of the Antecedent Noun ; and the

tecond Che, is translated by Who;

" ii 1 1 A Tin che

che jio, Theperson who hears him,

or her, or it, or them. I
3~ Che

tsze. A bride.

% . 527. - The budding forth of

w^^ plants; name of a particular

*^*<*m plant, said to be incorrupti-

ble, and is used as an emblem of hap-

piness. It has nine stems ; is of a

CHE

gold colour, and admits a hulre at

nights. Others say there are six > ;<.-

rieties of colour. It is called
sj>'

;. Jjfij J?pL Ling-che suy tsaou.

The spiritual Che, thefclicitous plant.

A surname. There are varieties call-

ed n(
|

Shwfiy-che, and ~T|

Too-che.

Che Ian che shlh
j fjf

~*/ S? the

mansion of the Che-lun flower; and

fragrant exhalations of the Che-lang ;

both refer to the beneficial influences,

of human happiness.

1_ 528. - A hand pulling offa

^*S branch of bamboo. A branch ;

^ ^^fc those that branch off, as pos-

terity. To branch off; to diverge;

to separate; diverging. To grasp

or holdup; to measure. The twelve

Che are periods of two hours each.

A surname.
|Kj ==j ^/ && ShwO

hwa che le, A discourse that branches

off and leates the point in question.

Vague, irrelevant harrangue. ^fc

|

Pun che, The root and branch ;

j ^ 4

ancestors and posterity. ^^
Tsung che, Those who are descend-

ed from the same ancestor.

Chechu
| ^ a post; a support.

Che kan
] ^p branch and trunk.

Che keih
] fifa

to give out to ; to

distribute.

Che le 1 ffi branching off widely!

vague ;
not to the point.

Che pae 1
}jfi,

to point to a particu-

lar branch, or situation.

Che tsze
]

-4- descendants from the

first born son of the Emperor or

princes.
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Che Ueay | ffi
to lend.

Chr yung 1
J||

lo employ in itiown

branch; to appropriate, to lay out

mny money.

Che>*
'

^ the branch .nd leave*.

529. ' To dislike; to hatr,

stubborn; froward. To

offend; to injure.

530. The branch of a trer;

to spread ; to scatter ; the

joints of the fingers. Nu-

meral of branches of flowers. A sur-

name.

Che ko^ jipf
a branch or half.

Che ye 1 'eg: the branch and leaves.

Che wo I ;fcX the first is an upright

post, the other is placed aslant.

^ SSI. - Diverging streams of

~^l
J> water flowing from one

y.<^^^ source.

53*. - A stalk of grain.

53J. - Sickness; disease.

534. - Certain garments pe-

culiar to the Nuns of the

Buddha sect, and enjoined

by the rules of their order.

535. - The upper and lower

extremities of the body are

called
JJJ Jj

Sze chr, The

four Che.

Chete
] |gthelM>,!v

Che keae 1 '& to cut a body into

four parts; to quarter.
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536. The feet diverging;

pressing onward to the at-

tainment of virtue. Read

Ke, in other senses.

Che wang Hjj -^g
to stand on tiptoe

with expectation ; to hope anxiously

for.

5S7. / Wings of a bird.

The fins of a fish,

538. -Che, or $| jJH Che

tsS, A certain bird referred

to in Fable and in Poetry ;

harbinger of glad tidings.

539. Many; much..

540. That on which the

mind determines ; the in-

dilution; the will. To-

pographical and Statisti-

cal works.

Che the inclination; the

bent of mind; the will.

Che hcang
j fpj

that to which the

mind or inclination is directed ; the

inclination.

Che e kaou yuen
] ^* J0J^ an

elevated and comprehensive mind.

511 . ' To
forget.

442. ' A dark black spot

on tne humau body ; a spot

of any kind or colour. Jin

yew sing hung che teih k /fa /

CHE

-Jsj
there are some people

who break out in red spots. Yew

haou clip, yew go che ^ ^
/fa iul

j

there are good spots,

and there are bad spots. It is re-

marked of the first Emperor of the

Han dynasty, that he had on his legs

seventy-two dark spots.

543. / Che, or Ke-theg^

upon the memory ; histori-

cal annals. Used also for
1JR

Che

and
|jg

Che.

f 544. - A surname; the name

|~ y~ of a person; forms part of

W \l the name of a state on the

west ; called also 3
~^fe YUC* che.

wfl f\,
Ven she

> EP'thet of an an-

cient Tartar. Name of a Keen dis-

trict. See She.

Te. 545. - Down to the ground;

to a given point; the base; the

frigin; the root orgroundof. Ra-

dically important, applied te ita-

tetmen. Kame of country; of a

ttar ; and of a divinity. Read Che,

1 yfa Che che > Name "f " district -

546. Che, or Te. A kind

of soft stone, fit for

^**\ grinding or rubbingtools on.

Leading to a final end ; that ; certain ;

to,-or at. Jg^Teshih, A whet-

Chen yen liwuy, ko che hiug, My
words are reasonable, and may, be

carried into effect. (Shoo-king.)

Che-choo
j ^ name of a hill.

CHE

547. Che. To stop; a

bank; a small stream whirl)

is banked in.

548. Used for 3^ Che, To,

or at a given point. Com-

monly read Te, which tee.

549. To strike; to beat or

strike with the hands; to

clap the hands. More fre-

quently read Te, which ice.

550. A grind-stone on which

to rub tools. Even; flat;

level as a stone which is

rubbed plain ; equitable.

Che-le
]fj|j

ffi stones on which to

rub or grind tools; to exercise one's

self in moderation; to rub off vicious

angles or asperities.

Che-gae, or yae 1

luable stone.

a certain v-

551. Respect; awe;

veneration, such as it felt

when a communication is

made from a divinity ;

to receive respectfully.

Same as the following.

558. Only ; but, as intro-

ducing some qualifying

clause. Also read Te.

553. Grain beginning to ripgir.

One says, it denotes re-

planted. Also read Te.
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554. ' Cue denotes Smooth;

J

something made level and

smooth by rubbing on a

stone. Paper; it should

be written without the

dot. The character is

formed from Silk, because

in former times docu-

ments were written, on silk.

A surname. _?Js 1n Tsae

lun, (A. D. 940) Cut to pieces old

cloth, pounded and made paper

of it from which time
rlj Kin, A

piece of cloth entered into the com-

position of the character. p4 I

Pih che, White paper.
j?

1

Hung che, Red paper. JEJi

Tsaou ehe, Paper made from plants.

Che chang
j ij^ paper in sheets j a

sheet of paper.

Che tseen
^jj|

paper money;

means paper burnt in certain rites.

Che pae
j Jj^J

gaming cards.
Jflf

I

JjE
Ta cl>e Pae< To P'ay at cards.

They are of various sorts. The

most ancient and most elegant

are called Wi
~^- Jjffi

Teen tsze pae,

Dotted cards. The- dots have a re-

ference to the stars. They were

introduced by the Emperor J3 jft\

Seuen-ho, Originally called ^- Jj^l

Ya pae, Bone or ivory tickets.

Che-tung ^ the paper -like la-

mina of the plant Tung, known in

England by the term Rice Paper.

Che-tung hwa I S*^ /n? artificial

flowers made of rice paper.

555. Name of a certain

insect; or shell fish.

TART. n. t.

>

556. Che, or
Jj|| Jjfl-

Pe che, The stomach or

crop of a bird. The

stomach of a cow.

557. A certain drinking ves-

sel.

558. Same as^ Che, A
AJU

wing. Occurs in the San-

kwS.

559. - To tread with the

feet.

560. A certain pearly kind

of shell fish.

>56\, A certain fish.

bulc,

562. Che; or Te, A certain

bird.

563; Se or Che, Slow ; not

progressing ; length of

time; stillness. Strong,

jlp ^)j
Che le, Stro, g

benefcial or u -eful ; ap-

plied to utonsils.

564. Clie. A raised pith

leading to the hall or prin-

cipal anaruuei:!; the vesti-

or open landing i<lace in front

of a hall, to which there ion ucent

by one flight of step*; the name of

a country. ^ ^- JTJI ^^
Jli^fPf fl S T-heen-Uze ,

tan tslh tc koo ching Un-che, The

Emperor varnishes the ground with

a red colour, and hence the path or

vestibule is called Tan-che. The

landing place is commonly called-

^ ff^
Teen keae. That of the

Emperor is otherwise denominated.

jfa j
CMh-che, and^g ]

YdU

che. The first ofwhich terms denote*

that the vestibule is of carnation

colour; and the last, that it is of

gems. A great variety of epithets

are applied to this vestibule, open to

the heivens, as^ Teen-che ;

^ |
Keae-che;

| Kin-che,

The golden vestibule or porch.

lEft |
YahlunS che - "O16

precious stone dragon vestibule, and

o on. 33- y I Pae yut che,

The vestibule, on which the moon ii

worshipped. Jtk
jjjlf |

Chfihsaou

che, The bamboos brush the vestibule.

fl-'uit 1
Lo ying he> Th"

vestibule covered with dew. Though

the word Vestibule i not strictly

applicable to an uncovered porch, it

is here used to avoid circumlocution.

Same as
}Jp

Cne -

565. Young grain;
late

grain ; grain that is late

in ripening,
whatever

f
_ -. u young and small is

arl^j> exprcs.ed by Che. On

\' . says, A self conceited

hsughty manner.

Chc ke M 43. delicate tbmperameut.
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Che Uze Jfie^ a yonng, a delicate

boy.

Che tseay kwanj 1 ^ tf young

and wild.

566. Name of a plant

Language serious

and impressive. A roan's

name.

568. To walk
leisurely ; to

be long in doing; to impede

by being in too much baste.

Slow; dilatory; late; to delay or

stay for. A surname. ^k jM
Wei che, Remote, distant appear-

delay ; dilatory.

5 |ow and long.

to detain ; or be de-

Come late. ?
]

T,e che, To
J.5% I

desist
; to lay by and wait for ; to

stop.

Che che JS impeded in its

course.

Chehwan
]

Che kevf
j

Che lew
]

tained.

Che che woo hing
^E.

slow and leisurely do I walk.

Che ming
j

day-break.

Che sS pilh tung
[

*

slow and fast arc different.

_ -

-

tj^
569. Slow, leisurely mode of

~

before or about

570. Speaking in a (low

leisurely tone.

CKih, Togratp; In Tiold; to itop,

or cause to desist; to pursue and

eize. See CMh.

571. 'To seize or grasp

with the hand; to hurl or

break ; to reach or extend

to; that which extends to and ma-

nifests. To take a thing and offer

it as a present whea about to sec a

person. A present ;
to introduce to;

to carry to the extreme. Name of a

country ; the name of a person. To

loosen or open up. Read Che, To

drag along the ground. Read Chth,

A surname.

Chih keen le wBh
J| ^ |t ^

to take a present, when visiting a

superior.

572. A present, or
offering

made at the first visit to

a superior, or a person from

whom one has to request something.

The presents mentioned are, valuable

stones, or pieces of silk; these are

called great presents. Rare birds are

called smaller presents. Women give

fruit.

Che-e gj "jig thexyrcsents which are

proper or suitable for~"ttic occasion.

57S. A cart heavily laden

on the fore part

574. A bird of pwy; any

ravenous animal; to grasp ;

to seize by violence.

575. To cut things.

576. To cut and forms

to adjust; to regulate ;
to

direct; to rule; to make;

to invent

Kwo-che ^ -f^J
the rule or govern-

ment of the country.

Kin-che^ J
prohibitory regulation

Hee-che
l/j^ J

to restrict ; to confine.

Pin-che pp j
the laws of rank.

Che-fi
] ^ or Che-ling ] fy

rules ; laws ; national regulations.

Che-ts5
j

*ft to make ; to do.

Che-too H| to form rules ; rule ;
9 *^^

management; direction; plans of

government; laws.

Che tse
T^V

to cut and divide a

victim about to be sacrificed.

Che-tae
j ^ or -^ Tae, also

j

jjS Che-keun, The person at the

head of the government in a Pro-

577. ^ To drag upon the

ground. j|J j];J-
Che-

chow, To impede as by

holding under the arm;

to put an obstacle in the

way of progress being

made; to embarrass or

hinder.
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578. / fhe,orChe-ho

the name of a river.

579. ' To cut out clothes

for garments;
to make;

to form ; to fashion ; to

regulate;
to decide; to

compound, as medicines.

A pattern for clothes.

cut. out clothes.
J^j

I

ajKFa-che

yS, To compound, or make up me-

decines. fa } &'j|"flvjfc

4^ rfe 0B Ta che trfh she sh8 m5

yang e fiih > What is the pattern of

the clothes which he is cutting out !

Che-ts5 | ^^ to make; to do;

Che-tsaou
J j^J to inrent.

580. A clear bright eye.

581. Fish brine; the hrine

from salted fish ; pick-

led or preserved fish

roes.

vt|| 582. Perverted speech.

583. An instrument for era-

dicating plants.

. | 581. Name of a certain fish;

MJ certain pickled or preserved

fish, of which the head is

w *

much esteemed. Hence the Pro-

Ul? & Si Ning keu luy she tsih,

puh keu che-yu gih, Better be de-

prived of an house which has been

possessed for ages, than be deprited

of the head of the Che-fish.

.@ Oi?A, 585. Real ; substantial;

plain ; honest ; sincere , true. To

prove the fact by bringing accuser

and accused face to face ; to ex-

amine.

588. Something left for se-

curity as apledge ;
to pledge;

to pawn ; to give a person

as a hostage. < ^ Keaou che,

Mutual hostages. See Chih.

_> 587. Read Che or Chih, The

Jvfifc
stone below a pillar; the

1^? base of a pillar.

5S8. ' To stumble by some-

thing embarrassing the feet.

stumbledChe urh teen S|

and fell headlong.

Che keue 1 SKf to stumble ;
to fall ;

familiarly ^ j]ifi
Shlh ke8' T S''P

the foot.

^J E. 589. It me. To be pleased;

to be gratified. Head Tae, A cer-

tain hill; an elevated place. Used

for^ Tae, A stage, or elevated

terrace. To elevate; to recommend.

Used as an honorary epilhet,asy^

I Heungtae, referring to the

person one addresses in a letter.

Forms part of several proper

names.

590. * The morning ; to be-

gin; then, as denoting the

beginning of one circum-

stance aft T another hat cUpwd.

Forms part of the name of mi-t\u

of a star j and of a hill.
"4j i

S/c che, refers to the origin of ma-

terial existences. 1 San che,

refers to the year, the sun, and the

moon. -^ j

Tslh che, Tlir

n.uiie of a infdici.ia i applied abo

to Heaven, earth, man, and the four

seasons.

Che chung
j

i&th'? beginning and

end of any atfair ; applied also to

human existence.

Che chung keu shen I *v lH fc

the beginning and end of (.human

life) both such as are desirable.

Che tih shdh hwuy j ^ J{ [gj

then succeeded in being restored

by ransom.

A 591. - / Name of a stream of

water. To put in order.

\ To hetl; to rule; to

direct; to govern a family or a

nation ; to form. Denotes some

cad being sought; experienced, or

accustomed to ; the petty affairs of

prisons. The retired Apartments of

thesect Taou. Also read Tae and E.

Che hea^ T% to rule those below

one.

Che kea jin

'

3& ^ to chastise

domestics.

Che kea 1 '4? to rule a family.

Che kw5
| t||

to rule or govern a

nation.

Che jin che taou
j A /. i

"""

principles by which to govern others.

Che ping
] ^ to cure a disease.
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Che she che tsae
J ^A ^-

lents fitted to rule the world.

> ff- 593. t- To beat with a bam-

^.\ boo or stick ; to flog ; one

I J of the petty punishments of

China. To chastise ; to correct ; it is

intended to cause a feeling of shame.

Che chang lew too I if" ySfe" yfife
1 ^s*~ //ftj IAt

to bastinade and transport. The

two first and two last express different

degrees.

Che chay, so e keaou che yay |
3

t/T yJ* ?&(. / til
correction is

the means of instruction.

593. Vulgar forms of the

594. Near to.

595- Only; simply; singly;

I X this and no more ; merely.

Also read Chih. Sometimes

denotes
Particularly.

Che tih joo tsze

obtain this
; merely this ; obliged

to act thus.

Cheseaytungse
| ^^ jgj only

a few
things.

596 The ancient cubit, equal

to eight tenths of the pre-

sent one. It rontiined J[
Tjj-

Pa Uun, and is called

Chow chTh.

In a tmall degree, j-

Che chih che keen, Between a Che

and Chih , i. e. much the same.

I

597. ^ To open ; in the

J same sense read Ke. Read
*

Chae, To strike.

v ft
S98 - s Name f * hisQ

ft* *"^
thorny tree of which hedges

are made. A certain tree

which bears a fruit. To hurt

Che kBh
^{J ^ a certain medicine.

Che la ^ a place fenced in as a

residence.

Che shlh
| *-j?

the fruit of the Che

tree.

C^ft 599 - Nn>e of a stream of
/ _

water.

600. To beat and wound;

to bruise with the hand or

with a stick; to peel the

skin off and discover the part, but

not cut the flesh.

601. A certain appurtenance

f of the wheel of a cartj a

"^ kind of covering for the

end of the axle. Name ofa district.

Diverging. Same asj^ Che.

^p Sze or She. From
"\J"

Tsun, A

measure of length ; a place that is

regulated by fixed laws ; a temple of

the Buddhists, so called after the ori-

ginal one built in the time of Han.

Eunuchs of the Imperial Palace are

called
|

602. A lofty mountain. Kung

che <f
j Jjrfe provided with ;

prepared for.

Che-leih >^ to stand firm as a

mountain.

Che ke chang Ji. ^^ well pro-

vided with a supply of provisions.

60S. N Placed beneath a

house or cover; provided

with ; having a supply.

Che choo j^ 'fejf
accumulated toge-

ther; laid up in store ; said of grain

or provisions.

604. - To grasp; to hold

fast.

Che show tae yen jP

to hold fast with too great severity.

Che ylh sin neon FSh
] >|^ ^^

to fix the whole heart in me-

ditation on Buddha.

^,
_|

. 605. Waters diverging and

^"
'

leaving places dry ; a small

f ^J island; an island in the

midst of a stream.

606. A place of sacrifice.

The name of a place.

607. A disease in the poste-

riors; an ulcer of the anus, of

which there are |7^ 5jNuy

che, internal
;
and

^qv j
Wae che,

External. Che denotes To gnaw or

eat : as if corroded by insects.

Che-chwang
j ijfc

a posterior ulcer.
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608. To halt ; to stop. Che-

Choo
jj^ Ijjjf

or
ijjjj

Choo,

Irresolute; iudetermined ;

unable to make progress. The phrase

is variously written.

609. Prepared. Same as the

preceding.

610. To wait; to stand pre-

pared for. Syn. with 599.

To, 611. Many; much.

612. Large; tending to ex-

pand ; extended ; profuse;

prodigal. To screen or

shelter the ribs.
-j^J ^jjp Chay-che,

Extravagant, prodigal.

Chay he che he
|l ^ /&

denotes the apparent expanding, or

. the scintillation of the stars.

Che-sze I

-J|K irregular, extravagant.

613. Wide; large j exten-

sive ; to extend ; to in-

crease the power of; to

attack on one side.

614. Gaping; the appearance

of opening the mouth wide;

large mouthed ; appearance

of the lips hanging down. The wish

or opinion ofa multitude. The name

of aperson. tyfc jS^CChayjen,
With

one consent; unanimously.

615. To lean or rest upon.

To rest or depend upon land ;

to work or cultivate the land.

616. A pretty woman; a

ijyt
worthless woman, a pros-

titute. Elegant ; good. Oc-

curs as a local word applied to de-

ceased parents.

617. A person's name.

618. Much flesh; fat; plump;

handsome. Blj JJ> Chay

che, Coarse.

6 1 9. Read E and Che, in the

same sense, as the following.

620. Separated; diffuse;

spread out.

Che-chang

tended.

spread out; ex-

621. To walk briskly; to

approach or recede from

with rapid steps.

Che tae ffii j^ a kind of terrace,

appended to a royal palace mentioned

in history.

622. Same as ffiffl Che.

623. The rushing down ofa

bill or mountain.

624. A kind of tripod,

or other distorted vessel;

kind of still or vessel for

chemical purposes.

625. Read Chih, but in a

sense which is lost. Read

Che, Clayey adhesive earth.

626. A kind of banner

or flag ; pendant stream-

er i tu attach to, or fasten,

as by sewing, or with

cords. To make re-

cord of; to record.

627. / To grasp something

and stand opposed to ,

to oppose.

628. The flame of :

light or splendour issuing

from a flame, or from a

star. To burn.

689. To inscribe on a tomb-

stone; an inscription; to

remember. 5 SgB Moo^iN PWi

che, An epitaph. Read SHh, To

know.

630. C Dyed silk of which

scholar's garments are made ;

>| I

*~^^ the coloured silk of which

banners or streamers are made;

hence used as 621. Read Chih, To

jL
*

weave.

631. O Hindered; impeded;

wishing to advance, but

prevented by something

which embarrasses. Read Tc, The

bit of stalk by which fruit hangs

from the tree.

| _ 632. ^ Excellent in its kind;

^3^ a pleasant taste. The mean-

| f ing,sene, or import of: the

declared will of the Sovereign.
'
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|
Kan che. Sweet taste-, pleasant

food.

Che e
]

lur the wishes or command*

of the Emperor; the tense or im-

port of a passage.

Che yuen I fiA or i i ,'S ijrf
I -*4i V /ti\ ' T^ 'xH-

Che e shin yuen, The tense is pro-

found and abstruse.

638. The lame as the pre-

ceding.

634. 'Vexation; anger;

rage.

6J5. ^ To point with the

finger ; to point or refer to.

Che chang ^^ to point to the

palm of the hand ; easy as doing so.

Che hwi to write, to draw

line* with the finger, as on sand.

Che hwuy
j |(p

to point to, to make

a signal with the hand.

Che jih kaou shing
] fj ^ |^

point to the day of elevated promo-

tion; a favourite sentence with the

Mandarins.

Che jih ko tae
j Q pj" ^

the

day may be pointed out when you

will attain, said in compliment.

Che nan chay
j jg j|f

the compass

and needle.

Che sze
j

]fe to point to an affair ;

to make an allusion; the second clasi

of characters.

Che te:n
j ^ to poiut to heaven.

CUE

636. - Horned cattle; fat

animals, whether quadru-

feds or birds. AninnU

destitute of horns are denomioatcd

*|jh
Kaou. Congealed fatty sub-

dance or lard, is called Che; unc-

tuous or oily matter is called Kaou.

A greasy pigment or cosmetic, is

called Che. Figuratively used for

honors and emoluments. To grease.

Name of a bird ;
of a plant ; and

of a medicine. A surname. lira

JJJJ
Yen che, or & 1 Hung che,

Rouge, a vermillion cosmetic.

Che fun
| ^/j

a cosmetic composed

of vermillion and white.

Che kaou
J A^ fat, unctuont, greasy

matter ; lard
; oily substance.

Tat. 637. A girdle or sash

worn round the body ; to bind

round one.

638. ' Water impeded;

'l^ fome hindrance to the cir-

*
JV culation of fluids. Con-

gelation ; glaciatioa; concretion.

A stoppage in the human system;

to spread out
diffusely in conse-

quence of some
stoppage ; discor-

dance.

Che choo
^jj i^J

a stoppage or impe-

diment of any kind.

Cheke
] ^ a

stoppage of a subtile

fluid in the human system, or in na-

ture.

Che kih
| Jf^J

impeded ; making no

progress.

Che tseih puh tung
| |f ^ jj|

an accumulation of any thing which

cause* a stoppage.

CUE

(lie wei a stoppage in the

stomach ; indigestion.

630. Some impediment or

hindrance causing disagree-

ment
; discordance.

640. A mad dog.

641 . To tread with the feet.

W TV C^e ""' T'le name

of a plant.

"[ Cm, 642. Straight; direct ;

correct; upright.

I 643. To manage, or transact;

A\ PI to occur; to take hold of.

I* Read Chih, To be worth;

the value of; the price. ~tc
^Jg^ .-^>

Ta che sze, The principal managers

of an affair. 5^ ] jg" ^
^ ^ ShTh che chay ke jTh yew

sze, It has so happened, that I haye

been occupied these few days.

Che heung ho
[Xj |jSj

to meet

with severe misfortune. X??

Kea chih, The price. J^ ^ ]$*

j^ ^ She shin mo kea Ueeu ?

What is the price of it? '&

-j- ^ Chih tih shih yuen, It ii

worth, or cost, ten dollars. ^ r

$& Pdh chih tseen, It does not cost

much ;
it is not expensive. ~T\

|
Pdh chih yih tseen, Not

worth a farthing, xj^ |

iH~^ pa '1 c'"^
-
u ta ^

It is not worth while to argue with

him.

64 1. A kind ef bow.
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645. An iron pestle or wooden

beater ( a club ; to lean upon.

To strike with a beater or

club. Read Chih, To stick into

the ground; to plant.

646. ' To establish; to

appoint; to place; to pur-

chace.

Che ne'e'
n|j jjf

to purchace an et:ite.

Che shin woo te Sf jHE
IjJ)

no

place to put myself; expresses feel-

ing of shame for having done or said

something disgraceful.

Che che too wae ^ RJ ^N
to place or put it without the mark ;

to be careless or indifferent about.

647. To stand erect.

648. \ The teeth , the upper

teeth. The inferior are

called ^ Ya, The mark

of one's age; the order in which

people are arranged according to

their age; to arrange; to sort; to

class persons.

Cheyaouche
[ ^^ to bite with

the teeth.

Che ya cbe hwuy ]*fe 3P ^ M.
>

|ZEJ /? X_ jjvfi

the smartness of the teeth ; expresses

a ready elocution.

Che kan jow
[ ^ J^

the flesh at

the roots ofthe teeth ;
the gums.

649. To bite; the root of

the teeth
;
the gums.

650 To chew ovtragaini

to chew the cud ; to ru-

minate. Tliis word is

used for the cow; other

worc"s arc used for other

an mats.

651. The receptacle of the

teeth; the socket where they

are fixed.

853. Name of a plant.

653. Same ai Che.

654. A certain wine vessel.

655. A fine sort of hemp or

flax, after it is prepared,

or cloth made therefrom;

the name of a place. A surname.

Che keih ^ tjjfo
the fine and the

coarse sort of the above. Che

is the finer sort, and Keih the

coarser.

656 Che. A certain round

vessel for limiting the

quantity of food and drink.

A syphon ; a wine vessel, containing

four-rr Shing. -fc yp> Yuh che,

A cup made of stone.
i/m '

Low che, A syphon to drain efFliquids.

ypB ]
Tsew che, A wine syphon.

-Af Shwny che, A water syphon,

tt Che yen jlh chfih,

Language daily changes, like a vessel,

now full, then empty.

857.
-Che.orJ/g ^-Cbe.

Uzr, A saffron c< I

fruit, or nut which tr

for a dye. A certain flower, white

coloured and fngrmnt, the preceding

i-i al(> used fir it.

658. - Same as 653. Read

Lac, To disperse , to spread

wide or separate from.

Elegant ; clear.

659. C- - Same as the following.

ji^ 660. t - A mountain fairy, or

elf; a malevolent diabolical

spirit. A monster with a

human face, and body of a beast.

Che mei wang-leangshan chuen chesung

Superhuman and monstrous appear-

ances of an infernal or diabolical

nature, are the expressions of the

wrathful displeasure of the gods

emanating from hills and rivers.

661. t- - A glutinous adhesive

kind of substance: paste.

Also read Le.

Che keaou
|jtj jp.

birdlime.

Che neaou 1 & to catch birds with

adhesive substance put upon a

bamboo.

662. t- A wheel. Also the

Ft"T same as the following.

663. Uneven.
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664. A muiical instrument

of the reed kind; the

sound of the pipe. MS

Jg9 Che-heun, Names of

two instruments which

form a cord ; and hence

the expression denotes,

Brothers living in harmony with each

other.

665. To put off one's clothes ;

the fringe of a garment;

to put off the garments,

peculiar to a magistrate.

Che-kih
2fij jjfe to dismiss from office.

Che-chun
j

a couch or mattress

on which to lie down.

66. To split up fire wood ;

to split or cut up wood.

667. - A pool ;
a pond ; a

ditch or fosse ;
a receptacle

for water, or any liquid.

The tea. Ornaments for a coffin ;

joined with vaiirms proper names;

a iurname. ^ Aching che,

A ditch round a city wall. /ff|

1 1 Yu che, A fish pond. ftl
j

Chung-che, The well in the centre ;

the heart.

Che tang I wt a pond ; a fish pond.

Cbe yu 1 in fish from a pond.

Che chung wuh 1 ffa fyf\ a thing in

a pond. This and the preceding ex-

pression are used figuratively, to de-

note being limited to a place for

want of talent to acquire promotion.

_ ~ 668. - To run at full speed.

JT! To gallop, to ride on horse-

f Vl^ back. To propel, or go

with a ship or boat, as if at full speed ;

that which extends remotely.

Chekeu
h"anglooJSf|jjp4|i

to gallop on the Imperial road ; i. e.

to be employed in the service of

government.

Che ma she keen
] ]3|^ $l|

to

practice riding and a kind of sword

exercise.

Che ming
j ^ a name which is

known at a great distance ; famous.

Che taou
j j||

the imperial road;

that on which the Emperor himself

travels. A surname.

^ <S60. A worm ; an insect.

Uglyj crawling; destitute

of knowledge ; ignorant.

To treat as if ignorant; to impose

on. The gait or motion of an ani-

mal.

Che-ming TJ^ tj| ignorant people;

poor labouring classes ; plain honest

people.

Che-che
j

I plain honest appear-

670. Appearance oflaughing.

Che-che
|H|[ ^ laughed at him.

671. A worthless woman;

ugly and lewd; foolish.

672. G Long handsome

garments ; robes. Read E,

The name of a place. Also

read No.

67 S. / The fowl species ;

they say thereareforty sorts.

An open aperture on the top

of a city wall; an embrasure. A sur-

name. Name of a district.

Che neaou^ ^ or
] ^| Che ke,

A bird of the fowl or the pheasant,

species. A pheasant.

- JL 674. Che, or JfJ -0J:
Che-

moo, A certain medicinal

plant.

JL 675. C Victuals; provisions;

'fcf C"? grain from which liquor is

rQ made; grain used in sacrifice.

To prepare or dress provisions.

Che chan UK ^62 provisions j
victual?.

Che j in J\^
a cook.

J/Jr
Jf\ 5? 676. Same as the preceding.

677. C-A handle; a some-

thing on which to wind

silk.

678. Fast bound or con-

nected together. Strong.

679. Repose ; rest ; happiness.

Also read Te and She.

680. '
Only. Used in the

sense of
jjf

Tan, and
\-

Che.^ ]
Pdh-che, Not

only. Also denotes, An overplus;

an excess. ^^ ^ ^ pah

che foo moo, Not only as father and

mother; i. e. more than father ml

mother.
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681. Walking slowly lei-

surely.

lib
682. From Heart and Ear.

Because shame heats and

discolours the car. To

Teel shame,; to l> a-

shamcd of.

Che sew ffe T^J- shame manifested in" A"-

the countenance.

Che sin I iQ inward feeling of

shame.

Che PHh JS jia 1 ^^ A ^

shamed of being inferior to other

people.

Che g3 e 1 *Y ~M to be ashamed

of bad clothes.

Che gii e, go shih chay, we tsfih ]

"

who is ashamed of bad clothes or

bad food, is deficient in right feeling.

683, One of the Chinese

notes in music. Read

Ching, in a different sense.

684. ' To embroider wilh

the- needle; a kind of em-

broidered cap used in pur-

forming sacrifice ; variegated.

Chin die &!'
vrj

to embroider with

a needle. .

685. Che, or Che-Ian
pi;
m

a certain odoriferous plant.

686. ' To place; to put

down in a place of rest ; to

put near one ; to place in

one's bosom. To lay aside.

687. ' Crawling reptiles;

insects destitute of feet;

opening or. expanding; a

wriggling motion like a worm.

Che-che^
I appearance of a long

back.

688. ' A kind of Tillage

bora cup for drinking

wine out of. A cup used

when drinking as a forfeit.

689. Only ^\j^ Ph

cho, Not only. Commonly

used for the following.

C90. Wing* i the wiogi of*

bird. Alo read Ke.

Chc-che^ |
appearance of flying.

69>. t Foolish ; idiotical ;

.iroplc. ] )^Che
lac, A foolish manner.

699. To stop ; to embarrass ;

to detain. ]*p f Cha-che,

Undetermined; irresolute.i*J

693. To relish much, t'tual-

ly read She.
(S|| ^ Che

|"71 e. To relish or delight in

truth and righteousness

694. Swine; pig*; a tow.

Name of a plant; and of a

place. A lurnamc.
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CHE. XIITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionariei ChZ and TcM. Canton Dialect, Chah, or Chek.

~ 695. To break asunder ; to

~^ftt* break off; to break offa part,

>| / |

as of a piece of a thing ;

to deduct; to diminish. To break

in the midst; to decide; to bend ; to

press down ; to repress; to oppress;

to stop ; to point out a person's of-

fence. To reprehend; to pull down ;

to rear an altar. To cut short one's

life. A certain part of funeral equi-

page Nameofaplace. A surname.

Read TV, At rest or ease. Read

Che, To bend ; to break.

Ch
ffi

or^ |
Kow chS, A kind

of discount, which buyers sometimes

insist on ; if they promise a hundred

.dollars for an article, they insist on

reckoning the dollar at such a weight

as makes 77 or 78 dollars equal

to a hundred.

CM fun
I JJ^

to induce, or persuade

to submit to.

Chi ffih
| jjjg

to ruin one's happi-

ness; by vicious practices.

CM cbung
[ tjj

to break in the

midst ; to decide equitably.

ChC hwa
j ^Jj

to pluck a flower.

ChS hwuy
]

to pull down ; to lay

in mini.

Cb kwei heang
] ^^ to pluck

a branch of the fragrant olive; de-

notes attaining the rank of Kcu-jin ;

because that flower is in blossom in

Autumn when the examination oc-

curs.

CM pe'en
] ||S

to debate or discuss

a person's conduct whether right or

"wrong.

Ch sun I
IJ-fj

to break
; to injure.

Che" shooche 1 %& J& to break off
I I-**"* 1>S

the branch of a tree.

Che tsuy IB? to make amends Tor

a crime or fault by doing some-

ting meritorious.

ChS twan 1
JUt

to break asunder ;

to decide or determine.

Che" yS | #p(
to decide who is to

enter prison ; i. e to determine as a

magistrate.

Che to wo
| [Pj|^ break and sink

me to hell
;
a vulgar imprecation.

696. Reciprocal; mutual.

697. That which unites two

leaves, or planks. l^r

fe Che fung, To join a

seam. Also read Che, To carve or

ff
engrave.

698. To know; to have a

clear and thorough know-

ledge of; possessing great

knowledge and keen discernment.

Wise; sige. To rhyme, read Chth

and Che. ^ Q {Jfl %
Che che yuS ming-che, To know

* thing is called Ming-che. JJ*

wise king of ancient times.

699. A high degree of intel-

lectual light and intell igence.

- ^
" I' t

che che. The rule or government of

the enlightened Sages.

700. A certain insect; a

species oflocus.

701. Clear mentul discern-

ment ; acute intelligence ;

perspicuity ; intuitive

knowledge. J^ 4^
Pfih che, Indistinct visi-

on; wantofclcardiscern-

ment. 0H ^^ 'p Ming che

che sing, Naturally endowed with

clear discernment and acute intelli-

gence.

702. A glance of the eye {

the lustre of the eye;

clear sighted; beautiful

eyes.
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703. Clear, bright; lu-

minous; splendid, as a

star, or as the sun. Also

read Che.

704. Name of a river. To

wash or scour rice.

Che-keang' ^r YT. a province on the

east coast of China, south of Keang-

nan ; the river which runs through it

is also called Che-keang. The pro-

vince seems named from the river.

705. To pick up stones ;

to throw stones at.

706. Che or Che, A lance

like weapon.

707. ChS or Che, To hear.

708. The sting of an insect;

to sting.

Chg-pe ] ^ or $| j^Hae-che,
or

7JX "fflr ^iwuy-moo, A kind of blub-

ber fish ; which is prepared and eaten

by the Chinese.

709. The skin or scum on

fatty substiince. Fat ; lard.

710. To break offer cut

down plants ; to cut grass.

Mats made of sedge, reeds.

or vuilics.

Ifr
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711. A case for a knife; a

cabhard for a sword.

7I. The

stinking.

smell spoiled ;

713. Read Nc, To phrc

the ear to another person's

mouth in order to listen,

which makes a union of three ears.

To whisper. To take. Read She
1

,

in the same sense. Read Che
1

, To

cut small ; to mince ; to unite to-

gether. Read She, and Ye", A wav-

ing appearance, as of trees.

714. Submissive. ^ J1H

^ Sin fuh yay, The heart

submitting.

715. Che, A month with-

out any rule or law to

itsfclf. The mouth moving

or chattering and talking ; vilifying,

backbiting. pS |HS Che-joo, Lo-

quacious ; wordy ; indistinct mur-

muring. I fljfj
Che'-nee', Indis-

tinct whispering.

716. Che. A certain ear-

then wire vessel to contain

wine or water.

717. Timid ;
timorous ; fear-

ful ; apprehensive ; wanting

courage ; wanting boldness ;

pusillanimous.
Also read She.

Che che
'^f <j||

afraid ; frightened ;

pusillanimous.

718. To take.
jpA j

ChS-che, To pant or pal-

pitate; heaving or motion

caused by the breath.

cm; 47

719. The branches of

trees shaken by the wind ;

trees with ponderous

leaves and weak branchei

wave beautifully ; crerp-

ing planU.

720. Grain shakei by the

wind.

721. A kind of earthen

ware basia.

722. To fold or double

Up garments ; to plait or

fold ; to plicate. Plaited,

puckered, rumpled. A

plant.

723. Flesh cut into imaH

pieces; minced meat.

'

734. Loquacity ; talkativeness.

ChS now
jjjrff jjjg much talking and
I IT "IIJJ

chattering; indistinct prattle.

I

Chi kee" =yfc verbosity, loquacity;

unfounded prattle and chattering.

vT/y^y 725. A distorted mouthing,

and incorrect speaking.

76. t- Pervious; pene-

trable; to penetrate; penetra-

tion, perspicacious; intelli-

gent, discerning; that may be

passed through; passable ; a road. To
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*kin; to perl ofT tlic skin. To

cultivate land; to throw in ruins;

to pull to pieces ;
to remove or take

away food whilst the music plavs.

Chi than
$jf $r| to take away food,

or the remains of a sacrifice.

CM t*oo <y^ to remove the ves-

sels used in sacrifice.

CM che chS chung

to discern clearly the whole from

beginning to end, from first to last.

CM te
~jfc

to penetrate to the

bottom, as in examining a case.

ChS te tso kwo
] JS f$ ^| to

make entirely over again ; to begin

again and make from the very

bottom.

727. Clear water; limpid;

pellucid; water through

which you may see to

the bottom.

728. Traces ; footsteps

of; print or mark left on

a path or road.

|
* 729. To send away ; to put

~J^T as'^e
' to reject ; to remove

* HI ^ eitherfrom one, or to one.

Che ken
jjgjf ^+ to send away.

ChS hwuy
] jtjj

to recall ; as, an

officer of the government in case of

causing dissatisfaction.

ChS seik san Uo 1
j. I

to remove the tables and sit round

the room.

Che yS
j
*H to send away the

music.

r^JjU 730. A certain fruit of the

plumb kind.

731. Torn or tattered gar-

732. The ears hanging down.

|fl JJl ChS-urh, The

name of a state.

733. Chi-che ^^ the

appearance of a mean worth-

less man.

734. Cha-che ^ ^jfjj,

the

appearance of a vicious

woman.

735. The cloth which goes

round under the ears; a

kind of collar.

736. Che, TeS, or Neg, To

take hold of firmly with

the fingers.

737. The snail leaves of

a tree.

733. The internal part of

the bamboo, used as a me-

dicine; the bamboo used

for fuel.

JL- .! 739. Grass or herbage ; grass

or herbs growing. Hemp pre-

pared by steeping. A good

arrow or dart. Excess, overplus.

Road Chow, A bird'( nest. Read

Choo, To tike wood and cover over

a coffin, after which mud was applied

as a plaster.

* M- 740. The sides of a wheeled

vehicle ;
of a war chariot,

j"< I
Li where the weapons are

,tuck. Suddenly; abruptly, forthwith,

without ceremony ;
without taking

time to ask permission; without

enquiry ; hastily ; diseased in the

feet. A surname.

ChS kanM ift forthwith dare.

741. A common, but erron-

eous form of the preceding.

749. Che, or NeS, Small

tweeers for plucking
out

hairs; to eradicate hairs;

nippers..

743. Fish prepared
without

salt ; dried fish ;
cured with-

out salt.

"I fish cured

ChepSyu
1 fjf$k

) "ithoutsalt.

I Seih, 744. Accustomed t.

745. To destroy ; to com-

!"* plicate; to fold or gather up;

to double up as garments ;

to plicate ;
a paper folded up ; an

official document seril to the Em-
^

peror; to send'' or state, by that
-.. .-

means. t

ChS tsze %& ~%- an official document

sent to the Emperor by his higher
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officers of government. Read LS,

To drag; to seize.

ChS tsowflJM^to report by an

official document to the Emperor.

Che teg 1 ^ to hrap one thing

over another) to complicate with

many folds.

746. Fearful; timid; timor-

**JV u; to tremble with fear j

I t| cowardly. Same as 717";

also read Te, and Sejh, in the

s-me sense.

CliefuhlflJj^
to succumb; to sulimit

in a
dastardly manner.

747. Meat : minced and half

dressed.

748. Indlslinct, erroneous

pronunciation ; precipitate,

hurried, enunciation.

CHE

Che dig
j-y|

1*-^. hurr'u><l indistinct

pronunciation, such as ii induced by

CHE 49

fear.

Yc andSii, Thini vcetkt a leaf.

J749.

To cut or mince meat.

Originally written ^. Ch,

A knife to cut . herbs into

MIL ill parts.

lYeri750. Disease,

che", Slight disease.

751. From Meat and a Leaf.

To cut into leaves. To cut

into small slices, or bits ; to

mince meat; minced meat whether

beef, mutton, or fish.

752. To run an arrow

through the ear
;
a military

punishment.

713. To drag or pull; to

take
; to pluck out ( to draw,

a* in drawing lota.

Ch5 (how
fljlj jj|

to hinder or impede

in the
doing of * thing j to b

hindered.

Ch Ueen
|j&

to take out m

Tseen ; i. e. a slip of wood with

the name of a province on it It ii

a drawing of lots to detcrmim- in

which province an officer is to erTe.

To preside on this occasion it called

f
|

Kc>n-ch.

Ch pelh ^ to take hold of a.

pencil.

754. The hurried, inarticu-

late enunciation of fear, a*

if out of breath. Fear *

apprehension; dread. JncejwntUJk>

ing. A man's name.
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CHEN. XIII SYLLABLE.

Xn, as ii Men, the E rather longer. Often confounded with Shen. Manuscript Dictionaries, Chen.

Canton Dialect, Chan and Chen.

-* T55. - From Pfih,To divine,

and Kow, The mouth.

^* To observe prognostics for

the purpose of foretelling good or

evil. To divine; to cast lots; to ob-

serve; to 'look towards; to "wait.

Bead Chin, To usurp; to seize; to

possess; to possess firmly. 1@

Tfin-chen, Secret study of the prog-

nostic. |] Kow-chen, To

deliver orally, or to dictate in order

to be committed to writing; to deliver

rerses without any previous theme.

Clien-puh 1 K to divine; to cast

lots.

Chen-neen 1 oE. to divine what will

be the fortune of the current year.

]|& Chen-yen, or
j J?|I

Chen-

ying, The verification of certain

prognostics.

Chen piih ling I T^ Su a prediction

from certain signs, which fails of

being accomplished.

Chen how
j j^ to wait

, to look for
;

to expect; in the sense of
J)/'^ Chen.

-v-
Chen seaou .slien

|

/l\ 3J to pos-

i small portion of goodness, 'j'j-

|
E chen, A posthumous comnuwl,

or order.

% 756. To see; to look at.

r\ Commonly used for 789, to

I I ' denote Assuming or usurp-

ing.

Chen pe'en e
/jr| IER p(. to assume

that mode of acting which is for

one's own convenience or benefit,

without regard to others.

Chen shin fun 1
J^* /^ to have

regard to one's station, and careful

not to disgrace it

Chen seen keu
'

I

-Jp ^J^ to assume

the precedence rudely, in walking.

757. Chcn-che

interrupted, broken discor-

dant sounds. Otherwise

Bead Teg.

758. A carpet or cloth for

a floor. Same as fe" Chen.

Chen shang pi teaou maou,

little felt as) plucking a hair of down

from a carpet.

759. -j To moisten; to

imbue with; to wet; to

tinge; to be moistened or

it by the dew or rain. To receive

benefits from ; to be the recipient

either ofgood or evil ; to beaffccted

or infected by. Read Teen, The

name of a river. To add to.

Chen kan i
fit^

to be moved to gra-

titude by benefits received.

Chenkwang
| T^ to receive light or

honor from the visit or friendship

of a superior.

Chen kae j Jfef
to be wet or moist-

I ir/'-

ened by.

1 -
*
-

Chen ping JflS to catch a disease;

to become sick.

Han chuh chen pel ^p [jj ] ^
the perspiration comes forth and wets

the back.

Chen win I W to receive acU of
I >vi>>

kindness.

Chen che urh tsuh che tae 1
I I/ V tTf1*

fc ^ [te
a h ;>llmg, interrupted,

embarrassed manner.

Chen yuu yffl
to be moistcne-J,

mollified or wet by; figuratively To

receive and be benefited by.

Chen yen ^ to be infected by

some noxious air or influence, which

induce
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760. Chen, or Chen che

broken, interrupted, and

tumultuous sounds which

distress and annoy.

'>li^ 761. A
drizzling rain. To

wet with a
drizzling rain.

Chen ftlh ^ JJj^
wet clothes.

Chen shih
|H damp or wet with

small rain.

Chen te too tsuli |& W the

body wet with rain, and the feet

daubed with mire.

762. (L To peep ; to spy ; to

look slyly and clandestinely

at
; to eye a person in an

underhand manner.

763. f To stand up ; te

stand erect; to stand

steady a long time; a

stage of a journey.

J

Chen choo
Jjjj ]

to stand firmly ;

to be in secure circumstances.

Chen ke lae
j

iffi ^S*
to get up ; to

stand on one's feet; or imperatively

commanding to do so.

Chen leTh
] J/" to stand erect.

Chen puh win ^^ 7s to stand

insecurely ; to be in unsafe and un-

certain circumstances.

764. Name of an insect, de-

scribed as a hairy worm-like

insect on the pomegranate

tree.

CHEN

765. The appearance of gar-

ments waving or shaken.

Read Teen and Te, An

upper garment or fold which covers

the joining of the inferior one,

766. To spy ; to peep ; to

take a side sly look at.

767. - To chatter and talk

much ; specious, clever,

seductive language. To

play or joke with, as with children.

The appearance of
disagreeing with.

A man's name.

768. To walk ; to go.

769. To open a door in a

slight degree; to set the

U^| door a jar in order to wait

for- H j$]
Kwei chen, To peep

through an opening amongst the

grass, as a frightened bird.

770. Any thing moved or

shaken by the wind; the

waves agitated by the wind.

CHEN 51

77 1 . - Many words ; ver-

bose; at such a time; to

examine into and srive di-o

rcctions and orders about; name of

an officer who presides at divinations.

The name of a hill. A surname.

Read Tan, The feet.

Chen-sze-foo
jj ^ fti-

a certain

officer at court, whose duties con>il

in a kind of supervision.

Chen-yin ^tan officer who pre-

sides over divinations.

778. Conversation ;Ulk j

loquacity. Read Tin,

|l)_'; ]
Tan-tan, Trouble-

some TcrhotenrM ) fa-

ligiiing loquacity. Origi-

nally written
jjjg

Chen.

773. The peak of a hill or

. * mountain.

774. A kind of curtain

that surrounds a wheel

carriage; that which co-

vers or screens an aper-

ture ; an outer part or fold

of a vest which hides the

joining of an under one. Chay chen

| a carriage curtain.

775. Chen, or Chen shen

the appearance of rail-

ing the hand.

776. - To look upwards to j

to look up to with rever-

ence and awe at to a s

eign ; or as man to the Deity. The

name of an office ; of a certain land-

scape. A surname. The name of a

certain state or country.

Chen teaou
flfjj |]jj[,'

to look upward

and remotely.

Chen she
j jjjB

to look upwards to

something superior, or to (he godi.

Chen jang
J '|J|J

to raise the 1 i.l

anil look upwards to something great

or striking; to look up to the Em-

peror of China as the Sovereign of

the world. I'oreign Kmbassadors see-

ing hi< Ini|'erial Majesty, if expressed

I y Chen-vang.
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Chen le
j jijl

the rites and cere-

monies attending slate interviews or

religious tolcmnities.

777. Species of toad, parts

of which are eaten medicin-

ally by the Chinese, and also

applied to ulcers; it is variously de-

nominated.

Chen choo
jJffiS y&- or |i

pis
Chen-

ehoo, and 1 JO! Chen cho*, called
I VH

also JJ& JjW Hea-mo; and ^~- ^3p

Keu-wSn, *4 destroyer nf mosguitot ;

this animal is further said to reside

in the moon, and possesses certain

spiritual powers; herce,

Chen kwang 1 T^ the lustre of the

moon.

778. C- A kii:d of curtain

or cloth which surrour.i's

or covers a wheel carriage.

Same as 774. Garments

which hang down before

and cover the knees;

also the corresponding

part of the garment

which hangs down be-

hind. The appearance of being

adjusted and put in order. Chan<r

Che"
Hi W lhe flaP' of an Asiatic

garment.

Chen-chen, Moved or shaken as gar-

ments, which hang down loose are

moved by walking, or by the wind.

779. .- Verbose; a mul-

titude ofiwords; loquacity.

f^
780. O A horse running at

CHEN

781. \ Chen-chen S|
I walking with haste.

To advance with a hurried

step.

782, C To spy ; to peep ; to

look furtively.

783. K To rush down a

J falling into a, pit; to be

(Z2 involved.

Certain ornaments

'".HEN

785. t-. A certain ominous

jSi' bird, that portend the fall,

of a dynasty.

_SL

786. - Chen, or
ifT ^

Tun chen, Proceeding with

labour or difficulty ; making

little or no progress.

787. Chen or Shen, Air ; look,

r. ft
'jljjjshcn hwuy ,m:.nner.

Appearing to advance.

Also read Tan, I $1 Tan tan
I in\

jen,. Easy, leisurely, no appearance

of haste. ReadTan, But; but when.

Commonly written X{^ Tan. Bead

Shen. Occurs in the sense of
jjjK

Shen, To transfer to.

788. The same as ^g Chen.
*^*w

789. ' Chen or Shen, To as-

sume; to usurp; to maintain

pertinaciously. To prc-

sume to do an)
thing of one's own

accord, without
\,

rmission from
those who possess autlu

Chen-chuen
;

Chen
\ to us.

irp au-

o a$-

tly.

f III)

-keuen 'I J&& j thority;,

sume a power to act iiidependan

of any other person.

Chen-taou :|J
to presume, with-

out permission; to go to a place.

Chen tszc keu tso
]
;. /&

I P^ *~^ \<y\

^ilhout asking permission to

presume to go and do a thing of.

one's own accord.

Chen tsze tsS wei l fa
I PI IF

to presume to do or. act of one's own

accord.

790. - A banner or
flig com.

rjp=|
posed only of one colour.

791. - Hair worked up into

a kind ofcloth or felt. Of

this tlie Chinese make

caps, coverlids, and car-

pets, also the solei of

s'uoes; for this last purpose

cotton is also worked into:, fit. ?f\

w M:\ou-ehen, Hair felt; a kit cap.

^ | Tc-chen, A carpet. Chen

is also used for textures which

are of a coarse hairy felt-like ap-

pearance.

'92. V The epidermis or

scurf skiii.

?!>.% \ To look at and stop,

as with surprize; to look

at and change colour.
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794. Grain bound or tied up

'tS| after being cut down;

sheaf of grain.

79*. A scum that comes on

gelatinous liquids as they

coI; particularly rice water;

thick congee.

796. A single garment; cool

garments. Used also for Chen

to wrap or twine round.

Chen yuen the veins which

wind round the stomach, according

to Chinese anatomists.

797. A single light plain una-

dorned garment; a particular

robe of a Queen. To open

or lay partially aside. The covering

of a corpse, to prevent its speedy

putrefaction; a shroud.

|-2 \
798- To be negligent; inat-

tentiv; rude or uncivil to.

799. Appearance of being

CIl uncovered , a naked figure.

- -|
^^"^^^

800. Chen, or Tun-chen
j

I to progress with diffi.

culty ; to appear to gain no

ground.

801. Bitter wine or other

I C> liquor for common drink.

SOS. The head inclined to

one side, and all the members

of the body trembling with

cold.

FART. II. t

803. Thick rice water ;

<g Chen rhBh che slith,
^*C

A congee, or rice water

diet.

804. - A horse heavily laden ;

a wkite hone with a black

back.

_ A certain large fish,

_-_lSI whose mouth is said to lie I>c-

rW>EC, low the chin; having along

snout and no scales. In some places
in *^

called -gtr m Hwang-yu. The ac-
i's AT

count* given of it are contradictory.

806. A certain bird ofprey,

said to be yellow in co-

lour, rapid in its flight,

to fly with a tremulous

motion of its wings a-

gainst the wind, and to

pounce particularly on the pigeon

species, which it devours.]

807. To ipek with difficulty.

808. Great; tingle.

809- To breatne i to pant.

A horse panting or broken

winded.

Chen heuen
[ |l|j eisurely, slowly.

In one part of China, seeming Stop-

page of the throat, which is occa-

sioned by anger, was expressed by

Cheu-heucii.

810. Chen or MIMI, I:

fill , elegant ; heaiity in

colours : elrganrr anil

Chen yucn nffl
fljj

: liandvimr clrgant

appearanrc; thr pleating braiitiful

.ippcaraiicc of tree*, or plant ,
or

flower*.

811. The appearance of a

carriage screened by a kind

of curtain.

S12. t. The appearance nf

flame rising; to apply fir

to ; heat ; hot.

813. Chen, or Chen hwai
'

to pull ; to draj

' To fight. A battle;

to be struck with fear ; to

dread ; to be alarmed. A

surname.
i~J" ||fe

Tachcn, To join

in battle.

Chen-chen
j

fear ; under alarm.

Chen chin 1 KS an arm) arrayctl for

battle.

Chenchucn &fe
a ship of war.

Chen shTh vu hS
| -j- ^ ^

fought upwards often battle*.

Chen keu
j 4^

fear ; alarm.

Chen king teTh le
j j$ *||gf ]$

a constant apprehension
of 'erring;

care ; great attention.

Chen shoo
] ||j

to be defeated i

battle.

Chensze
] ^died fighting

in battle.

Chen tow pflh selh
] ^j ^ ,H

incestant fijbtings and wars.
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The name of a plant.

816. To bite; to tear with

tin- teeth, said ofd.

other animal-.

817. I- Chen, or Shen, An

ailar or levelled arena on

which to offer sacrifice. To

resign in behalf of another. Used by

the Buddhists denoting a silent,

quiescent, contemplative slate ; ab-

stracted contemplation. They dis-

tinguish five sorts.

Chen lin
jj|j^ the contemplative

forest ; aconcourse of people devoted

to a contemplative life.

Chen sze
ijjj)

teacher of the con-

templative doctrines.

Chen tang ^ the hall of contem-

plation.

8J8. C. A kind of sash worn

with its eods banging down.

insect of the cricket kind,

it appears in the fifth moon.

The gryllus. Poison. A certain kind

of carriage. A man's name.

Chen tuy jf|
the shell cast ofTby

the cricket

Chen Uaou
^

flS the noise made by

the cricket.

82 ' Unfounded ; fabulous ;

lying; irregular ptech.

A man's name.

821. t To open; to lay or

Pea(I out i <> manifest

clearly ; manilcit, luminous ;

s

great ; to extend. Name of a place.

Chen choo \\
: 4- a clear and In-

Ml J f~i \t

miious explanalion of, or commen-

tary on.

Chen kwang
] j|

to extend the

limits of a territory.

XC1|T|
82S -

C Water of a river

vraOl overflowing and forming a

f |-T*v| number of small streams.

Name ofa river.

82S. t- Name of a cjty in

the state Loo. .

84. Yelloir colour.

825. V From Four per-

sons turning over cloth.

To inspect it; to turn

over and inspect; to

unroll ; to open, or spread

out; expansion of the

feelings, from ease and

agreeable circumstances j

j
to arrange ; to inspect ; to

judge of; true; sincere. Something

great effected, or attained; or

capable of effecting something great.

A surname.

Chen cbing 1
gW/a

faithful sincere

man.

Chen fi 1 ? to open and exhibit.
I u*

Chen he sing
j ^ ^ to lay or

spread out victims.

Chen hwan
J|&

&e to extend or

delay the time ; to defer the time of

doing something,

(hen kae 1

fj|J
to open or spread

out; to opena scroll or a book.

1-l.on >a
J

Chen kan
j

Chen-sing

investigate.

to open and look

at.

to. examine; . t*..

826. ^ ]
Chen chcn,

A gaping silly foolish ap-

pearance.

887. Chen ting

Beautiful ; handsome.

828. To bind; to tie.

Chen-cben, or Kfc'ert^ ^L to spread

or layout as wide as possible.. A.

long ugly appearance..

829. Chcn^jen S|

laughing appearance; loud

laughter.

830V To turn as a wheel
; ;

turn half round.

Chen cbuen fan tsih
ijjt ijiifr

K fi\i

to turn backwards and forwards; .

Chen cbueu puh nang vtang 1 i|fr

^ Em ^ revolving :i thing over

and over in tbe mind, unable to>

forget it.

831. A certain
appendage

on the outside if

832. A place where .thin<rO

are sold; a shop. IlR

jfr
Chen-she, or

| ^
Chen sze, A shop, a place

vliif j>eople meet to

buy and sell,
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833. Name of a river on the

nprth-west part of the

empire.

834. TO twist or turn roiind

with the hand.

. _ ass. To wind round and

T^ I_P cling to : to bind to ; to tie;

fc 1^ ILv^M"*
I f^t^- to wrap with silk. A sun-

name. Hihg chen^ ^^ to wrap

clothes round the , legs in order to

strengthen them for walking.

Chen tae 1 is a long pudding-like

taih, which- the Chinese tie round

them, and in which they carry money

or secret papers.

Chen tow HA a cloth wound round
I >*t^S

the head, aa the people of. Fflh-

keen do.

Chenjaou
'[ ^ to wind round

j to

convolve round and round; to im-

plicate.

Chen mcen
j|||

to wind about and

adhere tos to dwell upon with the

mind.

836. To plan, by force or

fraud, tw obtain people's

properly ; to rob upon the

highway,

8*7. To remote.

838. To tread with the feet;

to move ; to go. .The path

trodden ; a rut made by a

wheel.

Chen tsze
j ^ the course of the

stars or planets.

839. A -place where
things

are sold; a market place.

840. Chen-chuen4jH||l a
^JeE yq\\

^
kind of pin for braiding up

the hair.

841. The gate of a ihop or

|T7t I market place.

^ 849. A certain kind of ban-

ner; a certain crookedm handle ofa banner;, to make

a signal with a colour.

843. An imperial order.-

844. Chen, or Chan. To

ill pare off; to make level.

To reap or cut down grain.

Read Chen, To attack; to reduce;

to level ; to equalize.
|J 1J||J

Chan

leii, To pare off. ^W|
1 Choo

chan, To pare or level the ground;

to plough.

T6 flatter; to addreu

praise, worship, or sacrifice

to those to whom it if -not

due; mean, spirited adulation; to

gratify, the eye and car. ~^ jj

pj /-f?
Pfih chen ko king, He who

will not flatter deserves respect.

Chen yu fob kwci =W *$ "W
to flatter the rich.

Che mei ] Tffiff
th soothing blandish-

I /7M

ments 'of flattery.

Chen seaon 1 4^ to .flatter and gig-

gle.

Chen jin ko pe
j ^ "pj -^R

tht

flatterer deserves cvntempt.

846. To direct; to moderate.

84T. Chen or Chan, To see ;

to-manifest,
'fjjj^ Chen

tsow, Abusive language.

Also read Chwan, To prepare; t

simply.

Chen kung
J jjj to manifett that

which is meritorious.
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CII1H.- XIV TH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Diclionrie Chi. Confounded with TM. Cmnton Dialect, Ckrk.

^
JF

14*. A small step or pace;

a step imde with the left

foot. Joined with ~T" -

Choo, A step with the right foot
;

united they make /tj Hiig, To walk.

S49. Chlh or Che. From

Mouth,. and Lines represent-

ing the breath falling. A

inal particle ; a nere tone. In the

beginning of a sentence, it forms a

connective, which may be rendered

Merely ; only ; but : liiitjint ; then ;

forthwith: and so on, as the Kope

requires. A surname.

CMh c 1 J3 implies, This way alone

is proper.

Chih ko
| pj"

this alone may be

done,

ChTh keen EJ I only saw ;jml ob-

served ; it was seen
; it then occur-

ed : then very commoa in colloquial

books.

Chih koo 1 30 mind nothing but;

heedless of other things.

Chlh kwan
|

& denotes .Acting

from the spur ofthe moment ;
a tem-

porary essay ; also inconsiderately

acting according to one'* humour.

May be translated, Just try; merely

for the present ; inconsiderately

permit themselves; thoughtlessly:

indiscreetly ; .continual!*
; on ercry

occasion.

Chih h
| ^|only can; to be o-

bligcd to; having no alternative.

ChTh yew
j .^jj merely have; will

then assuredly be.

^^^

r|"

f ^h.

850. t A measure of length;

the Chinese cubit Its

length has been various at

different periods. The tenth of it'is

called
"

Tsun.

ShTh chih wei chang -j- j^
ten cubits make a Chang. ^
Che chih, Near.

Chih yew so twan tsun yew so chang

that which is too short for a cubit,

may be more than enough for an

inch; the person who cannot answer

every purpose, may answer some

purposes very well.

ClnlihwS TO a worm.

ChTh tsun ~n" measured with the

ChTh audthe Tsun; adjusted; pro-

portioned; the measurement; the

dimensions.

851. To drive with noise

and shouts; to bid in a rough

angry tone; to hoot at, ai

to a dog; to mention.

Ho chih
|pf p^ or

| |J^
Club

cha, Loud, angry, boisterous ut-

terance.

Fan wei chih ming che how '

I 'O 3j%. iyc
''" trou ')le (you) to

mention (my) name and make (my)

compliments. Read Tsih, Noise;

sound ; strong breathing.

s^ %

V/
|

1| I

85?. Juice ; gravy ; *he good

ofany thing obtained in a

fiquid form, by steeping or

expressing, or boiling; thick liquor.

I scd metaphorically for any piece

of writing which pleases the mental

taste. Snow and rain blended ;

sleet.

Chih tseang ^-j- \jjk
gravy ; juice ;

any thing tasty, that pleases the palate

or the imagination.

Chih shwHy jfa watcrt hickeneJ,

by tepiug any thing in it.
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-i -^ 854. c. To expel ;
to drive far

I"J from one ; to accost rudely ;

f to reprehend unceremoni-

ously; to eject; to exclude. Salt

land; reaching far; many; to ex-

tend; to point to. The name of a

hill ; a surname. Jg fa
fhe chih,

To point at, and find fault with.

Chih chuh
] ^ to thrust or drive

out.

Chih-hwS
| t|j||

a worm,

Chih how I

jl^ unprepared and

standing aloof; looking watchfully

at, as two opposing armies.

Chih ma 1 le to scld or find fault

with a person in an abrupt offensive

manner.

Chih j 8 I
pjt

to put to shame by an

offensive reprehension.

Che loo I RJ salt unproductive land,

as on the sea cost.

\ ^& 855. Chih or Tsih, To split;

^L'J^P to rive; to rend asunder.

S \ To crack ; to open. ffl

j& Kei tsih, The opening of buds

and of fruit, as in Spring.

Chih peih nan chan yay | S|] ffiffi

Eg -^JJ
difficult labour in the birth

of children is expressed by Chih-peih.

856. To split, or rend; to

tear open ; to break open,

as a letter; to pull to pieces;

to lay in ruins. To strike; to at-

tack.

Chih hwae
jjr fe| to break up ; to

break to pieces, as the planks of a

boat.

Chih kae
Bj|

to break or tear

open.

Chih hwuy ! to lay in ruins.

PART. II.

CHIH

Chih Ian 1 yfM to break to pieces.

Chih seay 1 MJ to pull down, as a

house.

Chih yue" ffl| to break open and
I '/tJ

look at.

%_ 857. t- Naked. Carnation or

"^"TS^* flesh colour; of a reddish

y*J colour; vermillion. Name

of a river. A surname.

Chih te chih shin Tjfc
*$ 1 jB>

the naked body.

Chih te tseen le
[ Jfe ^f" M a

thousand miles of parched, barren,

unoccupied land.

Chih tsze
|

^- an infant ;
a word of

tenderness for the people.

Chih too 1
-J-^

a red earth, which

serves as a dye. Same as 447.

858. From a Hand grasping

one Wing; hence a single

bird. A hand grasping two

wings, makes
ijgShwang,

A brace; a

pair. Single;alone; not in pairs: one

of a pair. Numeral of things which

are single. ^S-
IPS Yih chih

ya, A duck.
] %~

kow, A dog.
]

Yih chih yang chuen, A foreign ship.

Chih shin
|

Ja> one person alone, in

a place, or a cause.

Chih show pah nSng chay teen
J ^-

jf\ "tfi? ^p ~^F one hand cannot

screen the heavens; i. e. cannot effect

much.

859. From H Jow, Flesh,

placed on
jfc Ho, Fire. To

broil ; to dry with fire ; to ap-

ply fire to, or to apply to the fire ; to

heat; to near; to approach near,

said of persons.
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J^
'Qf
S ^^

Chih . fuh
3^ -fo Jjtt

to dry clothci

with fire.

Chih shuh
j ^ lo broil maturely.

Chih kwo 1 ^ broiled ;
dressed at

the fire.

CMhje
1

^Jt to heat by applying

to the fire.

3-> Che. 860. To extend or reach It

f given point ; the extreme limit.

86). Firm; unbending.

Foolish. Name ofan animal.

fa. VL chrh yth> Not

advancing ; impeded.

862. Chih or He, A loud

laugh. g? ] ^He
he jen, Laughing. Read

Che, in the same sense. Also to stop.

Read Te?, To gnaw ; to bite.

863. -Chin or Teih, From

Woman and to go. Th

sons or daughters of bro-

thers ; these accompanied the daugh-

ters of the rich when married. A

husband also calls his wife's nephews

and neices Chih, or
^J j

Wae-

chih. His own are called
pftj j

Nuy chih, Internal.

Chih foo
'

$|j
a nephew's wife.

Chih neu
'

I ^ a neice.

Chih se ;|/E
a neice's husband.

Chih sun J& a nephew's children.

Chih tsze TO? -3-- a nephew.

864. To cut down grain.

Chih chih j&
]

the noise

made in cutting down grain.

To beat; to strike a blow with

the fist.
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865. ('.rf.it; large 5 light;

iplepdid.

866. Fetters for the feet j to

stop ; to pierce; to st;ib.

Cblh kiSh sze chay, fei ehing ming yay

to die in fetters and manicles, is not

a regular death, ffl- I
Tan chin,

A certain medicinal bark.

Chih hci
^'1:

a certain piece of

iron at the ends of the axle of a

wheeled carriage by which the wheels

are regulated. Applied to persons

who regulate by moral doctrines the

manners of the world.

867. The noise made in reap-

ing or cutting down grain

with a sickle.

868. To stop or close; to

fill; to impede; the moon

at a certain period.

Chih gae nan tung ^ (Jj tffe jg
embarrassed; impelled, difficult to

comprehend, or get through the

management of.

Chili sili

'

| t fill or s tO
j,
uu_

ft?

869 ' To

angrily, or opprobriously.

. % b70 Dull of hearing, in a

moral sense; obtuse; dull

of comprehension.

h7l. Name of an insect some-

what like a spider, and which

shuts itself up in a hole.

872. A species of leech.

873. Footsteps; traces of

the feet

874. A short hook or sickle

for cutting grain or grass.

One who reaps or mows.

Name of an ancient district.

it Shih, 87 5. To lose ; to mist ; It err.

878. A cloth to prevent

losing; Covers for books,

made of cloth or other

materials; a little bag. In ordei ;

arranged. A surname.

Shoo chih 3~. fify a case or cover

in which to enclose books.

877. To strike; to beat; to

chastise by beating or flog-

ging-

S78. Sacrifices ofiered, with

a certain order of the

persons attending.

879. To scam; to mend; to

connect as by sewing.

~/^(
to mend, or repairCluh-c

garments ;
to seam.

880. A cover or case for

books; to pierce as with

a needle; a satchel made

with a needle, used by

women. A period often

years. A .surname.

881. Straight; direct;

morally upright.

fliTh lae tTh chuen
jjjT

>&

ships which come direct from a place.

Chih le
j jjpj

the province in which

the Court of China is now held; it it

an epithet applied to various districts

in the empire.

Chih shang
j _

to go straight up to.

Chih tseen
j ijij

to advance straight

forward.

Chih taou
jjg

to go the straight

road, either physically or morally.

882. To be worth ; the value

of; the price. Read Che,

To manage, or transact ;

to occur; to take hold of. /|

MI Kea chih. The price. JB;^
Jj {|| ^ She shin mo kea tseen?

What is the price of it i ~JTt 1

%_& P8h chih tse'en, It does not cost

much; it is not expensive. /f^

Not worth a farthing. "^ 1 ffi

'fHi B'l^Pilh cl" h yu ta ke keaou,

It is not worth while to argue with

him.

Cluh Hh shih yuen
] 4JL -|-jfl

It is worth, or cost, ten dollars.

883. Clayey, adhesive earth.

Work in clay is called
^f(

jjff
Twaii chih. To poke

or (eel one's way as a blind man, is

called Ml ] Chih chih.
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884. To apply the heart or

mind, is culled ^ fg
Chuen-chTh.

885. Erected; planted; to

thrilst into the ground; to

stick into; placed erect;

to lay down. A surname.

ChTh ke chaiig urh yun ifc|[ JJL T^
Sfn ^ stuck his staff into the

ground
and rooted, up the plants.

Chih left
|

\L to lallt erecti t0

raise perpendicular.

ChThmuh \ yj^
to plant a tree ; any

piece of wood erect.

hth peih ping kwei

laid down the Peih and took hold of

the Kwei.

ChTh wuh
j ffl any thing standing

erect.

_ 886. To fettcn; to enrich,

n
jf| as by steeping in fat; to

/ |j-i- plant; to grow; to erect

and make to grow; to erect and

make to prosper. To increase ; to

flourish; to increase wealth and

riches. To be covetous of gain ami

prosperity. Chih chih, Even; to

level ; to confer office upon.
. i ,Lf

ChTh ho
jffa J3 to raise the price of

goods from a covetous desire of

gain.

Chih yew le
j 7^" jjj|jf

give office to

those who are correct in their de-

portment.

Chih meaou
'

"ffi
grain planted and

well manured.

887. Chth or TsTh. Fearless.

lift 1li
ch ' h sMh> Ba(l>

vicious. Read Cha, <j|!A
.

I
Kwacba, Appearance ofwalkiig.

CHIH

888. The noise of haste or

hurry. The vulgar form of

^_i

jj|j
TsTh, To reprehend.

889: Chih or Tsih, To take

with the hand; to pluck.

See Tsih.

890. Appearance of the ears

sticking up; to prick, the

ears.

891. Chth or Tsih, To blame;

to reprihend ; to find

fault with
;

to be angry

with; to punish or chastise. To

change appearances.

1892.

The marrow in bones ;

rt-l * take out the marrow

\ -M from a bone.

893. To throw; to cast

away with the hand ; to

throw or cast away with

some vehemence. 3&[)

M& J^ ChTh te kin

shins:, Thrown to the

ground sounds like gold ; is applied to

a sonorous pleasing style.

ChTh hea
j

~f\ to throw down.

ChTh wa
J ^ to throw tilegor brick-

bats.

ChTh kwo ying chay | Sjg. Tjb^
threw fruit and filkd the carriage;

has an allusion to an ancient story.

ChTh hwuy 1

[gj
to throw back-

used by the Emperor in reference to

documents which displeage him.

ChTh kwang yin 1 T^ ^ to throw

away one's time.

ChTh, or ChTh chflh

embarrassed ; irre-

solute;, neither going one
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way nor another, making no progrcJi

any way.

895. Chth or Cho, To take.

e wan, To take up and adopt

other people's essays instead of writ-

ing one's own thoughts.

ChTh tseu 1 Jfr to take to one.

896. To tread with the feet j

to skip or leap for joy; to

dance. To occur ; to happen.

ChTh tsuh hea

under the feet.

to tread

*,'

89T. To take with the hand >

to .grasp, to lay hold of; to>

stop or fill up; to pursue

and apprehend to persecute. A
surname.

J"fjl
1 Poo-chTb, To

apprehend as by the officers of the

police. j^j Koo-chTh, To be

obstinate and inflexible.

ChThche I |i to seize hokl of with

the hand or with the mind.

ChThfiseang sing
] fe ^j .ffi

to grasp the law and measure with

a line
,

a pertinacious adherence to

rule.

ChTh fijooshan 1 y* AfJ ill I'll

1 *^^ ^f ' '

maintain the laws immovably at a

mountain; the declaration of magis-

trates.

ChTh gaou %~T obstinate and

perverse j a pertinacious wrangling

manner. Obstinately firm.

ChTh hwuy & to summon the
i i J

meeting of a kind of benefit society.

ChTh kc keen i P to adhere
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pertinaciously lo one's own vim*

of things.

ChTh me puh woo 1 S& x?> fa to

adhere to ttupid apprehension of

things.

Chili ihow
j yp to grasp and main-

tain hold of.

ChTh show
|
S. to take by the hand

in token of friendship.

ChTh ing I M: a determined dis-

position.

ChTh sze 1 j&to grasp an affair ;
or

be a manager ofaffairs, great or small.

szc chay, The ignoble or meaner,

mre those who manage the affair*.

ChTh ylh p6h tung ^K ^
to seize hold of one view of a

subject or sediment, and be im-

pervious to the reasons assigned

for any change. To grasp one form

of a subject and be impenetrable to

eyery thing else. ^ | t_ JL
Too chTh ke keen, A useless and

absurd adherence to one's own per-

ception of any opinion or circum-

stance.

898. To connect as by sewing

or tying together ; to tie or

fasten to, as a horse or cow.

899. A place of retirement

and silence; to retire to

silence. ChTh or ChTh chung

tjj
insects which retire into

holes and become torpid ; one of the

Chinese vernal terms takes its name

from their coming forth again.

Win. A name of women.

% * flOl. To weave; a general

term for weaving silk or

cloth of any kind.

ChTh ke $ Wfe a loom for weaving.

Chin poo 1
/fjjto

weave cloth-

cotton cloth.

ChTh chow twan
] $$

silk.

ChTh tTh tsing die kin sew

to weave

I woven with elegant

figures.

90'2. To record small affairs ;

to controul; to direct; to

manage ;
continued di-

rection or controul of; tributary

eflerings; undivided attention ; di-

rection to. ChTh-chTh, Much, many.

A surname.

.ChTh yuen Jut PJ an official officer ;"H\ _>^

one who has purchaced his rank, but

does not actually fill any station, a

mere honorary appointment.

ChTh sze
fjj

.tfe to controul ; manage

or direct any affair.

ChThchoo

To superintend ;

to direct ; to

manage.

Chihle
|

ChThchang 1

ChTh show
j

ChTh fun 1

appointment.

chTh fun, Is, to be an officer of the

government,

ChTh jin 1

ffithe
duties of any

official situation.

ChTh fun die nuy
| ^ ^ ptj

to be included in one's official duties.

an official national

/el" 'jr
Yew

shoo;

003. ChTh. Alarmed; ti-

morous; afraid.

-. 901. A precept ; an order i

a prohibition. Sincere.

H ChTh che, The

Imperial will made known

officially.
[

If-r ChTh

hing, The Sovereign's

mandate promulged to

the Empire. &f
ChTh ming, j 3| ChTh

r SMj^ ChTh ling, A

wxitten imperial order ;
written cre-

dentials or letter concerning some

privilege.

Keae chTh
|$J! ] precepts; admo-

nitions; directions; orders.

ChTh fung ^ office conferred by

Imperial order.

905. A certain elegant water

bird, well known in China.

906. C. A general term for

combs ; to comb the hair ; to

put away dirt or any thing

offensive.

ChTh fung muh yu |wj J|j[ ^ [jj^

to be combed by the wind, and wet

by the rain ; to suffer by the wind

and rain.

907. The noise mad by

water dashing against itself,

or violently thrown against

rocks ; water flowing rapidly ; the

dashing of a torrent.

908. Earth imbued or satu-

rated with water.
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it- |
909. To congregate in large

*"l

~
I numbers. A large collection

*"^ *
of silk! worms is called Chth-

ehih.

9 1 0. Compact, firm, reverent,

respectful manner; well'

regulated ; adjusted ; ar-

ranged ; to command ; to give injunc-

tions or orders to, as a , master,

teacher, or Sovereign.

Chih hea
J*9ji

~7> to give orders to in-

feriors.

Cbihketsze JK -?- to give in-;
l .^>. t

junctions to his sons.

911... Erroneously written

for the preceding,

*ryn 912 Chih or Tsih,- To

i-*"-. li^ choose ; to select; which is

' I
"

also ex-pressed by J!L jj&

Seuen ehih, or reversed Chih seuen.

Chih fei urh she
] Jjg Tffj |$g

to

select the fat and eat them; denotes

selecting wealthy people at objects

of extortion.

1-1-.̂
to select good

people for acquaintances.

Chihshen 1 3-L to-select and prac-

tice what js good.

Chih shih I 'tt to select food per-

sons on whom to exercise extortion.

Chih te urh taou.
] J-jjl ffrj ffi

to

select the ground on which one treads

to select tile place of one's residence;

used when China was divided.

Chih jin /^ to choose proper

people to employ.

t
1
1 91* To strike. Read Poo,

T' iV^ To collect together scatter -

1 7 ed grass.

FAR.T. u. n,

914. To raise to a higher

place ; to cause to. ascend ;

to promote; to- ad-Vance;

high; eminent. A man's name.

Chih chuh
^jj Pf"motion and

degradation ; applied to the officers

of government.

Chili keang lifa to atcend and to

descend ; applied to spirits being

present with a worshipper, although

invisible.

Chih lih ^^ denotes Heaven or

the gods looking down on human

affairs from on.high.

** **
f~ ft

' 5 '
' ^e^^ OT su')stant 'a'

part of; the substance or

^.f matter of; to substantiate as

by witnesses; to confront; to exa-

mine, to settle or fix. To realize; plain

unadorned ; true; sincere ; am:irk at

which ta shoot; a kind of agree-

ment for wholesale merchandize.

Theground or nature of; regular cor-

rect procedure ; the part which the

hand grasps in a bow. A surname.

keae wang pe chih, Let the accuser

or plaintiff be sent forward (under

custody) to he ready to confront

with the accused.

Ke
Jj^

and Chih
J

bo h refer to

the elements of things; Ke respects

the more subtle, and Chih, grosser

elements, and includes the accidents

or qualities of matter. Ke-ehTh,

Taken together denotes the natural

complexion.

Chih chih
] j{| naturally straight

forward ; of an upright plain and

honest disposition!

Chih sin
=^ to confront and ex-

amine ; to interrogate free to f.ice.

Chih te I

j:|jj
the natural constitu-

tion; temperament and talent of a

person.

Chihtse 1
'A^jl

ukiud of bond, in

ancietil times.

Chih te kwo jin j|}l >S A
possessing original talents superior

to -other men.

916. Chih. The body feel-

V'^1| ing cold ; to tremble with

cold. -

917. A stone base of a

column; .or the stone on

which a wooden pillv stands.

918. A certain instrument

used to inflict punishments,

"^ or torture the feet. Used also

for the following. An axe or hatchet.

J19. An axe or hatchet. A

sword with which to deca-

pitate.

920. A stallion. To mount

a horse and ascend a

hill ; to cause to ascend ;

to raise ; to promote the

welfare of ; to fix ; to

determine.

I

the secret favorable

determinations of heaven respecting

any one ; the secret blessing ofHea-

ven on the actions which procure it

921. To eat or drink; to

receive or be impressed

by ; to suffer. See Shih.

In Colloquial Language,

To eat or drink is com-

monly thus pronounced

The Dictionaries read Shih, which siss

YTn chin
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CHIN. XVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries Otm. Canton Dialect, Chin or Chan.

982. Bushy; thick black

hair; a fine head of hair in

Chinese estimation.

923. New fledged.

92 J. To grasp or lay fast

hold of; to drag or lead in

a rude perverse manner.

925. Valuable; precious;

TW V important; excellent in its

^^^ kind ; extraordinarily good ;

to deem precious. Name of a dis-

trict.

Chin choo 3& :

pr pearls.'

Chin choo fun
j J^ ^j$f

a Pecies

of white sago.

Chinchung 1 JB* to esteem ;
and take

care of as valuable ; applied to one's

person and one's health.

Chin paou
j =jljr

excellent and va-

luable,

Cfainke
]

Chin kwei 1

luable.

Chin kwae
j 'jj strange ; extraor-

dinary, applied to food.

Chin sew
j ftfc

excellent food ; eight

animals are called the Eight Chin.

rare and valuable.

i excellent and va-

Chinuy
|
]K excellent; felicitous.

Chin wan
|
^K a valuable

curiosity.

Ch'm we
j ffjC

a delicious taste.

926. A kind of dyke in

Chinese fields, which serves

both for a path and as a di-

vision of the land. To approach be-

fore, as before the gods; to an-

nounce or state before. The name

of a river. To terminate ; the root

of-
pj^ JEJJU

Chin yvh, A landmark

or boundary.

9*7. Clear; bright.

D28. A cutaneous disease

of children; a breaking out

of pustules; a disease of the

lips; a kind of small pox.

929. A rugged rocky ap-

pearance.^ j
Chin-chin,

Difficult to approach, or

reach to.

930. Something intercepting

the sight ; heavy, dull. A

man's name.

931. To tell or state to jio

hear

4

93?. Turned ; bent ; curved ,

perverse. Single garments.

To turn sr twist a cord.

933. A disease or ulcerated

state of the lips i a breaking

out of the lips, pustules;

email pox.

93 1 Black garment; single

raiment, such as is worn in

warm weather; garments

with flowers worked on them.

Chin e^ ~ftj^ single thin garment.

j > 935. To look at ; to examine;

-^yXV to try the state of; to

Q^^ verify; to feel the pulse; to

interpret a dream.

Chin mih
=j^ H^ to try or feel the

pulse.

Chin she 1
jjjj|

to look at and ex-

amine.

Chin mung 1 Jgito interpret a

dream.

936. To approach from be-

hind; to walk hastily up to;

to take possession of or

embrace an opportunity.

Chin keu
j|g/jR?

to go to market.

Chin tsaou tsow I J3 ^jr
to take

:i opportunity of going early.
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Chin yang ] ysl
to go to sea.

Chin ke hwuy I

1jj& 'Gj? to take an

opportunity; concurrence of favor-

able circumstances.

Chin she how
[ {$ f^

to takc a

right or favorable time.

Chin chen
| ^ the appearance of

progressing with difficulty; embar-

rassed.

937. A transverse piece of

wood in the hinder part of

Chinese carts or carriages.

To move; to turn; a numerous

collection of carts. The name of a

constellation. A certain string of

the Kin instrument. The name ofa

country ;
a iurname.

Chin hwae |l& 'j^|
painful, anxious

thoughts.

i. Same as 3&J Chin. ?ee

9-35, above.

939. Bashful, modest; atten-

tive; little hair upon Ihe

head.

ChinlinB^ $)8
little hair on the head;

a partial baldness.

.__. 940.
Chin,orChin-chen]|p

jife
a horse heavily burden-

ed and progressing with

difficulty.

941. Long hair.

942. Black; dark.

943. True; truth; sincere;

sincerity; real ; genuine j

pure; spiritual; the name

of a star ; a name of tea ;

a name of gold, of in.

J cense, of a stone, and of

a district. A surname; a designation

of Buddha; and of the eminent in

the Taou sect.

Chen cha 1 it a particular speciej

of tea.

Chin jin 1 ^ a designation of

those of the sect Taou who put ofl

their corporeal figure and become

a kind of spiritual genii.

Chin joo j
'\n\ a phrase of the Bud-

dha sect, denoting the original na-

ture or constitution of.

Chinkea
j ^or I fSchinwei,

True and false; real and fictitious.

Chin-king
j

iM the mysterious dog-

mas of Chwang-tsze, and several other

ancient Writers are so called.

Chin le
j| -J||

true principles; truth.

Chin shili
j
"W true and real.

Chin tsae
] ^ the true rnler, de-

notes Heaven,

Chin yuen
j jf^

the True origin?

refers to Heaven.

944. A woman's name.

945. Vulgar form of Chin
.nti

elj angry words; scolding;

railing; mutual abuse.ji
946. Stones formerly sus-

pended at the ear. Name

5J of a particular stone. A

man's name.

I K* 947. To stretch, as the string

|3 of a bow, to strike, thr

^ ^ string of an instrument.

94*. Chin or Teen, The

noise of something falling;

the noise of stones clash-

ing against each other, is expressed

by Chin jcn fif %fc Chin furtheiO* lilt

denotes, the base of a pillar.

f- 949 The blessing ofHeaven

||| itl on truth; happiness received
lit icJL*

' _^ ^~ in conseiuence of truth and

sincerity.

P50 A collection of many

things bundled or crowded

_- together; thick, close, col-

lection of.

951. A certain vessel or

utensil. Reeds of which ar-

rowsare made.

B-f~
952. To stretch wide the

[pi eyes in anger; to stare in a

^ ~\ passion.

Chin she
jj|JL ^0 to look in an angry

enraged manner. Read Chin, Lux-

uriant; affluent; abundant.

953. Silk prepared, but nol

woven. Close; thick. Black.

954. Name of a plant,

|_ 955. Used both for laugh-

1EI ing or smiling, and for be-

l-*^l^ ing in a passion. Angry;

the words uttered in anger.
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956. / A cross bar in the

hinder part of a wheeled

carriage. To move. A

surname.

^l-
957. / To press down ;

to

keep down ; to repress ; to

<if^J keep the people in sub-

jection; hence applied to certain

officers. To repress any evil in-

fluence or occurrence from arising,

hence applied to pagodas, hills, and

so on, which, in the Chinese su-

perstition, are thought to keep

down demoniacal or pestilential in-

fluences. A surname ; name ofa star.

Chin yi^ j|g
to repress; to keep

down.

Chin show
j ^ to keep in a state

of subjection.

Chin tae
j ^ the title of certain

military officers whose duty it is to

keep down the people, and to pre-

vent sedition or insurrection.

Chin show Kwang-tuug Tseang-keun

3 Chin yue tseang-keun,

The Tartar General placed over

Canton Town and Province.

958. Thick bushy, black

hair.

959. Black hair; an ele-

'1E1 gant head of hair. A dark

- - -

black appearance.

im, 960. To move; lo shake,

at ty thunder, in the Spring sea-

ton ; to extend or stretch out, as

planti in Spring. Time, the tun,

CHIN

moon, and stars, which by their

motions mark rime, are called

Three Shin. A horary (kartcter.

.
~- 961. Boys from ten lo

A
i^T

twelve years of age. ^
YV^- Chin.denotes Good;

Chin tsze
] ^ and

| '|p'
Chin

tung, Boys employed to play on,

instruments at funerals.

962. Alarm, apprehension;

to intimidate. Commonly

used for 41' Slum, The lips.

963 A kind of hag employed

in feeding horses; or a

basket with grain in it ; to

suspend round the horses head. Ap-

plied also to a vessel or basket to

carry provisions for men when tra-

veling on horse back.

964. / To move ; to agitate ;

to shake ; to excite ; to

r V, raise; to rescue; to adjust

to put in order
; to repair. To sti-

mulate ; to rend or tear asunder ; to

stop; to receive. Chin occurs in

the sense of ancient; the appearance

of a flock of birds flying. A great

number or quantity of. ['] Read

Chin, occurs in the sense of a single

garment.

Chin mflh tS e tseu chung |lj|^ ^p

J$ ^it "K
to ring a kind of be"

in order to assemble the multitude.

See^ Miih.

Chin ts8 I Th to excite ; to rouse ;

to stimulate to action; to repair or

put in order.

CHIN

965. Situated between two

pillars ; certain beams of a.

house.

966. Rich; to enrich ; to

supply the wants of; to

give to. A largess or

bounty conferred on the

distressed people of any

Chin pin min
|te^ j

to afford

pecuniary assistance to the poor

people.

Chin seub
j /pjj[

to commiserate

and perform acts of beneficence.

Chin tse
] jjjJ

to afford supplies, or

give assistance to those in want.

Chin fi tsetie
| ^ |g to relieve

those who are impoverished and

destitute.

P67. / To shake ; to agitate,

as by thunder or by an earth-

quake; to raise; to com-

mence; to conceive or become preg-

nant; to intimidate or strike terror

into by pomp and state, or by des-

potic power. Name of one of the

Eight Kwa.

Chin che
JJ iffi

to tremble with ap-

prehension; fear.

Chinking
j ^ to strike with alarm.

Chin ken
J j||

to be shaken with

fear; to tremble with fear.

Chin ke
j ^- to rouse; to ex-

Chin noo I -&X. / cite; toputinrao-
I nlfj

tion, or cause the action of.
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Chin noo
| J^ to shake with anger;

to tremble or quiver with rage , to

terrify by one's anger ; the anger of

a king.

Chin tung ^jj
to shake ; to put in

motion ; to agitate.

Chin tsth yS! the name ofa lake.

tjJL
Shin. 968. From -^ Kan,

Sweet, and
|7C Pe)h, A pair. Plea-

lure; delight; excess; hence the

common acceptation, Exceedingly;

extremely; very.

969. A small weapon for

cutting; to cut ; to stab ; to

kill

970. / To grasp and strike ;

to stab. The noise of cut-

ting timber.

, 971. - To take or pour out,

-ir* as with a spoon ; to add to ;

to pour into ; to deliberate,

and adjust. A surname;

Chin chs
^j- g^ to consult about;

to deliberate and consult with.

Chin e ke sze
j |||

j
T^j

advise,

consult, or deliberate about the affair.

Chin chB tsin shen
ffifj jrffi; Jfc.

tohave deliberated about and brought

to an arrangement perfectly satis-

factory.

972. A kind of staff; an in-

strument for cuttiug down

wood.

973. A stone on which to

beat silk.

FART. II. ft

974. A kind of broach or

large pin for braiding up the

hair. To collect together,

as the hair braided up.

975. To strike suddenly.

976. True; sincere; truth;

sincerity. A man's name;

name of a state or nation.

977. *-Akind of an awl or

pointed tool to bore holes ;

an instrument to cut with.

Chin j in og^ an interrupted noise ;

a noise which does not increase.

978. Weak ; feeble.

Yung. 979. Dispersed; scat-

tered; confused; pressed

with an excf.ss ofoccupation.

/L. J Yin, Appearance of walk-

ing. Read Yen, Hesitating ; doubtful.

These three characters, are in com-

mon use, confounded and used for

each other in compound words.

9SO. To use effort, or exert

strength.

981. ^ A block or stake of

wood, or something of

the kind to fasten cattle

to. A pillow on which

to rest the head. A sur-

Chin tow
$j(

a pillow for the head ;

in China they are generally hard.

Chin shang sze 1 }~ fflf
to die on

one's pillow; to die peaceably in

one's bed.

Chin pwan
J |{|4i

the side of the pil-

low.

982. To stand in a lower

place and strike at what is

higher.

(

983. t- To sink. (') To

cause to sink under water.

Chin shwuy sj ^ to sink in the

water.

Chin lun to lo & Rtf ?$? to

sink down to an extremely low state

of moral depravity, or of uffering

after death; sometimes uttered as

an imprecation, in which use, it cor-

responds to Europeans imprecating

damnation.

Chin muh 1 yQf to sink and b
l i>v

drowned; to be lost in the water.

Chin gan 1 ^ to sink, or to sup-

press a case in any court, for a

bribe given.

Chinnelh 1
-S|

to link under water.

984. ' A melon with a

bluish skin.

985. True ; truth ; credible ;

to credit; to believe. A

man's name.

986. ' A wine or liquor in

which a certain poison i>

infused.
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Chin lu-u
>,, tse

poisoned and enraged with vine,

renilert-t! mischievous by intoxication.

997. Read Yin. Hot.

Read Tan or Chin, Name

\ of a plant,
otherwise

called p -j^r
Che-moo;

employed in medicine.

988. I A certain bone at

the back of the head or

neck.

989. ' A bone in the bead

of a fish. .

990. A -certain bird said

to eat serpents, which

renders it poisonous ; its

* ^ feathers steeped in any

iJLjV^j I

II fci liquor are said to form
mm L "^

/ ^Y^Jf J a strong poison.

Chin

drink poison to quench ne's thirst;

is applied to those who borrow

money at exorbitant interest in order

to supply temporary necessities.

Chinttih
] ^.

a deadly poison.

991. To dig a hole in the

ground . to pound. A dark

carnation colour.

992. t- - To arrange ; to

put in order, as soldiers

in their ranks ; ranks
;

the army; to state in

order, to spread out and

-l;i\ In-fore, |>livsi<'
;>Hy or

A glut of wind, aihower

of rain. Many; a long time. A

certain grain, when old ; the front of

a hall near the door, an ancienl

name of tin- ra|iit:il of Ho-nan.

Ijljl Shang chin, To a-cend the ranks,

to enterthe army, orengage in bailie.

Chin wang T"I te die fighting in

the ranks.

Clii:i lee
j 7f|J

to arrange ;te put in

oriier.

993. Chin, or Chin tun

the appearance of in-

sects crawling, unsettled

appearance.

994. Clouds; banks of

cloudf.

995. - A needle ;
a Surgeon's

instrument to probe with;

formerly made ofstone,now

of -steel ;
to probe. A surname.

Chin yen 'KJ/
"="

piercing words;

moral truths which probe or prick

the conscience.

Chin kwei
j ^ ~] Morai jnstruc .

Chin keae 1 V; tions deliver-
I RW J

ed in pointed language.

Chin keen
Tffi

pointed remon-

strance, addressed tothe Sovereign,

or Other superiors.

996. A certain water p'art;

a certain sour sirrup.

997. A kind of sword fish.

morally.

999. - A sharp instrument to

sew with. A needle; to

prick a* with a needle. A

man's name.

Chin slnh
|| ^j* a c.mstie stone.

Chin sbflh
j jWf

the art of cau-

terizing.

Chin kew
| Jf^

to cauterize with

a hot iron.

1000. - An abbreviated form

oltfce preceding. A needlej

a pointed instrument.

Chin fung seangtuy &\" /\&
/j;H ^'J-

a needle and lance opposed to each

other, two keen and fierce opponents.

Chin seen
j ^ needle and thread.

Chin tsuy yu
| 4j| ^ a *pecies of

sword fish.

Chin che ^[[t- needle work of the
I iilH

finer ort; embroidering, working

figurgs, and so on.

1001. V Natural gems or

V precious stones.

998. Chin, or Chints7e
j

ta certain water fowl

1002. To burn earthern ware;

* 'orm or mou 'd as tne

Potter. To search; to ex-

amine, to brighten; to illustrate.

Also read Keen.

Chin pee Jin tsae || $|J ^^
to examine and discriminate men's

capacities.

Chin laou
| [f^jl

to form ; to mould ;

to fashion as the Potter; as HeaTen

forms all things ; and as men mould

or fashion the characters of others

by education.

1003. Name of a plant

variously denominated ; one

name is, the pig's head.
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1004. ' In ancient times used

by all persons indiscri-

minately for the Pronoun

I. Two centuries before the

Christian era, it was employed by

the first universal monarch of China,

as the peculiar designation of royalty,

and has continued so ever since:

Chin is, /, the Emperor. The seam

ofagarinent,-or of a skin formed into

armour.

Chin chaou
JK ?|J

the incipient

spring^ of.

1003. The pupil of the eye;

the incipient principles or

causes of ; subtle originating

causes, or incipient operations, are

called Chin, or Chin chaou
flip

Kang-he uses the -preceding.

glOOG

- Any man who serves

another; to be subject to
;

one who has to stoop and

bend ; which is represented by the

character. Now used only for state

servants. A servant in a family of

distinction; a servant of the crown;

a statesman. It is modified by the

words ^Ta, Cretit, and /k Seaoti,

Small, pctly, preceding it. The mi-

nisters about the person of the Sove-

reign are called Ta-chin. Chinese

'Governors of Provinces, and others

who are permitted to write to the

Emperor, use Chin, instead of the

Personal Pronoun I, to
designate

themselves. The Tartars use 77|7

TJ- Noo-tsae, A slave.

Chin tsze
[

^jp-
a public servant.

Chin sze keun Ef .ife jfi & states-

man icrvei his Prince.

1007.
' To wipe ;

to make

clean; to give; to bind, as

by -an agreement.

Chin sMh
Jjji jjP to wipe clean.

1008. ' A disease which

causes heat or fever.

1009. A hill or mountain

which is high, but small and

tapering ,
a kind of peak.

A surname. A certain edible plant.

Chin-chin, Mournful; sorry.

1010 To put out the head

and peep clandestinely.

1011. - From a stag and

earth, The dust thrown up

by the stag running. In the

language of the Buddha sect, the

world ; the age. Dust ; small par-

ticles of earth or sand; effluvia;

Traces of a person. A surname. To

rhyme, rend Chen. Occurs in the

sense of n\^ Kew, A long time, yffg

4JK Chin she, The"world ; the present

state of existence. 4fo I Suh chin,

Vulgar dust, expresses the same.

Chinyae
J ^or/^j" j

Yew chin,

Dusty.

Hwuj chin
|)J^

the dust of ashes.

1 '

ffift Yth teen chin, A nar-
*Yi * I

tide of dust; an atom. 3QE 1
,.. I

Wooy'ih chin, Not aparticle of dust:

mi! an alum. <

~jfc ^ft
Yih

chin pdh yen, Not (oiled by a par-

ticle of dust.
jjjffl

Yea chin,

Smoke and dust.

Chin woo ViE to defile with dust.

;jlfj5 I

Filh chin, To wipe or brush

away the dust.
jjjf' J Tsing.

chin, To cleanse from dust,
jjf

Ileaou chin, Noise and dust.
-jfj;

-

Yangchin, Toraise adust, la*

Saou chin, To sweep away the

dust. ^ |
Sin chin, The dust

of the heart; used in a bad sense for

vicious propensities. $j |

How

chin, The traces of a person, left to

posterity. ^^ I

Po no"

chin, Te walk in the footsteps of

an eminent person gone before.

Chin hw3 so yen E filr ^"
L reft in JTZ

defiled by the seductions of the

world.

Chin k 2S a dusty vessel.

1 01 2. *- f The appearance of

a horse going out at a door;

to thrust out the head ; to

bolt suddenly out or in ; to rush

precipitately.

Chin chilli
[^| []]

to bolt or rush sud-

denly out.

Chin kwan
|^|j

to bolt past the

custom house, for the purpose of

smuggling.

Chin leaou tsin lae ~7 5g ^JV

bolted in.

Chin chfih tow
] [Jj j|g

to thrust

out the head.
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CHING. XVITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries Ching. Canton Dialect, Ching.

^ ^
1 I

<^*1 ^*

101S. / From To rest in, or

maintain, and One; to be

uniform j^not ambiguous, no

duplicity. (-) An apartment front-

ing the light; the name of a bird.

Name of an office. In the centre or

middle place ; not inclined to either

side, not deflected from the straight

line. The first; the principal; cor-

rect
; regular; adjusted ; to correct;

tojustify or put in right order; just

at a given point of time. To exe-

cute the laws. A surname.

Ching chthyuj jj
f5E correct

straight forward speech.

Ching fi \g to execute the laws,

generally refers to inflicting capital

punishment.

Ching le
| Bright reason, correct

principles.

Ching ke
] Bright feeling, orspirit,

a correct virtuous temper of mind.

Ching kih
| }pL~\

A mark at which

Ching teih
] j^jjJ to shoot with an

arrow.

Ching she
|

Jl- accurately is as has

been described in what precedes.

Ching tan ho
'

|S ^r the regular

cargo of a ship.

Ching t5ng
j ^ the principal officer.

in contradistinction from an assis-

tant

Ching tsin lae she
j|

?fe Q:fe

just when he came in.

Ching tsung
|

Correctandho-

Ching king AS norable ; of

the correct and sacred books ; are ap-

plied to a person's conduct, denoting

that it is moral. Immoral is expressed

by ~7^ Pdh, before these.

Ching, tsung 1 vJP when two persons

are of the same rank, but still one has

a precedence of the other, the first

is called Ching, and the second Tsung,

hence,

Ching yth pin I pp the first of

the first rank.

Ching yaou tsae win
| J|*J. ^. ^

just whilst wanting to repeat the

question or ask over again.

Ching yuS H the first moon or

month of the year.

1014. Ching kung keu

hing maou /(
[ W^ ||f|

t-r

^[| Ching kung, denotes

Appearing to walk in haste ; agitated ;

afraid.

1015. A woman's Dame.

1SL

HE

1016. A mark at which to

shoot with an arrow.

1017. - To walk; to go; to

mark ; to take
; to spy ; to

subj ugate ; to conquer or re-

duce to subjection, as a punishment.

A surname.

Ching tseaou
/<] fejj

to reduce and

exterminate; to subjugate and des-

troy enemies.

Ching che
j

~/ to reduce or con-

quer.

1018. To walk; to go.

1019 Ching, or Ching chung

fear
; apprehension.

the

te
1020. Ching y5

rapid motion of dame.

1021. / To serve; to render a

kind of tributary service to

the government; to be ruled

or governed. To regulate ; to rule }

government. The seven planets are

called Seven Ching. A surname.
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Ching hwSn chu
|

ft ^j want

of discernment and order in the acts

of government.

Ching che sewkeu
j| ]$ jg g|

every thing perfectly well arranged

in the government.

Ching ling
j ^ the order* of

government.

Ching sze
j
I& the affairs of govern-

ment; politics. Good government

is called /fc;
|

Jin ching; Cruel

tyrannical government is called
jSj'j'

I

Kuh ching. To talk of politics

is called fjm I Lun ching.WfHJ I

Chirgte
j

ffi the matter or subject

of government; the rules of govern-

ment.

1082 The ornamental har-

ness of a carriage horse.

1023, Disorder; a diseased

tate ofmind or body. jyFj

kwargchirg
The disease of madness.

Ching chung
| ^ a disease which

consists in the loss of memory.

Ching heaou
,j ^ disease,- com-

plaint; d isorder.

_.
1024. N To remonstrate with ;

alt
by evidence.

Ching keu
] ^fe

to be evidence.

Ching keen
j

l|l to witness.

Ching jin
'

^ a witness.

Ching ming
|
0H to state clearly on

evidence in one's own behalf.

Ching shih
j '{>?

to bear witness to

the fact; to witness against.

PABT II. T ,

to bear witness to ; to prove ;

3 J to verify; to substantiate

Tt
Jl-"

1025. -To walk regularly and

orderly.

/>-- 1026. - A kind of bell or

"T 1 1" other jingling instrument

JUi-^ used in armies to make

certain signals. A certain part of

a hell.

Ching koo aj o& the bell and the

drum ; the first is a signal to rest,

or desist; the last is a signal to

move, or act.

102T. - A certain bird; a

species of the eagle or hawk.

1028. ' From to strike, to

bind, and to adjust. To

repair; to put in order ; to

adorn, or ornament.

Ching che 1 Yp to repair, as roads,

bridges, and so on.

Ching sfih Jg Ijfp" pompous, stately,

grave, serious deportment.

Ching tse
j

7>K to put away things

in regular order; to adjust one's

dress,

1029. - A statement, or

exposition of any case in

the form of a petition ; to

present a petition to ; to offer up to

a superior. A surname.

Ching kung Ig Ig to petition against.

Ching ming HH to state clearly

any case, to a friend or to the go-

vernment.

Ching shang p_ to present up to
;

to lay before a superior.

Ching tsze
j

-{* a petition.

Ching vug
' M to present to in

order to be revised.

a
-a

1030. To walk on a bye

path ; foot path to walk on

after rain.

1031. A bye path.

1 v-^fr 1032. Ching, or

I
"|i* Ching heuen, The intention

I or mind not fully laid open;

anxious, mournful.

103S. - A certain small

measure, ten hairs make a

Ching ; a decimal part of

a rule ; a pattern ; a mea-

sure; a.limit; a road or

path ; to travel on a road

or path. Name of a ci ty ; a surname.

Chang ching^ ]
rules and regu-

lations,
-jfa j Tseen-ching, prefer-

ment; promotion; prosperous cir-

cumstances.

Ching too yewyuen ^j? ]& 5 *&
the road is

vsutly long; the distance

is great.

Ching soo
] | a certain decima|

part; the part of a debt paid by a

person who becomes
bankrupt

J
Yth ching, One tenth, ^f j

Woo ching, Fire tenths, &c.

103*. A certain valuable

stone, such as the Chinese

wear at their
girdles, as

ornaments.

1035. Ching-ching Rg t

to look; to examine; anx-

ious; the mind oppressed.
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1036. A certain species of

bamboo or reed. A mat

made of reeds, on which

the Chinese of former times sat and

ate their meals.

1037. Ching or Lo-^hing

XJU *f naked ; disrobed in

a rude barbarous manner.

A girdle worn round tke waist; to

wear at the girdle.

, , j;
1038. High minded and

presuming; thrusting one's

self forward; seizing or

availing one's self of; precipitate;

alacrity; pleased with; to penetrate

or extend to; to carry to the extreme

limit; a careless dissipated manner

of acting is called ^ ^f? Pfih-

ching.

Ching yih she keen teth fun noo

1 -BJ rafta***
act on a fit ofpassion.

1039. Partially roused from

a fit ofintoxication ; slightly

come to one's senses after

being intoxicated; the sorrow and

vexation which is felt on recovering

from a degrading state of drunk-

1040. f Provisions ; victuals.

1041. From Pdh, To divine,

and IVi, A kiud of jicarl

ihell. To enquire by di-

vination. Name of one of the Kwa.

Chaste-; correct in morals; pure;

uncorruptcd; not depraved ; firmly

tenacious of correct principles and

conduct ^ j|f]
Show tse'JS, To

remain a widow during life.

Ching tse? J^ $n correct, chaste,

strict moral conduct.

1042. - To enquire. A spy ;

a servant to watch the

motion ofthe enemy.

Ching sze
] -fgj

or
ffi "j

Yew

ching, all express the same. A spy

is otherwise called
flj ft;

Se US,

and Rfl |^ Keen iei.

1043. - A woman's name.

1044. Name of a man,

which occurs in ancient

^ history.

1045. -- To lead ; to draw.

104S. - The name ofa tree,

otherwise called -if i

New-ching, An evergreen.

Ching kan I }& planks between

which mud is placed in the forma-

tion of walls ; the two side planks

are called Kan.

1 047. - Name of a ri

k 1048. - From Clung, Pure

"Trrr|.rfc and uncorrupt ; and She, A

/ JVJrV manifestation of heaven.

A favorable prognostic; a manifes-

tation of Heaven's approbation of

virtue.

Ching tseang jjjfcj jcta felicitous omen.

1049. C Unable to sell ; un-

saleable.

1050. t A carnation

colour j twice dyed; a

change of colour; ex-

treme toil and labour,

which idea, they say,

arises from a fish's tail

becoming reddish by

toil, and the human hair

white.

1051. t. Same as JS Ching,

To explore.

1053. Name of a place.

1053. Name of a certain hill

1054. Two men supporting

with the hands. Original

form of the following. A

surname.

1 055. - To be second to ;

to second ;
to aid ; to

help ; an assistant ; a

helper ; an assistant in of-

fice. To receive or pre-

sentto. JjPTJvFoo shing

To support. 1 iB

Ching seang, A minister

ofstate was so called under

the Ming dynasty. lIM

Hi-en thing, A second officer or

assistant in a IJceu district. ffa
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Chung ching, A certain officer

of considerable rank in the stale, who

has the privilege of writing t the

Emperor. _|^ 1 Shang ching, and

fa 1 Shaou ching, Names of stars.

Ching hing kung J ^J"^ the head

clerks who drew up papers in the

inferior public offices. SeeflKKaou.

1 056. To fly ; to raise high ;

to assist.

1057. Walking in an irregu-

lar manner.

1058. ^ To deliver ; to res-

cue ; to raise up ; to as-

Ching kew

ver; to

p Ching ke yu

shwuy ho che chung, To

save from the midst of

water or fire; figuratively

to save from any calami-

ty; to save the people

from national calamities

by defending the coun-

try from foreign invasion.

/JyC
' rescue > to deli-

save.

1 059. Ching, or Tseen ching

/H '<&
to Put u"der water

;

to sink.

1060. Hot vapour; a cer-

tain sacrifice in winter.

1061. Hot vapour. Used

/Jf^ also for the
following.

to boil rice,

to boil pears.

^
.

vpq to distil spirituous-

106S. - Vapour ascending

from fire; to apply fire to

any liquid; to warm or

heat; to boil; to decoct; to distil.

To send ; a Prince ; to advance ;
to

flourish. A multitude; dust caused

by a wind. To place or put down.

A winter sacrifice. To debauch supe-

riors. An expletive, occurring in

the commencement of a sentence.

'Mfl T^f- 7J5 Shwang ching tsew,

Double distiled spirituous liquor.

Ching cha 1
j2fc

to boil tea.

Ching chang 1 'ii sacrifices in win-

ter and autumn.

Ching fan I

Ching le
]

Cbing tsew
j

liqours.

Ching urh wei yu
] jffl^ "p^

va-

pours collected/rom rain.

Ching yu 1 4& to boil fish.

1063. To strike.

1 064. Ching, or
(pj |E Kuh

ching, disease or aching of

the bones.

1065. A certain species of

bamboo.

1066. - A kind oftorch; the

stalk of hemp of which a

torch may be made; to as-

cend as vapour. Used in several of

the senses of & Ching. f t 1 A
>(> 8 L J *

warm, or hot vapour.

Ching ching jTh shang /j
j
H

daily rising higher and higher, better

and better ; said of the usages of the

people, and of the progress of learn-

ing.

Ching, sin
J

Sfr Ching, expresses

Fuel of a finer sort; Sin, common
fuel.

1067. Ching, or Ching ying

gTa
4fa words boiled and

served up again; tedious

tautology.

1063. To fill a tripod

used in sacrifice, with the

flesh of the victim: a ves-

sel without feet, filled in

the same manner, is ex-

pressed by gy Tsae.

1069. Boiled fully or ma-

turely. Ching tuy jjg

jjj^a
well boiled leg of

pork.

1070. The feet.

1071. To ascend the hind-

er part of an open car-

riage, where one can se

all around.

1072.

.

. Sme as IS Ching.
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1073.. A yellow colour.

1074. To assist in perfecting;

to finish; to perfect; to

effect j to complete ; to be

come that which is good and fit

for use ; things to be done in the clay,

month or vcar ; that which is well and

properly done. To level or adjust;

a complete piece of music. Name

of a district; a surname.

Ghing sze tsae teen RU 2S ^ ^^
to give success to, or perfect any

work, remains with Heaven ; it is

not in man's power.

Ching jin die mei A / ^
to assist people in affecting their

virtuous purpose; or 1 . h A?

3p. Ching jin haou sze..

Ching-kung 1 2fs to become a void ;

to be annihilated.

Ching-kelh-sze-ko-han ] ^ J^
pT y^p Genghisk'han the great Tar-

tar conqueror.

Ching-te *trf the Emperor who

reigned when our SAVIOUR appeared

in Judea.

Ching yuen yin tsze
J

| _ j ','" fijl)

<Q| J- whole dollars. See fo& Suy.

thing ta yu
j ^ |$j

became a

great scholar.

Ching too
[ ^jjthe capital of Sze-

chuen Province.

Ching tsew. 1

TJ>

to. assist in ef

feeling, whether it be good or bad.

Ching kung Z/J
to effect a

meritorious work.

Ching jin y\,
to act as becomes

a human being, and not as a brute.

Clung die, ching chung 1 TT&

#& that which ends well, and has

had a good beginning; all well

executed.

Ching leaou "7 finished ; com-

pleted; brought to a successful

termination or conclusion.

Ching puh ke i ~jf\ j& unable to

effect, or to complete.

Ching keaou
] -^^ deciding on a

commercial transaction, finishing a

bargain.

> 1075. From Too, Earth,

and Ching, Formed ; perfect-

ed. The wall of a town ;

a walled town or city. A surname.

'ft 3$C
Hwa 'cnmS> Converted to

a city ; occurs in the books of

Buddha.
j^J pj ] #[v El |P

Nuy yue ching ; wae yue kS, With-

inside is called Ching ; without is

called K3 ;
the city and the suburbs.

J3 Hwang ching, The imperial

city ; denotes that space which is

enclosed within the city of Peking,

around the Imperial palace. 1& 1

I J J

Sang ching, The metropolis of a

pro-vincc. J
m" ^ 1 Kwang-

tung sing ching, The city ofCanton.

^ Ching jin, The battlements

on the wall of a
city. I iU

Ching kan, or.
'[ |jjp Ching ke,

The foot of the wall ofacity. 1 Ml

Ching che, The ditch or moat which

surrounds the wall of a city.

le chang

The city wall a thousand le in length,

is the famous Chinese Great wall.

Chin
rhingjjfg

a growing city ;

it a phrase applied to those princes

of ancient times, who by assumption

aggrandized the limits assigned them

by the Emperor. The expression

alludes to a child's gradually increas-

ing in size.
jff J

Ho ching,

Fire city, denotes a vast collection

of lights. jjj
I Sze ching, A

certain officer.
TJJJX

I CMh ching,

and jfff 1 Chih ching, A certain

mountain. SX f}n Q -ffi

Moo te yne Kea ching, The place

of a tomb is called Kea-ching, a

happy city. To rhyme, read Chang.

1076. A hill.

1077. To contain, m a house;

that which is contained in

a house.

1078. A kind of cupboard or

press, in which to keep-

rice.

107?. A certain valuable

stone.

1080. The bricks or tiles

connected with the pillar

of a house.

^J 1081. Ching or ghing. The

grain to be offered up to

*** the god placed in its ap-

propriate vessels; name of a vessel;

to receive or contain as. a vessel of

vast capacity; to put into; filled full.

[ /] Affluent; luxuriant ; exuberant
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foliage; abundant; plentiful, copious;

excellent; good in the highest

degree; flourishing; prosperous. To

guard off, or guard against. See

Ching.

Ching tsew
%jfc '/J5j

to fill with wine; to

pour out into cups.

1082. Ching kwang^ 'jj[

an instrument, or utensil

iisi'd in weaving.

1083. To form by weaving.

1084. Without gurle; with-
*~ z^ i^
">^/lit out admixture; ofone mind;

sincere; true; honest; sin-

cerity; truth.

Ching shih
=|Ji

*? true and real ; sin-

cere; without deceit or fraud.

Ching sin tsae hoo jin | J|*\ ~ff_ ^
J{ sincerity of mind depends upon

a man himself.

Ching ning tung wfih i

rig BJ|J uffl

sincerity can influence, move, or

excite all nature.

* .

1085. A certain plant, or

plants generally.

1086. The name of n an-

cient state or nation. A

surname.

1087. Name of a hilly region.

1088. The neck.

TAKT. II, V

1089. Name of a bird.

tic

1090. Ancient forms of

the following.

* Jj|
1091. '- Te induce incipi-

ent action ; to set in motion

the hidden spring of action ;

to act ; to do ; to inflict ; to witness ;

to make manifest what internally

exists; to prove the truth of some-

thing preceding by the fulfilment of

what was expected, as of hopes

founded on prayer to the Gods ; the

fulfilment of a prediction.
Evi-

dence ; to enquire after, or call for;

to gather together ; aim at or seek

some end. A surname. Yew ching

^T fex Posse59 'ng evidence. Woo

ching HE I without any proof.
> i

Ching chaou 1 Q I An invitation

Ching ling ] fy)
or <M from

the Sovereign for men of talent and

virtue to come forward to serve the

country.

Ching choo shoo ruin
H^f

tfc H
to afford a proof to the people ; i. e.

a proof of the existence of virtue,

by practicing it one's self.

Ching ptfh
] Jpf^l

To invite to

Ching ping 1 TO! I come with

much formal civility, presents being

scut with the invitation.

Ching slilli I

'f'j

!
a thing proved,

as an essay supported by Classical

quotations.

Chingyen I

"^completion; accom-

plishment.

1092, To form, to regulate,

to stop, or cause to desist ;

to repress ; to caution ; to

warn ; to correct.

Ching chwang tii kfe to repress what

is vicious or irregular, by reprehend-

ing or
chastising.

Ching fun cMh y5 I ^ ^ ^C
to repress anger, and restrain vi-

cious desires.

1093. Ching, or*

kee, A disease of the ab.

domen, a kind of cholic.

1094. Still pure water;

cleur; limpid. Same as

$& Ching.

1095. Name of an ancient

nation.

1096. A Ching or Shiug.

A cart or carriage drawn

by one or more horses ,

pairsofthings are expres-

ed by Shing; also things

in fours. In ancient times,

eight hundred families

furnished to government

one war chariot and a

horse ;
three men in armour, and

twenty two foot soldiers; hence,

Tse'en thing che kwS -p^ j

0$ a nation with a thousand cha-
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riots of war, which was considered

a great nation, contained eight hun-

dred thousand families

Read [ -] To ascend a carriage;

to mount a horse ; to embrace an

opportunity j to avail one's elf of.

jfr
]

Chiy chinj, A carriage.

Ching hing
j
^ to feel elevated ;

chearful.

Ching kea
| ^{|

to ascend a horse

or carriage.

Ching ma Jjf|
to mount a horse ;

or read Ching, [ /] Four horses.

Ching she I

-4^
four arrows; has

a reference to an ancient story.

Ching she .'

fjjj:
to avail one's self

of a favorable time.

Ching she ^1 to avail one's self

Ching ke 1 ire
[

ofan opportu-

nity, as it respects circumstances.

Ching yu
j

Js. to ride,in a carriage.

J 097. A ridge or dike in the

midst of Chinese fields,

which serve to divide

tkem, and also as a path

for the husbandmen to

walk on.

1088. A path for water.

1099. Overplus ; remain-

der. See Shing.

It 1100. ' The name of a hill.

1101. A simple silly ap-

pearance.

1102. Words rapidly enun-

ciated.

1103. A cart or carriage;

a kind of assistant one.

110*. To raise ; to elevate.

1105. ' From Grain,

which is used with various

terms denoting measur-

ing. To measure; to

weigh; to adjust; to be

adjusted to one's wishes ;

corresponding to each

other; suitable; the mind

gratified or satisfied with.

To speak about ; to deno-

minate; a designation,

or name.

' To say; to declare; to itate

verbally ; to compliment ; to praise ;

\-j*
to commend. A surname.

^g|

jS Tung ching, A general designa-

tion or name. Q |

Jal^ Q
tjjji

"o Tsze ching ke foo yuiS Kea-

foo, To designate one's own father is

done by the term Kea-foo.

Ching cha 1 ifc. to weigh teas.

Ching hoo \& to designate in

complimentary phrase ; the terms

proper for complimentary address.

Ching jin e
J

J\^ iff to suit peo-

ple's wishes.

Ching jin che foo, yue Ling-tsun

compliment a person's father, or to

.call him by a courteous epithet, is

done by the term Ling-tsun.

Ching jin A to praise other

people.

Ching ke 1 p to praise one's self.

Cbing 'kung Jj/J
to tell of one's

meritorious deeds.

Ching ming 1 ^ to tell one's name.

Ching ping | jfJf ! To plead, or

f
Ching tseTh I j& j

make a pre-

text of sickness.

Ching seen

| || -j To praise
. to

Ching tsan
]

3$
j

commend ;

Ching taou I ^1 to say; to

Ching shwS 1

f^
''a16 ; l > de-

clare ; to speak well of.

Ching yang
j ijy!

to exalt; to

Ching keu ] J^j.
laud; to praise.
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Chingwuh king chung
|

to weigh whether things be light or

heavy.

1106. To commend) to

praise ;
to exalt.

1107. A woman's name.

1108. Ching-ching j|| ljjjj|

a simple, stupid, silly ap-

pearance.

1109. Ching, or Keu-ching

a certain plant.

1110. Ching, or

Ling ching, To walk as if

sick or lame; to walk as if

drunk.

f^ 1111. Still pure water; clear,

limpid.

Ching ts'mg^ fif clear, pure, limpid.

Ching keang ]
t a pure river of

water ;
a clear stream.

1112. Evenness or com-

posure ef mind.

1113. Rice black and spoiled.

1114. To witness; to ve-

rify by evidence ; to con-

front) to substantiate.

1115. From Tree and Shing,

Intuitive knowledge. A

river willow ; a willow which

grows by the side ofa river,and whose

bark is of a reddish colour. It ex-

hibits some unusual sensibility to

the approach of rain, from which

circumstance it has derived its name.

The name of a place.

1116. A species ofoyster of

an oval figure.

1117. To praise. Ching-ching,

To caution ; to warn.

1118. To praise j to com-

mend.

1119. Ching or Shing, A

cord; a string; a rope; a

line stretched; to make a

straight mark ; to cause to conform

to the straight line, in a moral sense;

to warn; to restrain; to restrict;

continued as by a line, not discon-

nected. Occur* denoting To praise

or commend. ^ |jj|j
Ydh ching,

The name ofa star.

Ching ching

*

many; a multi-

tude ; a great number of.

Ching fS
"-l^ royal law or restric-

tions.

Ching ke
j Q to restrain one' elf

from any irregularity ; to bind one'

self by the laws of decorum and

moral propriety.

Ching mlh I
||B string and iuk, a

Chinese Carpenter's marking line;

he uses black ink.

Ching Isze 1 -^ a string or cord.

Ching jia 1 ^ to point out the liii*

ofduty by instruction ; or to enforce

it by authority.

1120. A surname.

1121. Small fish.

1122. To raise up; to rescue;

to deliver. SeeM Ching.

1133. Many; a great num-

ber.

1 124. To walk ; run or press

straight forward; a horse

running straight forward

at full speed.

1125. Ancient form of the

preceding.
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CHO. XVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries Owand Tcha. Often confouaded with Ttii, and with Tt&h. Canton Dialect, Cheok.

1126. Formed from the

reverse side of ,4 Chth,

To step with the left foot.

According to Shw8-wan, ChS, denotes

To stop a little. According to others,

To step with the right foot, which

joined with ChTh, makes the charac-

ter ^T Hing, To walk.

^^ 1127. To erect; to erect firm-

y"T'* ly ; establish ;
raised high ;

eminent; lofty and stable;

^.j* -j3~ _-

distant. A surname.
^JJ /jjg Spl.

j Chaou keun chQ leTh, Raised su-

perior to all. vfej 1 Chaou chS,
r^f^ i

To give preeminence to ; superemi-

- M9 4 1
Y-

koo Knng che ch8, Yen delighted

in the lofty and difficult doctrines of

Confucius.

Ch8 chuy woo te che jin
| $ft j{|

Jl|j
~y A a man without land

enough in which to stick an awl.

Ch5 e 1 S. an honorary title be-

stowed by the recommendation of

governors on able officers at Quin-

quennial examinations.

Ch5 tseuS ff5l to surpass others
I /H I

ChS yue ] jj$ J

in talents; ex-

ternal figure ; address or goodness.

ChS leih
1 ]Jr to erect ; to establish ;

erect ; upright ; morally correct.

1128. Great ; lofty ; bright ;

manifest. 4E>. ;/ffir gE? jM
ChS pe yun han, Clear and

extensive as the Milky Way. /ft

I

-^"' Hi Yew ch5 ke taoll> There

is a large open road.

1 1 29. Same as the preceding.

Also, the appearance of

many mouths. Read SS,

Many voices. Read Chaou, p4
j

Chaou-chaou, The voices of birds.

1130. ChS-yS

a handsome and delicate

appearance.

1131. Luminous; splendid;

effulgence.

1132. The name of a certain

wood ;
a table, /gf Jtp.

E-

chS, A kind of table or stand.

ChS tsze
]
? a table.

ChS tsze shang 1 -7- _h.
on ll)c tallle -

chS tsze shang meen, Place n the

table.

n
%-

1133. Commonly used for

table. Considered also the

same as ChS.

113k The matter of fire;

light; clear; luminous.

^ J.
1135. ChS-yS ^ Jft sup-

"^ . *CTf p'e ; weak ; delicate. It

is used with several other

characters. Read Naou, Mire ; miry ;

the name of a stream. A surname.

Read Chaou, Concord ; harmony.

1136. A fierce strong dog.

1 1 37. ChS or Chaou, A kind of

basket for taking fish with.

1138. Clearness of sight.

1139. Slow; leisurely.

ChSyS, Weak, delicate.

1140. A certain articulate

sound, which is denominated

fattf yE" |Wi Cliuen she hoo,

Articulating, or enunciating, with
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a turn of the tongue ; such as the

jfitfr
Lo, and J1B>! Loo, i. e. Ro and

Jloo, of the Buddhists and Tartars ;

by which it would appear that the

Muud referred to, i* that of the

letter II.

!^ i""*/ 1141. A. man's name.

Q V- '42. Ch5, or
]$ ^ Chin

l-tpr ch5, An unusual extraor-

dinary appearance; not

constant and regular. Chin chS

B I not making progress.

1 1 43. Struck with alarm ;

walking or going to a

great distance, remote;

distant; high. Read

Chaou, To over-step, to

over-pais.

1144. A horse making little

or no progress.

H45. Long hair.

1146. To take or pour out,

as with a spoon ; a certain

spoon or bowl for
lifting

liquids. To contains small quantity.

Name ofan ancient piece of music.

A certain exercise; a surname.

^J 7JC ~Z. % Yth chSshwHyche

to, As much as a ChS (or spoonful) of

*ater. ^ |
LowchS, A wooden

bowl, or large spoon with holes, to

WRT. II. i
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lift the solids and admit the liquids

to flow out.

CM implies to take r adopt, -^

j|J jjji
-rff ChS seen tsoo che

taou yay, To adopt or follow up the

principles or doctrine* of the an-

cient fathers. |8|
j
Woo chS, A

kind of exercise which consists in

brandishing weapons, and throwing

one's, self into various attitudes.

1 147. A go between in mak-

"""V ing marriage alliances; to

consult about uniting two

families.

1148. A plank ; a plank for

crossing a stream. ChS-yS

fc\ z\ a shooting star.

1149. The noise of dashing

against water. The name

of'a stream ; and of a place.

1150. Strong; robust

^
1 1 5 1 . To burn ; to cauterize ;

/^**f to 'Humine; to make iplen-

T did.

ChS chS a splendid luminous

appearance ; glorious.

ChS gae fun tung yO ^J" /rN 3B5

cauterizing himself to share the pain

(with his brother.)

1152. ChS, or ChS ke <f&
y\ >J

nr; a kind of cover, to

keep the rain offa carriage.

1153. Name ofa plant.
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115*. Name of an animal

like a leopard.

1155. ChS, or ChS yS "5^

JjjjS
a. medicine, well known

in China.

1156. A single garment;

I cool clothes ; short garment!

which leave the legs at

liberty.

1157. To pour out and fill

other vessels ; to deliberate ;

to consult ; in order to device

the best means ; the name of* place.

Cl>5 e
I nil

to con ult, to devise.

ChS tsew
||^ yg to pour out wine,

to fill another vessel with.

1158. ChSorTeTh. A black

-j or red spot put on the face

intentionally by females.

1159. To strike with the

bill; to peck. A bird

eating; to pick up food

with the beak ; to peck.

Also read Chow, in the

same sense.
"ffti

mang urh shih che, Bowed the head,

pecked flies and eat them.

PS chS
|U (^ to knock, at at a door.

ChosS
| JH to peck grains of millet.

ChS moh neaoa
| yj^ & a wood-

pecker. To rhyme, read T8h.

II SO. To ttrike; to push
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1161. To strike; to push;

to cut or pierce wood.

1162. A punishment which

consists in depriving of the

parts of generation, or

otherwise mutilating the body.

11 63. Flowing down in

drops; to strike. Name of

a stream and of a district.

1164. To work stones or

gems ; to cat ; to carve. To

choose; to select.

ChS yuh ching ke ^^ )j ^
to cut a stone and form it into some

utensil for use or ornament.

ChB mo 1 li to cut and rub a stone
;

used to denote employing labour

upon any thing, particularly on the

style of written composition.

ChSteaou
| ^f T to cut and

ChS teaou
(
KK

j
ca^e, or dress

up a stone.

ChB win w~ to cut and adorn with

engraved lines.

1165. Name of an ancient

principality.

1166. Chu orChfih. Sores

on the hands and feet caused

by cold.

1167. To strike, as with a

stone.

1168. To cut; to engrave;

to carve ; to cut into pieces

or slices.

1169. To attack with

words j to state or tell to.

To reprehend; to blame;

to rail at
;
to slander ; to vilify.

1170. ChS, or Ma cha

$jjfa
a certain horse insect.

1171. To skip or
leap.

1)72. To eat, a kind of

cake.

1173. A hill.

1174. The tail of a dragon.

1175. Name of a river.

Tttth. 1176. Thefotl;

dent quantity; to supply what it

sufficient.

1177. Near, short, closes

urgent, pressing. See Tsuh.

1178. ChS or Tsnh, To

prosecute; to lay hold of;

to grasp ; to catch ; to seize
;

to reprehend.

ChS choo
$t'f

to seize and hold fast.

ChS hwS
j <ra|

to catch; to seize as

a criminal.

ChS keen
|

ChS na
|

seize.

ChS neih
j

ChStsih
]

5 to catch an adulterer,

to take hold of; to

| to grasp ; to seize

to catch a thief.

1179. ChS, or repeated

ChS-cbS, Discreet, re-

spectful, correct manner

1180. Sediment ; dregs ; that

which sinks to the foot or

bottom. Han-chS ^^ 3Z

name of a person mentioned in his-

tory.

1181. ChS or Chuh, Class;

series; arranged in order.

1182. A cup or other vessel

of the kind.

1183. ChS or Chuh, A small

stone.

1184. ChSchS, A slow

drawling pace, as if diseas-

ed in some way.

1 185. To fetter the feet ; an

iron instrument for delving.

1 186. ChS or TsS, Noise made

by 4b.e teeth against each

other; the grinding of the

teeth ; gnashing the teeth, expref
-
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sive of the pressure ofsome difficulty,

which is also denoted by ftS
fcj

Uh-ch.

11 ST. An utensil for catching

fish j to take by piercing or

sticking into ; to strike ; to

harpoon ; to push.

1188. Disquietude of mind.

1189. To deprive of the

parts of generation as a

punishment ; to mutilate

the body.

1190. A name of a person

famous in history, is ftD
ij^j

Yen-chS.

1191. Name of a plant.

1192. A kind of small bell

used in the army for making

signals.

3&Teik. 11 98. A pheasant.

1194. To pluck up; to select

jL^/jLL
from

> to raise ; to promote ;

V 1
1~- to employ in office; to

lead; to induce; to excite.

ChS yung j|| KJ
to raise and employ

in the government.

1195. To wound, hurt, or

inj ure any thing with a bam-

boo.

1196. SS-ch5
jjjjjf |j|

a cer-

tain plant with five leaves.

CHO

1197. A fat and sleek ap-

pearance; an oily shining

appearance, such as is exhi-

bited by well fed animals.

1198. A certain animal like

a monkey, of a yellow co-

lour.

1199. A certain animal of

the monkey specie* ;
a kind

of small frog.

1200. Ch-chS, A heavy rain.

1201. A wild fowl with a

long tail; a pheasant

;

1 202. To place ; to cause

to take effect ; to order ;

to command; to strike

at ; a command or order.

Following Verbs, shews

their action, or their tak-

ing effect ^ &
Ch5 keih, To become

impatient ; anxious ; the

mind in a hurried flutter-

ed state, not knowing what to do.

ChSlS 1 3$ being placed ; arranged ;

the responsibility, or obligation to pay,

fixed en some individual, or class of

persons; whe exactions of the

government offices are thus settled,

they are said, Yew/ff To have CM-

K.

Kan ch5 to look at.

1203. A surname.
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1204. To place near to.

1205. To split or rend.

1206. To skip; to hop; to

run in an irregular man-

ner.

1207. To cut or hew: to

chop.

1208. To chop or hew. Bead

Tow, A small orifice.

1809. To cut; to part;

to hew.

1210. To cut off, to cut

across, or cut down, with

a knife or sword; to

chop ; to hew.

1811. Name of stream of

water.
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1212. Garment! reaching to

the ground.

1213. A kind of axe or

hatchet

CHOO

1814. ChS, or
lf& ||j(

Tsang-chS, Silk cord at-

tached to an arrow or dart

to shoot at birds and draw

the arrow back again.

CHOO

Ch5 jaou |S Winding about;

wound round.

1215. An utensil for washing

rice and permitting the

water to run off; a kind of

sieve.

CHOO. XVIII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries Choo. In some cases confounded with Taoo-. Canton Dialect, Cheu. Eu, ame as in tfie

French word Peu.

121C. A point , a slop. That

^ which denotes a stop. The

flame ofa lamp. Borrowed

to denoteJ Choo, that which il-

lumines and directs; A lord or

master.

-^ 1217. In the religious books

v of Foh, used for fa E, A

pronoun, He, she, it, they.

Also, the form of~K Hea, Below,

in the Running hand.

1818. The flame in the midst

of a lamp. That which gives

light and direction ; A Sover-

eign ; a lord
;
a master. The princi-

pal ; the chief. Read as a Verb, To

rule ; to govern; to direct; to con-

sider as the principal or chief. ^
- Kea choo, The master of a

house. yV I
Jin choo, ||y J

Kw5

-y^ 4 -Hf

ehoo,
;|y |

Keun choo,
j -J-

Choo tsze, The Sovereign of a

country, j^g |
She cboo, A per-

son who gives a donation to a religi-

ous house. JS ]
Gin choo, A

benefactor. ^ j
Chae choo, A cre-

ditor. S^ j>j= |
Shwuy US choo,

Who acts as master . who controls ?

|
Choo, the Deity, in the lan-

guage of Chinese Mahommodans.

The Romish Missionaries use ^^ 1

Teen choo, The Lord of Heaven, to

denotes the Supreme Being.

Jj*J |

Teen choo, An innkeeper.

Zji j
Tse choo, The person who

presides in offering sacrifice. JJw |

Heen choo, A magistrate ofa district.

ff\
] Kung choo, A Princess. _

/fc I Shangkung choo, The sisters

of the Emperor. ^ _t^
Ta shang kung choo, The Emperor's

aunt H I Tsze choo, to direct

one's self personal liberty. ^Jj ^*
jSfr jM J Wopnhkanchuenchoo,

I dare not assume the control. -f|?
/*

'fife $J I jdi
she ta teih ch c*

rti, his win. ^7^1^ 1 ^
Jin ping, ne choo e, You may have

your own will. ^ ^ | ^^
Jlj^

Yew ko choo e tsae tsze, Here is

a plan, I recommend this method.

j|^ |
Shin choo, A tablet in family

temples, with the name of the de-

ceased inscribed on it. ! If he' has beld-

am official situation, the name of his

office is inscribed before bis own.
rr^ |^ [

Wei choo, To be, or to be

considered the chief or principal.

Chooche
j ^4 to govern, to regulate.

Choo the
I
ii to have the controul

in one's own hand, to have the ma-

nagement of.

Choo chang t^|
a plan of proceed-

ing or management existing in one's

mind ; to manage.

Choo e
|

ia" the decision ; the will ;

a plan.

Choo foo
ij

4 a double surname.
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Choo gaou
|

IS. to sit in retirement.

Chookoo
I /^ a patron, a protector.

Choo ling W to order.

Choo j in J\^
the opposite ofguest.

Choojin yl a master.

ChoojTh 1 the Lord's day, or the

chief day; is used for Sunday by the

Catholics in China.

Choo moo -ff a mistress.
I rr

Choo pS ffm an assistant officer

in a Hcen.

Choo paou n)jE to protect, or ad-

Tocate the cause of another.

Choo show I ^P to keep ; to guard ;

to protect.

Choo she
] jjj?

to order or direct as

a master.
.

Choo tsae to rule, to control.

Choo e puh tsae wo II? ^\ ^
;Jj& thedccision does not rest with me.

^ ^ 1219. To halt; to stop; to

A I erect; to withstand; to

j - I dwell. A surname. IB

& Hj$ Ting choo ke, To stop

the foot; to cease from walking.

fi#
^qrr

Lew choo. To detain. 3?

I Sih choo, To stop up an aper-

ture.

Choo show
<

31 to stop the hand ;

i. e. to cease from working or doing

anything. %> $. j J p
Hwuh jen choo leaou kow, Suddenly

stopped the mouth; i. e. eras- din

speak. ^ $$ ^ Te te?h

puh choo, Unable to withstand an

enemy, tfl^ "^ j

Jin p8h choo,

Unable to endure.
tyft ffi- ^JK

/^ 1 Ne tsae na le choo ? Where

do you live? or which expresses

FART II. Y

the same, ^n

fie choo tsae na le ?

$ ^" I

Wo he tsae SSng
"

ching keu choo, I reside at the chief

city of the Province. ^ ]

Tsa-

choo, Various ranks or tribes of

persons living in the same place.

Choo che I j_ to be settled in for

a time only.

Choo keu
fjfj

to reside or dwell

in permanently.

Choo leaou kuh j -j to desist

from veeping.

1220. A distorted mouth;

the sound made when call-

ing to fowls. According to

some, The bill of a bird ; the voice

of a bird. Same as fit Choo.

1221. A stone tablet erected

with a kind of border a-

round it, or in a case, on

which the name of the deceased is

written, otherwise called
!]T||j

"it

Shin choo.

I ^ 1222. v A post placed in an

J _1~ inclined position to support

I
*

something; to pierce; to

stick i to oppose.

Choo mei > Mi a transverse beam.

Choo ts$ng, or Chang j TJS.
an in-

clined post.

^ ^ 1223. C A wooden post; a

^Kl~ stone pillar; used figura-

|
'

lively for perions who are

a support to anycause; forms part of

the name of a hill; of offices in the

government; the strings of an in-

strument. ['] To sustain ; to sup-

port ; to uphold.

Choo shih ch chin
j

a statesman who ii as a pillar to tk'f

empire.

Choo hea
]

~T1 a certain official

Choo how I ^| cap
I PW y

Choo kwS
pjj

or reversed, KwS-

choo, A pillar of the nation; a Mi-

nister of state ;
a statesman.

Choo ting I

JjSj
a kind of dome sup-

ported by pillars.

Choo kung yuen
j

J^. @ a certain

officer; a kind of Musician,

1224. Choo, or

Teen choo, A lofty bill.

>^ ^ 1225. ' Water flowing or

>, 1|- shooting off in streams ; to

f
'

lead or be led ; that to which

the mind is directed; to record ; to

comment upon or illustrate by appro-

priate attention to.

Choo e v ^ to direct the attention

of the mind to j or the mind to flow

to an object.

Choo tsoo >?, to point to and
I F

place ;
to spread out and arrange.

Choo yen
| |jj|

to fix the eyes upon.

1226. / The light of a lamp;

the wick of a lamp ; from

which chiefly the light pro-

ceeds, a match or stick of fragrant

wood.

Choo heang J^l-
5iS a stick ofincense.

1287. To stop; to wait.
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1828. The tiblet inscribed

to departed spirits in

temples ; or Iheassistanci-

derived therefrom. The

stone or base on which

the tablet dedicated to

departed spirits is placed, or the

tablet itself.

1229. An utensil for tuning

stringed instrument*.

1230. A yellow dog, with

a black head.

1231. A small net for catch-

ing fish.

1232. Disease.

1233. An insect that destroys

wood.

1234. f To define ; to ex-

plain ; to illustrate the im-

*- ~*
port or seme of; to record ;

to preserve a written account of. Ex-

planation; definition; commentary.

l/Lj ^S Ti Sze-shoo choo, A com-

mentary on the Four-Books.

Chookeae
Jlfe\ t illustrate; to

'\
Chooshih

| ||J explain.

Choo ming
'

fjjj
a clear, lucid ex-

planation, or commentary.

Choo soo
jpfcopen

fuil explana-

tion.

Choo shoo leth hwS
'

'. T
1

/ -^ft
I ^ ** o/L

to ex plain books and inseit what is

aid by different authorities.

u 5 1 ^ explanation ; illiu-

tration.

1235. An erect appear-

ance of the person.

1236. Great strength of limb;

to stand firm.

1237. To stop a carriage ; a

carriage stopping.

1238. To inter valuables

with the dead.

1239. A piece of military

dress which covers the knee.

1240. To stop and rest one's

hor ;e ; a temporary residence.

Choo ma Hj jj&
to stop or rest one's

horse; to reside, or remain in a

place for the time being.

Choo pe^h
jfjj?

places at which the

Emperor stops in his tours through

the Empire.

Choo tsilh
Jj?

to halt
; to stop;

to make a temporary st.iy.

^ 1241. ChooorTsoo. From

jf^j t Knife and Clothes. To begin

|/ to cut garments. To use

garments to cover the figure, is the

commencement of civilization. To

begin ; to commence; the commence-

ment. A surname. />! 4& -hh

Fan sze che choo nan,

Every thing is difficult at first.

VfT } Nc tso leaou choo
IKA. \

I

yili,
wo tiew yaou tso choo urh leaou,

Do you do the first, and I'll do the

second, is the language of threaten-

ing. My conduct will be regulated

by yours ; as yon behave to me, I'll

behave to you. ^ ^ ^
^K 3e. Jin che choo sing pun shen,

The nature nr disposition of man is

originally (at the birth of each indi-

vidual) virtuous.
j*]j ^V Ya

choo ko, A beginner; one quite

unexperienced.

Che choo ^6 1 the beginning; at

first.

Choo lae cl taou
| ^ '

^|J

just now come for the first time.

Choo, is applied to thefirst ten dayi

ofevery month. 1 Aj? Chooseuen,

The first decade, or first ten days of

the month. From the tenth to the

twentieth, or second decade, is called

pb^jJChung seuen. The last decade,

or from the twentieth to the thir-

tieth, is called ~R /

01 Hea seuen.

~p PJ J A El
shib yug cho

p$ jih, The eighth of the tenth

moon. <fe
J

I

' Mei yuS

choo yTh, The first of each moon.

U| ] 3*|] ] -J-Ke choo taou

choo shth f How many days are there

to the tenth? ^ | J*
1 Kin jih shin raojth choo? What

day of the first decade is to-day ?

1SJ42. An animal of the deer

species, larger than the deer,

and having a long tail;

said to be a leader to flocks ofdeer.
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1213. Something which marks

and points off, as ~> Choo,

A dot or mark of a pause.

1244. A sacrifice, or to sa-

crifice.

1245. Choo, or Woo-choo

{3 3flR a species of tortoise.

1246. - A carnation or ver-

million colour. A surname.

ChooyenhSfi^lJlf! ||
a red

face and grey hairs; a robust olJ man.

Choo tse5
| 4|j

a constellation.

Choo-he , Jg.. the name of Choo-

foo-tsze.

Choo-foo-tsze & 12. a well

known Commentator on the Four-

Books, who lived in the 12th Cen-

tury.

Choo hung 1 K scarlet.

1247. Choojoo^ffa
short small person; a pig-

my. Also the small pillars

above the rafters of a house; in

which sense it is commonly, but er-

roneously written 1&
jjj!

Choo now.

/K^ 1 Ling choo, Name of an an-

cient Musician.

1248. ChS choo l or

$11 1
^^ choo, Loqua

cious talkative manner,

Read Ch6o,The voice of birds. Read

Chow, The bill of a bird. The name

of a star. JN |
Fung choo, The

name of an ancient stone on which

to rub ink.

1219. Handsome featur'-s;

beautiful countenance; de-

licate.

Choo sth y$c ifi a pretty woman.
/V1 t_> * *

1250. - The root of a tree

lying above ground ; put in

the lowest place; the most

degraded state ;
the trunk of a tree.

A numeral of trees.

Choo show yih yu ^jj^ p JJpJj

confined in a corner for want of

t .lent to appear in the world ; said by

persons of themselves.

Choo kow
i^J

a tree broken in the

midst.

1251. Name ofa stream of

water, in Shan-tung, A sur-

name.

Choo sze -$
'jOfl

two streams which

meet and join near the native place

of Confucius.

1252. -To kill; to destroy;

very different from; exceed-

ingly; very. Used also for

Commonly read Shoo,

which see.

1253. A certain lance or

spear; to kill; to destroy.

1S54. Choo, or Choo-joo

jjjjjj

an imaginary animal,

said to be like a fox, having

the scales of a fish, and wings.

1255. -- A pearl or ahead;

beads strung and worn like a

necklace; the ball of the eye.

Choo, or Chin-choo J^ ^jsjhe pearl

obiained from oysters ; any thing

prccioiis or valuable. "V 1 Keang-

choo, denote* a upeciei of amber t

the name of a place, and of a certain

wood. -Hi 1 Lien-clioo, The

name of a work well known amon^it

Chinese literati. Jg ^j ^J |

-. Kwan yuen telh choo Uzr,

Pearls that are so round as to roll

about, fill I Chaou choo, Court
-T)' I

beads ; worn as an ornamental

necklace, by the present Dynasty;

the ditlerent ranks of officers wear

different kinds.

Choo plh san I jA afr a certain
l T rv%

medicine.

Choochingyay kwang \
iift ^p

TT" pearls a re called night splendors ;

meaning the carbuncle.

Choo tsuy ^sL pearls and feathers,

for bead dress.

1256. -- Choo, or Tan sha

M.
ffi

a rd oxide , ver-

million. ^^^ Yin

choo chung, Cinnabar; an ore of

mercury combined with sulphur

found in the earth.
/JijJ."

Choo

sha, Ciunabaris nuliva. ^R ]
Yin

choo, Vermillion made from th*

preceding.

Choo-sha ke\h
j ^? ^i the best

kind of Mandarin orange ; denomi-

nated from its beautiful colour.

1257. Imprecations; cur-

1258. A kind of screen ; not

spread out, or extended.
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K
12i9. A species of red or

crimson (ilk.

12(10. - The spider; other-

wise called
tyfe JjJ^Che

choo,

which expression comes

from M] jl Che choo, To know

how to destroy, alluding to the skill

of the spider in forming its web.

1261. Red garments.

1262. Choo yu IfiH ^U name

of a medicine, of an acrid

taste.

1263. - To make inquisition

for; to punish; to wound;

to destroy; to put to death;

to kill; to involve the residue of

men in crime, as the root being taken

out of the ground causes the decay

of the branches and leaves ; t< era-

dicate ; to exterminate.

=Jk.^ tCh oti'h
||j j||

to punish; to chastise.

Choo Ifih
| ^ to exterminate by

cutting to pieces human beings; to

inflict capital punishment on state

prisoners or rebels; to exterminate

or reduce a smaller state, for some

real or supposed insult.

Choo luy
] Sj(

to involve in some

calamity.

1?64. A man's name.

1865. The appearance of a

bird ; leaping and hopping

like a bird ; the feet appear-

ing impeded.

CHOO

1266. Name of an ancient

nation.

1267. To pour out wine;

filled with liquor ; drunk.

1268. Name of an ancient

coin ; a very small coin or

piece of silver.

_. * jfiyJ-1 "f^ f* ffliB to
Chow tsei tsun Ijy flEr y^ \j ^

accumulate farthings and hoard up

inches ; is applied to persons to denote

that they are miserly.

Choo e
j 7p? certain garments worn

by genii

1269. Ahorse with a black

mouth.

1270. Name ofa fish.

1271. A certain bird of

prey, said to have a hu-

man head.

1272. The spare between a

door and a screen. Choo

leth *i* ^f to stand inside

the door, but outside of the screen.

-1273. A considerable length

of time; to stand a long

timet to wait.

Choo kan XV frf to stand and look.

Chooleih
j

j to stand erect;

ItVÂ to stand hoping

for, or expecting-

*
_ ^_

Xl -m^

^f

CHOO

1274. To heap upon, and

press down.

1*75. A cloth covering

fora come, a pall.

1 1276. Knowledge and wis-

dom

, ,
[./* |

1277. A certain tree of

the bark of which paper

is made, There are differ-

ent sorts distinguished

by the leaf.

1278. Clear; pure; limpid.

1279. To cue to fume by

tbe force of heat.

1280. A certain utensil, or

vessel.

1281. To stretch the eyes;

to stare; to fix the eyes

Upon and gaze.

188S - To stand for *
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1283. The transverse part

of a loom.

1284. A cloak, screen, or

covering;.

1285. A vessel for containing

rice

188&. A lamb.

J-V 1287. The name of a plant;

^y-^ a species of hemp; the root

J of this plant is mixed up

with wheaten flour and formed into

'T vf- Choo-lo cakes.

1288. That which is known;

^i^l"* knowledge; wisdom. A

-* J man's name.

&
N

flf

% 1289. \To accumulate; to

~
store up; an accumulation ;

a hoard.
.

i \
-

Choo koo (ft? to lay up in a pub-

lic treasury.

Choo tsae
j 2 to lay or store up.

Choo tsang Jj^ ||F
to store up ; to lay

up in a warehouse.

1290. The name of a tree, of

the bark of which both cloth

and paper were made ; name

FART. II. z

CMOO

of a paper once substituted for

money; name of a hill.

Choo-pe
jjfe

$ta kind of bank note.

See^ Chaou.

Choo tseen
JS gilt paper which

the Chinese burn in sacrifices.

1291. Name of a river or

stream of water ; a small

island.

1292. 'To boil; to decoct;

boiled; decocted. Choo-

tsaou ^It & name of a

place. Choo shwuy

7r to boil water.

Cboo chuh
I 3j to boil rice to a

kind of gruel.

Choo fan 1 -filtf to boil rice.
I F/^

Choo ming
j

* to boil tea, express-

es, to prepare an entertainment.

Chooshuh
| |&to boil maturely.

Chootsae
J |j|

to boil vegetables ;

to prepare food.

1293. - A pig; a swine.

Stagnant water, or the

place where water stag-

nates. The name of an

office, and of a plant ; ofa

bill, and of a district; the

name of a medicine.

nioo H?

Choo lung tsaou ^
thes distillatoria.

Nepen-

Choo

Choo yew pig's oil
; lard.

Choo kow
| P the name of a place.

Choojow
j J^ pork.

Choo maou
j

.fJi the hair* or bristle

of a swine.

294. A small island in the

midst of a stream ; a place

where water stagnate*.

1295. Name of a medi-

cinal plant.

1S96. The name of a wood.

x!297. The two slips of

wood used by the Chinese

to eat with; they hold

them in their fingers so

as to perform the part of

nippers ; hop-sticks.

129S. A kind of basket

made of reeds.

1299. A surname.

1300. To manifest to the

world ;
to make or be con-

spicuous; to publish book*

as an author; to supply; to fir ; to

settle. Used for ^ Choo..

Choo ming -3t 0H to illustrate clearly.
^T3 ^/ J

*

Choo ihuh
J 3Jr^

to narrate; to write

1SOI. ChooorCho, A sur-

name
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1308. Choo, or^ jjjj-

fhow choo, The fe t

rntmglrd , embarrassed,

literally or figuratively ;

at a loss how to proceed ,

unable to achaiue ; per-

plexed.

1303 - Not one only; se-

veral; many. All; every.

A particle denoting, In; at;

from ; respecting. Sometimes de-

notes Doubt. The name of an office ;

of a divinity. A name of plants;

and tree*; and insects; and hills,

and swamps. A surname.

Choo fan
jj# fa all ; every.

Choo heung yu& ho
j |Xj Q |^

all evils are called Ho.

Choo-how
j j^ princes of ancient

states.

Choo-k5
~\j?

a man famous in the

history ofthe'.third century.

Chookung
"

Q\ all you gentle-

Choo wei I
/fjV j

men -

Choo sze
j ||f all, or every affair.

Choo to
j

4 a great many.

Choo yu -^p
certain clothes.

Kew ching choo ke W TF p*

to endeavour to put one's person in

a straight, correct posture in order

to shoot with the bow.

1304. To collect together ;

to provide in order to assist.

To assist, or be second to.

A surname.

Choo tselh 1 ^ githcred together;

accumulated.

CHOO

Chookeun
^a"

or
J|C Tung-

choo, The Priuce, or heir apparent.

Choo che 1
j provided with.

^jf~ I 305. Name of a wood, said

to be very durable.

1306. Name of a stream or

river.

- 1307. Choo, or Keen-choo
AJJL -**.<. ^**

a certain blue&
*"* stone for grinding or rub-

bing i 't is fit for polishing gems.

1 308. Another name for the

sugar cane.

Choo yu
jSfc

5rj a certain plant.

1309. 'Choo, or Keu-choo

name .of a certain
a

insect.

1310. A certain wood.

W Keg-choc, A kind of

wooden tomb-stone; apiece

of wood, with the name of the de-

ceased upon it, left at the place of in-

terment. Used in ancient times.

1311. A place where water

stagnates.

1312. To fly up; or
fly

off; to fly away.

CHOO

1313. Used for Choo, A pig ;

and for Too, The abdomen.

1

131*. Name of an insect

f or fish, which is variously

described.

1315. Akird of bag or other

utensil for putting clothes

in; a pall with which to

cover a coffin; to cut out, or make

clothes.

1316. t- Steps up to a hall or

palace;
the space inside of

a door, but outside the door

screen. To exclude ;
te remove any

evil ; to curea disease; to open wider.

To put out of the number; toub-

stract, to except from ; to put away;

besides. To be installed in a new

office, the proceding officer being

dismissed; to exchange. The period

when the old year expires, and is

changed for the new one. Read Yu,

denoting the 4th moon.

Choo e I JjfJ to lay aside doubts or

suspicions.

Choo fei 3fc excluding ; the put-

ting aside, doing so and so
; i. e. put-

ting the doing so out of Uie question,

or suppositive; if it be put out of

the question then, so and so may be

done.; sometimes translated by If;

or If it be so.

Choo Iwan
j '^\

to suppress anarchy.

Choc inow thong keen I jUf fA}
/ff

besides what has been received, still

owing.
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Choo leaou chay ko
'

"7 ig ^ffl

exclusive of this; besides this.

Choog8 kow
j

rT5 pj to put away

evil, or speech; a vicious, harsh mode

of speaking.

Choo kin
Jg to eradicate.

Choo pe
j

/y exclusive ofthe pack-

age.

Choo fei pwan sze ^t ^ft 73?

putting aside the consideration of

its being at the risk of one's life.

Choo seih
j

/^ -I the last evening.

Choo my
] Jj^/ of the year.

Choo g5 woo tsin flfr. %
||H~

in putting away bad men, they

must be excluded entirely.

Choo keu keen tang I ^- -kc. '^f

to eject an intriguing traitorous

party.

Choo keu ke to ; hwan slung ke to 1

many are put away or substracted ;

and how many yet remain ?

Choo keu kae tow
] -^ ^. Jjg

put off the bride's vail.

Choo leaou wo "7 ^c excepting

me.

Choo fei puh yaou chay keen wuh
|

# ^ II @ # $J if this

thing be not wanted.

Keu choo
jg| j||

a mat rolled up ; a deform-

ed person; hunch backed.

-
lly; stupid; foolish;

swollen.

1319. The name of a river;

and of a district.

CHOO

1320. A certain plant, known

by more names than one.

1321. .- Choo, or Chen-choo

%i : 5n? a 8Pec 'cs f frg-

^ See Chen.

1322. t A quiver to con-

tain arrows; a case for

books. A place for kill-

ing animals ; a kitchen
,
a

cook-house.

CHOO 89

Choo fang

kitchen.

Choo tsze 1

Choo jin A

a cook-house ; a

a cook.

irrl !323 A kind of curtain j a

'**' bed curtain.

1324. Entangled cmbarrass-

1 325. Seasonable rain.

/-A. 1326. Choo, or Too, A

certain reed or bamboo; to

break these reeds ; baskets

formed of them.

132T. Tofuseroetals; to

melt. A surname. The

name ofan ancient king-

dom, the name ofa place.

coin money.Choo been

| ___^
1 328. Choo or Shoo, To take

~LJ-> by the hand ; to lead ; to lay

>| J open one's mind, or state

one's feelings; to explain; to remote

or exclude.

Choo seay sing tsing jf& ^J jkt /Kt-

to state one's feelings in writing to a

friend.

Choo el a to exhibit or declare

one's intention.

I ^ 1:J39. ' A transverse part of

/ff^C^ a loom. Thin or narrow ; to

| >J pare thin. Name of a wood

and of a fruit; in which last sense it

is read Mow.

Choo chuh
jjjj; |r|j

two parts of a

loom; the one transverse, the other

lengthwise.

1 330. A. wooden beater, or

pestle. Kew choo tl
pt/t

a mortar and pestle. Chin

Chin, A stone on

which clothes are beaten to whiten

them, and Choo, The wooden beater.

1331. A horse with a white

hind left foot, and white

above the knees. Ahorse

with its feet bound.

1332 - Same ofa tillage, and

of a pavilion.*y I

1333. t- The centre of mo-

tion; ahiiige ; what is central;

fundamental; indispensable;

the north polar star is called Teen-

choo ^ i^ the hinge of heaven;

the first star, as the Chinese consi-

der it, of
;j

5J* Pih-tow, Urs-

Major. The name of a woodj name

of a sacrifice.
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Choo ke
[ /{{I

the controler of

motion -,
the hinge on which all turns,

either literally or figuratively.

Choomolh 1 the hinge of secrets,

or tecret hinge ; formerl) the title

ofa Commander in Chief, or military

board.

Choo new i t$ the loop on which

any thing hangs ami turns.

Choo tin I ^ a cardinal Virtue.
I /'iv

(MS. Dictionary.)

Choo-melh yuen
| ^ |^ a kind

of privy council under the Sung

dynasty.

1334. Name of a certain

animal.

1335. To spread out; to

extend ; to scatter ; to ex-

tend; to ascend; to mount;

to determine ; to decide.

Choo,orChoo-hooJj5

animal about the size of

a do, said to be like a fox.

CHOO

Choojin 1 y^ men, whom it is tabled,

can transform themselves into tigers.

I -r- 1337. A certain wood; a

ftvK?
A*lli wood, the substance and

| ^J bark of which is like var-

nish, and its leaves stinking ; when

large.it is full of protuberances which

make it unfit for use; and when

small it is so crooked as to be useless.

Choo leih yung tsae T-. Re B?
Jyj"

an ordinary material; useless as the

trees Choo and LeJh. Used by states-

men to represent themselves when

writing in an affected tone of humi-

lity to the Emperor.

1 338. C-- To slop; to rest;

to dwell; to reside; to

distinguish ; to discrim-

inate ; to manage ; to ar-

X range; to do what is

necessary in any case. A

district, a surname. Read

Choo (') A place;
a par-

ticular portion of space;

a dwelling place. A circumstance ; a

CHOO

point of conduct or character. A

man's name.
JZ- Eg Keu choo,

to lire, to dwell. 4g j
Twan

choo, The short part of a man's

character ; a fault ; an error. ^F-
Ttt.

'

P|| | Tsing mo choo > What place?

Choo tsze
|

^f- an unmarried wo-

man who dwells retired.

Choo die ta
| ^ ^ to place him

down ; to settle, or do for him ; to put

him to death.

Choo she I "rtf to attend to the

affairs of the world.

]*P-m
3k to manage the af-

fairs of a family.

Cboo ke -1 to manage or attend

to one's self.

Cboo shoo 1
Jj|-

A term, August 24.

Choo sze die, urh pfih keth
Ip.

5-i itD ^ ^ to manase affairs

leisurely ; not with precipitate
haste.

Choo ta *ze -^ ^ to manage

great affairs.
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CHOW. XIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries, Chen. Canton Dialect, Chou

Yew. 1339. From ; by.

1340. A kind of helmet

1S4I. To contain under co-

yl*l ver, as in a ship or carriage;

V ""y to contain a the earlh,

or the universe; including all ages,

from high antiquity to the present

time. See^ Yu. ^ lif
Yu

chow, The universe.

1342. (-- The heart moved or

affected by grief) dis-

quietude of niii.d.

Chowle
//d| ig the wives of the eld-

est and second son, are denominated

by these two words; they address

each other by them ; the junior calls

the senior Chow, and the senior calls

the junior Le.

1343. Sorrow and apprehen-

sion
; concern of mind.

1344. C- To take/rom with

the hand. To lead ; to pluck

out of the water; to take

from amongst; to take a part or

dividend ; to draw forth. Mei sliih

tun chow yth^ '-)- ^ _j$
-

to take one tenth
; which is also cx-

I'UIT II. A 2

pressed by Kea y^ih chow jfjp j

San ting chow ylh _ J
to take every third man for I he

army. JL 1 /V Wo cnow

urh jin, To take two men from five.

Sze chow i/ I an underhand and

private exaction. Taou chow
^Jli

to run and take a share; i. e.

by smuggling. Kea urh chow fun

in .zi l 5^ to takotw tenins -

Chow chuh 1 H to take or put from

amongst.

Chow fun fff to take from, or out

of a certain part,portion, or sum ; to

take a per centage.

Chow ke shin lae
"j

to

rise up from sitting.

Chow kwan shwuy
|

the regular taxes.

Chow p5
] jf$

to extort and tear off

the skin ; applied to the extortions of

the police.

Chow pi
| -kj}

to rescue; to delirer.

Chow shin I Sf to take one's self

off. To remove or go to.

Chow tow I Off is phraseology used
I MW

in gaming, to denote each taking his

share.

Chow yin 1
tj\

to draw out.

t

1345. Chow, or Chow-choo

a medicinal plant,

used in fluxes.

1346. Silk woven ; to select
;

to take from; to take and

draw out the ends of a bali

of silk.

Chow twan
j$\ ^ a general term for

ilk.

Chow tselh
]

Chow tseTh
]

1 to arrange the

f
threads of silk,

as is done by women previously to

weaving.

Chow yih ^jji
some readYew-yTh,

To study to attain the abstruse and

more delicate points of a subject.

1347. Chow,orTsow.

&'L Chow sha, A species

ofcrapr, a well known

Chinese manufacture.

1348. To respond to; to

bless. A man's name.

1349. A helmet. (3 ^f
7~1* Ft

Pei chow, A helmet adorn-

ed with gems. FJJ

Kea chow, Armour and helmets.
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. chow tsae shin puh ning tscuen

le, Armour and a helmet are now

upon me, I cannot perform what

perfect ceremony requires. To be

distinguished from
^jj Chow, see

Radical rf;1 Jow, These two are of-

ten'confoundcd in Classical books.

1350. The produce of the

grain called^ Tuou.

1351. Confused; obscure.

One says. The end of a ball

of thread.

1352. A creature of the rat

,t
J

or mouse species.

1353. A certain fish.

1354. About the Yang-tsze-

keang, A low dyke or foot

path, with a ditch on each

side for the division of fields or

different estates, were formerly called

Chow.
|5.1J||

T en chow- The

dyke which divides fields from each

other, a land-mark. These are sub-

jects of very frequent affrays and

litigations with the Chinese.

1355 -A place which is

habitable in the midst of

water; an island; a place

where men and birds are collected

in numbers. A district; ao ancient

division
, supposed to be a ninth part

of the world. A surname, name of

m ancient nation, and of a cily.

Chow, beenM y]&
aCh^w district and

a Ht'en district. The Chow district

consisted in ancient times of two

thousand five hundred families. Kft

HJ- Kwang-chow foo, The dis-

trict of Canton,
tjjj/ Ching, City or

town, added to the preceding, ex-

presses the City of Canton, in the

province known by that name to

Europeans. yl Kew chow,

The nine islands near Macao ; these

two words arc used to denote the

whole world, in allusion toadivision

made after the Deluge.

Chow-le jfl
a district; a neigh-

bourhood generally.

1356. To walk; to go.

1357. Name of a certain

wood.

135S. An island ; a place ha-

bitable for men or birds

in the midst of the water.

Tsing-chow, .The Isle de

Verde, at Macao.
jffi San-

chow-tang, Provincial dialect Sam-

chow-tong, or San-ciang.

1359. Fine, sleek, smooth,

glossy, warm silk.

1360. / To answer or respond

by words. [N] To revile; to

curse.

Chow tuy sffl ET
]

to answer ; to

Chow ta
] ?jf.)

reply to.

Chow tsze I ^ to convey notice,

or information to.

iVi
)|M*| 13fil - The name of a plant.

1362. A golden knife; the

HM word :

to denote metal generally

1363. - A boat or other

J 4"* vessel; to put into and carry;

/ --J to trai sport to another

place. The name of a place; and

of an office. A surname.

Chow chay so che
J^j- JJL $rf^

wherever a boat or a carriage can

go to.

Chow che
j ^/ to carry a thing with

ore.

Chow chung
| tf)

in a !>oat or vessel.

Chow-shan 1

jjj
the port commonly

called Cliu-san.

Chowtsee"
| ^ a boat oar.

Chow shih keaou tseen ! J
jS flj

Vic
*'le ')0at ('" wnicn lhe king was)

got fast a ground.

Chow tsze
| /^ to remain some

time in a boat; to pass the night, in

a boat.

1364. To circulate or extend

to every part.

1365. Something extended

or spread, so as to screen, to

shade, or obscure.

-J1 i-i
1366 - A slight ripple on the

surface of water.fr
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1367. The motion of fire or

flame.

1368. An arrow for shoot-

& 1
ing birds.

1369. Silk prepared in a

certain way for a covering;

employed also as a kind of

shroud.

1370. Name of a plant.

1371. Weak feathers.

1372. Much talk; loquacity.

1373. Embarrassed, making

no progress,

1374. -- A certain crooked

pole in the fore part of a

cart or other wheeled

vehicle.

1375. Chow-sow

large species of horse brought

I from beyond China Proper.

1376. The name of a fish.

1377. From
f Yung, To,

me and j] Kow, The mouth.

To provide for fully ; to sup-

ply the wants of; a curve; abend. To

CHOW

perform a circl; to extend to every

place ; to complete ; faithful. Close

together j to the extreme degree ; to

the end. Enters into the formation

of proper names ; a surname. To

rhyme, read Shoo. ^Q ^j Taou

chow, The windings of a road.
|jEp

1 1 ^ 1 t
Yang-chow, Ting-chow, Phing-chow,

keae Been ming, 'Yang-chow, Ting-

chow, and Phing-chow, are all names

of districts. I

:

Ef Chow chang,

hurry ; bustle. I Chow chow,

the name of a bird
~^\

Fuh

chow, Name of a hill.

Chow lew
^TJ>

to flow all around ;

to travel every where.

Chow mefli ^j /jjj closely connected

thickly joined; crowded together;

secret; every part attended to.

Chowpe
| f|J

to be all fully prepared.

Chow pi-en 1
*jja

all around.

Chow seuen
J jjfji

to bring matters

round ; to explain away and remove

some
difficulty. To circulate j to go

roui.d.

Chow tsi me meTh
| jfl ffi ft

all around crammed close together.

Chow taou
| JlJ eery thing com-

plete.

Chow taou 1 ^ a royal way or road.

Chow tsae 1
B^'

an abundant store

of wealth.

Chow tse
j yj?f

to supply the wants

of; to relieve the necessities of.

Chowtseangmingche
j |^ Bjj (jjff

clear and perspicuous in every part.
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Chow tseuen
J ^g to complete the

circle, to perfect any affair; to leave

no part undone ; often ued in the

language of entreaty by persons
who

have been already aisistcd, to indue

one to assist them still farther and

carry them through all their difficul-

ties.

Chow urh fuh che
[ fifj |f[^ to

go round and begin again.

Chow wei 1

j^j
to surround; all

around.

1378. Chow or Chaou. To

laugh and jest; [to ridicule

and boast.

1379. A woman's name. A

[jfl surname.

El

1380. Chow char

appearance of walking ;

hurried step ; irregular pace.

1381. -. Chow chang
'[^j

ite grieved ^mournful ; sor-

ry-

1382. The light of the sun,

which extends every where.

1383. Water whirling round ;

^j |^| making a noise like a whirl-

pool. Name of a stream of

w:iler.

1334. White silk ; clear, bright

1385 Deep; sunken.
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1386. To ward or guard off.

1387. t- Grain gowing thick.

Chow melh
UJj]

! close; thick;

crowded together.

1SSP. Chow, orKeaouchow

arerta 'n

of wbeaten flour.

1389. Name of R plant, of

which there are five colours

or species.

1390. Appearance of a tiger

1391. * - To wrap round;

to hang with ornaments,-

used for silk generally ;

thick; close; crowded together.

Chow drib joo (I ^j J(p :]|?

as thick as the hair of the head.

Chow mew yew boo
'[ jjp )JJ| J=*

to hang with wreaths and ornaments

the windows and doori.

Chow ling j **P a looser and more
fff't Qxv

open silk.

Chow njew i3x. to wrap about:
i /l^

to bind ; to hang with wreaths ; to

hold close and intimate consultation

with.

Chow twan 1
ZJPJ

silk generally, par-

ticularly the thick and close kinds.

Chow twan ten
I

mercer's.

CHOW

> j-f-%
139'J. A single covering for

a h.-d ; a coverlid. Bed

curtains, a single garment.

1393. The horns of a dragon.

"^ Irtl 1394 - Heavy ; severe.

Chow ke
Jffl

fl severe hunger.

|

1395. The name of a valley.

1396. - To bestow charily,

to relieve the wants of, in a

charitable benevolent man-

Chow seuh
B|9 jj'jyfl

to compassionate

and bestow charity.

Chow tse
J y5|

to supply the nccessi-

ties of.

1397. A certain species of

liquor or wine.

1398. Heavily laden; a cart

filled in every part ; heavy.

1399. Appearance of a great

mart, where many people

are crowded together.

1400. Name .of an ancient

nation.

1101. To turn round ( to re-

'-'I volve; to circulate.

Chow che
JJM) 4^0

to inform a whole

m

CHOW

circle of persons; to send a circular

notice.

Chow lew puh seth
J y^ ^ j|

flowing incessantly, or circulation

without interruption; applied to the

blood.

1402. A rainy appearance.

! 405. A windy appearance.

1404. A divine hone.

1405. Bushy thick hair.

:

1 406. A number of persons ;

a comp my ; a p irty ; four

persons. Who > Rejd Tan,

Obscure.
| %$I ^ ^ Chow luy

ihin chung, A very large number of

the s.irae class of prso.,s. ?yn.with

Chow. To rhyme, read Choo.

1407. A woman's 'name.

J- H08. A single curtain; a

curtain for a carriage? a

leather screen around a

carriage. Read Taou, A covering

like a tent ; canopy of heaven.

^ _ 1408. The appearance of

Jl* jjfc^. deep sorrow, .grief in the

I C* |j extreme
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I 1410. To rejects to cast

off; or cast away.

J

1411. To cut down wood ; to

pierce ; to stab ;
a certain

wood deemed useless and

pernicious.
A certain auspicious

animal ;
a foolish ignorant appear-

ance. A certain ominous plant.

A man's name. Read Taou, A coffin,

aou wuh
*1| i/T a man's name; name

of an animal. A savage, cruel, and

incomparably hideous appearance.

Name ofa certain historical work.

1412. To strike something

which is suspended, as a bell.

1413. To illumine* to il-

lustrate; bright.

1414. C-- A cultivated field ; a

field of hemp ; to cultivate ;

to manure. Who? Time

past To be handed down through

successive ages. Class or species ;
a

pair. Name of a kingdom. A sur-

name.

Chow seTh
[Jjit

:

g- indeterminate time

past ; yesterday, formerly.

1415. A pain or disease in

the lower part of the abdo-

men ; disquietude of mind.

1416. C- To calculate ; to reck-

on; to devise; to arrange;

to plan.^ ||j
Tie'en chow,

PARTII. B 2

CHOW

To draw lots. To draw reedi or

straws of different lengths from I IK:

hand ; he who draws the longest wins.

CHOW 93

"I

j

to devise and

"61116 a course

Chow hwa 1

Chow to
|

ofaction.

Chow swan
|

. to deliberate; to

contrive; to calculate how to pro-

ceed.

Chow tsTh 4 to devife; to

scheme ; a plan ; a stratagem.

Chow she
j 4^ a kind of yaje into

which reeds are thrown for amuse-

ment ; the reeds are called Chow.

1417. A thick gruel or con-

1418. Chow chang ^ ^
motion or rolling the eyes.

1419. Name of a plant.

Chow choo 33f a species of onion.

Chow mung ^ to overspread

or cover as a canopy.

> _t- 1420. -Hurried; bustling;

irregular crazed mode of

proceeding.

Chow chang to sze

bustling, irregular, wild, officious.

1421. <- This Character is

r^CT never used alone but thus,

Chow choo j^ jp|
or

j ^ ^
5^.Chow choopuh tsin, Embarrassed

irresolute state; unable to determine

and proceed; making no progress.

Chow-choc, in the enK now given,

is written in a great variety of way*.

142S. ' A pain in the lower

part of the abdomen; the

back part of the thigh.

Chow seih
R.g JjjJ

dried and salted

meat.

1423. t- To return the

pledge, ceremony, or

compliment of drinking

to; to make a return,

} according to what has

been received; to recom-

pence. The first offer

of wine to the guest is

expressed by jsjf
Heeo.

The return made by the guest, is called

BjfeTsSjand the host's return again

4
is called

|

Chow.

Chow tsS wang lae che le ffl

/jf$^ Tfi the ceremony of

ing and replcdging backwards and

forwards.

Chowpaou 1 iB^ to answer to; to
I TIN V

Chow ti 5&i \ retort ; to re-
I *Tf*

compence.

Chowseay 1
=||

to render thanks to.

1424. Large fish are deno-

minated Chow.

1425. A bird of the fowl

species.

1426. Deformed; ugly; to

abhor; to reject.

1427. Bushy ; thick hair.
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1428. t- Chow or Shi'iw,

To sell ; to part with, or de-

liver up for a price; togive

an equivalent for; lo rerompcnce;

to respond. Alto read Shiih, in the

same sense. |J
'

jj
Koo show, or

1J Mae show, To sell.

W Show kea, or 1
[g[

Show chlh,

The price or value of what is sold.

I feaou show, The consump-

tion or sale of commodities; to sell

off, or diminish by sale.
"jlj' ~Sj[

-M^ it ff 1

nl y'll I

^wei cnav cnanS nan

show, The dear (commodities) are

always difficult to sell.

1429. t Chow, or Chow,

A pair of birds. To

wrangle ; to fight ; to

hate ,- hatred ; an enemy.

To pay retribution. 58

iffi Paou chow, To re-

venge.

Chow chth to pay the price of.

Thelast word is commonly used

without Mouth below.

1430. t- Oppossed to ; to

reply to whatever is said,

railing for railing; a pair;

equals ; rivals; class;

.A^jJ \. species ; to pledge again

I' ^^ when drinking ; to afford

proof by a correspon-

dence of parts ; to collate,

Dislike ; enmity ; hatred ,

en enemy ; to bear an enmity to ;

to revenge. A surname. Used also

for 142S.

Chow soo pei || ^ ^ to pledge

in several times the quantity of

wine.

CHOW
Chow tuy 3?;f to debate, or alter-

cate, in a quarrelsome manner.

1431. A white coloured

cow; a cow lowing. A

surname.

^ 1432. Appearance of a

^J-J*+ hand taking hold of ome-

*~^~
thing; a missile weapon;

a new born infant raising its hand.

A name of a deity. A horary cha-

racter, the second from midnight ;

from one to three in the morning.

The name of a medicine.

a 1 433. Sound, noise, the voice.

1434. A club or cudgel;

weapons ; the name of a

tree, of which bows may

be made.

1435. The joint ofthe elbow.

The nose bleeding; to in-

jure or destroy. Read

New, To eat flesh.

1436. A surname.

1437. t/ Smell or flavor

generally; scent; offen-

sive smell; disagreeable

odours; fume orefHuvia.

Stink ; to smell ,
that

which is morally offen-

sive. The character is formed from

Keuen T^ A dog, in allusion to that

CHOW
animal finding its way by the scent.

^ J|L Heang chow, A fragrant

smell. ^
|

Yung chow, Any

thing fragrant and ornamental carried

about one's person. Tfrj Chia
vJ

chow, A bad man. ^fe
]

Shea

chow, A good smell. .35
'

GS
/V!i I

chow, A bad smell.
jj|| ^ ^R

E chow wan ne'en, To leave an eter-

nal reproach on one's name. J 1

[1 fM Ke chow joo Ian, It smells
xv UT?J

fragrant as the Lan-flower. fflf BJ*

38E Woo shing woo chow,

Neither sound nor smell.

Chow chung
][ \jt

a stinking insect,

a vicious abandoned person.

Chow ke
| ^z?

an offensive effluvia

Chow ming 1 % a bad reputation;

infamous.

Chow pae 1 [1/7 to spoil or corrupt,

referring to the smell.

Chow tsaou 1 I

1

.

1

! the plant Rue.

Chow we
| P^astiuk.

Chow we tsze die

variety of .smells and tastes, is ap-

plied to acquaintances of different

tempers and habits.

1438. Vapour; exhalation

arising from water.

1439. tv The smell of any

thing putrid; a stinking

smell.

1440. The mournful note of

a bird.

1441. Chow, or Chow leang

*B dried grain.
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1442. / To curse; to im-

precate; to rail. Used by

the sect Fflh, for Prayers,

spells, and other religious

papers, in the sense of

True layings. To recite

those prayers or spells. Some write

jjjtf
Chow, which also means To

bless.

Chow choo HP Trar^
to curse ; inn-

Chow tsoo
jtB,_/ precate ; an

imprecation, of which the Chinese

hare Tarious forms.

Chow ma
j JjS to rail and curse.

Chow sung 1 sFfi recitative; to recite.

Keth tih fa chow too she^ ^=f fH
I fH| ||r proroked to utter cu rsos

and squander oaths. J^ Too

chow, To utter imprecations^^ /f^

I Foo chow, Charms or spells.

Ijjjj
1 Sung chow, To recite pray-

ers or spells.

1443. Chow, or Chfih, To

bless gods or men. See

Chub.

Tsun. 1444. The tenth fart of

cubit.

, 1445. Pain in the lower

part of the abdomen ; pain

in the heart and abdomen.

w % 1446. / A certain silk trap-

^fi t ping of a horse, is, in a cer-

*J^ -J tain part of the country call-

ed Chow ; apiece of wood which pass-

es below the tail of an ass or mule.

Chow-wanR

the Dynasty Shang, and with whom

that dynasty closed. His name is

extremely infamous.

1447. A bamboo which has

died in consequence of re-

rnotinj its root.

1448. A marine animal, said

to resemble a man.

|_ 1449. > The fore-arm. The

joint at the elbow; a cubit

and five tenths are called

Chow. The muscles of the legs and

arms of animals. To seize a person

by the arm in order to detain him.

The name of a book.

Chow tsze
J

^f- a joint of meat.

Chow yTh jj^ )]$the armpits; under

the arm. Persons or things nearly

related, as the arm and the ribt.

1450. -Generous wine.

1451. *
Ugly; deformed;

hateful; stinking; offensive;

moral deformity; shameful

disgraceful conduct. To hate ; to

abhor. A group, class, or species ; to

compare. The name of a hill. A

surname.

Chow maou {& ^9 or reversed Maou-

chow, An ugly, disagreeable coun-

tenance.

1452. A certain plant

1453. Ordure t to sweep

*y filth. The natu of a

plant.

1454. The noise made by a

group of birds.

1455. A beiom ; a broom; a

certain bamboo.

1456. To lead and strike; to

pluck from amongst. The

name of a place; the name

of a person.

1457. Cho^r, A person of a

tall appearance.

1458. A person's name, com-

monly called Chow ta-she

| -Jr ]Sb Chow the great

Historian, and framer of the Seal

Character, B. C. 1043.
^j| ^

Chow win, Chow's mode of writing.

1459. The whole of the day

from the rising to the

setting sun; day-light ; in the

day time. The name of a place. A

surname.

Chow pah yew ting^^ |ft |||

in the daytime not saunter about

the halls, or external rooms of a

mansion; said of women.

Chow yay
j ^ day and night.

Chow yay lew hing
j ^ p[ 'fj*

flowing day and night said of ttje

blood.
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CHUE. XX SYLLABLE._
Manuscript Dictionaries, Cfcu Canton Dialect, Chut.

1460. To connect together;

connected ; uninterrupted

succession,

1461. To hold an instrument

with -which to engrave; to

pierce; to stab. To cnt

away;
1

to cutoff. Read Tufa, To

scrape off; to reject what it bad.

Yew kan chue fa ting ling chay sze

he who dares to engrave the law

shall die.

Chug tsin hoo che leen 1 ^ &
~*7

LJfr to cut away the curtains of
fl~ M\*-

the bed-chamber door.

Tuh ke twan leih
j

iHl
J[^ ijjSjK

to reject or put away broken pieces

of earthen ware.

1463. Appearance of weep-

ing ; to weep and sob ;

drawing in the breath.

Much and incessant talking. Read

Chug and Chuy, To taste; to

drink; to ingurgitate. J flM

Lew chue, To detain a person ; to

puzzle.

1463. Mournful, sorrowful;

the heart grieved.

1464. The name of a Keen

district.

1465. Che or Chue, To bite;

to gnaw; to sip.

1 46G. To weep ; weeping.

1467. A path on a kind of

ridge or dyke, in Chinese

fields.

1468. Short; stunted.

1469. To connect; con-

nected together; a kind of

band of fencers, employed

for amusement in ancient Chinese

courts. To stop, or cause to desist.

Chue yin Jt|| v$ to repress dissipation

and excess.

*- ^ 1470. A kind of trap for

"^ taking birds.

1471. A skipping or leaping;

a disease which attacks sheep

and causes their death.

Also read Keae.

m
i

1473. Incessant talking;

interminable verbiage.

1473. Chue or Ke, To leap;

to jump.

1474. Chue or Keue, To

skip; to leap; a small jump.

1475. Chue" or Seue, The

marrow in a bone, or to

take the marrow out of a

bone. Read Chuy, To pour out a

libation at a sacrifice.

1476. A carriage slightly

injured and repaired again.

To desist j to stop,

kurg it ~P to rest a

from labour; to desist ; to stop.

1477. A distorted mouth.

1478. The pointed top of a

>
a PronS '" tne

end of a stick for urging

on a horse.
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1479. Some part of the

trappings of a carriage.

1 480. A horse with a white

1481. To join or connect a

bone ; to set bones.

1482. t A succession of

sacrifice', or that p irt of

the ceremony which con-

nects the several parts,

as the pouring out of

libations, to eat or drink.

ChuK chub, meen shin hlh fp ,'jpj rj"j

v3S Ss to eat congee and let the
1^\ l*Z

fare become exceedingly black with

dirt, as when mourning for parents.

148S.

chili?, or ;Hi
|

Le'en chu?,

1
^^ To sip with rude noie by

applying the vessel to the mouth

and guggling down the liquid.

ChuK tang 1 *& to swill down soup ;

instead of taking a spoon lo it.

1484. Unskilful; unable to

learn; wanting in talents

and ingenuity; stupid.

Chu ke
:J$} j|4-a stupid bad plan ;

a man who exposes his silly schemes.

ChuS king 1
tt|J

n affected expres-

sion for my wife.

Chug lewu
| ~J*

'nil ; stupid ; im-

penetrable to reason or common

sense.

ChuS sing 1
J|)?fc

a stupid disposition.

Ihurprih
|

an unskilful writer,

a bad scrilr.

Chuu swan \\ a bad speculation ;

a i absurd ca dilation.

1485. A tree without branch-

es. Also read Na, and T6b,

denoting The top of a poit

or pillar.

1486. The appearance of

plants at first budding forth.

To bud or issue forth. Read

Chun, The name of a plant

ChuS chwang ~?rF
^H- gradually in-

creasing in size and strength, u plants

and animals.

1487. The cheek bonw ; the

appearance of the head.

CHUEN. XXFT SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries Chtten ; confounded with Tteuen. Canton Dialect, Chime.

( Keuen. 1488. *4rill; abrook.

^ Kwan, A streamlet; a rivulet.

W! Chuen, JUany itreami run-

ning into each other andfirming

a river; streams of water flow-

ing into each other; flowing; to

flow. Same as thefollowing.

Ill 1489. t-s/e-chiicn
JJ[J JJj

a province on the west of

/ M China.

Chuen-pe M tne anchorage for

TikT. II. c 2

ships of war at the entrance of Can-

ton river ; commonly written Chum-

pee. Also written !nL Cbuen.

j| J^ Chuen-pee-wan, The bay to

the Southward, callvd Anson's bay.

Chuen lew puh eth
'

interminable flow.

1490. Water flowing in

streams j
name of a river.

1491. To direct the eyes to

one point, as a stream flows

in one direction , to gaze ;

to look intently.

1492. A gold ring for the

arm ;
an armlet < a bracelet

of gold or of any valuable

stone; a surname. Chae chuen J)^

i|)|] g'd Pms * r^ na'r '
ant")race '

lets for the arms. .
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1 49S. - To turn the back to

when sleeping -, opposed to ;

to oppose; to contradict;

erroneous. Read Chun, Mixed ;

confused.

^ %

^JSf
I

Chuen p ^ j|* opposed to; to

oppose ; to contradict

Chuen tsing 1

(jyJT-

of discordant dis-

positions.

Chuen tsS 1 ^g erroneous ; mixed 5

confused ; in disorder.

1494. A bamboo or reed

employed to connect things

together.

JL 1. ' 495 - The old leaves of tea ;

Jh^jJ^ deemed, in the Chinese

X^ Dictionary, better than the

young leaf. 5C
^S.

Cha chuen,

old tea was considered as wine.

1496. Flowing in different,

or opposite directions.

Read ['] Sleeping with

the feet inwards from the door ; the

custom of the barbarians of Cochin-

china. When a man is about to die,

his feet are turned towards the door.

A precious stone found in a par-

ticular way.

1497. One; alone; oneness

or uniformity of pursuit.

To turn to one point; to

apply to solely ; undivided atten-

tion to ; to assume to act for one's self

without regard to others. A sur-

name. Tsze chuen & ^i to take

upon one's self.

1yjQ close and undivided

application of mind.

Chuen e 1
^Ejj

close application to

any purpose; on purpose.

Chuen kung
j JJJ

to apply to one

object; not to distract the attention

by dividing it.

Chuen fang
JJJL\

to piace the

Chuen chung
j ^g^ affection on

one person, or concubine.

Chuea tsiih ching
j jg ^ to be

charged with one thing, one depart-

ment, and to apply solely to that.

Chuen y ih
]

to apply only to one

thing.

^_j- 1498. To transfer to; to

-^1 y^ deliver over to in succession;

"
^ to communicate informa-

tion; to deliver an order; to pro-

mulge ; to record ; to hand down to

posterity; to send by express ; a kind

of pass ; to follow in succession.

Read [/] The instructions, or

books containing the instructions of,

moral writers, pf -jj|$^ jfr

Ko chuen yu how she, Worthy to

be transmitted to succeeding gener-

ations, jg ft ;jg ]
Leg tae

seang chuen, Transmitted through

successive generations. iji j
Pe

chuen, To transmit secretly ; some

secret, as the composition of quack

medicines, &c. communicated by

others. ^ I Tsoo chuen, Re-

ceived from one's ancestors. jfe

^ j

Chun tsew chuen, Name of

an Historical Work, by Confucius,

one of the Five King.

Chuen kung I

|ih
to interpret evi-

dence ; an interpreter in Chinese

courts, who understands the local

dialects and explains to the magistrate

the evidence given ; often in a dialect

with which he is not acquainted. A

narrative ; memoir, or history.

Chuen keaou le'Thjin
] f Aft A

one who propagates principles of any

kind.

to propagateChuen keaou

religion.

Chuen show
J ^g to deliver to.

Chuen sin
J /J==

to transfer any news

or information.

Chuen shoo =& to transfer or con-

vey a letter.

Cbuenshing
J i|. to relate a report.

Chuen taou
| jg to promulge vir-

tuous doctrines or principles.

Chuen te wan chang I
jtfg /JT TSj

to transfer a written document from

one hand to another. Chuen, ex-

presses a person's having arrived at

the age of seventy, from his then

transferring the management of

affairs to the hands of others.

Chuen te
|f

to pass to, or present

to for another person. To pass

from one to another.

Chuen yu she TjA tj
r to props-

gate in the world.

Chuen wan
fj

to relate what one

has heard. To tell that persons

may hear ; to declare to.

Chuen wei <f]J to transmit the

throne to.

J1499.

t Chuen, Chuen, or

Twan, To cut into parts; to

mutilate. Read Chuen, used

in the sense of ifi Chuen, which see.
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1500. One; uniform; lovely ;

to accord with.

Chuen wan fllS jr-jr to accommodate,
s**r 7/u

and endeavour to induce harmony

and concord amongst many persons.

11501. Chuen or Twan, To

turn round ; to cause to

circulate with the hand.

To roll up; to bind.

Occurs also in the sense

of jfe Chuen, To unite

in one; to assume or take under

one's own controul or command, as

several armies.

Chuen shoo J8 3 name of a bird.

1502. Chuen or Twan, Round;

a hearse.

1503. Name of a certain

valuable stone.

1504. - A man's name.

Used for ^Chuen,
A brick,

or tile, or square of earthen

ware, much used to pave floors ; any

child's play thing, or tile on which

women twist threads. Wa chuen

?f /jjjE
a brick or tile. Ho chuen

Wf 1 a burnt brick. Too chuen

1 a sun dried brick. Shth

chuen ^ ]

a stone flag.

1505. To class; arrange; to

adjust.

1506. Chuen or Twan, A

round bamboo utensil ; reeds

or bamboos broken in order

to divine with them.

1507. To cut or mince meat ;

to cut flesh into small pieces;

*' to cut flesh ;
a piece of flesh

or meat. A man's name.

1508. - Bricks or tiles;

flags made of burnt bricks

A kind of tile laid on the

knee when twisting thread, by

Chinese women. Sec
~fjji Chuen.

S*
1509. Bricks or tiles. Tiles

which form a lube or spout.

1510. The heel ; the ball of

the leg.

1511. ^ To turn; to turn

about ; to turn round; to

revolve ; a kind ofcover for

the top of a carriage.
jBjjj| jjjsji

Lun

chuen, Revolving in a circle as a

wheel.

Chuen che |p(
to send a message.

Chuen che 1 *ff?too frequent changes,

and too much bustle about things.

Chuen shin urh keu B( jffi

-~

to turn round and go away.

Chuen yen ching kung
j jj| Jty^ f?

in the twinkling of an eye it ceases

to exist ; all becomes a vacuum ;

said of sensual pleasure and the

vanities of the world.

Chuen lun 1 ^ to turn a wheel; >

the metempsychosis.

Chuen yen yew tsing [J^ 'ff '|p|

to roll the eyes amorously ; to ogle.

Chuen yun ^ to revolve; to

turn round ; to transport goods.

Chuen seang heaou yew I *g jg{

~f~ to propagate vicious habits by

the influence ofexample ; one having

set the example ofexce<w, it pane*

from hand to hand, and is imitated

by all.

Chuen wan choo
J

flS
fS^ a turn-

ing ; a corner.

1512. Flexibility of voice.

The chirping or song of

bird; modulations of the

voice, whether in birds or in men.

?| [iM Shing chucn, Modulation*

or inflections of the voice. ^ Sf.

Jta Hfr ^P f$ ]
sin n*en neaou

shing tse'en chung chuen, At the

new year the voices of birds are

modulated in a thousand different

wa^- /fa $ W 1
Lew yins

pih chuen, The birds Ying, hop from

tree to tree, chirping with numerous

modulations of the voice. ffi
jjjj:1*~ PJ

Shing keaou chucn, A voice

delicate and finely modulated.

\5\3. The name of a place.

Chuen-mun

city.

the name of a

151 -I. Fish of a large kind;

fish that are found in the

Tung-ting jfSJj|:
lake.

Part of a man's name ; also read

Twan.

1515. Chuen or Twan, The

lower part ofthe character

represents roots ; the upper

part represents a thing growing out

ofthe ground. The head, or the com-

mencement of any thing; bearing

the same sense as
ftSj

Twan. Also

|| 1^
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any vessel or uteusil hollow in the

centre.

1516. To pant; to breathe

quick, and short, as in asthma.

1 Heaou chuen.

as 1 B
Tcih selh wei chuen seih, Disease<l

breathing, makes shortness of breath,

or panting. P 41 ^ 1

Kow chung fa chuen, Began to

Pnt. 5| P A 1
ChanS

kow ta chuen, Gaped and panted

exceedingly. |^jj ^ Chuen

urn yen, To pant and speak.

Sha-mHh defines ''. ^ j^ ffij

jf!> ^JU>
Ke yTh> urb se ' 1' ke ' h Tne

breath
rebelling (rising) and the

breathing quick, and by Mi pjj& T^

^Q ^ Hoo helh pub seang tse,

The expiration and inspiration not

meeting each other. /fS- J^

chuen yih ke piih ning shih, He

caused people to pant and breathe

so that they could not eat.

Chuen ting leaou |^ jgr
7* panting

fit being over.

1517. Chuy, Chuen, or To,

To measure
; to weigh.

1518. To breathe fast; to

pant.

1519. A kind of basin or

platter.

Chuen ' To Pt i to

palpitate. Read Twan, The

first budding forth; the

origin ; regular j correct.

l *

1521. Insects; reptiles.

Some say, those which have

no feet; appearance of in-

sects moving.

1522. To number; number;

complaisance ; mutual yield-
J-0*

ing to. A man's name.

1523. - To carry the head

high and firm ; to regulate ;

to direct ; to pay close or

particular
attention to; appearance

of respect and veneration ; eminent ;

regular ;
correct.

Chuen chuen
^j ]

attentive in the

highest degee.

Chuen che
| ^jlj

to decide; to direct.

Chuen heun
|

JS l^e t'1' fan an -

cient Emperor, expressive of his emi-

nence and correctness.

Chuen mung
] ^^ a rude simplicity.

1524. Haste; speed; to go

and return expeditiously.

1525. The name ofa bird.

Seuen. 1 526. Tilings placed on

a aland ; by allusion to the stand, It

denotes humble; by allusion to the

tilings placed on it, To select and

arrange.

1527. *
Chuen, or Seaen, A

stand or support ; to place

on a stand. To arrange ; to

put in order ; to prepare for publica-

tion as a book ; to make or compose.

To take hold of with the hand.

Chuen shuh
jj|f 3J^

to record ; to com-

pose narratives; to write books.

Chuen che wan tsze

to compose letters ; to write ess lys

orhistory. ^^ 1 Sew chuen, The

first in rank amongst the literary, so

culled from his composing the na-

tional records.

Chuen chang
j

fch to grasp a staff.

ml
528. A kind of pearl is ex-

pres eb dy^ $& Chin-

chuen.

1 529. The collar of a gar-

ment ; th-.t part which sur-

rour.ds the neck ; a kind of

selvage stitched ou to the border of

a g irraent.

1530. \ Chuen, Tsean, or

Seuen, To compose; to

"^ make, to write j to write or

compose an essay or book. Compare

with Tseuen.

1531. s Food, provisions;

victuals. To eat and drink.

C|- 1532. The name of a fish,

said to have no bones.

1533. The earth wlvch is

turned over by the plough;

to mix or blend by plough-

1534. The corner ofa house;

or a beam which supports it ;

a round beam supporting

the tiles of the roof; a square one is

called Ml Kc5.

/^ 1535. A dragon or other

K*& %ure depicted on the

^>/ sceptre-like stones of the

Chinese, called ffc Kwei.
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1536. Appearance of a

horse, rabbit, or other ani-

mal walking.

1537. A dog walking amongst

the grass.

1538. '- Chuen shoo

4j
ift or Chuen w5n

\ f^ the ancient cha-

racter called by Euro-

peans, the Seal Character,

from its being employed

or seals, vases, and so on. To en-

grave such characters.

1 539. Chuen or Twan, To

make the heel scrape the

ground in walking ; to mark

or engrave characters. Read Tub,

Fat.

1 540. To walk ; to go.

1541. A certain bird.

1548. C To connect things;

connected as be:ids on a

string. -23 tS Kow

chuen, Connected, or combined

with. Always taken in a bad sense.

"{

'

!' 1 Kwan chuen, Strung ; passing

Win e pfili kwan chuen, An inco-

herent style.

Chuen tung tsS pe jpj jflp vffl.

clandestinely connected together

for illegal purpose*.

Chuen tsze 1 ^ a certain officer of

the t'easurv and government stores.

Chuen paou Mil crackers, made

with gun powder.

Chuen hS 1 >& to unite together.

Chuen ke
| &\~\

a scheme or

Chuen mow
j jj)j(j

f intrigue that

connects two or more persons.

Chuen tun 1 ^ to combine to de-

fraud a person.

1543. A boat, ship, or

other vessel for naviga-

ting either the sea or

a river. A suraame. The

collar of a garment; a

boat or small platter into

which a tea cup is set.

Hea chuen
~"|> ^p

to go

on board; to embark.

Shang chuen _J^ I to disembark.

V 1 Yang chuen, A foreign ship ;

an European ship. ^ >(fil J^ ]

Se-kwa-peen chuen, A chop-boat;

i. e. in the jargon of Canton, a boat

employed as a lighter to carry cargo

to and from tl.e ships.

Chuen choo ^ ship master or

lord, is the common appellation f

European Captains.

Chuen-choo ho 1 -
ja the cap-

tain's investment

1544. 3 To work a hole

through; to perforate; to

put on ; to clothe.

Chuen-pe j
}3 an anchorage in Can-

ton river.commonly called Chumpee.

Chuen yang kwan sfh if. ia
|=i jg

to pierce the Yang leaf, and shoot

through a louse (with an arrow.)

Chuen sban ke5
J |J_j

H3 a certain

animal.

Chuen fang she hwan
] j^ ^ tfji

a maid servant to be called to any

part of the house. When these words

are inserted in purchasing a slave

girl,
it is understood that she is to

become a concubine.

Cbuen chang che
] jj|) ^p a diseae

which obtrudes the larger intestines.

1545. To take offthe skin.

1546. Chuen, or Swan, Af.

fairs fully provided for. To

collect together.

PART U.
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CHUH. XXIIND SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries, f*<>'. Confounded with Tsuk. Canton Dialect, Chetk.

a certain

1547. C. The bamboo, a well

/\^\ known reed. One of the

* J e'gnt tones of the Chinese ;

a thin slip of wood to write on. The

name of a place ; of a plant; of a

Tegetable; of afruit; of a wood; ofa

medicine; ofa wine; of a species of

rat; of a book; and of an official

situation. ^ Chuh, or ^
Chfih-kan, Canes or bamboos placed

erect.
} ^ ChSh-keang, Wang-

hees, or Japan canes.
j ;jfc

chh-

poo, Irish linen, is so called.

Chuh ye" Uing 1
-fe^

wine, or liquor.

Chuh tse'en yew yun

the hollow bamboo has a hard out-

side ; is applied to a man of clear

perceptions, and firm conduct.

Chuh sun
| ^a- sprouts of the bam-

boo, which are eaten.

Chuh teen
]
W a mat made of

bamboos.

Chuh sih
|| |gj

the bamboo louse,

an insect which destroys the leaf.

Chuh yew tsze heung che luy 'I jfr

$ life . fj(
bamboos have fe-

male and male species.

Chuh foo
| |fW

the skin or outside

of the bamboo.

Chnh keen
j $f[ 1 the materials of

Chuh pTh .^jj
J which books

were made, before the inTention of

paper.

Chuh hwa
] ^ the flower of the

bamboo. Chuh shih
*jj^

the

fruit of the bamboo. These are aid

to be rarely produced.

Chuhtsuyjih
] j| J

the 13th of

the 5th moon, the day when the

bamboo is drunk.

1548. Compound form ofthe

preceding.

1549. A bamboo. Name of

a district; a surname. Teen

chuh^ ^ or
jgj ]

Se

chuh, or Chuh kw5
j |p|

India;

its ancient name. Teen-chuh-hwang

^r f& a certain medicine.

1550. A certain musical in-

strument made of bamboo,

and having a certain num-

ber of strings. To take up from the

ground.

1551. To beat down as in

forming a mud wall; to build

mud houses or walls,

~ I

S~\f

ChuhsMh
J gg to build a mud house.

Chuh ching
j ^ to rear a city wall;

to build a city.

Chuh tseang .

wall.

I
to build a mud

1552. To strike any thing

with the hand.

1553. Chuh or Shuh, A

certain plant that grows

amongst hills. See Shuh.

1554. Smoke issuing forth.

1555. Name of an animal

said to have two heads.

1556. A certain plant.

L1557.

The appearance of

tralkii.g, walking forth.
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1558. Shuh-teih
fifc jfJJ

a

certain double headed ani-

mal. Same as 1555.

^ 1559. Represents grass spring.

^T""* ing forth. To go forth ; to

* go outi to manifest; to

write out; to produce; to beget.

Read [P] To put out; to eject.

The two pronunciations are,however,

confounded. Under the first pronun-

ciation, it is generally used as a

Neuter and an Active Verb. To

rhyme,readCheandj8h.
jjj||

&&
{jj

fi^ Suy pfe'en chfih j8h, To go

out and in when one pleases. ;J&

^ ] ^Wo yaou chfih kae, I

want to go from home, ^tj yj&

Na chfih lae, To bring out.
-j^jj

%. H J|j } H"1
"

1 tso shin

mo chflh shin ? What did be spring

from? flfj^fl' 1 |pTap8h

gae chfih thin, He doe not like to

come forward to public service,
jjj^

|[ P 1 Ho tsung kow chfih,

Calamities proceed from the mouth ;

i.e. unguarded or improper language

causes much evil to individuals. 3D

^ ||] ]
Wo che tsze chfih, I,

myself, produced him ; i. e. my own

ion. j& I 3J$ Seay chuh lae, To

write out.
g] ] -fc JJJL 3J

Naou chuh ta sze lae, To create a

great
disturbance.

j|[
Tfo

Loo chfih lae, To expose; to dis-

cover. ffl 1
sha? chfih,To for-

give, or remit punishment. =T

Tirg chijh, To select from amongst

many.

Chiih Chung
]

Chfih-

CHUH

fan, To rise superior to all others;

a high degree of eminence.

Chuh hoo
j ^ to proceed from.

ChOh hoo urh chay, fan hoo urh chay
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>t proceeds from you, and

the consequence will devolve on you.

Now used as a proverb.

Chfih j fih ^ to go out and in,

these two are opposites.

Chuh juh woo she 1 ~A $ff- Bi
I S \ y|li" My

to go out and in at no regular time ;

said also of the mind.

ChHh jfih tsze tih
j
A 6 2S

I
' v td jT

logo out and in
perfectly at one's

own ease and pleasure.

Chuh ke
|

j to emit fumej to

revenge another person's quarrel.

Chfihkepfihe
]
it ^ ^exceed-

ing what is thought of; occurring

beyond one's expectation or calcula-

tion.

Chfih kung I ^ to retire for the

purpose ofeasing nature.

Chuh-kTh
j ^. to exceed due limits.

II
if*

jjfr
for a female to be

married ; or to leave the house of

her parents logo to that of her hus-

band.

Chfih lae
j /^ out comes, are words

often joined with other Verbs, and

denote tlie completion of what is

implied in the Verbs.

Chuh raing 1 J famous.

Chflh mun p^ to go out of the

door; denotes either to go from

one's own house to some other part

of a tow.i or village ; or to go from

oue's native place to a distance.

Chuh ne juh che
]

to come forth from the mire and enUr

amongst fat; to cm matt- from po-

Terty and attain to affluence.

Chuh the I ^tbto come into thr

world. ^ J
Kwo .he, Togo

out of it.

Chfih-shin
j

Sf refers to a person's

parentage and circumstances in child-

hood and youth. ^^Laeleth,
the circumstances ofa man's parent-

age and progress up to manhood.

Chub shing
j ^ to utter the voice

or other sound.

Chuh tse
] :|3Pto repudiate a wife.

Chh tsang yin tsze
| j|

&3 3.
new whole dollars. See$& Suy.

ChBhsze
]

or
| fc Chfib Jin,

to enter on the
magistracy.

Chah tow
| ^ *o put out the head;

i.e. figuratively to stand forward

to act for others.

Chfih tow
| jg breaking out of a

pustule, as the small pox.

Chuh yew
| ^ to go forth to

ramble.

1 560. A short appearance.

1561. Sorrowful; mental

concern. Read Tfib, alarm-

ed ; apprehensive.

Chuh Jen ke yay
fjjj fjfa ^fj ^

became sorrowful.

1662. Chfih, or Tuh Chfih

Puf Pi)',
shameless; no sense

of propriety. Read Heih,

To rail or scold. Read Kcih, To

laugh.
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1563. Appearance of water,

or of water issuing forth.

Read Kfih.Water settled or

stagnant. Occurs denoting to pass

through or ford ; to steep in water.

1564. The appearance of

coming out of a den or

cavern, or of being station-

ary there. One nays, The appearance

of an empty space, as the mouth

of a cavern.

1565. Sound; noise.

1566. To blame and to de-

grade; to put out of office ;

to expel; to drive away;

to exterminate.

Chuh chth HJ |g to de&rade fron,

office.

Chuh 18 keu leaou 1 $& 3p -r to
I /TT -^

s J
send down to a lower rank.

\

Chuh chih
]

ffi to degrade, nLj to

promote.

1567. Chuh or Chow.

1311.

15D8. A certain part of a

loom ; that which takes up

the woof,
jjvj* i[|j

Choo

chow, Are two parts of a loom ; the

one takes up the warp, and the other

the woof.

1 569. The stern part of a boat,

where the rudder is grasped

or fastened. To chuh fy\>/Uu
The tiller.

CHUH

1510. A certain part of the

axle of a carriage. Hilarity ;

alaciily; cheerfulness.

1571. From Black and Field ;

black loamy land, fit for

pasture. Domesticated ani-

mals, which are the care of the shep-

herd, and which are offered in sacri-

.fice. In the pasture, they are called

ChBh; when about to be used, they

are called Sang ^_.
To feed; to

bring together as a herd. To endure

or bear with. To raise ; to obey ; to

yield filial obedience to; to de-

tain. A surname. Formerly read

HeBh, To stop. The great and little

Chfih, are certain of the Kwa or Dia-

grams.

Chfih muh ^g T^ animals under the

care of the shepherd, at grass.

Chfih chung tung 1 5e gj to herd

together boys for unnatural purposes.

Chtih tlh
<f||

to cherish or cul-

tivate virtue.

1572.

^- Bent; made to crouch or

13-1 stoop. Occurs in the sense
_^

of
-gT Chfih, Domestic animals.

1573. Female gracefulness

a"d elegance.

1574. To nourish; to in-

duce; to be proud; to dis-

lik;.to hate,

1575. To push ; to shake and

cause pain ; to drag

CHUH

157C. To collect amass of

- ^ ^

water ;
water running to one

Yj^ reservoir ; to collect or

crowd together ; rapid ; to excite.

Chfih ta pT V$? water running witk

riipiility to one place.

JL a. 1577. t To collect; to accu-

mulate; to hoard; to keep

with care. To nourish or

take care of; to feed ; to bring up ; to

breed.

Chuh tseih^ ^ |
to accumulate;

Chuhtseu 1 E|>s
J

to collect many

things together.

Chuh IcTh
| -ft

to be careful of

one's strength, and not exert it uu-

necessarily.

Tyk to rear pigs.

|
to breed horseg.

^ to feed, as cattle.

1578. A kind of bag for

keeping clothes in; to put

up, or place clothes in safety.

1579. Chuh or Ch5, Name

of several rivers, muddy;

thick; foul water. The

mme of a st ir ;
a surname.

Chuh sze ch8 tsOh
j|n

jftff *M EJ

with' the foul water wash the feet.

Chuh she
j|f"

a vicious stale of

the age; prevailing corruption and

T'ICC; it implies that these originate

with the heads of the government.

Chuh tsing 11

jjij:
foul and clear;

corrupt and pure.

1580. The light ofa candle;

a candle; to illumine, as by

the sun or moon. The name

of a star. Forms part of the name
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of a medicine. A surname. Also

read Choo.

Chuh chaoii $jw 03 t illumine ;
to

illustrate ; to apply light to, physi-

cally or morally

Chuh le
| Jj|

to state clearly ; to

discriminate j to illustrate given

principles.

Chuh che ke
| ?g ^fi.

when a light

approaches rise as a mark ofrespect.

1581. *- A high degree of

anger; wrath; rage. A

man name. Read Tsan,

The root of a plant. The name of a

place.

1582. Chuh or Tow, A

measure for grain ; to walk

with strenuous effort. To

commute according to tke value.

1583. An erroneous form of

IK Chub, see below.

1 584. A sash or girdle.

1585. tTo push as with the

horn of an animal; to gore;

to oppose ; to strike or hit

against; to offend; to excite. A

man's name.

Chuh fan
jiffi

iVi to affront intention-

ally.

Chuh fan
JjH

to push against a

fence, like a sheep; a person who is

irresolute.

Chuh ban
j ^ to take cold. Chuh

is also applied to heat.

Chuhluy j
:*5 to understand a whole

I t^jf\

species, by hitting on an individual.
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Chuh noo 1 fe to excite a person's

anger.

Chuh muh king sing
| 9p^

to strike the eye and rouse the mind;

applied to the style and sentiment

of books or essays.

Chuh choo tungjen
| ^ Jfpj ^

whatever (subject) he attacked, he

clearly understood.

1586. The appearance of

walking; a child's mode of

walking.

1587. Footsteps. CMhchfih

chfih, Stamping with the

foot; progressing in an interrupted

manner.

1588. t Name of a plant.

A certain poisonous or stu-

pyfying plant.

1589. Chnh or Shuh, Relat-

ed or pertaining to; is. See

Shuh.

1590. Abbreviated form of

the preceding.

1591. To bid ; to order, to

give orders to; to engage

another person to do.

Chuh tS
P&j i^ to engage a person

to do.

Chuh shoo
I ga written will or

testament.

Chuh foo
| pj^

to charge; to enjoin.

1592. Respect; -veneration;

the obedient and respectful

deportmeutof a wife

CHlill

1593. To jraip; to

1594 To afford li^'litU); to

shew the way with a
light.

1595. Chuh-chuh, Respectful

/

v IttF profound veneration ; pro-

<r\] grossing as the planets with-

out any disccrnablc path.

1596. To afford light to;

to light ; to illumine.

1597. A sash or girdle.

1598. To look with

earnestness ; to gaze in-

tently; to look to

distance.

1599. A certain insect; a

local word for the spider.

1600. Walking in a respect

ful sedate manner.

&She. 1601. dpig.

1602. A path trodden bj

cowi or horses.

1603. A bird eating; to pick

up food with the beak ; to

peck. Also, read ChS, and

Chow, in the same sense, which tee.
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1604 To propel; to push

or drive out; to expel; to

drive with haste; a state of

excitation. To take out the several

topics or subjects from amongst

many, and to attend to each apart.

Chuh chuh
ZjS

til "i to drive out; to

Chuh keu I ^ / expel.

ChQh-chuh, Sincere; substantial ;
suc-

cessive ; reiterated ; interrupted

schemes or labour.

Chuh yih I to take each subject

apart by itself.

1605. A certain species of
W '~

"\ >O bamboo. Read Tefh, A mu-

sical reed with seven holes.

1606. Weeds; useless herbs.

1 607. A kind ofleech.

108. Vulgar form of \

Chuh, An axle or roller.

1 609. To leap ;
to skip.

i Chuh yu;

a certain musical instru-

ment.

1611. Appearance of eating i

a kind if cake.

:the161!. Macbtlh

name of an animal.

1613. Good expressions to

|L?V/ the gods ; blessings ; to bless

'I*/ ^^ divine being*. To decide.

A surname. Its opposite is sj], Tsoo,

To curse.

Chub tsou
JJ|J

=g blessings and pray-

er? | to pray.

& 1614. Chuh

the name of a bird.

1615. Chuh, or Me chuh

(^ IJjJI
rice boiled to a

kind of gruel or conge*.

Chuh chuh 1
J

weak-

ness; disability.

1610. Excessive rain; heavy

rain.

1617. Upright (equal; equity ;

high; emi.iei.ti to raiseon

high. Lofty and luxuriant

] aspiring peaks of

mountains <>houtir.g up.

call to. The noise made in

culling to fowls by those

who take care of them. The sect

THOU has a person they call
ijijj

Hf |& Chah-ke-ung, The old fowl-

caller.
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CHUN. XXIIPD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary Chun ; confounded with Shun. Canton Dialect, Chun.

Ifll9. --Representingplants

first buddirg forth with

difficulty ; the lower part

represents the curved

end <jf ihe root. All crea-

tures beginning to grow,

or to exist; thick, enduccd with dif-

ficulty; sparing, unwilli- g to part

with. One of theKwa,or Diagrams.

Bead Tun, To collect together and

italion ; stationary soldiers who cul-

tivate the ground.

Chunkekaou dl j[L ^ to fatten or
I >* \ r^

enrietrxn a sparing manner; to con-

fer favours.

Chun kwa
| ^ one of the Diagrams.

\^ 1620. Chun chun, Obscure un-

\*^rf intelligible language. Also

^^
read Tun.

1621. A bamboo round bask-

et to contain rice. A small

granary. Also re-d Tun.

Considered a vu'gar form of ^
Tun. ^ fi|[J

Me tun, A wooden

receptacle for grain.

Chun teeth 1
ijvj|

to forestall and

hoard up grain.

1622. Tun. Mournful: sorrow-

ful ; in a confused manner.

Read Chun, A man's name ,

and reiterated Chun-chun,To instruct

persons in unwearied diligence.

1623. A certain large wood

fit for making stringed

instruments.

1624. Chun-seih *g ^
laid up for a long night ;

coffined ; to put into a coffin.

Chun s?'ih che kit g 1 ^ "jX CT^

respectful contribution to the coffin-

ing , is written on the envelope of a

small present sent to the person who

presides at the funeral, a universal

practice.

1625. Deep sunken eyes;

dull , stupid.

1626. Shun. Silk threid;,

pure; unmixed; unspotted;

great. Read Chun, or Keun,

The ornaments at the lower part of

a garment ;
the fringe ; a cap embroi-

dered with black and white silk.

Read Tun, To roll up or roll round;

to bind with. Read Tsuen, The

whole of; the complete number.

$,

Jft

Chun slh
JJSJJ ^fi

one unmixed colour.

Chun joo 1

fjjji
a person decked

with the garb or name of a scholar,

without the reality.

1627. Chun chun. Appearance

of speaking in a confused

manner ; to siy to repeated-

ly. Read Tun, Loquacity.

1628. C. Earnest; honeiti

sincere appearance. Flesh

dried in a particular way.

The bones of the face.

Chun che
| |$ to hold or grasp with

vehemence.

Chun kan
Iff*'

4*16 storaacn "^

liver of a bird.

1629. Wine of a superior or

excellent quality.

1630. Difficulty of progress-

ing, appearing
to make no

progress; labouring without

effect.

^_ 1631. Chun chim, To say

YfVJ over and over again ; to

IT* enjoin repeatedly.

1632. Chun or Chan, A mark

to be- shot at wit an ar-

row, also written Hfc Chun,
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A mound of earth. Read To, A

path or walk appropriated to archrry .

Read Tuy, Earth or clay raised up

so as to form a mound. Read Kw8,

jWj|
KwS-twan, The name of a

country.

1633.
-ChunkThj

1

^ |

Solidity or sincerity of

heart or mind. Chun

how 1 Hf. to behave

kind.

to persons with since-

rity. Plain, honest and

1634. Read Tun, Denoting

substantial ; sincere ; friend-

ly, and other senses. Read

Chun, in the same sense as the fol-

lowing.

%__ 1635. -Chun or Shun, Clear;

pure ; unmixed ; to wash or

lranse ; part of a military

carriage. Great.

Chun lo '/? rei salt bad land. Chun-

chun, The appearance of flowing and

moving.

Chun fung JjjJ
a pleasant breeze.

1636. To state to very

fully and impressively;

to inculcate. Chun chun

to inculcate repeatedly;

to instruct with un-

wearied assiduity; indefatigable in

tcachine.

1637. Thick) substantial;

rich.

CHUN

1638. c-
Spring season;

the beginning ofthe year,

when all nature buds

forth. A surname ; name

of a liquor and of a

flower ; figuratively im-

plies hilarity ; prosperity ;

VT^ wantonness. Chun tsew

tumn. Name of an his-

_t torical work compiled

AST by Confucius, giving

r I I an account of the sixth

century before the Christian era.

Chun fung JIH
vernal breeze;

pleasing countenance.

Chun fun
/rp March 22nd. The

Spring term.

Chun sTh TD tables with trees,

flowers and living figures on them,

paraded about the streets.

Chun new
j ^ a clay buffalo em-

ployed at the rites of
Spring.

Chun hea tsew tung j jp. <>J

Spring, Summer, Antumn, Winter.

Chun yu joo kaou rrfn frn igfC

vernal showers are like
molifying

ointment.

Chune 1 =^1
I i\J< I refer to the ani-

Chun kung
J ^. J

mal intercourse

of the sexes, and obscene pictures.

chun, To blow.

1340. A woman's name, A

beautiful woman.

CHUN

1641 Confused; disorder;

agitation and embarrasi-

raent of mind.

Chun-rliun ^K appearance of

being shaken and agitated ; disturbed

as by grief.

164-2. Name of a certain

long-lived tree. Chun or

Chun-tang^ >jj?
is used

to designate a father; a numeral of

affairs.

Chun heuen ping mow
j ^ j} jW?

father and mother both in excellent

health. YTh-chun-kwae-sze 1

a Plcasino

1643. C Name of a certain

valuable stone.

1644. White colour.

1 645. A thick clump of bam-

boos.

1646. Long eyes. Name of

a king of Corea.

1647. To move; a kind

of internal crawling mo-

tion like that of insects;

simple; foolish, doltish.

Chun tsze & 3*
silly ;

stupid ; foolish. Che-

chun
$fl 1 expresses

the same. Chun tung

j !|y
to move; to
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sh:.ke ; to stir up one's self in a proud

ignorant manner.

Chun pun woo che ^ 3|E ffl

stupid and ignorant.

1648 - Name of a plant; to

push forth as plants; mixed ;

blended.

1649. Fat ; fleshy ; unctuous.

1650. Rich; wealthy; affluent.

1651. Blended; mixed. Per-

verse and erroneous. Chun

keaou I

j|jj[
mixed; a

variety of colours.

1652. A central door.

165S. A speckled or spotted

horse; a dull horse.

1654. Name of a tea fish.

. Name of a bird.

CHUN

1650. \ To approve; toallow;

toprant; to decide; to de-

termine; to fix previously.

Common form of the following. To

receive. Tsze chun
Jfj^

or

]} Chun tsze, Occurs in govern-

ment papers in the sense of receiving

a document from a superior officer.

Chun hing ^R; JTT grant to be done;

to allow a thing to be done.

Chun kefh
j ^ to permit ; to give

to ; to give permission to.

Chun yu tsih yue nuy hwuy kwang

decided or settled to return to Can-

ton during the 7th moon.

Chunpe
| j^y

to prepare for.

1657. ^ To equalize; to adjust;

to fix ; to allow ; to mark ; to

weigh ; to measure ; a mark

or measure by which to adjust. Name

of an office, and ofan instrument of

music. ?ee the preceding. Also

read Chue, The cheek bones; the

tip of the noise is called B
Pechun. Tuychun^^K j

to adjust

by weighing ; to weigh.

Chun che
]

jtff to give the worth of

one commodity in another, and so

close the transaction ; to barter.
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Cliiin shing
] jjjijj

a marking line,

such a ii ued by Carpenters.

Chuntsth
^ |||Ja

rule, a law.

Chun It-
| i^l

a goddeit with nu-

merous ami', indicating her power

to save.

1658. Chuen, or Shun. A

kind of shield. Name of

an office ; of a certain coun-

try; and of an star. Read Tun, A

man's name. Maim tun -/
Jfi ;i

spear and shield ; contradictory

speech ; to contradict one's self.

1659. A cloth or hag to

contain rice.

1660. To walk ; to go.

1661. A hearse; a carriage

to convey a coffin ; a kind

of sledge for passing through

miry places.

1662. A certain bird.

1 663. A vehicle for carrying

a coffin; a kind of hearse.

.*RT II. *
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CHUNG. XXIVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries, Chung. Canton Dialect, Chung.

1664. -Chung. The middle;

the centre; within; half.

Read Chiing, Keu-shing, is

a Verb To hit the centre; to attain

the object.
pfy fy Nuy chung(

Within; included in the number;

amongst. ^ fa J ^ Tmg
tsae chung keen, Put it in the midst,

or within. ^ | ^ Puh chung

yung, Not ofany use, not answering

the parpose.
<f|( ^ |

Kea puh

chung, Price not coming up to what

is wanted. ft J g? j Ta

chung cherhing, Holding the perfect

medium without the least deviation

from rectitude ; said in praise of

persons. J{ j
Jjn chung, The

middle part of the upper lip ; imme-

diately below the partition of the

ostrils
JjQ ]

I-ang chung, A

certain officer in the government, at

the capital. ^g j
Tang chung,

In the middle.
jj ^ j ^ Wo

puh chung e, I don't wish, or like.

I Leang chung, To guess right.

[

Ping chung, To take hold

of the middle; and act justly. fjj

j

Sze chung, Name of a star. jP

I -Q wi Ch'ng chung kehwae,

To hit Uie sentiment or opinion which

exists in another person's breast.

Chung che
] ^ the heart.

Chung e
j

TaT to hit one's wish ; to like

Chung too urh fei
] ^ ffjj ^

stopping in the midst of one's pur-

pose.

Chung han ^ ill, from the influ-

ence ofcold.

Chung hing 1
[ to rise in insur-

rection in the midst of the empire.

Chung keen 1 [til
' the middle,

I I^J

within.

Chung kw5
[^j

or 1 |JB [^

Chung hwa kw3, The central aud

flourishing nation ; viz. China.

Chung keen
J

RH the middle.

Chung ke'S I

'!^
name of a military

officer of the 3d rank.

Chung keun
| ^ lower, inner gar-

ments ; under-petticoats.

Chun taou urh le'ih
| ^ Tnt

j

st Hiding in the middle path; said in

a moral sense.

Chung leu S a certain part of

the year.

Chung kw5 che choo teen j ih che paou

1 ft X Fl -&
the Sovereign of China is a manifL'S-

tation of the sun in the heaveos; suid

by a Tartar over-powered by th*

glories of the Emperor. (A. D. 1060.)

Chu-ig shoo I

^- ill, from the in-

fluence of heat.

Chung tsew
j ^||]

to become intoxi-

cated.

Chung tin;;
j 'jjj

a principal minis-

ter of state.

Chung pSh tth
] xj\ ^ cannot hit

cannot attain to eminence.

Chung tang Jin te
} % A$

mediocrity of talent.

Ciiuug too 1 ^ half way, either li-

terally or figuratively.

Chung tsew tsee
] ^ ^jj"

a term

which occurs on the 15th of the 8th

moon.

Chun vS 1 f^i a mountain in Ho-nan.n J
| *jlfy\

Chung yung J3^
the second of

the Four-Books of Confucius.

Chung yuen 1

j^l
the halfof a dollar.

Chung yang -Jf^
the centre.

Chung kwS jin ^ /^ a C!u-ie'!s.

Chung jin
] A r

1 f^ A
Chung paou jin, A person who acts

as a mediator, or aegociator bi:twec n

two others.

Chung jin
| A or

1 ^f /Hi A
Cluing tang teih jin, A man possess-

ing a mediocrity of talent.
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Chung kcu-jin y$& A to obtain

the rank of Kcu-jin, viz. a certain

literary rank.

1665. From Man and Middle.

The second in order of three.

An instrument of music. A

surname. Part of the name of Con-

fucius, he was called frfl ItJ

(hung-ne, from being the second

brother.
<jp j

PTh chung, Two

brothers ; the elder and the younger.

Kwau chung, Brothers.

Kwan, denotes those elder than the

person addressed ; Chung, denotes

the younger, /tf y& 'UL
,

Yew ke wei kwan chung ? How many

brothers have you?

Four brothers beginning with

the e'dest are called fa
\ ffi

^ PTh, chung, shiih, ke. The eldest

may also be called
jj6

Ma,. .

The three months of each season

of the year, have the words jg

J2 Ming, chung,ke, Applied to them

in order.
ThusJjJ

1 Mang chung,

denotes the first month in Spring.

1 ^Hi
Chung'lea > The second month

in Summer, or the fifth of the year.

Z& %. Ke tung, The last month of

winter, or the last month of the year.

In these senses, PR Churg, Without

Man by the side, is son.etimes used.

Four Twin brothers, are called in

order, ~f-
"jfa

IP J# Tsze, mang,

chung, shiih.

Chutig foo
j

/ father's younger

brother.

Chung-ne j Jf?
Confucius.

1 1^

> yyy

IT
1666. vA luxuriousncsi of

herbage ; plants growing

thick and rank.

1667. - To shake; to

agitate; to fly up; con-

cord ; deep ; hollow.

Written
)l|j Chung, the

same as with three dots
-,

and also Delic ite ; young ;

to fly up to heaven, or to dart

suddenly to a place ; the sound of

pieces of ice rushing against each

other; ornaments which hang

down. The sense to fly
is also

expressed by
fjjl

Chung. -^

1 A % ]>L^,
ya cniinsJ in

f8h keih che, I a young person had

not attained to a proper knowledge

of things. S 5$ 1 1

Ts5 ping chung chung, The noise of

breiking ice from the hills.

3&
] ^ Yih fei chung teen,

Dart to heaven at a flight. jjji|| g^
\fe Keen ke chung

seaou han, The glare of the swords

tlart high as the heavens. Seaou

denotes the clouds ; Han, the Milky-

way.

1 Luh yuS urh sluh woo jlh

chung, Despatched on the 25th of

the sixth moon ; said of a letter.

To rhyme, read Chung.

Chung fung piS
chin

[ $| ^ [Ttjl

to rush upon an enemy and break

their ranks; to charge an enemy.

Chung han 1 ^ to take cold.

Chung j>5
| ifijij?

to break or de-

feat, either literally or figuratively.

Chung tung
jfijfj

to ilukc, lo

1668. A woman's name.

1669. A respectful tedata

feeling; upright; uprights

ness. Faithfulness; fidelity;

not double-minded ; not selfish.

Honest ; devoted ; patriotic. Name

of a distric t, and of a sea.

Chung chin $* Ef a faithful seryaut

of the crown, a patriotic statesman.

Chung chin
J=J^

faithful and un-

corruptcd, as a public servant.

Chung c 1 ^g hone- 1 and eminent-

ly devoted to right principles, with

out regard to consequences.

Chung how shun yTh I

JJI? JJ-iji

-

fidelity and singleness of intentions.

Chung kang I

j[^ faithful and up-

right.

Chung lee
|

3?'] vehemently faith-

ful to a deceased husband.

Chung sin
j jj*\

sincere ; faithful.

Chung yen ni-8 urh
j "p" j^ J^l

faithful words grate the ear.

Chung how
| Ip.

faithful and ho-

nest.

^ I
1670. Sorrowful; mournful;

^TMt jrieved or distressed in mind.

| I Chung-chung, expresses the

same.

flt

1671. The appearance of

water, deep and widely

spread ;
an extensive sheet

of water.

1672. Sorrowful; mournful.
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*J2L
1673. C- An empty or

hollow vessel, a cup.

Occurs in the sense of

Jrh Chung. Cha chung

^ Ji a tea cup. Tsew

chungy| j

a wine cup.

Ne chih tib, ke chung ^ ^ fff

fe
]

how many cups (of wine)

can you drink?

1674. Young grain. A sur-

name.

1675. To bore or work a hole

in the middle.

1676. A certain species ef

bamboo or reed.

1677. N'ame of a plant.

1678. Insects in the midst

of a thing j insects eating or

devouring a thing.

1679. f Applied to punish-

ments, denotes Justice

and equity, neither too

severe, nor too light ;

what is right and just.

[* ] The garment*

withinside; the garments

ordinarily worn about one's person;

internal moral goodness; sincerity

of heart; moral rectitude,- sincerity.

Internally j to perceive thoroughly ;

to wind about the heart. The heart ;

the mind. 4ft I ChiS chung,

To dicide equitably between con-

flicting opinions.

Chung ching
j J internal rectitude

of mind.

Chung hwae
| |||

the mindj the

heart ; the feelings.

Chung tang
j

$= rightly adjusted.

Chung tsing
] 'JS something

on the

mind undivulged.

1 680. Trowsers or breeches.

1681. To fly straight up.

1 682. Chung, or Leaou chung

1683. - Chung. To fill;

to fill an office; to carry to

the utmost extent of; to

fulfil the duties of; to act

in the capacity of. To stuff

or stop up. Sufficient;

prepared; excellent; to fatten; to

satiate. Long; high. A surname.

Formed from -fc Tiih, To issue

forth suddenly; and ^ Jin, Man

-E^ffi 1 nfiw
chin pull ning chung urh yiih, One

person cannot fulfil the duties of two

services.
fc ] g ^ Ching

chung mae pan. To fill the situation

ofa Compradore; or one *ho pur-

chases provisions and necessaries for
1

Piih ning chung mwan jin sin, Can-

not satisfy the heart of man "di
"jt

j jIjC ^H Sze chang thing chung,

Excessive service (required) by go-

vernment (and heavy taxes.) jjj&

Dp ] JL Yew joo chung urh,

Laughing as iftheir ears were stopped.

It i> remarked that deaf people are

found to laugh much.

Chung jin
] ^ one who feeds and

fattens animals.

ChungshTh
| ^stuffed; made solid.

Chung tsflh yew yu
] jg ^ |

a
sufficiency; and something to spare.

These expressions are understood

both
physically and

metaphorically.

Chung chih
j ^-numerous, ex-

tending far ; said of banditti.

Chung hwuy
| ^ to continue the

meetings of
society.

Chung ke
| jj|[

to
satisfy hunger.

Chung keun
j

'jlj
to fill the army ;

to transport to a distance and give as

slaves to the army. Such offenders

are given only to the Tartar troops.

Cluing peen shih fang
j ||| -J-

-fc

filled every region ; the
phraseology

of the Buddhists.

Chung tso
j ^- to do ; to fulfil the

doing of; to act in the place of.

Chung tsuh
J jg completely filled.

Chung mwan
] j^j

to fill , to occu-

PJ * g'ven space.

Chung jen rniih
j [j^ g to per-

form the task of spy or informer.
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1684. The heart moved;

commotion of the mind.

1685. To skip or leap.

1686. The noise of water.

1687. Sharp pointed bamboo.

1688. Gems or other stones

to hang at the ears.

1689. Single garments.

1 690. A certain plant.

1691. * -Hollowed or borod

with an axe. fhung-paou

cannon.

1692. To fill ; to occupy.

169S. t- Animal', either

inhabiting earth or water,

which have feet; quadru-

peds and bipeds; insects;

those without feet are

called ^ Che. Occurs

ued for the following. A surname.

JABT II. O 2

Chung poo ^, ffl
insect and reptile

class ; it includes frogs and shell (Uti.

1694. A kind ofhot steam,

fume, or vapour.

r!695. Animals withoutfeet ;

eptiles.

1096. The silk worm which

is brought forth late in the

year.

1697. -- A species of lo-

cust, also called Sf
tjjfr

Tsaou-chung. The names

by -which the locust is

known, are very nu-

1-ttt^
Bfr Chung

sze, A locust said to

bring forth ninety-nine

at a time.

IrL

1698. t- Heavy; weight;

weighing; to give weight

and importance to. Impor-

tant! respectable. To be grave and

decorous. Heinous, applied to crimes;

Severe, applied to punishments. To

reiterate; reiterated-, double. Ching-

chung ^jK Si careful and attentive.

S:m chui g che tsih Ifih ^ ~y--
I A^

B|J f^ three beingdoubled make six.

Chung fooke pin \ ^% ^f to

pay deference to the rich and insult

the poor.

Chung jin lun A
jjjp

to regard

with respect, and give weight to the

relations of social life.

Chung kan 1 ^fll to reprint ; to make

a new edition of.

Chung kwei
J
& to esteem vlu

able. Kwei chung -fa
J

valuable

and important.

Chung lun
| jjjjjj, Tumg chung lun

'RC 1 r>fln
or ^ Cnun6 'un W,

p-OT
are law phrases, denoting that

the severest construction mutt be

put on the case referred to. Exer-

cising lenity, or putting a favorable

construction on the circumstances, is

expressed by tW? King, Light, in the

place ofChung, in the above phrasei.

Chung shth ylh kin 1
-j- Pp

weighing eleven catties.

Chung wei
j /Jj

an important and

dignified elation.

Chung teih
| ^ to shade ; to veil

Chung yang tse
J

K!-
|j
n a term

which occurs on the 9th of the 9ta

moon. The people fly paper kites.

1699. H| J
Lang chung,

Not meeting with; not sue-

ceeding^mbecility ; dotige.

Syn. with iLj Chunb', Irresolute.

1700. To pierce or stab.

1701. v To walk in the same

footsteps ; to tread in a path

which has been before trod-

den.

1703. Unable to speak, jljg

IKS fhung yung, A dUpo-

fition to vomit. Read

Chung or Tsung, Flurried ; appear-
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ance of being hurried, or agitated;

panting.

1703. A woman's name.

1701. Slow; dull; heaTy.

1705. t- To push and strike.

1706. The milk of cows and

horses. The sound of a

drum; the sound of water

dashing.

1707. The appearance of

fire rising up.

1708. A pregnant cow.

^^f^ 1709. ' To plant or sow,

~yf*ae} seed
; sort; class or kiud;

>J T' ^ tribe. The name ofa place.

The appearance of short hair; to

spread' out as in scattering seed.

Tsicbung^^ J
mixed, or various

sorts.

Chung chung ^ j
every sort and

kind ; every species of.

Chung hwa
j

/& to plant flowers.

Hwa chung^
|

flower seeds.

Chung luy Hf class ; sort; species.

Chung chung pe twan 1 fife ^&
every species of meanness and ille-

galily.

Chung tow I

^j
to plant the small

pox; innoculate ; to vaccinate.

1710. A swelling or puffing

up.

nil. A certain measure.

1712. - Double suit of

*J? clothes; thick; substantial.

J
^*

[
x
] To work or embroider.

* -f , HIS. To swell; to grow

f/l 3f tumid; a swelling; a being

/ V'*J"> i nflated ; used physically and

morally.

Chung ke tsing hlh
)}g jg || M

to swell up blue and black ; to bruise.

1714. Lung chung 3S

walking or acting in a dis-

torted, deflected manner.

11715. The heel of the foot;

to follow at heel; to

trace the same foot-

stePs ' lo act in the same

waJ as has been done be-

Chung urh hing che, To aot as pre-

decessors have done.

Chung sze tsing hwa
j

^R.
j-jfc

3fe

to do as before with some additional

shew and pomp; understood in a bad

sense.

1716. Wings.

1717. A woman pregnant.

1718. A certain vessel to

contain wine; to collect

together ; heavy ; a certain

measure; the natural talent conferred

by Heaven, is called Chung, and

HW Chung ling. The name of a

nation ; of a district ; of an official si-

tuation; and of a musical instrument.

The appearance of shedding tears.

Used also for
^f| Chung, A bell.

Cha chung^ j
a tea cup. Tsew

chung
VjSJ

I a wine cup.

Chung ling yuh sew ^ ||| $J^ ^~
gifted with the most elegant talents,

applied both to internal and external

accomplishments.

1719. Chung lung ^ ^
a certain bamboo fit for

making a particular instru-

ment; a certain bamboo utensil.

1720. Name of a place.

1721. A small bird; a spar-

row or other small bird

flying.

1722. Chung chang
[ ^|

a certain bird ; a small bird

flying.

1723. Name of a certain Cib.

H Tung. 1724. Mone ; a toy ; one

tt'ho has no house or family.

Cattle without horns ; hills without

grass, and so on.

1725. To pierce ; to stab.
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1736. Chung-Chung, The

appearance of walking or

going.

1727. An unsettled state of

mind ;' going backwards

and forward* continually ;

uninterrupted motion.

Chung chung wang lae
J ^J

3fc incessantly going backwards and

forwards.

1 JL. 1728. A certain tree of the

i^ac.
"JKVE} flower of which cloth can be

I-, made
;

a section of a tree,

three cubits fire tenths long ; a staff.

,_ JL , 1729. Chung or Tung, Name

^/*Ft^ of a river and of a sea be-

If ^~*~* yond the north pole. Chung

chnng, High ; eminent. A river er

stream spoiling a road ; wet ; damp.

Chung yung
j(|| |a,kind of elo-th

cover for a
carriage.

1730. A thort spear or lance.

1731; A particular species

of grain or seed; to plant

1732. A veisel or ship of

war of a certain description

is called
)|g ||j Mung

chung.

1 733. A species of locust.

1734. Vacant; empty.

lif

1735. <-. To excite; to

move; sudden motion ;

abrupt) a path or tho-

roughfare ; a kind of war

T
chariot,

1j wr Mung

chung, A ship of-war.

Chung chwang
j Jig

to rush abrupt-

ly against; to offend by words.

1736. A net to catch birds.

1737. A kind ofmole, other-

wise called T 3* earth-
. sy\i

P'S-

1738. Walking in a<listorted

manner, like a child learning

to walk ; to tread or walk

upon ; also
calledjbjfe jfjj! Lung chung.

Chung ke mun I ~R, Pfl to tread

the threshhold ofa door.

1739. - A bell; a bell for

musical purposes ; certain

tones in music. A bell for

religious- temples, and for common

purposes; any thing hollow that

emits sound of whatever material

made. The name of a uhce, and ofa

hill. Sluh chung ~Jn ffig
a stone

bell.

Chwang chung^ j "^
to -strike or

Ta chung |j j / riag a bel)

Chung peaou ^ a clock.

1740. From fa Paon, To

enclose around ; the other

part used for sound. A

swellingmound of earth ;

swelling high; the sum-

mit of a hill. The

mound of earth raised over grave*,

and the surrounding ridge enclosing

it. Chung, often denote! the grave

Uself.

Great ; the first and most honorably

brn son is called ^& -? Chung

tsze.
llj | ^ ttj

Shan chung

tsiih piog, The rocks rush down from

the summit of tha mountains. jF

^XW I ?ffiB%
'^ Che js foo yew chung tsze, ching

yug Kea-tiih, As to the father's first

born son, he is denominated Kea-tuh
;

i. e. the ruler of the family.

Chung keun S~ tha sovereign of
I r~*

a country.

Chung too
j

~fc a mound of earth ;

an altar of earth on which to sacrifice.

Chung tsae
j ^P entrusted with great

authority.

1741. A kind ofwar carriage.

1742. A grave or sepulchre.

$ ^ HW "& chung, A

deserted grave ; a tomb it

which no descendants worship.

AfL

\~*

1743. Name ofx hill; a hill

like a gravr.

174*. To fend offwatn

%+Tung. 1745. The Utt of tile

teutons, Winter.

1746. \arae of a certain

wood.
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1747. -The end or close of

a ball of thread ; the end of

the year ; a space of twelve

years ; the year under certain circum-

stances; a certain portion of land.

The end ; the termination ; the close ;

the finit of a book. To end ; to

terminate
;

the close of S ^*

Keun-tsze, A good man's life is

expressed by Chung; of a mean

man, by ^^ Sze, Death. A sur-

name.

Chung pfih kaekih S& 5N QV Ji

never reform.

Chung koo
~dj

the whole of

antiquity.

Chung she 1 $C to close the age ;

to die.

Chung shin
J

ft* the end of the

body ; the close of life ; death ; to

the close of life; the whole of life.

Chung shin che sze 'Sf ~~/ IS.

an affair that concerns one's whole life.

Chung show 1 the end of one's

days.

Chung jm Q the whole day.

Chung shin show yung 1
J=| t^ jijj

a dgree of comfort and enjoyment

all one's life.

Che chung joe ylh jfe ^
the beginning and the end the same.

1748. A certain bamboo ;
a

certain bamboo chest or

basket.

1749. Chung kwei^ ^
name ofa certain plant.

1750. The streaks orspoti

ofa tiger, red and black.

1751. Chung and Tung,

A certain watt r bird.

1752. / A larjre concourse

of; a multitude ; a great

number. 'Many; the name

of a (tar ; the name of a

\^ff district ; the name of a

^>f^fc plant. A surname. Chung

to % ^ a great many.

>> Chung shing
| ||,

'O f\*. great abundance andaf-

fluei CJ.

Chung lun 1
jfm

the opinions of the

multitude, or public opinion.

Chung sing 1 / every living thing,

all mankind; men generally.

Chung sing keae yew Foh sing
j

/

"itl" ^ f^ *|^
all mankind partake

of the nature of Buddha.

Chung yu J3-1
the rainy season.

Chung jin h many men; the

public.

1753. A smaller stream run-

n 'ng lnto * larger one. An

assemblage of streams ; the

noise of waters rushing to a point.

1754. A certain animal like

aleopard, but having ahorn.

1755. Ease; leisure; re-

tirement.

^ fcr* 1756. Small rain ; the noise

of rain. J f;|:j Chung-

yu, A term ; the rainy season.

1757. Q Affection; tender

regard to; love; kindness,

an honorable dwelling. A

surname.

Chung gae n& ^? ardent affection;

love.

Chung tse'5 I ^^ a favorite concu-

bine.

Chung e
j

3- unusual kindness.

Chung gan 1 B\ the most gracious

and kind treatment.

Chung setb
[ ^ga favor or benefit be-

stuwed iu the most gracioun manner.

1768. Seay chung^ |

perhaps denotes Depraved,

partial regard.

1759 Heavy; added to:

double.

1760. To cut or pare a

thing.

1761. t- To beat as with

a pestle; to pound. Name

of an office ; an instrument

of music; name ofa district ; of a hill,

and of a bird.

Churg choo ^p i/f. a wooden pestle

or beater.

Chung kan
]
W to pound in a cer-

tain earthen vessel.

Chjngme
j TJ^to pound rice.
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Manuscript Dictionaries, Chui. Canton Dialect, Chuy,

^ ^ 1762. ' To escort or go with

to follow after; to expel ;
to

go after. To pursue after

to prosecute at law ;
to seek to fine

out, or to recover ;
to trace back to

former times. The name of a state.

Read Tuy.

Tuyche^S Jrj
to work a precious

stone. Moo tuy -^ |
a certain

cap of former times.

Chuy keth 1 7
~)

to pursue and

1 3Sil f overtake.
Chuy taou

| ^tlj
J

Chuy na 1 ^ to pursue and seize.

Chuy yuen | jj[
to follow after to

a distance; to look back and wor-

ship distant ancestors

Chuy tsun sze tae

bestowed retrospective titles on four

generations
deceased ;

done by the

first Emperor of Ming Dynasty.

Chuy kew j to Prosecute at

law ;
to investigate to the bottom.

Cbuyfung wang
| ^ ^retro-

spectively appointed him king; i. e

after his death.

Chuy fei
'

ife to lay out's faults on

other people.

Chuy yih ]
wa to endeavour to

remember the past.

ii 2

Chuy ta hwuy lae
]

run and call him back.

Q>|^t '763. Appearance of the

mouth being filled.

^ * 1764. To throw from one;

JL-J
E to strike, as a drum or bell ;

' ^^r" to throw at.

Chuy shih tow ^6 /fj M to tnrow

stones.

Chuy wa peen ~J~I Vj
to throw

brickbats.

Chuy koo I ~a$ to beat a drum.
| ^^^

Chuy chung 1 ^. to strike a bell.

1765. E- To strike; to

knock ; a wooden beater ;

a pestle ; a club ;
a drum-

stick ; to beat or strike

with a club or drum-stick.

A certain piece of wood

employed in the culture

ofsilk worms. Mfihchuy

7J^
1 a wooden beater,

used in washing clothes.

1766. ^- A mallet of any

kind, either wood or metal ;

a club; to beat as with a mal-

let or club; to pommel. Read Tuy,

*

To work stones. Tee chuy $

an iron club.

Chuy wo f 3v to beat me.

1 767. Disease ; a iwelling of

the feet.

1768. A bait made of rice

flour.
^

1769. A cord or rope; to let

down, as over a city wall by

' a cord or rope.

1770. A swelling of the feet

or inferior parts of the body.

1771. The bone at the back

of the neck.

1772. Obscure. Thunder; the

noise of thunder.

11773.

t-- To hang down

from above; suspended

from a higher place;

reaching to. Nearly; near

to. A boundary ;
a terri-

tory on the frontier.

Theiwme of a place';
the name of a
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person. To bow down; to condes-

cend to ; to extend from ancient

time* to the present; or from the

present times to subsequent ages.

Occurs in the sense of [^ Chuy, The

outer part of a hall near the steps.

Also read Shwuy. -j^ t^f 3J3:^
K Ta tae chuy san drib. Large

sashes hung down three cubits.
Jjjj

J&- "2 $ Le he chuy che

maou, Le expresses the appearance

of hanging down. ^ ] $ |tr

Ming chuy how she, Name descend

to future ages. ^L -f' | ^
| ^ Kung-tsze chuy fa wan she,

Confucius left a rule to ten thousand

pQh kew, To descend down forever

without rotting. ^ ] /ft (|f

Ming chuy chub pth, To hand down

one's name on bamboo and silk; the

materials used for writing on before

the invention of paper. '^$$\ ;

4S? Mung ne chuy gae, I thank you

for your condescending regard. t]B

ffij Tung chuy, se chuy,

The eastern and western extremity

of a hall, near to the steps by which

qne descends. Jg ygj ^ ^g 1

Keen lew wo peen chuy, Killed the

people on my fontier. Zp -J-
1

Tsiih yu chuy, Died at Chuy.

Chuy tsze shang chuy hea, 3g Q J*

&f5 ~T> Chuy, is from above to hang

or reach down to a place below.

Chuy chS show 1 ^ 3i to let the

hands hang down.

Chay show urh tth

to hang down the hands and obtain ;

expresses acquiring with ease.

to hang

CHUY

Chuy shang urh.chc 1 5j| |m yjp

is now used to express The ease with

which a Sovereign rules in pros-

perous times.

Chuy te tow
-jj^

down the head.

Chuy tow sang ke
|jj|

to hang down the head in a spiritless

manner.

Chuy she 1 4{t to descend to subse-

quent ages.

Chuy fan how lae
] $jjfc |J> Tfc

to

leave a pattern or example for those

who come hereafter.

Chuy yu how hwan
j

to cause blessings to descend to

posterity.

Chuyleen [ i|J|
Condescending com-

passion. It cannot be affirmed of

one's self, but of the kindness and

compassion of another person. To

compassionate an inferior.

Chuy wei
| Ig^

in imminent danger;

near to death.

Chuy laou 1 4 to approach to eli

aSe -

Chuy hea 1 ~K to hang down.

Chuy-koo I Jp to look down kindly

upon, in order to take care of.

Chuy gae | 'J?
to shew affection to

an inferior.

1774. Chuy, or ?hwuy.

Heavy. Name of a person fa-

mous for his craft and inge-

nuity, in the time of -gsw Hwang-

CilUY

te. Shoo-king writes it without

Man by the side.

1775. To implicate other*;

to involve; tp connect by

implication.

1776.
v To beat with. a stick

or club ; to beat or pound.

Chuy kow 1 $fr the bit of a horse's

bridle.

.* 1777. To beat with a club

Tlyi|^ or stick ; to torture ; to in-

I .^a ducc a confession ; wood

growing exuberantly.

Chuy tsoo che hea, ho kew pdh till 1

(confession) is there that may not be

obtained (from one suffering) under

a cluster of bludgeons!

1778. An earthen vessel with

a small mouth; the name

of a place.

1779. Commonly read Shwuy,

To sleep; the name of a

flower, and of a plant.

1780. To beat; to pound;

to press with stones; to

keep down by a weight

placed above. Read To, A stony

appearance.

17S1. A particular special

of reed or bamboo
; pendent

i bamboos; the joints of a

reed ; a switch to beat a horse with ;

to bastinade or punish with the

bamboo.
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1782. To beat with a pestle;

to pound ; in a mortar.

1783. ' To cause an affair

to bend down on, and im-

plicate another person; to

connect or involve affairs; to search

into other people's
secrets. A sur-

name.

Chuy wei g|t i^K to put blame from

one's self and charge other people;

to implicate and involve people.

1784. The thick pendent

flesh of a cicatrix. The

fundament) the backside ;

the posteriors. The name of a

district.

1785. The edge, or hanging

over of a precipice, dan-

gerous. A limit; a frontier.

Peen chuy che te Ja ffife "/ mJ
f-L* f^_Li /S^^ *^U4

Land on the frontier.

1786. Silver weighing twelve

taels. A weight used in

weighing with scales or

steelyards. Heavy ; a man's name.

Name of a district. A hammer for

beating metals when heated.

1787. A bird of the fowl spe-

cies ; also said to be a species

of crow.

1788. Appearance of a small

horse.

1789. The appearance of the

wind causing a thing tobend

down, as plants ; blowing

down flat, as grain.

1790. A general term applied

to all birds with short tails.

Occurs in the sense
>fxjfi

Tsuy, High, lofty, a forest shaken by

the wind.

1 79 1 . To select ; to command ;

to advance; to set forward;

to promote; to search; to

investigate ; to scrutinize. To push

to the results, or consequences ; to

infer; to draw a natural consequence

from, preceding premises. Read

Tuy, To push away.

Chuy chuh Jtg [H bring a calculation

to a result.

Chuy pun che
j

^JK ^ to search to

the root, or bottom of.

Chuy kwan 1 'tjfa Judge or Ma-

gistrate, in the style of former days.

Chuy ke yuen koo
j
ji

jjS ^
to endeavour to ascertain the cause of.

Chuy kew %? to search into a
I / V-*

subject; to
investigate a cause.

Chuy luy
j J5 to extend a princi-

ple to subjects of the same class or

species.

Chuy swan
| ^ to calculate; to

pursue results by calculation.

Chuy tsth 'jH| to calculate or infer
I i^J

from natural appearances, events

which are still future; as,'

Chuy tslh Itih ming
| jl|| jjj^ MJJ

to calculate fates respecting emolu-

ments and longevity.

Chuy c keth jin
] jJ ^ A to

extend or propagate (virtuous prin-

ciples) to other persons.

1792. Name of a plant.

' 793 ' U'cd f"r ^ {htn '

a " (1

$'i
( llUY ' To strike, U

beat. A bludgeon, a club;

an iron mallet. Nan;e of a irt-t: lli:.t

bears an edible fruit. Blunt; thick;

unbending; simple; stupid, rustic.

Chung loo
]

frf rustic ; simple ;

stupid.

Chuy tsze
| ^p.

the fruit of the Chuy

tree.

1794. A name of a cow.

1 795. Exuberance of plants ;

the name of a plant. Also

read Hwan, The name of

a bird.

1796. - A sharp pointed instru-

ment; an awl; the sharp

point of a weapon ; a need-

le's point; metaphorically A small

affair ; a trifling concern. The point

of an arrow; the point of a pencil.

I Maou chuy, A pencil.
2-

-X- Maou cbuy tsze, A person

who wields a pencil, or hair awl;

spoken of contemptuously in refer-

ence to war.

Chuy choonang; pe'en tang. 15 ying

an awl put into a bag will find its

way through ; denotes a man's being

keen in a particular sphere.

Chuy taou che m5 ^J ^ ^^
the point of an awl, a trifling affair

not worth speaking about.

1 /vW*

Chuy mang J the extreme point

of a weapon.

Chuy she -^ . a sharp pointed

arrow.
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1 7U7. A high forehead.

1798. A freckled or spotted

horse. A surname ; name of

a man mentioned in history.

Hwang chuy -g 1 name of a fish.

1799. Name ofa bird; a

species ofpigeon.

1800. A kind of ornament

of silk attached to the head

of a club ; an ancient mili-

tary weapon. Head Tuy, A certain

animal denominated divine. A

man's name.

1801. / To fall down from

a higher place ;
a dangerous

precipitous path between

hills. Read Tuy, A group or com-

pany.

1802. To slide down
; to fall

down; to fall over; to fall

down as a. heap of rubbish. ~^T

Woo che taou we chuy yn te, The

doctrines of (the ancient kings) Win

and Woo, have not yet fallen to the

ground. j| |

t=f nv> "^'"S cnu y

jin keae kung, The stars fell, the

trees spoke, and all the people of the

country were affrighted. 3j

Lur-cbuy, Fallen in confusion ; i.e.

an affair difficult to arrange or to

manage.
jf A iff lH ^ ]

Ke jin yew jew teen chuy, There

was a man of the sUte Xe under an

apprehension that the heavens would

fall down.

Chuy hea
'

~|>
to fall down.

C huy la e
| jjg falling womb ; abor-

tion.

1803. To unite several things

together; to connect; to

form a continuous line.

1804. A reiteration of a sacri-

'ice; to sacrifice again.

1 805. Chny, Chuen, or Chui?,

A path or dike in fields, in

the Chinese manner.

1806. The appearance of

grain.

1807. To connect together ;

to form or connect gar-

ments ;
to take care of the

royal robes; a mixture of various

colours, variegated ; to bind or con-

nect together; uninterrupted; to

-cause to desist ; to put a stop to.

Chuy chaou ||f ^to make a signal to.

Chuy e ~Ar to superintend the

royal robes.

Chuy lew
jjjjfe

to bind or connect

1o the standards; to attach to.

Chuy yin
j

l'-r{ to put a stop to vi-

cious excess.

Is08. A needle, or other

sharp instrument; to offer

prc sants of food ;
to reckon

up. Read ChuK, A stick with an

iron point for spurring on ahorse.

1809. To make continued

offerings of food in religious

sacrifices. Read Chue, In

a similar sense.

1810. The fine hair on the

skins of animals ; fur; soft

hair; down; nap; the downy

feathers of birds. Name of a certain

court cap or crown; any thing deli-

cate and easily broken ;
soft anddeli-

cate. Occurs used for Chuy.

Kan chuytj* |||
soft delicate and

beautiful ; sweet and delicate. Ho

chuy ik
|

a species of cloth.

Chuy e
j

~A certain garments worn

by the priests of the Buddha sect.

Chuy mS 1 Ji a particular kind of

felt or camlet curtain.

1811. To burrow in the

earth ; to dig a hole in the

earth ; to dig a grave.

One says, The noise made

by a small mole or rat.

-><
;!8I2. A kind of sledge for

travelling through miry

places; said to have been

used by the great jfl Yu, who re-

moved the waters of the Delude.

1813. To pound or beat over

again. To give thanks.

181*. To pound ortoeal^ to

l)eat or pound over again.
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1815. Delicate and easily

torn or broken ; soft and

delicate, applied to food.

181fi.
* To expel the breath

from the lungs ; to expire;

to blow, applied to the

breath, or to the wind ; to play on a

wind instrument ; to puffoff, or assist

a person by
recommendation. Read

Chuy, The wind. g gg; v\ p_

Koo sih chuy sing, To play on the

Sih and blow the Sang. g ]

Koo chuy, Drumming and blowing;

playing on instruments generally.

1 . 1 M. ^ Chay le kwo

tang fung taou leang kwae, chuy

jih chuy, tsae tsow, The wind

which passes the hall here, is

rather cool and pleasant; I'll enjoy

a few blows more and then go.

W( -4r Fung ta chuy, The

wind blows strong. j|R{ j
King

chuy, /]\
Seaou chuy, $j{j

I Se chuy, all express Blowing
ff 1

lightly, gently,
and so on. IB

]

$0 ^ Yu chuy SC lang ' The fl*h

blow and cause a slight ripple.

Chuy chtih ke yay
] pj

chuy, to expel the breath.

Chuy seaou ta koo
j>||' ^"

to play on the Seaou and beat the

drum.

Chuy hen, seang tso tsoo yay
| p^

ffi|fc$/&
cluiy-heu '

to lend

assistance to, by commending to a

third person ; to recommend.

Chuy kae
] fpj

to blow open.

Chuy taou
) 0|J

to blow down.

PART. II. I 2

Chuy me IS chKh 1
yj

to blow out the candle.

Chuy maou kew tsze

to blow aside the feather < and search

for the wound; not to judge by the

external appearance only.

Chuy hwuy che leih
J7f?

~?
~fl

strength to blow away dust; a

slight effort.

Chuy heu
j

yfe to blow or puff off

a person or thing ; to praise them.

Chuy ke
j ^ to blow with the

breath; to expand flesh-meat by

blowing it.

Chuy ting she yuen i tS a? Piff
1

I
fai. ^ >/ff(

to blow out the light and swear by

uttering an imprecation.

1817. To blow; The same

as
Jl^ Chuy. Read [']

To call to ; to shout after.

1818. To boil, or dress food

with fire. Used for JjV

Chuy, To blow. Seems also

used for the afflatus or anima of

departed persons.

Chuy fun tsze >JK jfej* ^S to boil a

kind of pudding.

Chuy ho tung 1 tk
jjgj

a tube to

blow through and increase the action

of fire.

Chuy pe Jfi
the name of a place.

1819. To blow an instru-

ment; to blow through

a reed and cause a sound

to be emited.

18*0. Chuy or Ilwtiy, The

mmitli, the bill' or beak

of a bird; the head of a

bird; the name of a start the

mine of a plant. A certain medi-

cine. Also read Chuy and Tow. In

Yih-kiiig, when describing the mys-

tical properties of the /\, ffi
PI-

kwa,itis,aid, j^J|l|j;
M'',J

Kin wei keen hwuy cheshdh,

Kin, one of the Kwa pertains to

impeding or stopping, as birds are

represented to do with their bilk

In Lc-king it is said, g

tsiu hwuy tseurh,The superintendanl

of the sacrificial victims, introduces

the mouth of the animal, and the

most honorable person takes it by

the car to lead it to be sacrificed.
j/jE

Fj iSS I Shin mBh kea hwuy,

Deep eyes and a boar's snout. Q
E B9 1 Pth ma, hih hwuy, A
'"!/ 7?f I

white horse with a black mouth.

B,
'

Neaou hwuy, A certain star.
4ml I

Heang tsaou shih-yun yih ming,

koo hwuy, Another name for the

fragrant herb shih-yun, is Koo-hwuy.

The fruit of the^ Keen, is other-

wise called RHj Yen-hwiy ;

The Keen, is also called ^ j}^

Woo-low, nnd 6
| Woo-hwuy,

by it people can
j| ^Too-ke,

Pass over, or through hunger; i. o.

though the thing spoken of be nof

proper food, it will do to sati-Iy

hunger partially.

Hwuy seih
] ^ to breath by the

mouth.
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1821. Chuy-chuy, Mournful;

sorrowful appearance ; the

moan of grief. Read Kae,

Difficulties; embarrassments; im-

pediments which affect the mind.

Chuy chuy joo lin shin yuen I

flag

T^P ^jjj
'1&.

jEd
embarrassed as one

who it forced to the edge of a deep

abyss.

1322. Q To measure ; to mea-

sure heighth ; to endeavour

to find the origin of with

the hand, as the composition of the

Character implies. To try .or essay ;

to push a side ; to put away. A sur-

name. Occurs denoting To strike.

Read To, To shake or move. Read

Twan, To collect together.

CHWA

Chuy IS J^ Iffif to measure; to con-

jecture.

Chuy mo
]

Ef to feel ; to try to

find out a person's wishes or weak-

nesses; to study the import of books.

Chuy tsih 1
jlBIJ

to try to fathom; to

penetrate what secret or abstruse.

Pfih chuy maou mei /K 1 fg |fcfc

I do not discover, or detect, my
own rashness and obscurities, in

giving this advice, and therefore I

venture to state it. A mode of qua-

lifying advice, used in letters and in

memorials sent to_the Emperor.

1S23. f From Fang, To place

down on Pel, A pearl ; To

give something as a pledge.

CHWA

To connect together ; something ap-

pended which is useless as external

swellings; fired; doing what is im-

proper; useless repetition ; tautology,

rerboj'ity; to one question giving

two answers.

Chuy yen ^J
== to say oTer and orer

again.

Chuykeih
~j ^ a kind of

postscript.

Chuyluy
j ^ reiterated, wearisome,

.tautology.

Chuypeih
| ^ to add a

postscript.

Wan yew chuy keu ^ ^ j ty
a repetition of the same sentiment

in written composition.

CHWA.- -XXVI SYLLABLE.

a lash.

1824. To strike; to knock,

as a bell, drum, or other

instrument.

1825. A switch or whip.

|3| MJJ
Ma chwa, A horse-

whip, or a switch for a horse;

1826. A switch; a lash. A

coarser and larger is calle d

Chwa, a finer one is called

Mei. Read Ko, denoting, Grass,

terbs. One
says, It implies hunger.

1827. Read Chwa and To,

A bamboo reed ;
a switch.

1 828. To bind up the hair in

a particular manner whilst

mourning .for the death of

re'atives.

\ JU 189. Cha or Chwa, In a

confused disorderly man-

ner.

1830. Chwa, A vicious

mouth; vicious or oppre-

brious language.
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CHWAE. XXVIF1 SYLLABLE.

1831. To overset and hurt ;

to throw down and injure;

to drag ; to pull.

1832. Distorted; depraved;

deflected.

1833. ' Chwae, or Chae, To

*at ; to gnaw. To eat with

greediness all at once ; great

numbers eating, as flics do carrion,

"S- 1 ^c Wo chae chth> Do

not eat greedily the roasted meat.

In the passage from which this is

quoted, there are various rules for

behaviour at table, which indicate

great barbarity existing to make such

rules necessary. ifcSjg $$J jfe \

*/ Ying-juy koo chwae clie, The

(flies called) Ying-juy, together eat

them j viz. dead bodies left in tl:-

waste lands before the rites of sepul-

ture were instituted.

1834. Chwae or Char, An

ugly figure is expressed by

Luy chwae.

1835. Chwae or Tuy, To

grind as a woman at the

mill
; to rub with a brick.

CHWANG XXVIIFH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Choang. Canton Dialect, Chang, or Chevng.

1836.
'

Large; great;

strong, robust; to strength-

en. Affluent; abundant.

An epithet of the eighth

> moon. The age of thirty;

manhood ; strong hairs

upon the forehead. To

wound. To cauterize a

place is, in Medical lan-

guage, called Chwang. A surname.

Ming chwang^ jH^a
kind ofarm-

ed police or militia. 3^ j

Ke chwang, Boldness, fortitude, firm,

undaunted. H^ Chwang fe,

Fat and strong. (5" Kih

chwng, Over-powering force.

Chwang the I

4yK [

Chwang sin fa}
mind.

firmness and

strength of

1AJ-
<< strong ; robust.

Chwang ne'en it the years of

manhood.

Chwang [pei @ one of five sorts

of pearl ihell.

Chwang sze
j

~f-* strong able bodied

men or soldiers.

Chwang shing
j Jjj

the exuberance

of strength; high health; vigorous

strength.

Chwang ting I
J" young men above

sixteen years of age.

1837. - Dressed; orna

roented ; the face painted

or daubed in the manner

of Chinese females.
jj>jh

em Chwang shih, Dress-

ed; ornamented; adorned;

painted ; glossed over.

I ^ Chwang pan,

Dress.generally ; dressed,

either well or ill.

'S* Chwan<r leen, or &jrli ft^

I Kca chwang, A lady'

toilet, et cetera; the por-

tion of furniture and household

necessaries given with a daughter u *

marriage portion.
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1 8S8. Displeased ; something

that gives dissatisfaction.

1839. A certain wood; the

smaller size is like the

peach tree ; there is a larger

sort which is different

1840. The appearance of

fire; to fill a boiler with

rice ; to boil with steam.

m? *E Chwang kaou,

A sort of pudding or

dumpling; or to boil

puddings.

1841. A disease of the febrile

kind.

1842. To stuff with cotton.

JL-W 184S - Plants budding forth ;

\\ I plants growing rank and

79 luxuriantly. Grave; sedate;

ster.i; serere; rigid; firm; highly

adorned. A high road. Farmhouses;

name of a gate or door. A surname;

a certain pearl shell, ffi Kang

c:hwang, A large level road. Te'en-

chwang JJ| [

a farm house.

fhwang king i $fr serious, sedate

mind.

Chwang-tize 1 ^ an am-icnl phi-

losopher of some i>6te.

Chwang tsih sze
| ^ fj

an officer

placed over country houses in the

time of Tang.

Chwang king ching shlh
] ^

-{? serious, grave, sincere, plain

Chwang yen 1 BS; a severe grave

demeanour; gravity.

1844. Painted ; rouged ; dress-

ed out; adorned; glossed

over.

1845. - To bind or tie

round ; to bind up ; to

dress. To put into any

containing vessel ; a box,

.ZjJ^ or a ship ; to present to.

yp^ Chuen shang chwang

J leaou sh mo ho wuh

1 1 7ft*fi4
cargo or goods are contained in

the ship.

Chwang pan.3K jKX to dress.

Chwang cha
j

/5s to put tea into

a chest; or to take it on board ship.

Chwang shS 1

^i?
to dress a person

witli care.

Chwang tae 1 ^ to put into ; to

contain.

Chwang tow gg one sort, or

parcel of goods.

Chwang pan ke lae shin haou kan

well dressed.

1846. t- Something on

which to rest the body ;

a bed or couch; that on

~ / which one lays one's self;

T J to rest and sleep. Eight

M^^^^. ) cubits. A wooden casing

put withinside a well to prevent the

earth falling down. Shay chwang

\fyk Fir or Ma chwang J^i

A certain medicinal application.

Chwang poo
j $j|

bedding. Shang

chwang \* I to go to bed.

Chwang tow kin tsin chwang sze woo

when there is no more money at the

head of the bed, the ablest man can

no longer shew his face.

1847. ' External appearance ,

form; fashion. To make

visible, to declare in writ-

ing; to ace use; a letter; a petition;

an accusation.

Chwang yuen ij^
TT" the highest de-

gree ofliterary rank; the title usually

is
) 7C $ 111 Chwang-yuen-

keih te. Tze chwang ke kwo
l^l

tr jM to accuse one's self.

Chwang-joo 1 -tin appearing as if.

Chwang maou fe chang
J

&
5^fc

'a* a countenance and figure un-

usually handsome.

Woo chwang 3HE no appearance;

in said in apology for undress and

inattention.

Chwang-sze
J Fjm attornies or law-

yers, not sanctioned by government.

Kaou-chwang -gj
1

j

an accusa-

Tsze chwang ^pj | J lion, or

written complaint, sent into govern-

ment.

Chwang ko ]
S3 to wrap or roll up ;

to bandage.

Chwang seaou
| ijifj

to pack up

duties to be forwarded to Peking.

1848. Commonly used for

Chwang, A country

village. A farm house; a

collage where any work conducted
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in the field! is- collected, as at the

Tea hill*.

Chwang boo
] ^f a farmer; a per-

son who rents land and cultivates it.

Chwang foo
| ^|;

a farmer's wife.

1849. U*ed for
'Jf Chwang

/v j in the
She-king,

1850. Cold; intense cold.

Also read TsSng, The name

of a river. The name of a

district.

1851. C A wound made by a

knife or weapon, in which

sense it was
originally writ-

ten^* Chwang. J%> ^f/^-H -f-

j||J
Shin pe .tsih shih chwang, He

received seventy wounds. gS ^jfe"

I fl'J V^ Tow yew chwang tsih

mfih, If the head. be weunded then

wash it.

Read Chwang, To begin; to

make first; to invent; to adopt first,

mtaus to effect a certain end ; to lay

the foundation of. To reprehend.

In this sense, otherwise written

Chwang.

Chwang che
^ jj^

to commence any

work.

Chwang nee
| |j|

to lay the foun-

dation ofa
family, by the acquisition

of.property;

Chwang tsaou
j

:* to make at first.

1858. Thfe'name of a place.

The appearance of

eating; eating ravenously;

gormandizing.

r.RT IK K 3

1854. ft A. wounded heart;

grief; sorrow. Afe 1

Tse- chwang, Grief; pain of

mind ; to commiserate.

1 855. Any sort of nlccr.or sore.

There is a great variety of

terms applied to these sore*.

Sing chwang 1 or /f- jta
1

Sang ke chwang, The breaking, out

of a sore.

Chwang keae
| ^ sma |i

itchinff
,

sores.

1856 A certain kind ofstan-

dard or banner. Read

Chang, A kind of screen or

curtain for a wheeled
carriage. Read

Tung, appearance of feathers at-

tached in a certain way.

Chwang fan
j /j^ long streamers in

the temples of Buddha.

I

1857. Unsettled state of

mind. See Chung.

1858. / To grasp with the

hand and pound. To beat ;

to strike
suddenly ; abrupt ;

to rush against ; to bounce upon;

to knock; to take or seize.

Chwang ch5
j ^jj-

to strike or to 'be

struck with
; literally or

figuratively

Chwang cluing
] ^ to strike a bell. ,

Chwang keih.
j ^ to^ strike; to

attack.

Chwang keen S to^bounceupon

suddenly.

Chwang teg hea lad
] ftjb ~K ^

to knock down or off; a, from a

fcorse by rushing against.

Cbwang pan
j ^ to beat a piece of

wood.as a.signak i

Chwang peen I

i

cheat.

Chwang taou
j

striko down.

Chwang jdh
j

or
abruptly.

to defraud ; or

to knock or

to enter forcibly

1859. A pole or staff fora

banner or standard. Tottab

or pierce. Read Tung,
A certain wood. Also read Chung,
which see.

1860. A foolish itare. Other-

wise read Chung and Tung,

The pupil of the eye.

1861. A stony or rocky

appearance.

1 S62. Seed entering into the*

ground; to plant.

186S. To- see indistinctly.

[/] To stare at.

1 864. War chariots for rush-

ing in and breaking the

enemies' lines.

1865. To eat immoderately ^

gluttonotM.

1869. Chwang keang ]

jpjthe
lower extremity of

the npine or back bone.

1867. The ancient fofm f

j^j Chwang, A window ;

or' as it is expressed YVi

mijh, hcu e tung ming, The eye of
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a bouse; an open space to admit

light. The Seal Character represents

the lattice work, which it yet placed

in windows in the north of China.

J868. - An aperture for the

admission of light; a win-

Tsae tseang yuS yew

tsae Qh yue chwang, A window in a

wall is called Yew ; in a house, it is

called Chwang. Also read Tsung,

The door or mouth of a furnace.

Si] f1 S) Bfl Cliwang tsoo

boo wei ming, The window assists

the door in affording light. ^
Teen chwang, A sky light, or aper-

ture in the roof of a house. Com-

monly written *2? Chwang.

1869. Tsung. Hctte ; hurry.

1870. [t]Anumber complete;

entire; a multitude. Tsze-

hwuy defines it erroneous-

ly, A multitude of barbarians.

1871. Chwang or Tsung.

A certain kind of spear or

lance ; to strike ;
to stab ; to

beat a bell or drum.

1872. Name of certain for-

eigners in ancient times;

one of the eight barbarous

tribes. See Chung.

1873. - A certain club or

weapon. Mfih chwang TJ\^

iS a post stuck into the

ground; to hit; to strike; a stick

placed so as to sustain what is hung

2
^\^

>

upon It. Otherwise read Chung and

Tang. Ta chwang ^J"
I to drive

a post into the ground.

Chwang keug
j jjjj^

posts driven into

the ground to fasten boats to; or to

stop the bunk from being washed away

1874. t- 'An aperture o-

pened to assist the door in

admitting light; a win-

dow; or an additional

door for the admission of

light.
A window in a

wall is strictly called
Jj||

Yew. Read Tsung,

An aperture which af-

fords a passage through.

^*'^ 'ffln F" Chwang hoo, or
SM ^% /TE. ^ /"^ * BH Chwang mun, Is

the common term for

a window. K

Chwang hea, Below the

window; refers to the

Kl
table placed at a window

^T* where one reads or

J\X
studies; the period of

juvenile studies. Tung

chwang ml at the

same window; i. e. a

fellow student. Teen chwang T

I a sky light; a window in the roof.

1876. Chwang or Chang, An

appearance ofstanding erect ;

erect

1876. Simple ; doltish ; fool-

ish; silly; a natural silly

and idiotical person, so

much so as to be excused by the law.

They explain it by saying, The per-

cipient principle is obscured by

grosser matter.

AT2

Chwang yu ;^: |3a foolish ; idiotical;

one of three classes included in

pardons.

1 877. A stick or pole fixed

upright in deep water.

187ft. Chwang nung
j

appearance of the hair of

the head all in confusion ;

dishevelled hair.

1879. To see indistinctly.

1680. c
Simple; silly;

foolish ; doltish. Tsoo

chwang JwJ_ rude;

doltish ; obstinate ; natu-

rally dull, and also unedu-

cated.

1881. / Chwang or Shwang.

A certain piece of wood to

fend off a boat, or to fasten

a boat to.

1882. A wound made by a

sharp weapon. Afterward*

written
^gll Chwang, and

now commonly ife: Chwang.

1883. Chwang, or Chang.

To make or form at first ;

original pattern. ifcTsing

was the original pattern for the divi-

sion of land; in this sense Syn. with

4j)[ Chwang, and occurs also in the

sense of ^ Chwang, A hurt or

wound.

1884. tt
Vulgarly read

Chwang, To put out the

head ; to peep ; to bolt out

or in

I
_

J-ljI iv

* 'x>J
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XXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries, Y. Canton Dialect, E, Ne, and Nge. These are also the pronunciations of other

parts of the Empire.

x

1885. Reaching or extending

down to the ground. Other-

wise read Pe'S.

1886. To cut grass or herbs ;

hence Toregulate.to govern;

to shear. Also an appellation

of those possessing virtue and ability,

/tfe V Tseuen e, Extraordinary

talent.

1887 From^E,
A pair

of shears, and
Jj

Taou, A

knife. To cut grass; to

mow. To take ;
to kill ; to cut off)

to exterminate.
^|J

ea E tsaou,

To cut down grass. To cut grain is

expressed by Jft HwS. AX E,

occurs used for
j

E, as A>"
Sfj

Hffi ~~/
m|r

E Chaou-seen che chen,

Cut down the standards of Chaou-

<een, or Corca.

1688. Name of a stream or

river.

1889. [N] To stop ; to have

<
~ finished ; terminated ; done ;

^^^^ a Particle preceding Verbs,

and forming the Perfect Tense, an-

swering to Already, asP Wtf E tso,

Already done. To decline ; to put

aside; to put away; to reject. An

excessive degree.

Eshin
| ^ an extreme; an exces-

sive degree; the same as ^^ TJjfl

Tae kwo.

E urh
|

rfil past the proper time.

ffij
1 Urh e, Denotes that the whole

is previously expressed; nothing

can be said ; or that the expression

means nothing more. ~%\tf^ 1

Pull fib e, Unable to stop ; compet-

ed to do ; obliged to. To be dis-

tinguished from P Ke, and from f3

1890. To reprehend ; to chas-

tise; to punish. Ching e

'HcX -^ to punish ; subj ugate

other nations.

1 1891. Said to be derived

from the reverse side of

p E, which denotes the

mind already determined

V or fixed. By ; to the end

that; the cause or instru.

ment by which.
Jjjr jj

So e, That by which ;

thereby; therefore.

1 Shee, Hence; therefore.

|
Ko e, May ; can ; might ; could.

pT 1 ^ xS Ko e she h, It

^^
ill *:a"

may answer ; it may pass. Jj PJ

[ -^Tzekoeto,
This may do.

/jpT
1 Ho e ? By what 1 how ?

Jjjl

14&. *|B Le e y5 hwin, Reason
/c"

is disordered by pasnon.

yay ; pefh yew e yay? Why 10 longl

there must be a reason. Occur*

in the sense of j^ E, To termin-

ate; to cease. 4ffi
|

Wooe, Not

cease ;
not desist. Also, in the sense

of H Yung, To uses to employ.

Pdh she ta chin yuen hoo pfih e, Do

not cause the higher officers of state

to resent their being left unemployed.

Etaoushajin
| 7litA tokiH

a person with a knife.

EcMhweikeuh ] jf[ ^ ^ by

straight make crooked; to pervert

things.

E she yi Jin | |fcH A to crush
'

to oppress people by power.

IVI /A | t /t2

E kew han yth e
J^( ^V ^. fii

an account of a long drought WM

more suspicious.

E roing hea, she mei ih
] ^ ^
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to

to infer

i view the most fascina-
__ _ _ *

ting pleasure as a cloudy vapour,

which a moment annihilates,

B che hwa 1
^j| |& to draw lines

with the finger.

E tsun teen-tsze

honor the Emperor.

E le cht.y t5
|

from reasoning.

Ewei 1 ^ by it make ( to esteem
| fttty

or consider it so; to judge it to be.

file urh yew che
]
$ fljj =f

to speak of a thing in reference

to, or agreeable to, the principles of

reason.

Eleyen.ekeyen ] ^ ff j ^
s- to speak something in, reference

to an invisible influence.

C, wei ching ta kung j jj // ~fc

T/J reckoning that they had per-

formed a great exploit.

189-2. / Fow-e

The name of a plant i (M S

Dictionary,Plantago) used

also for the following.

E -eM i

lbc ffiiit "
r

the Water-lily,

pearl barley ; also called

;rr- Hwuy hwuy me, Ma-

homedan rice.

] 893. - 1 ; me. To be pleas-

ed ;
to be gratified. Read

Tae, A surname; the

name of a district. A' name of three

stars. ^ }
Teen tae, The name..

of a hill,
-jj^ ]

Laou tae, Vene-

rable, sir. P
|

Hcung tae, Ex-

E

alted brother.
jj||^

tsun tae ming, WT
ith profound re-

spect I obey your exalted order.

1 JS San tae sing, The three

tae stars ; they are distinguished by

the terms, _j^ ] 1^1 ~|v

Shang tae, chung tae, hea tae,

The upper, middle, and'lower Tae.

Tae ting I |M an epithet applied

to three of the highest officers of

state. Eminent; exalted ;
iu which

sense it is used as a term of respect

in epistolary style.

Tae kea 1 ^M eminent; sir.

Tae foo
TJ3 your honored name,

an expression used' on the address of

letters before writing the name,

Tae pel
| ^ extreme old age, a

term taken from the wrinkling ofthe

skin, in the manner of the fishgjp

Tae.

1894. Obstinate- stoppage;

impeded; unable to proceed.

A foolish silly
'>"

'(p

Yae e, An impediment in

speech;
a foolish manner.

] $jj(

^ i&Yae keue che ke, Plan

t cause to stumble.

1895. - Pleased ;
to please ;

concord; harmony; joy.

I i""! E-e 'trfr 1
harmony sub-

sisting amongst brothers- A surname.

E-shing | ^ a pleasing
sound or

voicp.

E-sih 1 '65 a-pleasing
countenance ;

manifesting satisfaction and joy.

E-yuS 1 (Mf pleased; joyful; taking

delight in.

E

E-ho jim pleased with harmony ;

taking delight in mutual concord.

Name of the Senior Hong Merchant,

at Canton. (1818.)

1896. Commonly read Tae,

Remiss; careless; slothful ;

iuattentive to ;
a rudeness

which arises from defect of due at-

tention. The name of a bird.

1897. A stone that resem-

bles corundum stone.

189. A certain earthen

* 189P. T communicate or

~~^ ~\ hand down, as to posterity ;

O |J. to connect, or continue in

succession. That which is left behind

one at death, as a testament or will;

in this sense, Syn. with H^ E, To

laugh at ; to ridicule
; to expose one's

self to be laughed at; Read Tae,

Remiss; negligent or wearied

appearance; to insult; to treat fraudu-

lently ;
or with disrespect.

Ke e
ji^ J

to defraud, or insult.

E seaou ta fling
j ^ -^ ~}j

to expose one's self to the laughter

of persons of esdarged and liberal

views, by petty contracted ways of

thinking and acting.

E seaou yu jiu
j ^ ^ J\^

to make one ridiculous.

E wo tsm sun
| ^ ^ |

to leave to my sons and grandsons.

Tsze e e tsoo
||j

1 ffi
|JQ

to involve

one's self in difficulties.



E

yV f 1900. Boiled rice forming

A* - a kind of gruel.

A 1901. -To present to; to

give and leave to ; to leave,

or be left to, as property at

the il'iilh of a parent ; to induce or

bring upon one's self; to cause.

T.Ze e e teeth $ fr |g to

bring sorrow upon one's self.
gpj

E, is commonly used in the Classics.

K keuS sun mow
] Jfj^ ^ ^

to plan and execute benevolent

deeds, that the blessing ofProvi-

dence may descend on one's posterity.

j[ pel | E| a certain black coloured

shell.

E tsang ]

with.

E woo

to giro to ; to present

& to impede, or cause

any delay to business ; to throw an

impediment or hindrance in the way

of.

1902. - Rice prepared and

forming a kind of gruel

or congee ; to feed. E

yen &n Kil a particu-J^r -tm '

lar kind of salt.

1903. - Garments for the

upper part of the body; the

lower are called dil| Chang.

Clothes; a cover cloak, or case of

almost any kind ; a shell or skin of

fruit. ^ ^ Shoo e, A coyer fur

a book.
j^S

I Kwan-e, A cover

for a coffin j a pall. To clothe; to

put a cover on. A surname ; a man's

name.

TART li, j, g

E

E-chang ^gj garments generally.

E shih leang mun
] ^' ffi ffi

raiment and food are the two con-

cerns of most importance to the mass

ofmankind.

Ey uen
] $ji\

a selvage or border

E shun 1
ifijj [

stitched on to the

collar, or other part of the margin

of a garment.

E-ffih I

Jj^clothes;
raiment.

E lib yen j ^ "3 to clothe one'
s

self with virtuous savings of the

ancients; to have them always at

hand.

Sze e Y& 1 garments worn

when offering sacrifice. Tsin e *)^1IJCsleeping garments, a night dress;

or rather a coverlid for the bed. Sin

V 1
e
|J_^ J

garments worn about the

breast or stomach. Seaoue/J\ 1

the garments worn next the skin.

Taey^ J
the external garment* ;

dress. Chung e rfj 1 the gar.

merits in the middle ; i. e. those that

have under garments, and a dress

above. E kwan hung jin 1
^fj

ill 7^ a man amidst dresses and

caps ; denotes a person well dressed.

a person of respectability. ChO e

^ I or, Chuen e JS I to put

on clothes. Nan jin e

men's clothes. Foo jin e

woman's clothes. Twan e

short garments; jackets. Peen e

/l^l
I one's ordinary clothes; un-

dress. Chaou e
jjjQ ]

court dress.

Tsing e ^ 1 light blue dress ;

former dress of the Sew-tsae gradu-

ates ; persons genteely dressed. Th

name of a place. Uwan e jffl

K 12'J

to change one's clothe. PI6 e

Q white garments \ perioas

clothed in white, the common

people who have no rank in tb

country. Taue
J^ jj

a tingle gar-

men t. Chung e
j^J j

double folds

of garments. Tsan e ? f 1 the

ball or covering of the silk worm.

Urh e JL 1 or Meen e
jgj ]

co-

vering for the face and ears in north-

ern climates Newe-tp 1 a kind

of cover for a cow. Yueu e ^0
I a kind of most.

-
I

1904. To rely on; to trust

^\ *J to ; to accede to ; to con-

|^|r^' form tojas; according to.

A surname. A space between the

door and window. J,,ft yt? Ping e,

To lean upon. 4ffi I We e e.

or^ Jiff |

Woo so e, Nothing

on which to depend. tU JM

Yang lew e e, The willows in

abundance mutually reclining. j

H^ 0^ "^ 3p Pfihshingchen

e che che, The highest . possible

degree of reliance on, or regard to

a person. &; Foo e, A kind of

painted wooden screen, in the Impe-

rial apartments.

E, also denotes the wraping of a bow.

Comparison; similitude; imagery.

X& ] *!!*
I'uh heS pS e, pilh ning gin she.

Those who have not learned simili-

tudes thoroughly, cannot beat home

in poetry. To rhyme, read Nae.

E chd I

/4j"
'o leau against.

Ejints6l.wuh 1 A <t j^ to de-

pend on other people for a li > elihood.

E leflh 1 ^ according to law.
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E e pah shay
j |

"sfc /& to cling

to
; unable to part from (a friend.)

E kew
]

tt as of old ; as formerly ;

as before.

I taou
^ according to reason,

reasonable.

"E Ffih yu
[ <ffi |3[to rely on the

words ofBuddha.

1 90S. *
Moaning ; the tone of

lamentation after weeping.

Tung tsze kfihpHh e, Children (at

the tombs of fheir parents) weep, but

do not moan and lament afterwards.

*^s

1906. The tone of distress

or commisseration.

1907. A woman's name.

1908. Irresolute ;
undecided ;

going backwards and for-

wards. To secret, hide or

1909. A certain stream or

river.

1910. -v A kind of orna-

mented or painted screen

paced where the Emperor

gives audience. A surname.

lay up.

Pfc

Ifc

1911. E, or Teen ^ |c
a natural barrier standing

as a defence to a country.

1912. A kind of selvage on

the neck, or any otherpart of

a garment ; a sleeve or cuff.

1913. Along robe or gar-

ment; a long flowing appear-

ance of the dress; a sleeve.

191*. The lower border

of a garment ; a border ;

an extreme point or

limit. Descendants; pos-

terity. Maou e Tqu 2&

|
descendants ; posterity.

How Xg E e

the appearance of

walking; progressing;

flying. Jung e fi.|b
j

a|long protracted sound.

AT

; water greally agita-

ted.

1916. A vessel, with a handle

and spout, to contain water.

A vessel in which to wash

the hands
; a pitcher ; a hand-basin.

& I Che, e, Vessels, the one to

contain wine, the other water.

/Jjjf Epawn, A hand-basin or platter.

The original form of the Character

was Jni "Yay, which having come in-

to common use as a Particle, j~

Fang was added to it, in the sense of

Pitcher or basin.

E, se show ke
J
*& j; 9? E, a

vessel in which to wash the bauds.

-iTTQj
1917. Same

as||| She, Much

^(~^i talk; loquacity.

L
1918. A kind of out door

shod for eating under.

1919. The bar which

fastens a door.

1920. - E e=|ft I t^e
BU-" I

appearance of self pos-

session ; elf sufficiency j

an ignorant self suffici-

ency ; an unwillingness to

what is good. Read She,

Loquacity ; the name of an animal

Head To, To insult, and bravade to

brag j to boast.

1921. To hurt or tear 0/pent

to tear out the bowels.

1922. - Rising or placed one

upon another; degrees

of strata rising higher

and higher; advantage;

to advance ;
to remove to

a nother degree or place.

E tsing | the fee paid to th

boards at Peking in order to hav*

honors conferred on one's parents.

Yth e
]

one step, degree ; story

or flight

192S. A tribe ofbirbariani

in Cnten. See jjK Yaou.

1924. Ekca
] j|||

kind

of coffin ; the inner coffin

that into which the corps is

put. RcadLe,
ipj" J

E le, A

kind of wine.
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1925. A kind of stool in

front of a couch or bed.

1926. - The middle part of

a garment
where it joins

before ; the bottom selvage

of a garment.
The sleev. or cuff of

garment.

1927. E-le

by the side of the road.

Wei-e ^ 1
appearance

of self sufficiency. Read To,^ j

Wei to, Appearance
of walking.

1928. A liquor made

from rice; sweet wine;

a kind of congee or gruel

made from millet; athin

clear decoction made

from pulse.

1929. t To remove; to

cause to reach or extend to,

as to posterity ; to stand by

and cause to reach to. Also read She,

which see.

1930. E-e
|

the sun

moving on diffusing light

and splendour. The name

of a pluce.

1931. A clothes itand; men

and women must not use

the same 4j .flP E kei,
(/!& ^^ . f

Clothes stand. A stool before a couch

or bed.

E

Sr 1932. Yun, From ^ Yeu>,

A hand; and 1 E, Extending to

the ground. To grasp ; to manage ;

to introduce; to correct.

*^f* 19. He; she; it; they;

A JJT that person or thing, refcr-

\J ring to some antecedent

Noun, A surname. The name of a

district, and of a river.
4g|,

'

Y5 e, Appearing displeased or sorry.

Woo e, The noise made in

reading aloud ;
in which sense it is

otherwise written T** E.

E ke
j
^S the epithet of an ancient

king. Also used as a modern surname.

E-le 1

3p?
a place in western Tar-

tary, to which Chinese are banished.

E nen
j |r.

that year. ffi |j|

^ So wei e jin, That or the

person alluded to.

E shwiiy 1

^ffi
who ?

E ting
] ^thcy; them. An ex-

pletive, ushering in a sentence; as

from whom does he come ?

E yun
J JJ~

a famous sage of anti-

quity ; the minister of
Vj| Tung

E wei
I jra^a

certain insect found in

damp dirty places, below earthen

vessels, &c Also called
jj{

Shoo foo, and -/^ tf ShTh sing.

1934. To breathe; to moan.

Ued for
-

E, and $ E.

E 1.31

1935. - P *
I P#

Ch e joo ne, expresses For-

ced, or violent laughter.

1936. - Name of a river in

Ilo-nan.

1937. E wei
\

female rat. Used also at

part of the name ofano-

ther animal.

1938. - To wound; to

hurt , to destroy ; to ex-

terminate; to eradicate

To change ; to ICTC! ; tu

/VT equalize } to clan; to ar-

>^t / range. Great; good and

long lived j easy -,
com-

fortable; pleased. The

name of a place ; the

name of a hill
j
and of a

river. A surname. A man's name.

Foreigners on the east; foreigners

generally. Employed as a syllable in

some of the translations of the Budd-

ha sect. E san tsfih^ _^ jjfjjf

to

destroy the Vmdred of one'i father,

mother, and wife, for some crime

against
the state. Neu e fa ]

name of a god of wind ; or of flowers.

Goefi|| |
a certain utensil for

wine. Lew e ^ a fragant

plant. Tung e E&
|

was ori-

ginally applied to Corea ; title by

which that kingdom was founded.

The four words,^ ^ ^
Man, teth, keang, e, Express the fo-

reigners on the South, \orth, Wet,

and East, of China. In the designa-

tion of the Southern tribes, there

was an allusion to fntect$ ; in the

northern, to Dogt ; in the wertern ,t
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Shrep ; and in the eastern, to the

Grrnt Bowt which they used. The

Character E, being formed ofT^ Ta,

Great, and S Kung, A bow. Funge

?J| |
or, Ping e ^ |

or

Woo e iffi 1 the names,of a person

who lived in ancient times, and who,

with one
jpT -jj Ho-plh, had pow-

er to impede the energies of nature.

Lew e P 1 levelled or cut down

as the mountain forest; denotes any

affair which flourishes at the com-

mencement, but in the end fails.

Ejin
j ^ a foreigner.

E chuen
j

Iffi a foreign ship.

1 939. Order ; class, or species.

To cover a corpse.

1940. To call out aloud. A

local word. The appearance

of laughing.

1941. - The sisters of a

wife; the elder sisters are

designated Ta e ^ j(jK

great ; the younger are called Seaou

i >\\ 1 A mother's sisters are also

culled E. Tang-e^ j
a mother's

sisters. Shih pi e ~^ /\ ]

spirit or god of the wind.

1942. Yue|j
a hill and

territory on the

east; towards the rising sun.

1943. The appearance of

g irments or clothes.

1944. Walking or going on

a level place, and in an easy

manner, a large level road.

1945. Pleased ; delighted.

1946. E or Tsun-e 8
Jjt

to sit cross-legged ; to sit on

the ground.

1947. - Name of a wood

of a reddish colour, and

thick white bark, fit for

making carts or carriages. Read Te,

A small but tall tree; otherwise

called "H* j& Neu ang, The female

mulberry.

1948. - Watery excretion

from the nose; in Chinese,

the word is often joined

with
y|fe

Te, Tears,

when speaking of grief.

Wan-e
9gJ jl the name

of a marsh or lake.

1949. A brute animal-.

1950. To hurt; to wound;

a wound ; a sore. Applied

also to wounding or dis-

tressing the mind.

1951. - A, certain plant. To

cutdown or eradicate plants.

Read Te, The appearance of

plants budding forth.

1952. - To. sit on the

ground j
or to sit cross legged.

1953. The back bone.

1954. Name of a horse.

1955. ' A case or quiver

for arrows; a cover or case

in which bows are carried.

1956. To discriminate; to

judge; silent; sedate; calm;

serene.

1957. Sound of hkting

something in the middle;

sound echoing. Occurs as

a mere expletive ; also denoting

curtain or canopy.

1958. Particles of earth

or dirt ; dirt.

1959-. f E or Yuen-efejJ

] yielding j complying;

according with; complaisant

1 960> A sort of black wood

with Teins.

1961 . A disease of the eyes,;

diseased eyes. Something

that screens the eyes; the

caligo or cataract. The Chinese re-

move it by puncturing the eye. E tsz5

^ -f- the name of a seed employ-
ed

forthecureofcaligo.

1962. Stone of a black co-

low.

1963. A certain beautiful

black coloured tone.
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19B+. Name of an insect.

rf 1965. A kind of caseorcoyer

for a lance. Embroidered

or rariegated with purple

and black. Used a an Uphonic

Particle. Tone ofsighing. The name

of a child's garment ; ill which sense

it is the same as the following,
,

E-18
| fff

the se-

cond or upper garrnenU of

a child ; a child's loose dress.

1967. To answer; to respond;

a tone of assent, like She-P?
/->L_

; -y signifying that one hears

and promises to attend to the affair.

1968. - A kind of umbrella,

parasol,
or fan; formerly

made of the pheasant's
tail.

Th Chinese still make one of pea-

cock'i feathers as an ornament,

which resembles the ancient one. To

corer or hide; to screen or shelter

what is secret. Trees dying of them-

; the name of a bird. Ping e

or Ping e E appel-

lation of a spirit supposed to preside

OTer rain and thunder.

1969. ['] Name of a plant.

E-hwuy ]
ASi luxuriant.

1970. -The work of curing

disease; the person "who

does so. To heal; to

cure; the Medical pro-

fession. The name of

aninicct. To drink.

TART II. M 2

E

E fang j

'

Jj a medical prescription.

E ke
f|C\

Medical practili-

E mun ["p oners j the faculty.

T e yuen ~tc K the medical

establishment at court for the uie

of the Emperor.

E-ze
j |j|fi

an official physician at

the head of many others.

E-s$ng
'

&. a lurgeon or physician.

E sze
] -j^ a medical man.

1971. I

|j|jj-

E heu, To

gape and laugh.

1972. E or He, A kind of

exclamation when about to

~^f speak, expressiTe of indif-

ference or contempt. Alo of grief

or sorrow.

1973. A black coloured

hors.

E 133

1974. Black hair.

1 975. [-] A certain water

bird. A yariegated colour;

azure and black.

1976. A small black spot;

black.

{f
1977. Site. Space of thirtyyean;

an age; all who trani'k or tpread

out on thefare ef the earth ; tr, at

the Chineie exprett it, who dwell

between the heavcni ana earth ;

the

1978.
[/] AB oar for a boat.

Head Sec, An utentil for re-

gulating a bow.

1979. [/jNameof a rircr;

streams spreading out; to

disperse; to go away scat-

tered ; spread wide ; expanded; ease ;

gentle flow or expansion ofthe mind ;

leisure; indulgence; many; a mul-

titude. Read SeJ, To loose, drip, or

leak out. A bowel complaint. To

issue forth and overtop. Host, iloth,

idle indulgence.

E e ke yu
j j ^ ^ the gentle

motion of the wings exhibited br

some birds in flying.

E-e gentle flow; leisurely ex-

pansion ; easy gait , an expression of

admiration on seeing the multitude

of persons who collect the raulbarrr

leayes.

Jffi

1980. A certain stone like

the corundum.

1981. [']
Much talk'; many

wordi. She-king usci^
E,

Read She, in the same sense.

1982. A long coTerlid : or

counterpane; appearaice

of a long garment or

robe ; a sleere.
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1983. To over tep ; to over-

pass ; to leap over ;
to cause

to pass over ; to transfer

one's self or another thing. Also

read She.

1984. E-e
| ]

flying; to

985. To give a saddle to 5

certain fugitive wanderer j

certain trappings of a horse.

Read SeS, A bridle.

1986. Ke. Different from; a

different state ofi extraor-

dinary. The second it the vul-

gar form. Itcad E, used for

1987. [
v
] To lean against;

depend on. Inclined to one

side. A surname. jtffi.

fifr &r
JjT

Wo so e keaou, No.

thing to depend on.
tjj jfe [fjj /f

j
Chung le'ih urn pQh e, Standing

erect in the middle, not inclining

to either side.
|||

E loo,

' A tfoarse shed by the side' oftombs,

where dutiful children arc said to

have long remained to weep over

their parents.

Re E kaou
j ||~

E. lae

| ^ E she
] ffi

E chang

I 'fit
a" exPress Reliance on ; de-

pendancc upon.

K fab.
j ^ to lean upon and be se-

creted under; to be nearly connected

with; to be included in; they say

prosperity and adversity are nearly

allied.

E lae
| ffy

or E tslh
| ^ to

rely upon; to depend or lean upon.

E 15
j J^ to depend on and engage

a person to do something.

198S. EorYae, To sit and

lean against.

9~ 1989. [*] A certain wood

'trlT which is esteemed, and of

which furniture is made;

it has four different names.

E tsze
ij^jj 3[*

a scat which has some-

thing to lean against ;
a chair.

E chS 1 ji|
a chair and a table ;

chairs and tables.

E keS
| ^6 a division of an army

stationed to oppose an enemy.

E tsze 1 jfefe the wood above referred

to ; it is said to be the best of all

woods.

E ne I

>||j/
weak delicate wood.

1990. [-] E-yu ]
\

' exclamation of admiration.

1991. - A strong fierce dog ;

long ;
extended ; to add to

;

to be near to each other,

as two horses drawing.

E e, or E yu ^f J|l"j
exclamations

E tseay
J (^ > of admira-

E he
[ ^j tion ; com-

mendation ; praise.

E she 1
ffi^

name of a district.

E, is used for the
preceding

character, and for 4& E. Read O,

The appearance of the mulberry

tree.

1998. - Waves; the ripple

or curl on the top ofa wave, ,

the brushing or dashing of

1993. [-] Grain luxuriant ;

growing plenteously.

t^ 1994. A particular descrip-

*% |p tion of cow. Long ; robust.

Violent ; strong. A large

strong dog.

j-^ 1995. The body in a critical

7| -L state; weak ; delicate ; sick ;

v/QI
J bed -ridden; helpless and

useless as if dead. A short apper-

1996. A short appearance.

1997. A luxuriant plenteous

1 Clj growth of grain.

1 998. A violent fierce dog.

1999. E, orCheneip
tfa I

clothes well adjusted; well

dressed; the good appear-

ance of dress.

E ne 1 *K garments well put on ;

dress properly adjusted.

tSOOO.

[\] The side of a

cart or carriage ; the place

in a war chariot where th

soldiers plant their spears.

m^ I. 2001. p] A metal vase or

"^ -^^
boiler with feet for dressing

food in. A stand for military
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weapons, for putting bows into. A

surname; a man's name. Name of a

stream. Occurs denoting a kind of

drn; any kind of boiler or pan.

Also read Ke.

2003. A kind of natural

fence to a district ; the name

of a district. A ladder, or

something by which to ascend.

2003. Good; good in ap-

pearance.

E-ne I W fragrant,
i ^y1*

agreeable smell.

2005. To bite or gnaw. A

^l surname; a man's name.

Also read Ke.

2006. One ; to unite ; to con-

centrate the efforts of the mind.

2007. [ '] To desire ;
to covet.

\- 2008. ['] Cloudy and windy ;

the wind driving the clouds

and obscuring the sun.

_f-- 2009. A pain in the throat.

3*^2. A stoppage of food in the

throat; an interruption of

breathing, as in sobbing from grief.

Bead Yae, or Gae, in the same

sense as
|Gj|

Sha, Hoarse. ^
H ^ T ft & Y ' h ' shTh

chih pfih hea kang yay, Yih i*

food stopping and not passing down

the gullet.

Yih shin ping
j ^^ Yih is a

disease which affects eating. W

E

/|_^ ml 1 Chung sin joo ytli, Like

a stoppage at the heart. Denotes

deep sorrow, as is expressed by| A

weight or load upon the mind.

I J 2010. [/] To raise and let

l/i-r fall the hands ; to raise the

^^^ hands before the breast and

drop them gracefully folded, bowing

the same time. The Chinese mode of

bowing, is now commonly wiitten

$& Yih.

2011. f The heart direct-

ed to the one true good ;

morally good ; excellent ;

virtuous. In the lan-

guage of, elegaic com-

position, Benign, mild,

intelligent, virtuous. A

surname.

E-mei
]

3E good ; excellent ; wor-

thy of admiration and love.

E l ' n
] jjg

virtuous in an eminent

degree.

,L 2012. ['] To kill by one

spear or arrow; to throw

down ; to destroy ; to ex-

terminate, or cut off; to terminate;

to tie. To shade;, to overhang or

overshadow. To cover over; to

bury.

bring things to one rule; to

judge ;
to decide rightly.

2014. ['] From Heart or

mind and sound or speech.

That which emanates from

the miud or will; the ideas; thoughts t

E

reflections; the purpose; the

inlrntion. One'n meaning; one's

motive; the meaning or import of a

word. Opinion ; sentiment ; th

mind directed to external objecti.

Used as a Particle of Aspiration or

exclamation. To rhyme read Tae.

E pflh seang pei TJ=t ~Jfc JiH "Vfr

no
contrariety, or clashing of opinion

or sentiment.

B keen seang foo-
] Ef 4fl ffi-

a correspondence or sameness of

opinion.

E seang puh taou i ^S ~Z -fill
J > vii* ^\

* ^ J

unthought of; unanticipated.

E wae
J ^p outside ; i. e. the inten-

tion; something not contemplated

or anticipated.

E-yuen
||ff

a wish.

E wae die yu
|

/A\
~

lj|
somr.

failure or evil unanticipated.

Yung e H
[

to employ one's

thoughts about; to think Indus

triously.

E seang
j ^B to think.

E-sze I
W thoughts ; ideas ; the

feelings.

Puh haou e sze A^ iJ

feeling unpleasant, for some, fault

or indecorum.

She shin, mo e sze -S- lit. l|? I tflXM (P? [2/1, I /litf

what is the meaning, ofa word

or motive ofa person ?

Yew seay. e sze %3 JiEP ffl

there is some thought, or sense, or

meaning, or intention.

% 2015. ['] Breathing strong,

|j,ra| as in uttering a sijjh. The

^\Jj^ sound of severe pain : th<

tone of indignation ; the tone of

sighing. Oh ! alas I Read Yac, The
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ound of repletion ; to belch.

| pg^ E e. .y Hi kih, To brlrh

and cough or ineeze.

kwae e-ke mig wei fung, The

breathing of immaterial energy in

nature is called Wind. (Chwang-tsze.)

The literati use r^U iBj Ta-kwa,

for heaven and earth. Chwang-tsze,

is a very mystic writer.

E sin pfih ping shing
] ^ ~jT 7f*.

g* E is a lone ofdisquietude of mind.

E-be
| (G^oh.'alas! Tone of admi-

ration.

2016. A woman's name.

2017. [-W] An exclamation

t- expressive of disquietude
Qi\^J** and of indignation; ofanger

and of pain. A mere tone of re-

sponding. Name of a bird.

2018. [/] In the heart or mid-

dle of-

(H ^ E-me
-

Pearl-barley. These are

the provincial characters. Otherwise

n j 1 1*~** jt

]?J \ -E-e-jin, and
[jjl

[P] ^ft Hwuy hwuy me, -Mahom-

medan rice. Also ]& ^ &
Tsaou chookwei, Grass pearl demon.

B-tsze
J jAl

the name of a plant.

Also read Yfh.

^2019.
[/] E or YTh, A certain

briny liquor; a certain

thick sirup or sauce. Head

Ye, A collection of fume or steam.

Name of a certain

3-

E

.'() 1. E-urh 1
jfjjfi

a name

for the (wallow.

2022. The tone of pain;

moaning from a feeKng of

pain; lamentation.

2023. [/] To cultivate or dress,

or to cut down plants and

trees; to cultivate the field ;

to be remiss and treat with indiffer-

ence and levity ; negligent ; idle ; that

which is effected by such person*,

or that which is easy ; easily done ;-

not difficult. Otherwise read YTh,

To change or exchange. Yung e ^.

j orkiog e
jjj?ji

I easy to effect,

not difficult of operation.

cp > remiss; careless,

slothful; negligent;

disrespectful.

.E leS 1
[])&

to make light, or cheap

of.

2024. [/] Light s that which

is made light of. To be dis-

tinguished from I** Tang.

SO2t. To lighten or diminish;

to make light of; to treat

with irreverence or disre-

spect. To. change ; to alter,

^
2028. [-] That which by

nature is constituted fit,

right, proper; fitting

^
for; suitable to; accord-

ing with ; union ; har-

mony. Business; affair.

Name of a sacrifice
; and of a district.

JLV-i

A surname. Used forl* E.

E tae t?T
I >iii< I

Man-e 'KH -

] J

j
^ it pro-

E

E hoo, pfih e 1

per.

Ejin 1
J\^ title of the wires of

office.of the fifth rank.

E-jen
j j^ift

suitable ; proper ; fitting.

E ke yew tsze see 1 j^ /j" jj
jfe

either affirms that an affair is pro-

per, or in an interrogative tone,

implies the contrary.90.2027. To cut down.or et-
~k

dicate plants or trees.

202S. What is proper or fit

for man; virtue; goodnew.

3029. What is fit, suit-

able, or proper for man;

virtue ; goodness ; order ;

right. Persons who form

friendships. An acquain-

tance. Keaou-e ;

or Tsing-e |j| |

or Lan-e

J
friends; intimate acquain-

tances ; bound by mutual kindnesses.

Persons who forma
voluntary rela-

tionship to each other. 4^ I -sne.

e, Families amongst whom a friend-

ship has existed for several genera-

tions.
TseTh-e^ J

relations by

blood.

E pah yung tsze
j ^ ^ 34

the principles of
friendship will not

admitx>f a refusal.

20SO. The horn of any ani-

mal.

~031. The name of a country

place; and of a certain

town.
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20S2. A cross bar in the

front part of a cart, or

other wheeled vehicle

drawn by horses.

2033, The face; the coun-

tenance.

2034. The eyei and eye

brows.

Eor Yae, The teeth

standing out exposed;

20*6. Eor Urh. The Seal Cha-

racter represents an infant, .

the bones of whose head are

not yet closed. An infant ;
a child ;

a boy. Feeble j
iufantile. Used as

a Particle of mere sound, much

employed by the Northern and Tartar

people. A surname. ^^ -J-

Urh tsze, A boy. -J ]
Neu

nrh, A girl. 55 H 1 ifc

Ct
J|fl

Nan yue urh ; neu yu ying,

A male (child) is called Urh ;
a female,

is called Ying. This distinc-

tion is not generally
adhered to.

R8 1 Ying urk, A new born

infant. /U
j

Seaou urh, or

/K 1 -r Seaou urh tsze, A little

boy ; or in the language of courtesy,

My little boy. ^ ]
Hae urh, A

child, or Your child ; used by children

TART II. N 2

to. their parents, instead of I, or me.

Sft 1 Ylh teen urh, A little;
< t I

a small quantity. [1)1 Ming

urh, To-morrow. These expressions

ar quite colloquial. "kgj |

Che

urh, In extreme old age receiving

a new set of teeth. ^ 3J( ]

Laou tow urh, Old man. Also read

E, A surname.

Urh neu
] -fyr

a boy and girl.

Urh ne yay j'm che chejooraBh yew

twanne

infant, an incipient man, like the

first budding of a tree or plant.

2037. Appellative of liltle

yffej children, of those that are

I/Li weakand small. To benefit ;

to distinguish ; a limit; the utmost

limit. The banks of a river. A

surname. J^ ^ H
j

*m
ke maou e, Send back their old

men and children. ^ |
Twan

e, The extreme point; the first

budding forth ; the commencement ;

the origin. sfi $1$. Uffi ]

Pnh loo twan e, Not to make the

least disclosure. -fe
|

Pe ne,

To peep; to look obliquely. ~7r.

I ^3 1
Tio e' yew e ' To look

on the right and the left. Also read

Ne.

2038.
jJJjjLj^Pee.A

turret;

parapet on a city wall, with

a hole through which to

shoot arrows and observe what is

done below. Otherwise called -t

!fe| Neu-tseang, A woman's wall.

Also written
fl^rf^Fe-e,

and
]

H9 Eheen. Thus expressed in

Ching shang ueu tseang

kae tse'en yen, e, kwei wang ching

hea; yin e wei ming, A woman's

wall on the top of a city wall, and in

which is opened an arrow's eyo>

through which to peep, and observe

what is done below ; and hence the

name (woman's wall) which is given

to it.

2039. A new born infant ;

the cry of an infant. One

says, An ugly woman.

E-woo fife'
wife

the appearance of the

eye brows. One says, Doubt; unde-

cided.

2040. [^] To fix or decide;

to determine. A child

seizing hold of, and grasping

with the hand ; to refute to comply.

To collect together. A surname.

Also read Nae.

2041. A cross bar in front

of a carriage. Read Ne?,

, Wobne;jy ]
disturbed;

restless.

2042. The declining mn ;

J\ i afternoon.

S043. The margin of

stream ; the bank of a river.

The extreme or ultimate

2044. T.eun-e

species of lion.

limit.
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S045. E-tsze |^ ^ indig-

nition; a look of anger or

resentment Alse read Yae,

The eye diseased.

2046. / To look aslant ; to

(quint or look sideways,

from artifice or from anger ;

the side glance of brute animals or

birds. The sun throwing its beams

obliquely. A man's name.

R urh she che^ ffjj || with a

side glance looked at.it.

2047. E or Keae, A parti-

cular kind of sheep.

2048. Name of certain in-

sects said to be produced

from fog or vapour. The male

i called E, thefemale^ Hungjthey

are of various colours, red, green,

blue, and so on ; hence Hung e
jjfT,

denote the rainbow. Read

Nee
1

, under which the character is

laid to denote the female of certain

insects. KeS-e
~% ]

to screen or

stroke the head, as animals do with

their paws. Some read this Cha-

racter Ne.

2049. According to some, A

y ungdeer ; others say, An

animal resembling a lion.

2 50' Certain ornaments of

2051. To look aside; an

oblique glance

E

2052. Crooked, distorted

hornv The nameofadii-

/L^ trict.

p^
rrltj

ffl/

2053. A cross bar in front

~J\ of a carriage.

2054. Read Ne, Certain

various coloured animal-

cule. Read E, or Yun-

e iS! **-! the rainbow ;

Z-i y\~*

by allusion to those

insects.

Tsae-e
'\

diversified by yarious

colours.

E shang yu e
] | ^ ^ certain

yariegated garments or dresses worn

on the stage.

[
a high loftj appearance.

2055. A small horse.

2056. A bony appearance.;

2057. A certain large fish,

variously denominated, said

to have four feet; the

fore part like a monkey ; the pos-

terior part like a dog. It cries like

a child. It is from eight to nine

cubits long. It inhabits the rivers

which run amongst mountains, and

in time of drought decoys birds by

wetting the leaves of trees. The

male is called
uTjg King. p)P

]

King e, is used
figuratively for a de-

vouring conqueror of men.

E

E foo I fmq nre said |o denote small
I mft

fiih.

2058. Used for the lion,

or an animal deemed

like it: said to devour

tigers, and to go five

hundred le a day. A

young deer. The name

a large garment made

of deer skin.

2059. Getting new teeth in

old age. Hwang fi e che

low hair and small new teeth of eld

age; old age, or long life.

2060. To trail; to drag;

to move slowly; a loi-

tering easy gait, which

the Chinese deem grace-

ful. The name of a river

With a dot, is a vulgar

form.
j

n E pih,

To send in the white

paper without any thing

written on it, at a public

examination, from incapacity to

write on the theme.

E hing |
r trailing gait; crawling

on the ground; sauntering.

"E chung W) to trail or scrape the

heel on the ground when walking ;

to walk in an easy sauntering man-

ner.

E show tung liing :f HJ] ^f
to walk hand in hand, which the

Chinese do as Europeans walk

arm-in-arm.
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2081. A tittering laughing

sound. Same as wSj? E.

2062. A place to store up

any thing; a storehouse.

To store up.

2063. Practised or accustom-

ed to; apparent; manifest.

!064. Expanded ; spread out,

as streams of water; ex-

pansion or dilation of the

filings, by which the Chinese gene-

rally mean, Ease of mind; amused;

gratified. Ee
|

I a fuir wind ;

flight that looks like a sailing motion.

Read Se'S, To desist as from anger;

to be appeased. To flow out; to

leak ;
to put away; to lessen the sum

ofguilt or blame. Name ofa moun-

tain stream. A surname.

2065. A certain itone like

the corundum.

S066. Long; extended;

the slit or seam where two

planks join.

2067. A certain kind of

grain.

2068. PThe^j ]
a cer-

tain kind ofgrain

2069. Flying; sailing along

in the air.

2070. Certain insects.

2071. The seam of a gar-

r> ._-, merlt - One says, A selvage

or part of the dress which

girds or binds about.

2072 A man's name. The

ame as
jjjll;

E .

207S. To bestow carts

and horses on wandering

fugitives, or on regular

traTellen.

2074. The name of a bird,

said to bear its young flying.

'

2075. She. An arrow ; a iarl

or other mistilf weapon

2076. Wavering; un-

> settled.

2077. [1] A particle at the

close ofsentences denot-

ing that the sense is

completed, and often

implying that the pre-

ceding words contain a

decided, pointed, strong affirmation.

The allusion to an arrow in thr

Character u, that the thought his

been enunciated with the rapidity

of an arrow, and has hit i Is mark.

Seang pell, Jen e $ $ tfc
I am of opinion that it must be so !

Ko
chcepf^p |

it may be fully

known! is said of an affair, or of a

person's character, which may be

known
fully from some circumstance.

*078 ['] To be TPrs l or

practised in; to attend to

orders with assiduity in the

service of. Weak and delicate a

plants that shoot up after being

cut down. The name of a stream.

E "bg
1 ^v to lludy in college;

to attend in the public school to tlie

occupations of a scholar. It is thr

privilege of rery few to reside with-

in the
college.

2079. A certain plant

2080. To advance ; toenter

in ; to wait.

2081. - To doubt; to sus-

pect ; doubt; suspicion ; to

guess at ; to be apprehensive

of; to dislike ; perverse. Name of a

hill; of a divinity; of an office.

Read Ying, Quiet ; fixed. Read YTh,

To stop. Occurs denoting To put*

person higher.

E gan ^ a case in law on which

doubt yet remains,; commonly re-

fers to cases of murder.
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E hw5 I i'X to be suspicious, and

apprehensive.

E ping |
te a disease of suspicion;

irresolution spiritless.

E tow
'

b suspicion s.

2088. [>/] False; doubtful;

mutual doubt,, or suspicion.

To compare ; to determine

upon. Syn. with
|ja

E. Occurs

but erroneously,, in the sense of
5jj^

E, Luxuriant; abundant. Read e,

Obstinate stoppage ; constipation.

Head Hae, or Gae.
^jjj- J

Tae

gae, Silly, foolish appearance.

2083. To examine into.; to

investigate.

2084. A napkin or cloth.

the nine mountains. The

name of a range of moun-

tains seen at a distance on the west-

ern frontier of China; they are

seen
indistinctly, and the mind is

in doubt about them; hence The

character is made of Doubtful and

Mountain. There are nine peaks

said'to extend upwards oftwo thous-

and L. Repeated, E-e, Eminent vir-

tue. Applied also to denote the pro-

mising talents of children ; also a fine

shaped head.

2088. [\] To gurssatjto

conjecture; to surmise; to

think and draw conclusions ;

to deem
; to decide; on consideration.

1 ike
; similar to j to purpose or intend

E

to do. Seang-e *l KF like each

other.

B e
I H| to decide after deliberation.

Et8 ,,rhhowyen
] gg jfi) ftf

to think and form opinions in the

mind, and then speak.

E tiew
J j|^

to decide in any public

court, and afterwards report to the

Emperor.

Te pun etaou king, rfo ~fc, | :)]

JO
I at first, or originally, iatended

to go to Peking.

2087. Used for the preceding

in the books of the Buddha

sect.

2088. A certain large earth-

en Tessel.

2089. A luxuriant growth

of a certain kind of grain.

2090. Luxuriance ofgrowth,

applied to grain ; and reite-

rated with a tone of admira-

tion.

8091. E e
|

I the sharp

and prominently shooting

up of the horns of animals ;

sharp pointed horns.

2092, Doubtful wordfa ;

to speak doubtingly ;

hesitation; deliberation;

to speak untruly or

doubtfully. Used for

JCT E, To deem
; to de-

cide. A serious respectful carriage.

To wait reverently for a decision of

doubts by divination.

E

2093. The name of a fish.

2094. From JX Sin, Mean-

ing Stiff; and
^vt Che,

A boar. An angry boar

bristling up its hairs;

hence employed to de-

note Firmness and un-

bending strength of mind; valiant;

puissant ; brave. One says, To de-

stroy plants aspiggdo; cruel; un-

feeling.

2095. ['] A firm unbending

mind ; greatness of mind ;

fortitude ; magnanimity ;

intrepid; intrepidity. Power of suf-

fering, or acting well. The name

of a place, and of a bird. A word

used in playing at Chess, denoting >

certain move. Heung e 3A

great fortitude and strength of mind.

Rang e
jj{]|J ]

firm and unbending ;

firmly facing any danger or calamity.

Yaou e 3
j

sedate and still, with

undaunted firmness.

E jen 3n . magnanimously ; with

fortitude.

2096. A species of bamboo;

a section of bamboo
;
'a

small bamboo

2097. Name of a certain

plant, used in sacrifices.
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2098. [\'J To take and

plant with the hand; to

arrange and plant trees ,

to cultivate the arts of

life; the business or occu-

pation of life ; the more

polite arts, viz. the rules

S/fc of decorum; music; ar-

P/A chery; the art of driving

a carriage ; writing, and

arithmetic. These are

the -^r Wi. LHh e, Six
x^ i "^y-

fine arts. Talent; ability.

Occurs in the sense at y~ Wan,

To hit a mark ; to arrange tributary

affairs. An extreme point or limit.

E-sze
j

J&. the occupations of life,

followed to gain a livelihood.

Show-e 3i
J

to apply the hand to

business ; handicraft.

Ke eJi the superior avocations

of life.

2099. [/] The tone of

laughing ; noise made in

sleep; woring; talking

in sleep. j]|?
ffa l*

Pj| fl$l P^ Me'en cluing

gan e shin hoo, Snoring

and calling nut in sleep.

3000. The sleeve of a gar-

ment; the ancient wide

sleeve of the Chinese.

Fun e ta hoo ^5? || ^ $. dashed

about his sleeve and cried out aloud.

3001. Words uttered ih sleep;

words spoken, or to speak

in a retired place. A man's

name. .

P*RT n. o 2

E

.1002. To. Much; many ; often.

E 141

3003. Same as / K. See
Sis'

below.

3004. [--] E-ej| ]

the

bar of a door. To bar the

outer gate.

3005. Foo-e 4^ 1 the

name o( a tree; another

name is iffi- 1 Po-e, and a

tllird ''
1 %jj E-yanS .

E chung keen tn Igrnameof
a certain office.

3006. Name of an animal

resembling a dog, wifh a

white tail.

3007. [
-

] To replant grain.

First to sow and afterwards

replant it, as is done with rice;

to remove from one place to another ;

to change ; to alter ; to change as the

wind
;
to remove down a river as a

ship does ; to pass a public despatch

to another hand. A surname. Name

ofahill. Occurs denoting to praise;

great ; extensive.

E-churn
/j^. fflft to move a ship From

one part of a river to another.

E-keun jS to move an army

from its posit ion.

E ytien tsew kin 1
jja l^r *fj~

to part with property which isdistant

for what is situated near.

E yfih T? to remove a gem ; i. e.

to invite a friend to an entertainment.

K-shoo I
S& to send a letter to a

prnon, nearly no na rquality of

circuraittDcri.

Ewin
I ^ to send a public despatch

3008. A hill or mountain.

3009. An \cf hom-

3010. Leen-e

fire continuing to luirn. i

spread interminably

3011. A small collage r

lodge by the side ofan rl<-v-

tcd gallery. The rooms or

apartments of a palace connected

together. Also Read Che.

-"
SOU.

Wci-e^:
Vi :i

certain plant.

3013. A certain animal like

a dog, having a reddish snout

and white head.

3014. To remove ; to pais

to another place, to

change; to alter. The

last of the four characters

is in most frequent use.
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Che.

3015. The door of *n ice

home.

3016. A particular
kind

of tripod ;
a species of hoiler.

One say r, A knife. Also read

S07. The name of a bird;

a general term for all birdi.

3018. [
'

] Compounded of

My and Sheer. Good ; right ;

proper ; luitable ; righteous ;

righteousness; in acting to cause

very circumstance to attain its pro-

per place. E, is opposed to
3j|J

Le,

Gain, or the love of gain; and to

# Tsing, What is done from kind

feeling merely. E, denotes what is

good and excellent of its kind, and

is worthy of honor. Also, that which

ii done from an upright, liberal, and

disinterested principle; and often

refers to acts which proceed from

benevolent and charitable feelings.

A surname. E kvran a& gH a

free school.

E he 1
p;

a public school, or na-

tional college.

E le
] Jig

the principles of right

and justice.

E ke
|

-jpra high feeling of right;

honesty ; integrity ; high toned mo-

ral feeling.

E keuen pfih mae too-kea
j -^ ~JF

US la ^^ ^ou>t se" * faithful

dog to the Butcher.

]. is applied to a cause which brings

together a great many persons aim-

ing to attain the right moral path,

u, Esze 1
^jjj

a general who heads

an army that fights for principles.

E chen tap righteous battles.

9. What all men honour ; hence, E tc

jjj?
a righteous sovereign ; and

E wang
]

^p a title of kings, un-

der the present dynasty. (1818.)

3. What is intended for the use of

the public, or to be given freely to

them ; hence, E tsang [
& pub-

lic granaries. E shay
j jjjj;

pub-

lic altars to the gods. E te>n
|

jjj
the land of the public, or for

public charities. E ylh ]
4&

ervant for the public use, or the

public service. E tsing 1 it
a public well.

4. To persons who surpass the rest of

mankind in talent i ind virtue ; hence,

E sze
j j^ an eminent scholar.

E foo
J OTj an eminently, virtuous

woman.

5. What is brought in from without ;

hencf, E urh
j ^ or

~f~

Elsze, An adopted child.

6. What is road* from the composi-

tion of many materials; hence, E

mih 3 an ink composed of

numerous ingredients.

7. And, To animals possessed ofexcel-

lent qualities ; hence, E keucn 1

* a faithful dog.

SO 19. To lay a boat or

other vessel alongside a

/ bank; straight; leaning

against. One says, A

pole erected as a signal.

3020. Same as 'Eg E.
tXi

above.

See

3021. The name of a hill; a

lofty aspiring hill or moun-

tain. Ke e
|Il

1 de-
"VI I

nete the same.

S022. [-] The forms or usages

proper for man. Right;

regular; correct; proper;

a rule; a pattern; a rite; a ceremony.

To imitate; to study to effect ; to

contrive. The external appearance,

or manner ; figure. Two ; a pair. A

principle, or energy. A surname.

^5
j

Yung-e, A proper deport-

ment.
| l^f /fij'Jll

Yewe

ko seang, A deportment worthy of

imitation. t$
J

Wei e, A

majestic and dignified manner. ^f

^ ftMAJjMH
Wae

show foo heun; jfih fun mooe, Let

the boys of len years of age Go out

and receive the instructions of a

master ; the girls at the same age,

enter and respectfully learn the

manners of a mistress. (Tseen-tsze-

win.)
jjj^

I Le e, Rites and

observances. ^ || ]g |

Befi seih le e, To learn and practice

the observances of propriety and

decorum. J^ ^ Teen

te e, The figure of the heavens.

f ! PI /Z.
Wo e to che> r

study to effect it.
ppj] j

Leang

e, The heavens and the earth.
~

I San e, The heavens, earth, and

man. A local term denoting, TV

come.
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E hing Wan-wang, wan pang feB fow

imitate the virtues of Win-wang,

and every state will exercise confi-

dence.

E yung twan haou
^j yxj Jy

1

regular, correct
manners and conduct,

-choo
J yjE^ ceremonial; the

E choo 1 t J
ru 'es f ceremonial;

forms ofseeing or visiting, each other.

E wfih I %m * present.

Evia 1 *l external ornament

3023. A certain bamboo

utensil.

3024. [/] To lay a boata-

gainst
a bank.

3025. [
v
] The ant; the white

or black ant, for which the

Chinese have a great va-

riety of names. E is used by the

people in petitions for the pronoun

I. The name of a hill Fow-e^
5J||

a thick kind of liquor, or its

dregs. PTh e y name of a

korse; the white ant. Hih-e jj?
mi

j

the black ant; wkich devours

the white ant.

E fung 1
[Ifi?

an ant hill.

E tseu
]

*$; collected numerous as

ants; banditti.

Eting
| ^we.

E tsuy M^ numerous groups of

people.

3086. [/] To speak on what is

proper to be done; to con-

sult; to deliberate; to plan;

to select. Rules or laws. Name of

an office. Meen e ?m 1 to con-

sult verbally, fuce to face, aud not

by writing. Pa e /\_ |
eight

standing rules in the ancient laws.

E lu to, ching kung shaou
| =j|j

$>L
rjH jjl f\f to deliberate much

and effect little.

E lua ] rffirf to discuss and plan.
I MHU

E ta foo 1 -^ ^ a title of second-

ary officers of the Third Rank.

E sze 1 ifi. to consult about affairs.

3027. [\] A certain cross

bar to which the reins of a

carriage are fixed.

3028. The spawn of fish

roe.

3029. A certain specie* of

wild fowl,

3030. To bite ; to gnaw.

3031. [-] In the state Tsoo, A

bridge was expressed by this

word.

heen tsung yung yew hea Pel e shang,

yu ylh laou foo show e hoo, Leang,

having in an easy sauntering manner

wandered down to the bridge at Pei,

met an old father who gate a book

to him. (Tse'en-han.)
Some think

it does not denote a bridge, but the

bank near a bridge; for a famous

Poet, 4

?f 1 |j J^Wolmee keaouhang,

Wu Lie ke.ioy keaou shang, is saying,

/ came the tridge the trirtge upon:

a tautology, it is argued, that so

good a Writer could not be guilty

of, and therefore it should be, 1 cime

upon the bridge which extends to-

the bank.

3032. [/] E, or E Use
]

in An interjection expres-

sive of doubt; hesitation;

Can it be ? how can it be? Also de-

noting assent to a trial being made ;

and of declining j putting aside t

withdrawing. [/] To raise ; to retire.

Used forS.E, Different from.

3033. Commonly ready Go,

Occurs used for TOI E, and

t]j||
E, see above.

8034. The chin ; the side of

the mouth. To feed or

nourish. One of the

Kwa.

3035. [-] Deep; the name

of a place; an Euphonic

particle. Ke
ejffl jjjf

a hundred years of age.

30S6. Name of a erUin

wood.

3037. [
/ ] To go or repair

to in person. The name of

an insect. The name of a

wood, in which it is used for fe E,

v-

aa
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and of which a certain palace was

jUff 4 * tj. <

nudr Tsin e YU or \K
"Tftt | At- |

Taou F, To jo to another person.

Tuhe^g j
or ^ HOW e

,

Another person's roming to me.

3038.
[

<

] Still ; respectful :

decorous manner. Pleased ;

delighted. A man's name.

Alto ready Gae.

3039. To die of itself, as

trees or plants ; to fade
; to

be wounded or cut,, so as to

cause death. A slight disease of the

hands. or feet.

3040.
[

/
] To strangle ; to

suspend with a cord or

string.

sze
j ^g to strangle to death.

Xtze e
j|j 1

to hang one's self.

34I. [-] A kind of vase

or tripod for containing

wine used in temples at

great sacrifices. Con-

stant ; invariable rule ,

law or principle. A rule ;

a law ; to be honored or obeyed.

Ping e
-jjfr ppthe moral principle in-

stilled by Heaven in human nature.

E lun
jjijj

the natural .relations of

husband and wife, parent and child,

and so on.

E ke I

yj*j
a esrl for wine.

( S041. To strike ; to attack.

3043.
[

/
] A certain master

of archerv.

3044. [/] From HE Keae,

A boundary ; and 4^ Kung

Two hands. Separated;

divided from; different from ; of an-

other country. Extraordinary;

strange; odd. To esteem strange,

unusual; -wonderful. To oppose.

A surname.

Ke-e
-^jfr | strange; odd; surprising.

Woo ming e 4flf; ^Jj
a certiin

medicinal plant.

E-keaou . 3sH namt ofa plant.

E-sing I 53;
of a different simiame;

of a different family or clan.

E-sin
] ^jjl

different minds or opi-

nions.

JS045.

[I] To cut off the nose

as a punishment. To cut.

jin teen seay c, Those persons shave

their heads and cut offtheir noses.

^ Teen in the text, is by some

thought a misprint for
rfn

Urh. Also

read \e.

3046. [/] Labour; toil;

distress. Also read She.

3047. ['] E or Tae, To

reach or extend to; to

approach from behind; to

come up to a certain point of time.

3048. [t] Secret; retired;

Ihe recesses of the mind;

to feel ashamed.

3049. [/] In profound

retired place. Obscure;

gloomy. To inter; to bury;

to bury a brute. To sacrifice after

interring; the victims used at a

funeral sacrifice. To sacrifice to

rivers and to the moon.

3050. Still, gentle, quiet, to

judge.
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Manuscript Dictionary, Fa. Canton Dialect, Ftl.

2151. From the reverse side

of Jf Ching, To put in a

right state ; to supply with.

Defect; temporary want; destitute;

fo fail. ffl ./Kwinfi, Weary,

fatigued.
-jj^t- |

Keue fi, Defec-

tive; destitute of. f? ^l/ &^ 1

She fei keu fi, Possessing nothing

to meet necessary expenditure, jjjj

| Keung fa, or J| ]
Pin ft,

Impoverished. (life P||

m: ~^/ iK Kwei fi, keungyaou che

paou, Feel ashamed that I possess not

the gem Keung-yaou, with which to

recompense you ; used in letters.whcn

acknowledging the receipt of favors.

As an Active Verb, To spoil, to

injure; to render useless.

Fi shang I jj an embarrassed

merchant.

Fi shlh 1 & to be without food.

^-<* 2152. Fi-tseS 1

^|ade-

/J
licate small appearance. Com-

"^^^- monly read Fan, To flo-it.

,2153. Lean; weak; feeble;

lassitude; weariness, such

as is induced by heat.

2154. From a man holding a

lane.-. To g'.rike ; to de-

stroy. To lay the country

FART II. r 2

desolate. To punish. Meritorious

deeds. To boast of one's services.

To reduce to subjection, either

rebel* or a foreign enemy. The s:tme

is expressed by ^j /fJJ thing fi.

BiMiff 1
T.eaytsinkeunfi,

And exhibit (my) prince's merito-

rious actions. ^K Q A

A
;]d/

Pah tszefi koo yew kung,

He who does not boast of his

merits, is on that account meri-

torious. ^ J jfr |EJ ]

H E3 ^ Ming ke kung yu

fS, tseih jih yuK yut, To publish his

merit is called Fa ; daily to accumu-

late it is called Yu. j^
&

^ Teaou rain fi tsuy, To com-

passionate the people and punish the

crimes (of their rulers.) 4Jy

Shi fi, To kill.

Name of a certain weapon, and

of a star. Occurs in the sense ofTS

Fi, A ridge. To rhyme, read He'g.

It is said that
l^/ Sl.oo, To guard or

maintain a pest, like Ft, is from Man

and Lance; but ?hoo, represents a

man siltiug, whilst Fi, represents

him standing erect,

Fikoo
j

ay to strike a drum
I J*^V

Fimdh
ytv

* cut d wn atree -

Fi tsi-y 1 ffi to punish an offence.

2155. To till or plough the

ground ; olherwiseexpressed

ke too yay, To plough and raise the

earth. Some write J5S Fi, and

others
jfl/Fi.

2158. To stand erect

2 1 57. A kind ofraft to cros

a river; applied also to a

large vessel that navigates

the sea. Ho fi^^ fire ves-

sels are spoken of.

5158. Fire.

2159. A raft made ofbam-

boos for crowing a river;

a large vessel that goes to

sea. A raft made of wood or plarks

in contradistinction from one made

of bamboos, is callec 3 Pae.

2160. FSyuJ M the

meritorioui serrices of offi-

ceri of the government ; tbr
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d^ro.^s of which there are five,

which are expressed by Fi; their

accumulation, by Yu<5

FJ yu* che kea
[<yj

~ *&

a fimily or fiiiiir.ei which haTede-

s /rved well of their country /[

Fi is also us.:d i.i this sense. Fi

also di-iol-.s a door on the rigiit

ha;id ; and Yu8, A door on the left.

,2161. From
jfj?

Che, An

aiiim il of virtuous di po-

sition, but which attacks

the guilty : from
-^Fj

Keu, To put away evil,

and from y Shwuy,

JPater, denoting every thing being

reduced to a proper level. A con-

stant invariable usage ; something

that bou.ids or restricts. A law ; a

rule; a precept; the regulations or

rules of the Monks and Nuns of

Buddha. A set of moral precepts.

The infliction of the law; a punish-

ment. To make something a rule

or law to one's elf. Chlh fa $fc

the name of a star. A surname.

Fie ~T$ the garments enjoined by

the order of the nuns of Bud ha.

Fang fl ft j
ary means em, loyed

toi.tia'n son e end.

Heaou fi Wi I toimiate.

Fa keas 1 PI- a certain division of

precepts.

Fi ledh 1 %& the laws ; a law.

Fi mun I BB the Sjct of Buddha.

Fa-Ian se kw5 Frar.ce;

the French; also written. Fflh-lang'

se

Fl *hwS 1 discourse on, or a-

FA

greeable to, the precepts of the

Buddha religion.

Fi snub
I f/|L.

an7 means employed;

or any act to effectuate certain

ends.

Fi too faf a rule of proceeding or

acting.

Fa wae che hing y^j ft ^ ^\\

punishment which exceeds the law.

2 1 63. The appearance of an

arrow.

8163. From / P8, Standing

with the feet spread out, ad-

ded to a bow a:.d arrow. To

shoot from a bow , to send forth ; to

cause to issue forth j to sprirg forth.

To send; to despatch; to transport;

to induce to utter ; to raise higher, to

make manifest ,
to advance , to go ; to

proceed to ; to go with haite ; to cause

confusion; to attack and suppress.

Name of a district ; a surname.

Fi chow W to utter a curse or

imprecation.

Fi chaou 1
jifl

to issue forth damp ;

to mould.

Fi twan choo I

jj^jj ^ the place or

point where any thing originates.

Fa hwuy
] [] to send back.

Fi kih 1
5JC.

to induce customers,

such goods as will do so; an addition

common to the shop boards or signs

at Canton.

Fi kei
| 'f^ to come to light ; to

be discovered.

Fi leen
] y^l

Fi denotes Spring ; Leen
;

Autumn.

Fi raiug I HH to illustrate ; to bring

FA

to light ; to explain. The uarao of >

bird.

Fi kelh peen I

jj^t i^ to send or

banish to the extremities of the

Empire.

VI slit- 1 f to utter an oath ; to
I va

take an oath.

Fi fung i'HJ to be smitten with

the leprosy ; to be leprous.

Fifuagize 1 3S?' ffe a establish-
I /v SJ

ment for lepers ; a bzar-house.

Fi tan 1
jpf.

to issue permits to

fhopboats.

Fi tsae &l" to increase one's pro-

perty ; to acquire wealth ; to get gain.

Fi ke wan tsae
] ^ || jft

made several time's ten thousand

pieces of mo:iey the current coin

is generally understood.

E tsae ft shin
fy $ ] J^

to em-

ploy wealth to advance one's person j

to in ke wealth subordinate.

Fi fi 1 1 haste ; celerity ; speed.

Fitse 1 TJK the rites of marriage.
I rt

E !un fi toae
J^J t% \ ^^

sacrifice one's perioa fur the take

of wealth.

Hing fi fj |

to proceed on a jour-

ney.

Tsing fi '^ |
the nameofariTcr.

Same as i, To

8165. Commonly read Fei,

A house falling. To cause

to desist; to stop of itself;

to fail. Also read Fi, in some ancient

books.
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S 1 S(S A large vessel to navi-

gate the seas. Read PS, in

the same sense. Read Fow,

The top of a pillar.

2167. A large weapon; a

kind of shield. Commonly

read PS, To put aside j to

spread ; to raise ; to put in order.

Fa too 1 -p to turn up the ground,

to prepare it for seed,

2168. Coarse mats made

of bamboo reeds ; a de-

formity of lhjbody,being

unable to stand erect,

as from hunch' back or

high breast.

8169. To utter words, j to

speak.

2170. Wang j=r?
Ditorierty,

-^ I | improper, and ~=^ Yen,,To
VXD

Speak, make g Le, To

rail at; to these
)J

Taou, Knife,

being- added, makes p'i,. To rail at,

and t'iriMten with a knifoi hence,

A petty crime i tlie punishmont of a

mail olTencej a slight flogging: a

fine. To fine ; to forfeit.

FS t<ew 'M to forfeit a c Ttain

qiimtiiy, or so many cupsofwinej

i. e. to be obliged to drink it.

Fa yin 1 ^\J
to forfeit a sum of

money ; as by coming too late to a

meeting of a club.

Fi he ylh pun jS 'rg 7]\
*

forfeit a play, frequent amongst

shopmen in the same street; the

punishment for violating the rules

of.the street, is, to- pay the expense

of a play for one day.

Fi fng
] ^to forfeit to govern-

ment, as a fine, a part of one'* pay.

2171. A horse walking. A

horse enraged; a boric

shaking iU head.

2172- The name of a plant

S173. A kind of shield to

il fi'iid the person , tome-

thing held before Ibeeyej

hence the character it

under the Radical Eye.

A Uo used for a weapon i

a kind of cndg-1 or lince, and in the

enie of ft Fi, To lubdue.

m 2174. Hair on the human

bodv, particularly the hair

of the head ; applied also to

the beard. Grass, vegetables, plants,

and trees are called the hair of the

earth. A surname. Fi, is defined by

Root ; and by to Eradicate. Tow fi

ofM the hair of the head. Seu

fi
||| |

the beard. Pe tow san

fi
$j $1 fffc ]

*he head beat in-

to tne utmost disorder ; dishevelled

hair. Pe fi
zjjt

disordered

hair. ShTh fS
~jp ]

the hair of

slones; mosses.

Fi show shang maou ffi \* ^
Fi, is Ihe hair on the head. Maou, if

commonly applied to beasts anA-

birds ; Fi to the human hair.
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?175. [-] To include every

thing. Represented by

the character. The second

form is the vulgar mode.

All; all persons; com-

mon-, commonly; vul-

gar; ordinary persons; as PSh fan

~T( W not ordinary ; i. e. Extra-

ordinary. Every ; the greater part;

generally ; for the most part. The

name of a country. A surname.

XJJ 1 Tan fan, Whoever ; what-

ever; whenever.
~fc

Ta fan,

%fe FS fan, Generally; gene-
*-* l

rally speaking; for the most part.

Syn. with j^ fc
Ta te. ^ |

Choo fan, All; every; the whole

taken individually. Jj|r
1 Tsfiy

an, or I W. Fan yaou, The most

important of the whole. HF
|

Fe fan, or "^ P8h fan, Not

common ; not vulgar. To rhyme,

read Fun.

Fan foo
| ^ or Fan yung ]

a common person.

Fan foo sBh tsze
} %

a common vulgar person.

Fan jin

*

perions.

every body ; ordinary

Fan the I "Hr the world common to

all j or Fan keen 1 M9 among the

common mass ; are expressions which

denote the present state ofhuman ex-

istance.

Fan so yew
|

6/r /ifff all which are,

or exist, the whole number of per-

ions or things; every body; every

thing.

Fan sze
|| ^ every affair ; in affairs

generally.

Fan yew teen hea che kwS
|

/ff

3F- "Tv ~>f Ml all the countries of

the world.

Fan sze yu, tsih l&e I jfe
lffi\ ^|J

y/ in every affair be prepared, and

you will succeed.

Fan tae
j Bjj

a common womb ;

born as common mortals are, having

no claim to an angelic nature.

Fan wuh 1 jtfa every thing.

817. To make light of;

to treat with neglect and

contempt.

2171. A sail of a boat or

ship; a vessel propelled l>y

the wind. Shlh fan
^j"

a certain plant ttj 1 Yang fan,

Toipreai' I .il; to sail ; to depart

Fan poo j /Hj canvas .

8178. [/] To float; to be

driven by the winds and

waves without opposition;

levity. The name of a river; the

name of a country village. Read

Fung, in the ame sense. Read Fi,

Delicate; the noie of wave* dashing.

Fan chow I

-$}-
to float in a boat.

Fan peaou I I'll light; nimble.'
f 7J\*

Fan sha
| j||

to scatter water 5 to

sprinkle.

Fan tse'2 Vjff the dashing of wave*

against each other.

Fan yin v$ inundating; exceed-

ing ; excess.

2179. A certain wood. The

bark is called Shwuy-fow-

mflh
~/j^ /&- ~ff^ floating

wood ; perhaps a species of Cork.

8180. Large eyci.

2181. [/] A word found ia

the books of BndJhu denot-

ing, in Chinese, Retirement

and stillness ; alco the tone of rociU-
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tive. It further, commonly denotes,

The region from which Buddha

sprung. Head Fung and Fow, It de-

notes The wind sweeping over the

top-i of trees.

Fan-yen tjK j the language of Fan,

or of India, in contradistinction

from
T|i =| Hwa-yen, The Chinese

language.

2182. Much talk; having

a great deal to say ; loqua-

city.

2 1 83. The name of a place.

SI 84. The appearance of a

horse walking, or going at

any other pace.

2185. [\] From Hand, the

ag.Mit by which things are

turned. To turn contrary to

the first direction; to turn back; to

return; again and again; contrary

to; coatrnrywise ; on the contrary ; to

act contrary to; torebd Read Fan,

To turn back part of the deserved

punishment ofa criminal ; to mitigate

punishment. fi 3& Jjf j^ *ze

chay woo fan, The messenger return-

ed five times. |g jfj,^ ^
Fdh Itth lae fan, When blessings and

wealth descend, he still continues

unwearied. Lae fan
^j

in common usage denotes, To

come and go. El Tsze fan,

To turn back one's self; to examine

o.-e's .-e!f.
'~;J ]

Mow fan, To

plan rebellion, ^3 Tsaou fan,Am f |

or 4fc Tso fan, To rebel;

TART II. Q 2

overt acls of rebellion.
] tyi

Fan pwan, To desert lh<; service of,

and rebel against. IMJ PcTh fan,

To force to rebellion by oppression.

]
Fan, or

] -jj
Fan tse,

The syllabic mode of spelling; 43?

T*~ MjL I
Saou '

soo 'I
)aou * n Tne

pronunciation <>f f',R
is obtained from

Soo-paou, by going back to the ini-

tial, and joining it to the final, Saou.

Fan chaou I i$ to row back.

Fan chaou ]' H3 to reflect back light.
I y

Fan fan
|

decorous; attentive

to propriety.

Fan fnh ?g backwards and for-

wards; over again; tautological, ap-

plied to words-

Fan gan |5;
to go contrary to, or

deny the confession mide at an in-

ferior court, commonly on the

ground of its being extorted.

Fan keang teth shwS hwa 1

Ej| j^(j

j?{f
^i speech which implies iUop-

posite ; sometimes denoted by the

tone of enunciation.

Fan hwuy
| fgj

or reversed, Hwuy

fan, To turn back again to.

Fan lae fiih keu
j

.>jk ^ -l~ com .

ing back and going away .again.

Fan wei pilh mei ^5 J^ ^fe

contrary (to. what I wished; it turned

out unpleasantly.

Fanfuh pdhting
| ^^^ un-

settled j wavering.

Fan wei gow too
| ^ |1^ |ifc

his stomach turned and he vomited.

21S6. Same as the preceding.

A rebel.

2187. [-] Fan or Vwa-

declivity nta hill. > li.uk;

a dyke. W ^ r

The side of a hill ; a bank ,

a mound raised to itop
< I 1,1

water.
] jj

, /,

Fan, too po kaou, Fan is a high Li n.k,

precipice or declivity. To rhyme,

read Pc'en and Keucn.

2188. A bad heart. A hastr

disposition. Precipitant ;

penitent; to repent.

2189. ['] Fan or Pan, A

famous river which rises in

some mountains in the Pro-

vince of Ho-nan, from whence it

runs north-east till it enters the Yel.

low riyer.

SldO. Afield; a level piece

of land which is cultivated.

2191, A bad disorderly per-

son; vicious tcoldiag neigh-

bour.

2192. To return to re-

-^ j\f sonable mode of speaking,

O/ ^ from a kind of compulsion

arising from circumstances. To

make a clamorous noise. Also

read Pwan.

Pwan yen 1 R^
to braS ; to Prail*

one's self.

* 2183. A sort of cover made

fjj\/ <'f mats or leather to keep

]//^^. the dust and dirt from a

carriage.
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8194. [/] To Him the

penny ; to buy cheap and

sell dear ; to traffic ; to

buy and sell ; to deal in.

1 H A D Fan

mae jin kow, To buy and

tell human beings; to make a trade

of buying children or. grown people,

is prohibited by law; the oljecls of

this illicit traffic are generally devot-

ed to vicious uses. To purchase

boys or girls for domestic use is

allowed. ^ j
New fan, To deal

ia cattle. ^ ] (^ V^ Ma fan

tethjin, A horse dealer.

2195. ['] To return; to

come back
; to revert ;

to cause to revert, or re-

turn to. Wangchaypdh

they that go do -not re-

turn.

Fan fun
J ^ to go backwards and

forwards ; backwards and forwards ;

reiterated again and again.

Fan che yu teen J' -"T- ~fc

to refer it to Heaven ; to the will of

Providence.

,2196.
[ ] The bank of a lake;

the dike; the
|rrecipitous

side of a mountain; a dan-

gerous place. The name of a place.

4&ed also for W Fan, and i^ Fan
'/*- r/jfc

Fan teen
|

PI a field surrounded

by a dike.

2197. A piece of gold cast

into the form < f a cake,

laid out in offering sacrifices

on certain occasions.

FAN

t^.*,

2 1 98.
[ '] A meal ,- one time of

^ taking food ; the principal

article of food ; rice ; rice

which has been prepared by boiling

or steam. ChUh fan ^ ^jf
or Yung

fan 11.1
]

to take any meal. Chih

leaou fan 'B j
I or "g^ yjh

I Chih kwo fan ! Have you'had

your meal.' is a common salutation,

.like flow do you do? They reply

Yew
peeD^jfl!

or
JH^Pee,,.

kwo, denoting I am beforehand

with you, I have dined and cannot

invite you.

Fan chih ,

Aj
to eat ; provisions.

Fan how hing san ilrih poo, pHh yung

kae yS pt.o

walk thirty paces, and there will be

no occasion to open Apothecaries'

shops; Uke exercise. Me fan^
|

rice. Tsing jin chih fan
jjjfc-

/ K.
to 'nT 'te a person to

dinner, or any other meal.

2199. The name of a fish.

JIM

2SOO. [A] To rush against.

To offend; to violate;

to break the laws
; to

attack a
territory. To

invade ; to overcome.

An offender; a criminal.

Kan fan ^p ^[J
to vio-

late ; to offend.
Bg

Heung fan, A mur-

derer. Fan tsuy

to commit a crime. Fan

fi 1 y^or Fan ling f

tt to violate the laws.

FAN

Fan yu ming
'

|j{|j
& or =&

Fan hwuy, To offend the sacred nama

of the Emperor, by an irreverent

use of it. See ]& Hwuy.

Fan lew tsuy I

5l|f 3jt
to commit an

offence which subjects one to be

transported three thousand le.

Fanchantsiiy 1
uijj

56 to commit

capital crime , one that is punished

by decollation. 'tip. 1, Woo fan.

To offend by mistake. Chilh fan

JMi to affront on purpose.

Fan jin I yV a criminal ; a prisoner.

> "%

/ ^^

S201. To overflow; to in-

undate Same ai Fan

Unsettled ; in motion ; shak-

en ; ag t tod. The name of a river.

A surname. The name of a country.

Fan Ian Vf3 vS- w;,ter overflowing and

widely inundating.

Fan tse
] 5j

* send every where, or

disperse sacrifices widely.

2202. Grass or herbage

which is every where spread ;

a species of wasp. Name

of a place ; name of a kind of eleva-

ted terrace. A surname. Name of

a certain door. Occurs also denot-

ing to fend off.

2203. A certain cup for

wine.

2204. ['] Somelhing to li-

mil and so form a mould ;

a rule; a law. Made of

earlh it is called !J Hing; of netal

^ Yung, and ofreed or bamboo 1

Fan.
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2805. A certain bar in

the front of a carriage

for the rider to lean

against.

. Jt-. 8206. A pattern ; rule ;

a mould ; a constant invari-

able rule ; to attend to strict

discipline in order to be always on

the watch. Moo fan^^ a rule;

pattern ; something that restrains

excess ;
used also in a moral sense.

Hungfan^it \
the great (or eter-

nal) rule of fitness applied to the

name of an ancient book.

2207. The name of a hill.

| ^* 2S08. The bark of a certain

jL^jT tree of which cords or ropes

I \^f maj be made.

2809. ['] To float on thesur-

face ; to flow down a stream.

Read Fung, To overturn)

to throw off as a vicious horse doei;

to set the rider afloat; to spill him.

Fan chow y 43- to float a vessel.

Tung kea che ma
] $| ,^

a spirited horse which spills his rider

a vicious boy whom it is difficult to

teach.

to guzzle and drinkFan stung
'

wine, v

Fan tse'S 1

pearance.

2210.

'mall delicate ap-

Plants floating in

water j the appearance

which they exhibit.

2SI 1. A certain kind ofcup.

2218. [-] A precipitate hur-

ried enunciation.

2213. [-] From -

Pan,

The claws of an animal,

and
[JJ Teen, A field.

A beast spreading its paws

on the ground. A time;

a turn; a repetition of.

Name of a hill ; a name of several

districts. A surname. A low word

denoting Foreign. Also read Pwan.

JlK ;jfe Ke fan, feveral times.
XvC FH

Fan le che
] ^ ;fet the custard apple.
1 /* \s-

Pwan yu heen
j

ffi
Jjt|j

the dis-

trirt in which European ships anchor

n ar Canton.

Fan wimg jfllt kungteVn chaou ',

A. ^ TV ^| foreign kings pay

tribute to China, the celestial Empire.

Fan kwei 1 j^ foreign devil; an

opprobrious epithet applied by the

people of Canton to Europeans.

Fan kan
jjjwu foreign or European

soap.

Fan pang 1
ffi foreign states.

2814. Strong; firm.

2315. Sound ; noiie.

216. [-] Fan or Pan, A grate,

sepulchre. ^ j|
Fan

A *"'
jji. 5(5

^ 3f- Tung ka f,a
keen che Ue chay. Those who were

ncrificing amongst the tombs on

the eastern suburbs of the
city.

S21T. Things accumulated

together; to accumulate or

hoard up. A house where

things are stored up.

2SI8. [-] A Kind of nap-

kin for dusting any things

long streamers hung up in

the temples of Buddha before the

idols. Used for^ Fan, To turn

over, or toss about.

Fan fun mas to loie dignity or

gravity of deportment.

Fanjcn I ^R forthwith ; immediate-

ly; straightway turned, or changed.

2219. To screen; to shade; to

cover. A large utensil for put

tingaway the refuse or chaff.

8220. To nourish life. Read

Chilh, and reiterated,

ChBh chBh, A lowly

humble appearance.

i 2221. [-] The heart changed,

moved or agitated.

8828. A solid strong wood,

which has no flowers. A

particular wood.

82SS. The thick water in

which rice has been washed.

The name of a city, and
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of a spring of water. Read Pwan,

Rice bruised The name of a dis-

trict. A surname. A whirling

round of water.

2224. [
-

] A fence or boun-

dary; a frontier; to fend

off. Used for
&j- Fan, A

small carriage made of varnished

rid <tf K'1*
mats. Le fan yuen )$ -^ J^
board placed over the dependant

countries of China.

Fan le
| ^ft

a fence; a barrier.

countries dependantFan shrill
]

on China.

Fan tae
]

province.

the Treasurer of a

2225. [-] A kind of reed

basket or duster used to re-

move and cast away refuse ;
a

utensil used to push away and reject

something. One says, To shade or

screen ; to cover and conceal from

view.

2226. [-] To roast ; to roast

meat; the flesh used in sa-

crifice. Roasted victims.

Fun fan^ l^O- to roast, to burn.

Fan chili 1 $ to roast.

2227. The noise of dogs

fighting.

2228. A particular kind of

grain.

2229. [
-
] A certain kind

of stone.

2230. [-] Meat dressed in

. a particular way. Roast-

ed victims for sacrifice.

223 1 . A certain large earthen

vessel.

2232. Fan yueo |ll^ a

certain part of dress ; a nap-

kin rolled round the head.

2233. A large utensil for re-

moving refuse or chaff.

One says, To shad*; to

screen.

^ 2234. The water in which

rice has been washed, and

which is thickened thereby.

2235. [- ] To extend; to

widen ; to spread out into

different languages; to trans-

]

the appearance of the

wind blowing out a flag or banner.

Fan yih sang yuen 5g ^t
f

I **-f L }^\

a translator of the lowest degree of

rank.

223fi. A sheep with a yellow
'

belly.

I

2237. [-] To fly ; to fly b ,< k-

I'V/lyl
war(k' p ^cn f;m

j$$[

to fly sailing about.

FAN

Fan chay JfL a kind of trap for

catching bir '*.

Fan lung ] ^^1 To revive or bring

Fan gan j
4c J forward again a

cas.- in Inw which has been before

decided on.

2238. [
-

] Luxuriant vege-

tation; exuberance; abun-

dance; plenty. The name

of a plant ; the name of a bird.

Fan yen j PJ a numerous progeny.

Fan chin g
j ^| luxuriant growth

of plant*.

Fan shoo
j Jt

a numerous popula-

tion.

2539. [
-

] A female rat
;
a

certain insect at the bottom

of earthen vessels. To send

to. A certain tree. To twine round

as the dragon does.

Fan taou
' ^ a famous peach tree

in the west, which blossoms once in.

three thousand years; and thre 1;

thousand years after bears fruit, wa

eaten by Hq j-J^
-ffl- Se-wang-moo,

The royal Mother of the West. This

tree is the emblem of long life.

,2240. [-] The paws or feet of

animals which may be eaten.

2241. A kind of cover for a

carriage to keep oft' the dust

and dirt. A large trunk or

bag for a can iage.

2242. A large hatchet or

axe for felling trees; to fell.

A club.
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2243. [-] To fly ; to whirl a.

bout as water in an eddy.

2844. The name of a bird.

2245. A reptile, called a

female rat; awhile rat; and

one says, Insects under

earthen pots.

2246. [
-
] A long pendant

streimer or banner ; a gene-

ral term for flags, colours,

standards, and so on. She leth tsing

fan
~jj& \f BL ! to hoist a kind

of banner to invite home the manes

of one who has died abroad; a

Chinese usage.

2247 A kind offence ; hem-

med in by a fence.

2248. [-] Hemmed in by a

surrounding fence or ob-

struction; unable to pro-

gress; confused, mixed, blended.

The name of a place. A surname.

2249. - Fan shth

alum ; it is called by vari-

ous names, and is of various

colours. The name of a medicine.

PTh fan 1-3 the alum com-

monly put on paper. Tsing fan

pjj sulphate of copper, or blue

vitriol/

Fan che 1
vjj-

alumed paper. Jl J

I Shan fan, The name of a flower,

<TART II. R 2

FAN

2250. Fan, or Ke fan ^
a certain insect which comes

forth at

2251. To see momentarily,

or for a short time.

2252. The name of a

country place.

' 2253. - From fire and head.

Heat and Pain in the head ;

excessively occupied and

hurried ; troubled j annoyed. Trou-

blesome ; annoying ; grieved ; sorry.

Name ofa bird ; name of a place.

Fan laou Iff ? to trouble and annoy,'-" s-i

said in courtesy.

ICJCJRj sorry; grieved.

Fan mun
] wga full heart grieved,

and annoyed.

Fan naou I
tjfj

troublesome clamour

and bother. Kan fan ^C-
j

to

trouble a person to do something.

Fanshing I

/^discordant sounds;

a sound which distresses or annoys.

To fan ne ^ j ^ I give you

much trouble.

Fan tsa
] ^JH

confused by the

Fan bran
| j|[/

commixture of a

great many affairs.

Fan yaou 1 IS: to work up and ex-

cite trouble and annoyance.

2254. The name of a plant.

FAN \:,:i

Pern or Pwan, That which

braids or fatleni up the hair ; a

dignified epithet of ancient capi or

crownt ; reipreientt tuo handi

holding it up.

2256. [-] Fan, Fun, Peen

or Pwan, To
fly. To

take hold of with the

hand ; to manoeuvre with

the hand ; to brush away ;

to reject.

Fanmingjfi
-j^J-

to risk one's life.

Commonly read Peen-ming, or

Pwan-ming.

2257. A kind of basket made

of reeds for putting fruit

into. Also read Peen.

2258. Name of an insect.

2259. Same as '

meal of rice.

Fan, A

2260. [/ ] Fan or Pwan, Cer.

tain ornaments of a horse's

mane. Read Po, A surname.

2261. [-] Multifarious;

multitudinous; numerous

affairs that press and

worry and weary a per-

son. Girth for a horse.

Fan hwa fs |$t mulli-
3nfA t~~

tudinous gaities; show; dress ; fes-

tivities; pomp. Fan hwa she

keae, chuen yen ching kung

the pomps and vanities of the

world, in the twinkling of an eye are

annihilated. Piih nae fin
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unable or unwilling to bear

trouble, or go through a multiplicity

of affairs.

226?. The name of a spring

of water.

2283. The sail of a boat or

other vessel.

2264. A hor.ie that runs at a

swift pace ; a boat propelled

rapidly by the wind.

2365. [-] A certain plant which

in spring is fragrant and

edible, and which in autumn

is pickled or preserved in a certain

way.

FANG- XXXIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Fang. Canton Dialect, Feng.

2266. A vessel to contain

things; a square vessel; a

chest; a ressel containing

the measure ,J* Tow. The same as

the modern character
"

Kwang.

showwfih che ke seang hing,
'

Fang

a vessel to receive things, it resem-

bles the form' of the vessel denoted

by it.

2*67. [-] To lay two boats to-

gether ; to connect ; square,

in contradistinction to round ;

unaccommodating, in allusion to

the corners ; regular ; correct. The

arth ;
a region ; one's proper place ;

the four points of the compass ; to-

wards ; a path or way ; a way or

means of effecting some end ;
a

particle joining the end to the means,

the effect to the cause ; then, denotes

possessing, or about to possess. Oc-

curs implying, To lay down ; grain

not yet filled
;
to issue out by the side

;

a board . or thin deal ; a written

document; a medicinal prescription ;

to compare; great. The name of a

sacrifice, name of a place ;
and of an

office. A surname. Tung fang

~SS I on the east ; in the, eastern

parts of the world. Te fang Wfj

a region or country. Sze fang |7C|
I

four square ; the four points of

the compass ; every region of the

world; all around the neighbourhood;

every where. Woo fang ^fj j

east west, south, north and centre of

the world. Twan fang ftjjjj

correct regular moral conduct.

Fang ohang
|

7j(^
the superior of a

monastery or his apartments.

Fang choo fjX
a mirror to receive

light from the .moon.

.Fang fS
J2j

means employed to

effect some end. Ta fang ~fc

a great square, denotes what is on a

large scale ; applied to the mind or

conduct; liberal ; enlarged.

Fang heang | |fj]
directed to ;

to-

wards.

Fang kin 1
rfj

the ancient Chinese

cap made of cloth.

Fang pe'en j /{|l
convenient to all ;

to do what is convenient ; to do

good in -very .possible wayto all

creatures, animate or inanimate j to

the intelligent
creation or to brutes ;

universal beneficence.

Tang tsae taou
'

j|| j|J
just now

arrived.

Ftntsze
j
--a medical prescription.

Fang tsun
| "^ a square inch ; de-

notes the heart.

Fang tseay \ Q now ' lheiu denot'

ing thai, the thing spoken of is about

to be effected.

2268. Similar; like to.

Fare- ffih fit Yffi seeirg indistinctly s

i/J \7v

uncertain resemblance.

FangfuhkejS murg
]



2pi appearing like a dream. The

phrase Fang-fSh, occurs written

various ways. Occurs in the sense

f ang ' as

Uuable to

proceed, irresolute.

2269. As if
hearing. By

some thought the same

a H7l Fang, To enquire.

2270. [- ] An inhabited lane or

alley; a street; applied to

parts of palaces, to the tem-

ples ofFOh, to shops; to taverns;

to ornamental gateways. The name

of a place ; a surname . To guard

against 5 to impede ; to be opposed

to; an obstacle; an impediment'

Ne wo tung tsae yih fang choo ch5,

You and I live together in the same

Heu chs keae fang Jin seaou hwa,

Don't make the people of the street

(or neighbourhood) laugh and ri-

dicule. ^ J ^ J!g ftj J^
Pun fang, pun )e teTh jin, People

of the same street and of the same

lane.
-/^ ^ J Kewtszefang,

a part of the palace of Han. -fijT

I ,A Ho {anS Jin? What place

does he belong to ? ^L j
Mow

fang, A certain
alley, or place.

yu chun fang. The palace of

Princes of the blood, i, called Chun-

Tso chun fang.

Yew chun fang,

Express certain degrees of rank of

|5^ Han-lin-yuen ; to

at tun the rank in expressed bv Flfl

1

}
f/rl

I
Kaefang.' ^ ]

Pae fang, An

ornamented
gate-way, generally built

of stone, to honor the living or com-

memorate the dead. In European

books, commonly called triumphal

arches. Shoo fang ife 1 a book-

seller's shop. |g j Tiewfang,

A tavern.

2271. [- J To impede, to in-
h

jure; an impediment; hin-

drance; objection; injury.

Fanggae
| $j. hindrance, difficulty,

objection from apprehended danger.

Ta keS shin fang ~fc fjj>
J3* -frfc (O

feel one's self exceedingly ^injured

by calumny.

Pfih fang^ J
there is nothing to

apprehend ; no fear.

AJ^ 2278 ' 1*1 Fnghwng |f /-a /faXI Jm <fijz
certain insects , an agi-

tated state. Fang yang

^p Ring about, or roving in a

state of incertitude.

Fang fuh
j| 'fjjjj

somewhat resembling;

seen
indistinctly ; uncertain ; doubt-

ful, yet probable; like, applied to

appearances and also to the mind.

2273. [-] A dwelling; a house;

an office to write in. A

room for any purpose ; a

room appropriated to a particular

department in a public court, in

which sense it answers to the Eng-

lish word office. fij. JS- Tan fang,

The office which gives permits to the

cnopboaU, at the Hoppo's. AH

I
Yin fang, A

treasury. Aqui-
Ter to contain arrow*. A constel-

lation in the south-eaftj one of

seven characters applied to the day>

of the month. Name of a district.

A surname. A certain vessel used

in sacrifices. The calix of a flower ;

the nest of a wasp. Ai
J

.she

fang, Case for an arrow.

Fang 8h
j ^ a house.

Fang t<ze
|
-X a room of a home,

a house.

Fangnuytso
J ptj^gto tit down

in a room.

9274. To dislike; to dread

to hate ; to injure.

2275. ['] To reject or to

put away; to send off to a

distance; to drive away , to

throw off one's hand. To place; to

put; to lay down; to let go the

reins of; to give loose to. To in-

dulge ; to act irregularly ; to dissi-

pate. To imitate; to accord with;

to lay two boats together; to go

or extend to.

Fang fung ting^ J^ |p? to
fly pa-

per kites.

Fang hea ~F\ to put down ; to

lay on.

Fang hoo sze hae -^ fFrt
-)jj2

to extend to the four extremities of

the world.

Fang kwang chung
J

-j rfe Scolo

pendra Electrica.

Fang sang ] ^ to let go with life,

a phrase used by the Buddhists, de-
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noting The sparing of the life of ani-

mals.

Fang sSng che 1 ^ yj}j
a pond on

purpose to preserve the lives of

fish.

Fang show 3L to let go one's

hold.

Fang sze \
5jjL

to give loose to

one's temper or passions; to act im-

properly or dissolutely.

Fang ihwfiy ting 1 fa j^-i
certain

Fang shwfiy Idh 1 71^ JwgJ
rites

performed in the seventh moon,

by the Chinese, to save souls from

purgatory.

Fang tang
1 ^ loose, ill-regulated

conduct; wild ; extravagant.

Fang yen kow )& |U refers to

certain rites performed in behalf of

departed spirits.

2276. [ ^] To imitate ; to

copy, ^y j Seang fang,

and
*J| Fang heaou,

express Like ; in imitation of; ac-

cording to. The two last characters

occur written without Man by the

side.

2277. [/] Clear; bright;

luminous; to appear plainly.

To occur.

2278. [
-

] A certain wood

fit for making carts or car-

riage*. To lay fish on

wood, or the planks on which they

are laid. Read Fang, The master or

ikipper of a boat Read Ping, in

the sense of WJ Ping.

FANG

2279. A certain cow em-

ployed as a beast of burden

amongst shifting sands ;
it

is said to be able to walk two hun-

dred le daily.

2280. A certain bamboo

utensil.

2281. A kind of bricklayer

or builder in ancient

times. A roan's name.

2282. Seen indistinctly.

Fang fah
j (ffij appear-

ing as if; like ; but un-

able to see so clearly as to be certain.

The same expression is written

icveral other ways.

2283. Sacrifices offered in

the principal ball, and in-

side the gate, and on the

succeeding day, to the manes of

deceased parents. The name of a.

city.

2284. A certain species of

grain.

2285. ['] Hempen threads;

the threads of a net Lines;

cords. To form threads;

to draw out ; to twist ; to twine.

Fang sha 1 yjk to draw out cotton

into threads.
j f j.

Fang seen I ffA to twine silken
I /im

threads ;
to spin.

Fang meen 1
*5j

to spin cotton.

FANG

m

Fang toelh
| H

out into threads.

to spin or draw

2286. [i'] One accustom-

ed to the water ; a water-

man; the master of a boat.

Otherwise called Chow-tsze -fa* ^*

and ^ jjjjj
Chuen-sze. To lay

boats a long side each other.
t

J } 22S7. [-] Fragrant plants j

""
I-*"" forlns ll>e names of sever-

Sv a ' '"dividual plants. Fra-

gnmt , odoriferous; agreeable ; pleas-

ing ; excellent; virtuous A sur-

name. Name of a place.

Fang tsTh^ -j^ fragrant , imbued

with agreeable odour.

Fang tsung
j JJ^ fragrant traces;

the pleasing paths in which the an-

cients trod, and the traces they have

left.

Fun fang^ |

fragrant effluvia
;

odoriferous smell.

/
' Name of a

stream or river.

2289. Certain insects which

group together and disco-

ver superior instinct; also

called Tsze fang
jjjj j

they are

destructive to grain.

J-J_ 2290. Por/] To enquire;

__ r\ to enquire extensively of

\Jf^J others ; to deliberate ; to

consult; to ask advice of; to ex-

tend or reach la; to see. Occurs

in the sense ofJj Fang, The name

of an office. A surname
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Fang cha 1
~^jf-

to search j to try to

find out a person or an affair.

Fang Jin

'

A to enquire about and

try to find a person.

Fang sze
|
S to try to find out

an affair

Fang tsin
j JjJ

to enquire after the

welfare of a relation.

Fang win 1
^Jj

to ask or make en-

quiries about a person, affair, or

thing.

Fang yew ~fc to enquire for a

friend.

884S. [
-
] Fat, applied to

animals; unctuous matter.

2S44. To go rapidly or

hastily.

8245. The name of a place.

2246. [-] A bank, dike, or

boum'ary; something that

fendi off i to guard or keep

FANG

off; to be prepared for defence ; to

forbid or prohibit. A kind of

screen to keep off the wind ; the

name of a city and of a district. A

surname.

FANG 15?

1*1
to guard against

'

to guard against and

T to be

I for, am

Fang fan
j^j jpg

to be guarded against ;

to guard and keep a watch against.

Fang-fung
j H^ the name of a

country.

Fang ke

famine.

Fang pe
]

avoid.

Fang pe

Yu fang fj;

prepared

and on one's

guard; to make previous arrange-

ments for defence.

Fang taou
[ ^^ to guard against

thieves or robbers.

Fang yu j ^a certain officer in

the army, not of great rank.

8247. To impede ; an impe-

diment; a defence; some-

thing constructed to fend off.

2248. A certain yewel made

of metal.

2249. A central door in a

p;ilacej the door of a tern-

pie.

2250. Fat; unctuoui.

S25I. ['] Fang fob
J| ^

like; resembling; icem-

ing as if.

2252. Name of a star.

225.1. [
-
] A certain fish

with a reddish kind of tail.

A surname.

a carp-like fish.

\f~ 8854. Name of a

)/] bird; a ranh.

//v

3255. Aa earth rat.

certain

II. f *
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FE OR PEL- XXXIIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Fi and Fy. Canton Dialect, Fe anil Fei.

2?56. [] Fe or Pei, To

cover, to overshadow. Read

I'iih, ancient garments, which,

like an apron, screened only the fore

part of the body. The perpendicular

line passes through at one stroke,

which distinguishes it from TIT She,

A market.

3257. FeorPeaud PiSh,

An ewe sheep; to push

violently. A man'* name.

2258. [/] A coverlet; to

overshaddow, by luxuriant

foliage.

^8259. Fe, or Pa, The ap-

pearance of going rapidly ;

running in a hurried preci-

pitate manner.

2960. [/] The lungs, called

the metal viscera. To

scrape or cut off theexcres-

censes of a tree.

1 i i fei Hili
|

the appearance of luxu-

riant growth.

Fei chang | jjE
the lungs and bowels;

the mind, the intention.

Fei k an 1
JIT-

the lungs and liver ;

the inward park.

Fei sluh
[ fa a certain reddish stone.

Fei tsang plh I ifep
^lj| theiungs con-

tain the fih, or sentient soul.

22G1.
[ -] Opposed to what is

-I 1^ right; not ashamed ofdo-

J ing wrong ; shameless ; that

which is shameful; low; vicious;

secret ; to charge with doing wrong ;

to reprehend. Niime of a hill. A

surname. A negative; not; not

good ; not real ; not existing.

Fci.tseThyenfei^ j[|]-|q j

tf a

thing be not so, then say it is not

so ;
if wrong, say it is wrong.

Fei fun chc tsze
j J^^_

'

jl
affairs

which are no part of one's duly.

Fe ke yay =4- ^ not a good

plan; not a scheme likely to succeed.

Fei fun. die slnh I ^ ^ 1^5

irregular pleasure.

Fei le I
jjj^!

indecent ; immodest ;

whatever is indecorous or indecent.

Fei le
j jffl

unreasonable.

Fc ke kw^i urh tsc che, clien yay

sacrifice to a spirit
whieh does not

exist, is a superstitious adulation.

She, fei
-|i

i right, wro:ig; tittl*-

taltle; slander.

Fei wo tsze 1 TT; ^f- not my son

2262. [
- or / ] A square

bamboo basket or boi.

Not; not right; those who

do what is illegal ; vagabonds ; ban-

ditti. It is a word much used by

the Government, and apylied to

all associations which it deems of a

seditious tendency, and wishes to

discredit. Variegated colours ; ele-

"ant appearance of horses drawing a

carriage: Read Fun, To distribute.

yuS fe, A square bamboo containing

vessel, is called Fe.
/j| ^tji fy

j
Luy neeii Iselh to, Many years

accumulating illegal acts; i. e. an

,,ld ,,ffc.HU-r. ^ ti|

J

i #f 1
Pwi111

keili keen fe, Examine strictly

;>grant
banditti; or, disorderly

vagabonds. ^ 1 llwuy fe, As-
11 I*

sociated banditti. -lf Keaou
s]S^ \

fe. Religious banditti, the adherents

of some peculiar sect or brother-

hood, pfe Mea:m fe, Tile
1* I
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Meuoi* banditti, or mountaineers,

commonly called
|j!j ^-

Mciu.ii-

tsze ; who, for many ages have lived

as a people distinct from the Chinese.

Fe fau I

3JIJ
a criminal connected

with some-bandit i.

I'e how hwan Row
J jfe $jf $j|

not seek an illicit intercourse pre-

v ious to marriage.

!V l,,y
| f{

r
| '$.

^ too,

Vagabonds ; banditti.

I'c slh I p> yam-gated colors.

Fe e so sze 1
r/^r

every-day thought.

Fun pwan 1 ^B to distribute to, or

confer on, many.

2263. v Name ofa wood, the

seeds of which are edible.

It is an elegant wood and

vas formerly called ^^

TJ^Wan infill, The beau-

tiful grained wood. Fei-

tsze 23i X the fruit of the Fei trefr.

sl\. J

said to be like the 1'istachia nut.

2264. [ \] Appearing to

wisJi to speak out and to he

unable to do so ; Prth ft-i

piili
(a. ^f\ 'L' : ~^f\ %&

he who did not try to

speak was not assisted;

a student should rn.leavour tog'm
1

the sense of a passage to the best of

his ability, after which his preceptor

will j;d him.

2265. Shaded, retired, hid-

den, concealed.

PE

IVi ' IVi, A kind

ield . a certain bur of

wood at thr strrn part i,f a

PE

boat.

'2267. An car of grain.

2268. A bamboo InsU-t ,

a round basket,
j'r.

riwarg.

i a square basket.

2269.
[

-
] Silk of. a red-

dish colour:

2270. Tocut off the feet or

i|l
'CSS ' * cut off, the knee

pan.

2271. [/ ] Fei or PC, An ob-

scure retired shady place,

where spirits are supposed

to reside.

2272. DusU

227:J. Large; great. A sur-

2274- Name of a horse.

2275. Fe fe, The appearance

of going backwards and

forwards; sauntering; rov-

ing. Keajig fe Y Ati a certain

divine female said to rove about

the banks of the Yang-tse-keajig.

227(i. Light, as opposed to

heavy and to grate.

S877.
j

-
;

Straw undaU

'J-
J >. Folds of a door madi

of. wood; mai'r of recdi

tliry arc called Li >hrn

2279. [
-
] Foo lc *&; -jJJ,

a certain bird.

2280. To place the hand

will' the p.ilrn downward;

to cover with the hard.

--| V 22sl. [\.] Mrraksor vrin>;

"^**1 , varied colours ; line delicate
""V>
J^^ veins, applied in high com-

mendation to fine nritin^ A sur-

name. I'sid for W If.

Fe mei
| ^^ elegant ; pleasing of

very general application to writing-,

persons and things.

2282, To separate ; to put

asunder: separated.

228S. Delicate fine hair
,

dishevelled hair.

22S4. Hair in a disor.l.-re.l

state; tine delicate hair.

>V I)u^t; dilslt

N. m- of a cow.
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,2^ 8SST. A surname Large.

SS88. A dog with a short

head.

2289. Large eyes.

2290. [
-
] The calf of the

leg; to wound the leg as a

punishment. Disease ; chan-

ges ; alteration. To shun, to avoid.

2291. [
'

] A small bird with

t^-TJ reddish feathers ; the male is

ofa reddish colour and called

Fe ; the female is green, and called

^ Tsuy.

Fe tsuy yuh
J||j ^E ^r chrysopras.

2292. [- ] The name of a

vegetable which grows in

marshy places. Spare diet, as

in fasting, Straw sandals. Used for

Fe e ^ a slight attention to

forms applied to a present that one

gives.

Fe fe
^Jp fragrant odoriferous;

mixed
; blended.

Fe ne'Th
j 5gC grieved ; sorry.

Fe p
j ^ thin, sparing, of little

value.

2293. Sorry; grieved;

mournful.

FE

S204. [-] A stinking

disagreeable insect, des-

tructive of grain and of

clothes and furniture,

produced by the effluvia;

of southern regions. The

name of an animal.

Occurs denoting To fly.

2295. [-] Appearance of

long garments ; garments

or robes trailing at length.

"f296. [
>
] To speak against;

to backbite ; to slander.

Fei pang f Br reversed Pang-fei,

Slanderous; backbiting.

Kaou lun yuen fei ^j =^ $L ]

loud discussion and resentful slan-

derous speeches.

2297. Smoke passing out

at a door.

-^^^ ~|
2298. [-] Rain and

tnow; sleet flying; the

! appearance ofsnow fly ing.

Yu seuh fe fe
j^| g^

1 thick appearance

occasioned by sleet and

snow.

2299.
[

-
] A cloudy ap-

pearance.

2300. [
-

] Fe fe, Fragrant,

odoriferous.

FE

2301. [-] Fema
] ^

the two outer horses in a

carriage and four.

Fe fe IHE 1 horses going along in

fine style without interruption or

trouble. The name of a man.

2302. Meal dried i

s^^- into a kind of cake ; wheat-

en cakes eaten in visiting

each other.

The spawn of fish.

The name of a

2304.
[

-
] Abundance of flesh

on an animal's body ; fleshy.

Fat ; unctuous ; fat animals

fit for sacrifice; rich good land;

abundant-, affluent. Name of a dis-

trict; name of a standard or colour.

Name of a country, of a bird, of a

serpent, and of a river. A surname.

To fatten; to run together and

form one source.

Fei mei HP
J fat, plump, handsome;

good meat.

Fei teen 1
|}J

fat land.

Fei chwang i if fat and strong.

Fei pang ]
*! fat, large, corpulent.

Fei tseth
j ^ fat, lean ; rich land,

poor land.

Fei Uh pBh haou kan
] 2|j:

~J^ jj

jjjr
fattened in a disagreeable ill-

looking manner.

8305. To injure; to ruin.

To turn away from, and

oppose what is good.
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2306. The name of a bird.

2307. [
-
] Name of a river

that rises in mountains op-

posite the Po-yang lake.

To issue from the same source, and

diverge into different streams. Q-

}j]P
118 fe, The name of a Heen dis-

trict.

1

2308. [
-
] A kind of le-

prosy; a fattening which

is not healthy ; a small

swelling ; a hot sore or

ulcer.

2309. Name of a bamboo.

Also read Pa, A bamboo

utensil for scraping things

together.

2310. A certain stinking dis-

agreeable insect. A kind

of snake or serpent.

2311. A certain plant. To

shun; to avoid.

2312. Fiih. Distorted; to oppose.

2313. [/] Strong, brave,

martial appearance.

2314. F f
] To bl or DUD -

ble up; to bubble as boil-

ing water, or as a spring

TART II. T 2

gushing forth. The name of a river.

Name of a well ; and of a deep pit

of water.

Fe ting
VHJ^ jj||

the bursting forth of

waters and overthrowing mountain).

Fc wei vR a disturbed, reitlcM

appearance.

2315. Feshae ig to
I *V I U

dry any thing, as in the

nun.

2316.
Fe-fe|ijj} ]

a certain

animal said to resemble a

man ;nlso s lidto bcniTt'iious

and to devour men.

2317. To oppose or stop the

course of water with stones.

Read Fun, The name of a

stone.

S3 18. A path rendered im-

passible by vegetation. An

ornament for the head-

dress ;
a door in the hinder part of a

carriage. Used for
||',

F8h, Some-

thing with which to drag a hearse.

Bead Fei, A star. Read P5, Efflu-

Via. Read Petti, A man's name.

Fe fe 1 1 luxuriant vegetation ;

exuberant strength. To remove

plants
or dress them.

2319. A certain part of dress

which coTers the knee.

2320. Precipitate, hurried

enunciation ; much talk ;

loquacious.

S3* I.
[ f ] To make pro-

pirly iiiue forth likr a

[>ring. To iprrad <

tcr wealth; liberal; exlcnsiTC inr

of; expense; expenditure) uc i>f

property, mind, or strength

do kii.dness to. Waste of. '!'<

liurt j to injure. A surname. Read

IVi, The name of a city. Mir

f' i

-j^f ^) or Fci yong 1

II]
to

spend or use money for what i r.c-

cessnry. Pwan fei ^ th*

whole expences; necessary expen-

diture for the year or a Journey.

Fei haou
j
& or reverse-', Haou-fei,

Expensive ; excessive profligate wart

of property.

Fei leih I HJ to use effort This.

and the two following terms, are

often" the language of courtesy apo

logizing for the c.xpence, attention,

or trouble to which one puts a friend.

Fei sin
] fo to employ or occupy

the mind.

Fei tsae
]

m" to put another persoa

to expence.

S332. To strike or knock

down.

2323. Wood ; a wooden prc;>

8384. To bubble forth as a

spring of water. Read Pei,

The name of a man. Read

I';ie, The noise of water.

Fei wci
-]!?' y'p?

water overflowing

running over.
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2325. Fe or Pe, To spend

the rice. To break wind

backwards. The name of

an animal.

2326. Fe or FHb. The ap-

pearance of walking. To

jump; to leap.

8327. Fe or FBh, To walk

precipitately;
to leap; to

jump.

2328, Fe or Fuh, The hair

in disorder. An ornament

for a female head dress.

>K I Fang full, Like, resembling ;

not seen so distinctly as to be certain.

2329. The appearance of

clouds. Gae fe
||p Sf[

a vast collection of clouds.

2330. [
-
] To fly ; to go

> with great speed. The

name of an office. Fei is

used by the officers of government

to express the celerity with which

they do things. LQh fe^^
the name of a horse. Fun pelh tseih

fej ^ |ji
jlfe

J

to write with,

great rabidity,

lei leen 1 BS the name of a bird

cilled divine

Fci paou I
jjTOfled

and run, cun

with great haste or speed.

a species of bat
Fesing

]

Feshoo
]

Feiying
j

1$? to fly hawks; to hawk.

23S1'. An animal said to be

like a cow; having one

eye and a white head.

2332. The appearance of

ram and snow ' clouds and

sleet flying,

2333. [-] The name of a

fiih.

2334. f A house falling down

in ruins; to fall 1

; to stop;

to desist ; to fail ; to be-

come obsolete and annulled. To an-

nul ; to put a stop to
; to lay aside.

Large, great.

Fei wfih
j tyjn

or Fei leaou wfih keen

KVJ? j
mJ\ vk. a useless thing,

used .as a term of abuse.

Fei tseih
j <j& disabled by disease}

maimed ; having lost an eye, arm,

and so on.

Show tsdh fei leaou 3L Jp
"~j*

hands and feet are become lame

or useless.

Fei chay keu che ;& J&L "J'

that which is fallen down raise it up.

2335. Fei or Fa, A large ves-

sel for navigating the sea.

Name of a tree; the head

of a pillar in a bouse.

2336. ['] A chronic and in-

curable disease.

2337. A species of reed.

9338. A large ship for goiug

to sea.

2339. A horse going,; a

horse fretted and angry. A

horse shaking its head.

2340. [-] Boyal or Im-

perial concubines. The jg:

Tse, Wife or Queen is called

IS" How ; those next in rank, the

5^: Tse'S, or Concubines, are called

Eei. The terra is also applied to the

wife of the Heir apparent

Teen fei ^r jjfl
the goddess of water ;

water being the fife Yin, or female

energy in nature. The spirit of water

is, it is said, rightly made a goddess.

Seang fei
-i^tl

1 a bamboo, the veins-

of which are like the furrows of tears.

2341.' [] Fei, The voice of

a dog; to bark. P/j ^pj

Fei kow, The name of a

country.
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FOO. XXXIVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Fa. Canton Dialect, Foo
t and Hoo.

K 2342. Puh, To divine f to

conjecture ; to guess ; to confer upon.

\ h2343.

Foo or Fow. From

_/^ Jin, The other, part gives

sound. Lying down; pros-

trate ; bowing with the head tor the

ground.
}$lfjvfi|;-jg Hing,

foo, chih, keang. Rising, falling,

erect, prostrate.
j ^ Foo taou,

or
Jpj ]

Teen foo, To fall down.

fr-

2344. To announce the

, death of any , person to .

acquaiutances, or friendi.

To repair or go to, with haste.

Foo yi
n
gl\ ^*jj

-

Foo wi
| [m > to announce.

Foo paou 1 5W J

Foo, foo, paou
> jfp

5 are consi-

dered synonimous

2345. [
x
] To go to i repair

speedily to; generally used

by inferiors when expressing

their going to superiors ; a technical

word at the close of official papers

sent to superiors; the document is

aid to Foo, or hasten to the person

to whom it is sent.

Foo sJng jjrf>
& to go up to the

provincial capital.

Foa shwfiy sze ^j< / tllrcw

himself into the water and was

drowned.
'

Been mow she foo
taouKJ^^ |J~p ]

35|1 to limit a time for another

person's coining to a place.

2346. [
'

] To pass to1

with

'

celerity; the appearance of

passing over to a place

quickly; In the presence of supe-

riors the Chinese think it becoming

to. pass with a quick sidestep to one's

place. The same as the preceding.

^ ^ 2347. .['/]' A father; join^

Xed
with various other words,

which, modify its meaning,

is applied to ancestors, uncles, and

so on, A title of respect to aged

people. A common epithet of pea-

santry. Woo foo J^ ^the
name

of a place. Ke-foo
jjjjj

1

|
one

who superintends horses. Tsbo-

foo
jjjE 1

a Srand father. PTfr

foo
-jj~| ]

a father's elder brother.

Shflh foo 4# 1 a father's young-

er .brother. Kew foo
jpp j

a

mother's brothers.

Foo moo
| -flj

father and mother.

Foo tsin B one's immediate fa-

ther, in contradistinction from other

uses of the word..

FoO'fnoo k\v;m . 4\\- P local ma-
I ty a

gist rales are so called.

Foo tsze puh seang kew I

-^- ^\
iH & tlle fatner aud son did not

relieve each other (in the time of the

plague).

2348. Foo tseu^ PJj,
to

cut herbs with the teeth.

To bite; to taste; to ru-

minate; to deliberate.

2349. The name of a hill.

8350. A sharp iron instru-

ment with a handle'. An

axe, or hatchet ; to cut or

fcH trees with a hatchet. E foo kan

wfih yfh yu5 f<

/fr" pi 1 to cut or 1

with an axe, is also called Foo.

Yung foo fa muh ^j '|j TfC
'

employ a hatchet, to cut down trees.

Also name of one of the
Yjlj Seen,

genii.

Foo kin
'

Jp
or Foo tow

J jj[j|

an axe or hatchet.

Foe ;5
l!j|J

to pare off with
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hatchet, to correct a written essay ;

used by persons when requesting

others to correct their composition.

. 2351. Name of an insect.

2352. Name of a bird.

S3 53. A certain insect.

2354. [
r

] A certain rase

or metal vessel without feet ;

with feet they are called

^FKe. A certain measure of con-

tents. Name of a hill. Foo tsang

^ $5 a vessel for dressing food.

2355. A stallion.

2356. Foo wan
j

liltf of a bird.

2357. [.] A general desig-

nation of men; porters or

chair bearers are called Foo.

A man ofeminent virlueandtaleut,on

whom others may depend for support

is called^ -^- Cha.ng.foo. When

men and nomcn are married, they

are called
] JKa Foo loo, Hu.,!>aml
I /MJI

and wife. Eminent teachers arc

cr.lled
[ ^p Too tsze; A wife

calls her husband l:y this term.

Name of an ofF.ie, of a hill, and of a

city. A m;u.'j name. The En per-

or's concubine*. Joo foo jin "M]

^ as a wife j a concubine. Yu

foo
|^j |

a
person not arrived at

manhood.

P5 foo
^5*|

I servants who execute

the Imperial will.

Foo foo 1 I a term of respect.

Foo jin
'

J\^
title of ladies of the

first and second degrees of rank ; in

the language of courtesy any gentle-

roan's wife.

Foo tsze 1 .2. a title Of honor con-

fered on men eminent for learning

and virtue, and on Pages, as Kung

Foo-tsze, The Sage Rung, i. . Con-

fucius.

Teaou foo
JjjjC

1 bearers of bur-

\jfff * f
Tan foo

lfir~
1 J dens; porters.

Keaou foo
jj}

1 chair bearers
j one

who carries a sedan chair.

Too foo
yltF

a ferryman ; one who

keeps a boat

Foo is applied to various offices in the

army, and also to civil officers, as

Pih-foo 75"
I

the commander of

a hundred men. Tsze ching ta foo

i& J0v /C I

'"' e ^ an fficer

of the fifth degree of rank.

2358. T -
] To covet. One

s.iys, The appearance of a

woman. Head Yew, To

look with indignation or resent-

ment.

2359. [ -] To assist ; to hold

up; to support ; to protect.

Foo e j-fc jsf: or E e tsze
j/\ ~jx,

to support one's self by

righteous conduct. The

name of a district. A sur-

name. Young and feeble, wanting

support.

Foo tsae 1 j/5 to bear up a person

in the mid t of < alamities.

Foo he'S
j
JW to sustain or holdup.

Foo show ^E- a pole to hold by

when going into a boat.

Foo pm I

i|j/
a cross piece of wood

on which the Chinese lean when sit.

ting in a sedan chair.

Foo choo urh hing 1 p f|[J {~J~

to be held up or supported when

walking.o

2S60. The fore part of a gar-

ment ;
that which hangs

down before in Asiatic gar-

ments and covers the inferior gar-

ments.

2361. Foo ho I ^T whilst

the leaves are yet supported,

before the fall of the leaf

2362. The sun, on which de-

pends the day.

2383. Name of a wood. Foe
M1

-!--

soo
ffi jfiy spread wide

like the branches of some

trees i a wide spreading blossom or

flower.

2364. A certain stone

deemed valuable.
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2365. [J- ] Name of a cer-

tain sacrifice.

2366. A black species of

grain.

23C7. [-] Foo yung 1 ^
the name of a flower. The

Hibiscus mutabilis.

% 1_ 2368.
[

-
] Foo shcn

]

*r'f\ Sa'- a certain water insect
;

*

otherwise called ~m'

Tsing foo ; this terra is also applied

to the Chinese copper coin, by Eu-

ropeans, calkd Cash. Dollars are in

in some places called ffi
]

Hwa-

foo.

2369. [-] The front part

of a garment, that which

hangs down before and

I>A 1 covers the inferior gar-

rl'Jl" nunls. Breeches which

P^^ ^kJ are put on over drawers.

Foo jaou 4$ a covering for a

word, outside the scabbard.

2370. [ -] A kind of axe or

f- I . / I*

hatchet. Foo yue ju^ '^
a hatchet ; an executioner's

axe.

2371. Lame in the feet.

Foo foo jen
jj^ j fife

to make obeisance to a hns-

band by looking down to the feet.

Kca foo [ihn 1 to ;t formally with
UTM I

the feel bent undi r one. To sit

cross-legged in a kind of stale.

TAUT II. X 2

237.'. [-] Name of a place.

2373. [-] The wind blow-

ing in a downward di-

. reclion is called

Foo yaou. Foo fung

ttjif
a gale of wind.

2374. Name ofa fish.

2375.
[

-
] A small kind

of wheat which has had

the husk taken off. The

name of a fruit.

2376.
[ /] From Man, and a

hand holding out some-

thing. To give ; to deli-

ver over to. Foo ke

Xn* -j- to send. Foo

1 jj- f^-
shoo sin -g- 1g to

send a letter. Foo keaou ^ or

reversed, Keaou foo, To deliver over

to.

Foo choo lung lew
^Jt

ai %

/jk

to throw into the eastern stream* ; to

cast from one, and neglect an affiir.

pljM J
Chilh foo, To suggest lo;

to recommend to. ft ^
Fun foo,

To direct ; to order

Foo pe
]

-S3- to give to.

Foo 15 I

it";
to request er engage

a person to do something.

Foo clie lew shwuy e

lct il r'out

give it up a> impractiiablc.

2377. A kind of raft con-

sisting (if vpir joined togc-

thiT in order tocrouarivcr.

[ | ^ l'ih-foo, A certain stone;

otherwise called ^J fa i)V
I'ih-

hih-ying. Shw5-w$n definci it,

Advantage; benefit. vn with
Iffj-

Foo.

^_
IAJ*

S *
-\

2S78.
[ ] A bouse where

books and paper arc stored

up. A store-house for

goods i to collect together ; a place

to meet in. Officers who preside

over the national treasures. During

the Tang dynasty, a large
;}ijl|

Chow

district was called Foo, and has con-

tinued so to the present time. The

name of a district ;
a surname. A

district or city of the first order; ap-

plied also to the magistrate of the

district. Used by courtesy for ano-

ther person's bouse. Luh foo ^^
1 the six Foo, arc water, fire, wood,

metal, earth, and grain. Kew foo

4t
|

nine officers who were

placed over government properly

and stores.

Foo koo
ffi jff

a treasury of the go-

vernment.

Foo shang 1 ^ your house.

Foo tsun 1 j|4
the worshipful, the

Foo magistrate.

Foo heS keaou show
j ^^ ^

a teacher in the district schools, au-

thorised and supported *y govern-

ment.
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8379.
[ '] To stoop the head

and bend forward ;
to con-

descend.

jfp Chwuy show she hea yue foo

keu show wang shartg yuS yang,

To droop the head and look down is

called Foo; to raise the head and

look upwards is called Yang.

Foo chun shelling
| J^ Jfyj -p

con-

descend to grant that it may be done.

A phrase that commonly follows a

written request to a superior magis-

trate. Prayers written and offered

by fire to invisible beings, close with

Foo chwuy tung keen 1 ^i ^fjj] Jgj

bend down and fully observe my

prayer.

Foo fdh tae ming ] ffi fa fo
.to fall prostrate and wait for orders.

Foo show mth seang 1 i !f]/> /j-B

to hang down the head and think in

silence.

2380. To apply the hand to

any thing. To touch.

To soothe, in which sense

Foo is now used.

. [
v
] The viscera; heart,

lungs, liver, gall and

stomadi Tsanj; foo
[j|||

I the yiscera, the bowels. Fei foo

I the lungs.

2382. [
'

] Corrupted ; rot-

ten; broken to pieces as a

rotten thing. The punish-

ment of the palace, or depriving

.f the genitals. Head Poo, The i.ame

of an insect.

FOO

Foo raiih I yl^
rotten wood.

Foojoo
j Y^B

a person who is cor-

rupt by a smattering of learning;

a vicious pedant, fit for no useful

purpose.

Foo Ian I rotten and fallen to
I

' Wi

piece*.

Foo joo I
^1 rotten milk, * pre-

paration like curds made from a kind

of pulse, much used by the Chinese.

2383. The original form of

Foo-lan
ijng

broken to

bits, as a thing boiled exces-

sively.

m 23S4.
[ '] The top of. the

foot; called the back of the

foot. A man's name.

Foo choo I 5J a kind of greaves or

armour for the legs, attached to the

.top of the foot and connected with

the.breeches.

98

w

2385.
[
v

] The middle part

(if a foow grasped by a man's

hand.

2386. The heart placed upon,

or attached to.

2387. To think about; lobe

pleased with. Pleased.

23SS. [^ ~\
To apply the

li mil to ; to lay the hand

upon; to strike; to beat.

To beat clothes; the name of an in-

tTumimt of music ; the handle of

jiny thing.

Too sin sze wan
;Ji.j' /|_^ j_j

r -T to

FOO

lay one's hand on one's heart and ask

one's self any thing solemnly.

Foo ying clung tan 1 D&
JH- mi.

to heat one's breast and utter long sighs.

Foo show
j

3^- to place the hand

on ; that on whish the hand is placed

2389. The foot of a railing ;

the stalk of flowers or

fruits ; a raft to cross a

river; a collage made of

wood and thatch The

name of an instrument

of music. The name of a wood.

To apply a lixivium to.

Foo fa I fM, a raft.

Yu foo -MA
J

name of an eminent

.medical practitioner.

2390. Spokes of wood fast-

ened together to form a

raft. Tltis character is writ-

ten in a great variety of ways.

m
m

2391. The name of an ani-

mal s.iid to resemble a sheep.

2392. A certain white tone.

""" P 1 2393. Name of a certain

*|
/1vT sacrifice; to bury in the

'-J J -J same place, persons nearly

related to each other.

239-i. Bent dow.i by disease;

short and crooked; disease

which causes a spelling or

protuberance.

939S. A wo.tnn's name
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>- > 2396. [
-

]
Certain slipi

of wood, in ancient times

employed as checks between

two parties; they were made to fit each

other, and each party took one, hy

which they could trust each other.

Tallies used by the government.

To correspond to ; to be credible.

Name of the bark of a tree ;
a book -,

a.

surname. Certain superstitions spells

or charms of the Chinese, both of

the sect Fuh and Taou. They are

called ^- H Foo 18, and
|
W

Fo<> chow, by these, evil spirits and

noxious influences are expelled.

Some are burnt and others are pasted

up. Some are written with rtd ink.

The Foo answer to those amulets or

charms, which consisted in certain

words, or sentences written in a par-

ticular order, and which the Arabians

called Talisman. The word Alira-

tatlubra was supposed an antidote

against Ague. As Prevent/lives,

the Chinese wear some about their

persons, and paste up some upon

the posts of their doors; those in-

tended as cures are written on paper,

burnt, and put in a cup of tea, which

the patient drinks ; a usual charm is

written thus Yfp} Luyling, Thunder

order.

Too ho
| ^ to agree together ; to

correspond. Pdh seang foo^ MJ
1 to disagree, as two statements or

opinions.

Foo twan JTK springs in nature ;

jenial dews ; springs of water.

2397. A raft on which to

cross a ktream or river.

2398. Cotton cloth ; coarse

silk. A man's name. A

stringer cord.

2400. A small boat ; a boat

839 9. A kind of snake that

has scales on the belly or

lower part of it.

%,- 2401. [-] A certain extra-

Jf . ordinary plant, of a redish

>J colour ; round leaf and a

hairy down, like car rings ; grows on

the east of the Yang-tsze-kcsng,

olherwise called ffl
JE| JEjS

Kwei-

miih-ls iou, The deril's eye. A sur-

name.

Fookei I BB the capsule of a plant.

2402.
[ '] Full dress ; gay,

rich dress.

2403. Speech which is well

founded ;
a man's name.

2404.
r''>ynfjfj Ijjfllo

on clothe* ; to attach

to the body.

405. [> '] To be reir to;

to lean against; to be at-

tached to ; to annex or at-

tach to ; to annex one'i self to, or

to join a person or party. A tribr

or state putting itself under the do.

minion of another country.

Foo kin te fang
j j Mli ^f

a place that is ne ir.

Foo ke
| -^ to send with.

Foo sing I p a young Scw-ts^e, or

graduate of the lowest rank.

Foo hwuy ke shw5
j <f>

ft
jj

to fall in with whatever another per-

son says ; to echo whatever another

person says.

Foo tsze \
-J-

a certain stimulating

medicine.

Foo urh 1 Jt. the name of a star.

Foo ylh I

^j
to bestow benefit-

upon.

2406. A certain medicinal

2407. ['] A certain fish

respecting which there

are various accounts,

some are found in thr

lakes of Hoo-kwang; and

others in the ruts of

wheels.

2408. [/] A hore intended

to asist the principal one.

Forms part of the name of

a certain office in tlie tirna of Han.
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8409. Phang foo
j

a certain bird said to

have three heads, six

eyes, six feet, and three

wings; when eaten, it en-

tirely prevents sleep.

2410. [-] The noise and

clamour made by the

drums of an army.

2411. [-] Eggs hitched ;

from the regularity of the

bird, it denotes Belief, trust,

confidence, mutual affiance. Read

Foo, To hatch, to nourish, to breed

up. Th e colours ofa stone. Chung

foo tp 1&- one of the ifeK Kwa.

Too keS
]

ffl the outer coat of a

bud, which it bursts at the time

of blosso ming. Pin foo
/^E?

\

trust; dependanceor reliance on.

2412. [-] To take; to take

. . .,
in war; a prisoner. 'r

foo, He who is taken alive is railed

Foo.
f||

'

Tseen foo, ( I ) a

degraded c:iplive.

Too loo 1 Iu3 to take captive.

2413. [-] A billon the top

of which there is water. Foo

denotes to escape, in allusion

to the water escaping and running

down the hill. Read Fow, or Fow,

Great; abundant.

Ut 1 A
seaou che wei yay ; fow la che yin

yay, Tsing. is the minute of the

small; Fow, is the vast of the great.

FOO

2414. A woman's name.

raft. A certain beam of a

house; a kind of drumstick ;

an utensil for collecting earth and

throwing it in within the planks,

when forming mud walls. Fow tan

fir light charcoal which floats.

Fow szc fQ a kind of screen.

2416. Foo, or Peaou,

Wood or plants rotting

and falling; to die of

hunger ;
to be starved to

death. Go
l|j| hunger,

sometimes precedes.

2417. A bird casting its fea-

thers.

2418. Foo, or Fow, A cow

with black lips.

2419. Name of a certain

variegated stone.

2480. A small reed; the in-

ternal clothing of the bam-

boo, the internal skin or peel

FOO

24CI. [
-

] Tilt: husk

of grain; the c ip of a

flower; a general term

for that which surrounds

or houses the flower or

seed. Calyx, pericar-

piuin ; capsule, and so on.

2422. A coarse net.

*1&
2425. Bricks or tiles imburnt.

2424. A net for catching

birds.

2425. [
-

] A certain reed

f^t^^ with a white and very thin

internal peel. A kind of

hemp. Read Fow, The name of a

plant. To fade and die as a plant;

to die ofhunger.

2486- F()0 or

name of a fish.

T|ie

-{?% 2427 ' Fo - or Fow
. A cer-

*^^^ B^JF

J^,CZ tain bird of the pigeon spe-

V'^>? cics

j-{^-|-^
2428. The outer wall of a

city, suburbs, or a wall ra-

mote from the inner city.

2429. The husk of wheat.

2430. [' ] Great; a design^,

tion of eminent persons ;

Confucius is called fj2 |
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Nc-foo. Large i great; many; nu-

merous. Denotes also To begin or

commence. I, me. The name of a

country, of a place,
and of a hill.

A surname. Chang foo
fpl j

the name of a certain cap. Tae foo

^> 1 an honorary epithet, applied

to persons generally;
used par-

ticularly when asking a person'!

name.

24S1 . [
v
] To assist ; to help.

24S2. Foo too
J J^

a house built in an uneven

irregular manner.

2438. A kind of wooden rail

to prevent any thing falling

over ;
the handle of a wea-

2434. A round basket for

containing grain. Some

say, Square without side

and round within.

Foo kwei pHh shih choo
jjj^^^

^jfe TJ?
the basket having some part

not polished
or adorned, expresses

delicately, some error or fault in a

person's conduct.

Foo kwei
| 4j

a certain utensil or

basket used in sacrificing.

2435. To cut down grain

and collect it into sheaves ;

a sheaf.

. i 2

FOO

2436. An utensil in which to

break or pound things to

pieces ,
a kind of mortar.

2t37 A certain plant, in an-

cient times an omen of feli-

city. Name of a place.
-

2438. A kind of small crab.

TOO

2439. Soft delicate hair.

2440. [
\
] Meat dried and

preserved ; th flesh of any

animal ; deer, sheep, and so

on. Formerly used at great enter-

tainments, now used as ordinary food.

Sew foo
JR?

I meat -cut into slices

and dried.

2441. The snoring or grunt-

ing of a pig,

|>2H2. [\] Two piece* of wood

which compress the sides uf

acirt. The jaw bones.

Foo keu seang e
|ij| ]| ^Q ^ the

jaws depend on each other j used by

allusion to shew the mutual depen-

dance of states.

Foo hee
|

7M 1 the jaw bones;

Foo keu
||f/ Ihejawi.

2443. Name of a certain

pavilion.

24 It Th;- lid' I oflhe :

'lonci on the lidci of

Ibc face ; the j > bone.

2445. Certain apparatus at

the lower part of a carriage ;

garments for the breech,

2446. The bones of the loins;

the hip bone.

2447. P] A certain vessel

for preparing food ;
a vessel

of a certain capacity. Used

for the food dressed j
a meal. One

of nine rivers on an island in the

midst of a river, appearing like an

inverted boiler. Urh fob pub kelh

Hi 1 'T*^ "ol su PPlie(1 with

two meals a day ; poor.

2448. The north polar star.

2449. [
N

] Variegated with

black and white; diversity

of colours ; embroidered.

Fooffih-1 |^ variegated; elegant,

applied to composition.

Foo kwa
XJir

the embroidered fi-

gure worn on the breast of the gar-

ment by Chinese officers. Civil

officers have a species of stork, and

military officers a tiger, embroi-

dered on their breast.

Foo ;w 1 & beautifully embroider-
I TWn

ed or adorued with various colours.
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2450. To spread or extend

according to a given rule.

To spread and extend every

where as the clouds. To disperse.;

to scatter.

2451. [/] To annex to; to

superinduce; to lay on a

surface, as colours on paper;

to arrange; to insert names; to bring

together; to extend to. A tutor;. a

kind of agreement, of which do-

cument each party takes half The

name of a plant. A surname.
ffi[j

fljj JKy^
Meen joo foo fun,

Face as if painted. -fa

foo, and /]/ Shaou foo, Were

anciently tutors to the Princes.

(Sjfi |
TTsze fop, A tutor ; a mas-

ter ;
a literary patron. .Persons emu-

lous of promotion, commonly pay

their court to one in power, and

when presenting a donative, compli-

ment their expected patron with the

epithet, Sze-foo.
^frj

^f- :V
YYh foo yu teen, Rising to heaven,

said of a bird flying. To rhyme,

read Fe.

Foo yen sin
'

$j*|
"ffi to lay on

colours

Foo hwuy ke shwS 'py "M.
h-^f

to drag together a number of parti-

culars; a forced application of what

is said.

Foo hwuy
|

-W" to bring together;

to drag together.

Foo shing yew 1 |^ yjj|
| o apply

the sacred oil. (MS. Dictionary.)

Foo yu
'

|jj|j

a certain office about

court.

Foo tsze
J

2452. Flowers and leaves

widely spread, or scat-

tered abroad.

2453. ^ Foo or Poo, An or-

chard.

* 2454. A violent unruly sheep.

Foo to
| 3^'j/

an animal

like a sheep, said to have

nine tails, four ears, and iU eyes on

its back.

2455. An instrument of

husbandry.

2456. [/ ] To help: to

. , , assist; to assist with money

yfV~\J at a funeral.

Foo tiSng ] jj^
to assist with one's

property ; to confer money upon.

2457 To expand ; to open,

as plants in spring. The

ori> inal form of the follow-

I a teacher.

2458. To slate and lay be-

fore the Sovereign ; to send

forth an order to all the

world; to d'ffuse by Imperial orders

good government and instruction ;

to disperse liberally ; to be sufficient.

Puh foo
tsilh^

H instifliciuit

supply of money.
1 4Jh~

Eoo she
j jijjtj |

to sprend or diffuse

Foo poo
1 ^J instruction ; or

th_> orders of the government.

Foo kew 1 ^ to] investigate princi-

ples too
diffusely.

I^t7?-Y to diffuse instruc-
f-l/\

lion.

2459. To stretch out j to ex-

tend ; to spread out.

'24CO. Foo-lan 1

name of a wood.

the

Be

2461. A general term for

flowers; a flowery appear-

ance.

2462. The name ofa wood.

2463.
[

r
] Peth foo A t

Ak2 I

the appearance of haste
;

hurry ; precipitation.

2464. [/] To tranquillize;

to console; to soothe; to

keep possession of; to hold ;

to keep down with the hand. To

strike. Haste. The name ofa district.

Foo yuen 1 n=J- or Foo tae ^r

a Vice-Governor, the second officer,

in every province.

Fo > u ] IJX
to s"othe ; .to manage,

as a horse ; to manage the people.

S
246j.

[>~\ To submit to; a

married woman
; a wife;

one whose duty it is to

submit to her husband;

the fc'male in nature; a

son's wife. Beautiful.

Used in connection with a great rmny
words. Chung fto ^ ]

the eldest
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son's wife. Sin foo Sff a

bride. Kwa foo J* I or Le foo

& 1 a widow.

Foo yew tsth keu I ~%\ -{^ ^
there are seven reasons for putting

away a wife.

Foo j in ^ a woman.

Foo yen she ting 1 "=" -&
|f^5

to

listen to women's stories.

Foo tih
J

/ffi femimine virtues.

Foo sze che show
| fjv. ~/ 3-

in the hands of women and eunuchs.

Foo sze tsae kwei sluh che keen, urh e

|7jj r~\ JQ^. a woman's business is

to attend to furnishing the table, and

nothing else.

2466. [/] To hang down

the head ; to condescend ;

to look down and view

or examine ; to send and

rothe a smaller state.

Hfi
I

Ping foo, Tri-

butary offerinisto the

Emperor. Foo show 1

"jH~ to bend down theB
head, condescendingly.

2467.
[

f
] Man and a Pearl ;

one who has something to

depend on. To bear on the

back ; to turn the back on
; ungrate-

ful. To fail ; to be defeated ; to be

sorry ; to be ashamed. Koo foo

|s -3 to render nugatory any

kindness; to prevent ungratefully

some good done. Foo
j

or foo

"RpT the epithet ofan old mother.

Foote towhae chung 1
fj

lOr1

yfit

ttl bearing up the Emperor threw

FOO

hhnsclf into the sea. Thus perished,

on the coast at Canton, the last of

the dynasty Sung.

Foo ho
j ^ to hear up ; to sustain

a high responsibility.

Foo keen 1 ^* to owe a debt

2468. To rely upon. jjj^

1 XflLZlf
Le y5 foo teen te the tsing,

Propriety and music accord with the

nature of the heavens and the earth.

^J
|

Tsze foo, To be self confi-

dent.
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2469. ['] TobeproTided

with abudantly ; well

supplied with;rich;afflu-

ent; to enrich; of the

five sources of happiness

one is to be rich. A

bribe. A surname.

Foo kwei 'gf i=r riches and honors ;
rtl yl*

commonly denotes merely a wealthy

person.

Foo kwei pin tseen chang peen | "ft-
I *""%

/si*+ Fit* t 't, $^~i?

l\ HX rfj s;
r 'c 'leswi'h their ho-

nors, and poverty with its meanness,

are continually fluctuating. Keen-
. _^. 4

foo Sp j

rich in years ; means to

be young and have a great many

years yet to come.

2470. [/] Foo, or Fow. One

suit, or set of.
~fi^ J

E yih foo, Suit of clothes.

2471. [/] Foo or Fow,

A second ; an assistant. To

assist ; to examine ; to an-

nounce to, or give information of.

A kind of ornament of platted hair

for the head, worn by ancient Queciu

when performing funeral ceremoni'-v

Read FS, To split or rite open.

Read Peth, or Te'ih, To cut open

transversely. ^gl] Ching foo, The

principal and the second. tk

Foo sze, The second person in any

regular Imperial commission. The

second person in an emha*<v.

Foo ke Idh kea
| ^ fy

six Foo and Ke, The Ke were va-

luable stones hanging down on each

side of the Foo.

Foo-too-tung
] ^}m

Foo-tseang

General.

Foo yay 1
-Jjj*

the title of an inferior

military officer.

1
2472. A certain description of

boat. A boat or other ves-

icl which carries much.

C-\a kind of

A<IJ ula<>t-

K.-l>2473. [ '} To exact; to

t^ii
llVl receive; to measure; to dis-

" *' turb or excite; the exac-

tions of the government are what

disturb or excite the people; a

bearer of tribute. To give and to

receive, as Heaven confers a certain

nature, instinct, capacity or disposi-

tion on creatures, and creatures re-

ceive these from Heaven. To diffuse
;

to spread out ; a diffuse loose poem.

Foo shwSy JjjjF j^J
the duties or taxes

exacted by government.

Kung foo g tributary offerings,

or levies mad.

Foo leeu 1
jgj?

to take ;
to exact.
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I

2474. [
/ ] To lay an ambush

f ioldiers ; an ambuscade.

Read Fow, To overshadow,

as with wings, or as a canopy.

Head Ffih, To reiterate; to subvert.

2475.
[

-
] A wild duck. A

bird like a duck, but smaller.

OntheeastoflheYang-tsze-

keang, there is a kind which exists

in infinite cumbers; commonly

called ?f& MKwan-foo. The name
/i. /{-

cf an official situation ; the name of

a hill. Yu foo ft I a man's
K\\ I

name. Foo tsze 1

^Jjrf
the name

of a plant.

2476. Foo tsze 1 the

name of a plant.

2477. The name of a place.

2478. [-] A stick with

which to heat a drum. The

name of a plant. Also read

Paou and Teih, The name of a dis-

trict.

2479. [
- ) The skin of

an animal ; the flesh of

pigs ; mince meat. Beau-

tiful. To separate from,

as by skinning. Large;

great. The hand placed

ilanting ; to receive. The name of

a place. A man's name.

Pe foo l kte the skin.

Ke foo
Hj^

the muscular flesh.

2480. Foo or Woo, Not dis-

tinctly and clearly.

FO. XXXVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Fo. Canton Dialect, Fok.

I- F8, orSh8.

' y, A moving star. Also

read TeTh, A fixed period,

an agreement. A plank on which to

pass a stream.

2482. A surname.

2483. A syllable used in the

prayers or imprecations of

the Buddha sect.

2484. To hang down the head.

F5 ch5
"fte pS to hang

down the head and peck.

che keen, Within a look down and

a look up ; i.e. within the compass

of one's view. A redundant charac-

ter, the same as ffl* Foo, and 1

Foo. Also read Meen, in the sense

of &fr Meen, Exertion; effort.

i 2485. To bind i to tie fast ;

py.T^;
to ro" "Pi a roll

t a certain

|V\l part below a carriage, which

serves to connect and fasten the se-

veral parts together, or to fasten the

baggage to the vehicle.

Shfih fit^ | 1
jo tie up with a

J cord or
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FOW XXXVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Feu. Canton Dialect, Fow.

2486. p] Commonly read

Puh, No; not. Also used

in common with the follow-

ing.

2487. [
v
] A negative particle;

as, Not ; ought not. It of-

ten closses an interrogative

sentence. To rhyme, read Foo.

She fow, It is, or it is not ;

/"* |

is it right, or is it not. an ~3
^t-

4n
4[fr

I So yen we che she fow,

I don't know whether what I say be

the fact or not; or, whether the sen-

timent be right or not. &
~pT frr She fow ko hing ? May it be

done or not ? pT 1 Ko fow, Is it

proper, or not; may it be, or not ?

^ 1 Tsang fow, Has it occurred ;

or is it done yet; or not ? TJT ^D
%tL

jj |

We che t!h show fow,

I don't know whether they are re-

ceived yet, or not.

2488. Fow, or Pei, The

name ofa place ; ofa district,

and ofa hill. A surname.

2489. Ancient form of >}$
f/nri

Lew, To flow as water in a

river.

2490.
[

-
] To see.

T\KT. 11. Z 2

2491. [- ] Fow or Pow,

The appearance of new

silken garments.

2492. A net for catching

rabbits or hares. Che fow

~^?_
the name of a

hill. Used also as the

name of a kind of gallery

attached to an ancient

palace.

a plant called by various

names. Used in cases of

suppression of urine, and in difficult

labours. The name of a hill.

2494. Fow, or Fow kew,

jjeabird
of the pit

species.

2495. To brood or hatch

eggs, as a fowl does.

2496. Fow or Foo. See.

above under Foo.

2497. Fow or Foo, A wo-

man's name.

2498. The name ofa hill

2499. Certain poiU or

beams, about a house; alio

read Foo, which ee.

2500. To ascend a raft and

float on the water; to float;

to float along with the

stream ;
to flow over ; to exceed ; ex-

cess; time which hasgone by. Light.

Fow fow, Cloudy vapours; sleet

and snow in great quantities ; nume-

rous and violent, like the waters of m

torrent ; a kind of forfeit. Name of

a river, and ofa hill, and of a bamboo.

Fow pS ^ levity of mind) gid-

diness; giddy; thoughtless.

Fow chin
j yV floating and sinking

alternately ; unsettled , unsteady.

Teen fou ^C I the name of a starj

Fow fan 1

y|>L
to fl at-

Fow keaou 1 & a floating bridge.

Fow yen ]
"s" light floating speech,

mere unmeaning compliments.

Fowtsaou 1 to levity andgiddine<iof

demeanour; unofficer-like levity.

Fow hae 1 ^w-
to float on or uavi-

gate the sea.

Fow tsae
j

W floating wealth ; pro-

perty in money or goods; in contra-

distinction from landed property,

which in called^ ^ShTb neJ.
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Fow she sh'ih yu wanjin P ~r"

E* (3 A fl almS corpses more

than a hundred thousand caused by

the Tartan. ( A. D. 1282. )

2501. Bamboo with streaks

or veins.

2502. Steam or vapour

arising from heat. Fow

jin h^ a cook.

250S. Fow or Foo. A cow

with black lips.

2504. [-] A hot fiery sore

or wound.

2506. Fow, or Foo, A kind

ofgruel variousjy
described.

Rice boiled and prepared in

a certain way.

2506. Few, or Pow, The

noise of something splitting

or rending.

2507. A boat; a small float.

2508. [-] PefowlJ/J{

a large species of ant, cnpa-

ble of flying; differently

described, and called by different

names, as,

Fow yew Jjjfl
which both express

Keu k-8 vEl R1/ the same.

FOW

J509. Much ; many.

8510 To lookj to view;

to see.

2511. Fow or Foo, Ap-

pearance of walking or run-

ning; a quick, hurried mo-

tion.

2518. Fow fow

the appearance of rain and

snow ;
sleet.

25 1 S. The name of a star.

25)4. Name of a fish.

2515. A bird of the pigeon

species.

2516. [
\ ] A mound of

earth; a hill without

stones ; high and broad,

like a hill or mountain;

great ; large; fat; abun-

dant ; numerous ; plen-

teous ; raging like a large

fire. The name of a hill,

and of a country. 1^1

Bpy Jraj
1 Min fung

Pwfih

fow, A numerous

population and great

plenty.

Fow chung
| &fc name of an insect.

Fow tsae 1 fj* gre.it wealth.

FOW

Hc'ang fow^ ]
"1 fragrant regions

| i , ^

Heang keae^ x^. j
a blessed state

spoken of by the Buddha sect.

J,A 2517. Pei, or Fow. The

^"Jj hank of a river; a harbour

for merchant ships; a mart

where trading people collect and

transact their mercantile concerns;

it is also commonly called
j|||

Fow-tow. 6Sj I Yen-fow, A salt
Jtfa I

merchant's place of rendezvous for

jalt. jjfr ]
Sin-fow, The New

Mart, is applied by the Chinese to

Pcnang, as its name.

2518. To burn ; a large fire.

2519. Fiih-yoh
*]
$

of a fragrant plant.

2520. Fow chung

a certain insect.

2521. Abundant : plentiful.

2522. An abundance of

horses ; advantageous ;

beneficial.

m ^ 252S. p ] A vessel made

'

I * of eTrthen ware ; formerly

1^""W used to discriminate the

notes of music ; and also to con-
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tain liquid', either wine or water, &c.

A jar ; a basin. Koo foo
iTJjr

to beat the Fow, for musical pur-

poses ; to beat time.

Fow, wa ke yay
j ^^ -j^ Fow,

a vessel made of earthen ware.

I 2524 [ \ ] The handle of

^- l*| I a knife or weapon. Read

**T -J Foo, same as 3^ Foo, The

centre part of a bow grasped by the

hand.

2525. A beautiful woman ;

a woman of correct and ele-

gant manners.

2526
[ F ] To cover as a canopy.

Also read Full, which see.

Fow keu
j

birds.

. a kind of net to take

Fow taou
j |Jli

to cover as a tent or

canopy. Teen fow te tsae T

'$L
heaven overspreads, and

earth contains.

2527. [/] Read Fuh, and

F6o, Again; reiterated.

Read Fow, in the tense of

the preceding.

2528. White.

2529. A kind of earthen

ware utensil, used to beat

on when singing.

2550. The lilk worm asleep ;

one of ill torpid states.

2551. Fow, or FBh, Return

of disease ; a relapse.

9532. Keuen fow ^ \

a species of silk.

8533. Fow, or Foo, To lean

upon ; to turn the back

on
j
to bear. See Foo.

2534. Fow, To accord with.

See Foo.

2535. [-] Foo, or |Fow, A

stick with which to beat a

drum.

FUH.-XXXVIIT" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Fo, Canton Dialect, Fat.

^ 8536. Distorted on the left.

\^ To wipe. Some say /

^^
Pelh, denotes distorted on

the left, and Fflh, on the right. Also

read Le8. Vulgarly read NS.

^^^^ 25S7. Not. A negative and

j~ prohibitive particle. Com-

-\ rnonly read Pflh, which see.

2538. Distorted , opposed to ;

a negative; not; a strong

negative or prohibitive Par-

ticle, It should not be, it is not so.

To send away or reject. Peth fSh

pp 1 abundant, in an exceeding

degree.

2539. To see indistinctly ;

to examine : to turn aside.

Unreasonable. A bright ap-

pearance ; great Forms part of the

names of places. A surname. The

Founder ofa religious Sect, by Euro-

peans, commonly called Fo, or Fo<5,

now worshipped as a god. In this

last application of the word, it is said

to denote Awakening and enlightea-

ing mankind. An abbreviation of

Ffih-too
tife |i^-

e - BuddaorBud-

ha. This manner of abbreviating

names is usual with the Chinese,
j^jf

{ ,!, g 1 & "

Hten neaou

chay fnh ke show, he who presents

a bird, should turn aside its head,

that it may not bite the person te

whom it is presented.

Ffihfi
J ^ laws ofFBh. Sometimes

means the religion or doctrine* of
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Fob, generally; at other times, cer-

tain enigmatical sayings delivered by

Filh; also the powers or means of

operating possessed by Filh.

Ffihhooching 1 ^f* Jf~, contrary
to

what is right; in which sense it is

Syn. with^ Fah.

FOh keaou
'| ^ or

1 PI Ffih'

mun, The religion of Fob.

Ffih king | &g the religious books

of Buddha.

Fang fdh jSmung $ f$ ^f^
seen indistinctly as in a dream.

Fuh fa woo peen ^

s

]j;
St jg|

the powers of FBh are unlimited.

FBh sang
[ Jg the name ofa plant.

Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis.

Fah show 1 ^- the hand of(the god)

Fflh; i. e. the Chinese citron, from

its resemblance to a hand.

Fuh seang j^ images of Ffih.

Fuh sing
| l^f the nature or dispo-

sition of Buddha, which it is affirmed

all mankind possess. Choo ffih

tsze -3y ?- all the Buddhas;

buddha exists in many persons.

Ffihto] fco^ffiVt }

O me to ffih, An epithet of the god

Ffih.
Jl|*

I San paou Ffih,

Three precious Ffih.

2510. Tu strike, to chop;

to hew ; to cut asunder.

2541. Something to strength-

en a bow. See ClK Peth.

2542, To oppose ; to act

contrary to; perverse. To

give a negative to ; to deny.

Also read PeTh, in the same sense.

Fuh, P fih Jen che tsze p

SS FQh, expresses a thing's not be-

ing so; or forbidding it to be so.

Heii fah tsae
PJ' | ^ ! no, let

it not be!

Ffih pili-sing etsung ke che yfih 1 T=f

& 0. $ 6 $c pp ed

the people to follow his own desires.

2543. Same as
pijfe

Fdh.

The religious books of theD

Buddhites contain this word

in some other sense.

2544 Ffih pi5h^ J the

appearance of dust raised by

the wind ;
a cloud of dust.

Ya tuh tseen fun h^ jji ~j\j\

fc
j

the dust flying before the

banners.

9545. Large; great

2546. Exceedingly large.

A man's name.

'2547. A tortuous path

amongst mountains ;

dreary, sorrowful passes

amongst hills.

2548. A kind of coyer for

the hair, after bting bound

upon the top of the head.

FUH

9549. To strike and make

pass over; to brush; to

wipe; to dust; a duster.

To brush as with the waving ofa sup-

ple tree in the wind; the waving of

the arm amongst bushes ; to propel

from one; to oppose. Pcrverie;

to move together. Read Peih,

Shaken by the wind. Also read Fei.

FBh le
Jtfjj JjL perverse ; opposed to

what is right and reasonable.

FOh woo
j
te name of a kind of

play or posture-making.

FBh jin sin
*

J{ ^ to thwart or

act contrary to the dispositions of

men generally.

2550. Mournful ; sorry.

Wo sin ho full yHh^

soul why art thou dis-

quieted ! Also read Fei,

A disquietude of mind;

vexation, anger.

2551. To thrash or beat with

a flail.

2552. To sprinkle with

water. Peih. ffih I1& 1

111 I

the bubbling up of water

as from a spring. Also

read Fe, which see.

2553. Dulness of eye sight j

obscure vi.sioii; dull ap-

pearance of the eye.
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2554. The appearance of a

dog.

2555. To drive away ca-

lamities and supplicate

happiness; to expel; to

cleanse; to wash, as a re-

|i| J~
1 ligious observance ; a

'Y/'\*) kind of heathen baptism.

FflhchoopHhtseang
] $j^^ |f

to expel or wash away what is in-

felicitous. On the 3rd day of the 3rd

moon, the ceremony of bathing is

performed for this purpose.

Fuh shth
| 1$]

to put away the old

and adorn one's self afresh in a

moral sense.

255C. A kind of door in the

hinder part of a carriage ;

an arrow. Read Fei, To

pare or sharpen an arrow.

--JU 2557. The road rendered

impassible by luxuriant

herbage; to screen.

2558. A large boat or ship.

2559. An angry visage or

look. Fob jen pdh yu8

displeased manner. Also read P5,

An exuberance of colour or show.

2560. To run ; to leap.

Running; leaping.

8561. To leap; to skip; to

run with haste. Also read

Fei.

FART. II. Z 2

FUH

2562. A surname; the name

of a place. Also rtad Fei

and Fei.

2563. To ornament, or cer-

tain ornaments.

2561. A cloudy appearance.

2565. A kind of leather door

or entrance at the hinder

part of a carriage.

2566. A cord for drawing

a coffin or hearse.

2567. The sound of music

suddenly stopping.

2568. A slight breeze of

wind ; the wind passing

swiftly.

2569. Like ; resembling.

The ornaments of a wo-

man's head dress ;
the hair

in a state of confusion.

2570. A certain sea fish.

2571. From
J^f

Tsc?, A

division or portion of an

affair, and ^ Yew,

The hand. To direct; to

put in order . To alter and

form.
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8579. Acaseforputtingbowi

and arrow* into; sometime*

made of bamboo.

^ 2573. To use or to em-

I

__ P'V. a> a boat; to wait

|yC on or assist another.

as a horse and a rider

by the side of a carriage ,

certain covering for a

carriage, hence, Clothes;

iTI % garment*; a quiver for

l-l i\ arrows; to accord with

v from fe;ir; to submit to ;

that which may be done; to cause tp

submit ;
to adjust ;

to be accustomed

to, as to climate. A surname; the

name of a bird. E fuh
~fc

clothes, garments. Jin sin pfih f5h

/^ jlv ^^ men's minds will

not submit. Shwuy too pfih ffih

jk( ~}
J
/f^ I unaccustomed to the

climate. E tin fQh jin JX| ^J
'

A by virtuous deeds to make people

submit. Woo ffih
-/7^

four

kinds of mourning.

FOh fi 1 y4; to submit to the laws.

I
'**

Ffih keaou
] fjf to subraU to in-
l *iA

struction.

Fuh shwuy 1
^ft

submit to whom?

FBh y5
] |j|

to use, to take, tu

swallow down medicine.

Too ffih
JJJ: ]

the belly, the mind.

Too fQh pfih ming Hj^

Dull of apprehension.

2574. A famouswood brought

from the Kwan-luo moun-

tain. Also read 58, Thentae

of a wood.
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8575. Fdh or Pih, Loo-fuli

Ai." 1 name of a plant or

*}
/M-

)^_ rout used in catching fish.

A covering for a sword.

2576. Fflh wei
|

tjjjj|

a serpent, or snake, called

divine.

2577. Name of a bird con-

sidered infelicitous, and as

a sign of drought ; it has a

sagreeable cry in the night, and

canton fly far.

|
2578. PS, From

~fc Ketten,

a dog, and 1 Ftih, To drag

a dog ly thefoot and slick it.

2579. Fuh or Fa. Cold

wind ; frigid icy appearance.

>j|
Peth fdh, occurs

in the same sense.

2580. Fuhseth 1
;fa|orFnh

woo i

|ffi
a rod orna-

mented with variegated

silks held in the hand by the Chinese

at their amusements of posture-mak-

ing or fencing. A piece of cloth.

Ffih low $]i fringe or tassel.

2581. Cold; a cold wind 5

appearance of cold and ice.

2582. To drive away cala-

mities aud supplicate bless-

ings. Same as Fuh
IjMjj

which see.

i_ |U 2583. The roots of plants ;

the roots of plants which die

in spring. A thatched cottage.

Reid Pi), The name of a medicinal

plant. Ffih kwS I ^ name of a

plant.

258 1. Certain garments

worn by barbarians. A

covering for the knee.

2535. A kind of sash worn

round the waist with its ends

hanging down.

2586. An ornamented rod

with feathers or tassels at

its end, held in the hand by

a kind of fencers at feasts and so-

lemnities.

2587. Rapid motion of the

wind.

2588. Variegated with black

and azure colours. To ern-

broiderjtosewwith coloured

threads. Foofflh ^| |
adorned

with various colours. FHhmeen
|

an ornamented cap or crown.

2589. To walk in the old

path or road ; to go the

same way as before ; to do

over again. Now written

Fuh.

2590. A den or cavern that

is habitable
;
a den prepared

to retire to in times of anar-

chy and confusion.

2591 Diseases ; a return of

weariness ; a relapse.

2592. To go and come ; to

return. Again; reiterated;

to send back or give a re-

ply ; to explain ; to announce the

performance of any order. To call

back the spirit of the departed re-

lation who died from home : they

mention the name of the person, and

call upon his soul to return. To re-

store. A surname. The name of a

district, and of certain garments.

Occurs denoting To exclude. Also

read Fow. Fan fQh
jj |

over

and over ; backwards and forewords.

Ffih lae 1 /fel
I L to come back agun.

Fdh fan
j ^J

Fdh che 1 jg to re-establish.

Fdh chen
"

mfe renewed the attack.
' i5\

Ffih fun kcun ! fy ^ again di.

vided the army.

FiSh ke choo i j i9j
to return

to its first or original state.

Fuh pei she soo 1

-f-jt
-S ^f the

same number doubled.

Fuh yuen 1 T to be restored to

one's original health.

Fuh liing SB to restore to a

former flourishing state.

Fuh chuen yuen yang
J
WE JM |||

turned back again to the original

form or manner.

Fuh hwan
j jig

to repay or give

back again.

2593. A den or cavern in

the earth, intended for a

habitation.

2594. The return of diseaie;

a relapse.
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>J-> 2595. The fruil or seed of

the bamboo, wh'uh is not

produced till it is about to

return to corruption, or to die.

2596. The name ofa certain

grain.

2597. Foo or Full, A bird

hatching eggs.

2598. That which sur-

roundsand embraces much,

that is important. Thick,

substantial ; rich. The belly ; the ab-

domen; the bowels; the seat of the

mind. The earth. Used by allusion

for what is valuable to oue. Name

of a certain garment; a surname; a

man's name. Sin
ffihrhejin/j^ 1

j4_, >\ very intimate friend.

Fuh sin
| ^ or Sin-fuh, Heart and

bowels
; dear to one.

Fdh sze peen peen
) ffjf 43[ fj|

rich in knowledge which is always

at hand.

Ffih le tsang taou
|*| SJH: TJ

a dagger secreted in the bowels of

the man who talks plausiby.

Ffih puh haou
| ^ j^|

a disease

FuhtseTh
] ^ J of the

bowels; pain or purging-.

2599. A boat or other

vessel.

2600. A name applied to

several insects and reptiles;

to a locust, which has no

;
a very poisonous serpent.

Ffih hwuy
|jj#

a reptile said hi

have a head as large as a man's ; also

a serpent which is exceedingly poison-

ous, and the slime of which left

on leaves and plants, is also pois-

onous. Its head is short, body small,

fiat and streaked ; it fastens on those

who incense it

2601. Garments that are

double. Double.

FBh taouW *,@f a path which leads

both upwards and downwards.

2602. Backwards and for-

wards; hither and thither.

To subvert; to overthrow ;

to ruin; to defeat an army. To

examine or investigate and judge.

Read Foo or Fow, Soldiers in ambush;

an ambuscade. To reply to. Same

as
-fig

Ffih ; to cover as a canopy.

King fuh
ftfjl |j

to overturn; to

throw down , to fall down.

Ffih plh
j j or Chung fuh rfj

to explain clearly. Sin sze fan ffih

Jl_^ l|l |j I

the mind unsettled;

going hither and thither. Shay fdh

ua to shoot at tilings placed

under a cover.

2603. Name of a plant of

which artificial flowers are

made, otherwise called
|^J

fea Tung-tsaou.

2604. A metal vessel with a

large mouth.

2605 A fragrant odoriferous

effluvia A man's name.

2608. Somewhat, which

binds or fastiins a cart

or carriage underneath)

otherwise called& fy
FOIi-too, A rabbit in am-

bush.

2607. A kind of leather

case for bows and arrows.

2608. To lie prostrate on

the face; to subject either

one's self or others. To

hide; to conceal. Slj ffl; ^ Tsin

woo ffih, In sleeping do not lie on

the face, ftp I S i| Ke fdh
rY * I -^ \ /

ke tsuy, Since the (state Heu) has

acknowledged its offence.
JB

Yi fBh, To repress ;
to oppress. Du

\f&
jjjj

I Sze loo mac fdh, Lying

in an ambush on every road.
Jj|5

Tsang fiih, or reversed, Ffik

tang, To put into ; to secrete; to

hide ; to conceal.
J

San fdh,

Three terms, occnring after Midsum-

mer, called
if^J

I Choo ffih, The

first. dj
'

Chung fob, The

middle. ^ 1 Mdh fflh, The last.

Foo ffih $ft 1 to fall prostrate ; to

kneel with the body bent forward,

and resting on the ground. Fuh,

in the sense of Humbly, is used be-

fore
jjrtf

Ke, and ^ KcTh, To beg,

to pray, to entreat ; before ig W
T

ang,

To hope ; before 'reg Wei, and
J

Sze, To consider; before PB Yuen.

To wish, to desire; and before jy
Cha, To examine into.
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Fiih ping j
Jr. soldiers laid ia am-

bush.

FBh ze
|

ffl I, prostrate, consider ;

I humbly think; it is my humble

opinion.

Ffih yuen 1
|rff prostrate or humbly

desire.

Fob yth
'

g a species of bat.

2609. Fdh or PTh, To stop

or dam up a stream ; to rush

down, as a mountain
falling.

One says, To flow. )|||& 1

Chuen sTh keffih, The streams stop-

ped, and the ponds filled up.

m 2610. To attach a smaller

piece of wood to a larger

beam in order to strengthen

at.

^ 2611. Fuh ling
| ^ a

medicinal plant, which fable

says, is converted into amber.

FBh shin
j jjjrfj

a certain root.

^
2612. A wrapper for making
a bundle of clothes or any

thing ele, is called <fij 1

Paou ffih. Na paou fi5h lae paou ke

laC <t& 1 ^
bring a wrapper and wrap it up.

2613. A species of fox.

2614. Read FBh, To split or

rive open. Read PeTh, To

cut open transveiselv.

Otherwise read Foo. T o assist.

>J

26 1 5. A certain appendage

of a carriage; a bar or

strap placed before a per-

son on which he leans.

2616. From
j

Kaou,

High, abbreviated. Lofty

and wide.

2617. Ffih, PBh, or PTh. To

fill prostrate on the ground.

-Sjj
Poo pih, To fall

down on the hands and knees;

to go on the hands and knees like a

child. To press towards with celerity;

to do one's utmost to hasten to

relieve,
jf^^ |jf]

j

Tan shih

poo pih, He really crept, &c.

-^ 2618. A wide piece of cloth

or si.k; a roll or piece of

cloth or silk, or paper. A

picture which rolls up. The ends

ofa roll ornamented; applied figura-

tively to producing an effect on the

people by virtue. A surname. p?

|
Keang ffih, Full; filled. Read

PeTh, Cloths wound round the legs

to strengthen the muscles in walking.

Otherwise called f-T Wfc King ting.

2619. Ffih or PeTh. Apiece

of wood fastened to the

horns of cattle to prevent

their goring people ; a case for arrows.

FUH

FBh shih
j ^*a p|ace

where fish are dried.

2620. Ffih orP)h. Cut in

halves ; split boards.

2621. Same as S Fuh.

2622. Divine protection ,

excellent; good ; felicitous;

happiness; a blessing ; richly

provided with. The meat used in

sacrifices. The name ofa district.

A surname. Occurs denoting To-

wards ; with, or the tame at. Read

Foo, To lay or store up.

.Ffihchow
| /tyj

the capital town or

metropolis of Fiih-kcen Province.

Woo fuh ^^ ]

the five blessings

are, Long life ; Hishes ; Health ; the

Love of virtue and a Natural death.

Teen kwan tsze ffih ^ -^*
WL

I may celestial rulers confer (on

.ihis house) blessings ; and Jj

g ^ Woo ffih lin mun. May the

five blessings enter at this door, are

expressions commonly written over

the doors of Chinese houses.

Fiih-keen
j ~ftj^

the province on th

N. E. of Canton, commonly written

Fd-lden.

Ffih tsze teen lae
f I ?C ^

a blessing will descend from heaven.

FBh shin tan
|g jjjljl j^B

or otherwise

called i liJJ ^ Too te tan, in-

clude the lares urbani familhres ;

rustici and compitales. Festival on

the 2nd day of the 2nd moon.
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IlltjLl large

FUN

2623. Fflh still
] jjjjjj

='

boat or other vessel.

S624. A certain veget:ib!e

of bad quality.

2625. Word or speech fully

prepared; explained fully.

,_- 2626. The axle ofa carriage;
*

the transverse wood on

which the wheels run.

2627. A leather strap or belt.

FUN

yr, >8:P

FUN 181

s!io
j

jj
a l!\ini; i 1

.

probably the flying squirrel.

Fflh shay jj'V
a certain poisonous

snake.

26'29. Same as the modern

V I'iih, see above. Read

Meili, At rest; repose;

silent; still.

2630. The appearance of a

tiger. Same as thu preced-

ing.

2631. Fuh fiSh
| ^

name of a bird. Read Pin,

A bird like a fowl.

8634. I-'ow or I uh. A

fiUc t -I'l of luir o ..

In- ni, in I In- 1:1 iiiii'-r nf I lie

Cllillisr wn:iii-|i; a Ijdj'i

9633. Wood and plunUfiirm-

ing a kind of covert.

Otherwise read Fe.

263j*- A " llte'il used in wear-
'

lnS- One ay, The name of

a bamboo. Also read PS.

2635 A wide piece ofcloth or

silk..

FUN. -XXXVIII : SYLLABLE

Manuscript Dictionary, Fuen. Canton Dialect, Fun.

2636. [\f ] From P5, To

separate, and Taou, A knife.

Toscparatc; to divide; to

halve. To confer; to distribute ; to

give ; to distinguish; to arrange. He;id

Fun, A part ; the part which any one

has to act ; the situation he fills. A

certain nominal coin, by Europeans

called a candarecn. To rhyme, read

Fung.

Fun che e chth 1 ^ l
v

l Iff to
I /W 'Xv HIJX,

give a department to, a particular

duty to one.

Fun che
j ^ to distribute.

Fun pee e I

l!|] jy to-deliberate on
I ft t *n-<

each case apart.

I'AKI II. A 3

Fun hcen
'

-J&2C an assistant officer

in a Been.

Fun ming
j

flfH discriminatedflear-

Fun heaou I flJ ly; perspicuous

distinctions. Fun, occurs answering

to multiply by two, as Urh fun wei

sze
-^i r/M two opened out

or separated by two, make- four;

Fun ming she, yu pfih she
] [Uj

-&

$fl. >^ 44- to diilinguish clearly

between right and wrong.

Fun chine soo 1 ?tV: ^ to liqui-
l 'JL -CA

date debts by piying a certain deci-

mal part of the whole.

Fun lung . I

j||
to share a person's

pains.

Fun yew j
3=C to share a person's

griefs.

2837. FunorPin.Toseparate;

to divide.

2638. Fun, or Pun. Dust;

dust or earth raised. One says,

A great barrier or mound.

To eject i
to throw in, or to mix,

2639. Fun-) in
p|

a hilly appearance; hills

dividing ar.d purlin?
off.

an important pass in

Lcaou-tUDg
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8640 A fragrant weed.

26tl. A cloth to durt

things with
;
a large cloth

or napkin worn at the

girdle.

D >\ 2642. The light of the su,

U ft divided or shed forth.

264S. [ /] Anger; in-

dignation; resentment.

Fun noo 1 ^K anger ;

angry ; vexed ; vexation.

Fun h In 1
(lH,hi;;hin-

I ll\

dignation and resentment.tt
Fun cl>e

J tj& anger ; vexation ; the

mind perturbed by anger.

Fun tseih
J ^ angry irritability.

2644. A certain fish; imall

-

26iy. To grasp with the

hand ; to move ; to shake ;

to unite together, applied

to uniting the nations ofChina under

one monarchy. Read Pan, To

dress. up; to. dress one's person.

Chwang pan
||fe j

or Ta pnn

|

to dress or ornament one's

person.

5646. [-] The name ofa wood;

used also to denote Ihe

beam or piilnr of a house.

FUN

S647.
[

-
] Beams of the

roof of a house. Hempen

cloth, used for covering

carriages. The thick and disordered

state of the trees of a forest ; a state

of confusion, applied to the world

and to threads. To ravel. Min

min fun fun
yh' yjr

a dis-

ordered confused state of society.

2648. [-] Name of a stream or

river; name of a territory;

and of a kingdom: In allu-

sion to a certain king of which state,

who attained a great age, and had

a numerous progeny, it is now used

on birth days, as a compliment to

a person, thus,

Fun yang teen ban
] $jj jjfa ||j

Fun-yang's king nodding his thin

implying a wiJi that the person

may be happy as the king alluded to.

2649. Fun or Pun, To burn

* with fire.

2650. Fun-fun^ I .the

hair fulling off.

lL jr 2651. [-] Fume; vapour;

breath ; air ; shadowy ap-

pearance, belli felicitous

and infelicitous.

Yaou fun T&
| "|

shadowy appear-

Jun tsin 1
jjfjf j

ances; appari-

tions; sprites, indicative of evil and

.calamities.

Fun, fceung yay; tseang, keih yay

dicates evil; Tseang blessings, or

FUN
what is good. Ling fun Jinii 1 a

shadowy ominous appearance; a

spiritual prognostication.

Fun yun
| jSf^ felicitous, vapoury,

or shadowy appearances.

2652. A bullock

253. To feap ; to skip.

Fun tseuen
]

the name of a place

2655. To gather together

grain , to separate and form

it into sheaves
; a small por-

tion of grain.

2656. p] Grain broken to

pieces ; pulse broken small.

Meal or flour
; any powder ;

pigment for the face.

[*] To apply a colour or wash

to ; to white-wash . Name of a bam-

boo, name ofa place. PThfnnpt I

rice flour, a white powder or wash.

Mihfun^E j
'wheaten flour.

Tun me -^ variegated ; embroi-

dered. Me fun ^ I rice flour.

Fun suy
j ^j& to break or smash to

pieces.

Fun sze
jj^j,

vermicelli
; other-

wise called -$& Q I Lfih tow fun.

Fun shwang
] fg sublimate of rrer-

cury.

Fun tsth ^j adorned with co-

lours rich and glossy.

Fun tsze
j

3t a kind of padding or

dumpling. Hung fun
4fe j

or
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Hoc fun
"AJJ

I a pigment. A pre-

paration originally made from co-

loured flour, but subsequently from

an oxide of lead.

L ^ !57. [
v

] A horse's tail,

' ^V formed into a case. Many ;

numerous; perplexed; con-

fused; slow. The hurry of business;

the bustle ofjoy.

Fun hwa 3*if the scramble and

bustle of show and glittering gaiety.

Fun ke
]

~m a crowd ofbanners.

1 *![
Fun Iwan i bustle and confusion.

I Pju

Fun fun to sze ^ 3j
a perplexing, hurried, multiplicity of

business.

Fun shwuy
|

nttr a napkin to wipe

any thing with.

Fun tsa
j ^ mixed, blended in a

coufused manner.

Fun wan
J Jjj^

a confused appearance.

Fun yun ] ^") confused multi-

Fun fun
'

[ Jplicity of persons,

affairs or things.

2653. Appearance of flying

hither and thither.

2659. [ ] The appearance

of a large head; a nume-

rous appearance. Also

read Pwan, To distribute to.

S66 [-] A bud first open-
'

lnK '<
to Pen "* a bud to

develope. Hurmoniuus; a-

greeing Numerous.

FUN

Fun jen -5^
to spread and rite

like dust.

Fun-fun^ j fragrant; odoriferous.

*661 - [-] A sheep; seems

affirmed both of the male

FUN IK'i

9862. Fragrant wood.

*fr

&.

&

2663. A field rat trans-

formed from the bird

ifi $ Pth-laou. A
man's name. The name

of a place.

8664. Large garments ; long

robes; the appearance of

fine long robes.

J^\ 2665. Fun yun
| |^

If ""certain speech; vague

talk ; a man's name. Read

Pun, An ignorant person.

666. Fun-kfih
]

name of a
valley.

the

2667. To stumble; to leap,

to fall.

Name of a valuable

stone.

,

8669. [-] Foggy vapour; fog

whitened by cold air; snowy.

Rain and snow
thickly

blended, is denoted by *%S I Fun-

fun.

2670. Snowy; fog; vapour

a

S67I. f-JFunwin

or Fun fun I fra-

grant odoriferous vapour .

effluvia.

8672. A fith with a Urge

head. Many ; numerous.

Bead Pan, To spread; to

diffuse widely ; to promulge.

8673. A horse going at a

swift pace.

2674. Fun-fun
j

wrangling and
pulling

each other about.

Fon me J

2675. Embroidered with

various colours and devicei,

as Imperial robes are.

sprinkled with ele-

gant embroidery.

2676. Birds -collected in a

group; appearance of
flying.

Name of a bird. Read Pan,

A bird of the pigeon species.

2677. To be overthrown

and defeated. Read Pan,

To travel on the high road ;

to run; precipitate flight; fearing

something behind; embarrassed.

^

^/ |
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S6T8. [' ] A field rat; a

kind of mole.

2679.
[

f
] A large drum.

Read Pun, or Kun, Ardent;

impetuous ; filled with aner

and rage , bubbling up, as a spring of

water. Overthrown ;
defeated. Read

Pe, Glossed over ; coloured.

2680. [
r
] Prostrate; laid

prostrate with the face up-

wards. To shake ; to excite ;

to subvert; to ruin.
* =

5l| Yih yen fun sze, One word ruins

an affair. ^ "|| ] 3fJ
Shoo

show fun sze, A rat's head spoils

affairs ; i. e. excessive timidity and

caution, such as is manifested by the

rat, injures affairs.

2681. [-] A tomb; a grave; a

hillock; the bank of a stream.

A great bank ; to fend off

water. Great; vast. Read Fun,

t~t
* >J

l__ -4^
Fat loamy soil. )^ j"gj 7^ ^jf

-fcfc pi |
Fan kaou ta chay, keae

E3 I I

yu fun, Whatever is lofty and great

is called fun. ^
j

rae fun, To

worship at tombs, in the Chinese man-

ner.
J^fi |

Saou fun, To sweep

or repair them. T'r Hwang fun,

A deserted grave. San fun
~

i denoting To divide, to separate,

or discriminate. It is also applied to

the separation of the three powers,

The commencement ofheaven, earth,

and man; which are termed the three

Tiae powers or energies. San fun,

also denotes the books utQicthrte an-

tediluvian) kings. f^J |
Plh-fun,

White loamy soil. !*R' 1 Hill fun,
Til*

Black loamy soil. -3r
Ijfjf

1 Ciiih

chih fun, Red clayey soil, '"mr* i

Joofun, The bank ofa certiin streim.

26S2. [-] An ornament ;
a

certain appendage to a

horse's bridle ; the bit ;

called also JSt
tt- Shen-han, and

Pae miih.

t_f

26S3. The mind filled and

C^l urged either with grief, or

^ "% anger, or zeal in business,

or in study; violent feeling of anger

and indignation.

Fun fa
'j^fe \ ardent ; zealous ;

-,* f

Fa fun 'B??
-> eager; impetuous.

Fun fa yew wei
] %>j[^ ^ to act

with one's whole mind or soul.

Fun-kee
|

$^f highly worked up by

anger or indignation. Fi fun wang

shih
j| ^ -^ to be so full

of an object as to forget one's food ;

intent on learning.

Tun-n x> 1 >CC filled with anger and

-relation.

2684. To wipe or dusl with

the hand.

2685. An ancient drum.

2686. A certain wood ; tim-

bers at the side of a boat.

2687. An ancient species of

woollen cloth.

26o8. [-] The bank of a

river or stream; to over-

flow the banks; to issue

forth, bubbling as a spring; to spurt

forth water; the name of a small

stream that issues from a larger river

in Ho-nan province.

Internal heat; feverish

skin.

2690. A hot swelling ; a hot

ulcer; a mournful, grieved

appearance, caused by pain

or disease.

Fun-he
]

vexed and grieved by

2691. Planks or boards

belonging to a bed.

2692. The name of a

sheep. Choo fun
/J^

a species of dog. Read

Pun, A watch dog.

> 269S. A drum; a large drum.

2694. Shwae fun
|UJj

the siring of a bow.

8695. [-] Fun, or Fun-yang
i

p-
a certain mon-

strosity of the sheep species.
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2696. Hotslired or minced

meat; coarse slices of raw

meat. Read Fe, A great

quantity of dregs or gravy.

2697. [-] Exuberance of

fruit ; plants or trees having

an abundance of fruit ; fruit

or seed ; fragrant plants mixed and

blended. Ma fun HjlM hemp seed.

2698. A kind of oyster.

Read Fe, A kind of blubber

fish.

2699. A boar deprived of his

teeth; a gelded boar. Strong;

violent.

5 a gelded boar.

2700. A cart or carnage used

in the army.

Fun yuen
] ^ military carriage

for alt eking cities.

Fun win 1 fe[ a military carriage

used by the Tartars in former times.

2701 . A burial place ; a grave

amongst the hills.

2702. A drum.

2703. Fun wan
^ ^ fra-

grant effluvia.

2704. Half boiled rice; rice

thoroughly boiled with steam

Fun lew
| Jjg

steam.

PART II.

thoroughly done with

B3

2705. A fish with a long tail

which has a sting; the mouth

is below, near its belly ; the

eyes are on the forehead.

2706. Name of a bird; a

water bird.

2707. Fun, or Fe, A species

of hemp seed.

2708. A drum.

2709. A field rat.

2710. [-] Fun, or Fun he
]

|ja
rice half boiled or de-

cocted, previous to adding

water to distil it.

2711. To sweep away ; to

put away filth and dirt.

2712. [
'

] Excrementitious

matter; excrements; ordure;

filth; manure. To manure;

to apply manure to the roots of

plants; to sweep or put away any

thing that is filthy or superfluous.

Fun mun kow
j pf] P the mouth

of the anus.

2713. To put away filth.

8714. To sweep away dirt.

To sweep ; to cleanse.

2715. Name of a river.
jjfl|

1 Shin fun, A spring that

gushes out of a certain

mountain. Read [/] To scatter or

sprinkle water.

27 1 6. [
-

] To set on fire ;

to burn. Fun hcang
|

^& to burn incense to

the gods, or to departed

spirits. Fun shan lin

1 pL| ^to bnrn a

mountain forest. Fun

teen
| ffl

to burn the

weeds of a field.

2717. From 3S Sun, To

extend the wiggs, and fly

up from
p-j

Teen, A

field. Impetuous, vehe-

ment motion or action ;

to excite ; to rouse, as by

an earthquake, or by thunder; to

extend ; to stretch forward to. To

dash or brush away dust. A surname.

Fun fei
] ^|

to fly
with rapidity.

Fun ke
| jjf

to rouse one's anger.

Fun che tih che kwang y fl^J

Y
4t^

to spread abroad the lustre

of virtue. Luy chfth te fun^ ,4j

Wj
|

when the thunders are ut-

tered, the earth shakes.

II
. ,

i
.xi-

j2> [pj n'i

to advance with an impetuous mind.

2718. To orer fill abag with

grain, till it bursts.
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FUNG. XXXIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript. Dictionary, Fung. Canton Dialect, Fung.

*
8719. [-] Fung, or Fung

yung ffi luxuriant

herbage at once shouting

forth branches, and striking the roots

deeper. A fine countenance) plump

jolly.

an easy, fine manner.

a fine countenance.

a mellow pleasing

a fine regular gait, or

Funge ||
Fung tsae \

Fung yun

sound.

Fung tsae
j

manner.

Fung shin seaou sha
'

jjjfjj
TO

a high degree of ease and gaiety.

Fung t.ze chS y5

pleasing and decorous manner.

27SO. Name of one of the

jjlj
Seen genii. Same as

L Fung.

3721. Allintrigue and levity

of conduct, is expressed by

Fung.

2722. To hold up, or to re-

ceive with both hands. Read

[ x ] To hold as water in

both hai.ds.

*
2723. Luxuriant vegetation.

Read Hei, The name of a

plant

2724. To examine with

the eye.

2725. The commencement

of a speech or stanch,

firm tone and principle

expressed.

2726. [
-

] To occur; to

meet; to clash. To push

again.it as horned cattle ;

to oppose mutually. To pull ; to

drag. A surname.

2727. [-] The peak of a hill

or mountain shooting up

perpendicularly towards

heaven, and terminating

in a point. A peak on

the top or sldt of a hill or

mountain, ^f / I
Woo laou

fung, The five oldpeaks of a moun-

tain near the Po-yang lake.

2728. [.] To hold in the

bauds; or In 1 1 up in a cere-

monious manner.

Fung ch5
j
tt to hold up.

Fung lejou y in chung yS
j

~f

^b ^j bearing in both handia cup

of medicine.

2729. [-] The top of a tree.

A beater ; a club.

2730. [-] A brick pyramid

three or four feet high,

hollow and open at top,

which is filled with com-

bustibles and set fire to,

to form a signal by the as-

cent ofsmoke. Ho fung

yew nun tsih fun iff

cone is ignited when some danger

occurs.

2731. A cow ; a wild cow.

2732. [-] A particular kind

of spear or lance.

2733. [-] To meet; to occur;

to meet or come together

by moving in opposite direc-

tions; to oppose. Great; large;

wide, applied to clothes. Used also
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for the following. A surname. Read

Pung, The sound of a drum.

Fung ying she hwan
| $1 "JW

'

^ff

to dance attendance on people of the

world who possess wealth and influ-

ence. 8 funp P| I
the name of

the year under certain circumstances.

Yew-fung ^T the name of a

country.

Fnngjinpeaouynng j A ^ ^
to praise people to those one meets,-

understood in a good sense. Tso yew

fungyuen; ] ^ to meet

a spring on either hand ; denotes

a well furnished and ready mind.

Fungcheke ] ^P H. to meelwith

an intimate friend.

2734. [.] The point of a

weapon; of a pencil; of

the tongue; and so on.

The Tan of an army ; to

arise like so many points

of weapons ; the name of

a star; the name of a state. A certain

banner.

Fung-le 1
^lj sharp as a point

Fung mang ^ finely pointed.

Hwa fung jft?t
a certain orna-

mented sword. Pe'en cha fung chfih

$j&^r. 1 'j! ever-changing frauds

issued forth, numerous as the points

of pears. Tseen fung Jj|j j

or

Seen fung fa [
e M"i.

8735. To hold op any thing

with both hands.

Fung y?n 1
IJrt large garments ;

wide

plain garments, snch as Coufucius

wore.

FUNG

2736. A particular kind of

boat.
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2737. [-] A bee or wasp.

Also read Pung. Fung

chae I

|jy
the sting of

/ a bee or wasp. Hwang

fun ~SJ a wasP'

Meth fung & a

a honey bee.

2738. The name of a

river. Read Pung. Pung-

ung [ y||
water dash-

ing and making a noise.

Pung-pS ] -j^ grieved,

mournful appearance.

2739. The divinity of a cer-

tain hill, said to possess

great power , able to re-

move heaven and earth,

2?40. [
v
-] To seam ; to sew ;

to unite :;s by a seam; a

seam ; an opening or a-

perture like a slit seam. A fissure;

a cleft.

Fung e xy to make clothes.

Tsae fiing^U 1 to cut out and

Fung jin ^J
dres si>; a Tailor.

Fun;; seen che sze

the affairs of scams and threads ;

needle work.

one wno

27l. The ound ofadrumj

tobcjoined or sewed toge-

ther. S5 fung -jte ]
nun?

of a plant.

2742. [
-

] The land or

territory appropriated to

nobles and priuces by

the ancient Emperors of

China; (he act of ap-

pointing to those princi-

palities or dependant

monarchies. Large ;

great ;
to accumulate

earth and form a mound ;

to add earth or mould to;

to appropriate to one'*

self. Rich; affluent. Name of ana-

tion, and of a district. A surname.

To seal or close, as any letter or do-

cument; the cover or envelope in

which a letter is put.
> Sh< o tsze

ylh fung^ -^ j
orYihfung

shoo 1 W a letter.

a large species of

lo

Fung-clie Jl|

Pig-

Fung e wang tseS I

appoint to the rank of king.

Fung jin 1 A an officer placed on

the frontier.

Fung king
| ^ to seal and pro-

hibit approach to, as silver mines,

and so on.

FungkwB 1 p]
to confer a kingdom

upon; to give the right of reigninp,

as the Chinese Emperors profwf <o

do t> all the kings of the world.

Fungkaou | ^ or reversed Kaou-

fung, Honors obt.iii.ed by pur-

chace from the jovernmcnt
in
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behalf of one's parents, or other

relatives. This is a considerable

source of revenue to the govern-

ment.

Fung pe 1
{

the government seal,

which is a piece of pnper pasted on

whatever they claim the controul

of; as on goods, which are not yet

passed; boats which they imprest;

commercial houses which they shut

up, and so on.

Fung mun ] ffl
to shut a door or

gate, and seal it by authority. To

appoint to any high office ; to appoint

to any title of nobility, during a

person's life. She ^ is to confer

honors after death ; this rule is

however violated.

2743- Name of a hill, ren-

dered famous by a fish as-

cending it, and being con-

verted to a dragon.

2T44. Deep mire.

1

2745. [
-
] A name of bam-

boo.

2746. Fung, Pung, or Pang,

Shoes of different kinds;

leather shoes worn by chil-

274T. The name of a vege-

table. The root of a cer-

tain plant.

2748. [/] Certain skins or

leather on the side of a

carriage.

FUNG

2749. ['J To receive or

offer with both hands in

a formal respectful man-

ner; to receive or to pre-

sent to with profound re-

spect; to give or offer

up to. A surname. Emoluments

received by the officers of govern-

ment ; in this sense the following is

generally used.

Fung che 1
jj

to receive His Ma-

jesty's will or pleasure.

Fnng ching ta foo Jp ~f^ y^

title wrilU-n on cards by officers of

tha fifth rank.

Fun chih ta foo
l|j_ ~k VC a

title of the second class of officers

of the fifth rank.

Fung keaou
] ^ to receive in-

struction with due respect.

Fung-shin shang kwei
| jjjljj jjj fy

to be addicted to the worship of

spiritual beings; that excess in reli-

gious observances, which some

Chinese deem superstition.

Fung ming
j fif

to "receive orders,

or the commands of a superior.

Fungchingjin
| ^ ^ to compli-

ment and natter people.

2750. ['] The salary granted

by government to its officers.

kwan fung, To increase the emolu-

ments of all the officers of govern-

ment. FS fung JPjj
To

deduct an officer's pay as a punish-

ment.
~j^

Che fung, or

Keih fung, To pay the

FUNG

salary. It occurs written without

man by the side.

Fung pS J Jj|i
a small income.

Fung 18 1
||^

the salary received by

officers of government.

Fung me
j "jfc

rations of rice given

out by the government.

1\
-

:tor- fuel money ; govern-

ment allowances.

8751. [
^
] Appearance of a

high mouth. Also read

Pung, which see.

2752. Appearance of dust

rising.

2753. ['] To offer up with

both hands ; to contain or

bold on the hollow of both

h;mds; to receive with, or in the

hands.

Fung sung 1 |^"| to receive in
Pro \

Fung tub, fgJ both hands and

read or recite respectfully the

epistle of a friend.

2754. To die; death.

2755. Water.

2756. A military utensil.

Read Pung, an ornamental

cover for the sheath of a

swoid.

%&fe 2757. To winnow wheat.
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&

unglae^V

2758. [
-

] The breath of

nature is called Fung.

The wind
; air in motion.

Custom j usnge; spirit;

temper; feeling. To

scatter t>r disperse, as by

the wind ; to diffuse instruction, or

affect by example. Haste ; fleetuc-iS.

The name of an office, of a place; of

a l)ird; and of a plant. A surname.

The sex 11 1 appetence amongst

cuttle. Vulg.irly used for
Insanity.

Kwang fung |J |

or Paou fung

^jf ]
a g;ile of wind; a storm;

a tvphon, which seems derived

from ^ | Tafung. Kin teen

fi yew shin mo haou fung chuy

f| ^j ^ ^
1 Bfcl$ at good

Tiind blows today that has driven

you hither ? Han fung |=|
1 a

cold wind. Leang fung /of 1 a

cool breeze. Wan fung shin shing

3C 1 $ $& a litcr;"7 spirit

prevailing much.

Fungleih
j ^ chesnuts; the Tar-

tars call them
3p- 1* J& Maou1f **S* \^

le-che, from the down upon them.

Fung lew
j yjfo g!,i e ty ; blilhsome-

ness; pleasure; a gay, easy, flowing

appearance.

^ spirit, temper orFung ke
"j

feeling.

Fung kTh
j

/fX air, spirit ; general

manner.

^t a Cliinese bellows.Fun;; seang 1

Fung uh
|

{<

Fung shing
]

Fung shwiiy 1

PART n.

us iges ; customs.

;<
a r -port.

wind and water;

c 3

a kind of geomancy deduced from

the cliin. te ; the aspect of building's

doors, graves, and so on.

Fungshwiiy koo hw& 1 -M $k pU
' ' t 1*1 1. > L^*>

befooled by the wind and water

superstition.

Fung slnvuy seen sing 1

T|^ -^t-

/j a professor of the Fung-shwuy

Geomancy.

Fung tnng
j

ft or Fung-hwa

ti^
to affect or influence, as

by the wind; the influence of

example.

Fung tsang
] ^. a paper kite.

Fung wan 1
F^^ to hear by report.

Tung fnngwei chesfihfung ^
BH fr- 1

lhe east wind is

called the valley wind ; those that

blow from the other points have also

poetical names.

2759. The name of a place.

2760. The nest or dwelling

of an insect is called Fuug.

The Chinese express it by

Chung-shlh jB, -^S the house of an
-MJ, I-.

E fuug ^ an ant's

2761. [- ] The name of a

wood, ultich has thick leaves

and delicate branehes, which

make it wave elegairtly ; af.i.grant

wood with seeds ;is large a< duck's

eggs, various wonderful talcs are told

respecting it. After snow or ho-ir

frost, its leafbecomes red, from hieh

circumstance it is ciilkd PJ 1 Tan-

fungj a resious matter oozes from

it, which, combining with the brc'l

neils formed on the trrr, in a thou-

sand jeurs it becomes amber.

Fung heang
^

:&. a certain fragrant

wood which, was planted abundantly

about an ancient pal.icr. and from

which circumst.ince it toi>k its name

Fung shin 1 j& and hence ii now

used for an imperial residence.

Fung shoo 1 Ml lhe acer, maple, or

sycamore tree, according to the

Gardener in the British Embassy,

1816. When the Fuug tree

becomes old, it a-sumn the figure of

a ra;m, from, which it is called gj |

Ling fung.

t2~<62.

The wind pasting

over the tops of trees. Used

also for the preceding, and

for (^ Fung, Wiud. A syllable

used by the Buddha sect.

8763. The noise of water j

a very loud noise. Read

Fan, I Fan-fan, An

easy, pleasing sound ; sound floating

in the air. The appearance of

floating.

276 1. To burn; to ignite.

2765. Fung-moo
tfjj-

the name of an animal,

(with a t.iil like a monkey)

which, "hen slightly trnck, die;

but is re>ived again hy the wind

blowinj on it. It >- a<!i.imed or

afraid of human being', anil crouch-

in; down, >eem< to pe form tdc

ceremony of the A'6-/ou-; other* is
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no hair excepting a streak about

an inch broad from the nose to the

tail.

2766. [-J A disease of the

head; a kind of leprosy;

applied to thirty-six forms

of disease; it includes insanity and

certain forms of the venereal disease.

Ma-fung
jjjt j

a spotted leprosy,

which enters the bones, and is in-

curable.

Fa fang $ 1 to become afflicted

with leprosy.

Fungmfih 1

:j
the head, or superin-

tendant of the lazar-house.

Fung tseth ] )K? the Fung disease
I V\

generally.

Fung yuen
j jt^

a place supported

by goverment for the reception of

lepers ;
a lazar-house. Lepers are by

law and usage banished from society.

Fung teen
|

4

Fungkwang
]

Fung kow
[

;jKfl a mad dog.

2767. An insect's nest, or

hole into which it creep.

9768. [ \ ] To recite ; to

rehearse in a musical tone.

Recitative; to teach by

verse ; to draw comparisons and

satirize; poignant allusions; satire.

To spread and affect, as the wind , (o

proclaim. Tan seaou fung keen

m$.?z i/ii
' taik and |augh

over satirical allusions.

Fungiung
| jjjjj

to recite, in a

-\

>

J
madness.

FUNG

tinging tone. Fung refers principally

to the letters or words; Sung, to the

notes.

Fung tsze 1
SjlJ

a poignant satirical

allusion.

2769. The name of a place.

2770. The vessel TowQ
crammed full. Large ;

great; numerous. Abun-

^fc j~. dant, affluent; rich, in the

possession of property, or

of talents and virtue ;

exuberant vegetation; a flourishing

state; a plenteous year. The name

of a place ; the name ofa river ; ofa

district. A man's name. A surname.

Fung how 1

jip[
abundant ; generous,

applied to presents and entertain.

menU.

Fung lung j^ the controller of

thunder.

Fung mwan -fiSl full ; fulness ;

applied also to composition, and to

the human countenance.

Fung ne'en
j ^. a plenteous year.

Fung shing
^ ^ abundant; plenty;

affluence; flourishing.

Fungseih
] ^ a particular kind of

mat; a plenteous table.

Fung ting
j ^ j,, plenitude to as-

cend; a year of plenty or of affluence.

Tu "" JS
1 $3 OT

shwae are op-

posites, An increasing flourishing

state; and a slate of decline.

FUNG

W Le. 2771. Urbanity; pro-

priety. By some mistaken for Sg
Fung. See the preceding character.

2/72. Bh fang ||^

one of the genii ; an im-

mortal.

2773. A large house ca-

pable of containing much.

2774. Name of a hill.

2775.
f

-
] Name ofa river,

and ofa district.

27m
[

-
] The seat or

royal residence of the

ancient king //" -Lj

WSn-wang. The name

of a slate; and of a

river. A surname.

2777. Fungiung

the spirit or controller of

thunder. The thuuderer.

8778. A preparation of

boiled meat, sold about

the Yellow-river, is call-

ed Fung.

2779. [-] Fung. A surname.

Rt'ad Fun . A full heart.

Read Pung, PSng, or Ping,



GAE

To ascend; to lean upon; to sup-

port, as evidence does.

2780. [
V

]
To return ; to

cause to go in a 'different

direction from what is

wished ; applied to horses that are

difficult to manage. Used in com-

mon with
y%_

Fan, To reject or

cast off.

GAE

Fung ken che ma
^fj ~J U^

a rostiff, vicious, unruly horse, ap-

plied also to ungovernable children.

2781 [ /] A divine bird,

which appears as a felicitous

omen, in times of prevailing

virtue. Being a bird of imagination,

it is very variously described. The

name of a district; the name of an

GAE. 1'JI

office. A surname. Yaou fung^
1 a crrluin small liird. Ncaou fun;

I
'

I the name of bird, uid to

resemble the Fung-hwang.

Fung ma tapu
j JM.J Cl)

in ''"<'

on the south-east corner of Core*.

Funghwang
'

j^fung,
is the male,

and Hwang, the female, of the above

imaginary bird.

GAE, YAE, OB AE.- -XLT" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Gai and JVgai. Canton Dialect, Oae.

2782.
[ / ] E or Gae. Re-

presents a pair of sheers.

To cut herbs i to regulate;

to put in order; great

talents.to punish . Com-

pare with E.

Tk _
2783. A certain plant pos-

sessing caustic qualities, a

person fifty years of age, so

named from the hair turning gray.

Shaou gae fc a beautiful

woman.

2784 An old pig ; a boar.

2785. [V] Gae, or Ae, A

tone ofslow reply ; a belch-

ing (tiund, arising from

repletion, gfl Sin ae, To ask

with alarm. Ae, yingshing
| Ji|I

C& Ae, is the sound of reply.

Jf. Tig /H JL tq 1 Yue-tung
~*7 /*** t r= /Cr I I 1

jing she, yu6 Ae, In the province of

Canton, answering in the affirmative

is expressed by Ae.

Gae paou shing
j ^^ gae, is the

sound of repletion.
Also Read He,

which see.

2786. Gae or Yae. Dust.

Fan fung ke

urh yang sha keae yuS gae, All sand

(or minute particles) raised and

spread by the wind, is expressed by

G.ie.
fjjj.

Chin gae, Dust or

sandy particles carried into the air.

2787. Gae or Yae. "jfc 1

jkt Pub gae shwfiy, Pure

water.

2788. The female of a

certain small bird which

discovers great inge-

nuity, and which is com-

monly called
J?j Iffi

Keaou-foo, The artful

clever woman.

2789. The colour of the

sun. A man's name.

2790. A slave woman ,
a

female servant. Read He,

A mean epithet, applied to

women. Play or amusement, as in

comedy; licentious dallying.

8791. [-] Used as a particle

of affirmation ; an inter-

jection or sigh on seeing

what is amiss, or affairs going wrong ;

atone used in tongs. Read Hwar,

A tone of anger and rage.
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79*. Hot ; very hot ; a large

fire; a raging flame.

Z793. Some impediment; to

top or hinder.

2794. Gae or GTh The

name of a stone. To spread

or extend a curtain.

2195. The vulgar form of

rt?
0J Gae, An impediment ;

some objection to.

Gae sze 1 = an impediment to the

performance of an; affair, or an

affair which is attended with some

evil, and in therefore objectionable.

2796. To impede or flop a

door Tray with wooden burs.

2797. [-] Painful feel-

ing j
a wounded mind,

.COmpauiODi commisera-

tion; pity; grief ; lament-

ation, to lament^ lament-

able, as thee.irly death of

a parei t, brother, or child. To com-

passionate; to rer ielj to feel a love

for, or an ii.terest in. A surname;

the i.arae of a country. To rhyme,

read .

Gae e 1 ln mourning clothes.

Gae zc urh shah ke hing #[/ ffjj

jji; ^fc if7 to feel re^rc t for the

dead, and t> record their actions.

Gae kdh 1

Pci gae i?

for.

(1 to lament and weep.

to feel compassion

Gae lin I

jjK
or Gae-king 1 ^

to commiserate ; to pity. Pflh shing

gae taou ~7^ ftS
j

IN3 the highest

feeling of regret and commiseratiou.

Gae toze
j

IL a child bereft of its

mother.

Gae tsae
j
4& bow lamentable !

Gae tsae, shin ko gae jay \ ny jLJ?

~fff -Jj^
G.ie-tsae (expresses)

worthy of the de< pest regret. ,H.

JIW ^T I

^ e **'" ko Sac T*16

aQ'air is hime.. table. -fff- 1 Ning

gae, Affected commiseration.

i

2798. [
-

] A foolish silly

appearance, like that of a

young vthelp, looking dis-

coiiceited and irresolute.

2709. [
-
] The white-

ness of snow or of hoar

frost. Shwang gae gae

ff 1 1 the white

hoar frost. Read E, in

the same sense.

1 1- SSOO. To rub against each

J other, to rub or grind sharp;

^ a whcUtone. Sharp; acu-

minated. Read Kae, Strong.

\\\ ^ 2801. A diseise which in-

f\ i "**y duces silliness or idiocy.AEL

t2802.

Gae 1 or 1 ^
Gae jen, Like as if; appear-

- ing as if. Gae, or

pja
Gae ya, or reveiscd, Ya gae,

3C^

Shortness of breath ; difficulty of

breathing.

Gae tae
Jjgvitreou* ; magnifying

glass. To rhyme, read He.

2803. The operation of

/l Jin, or a Benevolent

mind. To feel attached

to ; kind feeling ; regard;

tender compassion ;love;

the love of pleasure; to

think on with ardent

affection , to regret, or be

sparing of; secret attuch-

A general compliment to

superiors is to attribute kindness to

them. A surname, in the style of

epitaphs, To hare been sparing or

parsimonious-, is expressed by Gae.

Tung gae j.
'

to lore even to

pain, as the tender affection of a

mother. Ko gae J5J lovely ;

amiable.

ment.

Gae jin T y^tolovemen; to cherish

philanthrophy.

Gae sTh 1 & the love of dissolute
I >

pleasure.

Gae seih 1

J'gp
to be sparing or ten-

der of.

Gae tsew 1

Gae wflh
]

the love of wine.

to feel tender regard

for all creatures, animate and inani-

mate.

2804. The usual form of the

Preceding.

2805. Gae, or Ae. Warm air

or brc: - th - A be!chii,K forth

disajiprobation; to belch.



GAE

S
'
" a vu 'gar exclama-

tion expresshe ofsurprize oran"-cr.

'

2Ror>- [/] To shade or >b-

.cure.
| |

flaognr,

The dim light of the moon.

Gan gae
|]^ J

du ||
ljg-b t

. obscure as

twilight.

OAK

Iiii^k

2807 - A certain valuable

y\S*
^C stone.

2808. Clear; pure; white.

2809. Dull, obscure. Gae-

tae
] []j|dullness

or dim-

ness ; said chiefly of the

sun's being clouded.

-r*TV-, 2810. To screen from the

sight.

2811. [-] Exuberant

vegetation ; umbrageous ;

shady ; to cover ; to screen ;

Gan gae
JJ5JJ-

fragrant effluvia.

Gae tuy V'1 luxuriant vegetation

of plants or trees.

2812. [\ ] ['] Cloudy;

dull; obscure; the heavens

covered with clouds.

G:l<> tac
sWi

<lu " ; ol)scurf; that

which relieves dimness of
sight;

spectacles.

J^|
//. 2813. rVhal? u-Iio ? To

stop ; to ej-pel.

SU.
[

V
] To cover ; clear j

pure; small; delicate.

28 1 5. To die; a delicate

. word to express death.

Also rend K8. To lean

or depend upon.

281B. [
^

] Luxuriant vege-

^ 5cL lation ; thick and shady ;

umbrageous ; abundant ;

luxuriant, in a good sens;1
. Fine

person and demeanour. Plenty of

learned and able men to serve the

king. A surname.

Gae keTh
J "^ a fine tchol-ir-like

carriage or deportment; dignified

and happy appearance; pleasingly

dignified.

Gae gae
j

is the language of

admiration on seeing fine personable

men of good address. Dignified ;

comely; graceful.

2817. [\] A cloudy

} appearance; vapours,

foggy.

2818. ReadF, or Gae. Rice

<" other food corrupted and

]r\ J spoiled. Stinking. The

name of a cake.

1 I -~p
2819. Alarmed, apprehensive,

i ^^^B\"

|7*/V. to intend. Read Yih, An

intelligent child.

OAR

2 SO.

I

od-

small spccin of mi>uc or

rat.

822. ['] r/1 R, and Gar.

False; diinl Iful ; iiinlii .1

doul't, nr suspicion. To

rompnre j to determine upon. Syr.

w ''h ^J E. Ocur, but erroncousl)

in the sense of^ E. (.nxuriai I ;
-

bundar.t. Read c, Obstinate stop-

page ; constipation. R<ad llae. ( r

f':u''

rV" !

l; r "'"' Sl"-v to" li>!i

appearance.

823. Name of a wood ;

impediment; bars which

shut or close, and so

impede the passage. Same as the

following.

2824. [/ ] To impede, lo

hinder, to oppose; to

stop, to limit; an impedi-

ment ; a hindrance. To

limit or restrain by the

principles of morality,

as the sages of antiquity

did by rules of decorum

and by music. Read K,

A certain blue stone.

Fang-gae
-jf}j

hin-

drance or objection to

acting ; serious conse-

quences apprehended.

2825. [f] The outer gate

shut
;

hills impeding a
|

sage. The mind stuffed with
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facU not reduced to order by reflec-

tion. Read Hae or Kae, Stuffed with

a collected mass.

Gae teTh
j

3Mf an opposing enemy.

Gae shan IM dangerous mountains

which prevent passing on.

2826. Suh e gae wei die

gar tsze, woo yay J/J

commonly employing Gae, for Che-

gae, (foolish) is erroneous. It is

however in general use.

Gacjin 1 f\. a foolish doltish person.

2827. [1] Gae or Yae.

Clinging to
; not posses-

sing; the mind dwelling on

some illicit attachment.

GAN, OR AN. XLI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Can or Ngan. Canton Dialect, Oan.

^p Kan. 2828. To offer op-

position to; to seek some end.

Jrf

*f

2829. Name of a hill. Er-

roneously used for Ri Gan,

A bank or shore.

2830.
[

/ j Gan or Kan,

Rocky appearance of a hill ;

clean stones, as those over

which water passes rapidly ; to rub

stones; to rub silks with a stone.

Tan gan R reddish stones or

pebbles; Cinnabar.

f2S3l.

[/] A species of wild

dog or fox ; according to

others, its form is like a fox
,

its colour black, and in length it is

seven or eight cubits; on its forehead

is a horn, and it can destroy tigers

and leopards. Applied figuratively

for a country prison.

2832. A large face; a broad

forehead ; a bald head.

2833. [/] A high shore; the

bank of a river or canal; a

high bank and deep water.

Steps up to a palace ; figuratively, a

person of eminent talents and virtue;

nearly the extreme limit of a road ;

the end of a journey; to exhibit the

forehead, or a high forehead. The

name of a person, a country prison.

Shang gan _fc ]
or | ]

Tang

gan, To ascend the bank ; to go on

shore ; to land
; to disembark. Kwci

gan ffij-
I a man personable and

valorous, eminent for strength and

honorable feeling.

Gan shan I ^ on the bank.

28S4. [-] Stillness; repose;

rest; tranquility. To rest

satisfied in; to remain in

the sphere allotted one. Fixed :

settled; safe. How? what? An in-

terrogative particle. Name of a dis-

trict. A surname. Chang gan Jj|.
I

long perpetual repose; denotes tin:

region where the court is situated.

Ping gan 3i tranquil and com-

fortable; at peace.

Gan IS chung 1
^fi?

ffl in the midst

of case and pleasure.

Gan fun hp. to rest satisfied in

one's own sphere or department,

dan seih heang
j

ifc Benjamin,

or Benzoin.

Gaiiheang
j

3t enjoy tranquility ;

to rest in enjoyment of.

Gan hwuy | -fijY
a southern division

of the province of Keang-nan, which

is now established into a distinct

province.

Gan he?
]
JjW to rest as from labour;

to sleep ; to repose.

Gan keu Ijy to dwell at case and

quiet.

Gan 15 kung
| J&S ^- a term of

contempt for a mere man of pleasure.

Gan-nan kwS
j |^ pj Cochin-china.

Ganjin
J
^ title of the wives of

officers of the sixth rank,
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Gail kc 1 yS a name of tea.

Gan pin 15 laou j^V sj^> j| j

to

repose in poverty, and take pleasure

in wisdom and virtue.

Gan tsin 1 ^| to sleep comfortably.

2835. Name of a hill.

2836. [
t

] To place or put

down; to stop or cause to

desist; to place the hand

on, as on a sword ;
to act in con-

formity to; according to; to rub

with the hand ; to try ; to examine ;

to hold as the reins of ahorse. E

show gan wuh y\ .

j jtj^J
to

keep a thing from moving by apply-

ing the hand to it .

Gan fa

according to law.

1 .Y -^
'

\

Can leuh
] ffi

'

Can poo tsew pan
j ^

to conform to the step, and to ob-

serve the streaks, denotes a lucid

order in composition.

Can cha sze
| ^ jj

the criminal

judge in a province; by right

entitled
-fc^ jfa Ta-laou-yay,

by courtesy called ^^ J^ Ta-jin.

Can tang
'

'Ja* lo Put m pawn.
i m
2837. [f] A kind of

stand, bench, or table;

an official table, as of a

magistrate; that which is

placed on his table ; a case

in law. Aneating utensil;

a limit or frontier. To examine and

verify ; placed in order ; to put in a

certain position. One says, The name

of a wood. Kew gan Igi.
1 an old

case. Kan g.m 3jH to agititc

anew, or revive a case. Ming gin

flft*
a else of murder. lle'ing

gan ^ an altar of incense.

Tiaegan/H~ on the table; on

record in a public office. Milh gan

yl^ I a table used in meteorology.

Gan keen KL a case in law.

Gan tfih lung ming 1
fcAj -^ [j^j

a thorough knowledge of all cas^s i<

possessed here is written over the

office in public courts, where the

law proceedings are preserved. Ke

gan H^ I a bench or table.

Gan tsing I /rYf^ the circumstances
i In \

Gan yew th J of a legal case.

2838. A certaiu stream of

water.

2839.
[
t

] Serene clear

sky, the evening; tranquil;

a state of peace and order ;

harmonious, mild, gentle ; benignant ;

fresh and abundant, or flowing, ap-

plied to skin garments. A surname.

Tsaou gan j?j. morning and

evening.

Gan yin

in history.

a statesman known

2840. A kind of cup.

2841. A cart that carries

home grain from the field,

filling all with comfort and

2842. An herbaceous plant.

2843 NameofaiiuW.

2844. [
.
] The uddle of

a horse. Ma ean EJ?,
") I

a horse saddle.

2845. From^ Ta, Large

and rfj Shin, To extend.

Something spread out as a

covering. One says, With haste;

precipitately. A man's name. To

detain for a -long time; name of a

state
; the name of a village.

2846. [\] Vted by the peo-

ple in the \orthern parts of

the empire, for the Pronoun

jin ching wo, yu gan, Northern

people expressing I or Me, say Can.

Also read Yc-n, or according to some,

Ye, Great.

2847. [\] To contain in tlir

mouth; to put food into the

mouth with the hand. It

is much used in the religious book*

of Fiih.

2848. p] Lame; walking m
a
sprawling manner.

\ 9849.
[

-
]
A small thatch-

ed cottage; a round

cottnge ;
a straw hut

for soldiers. Bead CS,

Low, pig sty; a small

monastery for monks or

nuns, chiefly for women.
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Can, tang, sze, kwan
| jg' ^f |'l[

are four words applied to houses for

religion* devotees, BBfwermg to

Kionastcry, convent, abbey, and

so on.

Can leu
'

Ijtrmat or straw sheds
| "llll,

reared by an army.

Gan tang I *a" a nunnery.

-^ f _ 2850. Water ; name of a

/"*

fa^ river ; to remain -Jong in

"^^ water ; to sleep in water : to

macerate ; to spoil. The bank of a

river. Read Yen, To drown.

Gan lew 1
-t^J

to remain long, as

from home.

2851. Want of light: (kilncss;

obscurity; opaque; dark.

2852. Gan Ian

exceeding or inundating,

excess. Read Yfh, Dis-

ease, half lying down and

half silting up. Read GS,

Lame.

a sal ted

2853. The selvage at the

neck or border of a garment.

Read Yen, Large wide

garment. Read G5, A.kind.of.bag,

o carry water for a horse.

2854. [/] To give to; to

take, a local word in this

sense. To tattle, -to slander

or 'backbite.

2s.->5. [- J Gan, Yen, or Ye,

Mesh or lish preserved by

salt and brine.

salted meat.

salted dnck's

Gan rhoo tow

pig's head.

Gan jow
'

\'/,

Gan >a tan

eggs.

2856. Pickled fish, or other

meat preserved in waited

liquor.

2857. Cloudy ; an extensive

collection of clouds and

vapours.

285S. Gan, or Gan shun

MIL the quail. The Chinese

suppose that the frog'isin

Spring transformed to the quail.

2859. Gan-gan, Fragrant,

odoriferous.

2860. Free and luxuriant

growth ; abundant vegeta-

tion.

2861. [.] To lose one's

voice, and be unable to

l-*l
l_| speak from grief or exces-

ive weeping. By some defined, To

call aloud. In the states ^ Sung

and%& Tse, A child's weeping inces-

santly was expressed by Gan.

2862. A burying place in a

L? moor or common. To bury

or inter; it is also expressed

by :R5 $4:j
E gan. It was pointed

out to the poer to induce them to

attend to the interment of their re-

ilatives.

2863. [v] To cover or con-

ceal with the hand ; to

screen or shade. Read
'

- '

To extinguish, or exterminate. Read

Yen, To reject. .Read Yih, To grasp

or seize.

2864. [/] The sun without

light; the light of the sun

obscured ; deep as a cavern ;

sombre; gloomy ; dark : in the dark :

secretly; unobserved; mentally.

Gan sluh kwei shin che
| ^3T ffl Ml
I
^" /fci 'In

W] what is done in a dark room, the

gods know it.

Gan hae 1 pq to injure clandestinely.

d.in mei
[LL dull perception ; dull,

obscure.

Gan seang ^B to think unobserv-

ed ; to think to one's self.

^ fr_ 2S65.
[

-
] Fully acquainted

*; __ with: skilled or versed in ;

W \r w to have been long accustom-

ed to ; to have an extensive know-

ledge of. To remember; to recite;

'to sing out in a loud voice. The

name of an office. Read Tow, To

relate fully or entirely.

Gan le'en
j $*}! accustomed to;

Can shuh 1
:
3aL I versed in; ma-

I /in

turely and extensively acquainted

with.

2866. Wild herbs or plants.

To boil; to boil' fish

orflcsh -

2868. fA ] To shut the doir ;

retired, sombre; deep recess;

small portion of light; even-

ing; night. The name of an insect.

A kind of cottage.
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Can jen urh jTh chang flk ffjj pj

if? the sun shining in a retired

place; viz. the mind of a good man.

'i'8G9. Water coming sudden-

ly, and with great violence.

2870. Can tsan

a sorrowful \is;igr;

mournful look.

2871. ['J Very black, or dark;

extremely dark. A man's

name.

2872. Gan yu
| ^g a gale

of wind; a storm; a violent

and sudden gust of wind.

2873. [
-

] Name of a

bird. Gan shun
]

yl!

the quail. Also other-

wise written. See above.

2874. Gan or Yin, Harmo-

nious clear sounds.

2875. Gan or Yen, A den

or cave in the earth.

g Gan choo king

ting, To bend the head and listen at

a cave.

2876. A rocky hill.

PAT II. K 3

2877. [-]Pile?of rocks;

rocky hills and prcci-

picr.i; f;r.i ul, command-

ing, sublime app-ar-

auce ; d ingerous, as

rockj precipitous passe*

amongst mountains. Gan

been tui ILn dangerous,

threatening cal unity. to

the people, jjw Gan, is

used for the name of a

place, and
jj|

Gan, is

more generally read Yen,

meaning Grave, severe,

stern, dignified; majestic.

See Yen.

Ganchung | ^'jp
a species

of black tea.

2878. A mountain sheep or

goat.

2879. A fine appearance of;

or the appearance of large

long teeth. Tsan-gan jg

the appearance of the teeth.

28^0. To cover; to screen

from; to cover ai clouds

do the sun; the clouds

covered as by the light
of the sun.

A narrow pass or road is called

U-l Gan cliung. A large bodied ves-

sel with anarrow mouth, which causes

liquids lo cnmr out with a gurgling

noise. A turning inWBrdf, Tin- mine

i't '.i |j|n-,i, in.-df .1 bill. Gan Uze

~fyfa
mine of a diiuily

Gmpe
| j{jj|}

obscure | mean, laid

ol one's self

(If? (ian mih. Tu be >ilent;""
I" siy DOtblOg.

Can e lireatlini.; strongly in

deep.

Gan mih wei wei
fl'f? ptt jlfr-

expre nothing but ai.swcr by an

inarticulate sound. These arc Ihr

definition* of Tsze-hwuy and 5ha-

mfih. Kang-lie defines it, The noi*e

made in s'-
|i

^_/^ 2882. [-] Thoroughly ac-

^ |l quaintecl with; to recite in

(3^7 1

name.

a musical tone. A man'

j?<_ 288S. A thatched or straw*

cottage.

ff+ *

tl^Y^

2881 - ['] Profound, deep

Y sombre; dark. Coming sud-

^J | dcnly as bouncing on one

in the dark.

Gan jen Itiy kelh che
'

j(k ^ JS[

j^suddenly the thunder struck him.

2885. [
/

] Read Yen, A

proverbial or common

saying; abrupt unpo-

lished speech. Read Gan,

To blunder, or say some-

tiling improper. Fan gan

j|Jjf
to boast one's

self; disrespectful
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CAN. XLIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Gen, or Ngeng. Canton Dialect, Yun.

S8S6. From cause and heart.

The heart influenced by

some cause. To confer be-

nefit- upon ; to shew kindness to ; to

exercise love to j
to enrich with kind-

ness; a partiality to. Favor; kind-

nesses; grace; gracious; benignity;

benign. Name of a district. A

surname. Wanj; gin
+

I or

Foo gin S to forget favors
*** *

received; to be ungrateful. P. ou

gin i|[
to recompense favors

received, to be grateful. Tsie tsaou

che gin ^ $jf ~%_ \

a re-

creating favor is used by persons

in the language of gratitude, to

denote a high sense of favors recived.

Shin gin jtj|n
I divine favor. Teen

gin ^ Ihe favor of heaven; of-

ten denotes in the mouths of flat-

terers Imperial f.ivor.

Gin gae 1

'jfe?
favor and affection.

Gin ko
^sj.

an extra examination

of the literati, granted by special

f ivor of the Emperor.

Gin jiu
^ A a benefactor.

Gin shang
j ^ graci -us rewards.

Gin teen
|

JHL grace, favor applied

to every thing that the Emperor does.

Gin tth 1 /Ei the virtue of kindness

and benevolence

Gin tsih
|

Sn beneficent acts;

Ginhwuy 3^J charitable deeds.

2887. A woman's name.

2888. To warm meat by a

slight fire. Read Win,

W.i rni; a slight geuial

warmth.

28S9. The name of a plant,
i

2890. Name of a herbaceons

plant produced in southern

^ V*
t

. regions.

GANG. XLIHRD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kgang, A'eang, and Yang. These are confounded. Canton Dialect, Gang, and Yong.

J. 2891. [-] GangorNeang,

L^j-^ From Head and a Seal of

office. Used by females for

the pronoun I.

Cj] "j
G ing gang,

Gre it
; how great ; high, dear in price.

Strenuous effort. Also read Yang.

|

Tsze ging, To exert one's

Shang tsah yang, tsih hea ko yung,

When superiors are worthy to be

looked up to, and depended on, then

inferiors may be employed or direct-

ed with authority.

> 2892. From man, and high,

To look upwards. To raise

the head and look upwards
fv'P

with expertntion or desire. To look

up to, either with regard, withadmi-

riit.on, or with a sense ofdependence.

An expression of affectionate regard.

To order an inferior. To transmit

an official document to another

office. Read Yang, To trust to;

to rely or wait on. A surname.
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5g 1 Ke yang, To stand looking

up to; to think on with affection.

ming, Heretofore thought with

veneration on your fragrant name ;

said to persons of whom we have

heard, on first meeting them. ^K

|

Kcw yang, Long looked up ;
I

have long regarded you.
||Jrj lt|j

|

Han hin gang gang, A slcrn

and inliniid ting manner.

Gang chai g
] |

to depend on a

person ; to be depend..! t. 1 Gang,

and
ffi Foo, are oppo itus, To raise

the head and look up; to bend

the head and look down.

Gang moo JJli to look up ; or

thibk of a person with regard.

Gang teen rhnng tan
] ^ .|=. $fe

lookingup to heaven, gavealong sigh.

Gang wang
] *| to io,,k up and

hope for some benefit ; or to wish to

see a person who is venerated.

289S. ['] The name of a

hill.

2894.
[

-
] To raise; to

J*
t"^

elevate ; to rise as the sun ;

I
to rise and shine forth;

raised lofty. Elevated carriage : the

gait of a fine horse ; high, applied to

price. Read Yang, The dignified

course of action of a virtuous man.

Gang grng tseen le keu
j

EP
Bj(jj

a horse that carries his head

without drooping on a journey of a

thousand le, applied as a compli-

ment to peopled sons. .

Gang ts.ing iHgjy
;m elevated digni-

fied lone and carriage. She kea

kaou gang fjn:
if?? JGt the

current price is very hih. Jin

maou been trancr A jj&I il'itb / \ /j/u -p|

a man of a fine erect carriage, one

who carries his head high, in a good

sense.

2895. The slanting corner,

or gable end, of a house

fitted up in the Chinese

manner, is called fliK I Fei gang.

2896. A plant found on the

margin of pools ; the plant
I

otherwise called I

Chang-poo, A species of A corus cala-

mus.

2897. [-] To raise the eyes

and look.

2898. A lofty head ; to carry

the head erect.

2809. A certain kind ofshoe

l| |
I or sandal is, in the north

and iu Corea, called 1&

Gang-ke8.

2900. [ ] Gang-gnnr, The

appearance of a horse en-

raged. A fine going hor ;e.

Read (- ) A horse shaking its head,

a horse alarmed or frightened.' A

horse with a white belly.

2901. The name of a bird.

890*. Gang or Yiog. From

Ta, Something great, in the

midst ofKeung, A void s^irr.

Gang, or dim g gang IJJ j

tin-

middle, the centre of. The half of,

as the night Exteniive, entirely, if

expressed by 1 I Gang-gang. We-

gang^ J

the name' of a palace

under the Dynasty Han. Read Y ing,

The appearance of standards; of

white banners spread out and pro-

ducing a glittering affect.

2903.
[

-
J A term by which

a woman designates herself

instead of the pronouns I

and Me.

fl*

2904. Gang keang Dj;

unwilling to submit to any

one ; perverse ; froward ; in-

subordinate. P3 gang ,!'

j
the

naveL

2905. [/] Ah earthen ware

vessel, either used to re-

gulate music, or to con-

tain water or wine. Appearance of

fulness or plenty. The name of a

door. A surname.

Gang yii pei
| ^jA =j-!p

a fulness of

virtue ; seen even on the back.

Gangtse
j

WK the name of a wine.

2906. Gapg, or Yang The

sound or tone of replying,

the sound of running water.

P|Aj Gang yih, The interrupted

flow-in;; ofw.ltrr. ^ ang

y:mg. Interrupted breathing or sob-

ling from grief.
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2907. [\] Dust; small earthy

particle* flying about; sand

blown by the wind. ^^

2908. Gang roang
j

j6s ob-

scure or dull light. Read

Ying, Clear, bright; thcday

about two o'clock. Applied to the

light of the sun, moon, or of any

thing splendid and dazzling.

Gang seiih 1 ^ the light or dazzl-

ing effect ofsnow.

m
GAISG

2909. ApptMMiice nfbeii'i;

accumulated or he:ipcd to-

"t-lhrr; a Hail or othero

instrument for threshing grain.

Head Ying, A certain fruil tree ;
a

species of prune.

2910. [/] Gang or Yang,

Early knowledge; intelli-

gence; knowledge; wisdom.

To enquire; to ask; to question.

Sound or voice.

ffc

GANG

2911. An e:rlhcn ware vessel.

Sa.m: as ^ Gang, ^
[ Ung gang, Appearance

of a large swelling aboul the neck.

2912. [/] A thick specie*

of liquor or wine.

GANG. XLIVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVgeng. Canton Dialect, Gdng.

9913. [f] A hindrance; an

impediment. The irulgar

form of the following.

2914. ['] Stiff; unbending;

to stiffen; to harden ; hard,

inflexible, strong, powerful,

applied also to the mind. Shoo

kwei sow ging ^- J| ||[ |

in writing what is valued, use fine

stiff lines or strokes.

GSng hwang 1
-p

name of a paper

used in the Tang Dynasty.

Ging juen j |j^
stiff, supple; hard,

soft ; domineering, yielding.

Ging ke juen
|

t j the strong

insult the weak.

GSng sin
j fo an inflexible hard

heart.

Ging chS tan 1 ^ IJ^to
assume

courage.

2915. Stiff, inflexible leather

or skin. Same as the preced-
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GAOU. XLVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Gao and Ngao. Confounded with Yaou. Canton Dialect, Com.

5916. Feeble as a new born

infant, or to die as soon as

born. Bent or crushed down ;

deflected ; broken ; calamitous. Read

Yaon, A crouching wheedling man-

ner; trying to please; delicate and

tender ; exuberant foliage. A mau's

name.

2917. Fear ; apprehension.

8918. [
/

] To measure.

\ __^
'

2919. To apply water to in

f f*.
order to mollify, enrich,

*S soften, or cleanse; figura-

tively applied to the mind being ex-

panded. Soft rich mould, or earth.

To wash. The name of a spring and of

a river. One ofnine regions. People

of Canton and Pith-keen used it for

the rain watering plants. A surname.

Read Yuh, Free growth; luxuriant

Tegetation. Keith gaou HJ1 I the

name of a city.

Gaou show 1 -~3'- to wash the hands.

Gaou wo sin jay
j ^ j|^\ -^ ex-

PART ii. r 3

pand, or give scope to my mind; to

cheer or exhilarate.

2920. [/] Name of an her-

baceous plant. Koo-gaou

;M- a medicinal plant

of a bitter taste, used in Keang-nan

for removing flatulency. Also read

Yaou, as the name of a plant.

2921. ['] Uncivil; proud;

to treat with neglect. To

brave proudly.
)|^j- '[>

2* \ Tsing sing keaou gaou,

Proud, haughty disposition. ^
it ,

I Chang ke keaou gaou,

To nourish his pride.

Gaou y5, or Ne5
] j|[

P 1"1 and

injurious.

Gaou sing ]
jWt a proud disposition.

Gaou man 'n proud and rudely

inattentive.

2922. [
- t ]

To trifle and

ramble about. Gaou-

gaou, A tall long appear-

ance; pleased manner.

Used for several other

characters denoting

Proud; clamorous i rudely inat-

tentive. The name of an insect

To roast or burn ; the name of a

place. A surname.

2923. Gaou or Haou. Strong ;

robust; violent.

2924. Gaou, or Haou.

Strong; robust; violent

talents and strength.

[-]

$. -tfj Gaou Uaou pith

twan shing yay, Gaou.

tsaou, an interminable

iia i-r
incessant noise.

/,t
M

Chung kow gaou

gnou, Every mouth is clamouring

to be supplied. J^ P
|

Kea-

kow gaou, The family has nothing

to eat

Gaou gaou tae poo

an infant crying out, waiting to suck.

n 1 ^^Sift 1 1

Hung-ying yu fei gae ming gaou

gaou, The birds Hung-ying in flying,

cry out mournfully, Gaou-gaou.

2926. Proud haughty

behaviour to; to slight

or behave rudely to ; to

trifle or take liberties

witb.
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2927. A hill with a num-

ber of small stones;

>tony, rocky. Name of a

hill in Shan-tung. A high

lofty hill. Appearance of

being shaken and agi-

tated.

2928. [-] A storehouse or

granary.

2929. A certain lance or

spear.

2930. Proud; haughty;

honorable by birth.

2931. To strike; to

attack ; to shake.

2932.
[

*

] To drag with the

hand; -to break or sn:ip

asunder. Read [/] Per-

verse, contumacious, continued rage,

like that of incensed lie sts. Szc

gaou [7LJ
I four periods for the

t I I

performance of certain duties.

GAOU

Gaou keang jjjj)
perverse and

violent.

Gaou ki^
] ^ stiff necked, ob-

stinate]

Gaou tsze 1 -! a perverse obstinate

son.

2933. The light of the sun.

2934. [
-
] Boats or other

vessels connected by (heir

heads ; or a certain piece

ofwood by which they are connected.

2935. The name ofa stream

of water.

2936. [-'] To dry or

roast with fire; to bike.

Used also for the general

application of fire to water, to boil;

to broil.

Gaou y5 kaou 1 i%fe ^> to decoct
I ^Tv PJ

medicine by a slow fire.

Gaou shwfiy yfc
to boil water.

Shun gaou fe
j

to broil with the

application ol Hour and of fat.

Gaou gaou |

I the -tone ofgrief.

2337. A certain large species

of dog.

2938. A certain ninsicil

instrument, orjingling stone.

2939. A certain plant called

by several other names.

Gaou ch ^H the noise or voices

of a multitude.

GAOU

Gaou ya 1
^5- not listening to ;

mutual disregard or inattention;

difficult to understand, likeaperson

who has lost his teeth.

Gaou sow 1 SJ B old toothless
I ^^

person.

2940. Not to hear, or listen

to.

2941. [-] The two large claws

of a crab. Heae yewurh

gaou pi tsilh
ffip /j

'

f\^
H crabs have two large

cbws and eight feet.

2942. A worthless person

who is a disgrace to his

ancestors, one who will

not listen to advice, and

talks irregularly.
Gaou-

gaou, The noise of inces-

sant weeping ,
an angry clamorous

noise. A large appearance; the

extreme degree.

two Iarseclaws

ofa crab.

2944. [-] To ramble; to

wander.

Gaou yew ^ to roam ; to wander

about; to go to a distance.

2945. The name ofa place.

29 IS. ['] Burnt earthen

w:ire ; to burn earthen ware.

The name of a hill.
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ft
2947. The sound Of [the

wind.

2943. ['] A spirited fine

horse; a vicious untrac-

table horse ; proud and re-

gardless of consequences.

1 ^S Gaou ke, Proud

and domineering.

Gaou wan she Che hwan
| fj^ jfr

"'/' Si pride induces calamity for
X_ <vw _^
ten thousand ages. Tae gaou jg (

j sluggish and insolent.

2949. The large claws of a

crab; several words are-used

to denote these.

2950. To Dress with fire;

to dry.

2951. [
y
] The name of a

/ fish. Same as g Gaou.

2952. [
t

] An ominous

bird with a white head and

red bill. A bird said to

have a human face. Gaou yth

"

a fish said to resembfc a bird.

2953. [-] A certain sea mon-

ster said to carry thePung-
_!_. i

lae 5-4s ~xK mountain on its

XlixjV

back; this mountain is the abode of

the Seen genii. The Gaou sustains

the pillars of heaven.

Gaou tow
J gjj the gaou's head is an

ornament on the outside of the roofs

of Chinese temples. Tub chen gaou

tow
^jjj jtj J y|to attain the

first .degree of literary rank.

2954. [/] From
|^J Keung,

and
-Jfc Tsixe, Vegetables.

A void space. Dwelling in a

retired corner; the south west corner.

Recondite; abstruse. The name ofan

office; accumulated together. Fiv<-

sacrifices to four points of the com-

pass, and to the centre place. Name

ofa hill ; to blend together by boiling.

Read Twan, The name ofa divinity.

'Gaou rneaou 1 -hy recondite ; pro-

found ; apprehended with difficulty ;

wonderful.

2955. [,']
land near to a shore

or coast ; land habitable on

all sides, or square pieces

of land which is habitable. A bay.

Read Ynh, in the same sense.

2956. A common form of

the preceding. Some write

the Chinese name of Macao,

viz. pfj Gaou-inun, with this

letter.
^[Lt |

Kegaou, Kee-ow

Point. (Ross's Chart.) -^
Ta gaou, The island of Lan-tao, or

Tyho. (Ross's chart.)
|JJ|

Gaou,

and IW. Gaou, occur in the sense

of the preceding.

2957. A labyrinth ;
a maze ;

a retired place in the south

east corner of a house; pro-

found.

2958. Envious ; envy.

2959. [\ /] Vexed
; indig-

nant. Avaricioui.

Gaou h$ii I

^indignation,
resent-

roent.

Gaon naou
| j^j

vexc.l ; impatient

angry feeling.

2960. To rub; to grind.

2961. [
/

] Deep river or

bay ;
a. bank or shore.

Gaou mun 1
|"J

Macao island) or

rather Peninsula.

Gaou yae 1

ti|
a bank or shore ; a

mound near to water.

2962. Pain ; dolour.

2963. [
1

] A certain part

ofa dress; a short garment.

2984. Secret conversation.

^ ITKl Speech or conversation ; to

announce or tell to. A

man's name.

\>l
ut>| 2965. The crop, craw, or

It ' tloroacb of a bird.M

8966. A warm vessel.

2967. To b entiom of food;

to dislike if.
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1 2988. The name of a small

fish.

2969. The name of a bird.

& 2970. [
-
] Gaou or Heaou.

From four Mouths and head.

The breath or voice ascend,

ing above the head. To make a noise ;

to vociferate; noise; vociferation ,

noise of a market place.

Gaou gaou, Self-satisfaction ; self,

complacency. A complaining tone;

sighing; reviling, -vilifying
others.

Pits or hollow places in hills are

GUI

called Gaou, The name of a quadru-

ped ; of a bird said to hare four

wings; of a river, of a hill, and of a

country or district. A surname ;

a man's name.

Gaou < bin
| J|j noisy and dusty.

2971. [-] To fly or roam

about ; to spread the

wings and
fly ; to soar ;

to move about in a sail-

ing easy manner.

rn 2972. [ I ] An epithet ap-

pl'ed to an old woman, a

designation of a mother.

ReadWuh
] jfy Wuhnuy, A tat

Gill

little child. Wuh chang I
'/^

tne

spirit of mother earth.

Gaou tseang tseenjin i raj ~r* 'fiB

To fly s liling about to the distance

of a thousand Jin.
i

2973. [-] To murder or kill

entirely; to exterminate;

an impetuous attack and

dreadful slaughter. Name of ahilL

Read Peaou, The aame of a creek.

2974. Lofty; high headed;

assuming-; remiss; negli-

gent; inattentive; proud;

haughty. A man's name.

GIH. XLVITH SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Ge or Canton Dialect, Gak.

2975. The small door of a
\

house; straitened; in diffi-

culty ; hampered ; cramped;

wearied out.

2976. Same as If* Gih, To

be distressed, to he ill used.

2977. A large insect in some

respects resembling a silk

worm.

2978. Gih slh
j |&

laughing talk
;
witticisms or

jesU ; the noise of laughing.

2979. To seize hold of

with the hand ; to grasp ;

to seize, to take hold of

with the whole hand ; to

pull. Used also for gOjjGIh,

A yoke. Jin che gfh wei

kew Uun ^ ^^
\tf\ -il ~^r the circum-

ference of a man's grasp

is nine tenths of a cubit.

Yih wan
if[j

fl& or Yih

wan ^ .fan to take a

person by the wrist, as

a friend under feelings of sorrow.

2980. Gih, or YTh, An

uneven tone of voice; the

chirping of birds; the

cackling of fowls; also expressed by

2981. A very large strong

pig; five cubits long.
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29S2. A strait; a narrow

defile; a narrow path, or

other road dangerous for

carriages; a pass. In

straits; embarrassed;

poor; mean. Chow w.m

rain che he gth JJJ9 ~ff

lieve the distresses and

embarrassments ofall the

people. Gib keung urh

piih min 1 fl!? rfn ~JT

I in extreme poverty without

feeling grief or resentment, on that

account.

2983. That which is ap-

plied to the necks of

horses or oxen to enable

them to draw; a yoke.

Kea che e hang gih jjfl

X_ /A fBh to P llt
*S fx luul I

on a
restraining or regulating yoke.

2994. Straitened for food;

appearance of hunger or

famine.

2985. The lofty summit of

a mountain
standing alone.

The irregular isolated peaks

of hills.

Gill

2986. To look or observe,

to see a .trait, or dilli.

riillyj to adrert to with

facility; easily alarmed.

^ 2987. from

tn.andj^C/if, To walk away and

' Utten
t hence denote, several

thing, separately. Each; every.

GUI

2988. Every one having a

~fif-
se

l'
a te stry i debate; con-

CZ
troversy; strong language ;

a bold tone. Reiterated
GTh.gIh,,lc.

notes the same. Instructions or or-

ders given in a
commanding manner

and tone. A man's name. Also read

LeS and L. Occurs in the sense of

EM YS, A bold manly lone.

989. The space between

the hair of the scalp and

the eye brows; the

forehead; any thing

placed in front ; an in-

scription over A door, in
'

some places called
|jSf Sang. Mot to

desist; incessant. The name of a

place; a limited or fixed number

or quantity. Kwan gTh Ifr'
]

broad forehe d ; a liberal allowance.

Peea gih j|| j
a board with an

inscription placed over
g-it.ri and

door.. Tsflb gih
] Jj

the full

n umber or
quantity.

Gib .00
] Ig/j

, | iraitc<, Of f|Ir(J

MUBMr.

Gih pae
] ^ to distribute or

out in fixed quantities, immbrn, or

raliobi.

(iiii ke5 ffl the corner, of th*

forehead, the temple..

GTb wae
' ^ beyond, or over thr

fixed quantity or numb T.

2990. A lofty |)ak of a

mountain. TsTh gib >f?

the tops of mountain,

appearing single and unconnected

2991. The name ofa nsh

m

2992. To laugh. Read

Woo, To revile; to back-

bite. Read Kea, Kca-)

I incorrect speaking.

2993. An animal^ of the

uius species.

II. 8
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GO. XLVIFn SYLLABLE.

Confounded with. Wo and JVo. In the Peking Dialect, Go is sounded wilh a kind of guttural trill of the vice.

Manuscript Dictionary, Go and JVgo. Canton Dialect, G<x.

2994. Commonly read flwa,

denoting Change, mutation, trans-

formation, renovation. Read

Go, denoting Wkul isfalse.

2995. ['] To rouse, to be

agitated and roused from

sleep ; to convert from bad

to good. False; untrue. Read

Hwa, Open mouthed j gaping.

5ft

2996. [/J Go, or Yew. To

interpret; to explain the

language of men or of birds

and brutes. To induce; to seduce,

as birds that are taught to inveigle

others. To convert or change from

bad to good; that which is nourished

by a root which improves its state.

Rvl Go, or |i J/jjt
N'eaou mei, A

bird like the hank, used to cateh

other birds. Nea(iU moi, is the com-

mon term.
-jgjr

Tso go, To

be a seducer.

2997. A hotn.

299S. To change language

or speech from its proper

us?, from truth to false-

hood. False -

r untrue j erroneous ; to

promulge what is false-; to rouse;

to excite ; to-move. Nameofabrute

animal. Name of a serpent. A cer-

tain kind* of wild-fire. A surname.

Go cha 3fc to extort money by

false pretensions, chiefly by pre-

tending official authority.

Go. pi-en
j|jjn

to impose upon; to

defraud by false stories.

Go yen I

~j=
] false unfounded tales,

Go yu I Qpjl whatever they re-

spect.

Go yen go- yu
|

=
| ^S lies and

unfounded stories. Tsze jin pun go

jf /V sf\ |

this man does not

tell lies, E go chuen g<> W
"P|. j

to repeat and transmit to

others the false stories and erroneous

principles received from one's neigh-

bours to posterity. Pan sze woo go

$/t !l* M to do business
//'I -J^ >n> I

without intrigue or lies.

Sfc

2999. Exceedingly lame;

q,nite altered from a natural

state.

3000. To alter the form of;

to pare away the corners

and make round.

3001. Thename of aflsh.

300?. [Vj Go, or Wo. I; me.

Our, used with emphatic

appropriation when speak-

ing of one's-father, mother, or coun-

try, or of the reigning dynasty A

surname. Wo kwo
'

[^
our

country. The Emperor says, Wo

chaou- j&U my family, our dy-

nasty. Ta tung wo
fjf)| J0J

1 he

with me, he and I. Wo wei. jin- she

joo tsze
I ^ A /I $0 J&

lam this kind of man; my manner

or temper is so.

Gomun
j jfj we, us.

Go te\h \ |^J y or mine -

Go mun teilv 1

jlfj
TO ours.

i 300."). [/] Hasty; momen-

tary ; appearing to fall.

Go jin 3/C suddenly.

Go king
'

-jj|j
a very short time; a

moment.

Go-lo-sze-keae i

Russian frontier.

the



GO

300*. [/] To recite verses;

the sound of recitative.

5* Go she, To recite an

ode; to read verses in a musical tone.

.' A
Ij^ .Mj Go, kiou yin yav,

Go to chaunt, or recite aloud.
jlA-

1 Yin go, To recite orchaunt.

^
3005. Go, or No-. Appear-

ance of stony rocky hills,-

3006. [/] Good. Used under

the Tsin dynasty for the

word -tff- Haou, Good.

Names of several female*. A stir-

name. Charg g We? the con-

cubine of the pi-ince 3|L
E ,

mention-

ed in anciei.t story, who ate the

medicine which confers immortal ty,

and was translated to the moon with-

out dying. Kwa go ^ j

tain celestial female. Han go

I a certain famous singing prosti-

tute.

3007. [']
Go-meUshan

1 IM jljahillmSze-

chuen Province Go go.

1 1 or Tso
go-jig; |

high, lofty, applied, to the

summits of mountains.

SOUS. Go, or No. To rub.

3009. A certain river in the

north of China.

3010. The appearance of

certain siona sceptres.

GO

301K Go-go | [

a )'i

colour.

GO

'ite

30f2. Rocky mountains.

|2 3013. The name of a sacri-

fice.

-J 3014. [ '] A certain plant,

the young stems of which

are edible; the leaves are

fragrant when decocted.

30 1 5. Full and elegant dress,

abundance of clothes and

finery.

3016. [ '] To recite in a

singing I, nc. It is much

the practice of Chinese

literati to hum over their

compositions. At the

public examinations it

is found necessary to prohibit this

when all are asseirbled. A man's

name.

Go she ^

=j$ to recite verses. Yin

go \fy
to sing grave verse*.

301 T: Go, or Tsan-go ||f

t lie silk worm ; the in-

sect which feeds on the

mulberry ; an insect, which more

than others, flies to a candle; other-

ise c illed jfc ^ Ilo-hwa, and 4*A

4jr
Moo kivaiig. Also read E.

Go mei fa fine delicately curved

eyebrows.

(; irei yuS | |p
the moon in

her first quarter.

3018. Even; regular* de-

flected or brmlin;; mi rmc

side. Tin- luil or cap awrjr.

For .-i short period of time.

3019. ['] Hungry ( hunger;

waul of food; famine ; to

fait from necessity. Ke go

I hunger; famine; the latter

some deem the stronger word. Too

go U[^ I stomach hungry.

Co kwei
|

fo hungry demons;

wicked men in that state to which

the death of the body removes them.

Go-pr-iou 1 ^ to die of hunger

on the high way.

Go k-wci chuy seang 1 \$ W^ ,

|'f

a hungry devil p.'aying the flute; a

certain Chinese torture.

Go sze- 1 ^ to die of hunger.

Go leaou yih teen
j

*^
fasted a whole day.

3020. Go Ifih
j t||

a

particular kind of horse.

Po-go {95 a horse
w* *

shaking its head.

3021. ['J A goose, so

called from carrying it*

head hi^h and proud-

ly; it is called by various

other names. When wild

it is called
Jj^|

Yen. A

particular pus.lion of

troops. Name of a plant.

Shaou go jfefc
roast

goose. The Go J and

the Ya, The goose and

thi- duck are both said to

pronounce their own name in their
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usual cry. Bft Yen go, A wild

goose. (1 I Tsaou go, A do-

mestic goose. 4i|i Tang go, A

pelican. The barbarians use Go

fSh chuy roaon
|j^ .^^

the down of the goose's belly lo

make clothes and c-verlcls of.

Go mei I/
j
a name of lea.

Sf22. ['] From the mi-

nister of a prii'ce mak-

ing liii botc. To drs'.sl

from labour; to crasi
1

;

to rest; to lie down, to

sleep. Change or altera-

tion, siich'as takes place in sleep; the

pl.ice in which one sleeps. Kaou go

.

I

to sleep with the pillow

high ; to set the mind ;,t rest.

Go ming le
j ^J ^|J

to d c,i j, t from

projects of fame and gain.

Go nuy
'

Go fan-r 1

a bed chamber.

C5 ti
|

sleep on.

a board or bed to

GO.- XLVIII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionaries, Go and JVgo. Sometimes JWtfan Gi. Canton Dialect, Q* and Cole,

_ 3033. Commonly read Ya, or

L Z7 Go, To colour or wash a wall.

^ This it said to have been

the first idea of the character, and

hence it) usual meaning, Second to ;

and its denoting the sitne as <L G5,

One who has nought but specious

appearances; a vicious person; vice.

30*4. Go, or Ngo. Earth of

various colours; white

earth filtered, it is said to

make porcelain of; whitewash or

plaster-for walls; a wall
; a house; an

unplastered house. To whitewash;

to plaster or smear. j j3

"=& U: 1
""

"pf yj P^h g5 .
n^h tsing hwang

g, White earth; black, blue and

yellow earth.

302 &. What is
intentionally

oa<l, is called G5 ; what is not

designed, is called
j^Kwo,

Mistake, error. Vicious wicked, bad,

noxious, unpleasant ; bad to do, ap-

plied to ugly, coarse, filthy. Used

for what is hard or thick. Read Woo,

To dislike, to .bate, to be averse to,

ashamed of; hard or difficult to

express ; an interrogative, How ?

where ? Keaou woo ^^ I mutual

hatred, KowooUJ" I detestable.

Sew woo ^c ashamed. Woo

tsae 1 ~fa where ii it ?

GSchiih 1,

jf$
curses.

GS-e 1 ^^ bad clothes, tattered gar-

ments.

G8jin /^ a wicked bad man.

GS kwei I &> devils.
I Xo

GS shin 1

jjjA
wicked spirit*.

Ga-shth
] ^ bad food.

GS tselh
| ^ unustnlly noxious

disease; incuralle complaint ; one of

the seven reasons of divorce.

GS ts
1 ^ hard

' or Gs wflh
1

3^ bad or uoxious thing.

3026. Used for the preceding.

A vicious wicked man.

,- 3027. GS. Yin-gS Hi?

ar5JjlT,
An angry appearance ; an-

^Vj^ grily. ReadYC,
] |

YS

yS, or S J, The voiceofa certain bird.

3028. A white kiud of valua.

ble stone.

3029. Go or Woo, A certain

insect.

3030. G5, or Ne, To

beat a timbrel or drum

Cliing tsze-tu- g affirms

that it is neither to sing

nor to heat the tim-

brel, but being com-

posed of two mouths, denotes two

persons singin aliernatcly in respon-

live strains. Lull-shoo also define*



GO

A
Leangjin ying ho urli ko jay, Two

persons singing in alternate responses.

To strike with alarm.
J

GS

gS, Langunge direct to the point.

Also defined, The appearance of a

high cap. The side of a sword.

3031. The name of a fish,

which resembles a snake.

I 3032. A sharp sword.

3033. GS or 8. The teeth

IA^Z* broken in the mouth. Said

GS,

and

to be the same as

G8.

_ _* 3034. A high abrupt bank ;

IJM**
what resembles a high shore

or bank.

3035. Struck with

surprize or amazement;

astonishment. Impedi-

ment ; hindrance ; non-

, compliance. The two

Mouths DP So, are by

some persons joined HO

thus. GS Jen
] ffit

surprised; astonished.

3036. A pit dug on purpose

to take animals ; to dig a

pit.

3037. The name of a river.

H. H 3

GO

3038. The teeth broken ;

the gum.

o

GO JO!)

3039. The central parts of

a blossom. Hwa gu 7l

|

a flower; the central

and protuberant part of

the blossom.

3010. GS go

Plain, slraight forward

language ; the language of

a sincere honest man. \8-

n8 p^^J as distinguish-

ed from GS gS, denotes

the obsequious assent of a

sychophant. Keen g3

plain, abrupt

unceremonious speech.

. 3041. To meet; to light

on; to occur; to come

together;
to encounter;

to meet with, contrary to

one's inclination; to see

that which one has no

desire to see j to be struck will) alarm

on seeing or meeting with ; to rush

or bounce against.

3042. Name of an ancient

territory ; and of a city.

GS g5 I

J
to discuii in bold lan-

A limit; a boundary. A

iurname. Used to denote iiirp

G8-lo-,7C
PP|{ || ^|j

fir.t syllable

also written
"j^ Go, Kuv.ia; EH

KwS, Nation, is omctime added to

it , and^ Jin, Man, for Ruwian.

GSjen I

j3/ manifesting externally.

as rhc
feelings, hcn surprized

3013. The point or edge of

a sword. Used to denote a

boundary or limit; repeated

G8-g8, denotes High, elevated.

3044. To carry the head

high, in a grave forrea!

or stern manner

3045. A certain bird which

shews a determined attach-

ment to a spot; hence GS-

' JA * rernam immoveably

in a place.
It is also calUd Yu-ying

ffi Wl the fih eagle ; and tome
' /ilnj

other names.

3046. GS or Yo. Alarm;

fright ; awe and reverential

stillness. Simple; sincere.

The year is sometimes denoted |t

]
TsS-gS.

GS miing
j ^pi

alarmed in a dream,

or frightened by a dream, which

seems inexplicable.

oio
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3047. A high hank.

3048. Luxuriant herbage or

Q foliage.

A man's name.

3050. G5 yu
]

large fish of the lizard

species which lurks by the

shore, and devours men

and animals; the alligator.

GOW

3051. G9, Ne8, or Nee.

The sprouts which grow

up from the stumps of

trees which have been

cut down. A surname.

3052. G5, - or H&- A P'

pearance of the mouth of

a fish. Fish moving their

mouths. Appearance of many lish.

Noise made in laughing, as Ha ! ha !

Read Sha, Ssi, Ho, or Ta, To suck

and drink. Noise made in eating or

drinking. Read Hea, Mobamedan

surname. A kingdom of the Toorks.

GOW

(Be Guignes.) }^ P fft
E

kow shi yin, To sup or suck in with

the mouth as. in drinking; to make

a noise with the mouth when drink-

ing-

flJJJP fj Xfc it % \

~fc -j
Na ho-shang tsow tsin

lae, nil hS, ta seaou, The priest came

walking in, ha! ha! laughing aloud.

fT ^ Ta ^ea se^'1 ' To RasP or

yawn. The books of Fuh read it Hea

or Ah. Lfih-shoo, reads it Kea, To

suck in largely. -4- Hea tsze,

The attendants of the Emperor. (MS.

Dictionary.)

3053. G3, or S. To slop ; to

cause to desist ; to cut off or

terminate, to reach or extend

to. Used to denote Settling down,

with the hand.

GOW- XLIXTH SYLLABLE.

On', as in //OK-. Manuscript Dictionaries, Geu, or Jfgeu, Canton Dialect, Otii or Goo:.

SOj4.
[
-
] From Pin, denot-

ing Many, in the midst of

He, To conceal. ]il ~g

Fan yen gow chay, keae yew so tsang

yay, Whenever Gow is used, a place

to house, store up, or conce;il some-

thing,
; s implied. A place in which

to store or lay up. A smaH house or

room ; to class, or separate ; a separat-

ing line or boundary. Ten valuable

tones. I Keu keu, Small ;

trifling; petty. A certain measure;

to conceal, or hide ; a.surname. Read

Kow, Bent ;
curved ; to grow, or

sprout out, in a bent or curling man-

ner.
|7tj J3 3ff I

Sze tow wei

gow, Four tow make a Gow.
^jj|

]

I'u gow, To hide; concealment.

l5^T tt Kow minS l*> Ciirling
I

' j ^J-*

bent forth.

3055. Gow, or Kow.
/^ *

m\\ Kow tow, To pick, out

with a sharp instrument.

3056. [-] The sinews or ten-

dons of the feet.

3057. [\] Gow, or Yew. To

De pleased; to sing; the

prattle of children. The

name of a river. Read lieu, To use

pleasing language ;
to sooth ; to

commiserate. Read Choo, An

angry voice. Read Cow, or Hei'i,

To vomit. pCg | '%_
Ne gow-

che, Sooth and softeu him.
^Jj
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-jf | JIJ Ko gow taou cluing, To sin:;

in the midst of the road. j t
,:{-

|"
Yen yu lieu-lien, Language

soothing and condoling, or com-

misery. ] jfa.ftffifljt

Heu.yu ho yuS maou.Heu-yu denotes

Concord and satisfaction ; cordiality

and being well pleased,
j J)|^

r?

-V H L.U yu show che, Received him,

or it, -with cordiality and pleasure.

Gow heue 1
jf[l

to spit or vomit

blood.

Gow too
] flj^

t vomit; to spit out

of the mouth.

3058. An accumulation,

or hillock of sand. One

says, A tomb.
DP

3059. A mother; an old

woman; to nourish, applied

to nature, under the idea of

a mother. A man's name; the name

of a hill. Teen heu fow urh te gow

heaven overspreads with a genial

influence, and earth nourishes natural

productions.

3060 A house or habitation

of foreigners.

3061. Extremely hot,

applied to the time in

which sacrifices were

usually offered.

3062. Commonly read Choo,

*? A hinge. Read Gow, To

twist and distress the mind.

__ -, 3063. [
'
I f apjily

Ic3
\I*"L w;iter to for a long tini", to

\J I
^^ ^^

t l_aw sleep; to soak ; to macerate;

to soften hv steeping. Fngrant.

Gow Ian 1 iffiS to macerate; to soak

till a
tiling fills to pieces.

Gowm,i
I

Hi to steep or soak hemp.

Gowjow 2J
to often by steeping.

Gow yQh
| ^S a very fragrant

exhalation.

_. | 3064. [
-
] A rising from

ipt /*y
I nrv the stoimch ; to spit out ;A^~m

'/ V. to vomit; thenoiseofvomit-

ing, A kind of insect which resem-

bles the silk worm A surname;

the name of a river. An execution-

er's sword.

Gow-gow 1 I noise as in vomiting.

Gow see
1

1
^|{r

to vomit and purge.

Gow taou
~Tj

an executioner's

instrument.

Gowyang 1
|{&i

surname.

3065. [
-

] A kind of bib

to receive or wipe away

the spittle or slaver of

children ; commonly called

P fa ] Ko>v-shwuy-

gow.

3066. [ \ ] A kind of club

or bludgeon; to strike or

beat with a stick or cudgel.

It is used for fighting with the fists :

also, Tow gow ||lj
to fight

and wrangle, as people 'lo in the

streets.

Gow shang che ming
| ^^ fo

to wound a person mortally as in a

battle.

Gow pc I

(Tow ilit 1

fighting.

Gow ta

Gow kcih

to beat to death.

'

lo kill a person whi-n

|| |
to

j
"

beat with

"licks to fight

and squabble with sticks.

Gow shang

quarrel.

to wound in a-

306T. A bullock.

3068. [-] A small earthen basin;

a cup ; a deep one of the kind.

A surname. Pwan gow ^\*

half a cup. Kin gow ^J^

a golden cup. Se gow j?t|

the name of a place.

Gow low 1 ^ a high confined coun-

try filled with reeds or bamboo

baskets.

3069. A deep sunken eye.

Read Keu, The eye wan-

dering.

3070. A certain bamboo-

utensil, used in rearing the

silk worm.

3071. A certain plant. Also

read lieu, To nourish.

h- 3072. A small species of

silk worm.

^ _^ 2073. [
-
] To recite or sing

^ \ftfi
verses ; to sing song*. l"l

a I Ml*
L ~i aho to denote To nourish
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> f
to sing song.

SOU. Old fat or lard; to

lull soak skin in lard.

3075. Gow how
^)jj

^i mil a certain large ring for pull-

"
ing open a gate.

3076. A kind of leather

|UU sheath for a spear.

3077. [
-
] A certain water

fowl. A surname.

Gow loo 1 ^y a certain water bird.

3078. An imageof wood, in

the sense. of the following.

In Us, other senses, reijd .Yu.

3079 [V] A carved image

of a 'human being. Two or

a pair; an even number; of

the same company or class of

persons; to accord with; to har-

monise. To p:n'r; to anite ; onion;

to occur; to h:ippen accidentally.

A surname,
"fa

I M8h gow, A

wooden image. -j- j
Too gow,

An earthen image. |7C

'

Pelh

gow, To pair; to unite in marriage;

a pair; husband and wife. PW

Pei gow, and /CT 1 HS gow, also

express To unite 4n pairs.
_ A

Gow seang
j

1S an image, an idol.

Gowjin
I y^ a statue.

Gow jen
j ^jaccidently; by chance.

|k 3080. Gow or Yung.

Otpf^
I

l"!^ Gow, or fltu Yen yung,

The mouth of a fish seen out

of the water, the gaping appearance

of a fish respiring. 7}^ j^j pjj

$} 1 Shwiiy chdh tsfh yu Gow,

When the water is muddy, then the

fish thrust their mouths above the

surface.

3081. An earthen ware bowl

or basin. ,

yf|
3082. [ '] To plough in

pairs; two men working
rtji
I ^ together; two men joined on

any occasion ;
a pair; to pair; to put

two together. To occur; te meet.

To pervade all nature. The name

nf a place, a man's name ;
a surname.

Gow king- 1 TU two persons plough-

ing together h.is an allusion to

two eminent persons mentioned in

history, who would not leave

country life for offices in the state.

3083. [' ] Name of a water

plant. Name of a place.

Gow sze
|
M threads of the Gow

plant.

3084. The front part of the

shoulder ; the bones on the

front of the shoulders.

3085. [-] Irregular dis-

torted teeth.

HAE. LTH SYLLABLE.
AE as igh in High. Manuscript Dictionary, Hal. Canton Dialect, Hoe, like the English word Hoy.

3- 3086. Kae. Herbs growing in

confusion; any thing in a -scattered

confused stale.

3087. To pull and drug

mutually with a design to

ifjiire. The name of a pavi-

lion. Read Ke'e, in the same sense.

3088. ['] To injure; to

hurt; to be injurious or

hurlful ; calamitous ;

detrimental; the effect

produced on the rnind

by injuries or calamities.

Reid 5, or H3, as an interrogative

particle. Who .' what ? why ? Le hae

^|J adfantageoiis anil hurtful,

are used as opposites; when taken

together (hey denote Sharp and

injurious; formidable; severe,

Shang hae fa
j

to wound and

hurt; toil jure. Fang hae
-Hj

to cause some detriment.

Hae kc
j

p^ to injure one's self.
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Hae chung St to injure many

persons; lo injure peoj-le gin'Ti'lv.

Hae piih ts en 1 ~X^ vS no slight
I * *-^W

injury.

Hae sze jin ZT> l\ to irjure a

person so as to cause death,

Hae jin A lo injure another

period.

3069. Hae.orllea. To open

the moii'h very wide: to

g.'re. One says Sound, noisr.

3090.
[
I

] Discontented ;

3091. [
/ ] The hcarl wound-

ed or dissatisfied; quiik;

celerity.

3092. A strong smell; fra-

grant effluvia.
~~ "* W ~

^ __ 3093. [
/

] The last of the

fi twelve horary characters.

s^^ TF Chirp h- e, Ten^ w 11^ |
f>

o'clock at night. ^ Ke on

hae, Nine o'clock at night. Also,

read Kae. 1 m" Kae she, A

market held on a particular d ly.

Hae she
j []

or Hae kill
| 3Jf|j

from nine to eleven o'clock at night.

Hae yue
j J^

the tenth moon. A

surname.

094. Hae, or Kae, Unusual;

uncoil, u <m. The same is

expressed by pV" Ke

kae, and
j

-=lf Kae sze.

J095. p] H:e, or HTh. To

examine into; to prosecute

a guilty peison; lo scru-

fART II. 1 3

HAE

lii.i/c; to search to the holtom;

assiduous effort; toaccuse.

li'ili shih, To scrutinize and obtain

the real fact. ^K U i'J" Kaou
>/ I -S \ ^\.

h h ke shth, To examine fully into

the f ct. & Tsan Jrih, To

state the faults or crimes of an equal

to a superior; to accuse a fellow

officer to the Emperor, ijm

Tan hih, or fy Can hlh, To

conlroul or keep in order ai.d

abjection,

S096. The
laughing of

an infant; an infant j a

child. Read Kae, or Kih,

To cough. fiB ~~- Bfl |

T$* 7$ 7^ -t| Hae-ying yen ying

urh choo che sjaou chay, Hae-ying,

express an infant that first knows

how to laugh.

IIAI; 213

che yew show, hae urh ming che, The

father took hold of the child's right

hand, and named it Ha-', from the

sound of!ts laugh. |riJ 1 Tehae,

To sneeze and helch.

Hae too
J |^ to be!c!i and spit.

3097. A child that may be

taken up into tlte arm,

children generally ; boys

.^.^
. andgirls;a chi'd lau^hipg

JPX^^ The insect species. To

~*S I ' take in the arms aiid hold

below the Chin, as when a father

names a child.

Hae chth 1 ^K an infant ; a child.

Haechurg
j ^ the insect species ;

inserts.

Hae urh keen sMh
J

tin- kaowledge of a child; knu*!edge

which duet not exctd that of a

child.

Hue tc che tung
] $T

a child th.it is carried or led.

Hacts/e
] ^- or Scaou l,ae tze

/Jv

] -^ a child ( used for children

gcnerjlly.

cite ; to shake , to carry.

SOflO. Thensmcofadiyii.e

pcnoQ ; to arise.

IOO. To walk or go.

3101. ['] Togo with haste;

to go rapidly.

3102. The parts about or

below the chin ; to embrace

and hold up towards thr

chin, as an infant is held up.

3103. Wheat; or lumps found

amongst boiled rice.

3104. Nature's lake, which

receives all rivers. Theiia;

f U^* an arm of the sea. The

name of a district. Sze hae
JTEj

the four seas, supposed to surround

the world; hence all within the four

seas denotes all the world. Teen hae

^? J
the ir.me of certain stars.

Ldh hae
jf^e ]

denotes fertile; rich

in natural productions.
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ChQh hae
||j

to go to sea.

Kwo hae ^f3i
I to pass over the

seas.

Hae lung hung jjj jl a species

of rose.

Hae leang wan h.-m
] j|[ ^j$j

the ilimensions and capacity of the

tea are vast ; applied to a person's

liberal forbearance.

Han kwan 1 fill a custom house at a

port where foreign commerce is car-

ried on , the commissioners of cus-

toms placed there.

Hae kwflh teen kung ] jfgj ^ JfjC

the sea is broad, and the firmament a

void space; applied to a person's

mind.

Hae lo tgS sea mule
;
the beaver.

H e lo pe bearer ikio.

Hae shay 1^ a ki id of blubber

fish ; otherwise called JVt fjf Shwiiy

moo.

II le choo sze
'

-We
,
I- fort on an

islet, commonly called the Dutch

Folly.

Hae ch:mg sze
|

Nmj op
a spa-

cious temple situated opposite to the

European factories at Canton ; com.

nionly called Ho-nan Jos house.

Hae taou

pirates.

Hae tsih E
I '\- .

Hae king yu I $=1 W the- mono-"
i y^y * > j k

culus or king crab; otherwise called

/Yf [fli-
^3 Shaou yang-yu.

Hae yen [ gfj} seasa |t.

3 1 05. To roast or broil .

3106. A -vessel to contain

wne.

3107. A wooden vessel lo

contain wine.

3108. [
r

] Minced meat

^ft preserved in some liquor.

3109. To laugh; to smile

or laugh as a child.

3110. [ '] Generally pre-

vailing distemper or ^eiti-

lence.

HAN. LIST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Han. Canton Dialect, Hoan.

Kan, To oppose to in

ewter to shield orfend off.

r
3112. [

-
] The overhang-

ing side of a hill ; a

rocky projecting preci-

pice or bank of a river,

cap-ible of affording shel-

ter or a dwelling for

human beings.

3113. The name of a hill;

used also to denote a bank

that fends off water.

j
31H. To fend off with the

T 1 hand ; to shield ; to oppose ;

J to de-sisl; lobe keptoll'or

prevented advancing; a clothing or

defence for the arm ; a shield.

Han Mh 1 )fcX stopped, impeded, not

permeable. To stop, to defend.

Han kih nan tung

to strive to effect a p-issage through,

but to find it impracticable,
orex-

tremely difficult.

3115. ['] A want of rain,

drought. The name of a

hill. Teen ban 9r I

the heavens not giving rain. Tahan

che how peih jew ta yu -jc ~~T

tfk. ^ 'W ft. nR al
^

ter a i?reat

di ought there must bt a heavy rain.
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3116. To oppose wilh a

bow and arrow. The

mime of a district.

3117. Han, or Kan, The

evening. Kan-kiin, or Han-

han, Abounding, said in re-

ference to light; resplendant.

3118. [- ] Ardent disposi-

tion) strength, energy, or

violence of disposition ;

fierce, boisterous.

Han keih
| ^ hasty, precipita-

tion; fierce, ardent.

Ho pclhjoo tsze han keih
fpj' /j& "ftfl

IJV
~3- what occasion is there

to be so fierce about it.

Han too 1 ml strong feeling of envy.

3' 19. [
t

] To grnsp with

the hand, to lift up ; to

'

shake; to stop; to drive

away, or ward off, to

resist.

Han kin
{ 2^E

to stop or prohibit

Han wei 1 ^f to surround and shield;

to ward off.

Tsee han ^ ] |
to manage and

Teaou han IMfr 1 J ward off evils,

applied to the people.

Kan ti hw..n
j 4^ f^ to ward off

great calamities, said ofstatesmen.

3120. [* ] To dry with fire;

"
I
*

dried up by fire.

HAN

> 3121. [/] Perspiration;

> T I
"

sweat. The name of MMM

j I aici'Tit districts. Chiili

han
f|j

Fi han
$?|

I to

perspire. 1'wan-h in
y^ri |

or Han-

han, Appearance ofa boundless ex-

panse without a shore. Hiiou han
vjj'j

I dazzling showy effect of various

colours,
jljjl.j

Lan-han, A long

appearance. Chin han 1&
| name

&~\ \

of a medicine. Ko-han Dj
I the

Persian and Tartar word K'han.

W3I22.

Name of a pivilion,

otherwise written fjUj te.

312S. Han-han, Water flow-

ing with rapidity ; dry or

dried.

3124. [\ ] Unfrequent;rare.

~f_ A certain flag; a net to take

birds, a net for rabbits. The

name of a place ; a surname.

Han chay
j JlT a certain star.

Han keen
j J|^ rarely seen.

Han yew
j /j" seldom occurs.

3125. Water; the name of

a stream.

IIAN

VIE.
^"~

Han-gan V^ steeped or soaked
I /Jas

with water.

3126. [
-

] A piece of

armour to shield the

arm. Solder. Hattys
j

*th a mineral com-
Xjv

position used in soldering

or joining togithcr other

metals. Read Kan, A certain utensil ;

Haste; hurry. Ta bin J f to

wider,

8127. [/] A door; gate or

\i '"gc; a lane or branch

of a
village; a kind of wall ;

to shut or close.

,

SV23. ['] A horse boltin;

out suddenly. A surname ;

name of certain foreigner*.

SI 99. Han-ts
^JP,-

"

certam bird said to possesi

prescience.

(
S130. [ /] Breathing in sleep;

snoring; to snore.

3131. The teeth exposed;

the teeth appealing between

the lips. Tsan han $|

irregular teeth.

9132. [
\ -] A wall or railing

around the mouth of a well.

Name of a kind of gallery.

Used to express, Ruling or directing.

Read Kan, The trunk of a tree; a

capability for business

3133. [
V / ] From Van

in a Jtlortar. The anci.

ents made holes in the

ground to use as mortars.

To contain; to infold;

to comprehend; the lower

part of the mouth within

side; the envelope of a

J letter, a letter. Armour.

A surname. 3S
j

Shoo han. A

letter. lp ]

Hwa han, or
j^js

I Yaou han, Elegant letter, applied
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to the letter of a correspondent in

the language of compliment. "Pa

Twin han, Your honor's letter.

Han ktih 1 4& the name of a certain

borer or awl.

Han yung
j ;g

to contain ; capncity

to coatain. Used also to denote

An enlarged and liberal mind; pa-

tiently bearing with.

Han j in
] y^ a maker ofarmour.

j >J/
3134. [-] Hanhoo 1 ttH

|jf -| the voice of anger.

ijlg

S135. A cloth used to stop

the ears.

3136. [-] Water -entering

into a boat or other vessel.

3137. A wooden bowl or

such like utensil for con-

taining liquids.

3138. f-] Water entering

_ _ ._ into a boat ; to steep or sor.k

in water. To contain ; of

vast containing capncity.

Han yang shin chin ^ V^ ^
to contain; to cherish and to sink

deeply.

Han yung she tae jin te yTh fi
| ^

ed liberality is the best way to treat

people.

ir.nyiirg 1
*g

to contain or afford

room to ; enlarged and liberal.

3139. [\] A bud not yet

opened.

3140. [- ] The parts

below the month ; the

chin. Some say, The

tonjue.

3141. Cold ; intense cold.

3142. A kind of a napkin or

cloth thiil comes roui d the

ear. Han to 1 ^ a sleeve.

3143. The chin.

3144.
[

1 '
] To hold in

*. the mouth; to contain; to

r ' restrain ; endure. Paou han

^ to envelop and contain.

H:m han
j j

wheat growing rank

and thiik. Thick, indistinct utter-

ance, or an intentionil obscure and
I

partial statement. Read Han, Gems

placed in the mouth of a corpse at

the time of interment, said to have

been an ancient custom.

Han chuh
J ^ to bear in the mind,

to cherish.

Han s?aou hwa ^ ^ the sup-

pressed smile name of a flower, the

Magnolia fuscala.

Han jin 1
4jJN

to bear or forubear.

Han heiie pun jin seen woo ke kow

he who spurts blood at a person^ will

first defile his own mouth.

Han noo 3PC to restrain one'
I /Ui>

anger.

Ilanseaou
*

jL to repress a laugh,

to smile.

Han sew
| ^ to fee! ash-iraed.

Han luy chang tan
jjLl

)=.
^jj*

restrained the falling tear and sighed

deeply.

Han seiou plh yen ^- A\ g"
smiled ard said nothing.

Hin yung
j ^ to co -tiin or ifford

room to with inside of; to endure or

put up with, from generous feelings.

3145.
[
/- ] To put into

the moi.th with the ha, id;

to hold or contain in th;

mouth. An erroneous

form of [ref Gan, see

above.

3146. A woman's name.

3117. A large vacant space

between two hills ; a deep

valley.

C\^ 3148. Remiss; negligent;

loose ; careless.

3149. A suppressed smile

or laugh. One gays, To

covet ; to desire.

3150. [ t ] Water blended

with mire or mud; mire;

rnud; mii-y. Name of a

plice. Used also to denotj To

contain.
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3151. Pearls and precious

stones. Used to denote Con-

taining in the mouth.

. %- 3152. An opening bud; a

^^^V bud seeming desirous to

open and blossom.

3153. Name of a certain

poisonous insect.

3154. Han, or Han-han,

Fragrant; odoriferous.

3155. [ \] To contain, as

the space formed by the

upper and lower jaws. The

jaws; the chin; also expressed by

K I Hea han ; and vulgarly called

Hea-pa. Hea han tse'en K

^^ a sharp pointed chin is a bad

omen in physiognomy.

Han hea choo "T
Jjt

the pearl

below the chin ; has a reference to

legendary tales respecting the dragon.

3156. Han, or Keen. The

whole number ; completely ;

totally; all; all together;

all around ; extending to every place.

Hastily. Name of one of the -Pp

Kwa. The name of an instrument of

music; the name of a place; the

name of a star. A surname. pV
Han kew, A mountain higher on

the left side, than on the opposite

side. Read Keen, in the senses of

Wi ^en> and
it)*

Keen. The name

of a river; a surname. To rhyme,

read Ying. ~jfc
1 PQh han, Not

TART II. K 3

according, or associating with others.

/J/ -f^ I
JjE Shaou, chang, han

tscth, Young and old all assembled.

1. Ĥ Han e, All suitable, or ac-

cording with.

Han che
J

'rtn name of a divinity;

of a medicine ; and of a star.

3157. p] A loud calling

out; to vociferate; to cry

out; to call after
-,

to call

to ; to call out angrily. Read Keen,

in the sense of M?' Keen, An obsti-

nate refusal to express one's thoughts.

jl& UK t Leen han shoo

shing, Called out several times.

P-i|-
I Keaou-han, or reversed, Han

keaou, To vociferate; to cry out.

/v )f=f tt^J"

'

Ta shing keaou

han, To call out with a loud voice.

3158. Union; harmony;

concord; sincere; promot-

ing union; cordiality; to

cause to smile; to excite. Name of

a musical instrument. Che han, kan

of sincerity move or influence the

gods.

S159. The noise of a cart or

other wheeled vehicle.

3160. Han, or Kan. The

name of a fish.

Name of a certain

\\ 3 ' 62. Head Han, To move i

/3J^ to shake ; to rouv
; indi;;-

^Vy^\ nation; indignant. Com-

monly read Kan, To cxrilr.

:l 1 63. The voice or rr .

an y Animal. Head Kan,

The voice of a bird. Read

Can, May, can. Read Kan, The

x:\n\t- us \\hjj Han, To cry out; I"

call to.

SI 64. [f] To feel indig-

""''on or resentment to-

wards; to feel regret for;

indignant with onc'i self or others.

Chung shin han hin $ ^ 1 to

or Paou han chung shin ffcj ]

jj$ J^ to feel regret all one's life

as for being absent at the death of a

parent.

Han han
j ^ indignation or deep

regret.

3165. [\ ] To move; to

shake; to excite. Vsod

in the same sense as

Kan.

3166. Flying; the appearance

of flying.

SI 67. To move or shake the

head; lean, not having

enough to satiate the ape-

tite ; a vacant sallow countenance.

3163. Not satiateJ with

eating.
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3169. Read Hnn, Generous

wine; mature. Commonly

read Kan, Sweet.

3170. The breath rising. A

particle implying doubt ;

perhaps; or; uncertain.

3171. [
v

] A watery ap-

pearance; filled full. Read

Kan, The water in which

rice has been washed; hence
j

7J^ 7k. Kan me shwuy, The thick

water left by rice washed and steep-

ed in it.

3172. [-] Name of a certain

insect

3173. [-] Elevated with

wine ; chearful ; merry ; the

pleasures of wine, not over-

powered or rendered sottish by it.

Some say, To drink deeply.

Han chang
|

fuBf chearful by the

influence of'wine.

Han ko
| |jftto sing when exhi-

larated with wine.

w 3174. Name of an ancient

Jl \ p'ace ; name of a river. Oc-

curs denoting Plenty, abun-

dance.

3175. A local particle denot-

ing uncertainty, or a change

of the idea
; perhaps ; or.

3176. Han, or He'en, To

appear to proceed or ad-

vance. Elevated, lofty.

I

HAN

3177. Simple; foolish; silly;

rather idiotical.

A bribe. Hwuy han

some consideration

given to induce a departure

from rectitude.

3179. p ] The roaring of

a tiger. Read Hiien, A

fierce enraged animal.

The second character is a

vulgar form. It properly

means To peep, to spy.

3180. A surname.

3181. An old womanish ap-

pearance ; anger. Read Jen,

Respect ; respectful.

3182. [1 /] Todry ; dryr

ing; dried; caloric, or

that in nature which pro-

duces a drying effect.

3183. [I] The name ofa river;

the milky way. The name

of a dynasty famous in

Chinese
history. Name of a place

in Sze-chuen. Read Tan, The year

under certain circumstances. Haou-

han tsze^ j ^- a good son of

Han
; a fine stout man. Pwan han

^ji

|

denotes Form ; figure.

Han chung 1 til the name of an an-

cient principality ; now the name of

a Foo district

1!AN

Han kow
]
Q the mine of a part of

the river Yang-tsze-keang, in IIoo-

kwang Province.

Han keen
]

E!l day light, in the dia-

lect of Corea.

Han ken n {? the Chinese array,

which joined the Tartars in the con-

quest of China ; and whose descen-

dants, like those ofthe Tartars them-

selves, enjoy certain privileges.

Hanchaou
] fjiEj

the dynasty Han,

which closed, A. D. 260.

Han tsze 1 12, in low familiar lan-

guage, A fine personable man ; a man

of spirit.

3184. Wet or moistened

with water and dried

> again. Read Tan, Water

flowing rapidly through

or amongst rocks.
s

3 185. Ploughed land where

wheat is sown.

3186. The appearance of fly-

ing.

3187. To plough in winter,

to plough coarse bad land.

31 88. [
-

] Wings of a bird ;

a bird mentioned in ancient

history having carnation

coloured feathers. Ornaments by the

side of a coffin ; to fly high. White ;

awhile horse
;
a trunk of a tree,

pillar or support for a wall. A

pencil to write with, in allusion to
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which the National Institute is

called

Hanlin-yuen.
j

*:
Ji^.

the forest

ofpencils ; the members of the College

or Institute, are designated by the

two first words ffan-lia. A surname.

Written phraseology, or to write

with pencils made of quills, is ex-

pressed by Igi
I Shoo-han.

Han mih heang 1 |S ife the fra-

grance of pencils and ink.

Han vin -?? the long protracted

crow of a well fed cock.

^5^3189. [>] Hwin han>)|

J 144 I
a watery appearance.

Han hae
J

-fflT the desart Shamo, in

Western Tartary.

Haou han
y3j j

a wide, extensive

appearance.

_ JL~ 3190. [
-
] A wall or endo-

fclCI sure round a well. The cha-

"i^Ej^* | .

I racier is formed from
jti

Wei, Skin, implying its going round.

An ancient state near the northern

limit of Ho-nan. It was destroyed by

Tsin. A surname. San-hau
"

j

the name ofa state.

. P iih han tsaou

name of a plant

3192. [
-
] Cold ; the cold of

winter; ill provided with the

comforts of life ; poor ; neces.

IIAN

silons. Name of a stair. A Mimnmr.

Han lae shoo wang ^K. i.-j- |'|.

the cold goes, and hot weather comes,

in constant alternation. II in win

!!.\\ 219

cold and warm ; is applied both to

tfie feelings and to speech or con-

versation, denoting.A variety of feel-

ings on various topics, news, com-

pliments, and so on. Scaou ban /J\

J
January 6th. Ta ban^

January 21st. Sze han fjl 1 a cer-

tain water divinity.

Hanlang
j ^ cold; frigid.

Han loo
| ^October 9th. A term.

Han mun
| jJtj

poor and friendless

house.

Han ping
j ^ cold ice.

Han sing
j ^ my name.

Hansze
|

-

poor scholar.

Han soo 1 W plain, simple.

Han tseuen
J
.M a cold spring.

3193. [- f ] The noie

made by a cart or carri-

age ; a cart. Railed

round to confine crimi-

nals or wild beast*

3194. [
^

] To desirej to

crave; to beg by trick's

or arlsj to covet the

acquisition of -wealth.

Lan han
jj>^ 0||

cove-

tous ; avaricious.

I rum .Vrl/, ind to

Walk or Ga. Tbe pi. ce

of ir.etal, or bit, in a

horse's mouth by which

he. is guided; to contain

in the mouth; to guide

or controiil. The rank

of official conlroul or

office, is called
'ef

Kwan ban, To be excited, moved or

controuled. Applied to the heart.

To be vexed or indignant. Jin han

A
'

a name of Gin-ieng. Ma-

han BL name of a divinity,my I

Row han pj I to hold or contain

in the mouth.

Han ke'5 $ to retain an indis-

soluble sense of favors received.

\ > 3196. 'A certain grass or rush.

/"_ ^ fit for making mats. A

f ^^ surname. Read Kwan, in

the same sense; and also denoting

a place. Tung kwan |8 JS* the

district on the eastern side of CantOa

river, below the Bocca Tigris.

3197. To contain in the

mouth ;
to take and carry

in the mouth. To ins-

tain or receive,

jfe-
Han ming, To re-

ceive an order from the

sovereign'; or by courte-

sy, said to a friend, q. d.

I receive your orders and

will attend to them.

Used either in conversation or epis-

tolary writing The same at the

preceding. ^ Han, is more

commonly used. This form i usual
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but not sanctioned by Chinese Dic-

tionaries.

Han ban 1
j

to gaze intensely.

3198. ['] A certain small

insert [with a black body and

red bead.

3199. Large eyes. The ap-

pearance of solidity and

ofa bright star ; luminous,

beautiful. Read Yuen,

Pretty eye brows.

Hau muh yucn chuen 1
I -*

the appearance of fine large rolling

eyes.

3200. ['] Hanlfih 1
K^soft

flexible plants. Read Hwan,

To smile or laugh. Read

Kwan, A goat with small horns.

Hantsac 1 35fcvegetables for the table.

HAN. LIPD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hen. Canton Dialect, Hitn.

3301. Commonly read

Kin. From EyeznA To

compare. To look ad-

versely, or perversely; to

limit. Read Han, To

lead or drag; to pull;

to thrust.

3202. [/ ] Unwilling to

listen to what is said;

disobedient to commands,

refusing to proceed ;

quarrelsome; fond of

quarreling and
fighting ;

forms the superlative de-

gree, in which sense it is

commonly written

Han.

3208. [
-

] A cicatrix ; a

. scar ; a mark ; a trace or

rV. mark left by any thing what-

ever.
(J^ j

Te bin, The mark

left by tears. Shwfiy bin
;]<

1

mark left by water. Tae bin 35" 1

the mark left by moss. Mih h 5n

|H j

-mark of ink. Pwan ban

Afe a cicatrix or mark of a

wound, Pork-mark on the face. Ma-

meen
jpp jgj

; s the vulgar term for

being marked with the small pox.

.Hantseih
j Kjfc

a trace; a footstep.

tR
J-

3204. [-] A feeling Of

indignation, anger, or

resentment. Also Re-

gret, or indignation

against one's self. Hwuy

ban >mi i deep re-

pentance; angry with one's self.

Han puh tih
~j l^L to wish or

desire intensely ; like the phrase
r r~l ~* * 1,1

L- ^f* 1
r
-f

Pa pfil' l
~
lb '

Paou hau ->/V. 1 to revenge. Ko

ban
"pj" ]

detestable. KeS ban

j&t J
to form resentments.

Hln piih leaou ~fc "7 to regret

want of success.

Han she 1 ^B to look at with indie-
I JXu

nation or hatred.

3205. To. lead crdragpre-

cipitately; to pull, to oppose

with the hands
; to put into

a certain place or order, an by force.

m" '

I ^1 a" exPress pull-

Han kth
j ^

|,

illgi draggingi

'Han j Th
] ffi J thrusting and

putting into some position oritate

by force.

a 3206. The noise of dogs

fighting. Forms the super-

lative degree. Read Kan,

To gnaw.

Hinshu very right.
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HANG. LIIFD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Bang. Canton Dialect, Hong, or noting.

^^ 3*07. [
- ] Read Hang or

r Rang, The neck; the throat;

/ 1^^ stiflF-necked ;
to oppose; to

icreen. Name of a star ; drought.

3208. [\ ] Hang or Rang

The neck or throttle ofa

bird. To swallow ; to make

a noise.

% +^ 3209. [
-

] The place to

~Jt|1 which Tsin, the first univer-

l/ ^^ sal monarch of China came

on his tour south.

Hang chow 1
jJ>M

the capital of the

Province Che-keang, near thesouth-

ernendofthe Great Canal. Used to

denote a square boat. Teen-hang

=P the milky way , or rain

from heaven.

*^ 3210. ['] Appearance of

flowing. Mang-hang

I an extensive sheet of

water ; a large lake.

Hang hcae
] ^ dewy, foggy; a

white mist; sea fog.

Hang mang
| &^ a wide mixture of

plants and water ; a large marsh.

3211. Lang hang 05

avaricious; covetous.

ART u. 3 L

3212. [- ] A boat or ship;

hi"? a square boat; to navigate

I/ Vi in a boat or ship. Tsze-

bang^ 1 expresses the departure

from this life applied to women.

321?. [-] The appearance

ofa bird flying; to fly up.

wards. Read Kang, A man's

neck; the throat; the throttle ofa

bird.

3214. To fly downwards.

Used in common with the

preceding.

k-A. 3215. A certain stringed in-

strument; the name of a

bamboo ; a stand for clothes;

a row of bamboos.

S21G. The throat. Read

King, The name ofa star.

3217. Hang, or Kang, To

stretch out the legs; to

strike the legs.

.1218. Hang, or Kang, An

insect of the silk-worm

species.

3219. [
^

] Hunjr, or Karg.

Hanrr Uang \ the halfe
I Ir/f

or part of a victim, or a

large body. Ease ; enjoyraeut.

ft

3220. A demon.

\ _-, 3221. [-] Arranged is

J[*
'

order, as soldiers in the

Q >J ranks; a company oftwenty-

five, or ofa hundred. I'ih

]
makes ten thousand, which it

called
y^" R& Fang-ching, A class,

or company; one sort of persons; a

series or order. A mercantile house ;

a factory. Also read Hing, or Hing.

Tiie-hang -fa name of a hilL

Chung hang Uj a double

surname.

Hang-hang strong and for-

midable appearance a, ofa phalanx.

1 jft*

Hang ho i goods made for the

general market, and not for a parti-

cular customer. The Hang-bo go. ds

are inferior; the opposite uf Hang-
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Hang ke
.4jfe

what order do you

hold amongst your brothers i. e.

are you the eldest, second, &c.

Hang san
j

I am the third

brother. This question and answer

are preparatory to laying aside the

name and title in familiar conver-

sation, and addressing the person by

San-ko 3f third brother.

Hang poo ] -^| large mercantile

houses and shops.

1

i

PJj
a wholesale mer-

chant; or one belonging to a com-

pany licenced by the government,

such as those at Canton for foreign

trade; who are called ^ j

HANG

Yang-hang-shang, to distinguish

them from the Salt and other Hang

or Companies of merchants.

Hangtsing
^ <M|

the feelings of a

class; the spirit of a corps.

Iff-fif bands of men or

companies ; the army.

Hang yung Jjpj
the general ex-

penses of a company of merchants;

that which each member has to pay

to the common fund, in Canton

called (Kung-so /jh.
fifi ) Consoo

charges.

3229. A kind of mat on

which to lie down.
<f~^S\

HANG

3223.
[

-
] Certain stocks in

which to fasten the fjet as

a punishment. A floating

bridge. Read HSng, see below.

8ft

3284. To fly about as the

swallow
; to fly up and down,

said of birds, as SH lice, is

said of the frisking offish.

3225. A particular kind of
v|

boat, called a square boat.

3226. [*] From Great and

Strength. Using great effort

to raise any thing; or the

cry made when exerting great ef-

fort.

HANG. LIVTH SYLLABLE.

Confounded W'th Hwang. Manuscript Dictionary, Hcng. Sometimes confounded with flung. Canton Dialect, Hang,.

3227. [
-
] Pervading in-

fluence ; going through with

J a thing; success.
J ~f^

^ |

Chah j5 han hing, Abroad

or at home io every thing success-

ful.

3228. [
-
] Pang-hSng Tjjg, j

fleshy; fat.

3229. PSng-hSng JJ^

fat; swelled out; large bel-

lied.

ISl }
^.2330.

Seuen. To revolve;

.EL J to inculcate.

1 Ktaig. To fill or extend

every where.

3231. [-] A woman's

name.

3232. [
- ] In Kang-he, read

Hing. Commonly pro-

nounced Hing, To walk ; to

go ;
to do ; to state to in words. A

path, a road. Read Hang, Arranged

in order ; a class or scries ; a house

of business for commercial purposes.

t
3233. [- j Constant, as

I
'

revolving in a circle ; of

long continuance; per-

severing; acting agree-

able to former rules.

Name of a hill, and of a

district. Read Kang [ '] The ap-

pearance of the moon in its quar-

ters; reaching to every place; per-
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vading. One of the diagrams called

Kwa.

HSng ho
| VpJ'

seems to be the river

Ganges.

HJng sin J /^\ a constant mind.

Hing shan 1 [Jj a certain mountain

in the north.

HSng Utih I JS always sufficient.

^ 3234. [-] A certain trans-

Ty>t^* verse beam in a house.

I I ^J Read Hang, used to denote

Certain stocks or fetters for the

feet; a plank laid across a stream

or floating bridge.

-^. 3235. A torch; a kind of

flambeau.

3236. [
-
] A certain stone

worn about one's person as

an ornament, much used

by the ancient Chinese. A man's

name.

3237. A certain water plant

r with a white stem and

-J reddish leaf; it varies its

growth according to the. depth of

the water ; the root is sometimes

teeped in wine.

dang tsae 1 :*j
a certain vegetable

which grows in water.

**-JU 3238. [
-
] The stem of

plants; the stem of herba-

ceous plants is called Hang ;

of bamboo f\ Ko ; oftrees ftfc
Mei.

HANG

The handle or stem of a sword or

spear ; the name of a medicine, and

of a hill.

3239. [.] That with

T
which light and heavy

arc adjusted; or by

which things are weigh-

ed or measured. A

balance ; certain rails

about a gallery ; the space between

the eyebrow and eye, which expands

when smiling or laughing. The

centre part of the Tow measure.

Transverse ; a kind of frame to pre-

vent horned animals goring; an

ornament for the heads of cattle, used

as victims. Ten catties. The con-

trouler of mountain forests; string

to fasten on a cap. A surname; Yuh-

hin? 3S 1 orKe-hang ijf
an astronomical instrument, a kind

ofquadrant; otherwise called Hwan

teen e
j|f ^^

J

a certain office.

Hang leang 1

adjust.

Hang lun 1
=jjn

to discuss by making

comparisons.

Hang mun
] |'^j

the cottage of a

scholar.

Hang shan 1
|1|

a famous mountain

in Keang-nan province.

Hang jin 1 f between two yokes,

as the place of the driver of a pair

of horses.

1 1 \ N ( ,

to measure and

3.-If). [-] Name .f a

fragrant plant. Wei hinj

ini I
* ccrui " p|aut -

3241. [
-

] The almond tree.

mng jin cha
1 P ^

Almond Tea; an cmuUion

of almonds, or a milk-like sub-

stance made of almonds pounded

and boiled with sugar; it is lerved

up in cups at entertainments before

sitting down to table. Yin-hlng

^ j
the fruit of the Salisburi

Adianti folia, called also l IE.
f f f\ *

Pth kwc.

King jin 1 ^ almonds.

Hinghwatsun j
j?

/j^name
of a

\illage famous under the Tang Dy-

nasty.

King mei \
l|jj

a specie* of plum ;

in the MS. Dictionary, called the

Apricot.

Hang tan 1 j^ the school of Con-

fucius.

324?. [
- ] Hang, or

Hing. A certain wine

vessel with a long neck.
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HAOU. LVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Bao. Canton Dialect, Boa

3243. To cry out aloud in

order to make the voice

heard at a distance, as when

giving orders to a great many per-

sons; the cry ofpain or distress. The

original form of Vrit Haou.

3244. Heaou jen,
'

ffi
l /

a large appearance; a large

empty appear.-nce. Bead

Haou, The sound of the wind, (it

|

How haou, The noise of anger.

3245. The name of a bill.

3246. The roar of a tiger,

to call out alud ; the noise

of weeping and crying; the

term by which one calls a thing. A

name; a designation; a mark or

name; to direct. The crow ofa cock.

Tsun haou j? honorable epi-

thet
meai.in;; that ofanother person.

Te ke haou
{ft $j&

1 what mark

or number? Fang haou paou ~fflt

I ffi\
to fire a salute. Ming haou

^3 name or epithet. Kwi haou

I the designation given to the
I '"I I

country under a particular dynasty,

as Ming, Ttin, and so on. Tsze-

haoii^ j

the epithet taken by a

mercantile house or shop ; the deno-

mination applied to a cert.iin lot of

goods ; as so many chest; of tea of

the same kind and quality, commonly

called a chop of tea ; in Chinese, a

Tsze-haou. No Dealer in China gives

his own name to his house or shop,

but when be commences business

gives the house or shop a separate

name, which is expressed by Ttze-

haovf not by ^ Ming, A name.

Haou chaou
| J5J

to call upon by

royal proclamation.

Haou fang
j j^|-

a lodge at the gates

of public offices where persons give

in their names.

Haouhoo
|

P?~l to clamour and

Haou naou I

n|^J vociferate.

Haou keTh
j Jj

to lament and weep.

Haon ling
'|

,A. official orders or

proclamations.

Haou paou
j ^g a salute of guns.

Haou shay
| ^. a gmall room in

which each candidate composes his

essays at a public examination.

3247. A person with a white

head.

Kaou. 3848. T declare; It

accune.

3249. Much talk ; loquacity.

Ching-tsze-tung affirms, it

is an erroneous form of aj-

Kaon ; but Kang-he condemns the

assertion of Ching-tsze-tunp.

3250. A woman's name.

3251. Perturbation of mind t

fear ; apprehension ; alarm.

Read KrS, iu the same lense.

3252. Appearance of the sun

rising; the li^ht of the

rising sun; bright; splendid.

3253.
[
/ ] The appearance

'~_~m f a vast collection of wa-

ters; as in the deluge; over-

plus; more than is necessary for usej

affluence. Read Kaou, A surname.

To apply water to wine.

Haou han
j

$&. a great expanse of

w;itcr.

Haou tang
j j^l

a sheet of water

agitated by the violence of the wind.

Haou haou taoti teen
[ yj ^

the deluge of waters rose to heaven
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8254. [/] Theli};htofthe

heavens; the white lumin-

ous appearance of the sky.

Read Kaou, Pure white. A surname.

The same as Haou !|5 and its several

synonyma. Ta-haou TT 1 heaven,

3255. The ear; to hear

with the eir.

3256. A certain water bird

called iflE \ Hung-haou,

and ^ ffg^^
1511"^ '

Hwang haou ~&i
|

a bird on which

the Seen filj genii pass from place to

place. Applied to the name of a dog;

a certain former pattern; certain

feathers. Read Kaou, A surname ;

the name of a place.

S257. The white light

around the horizon.

Haou-hnou I the

light and splendourof ihe

sky ; the glorious appear-

ance of the heavens.

-Haou-haou ft&
|

vast,

numerous !md happy ;

said of the people enjoy-

ing themselves. ~^r

fi|| Tae haou, /J,
x

]

Shaciu haou, designations

of ancient sovereigns.

3258. [
\ / J Good ;

a gene-

ral term applicable to what-

ever is goud of its kind.

II. M 3

HAOU

To esteem good, to like, to kike

pleasure in, to answer the purpose

well; to enable one to do; Iliatone

mny have it in one's power.

Haou hwuy hwa 1 nil ^i that we

may be able to take back an answer.

Haou jin J\^
a good man.

Haou kan
j

j& good looking.

Haou pfih koo naou 1 ^Fj "it frfK

extremely annoyed and vexed.

Haou piSh 1
~^f\

denotes the Superla-

tive degree.

Haou tan jin twan choo
j
?$ J\^

4g T& a fondness to talk of other

people's faults.

H.iou tank* 8 ching 1
|j& IfiJI jj^f

to be foi.d of talking about politics.

Haou tdh shoo
j=|?

to delight

in reading.

H:iou tsing tow j
48'

jjSf]
to be fond

of wrangling.

3259. Desire ; concupiscence ;

lust-

3260. The name of a plant

3261. ffaou. High; elevated.

3262. To raise the hand and

strike; to tap or knock;

mutually opposed to and

leaning against.

t_ 3263. [' ] The name of a

stream or liver; the ap-

pearance of water; the noise

of striking or ckuhjpg against water.
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3?6.
[

-
] The name of a

plant of which there are e-

vi-ral species.

3265. ['] A warm Yeuel of a

certain kind. The name of

a place. Occurs denoting

Light and splendor.

Hoou king 1 cf the place in which

Woo-wang kej)t his Court

3266. \\] Name of a fish;

a large species.

3267.
[

-
] Boar's bristles as

large as pencils. Haon-

chc
1 ^ a species of

wild boar with white bris-

tles like skewers; a desig-

nation of superiority ap-

plied to the Emperor's horses, cows,

and sheep. Eminent talcnU and

virtue;greit superiority toother mer.

A strong violent leader; a martial

chief. The name of a fish, and ofa

sword, and ofadistrirt. Asurnamc.

Used for
;: Haou, Delicate hairs;

*- |

down. JFoo haou ''
rich,

wealthy ; possessing the power and

influence which riches give. Woo-

haoufapecnelrft 1 f! fft

not the least deviation on cither side.

Haou ke 1
yjj[ high spirited, in point

of principle.

Haou keg 1 ^t eminent virtue and
I vr-

talents; a hero, or heroine.

Haoukeang \ ^ rohust, violent

acting by force.

Haou keu urh
] ^

the ears i tobrbtleup.
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Haou noo
j jf\f strong violent slaves;

a rich man's domestics.

Haou shwang <JK high spirits,

chrarfnlness.

326S. [-] The ditch outside

a city wall. The name of a

place. ^ jjfa |

Hoo-

ching haou, To defeixl the ditches

tt 1 Yen ming ban yn hea kung,

haou, The wild geese cackled on the

cold rain falling into the empty

ditch. ~^n j$U /fp fy- JW?

)JM
Slrili-haou chin tsae kin Shen-

chow, Stony ditch station, was situat-

d at the modern Shen-chow, on

the western border of the Province

Ho-nan.

3269 To compare the quan-

tity of.

3270. [
-

] A ditch around

a city wall. Nameofadis-

trict in Keang-nan Name

of a river.

Haou king gaon ] * ^M. m an-

cii'nt name of M;icao,

II ion pan ke:ie 1
pj'Ii <|j name f a

street in the city of Canton.

Hioti tun ^' t Canton dialect,

) Tlie ?econd-bar on Ouiton

>_ 3271.
[

-
J The rough.

~f~3
f~^P coarse oyster ; a cluster of

^T*. oysters is called
|J_j

Haou-shan. The spat of the oyster

the Chinese compare to a stone.

Name of a place.

IIuou kilh
] '^oyster shell.

Haou she 1 {J* dried oysters.
I F*.

3272. [- ] Long soft small

pointed hair or down , any

thing very small. Name of

a small weight ; a pencil to write with.

A surname. Sew haou$& 1 a species

of dog. Ten
j^ Sze, Threads,

make a Haou, ten Haou make

a
J||

Le. /^.
"

~J\ Fun

haou puh tso, Not the- least error.

Han haou -ay T to put the point

of the pencil in one's mouth when

considering what to write. Hwuy-

haou
|[

1 to write with.rapidity.

Joo haou
yl J

to- wet the point

of the pencils

Haou woo kwo fan E '.Inl T(\>
] t \\\ XL-L. J L

not the least error or fault.

Haou m 5 sze 1
^=fc Jja. petty affairs;

affairs not included in one's duty.

Haou le che shth

slight error or failure.

Haou fi. pfih yung

not admit the insertion of. a single

hair ; close, secret.

3273. Kaou. To call or

summon: to sing anil )it/.y.

To introduce with joy.

3274i
[

-
] The roar of

a tiger, or ofa wild boar;

the cry of a fox, of a

rhinoceros, and so on.

The voice of a 'human

bting shouting or calling

$ B nijL fro P$ K Pf
Chung jin h-iou urh

yTIi ptih shi,

Called out the whole d.iy without

feeling hoarse.

Haou paou
j |J^)

and
] JJ3L Haou

hoo, denote the same.

3275 - To cal1___
^S^ lou(1 i to call upon ; to call to.

The same as b Haou .

3276. [ /]Theluminout-

appearance of the sky in

Haou teen

haou. tsze keuen yew,

Hoped and trusted in the

mrrcii'ul protection of

Heaven, (said by Kea-

king. Emperor of China.)

j "^ summer ; heaven.

Haou teen sliang te
^f^ f~ w

heaven, or the power that rules-

therein.

^_ ~*\ 3277. [V] A certain

kind of grain; to lessen ;

to take from; to spoil;

to injure; to render

void; vicious; bad. A

surname. Read Maim.

Multitudinous; confused; obscure.

Sinh haou M increase and

decrease; viflue and vice. Fung

haou '^ plenty and dearth,

applied to the year. Sha haou ^k.
<

'"*

wicked, injurious, applied to

spirits. Hen haou |j?
]

or revers-

ed, Defective jToid.; deficiency; want.
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Haou fei tseen tsae
j

to waste property in an extravagant

manner.

Haou Iwan 1
jjsjl

confused, obscure.

Haou tsze
| -jp

a rat is so called

from its being pernicious and de-

structive.

327S. The dazzling eil'.-ct of

a vast sheet of water ; the

dazzling anil overpowering

effect of viewing the immensity, and

considering the depth of tlie ocean ;

hence applied to subjects which

dazzle and overpower, by their im-

mensity or abstruseness.

3279. [
-
] To eradicate ;

to remove gras< or planU

from the lurfacu of a

field.

HE. LVJ SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hi and ffy. Peking Dialect, She, Canton Dialect, Be and Hei.

c
S880. From Yin, To fonceat,

audYih, forming A cover.

He, fow tsang che e

EFS* Mr; -JV -A-

4&L $ JC. /& A<?> contams tne

idx;a of covering and secreling, still

being liable to be dropped.

3281. A small basin OP

platter.

3282. [- ] From Tl,Reprr-

-
m^-^ tenting the breath issuing

i forth, after the principal

words of the sentence are enunciated.

A tone of interrogation; exami-

nation, or admiration. In the

middle of a sentence il denotes an

enquiry, which is answered, in the

following member; at the close of

a sentence, it denotes admiration;

and in poetry, is often a- mere tone.

i| ]
|]fj

|
Hih he ! heun he!

How sp'tulid: how glorious!

J^ ^ j

Can tseay keih he,

Both tranquil and happy.

3883. [ /] Fewj seldom;

rare; infrequent; not

dose or thick; applied

~,> to birds and beasts

jJL casting their feathers or

t Jy hair. To hope ; to expect.

To stop ; to scatter ; to disperse. A

surname. A certain embroidery.

Ncu he she ~J fa a certain

divinity. Neaou show be kth feJ

iii^J

W( ] 3i l) ' r<ls alu' beasts casting

their feathers and coats.

He been he shing
]
W $ 1&

hoping to be a worthy ; hoping to be

a~sagc. Used to express an ardent

dtdire to advance in learning.

B ' kc '

JJi \
to hop.-; to look

He wang 1 ^ J forward to with

expectation.

He ke 1 S* rare i extraordinary.

He wei juen leang
j

I hope you will excuse me.

He too 1
|j|j

to meditate the at-

tainment of; to design, to scheme, to

act from design.

3284. A contest between the

heart and countenance; an

effort to put (MI an honest

face. .Me'eii sean she, sin scan;;

tit

to appear ri^ht in Ilie l':u e.

but be wrong.in Hie heart, is culled

He. |7
I E he, Appe.iring as

if; otherwise expressed b)
j If jflft

Fangfflh. JJ
'n-.CIbscure.

3285. f \ J To si^h ; to crv

out without weepin*. The

mo.ui uf painful tVcliiig

\Mih.ut slu-ildi.i^ >::\r- ; to pint.

Strong breathing in sleep.

jig breatliing in

sleep ; snoring. To laugh.
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3286. To consider ; to pon-

der; to desire; to corn-

misscrate.

327. [-] To dry; dry.

Daybreak ; beginning to be

light As a local word,

Boisterous
; tempestuous.

3288. f
-
] To catch the breath

as in weeping and tubbing.

To lob ; timid, fearful.

He heu pei taou
j ^ j

JJHJJ

to

fob and lament ; to commiserate.

8289. [
-

] Open or apart ;

not close or thick j few.

Not attentive ; careless; re-

miss. A turname.

He to
I JJJJ having a space between;

open, not thick.

3290. Name of a plant.

3291. p ] He-he, The

sound of conversation; the

noise of speaking in anger.

appearing to speak with difficulty.

Read [
/

] The breath emitted in

speaking. Reid Hin, Loud speech.

HesWh
l-^fe*

make a Foible

story ; to g'oss over

3292. The noise made when

breathing in sleep ; snoring.

To blow the nose.

S20S. ['] To bind; to con-

ned; to succeed to; to con-

tinue. Connected with;

belong to; is, am

R 1

heung he luy ke tsze te, Killed the

fathers and elder brothers, andbound

the children and younger brothers.

fli"
1 She he, Generations succeed-

ing each other ; record ofgenealogy.

Kvran he, Consequences;

result; that which is connected with;

a particular event, c r line ofcor.duct.

^f H I ^ $c Yevr kwan he

yu wo. It involves me.
/rJ

|lj JJEJ y^ Ta heShan-se jin, He

belongs to Shan-se; or he is a Shan-

se man.

Heuenhe^; 1 to suspend or hang up.

He too haou
| ^K jf-

are all good.

He leuen
^ g bound in affection

to, ardent attachment.

He she
J "jfr

that which rehtes to

the nge.

He Shuh
j

ed to

connected with, relat-

always.

3294. To connect, or be

connected as if tied toge-

ther by a string; bound ;

tied, connected, following

in succession; denoting

relation to.

. n. 3295. To connect or be

connected ; following in

succession ; connected, rela-

ted to. Read Ke, To tie, to bind, to

fasten or fix to as by tying ; attached

to mentally.

I//
f'

&j
the affection* attach-

ed to, and hankering -after.

He neen fOh
j ^j ^fe

to fix the

thoughts on Buddha. Wei he

1 tied to, or connected with.

3296. [
-
] A waiter, servant

or attendant. The name of

a [.lice.
Name of a hill. A

particle of interrogation implying

uncertainly cr doubt, How? why ? A

surname. A large belly.

He wei how wo 1
fify yfc fp why

come after us, meanirg so l..to.

To he IpB 1 a wil.l hors:;; a fine

spirited horse. Yang he -~

n;:mc of a plant.

t>~ 3297. [
-
] A certain peo-

ple. A ma..'s name. Oc-

curs, in the sense of It,

are. Also said to denote To wait

on; to follow.

3298. [
-
] To wait ; to stop

or remain with expecta-

1 tion. Name of a bird.

Used to denote a narrow

foot path.

He wo how
I ^; ml waiting for

He yu how
[

~T
J^i

J my Prince.

He kirg 1 A^ a ^ery narrow foot

path.

3299. Appearance of walking

indignantly, with earnest-

nessand ardor. Read Heae,

Disquietude of mind.

3300. To take rp; to re-

move to another place.

Read Heae, To hold uuder

the arm ; to support,
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8301. A something with

which to steady or fasten a

boat.

3302. A sash or girdle.

Read Heae, A sleeve.

3S03. [-v] Shamejdis-

T^.tf\_ grace; having no sense of

shame. The anger of a

mean man ; to abuse, to put to shame

and disgrace. A man's name. Read

Hea. Angry speech.

Ilell W
1 f^X

abus 'Te disgraceful

He how
lUjf/ speech.

He ko I S$ distorted ; irregular.

3304. [-] A road; a

path; a foot path. He-

king
j <|^f

a
patli

through fields or amongst

mountains. He keen

Kg] amongsl moun-

tain paths.

3305. [
-

] A very small

animal of the mus species,

said to gnaw the skin of

sheep and men, from which ulcers

arise that are mortal.

3306. From Mouth added

to
cj Choo, Pulse-bearing

plants raising their heads.

To be pleased; to feel joy ; to rejoice;

joyful, to give joy to. A surname;

the name of a woman; the name of a

distr'rct. Read lie, To desire; to like.

The same as jit- Haou, and -S^ He.
^J i\&

FART ii. N 3

jjf

1

^ J
Hwan he, or reversed, He

hwan, or
Fffr

1 Hin he, all express

Joy and rej oicing ; taking pleasure

in doing.

Hekeaou
] jjjfij

'.he wedding sedan-

chair, use in China.

He 15
j ^ joy and delight.

He sze ,i

Ipjsome joyful occasion.

He sTh I ^ the countenance indicat-

ing being pleased ; a chearful coun-

tenance.

He vug
] >]>^ pleased ; gratified.

He pflh ko yea
J

pressible joy,

pi
"

inex-

3307. [-] To feel joy; to

t^e delight in. To be

cautious of; to dread. A

surname.
j ^ He Is, To delight;

to rejoice ; joy ; delight. Syn. with

3308. [-] He-he,hol8hmg,

the sound or voice of social

joy, the sound of pleasure and merry-

making; giggling and playing. |j|j

E-he, A sigh; an interjection of

grief, of admiration or desire ; also

of fear and of anger. Alas ! oh ! !

He-he ho ho
] ] (JpJ PPJ"

laughing

and tillering.

He he, heuh heiih 1 I

j|B jtQ
the

appearance or expression of having

succeeded, or having obtained some-

thing. This Particle also occurs

as an Imperative Interjection.

3309. [
-

] To ramble ; to

take an excursion for plea-

*-^ sure. Handsome; a pretty

fice. Shwfiy he
7JC

I

vt^*

ing parly of plcaiure. Vew he
Ji(-

an excurtion for annulment.

. he
'tyfa

a famous ancient

li.'-'iity,
wli" caused the ruin of the

HIM n_v nasty.

He he 1
fijfc

childisli play ; the play

<if children.

He soaou 1 ^- to play ; to twitter

and laugh.

He wan
j Jr to play.

3310. [
- '

] From Heart

and f^ith; having obtained

one's heart's wish

mind feeling gratified and pleased)

joy; delight. To delight in, or love.

To be fond of doing.

He fung ching
] ^ TJfc

to be fond

of receiving flattery.

Hin he /^ j
joy and delight.

He kae tsaou
| f$( jj|

to be fond of

altering and making new things

the sure way to be poor.

3311. Very hot; abounding;

to bum or scorch.

3312. Thejoyfullightof the

stars ; to burn ;
to purify

by burning. The same as

the following.

3313. [-] To apply fire to;

to heat or decoct. Hot;

burning; pervading every

where as heat and light; a slight

degree of light.
An epithet denoting

that one deserves well of his country.

He wei 1 &f a slight and inadequate

degree of light. Ch'oo-he^; j
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name of the Commentator Choo.foo-

tsze.

3314. A bright sparkling

eye.

-, tj 3315. [
-

] Joy arising from

|jTC7 divine blessing*. Felici-

/| \t tons; happy, blissful; to ail.

oounce or pray to the gods.

|^-
S3 16. [ *] He orHe-tsze

\il\-f -Hp name of an insect;

<

^^\-Jk the country people deem

the He-tsze as ominous of blessings >

and when they catch itletit go again.

m^ S317. [-] Pain ; the cry of

^ V/f Pam an^ f fear; ef grief

*"^ * * and of indignation. Read

E, The murmur of resentment.

He-he 1 I hot ^ the cry of spirits

or demons ; the name of a bird.

fc_ J^ 3318. An expression of de-

^T A^. testation. To sigh ; to laugh

*_/ V. madly; violently.

He-e
] ~fi

a disease which produces

irresolution, suspicion, and a spiritless

state.

3319. A black, dark colour.

Read Helh, and shih, A

)u2 carnation colour.

lieu. 3390. Empty; void;

vacant.

3321. To fence, or play

with a spear. To sport ;

to play and langb. To

play as children ; a the-

atrical exhibition ; to

play or trifle with. Yen-

HE

he
JHJ

I to act a play. Lung he

fi
^fi

1
*/^j

to practice or p-r-

form slight of hand tricks.

Hcli
] ^ slight of hand tricks;

conjuring.

HebcS 1 ^to trifleandplay.

He lung 1 Sictotrifle or dally with ;

to seduce.

He pun ] ^ a play book.

He pan J^
or reversed, Pan-he,

a company or set of players.

He sha slung } $ _t lo^ on

the sand, us children do.

He-he 1 I soundj noise.

" In the Chinese Drama, certain

words or characters are adapted to

point out the general characteristics

of the different Dramatis Persons,

and these particular words are made

use of in every Play indiscriminately,

whether its complexion be Tragic

or Comic. No similar usage can be

found on the European stage, unless

Indeed we except the invariable

terms of Harlequin, Clown, Panta-

loon, &c., in the English Pantomine,

which still mark with precision the

station and character of the several

performers, however varied may be

the action of the piece. The words

made use of, in Chinese pi iys, consist

principally of the six following, viz.

^ MS,
JtjS-

Tsing, Sing, &
Tan, ^ Chow, ^f

Wac. The- first

of these ^ Mo, is called
jfc

Laou-sing, and generally typifies a

princip: I character, as a father, uncle,

&c., or any person somewhat

advanced in age ; and is applied lo

HE

Nan-keS ?S
'jj;R

male personages.

Tsing & i used in reference to

characters with painted faces, or those

weiring masques being subdivided

into Hung |X and Hlh lsin&

*"/& red and black Tsiing, which are

the
j Cliing, or principal parts un-

der this general denomination. The

fid Foo, " r secondary, being styled
. IH _/U

Urli-hwa-meen ,
/{. [gj

second

painted face. / Sing, is a male

character, and is subdivided into
]

Ching and
/j\

Seaou, thiefand les-

ser. Tan HI is ii> variably a female

character, and is distinguished into

Ching-Un _[ J3_Seaou-tan /j>
B

and Laou tan j 13[
besides which,

there is occasionally a Chen tin
jjyj

tJ which, iu general, is a servant or

some such person. Chow ^L
seems often to typify a character dis-

agreeable, either from personal defor-

mity, or some other cause ; and is

also called
/|\^ [Q Seaou hwa

meen. The last, ^ Wae, is a Fun

meen^ ^ or painted-face cha-

racter, and often one with a grotes-

que and long beard. The great

divisions of the piece, or the acts as

we style them, exist perhaps rather

in the book, than in the representa-

tion ; bcia;, on the Chinese stage, not

so dl>tiiictiy marked ;is oa ours, by

the lapse of a considerable interval

of time. The first is called }$tt --

SeS tsze, whith means literally A

door, or the side-pouts ofa door ; and

h.-nce, metaphorically the opening.

The rest are styled ifr ChS, or

breaks. The words J^ Shang, and
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I- Hea, To ascend and descend, are

used for enter and exit."

(J: F.DAVIS, Esqr.)

. ,. 3332. [
'

] Chuy he kow

i"gpX D I z$
Chuy he, The sound of

the mouth , i. e. the voice.

V^ |
Woo-hc-, The

tone of sighing, or of

admiration.

He he
|

sound, noise.

3323. To strike ; to knock.

3324. Dangerous moun-

tains situated opposite to

each other ; dangerous as

passes on the side of lofty

mount lins. A crevice

or opening ; something

that afi'ords an occasion to intro-

duce bloodshed.

3325. A kind of calabash or

shell of a gourd.

3326. An earthen ware

rf^3327.
Ke. SuWe matter; ef-

fluvia; breath.

3328. Breathing strong as in

sleep, snoring. Head Kae,

Anger; passion. Read Heih,

To reach or extend to. Kae hiu
j

anger and indignation.

3329. To burn weeds ; to

burn the grass on hill .

3330. A disease of cattfe.

One says, Food for cattle.

Gj 3331. To fight; to war; a

certain appendage ofa bow.

3332. Name of an insect.

^ZSi 3333. The breath emitted in

speaking.

3334; A' horse going.

3335. Grain or rattle used as

, .

presents or offjrings. Pro-

visions. Yung-he ^p
certain pro visions of-ceremony. Shth

linh^-|0 ]
to eat (or to have)

a certain small allowance granted to

Sew-tsae graduates.

He I'm
fjgT

certain supplies offood

granted by government.

He yang
J ^a> victim offered in

ancient times.

3336 . G.e-hejf [
ciondy;

dull ; obscure.

33S7. [
-

j A surname.

He-hwang
j ^L or Fnh-

he i& 1 name of tlie

founder of the Chin s

m inarchy. He ho 1

fn a Cjrtaiu o.lice.

3338. Dangerous moun-

tain*. See above under

the second character. No.

3384.

3339. f
-

] The colour of the

un, light.

V 3340. The light of the moon.

3341. f
-
] Victim! intended

j^
for sacrifice ; pure spotleM

victims. Read So, A cer-

tain- vessel for wine.

He new
]

-4~ a bullock devoted to

sacrifice.

He sang 1 M_ vietimn animals used

in sacrifice.

He yang | ^. a sheep for sacrifice.

H

^ 3342. Motioa or rolling of.

i-^.

the.eyei.

1 3343. Tnunt,Shun,orTt*y.

Fatfleih; derived from

pj Kung, A torn with

whichfat animate are that.

l

3344. [-]5uj. A'ome of

an ancient principality.

la these and the following derivative*

there are considerable varieties in.

the spelling.

3345. [
-
] He, Hwny, or Kwei.

A large, species of tortoise.

Name of a constelbtion.
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3346. [-] He, or Hwuy. To

take with the hand and

raise from the ground, or

lead by the hand, as a

child; to lead apart; to

connect .together.

He show lung hing ] -f^ |qj -fj

to take by the hand and walk to-

gether.

He tae shS wnh
]

to take a thing with on. Te he

|
to receive with both hands and

lead in a respectful manner. Keu he

che ^L I ~y to lift up from the

ground.

334T. [
-

] He, Hwuy, Chuy,

or Kwei. An awl made to

resemble a horn. Some say,

An ornament appended to a child's

girdle or sash. A man's name.

3348. [- ] He, orflwuy.

Name of a city; name of

a place in thc*tate Tse.

Name of a hill ; a dan-

gerous mountain.

3S49. [
-
] He, or Hwuy, A

certain large bell or utensil

of the kind. Food ; certain

appearances of halo near the sun,

referred to in divination.

8350. He, or Hwuy, A field con-

taining fifty Mow of land.

The name of a place. Read

Kwei, A kind of low mouud or wall

raised round a field.

KYV>

HE

3351. He, Hwuy, or Shuy.

Appearance of taking a

i
small sip, supping or

sucking into the mouth.

Food given as a present.

TpflJ 3352 - [] Light; splen-

' A dour; rising; increasing;

spreading extensively ;

flourishing; prosperous,

harmonizing. To dry

or drying- A man's name;

the name of a district.

Used to denote felicitous,

joyful. Read E, Large

and strong, a man's name.

Muh he ~fc I ancient

name of a species of rope

dancing, vulgarly called
jfljj' JW&

Chaejuen s5, Treading on a supple

rope.

He chun cha
j ^^ hyson tea.

He ho che she
^fl ~j?

4W- a

flourishing and peaceful state of

tociety.

He haou e fung
j |j$ :|jf

ST the

glorious times of
antiquity, from

whence customs are derived.

He chaou jin suy 1
^fl

A jrfH

a prosperous dynasty, felicitous to

men.

3353. [- ] The name of a

hill. A surname.

HE

3354. He, or E. A loud

laugh. 1 ] g&Hehe
jen, Laughing. Read Che,

in the same sense. Also to stop.

Read Tc, To gnaw; to bite.

3355. Sour; a four taste.

He he, Thick dreg*. Name

of an insect.

ft

tt

3356. To take with the

hand ; to wipe or brush

off. Read Kae.To wash;

to cleanse.

3357. To plaster a wall ; to

receive, take, or collect.

To rest; to depend upon.

Bead Ke, in the same sense. J^J |/

ite JH I
E ne sMh "h yuS

ke, To adorn a house with mud ;

that is, to plaster
a house, is ex-

pressed by
Ke. The same isxpressed

by ^: 1 Too ke.

3358. Pe-he ^ j
the

exertion of strength ;

refers to a legendary tale,

of a divinity splitting a-

sunder a mountain in or-

der to make a passage

for a river. Strong robust appear-

ance.

-4v 3359. PS-he

of a sacrifice intended to

expel evil and noxious influ-

ences. A spring and autumnal sacri-

fice.
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HEA. LVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ilia. Peking Dialect, Shea. Canton Dialect, Ha.

T 3360. [/] Below, inferior,

mean, vulgar. Read Hea,

To desc.nd, to cause to

descend. They define it

b?~F Fit
~? |g Tsae heaX tfr

che hea, tiiy shang che ching,

Hea, denoting below, the opposite

of above. Again, Jj( J^ |

Fan shang wei hea, The contrary of

above is Hea. ^ fife Tsae

te hea, It is down below. T^

f}^J
A Te hea te'th jin, A low or

Tiilgnr person. ^B Show hea,

Under one's hand or power. jjjS

~f~ jS I
Chs tsze te hea > Under

the table,
[i^

'

Pe hea, Steps

delow; i. e. he, below the steps of

whose throne Island, or, ynur .M -

jesly.
jjj\

I KS hea, Council

chamber below; by the same kind of

allusion, as in the last sentence, is

used for the pronoun You, when

addressing ministers of stale, who

have a share in the Imperial councils.

52 Tsuh hea, Foot below; i. e.

You, addressed to friends and equals.

J|^\ ]

Sin hea, In the mind, or

the thoughts. '& E hea, To

leave in a place, to leave to one's

PART n. o 3

posterity. ^ Lin hea, To

descend to inferiors, to condescend

to - 3t pfM 1
Keun nlnz

hea hea, A prince, or virtuous nun,

can descend to inferiors. ^ !-
. *'\\" J-

381:
]

Woo
shr-ng woo hea, Neither

high nor low; unable to distinguish,

ignorant ill Hwiiy hea, To

bt-stow favors on inferiors. i
" ^ i

jjS? Sung hea ching, To present gifts

to a person about to commence a

journey. ^ Fang hea, To

put down.

Hea chuen
j 4|j^

to embark.

Hea ke 1
a|^

to repress anger; to

assume soft gentle manners.

Hea keaou tsze 1

tpS
JC to get out

of a sedan chair.

Hca-lS $i the place where a

person has settled, who h.id previous-

ly absconded ; a resid jnce.

Healew
| Jmflo ing down, denotes

Low, mean, vicious courses.

Hea ma 1 ^E to dismount.

Che hea Vg 1 under the controul of;

used instead of the pronoun /, by

persons under the immediate con-

troul of any local magistrate. Such

persons are expected to shew more

deference than those who come from

a distance.

Hea petti 1
gj|[

to put the pencil t

paper.

Hea poo | |[R
the lower part of

the body.

Hea shin & the lower parts of

the human body ; the parts of gene-

ration.

Hea show shoo
J
^-

^jji
a bond,

in ancient phraseology.

Hea show
j|

.3; to put one' hand

to; to begin to act.

Hea ti
]

$[A to put down one's cot;

to lodge.

Hea ts5 1 'fe low mean conduct.

Hea tin
| ^ to lay an egg.

Hea tsze
j )^ the next time.

Hea-tsun
] ^ or \an-gaou^ J^

False St. John's island.

Hea yui ^ next moon.

Hea yu
j

ffi it rains.

Hea wan to ask of inferiors.

^% J^ 3361. A certain rush which

T grows in water; when it

floats on the surface of the

water, it is called '^ Jff
Teen-

hwan-i; ; when it sinks half way to the
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Ixiltom it is railed
l\^ yj Jin-

hwang; nnd when it grows at Ihc

bottom of the watrr, it is called Wf

-|Ti_
Te-hwang.

3362. A purging or dysen-

tery. Used to denote A side

apartment.

S363. A surname. -Read

/ Kea, To borrow; to

make a supposition.

3364. Used for 3K Hea, To

revolve and extend to.

Read Kea, False, to assume

a lupposition or hypothesis.

I'3365. Hea hoc

the throat.

3386. Ma-hea RES a

stammering or
difficulty

of utterance.

3367. [
1
] At leisure ; unoc-

cupied ;
self indulgence.

Read Kea, Large; great.

Been hea chfi jih ^ } ^ p
or Hea jih 3 a leisure day.

Hea yih
j

yfa leisure, ease, selfindul-

gence. Tsze kwan hea Pj ^*
to indulge one's self. Wo hea she

^C H^f
w 'lcu I am at leisure.

Mang chung tow hea

to steal a liit!'
1 Iri.ure in the midst

oftnuch occupation.

3368. Hot, dry, bright, the

invisible matter of heat.

3369. A certain stone ofa

rather reddish colour; a

stone fractured or cracked.

Error, fault, crime; split; rent; dis-

tant, remote : apart from ;
stern ;

severe. Name of a place; a surname;

name of an animal.

3370. [
-
] Looking or

gazing at leisure; gazing

id|y.
White appearance of

.the eye.

337 1 . A coarse kind ofstone.

- 3372. The cancer species;

Vpp_ lobsters, shrimps; the name

1^^. ofan insect; and ofacertain

kind of wheeled carriage.

Hea ma boo
j 4g^ gre

the name ofa

bird.

Hea k 1 yJQ name of a certain ani-

mal. Lung hea
jjj? J

the lobster.

Hea-ma 1 ^ the toad.

3373. A certain plant. Also

read Kea.

3374. [ \ ] Distant; re-

mote; far from. Clrih hea

pelli tsze urh tW< I jlj
'

to attain to what is distant,

it is necessary to begin with what is

lira urt- yfh te
] || fjgfar

and

near, the same is applied to the uni-

versal diffusion of civilization.

3375. [\] A carnation

colour; clouds crimsoned

by the rising sun ; a red ap-

pearance in the east.

3376. That on which the

foot treads; below the foot.

3377. Ya-he^ ]
a cer-

tain silver collar, put round

the necks of children with

a superstitious intention. oW
T~^ 3378. [

\
] A reddish appear-

I

~> ance in the eastern sky.

Halo, vapour, Yariegated

cloud. Yun heap I cloudj.halo.

Chaou hea SH the sky red in
T/J I

}

the morning denotes rain. Moo

hea
J|?

the sky red in the

evening denotes fair weather.

Hea foo y t
jja 'J*t name of a

plant. The Grewia Microcot.

3379. Certain kind of

shoes. The lower charac-

ter is also read Twan.

3380. Talking without mea-

sure; interminable prattle.

3381. [
\

] A parti-coloured

horse.

3382. A certain fish of the can-

cer species, and of which

there are different sizes.
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Some are described as one cubit long,

and others twenty or thirty cubits.

Those have a kind of beard several

cubits long. Used also for the small

shrimp.

3383. [
/ ] Summer; the

second of the four seasons
;

the time when nature ex-

pands freely. Name of an ancient

Chinese dynasty. Name of a lake.

The nine Hea, are nine tunes played

at court on great rejoicings. A large

house. A large vessel used in tem-

ples variegated with the five colours.

Read Kea, The name of a place and

of a wood. Also read Ho. Leth hea

jj
a term, May 7lh. Hwa

hea 3& I a name ofChina.

Heache 1 ^> the summer solstice.

Heachaou 1 Em the dynasty Hea.

Hea poo 1 "XF\ summer cloth ; gene-

rally means Grass cloth.

Hea teen '1 ^r summer season.

3384. The name of a hill.

HEA

3385. [
t

] A side apart-

ment or out house.

llra-mun 1 PH the port called Amoy

in the Province of Full-keen. 5?.

XT Wang hea tsun, Village at

Macao called Mong-ha.

J S386. [/] Hea, or HTh,

^ f^-J\*
l||ulkv Anger, the tone of anger s

/"'/'J to threaten, to oppose or

intimidate by threatening. |Wi

Hea hot), To frighten. ]||j

~K King hih hih hea, To alarm, to

frighten. 5ifc Hea cha, Per-

verse and deceitful.

3387. HeaorTsnh. A wild,

\\ crazed, mad manner.

3388. Hea, or Ya. Wide

mouthed ; gaping ; also

expressed by pp j
Pa ya.

The wrangling ofchildren. (MS. Dic-

tionary.) An interjection or tone

of alarm. A mere tone; sometimes

used instead of distinct articulation.

1 HanTo rhyme, read Ho.

HEA

ya, Appearaneeofa deep wide Tilley.

)Kt Ae-ya, Ah ! strange ! alai !

^^m \

|

|gi Ya ya pei, It the Ian-

guage of vulgar contention. The

two first words are intended to mock

the muttering enunciation of an op-

ponent ; and the lait i pronounced

with so much force as to amount

very nearly to spitting at him.

3389. [
/

] Cracked, at

an earthen vessel; iplit,

rent; a crack, a crevice ;

an aperture; a cleft.

acl.-ft

an opening.

Hea keih
j ^ a ere-

vice, an aperture.

3390. Kow hea hea p
| |

laughing. Sameai

^B' Hea, A vast empty or

desolate appearance between two

hills. With the same pronnciation,

it is written erroneously these several

are pronounced Hea.
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HEA- LVIIF1 SYLLABLE.

Pronounced as iftwo Syllables, He-Z, but sliding into each other. Pronounced by the Tartars with a

guttural sound, as if Hi, Manuscript Dictionary, ti&. Canton Dialect, Hap.

13391. Kelt. The covering of

a >urf ,-- scales of fnh ; ar-

mour.

3392. A press or wooden

case; a chest, box, or trunk ;

a case of wood or paste-

board. Also read Kea, in the same

sense. Seang hea^ |
a chest

or trunk. Seaou hei
/j\

a

small box, provided it be square ;

round ones are called
'jft

HO.

Chwang heS
;|jt j

a lady's dressing

box- Shoo hea
5| |

a book

case, a portable cover made either

of wood or pasteboard. Hih.hea

'*!;> 1 a case for ink. Pae It-i hei

3
ijjjj

1 a case to contain visit-

ing cards.

Hei keen, wei taflg ] %̂l| [H '}%

encloses a sword and- surrounds a

lantern expresses an acute and lu-

minous mind being possessed by a

person of no great show.

_ 3303. A particular kind of

I *y^ bamboo.

tW
3394. To inhale, to swallow,

tj S lll P- Heih

|

or Hwang hea

the sound of many person's voices,

clamour. Heih hea tsuy tsae

Pr ^^ lhe aPPearaDCe of

garments tucked up. Ne chin je

hea yth tan ch a^;^ ^fe \

P^ /S do you avail yourself of its

being hot, and take a draught of tea.

3395. Joy; delight.

-

3396. A kind of cage in

which to confine a young

tiger. The name of a

T.ood. A scabbard.

3397. HeS-hei, Breathing

through the nose.

3398. Appearance of fire;

to dry with fire.

3399. Accustomed to, fa-

miliar with ; to approach

near to ; to change ;

to slight ;
to make light

of; to despise; to con-

temn. Yen hei Yf 1

pr I

a tribe of people said to be Tery

hairy and frghtful.

Heiurh king che
j jfjj $ ^ ap-

proach near (to. good men) and re-

spect them.

Hei hwuh
| ^ to be familiar with

and despise.

Hea neTh 1 gV close attachment to,

for sinister purposes.

Hea woo 1 <WB- r King heX iPp I

I MT T*-*~ I

to treat with irreverence, disrespect,

or contempt; to profane; to de-

secrate.

3400. A particular part of

dress or short garments.

S40I. Loquacity; having

much to say; the sound or

noise of talking.

3402. Hea tee
J

&i|

flowers arranged, or appear-

ing in order.

3403. Name of a fish. Hea.

sha I w numerous and
I "!*$

arranged in order, as if for

ornament I it',; the scales offish.
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>JK 3404. fKe. Toposscssagenerouf

ronfidenre in ; to employ. Generally

Read Kea, To take as under each

arm ; to come together from op-

posite idet.

t ),c340. HeS te

cold striking one

3406. Crouching under a

TT precipice, or in a cave;

meanly lodged.

S407. A name applied to

several mountains in China,

which join at top, and form

an immense cavern below, where the

light of the sun at nooit does not

enter. The name of a district.

Hea kow I [J name of a place in

the province of Canton, where the

opposite hills seem to make anarch

over the river.

I 3408. Narrow; strait;

confined passage by land

or by water. To be dis-

tinguished from &fc Shea,

The name of a Province.

Gih hci H^ ]

a strait

dangerous passage a-

mongst valley and moun-

tain streams. Sin hea

J?i the name of a place.

1 *- i=:
Hei nrh cliang mi JS narrow

:im<! long : applied to boats.

Hea yih 1 |ft
a n:irrow pass.

.-.i 31(19.

^V 7\ f

/ ^ H

. H'.&'.liih
j /fj

name

Hw;ie, also the name ol'a

Hc'en and of a thow district.

FA.RT ii. r 3

I
S410. II e<, or Hei. Kind

A>f^ of tns<cls or other ornaments

\/ V. that hung from the cap, ia

ancient times

Sill. Hea how
]

breathing through the

nose; snoring.

3412. Confined on each side ;

narrow ; strait.

3413, Crooked; distorted

teeth; the teeth growing

again. Broken or deficient ;

noise of gnashing or gnawing with

the teeth.

^ IK. SI 14. To mite; tj<'x:

to agree.

u

} a415. Hea. or 0, Appearance

'C-^. of the mouths-of fislf. Fish

I-* moving their mouths-. Ap-

pearance of many fish. Noise made

in laughing, as Ha ! ha ! . Read Shi, Sa,

HS, or Ti, To suck and drink. Noise

made in eating or drinking. Head

He:L, A Mahomedan surname. A

kingdom of the Teorks. (DeGuignes.

Much used in Tartar Orthogra-

phy, and pronounced Ha, with a

guttural
sound. I

/\j
Ila-mi, Lul.

N. 43 U W. of Peking V

3416. To li!iriuoni/.e with;

to combine or blend with;

to instil gradually into the

mind ; to instil as if soaked orsU-i ped

in water ;
to extend; to pervade every

part; saturated. I'oo-hrl ,

'

to diffuse or extend to every .

Seang hei
/j;j^ ]

or llo hei
|}J

:

agreeing or harinnni/iiig, applied

to the tempers and dispositions of

two persons. Yung hci
^l^

to unite or blend together.

HeX yu min sin 1
-J* ^- <(^\

to in-

stil into the minds of the people.

Hei sin 1 t^ of one mind; intimate

friends.

y 3417. To draw into i to im-

^^t^" bibc; to sup with the-mouth;

/ v. ' receive as the sea does

the riven which run into it
;
to unite.

.1.^^ 3418. The appearance of

Apt fire

^ k 341P. Hci, H5, or Ke?, A

1^^^ scabbard for a sword. Name

I j J of a wood.

3420. An ornamented vessel.

Head Yi, To open and

shut a door.

3*21. A certain sacrifice to-

the manes of ancestors,

whieli unites the near aud

the more distant v to collect or unite

together the vaiious provisions used

in thesacrilir,-.

422 Hei, or K5, or T4,

^.^ A Tit appearance: a disease

t I which induces celd or

shi>cring.

.Siaked a* with mint

saturated.
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34-'4. Hea, or K5, Niimr.of

^-^^ a fish found in deep marshes

in ihape resembling the carp.

'

3425. tiae. To injure. Read

US, ff'liy ?

34S6. To employ strength ;

exertions effort.

3427, Hea, or Hae. To

open the mouth very wide ;

to gape. One says, Sound.

3428. To scratch ; to scrape ;

to pare.

3429. A something with

which to support any thing

which is bent by force ;
that

which keeps it in its position ; that

which adjusts a bow or puts it in

form
;
a cross-bow.

3430. The eye Injured.

Blind, used to denote igno-

rance of letters and intellec-

tual darkness.

HrS>!hniBh
"] g blind of one

ejc.

Hei leang mfih
jjpj E| blind of

both eves.

H, -I yen Jin
j QjJ A a blin<1 man -

Also called 1 ^- Hci-tsze.

3431. To bind round, or tie

up a thing.

l!lv\

3432. The noise of a

ed carriage ; a certain

iron fastening at the end

ofthe axle tree to prevent

the carriage Iie'mg in-

jured, hence the idea of

regulating and governing. The

name of a star. Head 118, The ap-

pearance of turning and shaking ;

to drag or draw to. Kw.m hei

ffC'
I

to regulate; . to controul.

L 1 Tung hei, General com-

mand or controul.
ffi

Chih-

heS, The iron pin which keeps the

wheel of a carriage on : a moral

regulator of the wheels of society

the public moral). A sage ; a moral-

ist.

3433. Filled stuffed; satiated.

3434. HeigS
] |jl|

name

of a certain bird. Also read

3435. Kee. Felicitous; lutf.-y.

3436. Hei or KeTh. Endea-

vour, effort, firm, deter-

mined.
yCT" Jjj

$&

Yu hei pe Yin heeu ch n,

" You should use every endeavour to

caution the good officers of Yin,' to

avoid intoxication.

3437. Hei, or Kee. Hei

keen
'

Kj
black; d.,rk,

injurious, crafty, wily.

HEA

3438. The no'.se of the

teeth gnashing or grinding

against each other.

343!>. To Hop

3 1 10. Hei, or KeK. The err

of :i camel. New chn sliing

yue mow; to rhe ming yu*

\ the lowing of a cow

is called Mow, the cry of a camel i

filled Hea.

3411. Diligent exertion.

Hei hei yung leih shing

ft 1 fljtf*'"*
hea, the sound or noise made in

exerting strength. Leih US heS

hci
^/ (fi

'

|
doing with th*

exertion of much strength. Read

HiS, Diligent.

3442. Blind.

3443. A bald appearance ;

bald.

3 144. To look a squint.

3415. Namsofastar.

3446. A certain valuable

stone.
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HEAE. LIXTH SYLLABLE.

like lit and / (when pronounced as a single IctUr) coalescing. Peking Dialect Sheae. Son rtimes confounded

with Kcat. Canton Dialect, Keae.

3447. ^t monster with lira

hen/is and tit botiei; a

horary character.

3448. [-] The bones of the

leg; the bones; thejunc-

tion of the bones ; the

members or parts of the

body ; the body including

all ils parts is expressed

by ~^ |
Pih-heae, The

ft^. hundred members. Luh

l^ I hcae r* the six

the four extremities, the

head, and the trunk.

3*49. To bind about, to

hang or to suspend from.

3450. [
N

] Suddenly alarm-

e(' agitated, surprized;

dispersed, scattered. Name

of a river ; a man's name. Used for

sounding an alarm with a drum.

STh hcae
"^5

looked alarmed ;

surprized or agitated by a change of

countenance. King heae ^K j

alarmed, frightened, astonished.

Heae e 1 .. to be surprized; to con-

sider strange.

HeaegS
j 1^. amazed,

struck with

surprize, astonishment.

Heae hing K the appearance of

fright or alarm.

Heae tung
j |Hj shook with alarm.

3451. Keae. To warn ; to etu-

tiom ; tf guard fgaintt.

345Z. Gae heae 5^ [

Indistinct or stifled articula-

tion.

'

3453. To take hold of; to

grasp, to seize.

3454. Wooden manacles or

stocks to prevent a person

walking ;
a general term for

weapons offensive and defensive, those

which contain something are -called

JS. Ke. The lance, spear, bow,

arrow, and so on, are called Heae.

Any craft, art, or clandestine scheme,

is called J^ I Le heae, which also

denotes an ingenious contrivance.

Ping heae JK
J

military weapons.

Heae tow 1 By] to fight with weapons,

and so on.

3453. To sound an alarm

with a drum ;
t" m;ikc ;i

thundering noise ; to rouse

the attention of an army; to awaken

the regards of the world, as Sages do.

To strikers by thunder or an earth-

quake.

21
f I 3456. [V '] To cut asunder

It divide; to unloose; It

explain.

3457. [V ] Keae tae \ $i

Bold, violent, assuming.

3458. The sound or voice

of anger. Same as ~j

He.

3459. A certain tree, the leaf

of which is eaten with areca

nut ;
it has a certain flavor

that unites with the areca nut.

3460. A small hill separated

from a larger one ; a valley.

To separate.

3461. A st.Mm that cut*

<>(F, IT separates. P5 hcae

>&h
j

a sea. Lcaou heae

I a small stream.
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3462 [/] Heae or Heae

chae 5* a certain

fabulous animal.

Chae, No 13*.

Heae che kwan. 1 ^f /V'l*
a '

cutioner's cap. Read Keae-, Strong,

violent, domineering appearance-.

3463. [
'

] Idle, remiss, lazy.

The Dictionaries, ail read

Keae.

Heae-tac 1 ci negligent; sluggish,

1 3464. [Y] Name ofa shell

fish, which walks side-

ways. Beae- or 1'ang.-

teae- SE
j

l'le eral>;

^ so called from its side-

ward motion, shwuy heae

7f^ the yotiog crib.

Kami heae 'K* an

old crab.

34o. [
/ ] Heae-how \

i|o to meet without pre-

viiiiivapnointmeiil ; accuU'iU-

ally , fortuitously ; pleasiHl,.gratified.

Heae how seang yu ^fir l|^J ^
to meet accidentally.

3466. A particular part of

the harness fordrawing with.

S467. Keae. blithe preced-

ing; all nt once.

3408. Wind and rain to-

gether,
anil for a continuance.

Read Krar, Water flowing

n numerous stream*.

HEAE

3469. [- ] To pair with;

to plough together; to

It^tM accord ; to harmonize ; ge-

neral or mutual consent; harmony ;

peace. To agree about a price.

Name of an ancient book; name of

a bird.

Heae ho 1 ;foj general agreement;

harmouy; concord, as between hus-

band and wife.

Hwe shing-

HI music.

harmony ofsound

3470. To ascend a carriage.

347 1, A gentle- horse ;
one

that accords with the wish

of its cider.

3472. Certain shoes.

3473.
[

-
] L<;athr shoes;

slices of any kind:

; kenen
] ^jfc

a last consisting

several pieces on which the

Chin.8e make their shoes.

Heae tov 1 uj the toe of a shoe.
1 *f\

iJ-V^ 3 74. Hae-hea "I'M

ll & I-5*

dsquictude of mind.

347; The name of a fish.

I let.
|u,,g

I
-J.L name of

a
"Vinity. Head Kwei, A

surname

( *v>

t^r

^

HEAE

3476. [-] Flesh; meat

prepared in a certain

way; all food that is

thoroughly dressed. The

tkin.

3477. Shoes^; leather shoe*.

3478. Bold; daring ; a strait;

straitened; confined.

3479. [A] Noble ; generous ;

disinterested^

Heae ko
|

'Iffi bold, daring.

3480. Thoughtful and cal-

culating,

3481. Concerned in rnind;

the heart upset; rash,

daring,

*-*-* 1
34S. Hang-heaej^ j

sea

air or vapour; dewy va-

'

pours ; midnight air of the

northern regions. A watery ap-

pearance. Also read Hwuy, and Hae.

3483. To exhort ; to warn ;

to enjoin precepts
or in-

junctions.

3 IS4. The name of a fuh.

3 185. [
'

] A certain vcge-

fcible of the leek species,
and

which prevents skeep. A

kind of mat.
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jp3486.
Kcae. T assist ; to serve ;

to act ; a limit, or beundary.

3487. Dislikes; jealousies;

envy. Ho heae "pT

petty jealousies.

3488. Suddenly ; with alacrity ;

chearfully.

3189. Assistance, as that of

divine beings.

3490. Fillet or selvage that

binds any purl of a garment,

as about the neck or the

knee. Large long garments that

hang down over the knees, as a pet-

ticoat.

-^A. 3491. To ray what U good.

ft I 1 A man's name.

r-
349*. A leaf of m foldin;

door.

3493. Heae, IT Kcae. M5-

ncae '$$ I
>mall bone) ;

ii . i

bony. Oi.e ays, Firm,

strong.

HEA1VG LXT" SYLLABLE

Manuscript Dictionary, Hieing. Peking Dialect, Shrang. Canton Dialect, Hcmg.

* 3494. [/]FromJ(fei, Aca^e

|ZZ] or hut, and Kovs, A mouth or

f -^ opening. A medium of com-

munication for the air, hemce from

Mouth. A window opening towards

the north ; the face directed towards ;

opposite to; directed to an object;

an object of thought or study;

time which contains events to which

the mind can be directed ; time past;

heretofore. The points of the

compass. The name ofa place; of

a city ; and ofa country. A surname.

IS i yfe p STh heangkinhoo,

Stop up the window, and daub up

the door with mud. Tso pth heang-

naa <& dK jj 'sitting to the
i l 1^

I rri

north, and directed to, or facing the

south,' said of houses which front

the iouth. Seang heang /j|]

I'RAT II. Q 3

opposite to, or fronting each other.

Chung heang %& 1 the final object.

Ting ko heang tow
^j: ^ | jjj|[

to fix an object; or a point of the

compafs. Urh sMh sze heang
~

~\~ M twenty-four points of

the compass. Sin heang shang fe

jQ the heart directed upwards.

Sin pfih heang i^\ /K ]

the mind

or heart, does not apply itself. Kwei

sin heang jth j^t^ |
'the

heart of the sunflower turns to the

sun ;' to devote to another person a

pure heart, 1 Yih heang, or

Heang lae 1 ^J heretofore; a

while past.

Heang tseen keu
Tjj ^^ ad-

vance forward.

Heang jThkwei 1 Ft 3& the Sun-
I r* <S\

flower.

Heang neen
j

'ffi former yean.

Heang ta shwS
| ^jj |& said to

him.

Heang seen
] -yr

before > recently

3495. A woman's nam.

3496. A window towards the

north.

3497. [
/ ] A certain

luable stone.

3408. A species of fine silk.
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/y
, 3499. [

v
] T take food

a Ip I and go forth to the field to

rl In hour) the provisions of

husbandmen j the food of the army ;

the duties paid lo government im-

plying that, they are for the support

of the army. Shang heang _

or N'a heang itfa 1 to pay duties,

Chuh kow heang yin H tj 1 ;fp{

export duties. Tsiu kow heang ^ftj

j] 1 expresses, Imports. Chowr

heang fit a name given to a

prince who murdered certain hus-

bandmen in order to obtain their

provisions.

fleang heang ] 3f|~l
I duties ; sums

Heang yin s/Rj Pa'^ * S~
Ternment on export and import

goods.

Heang tang
'| ^ a licensed Pawn-

broker ; one who pays to government

for the privilege.

3500. [
>
] From

jff}

Kaou. High, abbreviat-

ed, and p| Yue, To say.

To offer up with suitable

expressions; to. offer to

.J a superior; to sacrifice.

To receive the odour

of iucense. To enjoy.

y\ Heaou heang,

Offerings of filial piety, at the tombs

or temples of deceased relatives.

Ueang fSh
| jjjgj

to enjoy happiness.

Heang kwS
j ^ to reign.

Heang show
j

sa- to enjoy long life.

Heang yung jjj
to en joy the

use of.

Ueangyen
] ^ heang is merely an

entertainment laid out in token of

respect, without partaking of it;

Yen, denotes a feast; not in appear-

ance, but in reality.

l~-n 3501. [
^ /

I Heang denotes

I Directed towards; the place

towards which many per-

sons turn. Twelve thousand five

hundred families make a Heang.

A village. Used to denote Sound;

noise. To turn towards ; two flights

of steps; windows opposite to each

other. Five houses make 3B Lin,,

a neighbourhood. Five lin make

Jjl Le, A lane; five Le make
Ijfc

Tsuh, A clan; five TsBh makeup?

Tang; five Tang make
JJfj

Chow,

and five Chow make Heang.

Time past; A surname.

Heang jlh 1
J

foirner days.

Heang laou 1 yfc
the old man of*

village, who is allowed the prece-

dence of the rich ..and titled. A rustic.

Heang ping =3E the criticisms of

the village; the opinions of the

neighbourhood respecting what one

docs.

Heang-shin
j ^A country gentlemen

who have attained the degree called

Keu-jin.

Heang tsun
J
*T a Tillage.

Heang tanj, 'ugT par

ations in Tillages.

Heang yuen
j J^ a hypocrite.

Heang yuen tih che tslh yay
|

or associ-

thief of virtue.

3508. [
/ ] For a short spacel

of time, not of long du-

ration.

3503. [
'

r] Over against ; la-

wards. The same as
IpJ

Heang. See above. Wo

heang 3[j^ p| ]
'of

the five blessings it is said Heang,'

i. e. press forward to them. The fire

are, Long life, riches, peace, the lore

of virtue, contentment with one's

fate.

Heang pel
| ^ towards the back.

backwards.

Heang ming urh che 1 ^} f^j jp
to rule in the fall blaze of day.

Said of the sages, who do not affect

the works of darkness.

3504. [.] Steam arjsing

from heated grain.

Smell or fragrance. Name

of a place. Used to de-

note Sound.

3505. [ / ] Name of sn

insect of the silk worm

species.

3506. Sound ; to respond ;

language inelegant, or

vicious; ofshort duration.
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3507. A kiadof beef soup.

3508. The noise made by

a door; at the door, or

between the steps up to it.

A kind of window.

3509. [v] Sound; noise; cla-

mour; a floating sound.

Heang ying.
j fig

to

answer ; to respond. Fang

being ~lj
a certain

instrument of music.

3ff 3510. [
V

] To entertain or

give a banquet to a guest.

The name of a sacrifice; to

offer sacrifice.

e I iffP to sacrifice. Shang
I MILi

f/lj
arC *ne tWO C' >si"g

fords usual in written prayers which

accompany sacrifices, and imply a

request that the gods- or spirits

would come and partake.

3511. [-] Fragrant ; odori-

ferou v as plants ; fragrant

incense ; frdgrant wood ;

effluvia contained in the air or caused

by the wind. Name of a plant, and

of awine; ofahill, of a river, and of

a man. Name of a pavilion. B%

1 Shay-heang, Musk.

Heang gan ac a table with, in-

cense; an altar, whcth r before an

idol, or when, doing homage to the

Emperor, or any document received

from him.

Miang-shan-hecn | |'j J||
thedis-

tr'.cton which Macao issitualed. The

principal
town is ; boat halfway from

Canton to Macao. Tho Magistrate
1

of that district.

King heang |y J
to burn incense,

or perform worship.

Heang koo 1
^jj

the champignon.

Heang laou I

jfe
the priet of a

temple who offers inccuse.

Heang loo
j

iffia a censer.

Heang mdh
| -ft?

odoriferous woods,

in Chinese Botany, include Cloves,

camphor, and myrrh.

Heang nang 1 3p a little bag con-

taining something fragrant to hang

about one's person.

Heang hwa tsae 1 T ^L a species

of pulegium, Penny-royal.

Heang yen 1
jffijthe

smoke of in-

cense.

3513. A disease of the breath.

3513. [-] Shayhe.ng.||

I

the musk; the navel of

au animal.

3514. Yung heang^
unsubmissive, unsubdued.

3515. A sail made

a sail furled.

3516. Yungheang^f
a dug dragged unwillingly.

3517. A certain leguminous

plant.

35 1 8. Heant; tliwang 1

to vt md erect, to mk.e n"

progress.

3319. To strike; to knock.

3520. [
-

] Ancient pr&-

nunciatioo Kfang. To

descend ; to come down
/

/^ from a higher place ; to

x^|-N^, condescend; to fall; to

^ submit ; to cause to come

down or submit.

Heang chlh
| j|ffi

to put down to *

lower situation or rank.

Heang che 1
jgf

to send down an im-

perial order.

Heang low
j 1$^

a certain star.

Heang yTh pin
j

-^
pp"\

to de-

Heang yTh kelh
j

- ^/ grade

to a lower place one step.

Heang sin 1 y\ to submit one's

mind to.

Heang sing 1
/[-

to condescend to

be born into the world.

Heang Wh seang tsung
j ^ ^|

IM^
to yield or give way to other

persons.

35S1. ['] The back part

of the head or neck, that

which rests on the pillow;

the strings which tie a cap behind

Name ofa state; a surname. Lar. e ;

great A word in frequent use denot-

ing Kind, sort, species ; item ; thing.

Ko beang sing le ^& /gr Jig

all torts of trade. Vih heaug I

one Item.
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Heang heang^ 1 duties.

Heang hea we Uing 1 ~T>

one item not cleared off.

3522. Appearance of much

strength.

3523. To bear burdens;

one who is capable of help-

ing much, is in Shan-tung

arid Che-keang, expressed by Heang.

3524. Name of a plant.

S525. [ f ] A public path ;

a lane ; a street. Pe heang

$& |
abyelane. Yung-

heangTK a kind of piazza iu a

palace, or a 'place of confinement

for the ladies of the palace. Yung-

hcang is also a designation of the

Emperor anil of king>. Keae
/^

denote* a straight street; Heang 1

a crooked or winding one.

Heang pih J

/dj
an eunuch.

3526. Prepared; a kind of

path or road.

3527. [-] Swelling; swelled.

HEAOU. LXIST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hlao. Peking Dialect, Sheatu. Canton Dialect, Hew.

3528. [
-
] To lay across ;

to blend ; to imitate ; to

comply with the wishes of

another person; meritorious. Cer-

tain of the symbols or species ofthings

called
:gf Kwa, Motion. Luh heaou

y7^ 1 expresses certain of the Kwa

and certain numbers.

3529. Heaou, or Keaou. To

imitate; to accord with,

precedent.

3530. [
/

] Duty and obe-

dience to one's parents ;

filial piety, duty to superiors.

Some writers make it include every

virtue. It is placed at the head of all

moral excellence; and Lewdness at

the head of every vice.

Heaou bing
| ^ dutiful conduct.

Heaou king I try dutiful and respect-

ful.

Heaou king
| jjj?

name of a book
>

well known in China.

Heaou foo moo ^ -f^:
to per-

form one's duty to fatherand mother.

Heaou shun 1
l|p

dutiful and sub-

missive

Heaou te
] tjjlj

duty to one's parents

and to one's elder brother.

Heaou tsze 1
- a dutiful son.

1 )̂|_^
a dutiful mind.

353 1 . Celerity ; chearfulness.

3532. A certain beam in the

roof of a house.

3533. Name of a itone; aa

uneTen stone.

3534. Keaou. To lay ttrot*

each other ; to blend.

3535. [>] Good ; excellent (

beautiful. A surname. To

blend. ^
A ^ "^ YuS

he, keaou jin leaou he, When the

pale moon goes forth how fine the

appearance of a beautiful woman. IB

fliis quotation, some write the word

Jf^ Keaou. In some parts of the

country, ^ ^ |fj |

Fan haou wei die Keaou, What-

ever is good is railed Keaou, Occurs

in the sense of^ Keen, and ot

Keaou.
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King te lieaou haoi.

a good figure.

3536. [
f ] To apply

one's strength to, in obe-

dience to some order, or in

imitation of some pattern ; aim at,

or wish to effect, some work. The

proofs of having exerted strength ;

the effect produced by meritorious

service. l&jf? ||jj| 7$j] ~f] Tsing

yuen heaou le'Th, Voluntarily exert-

ing one's strength in the service of

another. Which is also expressed by

!

ZJ5
Heaou laou. iB Paou

heaou, To serve as a recompence

for some favor received.

Heaou fa
j

'S" to act agreeable to

some rule.

Heaou leth
'

~J~l
to exert one's

strength in compliance with the

wish of a superior.

Heaou yen
j c| proofs of some

cause existing ; effects.

This character is properly written

/Jjjj
Heaou, though having been

handed down erroneously, and used

for a long time, it is now -common

in the above form.

3537. Read Keaou, A beau-

tiful woman ; artful.

Read Heaou, Lewd; dis-

solute. A surname.

TART II. R 3

3538.
[
/

] A blending of

hearts; hilarity; chcarful-

ness ; cleverness. Read

Keaou, in much the same sense.

3539. [/] Like; to learn of;

to imitate ; effort, exertion ;

merit; effects, results, to offer

up to, to advance. To beefficacious,

applied to medicines. ?hin heaou

jijljj

1 divinely efficacious

Heaou fi '

N^ to imitate ancient

examples.

Heaou pin j ^ganugly
woman affect-

ing the little contractions of the fea-

tures which add grace to a pretty

woman.

Heaou yew y^ to imitate and ex-

ceed the original in a bad sense.

S540. To imitate; to

make something a law,

or rule. Fang heaou *J6

]
Heaou fa 1 'liand Tsih heaou

till to conform to some rule.
X J i

Tsze wuh he heaou na ko yang

tsze tso teih |H> Afel /fig 1

it
made according to that pattern.

Kung heaou ~$\ meritorious

servce.

Heaou laou
|

j to labour or exert

one's self agreeably to the wish of

others.

Heaou yen ffi effect, or conse-

queuce.

3541. [ '] The stem or

handle of a certain vessel;

the foot of a vase ; the cross

bar which serves as a foot to a

certain stand. Head Kraou, To eon

fine within wooden bar, A kind of

public school; to compare ; to

examine.

3543. Name of a rivrr

3543. Variegated with bl;ick

and yellow, and with azure

'^
and yellow ; a kind of sash

or bandage. Read To, To bind ; to

tie or twist
;
to strangle.

^* S344. To taile provisions

of any kind except rice ,-

provisions taken to tlir

field, or on a rambling excursion

3645. Sound ; nowt-

3546. [-] The name of a

hill; and of a river.

3547. Timid; fearful.

-o
yf

3548. [
-
] Mixed, blended,

~*f+~~} confused. To mix metals ;

J^^ pulse, employed as food;

victims ; flesh and bones. The name

of a place. Occurs in the sense of

'yk Hoaou.

Heaou leg
j ^|J separated ; arranged.

Heaou 1 expresses a certain yessel

filled with flesh in temples. IITh Xj

are the fruits which fill another vessel.
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Ilraou-hth
])}>|>

every species of

food with the exception of grain.

3549. A certain plant the-

juice of which quenches

thirst.

3550. The name ofa river.

Confused ; mixed.
w -w

Heaou hwan
j yjj!

or reversed, Hwan

heaou, Thick muddy water

\355I. Rude speech ; dif-

^
~Jf respectful language.

SXl
3559. Nameofacity. Name

of a hilK Read Gaou, The

name ofa
city.

5553. Food; provisions.

Heaou* chan VTE provi-

sions, victuals.

3554. Heaou heaou 1

large appearance-.

3555. [-} CalHn.

loud cry; the roar of wild

animal*; the voice of an^er

or r.gc.
Pjij ]

Paou heaou, The

cry of enraged tigers or leopards.

The cry of an alarmed swuie.

Heaou chuen
| (^ to

pallt and

breathe as in tsthnia.

355f>. Vapour, steam, or

smoke ascending.

3551. A dog or pig in a

fright

3558. [
-

j Heaou ping j

^jfi
or Heaou heaou

a disease of the throat ; in-

cessant coughing which makes a

person stoop as if doubled.

3559. Heaoa Ifih 1 ^
hilly, mountainous; billy

state of a country.

3560. A pig running; the

squeaking, of a pig in a

fright.

3561. A certain animal omi-

nous of good.

3562. [
-

] False; not

genuine. Head Kcaou.
j

<p|;
Keaou h'mg, Unremit-

ir,g
in the pursuit of gain. Read

Yaou,
JJ

Tseaou yaou, A tribe

of short foreigners situated on the

South-east. They ate said to be but

three cubits high.

1- 3563. [-] Fear, appre-

* _ ' hsnsion. The uninterrupted

J \^ tone of grief.

Heaou heaou che peon 3>fr
"^\.

Itjlt
a clamorous debating in vin-

dication of one's self.

3^64. Fearj.appriherston.

3565. [\\ Light clear.

The morning ; intelligent,

knowing. Clearly discrimi-

nated ; perspicuous; Luminous i, ap-

parent and easily understood; plainly

slated; fully promulgedas in govern-

ment proclamations.

Heaou che
] "/ to illustrate it.
I *<

Heaou chung
j ^ffl

the morning bell.

Heaou yu ||jj
a clear, per-

spicuous proclamation, or other

official notification.

3566. White; clear; bright.

3567. [-] Heaou, or Keaou.

A gentle good horse
; skilful

1 '** '

performance of a certain

game which consists in throwing a

reed into a narrow mouthed vessel

and catching it again with the hand

as it starts out.

Heaou ke keaou
| |p|

M a certain

military officer.

3S68.> L,

I^P ^^
[

-
] Paou heaou

/Ei

]
violent temper or spirit;

boastful. Head Hew, Ex-

cellent; harmonious, good, blessed

and affluent.

35C9. [-] The vulgar form

of vk Heaou, Elegant, har-

monious good.

35TO [ -] To call te;the

sound of a
[,ij>e or reed 1

T^ Hcaiiu-yu, To call out

aloud; clamour. Read Heaou, Great

noise and clamour. Also read H5, Ha

hS
|

stern, sevcrev cruel ap-

*i
' T
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pearunce; harsh, stern, loud voice.

Somesay, Sound or noise. Ones;i\s,

Joy and rejoicing ; distressingly hot.

3" 571. A tall strong dog.

3572. Whist Hng sound of a

thing passing rapidly.

3573. A sfiort nosed dog-.

357*. (
-

] Same as the

preceding. Read Ksaou,

Proud.

3575; [
-
] Hollow root of a

tree ; hollow ; empty. Name

of a star; any thing hungry

famished or empty ; a hungry person.

Vuen heaou 77- 1 name of a star;f\~ j

to regulate ; to adjust.

Beaou fuh jin 1 Iff! A a man with

1IEE

an empty belly an unfurnished

mind; an ignorant person.

3576. [- ] Name of a bird

wliich has a hoarse or dis-

agreeable note; third whose

flesh is not frt to eat; of another

specie:* soup i< made. Name of a

brute- animal
1

.

357T. [
-
] Hen, Haou, or

Heaou, The cry or roar of a

tiger; to intimidate.

3578. [- J A, clever artful

woman; a woman- of an

intelligent mind.

357a [
-

] Boasting ; talking

big; alarm or surprise. Read

Keaou, The crowing of a

cock. Read Paou, Bombast; in-

flated or flowery talking without

any reality. Paou-paou, Sound,

noise. Read Leaou or Laouv
j pl^j

Leaou-taou, Many words; verbose.

Head Mew, Syn. with |P Mew.

i i.i;

ehay <],( wunj TCII \:iy, Tlie irregular

confuted talk of:i unrtm-ip 7 p

# ^ .& 1 1 18*7*
ehay ke chc pao-.i pnou- jen, A road

maii' ideas and language am inflated

and extravagant.

3580. [.] From four Mouthi

and Head. The breath or

voice ascending above the

head. To make a noie ; to voci-

ferate; noise; vociferation ; noie of

a market place. See under Oaou.

3581. [-] AyeHow coloured

doj.

3588. [
^
] White ; very white;

clear ; bright ; splendid ;

manifest ; apparent. Read

King, Whits. Read Plh, Taitrike.

Heaou fan I /RV a set out of food in

which 1 Plh, White, applied to>

dishes occurs thrice

HEE. LXIFD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hit. Peking Dialect, Shit. Cantoo, Hetp.

3583. To accord with; to

unite; to rhyme with,

applied to sounds.

Bee yun
] gH two syllables

that

rhyme.
- ^ =|p

San to

beS keih, I wish you an union and

an abundance of the three blessings,

' IS H ^r ff Fah . sho".

tsze nan, Happiness, long life, and

male children.

3584. United strength or

effort; urgent. Head Lee,

Unwearied ceaseless effort.

Si'n le^h eang tsnng, hfie che e yay

H^^l^ 1

Three strengths united, jives the

sense of He'f.

3585. Union of thought;

harmony ofsentiment.

3586. To take or lift up (

to put, to drag.
A man4

*

name.
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S587. Agreement; con-

cord ; union ; harmony

pervniling amongst many;

tto
yield cordially. |pj

(li 1 # TUD? S 'n

he'e le'lh, With one heart

and united strength, fgj jpf

^jjv Tung yin he? kung, Same re-

verence and united respect; i. e.

mutual respect, cherished by prince

and ministers ; superiors and inferiors.

~K E-
iijjj

Hea min ke he?,

The people respectful and cordially

submissive.
T!^- Tffl |wi" ^jlj ']}

yd* jffl ^ 4^. Tseang ta

ting no chiih lap, he? le sze woe,

Take and bring him forward to join

in the management of business.

The title of a military officer ofthe 2nd

or 3rd ranks ; the place of his com-

mand precedes this title, as
ISj

Kwang he?; the He? of Kwang-

chow-foo.

He? chin
j

g^OL
title of a military

officer, entrusted with the command

ofa garrison, and the defence of a

district

He<? ling ^ a sort of Major

General in the army.

Hi e ho wan pang ]

unite in harmony all nations.

He? pan ta he8 sze

J; title of the fifth and sixth

ministers of state, in China.

35B8. To inspire, and to close

the mouth

HEE

3589. The sides of an ani-

mal body ; the ribs; the

parts below the arms.

The front middle and hin-

der parts of a victim.

To receive or gather

together ; to reprimand. Pih he?

i|tJ to intimidate by strength

and force.

a certain stop for aHre keu 1

carriage.

He? tun 1
F^akind

of shield.

He'e tso he? yew
| ^ fjjj

left and right sides.

>M> 3590. A bank or dam raised

to obstruct water.

3591. Fear, apprehension,

to cause fear ;
to intimi-

date by a display of

power.

* 3592- Appearance of water

flowing.

3593. Vapour, smoke or

fumes from heat ascending

with rapid force.

3594. Hc'She^ "]
the

cold striking one.

He? hea
4

yA blending together as

a freezing mixture.

I IKE

3595. Generous and disin-

terested ; forward to exert

one's self in behalf ofothers ;

emulous to do what is noble and

disinterested ; an undaunted spirit

in the cause of what is conceived to

be right. Haou he? 5=5 1 wealth

and power exerted in the cause of

justice and humanity. Ping sang

yew he? ke 3-'i o7 /If
| ^f\.

through life possessed a generous

disinterested spirit Jin he?
'f-J-

a generous confidence and disinterest-

ed, undaunted friendship. (Woo-

chay-yun-foo.) Used for
3jfa

Kea,

To take under the arm. Also read

Kei, in the sense of Kea, By the

side. Commonly, but erroneously

written thus

disinterested and ar-

Le e he'e Ice che jin

He?le? 1

dent mind.

i ^& 1la 3% ]

ardent and disinterested mind, stu-

dious of moral propriety and justice.

He? tan
1| Jj[[

the courage of a great

man.

3596. To take hold of; to

assume or take upon one's

self; to support; to carry with

one, as under the arm ; to store up

or lay by ; to conceal ; to cherish ; to

protect|
to assemble or gather toge-

ther. To break or destroy. Read

Tsee, To extend to ; to pervade.

He? che yew keu ^

;Hp jk Jj|

to have ability to undertake any

task.

He'?kwei 1 "(3to assume on account

of one's rank.
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He'g kung
j

f=t to take p or carry

a bow.

He'6 shoo
|

JP to conceal books.

A crime, which was by the law, of the

Tsin dynasty, to be punished by de-

struction of the whole kindred.

He'S tseu
Jjj/

to nip or squeeze, to

extort

He'S
|

to assume. Ke jt to insult.

3597. He'S, orKee". A sheaf

of grain.

3598. Ho. To interrogate ;

to stop.

3599. To desist ; to stop ;

to rest awhile ; to terminate.

Gan hee' O2. rest; com-

posure.

Hee
1

choo 1 ^p to make a temporary

stop ;
to stay ; to desist.

He'g che *4~ a stoppage of the

pulse which precedes death.

Hee hwflh 'Ayf deep, profound,

gloomy, sombre appearance.

Hee yih bee + 1 to stop or

rest a little.

He kung
j

"f" to stop work.

He'8 ne'g
| Jj|

to stop business; a

delicate expression for failure or

bankruptcy.

Hee show
j ^. to disistfrom acting

or working.

Hee selh
| ^ to desist for a lime,

to rest a while.

S600. An insect with a sting.

S60I. A dog with a ihort

snout. Fear
; to terrify ;

to intimidate. Read Ke$,

in the same sense; also

denoting Fierce. Read

Heae, A dog stinking.

3602. Hee hwang 1

a large boat or ship.

3603. He'g, or H<5, An in-

sect whose sting is said to

be very poisonous.

360+. Hee, or H5. Hee

kwiih
\

<SS the bone of
I F3 V

the shoulder.

3605. Hee-hang \ i$\

flying up and down.

3606. The head of a human

body ; a head; a numeral of

bundles of paper, and of

books. Che yih hee #ff- 1

a bundle ofpaper. Shookc beg
||t

j

several cases of books.

3607. HTh-he'g

name of a state.

1

'"'"'
^"iglit up. A mr.'.

n arae, who, in ancient ti met,

framed the written cha-

racter. Read Ke'J, A certain kind of

carriage or part of a carriage. To

take away by force ; to plunder.

Heg fei 1 ^ to
fly straight up.

He hwi
| ffi slippery ; deceitful;

artful

3609. A certain kind of

silk. By Kang.bc, read Siw

and Sun<r.

3810. To moasure; to rr.

strict, to bind and ascertaia

the quantity. The nsmr

of a river: ouc of nine Read

Keg, Clear ; pure.

f
sen.

a red appearance of the cyei.

3612. To restrict, to measure

or ascertain the quantity.

Read Kei, To grasp; to

strike. Head See", Distorted; to

close or stop up; to brush away and

exterminate.

3613. A certain part ofdress,

short garments.

3614. By Kang-he read GTh.

Name of a ti*h.

TART II. S 3
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HEEN.- LXIIF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hten. Peking Dialect, Sheen, Canton Dialect, nee*.

*̂*

3615. [ >] Respresents a

man standing -on the top of

a mortar; a small pit; a pit

such as is dug to take or ensnare

tigers by. To fall into a pit; to

cause to fall. Also read Kan.

3616. The noise made by

a dog.

3617; A deep sunken eye.

Read KeS, in a similar sense.

3618. Name of a. stone.

Read Kan, Rooks or stones

rushing down from a

precipice.

3619. To eat flesh without

being satiated ; still to

swallow down; to gorman-

dize. Read Han, Thoroughly boiled

or matured.

3620. The ring of a wheel;

a ring; used to express

sinking down. Read Kan,

A Innd of censer or stove.

3621. To express anper with

the teeth ; to gnash the teeth.

-* fc- . 3622. [
I

] To fall down;

LjLJ to descend into ; to fall

I
^* into a pit; to ruin or to

be ruined; to fall down

as a wall. To sink, either

a Neuter or an Active

Verb ; to sink or involve a person in

some calamity;

Been hae
] ^ to involve and

injure; to cause a person to fall into

some, mischief.

Keen kang
|

ta to fall into a pit or

snare ; to fall into depraved, vicious

practices, which sink or lower the

rational nature of man.

He'en neih
jjjji

to sink, literally

or figuratively To sink in vice and

ruin.

He'en tsirg 1 it to fall into a well.

3623. All kinds of pastry

made like little pies;

cakes of rice or flour,

indented and filled with

tasty things.

3624. The name of a fish ;

vulgarly called The mother

of all fish. Also read Keen

and Taon.

3625. Read Keen, To look;

to see. A cloth cover for a

coffin ; mixed. Read Heen,

To be seen; to discover; to view j

to expose ; to manifest ; manifestly ;

to recommend to notice. The morn-

ing of the day.

Heen-tsae 1 A now existing; now;

about this time. Commonly written

Heen, in this sense.

3626. [V ] Heen or Keen,

A
|

Like ; to be compared to.

\f\ 1 -?r* ~f At- Heen teen" \^-
I S\-K~-7&

che raei, Like a celestial woman for

eminent virtues.
pgj

Heen

been, A kind of spy sent amongst the

enemy. In some works, the same if

expressed by^ Tee ;
and in the

style of the present day, by 2|}J yp
Se tsS. It also denotes A vane or

weathercock. Occurs in the sense of

Heen, To look. fa fa ]

Sin sin been been. To look
I

about under apprehension.

He'eji km che se ts5
j

$* ^ jw
lice?-,, is the modern Se-l0' or spy.

3627. [
-

] Mud; mire; a

large bank or dike.
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328. [
\

] A -woman's name.

3629. [*] Name of a hill;

a small but dangerous hill.

A mountain level at the

top. Ta.heen
-fc J

the name of

a hill.

3630. The sun appearing

after rain or snow. Read

Ne'en, The light of the sun ;

bright ; splendid.

3631. f/J The splendour

of a precious stone; ma-

nifestation; to manifest;

manifest at this time; as now appears.

Heen tseen
] "mj "j

all express Now

Hi-en mflh
j g [

manifested ; as

Heen tsae
j 1fc)

now ; appear-

ing; existing at this time. The last

example is most frequent.

Heen tsae fuh
]

;
fjfjj

that person

of Buddha who now reigns over the

world; viz. Me r,h Fuh.

Been yin ^ Qfy ready money. Its

opposite is Shay chang R4; FU| on
/^J SV*

credit

-. 363?. [
V ] The eyes start-

Li tl i.;g out. A man's name.

^^^^ small eves.

Hccu-hecn 1 to look furtively,

as when afraid.

HHen-hwan
| f]^ gpod-looking ;

pretty ; handsome.

3633. ['J The coanser parts

of .grain alter it is pounded

into meal.

3634. [ f
] Heen-ti.-i'-

jy. a certain vegetable with

a reddish stalk. Re id linn

or Hwan, A laughing appearance ;
a

wild sheep or goat with a small horn.

3635. Name f a certain in-

sect; name of a lake.

3636. [\] Speaking in a

low tone or whisper. A

man's name.

3637. A small spear-like

weapon; aboard carried in

the hand. Seen heen
^J

a small chissel for cutting with.

3638. The name; a certain

barrier or limit.

3639. [
-

] Repose ; leisure ;

nt pressingly occupied ;

|/>|>J people who live retired, not

in the government; sometimes used in

a bad sense for idle, sauntering ; soft,

low voice in conversation. A cre-

vice or opening; near to. Read

Keen, A crevice; a space between,

s:iid of place or time; to make

a space or interval ; to bear with
;

to diminish; noise of a earring-

Name of a bow; of a place, and of a

man. To punish by military fore.' :

to subdue; to spy; to separate by

slander. Fee Ke'e . Tsing lic'on -^
1 purele'sure; having nothing to

do; or careless and unwilling to dci

any thioj. Tfh been^ I to be

at leisure. Piili tih

j
not at leisure.

He, ii In- a
] n |lj

trill, ..^ tint chat.

II nh a
j J|j^

at |,.i,urc.

Heen ban 1 V."]

j

It I ,,n id

i show
J

-I" j

Hiicn jin mee i t^in

loungers arc not pormited to entrr.

Heen keu che szc
j )j ^ ~T*

scholar who resides in retirement,

unoccupied w.tli p-ililic business.

Heen sze I ^S private affairs that

do not call for general interference ;

trifling affairs.

Heen tsing j ^jf
a soft gentle dispo-

sition.

,
3640. [

x
/] A martial, for-

midable, commanding ap-

pearance.

36H. [ -] Heen, or Heen

ya 5jf|
elegant, accus-

tomed to.

3642. [
- 1

] The heart ex-

panded. Large ;
free ; liber-

al, 'easy appearance, pleased,

tranquil.

Heen jen
| ^ pleased, tranquil

the heart enlarged, or the mind di-

videJ ; hence it also denotes Being

roused by the errors or vices of

others; in this sense used for the

following.

3643. Acting with ardour and

zeal , impetuous,
as -when

roused to act in battle

Heen jen ^- ardently, boldly,

fiercely.

361-1. [- ] Disease, a di>eise

of children which throw*

them iuto tits : the filling
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sickness ; vul^arl) called X* -

J--

j
Fa-\ ig-toaou. 'Ihi per-on

falli down suddenly, rolls the eyes,

gapes, clenches the hands works with

the feet, foams at the mouth, and

after a while revives. To be swelled

out.

3645. A division amongst dogs.

Dogs fighting i the noise

made by dogi fighting; fierce,

impetuous.

3646. [
-
] A child in a con-

vulsion in which much of

the white of the eye is dis-

covered; looking up as to the sun

and exposing the white of the eye.

A horse that shows the white of its

eye. To look.

3647. [
-

] From door and a

Wooden bar ; something that

opposes entrance or progress.

a barrier ; a fence ; a fold or place

to feed horses in ; to fend off; to

establish rules or laws against; to

guard against ; to defend ; to protect.

Large or great ; to be accustomed to ;

having seen much. Used to denote

At leisure ; easy ; familiar ; negligent ;

idle, to screen. Fang been
nfj
rf^

to guard against. Ma been yb\

a place to breed horses ;
one Keen

contains 216 horses.

Heen been 1
] appearance of men

and women coming aud going;

moving; agitated.

He'en h>o
j

f^ *i a door where any

Leeu mun
j
W

J lounger may en-

IKEM

ter; this use of the word is impro.

per.

3648. The name of a wjod.

3649. Fits, convulsion* or

falling sickness to which

' children are subject;

they call it a kind of

madness.

3650. f
-

] A certain bird

in form resembling a

wildfowl, its tail is three

or four cubits long.

3651. Keen. A hand grasp-

ing stalks of grain; to connect

or join together.

3652. [
-
] The crop or craw of

a bird ; the first stomach of

an animal. Having some-

thing contained in the mouth. Read

Keen, A kind of pouch below the

chin, in which it is said, a species of

monkey stores its food. Used in the

sense of
fjjfr

Keen, What is inade-

quate ; a deficiency, a failure.

1 7L $& Hfe
'

en hten che lTh> A

very smrll degree of virtue.
/nj

|j ^ j Jt Neaou hgen

jow, fuh ke shang, The birds

having flesh in their mouths fly upon

it. Sin been che ;j% ~J^

Pjl
~/Hated him in his heart.

HEEN

~jfc _y|.
Cl'ow che, urh

woo keen yu |e, Snu'lled it, and

shewed no dislike with the nose. /a,

;r?r% I Shih tsin yu? been, To
jin. * *

l

eat up entirely is c:illed Heen. Read

Keen in the sense of =|Keen, Hum-

bb; retiring. Keen tuy 1 j.
humbly withdrew ; or stepped back.

In the phrase Keen jang 1

humble, yielding, retiring; |||
Keen

is generally used. A sheep with four

horns is said to he denomii a'ed 1

Heen. Read Ke'e, To be filled ;
satis-

fied, delighted; full of self, presuming.

,3653. [-] The heart drawn

different ways; forming or

having partialities
and an-

tipathies ; disquieted; jealousy ; sus-

picious, to dislike, to have an aver-

sion, to something of ill-will, a preju-

dice against.
Seaou been

/J\
|

a petty dislike He'S been M.

to cherish a dislike to ; to havean ill-

will, this invalidates accusations.

Heen e
\ ^dislike

and suspicion.

Heen ke
] ^ to dislike and reject

or refuse; applied to presents and

to the person who offers them.

Been shaou 1 /J? to reject (a dona-

tion) because it is too small.

^ ff 3654. Suspicion; jealousy;

VlScD- dislike. Used for the pre-

|/|>|V ceding. Head Le'en, A

curtain. Read Keen, To" gnash the

teeth with resentment or indignation;

great dissatisfaction.

3655. [-] See Han.
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3656. f-]Hoo hcen

adiscase of the throat, which

occasions a stoppage of the

pwsage.

3657. To be Delipved by

superiors, and, from not

demeaning one's self with

modesty, to excite the jealousies

and ill-will of obserTers. Read

Keen, Humble, contented.

3659. [-] Heen or Han. The

taste of sea water; salt

taste; salted; preserved in

brine; the name of a place. Kwo

been
jj^

1 too salt.

Heen-yu chth 1 -^ V"l' fi* sauce.m v / I

Heen tsae
j

IttL salted vegetables.

Heen-yu
j ^ 8alt fish.

3680.
[

-
J Great talent;

to surpass others. Com-

posed of Faithful, States-

man, and pear!. Vir-

-- - - tuous; moral; worthy; a

l|
*

term of respect applied

both to men and woman, to wives and

to noblemen, in direct address. Shing

heen l|P sages and worthies.

|| 1 Tsze heen, Self-righteous;

pharasaicnl.

Heen how 1 |& worthy nobleman.

He'en tse 1
-^jj: good

or virtuous wife.

Heen tih 1 1& great moral virtue.

Heen tsae
| ~Jf talent accompanied

with morals.

3

BEEN

Heen jin J\^
a worthy, moral,

virtuous man.

. Difficulty; distress j

sound i noiie.

3662. A certain herbaceous

plant; the stalk of a plant.

J 366S. Hewn. The colour of

heaven, a dark, sombre colour ;

denotes Heaven, heavenly . The

earth is said to be yelleui ; a

myiteriouscontrottl.

3664. The strings ofa bow,

3665. [
-

] To tut one'*

throat.

3666. A woman's name.

3667. [
-

] That which con-

trouls a bow. The strings of

a bow
; the appearance of

the moon in her quarters when she

has the form of a bow. The name

of a country ;
a surname ; the names

ofseveral places. Used for the strings

of a musical instrument; a quick

vibrating pulse. Shang

he'en, The first quarter of the moon.

"PC Hea-heen, The last quarter.

36G8. The name of a plant.
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3669. [-] Precipitate, hasty

speech.

S670.
[

-
] The

string of a

musical instrument.

the itring of in

rfl

He'en seen

instrument.

Heen sS
j ^ stringed instrumenU

yrnerally. San hi-en j 1 an in.

strument with three strings. Tan

he'en
y'ji

(

|

to play on a stringrd

instrument.

He'en ko che shing
' 3t '/^ j\<

the sound of stringed instrument"

and songs.

367 1. [
-

] The bow or side

of a boat.

3671.
[

-
] The guts or tripe

of a cow. The name of a

place.

3673. To walk ; to go.

-t 3674. The sun appearing

amongst the small t"

trees as amongst threads of

silk ; to manifest, or be manifest ;

light; splendour. Ornaments for

the head. A surname.

3675. To cut or pare off.

3676. [
1 ] Light ; manifest ;

apparent; conspicuous; il-

luktriout; to illustrate ; to
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exhibit; manifestly apparent; divine

glory. Teen yew heen taou ^ /^J

1
S||the ways of providence are

apparent. Shin-heen
jj^lj) |

or
^pj.

I Ling heen, Divine or spiritual

splendour; glory.

Heen choo ^& manifest to the

world; illustrious; to manifest.

Heen kaou 1
^j-

illustrious father-

said of the deceased.

Heen ming 1 ^j an illustrious name.

Been pe 1 Oft' a deceased mother.
j

/T^W

Heen yew tsin taou

there is manifestly secret plunder

(of the public money.)

Heen ta J manifested; made

known ; become famous.

Heen tsin 1 ^ to give celebrity to

one's relations.

Heen yung 1 & having celebrity;

lustre
; glory ; illustrious.

3677. Together with ; as

if placed together by the

hand. Otherwise read

Chin.

3078. Name of an insect

er shell-fish; the muscle

or cockle. The ene is

distinguished by the

term black, the other

by white.

Keen tang
] j^ salt pool for

preserving cockles and muscles.

3679. [^ ] A leather

bandage or girt which

goes under the belly of

a horse. Some say, The

part which is on the back

is called Heen, and that

which goes under the

belly is calledM Yang.

IVnnrv

-na- I 3680. Keen. To look down,

jj or descend from a higher

place i to superintend.

3681. [V] Heen or Han,

by Canton people read Lan,

A kind of baluster or per-

pendicular rails, as below a window ;

a house formed by open pillars; a

cage ; a kind of cart with a cage on

it ; cross bars are caflcd
;fjjj?f

Shun. A

certain spring of water. Laou heen
j A j

JY. a kind of cage. Keuen-

han
p!j

a cage for wild beasts.

Heen-chay
||f

a kind of cage or

carriage to transport wild animals.

Hoo heen
j=f

bars or upright

pillars which stop a door way.

_3682. [
,

] A ship of war,

built up so as to defend

those within against arrows

and stones.

3683. ['] Heen or Han, A

certain large earthen ware

vessel; a vessel to contain

rice.

I1EEN

3684. Tieen. Many uniting

in one sentiment or action.

The appearance of

fire. Dry; hot.

3686. [ \ ] Heen or Heen, A

dog with a long snout; a

kind of hound; a dog used

in the chace. A black dog with a

yellow chin.

%i7.
The throat irritated

by something, so as to oc-

casion disease.

3688. Name of a plant; a

sort of leek.

3689. [ /] Difficult; dan-

fcX gerous; a deep fathomless

abyss; a lofty precipitous

mountain; dangerous as vice and

disease. The name of a place. Sze

heen
Fj]

\ name of an office.

Heen chung \ (u in the midst of

danger.

Heen sze
^ |j|

a dangerous road.

Heen tsoo
BJj dangerous impe-

diments.

Heen too 1 5^ dangerous roads; na-

turally or morally, as the paths of

vice, the profession of a soldier,

and so on,

3690. To appear to pro-

ceed ; to advance.

J

Chen heen, A lofty and

dangerous appearance.

369 1 . Danger ; dangerous.
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3692. [/] Anger; angry.

3693. A little dog.

3694. [ / ] From Injure,

eye, and heart. To impress

upon men's minds the hurt-

ful nature of crimes j to deliver

laws to men ; one who does so. A

ruler; a magistrate; a superior

officer of the government. To have

leen and heard much ; well educated.

The name of a district; a surname.

Jin been Til
|

a beneyolent ma-

gistrate; a title.

Been kin
j :^

a government prohi-

bition.

Been keen
j j'/t

a government trans-

action ; a piece of business.

Been tae
j -^>

title ofa magistrate.

Been teen foo-tsze
|

T-
-jjft

fM

magisterial heaven condescend to

confer, &c. an impious adulatory

phrase used in petitioni.

3695. A kind ofcurtaia that

surrounds a carriage, in-

tended to make it cooler.

3696. [/] Anger; indig-

nation; to hate. Read

Hwan, Knowing ;
skillful in

calculating.

3697. A cold disease.

3698. [ '] To jnuVe and

decide; to by the hand on

and restrict; to grasp; to lay

bold of.

3699. [
-

] A certain kind

of car for carrying goods; a

carriage of an officer of

government ; the front of the carriage

high ; when low it is expressed by

jp5 Che. The extreme part of a

roof; the front ofa palace whither the

Sovereign occasionally descends. A

kind of stand for suspending musical

instruments. A laughing appearance,

gambols; play; self enjoyment.

Name ofa place; a surname.

Keen che 1
ffl|i

elevated and de-

pressed.

He'en gang 1 S a lofty bold de-

portment.

He'en me'en 1 .& a carriage, and a

crown.

3700. [A] To impede. A

limit; a limited quantity;

number or period of time;

To set a limited time; to limit or

fix a stated time; to a adjust. Occurs

denoting Haste; hurry; a bar at a

door.

Heen-che
] ^jjj

"1
regulations or

Been le
^ ^jj / ]aws whj,|, li-

mit and restrain persons.

Been san jih
j ^ Q limited to

three days-.

He'en kill 1
~JM

a limited moment,

within which a thing must be done.

He'en too
j

Tff a filed number or

measure.

3701.
[ \] To ofl-.Ti to

f^ A present to a superior, used

to offer any thing, in the

language of courtly ( offering! or

unbloody wcrifice*. Dogs were onc

"fli-rcd, hence the character it from

dog. A surname.

He'en pwan
j ^ the odering platter :

certain presents sent from a bride'i

parents three days after marriage ;

a kind of marriage portion.

He'en shang
j

F to offer up.

S702. [ / ] To bind toand sus-

pend; a district under one ma-m
/J y^i* gistrate. The principal town

of the district, and the officer who

presides over itare all called Heen.

Hcen choo
j [

a title of a magis-

trate ofa Hen district.

He'en ching 1 ?fc the assistant of-

ficer, or depnty magistrate in

a He'en district: same as Tfc r^
Tso-tang, He'en-ching is a more

complimentary term.

Heen-kwan *g* or Che-heen 4Q
I r-* /f^

the principal civil officer in a

Heen.

Heen he5 keaou yu 1 fil
%J ^

an official tutor in a Been district.

3703. [- ] To lift up any thing

with the hand ; said com-

monly of people in a passion.

To pull or drag about ; to lay hold

of; to grasp.

3704. See Ham.
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HEIH. LXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hii. Peking Dialect, Sheik. Canton Dialect, ffeep, Y*p, Ac.

3705. To raise or tnke up ;

to gather and unite toge-

ther
; le collect ; to join;

to lead; to harmonize.

Used to express, to burn ;

to move or excite; a-

bounding. Heth liow
ffl(

Tic a name of a govern-

ment officer amongst the

nations of the west.

3706. To cut

3707. Same as^ Hth, To

inhale ; to suck; to inspire;

to drink ; to draw the load-

stone ; to gather up, or include in

Tseangyo heth che, pelh koo chang

, wishing to include, or gather

up in, must
purposely stretch out

that whiih is to contain the thing

gathered up.

Heth tsing yun che lew hca 1 ^-
^ /TJ

*? X-. j)jt }]% inhale the flowing

ether of the pure clouds.

Heih hea
t.suy tsae

| |IBJ ^ i&

the appearance of garments tucked

up.

Heth tfih Mh
p ~j^

a-kind of

iron-stone, said to extract poison.

**

p
3708. A woman of a tran-

' diposition.

3709. Warm hearted ; which

expression in Chinese, de-

notes ardent attachment to;

which is-either good or bad accord-

ing to the object

|i
3712

'<& I to

^1-4 \.

3710. To strike; to knock.

any thing in

3712. To pucker up-the nose
;

sniff; the sound of trees

shaken, is expressed by j^fi

j
Hwuy heth. Name of a district.

Read He'S, denoting Fear. Used

denotin-;, the sides (ifan animal body.

also to unite or join together.

He'Th chih I

nj^J
a strong carnation

colour; seems to refer to the clouds

coloured by light.

Heli he'en
"

13|. a famocc district at
I 'M-

Hwuy-chow-foo in Keang-nan.

-^
37 ) S. The noise made by a

\xv5lj rapid current of water. The

^J^ appearance of water flowing;

water filling.

Heih heth tsze te
to assent servilely to whatever is

said ; an appearance the opposite of

virtuous and good,

37 14. To speak precipitately.

Hethhea
j ^j

1 the lound ofthe voice

in conversation.

3715. A kind of lance or jave-

lin, with tassels for ornament;

several of these are stuck

in the side of a war carriage. A cer-

tain kind of
carriage. The appear-

ence of being planted in an upright

position. Fixed ; settled. The leaf

of a door; a house; a family. The

name of a place. Read Ti, in the

phrase Ta yung
] Jj; mean,

worthless; possessing no talents; fit

to be rejected.

3716 To draw in the breath ;

to inspire; to draw in; to

inhale
; to drink. The

name of a person, jj^ J -J
ft', nk?

ffi ^ l$f 1
Kechuh wei

clirty,

ke jHh wei hetb, The breath pass-

in- out is Chuy; the breith passing

in (to the lungs) is Heih. An expi-

ration is expressed also by |J>JL
Hoo.
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rjiiji llwny heTh, The noise made

by trees shaking, a rushing noise.

HeTh chan loo che fow leang 1 vtt

yS y -VS
yu

inhale the cool and

floating dews.

HeTh nuy sei'h yay |/\J ^ 1|J

HeTh denotes An inspiration.

3717. To gather together; to

collect: to take; to receive.

Also read Chi, To obtain ;

to take ; to lift up ; to lead.

37 18. From To wrangle and

a child. Children are fond

of wrangling. Long disputes

and wrangling; resentments ; bitter

animosities; quarrels.

Hee-he'Th ^ 1 an inarticulate sob-

bing forth of angry feelings. Fear.

3713. Water dried up.

Used for *& Ke, How ?

nearly.

3720. To reach or ex tend to,

said chiefly of time ; but

also of place. Finally ; at

last.

HeTh yu sze hae ^p JJEJ yj

extending to the extremities of the

world.

Heih yu kin 1 ^ fy even till now ;

up to this moment.

k 3721. A pheasant's tail stuck

fff as !"' ornament in a horse's

^\,f
ir^^^b head, is called ~fj 1 Fang-/j \

heth. A 'Certain piece of iron with

a hole or cleft in it.

-^ 1
3722. Sound spreading,

LI f^ as by the gale blowing

/>f -J through trees, and shak-

ing their very roots, and

the bells of the palace.

A man's name. Read

Pei, Name of a city.

He'Th-heansr 1 PP certain insects pro-
I ft\

duced from damp or water; a kind

of mosquito or gnat. Fuh he'ang

llij 1

^arSe > Srcat appearance. A

man t name.

inntt order,

written on
1

1 . r .1

about a cubit In.-;. I'r ut-

most despatch was indicated by

sticking a feather in them ; which

were then cMled Vu-htTli ^A

TIastc; expedition. To give clear

and explicit orders. The branchless

top of a tree. Chang heTh J. I

A kind of passport given to people,

to allow them to return home.

HeTh kcTh j^ to rouse inferior

officer* by mandates from their su-

periors

372*. A man, who, by fasting

and solemn rites, serves or

worships spirit*, and who

can sec spiritual existences; a magi-

cian ; a conjuror; a sorcerer ; a

wizard. A seer. Women who prac-

tice the same arts are called Woo

/{A a witch. Both terms are applied

to men ; the last only to women.

3795. A staff with a horn-

like gibbous head.

IJ.
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HEO.- LXVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, IDo. Peking Dialect, SheS. Canton Dialect, IJouk.

IltS, Heiilt, Ho, Hwd, Hwa., Hviiih, or Huh, are much confounded with each other, and make an Alphabetic

arrangement embarrassing.

37S6. HeS, andKeS. Mirk

ofa rent inany vessel . Still"

hard soil. One says, Hilis

abounding in great rocks.

3727. HeS, and KeS. A hill

with many great stones or

rocks.

I
3728. To receive instruc-

tion
;

to practice, or to

conform to what is said.

To learn ; learning ; any

fy.y\) -study or science,the place

*^x^Wx where people study. Shoo

heS
SJV j

th science of numbers.

A surname. Sing heS
ij ]

the

study ofBiography. Yew he3
jffi

'

to travel for the sake of learning.

Heang heS
|&J j

a country college

or school. PoheS~M 1 -possessed

of extensive knowledge, an universal

scholar. Ta heo^ 1 eaou heS

/j>
two well known Classical

books.

Heii ching
j j a tsacher or learn-

ed superintendant of students in a

district.

Heo duh I

ylfj
the growth or ad-

vances ofleMnine.B

HcSszeta foo
|

-J--
-k J^ learned

and eminent men. Heii-tze is alio

an official title given to statesmen.

HeS pa seang kung ] -|| ^ ^
young gentlemen accustomed to

rows and arts of violence.

HeS kcaou
j

%fo general term for

school or college.

Hc5 sang tf a learner ;
a pupil.

Heo sze 1
J}jjj

a doctor or teache'r.

He8 selh 1 ^ to learn and to prac-

tice what one learns.

. HeS win fl to learn, and hear,
I I-

1
!"!

learning and knowledge.

HeS yang 1
/|i||

to imitate a pattern.

3729. A well drieti up;

without water in winter ;

water running out. Read

Heaou, The noise made

by disturbing water.

3730. Dry; parched.

3731. To work horn. A

man's name.

3732. A kind of wild magpie,

a bird which knows what is

future. A small pigeon.

3733. To look intently;

to stare; to gaze; to

look alarmed; afraid;

astonished. HeS-clien

!

|)j}>
Uie lightning's

flash.

3734. The gazg of astonish-

ment and apprehension ;

alarmed ; frightened; to give

a hasty look.

3735. To play or jest with;

to trifle with and seduce;

to laugh at and ridicule.

Name of a stage for the post. He

To play with ; to make game of;

to laugh at.

e<$-lieS jen J |

ffi f,,,,d of

gaiety and pleasure.

3736. The wings or feathers

-- - of a bird appearing white

I J aiul glossy ; white and

shining surface of the water. Read

Haou, White plain feathers. Also

read 115.

A man's name.
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HEU. LXVITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, //I'M. Canton Dialect, Hay.

fT
3738. [-] Heu or Yu.

Represents the air ex-

tending itself. From 77

Kaon, and Yih,

denoting the Air falling

to a level. In; through ;

t; at. In which sense it is Syn.

with
~Jjh

Yu, which is now com-

monly used. Great; extensive ap-

pearance. Occurs as the name of a

plant; of a tree; and as part of the

name of a district. The middle part

of a bell. A surname. Also read

Heu. Yu yn
j

the distant

appearance of a person walking;

feeling satisfied; contented.

Heu tseay
j |^fe

an exclamation,

denoting admiration.

3739. [- ]' Heu, or Hen.

To cover. A certain cap or

"J crown, worn by the Em-

peror and Princes in ancient times.

peeii; Yin lieu; ilea show, Under

the dynasty Chow, the cap referred

to, was called Peen ; during Yin, it

was called Heu ; during Ui-a, it was

called Show. To write it with F

JTh, at the top, it erroneous

3740. [
-

] From JUaulh and

~K"Xaou,Thc breath issuing

forth freely. An interjec-

tion expressive of Distrust and disap-

probation ; a deep lengthened tone,

expressive of concern ; also of grief.

Fan c so fow chay, fi shing to

lien. In all cases in which the mind dis-

approves, the lone of voice emitted

is generally Heu. ^ fPJ"^^
Yun hoheue, Alas! what shall 1 say.

-E^ j
Lew heu, A tribe of fo-

reigners.

Heu, e kwae shing [IT- 1 il&
yjS?

a lone of voice indicating doubt and

surprise.

Heu, yew tan jay
j ^ ^ -jj^

heu, a sigh of grief. By abbreviation

written ^- Heu.

3741. [-] The beginning

of day ; the morning ;

extending; large, great.

3743. [-] To stretch the

eyes wide; to star; to gaze;

mournful ; sorry. Name of

a district; name of a plant A man'i

name, llwuy-hcu |J|j:
i (In spark-

ling ryes of a mean man, on the

success of liis schemes.

3143. .Sorry , mournful j

thoughtful ;
caution.

37 44. Disease.

J> r- 374=.. To crook or bend . to

5^*^ twist as a cord ;
a cord. A

J J surname; the name of a bill

Heu chin
BJLg,

obscure and con-

t irted ; perplexity of mind , to be

oppressed or invol\ed and born down

by perplexity.

-,
_

, 3746. Wide; remote; vague;

"V""j"^ length of duration ; dii-

lorted; crocked, depraved;
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to cause ll:e body or mind to become

tortuous; to deprave: ;md depravity

causes ro\ in-; or vagabond wandering ;

large. Kc yen shin heu Ji. S
-jgr

1 what he says is very vague.

Heu-kuh
] j^ vague; loose.

Heu kcw ^ a long lime.

Heu >uen
' ^ vague, remote; in-

determinate perception ;
loose mode

of thinking, speaking,
or acting.

3747. Large; great. ReadYu,

An esculent aquatic root in

common use at Canton.

3748. [-] False; hy-

pocritical boasting ; to

brag; to talk big. Read

Hoo, Big, large, great

applied to the mind,

body, or to things, lleu-

heu, reiterated, denotes the same.

1 >

If
3749. [

J
] To listen or

attend to and accede; to

accord ; to grant. To allow;

to permit; to accede; to promise; to

give; to give excess, more than, much

many. To enter or advance ; to

arise or flourish ; to make an appoint-

ment. Name of a city. A surname.

Read Hoo, The noise made by persons

felling trees. Lull chth heu /^ F?

more than six cubits. Pfih heu

X^ i to disallow or refuse.

Heu shaou 1 /h very little.

Heu too 1 4 a great many, or a

great deal.

Heu ta
j ^ permit, or lct i,;m .

Heu hea ko yuen
J ~JC jjjj ||j

to make a vow; or make some reli-

gious promise before the pods.

Heu yuen
j Jl^

a vow
; or religious

promise.

i^jj
3750. Keu. To ttop; a sen-

tence or period. Head Kow,

A crook or hook.

3751. [
'

] To blow with

the breath; to warm

with the breath. Repeated,

I Heu heu, To sooth with

words. To eject spittle or slimy

matter, as fish do. A sound in the

throat ; to open the raoulh and expel

the breath; to call out; to hoot at

angrily. Read Kow, The voice of

a fowl ; the crowing of a cock. Read

How, Syn. with jj^ How,
The lowing

of a cow. To rhyme, read ChS.

tt
3752. [

-
] To blow with

the breath. One says, it de-

notes Laughing. Used for

both the preceding and the following.

3753. -[ -] Hoo or Heu.

To present or state to su-

periors. To blow ; to warm

as by breath- To sooth ; to smile

upon and wheedle; to laugh. Origi-

nally written M Heu. =11" E?

che laou, hoo che j5 tsze, The labour

ofdefending the people, and soothing

them like children. I

j|fl

jJH
Hoo hoo heu heu, Giggling and

stopping at intervals.

A 2 % IK I

jin che yew chuy heu, The wind

i* like a man puffing and blowing.

3754. Handsome; pretty;

pleasing ; ^lording pleasure ;

jov. Read Ken, A common

epithet for a woman in Ho-nan

province. An old woman.

m
1

>

3755. To rail or scold at ;

to insult; to put to shame ;

to try to clear one's self

from some disgraceful
^^^

imputation. Also read

/ ""^
j

Keu and Kow.The second

character is read How.

3756. The sun rising and dif-

fusing heat. Warm, warmth.

The name of a He'en.

.,* JL~ 3757. ['] To boil; to heats

|Z| Mf genial warmth; heat; vivi-

yYV^\ ty'g warmth; the general

productive and nutritive warmth of

nature. Gracious ; kind ; benevolent.

The light of the sun ; a carnation

colour.

Heu gow
tr|jro

warm, cordial ;

genial heat.

|

3758. Unsubstantial ; emp-

ty; void ; vain ; a vacancy

or abstraction of mind,

in which sense it is much

Jt^
/> employed by the Budhists.

3 M An empty void, or ex-

panse, as ofthe firmament.

Name of a star; one of

seven days, or the week

of the Chinese Almanac. A sur-

name. Read Keu, A certain number

of cities. Name of a place and of a

river. Sin heu |\^ I the heart

disappointed and bereaved of hope

or success. Rung heu
,5J

/4L

fe
J3&
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empty, as a Teasel without any thing

in it. Keang tth shin hen
~

ltfi |}i
U^ 4

Ig I talks very vainly : empty talk.

Heu kea fang been
] ^ Jf/y %$

vain and fallacious; or a suprrlhi-

oui caution againit exciting suspi-

cion.

Heu ling pfih mei
uaj

A\ [It

pure spiritual intelligence n un-

clouded mind.

Heu fow joo shwuy shang paou

unsubstantial as the froth on the

water.

Heu sin 1
JjJ\

an empty mind, means

A humble mind not full of self ; also a

mind not preoccupied or prejudiced,

willing to learn.

Heu tze 1 '-T* particles, connective

and euphonic, are so called in con-

tradistinction from Shin tsze^ !^L

olid words, Verbs and Nouns.

Heu tan che tsze ^ ^ ^
empty prate ; fabulous stories.

Heu woo
] pffi

what is Visionary and

superstitious.

Hen woo
j 4jft

name of a hill,

|
I*% 3759. Drunk; drunk and

II mischievous.

Beu yung -fig gloriously drunk;

that elevation and haughtiness

of imaginatioo which wrae produces,

and which leads the intoxicated per-

son to acts ofcruelty vice or madness.

3760. The name of a country

village.
The name of a

country.

FART II. X 3
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3761. The roar or cry of*

tiger.

3762.
[

-
] To blow

j to blow

softly with the breath. ^
]

Chuy heu, To blow with

the breath. Figuratively To re-

commend, to speak in behalf of.

These two words are thus distinguish-

ed : Chah ke keih yuS chuy;

hwan yug heu
|ij || j{{J; Q p^

5^ PI |
to expel the breath

rapidly is called Chuy ,- slowly, is

called Heu. TO wo chuy heu chuy

^ft^l^C 1 fife 1

-

ployed me to puff him a little, i. e.

to say a good word for him.

Heu heu tung shing tsze pe wei heu,

tsze kow wei heu IW
[gl ^g?

i ft a u -P & i

Heu and .Heu, are pronounced the

same ; (breath passing) .
from the

nose, is expressed by Heu ;
from the

mouth, by Heu;

3763. [-] Heu,orKeu. A

great hill or mountain ; a

moor or common; a place of

resort ; an old town or city ;.
a place

of resort for the purposes of com-

mercial. traffic. A deep valley. To

rhyme, read Yu. Kew lieu
-g.

an old plnce of resort; a place for-

merly frequented but now deserted,

Keu chang ^ an arena;

a market place. Woo .itn 5 in

heu 5 1
a m:irket held

every fifth day. Chin heu mac ho

] jj ^ to go to market

II HU

to buy goods. Kcu moo
]

agrav* or sepulchre.

3794. The name of a quid

ruped.

3765. [- ] Timid; fearful;

apprehensive; to cry or

weep ; breathing with noise

through the nose.

3766. A noxious demon

a mischievous ghost; or

a human being pretending

to be a ghost. Heu sing

kwei 1
J||

tJ? a mis-

chievous devii used in

the language ofabuse.

3767. A stony orrockj ap-

pearance.

3708. Empty, extravagant .

incoherent talk.

3769. The name of a place

1 V
**rt>"

I"*"*

3770. A bast resembling a

3771. Hen, or Heu. To

moan from a feeling ofpain

or distress, is expressed by

1 Yu hen, The tone of disease

and of painful thoughts; moaning

from a diseased mouth. To call to ;

a crowd of persons calling out in a

confused manner.
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.-(1 78. [
f

]
Words that

-- '\\ extend with wings: high

J flying bnastii'" talk: also

virlnmis langui^e that is widely

diffused. Wide-spreading ; reaching

to the ends of the earth ; clear

understanding and intrepid mind ; to

speak with clearness and boldness.

A man's name.

3773. [-] Soft; flexible; np-

plied :is n name to a certain

tree; a species of wall-nut

Hen lieu
'

pleased; joyful ap-

pearance.

377 I. [
-

] Mischievously

drunk; in a rage and

mad bv intoxication,

HEUE. LXVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary JJitie. Canton Dialect, Ffeut.

3775. The houses or holes

in the earth, used in ancient

times for human dwellings.

A cavern ; a den, a lurking place for

animals or men ;
a sinus in the

human body ; a halo ; to dig a hole ;

to dig out. Certain halo about the

sun. Shay heu; rffifc

'

the hole
*H U I

into which a snake creeps. Rung

heue" ^^ j

an interstice or crevice.

Heue cluing 1 tp in a den or cavern.

_ 3776. Appearance of a

T<5\L deep void cavern. Deep,

^- a deep place. Ancient form of

Sp Sih, To stop or fill up an aperture.

1%
3777. Heu? or Tib. Heu?

hwang 1 Jjp to itrike.

3778. A cavern in a moun-

tain ; to dig a den or cavern.

3779. To look aghast; to

itare ; afrightcd. Read

KeuJ, Deep sunken eyes.

^ 3780. Water issuing with

* * \ rapidity from an interstice

1|' V or cleft. Name of a river.

Hwuyheu? [gj |
depraved ; vicious.

3781. Heu?, or Keue, Thread;

a thread or a skein of thread.

Demon's garments.

3782. A garment with a

hole opened ; a part opened

for coolness, long garments ;

demon's garments.

378S Name of an insect.

3784. The blood of victims

offered in sacrifice, hence

from Ming Jjfl, Ming, A

vessel ;
the hissing sound ofHeuS,

is probably an imitation of the sound

of the blood issuing from the slaugh-

tered victim. The J Peih is

to represent the blood running into

> . 4

the vessel. Blood. KeTh heue j^ J

to weep blood, the most poignant

distress.

HeuSkeeheyung J^^ ^ ^
mere constitutional courage; such

as brutes possess. The principles

of order and propriety, such as exist

in civilized society, are opposed to

this, under the term SB
>yj

Le fi.

Heu? kee 1
| sanguis draconis.

Heue ke I ;si tke blood and animal

soul or life. The Ke is derived

from the father, the blood from the

mother.

HeuS mih
J $|J^ the blood and veini;

persons related by blood.

Heu? keyewkwei
| ^ ^ ^E

a deficiency in the blood and animal

spirits.

Heue ke chang tsiih
] 4j? JS JKl

the blood and spirits having attained

their full growth.

3785. Heih, or Hedh.

Still, quiet, silent. In the

lame sense, also read He.
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S786. The name of a wood

which is red like blood.

3787. The gutters for wa-

tcr tn;lt rlln amongst

fields, the, moat orditcha-

round a city wall. A kind of lock

to stop or admit water; to overflow

and destroy. Name of a river; a

deep appearance.

3788. From blood and eye.

Tee heuc
(J^3 |

an ill-lock -

i ing wicked, ugly appearance.

S789. Name of a plant.

3790. To drive away with

the hand ; to rend or split.

BfL
3791. Motion or rolling of

the eyes.

3792. Hoots made of silk,

cloth, or leather. Shwiiy

heuS
TJ^ j

water boots,

made of leather. King heuJS K3

Peking bouts. Fang tow lieue
1

)j

3j| square-toed boots. Tse'cn

tow heuS r^2 Jj|j sharp-toed

boots; military boot*; officers in the

army are not allowed to wear the

square toed boots, (linen heu

j

to put on boots. TS heuS

|

to put off boots.

3793. A large boot that

comes up the thigh ; a hoot

for riding on horseback.

3794. A slight sound or

noise. Read Chug, To

drink. Read KeuS, The

roire of a bird, ('buy k^cn thow

chay, hou? urli e p I

ttjJJ ft
/

W\ ifl' 2. ^ '> 'cw "lrouB n lne

hilt of the sword, and marlr ..

sound merely, as if the wind whiilli-ri

through it.

3795. The moon approaching

its close. Read Kei. To

close; the termination of;

to die.

S796. A gentle breeze.

3797. Wind ;
h-

-

|^_ 3798. HeTh or Heu, Wat>r

flowing with rapidity. l"*rd

to express sorrow.

HcnJSyth
] ^orSrthkenJf^

water foaming down a declivity.

HEUEN. LXVIII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hiuen. Canton Dialect, Une.

S799. Henen, or Seuen. To

call to; to call out. To

make a clamorous noise.

38CO. Clear, bright; lu-

minous.

3801. Formed of """. Urh,

Two, *nd
fgj Hwuy, To

go round and return to the

same point. Effort to revolve; to

revolve between two ; to extend to ;

to promulge. Woo heuen &
the name of a foreign country.

^B- 3802.
[

^
] Incessant bewail-

ing. In Corea, the inces-

sant weeping of children is

expressed by Heuen. Eminent and

conspicuous in moral virtue. Autho-

rity ; to fear. The uame of a person.

Slowly, leisurely, jfo ^ j -^

Hthhej beuen he! How glorious!

how resplendent! was the blaze of

his moral excellence !

3803. Heuen I jfe
the

clothing of a wall ; i.e. the

~^
green moss-like vegetation

that grows on old damp walls.

_ ^ 3804. [
^ -

] Splendour,

refulgence. Read Hwuy,

Fire; to burn as fire.
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3818. Fallacious; false;

irregular; clamorous;

noisy ; the clamour and

disturbance made by a

great many persons talk-

ing at the same time.

The name of a plant

Heuen hwa - j clamour ; noise ;

disturbance.

Heuen hoo
j

[J3i calling out aloud ;

bellowing.

3319. Heuen, or Seuen, A

certain small bird.

% _ 3820. [-] A sombre colour,
~

J commonly used for black j

^"* the colour of heaven ; the

Name of the present Emperor of

China ; a darkish colour with a mix-

ture ofYellow ; the earth is consider-

ed Yellow. To rule, direct, controul.

Still, silent, deep. The god of the

north; one of the Seen genii. A sur-

name. The name of a book.

Heuen mih
j ||^ silent; sedate, ap-

plied to the Sovereign.

Heuen pin 1 mf heaven and earth.

Heuen poo 1
raj \

the court of the

Heuen too
'

%$( / majesty of
I HP-*

heaven; the court of one of the Seen

genii.

Heuen shing
|

jDj was once the title

of Confucius; an Emperor who as-

sumed this character, changed that of

Confucius to ^> 5jj/
Che shing.

Heuen slh "Si black colour.

Heuen Uew
| yjH

water.

Heuen teen ^ or Shaag heucn

3805. [\ ] Considered the

same as the preceding;

Emanations from the sun.

3808. Heuen, or Hwan. A

dog walking or running

SS07. Heuen or HP, A horn

spoon.

3808. A certain animal.

*if 3809: Seuen. The mansion
Jot

of the Son of Heaven, where

the wind, the breath of nature

circulates. To promulge to

every place.

, ^ 3810. [-] Loud clamorous

V* K-Tfc noise. Heuen hwa

or Heuen naou

words ; clamour, noise.

tsin juen nuy chih keen pin kih

heuen naou, Having walked into

the hall, nothing was observed but

the guests- making a loud clamorous

noiss. 7fc
j]-. ^& Kin che

vJV I Hi
beuen hwa, Prohibited and put a

stop to noise and clamour. -J; %f(

fcowju yih heuen pfih ko che he,

The clamour of grief and lamenta-

tion in the city cannot be stopped

The incessant weeping of children,

is in SH Htfc Chaou-seen, (Corea)

called Heuen.

3811. The wooden mould

put within a shoe when

it is made; a last, called

also
j ^ Heuen tow,

and &g' '$; I-e ft- Used

figuratively for that

which sustains the external figure or

appearance.

3812. A woman's name.

3813. [-] The warmth of the

sun; an evening in spring;

"cnial warmth.

'38H. Large ejes.

3815. The flower of the bam-

boo.

3816 [.] The name ofa

^^f plant; which when eaten, is

said to ensure the birth of a

son.

Henen tang
'

'g? a mother.

Heuen tang che kaou I 'K^ f TjjT

a mother (allte) on whom to depend,

to be deprived of this by death is

expressed by Shih
Ifi- losing this

support.

3817. Name ofan insect.a
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j
heaven. Sbang heuen, is

also applied to the heart or mind of

man.

Heuen yuS
' H the ninth moon.

3821. Hatred; implacable

resentment. Heuen yth

5^ the year under

certain circumstances.

3822. To sell.it

fire.

3823. [^-] The flowing of

water
j the lustre ofdew on

flowers; dew hanging sus-

pended from plants ; the flowing of

tears. A deep and wide expanse of

water. The nameofariver.

3884. [/] Luminous;

splendid ; refulgent ; shin-

ing. The glare or light of

3825. Hastiness of disposition,

precipitate.

3886. Name of a stone of

a secondary quality ; a man's

name ; a surname.

3827.
[

\
'

] Shifting the

eyes about continually; the

eyes wandering fr m object

to object; the opposite of a respect-

ful st-ady aspect; irregular; dis-

TRAT If. T 3

orderly. Chang heuen HJj ]
a full

heart; self sufficient.

Heuen tseTh 1 >& the wind blowing

briskly along.

Heuen luy
j "JJJ

the name of a place.

.
^ 3828.

[ /] Puffing; bragging;

^ ff boasting; offering to sale;

I^^J pedantic; recommending

one's self. Tsze heuen (=1
I f J

vaunting one's self.

Heuen neu
|

-ff- a woman who ex-

hibits and praises herself, cannot

be chaste.

Heuen sze
| J^ a pedantic scholar-

must not be believed.

3829. [/] Good garments;

elegant clothing.

Heuen-ffih 1
JjR according to some,

denotes Yellow garments; according

to others, Black garments.

FI-JJ-

J^7\

3830. Been or Heuen, Of-

fering to sale ; to

3831. [/] A certain vase

or tripod.

3832. Keen or Heuen, The

back part of the jaw.

3833. A kind of pit.

383*. A one-year-old horse;

according to some, A black

horse.

3835. Name of a bird.

3836. Expert; clever; sharp;

swift; nimble. The name

of a country. Originally

written -fSg Heuen.

3837. f
-

] Without pm-

t^rity; sorrowful, mourn-

ful.

3838. Heuen, Hwan or

Keuen, Precipitite, hasty,

perverse disposition.

3S39. [-] A tasty leip; a

dog jumping and running

fast; to hop or jump as a

dog. Haste; hurry.

.... j-u 3840. ["^] A small insect

"^v-5 found in wells, known by

various names; appearance

of an insect walking.

3841. Silk or thread which

binds or connects things;

certain coloured wrapping

at the top of a colour or banner. A

ring or bow; the rain-bow.

3842. [
-

] Perspicacity ;

"^ intelligence; wisdom; much

talk .

*
3843. To go with haste;

hurry or precipitation.
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.1-iU. [\] A man's name.

Read Yuen, Certain insects.

m S845. [
'

] The motion or

t|
x

t| I rolling of the eyes ; to look

^ furtively ;
to gaze and stare

about, carelessly and irreverently.

Soft and yielding ; delicate as young

grain or as a child ; new and bright.

Also read Shun. Lin heuen
JH$f j

without shore or limit.

Heuen heuen
j j

moving the eyes

about, but not seeing clearly or dis-

tinctly.

3846. [*] A kind of orna-

mental binding, wrapper, or

sash. Ornamented ; elegant

appearance. Swift; fleet.

3817. To sci k or endeavour

to obtain. Read Hing, A

surname; logo to a distance.

3848. Heuen, or Heun.

An ancient instrument of

music, used in temples,

somewhat resembling an

I egg, with three holes in

it, made of burnt earth.

There is a more modern

one which is similar tu

that in former use.

^ j-| >j
3849. [

-
] To be attached

llp-*rt
or suspended to; in which

'4 *\ sense the following is gene-

rally used. Read Been,.A district of

a ceitain size; the officer of the dis-

trict. See Keen.

3850. To endeavour to im-

pose upon by deceitful hol-

low stratagems, as in war.

To deceive; to act irregularly. The

name of a plant.

85J.
[ -] T&tie to and

suspend, as from the cen-

tre ofaroof; used physically

aii'l morally ; s ispsnce. Taou heuen

Jill I
to hang upiide down.

Heuen kung <j? to suspend in

vacuo.

Heuen yu mun shang I -^p B0 f-
I J I J L*

suspended from the top ofthe door.

Heuen leang tow tsing
j

]j $Q 44-

to hang one's self up to a beam, or

throw one's self into a well.

3852. The name ofan insect.

HEUH. LXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hi'e. Peking Dialect, Shelh. Canton Dialect, Heep, rap, &c.

3853. To feed; to nourish;

_ _ to rear or bring up ; to care

tJy for and nourish the people

of a country ; to contain, endure, or

bear wilh. Domestic animals; in

which sense, now read Chuh. To

arise; to obey or yield submission to ;

to detain or keep in a place. A sur.

name. Also read Hew.

Proud.

SS5I. Read Chuh, Pain;

painful. Read Heal), To

collect together; to blend.

3855. Hefih or Cliijh, To

accumulate; to store or

hoard up; a quantity (as of

vegetables) laid up for use. To feed.

3856. To excite to

diligent endeavour ; to

stimulate to exertion.

E heiih kwa Jin LVI

j*iu /I to stimulate the

man of little virtue, by

which the person speaking means

himself. Heuh tsae foo tsze | "nV
I

H^V

j^ -j" exert yourselves, ye men !
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3857. The light of the

morning; the rising sun

making his appearance; the

clamour of drums. Also read llcuen

and llaou.

i&

HeBhjih ] Q the beginning of day ;

the morning early.

Hefih-heuh, keaou keaou
|

(

H or He-he hcuh hcuh
|1

HEUN

I the external marks of pleasure

discovered by a mean man on obtain-

ing success in his schemes. Smirk-

ing, jumping, giggling.

3858. Carrying Hie head

gravely; seriously; attentive

manner; gravity induced

by want of success or failure; the

UKUN 267

name of a star. Tbe tame as the

14
Jtff*>A ^rarely;

attentively.

3859. To gather together;

to collect; to crowd to-

gether to as. to spoil from,

not being used.

HEUN. LXX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fllitn. Canton Dialect, Fun.

3860. f / ] The vapour

or fog ascending from the

tops of hills ; hot vapour,

fumes and exhalations

arising from fire; steam,

evaporation. The va-

pours, applied to the

mind
; to give offence to ;

to incense. Yewsinjoo

ifo $0 ] melancholy

is like vapour.

to fumigate it.

the east and south.

Heun che
j

Heun fung
|

It

Heun heun
] joining cordially

and chcarfiilly ; sitting in an unset-

tled manner; fidgitty.

Heun seTh 1
ty late in the evening.

3861. [-] Having deserved

well of one's prince;

having merit in the

sight ofthe sovereign ;

meritorious loyalty.

f]

kung yue heun, Royal

merit (i. e. merit ac-

quired in the service

of the king) is called Heun.
jj[j

Ml 7D I

^ae k"8 ^ Uen 'ieuil>

Original merit acquired in ln)ing

the foundations of the monarchy.

Hcunlaou 1 *3&havingdeservcdwell

of one's country ; honor conferred

by one's country.

HeuntseS
^| ^ a meritorious noble.

man.

38G2. See Heuen.

38G3. To raise or drive ofT

in subtle particles by the

force of fire ; to fume or to

fumigate; to evaporate, evaporation,.

smoke; to send off in smoke.

886*. [
-
] To dry any thing

with the fire.

3865. [ r ] Hetm chtih,.

pK certain northern

hordes called by various

names in Chinese history,

this is one of their most

ancient names.
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3S66. ['] The light which

remains after sunset; twi-

light. The brain a little

muddled with liquor; a pleasant

elevation.

S86T. Vapour or fog before

the eyes ; dullness of sight.

3868. [ / ] Fragrant exhala-

tions from plants ; fragrant

plants.
In ancient times

used to expel demoniacal influences.

To burn or cauterize.

Heun chth
j

4& to cauterize.

Heun tih pB pe
j

*3*
;ji| Iff,

the

fragrant odours struck the nose.

Heun tsaou I E3 a plantcarried about

one's person for the sake of its smell.

3869. Insec ts produced from

heat.

3870. [
'

] To dye ; a light

red; a -dye produced by three

dips in the coloured liquid.

3871. A light red dye, pro-

duced by three dips; used

for the preceding, i

3872. [J J Intoxicated with

the fumes of wine or spiri-

tuous liquors; drunk.

Heun-heun-jen w< rendered

chcarful by the influence of liquor ;

exhilirated; elevated; the pleasures

of intoxication.

3873. [
'

] Any thing -co-

Inured by fumes or smoke.

3874. A golden colour al-

tered or discoloured.

3875. Heun-hoo
Sjg

a

certain infelicitous bird.

* fc, 3876. Heun or Hwan, Strong

odorous vegetables, as leeks

and onions, which are re-

jected by the Buddha priests. Strong

meat; flesh meat of any kind, and

fish, all of which are refused by the

Chinese when fasting. PiihcliTh heun

^\ jfj*
' not eat animal food nor

strong savoured plants.

'Heun soo sr animal food arid
I 7K

pure vegetable diet, these two

words arc used as opposites.

3877. [f ]To heat; to burn;

light. Head Hwuy, Light

splendour. Kead Hwan, Lus-

tre ; glitter ; a red colour.

3S78. [ /] Fire issuing

forth; gmoke or steam rising;

odorous exhalations.

J| >-, 3879. [
t ] Steam or fume

rising as from heated TC-

getable mibstance; fumes;

exhalations.

3880. [
'
] Words flowing

in a regular constant

course, as a stream of

water; words obeying a

certain rule ; to state

ancient principles and

the reasons of things ; to instruct; to

teach ; to persuade; to exhort; that

which is taught; instruction; doc-

trine; to explain; to define a word.

Some say -fff Keaou, is to teach men ;

'l/^

Heun 1 to teach women. To obey

or accord with. Name of an office;

ofa quadruped ; and ofa district. A

surname. Keaou heun ^y"
'

to
d^v i

teach; to instruct.

Heun-hwuy
|

W to teach.

IXiM*Jii an official instruc-

tor in every district
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HEUNG. LXXI ST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hiung. Canton Dialect, Hung.

3881. [-] Represents a

deep pit, into which things

are falling in confusion.

Great wickedness; malignity; evil

calculated to sink into ruin human

beings. Calamity ; infelicity ;
the

judgments of heaven
; -adverse.;

unprosperous. Occurs in the sense

of
i|>b(J Heung,

To fear. Also written

Brl Heung. These two are used for

each other. "^J
']

Keih, heung,

are opposites, Good, evil; pros-

perous, adverse; felicity, infelicity.

f^ jJk Keth chaou, Prognostic of

happiness. ^ '] ^ 3J; Kenng

heung keih gS, Wickedness and

evil carried to ihe utmost possible

Ta ze tsing too she heung, His

affairs are all unprosperous. j^g

I Suy -heimg, A bad year ; a year

ef scarcity and famine.
~^j

UB

Keth fiTh, Gay dress, indicatingjoy.

^f ] 2J"R 'H M T!* W
Yew heung, paou heung; yew keth,

paou keih, If evil is to befal me,

announce to me evil; ifprosperity

it to be my 'fate, announce to me

prosperity. A prayer offered up by

those who refer to divination, lo

know what is future.

TART II. z 3

~% '

/ V^

Heung chaou
] ^ prognostic of

impending evils.

Hcung fSh 1
jjfcj

mourning dress.

Heung ming 1

-pjj
an unhappy fete.

Heung sze 1 -if? a calamitous affair.

Heung sing 1
Jjl

a malignant star.

Heung tih |^ cruel valour or

power.

3882. [
->

] Pormfed from

J;' and Heung. Malevo-

lent; cruel. Distressing fear;

the cry of fear. She she hing tiding

Jra-t
3gjfe

'jfr- to act cruelly

from a depcndance on one's own

power and influence. Yin ke/heung

yay irrh kung che i/Cl IMl I -nJ,

ffjt ~jKf ~~? attacked them in con-

sequence of hearing their lamenta-

tions ; said ofarmies.

Heung gS H|l
iffi cruel and wicked.

Heung paou 1 S; or Heung yS 1

f^ cruel; barbarous.

Heung shi 1
^j^

to murder.

Heung show 3i a murderer.

Heung sing
|

TOT a cruel disposition.

S883. [
-
] The breast, or

thorax. Read Kei'in, in the

same sene. Cenmioiily

written^ Heung, or
H(fl Hcung.

Heung heung Ojl
1 denotci Clamour

and disturbance; also the noite o(

vociferous coniulution.

Shin tang *ia clic hang wei heung

^&&J:3 1

part of the body situated aboTe tin-

heart, is Heunff, the breast. Kc yu

heung chung tsaug puh

lias no fish bones pricking in his

breast; i.e. he has nothing on his

mind that gives him uneasiness. Wei

fan mun ying heung '^ ^ ||j
Tit I sorrow alone fills his brea-it.

Heung chung 1 m ia the breast.

3884. [
-

] Fear, appre-

hension, as when imagin-

ing any thing mon-

strous or frightful ii a

dream.

S885. [-] The sound of

people's feet, when leap-

ing for joy. The second

character ti also read

TCeung.

3886. [
-

] Heung, or Heung-

heung. The sound of water

bubbling up, as from a spring;
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the noise of water rolling with rapi-

dity and force; the sound of drum-

ming and excitation.

3387. [-.] Heung, or

Heung-hcung; the cla-

mour and noise made

by a great many people

tnlking at the same

.

] time, either in de-

liberation or debate;

the clamour of a

whole country on any

topic which interests

them all; to talk; to

debate; to dispute ; to

accuse and to defend;

to contest; to wrangle;

to litigate.

3888. [-]

'

The breast or

thorax ofan animal body;

, figuratively
used for the

mind or sentient prin-

ciple.

Heung chung i (it in one's.brc ist ;

in the mind.

3889. [
-
] Formed from

Kow, The mouth and man,

because the senior has. a

rightto instruct. The first born son ;

nn elder brother ; a senior ; used by

friends as a term of respect Also

read Hwang. rfc ] \fi\
Te heung

mun, Brothers, ^ ]

Lapu heung,

Old brother.

g seen te how^

the senior brother takes precedence,

the junior follows.

HeimgtekwS 1
rfej Ip] the nations

of the sixteen brothers ; the number

ofstates into which China was divided

about the time of Confucius.

Heung yew te kung ] ^ tft ^
the elder brother should be kind, the

younger respectful.

Heung te I d& a younger brother, in

common acceptation.

Heung tae 1
.^eminent brother; and

Laou heung tae seen sang 4 i

~fjJ
/i 4p venerable brother,

eminent teacher, are all respectful

modes of direct address to equals.

3890. Heung, or Keung, A

wide empty space.

3S91. Hung, or.Keung. A

wide desert space surround-

ing an inhabited city.

3S92. A barrier formed by

ice or water; to limit ; to.

prohibit ; phraseology

used in the northern re-

gions. Deep, profound i

remote. Name ofa moun-

tainous wilderness on the north east,

in the midst of a great waste. The

name of a marsh; read Keung, name

of a certain region.

, 3893. [V] To. go all.

around talking and. act-

ing as a spy ; clever; in-

telligent; spying about.

Kwei heung '?j|
1 to

peep, to spy and tell the

result.

3894. [
-

] Heung heung.

To search with light all

around ; to examine clearly.

Read Keung, Light, effulgence.

3895. [^J Void ; remote ;

distant. Light; splen-

dour; luminous; illus-

trious. Heung pec

Y.\\ vastly different; Tory

dissimilar.

3896. [
-

] A certain wild

animal like a boar, said

to be ominous ;
also called

Tjfc
Chih heung.

Name of a hill. A man'*

name. Name of a coun-

try. A surname.

Heung pei iS* two animals like

each other in form, but of different

colours. The Pei is strong enough

to root up trees.

. 3891. Sometimes used for

""
1 the preceding. Read Ning,

Hot

^ 3898. [-] The male of birds.

__^MM^^*^
TvEl Masculine; martial. The

^ft|J name of a. district. Tsze-

heung j^E ]
female and male of

birds originally, but now applied to

any creature. The elegance and

luxuriance of plants is called
jj|

Ying. The. leader of a flight ofbirdt

i, called
^

Heung. Ymg-heung

IrVt \
a man of very eminent ta-

lentsaiid virtue; a hero, or heroine.

3899. [
v

-]-
To endeavour,

or to seek to obtain. Also

read IHng, To scheme ;
to

plot.
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HEW. LXXET SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, //.. Canton Dialect, Yeto.

-
| S900. [-'] From .// lean-

^^V ing against a iree. To

">J cease ; to rest. To assem-

ble under the shade of a tree ; hence

the idea To stop; to rest; to desist
;

to repudiate ; to resign. To execute.

Excellent. To congratulate ; to

praise.
A surname. A proper name.

The name of a place. To rhyme,

read Heaou and Heu. Pih kung

keae hew 75" J $ 1 a cessation

of every species of work, (as at the

close of the year). Che sze yu hew

|^ ft El 1
to sivc "P a" of-

ficial situation is called Hew. Ne

hew to keang /^ |
2ff ^.fa

do

not talk so much. PiShhew^ |

unceasing. Kea sze fang- hew
ijjl|

~Sfi
~ij'

\ make (you) wear the

collar till (you) die, ere- (I) desist.

Tan hew -$? 1 a certain medicine;

Used in the sens&of mk Hew, Moan-

ing, from sickness or pain.

Hew ching I

jjjjj^

a prognostic of

something felicitous.

Hew hew 1
]

to restrict ; to retrench.

Hew 1 or Te hew iM 1 ex-
I J/*. i

presses. An amusement made with

inanimate figures, like Punch and

Toby.

Hew tse'lh seang kwan I

JJJ? |[1 j(

mutually sharing joys and sorrows.

Hew muh
j y^ to cease, (in order:

to wash ; to leave official duties for

the purpose of dressing the head,

bathing, &c. An ancient custom

observed every tenth day.

Hew pa ne
]

'W Wfc I do not fear

you.

Hew tsze neeo
jj|^^ give up

these thoughts.

Hew shoo
]

' & a bill ef divorce.

Hew wSn RS cease t make fur-

ther enquiry.

Hew seTh
|

@. and Hew die
j j

express To stop; to desist from.

Hew show 1 ^- to~ desist from any

work.

Hew tse
] ||*

to divorce a wife.

Hew hew keen yay 'j^ T^
Hew-hew denotes- [Moderation,

IT :i

strict economy.

3901. [
-

] To call to; a

crowd of persons calling out

in a confused manner. See

Heu.

3908. Shade; shelter; a

place to stop and retl : Ilic

umbrageous, shade of trees.

3903. Appearance of water;

water passing away.

3904. Charcoal is in some

places called Hew.

3905. [-] Excellent (felici-

tous : good ; harmonious ;

cordial ; delicatei minute.

Read Heaou, To apply

fi re to
;
to boil ; to decoct.

3906. A purging; a loose-

ness of the boweli; sore

occasioned by the contact

of certain resinous wood*.

3907. [
'

] A certain ani-

mal, said to devour tigers.

3f<OS. A long kind of needle.

3909. A mme ofa horse;

a good spirited hone.
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3910. Hew-sih
| 3^ the

sound of the wind whistling.

3911. [-] A certain omi-

nous bird. Che hew ^R 1

or Hcw-che, A horned owl.

3918. [\] Wood deprived

of its vegetable life. Dead

plants; rotten wood stink-

ing; oflensi re smell; to fail ; to rot
;

to be forgotten.

3915. Organization des-

troyed; rotten; dead;

stinking. U*ed for the

preceding. To cut. Hew-

too ?. the name of
J -~t*

a place ; the name ofa hill.

3914. Disease; sickness.

Read Keaou, A kind of

cholera uiorbus.

3915. Commonly lread

Chow. Strong smell ;

stink. Read Hew, To

apply the nose to, as a

fj dog does, to smell.

Hew che
^ ^ to

smell it.
|

flfj

/] Mr San hew urhtsB,

Smelled thrice and

3916. An animal that re-

sembles a wild boar.

3917. Hew or Kew. Kew

hew$J |
adragon stretch-

ing forth its neck and

progressing ; a kind of low leap ;
a

rearing up.

3918. The ancient form of

Chfih, A domestic a-

nimal. >v ~%i-irf&.-<S

yang che y uS sing, yung che yuiS hew,

The six domestic animals (horse,cow,

sheep, hog, dog, fowl) when training

up, or feeding, are called Sang; when

made use of, they are called Hew.

Some distinguish Hew and Chuh,

-gr
Tsae shan yue hew, tsae kea yue

chtih, Animals on the hills (wild)

arc called Hew j in the house (or

time"), they are called Chfih.

Hew chuhwei yew pee 3^
tffjl

^ ^|j
Hew and Chuh, are a little

different.

HIH. LXXIIP SYLLABLE.
~

Manuscript Dictionary Hi. Canton Dialect, ffak.

S91 9. From a redjlesh colour,

repeated. A red hot fire; a

ted appearance; anger, hot

as fire; bright; luminous, a*a red hot

fire, or at thesun; to scorch; to burn.

A surname. Read Hea, T scorch
;

to threaten. Read Shih Swift, fleet.

Hill-lull
| hot, scorchert, bright
I I

efl'iilgent, manifest, glorious applied

to heaven and tojhrgods.

Oih ho
| ^bright; luminous.

Hih he heuen he
\ ^ P^ ^

gloriously manifested '. extens'iYely

diffused !

Hih yih
|

'$ glorious, great splen-

dour, said of the gods and of fceaven.

lUK 3920 Red eyes.

3921. The grating noise

I 'I I* I made by a door opening.

392S. mil, or Hea. Anger ;

the tone of anger ; to threat-

en ; to oppose or intimidate

by threatening. See lira.

392:?. To burrow, and

bury in the earth, as cer-

tain iniectido themselycs ;

to push aside; to open

a hole in the ground ;

to rend ;
to split.
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3994. The colour produced

by smoky exhalations;

black; dark; dull; ob-

icure ; the colour that

was esteemed during the

Hea dynasty. A dark

spot; name of a place; and of a

river ; a surname. Yay hTh M?
|

the darkness of night. MeTh hTh

|^ j
or Shin hTh ^ ] very

black or dark.

Hlh che
] ~nj[

a foreign surname.

HTh kaou
] ||j

a sketch or land-

scape ;
a rough outline.

HTh lung keang 1
|j|| jl the river

Amour.

HTh poo
j

/m black cloth.

Hih sin I

,fo
a black heart, has

the same figurative meaning as in

English. ChTh sin
TJfc^ a crimson

heart, conveys a good sense in

Chinese.

HTh tsze I -^ a. black spot; a

pot in the sun is so called in history ;

a spot on the face or human body.

HThyuen
[ $

llVlijin J^ a black man, the

Chinese commonly call them Hlh ktcfi

black devils.

3925. Dark mind ; confusion

of intellect^ a kind of stu-

por.

3926. To examine into
; to

prosecute a guilty person j

to scrutinize ; to search to

the bottom; assiduous effort; to

accuse. Als read HeS and Heth.

3927. The bones of fruit.

The kernel or seed in

fruits ; the nucleus. The

real substantial circum-

stances; the facts ; to push

an investigation to the

latent facts. Used for $| Hlh. Also

read Kae, which see. Kth hTh
tjl

I to go to extremes ; an excessive

degree of severity. Tsung Mb,
Jt

to investigate every circum-

itance from first to last.

HTh nhlh
] ^ really and truly j with

truth and sincerity ; with ttrictneif.

Hlh taou
] ^ chesnuU

3928. The lower part of silk ;

a man's name , a surname.

>, S989. To investigate; to

examine ; to put aside

all coverings or glosses

and ascertain the fact; to

verify by the eye or ihe

touch j to pare, cut, or

carve deeply. The name

of a spring of water; used

also Hih,A kernel.

3930. That inside a idvage

which gives strength and

stillness to it; the string

which draws close the neck or other

part of the garment, by the Chinese,

called the bone of the selvage.

3931. The root or stem of

feather; a quill. Read Left,

A certain earthen ware vessel.

HIN. LXXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Bin. Peking Dialect, Shin. Canton Dialect, Yin.

393!. Commonly read Kin.

Hin hin 1
|

having good

will to all creatures; bene-

volent. Read Kin, To cut down

wood; the iron instrument which

does so; an instrument to weigh

with ; a measure.

TART II. 4

J5&
3933. Hin, or Kin. Much

strength.

3S34. A woman's name.

J935. [
-
] The sun about

to go forth, to diffuse hit

benevolent ray* early i

the morning. Fan hing sze peTh

chow hwan hin f? /T Ifi /JA
EH

J|fc
1 whoever would effect any

I"* I

affair must employ* the moning.
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Ta bin

morning.

1 very early in the

/ft

ff

tft

i^yVt 3936. [
-
] To be pleased ;

If I to rejoice ; a surname.

Hin jen 1
^fj

exhiiiration ; desire;

feeling happy to do ; chearfully.

3937. Laughing for joy ;

joy ; delight, whether in

ser\ ing the gods or men.

The name of a certain

strong animal ;
name of a

district. A surname.

pleasure ; readily. Hfh-

chang 1 HUi to bejoy-

ous; merry ; pleased.

Hin hin 1 with

chearfulncss and delight ;

satisfaction ; joy.

Hin-too-sze
^ ^ >i tlle Hmdoos

are so called in Chinese history.

3938. [
-

] A great body

of fire or light ; efful-

gence ; to scorch ; to burn;

scorching heat of the sun.

3939. Joyful, joy, delight, to

see dimly.

3910. [
-

J The gods eating

fumes of incense; to taste,

to partake of with gust; to

coYet ; to desire 5 to move ; to excite.

HIN

3941. To like ; to love; to

desire ; to covet.

3942. [
r ] Ardent feeling ;

fierce; the mind directed

to that which is new and

pleasing.

^ 3943. [
-
] Certain orna-

ments of a carriage. To be

pleased or gratified with.

Read Yin, To stop or close up.

Read Kin or Kan, A dangerous

mountain.

Hin kew
j

5tj- a carriage with certain

ornamented leather about it.

3944. Hin, or Hin-h n. Con-

versation, talking; the noise

of talking, talking angrily ;

talking with difficulty; the fumes of

the breath in talking. Read He [ \]

in a similar sense.

3945. Internal heat affect-

ing the skin; proud flesh

growing up; to swell out.

Too hin
j^fj

1 the en-

trails of cows and horses,

the bladder of domestic

animal!:.

HIN

3946. [ f ] A cracked or

rent vessel .

39 17.
[ / ] TIeat affecting

the skin ; proud flesh grow-

ing out ; swelling up. Read

He, Pain.

3948. [/J To smear the vessels

used in sacrifice with the

blood of slain victims ; to

smear an animal body with fragant

spices; a kind of embalming. To

fumigate. A crime ; an occasion of

animosity and resentment ; skirmish-

ing and bloodshed ; national quar-

rels ; wars ; a presage ; a prognostic.

A kind of cloth cover for weapons;

to put it on. E heug hin che
J^l

fj|j[
1 ~^f to smear it with blood.

Too hin
jgp

1 to daub ; to smear.

Heahin }U/ a cleft; a crack ;

acievice; an opening to discord; an

occasion of quarrel.

Hin ke'ih Kvl lne causes of wars;

Hin twan 1 15= the minute dif-
I *W) J

ferances or occasions of quarrel.

Hin) fill 1 iJ/T washing with perfumes,

performed by a sorceress.

3949. With the blood of vie.

tiras, to smear the vessels

used in sacrifice. Same a

the preceding To put a cloth cover on

ipears, lances, and other weapons.
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HING. LXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hing. Peking Dialect, Sning. Canton Dialect,

3950. Kan. Two shields denot-

ing an equalizing.

39J1, Pin g. Two men and

two lance.i. Equal ; together.

Some derive ffil Hing, To

punish crime, from these;

othersfrom thefollowing.

3952. A man defending a

Well with a Knife. To

punish transgressions.

ri |
Y 3953. [

-
] From Keen,

Even, and a Knife. To

* punish ; punishment. By

_^ v some it is made to mean

I*1! '

I Constant ;
a constant law

/ I >| -' or rule ; that which is

perfect; a perfect rule,
TJJP

Kea hing, To inflict punishment

2J[_ ]

Woo hing, The five punish-

ments,
^jlj j

Tung hing, To set

in motion the instruments oftorture.

^g- -p ijJjM

I Keueiv tsze hwae

hing, A good man cherishes a dre-id

of the laws.
y|

i
Lan hing, To

punish or torture at random, and to

an excessive degree. jjt'l |
Kuh

hing, To punish cruelly.

Hingfi 1

|pl
tu punish; punishment.

Hing ft le hae 1

punishment

Hing hth
j \&jc

to intimidate by tor-

tures and threatening? in order to

make a person confess a practice

in Chinese courts.

Hing poo
j |jK

the tribunal of pu-

nishmcnts, or court of appeals at Pe-

king, which takes cognizance of all

criminal cases.

Hing sin 1
gjt~\

to examine by

Hing wan j [*JJJ
torture.

Che hing ~4a
|

a punishment which

consists in compressing the fingers,

inflicted chiefly on women; men

have their apkles compressed.

3954. [
-

] A mould ; an

earthen mould or pal tern;

made of wood, a mould

is called J>fei Moo, made

of iron it is called
ijigFan

/L $& 3^ iU it

fEJ
]

Fan choo slrth

e too yuc hing, Patterns

or moulds made of earth

for casting metals in, are called Hing.

$12 T Teen hing w.in (sac,

The example which he left remains

entire ;
said and written in praise

of those who have departed this life.

lUll ft? 1 7/ Heunsabh '"sf'l"gl

To leach (good) usages and be an

example to all around :

~jj
Fa

used for
[/I] 'Jfj

Szo-fang, The four

quarters ; all around.

Hing-fi 1
J-J^

an example.

3955. [ -] Body, figure,figure

completely formed. Per-

fect; fixed. Applied to

punishments enacted by law, which

should be embodied with the utmost

care, and when completed, remain

unalterably fixed. Used to illustrate

the word
jj-H

Hing, Punishments.

Same as B Hing. The middle part

ought to be written 3-f Keen,

Even ; equal.

3956: A nime of a weed ;
a

wooden stand.

3957. [
-
] A certain ves-

sel used in sacrifice, de-

signed to contain a' kind

of soup made of fragrant

herbs and f .

two different

Hing ting -Jlfc
expression- for

the same vessel under different cir-

cumstances.

^ k 3958. [-] Form; figure;

; that '
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Having Hing or form, expresses

what is material : Woo nine fnffi 16 <n> |

being without hing, i. e. immaterial,

invisible; spiritual. To give shape

or figure to ; to manifest or exhibit ;

to exhibit the bones ; landscape ; a

certain vessel.

Hing chwang j jj^
the figure, the

external appearance.

Hing yung die
| ^ ^ to give

body or shape to; to exhibit its

shape.

Hing che 1
jjjlj

the form or manner

in which a thing is made.

Hing tsefh ko e
| jj^ Pj" ^

suspicious appearances.

Hing she 1
^j&

the aspect or general

appearance of a district; landscape.

Hing yung
J ^ figure; visage;

countenance.

Hingte |j^J
1 corporeal form;

Hing sean 1 $fc j figure; resem-

blance.

3959, [ \ ] From Yaou

^C* Evil influences, and

Ylh
^fjf

To oppose, the

opposite of evil influence ;

i. e. -fortunate ; lucky.

Luckily ; happily ; blessed j

to bless, as the Emperor does a place,

by visiting it, hence hhgoingto a place

is expressed by Hing. The affection

of the Emperor. To obtain by good

luck; to hope or wait for. A surname.

Hing tih 1 1& to succeed or obtain

happily.

HING

Hing Lseih , *f to succeed by the

happy influence of others.

Hing urhcheju tan
] fffj ^ ^

Hawaii till the morning.

3960. Appearance of a tall

woman.

S961. [-] Name ofanan-

cient principality; name of

a district ; a surname.

3962. A certain vessel

resembling a bell, but

"

having a long neck. A

Yessel for wine or spiri-

tuous liquor.

3963. [\] Keaouhing

to obtain by other

means than those of merit

or of right. To be unremitting in

the pursuit of gain. King hing -te.

sycophantic; parasitical.

Hing
|

was originally written without

Man by the side : it is a vulgar and a

superfluous addition.

Hing hwS I 5*f}. to obtain by some

.piece ofgood luck, without any merit.

HING

Hing meen
j r^ to escape by mere

luck.

3964. [/] HinglSng
[
JA

Coldj frigid.

3965. Hing or Hing-hing,

Anger; vexation; rage

discovered in the coun-

tenance ; violent displea-

sure. Anger destructive

to one's self; very,exceed-

ingly. Some say, Near to.

f] 3966. To pull; to drag

upon or involve one's

self in. A surname.Ying

hing gS j

the ap-

pearance of a large ei-

panse of water. Ming

[
j

natural, genial, vivifjr-hing>

ing fume or vapour.

3967. Straight fdirected to;

bent or crooked.

3968. p/J Speech; abrupt

address; an angry tone of

speech; to speak with

vehemence. Also read

Hin<r.
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M _ 3969. [f- ] To act ; to do;

Jr ^^* to perform. The actioni;

| -J the conduct. In an official

sense To send lo j to transfer a legal

case to srme inferior magistrate. To

walk; to po Read Hi ng, A path;

a road. Re:id H.mg, A class of per-

sons; n coivpany ; a mercantile bouse

or factory. (Compare with Hang

and H ing.) Koohing^f j
a kind

of accompaniment ; ei.core.

Hing chay sin die fa ^ fo ^
e3j

the actions are the issues of the

heart.

Hing finjj I Si conjugal intercourse.

Hing heang
J ^Q. to burn incense ;

tu perform worship.

Hing kung ^ ^ a palace to receive

the Emperor on his lour.

Hing ki.,g ke
| gg fa to act as a

broker.

Hii.g le
| fljg

to perform any cere-

mony, act i.f oheisance, or homage.

Hing so
| ^ to fetter ; to put irons

on a person.

Hing ting
|

&fo wrapers to strength-

en the legs, used by persons who

travel.

Hing t;ou heen I ?|] iBJi to fend
i **^ 9 fy/i*

to the Het-o magistrate.

Hing tsang 1

|^attj
and qualifica-

tions ; character.

Hing wei 1
jS.

actions ; conduct.

%-
Jj

"""
[ '] A certain plant.

^> _I -n Also read Hing, A water

1 \w pi nit with the lower side of

the K-af white, and the upper preen,

from which a kind of red colouring

is procured.

SHI. (/-) Toarixe; to

g( t U|> i to be in a do rMi-

\ '" 'tale ; to be in h gh

spirits, to take delight in, to esteem ,

to be in gr a. demand, as au article

of commerce ; to mote or put in

motion. Name of a district; of a

palace. A >.urnaiiie. To introduce

by an allusion in poetry. Read Hin,

To cover e pons. Kaou hing .S

I tii^h spirit*, pleiseJ with.

Hing die
| jt 1 riling and being

Hing keu
j JjZyJ

reiitlent in a

place, expresses the varied cir-'iim-

stanccs under which a person is, laced,

whither moving about or being set-

tled in a place , all one dues

Hingfi
j ^ to a rise a. id issue forth ,

t become flourishing.

Hing ke 1
jjt

to arise
; to rcuie, or

to be roused.

Hing kwo li-anu ^ "J*
the de-

mand (for an article) is past.

Hing ping 1 Jn to put an army in

motion.

Hing tow
J ]jjj joy ; binlle.

3*72. (\ ) Pleased; joyful ;

joy. A woman's Dame.

3973. (
-
) Transverse ;

crosswise ; a cross.

3974 [-] Odours, or pices

smelt at a great distance.

Hing heang fflK fra-

grant odours ; incense; fumes of fra-

grant in reuse; fu lues from hot pro-

visions ;
a good reputition.

3975. ( /) A >ur plum,

some what like the };reen

^W gage. Also read Hang.

Compare with Hing. Hingjia

] /f_ almonds. Pih hing^ ]

name of a
|
Lice in the north.

3976. [ / ] The bones

i,f the leg lelow the

knee, applied also to the

leg. of birds. Hing hing

1 straight forward

ui.beuding.

*T II.
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HO. LXXV1TH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ho. In Peking Di.led, the // is guttural. Canton Dialect, Fo and

1 3977. p) Intended to re-

y 1^ pr sent the aicenl offlume ;

S ^^ the matter of heat. Fire;

beat ; fever , to burn with fire. The

first of the 6ve element* is water,

the second iJ?re. Name of a stir.

K ime of an officer, and if a well. A

luriiime. Shin ho
Jj^ ]

to eaten

fire. Kew ho^ j

u, pH t out fire.

HII che
|

hurnl it.

Ho shth fun
j fa ][ft

ca |k.

Ho kang
^ j-fc

a p i t ,,f fire .

Ho loo
| jj|g|

a (urnaitce.

Ho pe icu 1 JS a fire declaration jxjv
i. e. ade<spitch luminous and swift

uther ITS of caloric. Ke lio &L 1

to take fire i the burning out of a

tonfWr,ition. Teen ho 'f& 1
/tit I

to s'.rikea light; to lijit a candle.

Ho pwan \ a sh.irer of the *ame

fire, a comrarY, ;i companion.

Ho sing
j Jj;

(he plant Mars.

Ho ken laou ze
^ ^*j jff it th

priests of Taou who live in society,

and not in monasteries.

Hosh-iou 1

ijae
to liurn with fire.

j
a vulgar term for aHo tow

cook.

Ho-low
j

iron.

Ho lu j 1

I

a kind of
raoothing

ham.

Hotidh 1
y^fe scaling wax.

Ho-tseih i;een ^ ^ ^j"
wafer*.

Ho jen 1 j& the flame of fire.

Ho-jO 1 *S gunpowder.

llo-^C-heQh i *S
|jjj place where

ptiwdtr is made on the north tide

of Canton.

Ho ke 1 @ hot fume, applied to the

temper, denotes choler ; when it

refers lo the body, it denotes/e/ier.

3978. Same as the preceding

^w w 'v in -compound characters ,
b v

some read Pe.iou.

SOU. [
\

] A man who par-

takes, or rocs e- at the rue

fire j
a comrade ; a com-

panion. Kea ho (^ I house-hold

furniture and utensils. Ho rhanj;

p^ the superior of the crew ;

M.ites or officers in Me chant's ships

ar<; so c.illed at Canton. This cha-

racter seems to be an abbreviation of

Ho.

3980. Fire issnin<r forth ;

fire diffuiuug colour.

tt.

3981. Ho or Hoo. The mouth

propelling w;irm breath j
th

noise n.aile when blowing

with the breath.

8988. The name of a place.

3983. T-] From ^ Mfih,

Wood, and an aubre* i.itii a

,.f ^ Chuj, Hanging

dovn in ulluMou to the ears of grain.

I'adih ; corn, or grain in general j

agreement ; harmony. A surname.

Borne
]

^Jj^ paddy, rice.

a green shoot orHo meaou

blade of corn

II suy

Ho shah
]

Ho tnoti
J

known in China.

Ho ta 1
^J"

a flail.

3984. [-/]

maul*. M,]d; kindly,

complaisant ; agreeing ;

harmonious, peaceful. To

harmonize ; concord ;

harmony ; agreement;

an ear of corn.

a sheaf of grain.

name of a grain well
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pence. To accomp-iny ; to join With.

A surname. Read Ho, To rcijmnd ;

to modify and ratine to mi* or

blend together. Sing tsing wan ho

')H '14' in* f

a m '

lld and k""'

di.i|i(.si(ion. Jin ho ping /^
5t- a mild even tempered man.

Seang ho of I agreeing; hanno-

nizing. Li'ang jin piih seang ho IM

y^/fx ffl 1
l'lc two nlen ('" '

agree. PQIi ho mfih J^ U^
disagreeing; at variance with. Shang

ho hea unlh
J-^ ^ ~J^ [g? supe-

riors.genlle, and ii.f.riors peaceful.

Foo loo ho, urh how ke:i taou thing

* % } m $ t /

let husband and wife a
r nv, ad then

the welfare of the family will be e-

cured. I'uli yaou slian^ ho ke /f^

~& i$i M do not wound the
_5v \y/j | /r>\

feeling of concord, or mutual amity

and good.wil'. T.I ho slia:ig J^

fpn the first or ch'uf |iriest
lira tem-

ple. Tae ho ^ ^
the ei eral

pn valence of tru h and peace.

Keanj; ho
|||

'
or

^j[| ^
Kcuen

ho, To persnaile lo mutual agreu-

roent. Hw;m hwau lie he ho ta cliQli

. hoc-
if: t-^^ 1 t

!
^J J quiti

1

pli aved and de-

li^hted to jo out "illi him Se;i<iu

l5n^ jn? ho
/J- ^ j^J ^

a small

reed i called Ho Kciin-iiiiin yug

ho ^ P4 1
lhe ^ate cf the

mrmy Ithe p:issaj;e by which they

advance) is called Ho Instead of

Ho nmn, Luy-mun W P*1 is now

used. Lcang keuii seang tuy yu?

MO

two nr ni s opposed to each

other is r.illed Kcaou ho. He ho

jj the names of two officer),

said to have directed the tign* of

times, or the agronomical depart-

ment. Yang ho kin kaou |>ei yay

110 '.'1'J

i the modern (support for the b::ck

called) kaou-pci. Teaou ho
Lj

to mix and unite together. 1'iti \ 5

tse ho
|rj\ ^ ?&

}
a hu drcd

medicines all mixed lo elher. T.s/e

Chang urh pe jing yu? ho

ffii ifc M El 1
H "

one singing and another responding.

To rhyme, read Hwuy.

Ho e
] ll^;

and Yun ho
]

naiiv s of |il ices.

H<> gne j *>jjj
an agreeable, pleasing,

cordhl manner.

Poke 1 j9 a spirit of harmo"T;

hirmony, a cordi-il gond natnred

feelii g and dispmilion.

flo keen 1
^fi

fornication or adul-

tery, by (he consent of both pirties.

Ho nwan
|

|HP concord and genial

warmth

Hoping 1 Jp a n-meof le?.

Ho e urh shwfly Y^ ?m
jjip

to go to sleep with one's clothis on.

Ho shun Hlt'i comulaisant; accom-
I /'IK

modating.

Ho ke sing tsae
] 3j^ ^ BJ-

liannoi y, or a frieudly kind temper,

begets wealth.

3986. A little child crying.

3088. A woman's name ; fin*

,

countenance.

S987. The head of a cof-

fin ; a coffin.

J| f^ S9'8. Name of a plnnl ; the

crooked handle of a harrow

or a plough.

3989. Even; tranquil; peace,

ful. A man's name.

3990. Certain pieces of

metal hung > as to make a

jingling, sonorous, musical

uund.

3991. Same as
^jj Ho, To

JV^/I* harmonize; lo cause to

TTf ai cord , lo unite in harmony.

The nr.me ofa city ; a palace , a bell ;

and a man.

pj^
3992. Ko. To be able It dot

to Leftiedfor; illottaUe.

S993.
f -] Which? who?

what? Rrad Ho, To bear,

t<> i rry 'I he name of a

counln in tl,e west. A h,t or c. p if

in t e west, cal ied ?fe \ TBh . o.

Joo ho
^J|j j

or ret creed, Ho joo,

How? inwh.it manner? f-bwoy ho

":,!(. |
who! what! and Mi kaa
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joo ho
]^*L jfj jjn

1 not dare as

how, are the 1 inguage of defence ;

as Let him do as he like* ; he dares

not lo do any thing. WHO ho iff:
\

Woo ke ho JDE |fe
1 for no great

length of time. Woo nae ho 4Ht Tfc

I and Woo ko nae ho jDlF. nf ^S.,i.. I /)>

j express that which is Unavoid-

able, as there is no resource ; nothing

can be done. Woo rae tTh wo ho

to me; he can do nothing
1 to me.

Joo ho she Uh &Q
] *ji ^ how

will it answer ! or whit method will

succeed. Ki.igho^B? I name of a
,AJ- I

female offiVer
d'.iring the Dy asty

Han. Tan. ho $% I to Mut.ii.i, to

carrj.

Ho rhoo ' f& what place? wUece*

Ho koo
{ ]fa

or Yin ho
|/cj \

or Wei ho '^ each cx|resses

Wherefore ? why ? on what account ?

The first expression denotes some-

what of surprise, as What occasion

for!

Ho jin Ine 1 ^ ^ who comes ?

Ho peih 1
;Jl

wh:it necessity ?

Ho peih ting yaou joo tsze lUj

*j |& fyfl
what necessity to

insist ou having it thus ?

Ho ize
j
4U "hat

Ho che joo tsze
j

cirry it to this extent?

Ho te woo tsae

what place is without talent? i

mongst wlnt cliss of the conimuuity

ii talent not to be found ?

Ho wuh
^ 9ij/n

which thing?

Ho joo 1
jjn

in what manucrf how ?

-'ir '

why

S994. [-f] Ho, or Ho-

hwi
] |jfE

the Nelum-

I in m Water lily, it is called

by various other names. Ho is a

generic term applied also to oih.T

plants ; the name of a place; lo hear

or sustain a burden physically or

morally; the noise of anger. Foo

ho 3 * h<-ar ; to sustain.

Ho e
1 /$C

lhe lar e leaf of lhe

water lily.

Hi> piou 1 fa) a Chinese purse, com-

monly vioni as n ornament.

Ho (seen
\ fj|

the small opening

leafofthew.ter lily.

,3995. [-] To s;ie k angrily ;

to blame, to interrogate, lo

reprehend ;
to eject Ihe

breath. Reiterated, The sound of

laughter. A tone of careless reply.

Yth chin ho ho ta *e on
R^f

fc ^ a fit of loud laughter.

Ho keen 1 ft or Ta ho IT \ to

yawn.

Ho lain
j Tpf

to reprimand.

32V 6- To grasp with the

hand; to push a side; to

move; lo shake.

,3997. [-] The river; viz.

the Yellow River, by way of

minence |
said to arise

from two sources. A river; name of

a district; a certain wine tcsscl; a

sum.. mo. Hwang ho -of
]

the

Yellow River. Yin ho
^fl j

or

Teen ho -3A the milky way.

Kewho ft I nine rivers referred

to at the time of the Chinese Deluge.

San-ho
_

I expresses the south,

north, and east of the Yellow River.

King ho t3f name of astir.

Tuou-ho
-/ffi

name of a bird.

Leang-ho [35
I denotes the north

and south of ihe river.

Ho nan
] "rffi

one of trie most noted

provinces in China; the region first

called
tf-l H<] Clmng-kwS.Thecen-

tr;il nation.

Ho-t H.U 1 ^ the region enclosed

b\ the Yellow River on the r.orth,

and the ;:re I wall on the south, or

th t portion of territory embraced

by Ihe Yellow River, i.i its cour e

north of the wall, and return again

to lhe s..ulh.

Ho pS so 1 ^6 fifr
an officer who

controuls the boats ou ri\ers.

399 8. A certain plant, namt

/QI of a marsh.

39<>9. A sacrifice ; to sa-

crifice.

ik _k 4000. [-] Small plants ; used

-^H figuratively to denote what

J is of small importance;petty

('etails; troublesome; circumstantial;

vexatiousli minutp. To reprehend 5

to trouble or vexj severe; anger.

A surname.

Ho fi y~| government which

Ho clung I iFfr' \ is vexatiously
i y~j\ J

circumstantial in its laws, nnd which

becomes insupporlably oppressive

by iut rfering unntcess TI|\ with Ihe

liberties of Ihe subject; they *ay it

is worse lhau the rage of tigers.
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Ho heae l(ft petty dislikes and

jealousies.

Ho kth 1
^|J

to oppress and annoy

by minutely circumstantial require-

ments.

Ho-lan kwS

Dutch.

Ho yang
] j)

itch or ache.

jjrjj Jglj
Holland, the

petty unimportant

4001 [
-

] To tell what he

ought to do. To repre-

hend; to blame ; to speak

sharply to, to spe, k lond-

at or traduce ; to interro-

gate abruptly. Name of an office; of

a wood and of a state. Ke-ho
jjjfe

to ri.lieulc and rail at. Te ho

HJf to traduce or slander.

Ho ts^h
|

~iV to rail at anil blame in

a loud angry tone.

4002. To turn the head

aside, and look slily or

impertinently.

4003. [ \ ] From To alter

and pearls or money Things

which are charged or ex-

chai ged ; articles ofcommerce; goods

<{ an) kind; to deal in goods, to sell,

to bribe.

Ho le
^jjty

to offer presents as a

bribe.

Ho pei 1 Ha pearl or valuable

thing given for goods ; money.

Ho sin
'

^ the quality ofan article,

soini times the colour of it.

Ho wilh I fe goods, cargo. Yang
ho

y j
foreign commodities. Ts i

ho 'i I a mixture or variety of
sr\ n 1

Pip.T II. c 4

HO

articles. Tun ho
[ifcj

I to mono-

polize goods; to do so wilh grain is

prohibited. Ylh shwrty ho w

j

the goods th <t come to market

with one tide or voyage; or other

occasion.

4004. [
-
] From to add and

a pearl. To congratulate;

to felicitate
; to express >a-

tisf.iclion on another person's hap.

piness, by words or by presents;

congratulations on the new and

full moon ; new year and other

holiday times. To sustain or bear

a burden; to carry on ahorse, mule,

came', or cart. Pin ho T''f
j

t.i

offer congratulations on a Icrm, or

holiday. Rung h5 ;?fe j
respect-

ful congratulation.

Ho e
J

/

&~| presents given as con-

Ho le
j j||y

!

J gratulatory offerings.

Ho king 1

^g or reversed, King ho,

To congratulate, to felicitate.

Ho Ian shan 1 |M jjj
mountains to

the north of Kan-suh Province.

Ho tsee
| |ip

to offer congratula-

tions on a term, or holiday.

_V ,_^
4005. Water generally ; or

m

110 2S1

the name of a particular

stream.

4006. The sleeve of a garment.

4007 . The grease-horn of a

carriage; an utcn il to

coi.tain oily matter

with which to prea.se

'
] the cnt's of the axle

tree.

\ ] 4(.0<. I'.ul; injury i

curs from th

F.vil .calimity; mitfnr-

I
] tune, adversity, judg-

ment, misery ; to de-

troy, to exterminate.

PC ho
jjjf: j

to a-

void a calamity .1

hwan suy che 1

low them. Ho fdh

adversity and prosperity are inti-

mately dependant on, or ii. eluded in,

each other ; they seem to iaj that

they generate each other.

Ho hwan \\\
cal unities.

Ho keae
] \tyj

tep to misery ; th it

which leads to calamity and distress.

Ho keae sing yule ^ ^ jt ^ PJ

all evils arise Iroro gam, or the love

of it.

4099. Many ; numerous; a

\ ] band, a company ; a

crew. Many of any

thing. Many persons

forming a roup; a

party ; a banditti ; per-

sons of the same origin and of the

same pursuits, partners in the same

mercantile concern. Ke ho
jjgfe

how many ?

H i ke
j

V" a pirtncr ; a comrade;

a companion i
a i>erson. who enters

into the same schemes or plans.

Ho tang
1

'V"! ;' ju-'t-1 i > cabal; tneo

combined for snrae secret design.

Ho taou 1 ffi bjiidiltl of rubbers or

pintta,
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Manuscript Dictionary, ffti. ffiianA Hu'uh are confounded. Canton Dialect, Hap>

4010. To close; tojom> to

^^ pair ; to unite ; united ; to

V-
*

assemble
-,

to agree ; agree-

able to ;
to accord with ; to harmo-

nize ;
to suit ; to answer ;

'to reply.

A certain vessel to contain things.

A surname. The name ofa grain ;

name of a district. Read KS, A cer-

tain measure. To rhyme, read Heth.

Pei h
J3JK

1 or Gow ho |^
to pair ; to unite in pairs. Teen ts5

che h5^ ft. ; \
a (conjugal)

union formed by heaven. Keunchin

hwuyhojrt" S & ]
orHShwuy

1 FI
lne Prmce assembled with his

ministers. Seang ho jQ
accord ; to agree.

^ | thoughts, or idea corres-

ponding. Kung pu piih ho ne teih

SW* 1 $W1
B I am afraid it docs not agree with

/Hi*

your sentiments. Le h5
JjJ]

agreeing with reason ; reasonable ;

proper. Pub ha fa ^ j ^
illegal. Puh ho kwei keu^ |

4;0 $5 not according to custom.

Puh ho Ic% 1
itM

r Fuh ho taou

le y^
j|q" jHj unreasonable.

Foo h5
ffi ^

or H6 tung 1
jqj

an instrument divided in two, of

to

E seanghs ^

which each contracting party retains

one. LeTh ho tung j^ jm
to form or make out. Ta puh 1)8

> unsflfe/j^ }$\ he, or it, does

not answer the purpose wanted.

HtS ching ^ a term by which

things are expressed as united.

H5 uih yen che
[ffj

"="
~jf

to

speak of them unitedly, or col-

lectively.

H5-chang
'jjji

to lay the palms of

the hands together, in the manner of

the priests of Buddha; to clasp the

hands and hold them before the

breast.

a country of western' Ho meih
j

Tarlary.

H8 ho
\ |!p

harmonisus.

US kung 1 Jt to make out thesum.

HS tsze shing wQh ke
] ^^ ^J

BC hS-tsze is a vessel to containW
tilings, a box.

Ho kow 1 P to shut the mouth.

118 kin
] ^ certain cups out of

which the bride and bridegroom

drink wine and exchange the cups;

which forms a part of the marriage

ceremony.

Ho mun I
Plj

to shut the door.

HS pwan ta swan j?& jT\ jif

to unite, as in a platter, and reckon

the whole amount ; to estimate; to

deliberate and plan.

H5 yung i EP to answfir the purpose

intended.

118 yen 1
fj[

to close the eyes.

HS shth TiT a<rreein2 with the
^\j

pattern; suitable; answering th

purpose in all respects ; said either of

persons or things.

HS yth jin ^
3 ^ ali the people

of the town.

^ 4011. Appearance of the

YJ^^^. mouths of fish. Fish mov-

( f
ing their mou.ths. Appear-

ance of many fish. Noise made in

laughing, as Ha ! ha ! Read Shi, Sa,

H8,orTa,Tosuck and drink. Noise

made in eating or drinking. Read

HeS, A Mahomedan surname. A

kingdom of the Toork. (De

Guignes.)

> ^^ 4012. Name of a Heen

^" IV district; name of a river; a

surname.
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4013. A platter;
a dish;

box; to cover over.

4 -*
a box.HS tsze

40U. To unite together ;
to

cover over; many PT'"

uniting together
and seek-

in, with ardour. Why not? Asur-

,,ame. A term used for the Pronoun 1.

118 kS yen urh cl
|

/0 g jafl

-; why don't you all speak y>ur

mind.

HSche 1 f(|
used for /, or Me.

4015. HS, orK8.

She hS, Name of one of

JC22. the$ Kwa, or lots in the

M, M Yih-king. Represents,
it is

'</ H\T,

said, Something contained in the

mouth, which being eaten, the raouth

closes. Hence, in miscellaneous lots,

Sfte/iS denotes Eating) in those of

the regular series or order, Ho, de-

notes, To close or unile. Ho, fur-

ther signifies Verbosity ; loquacity.

HS hS 1 1 or read KeS-heS,

Speech, words, conversation. Read

HeS, ] j^Heijen,
The noise

or sound of laughing.

H8cha
| ^t to take tea. IK, To

drink, is used chiefly by the Tartars,

and different persons use different

characters for it.
Jl^

H5, $y HS,

y'jl
HS, and

flpj
Ho, have all been

given. The two first seem both ad-

missiible.

H5 tsew 1
^J3j

to drink wine.

4016. To suck in voraciously;

to gobble up.

\ 4017. A kind of mat or

thatch covering; to cover

with thatch, to cover with

any thing. Why not? A surname.

Ke:id Kae, To cover; to screen ; to

overtop ; to surpass all others.

4018. The leaf of a folding

door; a door; to shut ; :ill

whom the closed door in-

cludes; a whole family. To cover;

ID unite all together. A particle

denoting Why not? Name ofa state;

a man's name. Chang-ho I'lla
|iU I

the wind.

Hfl vth kung kc
| g Q^ the

whole city's declaration, or'appeal

fora subscription; as to repair a

bridge, and so on.

H5 shiih
}

M all the kindred.

HS keun raj the whole prin-

cipality.

H8 kea

the family.

whole family; all

4019. An interrogative par-

ticle, Why ? Why not ? To

stop as by a sharp inter-

rogation ; to intimidate; to expel;

to drive out by hooting.

4020. HS orHeS, Diligent exer-

tion. HeSheSyungleihshing

the sound or noise made in exerting

strength. Lcih tsS heS hci
~^J /fj

I doing with the exertion of

much strength. Read US, Diligent.

4021. HSorYae. To thirst;

to be thirsty; a guttural,

gurgling, clamorous sound;

a ihout , an augry exclamation ;

dri-p hollow found ;
a lirnkcn in-

terrupted i.niiid; the iiiin-d nf

rrplition, belching. Yin

a iiipprriird guttural sound, an if

frorn i ftoppage in tin- thro it Yin

hS, pal. fihluy^ | ^ ''.

his voice w: s itopprd, hi! could not

reply. Sze h5
(tijj

a broken

interrupted sound, n* in weeping and

lobbing. Hoo-hS |ff-
|

to iliotit

or call out 'manner. Tung c heu hi

'lf*l $L J$k ]
disal'P'" te '. or

unable toaltiin one's wish, to ttoriu

and rage in vain. In the sri

being loudly angry, one uc[l^
How-btl.

i v^r- iir( Nnt
HS taou, kae so ?H bH fi

shouted out, beat the gong.

HS-giie I

|1^
or Yae, i* said to be

Hoarseness or difficulty of utterance.

HS ling \ ft to egg on by hooting

and cryin-,
when murder it th

consequence, he who
docs so, forfeits

his life.

HS kae 1 IS '<> send the servants

out of a room.

HS tsew 1
]{

to drink wine, is

sometimes written thus.

4022. Same as the preceding.

4023. Mutual dread or ip-

prehcnsion
Read Ke, To

desist, to rest, to sleep. Read

K8, To desire, to covet, hute,

hurry.
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5024. Read Hrth, To desist,

to -I
>|>.

Read HS, A short

nosed dog.

4025. Certain embroidery or

leather, done by woiiien ;
the

doing of iti*id0 and cligint;

a kind of felt or hair clo)h ; a certain

wooden vessel unornsniented. Parg-

hS $$ ]
or loo h8

||
dia-

gonal threads of a net ; or streaks

on a kind of haircloth; work done

by women.

4026. Hih. A short nosed

dog. Read HS, Fear ; ap-

prehension.

4027. A particular kind of

cow. Also read Keen.

402S. Ping ho
ffij- ]

white

colour; slightly coloured.

402?). Herr pen coarse stock-

ings. A kind <<f hair cloth ;

coarse cloth ;
a poor person.

A surname.

41,':0. Name of a bird ;
a kind

ofwild cock,daring in battle,

from which circumstance

Us comb becomes an ornament of

soldiers' caps.

118 kwan 1

j{^
a m'.litary cap ; also

applied to high minded statesmen

who retire from the emoluments of

office in bad times.

4031. White rice.

4032. From irings making ap-

parent effort to pass out ofjj

Rung, a void space. Extreme-

ly high; flying high; high minded.

In the following compounds, gene-

rally implies p issing with celerity and

ascending high. Also read ReS. ReS

jen j

%k. a lofty aspiring mind ;

used in a good sense.

-.|"
4033. Generally implies speed,

**V^. celerity, fleetness, haste, the

I'l -
appearance of a small hill

surrounded by lofty mountains. The

name of a hill called also the Pillar

of heaven.

Hwuy hS
|jj|

"1 celerity, hasle,

Hwnh-hS ^ 1 J speed, speed-

ily ; chcarfulncss ; alacrity; lively

temper and manner. The gambols

<ir frolics of animals.

4034. White colour. HS

jen pih show 1 5tfC ft

a white or grey head.

4035. To strike the eyes ; to

look alarmed orslaitled; to

open the eyes ;
to gize ;

to

obscure the light ;
to cloud the 1 nstre,

to dazzle with glare of arrows.

40.J6. A kind of soup made

from flesh, without any ve-

getable substance. To ob-

scure or gloom, as by steam or

yapour.

4037. A certain leguminous

vegetable; pulse; a fragrant

It

H6heang 1 ;3& the fragrance of the

HS; a plant brought from Cochin-

china.

%* 4038. HS, or K8, A hone

"'"' a

4039. A bird that flies

high ; name ofa bird re-

sembling the stork.
"f\lj

Seen-hS, so called

from Seen genii being

said to ride upon it in

the air. Hae-hS
$fl j

aseabird:

a bird often referred to by the

Chinese.

4040. To gaze; to look in-

tently.5*

1
4041. HS shen

'

[}&
the

glare of lightning, the

lightning's flash.

4042. A surname.

4013. HS-tsih
] >]

of a baleful star. Commonly

read KTh, A mark or limit,

nnd so on.

4044. US, or Hoo-hS
|/J

]

an animal of I he fox

'

species, aUo cert.iiu rep-

tiles, insects.

>

4045. The heat of fire; to

-* scorch ; to burn ; reiterated,

I*-*/ Il5-h5, Great heat, masses .f
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fire flame. To traduce, to vilify. Read

K8, Heaou, and Taon, denoting The

destructive effect of fire in a literal

or figurative sente.

4046. H8, or Heaou. Stern

severe cruel appearance;

harsh, stern, loud voice.

Some sound or noise.

One says, Joy and rejoic-

ing ; distressingly hot.*
See Heaou.

~)
4047. Water entirely run

off.or dried up exhausted.

ShwOy che
h7J( ^

|

the water began to

be dried up. Soo hS che

JH to resuscitate a fish in a dry rut ;

to supply it with water used to ex-

press affording relief to a person

in pecuniary or other distress.

H8 ch
|

fe a dry rut ofa wheel ;

a rut without any water in it.

H5 kan
j
$V dried up ; uo water or

moisture.

HO

4048. The bed of a torrent

from the mountains; a valley;

a small creek from a river ;

a ditch; a fosse; a pit. p^j

Ke-hS, The streams that run in vallejs

amongst hills. ^ j
Ta-hS, or

S 1 Keu-hS, The sea, the ocean.

5j 1 Kovr hS, A ditch or moat, a-

round a city
wall.

IIS shin
| jl|

the name of a hill.

4049. A measure equal to

"*!
ten

,JJ*
Tow. A lurname.

4050. H8 or Hwiih. A cer-

tain cup or other vessel of

the kind ; a certain utensil

used in archery for containing arrows,

a kind of quiver. A measure like

the preceding. Thin, poor, exhausted

in a high degree. The top of the

foot, the foot or hoof of an animal.

Read Ke8, A vessel for containing

fat or lard. A bludgeon; to ruth

against; impetuous effort.

HO 2S3

lluli.ii 1 tfll a certain bamboo vet
I />w

sel.

l!uh
|

tt fear; fear of death-

said ofanimal i.

4051. Name of a place. A

surname. Read ShTh, ShTh

shTh, To plough or cultivate

the ground. A surname.

4068. Commonly read Har,

To injure. Read H8, Why ?

wherefore ? why not ?

4053. H8,Hw8, orHwfih.

Enlarged ; liberal. Se

Hah.

4054. H8, orEelh. Weak-

ened by disease; lassitude.

4065. HS, Yoh, or Hunghif

'If!': I a certain water bird
fi>"l i

as large as a goose, other-

wise called^ $MTeengo. Applied

to the name of a dog. A surname.

Read Kaou, The name of a place.

Read Haou, Large; great.

II. D 4
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Manuscript Dictionary, Hit. Canton Dialect, lion or /"</.

4056. [
-
J The sound of

the roice continued after

the enunciation of a sen-

tence. Said to represent the breath

or voice riling and extending. From

/^ He, A tone of enquiry, or admira-

tion. A tone of interrogation, or

expression of doubt ; also of ad-

miration. Tone after calling on a

person's name. Occurs in the middle

ofa sentence, in the sense ofIn; with;

from ; to. Ke hoo 4j& j
nearly ;

about so; without much error.

Shoo hoo
JrE j

a qualifying expres-

sion like the preceding. Chub, hoo

ke keen
JfJ | IjJL f$ issuing from

amongst them. HS hoo tsze
f

1

iH' agreeing with this. E hoo tsze

^jl
j $fc

different from this. Pah

jjjj fl|

it docs not consist in that; the stress

dues not lie there. Tsae hoo jk
to consist in; to rest upon. Ke sin tsae

hoo keun tsze ^L >j ^ 1 ^J
IS. her heart was upon her husband.

Sze hoo iO
j

like; as if. Woo

hoo ~w* an exclamation de-

noting regretor admiration; in which

sense, in the Classics, these two cha-

racters are used in common with IJ^

hoo ;

PJi H? Woo hoo, and
Pj^ Pj|?

Woo

hoo. Occurs Syn. with $& Hoo, To

call to ; to call upon ;
to invoke.

^. 4057. Hoo, or Ho. To breathe

y^yl^ out; to call; to invoke,

xj A surname ; the name of a

plant.
Chaou hoo^ |

to call

and beckon to with the handi Ta-

hoo -/T 1 calling out loudly. Ta

hoo if 1 to snore; to snort.

Clung hoo 3ffi 1 to use epithets of

respect when addressing persons.

Read Ho, A tone uttered when

beginning to enunciate. Read Heu,

The noise ofblowing with the breath.

Woo hoo
|?{|

1 alas!

Hoo noo she pei I 7/tf 19? TrB.
\ sy*- IT*- T*\

calling slavs, and sending servant

girls.

Hoo to 1 ^" tne name of a river -

4058- A small limit or bank

to keep in water. The name

of a place. Minute and mul-

tifarious.

4059. The name of a river.

4060. A woman's name.

4061. Name of a plant.

4062. To call out ; to call

to ; to call to come. Read

Haou, To deceive or insult.

4063. A fish.

4064, Hoo, or Heu. To

\J Hj present or state to superiors.

To blow; to warm as by

breath. To sooth ;
to smile upon

and wheedle ; to laugh. See Heu.

4065. I"/ J To. protect; that

which closes upon and pro-

tects: A door; an opening;

a hole or den. The principal person

in a family ; the master of a chop or

a boat. A family ;
a house. To stop.

\ameofastate; a surname. Mun-

hoo I'M I a door, a family. Ta-
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raun hoo
-fc

I HI
J

a powerful or

wealthy family. Seaou hoo jin-

kci /n J^ 'j a poor person

or-faraily. Teen hoo
jij

1 a shop,

kenpcr. Chuen hoo
jjjft

master

of a boat , a skipper of a vessel.

Hoo kow
j j] doors and mouths ;

population. Sometimes A door, a

passage, an entrance.

Hoo mun
] fttj

the first character

denotes an inner door, and a door

with one leaf. Mun denotes .an

outer door or gate.

Hoo poo *j{
the Board of po-

pulation ; and of revenue, arising

from the people.

Hoo kow tsung soo
] PJ 6|tj %fo

the amount of the population.

Hootuy l^two families in equal

circumstances; referred to in affairs

of marriage.

4066. [/] ToUkeout

with the hand. Hoo tow

SJ* a vessel to bale

out a boat ; to heave out

water with the hand.

4067. Light; luminous;

I

to illustrate ; red streaks ;

variegated.

4068. A certain medicine,
A

a vegetable preparation ;

otherwise called the

Yellow of the earth, and

the marrow of the earth.

4069. The appearance of a

small hill.

4070. [
r
J The tail, or to follow

F| f behind; the name of an an-

cient state. Name of an

office. Hoo-hoo, Extensive, wide

covering. . A surname. Sang-hoo

x-e
j

a bird that retires to the

shade; a retired scholar.

Hoo pi
j JG^

or Pi-hoo, Certain

attendants of the Emperor on his

hunting excursions,

Hoo tsung I

^t
to follow and attend

upon.

4071. To impart; to give

extensively. Poo-hoo
/Hj

j

to diffuse widely. P5

hoo ^p |

opposed to what is rea--

sonable
; to act without any dread

or fear of consequences.

4072. A certain bamboo,

employed in fishing.

4073. Name of a bird.

4074. [-] To call out; a

tone of lamentation; an

aspiration or si^h. Name

ot a river; a man's name. Read

Hea, The roaring of a tiger. Oc-

curs in the seuse of4v HOP, An

exclamation or interrogative par-

ticle.

4075. The itreaki

llie tiger'* ikio.

4076.
[

f
] To cry out

aloud; to call. A surname.

Read Hoo, To ipcak to

in an angry intuiting man-

ner, otherwise expressed

^
P[{J $ Tflh tsBy.

Kow hoo [J I to roar

out with the mouth.

4077. Hnndtome, elegant,

beautiful, good, excellent,

to boast ofbeauty. Hoo

P* | ^U<>od,
aloca!

phrase.

40ra [-] A tiger: from the

"M^ tlreaki of a tiger'i ikin, and

//^l JL Jin, A man; the appear-

ance of a rampant tiger pouncing on

his prey. A surname; name ot

a district, and ofa hill. A chamber

pot, from such vessels being made

to resemble a tiger, in the time of

H;m. Laou hoo
jj

J

a tiger.

Hoo pe 1 )^ a t ger's skin.

Hoo chiu
|

a daring servant of

the crown.

Hoo mun
P*J tiger's gate, the

Hocca Tigris ; a narrow entrance o
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the Cimtim UiviT, defended by forts

on the opposite shores.

Hoo lang che sing ^

a cruel disposition.

Hoo kow tseu slrth
|

to seek food in the tiger's mouth; to

engage in perilous pursuits to gain

a livelihood.

Hoo she tan tan
| f|[ j$ $fc

to look like a tiger, ready to leap on

its prey.

4079. Sound made by catl-

ing out, or -by lamentation.

The voice of a tiger. Hoo

j t^ to speak in a boisterous,

fierce, intimidating manner.

4080. [
-
] A kind of seal

made like a tiger, giving an -

thority -over the army. A.

certain vessel made of stone.

HoopThchoo
] JjfjCamber beads.

Hoo pth
j jfa

amber. The Chinese

have various fjble about the origin

of amber; that from which Hoo-pih

is derived, regards amber as the

manes of a tiger. Amber is also con-

sidered the resin of the pine.

4081. A species of pulse.

4082.
'

Name ofan insert.

] 4083. Filling into

each other, like the ser-

rated edges of shell fish.

An uneven edge. A but-

cher's peg or hook on

which to hang meat

Keaouhoo< I
blended or unit-

ed together, a? the fingers of one

hand inserted in those of the other.

Seanghootfi I mutual, reciprocal.

Shan ko hoo ta \^ S^ ] %&
the responsive songsof mountaineers.

PetszehooechangD| Jl ] ^
/tjh

that and this, (the one -and the

other,) mutually depending. Hwdy

hoo
jp]

1 to hare mutual refer-

ence ; regard to ) or care of.

Hoo seang lie chi
] jj^j ^ ^

to keep a mutual watch over each

other required by the government

in the same tithing.

Hoo ke I

|ji
a bond giTen by

five persons, in which they are respon-

sible for each other, required of

literary candidates by the govern-

ment.

Boo wifh I

4Jjf
that class of fish

whose shells have serrated edges.

4084 Cold ; congealed.

an
Hoo pe eJ3

closed np

by frost.

4085. [ /
] Pe-hoo1'a place of confine-

meat made by railing; a

fence thrown round,

otherwise called ^T FE.
I J / ,7y

Hing-ma, To walk a

horse; a riding circus.

4086.
[

/
] Closed or shut

U P ; fast bound by cold or

ice. Cold ; the appearance

of .-. sh et of waler. Mau-han Virn
J

watery appearance.

Hoo-han
| |9|ci)!d;

fast bound with

coW.

Jt jk 4087. Name of a bamboo;

a something to hang a firing

on; something to fasten a

cow's halter. The edible shoots of

bamboo.

4088. Name ofa plant

4089. Short garments.

4090. To remember; to

/ recollect; to debate, to

ICI wrangle.

Hoo tseaou
j

gp2 to speak angrily.

4091. [
'
] To kneel with

both knees on the ground.

4092.
F_

-
] A wooden bow,*

piece of bamboo for stretch-

ing out a banner in the

form ofa bow. The name ofa star.

Twan hoo ha
|

the name of an
AIL 1

insects. Moo-hoo
qfe. j

a certain

banner or standard.

4093. [
-
] An animal pos-

sessed by demons ; a sus-

picious animal which will

not herd with others. A surname.

Ling hoo^ 1 name of a city.

Hoo e
] qifc} ""P'C'ous, distrust

IloohwS
J ||!/

fuL

L'oo le
j
^ the fox.
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4094. r - / ] Hoo, or Hoo,

loo I
Igffi

a kind of cala-

liash. A surname.

Hoo tsze 1 -~ a certain bank raised

against water.

4095.
[

-
] The flesh hang-

ing down below the chin.

An interrogative particle ;

name of a lance or javelin; remote;

distant; a certain rouge or pigment

cake. Name of a river; name of a

plant, of 3 district, of a book, and

of a country. A surname. A^ed.

Loo boo
JBH |

to cover the mouth

and laugh ; to make a noise in the

throat when laughing.

Hoo tseaou
j
i& pepper.

Hoo teg
j

iffi a
bufterfly.

Hoo ma tsze
j

Hpf -Tp. linseed.

Hoo wei joo tsze

bow is it tints?

4096 Even; level.

4097. Hoo'tseaou 1
ttj

pepper. The addition of

wood to the character Hoo,

is pronounced unnecessary.

4098. [-] A lake, tl

name of a river, ai.d of a

district.

Hoo hae che sze
yife ~/f -^

a man who has traveled much and

has passed !;.kn and seas.

Hoo-kwang JK a well known

province of China.

Hoo-nan 1

i&j
the southern division

of the ancient Hoo-kwang province.

FRAT ii. x 4

Hoo p'ih I JL *'"' northern division

of Hoo-kwang province.

4099. f-]Tian-hoo J|f
1 an

animal resembling mon-

key.

[4100.
[-]Shen-hooJf|

coral.

Hoo leen JS a certain vessel used

in temples to contain grain.

4101. Something causing a

stoppage of the-throat.

4102. [-] Name of a

bamboo. Hoo IQh I

/5te
S" a quiver for arrows.

4 1 OS. [.] Paste made'from

boiled flour or rice; to paste,

to daub. Read Hwufe, Sud-

denly ; abruptly.

Hoo hw&n 1 y^ confused; stupid.

Hon-kow
j p to stop the mouth

with paste; i. e. tofeed. Woo e boo

kow 4H
JTjf ] P nothing to fill

the mouth witli no food to eat.

Hoo shwS 1 ^& foolish talk ; to talk
I ri'**

nonsense.

Hoo too iffc pnste and muddy

pt isler denotes stupidity ; a\ plied

either to thinking, speaking, or

acting.

4101. [-] Hoo tee" 1

a butterfly; fur this there are

other character* used.

410S.
[

-
] A gourd or

melon.

Hoo-loo 1 Wfaealabii.
In several

of these terms, different character*

arc used.

[- 410. [
-

] Hoo-tung

the ftreets in Peking

are called by this name.

4107. The part ofa (farmer.-

which comei below the arm

4108. [
-
] Te-Boffi

a certain ardent generou<

liquor made from cream.

Used figuratively for the.

disposition of Buddah

4109. [
-

] Foods gruel;

congee ; to depend on others

for food.

Hoo kow sze fan-: ] P {7E

to go every where seeking food.

4110. HooorTehoo^ft
/K'-l I

a water bird with feet, said

to resemble the human

- f
"
J * 'omwon term for

*<?rrf; the hair on the tem-

pics. Xot contained in the

Chinese Dictionaries

Hco tsr e
| ^- a beard ; a man with

a beard.

Hoo eu
j

the beard generally ;

d (Ten ill words arc used for the hair

on the upper lip and on tic cbin.
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4112. [-] Large, great;

empty ; proud. Read Woo,

To be kind to ;
to soothe ;

tube taken by surprize.erobarrassed;

a tone of astonishment.

4 1 IS. To cover; to cover

over as with a sheet. Large,

great; wide; possessing;

having; remiss ; careless.

4114. [
-
] Hoo or Woo.

Flesh without bones dried

in the sun, and used in sacri-

fice. Large slices of meat. A rule, a

law. Head Foo, Fat and beautiful.

Read Mei, The flesh of the higher

part of the back.

4115. [
-

] To lean up-

on ; to have support, or

that which does support ;

an expression for a mother.

She
'Jap

is used for a fa-

ther. Hoo is also used

for both, parents.

4116. [/] To be regardless

I"T~ ofinslniction and of morals,

It* to persevere in the road to

ruin ; irreclaimable. The favorer

blessing of heaven ; happiness.

4117. [/] A certain wood ; a

term to express any utensil's

being fragile, and bad of its

kind.

|

|Yl~"|

/|ll-*
ruin ;

blessi

fej|:.l*

/f\- I*

| V "^

noo

4118. [ _\ ] The bank of

a river ; a b;ink or shore ;

a lawn by the side of a

river. Name of a par-

ticular river.

4IV9. To be attached to;

to have affection for; to

regret.

412 <>.
[

'
] The appearance

of rain running down; cur-

rents; rushing and dashing

against each other. The name of a

river and of a bird. Read 8, The

name of a Been. To boil. Ta-hoo

T
]

a certain musical instrument.

8-hoo Igil deep retired apart-

ments in a palace. Poo-hoo./^J

the diffusion of education.

4121.
[

'
] The name of a

place. Read HS. To cut

down and gather in grain.

,4152 [/] To watch for the wel-

fare of; to assist ; to guard ;

to preserve safe and entire;

name of an office ; of a musical

instrument; and of a place.

Hoo chuen 1 ^jlfi
a ship which gives

I *t9r*

convoy.

HOO

Hoo fi
]

'& to defend or patronize

the riligion of Buddha.

Hoo f.ing

'

-tt a defensive envelope

written on the outside of a letter.

Hoo-le
Jf[)

to superintend and

take care of, as the duties of<in office.

Hoo wei
| |=n

to surround and guard.

Hoo f3 liou yay ^Jj -fo tjfr

a gentleman who patronizes, the re-

ligion of Buddha.

> 412S. Goo, or Tsirg.ho*

a certain stone or

mineral found on a certain

hill. A darkish colour.

4124. Ta-hoo^ 1 an an-

^f cient musical instrument.

4135. [-] A cup or pot, as

for wine, tea, and so on.

Name of an office ; came

of a place; and of a hill.

A surname. Tsew hoo

1 a pot for wine.

Cha hoo 2fi }
a tea-pot. To hoo

p3J |
a spitting pot; a vessel used

for beating time on when playing.

Hoo-Ioo 1ST a gourd or eali-

b:ish.

4IB6. Water running slowly.
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HOW. LXXIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hen. Canton Dielect.'/TotD or ///he.

^^ 41S7. H6w,orH6w. From

I* ^ E, To lead, to induce^ by
ir~j
S *"" orders proceeding from the

mouth ofone. A hereditary prince,

a king; to succeed or be next to;

after ; behind. A queen ; dependant

princes or governors of states. A

surname. To rhyme, read Hoo.

Yuenhow-j 1 or Keun how ^
1 a sovereign prince. Wang how

_1_J 1 or Hwang how f^L
-tt* 4

a queen. Keun how Jp!
1 assem-

bled princes or governors. Shin how

jfiHl j
spirit behind, are the words

cut on two stones placed in tumuli

behind Chinese graves.

How tow 1
g|f behind.

4128. [
N

] The tone or

voice of anger. Shame ;

disgrace ; abuse.

4129. To moisten ; to imbue.

4130. The appearance of

cordiality.

41.11. [
/

] Staring and

looking wilh angry "lances

I ^^ 4133. To rail at, to abuse

with anger, and insult;

|MW/ specious sycophant like

speech ;
a defect of right principles.

A surname.

How suy
j

=
opprobrious speech ;

abusive language; to rail.

How-ping is insult; obliquy ;

contumely.

4 1 S3. [/] 'Keae-how^jj

I to meet by accident; to

appear pleased and gra-

tified, but at the same time an

apparent want of stability or tin-

cerity.

4134. The end or joining

of a bone.

4135. [-] Row, or Yen

ho w
pj^j

the trachea,

the windpipe. Commonly

The throat, the gullet, the {esopha-

gus, which, however, is properly

expressed by
j pg| How-lung

How (e
'
a sore throat.

4136. From man extend-

ing a cloth, and an urrow

hanging from it. A

target. Of the form of

the target, there were

many varieties, differing

according to the rank of

persons who shot against

it Promotion was ob-

t lined by good arche'jr,

hen ce
jyfi

oo . how,

became an epithet of the

Chiefs or Princes of stales,

Viceroies, and Noblemen. There are

five degrees of Nobility, riz. ft.

'
how > P*h > tsze-

nan.

Handsome, pretty. A particle usher-

ing in a sentence, the same as
j|

Wei, a, id Mf Wei. Also a surname.

Occurs in the, sense of ^ He, A tone

closing a period ;
and

/pj"
Ho, Who ?

what? how? To rhyme, read Che.

How tseS 0J the Hova rank of

nobility.

How yay I %& epithet by which a
I '*1r'

nobleman cf the second rank from

the top is addressed.

4137. [
f

] Earth pi led up,

so as to form a village tower

.. or altar ; or an altar for the.
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Jane or district, and on which the

name of the village or district is

inscribed.

4138. A woman's name

4139. Name of a hill.

4140. An object to shoot

at with an arrow.

4141. [
/ ] An angry ap-

pearance

4142. Forms part of the

names of woods.

How-yu
j

j

How-taou 1

a species of small fig.

the name of a fruit.

4143. The monkey spe-

cies , the name of a fruit.

How tsze
j

-3- a mon-

key. How hing J -JF^

the figure of a monkey.

4144. [-] Knng.how i|g

I a certain -instrument

of imiMC.

4145. A sacrifice to procure

blesbings.

HOW
4146. Certain cutaneous

pustules or leprous spots

are called
jrfjT

I Yew-how,

and commonly How-tsze

pimples; ipots.

4147. Deep sunken eyes ;

half blind.

4148. A certain insect ofthe

lizard or dragon species.

E-lmw $j
j

the lizard

which appears on the wallsof houses.

4149. A certain pearl shell

found in the southern leas.

an avaricious ap-

pearance.

4150. Speaking; appear-

ing in conversation.

4151. [-] A particular

kind of arrow. The -se-

cond and third characters

are, besides, used for the

quill end, or root, of a

feather.

4152. [-]How.jB
]

a small garment.

HOW

4158. [-] Dry provisions;

victuals previously dressed.

How leang 1 *|f
dried provisions.

4154. [
'-

] To wait. To

enquire ; to wait ; to expect.

To protect or guard. WSn-

how
VJ-9

I to make civil enquiries,

to visit an eqiwl. Tth lae fung how

* ^fe "& ' have come on

purpose to .pay my respects. Kung

how kin gan 'fflz jff tfZ

respectfully enquire about (your)

r c -nt repose; is a common phrase

in the close of letters, implying civil

enquiries about health, &c. Sze-

hotv
/[j5J |

or Tang how^ 1

to wait for.

How seu
ffi

to wait (till the

guests) arrange themselves. A phrase

Used on invitation cards.

ft
4155. [v] The voice of any

animal ; the lowing of cat-

tle; -the roaring of a tiger;

the voice of anger.

4156. [
\

] How or Yin.

the lowin of a cow. Oc-

curs in the sense of the preceding.

4157. [
'

] From a. House

in wh'ch it can be laid

are many toni Moun-

t;iin-like. Thick; large;

.great; weighty; liberal;

generous; kind; in-

timate. A surname

//ow, is applied Urtastes

expressing that they arej
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strong; the opposite is
jin? P6, Thin.

Howfiih woo keang
| jjj^ JJB ^jy

great and unlimited happiness.

How gin 1 J3 great favor or be-

nevolence j an important act of <; race.

How hwuy ] fi\
a liberal donation

the language of courtesy.

How p scan- chin-
| ^ ffl ffi

thick and thin rightly adjusltd ; or

figuratively, the suitable drgrees of

civility, according to what is due to

different persons.

Row tiou
j jj||

liberal principle*.

4158. [/]Late. Jfter in

time, behind in place; he

who comes late must take

the back place ; that which comes

after, posterity. A surname. Jen-

how ^?
j

then, afterwards,or next.

Tseen how
|i|j

I or Seen how 4r-

before and after.

Howlae 1
^fe afterwards; hereafter.

How tae
|

X-F' subsequent ages.

How she
j ||^ an after, or future

state of existence.

How sing / after born; one

born subsequently to other*, a young

person.

How jTh
] g the <Uy after to-

morrow.

4159. [-] Breathing strong-

ly through the note.

4160. [-/]Nameofafih,

the roes of which are pre-

served.

HUNG - -LXXX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Bung. Some of these words are otherwise read Hing. Canton Dialect, Hung,

"7^4161. Kung. Ingenious ; skilled

in one's businrn : a workman
;

a servant of the craven.

4162. A large belly.

4163. Hung hung PJ

the noise made by people

crowded together in a mar-

ket place.

pj:

4164. [ 1] Quicksilvers

mercury ; that which (in

Chinese
phraseology) is

produced by a trans-

mutation of f'l
~fff Tan-

sha, Cinnabar, or the na-

tive ore of quicksilver. The second

TART II. F 4

character is further applied to de-

note An indistinct vapoury ap-

pearance.

Hung-yung jl|^ a wi(le *nd deeP

expanse of water.

4165. The name of a hill.

416B. An abundance of

fire ; flame. To dry any

thin" with fire.

4167. Spoiled, corrupted rice

or grain, grain become reJ

from being spoiled in heaps.

JU 4168. [-] Red; reddish

V%| i colour; colour of the south-

J J I ern regions. Name of a

place ; name of a plant. L8 hung tt

I

the menstrual
discharge.

Hungl:wa
| ^ ihe red coloured

Hibiscus Rosa sinensis, commonly

called Shoe-flower.

Hung keang
] yX tne stream Hong-

kong.

Hung maou I ^ a nickname, ap-

plied first to the Dutch, and after-

w.-inis to the English, by the Chinese

of Canton.

Hung paou hih ^? yfj
the red

precious stone worn as a knob on

the caps of persons of the firt rai k.

Hung yen to p5 roing
j
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/jj-
most of handsome women have

been ill fated.

Hung ying maou ^' |pH
a cap

with red hair or silk on the top ;

common Ij worn by Chinese gentle-

men, and gentlemen's servants.

Hung tail 1
j' j-

red lead.

Hun;; pae ^ jj^
the red declaration,

or Ta pae ^ |jf&
the great permit,

denotes, a Chinese Port Clearance;

locally called Tht Grand Chop. To

request it, is expressed by
==

\\zjL Tsing hung-pae. To issue it, by

FS or tH Chun hung pae.
-

4169.
[

-
] A certain

water plant.

4170. [
-

] Any coloured

fP |
ha' or vapour displayed by

^*J* the
lij;ht of the sun, the rain-

bow which is also expressed by l1

^

Teen-hung. Name of a sword^

name of a plant.

Hung tung
] JJpij

connected together.

Read Heang, To involve each other

by verbal contests or litigation, in

this sense used for the following.

Read Keang, A coloured h.ilo about

the topsof liills. The name ofa Heen

district.

fc_
4171. [-] To confuse; to

""^ "1 mix ; to quarrel ; to litigate;

)ff
'"^^

to ruin. A man's name.

41 78. A certain sea fish

without scales. A while

fish c. lied ^J ^
PTh-hung.

Read Kung, An edible crab-like fish.

4173. Hung, or Hung. i,o-

hiin
(LgS;

I to si g songs ;

the name of a song, or class

of songs.

4174. Commonly read Rung.

Originally written
4-j-Kun;;,

r representing two hands join-

ed to hold something. Many to-

gether.

Read Hung, '/{jj ] Che-hung, Name

of a place.

4175. ['-] The voice of song;

the noise of a crowd of

people, as in a thronged

market place. Chow, or Tsow hung,

1 to intimidate by an indis-
"'77? 1

tinct loud voice. To deceive ;
to

beguile and cheat.

Hung ta chflh lae
] ^ ft jfc

cozen, or beguile him out.

Bungling ^by false pretences

to induce to act.

Hung peen
j j|^to beguile and cheat.

4176. A species of banner

or
flag.

4177. [-] Water
rising

contrary to its usual course ;

a torrent of water; a deluge,

or extensive inu nd ition of water;

Witt r rushing against rocks. Great,

vast; mine of a river, and of a lake;

of a boll, of a district, and ofa hill.

A .ur.iamc. An irregular pulse.

Huii ftih
I jjjg

great happiness.

Hung-gin
j

W grc^t favor.

Hui g shwuy yV the Deluge

spoken of in Chinese History.

Htng shing wang j^j -|- name

ofan iilol god, whose birth day is the

13th of the 2nd moon it is much

observed.

4178. [-] A bamboo for

leading off water, as a pipe;

a bamboo to bind things

with ; a bamboo utensil for drying

things ; a fishing utensil.

-Ur
4179. Nameofaplajit.

4180. Sheep's eyes, injuring

persons in some way.

4181. [
-

] A large yalley.

Read Keang, Name of a

certain valley.

4132. [-] The gate of a

street or Line ; a gate-way.

The gate of he iven. Kew.

j
the nine gates of the

Nine heavens. A bar or fastening

for a gate. A surname $ a man's

name. Wide, extensive; of great

containing c p:icity; a wide unoc-

cupied space. An extensive elegant

garden.

4183. [f\ To fight; the

noise of fighting and quar-

relling.

4184. [-] The twang or

soundufa bow siring Large,

&reat ; of vast c.ip.city ; to

enlarge ; to act on enlarged prin-

ciples.
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Hung leang jjr
liberal and en-

larged mind and. mode ofacting.

% _ 4185.
f_

-
] Hing or Hung,

fff The echo in a lirge wide

J house. Rest ; repose.

4186. [-] Deep, clear,.said

of water; profound, exten-

live. Name ofa river.

4187. [-] A net, some-

thing that ties orfastens

to. The second character

also denotes Strings that

tie on a cap below the

chin.

4188. [-] A kind of

strapto hold on by, or to

rest the arms on, in the

front part of a cart or

carriage. The Chinese

use a transverse piece

of wood in sedan chairs

for the same purpose.

Read Kung, in a similar

sense.

I |_
4189, [?] HungorllSng,

J**__^^

int^P* A transverse bar; ornsswisp,

I O~f\^ "V or thwart : figuratively,

Perverse; unreasonable. Name of a

star; name of a district, and of a

plant; a surname; name of a sign

in divination. Tsung hang |nu

or Tsung h$ng || lengthwise

and transverse: lines running east

and west ; and north and south ;

according with, and thwarting, either

by fuir or fool means.

Hungchung cMh chwang 1 '$fc
[j|'

ipjf opposed every wi'y.

Hung neih
| jjjj opposed to; thwart-

ing; perverse; unreasonable.

Hung hing
| r^j perverse, wicked

conduct

Hung ho
| jifEJ

an unusual calamity;

a divine judgement.

Hung sze
| ^|/

an untimely death.

4190. [.] The rumbling

noise of carriages, or of can-

non ; the raltling sound of

a great many carriages; the thunder-

ing roar of cannon. Luy hung |f|'

|

the crash of thunder.

Hung le'S
J
5 rent with noise.

Hurg lay
|
3? loud thunder.

4191. A school or college.

Hung kung 1

'ijj
a palace

of learning. An academy or

school. To commence, or advance in

studies, is called Tsin hung kung }|fj

1 ^g to enter the palace of

learning.

u^ f-,
4192. [-] Many ; numerous;

V*
'

-j_ rapid, fleet. Hung expresses

-^>(^ the demise of a prince or

king.

Hung che 1
yffi departed

this life ;

died, dead.

4193. [ -] Hung or Hung

hwdh
J ^J|

a certain

large bird like a goose;

having white glossy fea-

thers and a long neck,

the flesh is deemed ex-

cellent, there is a larger and smaller

species. Great; vast. Name of a

banner; of a place; and of a man ; a

surname.

fcXP natural vapourHung mung

or fog.

Hungpeen
jig

a very favorable

opportunity.

Hung yen the large ad
smaller kinds of wild gees*.
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HWA . LXXXP SYLLABLE.

Matiiiscript Dictionary, Hie*. Canton Dialect, Fa,

^4194. Pe. J spoon. Arrang-

ed in order at spoons at a

table.

4195. Appearance ofan open

mouth. To be diiliuguishcd

from p^ Clnh.

4190. [
'
] Alteration of

the state of any thing;

change ; mutation ; meta-

morphosis; the changes wrought in

nature ; come into being, or to exist,

said of animals, plants, and so on.

To change; to transform; to tras-

mute ;
to digest ; to exchange ; to

barter. To cause to repent, or pro-

duce a change of mind; to change

from a bad to a good life ; to civilize;

to reform ; to turn from the world to

the priesthood. To have acted con-

trary to propriety, a local term.

The name of a district. Also read

Hwa. To rhyme read Hwuy, Ko,

H.', and Go. Keaou hwa 5w XV

instruction, and the effects of ex-

ample; also the change of sentiment

and manner produced by instruction.

Fung hwa
/i]i[

in allusion to the

wind shaking the forests and the

fields of grain, expresses the change

produced in the manners of the people

by the good examples and instruc-

tions of superiors. They express,

Beginning to exist, by jg' Tsaou, To

nv:ke, lo form. Censirg to exist, as

f.iding or dying, by |
Hwa. Tsnou

hwa Vg[ 1 production and destruc-

tion ; or the power which operates

in i.ature to cause these. Haou-

tsaou hwa ^ j|r 1 g"<>d fortune

or -rood luck. Pe'en hwa %j& ]

a change from one str.t^ to another ;

a transformation. Pecn denotes the

commencement of the change, Hwa,
i^-z \

its consummation. Ke hwa^ |

and Shin hwa
f[j^ ]

are aerial

spiritual
transformations. Hinghwa

J(
1 a change or alteration of

the figure which is visible. Yung-

hwa Sj 1 to blend together, and

change the state of each ingredient;

to melt away as snow. Seaou hwa

Vjt
\ to melt or consume; to

digest.
SMh urh p6h hwa^ j^jjj

~jf\
1 to eat but not digest; to

read without improvement. Shaou-

hwa #fe I or Ho hwa M
/!^O

to consume by fire. Keaou hwa tsze

P-J- -JP
a begging priest. Wang-

hwa kwo Icaou T^ il T
transformed and gone ; i. e. dead.

Hwa ming | 'fift
a deadly fate ; its

being one's fate to die prema-

turely.

Hwa yuen 1 f& or Moo hwa
JEpC

1

to beg that property may be trans-

ferred to the temples of Fuh.

Hwa sing g to produce; or

sometimes, to produce by a metamor-

phosis, in contradistinct on from
{j/j'J

A: Lwan siii?, Produced from an

egg ; and Tae sang formed

in the womb.

4197. Hwa or To, To change

or alter the position of with

the hand ; to more to put

aside.

flfe

4198. Name of a wood, the

bark of which cord is made.

fc 4199. The Change produced

on a plant in spring; the

inflorescence of a plant,

this character was not introduced till

the fiflh or sixth century; before that

BWB fp was used. A flower. Used

figuratively for pleasure ; and com-

monly in a vicioui sense, indistinct

vision. Name ofaplace; asuruame.
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decorated rockets.

to squander ; to dis-

lavender

Woo hwa kwo
3jft ^ the fig.

Tahwa JT" I to flower over with

lying glosses. Yen hwa
QJ^

the eye seeing indistinctly

Hwa chow
| jff--|

a boat appropri-

Hwa ting jtgj J
ated to pleasure

parties,
and dissolute revels; com-

monly culled Jl flower boat.

Hwa hwa she kcae 1 "tff j?i

a prodigal thoughtless, age.

Hwakeaou
j

M the marriage sedan

chair used in China.

Hwalin \ ^ a forest of flowers,

a brolhel.

Hwa paou I

Hwa san
j

sipate.

Hwa loo sbwSy

water.

Hwa sing 1
^t arachis hypogoea, a

kind of nut, called at Canton,

Groundnut called by the northern

people, Chang sing kwo
-^- /Jr ^K

an oil is expressed from them,

Hwa tsze
j ^-

a beggar.

Hwa tseaou
j

ife chillies or cayenne

pepper

Hwa kei tsze FD 121 the Cycle

of sixty years.

Hwa tang

'

$ the festival of Ian-
i /*JL.

terns; observed on the 15th day of

the 1st moon.

Hwa yuen
] IS]

a flower garden.

Hwa lew me Jin
] ^ ^ ^

flowers ar.d Willows stupify men; i. e.

dissolute pleasure docs so.

HWMJIIJ
] ,'j||

'he pistils or pointals

of a plant, or the bud of a flower.

PAKT u. 4 c

Hwa jiii
]
"f^or Hwa me

'

j&
seeds.

Hwa f.mg
| ^ the cup or calyx of

a flower.

Hwa pan
| -ijj^

the petal ofa flower.

Hwa seu
j =jjf

the stamens or oiiires

of a plant.

Hwa te
j 'jfi

the stem of a flower.

. Water, not in com-

tnon use.

4201. Name ofa fish.

4202. The transformation of

a demon.

4203. [-]FJowers ; elegant,

variegated ; adorned

with virtue; elegance,

splendour. White hair

coloured, or varnished

over. Nameofaplace,

and of a hill. A surname. A cer-

tain star. A
designation of China,

ai.d of its
language. Formerly read

Ho.
Yunghwa^. ]

glory, honor.

Chung hwa kwS
tjl | (B||

China.

Hwa fang
| ^ the house of a flower,

the cup or calyx.

Hwa hea
J^ a designation of

China.

Hwa yen king
] ^'^alrirjre

work

of the Buddha sect, which, from the

specimen given in Wa.'d's Hi' d.>o*

Mythology, seems a translation of

the IlvHlhii Pooranu. It was pub-

lished by Imperial Authority, in the

beginning of the 15lh cenl: n.

Hwa kwang 1 T^p the god of fire.

Ilua tin I J.K i.amu of a garden.

Hwa le iKr gay, cleg;mt, splendid.

Hwa mei =^ elegantly adorned,

showy.

Hwa peaou
| ^^ a tone pillar with

which tombs arc ornamented.

Hwatsir
|

2K
flowered, or varie-

gated, with divers colours.

Hwa yen 1 =p the Chinese language.

420 i. [-] Gaiety or ex-

travagance of mind.

4205. Luxuriant grain.

4206. [-] An excessive

degree of talk; cla-

morous noise, such at

is made by a drunken

party, which stuns the

ear. Heuen hwa 5pj 1

or HWMI hwa
g||

'

the noise of

a great many people's voices.

4207. [
-

] An iron spade-

like instrument for digging

with, to insert into the

ground ; to make a kind of gutter s

to till.

4208. To open a door; r

ait open door.

4509.
[

-
] Hwa-low 1 "

I *i

an elegant fine horse.
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4210. Name of a bird re-

sembling the fowl spn-i. '.

4211. [/] Three tongues,

or a tongue and tvord.

Words; speech; dis-

course; conversation;

I to talk; to tell; able to

speak well in an assembly.

To clamour; to put to

;-5^ shame; to direct. ShwS

*^t^ >t

[ |^ J hwa 5TJ* speech ;

talk; sentiment. Ptih ching hwa

'T* /2 I not constitute speech ;

nonsense. POh tsae hwa hea ^ /pf-

~T* not now narrate it, not

include it in the narrative. Haou

shwS hwa
J ^ ] something

good or agreeably said. Wo yew

hwa shwS ;Jj/ ~%\ 3fr I have
'^v ra i ryfj

something to say. Ta keaag teih

she shing-mo hwa
ijffl =jA| ffy -ijL

"? fO> I

"kalis 'ttl'at he says ?

Hwa chang | ^ it is a long story

better not begin it, is commonly-

understood.

Hwa peS K||
to speak on parting ;

to take a farewell.

"HwashwS
[ |jjitis said, on AY is >

usual mode of commencing a novel,

or a new section, in colloquial books.

llwa chang hwa twan
] -^

talk of long and talk of short. much

talk and altercation.

4212. [ /] From Pencil

placed above ground. To

put colours upon any

ground ; to paint or

draw the figure and co-

lour of things ;
a picture.

The name of an office.

^~ Read Hwa, To mark

JEJJ with a line; to /draw a

line of separation ;
to

limit; to separate ; to

lay plans, to draw out
,f

schemes. Name of a place Yang

hwa
'J2H

1 foreign pictures.

Hwa che 1 T|J
a mark made with

the fore finger and ink ; the point of

the finger is placed on the document,

and the impression is considered a

woman's signature.

Hwa che keuen 1 ^y <^;
a docu-

ment or bond properly signed.

Hwa kung 1 ~T_ the work oTpaint-

ing in colours; drawing; the per-

son who paiuts or draws.

Hwa seang I

q|9
to draw or paint

a likeness.

Hwa yS 1 Jffl a mark placed by a

person after his signature; the

Chinese require both a persou's sif-

nature with his own hand, and the

Uwa-va, or mark also, as proof of

the authenticity of a document.

4213. [
'

] GommopJy

read Woo. Read Hwa,

A large mouth ;
loud YO-

ciferation.

4214. [V ] A ram's horns

beginning to grow; a horny

appearance. Name of an

arrow. A surname. Read Heae,

A sheep with one horn; a monster

sheep. Name of a cap.

4215. The heel of the foot.

Hwa-hwa alone;

single.

4216. [ / ] An impedi-

ment, as a stone in the

way. Rad Kwae, A

square on a chess-board.

4217. [ /] A kind of snare

for taking animals. Read

II wd, To grasp ; to icize.

4218. A certain useless

wood. See Chop.
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HWA. LXXXIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hoa. Canton Dialect, Wai and Wo/..

4219. From bone and water :

Smooth, slippery; sharp.

Name of a district, ofa river,

and ofan ancient stale. A drug.

Hwa hwan ! i$ a slippery slick. A

knave ; a sharper.

Hwl-le 1 i)| keen, deceitful, kna-
I / )

vish, lying.

Hwa-shih
j

Tj* the name of a me-

dicinal mineral.

Hwa she 1
"JZJ"

a slippery tongue;

flattering.

Hwa shih tsze 1
"fa

-f- an ingre-

dient in the manufacture of porcelain.

Hwi tsth
| jl^.

\ slippery lubri-

HwS ta
| ^:jE

/ cous.

4220. Disorderly ; b irbarons,

applied to foreigners. Art-

ful, clever, crafty, applied to

children. Tr'uky; crafty ; 1} ing;

deceitful. To bite; to gnaw.

Keaou-hwa yfy "| cunning, art-

Hwae-hwa
Iff" 1 J ful > dt-<^'t-

full, crafty.

Hwa tsze
j -j

* a certain sea animal,

the skin of which is used as a gir-

meut, it is said to hare uo boues,aud

that when swallowed by tigers, it

corrodes their stomach.

4221. Hwa-shih 1 ^
a certain mineral used in

medicine, and in the manu-

facture of porcelain ; otherwise writ-

ten fel

Hwa.
rj

4222. A certain crab-like

shell fish.

4223. Hi or Hwi, Forlorn,

strong ; robust ; fearless.

4224. A hindrance or im-

pediment, such as is occa-

sioned by a net.

4J25. To draw aline, as a

rule or limit, to separate

with a line; to draw plans ;

to scheme; to devise.

Name of* mountain
; and

of a place. To stop j to

limit. Read Hwa, A picture.

Hwa te Uzc been \
jfij

l
[fR

to mark the ground and limit one's

self.

Ilwikaeleaeheen 1 Hfl E[ KB
I \m /lh rJ\

to draw a line of separation, or a

boundary.

Ilwa hw5
J

I to draw pictures

Tlwa jih 1 to draw one line ; to

act by one rule.

4226. A style, or pointed

instrument; to mark with

a style or graving tool; to

divide or split open with a pointed

instrument.

Hwa kae
j

R3 to split -open.

4227. Airy, light, tranquil,

pleasing, haughty ; self con-

fident; fleet; swift.

4228. HTh or Hwa, To split

to rend , to tear apart; the

sound ofsplitting or rending.

4229. Weihwi |^
1 or

*\lft

Hwa hwuy |
-ffiV to oppose;

I Vrf

opposed to; perverse; dis-

obedient, the noise of cracking or

breaking.

4230. Hih or HwS, Open-

ing; rending j breaking,

1-SSJ splitting..
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HWAE. LXXXIIP" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Iloai. Cunton Dialect, Wac and Hwae.

4231. [-] From a Demon

under the clothes. The

sleeve; to hide in the

sleeve ; to conceal under

one's clothes ; to store

up and hide ; to put into

the breast. To put under

the clothes, is expressed

by Hwae
J

to hold in

the hand is expressed by J^ Qh, used

for iW Hwae.

Hw&-hwae|& J
name of an animal

which lives in dens, and has a human

countenance.

_* 4232. Read Hwae,a?aVerb
Irtft

Active, To spoil ;
to injure ;

^^ to break; to ruin ; to de-

stroy. Read Kwa, as a Verb

Intransitive, To spoil; to injure;

to go to ruin of its own accord.

The name of a hill. Faded, as a

diseased or cast off tree, as it

drops its branches. To rhyme,

read Hwuy. The first sense, the

Chinese express by Po pie

broken and ruinedj or by

Tsze hwuy, Self ruined. The Transi-

tive or Active sense, they express by

Hwuy chc @ ~y \o ruin it. Sun-

hwae |H
'

and Po hwae ^
express Injured, torn, rent, broken,

spoiled in any way. The latter is

the stronger expression. Ne puh ko

sun hwae $ ^ Pj~ Jj| |

you must not injure, or spoil it.

Hew hwae fa a rotten tree ; a

thing entirely spoiled. Tsuy hwae

ftf" 1
*u Pusn ' or persecute and

destroy. Hwae jin sin 1 yv 'l_i^

to injure men's minds, as by vicious

books.

3pE 4233. Tranquil; peaceful.

4234. [
-

] From to hide in

S?tfs and heart. To cherish or
^"^ .

contain in the breast or

mind, or mouth, or womb; to cherish

kind regard to; the thought* which

are cherished ; to revert, or return

to. To surround ; to lay or store up ;

to wound ; to hurt; private; selfish.

The name of a district; a surname.

Lwan wo sin hwae fli'l
JT> (IY\

pyU JLArf

to disturb my mind. Foo-moo che

hwae ^ -f}|: ^ |
Ihe tender

concern of parentf.

Hwae Uh
j ^ to cherish thoughts

of, and regard to, virtue.

Hwae le
J ^;jj

to cherish thought*

of gain.

Hwae tae 1 fl^ to be pregnant

* J^ 4235. A certain wood ; the

TtVl*^ fruit of which is eaten, and
\ "^ifv
\/V*^. is considered very strength-

ening: it yields fragrant ex-

halations.

4236. [
-
] The same as the

preceding; the tree is said

to have a large black leaf.

The name of an animal. A surname.

Taou-hwae )k name of a

country.

Hwae-le I' 3? the name of a place.

4237. [-] A famous river

in the central part of China,

and which empties itself into

the sea, in N. L. 34" 30'.

Hwae yuen -j|5
the source of the

river Hwae. it is in the province

of Honan.

Hwae ho
yfiT

the Hwae river.

Hwae ho kow
j

;

JpJ"
H the mouth

of the river Hwae.

Hwae gan -Hr the name of an

ancient principality.
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HWAN. LXXXIV SYLLABLE.

Varied to Hin and Wan. Manuscript Dictionary, Huon and Hoan, Canton Dialect, ffan and ffoon.

&
7L

4238. Hwan, or Wan.

Every thing round, or

spherical and turning, is

called Hwan. A bird's

egg. A surname. Name

of a hill. Tan hwan

^ ]

a bullet.
Laouhwan^

1

akind of round cakcniade ofriceand

flour. La hwan tUBf a pill in-

closed in a shell of was to preserve

it. Kaou tan wan san
yy-

N
|

^ bolus, pills,
and powders. Tan

n-\

and Wan, both express Pilk

Hwan tsze
| ~J"

or Y3 hwan

3 pill.

4239. Hwan-lan 1 'M to

weep and shed tears.

4210. Yuen hwan
R&J

to turn or roll the eyes.

One says, Large eyes.

4241. A kind of plain white

fine silk; it has a white

snowy nap on it.

Hwan koo 1 Wd warm breeches ; he

who wears them, slid contemptu-

ously of a rich bad man.

Ilnan .slim
] J^A

fine silk fun.

P1RT II. II 4

4242. A sore produced by

scratching.

4243. Hwan Ian
' ^

name of a plant mentioned

in the She-king. A fragrant

plant.

4244. A pill; the top of the

head.

4245. Hwan too

name of a bird.

424G. Hwan or Wan, En-

,^___M tirely ; completed; finished;

/ V.^ done ; well made ; strong.

Read Wuh, The appearance of put-

ting away the hair. Slrih wan leaou

fo ~f done eating.

Hwan tseucn
j
XS finished; com-

pleted ; preserved entire.

Hwan koo , ffl strong; firm, well-

made.

Hwan kce *i- settled, woinul up ;

closed.

4217. . To strike; to rub; to

cut ; to pare, as in working

stones.

4248. To wash garments; to

^^ cleanse; leisurely; slowly.

Name of a river./7C
* 4249. Luminous; bright.

Name of a He'en district.

Same as the following.

^"zT 4250. A certain bright star;

clear ; bright.

/!- 4251. A cake made of meal.

I^^F Also read Keuen.

^
> 4S52. A plant or rush (if

^_ _^ which mats may be made.

J ^ A surname. Read Kwan,

The name of an ancient district,

the name of a valley. Tung-kwan

ifa the district on the east of
I .

Macao. Kwan urh 1 few to laugh

or smile.

I 4253. A certain round in-

rr
~

strument; having the cor-

Ix' ^^ ners rounded o(T and made

like a wheel.

*-^> 4254. A bone of the kocf ;

-I /I
,

the kneepan.
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4255. Large ;
an easy slow

deportment , variegated;

coloured; bright; gay.

A surname.

42:,6. [\] To call; to call to;

to call for; to bid or tell to

do; to denominate; to name.

Sliwny hwan ne tso
Vjj | 'j/jt <j[l

who told you to do it ? She hwan

jl|i
1 to send and to call back;

hence a domestic servant is called

She hwan teih jin Inl
J]M J\

a person who is always at one's call.

Hwan choo
j ^p called and stopped,

liwan ta lae 1
^JJJ ^R call him here.

Hwan sing she jin S^ "JIT ^
to call to and awake the world to a

due sense of moral propriety.

1 >-y_ 4257. Pwan hwan f92

MJI t- disobedient; uncomplying;

\-^ ^- perverse, irregular, rebellious.

4258. To remove from one

place to another with the

hand; to exchange. Pwan-

hwan nft. a violent unruly ap-

pearance.

Hwan kuh 1 <S to change the' bones;

a radical, a thorough change of con-

duct.

Hwan kwo ^ to exchange one

tiling for another.

Ilai\ tseen
j %;j.

to cxclrangc silver

for copper coin.

4259. A river in Flonan

Province. \anieofoneof

tlic Kwa diagrams, denoting

Scattered, spread out.

I! WAX

liwan hwan 1 appearance of an

extensive collection of water.

Hwan Ian
'

YJVJ elegantly dceo'rated

with various colours.

42GO. Hwan Ian Ail

decorated with various co-

lours.

42fil. The light of fire;

clear, bright.

4262. Disensed; leanness.

Read Twan, in th Diction-

4263. Name ofa place.

4264. Fat; fleshy.

4265 Yuen. From ^ Peaou,

Hand and nails. One-Mag

fallen dott-n connected with ano-

ther from a higher place, and

from -p Yu, An endeavour

to extend to. ^n effort to

join or to raise up ; hence used

tit a Connecting Particle, or a

Particle to introduce a subject,

also implying the connection

of cause and effect.

4S66. Hwan hoo [RL

to call to Head Ho, Taoii

n ut. 1

ho [1m appcaranre of

Shedding tears.

Hwan gae
j ^ grief , apprehension ;

HWAN
sorrow: in thjs sense it is also read

lleuca and Yuen.

4267. Hwan or Yuen. To

draw up ; to pull or lead to

a higher place; to assist; to

rcsciie physically or morally ; to

elevate the public manners. A

certain sword or weapon. See Yuen.

Used for 'H5 Hwan, in the phrase

Pwan-hwan. See 4257.

Hwan tae tsoo chow 1 ~^ ]J|j| 4jl-

to rescue the Emperor's boat which

was aground and attacked by an

enemy.

4268. Hwan, or Yuen, Water

drawn out in a flowing stream,

the appearance of water flow-

ing along.

j

4269. Large eyes which

}
roll about, or which

draw the attention.

n, or Heuen.

Slow, leisurely ; gliding

with luxurious ease; pros-

perous circumstances;

careless; remiss; dilatory;

delay. To delay ; to put

off till another time. Shoo hwau

$'/' I

oa\v > expanded, loose ; not

strict nor pressed; ease of mind.

Yen hwan ffiE

'

to put off; to

procrastinate ; to delay. Che liwan

-jPg j
slow; dilatory ; lato.

Hwan keTh h slow, precipitate,

gliding smoothly; urgent; enjoying

room ; hard pressed; prosperity; adver-

sity.



A screen or curla'm.

The name of a fish.

%,-Jt. 4273. Read Hwan, Luxu-

rious vegetation. Read

Kwan, A small cup for drink-

ijg wine with. A certain water bird.

Name of a plant.

Hwan, or Twan. To

call to; to call out cla-

morously: to clamour in

disputation.

Hwan hwan jen, pfih che ke so fei yay

-|f/
the Tulgar professors of letters

in this age, clamour and wrangle in

disputation, ignorant of their errors

and misconduct.

Hwan heaou
] ^ to make a noise

and clamour.

|

J--J- 4275. A feeling of salis-

*r faction ; joy ; joyful. Read

Kwan, denotes sorrow;

grief felt without having any one

to unbosom one's self.

4276. From plants, mouths,

birds, and aspirations; a

jocund assemblage of brids.

Joy; satisfaction; joy, displayed by

tones and jestures ; delight. H6-hwan

A- the name of a place under

the Han dynasty.

Hwan-hc 1
i'jl

or He-hwan, com-

mon expression denoting To be pleas-

ed or satisfied with; to like; to be

joyful.

Hwan sin
^ J^k

a joyful heart.

Hwan pTh 1
tf\

a certain wine or

liquor "that causes joy.

Hwan yuc ] ^ "I high degree of

Hwan-lS I |3 I pleasurable feel-

iug, delight and satisfaction.

4277. A wild boar or pig.

4278. Short.

4279. Clangor; clamour;

"i"|3Cl vociferation; noise; to

fjTfc rouse; to stimulate; joyful

tidings; the -voice of joy. The name

of an animal, of a hill, and of a

country. A surname. Read Heuen,

To alarm by clamorous nofye.
To

call to.

t fc_ 4280 Name of an animal,

9-J-f-

IJP said to be like a horse with

\&- one horn. Read Kwan.Vgly ;

deformed.

4281. A certain wild ani-

mal, sometimes spoken of as

like a swine, and at other

times, said to resemble a dog. The

male is-called Hwan ;
the female

jfe

Lang. The wolf.

Hwan-tsze pe \ ^ JJC
"olf-ikin -

428?. An ancient city in

Shang-tung. Read KCUIMI,

The name ofa Till ige.

. , I'jx !. Name of aliorv;

frisking and placing 1'iiilnl

othei- cliaractrrs forms

several proper names of plates and

persons.

Ah
428 1 Name of a.star

4285. To turn ;
li>

i

t<i go round ,
to run awaj ;

to eicape from.

_ ^ 4286. The name of a plant.

The name of a bird. Read

(liny, Exuberant growth

of plants.

1

Jh
I

4287. Hwan-peaou -Jfe

certain wooden pillars erect-

ed at halls of the deceased

with inscriptions on them ; a title or

term of honor applied to deceased

statesmen. Name of a river, and ofa

wood. Pwan hwan M
^

progress-

in- with difficulty ;
a tuft of hair on

the head is also so named.

Hwan-kwei
] ^ certain stone

sceptres carried in the hands by

ancient statesmen.

Hwan-hwan a martial ap-

pcarauce. Also mournful; sorry.

4288. To wash clothes.

Ten days, or a decade, is

called Hwan, from ill being

a rule in the time of Tang, to grant

absence from business to bathe and

wash every tenth day.

Hwau he
] ^ to wash clothes.
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'fi "1 4289 - Ktung. From F.yc,

j|| > and mouth and a long

^ J garment. To gaze ; to

stnre ; to took alarmed or

frightened; solitary; sor-

;<)/.//.

4290. Expert ;
clever ,- sharp ;

swift; nimble. The name

of a country.

4291. [-] Hwan, or Yuen.

Round, globular; complete,

perfect. Read Hwan, To

circulate; to surround ; to conglo-

merate; to look round with appre-

hension. Hwan yu yuen tung
|

-fit IM] fpl y llen 's the same as

Yuen, round; and Yuen teen te

I ^C mt J
ucn the form or body

of the heavens. Teen hea hwan she

urh ke
J\

all under heaven will look round with

alarm and rise up.

Hwan kcaou mun
j fc^

PH sur-

rounded the bridge gate.

Hw.m hwuy ]
M the gate of a

market pkce.

Hw-an she I

jjjjj
to look round with

alarm;

Hwan too -y surrounding earth,

a place of confinement.

Hwaiiyng 1
KMpiiume

of a Been

district.

9. [".] The same as
Jx|

Hwan. llwun-too tJf

a wall before one's face; a

surrounding or enclosing wall.

Hwan to M-aoii jrn I ]%
*t|'>.

tyfc

lare walls all around, astute of po-

verty.

HWAN
4293. [

-
] The district an-

ciently included in the Im-

perial domain; a wall that

surrounds the palace. Name of a

district.

Hwanyu 1
np

all the world.

4294. [
'

] To connect or

join together, as the scales

of armour; to tie; to bind;

to pull or roll up the sleeves and

drawers, so as to expose the arms

and legs.

4295. Name of a river ;

water rushing together

as in a current or eddy.

Seuen hwan
jffljp j

water

in rapid motion; boiling,

bubbling up.

\^
JJ&

4296. [
-

] A dog leaping

kz^ and running. To run with

haste; haste; speed; preci-

pitation.

4297. [ ',] A stone ring,

worn as a female ornament.

A ring; a circle; to encircle;

to surround. A surname; a man's

name. Name of an office, and of a

river.

Hwang chueu
j

WU to turn round.

Hwan pei
j ^jj^

certain jingling or-

naments worn by brides.

Hwan paou 'l

.K^
to embrace.

Hwan she I
yjjt|

to look round.
I 'IIH^

Hwan woo twan
j $jfe jjfj^

a ring has

no beginning.

429S. [-] A kind of cake or

bait.

HWAN
4299. [-] Cord or line; to

m;ike cord, i expressed by

TsS hwan. Silken

cord; a variegated silken ornament

for the tops of streamers. The rain-

bow. Tow hwan yun ming ^*
to hang one's self.

4300. A certain sheep-like

animal, said to have no

mouth.

tin
[
'

] To tear a human

t-ltt being to pieces with carti;

cy?
I^VNk to draw or quarter.

Hwan yuen
j JJW

name of a place.

^"^ HwanorHan -

^
CpL To return to; to revert; to

-^~ *^
mt
^ come back

; to, give or pay

back. To look or pay regard to
; to

turn round ; to encircle; forthwith,

immediately; still; even till now.

Ke she hwan *B J]5 ]
when

will he return ? Ta hwan -jr

and Scaou hwan /K 1 refur to the

sun's solstices. Ta hwan (or Han)

tsae H^ [

; he is still in C,J 5.

tcnce, present, or here. She chay-

yang hwan she na yang ^- ^ ^
~/E ^Jl^ KA

' S '' '" '''' S InaD"

nor, or in that ?

Hwan kwei che Ji ~V to cause
j j^n* A

to revert to.

llwannhin
] j|[J3

to return thanks to

the gods for mercies received.

Hwan tsccn j 4 to repay money.

Hwan yuen 1
fejl

t pay a vow, i. e.
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to perform the benevolent or piou*

act promised to the gods at a pre-

vious time.

tn?

4303. A ring for the finger,

any ring or link.

4301. [-] A wall surround-

ing a market place. A mar-

ket place.

Hwmnhwae
j |^ the gate of a mar-

ket place.

4305. [-] The hair put up

on the top of the head,

according to the ancient

Chinese head-dress, by allusion The

tops of mountains.

^ /] 4306. FromTieachil-

*J j dren turned upside

^ down. Artifice; craft;

fraud; slight of hand,

a deception ofthe eye;

demoniacal or magical

arts
; visionary appear-

ances; apparitions.

Munghwa ^ j
tne

visions of a dream which vanish on

awaking.

Hwan ying
j jp the shadow of a

dream or vision.

Hwan yaou J ^tricks; saLanic arts;

magic ; witchcraft; and so on.

-J 4307. The appearance of

flying round in a cir-

cular motion. llwan-

mrth H certain

water bird.

4308. Name of a plant.

4309. [/] One who

serves another, par-

ticularly a servant of

the crown. A sur-

/ ] name. Sze hwan

f̂i.
or Kwan hwan 'g*

j

a government officer.

Hwan kwan 1 ^ yen hwan 'fa
f j,
J

or Chung kwan m
'M^

an

eunuch of the imperial palace.

Hwan nang
j J& a mandarin purse

the money nude in office ; gene-

rally implies bribery.

4310.
[ /] Vice, evil, fault,

distress, calamity, failing,

iV> A. misfortune; to be afflicted

with; grieved for; grief. A sur-

name. Wang-shTh che hwan, haou

she jin tung ke . J* JpF

\ A

she's failing and misfortune, was

liking to make every body the tame

at himself (in opinion).

How hwan ^ j

some subsequent

ovil or calamity.

Hwan nan chung MjT
ill in the

midst of difficulties and distress.

Hwan ping
| JjH

to be afflicted wilh

disease.

Hwan ping kin e tsuen yu 1
3jfi ^-

p\^p ff the disease is now per-

fectly curtd; or I am thoroughly

recovered from it.

Hohwan hoo/pf I =Ji what the evil

of that? Hohwan
jjj^ |

judge-

ment; calamity; evil; misery.

Hwan nan tHh
rfi| ^3 grieved

that it was- so difficult to understand.

431 1. Disordered; confused ;

indistinct. Man hwan v

if A* l confuted, indistinct,

unintelligible.

4312. f-] The inner or

lower sides of the tilei of a

roof.

4313. [/] To feed swine ;

to offer a bait to. Name

of an office. Hwan yang-

;jg
to nourish ; to

feed
; to bring up.
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HWAN. LXXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hoen.

4314. From the nm and

low i or, just above the

horizon. Dusk ; the twi-

-, light, dull, obscure, indis-

*^_ tinct. Under the Tang

Dynasty altered to the

following form.

Hwin ehHh che ciiing 1
vgj ~s "$f

confused, bad, vicious government.

Hwin me 1 i*; stupid; sottish;

dull of moral perception.

Hwin pe ^ dull ; obscure, ap-

plied to the mind.

4315 - From Te, Low,

and the Sun or tne ""

just below the horiztn.

__ The sun going down ; the

twilight which sheds some

lustre /or, or instead of,

the sun; hence called ^ JJJJ
Tae

ming; A tubstitute brightness Dusk ;

obscure; dull; confused; in dis-

order ; to compel or oblige.

From marriage presents being sent

in the evening and the bride being

taken to the house of her husband in

the evening ffwan denotes Marriage;

the bride is compared to the raoen,

wlien the sun sets, the moon appears.

A designation of a wife's father. Pre-

mature death of an infant, before

it is named. Chung hwin JJ3

the connexion of two families in-

creased by more than one intermar-

riage.

Hwang hwan
-gj" ]

dutk.

Hwin teen ^ sinking in the

waters of the deluge.

Hwin Iwan 1 sf in a state of dis-

order and confusion.

Hwin naou
j Hg muddled braini.

Hwin tow
jjj

a dull pate.

Hwin yin THM marriage.

Hwan yay /^ or Ting hwin *?

[

settled night; night.

4316. A bride's con-

nexions are expressed by

Hwan; a son-in-law's con-

nexions are expressed

by oW Yin. Mae hwin

"p?
to purchase a

marriage alliance; to make large

marriage settlements much the

practice in Shan-tung province.

Hwan-yin

Hwin-yin

Hwinkow

nexions.

marriage ; the

forming of ma-

triraonial con-

Hwin yin tse'en sang choo ting 1
ijifij

B'J fjc. ?J $E marriage> a'e fixed

in a previous state of existence.

4317. Read Hwin and Min,

From mind and dtuk. In-

tellectual dusk ; indistinct

perceptions; confused

ideas; cloudy recollec-

tions; forgetfulaesj.

4318. The name ofa wood.

4319.
Unfixed; unsteady;

unsettled appearance. Read

[
'
] Repeated Hwin-hwan,

Muddy, foul water.

4320. Read Hwan, or MiD,

Disease.

4381. From head and

muddy. Confusion in the

head, attended with gid-

diness.
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4388. Dullness of physical

or moral sight; ignorant.

4323. To shut the gale in

the evening. One who shuts

the gate in the evening. One

who performs the menial office of

watching a door or gate; a porter;

vulgarly called Chang mun kow
^jf

J vR;
*ne ^S 'na' g uartls the

door. KowhwinrjFj
j

knocking-

head to the gate, denotes visiting

the imperial palace. Shin hwan
JH?

to open a gate in the morning

and to shut it in the evening.

HwSn-jin 1 ^"1 one who keeps

Hwan-sze
j -3pJ

the door of the

harem ;
an eunuch.

4324. Black; dark.

4325. A man's name. Hwin-

lun ^ the whole of,

in a perturbed, confused

manner. Both characters are com-

monly written with waterby the side.

ReadKw$n,An equal; to make the

same as; a brother. See Kwan.

>

itf"

4326 - Hwan tun
j

dU " ; stupidi

Name of a person famous

in
history, who was

particularly

tupid. In TsS-chuett, written with

, Water, by the side.

*327. The same as ; to make

lhe Iame a
5 to unite with;

to root up.

t|

4328.
[ \ ] The name of a

| wood; to bind wood toge-

Y\+ ther in bundles; a club or

slick. By the Canton people read

Kwin, as Kwang-kwin TJT
a

hare stick ; a sharper.

Hwin-ching 1 rf/ natural.

HwJn pe'en
| ffi^

to cheat ; to prac-

tice fraud upon.

Hwan too 1 <fS a sharper; a cheat.

4329 From water and

perturbed. A torrent of

foul water; many polluted

streams; mixed and running ; blend-

ed with mud and dirt. Whatever is

confused and in disorder ; dull and

opaque. A man's name. Ta hwan

if to confuse.

Hwan chuh
| \2j muddy ; polluted,

foul.

Hwan chang
j ||jj|

confused non-

sense applied chiefly to speech.

Hwin lae
j jjjj|

to hope to carry

some point by fraudulent obscurity.

Hwan Iwan 1 ^[ disorder, confusion;
I wju

to confuse.

Hwin raing
| ^ a nickname.

Hwan naou
| ^|j

confused clamour

and uproar.

H wan-tun
|

Hwan tsi
J

chaos
; chaotic.

mixed, blended;

the sexes not living apart.

Hwln-hwin, tun-tun 1

j

yjfc
^(|

Hoo-hoo, hwan hwSn^ |f||j | j

all confusion and disorder.

4330. Fire
; fiery.

433). Hwin or Kwin,

Large staring eyes.

4332. A bundle of grusf,

straw, or hay. To bundle

up grass.

4333. Hwan, or Kwan, A

kind of riband or silke.i

cord ; to bind with.

4334. Speech that is obscure:

unintelligible jargcn.

!& 4336. Read Hw5n, or Min.

A certain leather belt

pertaining to a carriage.

4336. A certain kind of

cake or bread.

^
4337. Ketm. A multitude of

persons; an army head

quarter!.

433 8. Hwan, or Htvuy. A

woman's name.
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4339. From many and taa-

, tert. A torrent rolling ai.il

g
""

I clashing. The noise of water

running as a torrent; water and

mud; foul; polluted; confused 1

,

foolish; all blended together, one mass,

the whole of. Great, large. A surname.

Hwin ehuy 1
1^5

water filling.

Hwtn heaou Vfj muddy, confused,
I rn

dull.

li.iiukea
I ^a whole fimily.

Hwin teeu kew V -^ j;
P a celestial

globe.

Hwan jen yih le %k Jjg

all knowledge reduced to one prin-

ciple in the mind, or a general

acquaintance with all knowledge.

Hwan shin 1
JJL>

the whole body.

Hwan teen 1 -fc the whole heavens.

Hwin jcn 1 ffl or Pei hwan \\J\
I MM III I

one undistinguished mass, like tbfr

foetus of a month's existence.

4340. Hwan, Hwuy,or Heuen,

Lij;lit ; splendour; glory;

the halo about the sun, re-

ferred to in divination. A kind of

Drum-major.

^4341 To bind ;
a large bundle,

a sheaf. Read Kwan, A

collection of all kinds of

feathers.

4342. A silly,
foolish appear-

ance.

434S. Muddy water ; foul ;

unclean, applied to animals,

filthy; impure; a privy.

Tun hwan
>\fjh

1 confused, thick,

obscure, a bad disorder. Hot and

dull with vapours.

Hwan chilli VIM impure, filthy,

Ticious.

4344. Hwan, or Wan, Strong

smelling vegetables ; animal

food. See Heun.

4345. [-] From a muTlitude

and talk ; or the talk of an

army. Jesting and buf-

foonery; low mirth ; obscene jokes;

k'ud
scurility, or merriment. Yew-

h"in
jj|r J

alewdbuffbon.

Hwan e
'

^p
books or papers con-

taining obscene language, and lewd

jests.

, 4346. A kind ofyoke; carts

turning round or avoiding

each other.

4347. [/] To walk; to go.

4348. Name of a fish.

4349. Hwan, or Wan, Tooth-

less. Head Kwan, The

teeth appearing ; to gnaw.

4350 From A fiog in an

enclosure, lying under a

covert; a filthy place; a

privy. Read Hwan, in the sense of

^S Hwan, Dogs; swine,, and other

animals which feed on grain.

4351. From mind and filth.

To disturb; to excite;

trouble; disorder, grief,

grieved ; to dishonor, or

put to shame.

4352. H-wln, Kwan, or Hwflb,

To push with the hand.

4353. From plant and dung ;

Name of a plant; a kind of

mushroom.

4354 From Jlesh and hag.

gish. A fat appearance.

Yun. Fogt or vf-

pours on the topi oj hillt.

4356. The mind vapourish ;

grieved; sorry; melancholy.

435T. Hwan, or Win, A

winding current; an eddy.

Water
dashing and making

a noise.

4358. From spirit and

vapour. The shade ; the

manes; the spiritual part

of the Yang Principle,

when separated from the

body. The ^ Pih, is

said to be the spiritual part of the

Yin principle. The PTb is first

generated, and the HwSn, subse-

quently. Often corresponds to the

word ,oul. They say, the liver con-

tains the Hwan.

Hwin fei
|

^ffifc the soul fled ; as when

a person faints.

Hwan-hwin *

multitudinous.

Hwan-ke woo pfih che
|

^g ^flj 'Tt

~jf the soul's essence goes every

where, the soul is not coafincd to

any place.
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Hwin pTh shin-ling che ming j

$H

jfjljl jjfy -%_ fa
HwSn and PTh

arc nntnes of the spirit and soul.

Hw5n pfih si-ih 1 ~fc
tyfa

the oul

is not extinguished.

HwJn-foo ke che shin
j [fjjj- jj^ ^

Ijffl
the hwSn is the divine 'principle

attached to the ethereal part of man.

4S59. Dull; stupid.

43(50. Grief of mind

HWANG. LXXXVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Hoang. Canton Dialect, Jfong or Mang.

4361. Man*. To become

I /
J

a fugitive ; to lose or be

lost. To die ; to perish.

4362. A kind of curtain.

4363. [
-

] A ccrtiin part

/- 1 ofthethorax. Kaou-liwang

| ^ jj*
1 are two vital parts

near each other in the human frame.

A person is said to be sick to the

Kaou-hwang, denoting that he is

dangerously ill.

^ 4364. Waste; barren ; dull,

obscure. Ta-hwang^fr" 1

the year under certain

circumstances. Read Mang, The

seeds of grasses and of grain; thick;

close; fatigued, and so on.

[-] Mang-Iang
j

VK coar'e > ""'de, unsettled

as the waves; applied to

FART II. K 4

people's dispositions and minds.

Not capable of nice and just discri-

mination.

4366. From To lose, and

a stream of water. A

wide expanse of water,

on which the view is lost,

or a stream that rolls

away, and is lost. To

go, to reach, or to extend

to.

ft

JJL

4367. A cloth to conceal

from the view ; a curtain

or screen'; a partition; a

cover.

4368. Dulncss of sight;

obscure vision. Also read

Mang.

4369. A place to dwell

in ; to dwell ; wide, ex-

tensive; vacant space.

4370. [-] Confused,

forgetful, hurried, flut-

tered, agitated j unset-

tled stale of mind.

Hwang-hwuh lw M?)
I/}* tA&

exceedingly minute and

indistinct j vague ; inde-

terminate ; uncertain ; the

mind unsettled fluttered.

Hwang mang 1 'h

agitated, hurried, flut-

tered.
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at
4371. Drought and heat.

4372. A year of dearth;

unripe fruit; empty;

void.

ijr
4373. Silk winding round

and extending farther and

farther.

*
^

4374. Plants covering the

\_P*- ground as a wilderness ;
wild ;

f 1 1 1 barren ; waste ; empty ; void ;

to render null. Grain and fruits

unripe; a dearth or famine. To

cover over; to obscure. Name ofa

place; the year. A surname.

Hwang fei
JJ&

to give up; to

disregard any duty ; to fall into

disuse.

Hwang ke 1
j|j|

to reJ ect and dis-

regard.

1-P&*jHj
to neglect, to

leave uncultivated, to lay aside

study.

Hwang-tsung I

*fi|u dissipated ; loose

immoral conduct.

Hwang-jen
j Jg. extravagant feast-

ing and entertainments.

4375. Tang hwang

the moon obscure.

4376, [-] Speech ut-

tered in a dream ; unreal,

unsubstantial; lying; to

tell lies. ShwS hwang

| ^
to tell a lie; to

say what is not true.

Hwang mew
j

=J?2 incoherent ; irre-

gular; untrue.

Hwang shwS
=j

"1 lies and non-

Hwang yen ~=?) sense.

437T. A horse running

fleetly.

4378. A title of dignity ap-

lied to Heaven, or the

Supreme Being; to

sovereigns, to queens,

to princes, to Buddha;

to deceased parents.

San hwang
* 1 the three Em-

perors, titles of Fun-he, and his two

successors. The ancient Yaou and

Shun, were entitled '5? Te, and un-

der the Hea and Chow Dynasties,

the sovereigns were calle d Ip Wang.

Tsin, who first conquered the whole

of China, assumed
i|| Hwang, im-

plying that he had reduced all to hii

sway, and the title has continued

ever since. Yu hwang TjA )

how

Imperial ! Yuh hwang jfflj
the

appearance of going backwards and

forwards.

Hwang fe t|n
an imperial con-

cubine.

Hwang how
Jp

an empress.

Hwang keth Jj^
or Hwang keth

king she shoo
] || jjjg -j^^

a famous philosophical book, in which

it is attempted to deduce the system

of the universe from numbers.

Hwang shang J^l a supreme po-

Hwang te SSj tentate ; aa

Emperor who rules over kings and

princes ; sometimes used as denoting

that the sovereign of China rules by

right overall the kings and Emperors

on earth.

Hwangshangte 1 J^ *ffirl heaven,

Hwang teen
j ^ J the su-

preme potentate.

Hwang te
| ^[g

the Imperial earth ;

the earth
; the second great power in

nature.

Hwan teen
J ^heaven; in allusion

to its greatness and the belief of itj

being the source of all things

Hwang kaou
^ ^ title on the tomb

of a deceased father.

Hwang pe
]
$ title of a deceased

mother.

4379. [
-

| Fang hwang ttj

]

or Hwuy hwang
^l{j]

1

appearance of hesitation aud
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uncertainty) going backwards and

forwards, in doubt how to proceed

or act.

4380. Fung hwarg Jp[

a p:iir of birds, ap-

parently quite imaginary,

the latter is the female.

They are, vhen they ap-

pear, ominous of pence

and happiness. The female is said to

have the head of a fowl, the neck of

a serpent, the chin of a swallow,

the back of a tortoise, and the tail of

a fish. It is particoloured, and six

cubits high. These birds come from

Tanheueshan j^J-^ |lf
Tan-heue

hill. Occurs written ^ Hwang.

4381. Sound; noise; the

noise of little children weep-

ing. In this sense it is re-

peated Hwang hwang, Harmony pro-

duced by metal instruments and

drums. Clamour, angry noise.

Hwang kea ^- (IM the sound of many

person's voices ; clamour.

4382. Tang-hwang, hS teen

Tang hwan denotes, An unit -

ed palace; two joined in one. The

ditch or moat nithoutside a city

wall, without water in it, is also

called Hwang. A house or apartment

beyond the surrounding four walls.

The open space before a house or

grave. Tsang yu teen hwang ^b

~M 8$ I

or 1C m 'erret' ln the

open space before the tomb. Ching

fuh yu hwans ifil/ tf*A "F* 1 lnc
/fa \"jt- J

city wall fell in ruins into the dilcb.

4383. [ -] Hwang, or Neu.

hnang ~y'
j

a concilium 1

,

concubine of the ancient

king Yaou.

v^ 4434. f
-
] Fear, apprehen-

/rtlf sion. Hwang yaou

i ! ^ fear and disturbance ap-

plied to the people being alarmed and

disturbed.

Hwang hwang ^ |

1 a perturbed,

Hwang kung
j J^J fearful, ap-

prehensive state of mind.

4385. Name of a river; name

of a district. The name of

a god. Cold water. Keue-

hwang >raj
waves driven with

velocity. Yih hwang ytt

appearance of rubbing against each

other.

4386. [-] A strong fire; a

great blaze; light; luminous,

splendid. Hwuy hwang

l 1 shedding a great light.

Hwang hwang
j ]

denotes the same

in a high degree.

4387. Disease.

I

4388. [-] Name of a bam-

boo ;
a bamboo plantation ;

,

a house of bamboo.

4389. Rice used in sacrifice.

4290. A certain kind of boat

or vessel.

_4391. [-] The locust, also

cjlled
| ijjfj

Hwang t,J,

and I

yVjj Hwang cluing,

nad ',|. II in hwang, and &Z

Chung. Vulgarly called jffc $|j po-

chung, The winnowing machine.

4392. [-] Unoccupied ; at

leisure. Pressed, urged. Pdh

hwang /t^ 1 engaged, not

having time to spare. PBh hwang

heashTh^ j f|^ -^ not having

time to eat; no time to take, one's

meals.

4393. Name of an ancient

district,

4394. [-] The sound of

bells and drums. A military

weapon.

Hwang hwang
j

the sound of

music.

4395. [-] Empty, as a city

ditch without water; the

ditch or moat around a city

wall.

__f,~
i i m~itm

4396. The sound of musical

instruments; the ringing

of bells; the clangor of bra-

zen cymbals.

439T. Dried provisions, or a

kind of bread. Changhwaog

I

certain dried cakei

forming a kind of bait.

4398. [ -] Thecolourofthe

earth; yellow; the name of

a hill.of an ancient country,

and of a district, name of an office.

Forms a part ofvarious proper names.
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Hwang fi 1 M& an old man.

Lew hwang ^ |

gay variegated

silks, a certain vessel. Ta hwang^
j

a large cross bow; also rheubarb.

Hwang ho
| ^pf

the Yellow River.

Hwang keang
'

^^ turmeric roots.

Hwang kwa 1 ^ cucumber.

Hwang kow 1

pj
a little child.

Hwang keang m ] | ^curry-
stuff.

Hwang mBh 1 EJ
a wine cup.

Hwang new
j

it- a cow.

Hwang poo
'

Wj (Whampoa) place

where European ships moor near

Canton in China.

.Hwang ling kee pan
] $$~fa$L

yellow covered boards in which Im-

perial documents are forwarded by

express.

Hwang paou kea shin
j ^) ftl J^

the Imperial robe put on the person

ofthe Sovereign.

Hwang taou
j
Jg the ecliptic.

Hwang tse
j |jp

a mess of herbs ; the

food of the poor.

Hwang yu 1 W a certain large fish

caught in the Yang-tsze-keang, and

which is variously described. The

largest are said to be twenty or thirty

cubits long, and to weigh a thousand

catties, or Chinese pounds ; in some

respects it resembles the sturgeon.

It is said Woo lin 4ffiM not to
>m ii>c r

have scalos.hu t to have on its bark and

belly (according to other accounts)

ffl Kc, which is a kind of scale, and

is used to define the preceding word

Lin.

_|1 4399. [
-
] A lake formed by

an accumulation of water.

Name of a river and ofa star.

4400. A particular species of

4401. [-] A certain stone

sceptre ; called a half-sceptre.

4402. [ -] The yellow jaun-

dice.

4403.
[

-
] A certain musical

reed made in ancient limes.

Hwang koo 1 17* to deceive people

by fair speeches.

4401. Cord or string.

4405. A certain insect with

scales. Ma hwansB
iif>t I

a leech.

j |_
4406. Appearing to exert

strength. Read Kwang, To

walk
;
to go. Kwang-hwang

I a martial appearance.

4407. Name of an ancient

nation.

4408. The yolk of an egg.

4409. A horse of a co-

lour that looks like a

mixture of yellow and

white.

4410. Nameofafiih.

Kwang. front fire

placed on man. Light, iplen-

dour.

*4I8. [1 ] Seen
indistinctly ;

perturbed jrague; fluttered.

Read Kwang, Martial.

4413. The appearance of

a deep expanse o

water. Read Kwang,
1
] *he name of a river ;

bright; luminous; mar-

tial.

4414.
[

*
] Sim and light.

Clear, bright; shining.

4415. [<] A kind of curtain

to screen off the light; an an-

cient ornament on the head.

4416. A table or couch

for reading at. A window

illumined by white tilk.
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4417. A blaze of light;

effulgence. Tsze-hwuy sanc-

tions this reading. Kang-

he, reads it Nee".

4418. [V ] A largo eyej

a sharp vi\id eye.

4419. Name of a plaint,

4420. The sound ofa bell.

4421. A rapour or fume

passing from fire. A

man's name.

4422. [
'

] From Urb, Two,

and Heung, An elder bfo-

ther. More j furlher.

Hwang tseay
| _g[

still more; still further.

Ho hwang ipt how.

much more 1

HWANG. LXXXVII SYLLABLE

Manuscript Dictionary, Bang and Hiing; Canton Dialect, fflng.

4483. KwSng. The upper

part of the arm ; me-

taphorically A support to

a sovereign.

4424. Tsang hwSng

noise made by a bell.

4425 Hwing, or HSg,

The twang of a bow; a

curtain or screen drawing

up. Pang hwing AJjjj

the ooiie ofcurtains beiiig

drawn suddenly up, or

dished backwards and

forwards by the wind.

4126. HwSngor Hung, The

resounding of a voice or

echo in a spacious. deep a-

parlmeul or suit ofrooms. Wide j ex-

tensive ; lar;e; vast A ceitain officer.

. L 4

4427. HwSng or KwSng, To

extend ; to measure.

41'" 8. The name of an

insect.

4429. Hwang or Hung,

A kind of knot; strings that

tie on a cap and hajig below

the chin as an ornament. Strings

that fasten certain sonorous stones.

4430. Hung or. Hwang.

The gate of a lane or strcel,

a gate-way. Hwiiig-hwing

I extensive fine appearance.

See Hurg.

1431. A kind of strap to

lean on, or hold by, in

Iho front pirtofacar-

i.ige. SeeUjiig-

4432. Deep smbre recess;

the echo of a large man-

sion. Read [ / J the

appearance of a small

stream. Rest; repose.

4433. The rattling, rumbling,

i.oise of carriages or of thun-

der. Hiving hing te'en-hea

| \ J -/r IN to ramb'e, or rake

through the world; to go every

where in a disorderly manner : or

in a good sense, boldly. See Hung.

l|-
4434. Hung, liar.g, or Hw$i g,

Trai.sverse; cro.ssv* ise; per-

verse. See Hung.

4435. Hwing or Yung,

TsSng-hwaog $jt j

the

appearance of aspiring

ti ps of mountains jboot-

ir.g up to the beaven*.
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HWO OR HO.-LXXXVHITH SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Iltra and Ilwith Manuscript Dictionary, Hud or Ho. Canton Dialect, Foot or

4436. She. The tongue ; that

K-liich in the mouth articulates

sounds, and essays tastes.

4437. To unite all the parts ;

to take the whole number;

to include the whole. Hwfih

hwnh 1 1 appearance of strength.

Also read, Kuh and HwHh.

4438. HwS or Hwfib, Ice.

4439. The tongue and water,

two things which are never

at rest. Living; lively;

moving; chearful; to vivify. The

name of a river. Sang hwS p
living. Yth-hwS

vfj ^
a purling,

bubbling, rapid stream ; water flowing

with noise.

HwS been as manifest and
I v-'ij

apparent as if alive; applied to

secret plans which are discovered.

HwS ke
'[

3r plans that ever change

according to circumstances.

HwS she
] "{tr

to give life to the

worl I; sa ; d of Medical men.

HwS shwdy 7J^ living water;

spring water.

HwS tsze 1 z!a living character;

a ve:b.

HwS tszc yen
'j

f?!
JJ||

a living

character's eye; a particle which

varies much in its meaning, accord-

ing to its place in a sentence.

\ 4440. Grain growing.

4441. A boat progressing.

4442. HwSorKwS. Name

of an insect.

4443. A kind of sweet liquor.

4444. A tmall short face.

4445. HwO or KwS, A little

head ;
a short face.

4446. Used for the two

following, also the noise of

something renting or split-

ting.

4447. Originally read YTb.

From a mouth, a javelin,

and one place. A country

or place which is defend-

ed; a place respecting

which there is doubt of

safety; hence its common use as

a Particle, implying Uncertain; per-

haps; a certain person; one not

known; this or that; either; or.

Occurs used for WC HwS, To excite

doubt in another's mind ; to delude.

HwS chay I tt expresses Doubt,

uncertainty, perhaps, probably.

HwS jen, hwS puh jen 1 $fe \ ~7~

3PC it may be so ; or may not.

HivSjin /V a certain person.

HwS she chay yang; hwS she na yang

perhaps it is this way ; perhaps it it

that way ; it is either this w:iy or

that way.

HwS yin tslh shen Kj ^v ^C

perhaps on account of reproof.

HwS jug 1 3 one says.

Read HwS or Hth,

Sound; voice. Appearance

of loud lunching. Also

read KwQh, Heuc, and Yub, in the

tame sense.
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4449. Blown on by the

wind.

% 4450. To excite doubt in

"%>*\^],i another person's mind; to

\^^ unsettle the mind; to cause

disorder; to blind the understanding.

To delude, as impostors do, whatever

their pretensions refer to, whether

regarding politics, the cnre of dis-

eases, the telling of fortunes, or,

what are considered by the Chinese

government, false religions. E hw8

)g& 1 to have suspicions of; to

be in doubt about. Yung hwS $&1yf\the name ofa star. Yaou hw8

^ j
unsettled; perturbed state

of mind. Koo hw8 g 1 to de-
jijt. I

lude; to deceive by false pretensions.

Hw8 ihe woo min W- H2K EEL

to delude the world and impose upon

the people.

Hw che shin jay
] ; ^ fa

high degree ofdelusion.

4451. A creature said to

inhabit the sea shore, and

when seeing the shadow

of a man falling on the

water, to spurt sand a-

gainst him, which occa-

sions his death; other-

wise called a short fox,

and an archer. It is used

metaphorically for those who injure

others in an underhand manner ;

HWO

it is spoken of as a kind of devil.

The name of a hill.

4452. The eyes appearing

asleep.

4453. The sound of the

wind blowing adversely, as

into the mouth ofa cavern.

4454. The name of a bird.

4455. HS or Hwtf, Why ? why

not ? wherefore ? Read Hue,

To injure.

4456. Alacrity, swift.

4457. The name of a plant;

to measure.

4458. HwS,H8,orHwi, To

split or rend asunder. To

cut or reap grain.

4459. A term used in Shan-

tung for Handsome; grace-

ful, applied to women.

Read Hoc, Tofeelafiec-

tion or regret for.

4460. To seize ; to grasp ;

to lay hold of with the hand
;

?^^ to apprehend. Read Hoo,

To separate; to divide.
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4461. Appearance of a Ion;

wide unoccupied space.

4463. Agitation of mind;

fear ; alarm.

4463. A certain wood fit to

make cups and platters of.

4464. Raining; flowing down

in torrents; water toiling,

^^^_ rushing, and clashing as it

rolls along. A profound, spacioii-

mansion. Name of a river, and of a

bird ; also confounded with some

other proper names.

4465. Hot.

,4466. To catch, as in hunting,

to catch or take a thief. To

obtain ; to receive. The

name of an animal; name of a door

and of a district. Read Hwa, To

strive to obtain, to contest or strug-

gle for.
.

HwS gin W to receive favor.

Hw8 kew
j ;j<^

to obtain deliverance;

to be saved from.

HwS ts ing
^ |||f

to find a hoard of

stolen goods.

HwOtsih
j H^ to catch a thief.

4467. To measure; a mark-

ing line ; to adjust as with

a marking line. The

second Character it read

Ys, in the same tense.
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4468. llco hwS

something in the throat

4469. To. reap grain ; to

cut down the grain and

gather in the harvest.

Read lion, forms in coin-

position, the name of a

place. Yun hwS UH

appearing urged, pressed jcmbarrass-

ed, irresolute, giving up effort, or

sinking under difficulties.

4470. HwSor
ChTh-hwS/^

a worm; also, a worm

peculiarto the mulberry tree.

Read YS, To appear to advance and

stop, as a worm does when progress-

ing. WanhwSyJl |
dull, dull-

ness; stupidity.

k 'V\fc

J*
^"j-fc.

4471. Noise mad by bones.

striking against each other.

Fine flesh,

I 4472. An iron vessel without

feet for boiling flesh. and fish

in
;
a boiler.

447S. Read Hw, Yih, a.,il

fih. Silk to attach a sword

to the girdle i a pi.-ce
of

leather in the handle of a sword. To

bind.

4474. Yih hw M '

a

heavy rain.

4475. HwS, or KwS. A

bowstring drawn with preci-

pitancy.

|d, false

A man's

% gg
4476' IrreSular '

or foolish talk.

name.

4477. HwS, or HwJ, To draw

a line ; to paint or sketch.

See HwS.

4478. HwS, or HwTh. The

noise made by rending silk.

4479. HwS, Hih, or HwTh.

HwTh tsTh
j p^ to call

out, the sound of words, or

conversation.

4130. Hw3, or Hwih. Un-

intelligent; dull; stupid;

perverse.

4481. HwS, or HwTh. A

disease oftheeyei.

4489. Within the bending

of the knee
;
the ham.

4483. A valley; a wide

open space; enlarged;

liberal. To open ; to ex-

pand ; in a liberal or

generous manner.

Hw3 jen &7C open; enlarged,

liberal appearance.

HwS sin yen
?jfa l[^ fj^

to expand

t e mind by travelling and seeing

the world.

HwS meen 1 R& to remit liberally.

n
' ~

4484. HwS or Bfih, Fine

silk til reads, fine liht gauze.

Also a species of crape.
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HWUH. LXXXIX SYLLABLE.

Maunscript Dictionary, Hang and ffung. Canton Dialect,

4485. W-tth. A standard hoisted

for people to repair to, made

to represent the waving pieces

ef silk. A prohibitive parti-

cle.

4486. A thing being whole,

complete or round, is called

HwSn lun 1

[j|jj
The

same as ml ? HwMh lun, Any

thing completeor whole; undivided.

Hwiih Inn tun tsaou
[j)|j ;2fL jS

to swallow down a date entire.

ti_ ~t
-^4487.

The heart or mind

-^^f light and inconstant as a

waving streamer. To

forget; to make light of;

to disregard ; to contemn ;

to do carelessly. Sudden ;

abrupt; suddenly; unexpectedly;

terminated ; speedily disappearing

or annihilated. A surname. A small

weight or measure

Hwuh hwub I I careless; remiss;

forgetful ; to let pass without thought.

Hwiih yew Jin lae
] ^ A ^

a man suddenly came.

Hwuh Ie5
Jflf.1

* despise; lo

KinghwSjto J
make little or

light of.

FART II. M 4

N&

HwHh Jen 15 yu
J fife y^ [jpj

it sud-

denly came on lo rain.

4488. Grieved, mournful.

Same as QUi Hwuh.

4489. A name of Buddha,

4490. Imperceptibly minute

ai)d abstruse, so as to leave

the mind in doubt; hesita-

tion and
uncertainty.

Hwah hwang
| ij^l

These are all

Hwuh hwang ^7 At?
| uscd to ex-

P1* I/U y
Hwang hwuh i^

f
press a state

Hwang htt-dh $ &} of uncer-
(/IL 'lit J

tainty and perturbation of mind,

from the eye or the mind being- un-

able to distinguish objects with pre-

cision ; either from the minuteness

and indistinctness of the objects

themselves, or from the dazzling

glare of light thrown upon them,

which rather confounds than illu-

mines. A perturbed fluttered slate

of mind.

4491. Hwuh, or Kwuli, To

strike; to push; to da>h

aside; lo brush away dust.

4492. Not yet quite light;

the dawn of day. HwHh

bin 1 H/f
the obscure

dawn ; the morning time

when it is not yet fully

day-light.

4493. HwBh, or Woh.

The sound of water bub-

) bling forth; water run-

ning with an interrupted

velocity.

4494. To strike, to knock.

4495. An ancient vessel or

utensil.

\ 4496. Read Hwuli, Wuh,

Mei, or Mae. Obscure

vision ; dimness of sight

from looking long, and

to a great distance; the

obscure light of the dawn
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of day ; obscure!) seen , as a streamer

at a distance. Distorted gazr.

Hwflh yen
'

Bf| to look long; the
I H>^

eyes which have looked long.

4497. Read Hwuh orHwuh.

A piece of deal >
Battened

reed, ivory, or stone, in an-

cient times held in the hand by

statesmen when in the presence of

the Emperor. Originally designed

to write memoranda on, afterward*

used as an ornament, and made of

different materials according to the

person's
rank.

L k_ 4*98 A melon-like fruit,

which grows under ground.

Used to denote what is done

carelessly. Chi hwdh ^ \

fine and close.

4499. Read HwBh, orWuh,

Remote j
distant ; vague.

4500. Thunder. An unusual

word.

4501. A kind of flour cake.

4502. A bird of the eagle

or hawk species, a small

species of hawk, employ-

ed as a favorite amuse-

ment of Tartar boys.

Read KwHb, A bird of

the pigeon species. Name of an of-

fice, and of a particular kind of boat.

450S. A water bird resem-

bling a wild goose; a large

wild goose, called Hwuh

from its cry. Read Kwtih, A

small bird. A surname. Read

Kaou.Tlie name of a place.

Hwiih fa 1
jj?L grey hairs.

HwBh leih 1 "[/' to stand alone and

conspicuous.

Hwuh tsang j
"jjf the name of a dog.

4504. A measure containing

ten .si" Tow. A square

measure with four corners ;

to measure. A surname.

4505. Read Hwdh, Huh, or

Ii,i, A horn cup; a quiver

fur arrows. Used for the

preceding.
See 115

4506. Jih chub we shin

ming yay yug hwfih Q

the sun going forth, not yet shining

clearly, is called Hwuh.

4507. Read Hwuh, Huh, or

He8. White and glossy

feathers, pure white. See

He6.

4508. Read Hwuh, Huh, or

HeS, The young of an ani-

mal said to be of the tiger

ipecies. Read HO, The grunt or cry

of a pig.

4509. Read HwBh, Hlh, or

Hwa. Hwuhbwflh
|

a boasting self-glorying

manner, of acting or speaking.

-ft ^ff
I Tsze she maou hwuh,

Self complacency. One authority

says, The appearance of rapid enun-

ciation.
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HWUY.-LXXXX SYLLABLE.

Miunscript Dictionary Hoei. Canton Dialect, Wooy.

I ffwuy. Anciently denoted

Round; to surround; and

a nation encloted. An en-

cloture.

4510. Pae hwuy ^

a state of indetermination
;

irrecolution. To hover

about as a bird going and coining.

Pae hwuy wang lae
ffi } Q ^

going backwards and forwards in a

state of indetermination ; more com-

monly written St
^Rjl

Pae hwuy.

Hwuy hwuy 1 1 a stupid dull state

of mind.

4511. Designed to repre-

sent something revolv-

ing within a circle. To

revolve ; to turn round
-,

I V">
)

t return. Curved; de-

9 fleeted ; reverting to ;

, bent down or oppressed ;

luT I to turn aside and avoid.

~*9 -J A surname; the name of

a city ; and repeated, fpj pil| Hwuy

hwuy, The religion of the Mohamo-

dans. The section of a book. A

time or turn. fill} Chuen

hwuy, or reversed, Hwuy chuen,

To turn the head.

Hwuy tow she gan
] 0$ j^ j^

turn the head and you'll find the

shore, said to the vicious advising

repentance.

Hwuy seang
j jj^

to reflect on the

past ; to recollect.

Hwuy e
,ll\

to change one's

Hwuy sin
| /Q\J purpose, or in-

tention of the mind.

Hwuy teen e, tsinjinleTh 1 3r ^
jjgc ^ ~}~]

te endeavour to turn

the will of heaven (give it a favor-

able aspect) and use the utmost hu-

man effort.

Hwuy teen ^C * cnange *ne pur-

poses of Heaven, as he who is child-

less by virtuous acts obtains a son.

]
to return a visit

__ 4512. [ -] From To turn

^^1^1 round and to pace. Pacing

backwards and forwards in

a slate of hesitancy.

Pae hwuy OTfc 1 walking backwards

and forwards ; irresolute; undeter-

mined ; not progressing. These two

words are written very variously.

4513. The heart turning

rtl round and round ; irreso-

lute; undetermined; con-

fused; in disorder; the ^chrcter of

an inferior man. Denotes the samf

when reiterated.

m 4514. [-] Water turning

round; running back again

and forming an eddy. The

name of a lake.

Hwiiy choo
] yj to flow round

4515. [
-

] From disease

or insect, and to turn

round. A hug worm

in the abdomen; a kind

of tape worm.

4516. To slop the market ,

to give up trade. Some-

times had recourse to by

the Chinese people, to

bring the goTernment to

term*. One says, To

determine on repentance.
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4517. [.] Name of fragrant

plants; a mediciual herb.

4518. To curve; to

bend ;
to turn ; to turn

round. Hwuy hwS

f>X indecision; irresolu-

tion: the mind turiiin"1

n

from purpose to purpose,

entirely unsettled.

4519. A bird a cubit long,

an^ T riegated with every

colour.

01
4520. A I ill without trees

or verdure.

4581. A stony or rocky ap-

pearance.

4522. Appearance of the col-

lar or selvage of a garment.

45 88.
[

-
] From fire and

hand. Fire that may be ta-

ken hold of with the hand;

i.e. the remains of fire, Ashes; cin-

ders. Kea hwuy jVV |
a cer-

tain powder blown through a reed

in the close of the year. Tsze jen

hw
"-y 1=1 $&

'

natural ashes

a certain stone powder used in mak-

ing glass. Ho hwuy ik

common wood ashes. Shin hwuy

/^ j
burnt lime.

Hwuy chin I

|||
dust.

Hlh hwuy |E | \ seems a bitumi-

Ke hwuy ffi ]
J nous matter

found in a lake in the time of Han.

Hwuy shoo
j H^ the squirrel.

Il^ti-'J^jf
to burn to ashes j

ashes j embers.

Hwuy tsin nan meS
j $ || fyfc

embers, which it is difficult to extin-

guish.

4524. Sound ; noise.

4525. [
-
] To work or bur-

row with its nose in the

ground. To strike; to

strike against each other ;

to grunt. A nose. A

person's name.

1

4526.
[

-
] A certain long

sn;ike or serpent ; a grunting

noise like swine striving

against each other in eating. A sur-

name.

Hwuy tuy I

[m-
the disease of a

horse.

4527. The silk worm in its

second stage; called also

31$ Yun - Used also for

the preceding.

4528. To mix water with

flour ; to kr.ead.

4529. The name of a plant.

4530. A large head

4531. A lightish black colour.

4532. A general term for

plants, herbs and trees.

The second character

is used for thirty. Hwa

/
] hwuy ffi

j
flowers

or plants. Shan yew

kea hwuy Ml & *s[ 1 there are

excellent plants on the hills.

4533. Water flowing; the

ripple or foam on the sur-

face of water.

4534. Constant ; everyone;

each ; very desirious of; ar-

dent.

''] 4535. From ^/vfcrtt and

Mind. To be i nd ignan t j

to regret ; to be vexed

with one's self. To repent,

repentance. Read [ \ ]

name of one of the Kwa.

Chuy hwuy woo keth >6
]

;JB 7J

to find no room for repentance to

find it unattainable. Tung hwtij

v|f) I
Pa ' n fu ' deep repentance.

IhvuyhSnche
] >jf j repentance

loo late.

IhvuyhSn
| /J|| regret; indignation

and repentanee.
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Hwuy kae 1
{Jj

or Kae.hwuy, To

repent and reform.

Hwuy lin I

2gC
the consciousness of

crime and sorrow without altering

for the better.

Hwuy tsuy tsze sin 1 SE
|qj

Sfr
I 7f t--9 ij\

to repent and renew one's self.

Hwuy tsuy I :ifc to be sorry for and

repent of a crime.

4536. [
'

] The last quarter

of the moon ; the close of

moon light. Foggy ; dull ;

dim; obscure ; evening; night; dark.

She hwuy (tt
j

dark unprosper-

ous times.

Hwuy ming f
|JH dimness and splen-

dour ; evening and morning.

1537. [ / ] To speak to

conttantly ; to reiterate as

chasing away what is ob-

scure. To instruct; to teach; to

admonish ; instruction ; to induce;

to afford an inducement to. Man-

tsang hwuy taou ; yay yung hwuyjin

the accumulation of a hoard is an

inducement to robbery; soft melting

looks invite to lewdness. Tingming

hwuy e
pfj" p$ j ^ instruction

delivered with repeated charges.

?he hwuy Hi 1 to instruct always.

Jth hwuy Q I to instruct daily.

Hwuy yen chungffih
'

"=j Ipl

Hwuy urh shun shun
] ra||

TTS

to repeat instruction ;
to teach by

saying the same thing over and over

again.

Hwuyjin pfih kcuen yay A A-\

rfr' "til
to ' ustruct or tfeach with

unwearried assiduity.

TAUT II. M 4
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fat, plump, jolly

/] 4539. FromWchucn,^~\

To turn to one point,

and heart. The heart

directed to deeds of

benevelence
; gracious;

kind ;liberal;according

with ; accommodating ;

to bestow largesses; to

shew tenderness to the

people ; to adorn or or-

nament. A three cor-

nered javelin; a district ;

a surname. Successful. Occurs used

for pit Hwuy.

Hwuy min yS keuh P $j& 'l-ij

a kind of charitable dispensary for

supplying medicine to the poor.

Established by the Tartar Dynasty

Yuen, does not now exist.

Hwuy-fBh foo-jin jjjS -dp

the patroness of barren women.

Hwuy teih kee 1 J& lIs he who
1 ^^ ' *

accords with the principles of right

reason, will be happy.

GSn hwuy (^ |

the exercise of fa-

vour and benevolence, or the kind-

ness performed.

4510. The common form of

the preceding.

45 "' Hwuy.

4542. To examine into.

4543. Hwuy or TIIT, To

tear or rend opeo.

4544. f /
] Hwuy koo

|

U!j(
an ' ns(*<; t which docs

not live the year round,

those born in spring, die in summrr ;

those brought forth in summer, di^

in autumn. Name of tome verse*

written by Confucini.

4545. The ends of fea-

'

thers, the tips of-wings.

4546. [
'

] A certain fra-

grant plant, which grows in

/lamp marshy places.

4547.
[
/

] To examine ;

to investigate. Ingeni-

ous, clever, skilful; fall

of schemes; knowing;

successful; prosperous.

4548. Read HwSy or He. A

string for drawing together

i the mouth ofabagorpurse;

a kind of bag to contain the head of

those to be decapitated.
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4549. The end" of an axle-

tree.

4550. A multitude; an army.

4551. Awoman's name.

4552. [
-

] Impetuous ef-

fort; .to shake ; to agi-

tate; to sliukc the wine

out ofacup : to sprinkle ;

to scatter. To take and

move with tlie hand or

fingers, as In writing with a pencil j

!o move wilh the hand briskly i to

point out or direct. Read Hwan,

'fiijt
Hwan Inn, The whole; entire ;

unbroken. Che hwuy Jn* J

to

point out with the hand.

Ilivuy chiui 1 3^ the approaching

spring, written and pasted on doors

at the close of the year.

}|HV ke wvih 1 -ife" 'Ml] to throw
I .>TV J ''

away any tliuig
1

.

Hw.iy san
-|H/'

lo scatter, to dis-

perse.

Hnuy pt-ili

'

3J.~\
to wile; to

'l>*< ,
> it v JHvu y scay ^,J J

wr ' le ''!lsl -

Hwuy sha
|

ter.

I1WUY

! to sprinkle, to scat-^

-] 4553. A blaze of light,

whether from the sun

or from fire ; lumin-

-
] ous; splendid; efful-

gent; applied also in

a moral sense. Head

Heun, To burn.

Hwuy kwang 1 -^ or Kwang hwu-y

TIT*
]

lustre; splendour, luminous

display.

Hwuy, or Hw&nhwang
j ffpi

a bright

display.

I
A554. A wooden pin in the

yl\cEl wall for hanging things on ;

-\-* a kind of clothes' stand. In

this sense also read Kcun. Read

Hwan, A crooked spoke about a

plough.

4555. To remove; to scat-

ter ; to disperse.

4556. To. shake out water;

to put away the whole.

4557. An animal said to be

like a dog with a human

face.

4658. White.

4559. [-] To
fly with velo-

eity and noise. Name of a

bird, said to be of the fowl

species and variegated.

HWUY
4560. To unite ; to assemble;

] to meet together; tocol-

lect; to associate. An

association ; a kind of

benefit society ; a club.

The meeting or visiting

of persons of equal rank; the com-

municating of information to such by

writing ; to understand ; to know, or

beabletodo. A seam. A surname. A

certain annual reckoning. Le hwuy

J]|j j

to understand.

Hwu-y e 1

:B the association of ideas
I rflik

1*

in compounding the characters ; third

class of characters.

Hwuy fuh I &* to give a reply or

answer to some question pending.

Hwuy fei 1 banditti.

HwuyhS 1 AO
Hwuy lung

^

Hwuy tso 1 -

Hwuy tan a.'l a kind ofmoney

Hwuy tsze
Jjl / bill, or Letter of

Credit to draw money in another part

of the country, used since the bank.

noUs were given up. See^/Chaou.

4561. To revelre or cir-

culate.

4562.
[ / ] To draw or

sketch a picture ; to paint

pictures. To embroider

with various colours; to adorn or

variegate with colours.

Hwuy hwa 1 A to draw a line; to
I m]f-^+

sketch
; to draw.

Hwuy hing
] ^"1 to sketch; to

Hwuy too
j |gg| J draw an out-

to unite together.

to know how to do.

'
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line of the form or figure; a print or

plate.

4563. Small clouds ; rain.

I 4564. Kieei. An extraor-

> dinary commodity ; valu-

I rile; dear; honorable.

4565. A door next the street.

4566. [/] A woman's name.

4567. [r] A large river

"V | f> rushing out of a passage

If ** ^ which obstructs it ; in dis-

order
; scattered ; dispersed ; enraged;

opposing currents clashing against

each other.

Hwuy hwS
-JtE

the appe.-irance of

conflicting surges ; water driven vio-

lently upon itself with a noisy colli-

sion.

Hwuy Ian 1

j||J
to break by putting

water into.

4568; Broken
; opened as a

swollen ulcer.

, 4369. To wash the face.

HWUY

4570. [
'

] Hwuy.orTsuy.

To glance hastily ; an eye

without life ; a dull eye.

4571.
[ /] Deaf ; born deaf.

4572. Certain red fringe or

ends of thread in weaving

various coloured silk; to

embroider; to decorate; to paint;

to put a variety of colours on paper

or on cloth.

4573. To slop in the mid-

dle ; to arrange in order.

To turn; to translate;

to-call or to collect to-

gether ; to advert, or

cause to -advert; to de-

ceive or ridicule.

4574. ['] The outside gate

of a market place ;
the gate

of a street, in the Chinese

manner; a road, a path; the same

is expressed by ||] ]

Hwan-hwuy.

4575 [A] In composition,

the name of different rivers

and of a tract of country.

4576. The colour of light

or of flame. Fire; blaze.

Thoroughly dressed with fire.

4577. [
^

] From having

and' pearls. Wealth ;

riches ; opulence. A ge-

neral term for wealth.

Cloth and silk, the an-

cient constituents of

wealth iu China, To give wealth to

IIVVUY 32?

others; to bind them to a certain

line of conduct. To bribe; a bribe.

Show liwuy <?? to receiTC a

bribe.

ITwuy ch5
] ^ to give bribes and

dictate to; to bring entirely under

one's influence by bribes.

Hwuy loo lung hing | [$ jjg ft
to bribe freely and get a thorough

passage.

Hwuy loo 1

||A
to bribe; a bribe.

4578. [
'

] To call upon a

person ; the noise of calling

to.

4579. From hand and to

break. To wound or

hurt by striking.

'

] 4580. From to strike,

earth, and a mortar.

To break to pieces or be

broken; to fall down, as

a house, or to be pull-

ed down ; to be laid in

ruins; to pull to pieces

a person's character ;

to slander and vilify;

to put away from one;

to put away calamities

by prayer , to lose, as

children do their teeth. As a Neuter

Verb, read Keu Shing ;
as an Active

- - t

Verb, Shang Shing. Gae hwuy 55

broken up by grief the tone of deep

distress.

Hnuy clie I

"jffi
to lose or change
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the teeth, as hoys at eight years old

and girls at seven.

Hwuy cb? I

i^r
to pull down, or

tear to pieces ; broken to pieces ;

defeated.

Hwuy hoo 1 I& to exclude; to

drive away evil.

Hwuy hwae 1 W* to ruin ; to spoil.

Hwuy pang ]

= to vilify, or pull

to pieces a. person's character.

Hwuy ke fang fill J=L fly Hi

to pull down the house; or for the

house to go to ruin of itself.

Hwuy yu | ^^;to vilify, and, to flat-

ter, opposites.

4581. To dislike; to slander;

to vilify. A penou's coua-

tenance.

4582. A large pepper tree.

4583. ftomjire and to

rum. Fire ;
a blaze of

] fire.

4584. A measure of grain

containing eight ^r" Tow.

JINYUY

4SS5. Name <f a plant.

jj-

45S6. Suy or Hr
ei. From a

hand grflsp/nfftwo bamboos,

hence A broom t to brush

tuiay ; and a broom-tailfJ

liar ; a comet.

4587. [ '] Small; delicate;

i* _-, a low soft voice or sound.

""* A rapid, hasty sound. The

harmonious sound of arced. Clear;

bright; the name of a star.

/P M l^ p "fv. Hwuy, seaou

kow ming shing yay.Hwuy, voice or

sound emitted from a small mouth.

Hwuy hwuy jen 9/\. concord

or harmony of sound, cither from

the voice, or from an instrument.

Hwuy pe 1
|R?

the name of a star.

45?8. Suy, Wei, or Hwuy,

To tear or rend apart ;
to

split.
Read Seuc, To

sweep away entirely.

4589. Small stars ; appear.

> ance of a multitude of

stars ; a group of stars.

t 4590.
[ / J Perspicacious ;

"li intelligent; clever; dexter-

^j* "S; ingenious; subtle;

adroit. Ling hwuy jig spiri-

tual perspicacity; lucid, quick per-

ception.

HWUY

Oif! hwuy JfQ J
.. Knowing; skil-

Min hwuy $jjjr

'

I fu |
. disrern-

Yung hwuy^Jj
1 J ing; quickness

of perception; superiority of intel-

lectual capacity.

4591. The same s 4587.

4592. The wings of a bird

flying with velocity. The

roots of feathers.

459S. The noise made by

a cart or carriage ; the

turning of a carriage.

^Tj^t 4594. To investigate and dis-

criminate. A roan's name.

4595. [
-

J A distorted mouth;

depraved vicious speech;

'
ugly ; deformed. One says,

To revile ; to reprehend. Che hwuy

Jl
1 distorting the countenance

by contracting the forehead; or as

some say, Contracting or puckering

up the nose.

4596. [-] To rend; to split;

to point out
;
to expand.

Che hwuy ^ ]

to

point out to with the

hand ; to make a signal

to. Hwuy keen J

l|i

humble, unassuming; enlarged, li-

beral minded.
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4597 . [
-

J A colour, a

standard, a banner, that

with which a signal is

made in armies; to make

a signal to with a flag,

or with the hand. Speed,

celerity, quickness. Hwuy che

sze keu 7/_ 'H jfe to make

a sign to, to go away.

Hwuy che e hwang "/' y\ JJjj

to make a signal to with the arm,

as a herdsman or shepherd does to

his flock.

Hwuy hea 1 ~F> below the banner,

denotes waiting respectfully for the

decision of a superior; or actively,

to make a signal to those below.

4598. [
' -

] Certain vessels

used in sacrifice for pouring

out oblations. Read To, To

tear in pieces, as rending a victim,

hence from Jleah, To let fall ; to fall

down.

4599. Hwuy or To, To tear

to pieces j to lay in ruins;

to cause to fall down as

the wall of a city. To

injure; to spoil ; to cause

to fall ; to cause to cease.

Twan to [^ 1 to go a

] begging with a platter in

the hand, in the manner

of the priests of Bud 'ha.

Hwuj IS
| 3fj[.

to fall in ruins
; to fall

down.

4600. [
-

] Ancient queen's

garments embroidered with

transverse pheasant-like co-

lours. A certain sash which hangs

transversely ; an apron. Good ; ex-

PAHT II. o i

cellent of its kind; acertaii musical

instrument. A threefold cord. Ur-

gent, impetuous effort.

Hwuy chow 1 M a famous mart in

Keang-nan.

Hwuy haou
|

5ftt a kind of banner.

Hwuy tsung I

jSf-
an Emperor who

lived, A. D. 1 120. He had thirty-

one sons, all of whom he constituted

kings ; and give most of them prin-

cipalities in China, as was the usage

with the Sung dynasty.

Ganhwuy-^* |

a section of Keang-

nan Province.

4601. [-] Same as the first srnse

of the preceding character.

Garments worn by ancient

queens when sacrificing, embroidered

with Tartan-like stripes; a sash which

hangs transversely. An apron is

so called in some partsofthe country;

a kind of knee-plate worn by Chinese.

Read E, A man's name.

| t_ 4602. Hwuy, or Wei. An

nipt* ornamental purse or bag

I containing something fra-

grant. A single curtain ; a kind of

apron.

j^ k^
4603. f/] To shun

;
to dread ;

"^ k'jj
to avoid ; to stand in awe

S3* I" of; to pay respect to; that

name which a person employs when

worshipping the- gods; the name of

a deceased person these are deemed

sacred afld are not mentioned on com-

mon occasions : this usa^e began

with Chow. Pun hwuy %
dei.otes being dead

4004. Commonly Itt-ad

Chung. A general term for

insects. Sec Chung.

4605. A long snake ;
a man's

name. A surname.

4606. [

v

] The price of an

article of commerce.

4607. Read Hwuy, or Hwuy.

Streams returning and

uniting. A vessel or an

utensil. Tung hwuy tsth wei ping-

streams return eastward, and form

the marsh Pang-le. Sha hwuy ^
I the sand worked up by eddies or

currents.

4608 [
'

] Possessed with the

devil; diseased; a diseased

branchless tree ; a swelling

growing out of the side ; a swelling

or diseased protuberance in a tree.

Lofty appearance of a hill. Read

Iuy, The branches of a tree inter-

woven and matted together.

4609.
[ /] Appearance of a

fit plump face; to wash the

face.

4610. [-] The voice of a

bird. Wide, spacious and

light, said of a bouse. The

sound of the gradual approach of a

carriage with bells. The ancient

Dictionary Yuii-hwuy says, The

beard on the chin. One says, The

jaw hone. Read Yae, Ti.e breath

rising. To bekhs to rift. Lwan

|
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the jingling sound of the approaching

carriage.

Hwuy hwuy ke tning 1 jjl ^
the deepest and roost abscure recess

(or innermost apartment of the

bouse) was spacious and light.

4611. An extreme degree of

fatigue.

4619. [r] Hwuy or Kwuy,

Extreme weariness or las-

situde; the tone or ex-

clamation of fatigue; an extreme

degree.

461 S. Hwuy, or Hwuy.

The breath. Ho hwuy ppj"

I obscure; to obscure as

with the breath blown on a trans-

parent substance.

4614. [ /] The sound of

flying; the noise made by

wings or feathers; nume-

rous ; many.

4615. [/] Hwuy, or Wei.

Anger, indignation, rage.

4616. [ f] Hwuy, or Wei.

Thoroughly boiled or dress-

ed with fire.

JANG. XCIST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Jang-. Confounded with fang. Canton Dialect, Yaong.

| 40 1 7. Seang. An order of

the Han dynasty to put off the

clothet andplough,wat expreu-

et by Seang. To surround the

tops of mountains; to effect;

to ride on horseback ;
a time

for doing a thing.

4618. The cause ofa thing.

4619.
[

-
] The appearance

of walking. Kwang Jang

|||j
in haste; urgent;

hurried.

4620. [
\

] To make a

noise and clamour. Jang

fih pun ching te me'en

a disgraceful uproar and noise.

4621 . [
* ] Soft, fat loamy

soil ; not in clods. Earth ; a

mound ; a boundary, a place ;

that which is reared by culture, in

contradistinction from what is spon-

taneous. Good and amiable, applied

to children. Abundant; rich, applied

to the year. Confused, in a state of

disorder. The name of an ancient

play-thing for children. The name

of a place. A surname. San jang

"^
j

refers to three classes of soil,

by which the government fixed the

land tax, or ground rent, to the

people. Seihjang^ j

the name

of a place, a hillock of dust; a bank

to obstruct water. Pfh jang
j ]

white soil. Hwang jang wf

jellow earth. Ke'ih jang 3i^

an ancient game. Keih jang urh ko

to play at jang

and jing, denotes a period ofgeneral

national prosperity; it cannot be

used on any family or individual

occasion of joy. Kae jang ^jj^

|

denotes Heaven and earth.

Fan jang /^ |

what remains after

filth or excrements are imperfectly

swept away.

Fun jang ^r

'

filth or excre-

mciititious matter. Ejang A^
an aut hill, ^p 1 Waejang, and

Nuy jang j^J '|

the first denotes,

an obscuration of the edge of the

sun in an eclipse; the last, a central

eclipse. As a local word, Earth that

is thrown up by digging, or by rats

and other animals that burrow in

the ground, is expressed by Jang.

King jang tef a boundary or

territory. Ping jang ZE level

ground. Pe'en jtng }||

'

ter-
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ritory on the borders. Tse Jang

;faj: 1 adjoining boundaries. Lin

jnng l&ft
]

neighbouring boun-

daries. Ejang 4?,
|

different or

separate places. Tung jang
|jjj

of the same place or country.

Jang tsze
J

-4- a beloved child.

Jang teen "tffi a present, of the

produce of any particular place.

4682. A lient bow.

4623. Jang, or Seang. To

go with haste and preci-

pitation; as if frightened.

Jang yang 1
ijzE

timo-

rous, fearful; hurried,

fluttered, wandering, wild

4624. [ / J Timid ; fearful ;

afraid. To fear.

I %_ 4625. [
/ ] Jang, or Seang.

T*5 Name of a tree, the bark of

I^^V. which yields a white sub-

stance, which is bruised and made

into bread, in Cochina-china. Trees

by the side of a road.

l-qry "\ 4626. [\-] To take hold of

<n ^JULm with the hand and to

*^m^- take to one, or push

away ; to take possession

of; to reject; to stop;

to disturb or cause trou-

ble to. Read N'ing, To

throw into disorder.

TS-jang^ 1 to seize

hold of and maintain obstinately.

Jangchoo
j R^ to cut off or reject.

Tseang jang^ *

to put into con-

fusion and disorder.

Jang kc $H to take possession of

a fowl that comes into one's premises.

Jang pe 1 ^? to ward f w 'tn the

arm ; to exert the arms.

Jang yang | ^ to take posiession of

a stray sheep.

4627. The hair in the ut-

most disorder. Kwang-

jnj; disheveled

hair.

4628. ['] Thestalk of grain,

grain growing luxuriantly ;

luxuriance ; plenty of any

thing; abundance. A year of plenty.

A surname. The name of a place.

-&A 4629. [
-
] Jang, or Nang.

Pew; fog, or mist; small

rain; mud or rnire; ap-

pearance of water flow-

ing. Name of a river;

and ofa mountain brook.

4630. Fire.

4631. Name of an animal

of the monkey species.

4632. The edible part of a

melon.

4633. A bad kind of the Tsze-

hwang OTp -gf mineral.

4634. [
-

] Sacrifice! to dis-

pel evil.

4635. An utensil for washing

rice; to bind or bundle up

'

4636. Name of a plant.

4637. An insect resembling

a locust, but smaller, and

which preyson themulberry.

4638. Recijirocal reprehen-

sion; altercation; wrang-

ling; noise of people''

voices. A yielding com-

plaisant, polite, humhlr,

address, prcfrring others

before one's self; to yield ; to give

place to. The name of a wood; and

ofa place.

Jang kih SSJ to give place to a

visitor.

Jang loo
| jjK

to yield the path to

another person.

Jang le wdh tsin lae
jjjK[ ij^ j|

S& to clear the way that the presents

may come in.

Jang pwan 1
{[$1

to yielda dike (that

may he the subject of dispute.)

Jangyu 1
rj^J yielding complaisant

speech.

4639. Name ofa district.

, 4640. Read Jang or Seang,

A mould or other utensil

for casting metal< ; to inlay.

Row
jang^pl

a certain military

weapon.

4641. A local word, denot-

ing Fat, plump.
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JAOU. XCIIND SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Yaou and Naou. Manuscript Dictionary, 3a. Canton Dialect, Yea.

^ 4642. Yaou. Earth piled up

and placed on high ; lofty ; eminent.

4643. [
' -

] Keaou-jaou

jjjjj:
I pleasing, flitter-

ing, fascinating, slender,

delicate. Read Neaou

or Yaou
,
To make an up-

roar and disturbance, as

ghosts are sometimes re-

presented to do ; trouble-

some, disagreeable.

4644. [
-
] Read J^iou or

Xeaou. Tall, slender, cur-

ved trees or wood. Delicate;

weak; elegant; crooked; dUtorted
;

applied to thing)!, to morals, or to

evidence. An oar ; to row.

Jaou chuen
|

W to row a boat.

Jowjaou 3;
j

slender, delicate, se-

ductive female figure;

Jaou pae
]

IJV broken ; ruined.

4645. [\] To wind round

as silk or thread'; to go

round ;
to surround. A

surname. . Jaou seTh

j|J
to stand round

the knee, as children

round a parent's knee.

Jaou loo j^ a road or path that

winds or forms a circle.

Jaou yu ke shan
~]j&.

"Jf.
|l|

surrounded the hill.

4646. [
-
] Stubble, or rushes

used for fuel. Jaou hwa

[

/W- the name of a me-

dicine. Read Neaou, Name of a re-

getable.

4P47. A short worm in the

abdomen. Jaou hwuy

(Jill''
a short and a long spiral

worm found in the abdomen.

4648. Clothing for a. sword;

a scabbard or covering for a

S *_d
sword.

4649. The name of a place.

4650. [
-
] Great plenty of

provisions: abundant, rich,

affluent; oyerplus ; excced-

ings , that which may be spared ; to

spare; to excuse; to deal liberally

and indulgently to. Name of a

nation and of a district. A sur-

name.

Jaou shoo I 1$i to spare, to excuse,

to remit, to forgive.

Jaou ming 1
-jj

to spare life.

Jaou yu I

xf/jaricli, abundant sup-

ply -,
affluent.

4651. Yew. Mournful, sor-

rouful, sombre, disgraced.

4652. [ \ -
] Read Jaou

or Neaou. Some read

Yaou, To agitate or

trouble, confusion and

disorder. Also To soothe,

to tranquilize ; to feed ;

to breed up as animals ; the domestic

animals so bred up. Same as -^
Chfih, in the same sense.

Jaou Iwan 1

a|f
to throw into dis-

order.

Jaou jin tsew fan ^ Vffl
/pV

to give people the trouble of pre-

paring a dinner.

Tsaou jaou jgE. | "j
to cause trouble-,

Kcan u jaou j'Vy f annoyance and
tK, I J

distress.

4653. A mild tractable

cow ; mild, yielding, sub-

missive.

4654. [-j An animal ofthe

monkey species.
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JAY. XCIIF SYLLABLE.

a? in May. Manuscript Dictionary, }e. Canton Dialect, Tay.

% 4655. [\] Read Jay. Dried

- Wr^* plants or herbs. Name of

S*-~ a place. Head JS, To pluck

plants or herbs. Particle ff,
as. In

ancient books used for You and /.

Pawn jay |j |
clever, adroit, in the

language of the Buddha sect. Lanjay

ife 1 the dwelling place of Buddha

in certain favored regions of the west.

4656. [\] Respectful lan-

Chang jay |jg j

a salutation performed by

raiding the folded hands as high as the

fice, and letting them tall ag-iin. It is

otherwise called fe JET Chang yih.

Jay is a tone used in replying to. Also

read S6, in the same sense. The

ancient form of ?.

4657.
[
t

] A surname. Jiy-

ta
| -fc large; great; a

great many, a local phrase

not sanctioned by Chinese Diction-

4658. f
v

] To lay hold

of; to stimulate; to

excite; to proToke; to

induce; to itir up. Cho

jay w.
|

an unsettled

appearance.

Jay hJn 1 jlfl to excite indignation.

Jay ho
j|fl

to bring calamities

upon one's self.

4659. A tone of response,

signifying that one hear*

and understands. At.

JE AND JEUE.-XCIV-V SYLLABLES.

Jit, is confounded with Ye. Manuscript Dictionary, Jo. Canton Dialect, Geet. Jruti Manuscript Dictionary, 3eul.

4660. Warm ; hot ; ardent.

Teen kejo JC fa j

the weather is warm.

Je shwfiy 7^ hot

1 water. Jg sin
JQ\

a warm heart, an ardent

mini. Je tang
] ^

hot soup.

Je-ho !

^iij
name of a place on the

FAKT 11. p 4

N. E. of Peking; the summer re-

sidence of the Emperor of China.

Je naou 1

JJM
warmth and clamour

means, that bustle which takes

place at feasts and crowded amuse-

ments.

4661. Jeue". To burn; to

set in a blaze. J?ue tseaou

'mi to conflagrate;
I Ati i

to be burnt. Shaou jeuS

jK?t JKh to hum and

destroy, as in war..
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JIH. XCVI SYLLABLE.

Manucript Dictionary, Je. Confounded with Yth. Canton Dialect, Yat.

4662. Intended to representll̂
I the object. The sun; the day;

a day; daily ; every day. Kin

Jih/A^
[

today. Tsojihflj: ]

yesterday. Ming JTh ^\ ]

lo-mor-

row. \Vang jTh /y^ former or

past days. Tse'en jfh J
the day

before yesterday. How jlh 4&

the day after to-morrow.

JTh ching
| )

the things done, or

to be done during the day.

Jih lun chfih chaou
| J^J $ Kh

JTh tow shay kwang
] fij| $} ^J

thesunsheddingforlh his beams.

JThylh.hefei
] g ^ jg daily

declined more and more.

Jlh tae mung keen
j

T J& fJ9

daily in the midst of a dream.

Jlh ko
j ^t a daily exercise or tasV.

JTh-pun 1 ^ Japan.

Jlh pang yun ke che Th 1 S f&

M. % m hal by llie >uie f lhe

tun.

Jih sin
j ^ daily reiioTated, or Ihe

condition iniprorcd.

Jih hew yui t,eang
J Jfc j

the gradual approaches of the un

and moon ; gradual advances.

4663. An ornament of a boat.

Ji 4P64. Garments-daily worn
;

^f>|~l garment worn by a woman

next her person.

Jih e \ /$?")
common clothes ; or-

J
rt

?

JTh ftih I

Ujtt J dinary garments ;

the particular garments referred to.

4665. A hnrse that goes

a stage daily. A fleet

horse ; a post horse.

Jih ma | a post

horse that goes with go-

vernment despatches.

\ VTh, it a more modern word

used in the same seme.

4666. JTh, Jfih,.or Jow. To

enter ; to go inside ;

to recede from sight ,
to

receive. To put within. Chfihjoh

|
to go out and in, to go

abroad, or to remain at home. Wo-

jfth keu le meen ^ ] ^ ^| |fj

lam going inside. Ping tsun-j

kow juh jfa ^ P |
diseas*

cnlt-rs by the mouth, i. e. from in-

temperance. Leangjuli e wci chub

M 1 0, ^ ti)
=<"'der what

comes in, to regulate thereby th

expenditure. Keu show jtih e fH

rg ]
Jfi.

have all been received ;

is a common phrase in letters. Show,

is otherwise written
j|/r show.

Ji5h le meen
| ^^ to go within-

side.

Jilh ta tsae nuy ] 'fife

put it within.

4667. Two ttns, twenty.

4668. Riini.
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JEN. XCVI1 SYLLABLE.

E, long and approaching the sound of U. Confounded with Ten and J*Teen. Manuscript Dictionary,

Canton Dialect, Yen.

4669.
[

-
] From dog and

1

flesh Dog's flesh.

^
4670. From Dag, fesh, and

Vf/^ fire. To boil slowly; to

decoct ; to simmer; done ;

existing. Jen is joined

to many single words

a a euphonic particle.

Jen, is often a disjunctive or qualify-

ing particle introducing another

clause or circumstance and answers

to But Yes; jcs truly ; so; affirm-

ing or promising. t
She joo tsre

fow
jijr

in
]t(^^ ll '* thus, or

not ? Yue jen
j

is it re-

plied. Yes. We peih jen ^~ ^\
I

not necessarily so. Tsze jen

^rj I
certainly ; truly ; self exist-

ing; self evident. Tsze jen urh

jen '.'j
1

jfll |

seems to denote,

Absolute self existence. Kwo jen

\fi 1 doubtless ; indeed ; is also

the name of an animal. Sefilijen

&t\ 1 the name of a serpent.

Jen how 1 Afa after lhat: afterwardi.
I t^^

Jen wei jen fow

reckon it right or not.

Jen urh 1 Tffi but.

Jen yay
j -JJJ truly so.

4671. Jen, or Shen. Weak;

fragile; timid ; fearful; so-

licitous. At present used

to denote, Harmony and ease.

4672. Jen, or Neen. The

sound of conversation,

which is also expressed by

pSf
Yih nten. One lays, To

answer; to reply ;
to answer in the

affirmative.

4673.
[

\ ] Jen, Been, or

Nten, Difficult, hard to do,

or bear.

4674 To take hold of

with the hand ; to lift
;

to remove; to accord

with ; to follow.

4 K ?">. Jen, or Kwo jen TJ^

j

an animal of the mon-

key species.

467(5. Jen or Nccn, Name

of u bamboo.

[i 1677. Jen or Juen. Silk.

A red colour ; rid as fire.

'TI > I67s wi!(| i
icase or otlicr

pulse.

4679. [^] Jen or Yen. A

surname; a discipi

Confucius. To walk, to

advance, to invade :

agitated.

4680. Jen jen
|

(he

appearance of chewing, or

ruminating in quiet.

4S1 . Tall elegant figure ,

slender and flexible

Jen-jS 1 $& tall and

delicate.

4682. Teen jrr
j

ap-

pearance of khooting out

the tongue.
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,_1^ 4683. [V] Luxuriant growth

of plants; abundant herbage.

Jin jen % turning

backwards and forwards.

4684. [
-
] Jen shay 1

yfa a certain large snake,

said to be edible . an an-

cient appellation of south-

ern barbarians. Read

Teen, Teen tan 1 p&
appearance of an animal lolling out

its tongue.

4685.
[

-
] Jen, Neen, or

Chen. A selvage or bor-

der of a garment; an up-

per garment worn by

brides. A garment that

cover* the knees. In

all its senses it has a re-

ference to certain parts

of dros.

, 4686. Much left unsaid ;

a subject not exhausted.

4687. Iron.

4688. The hair on the

side of the face; the

whisker.

4689. These characters

have much the same

sense as the two preced-

ing. The hair on the side

of the face; the temples

or the whiskeri, and also

the beard on the chin.

4690. [
V

] From water,

wood, and nine. To

put amongst water and

coloured wood, nine

times. To dye with

any colour ; to imbue;

to affect or infect, as with disease.

To stain with vice; to defile; to pol-

lute. A soft delicate appearance.

Jen fang I

fjjf
a dyer's room.

Jen sih
j ^coloured; dyed with

some colour.

Jen ping I 3fft
to infect with dis-

ease

Jen woo
j y denied, polluted.

Jen poo 1
/fa

to dye cloth.

SeTh sfih so jen %jj
'fS fflr

j
im-

bued or defiled with vulgar habits.

4691. Beautiful; elegant;

staled reasonably and right.

4699. To imbue with mois-

ture ; to instil into ; to

moislen.

JIN. SYLLABLE.

J a in French. Often pronounced Yin. Manuscript Dictionary, Jm. Canton Dialect, fun.

4893. [-] A human being,

commonly understood of

man. Nan jin '.

a man. Neu jin
I

a woman. Ta jin fljf

that person, or, another

person, in contradistinc-

tion from one's self. Laou

iin kea -Xr \ '* an

old man ; or, in direct address. You,

venerable, Sir. Koojin"jt j

one

of the ancients. Foojin uraf
j

a

married woman ; also, used for

women generally. Nuyjinj/H

my wife Tsun foo jin r* -3r-

your lady, your wife. Fan jin J>\

|

or Jinjin 1 all men; every

body . Teen hea che j in^ ~N ~Y

the people of the empire; or of

the world.

Shing jin *S?
J

the perfect sages of

antiquity, who possess innate, and

intuitive knowledge. Heenjin ^f
I sages of the second order, to

whom study was necessary. Yq ji

|3q 1 the illiterate and uninformed.
/o\ I

Haoujiawi
|

a good raan. Tae
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jin //
|

a bad man. Shcn jin

^K 1 a moral man. GS jin li.fi.

I a wicked man. Seen jiii 4fa

I those, who by their high virtues,

have risen to a kind ofsuper-human

or angelic state. Tajin -^

great man ;
a term of respect applied

to the higher officers of government,

answering to the European term Ex-

cellenty. Ta-jin, sometimes denotes

A person arrived at manhood, in

contradistinction from children.

Seaou jin /K 1 little man ; g<*nc-

rally denotes A menn worthless per-

son ; sometimes merely a person of

no official rank in the st.ite. Kea

jin ^K domestics. Choo jin

the roaster of a house. Foo

kwei jin M "Jir J

a rich man.

./-JI-* 4

Keung jin ^JH |

a poor man.

Mei jin J^ 1 a beautiful woman.

Shang jin iffi or Mae mae jin

fl 3t I

amercnant-

~f^ I a mechanic. Nungjin

I ahusbandraan. Szejin^f^

a scholar. Shwuy show j in

I a sailor. Chuen szc jin
1

J
a person who goes between two

parties in the transaction of business.

Paou paou jin jte]
iB

]
a mes-

senger who runs to give tidings.

Chaejin^ 1 a messenger. Chung

jin llf 1 a midsman, one who acts

between two parties. Fan jin ;g

I or E jin ffij

'

a foreigner.

The latter is the more respectable

term : the same may be expressed by

Yuen jin jtt a distant man,

one from remote parts. She jin ?^
a Poet. Wei jin he

TABT II. 4 4

who is, or acts the part of u man.

Tsojin^Q I and Chung jin ill 1

are the names of two cities. A sur-

name.

Jin sin cha
j J&, 2j

an extract of

tea.

Jin chung tp the central spot,

between the nose and mouth.

ILjt-A2S. a visitor.

Jin .sin
j j& ginseng, a well known

root. Foreign Ginseng is called

Jin sing joo pih keu kwo keih
j
/t

y\\ El Iwj'J 5uiL |*3w
human life is

like a fleet white horse passing, as

seen through a crevice.

Jin taou ^ the principles of

human conduct.

Jin ting shine teen
I /J lilt /x

men's fixed purpose, is superior to

Heaven. This seemingly impious

expression is intended to rouse peo.

pie to determined efforts.

Jin tsing I >r the human feelings;

favor-

Jin yuen
^

ftfjfc
human cause, de-

notes a supernatural cause, effect-

ing favourably the fortunes of a

person; making him well received

among human beings.

4694. The beams or laths at

the top of a house, on which

the tiles are laid. The

space between those beams.

4695. [
-

] The man fish.

A merman, or mermaid. A

sea monster, said to be five

or six cubits long ; with a long small

tail, having h;iir like a horse's tail.

It has a nose, ears, mouth, hands , and

head, all covered with a very white

skin. No scales. The male and

fcnrile have both been caught, andD '

preserved in a pond, where they

copulated like human beings.

A
^4696. [- J Benevolence;

X
1,^ ^ love to all creatures;

chirity; virtue in gene-

._~ nil. According to one,

it denotes Patience. The

kernel of a nut; the

_g^ stones of fruit ; seeds.

Teen sin jin gae ^^ y|\

^ vLJ^ ) tjg
the heart of

heaven is beneficence and love.

Kwo jin -^ |

the seed of fruit.

Hihjin3> I the kernel of nuts.

Taou jin
jjriK

1 an almond.

Jin ching JE6-
benevolent good

government.

Jin sin
|

Jin tsze
|

J'Btih
|

Jingae
J

lence and beneficence.

Jin rain gae wuh
] ^ -^^ be-

nevolence to the people, and love to

all creatures.

a benevolent heart.

a seed.

1
the virtue ofcharity,

'J including benevo-

Jin wan

volence.

famous for bene-

Sze te pfih jin
pEj f*^ j

th.

hands and feet in a diseased insensi-

ble state, as if dead.
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4697. [
-

J
Read Jin and

Ting. Represents a man

standing firm on the top of

the earth ; or according to others,

any thing growing up out of the

earth.
l ShwS-wan says it denotes,

Good, virtuous. From Man and

Too, the. earth denoting the business

of life.

4698. [
- '

] From man, the

other partgiving
sound. To

be surety for. Sincere j true

to a friend. Trust committed to a

person ; official situation. To sus-

tain ; to bear; to serve. Read Jin,

To be able; to use or employ ;
that

which is sustained or taken upon

-one's self. A surname. Sin yu pang

1 being true or faithful to a friend

ii called Jin. Lull hing heaou, yew,

mSh, yin,jin,suh /> fa^ ~$L

^ jjj2| | ^1 six virtues, filial

piety, fraternal affection, peaceful-

ness, harmony, friendship, compas-

iion. Jin
^

Jin ping
j }||

and

Jin tsung

'

;$
each expresses,

Trusting to other persons, letting

them do as they please. Shan? jin

J-
1 Taoujin r||] j

to arrive

at the place in which the duties of an

official appointment are to be exer-

cised. Wo paou jin na keen sze
^J

ffi | ^|J ffi llj[.
I'll be security

for, or engage to undertake that

affair. Wo jin wo leen 3b Trn

,

i
,

I carry the burden ; I drag the

carriage. Occurs in the sense of

Al Jin, and 4f Jin, Conception,

pregnancy.
Also occurs, but erro-

neously, in the sense of^ Jin.

Jin chung 1
||j

an important trust.

Jinlaou
| ^ to bear fatigue and

toil in service.

Jin sze I

l||
to undertake, or be

charged with business.

Jin tsze e
] ^ ^ to indulge one's

self.

Jin ke kan wei ^ ^ Jsij

to give scope to one's feelings and

act in a daring manner not paying

much regard to consequences.

Jin yuen #& to sustain resent-

ments in the public service.

4699. Below; under; sus-

taining.

4700. [
-
]

From woman

and to tustain. Pregnant

with young; to be with

child.

4701. [^ ] From heart

and to sustain. That

which the mind bears,

contains, or is intent

upon ; or delights in. To

consider; to reflect; to

think. Read King,

Weak j delicate; to trust

to. Used by the Canton

people in an indelicate sense for the

Pleasures ofsexual intercourse; deem-

ed a gross word. Vulgarly used for

Thus; no; hoii-f Ke jen jin teih

4702. Jin, or Nin, To work,

weave, or embroider,

A] with variegated silk.

4703. Thoroughly boil-

ed or cooked ;
sli-

ated. SMh jin J^

/^J too much done.

L ] King jin i||
1 soup

well boiled used as a

general expression for

an entertainment. The

last character is other-

wise read Nee'.denot-

F] ing a kind of cake.

4704. p] A large kind of

pulse; soft; flexible.

Name of a place. Jin

yen I Vf\.
or Jin jen

1 r$K turnmS hack-

wards and forwards; to

advance or invade as in search of;

gradual
and certain progress, as of

a plant growing, or of the reflected

light of the sun.
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4705. [ s ] The front part

of a garment h:inj;!i g down

before. The part of a gar-

ment which folds over and buttons

or fastens with loops at the side.

A mat to sleep on. Certain fasten-

ing of a coffin.

4TO. f
-

] To think; to

consider.

4707. [
'

] To pay for the

loan of any thing ; to rent

a house. Yung jin J^ |

to be hired to work; to workforhire.

4708. To moisten with

water, as leather is. Lea-

ther filled in a certain

way and applied to a

carriage. Read Nin.

Chin nin JH |
sound

appearing not to increase.

4769. [/] A sharp point-

ed weapon or knife ;

sharp, strong, durable

edge or point ofa weapon

or instrument. Ping jin

_EL
]

military weapons.

4710. [/] A measure of

eight cubits length. To

measure the depth. The

name of a place. There are various

opinions as to the length of this

measure ; some make it five cubits,

others, six, &c.

4711. A cloth or napkin

for a pillow ; a pillow case;

a cloth.

| ^|

4712. p ] A knife pierc-

^1 ing the heart: to bear

f^ w it. Fortitude ; possessing

ability ; able to sustain

or to bear. To bear
-,

to

forbear ; to endure ; pali.

ei:t; to suffer patiently. A surname.

Keen jin |j? resolute, firm en-

durance either of suffering or seduc-

tion.

Jin ke
j jja

feelings.

Jin .in hae le

one's self to violate what is reason-

able.

to repress one's angry

Jin nae
j (fr^

to endure long some

evil.

Jin sing | <|4-
a patient disposition ;

patience.

* "^
Jin sin

j ^Q\ to l>ear to do either

what is good or had.

Jin yu sih
j ^ '{3

to forbear shew-

ing displeasure in the countenance.

Jinpdhtsdh ~?f\ JFP to bear pa-

tiently with less than is quite suffi-

cient.

Jin yu yen
j jj'

~== to forbear in

words.

Jin jin
j

I to bear bearing; makes

thesenseof^K 1 Pflh jin, Notto

bear to do any thing harsh or cruel.

fr_
47 IS. ['] To know sufficiently

^i1*j soa tiibcablctodiicriminatet

W>\^_i to recognise ; to know one

person or thing from another ; to ac-

knowledge that ore knowi or if

concerned with . T5 jin $J
a certain kind of wine.

Jin chin 1 jjfl to recognise the truth,
I ^ ^

denotes acting agreeably to it in

one's public duty or pi-ivate con-

cerns ; iii const, adMinction from a

fallacious semblance merely.

Jin slnh 1 "^ or reversed, To know ;

to be acquainted with.

Jin tsi"> ^y to acknowledge an

error.

Jin tsuy
j j^ to confess one's CFttne.

4714. Name ofa wood, cer-

tain slocks or manicles.

4715. [/] A good kind

of sword. Filled, stuffed)

crammed ; overflown .

4716. Appearance of gaz-

ing ; gazing with indis-

tinct vision or stupefac-

tion.

A:

4717. The name of a win-

ter plant ; a plantnoxipus

to man.
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4718. [f] To stumble and

stammer in speech, difficulty

of utterance; what is dif-

ficult to be expressed. Speaking

little, on purpose, and from a proper

caution. Originally meant To dis-

criminate j to recognize.

4719. [ / ]
A certain ap-

par at us by which a cart or

carriage is stopped; what-

ever impedes or stops the motion of

an object; to stop. FSjin ^5
fj~* \

orKeujin -^F-
1 to remove that

which stops; to set in motion; to

begin to move.

4T20.
[

'
] From Leather

and hn !

ff. Flexible and

strong j
soft but not

easily rent

4721. An animal of the

mouse species.

4722. [\] Grain that re-

quires thought and immedi-

ate attention ; grain which

is fully ripe; whatever has been ac-

cumulating for a long time, whe-

ther good or bad.

Jin selh
j

;3K: 1
fully acquainted

Jin shuh
lj ^J wjth. Fully ripe.

Jin iuy M/l an a uudant har-

Jin neen
]|

4E.J vest.

Jin gS I iuf matured in the way
I ;Ui

of vice.

4723. [
'

] A good flavor or

t..te; excellent. Maturely

done; fully dressed appli-

ed to the victims offered in sacrifice.

4724. Name of a herb and

ofa tree.

JING. XCIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, ling. Canton Dialect, Ying.

4725. JVae. A particle which

continue* the preceding, and

introdueei thefollowing mem-

ber of a lenience.

4726. To lead ; to draw
; to

bring near ; to keep in suc-

cession ; to urge on; to

press.

4727. [-] According to;

in consequence, and in

imitation of; again ; as

before. The name of a country. A

surname

If*-*
7H again ; as before.

Jing be
j

/2 still it is so.

Jing jing 1 I appearance of disap-

pointment.

Jing jen
| ^\ still ; yet ; continuing

the same ; still as before.

Jingkew
| ^the same as of old;

as formerly.

Jing ke kew ^ itti according

to what was formerly tlie case.

Jing sun J& son of a great

grandson.

Jing jen she chay mo yang 1

$ still it ia thus.

many.

472S. The name of a place.

4729. The noise of beating,

when rearing a mud wall.

^'"BJ'iS
] I

numerous;

4730. Going to; arriving at;

reaching or extending to a

certain point ; referring to

a given subject.
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JO. -CTH SYLLABLE.

Liable to be confounded with 3Jh. Manuscript Dictionary, Jc-. Canton Dialect, Yul: ; H'ak.

4731. From the right hand

and a plant. To pluck

plants ; to accord with

* / or yield to. So, as, if,

,^J according to circum-

>^V* J stances; perhaps. Used

for Thou or You. Name of a plant ;

a certain god of the sea. Applied

to the year, and to a certain wood.

The name of a river; a surname.

Also read Jay, which see. Joo jS

^P I if, supposing that ; since ;
it

seems ; as. Yen sih tsze J5^
"& Is! 1

'" s counlenance rema ' Q -

ed full of self possession.

J5 chay
'

;& if; perhaps ; should it

be.

J8 tsae tso woo
] |^- $$ '{^

if an-

other error be committed ; or, if the

case be again mismanaged.

J5 ke |ijP<f. then; since it is
I fy^*

SO.

Jo pel 1 ffi of such, or of the same

elm.

_|_J|-|U473a. JSlew
] ^ a species

^V !' of the pomegranate. A large

I
* ~ tree possessing spiritual or

divine efficacy ; hence large umbra-

pcoiis trees are worshipped, and the

names of the supplicants written on

paper are pasted on them.

TART II. R 4

4733. To take hold of with

the mind. Read N8, To

as-icnt, or affirm with the

mind. Ch5 JS $4! 1 an unset-

tled appearance.

4734. The name of a

plant, said to be nn

evergreen, of the leaves

men make baskets, or

caps to keep off the sun ;

and women use them to

fill up the soles of shoes ; the leaves

used to cover the leaden cannisters

of the green teas; the skin of the

bamboo.

HI?

4736. Name of a certain

tree, said to grow spon-

taneously towards the rising

sun. According with what is right

and reasonable; similarity amongst

several in this respect; union of

heart and virtuous sentiment, de-

noted by the form of the character,

which is made up of three hands.

JS-muli tung fang tsze Jen che shin

4737. The streaks or 1'mw

on the skin of the sole of

the foot.

pjj ~fa JS-mHh a divine tree which

grows spontaneously in the east.

J--J

-\ 4738. Weak; delicate:

^j|
soft ; pliable ; slender, ap-

/^ plied either to the m 'ml,

or body, or to inanima'.e

objects; fragile; fading;

ruined ; dead or lost.

Shin te juen JS JJ% <f}$^ ]
a

weak delicate body. JowjS^^ j

or Seen j5 j^j
flexible and

weak; a delicate female figu re. Fan

JS 4& 1 a certain large tow. Che

kej8 ("^Jjp? |

weakness of mind;

without talent, limitless or resolution.

J6 drill igi weak constitution.

J8 lew ying fung
] ^ ^ Q, the

delicate willow meets the breeze.

J8 kwan
j 4^- weak and capped

the age of twenty.

4739. J5 orNeaou, Waving

in the breeze; tall and

slender, applied to trees or

to women; applied also to the v^-

brations of sound.

A bow weak on one
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4741. Read JS, The name

of a river. Read Neih, or

NeS, To sink; to drown;

drowned in passion ; excessive at-

tachment to. Read Neaou, To pass

urine.

JOO
.

4742. Name of a particular

kind of boat.

4743. N'r.me of a plant ; by

some used a- an edible

vegetable.

JOO

4744. The delicate skin, or

lamina below the external

skin.

4745. Name of a certain

bird.

JOO. CI ST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ju. Canton Dialect, Yu.

-^4746. Ifeu. A womtn.

tfr
4747. To measure ; to con-

jecture.

4 7 48. The name of a river

in the north of China ; name

of a Chow district, and of an

ancient state. Occurs for
-j

Neu,

A woman ; and is commonly used in

books for Thou, they, you, a.i\At/our.

Jookea
j tjf your house.

4749. Spoiled or rotten fish.

4750. Name of an ancient

stite.

4751. [-] As, according to,

like, seeming as if, mauner.

In this sense it sometimes

*

follows two or more Adjectives ; to

go towards
;
the second lunar month.

Used for
ffjj Urh, in Joo kin 1

fy-

now. Forms a part of several pro-

per names. Szesze joo e
lp i|j

hn ]" every thing according to

one's wishes. Leang joo
^Jj

the name of a He'en district.

Joo I
t=i^ according to one's in-

tentions.

Joo-lae-fuh
] ^ /^ one of the

names of Buddha ; the second of the

triad who now rules over the world.

as this ; thus.Joo tsze
|

Joo yuen
'

wishes.

Joo JS
j ^ as if.

Jooseaou urh chwang 1

Seun seun joo yny

like little children.

according to one's

4752. To equalise; to tran-

quillize.

* 4753. [-\ ] To imbibe

gradually; to render

damp, in a gradual man-

4754. Name of an insect.

.
"

4755. [
^ -] Name ofa plan! -,

plants whose roots run a-

mongst each other, and be-

come mutually entangled. Toeat;to

eat or drink voraciously ; great eater ;

to covet ; to act irregularly; soft,

flexible ;
to measure or conjecture.

Forms a part of several proper names.

Joo maou yin heui ^p'
/
pi' J][

to e;it hair and drink blood as men

are supposed to have done in a

savaje state.D

4756. Commonly read Na,

To take hold of. Also read

Joo, To grasp; to seize hold
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of; and Neu, To gripe and prerent

being opened.

4757. The name of a place.

4758. [
-
] The name ofa

bird.

4759. Read Seu, That

whi ch i s necessary ; viz.

Rain. Stopped or im-

peded by rain; to wait

in doubt or hesitation.

Some say, the second

character is the vulgar form of the

first. Others read it E, and define

it, To tie and connect together.

Read Joo, Soil slippery skin or lea-

ther; soft in manner ;delieate; we:ik.

Read Juen and Nwan, in a similar

tense.

ffl 4760. Juen. Large atone

end, and gradually termin-

ating in. a hair,or beginning

small and gradually in-

creasing, applied to insects.

Weak, flexible ; delicate.

These lwi> and the two pre-

ceding characters are often

confounded in composition.

4761. [
-

] Nee joo flg

much talk; chattering. An-

other definition is, To re-

i

JOO

cull one's self when about to speak.

Diltf
= tz^ riK- 1 vm WM*m I

Kow

tseang yen urh nee joo, The mouth

about to speak, and stopping itself.

4762. JooorYu, A neces-

tary man. A scholar. A

1 f- denomination <>f persons,

who, in China, devote

-] themselves to study.

Originally their intention

was, to improve themselves in morals

and science; the object at present

is, to acquire a place in the govern-

ment. The Literati. Joo, denotes

Soft, mild. A scholar teaches with

softness and mildness. HeS chay

che ching fej
~jjr

~/f fffi the de-

nomination of the learned. Ta

joo T^ a great scholar. SHh

joo /te| J

a scholar, himself a

constellation. Tung joo ;S

a thorough scholar. Ming joo

; 1 a famous scholar. Pejoo

jgj I

a mean scholar. Heu joo

JT1 I

a vague scholar. Foojoo

J^ a rotten scholar; i. e. one

whose pretensions are unreal. Shoo

joo -,',?"
|

a petty childish scholar.

Hanjoop)K j

a cold scholar; i. e.

a poor scholar. Tung teen tejir,

yue joo
jjjfr J? J^ f^ [^j

he, who understands heaven, earth,

and man, is called Joo. Choo joo

fil? 1 a man of low stature; a pillar
l/i^ I

Joo chay yy one who is learned ;

a U-irned man.

Joo keu 1
||p[

a scholar versed in

ancient and modern literature.

Jookcaou I 7fl theseat of thelearn-
I V*

JOO 339

ed. The Confucian philosophy with

all that has been since appended to it,

a kind of materialism and atheism.

Joo, Shih, Taou, san keaou
J Jjjfe

jij
::: jftr the literati, the religion

of FBh, and the religion of Taou,

constitute three forms of doctrine

or s:'( K

4763. Appearance of soft

smooth skin or leather;

soft, smooth. Synonimous

with Ol Joo. Read Juen, To

pierce or stab.

4764. An infant at the

breast ;
attached to, as a

child to its parent; to be

attached or pertain to.

A surname. Joo tsze

| ^p a child. Joo

title of officer's wives of

the seventh degree of rank.

I ff~ 4765. [
-

] Read Joo, Juen,

I Tjti Nwan, and No. Weak; ti-

l*'rf morous.

JoojS
pjj

"1 feeble; weak.

Yungjoo
jjjjl j

/ cither in body

or mind.
Flexibility ; weakness,

incapacity. Tow joo '(Vj)?'
to

be afraid of; timorous.

4766. [1 ] Jow, Juy, or

Juen. To introduce or

put forward something

with the hand; lo stain

or dye. Head \oo, To

hold fast with the hand;

To rub the hands in a dis-

respectful manner before

superiors. Read Now,
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Kow now J* to prevent an af-

fair being opened up.

^^j 4767. [-] Name of two

V^EL different rivers. Thick and

| JT|3 jelly-like, as dregs or forces;

impeded in its course. Enriched

with moisture; to sink or instil

into; moist ned; new and gl .s>j;

of a mild and forbearing temper;

patient and enduring. Tranquil,

composed slate. Read Jow and

Juen, Soft, and enduring ; mild.

Read Nwan, That which remains

after washing; fceces. Read No,

The appearance of water. Read E,

The name of a river.

Joojin 1
fij^ mild, soft, forbearing.

Joo che
jSj stopped, impeded,

moving slowly; the flow obstructed.

4768. Generous wine; thick ;

substantial. Read Noo, In

the same sense.

4769. [] Short garments;

warm and surrounding

the loins. Joo kwa 1

drawers or breeches.

Han joo pP
|

T a garment intend-

Kea joo EH > ed to absorb the

Sin j o xg
1 perspiration. A

kind of shirt.

4770. Slight; tremulous mo-

tion ; the motion of insects;

the name of an ancient

state. Joo tung 1 |Hj motion of

inteett,

477 1 .

[
-
] The appearance

of the hones of the arm ;

fjfj the arm from the shoulder.

Used for the preceding. Read Naou,

The joint of the arm.

4772. A fiery appearance ;

the colour falling or fad-

ing.

4773. Name of a fish said to

have a human face.

4774. JS-joo ipj|

motion of the ear.

the

IL'

4775. p] FromVoo,Toh*lch

an egg, and Yih, .1 bird.

Milk; tender; soft. The

breast. Ying hae poo joo HSj

7|T {@j
an infant sucking the

breast, Yang kaou kwci joo ~fe
\f . p*/ \

3t- jffij"
I the lamb kneels to suck.

jtt *?** i

is a phrase which is brought to illus-

trate filial piety. New joo -it

the milk of a cow. FeojooKC 1

a glutinous substance white as milk,

made from pulse, in common use

amongst the Chinese. Teen joo -Ir

j

a certain star. Slit h chung joo

~Jn 'raj 1 seems to denote certain

crystallizations (probably stalactites)

in the province of Kwang-se. Also

read Jow.

Joo chth 1
V-j'

milk.

Joo gow j
flB a nurse.

Joo heang I ^- oHbanum or gum

rsin ; frankincense.

Joo moo I -^ a wet nurse.

Joo nae
j ^ the breast; the milk

of the breast.

Joo- poo I ||m to give the breast to

aa infant.
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JOW.--CIF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Jeu. Canton Dialect, Yow.

!*>
4776. The foot of a brute

treading oil the ground.

fr-i 4777. Jow, or Juh, Flesh.

I'yr^l See Juh. Jow yen

^/esheyr, dull sighted,

blind,used in the language

of abuse; the eye of a

common mortal ; not the

clear sightedness of superior beings.

Jow yen fan tae
|

BR R
jjA

fleshly eyes and a common womb,

possessing all the weakness and

imperfection of common humanity..

4778. A mild pleasing- coun-

tenance.

N
4779. [-J Wood that

will bend and straighten;

soft, flexible wood ; any

thing soft, flexible, mild,

yielding; submissive.

To shew mildness and

tenderness to. Plants newly budding

forth; young plants. Name of a

country. Jow jucn yu I
ifjrjjj

p|t
soft speech ; in opposition to^

P G5 kow, A mouth that utters

MRT ii, s 4

yicious and harsh grating words.

Jow shun 1 @ soft, yieldine.
I /'IK

Jowjs I ws soft and weak.

Jow kang
] [j]j|J

soft and hard; flex-

ible, unbending.

Jow juen jin I ? A to shew kind-

ness to strangers or foreigners; to

cause them to live in peace and quiet.

4780. A woman's name. A

soft fascinating woman.

4781. [
' -

] Jow, or New.

To bend with the hand
;

to

twist ; to work. To bend a

piece of wood to make a harrow ;
to

bend or straighten wood by the

application of fire.

Jow kae 1 Hfl to twist open.

Jow suy
|

T& to twist and break to

pieces.

47S2. Name of a plant.

478S. Name of ariir.

4784. Soft good land; the

name of a place.

4785. p] Mixed grain or food;

to cat. To mix
;
to blend,

as red and white feathers.

4786. Soft leather,

4787. Good flesh meat; fat ;

excellent; abundant. A

mild pleasing countenance.

4788. Fragrant soft vegeta-

bles. Name of a particular

vegetable.

4789. The name of an ani-

mal. Read Naou, A rora-

cious animal. Forms part

of the name ofan ancient state.

4790.
[

\ ] To tread with

the feet ofanimals; to form

a kind of hair cloth by tread-

ing with the feet; to soften, OMJioist-

en, applied to grain.

4791 . Soft, malleable iron.

4792. [
'

] A certain ap-

pendageof a carl or earring'-

facilitate its progress through

miry and over slippery places. To

bend ; to crook; to tread upon.

4793. A horse with a soft

handsome mane.

4794. Boiled or decocted rice.

Mixed grain or food.
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JUEN. CIIIRD SYLLABLE.

J and V, as in French. Manuscript Dictionary ,Ju;i. Canton Dialect, Yuen.

jffl4795.
E, 9t I'rh. The inft

hair, on the side of the cheek ;

the whither ; a connective

particle.

4796. From a hair and

large. From beginnings

small as a hair, gradually

enlarging, as with some

insects.

4797. Soft, flexible ; slip-

pery. Compare with Joo.

4798.

grets.

Slow, dilatory pro-

4799. To pierce or stab.

4800. Land by the side of a

river; the ground without-

side a city wall ; an open

space for walking between two walls,

inside the principal and external

wall, but outside a low inner wall.

Read No, Sandy ground. Also read

Nwan, The land adjacent to a bank

or river. Meaou juen yuen
Jjjjjj

J0 the space between the outer and

inner walls of the temple.

4801. Juen, or Nwan.

\ ] Soft ; weak. Read No,

Timorous ; apprehen-

'] sive. Wei noS
Fear, apprehension.

4802. Juen or Juy, or Jue.

To push ; to disturb ; to ap-

ply the hand to and rub.

\] 4803. A species of Pe-

ziza. A fungus excre-

scence that grows from

wood, eaten by the Chi-

nese ;
otherwise called

fa Jt Miih urh, ff'nod

earn. Also a kind of

plumb.

4804. Fields below

the walls of a city, the

foot of a wall, vacant

and unoccupied lands

] outside a city wall.

Also read No.

4805. A valuable stone of a

secondary class, 'white and

red.

4806. To move; to flutter,

as insects.

Juen shay
'j

9{ a snake, said to be

of a reddish colour, found on trees.

4807. To join the hem of a

garment; to plat, to rumple,

to braid. Read Nwan, Short

drawers or other garments.

HffO

/J7V

4808. [\ ] A disease of the

feet; a joint of the arm.

Read E, broken bones and

meat preserved in brine. Read

N'wan, Weak, soft, flexible.
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480?. Name of a bamboo.

4810. Soft; flexible;

yielding, applied to

the wheel of a carriage

\
]

which is hung so as to

humour the motion of

the carriage ; applied

to any thing that is

weak and yielding,

whether physically or

morally. The second

character is in most

frequent use.

Juen jS I
|pj weak, delicate, soft,

flexible.

Juen keS
jjjfl

a inft foot ; a soft

fellow, easily imposed on.

4811. [ /] Soft malleable

silrcr.

4812. Juen or Nwan, Pos-

sessing a small property.

JUH. CIV SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Jo. Canton Dialect. Yuk.

48 IS. Joo, To bedew
j to

often ; to mollify. Read

Juen or \waii, \Vt<ry

residuum left after wash-

ing any thing; fccces,

thick sediment. To wash.

4814. [-] To push or

agitate any thing with

the hand. Read Jun, To

wipe or dust. Read Juy,

same as the second cha-

racter, see under Joo.

481 5. From time and a rule ;

he who lost the season of

agriculture, was disgraced.

To disgrace ; to put to shame ; to

cause to descend to a lower place ;

to corrupt; defile ; debauch. Ling

juh $9 \
to disgrace; to insult,

Sew-juh T& to make ashamed.

Juh lin Ejfe
to degrade another

person by descending to one's low

condition, the affected language of

courtesy. Juh ma
j JJ^j

to rail

at, abuse and insult. Juh shin 1

' to disgrace; or defile one's person.

4816. from woman and dis-

graceful. Lazy ; indolent.

^~ 4817. Anciently read Nun.

A tribe of the Heung-noo

^ll J?
Tartars

> mentioned

in the time of the Tseen-han "off Tla

(former Han.) ChS-juh ^
the appearance of commiseration

or pity.

4818. To cause shame and

disgrace. A surname.

4819. A certain jaYelin or

spear.

4820. Juh, or Chen juh j|

I a couch or mattress.

% ^" 4821. Damp; moist; hot;

vapourish ; thick and sa-

voury food. Name of a

river.

4822. To dress a field ; t>

- V remove weeds.

4823. Adorned, ornamented

with various colours.

Jfih fan

adorned.

gaily variegated and
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Jfih Ucu B& to collect together
I Jvi

in numbers.

4S2*. Jut), Niih, or Now,

An instrument of husban-

dry for hoeing or dressing a

field ; to hoe, to weed, lo dress a field.

Y- E 4823. Shoots from apparent-

ly dead stocks j
a rush of

which mats are made, straw

on which horses lie. Thick. Name

of a country ; a surname. Chnhjuh

-M- \ a fungus that grows out of

dead bamboos which remain in the

ground.

4826. A mat; a mattress;

a couch. ReadNfih, Gar-

ments for a little child

Chen pih gf \ a kind of hair

mattress.

Jfih tsze
] -^-

a mittress made of

any materials ; a couch to sit on.

4897. Dirty and Mack; a

dirty scurf on the skin.

4828. Juh or JTh, To enter ;

^^^k to go into ; to put into ; to

enter into one's possession ;

to receive. To enter on an under-

taking.

JBh he5 JS.to go to school; to

begin to learn.

Juh kwan
j ^ to be confiscated to

government.

Juh kung 1
FJ

to introduce tribute.

JBh ting keu leaou
| J^ ^ J

went into a trance.

Juh le
j Jj

to enter into reason ;

to be reasonable.

Juh sin
/j5

to induce people to

believe what one says.

I
J ^ "1 4?29. Flesh

; the flesh of

Wjft^
I animals, soft, fat. Forms

part of several proper

names. Fci-jfih 3& 1

flying flesh birds.

Shejflh || j
name

of an animal. Toojdh -|-
1

a certain sea animal. New jfili

-tj- |

beef. Yang j Qh^ ]

mutton.

Juh hing
j ]j-q

punishment which con-

sists in mangling the body.

Juh sMh chay woo rath I
<

~$jf
i ^ F*

iff. ^pt
those who eat flesh have

no black spots on their face.

Juh sbih chay pe
j ^^ ffi

a great fleih-eater will be vulgar and

mean.

JUN. CVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Jun. Canton Dialect, Yun.

4830. [
>

] Jun, Chun, or

Shun, From eye and ~p
a branch, or something

to ward off with. A

species of shield ; to raise

the eye and direct it;

the name of an office;

of a star; name of an

ancient stute. Ri-ad Tun,

A man's name. Maou jun ^f*

a spear and a helmet ; to oppose and

defend; to contradict one's self. Some

read this Maou-tun. Chung jun TO

1 a certain office about court. Tung

jun ^J j

brazen shields. Kow

J" T1 M
|

certain railing around

the Imperial gardens; nu eunuch

who presides over them.

4831. Jun or Shun, Certain

transverse railing placed

round an orchard or fruit

garden ; a shield. To rouse
j to excite.

l-cd also to denote A kind of hearse.

See Chun
3j&

a table. Read Chun,

The name of a wood.

4832. To rub with the hand,

to lay the hand upon ; to

soothe and tranquilize; to

lay the hand as upon the heart,

implying a defence of it; hence To

soothe and quiet,
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4833. [\ ] To suck as an

infant.

4834. Jim or Jnen. To

move as insects. See

VJ

4835. Jun or Juen, The

name of a bird; a bird

hatched in the evening.

4836. [
r

] Jun, or Jun yu

an intercalary

month. From king and gale,

because ancient kings spent a part

of the intercalary month in the

gate of the palace; they make seven

in nineteen years, and place them

sometimes after one month, some-

times after another.

4837. [
'

] To enrich with

rain or moisture; to instil

into; to benefit; to fatten;

to enrich; riches. The names of

some rivers, and of a district. Fun

jun trf~
to share money or

other good thing* obtained. Fei Jim

to fitten; to enrirli ;
a

wealthy person or house.

Jun tslh
|

tl'jj-. or Tszejun <$

to moisten with raia; to mollify; to

do good to; to enrich; fat and

glossy; sleek; pleasing soft style.

4338. The name of a place.

4830. The name of a wood.

JUNG. CVFH SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Jung. Canton Dialect, Yung.

4840. [\ ] From man below

acover or house; officers

who have been occupied

in the field, dispersed and

returned to their houses
;

scattered; mixed; blended;

hurried; people without

any fixed habitation
; wan-

dering about in trouble-

some times. Jung le jJ^

San le
|f]T
W or Jung kwan

t ^

|E
officers off duty. Jung is ap-

plied also to soldiers, and to their

allowances when off duty.

4841. Jung, or Yung. The

name of a place.

BT II. T 4

4848. Jung or Chin, A buf-

falo.

4843. To eat.

*> "1 4844. [-] A military

"|
\> weapon ; a certain mili-

,/S^^ tary carriage, a small

one of the kind. Large ;

great ; thou or you ;
a

surname. Mutually con-

nected; to pluck or snatch out.

Woo Jung 5fZ fiye kinds f

military weapons, the bow, javelin,

and soon.

Jung e 1 ^^ military dresses.

Jung ping
|

JX. military weapons ,

military men.

Jung ling 1

jR*
an assistant officer

in a Heen district; otherwise called

/^^ Tso-tang.

Jung telli
^ ^0 name of a place in

ancient history.

Jung woo I ffi or Jung hang

fy the ranks ; the army.

"* ^ 4S45.
[

.
] To assist; to

ward off; to push or

thrust from. Read Jing,

in the sense of the second

character. To continue;

to urge or preu on ; to

lead
;
to draw.
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4846. Name of a wood.

4847. Small fine hairs; felt

or other stuffs woven from

hair.

4848. Fierce; violent, as a

wild beast. By some used

for Kni Jung, Fine cloth.
*\y\

The name of a beast, the hair ofwhose

.skin is fine and soft.

4849. A small kind of bam-

boo fit for making arrows

of.

4850.
[

-
] The wool of

sheep.

I
4851. [-] Fine cloth; woollen

cloth, European woollens

/ -^f Jf _

"^% are commonly called
JJ^

To-lo-ue Ta-ne ^ (!/(/

common woollens. Seaou ne A\

|1^
Work-is, or Rroad Cloth. Seaou

']>

'

flannel.

4832.
[

-
] A certain plant,

Jung-jung
|

close ;

thick ; abundant. A sur-

4833, Thick garments;

1 the second character is

also read. N'ung.

4854. A stone ; stony.

4855. A large horse eight

cubits high, fine hair or fur.

4856. Many ; a multitude ;

luxuriant.

Jt ^, 4857. [
t .

] Plants shoot-

ing up or growing thick ;

the name of a wood. Mung-

]
or .Man- Jung y|j ]

thick, confused enunciation, indistinct

speech. Lfih Jung fiJ
J

name of a

medicine. Woojung -fj
|

the name

of a place. Lung, jung ^SU- I

collected or crowded together. T$-

J llng til] I

'ow> ')ase degenerated.

4858. Fung Jung ftp
^

handsome, beautiful.

4859. To push; to beat; to

pound, as in a mortar; to

stuff; to fill. Read Neang,

in the same sense.

4860.

a net made of hair ; cer-

tain orn imental feathers ;

ornaments maifa: of hairs

or feathers.

4861. The name of a wood.

48fl2 - Fu"g J unS

a certain kind of javelin or

spear.

4863. Ornaments of silk as

fringes, and so on; ornaments

-4"*
\\~ | of soft hair ; a thread ,

a net.

4864. The appearance of

insects walking.

4865. The appearance of

walking or going.

4866. Read Jung, and Ne.

Wine ; generous wine.

4867. The hair of the head

in disorder; disheveled

hair.

4868. Fine hair, fur or down;

>
] warm and soft ; hairy.

Jung maou

or Tszejung -f-

fine soft hair.

4869. Soft, fine hair or

down.

4870. Chung, or Jung. A

woman's name.

4871. [-] Indolent; lazy.

Wa J

a vessel injured or spoiled

in some way.

4873. Ta jung
:^ |

mixed confused ; base ; de-

generated.
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JUY. CVIITH SYLLABLE.

Often changed to Yuy, Manuscript Dictionary, Jui. Canton Dialect, Yuy,

4874. A'uy. Wittun; inide;

to put inside.

4875. Juy or Kwae. Deep;

profound ; still ; silent. Also

read Nee.

4876. [ '] The pointed end

of a piece of wood ; to enter

the iron socket ofachissel

or carving tool ; the haft or handle

fitted for the socket. Read Nwan,

The appearance of plants beginning

to grow.

Juy tsS
1[ j||

a haft and a chissel,

understood being apart,
which ren-

ders them both useless ; applied to

useless persons.

4877. [
'

] A local word

for mo.-quito; a poisonous

snake or serpent. Win

juy W]f a certain
-*xV i

white bird.

j_ >-, 4878. [
/ ] Plants growing,

as on rocks; short and xiiuilf,

1*1 ire expressed by Juy juy.

A shore or lunk ; name of an ancient

state. Cer.a'm threads or Lalei

on the hinder part of a shield; soft,

flexible. A surname.

4879. Sharp pointed ; a

pointed piece of iron.

4880. To enter within.

at.

4881. The pistils or point-

als of a flower; the

general appearance of

the central part of an

inflorescence. Head So

or Tsuy, A suspicions

mind ; implied by tin;

the character bei ng com-

posed of three hearts.

The name of a sacri-

fice. Hwa juy 3ft

the central part of a

flower. .

48S2. Juy or Nuy, The-

young bamboo sprouting

out; the leaves of the

bamboo drooping and bangmg down.

4883. Juy or Wei, A dis-

ease arising from damp ; in-

ducing lameness of the feet ;

weakness ; inability to resist female

domination, is expressed by^ J

*|g
T weakness

1 J bility to

Juy ching

Pe jny jfia 1

extremities arising from damp.

and ina-

move the

4884. [
-

] The orna-

mental fringe of a Chi-

nese cap. Sometimes

made of silk, sometimes

of the hair of a cow's ta'

dyed red.

4885. Keang juv

a species of ginger.

4886. From a pig and to tear;

iwire bring forth numer-

ously. Luxuriant growth
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of frmtt and flowers. Xo. 4889, is

commonly used.

4887. [ / ] A pointed
wea-

pon, as a spear or lance ;
a-

cuminated; peaked ; sharp ;

small ; slender ;
keen ; piercing. Also

read Tuy. Kow jny p ]

sharp mouthed ; talkative ; loqua-

cious.

Juyche | ^keen, fierce, forward

temper.

Juy le
] 7Ji|j

sharp ; keen edge.

Juy sze
|

fi|fl an experienced general.

4S88. The highest de-

gree of perspicacity ;

profound intelligence;

the clearest discern-

/ ] ment; clear perception

of the subtile and ab-

struse,generally applied

to the Sages and the

Emperor of the day.

From
lij

8 or G8, The

hallow of a hone, in

allusion to its aperture;

from the eye, in allu-

sion to its clearness; and

fromMKuh, A val-

ley, in allusion to its sound or echo.

Juy che 1 ;&' intuitive knowledge.

Juy m5 ta hoo tsze leu ja. ~J\^

l" E| W> ^ knowledge, there is

none greater than the knowledge of

one's self.

4889. [
-
] The appearance of

the flowers of trees and

slirnlis hanging pendant;

the ornamental fringe of a cap or

bonnet; soft; flexible; delicate;

to continue or connect together.

Forms part of the name of a medi-

cine. A certain banner.

KAE. CVIIITH SYLLABLE.

Kae and Keae, are often confounded by speakeri. Manuscript Dictionary, A'ai and Kay. Canton Dialect,

4890. Grass or herbage growing

in confusion. According

to Luh-shoo, Kae denotes a

deed or bond, in ancient times en-

graven on bamboo.

I 4891. A monster with two

*ji
I heads ; a horary character.

4892. Kae, or Hae. Un-

usual ; uncommon. The

same is expressed by Ke hae

|
and Kae sze

J ^jj-.& . Kae, or KTh.

^^> cough. See Hae.

To

4894.
[
v

] A bank ; a

boundary ; a circuit.

A character denoting one

hundred millions. Read

Keae, The name of a

place ; a step ; a reitera-

tion of the same. Keen,

kae pa ke'ih te yay JjJ

1 A & m&
Keen-kae, denotes the eight points

of the compass stretched to the ex-

tremity of the earth; the whole earth;

the world. SHh y-Th yue chaou, shih

chaou yuS king, shTh king yue kae

ten y ' h . ( r 100,000)

are called Chaou ; ten chaou are

called king; ten king are called Kae.

Ta-yih tan, san kae
-jr

/ ^
I at the Ta-yih altar Trere

three steps.

4895. Ten Chaou Jt i. e. ten

millions are called King BS

ten of these, or a hundred

millions, are called 1 Kae.(Kang-he.)

4896. The light of thr

4JL overshadowing, or extending

_^r* its beams to all, and includ-

ing every thing. All ; every thing ;

full
; fully prepared.

&
%_

O 4JL
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4897. Commonly read II ih,

denoting The kernel of nut,

the nucleus. Read Kac', A

kind of basket made of bark by cer-

tain barbarous tribes; the eves ofa

house ;
the roots of plants.

^ 4898. [
f

] A rising from

k^^ the stomach ; to belch j used

also for coughing; to call

out in aloud voice; to call out as if

alarmed, or to alarm others, as a per-

son driving acart. ReadKe.inthe

s-ime sense. Read E, To belch.

King kae
jjj^ j

to t:ilk and laugh.

Kae king 1
JJ|

the time of a cough,

but a mon.eiit.

4899. Kae kae
*

H\
or

Kang maou
Wj\ ^1]

a piece

of stone or precious metal

made in the form of a seal, and ap-

pended to the girdle on a certain day

in the first moon ; afterwards worn

as a kind of charm.

4900. [
X ] Large, wide

opened eyes. A man's name,

Kae chS
'

|||j
to stare at

each other.

4901 . The roots of plants.

4908. Name of an insect.

4903. [
-
] Some bond, agree-

ment, or appointment in an

army ; to connect together;

all connected; prepared, or arranged

PART II. U 4

KAE

for ; to contain in. A man's name.

Whatever is right or proper to be,

or to be done. Ought ; should. To

belong to as a duty or right. The

person place or tiling referred to ;

the side; the above-mentioned, or

referred to.

Kae chang 1

p||
a debt owing.

Kaee 1 BJ thesaid foreigners; those

foreigners ; the foreigners alluded to.

A A-*-

Kaekwan
j 'g'that

which belongs

to one's controul; under one's govern-

ment.

Kae sze 1 fflt or Kae sze teth noo-

tsae
^ ^ ^J fa -ft

to deserve

death ; a slave who deserves to die,

are terms ofabuse.

Kae ting 1 /I? should be fixed; or

fixed as it should be.

Kaeyuen
|

thesaid officers; or

the officer whose duty it is.

4904. Unusual; strange;

odd ; extraordinary.

4905. The great toe of the

foot; the hair on the top of

the toe; to prepare,, or be

prepared for; the side of the face

where the whisker grows. An agree-

ment or appointment, to do somc-

thirg in an army.

4906. [^] A series of steps;

a bank; a succession of one

after another, us in steps.

Used also for one of the nine regions

KAE 3*9

of the universe. Nan kae
jyj

name of an ode.

Kac hca i KJ a certain medicine.

4907. Read Kae, Gae, and

Ilae, An outer gate shut;

to shut a gate ; to stop ; to

impede. See Gae.

4908. A certain kind of

soup; to rift or belch after

eating.

> f y 4909. Commonly read Ke,

^ -^
How ! Implying the op-

_j2^ posite. Also read Kae, in

the sense of the following.

4910. [t] Good; ex-

cellent. Victory ; peace

and joy. Pi yuen pi

tm
k ATC A 1

r^Z sixteen excellent states-

jEZ* J men, in the time of

|S Shun. Tsow kae ^ |

to

report a victory to his Imperial

Majesty.

Kae fung J}[
a gentle southern

breeze.

Kaeko
' ^ songs of triumph; joy

of a returning and victorious army.

Kae seuen
| ^ to return in tri-

umph as a victorious army.

Kae tsih
] ^ joy ; pleasure.

4911. Kae, Keae, or Yae. A

large sickle or hook; to

rub, or sharpen a knife or

other instrument with diligent care:

assiduously.
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Kae -ffl assiduous attention

to the point of chief importance;

full to the point.

k | fc
4912. [<-'] High and dry

land. Tsing kang choo

~ 3f
shwang kae chay =^

move (your dwelling) to a more

elevated and chearful situation.

Choo kan tseuen che shwang kae

in a chearful elevated place with a

jweet spring of water.

4913. [e ] Coat of mail

<>r armour. Applied also

lo certain garments of the

Buddha priests. Kea kae ffl 1

or reversed, Armour. Show kae "%*
.

armour for the head, a helmet.
t~9-tw" 4

Pe kae n*-
|

armour for the arms.

King kae ^ armour for the

neck.

4914. To open; to spread

out; to stretch out, refers to

a piece of bone or ivory

put on the thumb for pulling a
string.

To desire. Used for g^ Kae. See

above. A man's name.

4915. The south wind which

is called also ^ jjj
Kae-

fuug.

4916. [, ] Kae, or 118,

To cover over. Why
not? See JI3.

4917. A disease of 1 me-

iics.i; a shortness of breath.

A disease of the throat.

4918. [] The sound of

two stones striking against

each other. Read Ko, The

sound made by stones coming for-

cibly in contact.

4919. A certain shrub or

] reed used as a covering,

or thatch for a hut; to

cover ; to screen ;
a

covering for a carriage ;

to overtop. Used also

for covering or screen-

ing, in a moral sense.

Used as a particle, an-

swering nearly to For, when intro-

ducing a new clause in proof of the

preceding. Also read HS, which see.

Kae pe ifff
a coverlet.

I l/^v

Kae she
] "Jtr

to overtop the age ;

to exceed all other persons.

4920. A carriage ; or the

sound of a carriage.

4921. The appearance of

the bones of the head.

Read KS, A bar in the

front part of a cart,

called the chin of the

cart.

^4922. Kae. A slighl repait al-

rendy done: haring already oc-

cured
; since it is to.

4923. [C t
] Kae. or Kang-

kae
'l7L ]

elevated; mag-

nanimous; generous feel-

ing; liigh toned sentiment. The

grief and perturbed feelingsof a high

and aspiring mind. A mind that

contemns wealth in comparison of

justice and honor. Knngkaejin

^ a person of enlarged and

generous principles.

Kaejen 1 &/C having a noble ardour

and elevation of rail. d.

4924. [ ] To sigh ;
to

lament. Kae ke tan e

it
|l|

"fe to lament and

sigh ; or, sighed out his lamentation.

F ] 4925. To brush dust

or scrub clean ; to wash;

to cleanse. The follow-

ing is also used in this

sense.

4926.
[ /] Rolling as a tor-

rent to a place ; to apply

water to
;
to cleanse or wash

with water. The name of a river.

KangkaeYri
|

to flow gradually to.

4927. A piece of wood

with which the grain

in a bushel is levelled

when measuring it,

f] vulgarly culled Tow-

kwaJf-jflJ
To level,

to reduce to a level; to adjust; to

provoke resentment. Ta kae T^ j

or Ta seuh ~TT a large rough

or general levelling; not levelled with

minute care, generally speaking.

Yfh-kac 1 one levelling; alto-

gether ;
without any exception. Tuy

kae
j||- |

profound ; deep ; som.

bre.
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4928.
[

y

] To change;

to alter ; whether applied

to the place or the form.

' whether physically or mo-

rally ;to reform one'* er-

rors. A surname.

Kang kae Uf I to change; to alter.

Kae kea
[ jjjj!

to marry a second

time after the death ofa husband.

Kae kwo tseen shen
j

ifdi
Sfji ^f^

I -^-^ f-~^, II

to reform errors and practice what

is morally good.

Kae hwuy full suy ma.
SJS pjn'

blessings follow repentance.

Kaejm 1
]J

another day.
I | I

,^ 4929. [
/

] To beg ; to take ;

*k B^fc f 1

jT^ to give. Kcih kae */ _

~J to beg. Also read Ko.

Kae tsze
j

-? or Kae shth che jin

-^ "^ A a bi'ggar, one who

begs for food to eat.

4930. [f] To rub; to grind.

Read Kwci, To take.

] 4931. To open; to

unfold; to unloose;

to separate from ; to

arrange in order; to

f Tt, I begin ;
to commence,

^ f J as a journey or a voy-

agc. Name of a star

"and of a districl, A

man's name. Le-kae

^ t(> separate

from. Tsow-kae
7Jr

to walk or step

apart.

Kaechih
j jjfp

to break open.as a letter.

Kae chTh kew chang 1 4fr ttL HE
I */ t* F'l f^^

to liquidate old debts by paying a

part, either one tenth, two tenths,

and so on.

Kaechuen
| ^jorKaehing 1 fa

to get under weigh, to begin to sail.

Kae fung j
the capital d'utrict

in the I'roiino- of l|n-n:iii.

Kae kwS 1 pJ la\
iii^'

the foundation

ofa dynasty.

Kae ko
^fcj.

to commoner or ap

point examinations of the literati for

the purpose of conferring renardi

upon Ilicin. \

Kae kwan
| yl'jt" open school at

the beginning of the jear.

Kae kwang 1 ^T to dot u-illi blmiil.

the eye ofan idol, when it in dedicated.

Kae poo
J -jSjj

to open a >hop.

Kae she
] /K lo "P*11 up the si-nsr

of, and deliver instructions. Iscd by

the bonzes.

Kaepelb teen te
JKI ^ j^

spread forth thi; heavens and earth:

created them.

Kae tsing rfr period in spring

when the Chinese visit the tombs.

KAN. CIX SYLLABLE.

Maunscript Dictionary, Kan. Canton Dialect, Koan.

4032. [V ] A wide open

mouth
;
a receptacle.

4933. To take with the hand.

4934.
[
-
] A shield, to fend off

an arrow or the stroke of a

sword ; to be opposed to;

to offend against; to seek to attain

from, to endeavour to procure; a

stream running between opposing

banks; lli,- bank of a river; the

boundary of a state. Offence, crime,

or guilt, or their consequences. En-

ters into many proper names.

Kangae
j ^ an impediment or ob-

stacle to the doing of a thing.

Kan he 1 AZ\ serious consequences.

Kan ko ping ke

the spears and lances simultaneously

arose, to revenge the misrule of

the Yuen Dynasty.

Lan Ran Pi!,! an oblique distorted
I 'TV I

appearance.

Kan Icen Up. involving in the

consequences of.

Piiliseang kail /> xH I having no

serious importance.
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Kan Shang-te chc noo 1

ItX. provoked the anger of God
VVi^

'

hy writing lend books.

J5 kan ^f | ^
how many ? In this

Ke hen |v g& / phrase Kan has-

the sense of
ri-j

Ko.

Teen kan 3 I

"j
ten horary and as.

Sh.h kan -f"
j J

tronomical cha-

racters.

Te die
JJ ;J? ~i are twelve

ShTh urh che
-J-

_

jjb /characters

joined with the preceding.

4935. ['] To cut; to

pare; to carve; to en-

grave on Wood ; to hew ;

to fell. Suy shan kan

mfih
[^ |Jj | ^

to go from hill to hill

cutting timber. Pfih kan^
sometimes expresses ^T> "J5T ^|[

u&
I

that it should not be pared

off, cast away, or obliterated. In

the sense of To carve, it is alse pro-

nounced Kan. The second character

is pronounced Tseen, and used er-

roneously for the preceding.

Kan keih wan tsz;:

to cut or engrave characters or let-

ters, on wooden blocks, in the

Chinese manner. Kelh
^ftl

is

strictly to carve the letter, and Kan

I is to cut away the surrounding

wood, so as to leave the letter stand-

ing out.

Kan cha ke niiili I i^ it ^
to cut down the wood or trees.

4936.
[

.
] Read Kan or

Keen, A violation of deco-

rum and moral propriety;

KAN

to introduce confusion and anarchy

into the moral or civil relations of

life^applied both to the adulterer and

to the corrupt statesman ; clandes-

tine; fraudulent. TsS kan ffc

to act the villain. Han kan

vm I a traitorous Chinese ; one

disaffected to the ruling Tartar Dy-

nasty.

Keen chin
J

PJ a corrupt and trai-

torous statesman.

Kan fan
j ^j"J

to violate ; to offend.

Kan he'en 1 IJDP corrupt, fraudulent ;

dangerous person.

Kan hwa 1 %& artful, crafty, applied
\ J it

to children.

Kan se 1
&JJJ

a secret villain.

k ^^ 4937. Daring ; troublesome ;

fT^I causing disturbance; an cx-

| J treme degree. Soree say.

Good; well.

4938. A cloth bag.

4939. [ c- ] To endea-

vour to procure ; to ad-

vance. Also read Han.

4940. [
C ] The evening ;

the motion of the sun. Re-

iterated Kan kan, An appear-

ance of abundance or a flourishing

state of.

4941. Read Kan or Han,

Dry; dried. Read Han-

ban, Water flowing away

rapidly.

4942. Half dried.

KAN

4943. [
C

] Name of a

wood; a valuable sort of

wood i a club or stick to

shield or fend off; a post

or staff for a flag. Lan

kan
||jj j railing;

a

balustrade. Kelanj^f; 1 a flag-

staff. Wei kan ^j j

a flag-

staff used at the doors of temples,

and by literary graduates.

4944. Kan, Han, and Can.

A species of wild dog iu

the north of China. A

mau's name.

4945. To stop a cow, or a

stick with which it ii stop-

ped.

ffi4946.

Joy and rejoicing;

feasting and merry-making

at the reception of a guest ;

enjoying ease and composure, fixed,

settled, sincere, speech.

J?

SI

4947. [-]

a certain valuable

stone; the name of a

tree.

4948. A large tub or platter.

ff
4949. The stalk or stem of

grain; a handle to any

thing j to take hold of.
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4950. [-] A reed; a

stick of bamboo ; a cane;

a rod ; a staff. The name

of a pLic;.
1
. Teaou kan

a fishing rod.

Kan ti5h 3fc
Ifyr}

bamboo pared thin
( ' '&\

for writing on, as was done to form

ancient books.

4951. To rub or stretch

out garments.

4952. Insects corroding or

working their way into

things. Read Kan, Certain

insects in wells.

J^"^* 4953. Kwae kan nW

>^J^ the name of a plant. One

says, Pearl barley.

** 4954. [-] The liver of an

""l animal body, which the

/^ f Chinese call the wood

viscera. Kan ke tung sr? J^C

pain in the liver
;
a liver complaint.

Kan Ian
j jj[|

the liver and the gall.

Kan naou too te 1
t)S ^ Wj liver
'Jtr'l ~^~- r\^t

and brains smeared the earth.

Kan tsang hwan
5gy T||

the

liver contains the soul.

4955. A horse raising its

tail and going onward. The

gait of a horse.

> ..JM 4956. To advance; to go

forvsaid.

TART u. x 4

4957. [6] The bones of

the leg; the ribs; the bones

generally.

4958. The sun beginning

to shed forth its light ; a

red colour, such as is

made in the clouds by

the rising sun. Dry;

dried.

4959. A beater with which

to frame mud walls. The

trunk of a tree; a handle;

a railing at the top of a well.

4960. Tc look
;
to see.

4961. [ C] The stem of a

plant. The trunk of a tree;

the original matter or sub-

stance of Capacity for business;

business , to transact business ; to

do. A surname. Read Kan, The

wall round the inside of a well.

Forms part of various proper names.

Sze kan J& business, affair.

Nang kanteih.jin j|k | $/ A
a man of talent for business. Shih

kan -i"
'

ten horary characters.

See-^F-Kan. Kung kan ^>
public business.

Kan foo clie koo 1 M/* Y Jj

to do for a father what he is un-

ble to do for himself; to make

amends for his defects.

Kan sze 1 ~ ê to transact or perform

business,

4963. Small bamboo. Tieen-

kan<
l \

choo
j

arrow -

pearl barley.

49B3. [
- c ] To stretch out

.+ any thing with the hands.

4964. Kan, or Kan. The

substantial part of a thing.

,4965. [*c- J Herbs ; plants.

The stems of grain.

4966.
[
C

] The stems or

grain ; stubble.

4967. To pursue after; to

endeavour to overtake;

to run after. Kan tsaou

-5L to strive to be

*
* 1

early. Chuy kan
j|j

to pursue after.

Kan shang 1 J^ to pursue after and

overtake.

Kan pflh sh;mg 1
~Jf\

~
unable to

overtake.

498. Kan, or Kan. Xame

of a variegated bird of the

fowl species;
it cros both,

at night and in the day.
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I
1 ^4969. [-] Sweet; what is ex-

~|
I cellcnt; pkasanl; agree-

able; to deem sweet or

agreeable; voluntary )

words that please I he ear,

specious artful flattery ;

pleasurable. A surname The name

of a place ; name of a hill, of a river,

of a district, and of a wood.

Kan chay T specious, corrupted

flatterer.

Kan chay 1$-' the sugar cane.
I tint

Kankoo 1 ij sweet and bitter ; plea-

sure and pain ; prosperity and adver-

sity.

Kan kc'e & a kind of bond often

required by the Chinese government

from the people ; who by this sweet

knot are supposed willingly to bind

themselves to a certain line of con-

duct.

Kan sin I f\ sweetheart; denotes

one's doing or suffering willingly;

chearful submission or resignation.

11
,

"pE" province on the north-
em

west corner of China.

Kan tsaou i

Jfcja liquorice root; some

write OT" Xan.

4970. [ -c ] An earthen utensil

or vessel. Name of a certain

stone. Kan woo show woo

shing ke 1
|jj[ <^' Jj 3]- %fc

Kan-woo is a vessel that contains

five (of the measure called) Shing.

*
fc ^ 4971. A woman with sweet

^fill words; an epithet by which

-^ * an old woman designates

herself.

Kan po ^2i
an old woman.

At

KAN

497C. Name oFa hill.

4973. Kan chay ^
thesugarcane. SeeNo4969,

the more usual mode of

writing it.

4974. The heart sweetly

acquiescing; chearful sub-

mission.

4973. [-] The thick

water in which rice has

been washed ,
a thick

decoction of. Read Kan,

Full; filled with.

4976. A deep pit or hollow

at the side of a hill ; a

valley ; to cause to sink or

fall down into the midst

of a bank or precipice.

Kan jen WC moun-
I t\\\

tainous; precipitous.

| |% 4977. [-] Kan, or Kan-tsze
]

yft M ~}~
lne Mandarin orange.

I
"

Occurs used for A bit or a

bridle put into the mouth.

Ka" pe
1 $(.

ll)e skin of the orange;

otherwise called
[Jjjj / Chiu-pe.

4978. [C] A certain earthen

vessel.

KAN

4979. To stop the mouth ;

to check confused talking.

4980.
[
C

] A kind of purple

coloured silk; a purple

colour.

4981. a-e A disease ofchildren,

said to arise from eating

sweets to excess ; hence, ap-

plied to venereal sores.

Kan chwang I
Jjlf

a venereal ulcer

about the parts of generation.

Kan tseih ] ^a a disease of children,

said to occasion a sallow colour, and

a swelling of the abdomen.

4982. Kan tsaou "I ^
the liquorice plant; it is

known by various other

names, and is differently written;

much used in medicine. There are

said to be seventy-two preparations.

4983. A halt.

4984. Harmony; concord;

agreement.

4985. [
c

] To investigate

strictly, in order to arrive

at absolute certainty; to

judge; to try a criminal. To be

able for, or adequate to. Mo kan

Vfe 1 to rub or grind and in-

vestigate; i. e. to employ strenuous

effort to ascertain the fact. Pun

foo chfih too, clia kan sze keen /k

JfrfflS^ 1 ?#""
Che-foo, am going out of town, to

examine into an affair.
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Kan ming
j ttjj

to examine clearly.

Kan twan I

jjjr
to examine full/

and decide.

4986. A precipitous bank;

beneath, or at the bot-

tom of a precipice.

4987. [C-] To sustain, to

l>ear, to be able for, or

adequate to; to Lc worthy

of. Tolerable. A hill exhibiting a ro-

mantic odd appearance. A surnan e.

A protuberance or jutting out of

the earth, extending over a cavity

below. Read TMII, Earth, earthy.

One says, Not clear or pure.

Kan tang
j 'ig.' worthy or able to

sustain.

Kanlae
j tjjj| worthy

to be depended

a proffessor of the

on.

Kan yu

Fung-shwuy art.

Kan yung
j ^ fit or worthy to be

used.

Kan Ueu
j ^ fit to be adopted or

taken.

Kao wei leang lung che tsae
j

43i

fit to be

beams and pillars ; laid of men in

a moral sense.

4988. [ c- ] A rocky,

hilly, irregular appear-

ance. Kan-yen j
&:

irregular; uneven; pre-

cipitous. Kan g5 1

jjj'^

a mountainous appear-

ance.

4089. [
c- ] To pierce i to

stab; to overcome; to

kill.

L

4990. Not satiated with food ,

dissatisfied.

4991. [c-] From^Peaou,

Reaching from below

and receiving from

abore. To advance for-

ward and take; to be

diring; bold; intrepid; to

bear wilh fortitude; rash; used

much in the language of courtesy,

denoting an inferior presuming to

do, through rashness or ignorance,

what annoys or gives offence to a

superior. Tan kan
jjpt

1 hold,

daring; intrepid. Piih kan ~/fc

or Pflh kan tang ~/^ J ^ dare

not; presume not, to assume the

honor you do me, and so on.. Ke

kan ^y I how dare I! Used in

the sense of the two preceding

phrases. Pah kan tsae fan fa ~/fc i

"fj ^& '/A
* t'arc not aSam offend

the laws.

4992. Kan, Tan, or Can,

Precipitous ; a dangerous

bank or side ofa hill ; rocky

appearance.

4993. The appearance of the

sun rising.

4994. [c-] Name of a wood

which comes from Cochin-

china.

4995. [c- ] Liltle or DO taJlr,

insipid ; tasteless. Name of

a branch of a rirer. Tan-

kan
y/

I to wash ;
to cleanse.

499fi. Forms part of a for-

eign word , denoting a kind

of Chief Cup-bearer.

4997. [C J Clear; bright.

4998. To peep through a

door. To look towards with

desire or expectation; to

lookjtoview; to descend to. The

name of a pavilion. A surname.

4999. [B ] To spy ; to

peep ; to try to find out ;

to watch. Kan wang

urh wang
] J^ jffj

/t watched till he was

from home and then went.

5000. Kan, or Keen. A

bitter taste; an execs-

sively salt taste. A lye for

washing with. Sinn kan

/fj $R
a preparation

made in Shan-tung Pro-

vince for washing clolhes

with ; the country people

collect the seeds, steep

them, dry and burn them

to ashes,wh':ch they steep

again ill the water before

used; add meal cr flour, an 1 wait till
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the whole hardens; the fa Shlh, or

stone forms a part of the narar.

Kan (or Ke'en)-shw8y 1 7^ a lye

to wash with. Fan-kan^ 1 for-

eign soap. The three first charac-

ters are sanctioned by the Dictiona-

ries, the fourth one is in vulgar use.

5001. Mournful and lan-

guid.

5002. [
,

] Kan, Kan, and

Tan. To desire to obtain;

dissatisfied ; a sorrowful, a

mournful appearance.

5003. Coagulated sheep's

blood.

5004. [
>

] A pit ;
a dangerous

place ; to fall into a pit, snare

or some danger. Name of

one of the Kwa. To dig a pit; to

dig a hole in order to sacrifice.

The noise of striking a thing; of

using effort; the name of a star; the

the name of a place. A surname. A

dangerous precipice ; a small earthen

vessel. To rhyme, read Keen. Ke

kan shin pub che yu tseiien Tl .

grave was deep) but not s.o as to

bring water.

Kan kan fa tan he
j j

X-r* I Q-

with a chopping noise fell the tree of

which carriages are mai!e.

Kan ke keih koo ~t\, i
'

rjff

the drum struck
;
emits the sound Kau.

Kan ko jfm uneven; walking or

getting along th i o ,d ith
difficulty ;

used also in. a moral sense.

KAN

j
5005. [t] To cut off; or

LY** cut down wood; to cut; to

/4^V̂
chop or fell.

Kankaetow 1
|if W) t" cut off a

cock's head, when taking a solemn

oath.

5006. [-] Read Keen, Ac-

cording to Shw5-win, Is-

suing forth upwards from

Y'lh, which denotes the

pervading principle of

mailer. Heaven. Firm
;

strong; diligent. A surname; the

name of a district. Advancing; going

onward without intermission. Also

read Kan, Dry; dried up. Ma shg yue

leen keen 3L Wn CJ Ml 1

ornaments of a horse, are called

Leen keen. Kenn tsze chung jih

keen keen
"JB? J7. $ CJ

the virtuous man is firm and diligent

to the last ofhis days. Nan tsze ping

keen che kangM 12. ^- 1 -y^J J XJv I f~
PJjl]

man partakes of the strength and

firmness of Keen. The first of the

famous eight jh Kwa, or Diagrams.

Kan how I

|fii
the name of a place

Sang kan Jg 1 the name of a river.

Keen kwan
| frfy

heaven and earth.

Keen-lung
| ~jj^

name of the late

Emperor of China.

Kan muh
J yj

to take unfair and

underhand profit.

Kanshih
j gj dry; moist.

Kantsing
j J'jl-

clean; entirely.

5007.
[
c- ] A dragon-like

appearance ; to receive
; to

contain; to take; to over-

KAN

come. Sound, noise. A temple or

Pagoda of Buddha ; a room at the

foot of a pagoda. The square niche

in the walls of Chinese houses, where

they place the idols and incense, or

the tablets of deceased parents.

Shin kan jIjtH I the niche for the
'I'T

divinity ; or a temple for a god.

Heang kan 2; 1 a niche for plac-

ing incense in.

5008. [
C

c-] To look ; to

observe; to see; to peep; to

spy. A surname. Tflh kan

[

the place where the Em-

peror views alone every Tar iety of

amusement.

Kan tth chuh
j 4^ ifi to discover

on looking.

Kan cha 1 xK to examine tea.

Kan he
j l|J7

to look at a play.

*//* *

Kan tsin keu I -jife -j
to look in.

Kan pub keen
j ^j\ Ji

to look but

not perceive.

Kan keen I I to look and see.
r /n*

Kan king leaou 1
j|jf{ J

to view or

esteem lightly ; to m:>ke light of.

Kan low 1 M| a kind of stage for

seeing at a distance.

Kan po leaou
] ^ "J*

to see

through an affair; to discover the

trick ; artifice; or vanity of.

Kan kwo puh le she
[

iipj ^f\ ;J||

m to have seen it is unlucky ; a bar

to prosperity ; this is saij in refer-

ence to witnessing an oath taken with

the cutting off a cock's head.

Kan tow i^ to see thoroughly

into.
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Kan pfih shang yen \ ~/fc J.

to look at with supercilious con

tempt.

5009. [ c- ] A kind of

chest or box. A cmer

fur the he.id
; a lid or

cover. A small cup.

5010. [ c' ] Name of a

river in Keang-sc province

Name of a district.

5011. [ c' ]
From Sin, Truth,

and Chuep, A tlrcam flow-

ing always in the ame chan-

nel. Faithful; pliin; unceremo-

nious language, said to have been the

language of Confucius when at

court.

Km kan urh tan
| j]jj fj$

pi; in, horn ly, sincere conversa'.inn.

^> 5012.
[
c- ] To move; to

7rt \f excite; to aovct; to i:i-

/Vtr^4
i VY l^ fluoiice; as, speaking of a

bird, it is said, E yiu kau urh \ in

if ffi1 fTTI ^- '' conceives byfS* M juitt 1111 j j

the influence (or subtile excit .lion) of

sound. To be alliected by ; as, Kn

gan 9 to be moved by favors;

to be gr.iteful.

Kan hwa
|

<f to affjct or influence,

as by a good example.

Kan ying che le US;- ~7
jtjj

the princ'pla of rewards and punish-

iiH-iits in this life, in one's own per-

son or in posterity.

Kan ying peen ] Jfjfi ^ a well known

rdiziom OMil on virtue and vice, in-O i

ducing rewards and punishments.

Kan tuug
|

ffijl to move, to excite,

chii'lly referring to what is subtile and

intellectual, or which aOecU the

passions.

Kan yu wish I ~nh y)f[ to be affect-

ed by vxtrnal object*; to influence

Heaven to reward or punish.

Kan kelh woo ke
\ ^ $$ ty \

Kan kelh me yae jty,

infinite thanks.

J

5013. [c\ ] Kan-ko
[ ippj

to pass through trials and

difficulties.

KAN. CXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ken. Provincial Dialect, KAn, or H&n.

^ 5014. From Eye, and to

compare; looking at

each other with determin-

ed opposition ; net shew-

ing submission by

letting fall the eye. Per-

verse; firm; ob!in;ite;

difficult. Name of one

of tl.e Kwa diagrams,

denoting A limit. To limit ; to

bound or a boundary. A surnarr.e.

ii. Y 4

5015. The heel of the

foot, they cull it the root

of the foot.

Kin cha ^ to pursue a close

enquiry

Kan p:n 1 W a hfft attendant a

footman; a persona! servant.

KSnsuy j KJQ
to attend on fooUto

follow as a footman, to go along

with, as an inferior.

501 fi. KSnorHSn, To

wrangle; to speak wilh

difficulty; wrangling

tpeetb.

5017. To use efiort in

maki'ig or doing any thing,

as is required in first plough-
R
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ing or turning up hitherto uncul-

tivated land. To wound, injure, or

damage a thing, as the plough breaks

the ground. To rhyme, read Keuen.

Kae kin too te
f^J

1 i ^jj

to break tip fallow ground; to com-

mence cultivation. KSn leih che

~f\ j& -^H
kSn denotesy>y

Strength exerted in making or put-

ting right.

Kan te shwiiy
j J4H ,JW

duties le-

vied on newly cultivated land.

JLJU,^-J 501 8. Name of a poisonous

plant.

5019. Sincerely ; earnestly ;

importunately; with the

utmost sincerity and

truth ; to beg or seek

earnestly. Kin gan
j

P>1 to supplicate favor or

kindness. KSn kcw I

jR to crave earnestly.

KSn-keih
| j. to beg

another person to give.

Kan ke
| jjjff

to praj

or beg with sincerity.

Kan pin 1 T"l_ to state importunately

to a superior.

5020. KSn or KwSn, To

gnaw; to bile
;
to lessen.

5021. To bind ; to tie up.

5012 To gnaw; to gnash the

teeth
-,

the noise made in

eating ; to craunch ; the gums.

KANG. CXF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kang. Canton Dialect, Kong.

^

~^T~1^
J^^

60?S. [
-
] To bearj to carry

as on the poles of a sedan

chair; the poles of the chair.

Jflh keaou kang chung keen^ $S

tt)
j-KJ

entered inside the poles

of the chair.

Kan tae to carry on one's

shoulders.

5024 [
-

] A cross bar at-

tached to a bed ; a flag staff

Aimallsedanchair; tocarry.

5025. [
-
] An earthen ware

vessel. Kang u up 4L6
I Tsc

a large earthen ware vessel.

5076. [-] Kung, or Kang,

Diseased in the lower extre-

mities, or inferior parts of

the body.

~^ 5027. [
-

] Large, at. Pang-

Fj kang Ira* 1 swelling of t!ie

/>| " abdomen. Ta kang ^
the large instestine. TS kang jj^

the prt nision of the instestine.

Kang mun i

plj
the entrance of the

large intestine
; the anus.

5028. Kang or Keang, Tape

or ribband for fastening

clothes.

5029. [
-
] An iron hoop or

ring pertaining to the wheel

ofa carriage; the iron point

of an arrow.

5030. [ c- f
] The human

neck. The throat. Read

Kang, The name of a star.

Strong; to shelter; to screen. Un-

bending. To oppose; to attack as

an enemy. To carry to the extreme

degree. Excess. A surname.

Kang che 1 Wl name of a star.

Kang yang \tK: drought; want of
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/_F^ 5031. [ejKangle
| j|g

to pair; to match, either as

^
friends or foes ; husband

and wife ; a pair, who are equal. To

oppose; to be inimical to. To store

up. A surname. Read Kang,

Straight forward, hones!, blunt

manner. Pfih ning pe ke kang lu

^ffij&ik i n c Maot

preserve his union with his wife, but

suffered her to be taken away by

another person.

Kang chih teih Jin
j ^L $J A

a straightforward man; a person

without art or address. Occurs in

the sense of Kang JT^
to withstand.

5032. [
/

]
A largo wooden

I Jt couch, which answers for a

^ seat era bed. In the nor th,

during the cold, they are warmed by

fire underneath These couches

were introduced by the Tartars.

Kang chwang, tso chwang yay ^^

:3 T!^ "tit kang-chwang denotes

A sitting couch.

Kang chs tsze
' ^ ^- a couch

table. Is a small table placed in tbe

middle of the couch, to receive tea,

and so on, whil t two persons sit one

on each side of it.

5033. [] A place in which

to store up or put away.

5034. [
^

] Kang, or Kang-

kae 1 f^ elevated; high-

toned ; aspiring feeling;

magnanimous.disinterested; the grief

which such a mind feels from disap-

RANG

pointment ; roused ; excited , a slate

of excitation; to sigh; the utmost

degree of certainty.

Kang shwang
' ^ high spirited;

chearful.

Kang jen tau scih 1 %k |Ji&
I Ji i^i /\>^

highly excited and sighed.

^ ^ 5035 ['] To raise with

Jf T\ the hand; to shake; to

>JX VaA shield or cover-, to resist;

to oppose; to withstand. Name of

a He'en district.

Kans che
j ^ to oppose the im-

perial nil).

Kang kwan
'|*

10 oppose the

magistrate.

Kang keu 1 iH to resist
;
to stand

in opposition to.

Kang leang 1
*JH

to resist paying

the taxes.

Kang sing 1 iW: an obstinate, per-

verse disposition.

Kang twan
j7JT

to oppose some

decision already made.

5036. Kang or Hang. See

Hang, To follow.
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* 5037. [C] To dry; dry;

ffl tY hot; to spread out or hang

// ^A over a fire for the purpose

of drying.

Kang ho
j ij^

fire with which any

thing is dried or roasted.

Kang chwang j^ a couch with

fire placed underneath, on which in

Peking, people sit and sleep.

5038. [CJ The name of a

wild beast j a
strong fierce

dog; perverse; obstinate.

_-
5039.

[ \ J A limit
-,
a bonn-

U| tTJ
dary or division, at between

X Cj two fields.

5040. [C ]Kangk8
| ^

the noise of thunder. Kang.

la"K
] ^ the sound or

clashing of stones.

5041. The name of a star;

the name ofa district Also

read Hang.

5048. Kang, or Hang. To

stretch out the feet or legs ;

to strike.

5043. Certain ornament of

a hearse. The rut of a cart

wheel. A cart used in the

fields.

5044. A salt marsh or lake ;

a place from which salt

is procured.

5045. [
C

] Rang lang ]
M

a lofty door or gate ; the

appearance of a high gate-

way.

4M-
5046. A yellow colour.

5047. The nime of a district
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5048. X iinr nt" i star. Teen

kang 7r *ne Ursa-Ma-

jor; much u eil by the Bud-

in writing charms.

5049. A jar or other

earlhea-ware vessel.

5050. The ridge of a

hill or mountain; the

top of a high hill.

5051. Firm; hard; stiff;

unyielding ; strength ;

fortitude; intrepidity ;

violence. An adverb

of lime denoting Recent-

ly ; just now. Kin kang

slnh ^ |
~Jn the ada-

mant or diamond.

Kang or Kang kang or

Kang Uae
'j
M| or Tsae kang ijg

I all express a cin-umslanre oc-

curring very recently before; the

two first refor the event nearer to

K>NG

the given time th.m tlio two lait.

Ta tiae kang laou ^ $| ] lj

he arrived but just now. Rang

che 1 35 that very moment ar-

rived.

Kang che
^
* or Kan; thing ^

Yf-or Kang ta
~fc

all express

An upright and proper firmness of

character ; intrepidity ; fortitude.

KanggB ]
251 or King hng \ ^

or Kang paou 1
J|j:

expres* Cour-

age and obstinacy that are vicious

and inhuman.

Jow jth |
PI the even days of the

monlh. Kang f.mg
| ~}j

strong

Kangjih 1
F|

lhe "^ dd>* oftlle

monlh.

Kang e \ ^ firm, intrepid ; valiant.

Kangjow ] ^ bard and soft; some.

times ('enntcs mate and female, or

what corresponds to these in inani-

mate substances.

Kang keen
\ ^ strong, robust.

Kangyung ] J[j
strong and daring;

brave.

5052. An earthen ressel to

contain water. The name

of a place.

5053. To raise; to lift

KANG

5r54. Lofty timber ; a cer-

tain strong beam in a wall.

5055. [/ ] A knife or sword

a stift sharp v&ff. ; to harden,

as sUel is done by passing

through the fire ; to temper steel.

505fi. [-] A bullock; a

brown cow.

50J7. [-] The large cord

or rope of a net ; hence that

|ll*"| which regulates or controuli;

(hit which draws all together. A

prince; a father, and a husband are

called^ |
San kang. Three Kang.

Kang keen lw~ a general view of

history.

Kang ling
j /jjff

the heads or princi-

pal poii.ts of a discourse or book;

the leading subjects discussed; the

sum of the whole.

King m3h
J |J

a general outline,

as of pi nts.

505$. Name of a plant.

5059. [-] Worked or refined

iron; iron; steel.

Kang tiiS

J|
s,eel.

5060. A mountiin ; the top

or ridge of a mountain.

5061. [c- ] Rest; repose; joy

felicity; delightful; ex-

ce. lent, blessed. A surname.

A road; a way; joyful assembly;

delight iu goodness.
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Kang wan
y|^ soft; pleasing;

fascinating.

Kang chwang jjjl
a large level

road.

Kang keen 1 Ap health and strength

particularly in old age.

Kang kcing
j ^ strong; robust;

hale.

Kang ning jjp tranqiiility, ease

and health one of the five blessings.

Kang-tsee fjh
a famous Mathe-

matician, who wrote a book called

Hwang-keih ^ ^ in which the

system of Nature is deduced from

numbers, to the exclusion of a Su-

preme Intelligent Cause.

5062. Kang-kTh
'

sound ; noise.

5063. A woman's name. Rest;

repose.

5064. Name of a hill.

5065. [K ] Kang-kae ] 'j|J

a firm, elevated, energetic

t me of mind.

5066. Kang, or Kang lang

^J3*
an empty house.

5067. e t. e Kang leang

V?p empty void; a hollow

beam.

5068. Name of a river ;

destitute of water.

5069. Appearance of the

eyes , in which sense it is

connected with several

other letters.

5070. The noise of stones.

-
r
>07l. [c- ] The husk of

gr.iin; clufT, fond of

pleasure and remiss in

government. Name ofan

instrument of music.

The name of a hill. Me

k!!n "
?ft 1 'he chaff

ofrico. Tsaou-kang i$II U
pregs and cliaflT, the

food of the poor. Pe-

kangjHj^ ]
troublesome;

minute; petty.

5072. Kang-e 1 ^ the

name of an insect; known

by the name of Tsing-ling

the dragon fly.

.5073. Lang-kang fej t

tall in person.

5074. Name of a place.

KANG. CXII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Keng. Canton Dialect, Kitng,

5075. To change ; to

alter, alteration ; change;

a watch of the night j of

which th;-re arc five.

Name of an office.

n. z 4,

KSng kae T Rj
to change; to alter;

change; alteration.

King low 1
/jw

a watchman's box

on the top of a house.

1 J<1_

Kang koo I oy a drum ; or rather

a block of wood, on which Chinese

watchmen beat the hours.

Kangleen 1
|jfc

a watchman at night

'078. An impediment or

interruption to speaking,

arising from the tongue,
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toppage of the throat, affecting

both the speech and dilution. I'hfih

king; jW 1 to bless, or perform

ionic other service to old people, who

fii.d a difficulty in (wallowing their

food ; to perform which service, il is

aid, two persons were in former

times, always placed near them.

King yih
] |g or King-yih

Jig
a itoppage of the voice from

grief; sobbing.

5077. A pit, or hole in the

ground.

5078. An impediment! a

hindrance ; stiff; unbend-

ing.

079. To hale or 'be indig-

nant; to detest; detcitation.

5080. To stir or work up

and make trouble.

5081. The light of the sun;

the sun high in the heavens.

5082. Name of a wood;

straight; erect; to ward off

or expel noxious influences;

to prick, as a tlioin ; fierce.

King kae
j y-fc\ generally speaking

King kae 1
Jjj

: >nearal)(.uts: things
i >xiv

j

n

King leo
j J)|j.j

or jicrsons taken

jenerallj.

KANG KANG

5083. The name of a river.

5084. Name of an animal ;

ado?.

5085. Disease; sickneis.

5086. A particular kind of

rice, not at all glutinous.

5087. The rope of a well ;

a rope for drawing water

with.

5088. The stalk or item of

plants.

5089. Name of an insect.

5090. Name of a place.

5091. A cloudy appearance.

5092. A bone sticking in

the throat; fish bones.

Kfih ki.'g
/j| ]

iliff

and uubending; stiff as

a bone; of a firm un-

jitlding temper; resisting

4he corruptions of the world or tbr

court; applied lo statesmen.

5093. A horary character.

To alter ; to change ; the age

of a person ; a way ; a path ;

to confer or bestow upon. A sur-

name. Chang king f& 1 name

of a star. Kei king -g- '1
pray

what is your age? Lfih king^ 1

name of a celestial animal. Tsang

1
name of a bird. Taou

1 name of a plant.

King king
|

crosswise ; trans-

verse appearance.

5094. Pe-king

name of a dog.

5095. Name of a plant.

5096. Again; encore; to

respond to ; to continue in

succession.

5097. Tsang king J>&

'

the name of a bird.

5098. The first, or last

quarter of the moon. A

limit; the extreme point.

To fill, or extend to

every place. King koo

ythjin
]

-- A
tlu> man wlio fills antiquity , or, who

sli'iuls alone without an equal. In a

literary point of view, C'oi fucius is

the man ;
a. il us a soldier, it is said

of Kwau-foo-tsze, a perion now

deified.
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5099. At last; final; fi-

nally.

5100. To draw or pull

. vehemently ; as in draw-

ing a bow string.

J

5101. Ming king jj|l |

foolish ;
doltish ; stupid.

5102. The fierce rays of the

sun ; fierce. Read Hwan, To

dry in the sun.

15103. To draw the string

of an instrument or of a

bow; at Lit; finally.

King keaou
J

abridge formed of sus-

pended ropes.

5104. Name of a fish.

. 5105. Large pendant ear",

H<Fv which are considered as in-

\* ^- dicalive of uoble birth aud

fortune.

Kang kae 1
'fp high minded; firm,

resolute ;above wh;it is deemed mean

or vulgar; unsettled; something

disquieting the raii.d. Light; lumi-

uous. Name of a place. A surname.

KANG

.5106. Mournful ; torry.

KANG 363

. King mang

to stare ; to 'continue to look.

5108. Stem ofa certain plant

5109. The fleshy substance

between bones ; tbe flesh

attached to bone:. To

assent; to be willing.

Pfih king ^ |

to be

unwilling ; to refuse.

Ta pill king ying yun

flfe * 1 Ji it
he will not assent. \

king piSh kin- ^
7^ I will you er

you not ?

*V 5". Kang lib
] j|J)

C% to extort from by opposing

I >p or resisting.

Kingtsoo 1 Roto hinder; to impede.

5111. Tsing dfc represents

the manneriu'which fields

were laid out in ancient

times. To .plough ; to

cultivate the ground ;

to employ diligent effurt

in any pursuit. A man's name

Name of a bird. Leth king ~fj
1

to use diligent effort in cultivating

the Held. ShS king
J

to

plough with the tongue; to teach chil

dren. Peib king Jjt-
1 to plough

with the pencil; to write laboriously.

MOh king II to plough with

the eye; to read much.

King h8
] ^ T the curl-

King too keuen
j -|- yfe. j ing clod

turned over by the plough.

King te'eu ]
[[J

to plough the field.

5112. An eii'pty plain ; a

pit; a cave; a den, to put

into a pit or cave. Teaou

ho kanp SJK yf I to leap o^er

a pit of lire , expresses a daring

resolution either good or bad. Fun

shoo king joo '*& J&

burned the books and thrust the

literati into a pit. ?han king tung

kwuh
Jij ^ ||j|jjj j|j

caves and

dens of the mountains. Rustic

country people, are (by the self-con-

ceited citizens of Canton) said to

come from -thence; they are other-

wise called Shan-man 1 1
1 aj&-

bar-

barous mountaineers. To rhyme,

read Kang.

King kan 1 i^ a den, a pit, a valley

or ditch. A surname.

5113. A beautiful woman.

Read Hang, A woman's name;

a perverse disposition.

5114. King, or Hing. A

ravine ; a rocky valley.

5115. Tbe bone or shank

below the knee of a cow.

A man's name.

5116. The noise of stones

dashing against each other.

King king 1 I the ap-

pearance of a mean man.
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5117. Soup; broth made

from meat, vegetables

and seasoning. Kang-

"llben
] Jpi

a do '' ""'

cienlb "ft6"1

'' "' temples,

KangsX
e

] ^k a soup

spoon.

\

5118. To beat the head ;

to bounce onrush against.

Read Keen, To lean for-

ward.

5119. King wan 1

to see indistinctly.

5180. Matter of fact; true

sayings. King-king, Hast-

ing, urging, pressing for-

ward, crowding.

,5121. A ringing noise or sound,

to strike against. A man's

name.

King king jen
^ ^ the sound

made by sonorous metals, as of a bell.

King tseang
4

!j$.
the noise made

by metals and stones jingling a-

gainst each other.

KAOU. CXIH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kao. Canton Dialect, Kinr.

V 5122. [A j From Com

^Aj[* and Mouth. To accuse;

j' ^ to lay open before; to
W^^*
announce; to declare; to tell; to

order; to ask; to entreat A sur-

name. Read K8, in the same sense.

Shangkaou_ |

or Kung kaou

i%: I to lay before a higher tri-

bunal. Yuen kaou
Jjj?

the

accuser; or plaintiff. Pe kaou /Kff
17/^

]
the accused, or defendant. Pin

kaou '''!. I to state to a superior.

Taou kaou
jjj1j|

1 to pray to.

Kaou chwang I

i]fc
to impeach, or

petition against to government.

Kaou fi 'fife
to complain of; to

I f^

send complaints or accusations.

Kaou keae
jjp?

to confess; td^

make confession.

Kaou keug ching kung 1
JSJ? jfS 1jJ

announced his having finished the

work.

Kaou kea
| |j^

to request leave to

retire from one's duties for a time,

on account of sickness or any ne-

cessary cause.

Kaou she
j ^T^ a proclamation

from the magistrates to the people.

Kaou shin 1 J3* a seal conferring

office.

Kaou soo jin the
=ffi /^ jfp

to inform or tell a person of.

Kaou sung
| f<^

to impeach; to

accuse.

Kaou tsoo
Jjj^

to inform one's

ancestors by prayer.

Kaou tsze 1 St the words of a pe-

\ tition; also used by inferior', or by

Equals through courtesy, when about

quit a room and leave the com-

iif another person, and denotes,

II now take my leave.

Kaou yu\
h in min?

1 ^ jjj^

1 5'P'
omraon y rea Haou.

L|>^J jjlead Kaon, and repeated,"
^~ ^ nre, white, unspotted,

refulgeiic
<; igrey hairs-

Kaou show keu g king
| "f^HlS

to inves l 'Sale *'le Classics till grey

hairs crc
1^ lhe head-
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5 1 24. Bright and variegated.

5125. Name of an insect.

5126. Appearing to look for

a long time.

5127. [/J To command;

to give direction* to in-

*~ r^ feriors
; to proclaim by writ-

ing; to subject. Kaou
-Qj-

is to state

to superiors, ar.d Kaou to en-

join on inferiors; an Imperial declar-

ation ; different dynasties have em-

ployed different words to express

this.

Kaou fune tfcrT to confer bv
I J- 1

) I

Kaou tsang 1

J|jj Imperial order

some honors on parents. Commonly

obtained by purc'mce.

Kaou ming <j to order or enjoin

upon.

5128. [' ] Name of an an-

cient place. A surname.

5129 [ ] To lean against

mutually ;
to be con-

nected; to depend on any

person or thing; to trust

to for support.

Kaou jin A to rely on a person.

PART II. A 5

Knoll chS I

5J|p
trust to ; reliance

. I . j

Kc kaou
jjS ^. upon, a state

E kaou th \ of depeudance,

as on a relation for the necessaries

of life; to throw one's self upon for

support.

T5I30.

Air, fnpour, or the

breath struggling to vent

itself, is represented by h'

Its being stopped, is represented by

at the top. The ancient form

ofjj Keaou. An effort of genius;

ingenious.

_ifj 1 5IS1. Aged ; a deceased

~Vf*]
e

] father, in which con-

~> nexion it denotes

Finished ; terminated.

To interrogate; to

question; to examine;

to strike.

Kaou ching I

fij/
to finish or com-

plete any work.

Kaou ching
j j to examine and

adjust.

Kaou leang jj to examine by

measuring or weighing in order to

select.

Kaou piih
| |\

to examine by di-

vination.

Kaou she 1
|ir

to examine and try j

the official examinations of the liter-

ati previously to their being chosen.

Kaou yen
| J|k

a kind of ex-

amination of the officers of <*<>-o

vernment, when actually officiating.

5132.
[
o

] Water dried up.

5133. [0] To examine

with the hand. To beat; to

inflict torture in order to

extort evidence or a confession.

Kaou sin 0R to examine with

torture.

Kaou ta J'T to beat before a

magistrate j to cudgel ; to drub; to

5134. [ C] A certain

wood resembling the

varnish tree. Kaou laou

| ;jjJ

an utensil made

of willows.

5135. Kaou laou
[ ^

crooked bamboos of which

a certain utensil is made.

5136. [-] Represents a

high raised terrace or gal-

lery; high; lofty ; eminent ;

elevated; a high degree of, generally

in a good sense. Tang-kaou ^^
a Chinese holiday, on the 9th of the

9th moon.

Kaou-le kwS
*

S&' ffl Corea.

Kaou keen @ elevated idea*;

extensive views.

Kaou-tans kin pan? 1 ^fw /^^ iffi
\

i> - v. 'tyj

to be promoted to the golden list

of literati. Expressed as a wish at

the new year.

Kaou sing ^ what ii your emi-

nent surname?

Kaou ta
j

~J? lofty and great.

Kaou tsoo
JTJJJ^

a grandfather's

grandfather.

Kaou.Ung 1 ^ to ascend high; to

be promoted.
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5137. Kaou gaou

the lofty appearance of

hills or mountains.

5138. [v] Kaou or

Haou, Pnre while; ap-

plied to grey h;.irs.

Kaou jen pth show
|

^ -g
a hoary

white head.

5139. Rotten wood;

dried fish. Name of a

medicine; used also for

a particular sort of bam-

boo. Koo-kaou^j5

rotten, applied chiefly

5140. The stem of grain;

straw. Natnt of a place;

a rough sketch of any

'] document; the original

/] copy. Ffih k^u
fl! }

to compose in the mind.

Kaou kung
| ^. a head clerk in the

higher offices of government ; sup-

posed to he acquainted with all the

affairs of the office.

\

5141. Koo-knon 07]

scorched or witltered with

the fierce raj s of the sun.

5142. [O] To heat with fire;

hot; burning. Kkou-kaon,

Very hot; u high degree of

heat. Also read Heaoti, and Hilh.

Used for slandering and vilifying.

KAOU

.

[
S

] To confer rewards

on the army.

Kaou keun
j ^jf-|

to reward the

Kaou sze
JjjjjJ army; to con-

fer upon them honors and entertain-

ments.

Kaou kung 1 J^ extraordinary re-

wards conferred on workmen when

building houses.

Kaou new 1 Jf- bullocks given as a

re-ward.

PJ

5144. [V] Kaou-laou

a cutaneous disease; a

kind of leprous itch.

5145. f\] Kaou, or Haou.

A white luminous appear-

ance. Compare with Haou.

5146. To pray; to offer

prayers with sacrifice.

5147 Kaou, or Chifli-kaou

] T| 1 a pole or bam-

boo for the purpose of

propelling bouts, or for

sticking into the shore.

5148. [- ] Fat, lard;

greasy ; glugsy ; ricli food :

sweet or genial. Can

kaou
\Q

1 rich favors

conferred,

KAOU

Kaou loo
j

i4 fattening dew.

Kaou leang ]
%iL rich food.

Kaou muh 1 ^ cosmetics; rouge.

Kaou leang tsze te 1 'J& -f~ tft

the sons of rich men.

Kaou tsih 1 jM fat ; sleek ; smooth ;

glossy.

Kaou yS | |K a plaster.

Too kaou
~tjfo |

to smear or daub

with grease or lard.

5149.
[
x

] Plain white

coloured silk.

Kaou e
j ^/p^

men's garments of a

plain white colour.

5150. Fragrant effluvia.

Used to denote Conferring

rewards on the army.

5151. The bones of the legs.

J\}~ SI 52. [
v
] Rotten wood;

straw or thatch of which

the poi.r make huts. The

tablets on which the orders of go.

vemment are written.

Kaou-keuen
^jrfc

the sections of a

history.

5153. ['] Kaou or Haou,

The rising sun shining

over the tops of trees.

The rising sun; clear;

bright ; ascending ; emi-

nent. A surname.

515J. [\.] Rotted straw;

stubblr.
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5155. [-J The young of a

sheep ;
a lamb ; sheep's skin.

5156. [-] A kind of pud-

ding or dumpling; a sort of

cake ; a bait.

5157. A sort of cake 5

pastry. A bait.

5158. P.] Standing upon

the top of a house

and
proclaiming or an-

nouncing to; to sing; to

protract the tone or

sound; a long drawling

sound. Hi^hi elevated;

a bank of a lake or edge

of a marsh
; a marshy

place. K;iou-knou

j

ill regulated ; stupid

Name of tlie moon ; a

certain divinity ;
an animal. A sur-

name.

Kaou pe
j \^ the skin of a

tiger ;

a marshy place.

5159. [
-
J Name of a wood ;

a machine for drawing.

water.

5160 Kaou, orChih. A

marshy place; a marsh.

Read Haou, denoting Te

call to.

jjj
5161. A name of grain.

J|j:"
5162. A certain plant.

5163. A long distant

appearance; a confused

mixed iippearance. Kaou

kS i ^ lhe appear-

ance of spears or lances

blended and crossed.

5164. [- ] A cover orbag

in -which to place a bow;

also a quiver fur arrows;

sometimes made of

leather.

5165. A large broad appear-

ance ; appearance of a large

head.

5166. Name of I bird.

5167. The lower end of

the spine ; the of coxen-

dicis.

c-J

5168. Raillery; to vex,

cr excite by raillery.

Read Naou, and Kew,

in the same seme.

5169. [- ]; Alargedrum,saiJ

to be twelvecnbits in length;

to beat a drum ;
to drum.
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KE. CXIVTH SYLLABLE.

Mnnuicript Dictionary, Ki, and Ky. Peking Dialect, Che. Canton Dialect. Ke or KeL

5170. [\ ] A bench or steolto

lean against or rest upon.

A stand ; a table. Repeated

Ke ke j^ steady, tranquil.

Clnh sol, kc ke
ft- ^ \ ]

the purple steps were composed und

tranquil, unaltered by the approach

of danger. Seih denotes the soles

of the shoes. In ancient times they

were of different colours; the Im-

perial were purple. Yin ke 1^ 1
l/ii .

leaned on the table. WSn-k /

a desk or writing table; the table

at which a scholar pursues his studies.

Cha ke^ |
a small stand or t.ble

on which to place tea. Also written

Ke.

ifo/T S i

* ^"^ an enil

-kef*
orE-ke

an epith. t of an ancient em-

peror. Name of the famous ^SYaou,vc
o called from the place where his

mother lived.

5172. [\] The name ofa

wood, which in burnt for

manure. Vscd ns an ab-

breviation for ijf? Kc.

y
yKJj
I/ ^*

5173. Name of an animal

said to resemble a rabbit.

51T4. Meih-ke $? 1

<M I

name of an insect. The

second form is used for

Hungry.

5175. An animal or human

body including flesh and

bones. C ed also for the

preceding. Ke foo 1

fi& the body ; the exter-

nal appearance of the skin.

Ke pi the male organ, of

generation.

5 1 T G. Name of a place.

5177. A door; a gate.

5178. Dearth; famine; hun-

ger. Failure of one crop is

called
=jfv Keen, A failure

of both crops is called Ke. Name of

an ancient state. A surname. Ta-

ke hwang ^J ij*
to act the

famine; to make pretences of distress,

to induce people to bestow charity.

Too ke
JJ

1 hungry belly.

Kego |^| hunger; hungry.

Kc ban 1 $ hungry and cold.

Ke rain 1 & famished people.

Ke ks
'

y|| hungry and thirsty.

5179. [\ ] A stag-like'

animal with feet resem-

bling a dog. It has a

long tusk on each side of

its mouth, and is fond of

fighting. Xe-muh 1

Ej
name of a fruit.

_^, 51 fO.
[

*
] One's own

|p
person ; one's self; self;

^H^^ private; selfish. To record;

nn astronomical churacter. A sur-

name. Kc ^ should be distin-

guished from the two following

characters P E, and f~
J

Sze.

Tsze ke
jrj

1
self, united with my,

him, or her. Ching ke hwa jin

IE I ft /A.
to c"fect oiie's self

and reform others.

Keso ptih >8 wQhsheyu jin

'

fllr

7 ^Ct/^^A Clever

you dislike yourself; don't do to

other people.
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PC ke
|j

1 that or another

Jin kc y^ J
J person, or thing,

and one's self.

Kih
keffihleJ^T | :#j jjjH

to con-

quer self (selfish and vicious pro-

pensities) and return to propriety.

Shay ke tsungjin^ ] $ ^
to give up one's own opinions or

wishes, and accord with those of

other people.

5181. [/] To dislike; to envy,

shown in the countenance,

it is called Too
-jljfi.

in the

actions, Ke. To fear; to stand in

awe of. Dread or dislike of; to stun

with horror, as the anniversary of a

friend's death ; to hate or dislike, as

Heaven does pride; to shun as what is

injurious to any pursuit, uch as

trifling chat and petty affairs are to

study. Too ke die sin t[p j

~7

jf\ an envious disposition.

Ke shin Jfel
*ne dreaded hour

Kc jih 1
J

or day on which

a parent or some relation died.

Ke tan 1
'|i

to fear or dread.

5182. To eat.

5183. From woman and

envy. To be angry with,

or enraged against.

5184. From heart and dread.

Kespect; awe; reverence.

J V* 5185. A wooden pin OQ which

/\ iX^vN to suspend something.

rART II. B 5

KE

5186. A certain cord at-

tached to a balance. A

surname. Shiih-kejt/jr

a needle ;
a large needle.

5187. [Q] To kneel fora

longtime; to be in awe or

dread of; discomposed. King

ke ^g 1 the ceremony by which

statesmen are made to stoop.

51 88. Sincere; sincerity ; to

state or announce to ; to

warn; to admonish. A man's

name. Also read Kaon. Keae ke

iu|
I to warn; to teach morally.

fr_ ^-. 5189.
[ '] From

self, or one

individual and to mention

Q Vv one is easily remembered.

To remember; to recollect; to know;

to record. The name of an office.

Ne ke till pflh ke tih
f/j;

1
|ft

/?^
I

/

fnr
^ ^ou remem 'jer or

not ?

Ke
|

and Che j^ both express a

written record, as well as a recollec-

tion of; to know about.

Ke neen /^ to remember and

think of.

Ke pfih tsing tsoq ^^ / 4$

unable to recollect distinctly.

Ke sing jib chue
|

'TC H
ijjj

the

memory daily becoming worse.

5190. [^] To separate and

arrange threads of silk; to

arrange and number; to

record ;
a period of twelve years.

Name of an ancient state. Ting ke

jfjt.
1 to enter on an account.

:3&j
1 to arrange and put in
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order; to rule ; to govern. Woo ke

jf I the year, the sun, the moon,

the stars, and astronomical numbers ,

these five are called heaven's Kiiig-

ke 2 instruments or mean-

of ruling the universe.

Ke kung 1 ]d/ to record a person's

merits.

Ke kwo 1
Jr

to make a record of

a person's faults.

Ke luh
' /& to record a person's

name. Ke sze 1
,t||

to make

a memorandum of. Ne'en ke^E.

the record of a person's age; the

number of year* that he has lived.

5191. [0] Name of a white

species of grain. Name of

a wood and of a vegetable.

5192. To step over; to

travel by land or amongst,

thick vegetation.

5193. [C] To arise ;
to raise ;

to commence; to begin ; the

origin ; the commencement.

A surname. Tsung ho shwd ke
^j.

/
fPT ft^" 1

fr m n 'lat P'acc begin to
I i lj/~ I

discourse on, or speak about ? Noo

ke lae ^g | ^ became angry;

anger arose Ta seaou ke lae ~^
&.

|
/& burst into a loud laugh.

Hingkejitt,
|

to rise up; or to

rouse up the mind; to have joy; or

any other passion exist in the mind.

Ke ho 1
//!(

to take fire ; the break-

ing out of a conflagration ; morally

applied to anger.

Kekeu 1 &j rising ordwelliog; in

motion or at rest , under all circum-

tances.
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Ke keen
Jj}

the view arising in

the mind ; the perception of cir-

cumstances which moves the will, or

inclines it to choose; the motive.

Kc lae I 5*[ up come, to get up ; to

arise ; is applied to many Verbs de-

noting The commencement of the

action, as Keang ke lae
jj||

1 f^
brp-an to speak.

Ke neen
]

Al the first throught

Ke e
| |= J or idea of

Keshin 1 & to rise from a chair ;

or to rise from bed; to begin a

journey.

Ke twan
$jjj

the first moving

cause; the point of origination.

Ke tow H@1 the commence-
tv\ 1

Ke choo 1
/6/J J ment ; the be-

ginning.

Ke fang-tsze 1 & -E. to rear or

build a house.

fr fr_
5191. [/] A relative- Pro-

>*i noun referring to Antece-

~^ '^ dent persons or things, He;

she; it; they. Also indefinite, as Its;

his; any one; whoever; the subject

affirmed of. Sometimes may be ren-

dered The; that. At the end of a

sentence, occurs read Ke, as an

expletive. A surname. The name

of a place; the name of a hill.

Kechung 1 rfj in the midst of it.

Ke jcn
[ ^ it is certain, or it ij

certainly so.

Kejoo
J '^p

it is as if.

Ke sze
j ijbf

this.

Ke tsze 1 rh the next.

Ke urh tsze 1
J""^.

-IZ. his two sons.

KE

5195. A square ugly face.

5196. [ c- ] Thrown to one

side ; thrown down j whatever

is unable to adjust it self.

Ke ke
| ]

the pranks of a person

intoxicated.

5197. To crouch or kneel

a long time. The name of

an ancient state.

5198. [f ] To poison ;

poisonous; injurious.

To teach; to instruct

Jin ke- che mow
J\^

^ !Ui stratagems

taught by men.

5199. [-] That on

which something rests or

depends; the commence-

ment of a wall; a foundation ; that

on which a family or nation depends ;

a possession ; a patrimony ; the

throne. To begin; to commence ; to

found. Side apartments or piazzas.

The name of an instrument of music ;

the name of a hill. Forms part of

the name of an instrument of

husbandry. Kew ke che
"^5

1

TJr an old foundation. Tsoo tsung

ke nee HfH 1rr I i a patri-

KB

mony, or possession handed down

from ancestors. Ke-ne'e, denotes

also a possession handed down to

posterity. Che-ke ^ the

origin; the foundation of. Tlngke

Yjfi
I

to ascend the throne. Kae

ke Ea and Shaou ke ^1g

express To commence, to lay the

foundation of.

Ke che
] Jtjj^

a foundation.

5200. [ c- / ] Name of a

river and of a district.

Ke gaou
| jjj^

Ke-ow point; a place

at the entrance of the Canton river.

5201. [-] To deceive; to

insult; to plot. A man's

name.

5202. A footing; a foundation.

520S. Strong; bold; valor-

ous.

5204. [ c- ] A flag or banner

with a certain device depict-

ed on it ; a standard ;
a

tribe that adheres to one standard;

Hwa ke xy" I the flower flag, the

American flag. Hwang ke ,Yf

the yellow flag, i. e. the Danish flag.
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Ke haou
j ^Je

a signal made with a

colour.

Ke hea
[ "J>,

under the standard or

banner, phraseology of the Tartars.

Ke hea Jin
[ ~|^

A
|

a Manchow

Ke J'" J{ j Tartar, or

a Chinese who joined them at the

conquest, which was expressed by,

Towkeig- j
or Juh ke ~A 1"^ ' / V

j

throwing themselves under the stan-

dards, or
entering.

[

to hoist a
flag.

5205. [-c-] The various

seasons of the
revolving

year. A year; a day ; a

fixed period, an appointed

time, that which ought

or must be; a time agreed

on. To expect Chang ke 3, 1

flourishing times. Tsun? ke & 1
tt I

passages in every direction. Pdh-

keurh yu ^^ jjjj j^ to meet

unexpectedly.

Ke e
] J3K

the age of a hundred

years.

Ke ffih
j ^g one year's mourning.

Ke hwuy ^ an appointment to

meet or assemble.

Ke heu
] |^ that which is

highly

probable or certain ;- hat whieb one

may venture to promise.

KeaekeJ| j

the arrival of the ap-

pointed time.

Keneen
j ^ the period of a year.

KeyS
J Jw>|

an appointment or pre-

vious arrangement.

Kewang
] J^ to hope; to expect

5206, [ c- j The game

of chess. A root or foun-

dation. KJn-ke Mjl

a root or foundation of.

Hea ke ~K
j

to play

at chess. Ke tsze 1

-^-
a chess man. Ke

keiih
^jj|

a chess

board. Wei ke
fig]

1

a species of chess, said" to

have been invented, B.

C. 2200.

5207. [c-] To deceive by

what is false and unreal; to

impose upon ; to insult ; to

bliud one's own mind; to deceive

one's self.

to insult.

to impose upon; to

Kefoo
]

Ke jin
]

cheat.

Ke keuen
| ^5" to impose upon the

sovereign; a high crime said of

statesmen. Te ke fit gtf tfe

laws against slander and insult,

existed in the time of Han.

Ke Peen
] SH to cheat; to defraud.

Kc-se
j

Tsze ke

Ke in

] |
to

i&\ j o

deceire one's

own heart.

5208. A young dog; a whelp.

5209. [ c- ] A certain

valuable stone. Yu ke

name of a tree.

Ke lin
j J^C

a certain

temple ofthe sect Taou.

a

5210. Composed; tran-

9,uil; felicitous; happy.

Name ofa district. Kin

ke pdh yih jJFp ~j

T of late happy in all

espects. Shing ke
JOT

the happiness of promotion.

5211. [-] The revolving

periods of the year; a com-

plete year; used also for a

fixed period ; the stalk of grain or

pulse; straw.

5212. [-] Name of a con-

stellation j
a sieve or win-

nowing machine, that

with which the chaff is

|_| separated from the grain.

^ ~\ J The ancient forms of this

character are yery numerous. She-

ke
Hjj j

a sieve. Po-ke jre? li

a sieve for winnowing grain. Sifh

^ /^fc 1 -vl7' in. yy*.
ke kew she nee 5^ ^ T\

to continue the profession of one's

father.

Ke tsze 1 ^- a relation of the an-

cient king Chow, B. C. 1 1 12.

5213. Name ofa bamboo.

5214.[c- /] Ornamen ted with

a variety of colours; certain

caps or garments ornament-

ed ; strings to bind the shoes ; strict ;

the utmost degree of. A surname.

Ke chuog 1
j|f very important; or,

heavy, in a literal seme.

Ke yen j^ extremely strict or

rigorous
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5215. [t-] A particular

kind of cake.

5216. Ke-le
| $2 a cer-

tain kind of boat

5217 - [-] The stem ofpeas

or other pulse. Ke tsaou

Eg" a certain plant,

5218. [c-] Ke, orPang-

ke
-g^

a shell fish

somewhat like a crab,

but not eatable; some

eat them it is said. Luy-

name of an

] one name ofinsect. Ma ke

the leech.

5219. [-] The print of a

horse's foot ; a footstep.

Ke keu
j ^ to sit cross-legged.

5 2 SO. Ugly. Ke tow
'

|ji|j
a certain figure of a

person, assumed in an-

cient times for the pur-

pose ofexpelling noxious

influences.

KE

5221. [c-] A fine looking

horse . Name of a district.

Plh ke j is a name

applied to a certain fish.

5222. A small species of

goose.

5223. [c- ] A certain fabu-

lous animal, otherwise call-

ed Ke I'm 1 (ftS it is said

to appear as a sign of great sages

being born into the world. The

male is called Ke, the female Lin.

5224. To gnaw ; to bite.

5225. Che. To break off a

branch ofbamboo with the hand;

to grasp; to hoUfast; to screen;

to divide.

5226. [\] Talent; ability. Woo

no other ability ; not fit for

any thing else.

Ke leang |
fafo or Ke keaou I

jjj

clever; artful; ingenious.

Ke yung 1
jpj military art,and prow-

ess. Read Ke, Easy ; leisurely.

5227. Women of pleasure ;

singing girls; players on

musical instruments; whores,

prostitutes. Professed prostitutes

were first introduced in the armies

of the Han dynasty. Tscen sin ke -p

KE

;|^\
name of a plant. Change

JS
|

a whore. Ko kc 3fr
|

singing prostitutes.

Ke neu I
-{jf-

a female prostitute ;

the name of a plant said to cause an

oblivion of sorrow.

5228. Read Che-che 1

sound noise. Read Ke,

Panting.

5229. [
c- ] Lofty ; luzuri-

L}\? ant. Name of a hill famous

"^ ^^ in history, so named from

diverging into two branches; to

diverge or branch off; to branch

off at the side of the road. A sur-

name. Leang ke pH two

branches or paths that lead different

ways ;two opposite courses of action.

Ke loo i^O a road ^at parts

Ke too $^ >
off and leads

^~~
|

Kekaou ~yE ! in different di-

rections.

5230. Ke or Kwei, A stand

or case for provisions ; to

place or lay bye.

Ke kih
j

X>X a frame or case, on

which to lay bye things.

Ke kd
j

[Ml to lay tip; to lay bye.

Ke slnh wiSh
4jjF \JA to lay bye

provisions in a case or press.

Ke wilh 1
tjj-fjl

to put a thing in a

safe place.

I
~ 5231. [ /] A skilful hand ;

'Jf
* clever; ingenious; pro-

>J^^^^ ducing what excites the

admiration of every one; a con-

trivance; taleut; ability.

Ke-e
j

tfpL an ingenious contrivance

in reference to any work.
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Ke die jin I Sff- ~^f ^ an in-

genious man.

Ke keaou
j
p7 ingenious; ingenuity.

Ke nang
|

& ability; cleverness;

clexteiity in archery and so on.

% 5233. A foot with more

% I*Jt toes than usual; forked;

*^r^^ diverging; a road parting

offin two directions.

Ke-ke
j j

the appearance of flying.

5233.
[
f

] Name of a river
;

a water lily with three or

four diverging leaves.

5234. The name of an

insect. Ke-ke, insects walk-

ing ; the progressive mo-

tion of any animal.

5235. f-c-f] A foot with

numerous toes ; reptiles

walking; the progressive

motion of every creature

that has feet; to sit with

the feet hanging down; to

stand on tiptoe and look with

expectation.

Ke leang 1
RjjS

to stand on tiptoe on

both feet, and look to with desire.

Ke wang 1 ^? to rise on the toes

and look forward.

5236. The appearance of

walking: a monkey climb-

ing up a tree. Ke-ke

the motion of a

stag ; walking; going.

fART II. c 5

5237. [c- j The end of

an axle, bound in a cer-

tain way with leather;

the end or part which

protrudes at the side.

5238. To shun; to evade.

5239. Name of an ancient

c.ty.

-
J 5240. Different from the

c- ] common state of
tilings;

unusual; extraordinary ;

strange; wonderful;

^
] surprizing; mysterious.

When applied to num-

bers it denotes single; odd, as Sau

shih yew ke^ -j- /^ thirty

and odd. Name of a divinity.

Chfih ke
{ surprizing. San-

ke
_ j

the three ke are, Tring,

ke, shin
Jnj g^ JJJHJ

animal semen,

animal life, and the soul. Chow foo

g corruption, and Shin ke

j
spiritual life, or a state of

animation, are said to perform a

perpetual mutation
; or produce each

other in a continual circle.

I
Jjjb strange and extraordinary.

Ke shin e chwang 1
jjfjj J|! k

a singularly good countenance and

extraordinary expression.

Kekwae
^ | strange; odd; mon-

strous ; out of the way.

Ke kcung
| $j? an extraordinary

state of poverty.

Keseang
j ^Qnanu-ofarivergoddeii

Ke tth
j ^ singular, unique.

5241
[

-
] Commonly read

E. Occurs in the sense of

the preceding.

5242. [
/

] Ke-kcu* 1
|fl]

a crooked graving tool, used

in cutting character*. Some

ay that the Ke is a crooked cbissel ,

and Keue, A crooked punch struck

with the hammer

5243. The head of a wind-

ing bank or shore. Other-

wise written these several

ways, ~ftf& Hljjf jig
all of which are

pronounced Ke.

5244. [
-
] To drag to one

side ; to pull by one foot ;

to cause to issue; to educe;

to bring forth.

5245. [
' ] To throw one's

self into a temporary habita-

tion ; to give in charge to

another person. To send by a per-

son, under his care or charge. The

east side. Tsing ke ^' to give

in charge to.

Ke e
:

f?T to give one's wishes in

I 'ii*

charge to a person.

Ke keu |- a small sort of crab.

Kesing \ ^ a parasitic plant;

also one who attaches himself by

mean flattery to the rich or powerful.

Ke shoo sin
] -ft f|t 1

lo send *

Ke sin
] 'ffj

J 'etter b?

a person.

Ke yu ||i
an ' nn

!
or temporary

abode for travellers.'
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5446. [-] To tike up any

Ihiii'i wilh sticks, used as

or
nippers; to contain ia.

c-] 5217. Mountainous

p;itli ; dangerous preci-

pice : d mgerous. Ke keu

I lllEl I'iHv ; irregular
1 flf

1"

uneven p,ith, dargerous

and difficult to travel

5248. To raise the foot

in order lo step over, to

stand erect ;
stones placed

in the water to enable a

person to ford a brook ;

slippery stones, or to

step over the stones.

5249. Keen ke

sparing-, parsimonious, dj;-

sitisfied.

5250. [
c- ] To take up a

thing with sticks, operating

as nippers. Kin-ke v

an irregular uneven appearance.

5251.
[

c- ] A certain

precious stone; fond of pi -iy;

a large appearance. Ke-

i 1 Jig valuable, precious.

52a2. To reject; to cast

off, or sjnd away Ta ke

J7^
]

death; to die.

5253. A tiger's tooth dis-

torted.

wei

5254. A particular kind of

cow ; otherwise read E,

Fierce; violent; used fora

tone of aspiration.

5255. One eyed.

5256 [ ] Variegated; strip.

'.

"
I ed with different colours.

5257. To apply the ear to

one side
; lo apply the ear

to listen.

5258. [
e

] Name of an in-

sect.

5259. [c-J A shore; a

bank; a long coast; 3' stony

appearance.

fc 5360. A cow with one horn

I ~^f elevated, and the other

|
J depressed. To obtain; sin-

gle..

Ke mung
jjji.

certain forms or

parts of divination.

5261. To jest and ridicule

each other; wild, irregular

speech. A man's name.

5262. [-] Bits of irregular

waste land, incapable of

cultivation; odds and ends;

any small surplus. Tso-ke /^
title of a military office.

5263. One person alone;

single or unassociatcd with.

5264.
[

>
] Having only

one foot ; any thing

incomplete! single; not

in pairs Ke keu
) Aljjj

to tumble over on one

side. Ke leu \ iifl
I IriJ

one person inside the door, and the

other outside.

-JL 5265. [ / -
] Each foot placed

VM| apart; to stride; to ride

f \J
on the back of any animal,

with one foot on each side. San wan

ke ^
^j 30,000 cavalry.

Shen ke jiL 1 a good rider. Peaou

ke *=!
j
name of an office. Maou

tow ke Tfe
Rj]

I a kind of pre-

curser with a flag flying. Fei ke

yjfr
certain fleet archers in

ancient times.

Ke ping
j

.ft*, cavalry.

Ke new
j

Jf- to ride upon a cow

or buffalo.

Ke, or Ke ma
j J3|

to ride on horse-

back ; those who do so
j cavalry.

Ke hoo che she
I3j^ ~/^ ^t- the

state of a person who rides on a

tiger if he dismounts he will be

devoured; hence it. is said,

Ko hoo che she, nan hea I-& "^

^&s j||f ^> it is impossible for him

who rides on a tiger to dismount ;

i. e. he who has engaged in a quarrel

with a malicious man must fight it

out; submission will be certain

*_ 5266. [ c -
] A certain iron

J'JVlp
boiler having- feet to stand

'
-A on.
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5267. Ke fuh

!f*DI garments of paper cut

(A JVii I out and burnt as an

offering to demons. Shay

ke ttr
'

certain rites

performed for the pur-

pose of expelling demons.

5268, [
' -

] From^ Yew,

Minute, small ;i\nd 1 1/ Shoo,

A soldier, guarding against

the first approaches. The incipient

tendencies to motion ; the springs of

action; a prognostic; dangerous; hav-

ing fixed periods ; times and seasons;

several. To examine; a qualifying

expression, as Rather; nearly; there-

abouts. Applied to lackering

and ornamenting vessels. Wan ke

J|l I all the springs ofaction or

of government in a country ;
or in

f~l I ~fjl/

nature. Yue ke wang pj -=j=:

the moon nearly full. Fan sze

keen ke urh tso R^ Jj j_ J3

liffl
-rt m every affair observe the

proper moment (or incipient move-

ment) and then act. Che ke ke

shin &fl JC
Jjjljj

he who knows

the first springs of action is divine.

Tseen ke teen
j;j|j ^ a- few

days ago. Lae j ; h woo ke Tfc I

;JH I coming days, not many

now old and not having long^to live.

Woo ke 3HP
j

not many or much

-applied to days or time, or to

things.

ne irly ; there a-

bout; nol far

from.

KE

Ke-to 'l ^\ limes or things miny ;

Ke-ho
^ jptj

i.e. How many?

Kewei mingchaou
| ^ ~fifi ^

sulitile incipient motion or action.

Ke-heti
'

g'4C
several ; some, a good

many.

Ke ming p"h telh jin
'

flf^ t| W$

/^ a rather intelligent man.

Ke-ke
*

many.

Ke wan
'

J|
several times ten

thousand.

Ke wei 1

KejTh
1 M.\

Ke teen
| ^ J

Ke chaou
] J^C,

an omen or prog-

nostic.

5269. To chew or eat ;
to

sigh; to moan. An ugly

looking mouth.

5270 [
c- ] A limit or

boundary. A thousand

|e around the royal

abode. Teen tsze die te

375

small, subtile, minute.

__^ 1 the land of the

son of heaven, one thousand le.

Woo ke Iffi 1 illimitable, having
n I

no boundary.

Kc foo
\ ^the father of the Ke,

a military officer who had the corn-

maud of the troops on the Royal or

Imperial domain. Syn. with j^ Yin.

Kcym 1 ^a limit,ashore,aboun-

dury.

J271. To take; to pluck.

KK

5272. [
-

]

which motion issues; the

spring that origin:it"i

%_^% motion; changes or

>ly( peniiutitions i the sub-

tile matter in nature.

Name of a star. Name of a tree.

Tuen ke -^ celestial truth.

Sin ke
;Q\ j

the devices of the

mind. Keun ke ta chin "S 1 -Jt-

U great officers who direct the

motion of the army; a kind of

privy council.

Ke kwan
j|M springs or other

moving principles in machinery.

Ke he ie
j

,1* an ingenious device

or contrivance.

Ke pe'en pth chfih 3H* 5"
j-

str.ilagc.ms issue from a hundred

sources; fertile in stratagems.

Ke fang 1 H~ a weaver's shop.

Ke-hwuy 1 'wb' an opportunity.

Ke Ian
*g a trap or snare fop

catching animals.

Ke-mow frJl an artifice; a stru-

tagem.
A . . .

secret.

i|t crafty and ever

a weaver's loom and

Ke meth
i

Ke pe'en

changing.

Ke shoo i

shuttle.

Ke tvoo 1 the affairs of a state

council, or ministry.

5273. [-J Name of aspecu-

lum. Name of a star.

Scuen ke yfih hang J^
-Fj AJfc

an astronomical instrmeut ;

a kind of circle or quadrant.
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t5274.

[
c-

j
The residence of

tlie Emperor and court, to

\tont of a thousand le;

all around; a limit or Imumhrv:

iiuidea door. Hwang ke
j||

the Imperial domain.

Ke miy che te
pftj ^ j^ the

ground included in the Imperial re-

sidence; within the Imperial domain.

5275. [
-

] A stone or rock

in a stream of water, which

impedes, and excites, and

produces a ripple; an impediment;

a stumbling block ; to rub or excite.

5276. [-] Ominous of good;

. auspicious prognostic ;a kind

of wine drank after bathinjO'

5277. A name of a bamboo.

5278. A small repast ; a small

portion of food; a lunch.

5279.
[
.
] The flesh on the

sides of the face; the jaws.

5280. [ ^ ] Ke, or Ke sih

| ^ a kind of louse; lice

Che ke^ |

a leech.

5281. To cut asunder; to

kill sacrifices; to smear a

sacrifice with blood.

5S82. To spesk against; to slan-

der ; to ridicule ; to satirize; to

reprehend Name of an of-

fice, the duty of which is to examine

and report. Tsze kc
7fc|j

1 to in-

sinuate something against persons

in order to make them ridiculous.

4 / m

KechS
| ^ to examine into.

Ke fung 1

wj[to satirize; to make

ridiculous in a covert manner.

Ke ping ?3E to discuss and find
I R I

fault with.

to ridicule and speak
Ke sea on 1

aganist.

Keseaou 1

at.

:

to ridicule and laugh

5883. The karb of a hook

or an arrow; a hook or sickle.

Le'en ke
|j|[

1 con-

nected contrivances, made by an

artificer. Woo ke che kow jfiffi

'

X_ ffi\
" h"k without a barb

will not catch any fish.

5284 [-] A halter or bridle

that enters the mouth of a

horse.

-
] 5285. Dearth, famine,

want, hunger. See the

second form of the cha-

racter.

5286. Demons; devils.

The people of the south

of China were so called

in ancient time*.

5287. The teeth IOOT and

in danger of falling out.

5S8R. The pleasure of having

finished some work, or

terminated some affair.

52S9.
[
c -

] To supplicatr

happiness; to pray for bless-

ings. To pray; to invoke;

to call upon; to slate to. To beg in

the language of courtesy.

Ke taou
| ^ to pray ; to beseech

the gods.

Ke wang 1

j

to beg and hope;

to wish well to persons.

Ke kew yu tslh W
fjj3

\S to

supplicate rain a label written on

yellow paper and placed in a censer

by the head of every family in times

of drought ; the government per-

hibit.s killing animals for food; pro-

fesses to fast and goes in procession

on foot, in plain raiment to temples

to pray. After rain falls, the labels are

burnt.

5290. [ c -
] The god,

spirit or soul which ani-

mates earth; the earth

itself. Ret; respose;

large; great.

5291. Ke-che
j

sha
jgi

w a coarse kind of

hair cloth garment w< rn by

Chinese nuns of the Buddha sect.

529. [
c- ] Rocks on the

side of a hill.
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S293.
[
c- ] Affluent; abun-

dant ; numerous; great;

enlarged; at ease. A sur-

name; the name of a district.

5294. A certain kind of

preserved fish with the

liquid. Also read Che.

5295.
[
c -

] A long or tall ap-

pearance ; elegant ;
a man's

name. Read KSn, Great

sincerity. Kan teen
JJlL

en-

durance ; fortitude ; small, few.

5296. Respect; regard to;

affection for. Read She, or

Che, Chearful.

5297. [c-] Name of a

medicinal plant.

5298. [ t-] A medicinal

plant employed for the cure

<,f ulcers; a bridle or bit;

name of a place. A surname.

5299. A standard with a

kind of jingling bells at-

tached to it, and certain

devices of a dragon.

I
5300.

[
-

] To divine; to

,

' resolve doubts by an ap-

|J 1^1 plication to spiritual beings.

The western nations use sheep in

divination. The priest, they call

Sze-ke.

TAKT II. D 5

fSSOI.

From Mauth and

^ divination. To enquire by

divination.

Kee 1 ^S to ask by divination the
I ^vl*

solution of doubts. In this sense Kc

Jj]
is also used.

m.
53OS. [-] A famous sur-

name of antiquity. Read

E, An epithet of hand-

some women ; a king's

wife; a general term for

concubines. The se-

cond form is common, but not correct.

Ke sing che kw5 Iff "/^ Hjyj

nations possessed by the family Ke,

there were forty brothers, (B- C.

1110.

5303. [- J
Pe-ke

a comb; a small toothed

comb.

5304. [- c ] To examine

i"t
i
t compare; to unite ;

to arrange ;
to deliberate; to

discuss; to detain ; to stop; to reach

or extend to. Name of a district.

The name (if n hill. A surname.

Hwa ke M1
'

artful; insidious;
* n I

crafty.

II
.

/&~ to examine; to in-
J3+

vestigate ;
to enquire into.

Ke kaou
j ^7*

to examine into ; to

investigate a literary subject.

Ke show ~f\^\ to bow the head
S

Ke sang 1 XM/ down to the
I fl)\

ground; to knock it against the earth

in doing horna^r In a mprrior, nr In

dcceiised parrnln.

-
] 5305. A certain trans-

verse beam ofa house;

a cross beam between

two pillnri.

5306. [
-

] A particular kini*

of bamboo.

5307. An inn for the recep-

tion of travellers.

Ke leu "K a stranger or sojourner,

or the inn where he sojourns.

-
] 5308. A bridle or

halter for a horse; to

restrain; to restrict; to

hold in; to economize;

the hair of the head roll-

ed into a bunch on the

top of the head ; a single

tuft.

] 5309 The curling assent

of vapour; vapour; air ;

subtile fluid, invisible

*^ operating influence ; ef-

KJ--*f fluvia. Same as a[f Ke,
7f\

W } This is the original form

of y~ KeTh, To beg ; or entreat -,

because prajers or entreaties ascend.

Yew ke mflh choo chOh
/JH }^

1^ |j| feeling anger which one

does not know how to vent.
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J53IO.

[-] Ke, or Ke. To cut

'and wound; tocut to pieces;

to lal>; to pierce. Hairy

animals used in sacrifice. Read

Kwri, or Kwae. To sharpen a knife

or weapon.

15311.

[C] From rice and

vapour. Vipour or fume

ascending from fire, epera-

i^^ f ting on water or moisture.

"I Fume; vapours exhalati-

^^ J ons; cloudy vapour; halo ;

ether ; elherial; the primary matter ;

original substance, of animate and

inanimate creatures. The breath ;

spirit, in a low sense, as the anima,

or animal soul of hrutes and of

human beings. An apparition. The

animal life; vegetable life, any

subtile fluid; nervous fluid; animal

spirits. Influence cjf the planets;

attraction; magnetism; subtile quali-

ties or medicinal powert.

The spirit or temper; the- feelings^

sentiments; principles or movements

of mind, particularly, anger ;
habitual

disposition of mind ; ardor, elevation.

Vehemence; courage, vigour of mind.

The tiro kc, are the imaginary

principles Yin and Yang. Tbcfive

kc, are the different airs or climates

in the four quarters and centre of

he world. The six he, are the Yin

and Yang, Wind and Main, Obscu-

rity and Sp'endoiir. The twenty-

four ke, are twenty-four terms into

which the year is divided. The sect

Taau speaks of eating Ke, i. e. sti-

fling the breath for a length of time
;

KE

and various other tricks. There is

a class <f Magicians who divine from

observing the halo or ke around

the sun. Towke
{ |

to catch

breath as when i-isi.ni; out of the

water. Shoo ke
^J' ]

orChSh-ke

Jjk
1 to relax or ease one's feel-

ings. Wo we yew te fang shoo ke

no place to ease my mind said after

being scolded by a superior.

Ke tseih wei chTh
flf @ ^

an aggregation of Ke, or subtile pri-

mary matter, constitutes bodies.

Ke chjh
|
% the more subtile, and

"

the grosser parU of organized bodies

the constituent parts
of a human

being.

Ke hae 1 ^fe
the lower part of the

kidneys.

Ke kaou
| jfj

elevated, lightsome

feelings.

Ke leih 1
~f}

stout and valorous ;

strength; valour.

Ke cMh che pin ^f ~. Jfv

the constituent parts of a human

being, received from heaven: what

man is as formed by nature.

Ke tsee
j Jffi

a term of fifteen days ;

high toned honorable feeling.

1. Ke aaas distinguished
from Le

Jifl
is that in which figure and the

other accidents of bodies exist. The

basis or substratum ofmaterial bodies;

the primary mailer. Le
Jjjand

Taou

J?J are immaterial and incorppreal

principles.

Kc
'

and Sin
/{^\ answer to Matter

and mind.

KE

Ke yew been
[

/&"
[JJjj

matter has

limits; it is finite. Sin woo been

leang wo yuen k.n fo 4jlf: J$ jg*

jilt
jjjg ^ mind has no limits;

respecting it there is no such thing

as near and distant.

Ke
J

and King iK the primary mat-

ter, aadform.

2. Ke ^ denotes the anima, or

human spirit; hence in the language

of Choofootsze. Ke tsin
J ?gg

seems to denote annihilatinn. Speak-

ing of death he says, Ke tsin tsih che

heSjThtsin
J ^ |j ^ ^

//K 3fe when the anima is com-
y _TTT|.

pletely exhausted or terminated,

perception or consicousness also is

terminated.

3| He. How >

5312. [ c-
] Water running

in a valley; a stream from

a mountain.

5313. [/] A foot path; a

bye path ; a narrow road;

to tread or walk upon

a path. Read He. To

wait.

5314. [
c-

] Water issuing

from hills and running in a

valley ; a valley which has a

stream of water running through it.

The name of a bow
;

of an animal;

and ofa place; also applied to the name

of an insect. A surname.
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1^5/1.
5315. [-] The bird which

knows the house and

times. A fowl ; the fowl

species; the name of a

place. A surname. YTh

chih ke JB
a fowl.

Ke keen ,-gS
the unnatural crime

of sodom.

Kejin i \ a certain officer.

Ke ming 1 RE the crowing of the

cock.

Ke-king rang !^5
.V Cabreta

point, at Macao.

Ke yen
j fjpj ./oif/'s eyes, corns on

the feet.

[
c- ] The name of a

5317. [c-] From old and to

speak. The age of sixty,

when it becomes the duty not

to act one's self, but to direct others.

Aged; old; to direct; to adjust. The

name of an office. The name of a

state. Read Che, To relish; to feel

desire. Kin che %k.
| gentry and

old people.

5318. [
u

] Music resounding

with a victorious returning

army. To desire; to

advance ; to ascend. Used as a

particle denoting a denial of the

proposition. How ; implying the

opposite.

Ke kan
|

Jj/f
how dare I ! how

shall I presume.

Ke yew tsze le 1 /frlH' Jffl how

canthese.principles exist ! there is

no such
principle.

Ke piih scang tung

how not thesame ? they are the same.

Ke tsae boo to haou I 3^ & 4

^? how consist in the number or

quantity; it does not depend on the

number or quantity.

5319,
[ /J To look for good;

to hope for; to covet;

to desire ; fortunate ; lucky.

Ke yu -ffif! to hope; to expect;

to wish; to obtain; to covets to

desire inordinately; used in a bad

sense.

-^^ 5320. From door and mouth.

To open. Bright. The

/ f^* morning star seen in the

east, is called
'

fJB Ke ming;

the evening star in the west, is

called ^ jij
Tae pth.

5321. [C] From
jj={

Ke, To

open, and ^? Puh, To

strike- ; q. d. to strike open.

To open; to open up; to explain;

to state ; to make declaration of;

to inform ; to instruct ; to separate;

to distinguish; to engrave on. The

left wing of an army. The front of

an army. Spring and summer;

clearing up of the heavens. To

kneel. A horse with the right fore-

foot white is called Ke. A surname ;

the name of a state; the morning star.

Teen kejia^ j ^revelation
made to man by Heaven

; to inspire.

Shoo ke
:j:j*: |

to inform by letter.

Letters commonly begin with, King

fj]J> respectfully or sonic other word

of courtesy, may precede the word

Ke.

Ke che 1 "^'
to open the teeth ; to

speak about.

Kechay
j

44 1 would state orraen-

tion.

Ke fa che e
] $ ^ a decla-

ration of one's will and intention.

Ke kow
J PJ to open the ruouth.

Ke teih howjIS,
] ^ fy J^

to hand down instructions and infor-

mation to posterity.

Ke Iwan I ^; to commence a jour-

ney an expression applicable only

to the Emperor.

Ke mung 1 '^ to teach or instruct

the young or ignorant.

Ke pe | jifl
to open and to shut.

Ke sze
j

=&. to state affairs, or the

person who does state them.

Ke tsow 1
jjp;

to state, to memo-

rialize, or to report to the Sovereign

Ke telh kae taou 1 3^ [S M
I /* l/rJ ^r

to exhort and to persuade.

Kc jay che taou 1
JjS y-H jjg'

to tell or give information to the

master of a house, in the higher

ranks of life.

5322. Clear sky after rain;

clear night after rain. A

5323. [C] A kind of spear

carried by a fore-runner;

an ensign of
authority.

Ke keth
|

juB or Yew keTh
yth jjrjb

an ornamented lance carried in state

by the precursors of kings ;md nobles.

5324. [
'

] To plaster a wall.

To receive, take, or collect

To rc?t ; to depend upon
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t] 5325. An ornamented

banner or ensign car-

ried Ma sign of autho-

rity ; a covering for a

lance or other weapon.

Read King, The side;

KE

under the arm.

t
] 5386. From K? Fan,

To return, and ^^ Ke,

The breath; an incessant

rising of the breath ; a

hiccup that comes on

after eating or drinking.

/
] 5327. Already done

or finished; terminated;

ended; since it is done.

To fail
; to lose. Ke-

yu H the close

of the moon.

Ke jen joo tsze
] $j jftl jfc

liner it is thus.

JTh yew shih che ke

1 a total eclipie.

5328. [ / ] To plough deep

and sow; the name ofa place

and of a plant. Also read

Kew.

t~T
5329. ['] The sun slightly

/X^ seen
; a connective Particle,

51
tj^ with ; and ; the termination,

end, or extreme degree of. Also

read KeTh. Me ke E inter-

minable
;
without end or limit; never

ending.

Ke ke 1 I staunch
; firm ; bratc

appearance.

5330. [
f

] Name of a fish.

53S1. [''] A designation of

youth ; whatever is young

or delicate ; email; slender;

the last of a series. Ming chung ke

jg Ylll
j

first, second, and third

months ofeach quarter of the year.

At any of the four seasons of the year,

when preceding the words for Spring,

tnmmer, autumn, or winter, Ke ex-

presses the last month of tie <piarter.

Sze ke Df]
j

the four seasons.

Ke che
j ^ the little finger.

Ke foo
] ^ an uncle,

5332. [/] Agitation or pertur-

bation of mind ; the pen-

dant end of a sash tied

round the body.

5333. [
/

] The heart or

mind perturbed and agitated;

fear caused by sickness.

)l>i 5334. [ / ] A certain dis-

trict in the north.where the

Emperor 3rHYaoi), at the

time of the Deluge, is said to have

held his court.

Ke hing ]
5 to wish well to a per-

son ; to hope he will be fortunate. An

ancient state situated in the regionO

of the modern Province of Chin le.

KE

^5335. [\ ] An excellent horse;

a horse possessing strength

and every other good qua-

lity. Name of a district. Pth ke

[ | I
name ofa fish.

Ke wei foo
j

&.
|^|

to follow at a

noble horse's tail ; to imitate a good

example.

533.
[
/

] From words and

ten. A complete number;

"the whole assembled, and

deliberation or calculation made of

the merits or demerits of the as-

sembled officers. To reckon; to

calculate; to plan; to devise; name

of an office ;
of a divinity ; and of a

district. Ta ke ~fC I a triennial

assemblage; examination, of the

officers of tire empire ; when pro-

motions or degradations take place.

Teen ta ke ^B ~J^ recorded or

noted at the triennial examination ;

or holding the examination, whether

the notice is favorable or unfavorable,

is not contained in the expression.

Ho ke j|% I a partner or comrade.
^4\>^ I

Can ke flS 1 a dark plot. Sing

ke fc 1 a plan to get a livelihood.

<
Pin ke

TEj J

numerous schemes.

Ke swan
j

(7. or Swan-ke to cal-

culate sums, or probable cir.

cumstances.

Ke mow
=rt|

to contrive
; to plot.

Ke poo
|

$i[l a book of ac-

Ke chang 1
|u||j

counts; certain

national estimates.

Ke to
j ^ or To-ke lull of schemes.
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5337. [

f
] The water in

which meat has been boiled ;

thick soup-like substance,

used in sacrifices. Joined together,

as many officers going to court. 1 he

n:ime of a river.

5339 r/] A certain plant grow-

ing in plains. The name

, . of n place; a surname. Com-

pare with
'JK

Phflh.

5339. Ke or Che, A mad

dog.

5340. [
/
J Ke, or He. To

bind; to tie; to fasten to;

to impede.

5341. The head of a

swine, thought to re-

semble its snout.

5342. [
f \ Ke or Kee.

Repeated, Ke ke
j

the appearance of using

violent effort. Urgent; with haste.

A martial appearance. A bamboo

rod. To cease ; to stop. Keang ffih

ke ^fn lijfj I to rehearse, or ex-

plain the enigmas of Fuh.

Ke keu 1
/&j

certain verses, or

enigmatical sentences of the Sect

FtSh.

PART 11. K 5

5343.
[
c

] To desist; to

breath; to stop; to rest.

5344. [ /] The hair braided

up in a tuft on the top of

the head, in the manner of

Chinese women. Foowjinsooke tow

a woman combs the hair of her head

up into a tuft.

5345. [ ] To break off; to

forget; to reject ; to put

away; to give up; to

refuse Ke chang
ju.

5J
to reject what is

usual and common. Yen-

ke
H/R 1

or H*en ke

M? 1 to reject with
-MK I

dislike or disdain. Ke-

she
| |jf

to reject the

world, means to die.

5346. [
8

] A cracked earthen

vessel.

5347. [ ' ] To stand erect,

wang JJ
or Ke

WJ ^" s'and on

tip-toe looking with expectation.

Ke moo
] JjJ|;

to look to, or think

upon with affection.

15348. [K] A written agree-

ment or bond, which

in ancient times suc-

ceeded knotted cords.

A bond; a deed. To

unite; to join. Mourn-

full ; distressed ; fear. An instrument

for scorching loitoisr shell. A
C'

' *

lurname. Read Ke, Wide , npi n .

tocarve. Shoo ke I'-
]

a written

bond consisting of two parti. Heen

ke Y'T worthy friend. Teen

ke
jjj

document* conveying

landed property. Pae ke
J-f.

to devote one's self to a person by

an act of worship or reverence.

Ke che ^Jf
a deed of a house ;

paper on which to write a bond.

Ke foo ^ a person to whom one

has devoted one's self as to a fitlicr.

Ke hS 1 A. united in bond* of

friendship, union of opinion and

sentiment.

Keke 1 in a mournful manner.

Ke shin fflmto devote one's self
I WT

to some god.

Ke tsze
|

-? a lad so devoted.

ReS-tan kw5 1
jfy ||J

a nation

which occupied the northern part

of China, in the 13th century.

5319. [C] Ke or Kee. A

hook or sickle. To cut;

to carve; to cut asunder.

5350 [*] Todeiist; to

rest , to take repose.
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Ml. [6 ] Ke and Keih.

Haste; speed; promptly;

hurry. KeTh suh 1 ^
hastily; speedily; in an hurry;

urgently.

5332. [
6 ] Ke and Ke, To

record on boards in the

manner of ancient times.;

to contract or bind. Head K&g, To

grasp or take hold of; to support ; to

put in order; to adjust and avoid

confusion ; alone.

5353. [
1
] Formed from

the mnnlhs of several

vessels, and a dog guard-

ing them. A vessel of

crockery ware, or any

other material ; any in-

strument, or any utensil; a thing

formed by moulding or cutting.

Talent; ability. A surname.

Cbing ke
jj^

or Ching ke ming

)JX 1
-IM- 'K'' nn made iil a vessel

or utensil,fit for some useful purpose ;

in which sense it is metaphorically

applied to men. Ta ke
~j^

a person of great talent or ability.

Seaou ke /K a person of little

ability; weak, narrow minded, ir-

ritable, impatient. Pun ching ke

teTh tung-se ;fc $ } $) ^
r^t)

a good for nothing thing ; said

of a person contemptuously, from

his want of ability, or his incorrect

immoral conduct. Le ke
^|j

a sharp weapon. Yin ke^ ar-

cles manufactured from silver.

Ke keae
J ^ or Ping ke Jc

military weapons, arms.

Ke jE? the primary mailer is, Hing-

chcke ^ ^ the substratum

or basis of farm, and Sang wfih che

keu '4: '$A^ JL'he support of
_!_. 4' -f r*^m -

the qualities of animated creatures.

Ke 1 and Keu
JJ are used for the

support, the basis or substratum,

of the qualities or aceidenlt of ma-

terial bodies.

5354. [
'

]
R-ead Kc, To give

to. Read Keih, To beg; to

crave.

5355. [/ ] A line ofsucces-

sion; coming one after ano-

ther in course, successively ;

that which contains or preserve*

a succession of; continuing the same

pursuits as ancestors.

Kwo ke 5$ to pass one's son over

to a brother in order to continue the

succession.

Ke 1110,0 1
-fjj:

a mother-in-law.

Ke seih 1 jp hereditary.

Ke ching puh tseuK
^|\ ~fi jj^

an uninterrupted liae of succession.

KEA. CXVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kia. Peking Dialect, Chea. Canton Dialect, Ka-.

^ 5356. [-] From strength aw)

jj1^ mouth. To add to; to su-

SV peradd ;
to increase ; to con-

fer upon ; to inflict. To charge; to.

do to. To rhyme, read Ko, and Ke.

Tslng kea ]& ^
to increase. Ali-i-

yn kea le seih mci^ juj j ^;|J

(I to charge intcrcft per month.

Keu hing 1

fflj
to inflict punishment.

Kea yth chow 1
4j|j

to. take one

tenth.

Ken. g'tn ]
13 to confer favour; to

I /o^

exercise kindness to.

Kea keen
|

jjg/
are oppoites, To

add to; to diminish from.

Kea kwan
-rfij-

the ceremony of

putting the cap on lads when they

are deemed men or to be married.

At the marriage of a son, the cere-

mony of capping is observed. In a

ancient limes a bonnet made of cloth

was first placed on his. head; next

one made of leather, and lastly, a

nobleman's cap. The chief parts of

the ceremony are yet continued.

Kea sh. i poo
|

$tk
/^Fj

muslin*,
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5357. This character is in

vulgar use. Kea fci
^ Vfa

coffee.

Kea-la-pa

'

fljjli]
PJ vulgar name

given to Java.

^

0/t)*|
*S*

5358. [ ] Kea Ian
^

^g
a certain god of the sect

'fdfe Full. Tbii character

occurs chiefly in the hooks of Fill).

In the dialect of %k Fan,
Jjlj ]

Aio kca, denotes A dragon,; also, a

certain flower. Sang keaf' 1

an epithet of The priests of Fob.

Sing kea lau j& \
\jjg-

the gar-

den of the priests. Kea pel
| 'ffj

name of a country. Used in common

with Sp Keay, A certain vegetable.

^ ~ 5359. [-] From slick and to

Thrift adit. One stick added to the

|/ end of another. A flail for

thrashing grain. The wooden collar

consisting of a square form worn

round theueck, l>\ criminals in China.

They are of various weight* accord-

ing to the heinousness of the crime.D

A press for containing provisions.

Kea sze fang hew
\ % jf fa

wear the collar lill death and then

demist.

Kea haou yth ko yue |j^

//R|
PI to cause to wear the collar

oue month.

5360. ['] A st-ind or frame

on which to lay or hang

things; a case, as, for

hooks; frames of pic-

ture; a fold of a screen.

To place on, a stand ; to

lay up. E kea ^ a clothes

stand. Shoo kea 3$ a hook-

case, fih kea S 1 frame work
,

sii|)|)artcd by pillars in the interior

of temples; and. stately mansions. '

Kin chung kea ^ ^j| J
S | ;m( l

ou which to hang a bell; a name also

applied to a kind of interior pa-

vilion supported on pillars. Sinn

urh kea ping ~TJ* ^ B a

screen with twelve folds. Ta kea

Yf to fight with sticks; to

wrangle and fight.

5361. A house; to build or

rear a house.

5362. Mutually interted ;

as serrated teeth, so as

to prevent motion, or

progress.

.5363. [-] A kind of hair

cloth or camlet; the

name is now applied to

cloth. Keasha 1
3j|

or Kea sha
|

j(3 a

kind of cloak without

arms, worn by the Bud-

dab Priests.

53C4. Kea,' or Ko. The

name of an animal.

5365. [
-

]
A scab that

grows on a wound.

5366. A certain iloae.

5:id7. drain.

a

-
] 5363. A wind instru-

ment of music.

5369. [
-

] Kca, or I.een-kea

-& 1 a flail.

5370. Aft aggregation of

matter on a wound ; a scab.

V fc^ 5371. Kea, or Keay. Name

ofa vegetable and medicinal

plant. Name of an ancient

state. A double surname. Name

ofa place. Used also in the tense of

Ho -jjTthe water lilv.

5372. An insect that growf

amongst rice.

. [
-

] To sit crost-

;ed.

5374. /r,.rrfj added to a

person's real character; a

false accusation ; to debate

or discuss for and against.

5375. L
-

a name of Buddha.
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5376
[ /] A horse under

the yoke, or attached to

a carriage; to manage or

drive ahorse; to ride in

a carriage; 'On any other

vehicle; to sit in a boat

or other vessel; an Imperial carriage

with the horses adapted to it. A

man's name. To ascend ; to mount;

to embrace an opportunity. A term

of respect applied to persons, like

S'r. TSng kea R^ j
to mount ;

to ascend. Ling kea C^ 1 to rush

against ;
to offend ; to mount.

Xeashang 1 fc or Tsun kea J|L

or Kwei kea
J=i'

'

you, honored

Sir.

5377. Kea tsaou
] |<jo

filthy impure language.

5378. A species of wild

goose.

5579. A stag; the male

of the deer.

5380.
[

-
] From Choo ^

a band of Music standing

up, and Kea ^J to add or

to increase. Good; excellent; to

commend ; to praise ; to be pleased ;

to make happy- The name of a Keen

4> district, and also of a ChowM
A surname. Paou-kea -flfe

to

commend ; to praise Ko kea
UJ~

worthy of praise. Yu mow nae lib,

kea nae pei tselh ^ %f& Jtj ||i

7~5 ^ mii
w'1!lt ^ encourage

is virtue; what 1 praise is great merit.

E kea le tsin wan min
JTJ^ j jjj^

$tt 'M H by the excellent ce-

remony (viz. marriage) to unite in

bonds of relationship all the people.

4 itil

Kea le
] jljg

the excellent ceremony,

viz. the marriage ceremony.

Kea e pi" an excellent thought,
I /vi**

a praise-worthy intention.

Kea-king 1 Irpthe Imperial title,

or K\v8-haou of the reigning Em-

peror of China, A. D. 1817.

Kea ping
|

ZE is the name given

to an annual sacrifice offered to all

the gods, after the Winter Solstice.

Kea-yu
*

"E& a certain kind of fish,

said to he of excellent quality.

Kea ju kwan
jl[A. j||j

the pass

through the great wall on the N. W.

extremity.

538 1 . Name ofa plant.

6382. To borrow; to

make an allusion to. A

surname.

6383. [\>] False, firti-

tiousj to borrow; to suppose;

great. Read K6a, Excel-

lent; beautiful. Read Kea, Leave

of absence. Read KTh, To come to.

The name of a place. Ke yen we

1 do not know whether the words

he true or false. Pin kea Jg]

or Kaon kea -flt to request, or

announce leave of absence from of-

ficial duties.

Kea sze gS paou yew chung
'

4$

retributive punishments of the

wicked end.

Kea tso che gae jsy
fim .I?.

to effect stupor.

Keajoo 1

jfi\
if; suppose that it be.

Kea show yu jin
'

3:1 "^ J^
to borrow the hand of a person ;

i. e. to commit to his care.

Kea kung tse sze
'

^k w? */(

to pretend public duty in order to

promote one's private ends : or of

what is just, to serve some sinister

purpose.

Kea sze 1
ji supposing what is not

admitted
; if, supposing that.

Keatseay
^ ^ to transfer nominally,

to borrow or lend; to uie raetapho-
'

rically.

fa.
5384. To reach or extend to j

to arrive at.

5S85. Xame of a wood.
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5386. A wood adapted for

making beds, it possesses

some smell. A lever or other

power by which things are raised; an

instrument for confining criminals.

538T. A surname.

5388. A strong cow or buf-

falo.

5389.
[

-
] A boar ; bear-

ish.

5390. [
-
1 A chronic disease

of the abdomen; according

to some, arising from worms

Read Hea, A disease of women.

Jaou kea lj@ |

the disease referred

to arising from worms in the abdo-

men.

^1 ill 5391. [] A species of reed

which grows by the side of

m.
5392. A disease of the ab-

domen or bowels, which

emaciates the person.

\ -, 5393. A reed before it has

blossomed, which forms a

musical pipe; or a reed

which is sounded by blowing into it.

Name of a river. Also read Hea.

cient
> a"d the sound kea.

Great; great and remote;

PART II. F 5

KEA

firm ; stable ; happy ; blessed or pro-

piciou*. Fan wuli chwang ta, wci

KEA 385

I every thing of a large figure is

called Kea. Kung chuh ~\' wO

are the prayers, or incantations of-

fered up before the She J
3

(effigy

of a departed ancestor) or an idol,

and the lord or master of the house

receiving blessings is called kea.

ChKhkeaf^ |
to supplicate blessings.

Chuh kea che shin
flf ] ^ fyfc

the sincere desire or wis.1) to suppli-

cate blessings.

5395. A species of wild boar,

according to some a mon-

key like animal.

5596. The bone of

the loins i
the haunch

or hip bone.

539T. A stag which sheds its

horns in summer.

j539S [-] From three per-

*"" under a shelter ; in

course of time corrupted

to the present form. A

P'S under a shelter. In-

side a door; a house;

a family ; to dwell
; a wife calls her

husband Kea. A scholar ofcelcliiity ;

a publisher of books; a sect, j f]Z

1 Joo-kea, The sect of the learned.

A part or particular region of the

human body; a, Pe wci leang kea Bw.

11 PPl 1
")e two CoalS f "ie

stomach; domestic, or domesticat-

ed animals. Hwuy kea
fi|J

t<>

return home. Teen kea Trf |

the

Emperor. Jin kea
f\^ j

a man ;

a person. Chilli kea H to be

devoted to the priesthood.

Kea chin gl great officers of the

court.

Kea chang 1 -^ thehead ofafumilv.

Kea ching 1
Jf

the rules or govern-

ment of a family.

Kea jin J\^
a domestic; also

name of one of the diagrams.

Kcashing
j

ife the genealogy of a

family, on account ofits rise.

Kea she
jtr the life of a person ; a

written biography.

Kea taoi) ip the ways or circum-

stances of a family.

Keakungtsze
] /j^^onr young

master

Kea chan tsin tseu
| ^ |& &'

to give up the whole of one's property

to creditors, or to government; fur-

niture, slaves, and every thing is in-

cluded.

5399.
[ / ] From woman and

house, or home. To go from

home to the house of a hus-

band. To marry, or to be married,

applied to the woman; to send a

bride to the house of her husband ;

to take a wi fe is expressed by H% Tseu.
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Keachwang 1 H^a marriage portion

given ilh a (laughter, of whatever

it may consist , a toilet; furniture;

money, houses or lands ; it is not the

usage lo bargain for it.

Kea le'en 1 ^j portion given with

the wife.

Kca tsen
| -Sp giving and receiving

in marriage, marriage generally.

5400. Cloth of barbarous

tribes, probably once given

in tribute; corresponds to

the words Tax, duty, or tribute, in

Chinese.

5401. Disquietude of mind.

> 5405. From grain and lo house.

To sow. They say sowing

grain is like giving a woman

in marriage. Kea, To sow or To

plant; J$5 Sib, To reap, or to gather.

The ear is called Kea, the stem is

called^ Ho. Some any, that grain

growing wild it expressed by Kea.

5403. [\ ] Read Kea, The

price or value of a thing.

Rtad Koo, To sell.

5404. [
>

] The value of an

article; the price. PHh shth

kea '''** Plh

KEA

cliwang kca ~7( zu*r not a

(falsely) coloured price ; i. e. the real

value. Teen kea
ff]

I the price

of a Held, oh kea H| \
the price

of a house. She kea ^ ]

the

present price; the price of the time;

the price that is current at the time.

She kea rtf
|

the market price.

Tsze wall kea jin jo kan
|J,f^ tyff}

of this article ? Ho chin, kea sh'ih

t"~ a genuine com-
-^ * i ^*.

modity, and the true price. Ke kea

}L to raise the price. Keen

kea
yj( j

toatiatetlie price. L5

kea
yfr j

or Tee kca Rrfc 1 the

price falling.

Kea chih
j j||[

or Kea yio, 1
j)|

and Kea tse'en 1 a& all answer

to the word Price.

Kea chili ke ho 1

price ?

Kea tse'en ping

price; i. e. neither dear nor cheap,

Kea tse'en te
| ^| -fi^ or Tse'en B^

a low price ; cheap. Kea tse'en kaei

g% "j=r
or Chung ipf or Keaou

i!gj
or Gang rfrj

all express a High

price.

5405. [^ ] A small shrub;

the leaf of which makes a

> \ bitter infusion or tea.

31
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KEA

5406. [-] Good
; excellent

Beautiful. Tsae tsze kea jin

~/C ~f" /^ a genius,

and a beauty. Po kea
ttfj

rather good. Puh keen kea Y\ S

]

see no excellence.

Kca chang ^^ a piece of fine

writing.

Kca jin 1 h a beautiful woman.

Kea king 1 & a fine landscape,

Kea peTh ^g good hand writing-.

Kea ts5 Vfc fine style of writing.

Kea yin 1 -3& good news by letter.

5407. Numerous coyert

schemes.

5408, Kea-ya 5jj|
the

appearance of the teeth

sticking out

5409. [ \ ] A cup or vase

i made of some precious

stone ;
a wine cup.

5410. [8] Keakow 1

artful insidious speech.
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KEA. CXVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kiii. Canton Dialect, Kap.

5411. The first buds of

plants; the first budding

forth of any thing. To

begin; the first of the

ten astronomical cha-

racters used in forming

the cycle. Armour; clothing. The

scales of fish, and sometimes a

prickly or serrated cover, different

from the common scale ; the elytra of

insects; the nails ofthe fingers.
The

name of an office. Occurs in several

proper names. Ko kel
^jj. J

Ko

denotes the first of the Keu^jin; KeS,

the first of the Tsin-sze. Ko-kci,

the literati. Chaou kea 7K

the nails of the fingers; claws. Paou

kea
j

I the first or head man

of a tithing. Lwan kea
tf|(J

'! an

egg shell.

Kei chung
j

s&, insects of the beetle

tribe.

Kea chang a certain pavili-i

or palace.

Kea koo 1
jfff

an armoury.

KeJ ling | /^
or Ling kea, Military

laws; articles of war.

Keijoo
[

Xjji a garment intended

to absorb the perspiration,

Kea tHh
j

soldiers.

able bodied and fleet

5412. Large great.

5413. The side of a hill

a declivity; a space be-

tween two hills

connected and forming

a continued line; continued succes-

sion.

5414. Kea, or Ya. A kind

of cage or
railing to confine

animals.

5415. A short garment; a

garment to absorb the per-

spiration.

541 S. The fore part of the

breast; the chest. Some

ay, The space between the

shoulder*.

54 IT. A man' name.

5418. A'kind ofcnke.

5419. An insidious, injurious

demon ;
an evil spirit.

. Ho. To unite i to join.

)] 5421. To pierce; to stab.

5422. A kind of cap-

worn in ancient times ; a

soldiers garments.

\
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* * 5423. [\] To employ the

ff^^Jk heart or mini about. Koi

| \3 kei, The chirping of a bird.

KeS, expresses what fulls out oppor.

tunely; fortunately; luckily, in the

Tcry moment of time thai it is want-

ed ; seasonably ; exactly ; right.

Kea ko 1 "pT that which is exceed-

ingly suitable.

Kei tse'e
| -Wj very opportunely or

fitly ; a
jfa^ ] ty

ShwS rth

keS tseg, Said yery much to the

purpose; very filly and pointedly

spoken.

Kei haou 1 Jt seasonably ;
fortu-

nately ; quile opportunely.

KeS chow leih pun 100
] J^ ^

^ ll& Perf rms a circle (in a given

lime) and comes exactly to the

umber where the motion com-

menced.

5424. To enter.

5425. KeS, or K8, A freg.

This character enters into

\J the composition of the

names of various animals.

5426. A covering for the

knees, made of leather.

Mei-kti <fj~- 1 a pad or
F/I* I

cover for the knees;

also a kind of feather

belt, or sash worn by

soldiers in ancient times; also a

plant used to dye with.

KEA

5427. Read KeS or fl, The

mouth and Ihc parts which

form it ; the jaw bones.

Read Han, A yellow or sallow coun-

tenance.

5428. Read KeS, To take

under each arm ; double,

or laid one on another.

To carry secretly ; to hold fast as

with nippers or pincers. Near to;

connected or joined. Read KeS, By

the side ; to grasp. A certain kind

of sword. Tan kei JS. 1 single

and double. Fan keS /fc/>

certain religious MSS. written and

read by an Emperor of the Tang

dynasty. Keen ke$M '

to

grasp with nippers ; a specious art-

ful statement, which leaves no room

for suspicion or escape.

KeS lac
]

to carry secretly about

one's person ; to smuggle.

Ke5 chuh taou
'[ -j/j- jjfa

Nerium

oleander

KeS-pan i

;wj/
double boards of a

chest or box.

5429. ['I] Kei or Hee".

Generous and disinterested ;

forward lo exerl one's self

in behalf of others; emulous to do

what is noble and disinterested; an

undaunted spirit in the cause of what

is conceived to be right. Haou lice

S. wealth and power exerted

in the cause of justice and humanity.

Jin he? 1-J
|

a generous confi-

dence and disinterested, undaunted

friendship.

KEA

5430. The bank or the land

by the side of water.

5431. A wall.

5432. Read Hee", Ke<?, and

KeS, To take under the

arm ; to take with one in a

concealed manner. To harbour

in the mind.

KeS-cha 1
JjV

to harbour, deceitful

principles of conduct.

KeS been
Jt|jj

to harbour or

cherish resentment; the reason on

account of which resentment is

cherished, often comes in between

KiS and Hi-en
; as, Kea tsuy ma che

ll<ierl
1

sentment for having been the object

of drunken abuse.

5433. KeS, or Kee. Two

slicks held iu the fingers,

and made to operate as nip-

pers for
lifting food to the mouth,

a pair of chopsticks.

5434. Under the arras; the

lower part of the trunk on

the sides.

[
5435. Name of a place. A

[>*

surname.

KeS shih
j ^ an apartment built

on one side ofthe principal one.

5436. A sore on a sheep

or other animal's foot.
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5437. Kea, or Keg. The

breathing of a sick per-

son; interrupted
or

short breath.

5438. KeS, or KS. To peel

the skin from the fice. To

mark or brand the face is

called "H|| King.

5439. Kea, or Kelh. En-

deavour; effort; firm; de-

termined. Yu kea pe Yin

been chin $r ] $J%j$
you should use every endeavour to

caution the good officers of Yin to

aid intoxication.

5440. Debility induced by

over exertion.

544T. Stoney; hard and

firm as a stone. One says,

Abruptly.

5442. Read Kea, The jolt-

ing motion, or rattling

noise of a carriage. Read

Ke'5, To fly straight up. A sur-

name.

5443. Kea or Keae, Straw

divested of the external

skin and woven into a

mat on which to kneel

when worshipping Hea-

ven.

5444. A long spear or lance ;

the jolting and
rattling of

a cart. Usual
; common ;

ordinary, applied to form or cere-

mony.

Kei kei
difficulty of utter-

ance; stammering. Kea le \ TJj^

ordinary forms or ceremony.

5445. Kei, or K -e, Kei

kei the voice of

a bird, or of birds.

5446. Tlhname of a plant.

5447. KeSor Keae, Reject-

ing whatever grieves or

annoys ; dismissing care )

without sorrow. A man's name*

KEAE. CXVII SYLLABLE.

As if written Ke-ae. Confounded with Kae. Manuscript Dictionary, Kiai or Kiay. Canton Dialect, Kae orKoe.

5448. [
/

] To assist ; to

attend upon ; an attendant ;

a person to announce or

attend upon ; a person to an-

nounce or receive visitors. Border;

limit. To act, or represent.

Used as a numeral. Grest; firm ;

immoveable. The name of a coun-

try. Alone ; single. A surname.

Kew kcae yu ta kw5 W T^A

~7C [jjicj
seek assistance from a great

state. Ling k ae
4j your

servant boy. Seaou keae /K
PART II. G 5

my servant boy. Ta keae tsae sben

g5 che keen ^ ] ^^ 1
T/' fi fl he remains on the confines"^ I t

of virtue and vice; denotes, he is a

person of undecided character ;

neither very bad nor very good.

Wo yih keae woo foo3>

3^L !^ ' am a soldier. YTh keae

hanjoo ^ ^^ a poor

schohr. Paou keae^ |

an

assistant (o an agricultural officer.

Seen kcae ^ff |
small, unimpor-

tant, Mub keae
TJl^

I or Shoo

keaeinj ice formed on trees

Keae yu leang ko J]k ^ ^j*

to border on either will do ; either

mode ofproceedingmay be adopted.

Keae j
or Lin keae W scales

of shell fish ; armour.

>it 5449. f/j Great; good;

^r| 1^^ one who serves. Used in

^
\ the sense of the preceding.

Kcaejin 1 A a great and virtuous

man

Chaou keae /&J
]

messengers who
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precede a personal inlcrview of ^

officers of >tate.

5450. Ke;:e ur Ko.

the voice ;
a noise.

5151. A kind of napkin to

vrap round the head.

.545* .The name ofaVill.

5453. [' ] Alone; single; to

wait.

5454. A kind of press

placed in cook houses for

storing up provisions.

5455. [/] Keen keae

walking in a distorted ir-

regular manner, making no

progress.

5456. A clear bright fire.

"\ 5)57. To scratch; a

scratch or trilling sore.

Keac lae che tselh 1

keae cbe tseTh 3-E.

^X Jt a complaint that

consists in a mere itching spot; or a

mere scratch ; a mailer of little or

no importance.

Keae chwang
* ^ a slight sore.

Keae seen
|

Sfe a large red sore on

the skin.

yWJ- 5456.
[

-
] An intermittent

I^fJ^ fever ; fever and ague.

Keae ne5
| Jfg

a fever that intermits

two days.

Jfc
>

L 5459. [/ ] Keae, or Keae tsae

JT\^ w- tne mustard plant.

^/ I Tsaou kcae E3
]

grass ;

straw. Seen keae
jfc j minute;

small ; something that is
trifling.

Keae m j HF mustard.

5460. [ ; J H8 keae $fa

I an insect with a frog-

1 like head, scales and a

long tail, used in me-

dicine.

5461. A horse's tail lied up.

5J62.
[ '] A fish said to

swim in pairs, each having

only one eye; commonly

called^ g fa Pe-mfih-yu.

[-] All,

circu nistancrs ; tilings or

persons; all taken collec-

tively.

Keae she yay
jjj? ^ all are

right ; or Keae wei fci slie 1

I ruH

3 -ft all are wrong.

Keae lung 1
1^1

all the same.

Keae pQh keTh 1^ W all not

ome up lo; none equal to; none

attained the same point.

5464. [-] Kcae or Kae.

Together with; uniting with

others in strenous effort.

Keae keae 1 strong vigorous

appearance.

Keae yew
vjjj; together rove.

|%
54-65. [-] Keae or Kcae.

The voice or song of a bird.

The song or whistling of

the north wind passing rapidly.

Neaou ming keae keae & P&

the birds sing melodiously. One

says, the responsive song of the

birds
j|u Fung and jg Hwang.

Keae keae the harmonious

voices of many birds, as in a wood ;

harmonious sounds heard at a dis-

tance.

3466. Pae-keae ^bxr I

bad gait in walking.

5461. [6] A tree that grows

on the grave of Confucius,

remarkable for being

straight and comely. A pattern ; an

example; a mould; a rule; cha-

racters written with a straight neat
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troke. Keang keae Mj '"rm

straight forward character the ex-

treme of which is obstinacy.

Keae-shoo 1 |j| the plain written
I t^

form oi' the character: esteemed the

best ant! most elegant form.

feKi 54(i8. Same as Keae

step; slqis; stairs.

5469. \ c-] To rub with

the hand ;
to dust. Used

also to denote a kind of

drum. Keae pae
] Tffi

to snatch from by force.

5470. [- ] Many streams flow-

ins together; cold; in-
ty f>

cessant wind and rain.

5471. Another name for

5472. [-] Steps up to a

hall; a step; a degree; a

degree of rank in the go-

Tcrnment service. The name ofa

district. Name of a star. Tang keae

^cjfr

'

the steps up to the hall.

Shing keae
^J-

to ascend the

iteps

Keae keih
'

4$ degrees of rank.

Keaete
| ^ a step ladder.

5473. Coarse silk.

5474.
("

'
] The name of a

drum.

5475. [ /] To warn; to

give precepts or orders

to ; to announce or state

to. Used also for a

boundary or limit. In-

hibitions; precepts; (o

guard against the in-

dulgence of the passions;

to observe a regimen ;

to be ware of; to be careful against;

to watch, as at nights ; to be prepared

for.

Keae he, keae che I ~^ ^
guard against it ! guard against it!

Keae che 1 ^6 a ring for the finger.

Keae tung chae with jflh
J |J5J j^

ml 1^ warn you comrades not to

enter into a quarrel.

Keae kow 1 H to observe a proper

regimen.

Keae sih

lewdness.

Keae tsew 1
J

to guard against

excess of wine or liquor.

Keae yen yu I =
==^J

to be careful

not to speak too much when one

it ill

5476. To enjoin ^ to give

injunctions to. Read KeTh,

To be urged or pressed.

Read Kih, To be excited to diligence

and attention, from alarm.

to uard against

5477. Keae or Keae. Name

ofa river.

5478. A kind of cupboard

or press.

"i KH. r r i ('iiminaiiiN, |>rr-

iv pis j orden; injiinr-

lion* To rormnaiiil ; to

tdl Of direct anthorativi -

ly, or with Ilie inpiition

of some penally. Vimi-

of a sword. Kin keac

^ j

to inhibit
, |,,

forbid

Keaou keae
]

|

to leach and warn;

moral instruction.

54SO. ['J A dike or ridge

*
Ji 9 between two fields, a

-^1 I limit
;

a boiinilarv or

froiitier ; a region. 1'ied

by the Hiuldhistsfcir adi-

vision or let of'precept* j

a si itc of existence. To

lYfr ^^^ draw a line of separatioi

"* 1 1 to limit. The name of

place,

Keae che 1
J:||" the foundation of a

partition ; a boundary.

Keae been pR a limit; a limited

place or time ; to limit or restrict,

as extravagance by decorum.

King keae ha a boundary or fron-

tier, as ofa province, or other di-

vision of territory.

She keae
t(

1 the world.

Keae sink Tj a boundary stone.

5481. A kind ofstone scep-

tre, held in the hand by

Chinese statesmen, in an-

cient times
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5482 A man's name. Used

also for
gjy Keae, A precept.

5483. f\f] From knife,

roti',and horn ; cutting to

pieces a row's horn. To

cut up; to lay all the

parts by themselves; joints

or parts of a thing ; to

extricate; to open ; to unloose; to

put off; to liberate ; to explain ; to

define; to illustrate ; to be permeable;

to cease or desist. A trace ; a foot-

step; to convey officially to a place, as

a criminal. Used in a variety of

proper names, and employed for

several of its own compounds. She-

keae y 1 certiin magic arts of

the Taou sect.

Keae che ^ a certain fabulous

animal. See^ die.

Keae yuh tae tsze che ^C iffi-

RU X_ too 'c "^ *'' s "cm
-g'

rdle and

bestowed it on him.

Keae ch o
JKP

to expel noxious

influences, and deliver a patient by

prayers, and so on.

Keae taou kwan foo
] ^|| 'jV j^J-

to bring before a magistrate.

Keae g!h \ SS l<) present a stite-

ment of the fixed number.

Keae kae \ KJ
to open Hp a case; to

illustrate.

Keae taou kin '

^|J J^
to convey

to Peking.

Keae kow 1
ijg

troublesome; annoy-

ing interference in debating the

rights of any proceeding.

Keae keae
|

. the appearance of a

cluster of spears.

explanation.

Keaepdh kae
' ^ jia

unable to

explain away or open up.

Keaekew
j ^T to rescue; to deli-

ver from.

Keae heang tsin king
| |j|ilj jjg:

a
to convey duties from tlir Provinces

to Peking.

Keae keang J |J

Keae shwS

Keae mun 1 HM to dissipate grief.

Keae show
| ^. or Seaou keae

/J>
1

to pass urine; to ease nature.

Keae sing
| |!!jlj:

to rouse; to awaken ;

to recover from a fit of intoxication,

the property of tea.

Keae san 1
^fr

to explain away what

causes discord.

Keae lung 1
[HI

the explanation the

same in two or more cases.

Keae IS
Jjj

to put off, as one's

clothes; to extricate; to let go.

Keae wei 1

[Jj
to raise a siege.

Keae yuen 1 -jr title of the first per-

son of the degree called Keu-jin.

5484. Kae tae
] /JSfbold,

violent, assuming.

5485. The heart loose and

inattentive. Pun yung

shaou keae 5^ & A/
not allow the least remissness.

Keae t5
j

ipK lazy ; idle ; remiss.

5486. Pae keae ?p|/

'f- m/J i

*J weariness, weakness; in-

ability.

5487. [/] Kungkcae^- |

a kind of public hall or

court.

5488. Name of a tree, said to

possess some fragrance, and

which will uiiite with the

areca nut tree.

5189. ['] To scratch .

a. scratch or slight sore.

5490. [
/

] Old garments ,

garments put off to be wash-

ed.

5491. Xame of a medicinal

plant.

5492. Kwei. Earth piled on

earth
;
a kind of stone sceptre in

ancient limes given to Princet,

as the emblem oftheir authority

to rule over their respective

principalities.

5493. Commonly read Keae,

Good; excellent of its kind.

Compare with Kea.

r'!94. [-] A street which

affords a passage in every

direction; a path; any

street, a place where people crowd

together a in a market Applied to

the places where the pulse is felt.

Name ot'a pavilion; of a territory ;

of a valley, and of a state.

Chdli keae
[jj j

to go out to the

street ;
to leave home for awhile.

CMh keae^ j
a straight street.

Ke keae^ J
the path of the in-

visible fluids, the place on each
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side of the groin, where the pulse is

felt.

Keae tan keang yu
J f$^ fg

the talk of the street, and the con-

versation in lanes.

Keae shang ;

the streets.

Keae taou
| $j[

the path along the

street.

5495. [ f ] To cut plants.

Name of a wood. Tae keae

t| stiff prickly thorns.
I

549R [ / ] From a corpse

and clod; q. d the body

returned to a clod of

earth ; or, to sit down

on a clod. Arrived at the

extreme limit; a fix-

ed point of time; the

utmost limit. To-arrive.

at the limit, or tend to-

wards it, Keae ke 1 110 to come

to the fixed or appointed time. Woo

yuen ffih kcae fe jff fij

no distant place which has not been

gone to. P0h che so kcae^ tif\

I know not whither it is going.

5497. f
.

] Keae or Kae, Th

roots of plants.

5498. [
-

] Keae or Kae,

An intermittent fever.

5499. A bull ;
a bullock ;

to geld. Any strong ro--

bust fierce animal.

iae hing 1 Ifll the punishment of

castration.

KEANG.-CXVIH SYLLABLE.

Mrmuscript Dictionary, Kiang. Canton Dialect, Kong or Koang.

500. [ -] A. large river.

Name of a district ; and of a

star. A surname. Keang,

in Chinese history, commonly refers

by way of eminence to the great

river called the Yang-tsze-keang.

Keang choo 1 ^t a species of amber.

Keang choo ] f^'
a porpoise, found

in the Yang-tsze-keang.

Keang ho
j *fpT

the Yang-tsze-keang

and the Yellow River, the two prin-

cipal rivers in China.

Keang hoo iffl the lakes on the
I Ir/i

Yang-tsze-keang.

Keang-nan 1
FEJ

a province on the

east cost of China.

Koang ning
'

fig the capital city of

Keangnan Province.

PART II. U 5

Keang-se 1 TJEf a Province north of
' r >

Canton.

Keang yuen J S^ the source of the

Yang-tsze-keang, it is placed beyond

the northern frontier of Tsze-chuen.

Keang yew ^3
the right-hand-

side of the keang, i.e. the south side.

Ke:mg tso 1 j/t the left side of the

Yang-tsze-keang when looking to-

wards the sea; the north side.

-*+
5501 - Keans-le

| HI 1 '

grant herbs.

5502. Sincere; faithful ; so-

A| "]
lid ; substantial. Stepping

stones. A ford ;
a stream.

ShKh keang T| 1 stepping stones ;
a

stcne bridge.

5503. A string or tape for

connecting garments.

5504. An iron ring or

ferrule in the nave or cen-

tre part of a wheel ; the

cup which forms a lamp.

A kind of ornamental

ring at the end of the
B

beams of a wall.

Kin keang^ \
\ the cup or con-

Lan keang [M j

-* taining part of

a lamp.

5505. To hate; to detest;

to feel indignation agaiunt.
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5506. [
/

] Water going

out of its channel , flow-

ing in an irregular course,

or in an opposite direc-

tion. \arae of a river.

Also read Kung.

5507. Grain hanging pen-

dant down.

[
/ J A deep red ;

mson. The name of a

ace; the name of a river.

5509. [ /] Heang or Keang,

To descend ; to cause to

descend; to oblige to yield

>-> or submit. To come down

^^fi^^ or to send down. Ac-

_) cording to'Kanghc, read

Heang, which see.

Keing ke tsfih urh wan
J

'H Zp
^ J& suhjectcd (caused to sub-

mit) twenty thousand of bis men.

5510. [c-C ] A small

black destructive insect

found in rice. Strong;

violent; powerful ; firm ;

obstinate; overbearing;

to strengthen. Amongst

Mathematicians, Keang denotes An

overplus or excess. A designation of

the year under certain circumstances.

A surname. Meen keang WJJ

an unnatural force or constraint put

upon one's self or others.

Keang kee
|

47/ to rob openly by

an act of violence.

Keang keen 1

to ravi-h.

Keang t;,ou 1

wayman.

Keang che 1

. to commit a rape ;

a robber ;
a high-

to strengthen the

will or the mind generally.

5511. [
* c J

Strenuous ef-

fort ; to urge ; to press

upon ; pursue after. To

withstand, or oppose by -force.

5515. A net spread on the

road to catch birds or

Leasts.

5513. The name ofa river.

551-t. The name of a plant.

5515. [
c- ] A cloth with

strings at its corners

with which Chinese fe-

males fasten their in-

fants on their backs.

The first character also

denotes a string upon which Chinese

coin is strung.

Keang paou ^ ^K
"1 a cloth for bind-

Keang 15
] $fe.J ing a child to

the nurse's back.

5516. Strong; uniubmii-

tive language.

$5.

5517. Strengthof sinew.

5518. [c-] Keang, or PTh

keang ^J
1 Chinese coin

or money. Some say, To

string the coin; a string of Chinese

coin, which has a hole in the middle

by which it is strung.

5519. Name of a demon.

5520 [ -] Read Keang, To

beat, to strike. Read Kung,

To grasp ; to pull j to draws

to lead.

55S1. The appearance ofan

empty valley.

5522. A hollow block of

wood with a wooden clipper

inside, used in Chinese

music. Hollow ; empty.

5523. A disease of the throat.

rf**'
5524. The appearance of a

iSSj*f horse walk lag.
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] 5525. Empty within;

empty as a bladder ;

puffed up, swelled with

wind or aironly. Vain,

empty, ostenlatious.

Tunes for songs are

vulgarly called Keang

Sounding like an emp-

ty vessel. The la:l

character denotes also

disease of sheep, the

ribs ofa sheep. Chwang

keang j|E
or Keang leaou

5H vain ostentations display; to

assume an unreal appearance of

learning, or virtue, or dignity. Foo-

joo keang teaou ^ |j|| ^j

hollow ostentatious pedantry. PTh-

keang jfr the northern tone

or tune. Kae kwo keang lue EKf j$fl

^fe
to change one's tune to

speak or act differently.

5526. Chwang kung fe
: *

the os coxendicis.

5527. [-] Name of a river

at which the ancient Shin-

nnng lived, and from which

Keang became his surname. Puh-

keang /^ 1 the name of a river.

Kanghow 1
Jjj

the Q'jeen of Wan-

wang.

Keang tae kung
j ^ /^ a famous

general of antiquity, who was eighty

years of age before he was in office.

5528. The incessant weep-

ing of a child. 0^

lean<r, seaou urn te yay, Keang-lang

denote) the weeping of a little child.

5529. A cow with a long

buck; a white backed

cow. A white cow

5530. [
-

] Western shep.

herds; barbarous shep-

herd tribes on the N. W.

of China. In local use

as an
auxiliary parti-

cle. Contrariwise; gay

and elegant ; strong and

violent. A surname.

Keang leang 1
,^jr

wear-

ried, languid appearance.

Ginger. Tang keang
ikrfs 4

||j ^
preserved ginger.

is the vulgar form. Kean-O

the correct form.

5531. A confused disor-

dered appearance.

5532. A stream or river.

5533. Name of a stone.

5534. f
-

] Keang lang
]

tj/R
insects found in excre-

mentitiou* matter.

5535. A disease of the

eyes. The last character

is read Leang. One say*.

Clear bright eyes.

5536. Name of a bird

5537. A sort of tis

5538. Keang, or Ke8. The

representation of a tent.

I --J
The ornaments on the top

of a tent

9.
[

-
] Keang-mang

Ajk
not pleasing; nol

flattering. Also read Heang.

5540. [ c- ] SpeecA blended

like the beams of a house.

Cordial intercourse. To

speak ; to talk; to dis-

course; discourse; to inves-

tigate; to explain ; explan-

ation ; to practice ;
to plan; to devise;

the name of an office. Name of

hill. Read Kow, To accord or con-

sort with. Piih haou keang^ }&

|

better not speak about it.

Keang hwa
^ |g to talk.

Keang chub lae
j ^j ^fc

to speak

out.

Keang kew ^ reasoning, bj

which a sentiment or course of

action is justified, accounted for.
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km) 1
"jjEj"

lo speak or dis-

course of old times
j which isdonein

the streets and market places ID

China by an inferior class of street

orat< rs called Keangkoo Silcn-sSug

1 &.
Keang to leaou 1 ?fi.

~jf*
to ^ave

agreed upon ; or made a final arrange-

ment.

Keang roing plh leaou
| ]\]r| ] ~j

fully explained ; clearly stated.

Keang shwS 1 ^& to speak or con-

verse about.

Kcang ching tsze 1 TR/ JR to speak

or discourse of politics.

Kwmg shing yu \ |^ Wjjjj

to preach

the Sacred Commands. See Shing.

5341. To plough ; to cul-

tivate the soil.

5543. Clear ; harmonious ;

straight forward.

5543. [-] From lira fields and

three lines. A line of par-

tition ; a boundary; a limit.

To remain without corrupting after

death.

5544. To lie down; stretch-

ed out ; prostrate.

5545. The same as fi!3 Kcang

boundary.

- 5546 A strong bow
; strong ;

firm ; physically or morally ;

I tft
>*,i. robust; intrepid; powerful;

affluent; violent; boisterous. To

compel ; to force together. Forms

a part of proper ninues. Used in

much the same sense ;>s
ify Kcnng.

Kcang paoii
'| ^ strong and bois-

terous.

Keang j5
*

gU strong and weak.

Kaou keang .(=1 a crafty violent

manner.

Keang tscnng & to take by force;

to rob and plunder.

5547. Appearance of hold-

ing up or supporting.

5548. ["-] Name of a wood. A

bar or beam , the handle of

a hoe. A certain bar by the

side of a carriage. Name of a hill.

Keang keang
^ strong ; abun-

dant.

_^^M

5549. [
-
] Remaining un-

corrupted after death.

Keang tsan
||F

1 the white re-

Tsan pili |j! "g*J mains of the

silk worm after its death.

5550\ A boundary or limit,

such as divides fields.

5551 . [
-

] From to limit

and silk, or leather.

A bridle; the silk cord

or leather strap with

which a horse is restrain-

ed or bridled. Ma-

keangSL j
a horse s briJIe.

-*>-

5552. [-] Small stone*.

5553. [.] Ginger. Tang

keang OTj
1 preserved

ginger. Keang or Sing

keang ^T 1
ginger.

5554. [
-

] A boundary ;

a limit j to draw a limit;

to fix a boundary. Name

of an office. Keang che

j Abound or limit it.

Keang keae 1

Keang ylh

the boundary as of a dis-

trict or country.

Woo keang^ j ^ illimitable; in-

Woo keang J[|-
j J finite, either

in reference to space or time.

5555. [ c- ] From water

and lane. Water diverg-

ing into streams like streets

or lanes
;
a passage- for ships ; streams

running into, or from the sea ; arms

of the sea. Read Hung, Lakes

passing into each other.

Keang kow I [J tlie raoulh of a

passage ;
a port.

Keang keS
| JjJ$

the foot of a stream

or passage of water; a port or har-

bour ; the ports of India are so called

at Canton ; and India itself.

Keang keS chuen
| ^ fife English

ships from India, are so called at

Canton
; country ships.
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KEAOU. CXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ktao. Canton Dialect. Kew or Kaon.

5556. Plants which creep

and twine round stronger

slenn, and so exlend far

or rise high.

5557. The appearance of

walking or progressing.

5558. [>] A sound or

voice coming from a dis-

tance. To call to, to

call upon; to invoke;

t ra"
; to name ;

to cause.

A certain large kind of

bell. Tayu kenoti keaou

Af 1 1

thedis -

tant sound of loud con-

versation. Chay jin

keaou tso shin rao ming

Jjfc^j
& what is this man's name ?

Ta ming keaou Sze-mow
-jijl ^J

R3 Jtfc*
'1 ' s name 's Szemow.

Yih kcaoii yih taou- -

^|J

to come as soon as called. Sihkeaou

Vt
j

called after the colour, only

nominal; merely; the fact and the

name not agreeing. Read Kew, in

the same sense.

Keaou gnou 1 S; the appearance-of

eleTation, of being raised high.

Keaou wo ting leaou pfihgan '^

5^ 7 7* ^ cause or make me

uncomfortable when I he ir it.

Keaou ban
] 0^ to cry out aloud,

from any violent feeluig, either an-

ger or distress.

Keaou hoo woo ying 1 |J$- 4ffi Jf^

to call to, or to invoke, but receive

no answer.

Keaou ko jin lae 1

<tej
A

^j*

call a man here.

Keaou ta lae
| <f{fj^ tell him to

come here.

Keaou hwan shin mo
|, |^. ^ fjJK

what is he calling about?

Kiaou tso shin . mo
j /^ ^ j^

what is he, 01 it called I

5559 Profound; deep re-

tirement; still; quiet.

5560. From disease and

contiirlion. A kind of

cholic. A writhing of

the bowels. Head Kew,

A swelling or rising of

the flesh. Bead Chow,

A slight pain.

ZARX II.

5561. The name of a me-

dicine.

5562. To call out aloud ;

^l"|^ to roar out; to call upon, or

call to; to talk
incoherently ;

the roar or cry of an animal.

5563. A contorted turned

up nose ; a crooked brok-

en like nose. The se-

cond character is pro-

nounced Yaou, and the

third Gaou.

5564. The ancient form of

Keaou J^ an effort of go.

nius, ingenious, fee Kaou.
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.^
^L^

~^f

Skill, ingenuity;

cleverness, referring ori-

g'mally to workmanship.

Skilful i ingenious, that

which is made with skill

and ingenuity. The ex-

cess of ingenuity; craft; deceitful,

wily artifice; intrigue; specious;

shameless lies. A genius. They

say, Ta keaou jS chug 7T

^fzj- Jjlj
a great genius is like a

fool; i. e. be is simple, and dues

not bear the external garb of in-

genuity.' Yin keaou ^. 1 spe-
* L

|

cious, false, illicit gloss.

Plh keuou
1?J

1 a hundred ingenious

contrivances. Sing keaou
)kJ

naturally ingenious and clever.

Ke keaou i I talent; i igenuily.

Ke keaou ^ 1 machinery that is

IA*T i

ingenious; ingenious in operation.

Ke keaou pf*
j

wonderful or extra-

ordinary ingenuity.

Keaou tsechang pwanchue foo 1
|||

1$ ff $} fc a clev" wife is

always allied to a stupid husband.

Keaou ke
^J-

an artful or inge-

nious contrivance.

Keaou yen ling sih "=? fo
^5

specious talk and fair exterior au

over strained effort to please, is rarely

connected with virtue.

Keaou shin
j

Keaou vang 1

Keaou tse'c I

J"j|j-
ready at ingenious

devices.

an ingenious pat-

tern.

5566. Keaou ya

a crouching submissive

nian.er.

5567. A small bird which

builds a nest resembling a

bag on trees. Commonly

called Keaou-foo-naou ^n Bo? &
the ingenious housewife.

5J68. Name of a place.

5569. Hcaott. To lay acrosf

each other ; blended ; to inter-

weave.

5570. Said to be derived

from -^ Ta, in the sense of

man, and to represent the

legs crossed. To blend ;
to unite ;

to connect; to deliver over to; to

exchange ; the intercourse of persons

in society, and of friends. Trade;

commerce. The name of a place.

The part of a garment which sur-

rounds the neck ;
the part which

fi.lds over at the breast. Sean},

keaou /M3 I mutually blended, or

connected, said ofpersons or things.

Ke'e keaou 1 to form friend-

ships ; become intimate with. Tseue

keaou jp |
to dissolve a friend-

/M I

ship; break off an intimacy. Lan

keaou -/fir 1 to be ii.tin.ate with
inn. I

every person one meets. Yu tsew

keaou shwfiy fcW
yffl ^

to mix wine and water.

Keaou chen
^ |nl

to joiniii battle.

Keaou che @" to exchange hos-

tages.

Keaou chub
'

j
to deliver up a

person or thing.

Keaou foo
j

ffi to deliver to ; to

transfer; to pass over to.

Keaou hoo 1 ~G mutually connect-

ed, or blended together.

Keaou yew
| iJjS. a constant com-

panion.

Keaou yew 1 ^ acquaintances.

Keaou ke ^T to transmit to.

Keaou keae
|

v? or Keaou kang

I S^- adjoining boundaries, or

lin.iU.

Keaou keaou
]

I the appearance

of biids flying.

Keaou kea
|

/ftf to pay the price of

a commodity.

Keaou kan FV, excitements of ve-
I AU*

nereal appetite.

Keaou yew I "^ the intercourse of

friends ; a friend.

Keaou te 1
7J&

to deliver over to the

management ot another.

Keaou tsa
| ^j| to mix.

'

Keaou kae tuh
| |^ ^ deliver

over to the said Viceroy (such and

such persons).

Keaou pwan ] $j[
to deliver orer

the platter ; to deliver over the vt hole

of aconce n, commercial or official,

to another person.

Keaou hS >^O
sexual inter-

Keaou tsee
j

^ > course ; incor-

Keaou kow 1 j&J reel and nue-
i /nr

dical phrastology.

-ft

5571. [
\

j Read Heaou or

Keaou. Good; excellent,

beautiful. A suruame. To

blend. See Ileaou.
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5572. Keaou kcaou
J}

The voice of birds. Read

Yaou, Moaning or cr\ing

under the most acute pain or distress.

Wa-jaou \p lascivious sounds;

lewd songs. Yaou yth Ian
|

P& to bite a mouthful, or as much

as may lie swallowed at onre. Yaoti

1 V rifR rt'swan tseS tsze y^ vffi ~j-

To gnaw letters and chew charac-

ters; to ruminate or study the

meaning of words. Read Heac, The

sound of wind.

>573. Beautiful ; hand-

some ; pretty; clever;

crafty; intriguing. Read

Ho ,io u, Lewd, lascivious.

557 *. [
> '

] From hand

and to lay across. To

place in opposition to ; to

compare ; to select ; to examine
;

to discuss the rights of; impetuous,

irritated feeling; disorder; to re-

venge. To oppose or question

the commands of a Sovereign or a

father ; to argue or di. pule with a

person who has offended one.

5573. To receive any thing

with the haud. One says,

Perverse.

5576. [
'
] From transverse

and wood. Bars crossed, to

ci.nfine a criminal ; a cage

for w ild Leasts ; kind of stocks for the

f, rt ; to oppose as with sticks or

bludgeons. To compare strength ;

to fight; to examine and compare.

To collate books or manuscripts.

Read Tlcaou, A school. A fence to

keep in horses. Compare with

Heaou. Kaou hcaou y^
to examine and compare; to adjust.

Ke keaou
|j4- |

to compare plans ;

plans to he compared.

Keaou ching
'

jj-
to correct and

prepare a book for the press.

Keaou le:ing \ ^ to compare mat-

ters; to measure and adjust

t _*-_ 5577. [\ ] A crafty little

A^M black cur, with a 1-irge

^. mouth, found amongst the

Tartars ; an animal resembling a

dog; artful; crafty; maddened;

wild ; perverse ; disorderly. Keen

keaou xF villainously, traitor-

ously, crafty.

Keaou cha ^p\ artful, crafty,

Kwei keaou
gjg |

J deceitful ;

lying, cunning, fraudulent, cheating.

Keaou hwuy
] |^"l crafty, tricky,

Keaou hwi
] ^j-J fraudulent.

Keaou le
| ^ maddened ; ungovern-

able as an enraged horse.

Keaou lac
j

BiB to remove a charge

from one's self and lay it on some

other person in an artful crafty

manner.

Keaou tung ^ 1 a specious artful

boy ;
a good looking fraudulent

youth.

5578. [
v
] A companion

of whiteness or lustre. The

lustre of the moon ; the

shining whiteness of the sun. White

colour. A surname.

Keaou keaou

Keaou keih

Keaou pTh

tre; eff ul gence.

")

Pure white;

]ji
> white and

Q *

shining ; lus-

5579. To look asquint.

The second character is

read Maou.

5580. Keaou gaou

name of an ancient city.

5581. From a tilk *lr/ng-and

\owritheor twist To wrap

round and twist ; to strangle.

Read Heaou, A yellowish colour;

a string or sash with which clothes

are fastened. Chen kcaou
|j|| j

to entwine or wrap round.

Keaou tow poo 1 ^ ^ a doth to

wrap round the head.

Keaou e 1 f& to strangle to death,

often means to hang one's self.

Keaou Ian
] ^ to twist a rope.

Keaou fan i n\l to strangle a crimi-
I J J-^

nal, in China the sufferer has his

arms extended on a cross ; a cord

is first twisted round the ancles,

next round the waist, and then

round the neck, and finally round

the wrist. Bribes are given to have

the cord first twisted round the neck.

5582. [
-

J A kind of cro-

codile found in the Yang-

tsze keang, said to weigh

two thousand catties ; to have four

feet, and to rctcmblea snake ; other-

wise called
| Jj^ Keaou-lung.
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5583. [
-

] Grass or hay.

Nameofa plant used as a

vegetable. Read Keaou,

The root of a plant.

Keaou sun
| Jd a ve-

getable sprout.

~-w" 5584. Keaou-leaou
'[

small drawers or teowsers.

5586. The bones of the leg.

Keaou che
jjLjj-

ancient name of

Cochinchina or Tonking.

1^5586. [ /-] A certain crook-

ed piece of iron or copper

by the side of a esrriagc,

compared to horns or ears. A basket

or trunk attached to a cart; to push

PS with a horn ; to compare strength ;

to compare; a general view or state-

ment of. In the sense of wrang-

ling, read KcS. Ta kaou "^

generally ; taken by the lump ; an

average; an islimate. Kean Ie:ing

jljf
or Pe keaou J^ to

compare and measure; to argiie or

dispute with.

Keaou chung 1 1J| heavier.

KVaou che
j ^ compared with it.

Kiaou tsaou J.,', sooner.

558-7.
[

-
] Waste land or

common, outside a city or a

state. The name of a sacri-

fice; name of a particular place.

Ke.iou.yay f||
i land outside a

ieucuyuen ] JfjfJ
city ; a com-

ij a waste; a wilderness.

5588. The Pin on which a

binge turns; a hinge or

joint; to insert metals as an

ornament.

Keang taou 77\ a culling '"-

Keaou tseen 'iW ) strument that
J ^7

moves on a hinge ; scissars, called

also Tseen taou H' TT
//ifi / *

,

Ting Keaou ah"
j

lh^ pin of a hingei

5589. A kind of leather purse

or bag.

5590. Keaon pS
j
J%

unhandsome; inelegint.

Keaou gaou
jSpj||

lar^e

head and sunken eyes.

5591. Keaou urh fa&

p:stry enclosing meat of.

various kinds; a kind of

mince pie.

5592. f
-
] The bones of

the leg near the anckle. One

says, The joints of the seve-

ral bones.

5593. [-] A species of squalus

or dog fish, from which the

Chinese obtain shagreen; the

tail is three or four cubits long, with

a string at the end ; a kind of shark

or sea fox. Name ofian office. Keaou-

jin
j /^

a sea monster whose

tears become pearJs.

5594. Keaou or Y5. From

wh :
te and to let. foosa. A

gliding flowing appearance ;

appearing to pass away ;
a song. Read

Keih, Respect.

3595. [.] Forms part of

the. name of sever.ii birds.

5596. f s] To do, to act.

Head Keaou,. 1 ^ keaou

hing, To obtain by a lucky

occurrence what one has no right to.

5597. From mouth and let

loose. To roar or call out;

loud vociferating noise. Used,

as a numeral of horses. Read Keih,

To call. Ma urh tseen keaou Jii

^T*
J

two thousand horses.

Keang hoo 1
Ijfi^

to call out.

Keaou jen urh kflh 1 OK. jm -3&

cried and wept.

Kciou-keMou dceP n llo*

sound.

Keaou ying
j

Rtfi to answer in a loud

abrupt manner.

5598. Poor land*

5599. [f] To go round;

either to ward off, or to cir-

cumvent, or to seek to ob-

tain ; to assume ; a kind of fence

consisting of spokes, in t'..e water,

to keep off barbarians. A small road.

Read Yaou, To screen or ward off.

Hing been keaou hing fr" TO?
I J I^W I

gE to do what is dangerous from an

improper desire to.obtain good for-

tune.

Keaou full
| j|g

to seek for hap-

piness, or temporal good.

Keaou hing
'

ifS? some fortunate

coincidence by which one succeeds ;_
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not by right or merit, to seek some

good at all risks and to succeed.

Keaoti meaou 1 -/H/ profound and

mysterious.

5600. [-] Lucky; fortunate.

Same as the preceding.

Read Keih, Haste;

hasty ; precipitate

disposition. Keaou-

leaou I lt& to stale

to in a sincere and faithful manner.

5601. Keaou or Keth,

To beat ; to flog, as with

i a horse whip; to strike

by the side
; to grasp hold

of.

5602. Wp;-ers or bandages

for the leg, to strengthen

the muscles of the legs, used

by people who travel, and carry

burdens on foot.

5603. Clear; bright; white

and luminous.

Keaou jfh la clear day.

5C04. [v] The white lustre

of some precious stones.

White, luminous, refulgent.

5605. Keaou or Kefh. A

young wolf.

5606. Uneven stones; rocky

and uneven. Read Hlh,To

engrave or cut deeply; real,

solid.

PART II. K i

5607. The eyes fixed;

motionless; clear, bright.

5608. [
'

] A cavity ; a

hole; hollow; an interstice;

an aperture; an opening;

a fit time ; the passages of an animal

body areexprcssed bj Kew kcaou
jf_^

the nine orifices. The superior

seven about the luad, pertain to the

Yang JI& energy ; the two inferior

ones to Yin Kfe Pih keaou ^j j

all the pores. Sin keaou f^ ]

the apertures of the heart; theiuter-

nal passages; the apertures of the

mind; Sages have seven. Perspica-

city and clear discernment, is express-

ed by having these supposed inlets

of knowledge open, and the reverse

by their being shut; hence they say of

an impenetrably stupid person, Yfh-

keaou pnh lung
| ^ jg

that not one aperture is permeable ;

he is most impenetrably dull.

5609. [\] Read ChS, Tied

or attached to; hankering

after. Read Keaou, To

writ lie about ;
a wrapper

for the leg ; to deliver up;

to give to a superior.

Read HTh, Thetapenhich

strengthens the hem of

if t

a garment. Wan keaou
-j

to pay or deliver up the whole; to

clear the account.

Keaou jaou 1

j|
to wind round.

Keaou keuen ^ to give up

papers at an examination of tho

literati.

Keaon dhang
'

JQ 1 to present or

Ching keaou En I J deliver up to.

5610. Any metal handle or

knob
l.y which to lift any

vessel or utensil; the Chi-

nese call such handles An ear.

5611. [c-] From Yaou,

Pleasing and elegant, with

Kaon, High, abbreviated.

High ; hi^h and bent back, as if still

looking higher. Curved; bent;

hooked A surname ; a man's name.

Occurs denoting Proud ; idle and

dissipated. Keiou, further denotes

The poles ofa sedan chair beingcurved

in a particular way. Kowjooyu keaou

"rJ $P ^j I

bent or curved like

curling feathc-rs. Read Kcaou, in

the sense of Keaou JS$j Proud.
"WO

Teen hea che keaou keih ch5 che

the empire began to be discontented

and rapacious.

Keaou keih
]

st the mind disquiet-

ed or discontented.

Keaou urh yay 1

sipated and wild.

Keaou mflh luy

cies of tall trees.

proud, dis-

B the spe-

5612. High. An inn, or lodg-

ing pltc^ for a stranger. To

dwell in a temporary abode.

A surname.
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5613. Not to know; to be

ignorant of. A local word,

uscil to affirm, / do not

ktunt. The Dictionaries Tsec-um

and Luy-peen, define it, A distorted

mouth.

5614. [-] Delicate, tender,

to bring up delicately as the

children of the rich; elegant

form and manner; a woman's name

famous in history; a certain kind of

wine. Yaou keaou tjf- \
fairies ;

spritei.

Keaou klh
' ^ term of respect to

a daughter's husband.

Keaou jow neu tsze
J ^fc

"f
~f~

a delicate female.

Keaou Uze
\ ^ delicate and hand-

some.

Keaou yang ] ^ to nurse tenderly

said also morally of abetting a per-

son
1
* vices.

v

j
5615. The lofty peak

of a mountain ;
a point-

ed summit where wa-

ter cannot remain.

Name of a hill. A

mountain pass.

5616. The waistband of

drawers or trowsers.

5617. To draw; to pull a

5618. A low minded man

flushed with success ; high

fpj looks; idle, loose, dissipated,

self indulgent; assuming and insolent.

5619.
[

1 ] To raise or lift

the hand; false; deceitful;

to straighten; to grasp firm-

ly; firm; unbending; unyielding;

to take; to select; to crook or

straighten by the application of fire.

5620. C/c-] A plank; a

plank laid across a stream.

A bridge; any utensil which

has a cross bar. Name of a wood. A

surname. Used to denote Proud ;

perverse ; insolent. Forms part of the

name ofa place. Used for a carriage.

Rapid motion. Ho keaou
j'ilj

bridges over riyers were first made

B. C. 900. Mfih keaou 7^
a wooden bridge. Shlh keaou

~fa j

a stone bridge. Te'8 keaou^ j

an iron bridge. Rang keaou 45
w*&* I

a bridge formed by suspended ropes,

KeHh keaou R3
J

to bend a bridge,

denotes Great strength.

The motion of fire.

5622. [\] An arrow issu-

ing forth. To straighten

w'lat was *>ef Te crooked ;

to make crooked what was pre-

riously straight, is expressed by Jow

U. To straighten the perverse or
J^T^

viciousdispositions ofpeople; to rec-

tify in amoral sense. Used in the

sense of Keaou false, deceitful ;

assuming; to raise; to fly; strong;

robust; obstinate. A surname.

Keaou keaou 1 I strong, valorous ;

brave ; to raise on high.

Keaou tsing
j

'! a fraudulent dis-

position

5623. The blossoms of grassf*

and of grain, adorned with

flowers, and high luxuriant

growth.

5634. [
-
] A large reed or

tube, which gives a loud

sound. Read Scaou, in the

same sense. One says, An instrument

of husbandry.

5625. The waistband of

trowsers ; trowsers which

reach down to the heel.

Read Ke5, A kind of straw sandab.

%L5686. [ c- ] Name ofa place.

5627. [
^

] A specious lo-

quacity; to instigate to

crime.

Kew keaou M>
'

to excite to sedi-

tion or conspiracy by specious decla-

ration ; one who causes others to of-

fend ; a sower of (edition.

5628. To walk nimbly ; to

trip lightly ; to climb trees

with celerity ; strong.

Keaou-kcaou 1 to walk ; to go.

5629. [
<
] To raise the

feet and walk, or climb

high. Strong, martial

appearance, applied

-
] also to horse* march-

ing ; prancing. Re-

iterated in the same sense. Also read
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Ke5, Tickled, pleased, as by success.

Proud. Straw samlals.

Keaoo jen &/ to trip lightly but

insecurely.

Ke5 keaoa suih shang $$ j Jj|t J^
to place the feet upon the knees.

5630. [
'
] Originally denot-

ed a wheeled vehicle; a

carriage; now arplied to a

vehicle carried on men's shoulders.

A cedan chair. Tsosze jin keaou

&
[/Q J\^ I to go in a chair

with four hearer?, the people are

allowed two only. PS keaou /^
a chair carried by eight bearers.

Keaou foo 1 ^ chair bearers.

Keaou e keu juen 1 p :Ji
^J|

the chair had
already gone offa

long way.

Keaou keang
j |

the pole of a

sedan ch;iir.

Keaou man chayleaou 1 ftS >flfe ~7*
'at XS J

icreened by the chair blijids.

Keaou tsze
^ -^ or Yih shing keaou

tsze .

ajj| JJ-
a sedan chair.

Keaou kwei te 1 %M
Jf

tne bottom

part of a chair in which the Chinese

place; luggage.

Keaou tan 1 ^H
the short pole for

carrying a chair which lies on the

men's shoulders when there are four

bearers.

5631. A plank or sledge

for travelling through

mud. Shing keaou 5iE

I to ride on a sledge or

sled.

proud and extra-

proud, haughty

E the haughty

5632. [
-

] A horse six

cubits high) a wild horse ;

strong ; ungovernable ; self

confident ( self indulgence; pride.

Haughty air ; to be proud. Read

Heaou, A short nosed dog. Tun

keaou 4ft impetuous j uncon-
l>s |

troulable.

Keaou ch.iy |

vagant.

Keaou die
|

mind.

Keaou gaou

prancing air, the proud gait of a

horse; pride and self indulgence:

Keaou gaou I jMf to be proud and

haughty ; overbearing.

Keaou king
j ^ proud and as-

suming.

Keaou chay yin tan 5fe JrC
5<j[>

I /& <-*- /yv

pride, extravagance, and obscene

prate.

5633. The name of a fish.

6634. [
-

] Name ofa bird.

5635. [-] Read Yaou.

Teaou yaou, A tribe of

short foreigners, situated

on the south-west. They are said to

be bnt three cubits high.

Keaou-hing 1 /fe to obtain, or suc-

ceed by some lucky coincidence; in

this sense, same as /fSy Keaou.

5636. [
-

] Irregular, uneven,

yi
"

Poor

5637. [
-

] To sprinkle, to

cast a MM. ill quantity of

water on, as in watering

plants. Read Leaou, Water whirling

round. Read Gaou, A man's name.

Keaou hwa
| j^ to water flowers.

Keaou le

J ^ ! destitute of feel-

Keaou p5
J ^ J ; ng, ungrateful.

5638. Keaou or Yaou,

Stony, stiff, barren land.

Keaou te
] ^ poor, stony bad

land.

5639. [ c- ] Long feathers

of a tail; numerous; to

elevate ; to raise , to excite ;

highly elevated ; dangerous, distant;

suspended ; a certain flag or banner.

Keaou fi 1
fSj-?

to raise or excite,

applied to the thoughts.

Keaou ke
J
Xp to stand erect, or on

tip toe.

Keaou-keaou dangerous, in

danger said ofa house or family.

Keaou show
j "^ to raise the head

to hold it high ; to look with hope.

5640. Leen-keaou
^t

Han leen-tsze S
name ofa plant found '..-.

great abundance in vallies.

5641. To trip lightly; to

raise the feet high ; to rise

or to ascend high.

5648. The ends of an axle

tree
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;
5643 Lcatu, or Lev, Tafy

high.

5644. Boasting; talking Dig ;

alarm or surprise. Read

Kaou, The crowing of a

cock. Read Paou, Bombast; inflat-

ed or flowery talking, without any

reality. Paou paou, Sound, noise.

Read Leaou or Laou. Leaou-taou

I

ppj; many words ; verbose. Read

Mew. Syn. with Mew |p. Kwang-

chay che wang yen yay ^ ^
ijp

==" -n] the irregular confused

talk of a madman.

5645. Yaou keaou *&
a distorted face; sunken

eyes.

5646. [
- f ] An adhesive

si.bstance m^de of skins,

horns and various other

materials ; glue. To cause to adhere

firmly, to glue ; pertinancious ; bigot-

ed adherence to; consp'red together;

perverse. Name of an ancient school.

Name of a river; name of a plate.

\ surname. Deceitful. Yu keaou

ptf 1 glue made from fish. New-

pe keaou -tt-
j[J? glue made

from cow's skin. Leu keaou
j|g |

mule, or asses' glue, a famous Chi-

nese medicine, also called -j^ ^
ta" I Kew teen kung keaou, nd

||pT
1 O-kcaou. Tung keaou

t|3

I a school or college.

Keaou koo poo lung [ffi
fa }n]

I *
*

I ** T

obstinate and impenetrable.

Keou ko 1
jjjL

the purer air which

ascends; levity; unsfttlcdness, un-

steadiness ; crossing or running im-

petuously.

IVm;; sliinjoo keaou 'j^^^Jl |

1

Keaou tseih seang [tow
j ^/|'|{^s(J

as intimate as glue and varnish.

5547. [
-

] A long distant

appearance ; confused ; dis-

orderly. Keaou ks
|

SK

the appearance or figure of halberds

01 1 nces; rapid motion, as of spears

in fencing; inlricate.

56 8 [
-

] To ber.t or strike

from ihe side, as in healing

a drum ;
a stout club or

cudgel with which to beat or strike.

Tuy keaou^ 1 to beat the time

or qua: tity, with the hand, when

composing verses. Tlie pjact:ce of

^^ IK ^^ Sootunghoo, a famous

poet under the Sung dynasty.

Keaou koo i/ to beat a drum.

Keaou king 1 JB to beat the watch

at nights.

Keaou mun 1 PH to knock at a door.

5649. [ c- J High ; lofty.

% ^. 5650. [
c- ] Commonly read

^f/v Chaou, To invite or make

V V-* a signal to with the hand.

Read Keaou, To raise; to rouse; to

excite.

5051. [c ] Read Kcaoi-,

To awaken from a dream.

To awaken from sleep.

Read Kofi, To advert ;
to notice.

\*&3 5fi59 ' To r<""f the

J'lj^J^ action To stir and throw

''I ^t'/ into disorder; to excite eon-

fusion; to trouble or annoy the

mind.

Keaou jaou
fe|;

to make distur-

bance in society.

Keaou chuen
'j

jfcE to stir round

any thing (wiling.

Keaou Iwan teVn hea 1 Sf ^P ~I\

threw the vorld into disorder; to

disturb the peace of the Empire as

by banditti.

5653. A hole dug in the

earth. A deep recepta-

cle under ground; a ca-

vern ,- a den
;
a deep hole;

a profound recess or si-

nus. Read Leaou, The

appearance of a deep

cavern. Name ofa pl.ice.

Keaou kow 1
[J

the

mouth of a cavern.

5634. [/ ] The forces of

wine used to nise dough;

fermenting sul,stance ; a

kind of yeast ; K-aven. Keaou

meen ping
^ffi jjjf.

leavened

whcnten bre:id.

^^_ 4
Fa keaou ^ I

"|

to raise with fer-

Ke keaou j 1
J mcnting sub-

stance , to leaven.

5655. To call or roar out ;

to make a clamorous noise.
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5656.
[

- '
] From to

imitate, a child, and to

beat. Superiors giving

inferiors something to

imitate ; viz. A precept ;

a rule ; a law. To teach ;

_ to instruct ; that which

_H fr is taught ; a system of

jf jf opinions or a religion.

To command; to order.

Keaou mun
| I"]

com-

monly denotes the Mo-

hammedans j but italso

means Religion or sect generally.

San keaou t:

j

t|,e three sects, of

Confucius,ofBuddha and ofTaou-sze

LeTh keaou j or She keaou

g I

to propound or establish a

system of doctrines. Shing jin e

shin taou shg keaou HJ2 A W Sift

*=. <
aa/v**W

3G &%.
the sa es 'y divine

principles established a system of

instruction. Tsfh keaou 4-
]

the seven lubjects of instruction ; 1,

Father and son, 2, Brothers; 3,

Husband and wife; 4, Prince and

statesmen; 5, The old and the

young ; 6, Host and guest ; aud 7,

Friends.

Keaou hwuy ^ ^ to instruct; to

teach.

Keaou hw.i 1
|

to change, or re-

form by instruction.

Keiou heun
| pit!

to give instruc-

tions and admonitions to.

Keiou kwan 1
|JB*

a school ; a place

of instruction.

Keaou kwan 1g an official su-

perintendent of the junior literati.

Keaou sze 1
}|]j

an instructor in a

low sense ;
a teacher of.

Keaou show
j ^ a kind of literary

snperintendant in a Foo district,

the appointment is for life. His

assistant is called
gjll JM Heun-

taou. Keaou yu I

="|j
a situa-

tion in a He'en district, of the same

nature as the preceding. His assis-

tant is also called Heuu.taou.

5657. Name of a hird charged

with undutifulness to its

parent, and cruelty to its

offspring. Strong-, wicked; to hang

a human head on a pole. The top

of a hill. A surname. Name of a

plant.

Keaou he'en 1
Kj deep hollow eye>.

Keaou heung 1
^||

a wicked vici-

ous man.

Keaou show 1 fa to hang a crimi-
I 9-1

nal's head in a cage on the top of a

pole.

5658. An animal found in

the water resembling a snake,

and having four feet; capa-

ble of injuring man; a species of

Lacertn.

5659. To yalue one's felf;

to pay attention or regard

to onc'i self.

i 5660. Thick eye brows.

5661. To suspend upside

down ; a head hung up

with the hair hanging

down. Now written'JH
Keaou.

PABR it.
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KEAY. CXXTH SYLLABLE.

Canton Dialect, Kay.

%
I

5662. Name of a plant; name

of an ancient state; name of

a place. A surname. Woo

[
1 a medicinal plant. .

Ar/ W
5663. Keay or Kea, Moun-

tain clad with forests.

|J
KEE.

5664. Keaylanfuh ^ j||

|

a denomination of Bud-

dhii, applied also to the

Chinese Mars, Kwanfootsze.

5665. Keay, or K^*. SMh-

keay f=& s designation

of Buddha.

5666. Keay or Kea, Grain ;

standing corn.

CXXI ST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kie. Canton Dialect, Keep, Keel, Kal.

'

1-1
* '

<

^ 5667. To branch out gra-

IJ dually, and take hold of; to

twist or entwine about, as

vegetable creepers. See Kew.

^^^ 5668. The appearance of a

j^~ man without his right arm ;

J single. One only ; a rem-

nant; short; behind or last. A
X

spear or halberd with a transverse

pike. Kow kee fa\ 1 a hooked

spear.

Kce kee
| standing or jutting- out ;

alone; a great mosquito. A surname.

5669. Standing corn ; a corn

sheaf.

5670. A kind of dish or

platter.

5671. A bunch of silk or

thread.

5672. A spear with a hook or

transverse pike.

5673. To charge with a

crime face to face; to

question and find people's

secret or clandestine proceedings ; to

interrogate with authority ;
to bring

to light illicit proceedings ; to seize

hold on people's defects or faults.

5674. From a sword, or

strength, or a sharp wea-

pon, and to take away.

To take by yiolence;

to plunder; to rob.

One of the Kulpus of

the Buddha sect, and

seems to answer to the

( pliitonir or great year,

consisting of from 24,000

to 25,000 years, when

the world will begin anew.

Take
^-J j

to rob,

to plunder. Keangtaou

rubbers, plunderers.
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Tow ying kee cliae
fjjjf /|j* ]

31? to attack and plunder a camp.

Kee taou
j "^ a robber or plunderer.

Kce lefi
j

JW to seize as robbers or

banditti do; to plunder.

Tine te yflh chungshow koo woo pin

lEf 1 to suffer in liell five hundred

ages. Wan kee mo shuh
|jlj

1 ]]

|^ ten thousand ages (of uffering)

cannot atone for it.

1
%

1
5675 ' From

ff I -i and to g-o away. Co^vard-

I ^\ ly ; timid; fearfal; afraid

to face an enemy; weak.

Wei kee Bi
j

fearful,

apprehensive.

Ke'g-shih-rae-urh -Sfc

Cashmere, in Central Asia.

56T6. Weakened by disease ;

weak; languid.

56T7. [c] Name of an

insect.

. Keth. Good,felicHous.

% % 5679. The hands and the

J/^J^ mouth both engaged , em-

^ |_2 barrussed. Plucking plants

with the hands and nails. To urge;

to perplex; to embarrass.

Keg keu
j ^ embarrassed for want

of money ; perplexed ; distressed ; ap-

plied to merchants in embarrassed

circumstances.

\ \ 5680. One species of the

fFj,^ orange. Kee tsze 1 -J-

\J the mandarin orange. Kce

kaou
| jjM

the wheel for raising

water, used by Chinese husbandmen.

Said to have been invented by one

of Confucius' pupils.

KeekSng
j jfc|

name of a medicine.

Kee ping 1
Tpf

a kind of sweet cake.

I
^ %

IT
5681. Wild; mad; cunning.

Kee keQh
^ ^|jj

name of

an animal found in the west,

its body emits an odour: it has no

skin.

5682. To tie ; to knot ; to

contract; to bind; to draw

or collect together ; curved ;

important j a knot ; a bond ; an en-

gagement. Keg leaou
|

T
tied

; knotted ; fixed ; consummated.

W5n kiig
Hi J

to have something

lying upon the mind. Te kee &
fill

to tie or bind two together.

Kan keg ~t
|

a voluntary bond

or engagement to do something

often required by the government.

Pa kee
^ j

to form extensive

connexions; to unite people to one's

self, to make due preparation. GSn

piih nang keg^ ^ j|jj j
faTO rs

cannot hind him. Ta kee j:T

to tie a knot.

Kee chow
j J7/1

to form an enmity ^

Kee yuen 1 !$-J to induce a per-
I /Btl

son's resentment.

Keg keaou
| ^^ united in friendly

intimacy.

Keg new
J ;jj[

to twist and twine;

to adhere pertinaciously
to tome-

thing.

Ke shing 1 ^ to tie a lniiR nr

cord.

Kee tang I ^a!i' to form a con-
I 7.V."

spiracy; to unite as banditti.

Ke'g tsin 1 3&1 to form a matrimonial
! 'jyL

connexion.

Kee tsae A i/T festoons; silk knot-

ed to form a kind of garland which

is hung round a room.

Ke kwo
'

j& to form or bear fruit-

5633. Name of a plant.

5684. A hook or sickle.

5685. [
c ] To interrogate ;

to question with authority,

as a magistrate; to investi-

gate strictly, for the purpose of cor-

recting and punishing; to reprehend ;

tochastise; to prohibit.

Keg choo
1j j|^

lo examine and

punish an offender.

Kee chaou 1
BJ3

a clear mOTning.

Kee kew 1 yflo scrutinize narrowly.

5686. To pull up the clothes;

to hold up the lower gar-

Lf ments as if carrjing some-

thing in an apron.

56S7. Xaroe of an insect.

5688 To jump; to leap.
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56^9. A wishful, longing

appearance. Head 116, and

Hoi, Breathing -, panting.

5690. A thoughtful ap-

pearance.

5691. Diseased breathing.

5692. A sheaf of grain.

5693. The fruit ofa certain

plant. Name of a coin;

Name of a hill. A surname.

Ming keg 3J a certain felici-

tous plant of the age of the famous

king Yaou.

5091. Keg teg ntfr:
j

a

sind! butterfly or moth.

5695. To prate; to talk pe-

dantically of
antiquity. A

man's name. Che kee
jf

I

to prate about the ancient Sages,

and cause confusion to the present

5696. Keg or Kei, Under

the arm; the arm pit.

5697. The side of the face;

the jaw; the instruments

for receiving and masticat-

ing food, and of articulating words.

The name of a place. Forms part

of the name of a bird.

Kec-kfih
| >i'}' 1

the jawbone,

Keu-keu
|

jt[ f the jaws.

5698 Krc- or Kra, A kind

of basket for containing

clothes; to put into a basket.

5699. Kee, TIee, or Tseg.

i Tickled and pleased by

5700. The mind satisfied;

gratified , chearful ; pleas-

ed.

Kee sin j^ a chearful, content-

ed mind.

5701. To blow; to pant.

Read ShS, To pant after;

to desire.

5702. Diseased
breathing;

ashortness of breath.

5703. A kind ofbasket or

other vessel to contain

things ; the name of a hill.

Ht-aJ How, An instrument of music.

Ke'S sze a scholar's basket for

his books and clothes.

Jj|j
570*. /7S. A prohibitive and

interrogative particle.

5705. Ke or Keg. Repeat-

ed, Ke ke
] j

the ap-

pearance of using violent

effort. Urgent ; with haste. A mar-

til appearance. A bamboo rod. To

cease; to stop. Ke kew w
certain verses, or enigmatical sen.

tences of the Sect Fun. Keang fuh

ke
=jp| jijjj |

to rehearse, or ex-

plain the enigmas of Fish.

5706. Keu keg Vg^K
to make a great breach on

an enemy or set of banditti.

Also read O.

57 01. A hill or mountain

slanding alone ; a stone table.

G6kee
j jto| hilly, moun-

tainous.

5708. To desist ; to rest ; to

stop. Read K5, To covet

Read H8, To be afraid.

5:09. To raise high; to

lift up one's clothes as

when fording a stream;

a carriage going with

rapidity; to take upon

one's self; to bear; to

support; to be answerable for, to state

to superiors. Nelh ming keg te'5

rwi /> 1 J.U
J*L T '

I ipp
an anonymous

accusation, addressed to government,

pasted up about the town: said to

be a capital crime.

Keechay
] ^ an odoriferous plant.

Keetseay
j ^j

; to borrow.

KeStsze
j l^^abond given when

IPP
(

Hi. ) one borrows mo-

ney.

Kc'g te'8 I
[hi']

a statement ^declara-

tion ; a deposition, pasted up against

the walli of the streets; a placard.
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5710. A stick thrust into the

ground over the grave of

a person who has died on

the high way, and having his name

inscribed on it.

Kee choo *M a board with any

memorandum written upon it, and a

seal attached to it ;
a board with a

person's crime written on it. A

certain musical instrument. Tuh-

kee^ |

bald headed.

Ijjj
3 a certain wooden ves-

sel or plotter.

5711. Without water, applied

to plants. Read KS,

Thirsty.

5712. A rock standing alone;

stone tablet; around tab-

let, the motion of the fea-

thered tribes. Read Kei, An angry

appearance.

Kee shin
j ^ a rock or tablet.

5713. To carry to the ut-

most point; to exhaust; the

highest degree ; to try to the

utmost. To destroy ; passing to the

extreme, and commencing again; re-

volving in a circle, as the five

elements are supposed to do.

Ke'8 cbing
J Sjw perfectly ; sincere;

to carry sincerity to the utmost

degree.

Kee leih
-ft

to exert all one's

strength ; to do one's utmost.

57 1 4. To bear ; to support ;

to raise ; to lift up.

*ART II. M 5

KEE

5715. A strong, violent sheep;

the name of a place.

Kee yang 3E to castrate a sheep.

5716. Kin kee <fe j
certain

metal ornaments of a drum.

5717. To leave a place ; to

depart ; to go away. A mar-

tial appearance,

5718. Keg, or Kei. To cut

or carve ingeniously. To

cut or make a memorandum

on a bamboo ; hence, the word Ke

a contract
; a bond.

5719 Name of a river;

clean; pure.

5720. Read Ke, A bond ;

that form of bond which

succeeded knotted cords in

ancient times, consisting of two parts,

corresponding to the modern check

ofEurope; it was used also in the

government, one half being retained

by the prince, and the other half given

to the person serving; close union of

friends. An utensil for scorching tor-

toise shells, in reference to divination.

Timid. Read Se'g, A surname.

Read Kes, Enduring suffering ; se-

parated from friends; wide open

place. To carve; to cut off; to

terminate. Read Keih, Name of a

northern tribe. To play. Shoo-kee"

^ a bond ; a written agree-

ment.
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Ke kw
| HU Wide open place;

widely or long separated from friends.

5?l A hook or sickle for

reaping grain. To cut*

toc::rve; to ornament by

engraving; to cut off; to

terminate. Also read Ke.

K"
I'
3

1 J^ to 'll-

treat; torulelyrannically.

5722. To take hold of with

the hand; to support; to

hold up; to put in order; to

adjust alone. Read Ke, To cut or

break off. To write upon a board

in reference to the usage of prisons.

Tekee^fi j
to hold up; to lift;

to support

5723. ReadKe, To cut or

engrave. Read Kee, To

cut off; to deprive of. Re-

Kee kee
J

mournful;

sorry.

5724. The end ofa thread nf

hemp. Clean; pure; right-

ly adjusted j to measure; to^

restrict, to reduce to rule or to order;

applied to the waters of the deluge.

Ke? tS 1E to measure; to adjust;
I f-3^^

to limit.

KeS tsing I 3a(Uire and tranquil.
I TJ

Kee tsze
^ |j| plentiful.

Keeee yC
j |^1 to bind; to re-

8 kee
|^ |

J ilrict

5725. To eat.
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5786. Ke?-kaou

a machine for drawing

water. The Chinese hus-

bandman's water wheel.

5727. Pure ; clear; clean,

used boll) physically and

morally. Keg sin

'L^ a P re mind: Kec

ming how seu 1
Jjz

IK

7 I have prepared pure

tea and wait for your com-

pany to converse; writ-

ten on invitation) cards.

Keg tsing
|

-/p? pure

and clear. Keg tsing

)4&- pure and clean.

KEEN

5728. Cruel; fierce; mur-

derous; banditti cruelly

murdering many persons.

To raise or lift, as lifting-

) stones to throw at men.

One man of a thousand;

i.e. superior !ou thousand
;

a fowl roasting. A sur-

name. Ke'e ke'g
4-jT

figure or external appearance ot

5729. The shooting forth of

grain; eminent virtue and

talents. Proud. Tsae tin

die e yu chung chay, yug Tseun-kee"

KEEN

j

talents and virtue superior to

the rest of mankind, is expressed by

Tseun keg.

Ying ke ^E a person eminent

for virtue and talents, a heto or

heroine.

5730. To overshadow or

cover.

5T31. Ke6 yg 1 S a high

mountain.

5732. Appearance of grain

budding forth ;
corn be-

ginning to ear. Used also

to denote chaff.

5733. Read Keg, and Keih.

For ; instead of. Read Kea,

To stumble.

5734. Ke'g or Ke, Accu-

mulated earth; dirt; or filth.

SeshTh. ko e keu kow ke

R tf
; if El '#

a washing stone can remove an ac-

cumulation of dirt or filth.

KEEN.- CXXIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuicript Dictionary, Keen. Peking Dialect, Cheen. Canton Dialect, Heem,

5735. [*] To gape and

yawn; to stretch one's

self as when wearied and

fatigued. A want of ani-

mat spirits; hence, Want

or insufficiency. To owe;

to be wanting to; to be deficient in.

Name of a river. For money merely

iue, they used f Kae, at a more de-

licate expression. Keen chae hwan

tseen
J |p| :g ^ | et him who

owes pay the money ; i. e. he who

has done the misdeed must pay the

forfeit.

Keen heang 1 jS a debt ; a sum

owing.

Keen shin
j -jfe

to yawn and stretch

one's ielf.

Keen jin tseen yin A
&j|

ft

to owe people money.

Keen jin soo muh
* k yfr E

|
to

owe sums standing on people's booki.

J * 5736. [] Name of a plant

jrj known by various names,

^^^. as cock's head, goose's

head, and crow'g-head.
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/^V5737.
Kin. The present time,

in contradistinction from the

past and thefuture.

5738. Keen cho

A performer on a musical

instrument. Also read

King, Great; attentive; careful.

5739. Name of a hill.

*740. The heart set upon
tlie present moment. Hasty;

precipitate disposition. Kin-

ke 1 )Mt-
I 'fB.. impetuously urging a

close or termination of

5741. What the hand is now

upon; present possession,

or
occupation; to record,

or remember. Read Kin, To grasp

hold of; to catch; to seize.

^LjL
5748> Read Keen, Below,

^P~~W
at the foot of, or under a

^ / bank or precipice; to take

hold of with the
fingers. Read Kin,

To grasp; to seize. Read Kan, Kan
ke

j ^ irregular; uneven; in-

complete.

5743. A repressed laugh; a

mile; possessed of much

knowledge and wisdom.

ReadHeen, To desire. Read Kan,
Below a bank.

5744. [t--] Keen to
<

$
a

large plough ; a certain

fastening of the wheel of a

carnage; military weapons for shut-

ting up rooms; a kind of lock; the

KEEN

handle of a spear; name of a hill;

Read Han, Iron tongi. Kow keen

pjt j

name of a star.

Keen ke
J ={^

a kind of seal used

by non-commissioned officers, com-

monly made of copper or brass.

5745. [c-] The claws of a

crab. Read Kin, Insects

following in succession.

5746.
[
c-

] Rkck ; black

hair. Keen show 1
"|i"

the black-heads, a de-

signation of the people,

introduced by Tsin, the

first universal monarch

of the Chinese states. Some say, the

phrase was introduced from having

black cloth rolled round the head ;

the people are otherwise called 3

p^ ie min, which also alludes to

their black heads.

5747. The name of a

principality, of a district,

and of a
divinity. A sur-

name. Used for the pre-

ceding. A bird pecking;
to peck as a bird,

574S. [*] From man and cow,

because a cow is a
large

animal that may be shared.

To divide; to- separate, or dis-

tinguish things ; an indiv idual article;

subject or affair. A particular.

Answers to one? an; a. J5 kan

keen
^jCj- -^ how many arti-

cles, or particulars ? Wfih keen $fy

|

a thing-. Sze keen^ 1 an

affair. Heu to wiih keen "=fc &
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^J I

a great many thin-s. Yih

keen e fuh
J ^ jjg agar_

ment; one piece of dr,-s. Wo jew

yTh keen sze pae t ne^ /^"
-

j

4& ff. jff '^ I have an affair

in which 1 solieit your assistance.

Kd keen
/^. J

every article, or a

variety of articles.

Keen keen too nang
j

$S( -i&

adequate for every individual affair,

or occupation ; expert in every thing.

Pae tse yih keen yih keen ^SE 7if\

1 1

J
arranged in order,

each article apart. Teaou keen 4?-

]

a list of articles, or topics ; an

account; an index. Can keen z$

|

acase in a court of law ; a parti-

cular affair brought before a Magis-

trate.

Lj | 57*9 . To take hold of on

*] 1*1 each side
* to compress as

>|
"

by nippers, to take hold of

with forceps.

Ke'enkow
j p to shut the mouth,

to be afraid to speak.

H
IS

5750. O]To lock; to

shut and fasten; a kind

of lock ; nippers or

tweezers. Keen yu 1

^2.
to forbid to speak ;

to disallow speaking of

the affairs of government.

5751. [c-] Kan, or Kan

tsze
.Ip

a species of

orange; Sweet. Read Keen,
Used in the sense of the following
To put a bit into a horse's mouth.

Keen kow
] p to close the lips and

not speak from fear of punishment.
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5752. [
c- J Tongs ; nippers ;

pincers; tweezers; forceps;

a kind of iron| collar for the

neck of a criminal. To take as with

nippers; to pinch ; to gripe; to injure

as by resentment and hatred ; a term

of abuse. Tee keen ^ ^
iron

forceps or nippers.

Keen-keen vicious, crafty,

irregular conduct.

Keen kow 1 P to gag the mouth;

to put to silence.

Keen choo 1^1 take a fast hold

ofwith tongs or forceps.

,
5753. A light yellow and

dark colour. Name of a

river ;
name of a district

5754. To pluck out or shave

off the hair, as a punishment ;

a kind of purple colour,

probably a criminal's hair was so

dyed.

5755. f
'

] From cSe and

man. To see ; to notice ; to

observe. Seeing; observing;

finding ; finding that. To he impressed

by ; to be affected by ;
to be the

recipient of, in which sence it makes

the passive of verts. Read Been,

To disclose; to expose ;
to manifest;

the present time. Pe keen
[J^

to see the Emperor. Yin keen
fj J

to introduce to an Imperial

audience. Hwuy keen /@" to

assemble or meet with. Seang keen

If-j
1 to see each other. Chwang

keen djfe to bounce upon un-

p.\pc. tedly. To keen to win^ j

$ft 'ill to have seen and heard

much Choo keen
ijf)

1 to see

for the first time it is not then

expedient to talk much.

Keen hing singe \J^^^^
begin to suspect something from

external appearances.

Keen ke 1
^6?

to be refused or

rejected.

Keen kwae
'

'^
to be impressed

with as strange ; to be oftendt-d by.

Keen kwo 1 JpJ to have seen before.
I

S*-*

Keen leang i

|jp
to be excused.

to see a person ;
toKeen meen I

admit him.

Keen seaou 1

Keen-sew 1

Keen-shin
]

Keen sbih kwang ta

extensive knowledge.

Keen tow & to see through; a

clear perception of.

Keen king sing tsing
| 4||

/ |^
to act as circumstances may arise.

5756. [
f

] Like ; to be com-

^f pared to. Also read Been,

JXl^ which See.

5757 .
Same as the preced-

ing. A comparison; or to

make a comparison.

5758. Name of a river.

to be laughed at.

^
to feel ashamed.

t knowledge.

I

j~ij& Fg| yT

1 5759. A small sheaf of corn,

5760. [-] From door and

f p| I mean , alluding to the

l/^l>l light of the moon, as

seen through the crevice

of a door, at night. The

second character is the

vulgar form. A crevice ; a space be-

tween ; between, either in respect

of space or time
;

in the midst of;

during the time of. [']Tomake

a space between ; to separate ;
to put

asunder by spying or slandering ;
a

spy. To separate remotely ; distant.

Occurs denoting Near ; to co itain ;

to bear with ;
to diminish ; to chastise

by military force; empty; unoccu-

pied ; a depraved or lacivious look.

Reduced by disease Name of a

place. Tsae chung been /f Pi

in the midst or between. Fan keen

/ 1 to befool an enemy by

stratagems. YTh ueen che keen *

4 -y I within a year.

Keen kTh
j JJJ5J

to separate and make

a space or partition between.

Keen twan
'

jjft
to make a total se-

paration between.

Keen tsze
I0JJ

to range or take a

place amongst.

Keen taou
JH"

an unoccupied

road.

Teen te keen ~f j^ between

heaven and earth ; i. e. on earth ; the

situation of human beings.

5761. Water running be-

tween two hills; a stream in

a valley.
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5762. Keen or Han. Large

Q I tree or timber.

5763. [/] A stream in a val-

ley. Name of a particular

stream, or river.

5764. Anciently a slipof reed

'] on which letters were writ-

ten, before the invention of

paper ; an official writing. To review

or survey; to diminish; to abridge;

to retrench ; to seek to attain ; to

leiect; to distinguish and separate;

negligent or to be negatively rude.

Great; large; sincere; the sound

of a drum. A surname. Tib ke'S

jf^ j
particularly selected to fill

some office.

a letter or of-

fic ia| document.

laconic and ab-

Keen chi

Keen tsih

Keen gaou

struse.'

Keen urh ming
j j^j 0H laconic and

perspicuous.

Keen leS
JIjxv

a lessening or di-

minishing; taking the most important

parts ; abridging ; an abridgement.

Keen yue" &fl to survey; to

review, as troops.

Keen man 1 Ifim
~\ wanting in civil

^". f

Keen see
1

1 l|t J attentions

used as an apology by the host.

Keen keug
)
M1 a vacancy in an

I ri/\

office where there is little to do.

Keen tsing |
V?a a laconic pure style;

absence of tautology and offensive

expressions.

PAKT II. V 5

}
5765. A kind of petticoat.

5766. ['] The colours of

embroidered silk. Ta keen

kin ~/T $H name of

certain embroidered silk in the time

of the Tang dynasty.

5767. To see; to look.

Read He'en, Turning up

the white of the eye; much

white in ih-j eye.

5768. [
-
] Name of a water

plant, well known in China.

C|J Read He'en, also as the

name of a plant. A surname.

5769. \_f~\ Tosee; tolook;

looking mixed; blended. A

man's name.

5770. Salt; a salt.

5771. Name of a fish.

5772. [
^ '

J
To establish

the laws of a government;

to raise upright ;
to erect;

to place ; to establish ;
to build. To

build up. Name of a wood, said to

stand erect to a great height without

branches. Name of a star; and of a

district. A surname. Fuh-keen

TJjH p the province commonly

written Fokien.

Keen kung \
J/j to establish one's

merits; to deserre well of one'

country or of society.

Keen tso 1 -My to build a house.

Ke'en tTh
j ^ to build up virtue;

to edify, in a rm ral sense.
>

Keen tsaou fang fib
j j^. jfi M*

to build a house.

5773. [
'

] Strong; not

suseeptable of fatigue; in-

defatigable; unwearied and

unceasing as the daily revolutions of

the heavens. Read Keen, Difficult

to raise. A surname. Tsing shin

kcan keen
Jfen" jljffl '/JJ ]

strong

constitution and good spirits.

Chwang keen
J|

'

strong, able

bodied. Tsun te hwan kang

"IVW ils J?fl

^

honored body still

strong and vigorous ; i e. You, Sir,

are still very hale and stout. Keen

tsuh
] 4& an able bodied soldier.

5774. [c-'] To raise; to

lift; to carry on the shoul-

ders. To shut; to close;

to fill up; to fix a boundary, to

strengthen ; to establish.

5775. A strong fierce cow.

An animal said to be like a

leopard, with a human head

and one eye. Name ofa place.

5776. [
r

] A bolt, bar or

other fastening to a door ;

to stop a stream of water

with reeds and mud.

Kwan keen 111
J

a bar or other fas-

tening to a door.
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5777. Ezpeditiously ; hastily.

5778. Name of a river.

5779. To number with the

eye ; to run the eye over

and calculate the number of.

5780. Rice boiled to form a

gruel

5781. The origin or head

of the muscles ; the ends of

the tendons.

5788. The noise made by

stretching the tendons, as

when cracking the fingers

by pulling them.

5783. [/] The part ofa

Chinese lock, which is thrust

into a case which contains

the spring; the key.

Keen pe 1

!.j
express the twa parts

ofa lock. Ket-n, is called Male, the

other Female; the bolt of a door.

Perverse; to break. Name ofa star.

5784. The appearance of

walking.

5785. A case for carrying a

bow and arrow in when

on horse back ; a case, or

to put into a case.

5786. A kind of rice gruel.

KEEN

."i7 7. A horse of a dim

colour appoaching to yel-

low.

^ 5788. Formed from a hand

grasping two stalks of

grain. Ping J?f
is form-

ed from a hnnrl grasping

one stiilk, tliey sny, there

are few things of which

so many can be grasped as

stalks of grain. Holding

two, or several at the

same time; several con-

nected ; to connect; to

join. Together with ;

and ; and also. A sur-

name. Pun mHh keen

kae $ ^ 1 f$
applies both to the origin

aud the end.

Keen urh yew che
j jjn %? ~Y

to connect togetherand possess them,

as is the case of joining together

several states and ruling over them.

Keen tsze urh e 1
]l|j ^H ^S con-

nects, or unites, these two ideas.

Keen te
J ^ to incorporate ; to

unite two substances together.

Keen ban
| -g|-

to contain more than

one.

Kc-en shen teen hea ^-. ^ ~~TC
I o /\. I

to diffuse virtue throughout the

empire; to make others
participate

of virtue.

Keen kae
j

3 to apply or belong

equally to several
things.

Keen ping
" 5P to connect together

KEEN

57^9. To follow; to wait on;

lo attend on. Keen jin
]

]\ atlei"lants.

3790. [C] HeenorKecn, A

kind of pouch below the

chin, in which, it is said, a

species of monkey store*

it's food. Used in the

sense of Keen
|lv

what

is inadequate ; a deOciency ; a failure.

Keen keen che tlh
\ ] fj

a very small degree of virtue. The

crop or craw of a bird ; the first

stomach of an animal. Having some-

thing contained in the mouth.

5791. [-] Keen-keae
j

1[fr walking
in a distorted

manner.

5792. Keen-heen A&

a lofty, peaked, precipitous

mountain.

5793. [ ] To gnash the

teelh with indignation a-

gitinsl; dissatisfied; cherish-

ing dislike and ill-will to. Read

Kee, In a sense quite the opposite of

the preceding. Satisfied; content-

ed ; chearful.

5794. [
-
] A silken orna-

ment or tassel attached to

a banner; a kind ofsilken

cover j what is ornamental.

5795. Not filled ; not satiat-

ed, nor satisfied. To beg;

to entreat.

5796 [c^ Not filled with

food; dissatisfied; a defi-

ciency. To covet j to desire
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Shin keen
jj. very much dis-

satisfied. Paou keen
Jj|J

1 feel

a want ; I feel my own insufficiency.

Keen sze
?p-

a deficiency of reso-

lution; bashful in the presence of

strangers.

Keen tsih rhe chs
j PC M

extreme deficiency.

Keen neen
| 4jL~l

a year of dearth;

Keen suy \ 'jfr]
a bad year;

famine.

Keen show
'

j]

a bad harvest.

5797. Keen, HeVn, and Leen.

A diseased throat.

5798. Keen, or Han. Dried

rice prepared to at to eat on

ajourney.

5799. [- ] A kind of sick

which is variegated and ex-

ceedingly close, so as to

keep out rain.

Keen seang 1
JXjJ]

a fine Tarious

coloured silk ; an elegant style of

writing.

5800. A net.

V\_LL. 5801. [c^] The flank or
|jCH 3^T hollow part near the hind

AJ'IJV quarter of an animal. Read

Been, The meat in a little pudding.

Keen hee
' M the side or flank

5802. Name of a boat.

5803. ['-] Name of a plant.

5804. [o] Respectful;

yielding, not full ofself;

giving way and joining wilh

others. A humble disposition,

humble, humility. One oftheiK

Kwa. A surname. Read
[
^

]

Quiet, tranquil appearance. Read

Keen, To give cause ofjealousy and

ill-will.

Keentuy
j jg humble and retiring.

Keen tuy she paou shin te 3 fh fa 1

*A fc#j|--*
humble and retiring is the first

and best rule for
preserving one's

person.

Keen heu
J jg empty of self; hav-

ing humble thoughts of self.

Keen how
| jp humble and sincere.

Keen ke
] j-

to humb|e one>sself

Keeosun
jjjfc} humble.yielding,

Keen jang J jjjj^J giving way.

5805. A Jean, emaciated ap-

pearance.

5806. Fish that go in

pairs, having only one eye

each.

5807. Certain birds that

always fly in pairs.

5808. An animal of the

mouse er rat species.

5809. [,' ] Kan or Keen,

Salt of a particular kind

formed into a mail; it>

taste is exceedingly inferior.

5810. [
C

J To coiet; to

snatch voraciously; to peck.

E5811. Hca. To JUt an in-

terstice or opening.

5312. [
c J To take hold

of; to draw in ; to pluck up ;

to snatch out. The name

of a plant. A surname.

58 IS. Keen-fa 1

the name of a plant.

5814. [c-] Trousers;

garments -which reach

to the feet like pet-

ticoats; to left up gar-

ments that hang down

when stepping through

water. Keen shang

|g)
to lift up one's

clothes to ford a brook.

5815. [/] To stammer

or speak with difficulty.

Difficult to express; cor-

rect, straight forward

speech. A surname.

KeengS 1
p

faithful;

speaking the truth.
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5816. [c-] To snatch;

to pluck; to grasp.

5817. [
/
] Lame ; halt ; sick

and unable to perform any

work; difficult; dangerous;

high ; tall appearance, applied to a

horse
, playful. Crooked ; oppressed ;

broken ; stammering ;
distressed ;

troubled; to snatch or pluck out

from. A surname. Used for No.

5815.

Keen tin =8 stopped, impeded.

5818. Water.

5819. ['] A man's name.

To stammer; difficulty of

utterance.

5^20. Keen leu
] | a

lame hailing ass.

5821. Name of a fish.

5822. [c-] A band beneath

a horse's belly; fc horse

diseased in the belly; to

fail; failure; disgraced ;to enter in a

light contemptible manner. A sur-

name.

KEEN

5t>23. To strike a sonorous

stone in vain , or a useless

drum and sonorous stones.

A womai.'s name.

5824. [
'

] Yen keen
ffi|.

\ proud and contemp-

tuous i disrespectful.

5825. To give loose or scope

u
]

to ; to leave unrestrained ;

to present ; to send ; to

commission; to send or put away

from one's self; to reject or expel.

Keen chay J& certain presents

made of horses and carriages to a

accompany a funeral with victims

for sacrifice.

Keen chin rV^
1 *

|

an envoy ; an
Keen kwan

'Hp? V
'. J* |

Embassador.
Keen sze I /ui

Keen sze lae ho
jut XJjC ^

an Embassador came to offer congra-

tulations.

Keen hw
ijc

to put away delu-

sions from one's self.

5826. To open.

>827. A small mound or

heap of earth.

5828. [
\ ] Keen keuen

&A; not separated in affec-

tion; inseparably attached ;

indissolubly bound to each other-

KEEN

5829. [O] To speak to

angrily ; to reprehend ; to

blame; to find fault with ;

to rail at; to sciT.d.

Keen chueri
j pj^j

to breathe or turn

round
; to sofleu down.

Keen jang |3
to rail at and make

a noise.

Keen noo 1 jfc to speak to angrily.

Keen tslh 1 gf
to blame to crimi-

ate.

5S30. A kind of leather or

skin belt.

1 J*
5831 '

^
CV 1 Adr 't'd cake

made of wheaten flour; to

work with the hand as in

working dough ; to paste.

5832 [-] To look down

upon and inspect from

a higher place; to ex-

^
] amine into, to look

at ; to oversee; to exer-

cise the oversight or

controul of; an in-

spector; an overseer;

an eunuch. Halo ga-

thering round the sun.

Name of a star. A jail

or prison; to put in

jail. Nameof an office. A surname.

Teen keen ^^ 1 an astronomer.

Been keen
1||

the ja ',I Of a

Been district. Sze yS keen "ftl 4^t^J QB>\

a superintendent of a jail.

Keen chS 1 %J3i to survey and ex-
i xis

amine human conduct, as divine

beings do.
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Keen chuy 1
|j^

to imprison and

prosecute.

Keen lin
| [Jjjg

to look down upon

from a higher place; to oversee.

Keen mei
| JH^

to lie awake.

Keen tBh ~& an official overseer,

a superirilcndant; the Hoppo of Can-

ton is so designated.

Tae keen ^T 1 an eunuch.

5833. To cut into small parts ;

to mince meat. Also read

Han and Lan, A broad sharp

knife or sword.

5834. To look; to see; to

|

T7TW behold.

'
] 5835. A large tub con-

taining that which

reflects the moon, to
]

reflect light as from

still water. A mirror;

an object in which one

can see one's self; so as to take warn-

ing and avoid what is wrong, a pre-

cept or warning. Used to denote

To examine ; to survey extensively.

E yu wei keen \/]_ ~^* iSiZ* J f^3 |

consider me a mirror; take warning

by me.

Keen kung hang ping 1 ffi |fe
IE.

a mind free from prepossessions as

a mirror, and just as a balance.

Keen mei
] ^affecting to sleep.

Keen peg
] )J|J

to
distinguish clear-

ly as in a mirror.

Keen e tseu ming yu yu g 1 1*1
Try

Rn "V f\ a mirror to obtain light

from the moon.

o 5

KEEN

5836. From Handand a states-

"inn. The ancient form

of
1j Heen, A highly vir-

tuous and worthy person. Same as

the following.

5837. [
-

J To establish; to

confirm; to strengthen ; to

be confirmed in a purpose

or opinion. Solid, hard, sound, firm,

stout, strong, robust. Determined;

constant; durable. A surname.

Chay ciiang chS tsze tsS tTh keen-koo
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this table is made strong ami durable.

Kan pun keen koo Jfi -fc
j [3jl

the root firmly established; is un-

derstood either
literally of a tree, or

ofa person's bodily constitution; or

of his family circumstances and con-

duct; of all which the expression

affirms that they are good and dur-

able. Chay ko laou tow-tsze keen

this old headed boy (old man) is hale

and strong. Haou keen gSng teih

sin $? 1 |Jj [$ '(^
a fine firm

unbending disposition ; taken in a

good sense, in opposition to being

weak and timorous. Ta keen e puh

firm intention will not assent. E keen

confirm the virtue of faith. Tseang

tsaechung keunyue Chung-keen J}#

-jrt ^ ,*P- p| *-H a general

in the centre of the army is called

Chung-keen.

Keen che I ^ f,xed purpose.

chwang

i-'f, applied to a person ; commonly
t<> hale old men.

Keen ching
J ^ resolutely chaste.

Keen Jin
J ^7 firm |y to endure,

without
yielding to

suffering; or to

allurements.

Keen koo
j [gj

ann
-

Keen laou 1 j?

strong, firm, durable, arc applied to

:iy production of human labour.

Kc'enshwuy
j ^ a lixivium or lie.

Keen
ffi}

s used on 8ome si?n boards.

Keen shih
] ^ hard, solid, applied

to
things; strong and well made,

applied to work; correct, safe, and

proper, applied to conduct, not

easily assailable, or thwarted.

Keen shin
| ^ hard and solid.

Keen ying | ^ congealed into a

hard solid mass; they apply thjs 1M.

guage to metals.

tg^

5838.
[ c- ] From hard and

A heart, sparing; parsimoni-

-*^ ous
niggardly. Read Heen,

A knowing old man.

Keen lin
j ^ close; parsimonious.

Keen nang
J j|&

a close purse.

5839. Fixed; immovable.

5840. Firmly bound, close;

strictly compressed.

5841. To harden red hot

metals
by.putting them in

water.
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5843. Beautiful and excel-

lent of its kind.

5843. Firm ; strong. Sup-

posed to be an erroneous

form of the following.

5344. Strong; firm; to

pull; to drag; to drag

away ; to grasp ; to strike,

to pull or draw back.

5845 Keen tsan
| j8?

an

insect apparently of the

silk worm species.

5846. Strong in texture ; firm;

the noise of something;

strong, rending or splitting.

5847. Keen yen 1 $jll the
| tftr \

teeth sticking out exposed

to view.

5848. Tieen. All; all unit-

ing in one sentiment.

5849. Keen or Keen. Mo-

derate; temperate. Sparing;

economical; niggardly. A

scarce year. A surname Kung keen

yew le
jj ] j" jj|

with cor-

redness and temperance, there is pro-

priety and politeness. Kung denotes

having respect for one's self; a de-

corous and correct behaviour. Pfih

keen che hae
~^(

\
~^_

*& the

evils of a want of economy. Keen

Iiaou
] ^ Tsei keen fifi

KeenyO
) |<J Sing keen

and Keen yung 1 ffl express

a laudable economy. Keen p6 1

J|fe"and
Keen I'm 1

'j^
denote An

extreme degree of economy; parsi-

monious; niggardly; miserly.

5850. A double edged

sword, a pointed sword.

Taou, tseang, keen, keth

|

'] edged sword, a spear, a

double-edged snord, and

a forked halberd. Shwang koo keen

'H? H v I
'wo swords in one scab-j^ ris**- i

bard.

Tsze heung keen
jWf; M| 1 male and

female sword, two swords so de-

nominated. Shoo keen 3*
'

a
P3 I

sword which the literati arc allowed

to wear, agreeably lo the practice of

Confueius and his disciples.

Keen Ian 1 &N species of Cymbidium

will grow without earth.

5S51. [/] Keen, and Leen.

To gather together and

bind up; to bind together;

to restrict; to restrain; to hold and

present to; to raise to view; logo

about in search of; to compose.

Keen chi 4&. to inquire and ex-
I Vf\

aminc into.

Keen keaou
j

jffo the name of an

officer.

Keen shuh
]

tjj to restrict and keep

in order.

Keen teen

arrange.

1 4*h t

to examine and

5S58 - Name of a plant, the

root of which is employed

to cure a sore throat.

5853. [
>
] A sort of en-

velope or cover of an of-

ficial letter; to sort ; to put

the same kind together; to arrange;

to make; to compose; title or label

containing the title of a book. A

surname.

Keen chHh
j -jjg^

to be attentive to

one's own temper and conduct.

Keen fun
| ijfj

to close an en-

velope ; to affix a seal outside.

Keen shuo & to compose or write

a book.

Keen taou
^

g\t
a title of the Han-

lin yuen.

Keen teen 1 3?rS to arrange and take

an account of; the nan.e of an office.

Keen tsze 1 ^- an envelope.

Keen yen 1
8vj^

to examine to ve-

rify, lo examine a dead body in an

official capacity.

5354. The eye lash hanging

down and
obstructing

the vision. In some bar-

barous dialects denotes A district

5855. [/J Keen, or Leen.

The face ; the cheek. Com-

moly read Leen.

8556. Keen, or Yen. A
kind of Lie. Fan keen

j ^foreign soap. Keen-

shwdy
j fa a Chinese lie to wash

with.

5857. Black; dark.

8858. [-] The shoulder, which

the character is intended to

represent ; to bear on one's
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shoulder ; to sustain ; to be con-

petcnt to ; firm. An animal three

years old. Name of a bird ; a man's

name. Selh keen II 1 to with-

draw one's shoulder; to desist. Ping-

keen urh hing 'tjfi ff^ fa
to walk shoulder to shoulder as

equals or friends. Tsze keen TX.
j

to undertake, or to hear; to take

charge of; to be adequate to. Pe keen

] equal to, in virtue.

Keen tow
JjQ \

Keen pang
j

the shoulder.

'
] 58S9. Kern, or Ke.

PilLrx <<f a house ; pil-

lars supporting a dome

without walls.

5860. A pig or wild

boar, three j ears old.

5861. Name of a plant.

5862. A man's name.

5863. A species of hawk.

I
5864. [-] Keen or Kan.

*^^J^ A violation of moral pro-

S\
I priety; to introduce con-

fusion into moral or civil relations.

Clandestine; fraudulent; vicious;

villainous; traitoroui. Compare

with Kan.

Keen chin
|

Eif an intriguing cour-

tier; a traitorous statesman.

I.i
\ _

yrff crafty ; designing.

Keen ke =4- a designing treach-

erous stratagem.

Keen ning j /j^ specious, crafty,

designing eloquence.

Keen sin <* a crafty, designing,

villainous mind.

1**1A*'}' an intriguing
fffr

traitorous p;irty at court.

k 5865. [-] Illicit amours and

intrigues with women. For-

nication ; adultery ; un-

principled intrigues or plots of any

kind ; cabals plots and court intrigues.

Tung keen^ |

illicit intercourse;

criminal conversation. Ho keen
/.I)

|
adultery by the consent of both

parties. Keang keen
jjjji

for-

nication or adultery committed by

violence ; a rape.

Keen tan che pei & -/* ^jf
I .*. < 3̂-

an intriguing sordid avaricious set of

people.

Keen kin shi
<

'fr $6" adultery or
I /iL 1A

lewdncss is allied to murder.

Keen soay 1m intriguing and

unprincipled.

5866. [.] Tall rushes or

reeds fit for making mats

and thatch. A surname.

^Q 5S67. [.] Land difficult

;K^ to cultivate; whatever is

difficult and distressing;

dangerons. Keen-nan 1

^[difficulties; distress.

Keen he 'n
| [^

dif-

ficult and dangerous.

Keen sin
j ^pl distressing, pain-

Keen koo 1 ^'j ful .hitter.

its bill.

5869. [
c- 1

] To pull; to

draft, aj a cow with a

cord; to drag -or pull

forward
,
to connect to

gelher; dragged hastily;

confined to applied to

learning. Name of a

place; a man's name.

Keen hwln 1
yfji drag-

ged into a chaotic, confuted state

applied to style.

Keen kwa
j ^ held iu suspense,

said of the mind.

Keen twan
'

^r pulled asunder,

applied to the feelings.

Keen tscay 1 ^ to pull or drag, to

suit one's own purposes, to the

injury of others.

5870. [
/

] To pull silk or

thread asunder and un-

ravel it.

5671. [/] AsonorchiM.

Min jin boo urh yue keen

the people of Fnh-ke'en Province

use Keen to denominate a child.
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They pronounce it Tsae. Also read

Yucf.

5872.
[
/

]
The feet hurt

or wounded by long walk-

in; ; the feel blistered ;

the skin raised upon the

ftet. Read Yen, A qua-

druped standing on its

hinderfeet, as a dog or

other four footed animal

about to climb a tree.

Feet adapted
for climbing; a flat

broad foot.

5S7S. [K] A precipice;

a valley ;
a pit.

See Kan.

5874. [
c- ] The majestic

firm step of a tiger; firm,

determined, sincere, re-

spectful ;
veneration for

heaven ; a correct pious

devout feeling; bene-

volent. A surname. Name of a dis-

trict. A weapon for hewing tim-

ber; to take by violence ;
to kill.

K .
;ai filing

4

fjik sincerity
I */j\

Keen ching 1 pj determined purity

and correctness.

Keen kin 1
=||

a reverential respect-

ful deportment.

Keen ke'8 1 $ respectfully clean

am! pure; made clean from having

feelings of veneration and respect.

Kiirn slia 1 3fi to kill; to murder.

K. .MI sin
'

i\_
a sincere devout

mind fitted for prayer.

5875. [/] Leenkeen^

coming up to in walking;

overtaking.

876. To bear, or sustain a.

thing.

5877. [
\ ] From

*J*
ShBh,

To bind together, and ^^
PS, To rl't-Me. To sort;

to discriminate ; lo abridge ; to close;

to select; an abridgement) a state-

ment.

5878. [f ] To choose; to

select; to discriminate.

Keen seuen 1
ijjft

to choose, as

p.-rsons to fill offices.

Keentsih 1 S to select from a-

inongst, to choose out of.

Keen-pei 1 & the tea called Campoi.

5879. [ / ] To discrimi-

nate by speech ; to point

out the right and the

wrong, particularly to su-

periors, as a minister to

his Prince, and to induce

to alter what is wrong; to remon-

strate ; to endeavour by reproof and

argument to arouse from error.

The name of an officer, whose duty is

to remonstrate. Name of a bird and

of a fruit. A surname.

Keen kwan 1
'pj**j

officers ap-

Keen chin 1 PT > pointed to

_L *^
Yen kwan "==

*JEf J point out mis-

takes of the Sovereign, and lo give

him information respecting what is

passing in the country: now called

Yu-she
|&f jjp

imperial historio-

graphers.

Keen hing yen ting

'

f-y ^ Jjjg

act agreeably to the remonstrance,

and listen to what is said.

5880. [
c ] The thoughtf

disturbed
-, disquieted.

5881. [
-

] Cords with which

a basket is bound ; to bind

with cords as coffins were in

ancient times, when not nailed; to

close as a letter. Shoo he'eii
l||i

1

the envelope of a letter. Fung keen

rH 1 to close a letter.

Keen nrih 1 9^ to be silent.

Keen shflh
j

>- i>

to restrict ; to bind.

58S2. [
f

] To injure or

break off a part; to di-

minish in weight or quan-

tity ; to lighten. Name of

a river. A surname.

to diminish the price
Keen kea

of.

Keen peih seay gjh
1||C

to write

the abbreviated form of the character.

Keen shaou ^ to lessen the num-

ber or quantity.

5883. [ \ ] The clothing

of the silk worm. The

ball of silk as left by the

silk-worm ; the skin of

the foot rumpled and

blistered. Keen-keen, A

low voice.

Keen chow 1 a species of silk.

5884, [/] A long garment

made of silk, stuffed with

silk.
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5885. f c- ] Read Keen,

According to ShwS-win,

Issuing; forth upwards

from Yih, which denotes

the pervading principle of

matter. Heaven. Firm ;

strong; diligent.
A surname. The

name of a district Advancing ;

going onward without intermission.

Also read Kan, Dry ; dried up. See

Kan.

5886.
[ c- ] Error ; transgres-

sion j excess ; failure ; fault ;

crime; a noxious disease.

San fung shih keen j^ J|j[ ~j~"

three usages and ten errors, or

things blamcable. Shing keen
jjjlU

I to draw the line over errors, and

point out exactly in what they con-

sist; the duty of a statesman to hit

Prince.

Keen ke
|

iffl to exceed the proper

time.

Keen yew
j

~fr a fault or crime.

KEIH - -CXXIIP SYLLABLE.

Confounded with KeS. Manuscript Dictionary, KiS. Canton Dialect, Kap.

6887. From To have and to

follow and persecute a man.

To stretch towards ; to ex-

tend to ; to have a reference to ; con-

cerning; about; to connect with;

and; at; to; effected; completed.
-^ -i-

Y'ew kin keih
yuenjjj j j^

from that which is near, it extends to

that which is remote. Chungjinche

leu pub napg keth yuen /Jfc J\ /
/w ^* ij$L is none f tnc

whole number able to extend their

thoughts to what is distant. Ke

keth X^> standing on tiptoe to

look towards ; hoping, expecting.

We keih yih neen ^^ I &*.

not extend to a year's time; not so

long as a year. Le'en luy urh keih

lM ^M fffl I
to conil)ine the se-

veral classes and connect them. Lun

keih ho sze
|||j 'jpj' .'||.

dis-

coursing about what? Tan keih shin

PART II. p 5

about whom ? How hwuy woo keTh

%& && IflE 1 to repent afterwards
If- ff !> |

will be unavailing, is a sentence often

employed in government edicts ad-

dressed to the people. Puh n5ng

ching keih^ fits $( ]

cannot

carry it into effect. Tso keih {jjff* KX

1 effected ; done ; completed. Yew

keth A/ I again terminated, are

words which commonly close the

postscript ofa letter.

Keih she
j ^ or KeTh she teih 1

[K^ $$ seasonable, at the proper

time.

Keth she tih ling
] ^^ ^

what is seasonable, will be successful.

Keth ke 1 at the time of braid-

ing up the hair in the manner of

married women; hence denotes a

marriageable period of life.

Keth te
j

& a title of the three

first literary persons in the empire.

5888. A man's name. Kung-

ke ' h <L 1

thc 8randson

( f Confucius. His epithet

was Tsze-sze -f* S^ he compiled

the second of the Sze-shoo pfl ^
Tiz. pb S- Chung-yung.

I 'n*

Keih keih an empty unreal

appearance.

5889. Yih or KeTh. Dangfr-

ous ; hazardous ; perilous.

*
5S90. A high hill; a small

lofty peak rising above

a 1-irger hill, dangerous.

5891 To -walk or go ith

haste; fleet, rapid motion.
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5892. The bolt which fastens

a door.

5893 Wooden frame put on

the back of a mule to re-

ceive the burden ; panniers.

5894. To draw water out of

a well; to draw; to draw

forth ; to lead ; to drag.

KeTh-keTh
j

unremitting effort,

like pulling handover hand; con-

itant endeavour to attain.

KeTh shwuy \

Keih tsing

a well.

KeTh yin jin tsae
|

to draw forth men's talejits.

JLmjL* 5895. A box for containing

one's books Foo keTh
J=|

to take one's book-box

on one's back denotes following

some master ; fully expressed by -fa

Km Foo-keih-tsung-sze.

to draw water
;

to draw from

5 890. Silk threads nr-

rangcd in order; regular

series
; iteps, or degrees.

Classed ; sorted. Used as

the numeral of heads

taken offhy decapitation

Tang keTh 3 1 degrees; different

orts or kinds. Pin keih ^ 1

I'e.'rees of rank in the stale. Kea

koTh
jjp

4
to add to a persons

rank. Kea yTh keih
jf/fl

.

^

to r.ise one step. Keang san keih

pip , *.
]

to degrade three steps.

Chan wan kcih ]M V '

to cut

off ten thousand heads. Keae keih

n3 1

stt'I" or s tj ' r - Sluh keih

urh ling $Q 1
jjfj^ to ascend

by gradual steps; physically or

morally.

5897. Name of a plant, other-

railed Crow's head.

Che keTh
ffifc

a plant,

the skin of which is capable of being

mate into paper.

5898. The hinder part of a

garment; long garments;

the border of a garment that

folds over ;
that which surrounds the

neck.

5899. Name of a small bird.

'

>
] 5900. From P'apour

~J or air, borrowed to de-

^A note, To beg ; to en-

>_io treat. A surname,

^p c ] Read Ke, it denotes

C
_

-L > To ive. Kan keih

^fg 1 to beg earnestly. Full keih
;uv> I

/^ I prostrate to beg; i. e. hum-

bly to beg.

Keih gan
] \j^

to beg for favor, or

the exercise of benevolence.

Kclh tste
j ^- or KeTh urh

j
lJ

or Keih kae
] T^ are several ez-

press'ions denoting A beggar.

Knh sxe tlt ancSS' nK P r 'es t-

KeTh wei she che
/3i TTT Jf-fl

I /ill ff^ /"h1

I beg you to direct and inform me.

KeTh keaou
j

J??to beg for ingenuity,

refers to a ceremony connected with

needle work performed on the 7th

of the 7th moon, by Chinese ladies.

5901. Difficulty of ut-

terance ; to stammer ; to

stutter. Commonly, but

erroneously used for KeTh
jlffij

To

eat. To swallow; figuratively, to be

struck or impressed with. KeTh
j

a
i

kow puh peen yen yay 1

Jj
JN

fiR
~j=j" |h keih denotes The mouth

12*. ,fJ C-rf

not
enutici:iliiig with ease and conve-

nience. Wei jin kow keTh
1-Ji

A

he is a person who stammers.

KeTh fan 1 -fif/ to eat rice; i. e. to
l H/A

take any meal. KeTh kwo fan muh

yew I
;f|',J

'UK?
y/V /fj have you

breakfasted or dined? is often a

mere salutation. KeTh king 1

to be struck with alarm. KeTh kwei

IJJE
to put up with an injury.

KeTh sin show koo
| -rp "5?

;

g-

to eat the acid and receive the bitter;

to suffer distress. KeThkeih
j

laughing appearance.

5902. To come to the close;

c] to stop ; to desist ;
to

finish. Finished Clos-

ed wound up ; termi-

nated; ended; finishing

or closing an account;

clearing it off. Leang kea tsing keTh

hfi 'jjj? yjfe
1 both sides (of the

account) cleared off. Swan ming

loang keih
^pf Bjj frfaj |

calculat-

ed clearly that both accounts wer

fully settled.

KeTh kin
j -y even till now.

PLj
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5903. To level grain when

measuring it.

5904. A fragrant plant.

5905. A fleet hors ; a fleet

} footed horse; a horse

going at speed.

5906. The name of a fish ;

a fish frisking or roaming

about. To cut a fish to

pieces.

5907. To lay hold of with

the hand ; to seize ; the

haiib having something

to rest upon ; to pull

with the hand. Used in

compound characters.

5908. The noise made by

a lance or spear striking

against something.

5909. KeTh, or Kef. See

Ke.

^ 5'JIO. A spear orlunce of a

particular description. Read

y7^ Yih, or Neib, for NeTh tt

to run with a spear ; to rebel against.

Bead PeTh, The moon three days old.

5911. Formed from man,

mouth, hand, and two lints.

The two lines represent

heaven and earth. Receiving from

heaven the gifts of the seasons, and

blessed with the benefits conferred by

the earth; the mouth should plan, and

the hands effect withpromp/nes*, there

should be no loss of time. Haste;

speed; promptly ; hurry. Hastiness

of temper. KeTh suh 1
-jj||

has-

tily ; speedily ; in an hurry ; urgently.

Kung-sun chekeTh yay /f\. j& ~^

.J-J1
the hastiness of Knng-sun.

c
5912. Tue rameofa hill.

5913. Hasty precipitate tem-

per; vehement. One says,

Attentive and respectful;

grave ; benignant. Also read kth,

Adorned, accomplished.

5914. The highest beam on

the roof of a house ; hence

the idea of the u tmost point,

place, or degree; extreme. The ex-

treme degree; to carry to the ut-

most ; to exhaust ; weakened ; lan-

guid. Occurs denoting To take and

stop ,
to li-t <;o. The moon in a cer-

tain position. The name of a coun-

try. Also read Ke. Sze keih
jTLJ

the four points of the compass; the

four corners. San keth -

Heaven, eiirtli, and man. LOh keih

/'^
I are six severe caUmiti.-j

Tar kelh^ '

that which existed

previous!*
to the division of Heaven

and earth; or the present system of

the universe. Woo keih^ j

five standard virtues. PTIi keih
;j

*\
the north pole. Nan kcih

|VJ |

the south pole. Pi keih /\

the fuur points of the compass ; the

zenith and nadir; the extremes of

longitude and latitude.

KcTh <rS 1 55. verv bad or wicked.

extremely good.

the utmost region, or

Keih h.iou

KeThie
]

degree of.

Keih wei ko tan ^j "pT j^
exceedingly lamentable.

5915. To criminate; to punish;

to reject; to give sp to

death. To kill ; to leave;

to perish.

591. To speak with dif-

ficulty; to sputter; to itam-

mer. A man's name.

5917. Hard leather; the

appearance of the whip

hurrv.

5911.
[ \ ] Good; advan-

tageous; felicitous; happy;
|-
! fortunate; lucky; felicity;

happiness The first day of the moon.

A surname The name of a district

Kc:ul ['] A surname. KeTh heung 1

|X| good, evil; felicitous, infelicitous;

happiness, misery. KeTh sze
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if.
n Inppy or fortunate occurrence,

or affair. Kungpa hcung sze to,

keih szc shaou
jgL 1^ fXj ^ ^

1

]> /y I am afraid much evil

and little good will result from it.

KeTh sing ; heung sing jpr [Xj

& a lucky star; a baneful star.

KeTh sing- kaou chaou
|

J^r j|ij

IJi^
a lucky star directs its influences

to me, or you. KeThjTh 1 Q a

lucky day. TsTh keih jTh^
y to select (from the Almanack) a

lucky day. Urh yue choo keih

FI %Jl 1 the first day of the

second moon. KeTh yu
| J\

the happy (first) day of the moon.

Pfih keih K 1 to enquire after

happiness; to divine. Kung he na

keih 3& M. ifft 1 I reverently
'/" PJ rf>T j )

w ; sh you joy and felicity: A common

salutation. Ta keTh ta le
-fc

^ ?f ij
Srcat happiness, great pros-

perity, to you to me, or to this house,

and so on. KeTh kii.g mwan tang

i
!$ ''' niay naPP'ness a d

joj fill the hull. KeTh Iseang, joo e,

or inverted, Joo e, keTh tseang {jf\

jgf ;^p happiness, bliss, and the

entire fulfilment of one's wishes.

YTh kae la keTh > PJ + 1
Irri xv I

whenever opened great succes?. Writ-

ten
l>y shopmen on the doors of the

ca> in which their wares are con-

tjined. Kae muu ta keTh
|^jj |lfj

/^ I
Rreat felicity attend the open-

ing of the door; written on paper

and pasted on people's doors by be--

^ars. during the last night of the old

year, that it may strike the attention

and awaken the fond hopes of the in-

KEIH

habitants, when first opening the

door, on New year's morning. The

begjars expect an alms as the reward

of their good wishes. KeTh j in teen

scang A ^ <}[]
the good

man, heaven aid* liim.

KeTh chang
| |y prcsonal or family

prosperity and felicity.

<fl '""
[\] Strong; robust

I *^^ appearance.

5920. Endeavour; effort;

firm ;
determined. Joo

keTh pe yin been chin
yi

KEIH

every endeavour to caution the good

officers of Yin to avoid intoxication.

Also read kea.

"""
Kee", or KeTh. See

KeTh keu 1 4$ shackled, embarrassed,

applied to the circumstances of mer-

chants ; as Shang leTh keTh keu ^
7*7 t the merchants are in

embarrassed circumstances.

5922.. Read Kee, or KeTh.

-. -. See Kee.

KeTh p!ng 1 wj-
dried oranges flat-

tened like a cake.

KeTh-tsze 1 -Z. the mandarin orange.

5923. KTh, or Keg. See

592+. Ke, or Keih. See

Kee.

Name of a hill. Name

ofa country.

5926. A bridle for a horse, or a

halter by which to lead a

V* cow-

592T. Ke, KeTh, or Kei. A

bunch of hair on the head,

the manner of Chinese fe-
!

male's head dress. An appendage to

an oveu.

5928. From imall repeat-

ed, and the tun's light

coming through -,
a cre-

vice ; an aperture; an

opening; an occasion.

Now written accord-

ing to the following

characters.

5929. A crevice in a wall

door or window; a cleft;

an interstice, an aperture,

an opening to or occasion

of, in a moral sense; an

incipient cause ; an in ;

terruption of labour; a

time ofleisure. Tswan

heue keih ||^ ',

to bore or make a hole

or cleft through which

to peep. Yuen keih #tt
<VX"

|

a cause of resent-

ments. Heen keih life

t

J
a cause of suspicion
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and dislike. Kin keih 'y ,'.

an occasion of wars and bloodshed.

Kae kcih I to opcm a crevice,

to-afford an inlet to; to commence

an occasion of ; said in reference to

national contests or wars.

5930. Colloquially read Kei.

Togi>e; to supply suffict-

ently; to provide; to sup-

ply. To giie
an opportunity to an

active ajent to operate; hence To

receive; to be the recipient of. Head

Keg, Supplied with a ready elocution;

too ready to talk; loquacious. Tse'e

Veth i& a too ready anoV spe-

cious elocution. Kung keih
/jit I

to supply with necessaries. Wo keili

ta ma J\7 I -ftff aa I was scolded
"V\t \ lull .TO

by him.

Keth chaou 1 H? to give a kind of

certificate.

KeTh sze chung '^ rp name of

an office of the fifth rank.

Keih wo shw5 ta
\

he was spoken to by me t

KeTh wo ma ta
|

he was scolded by me.

5931. The point- at which

opposing circumstances

meet and clash with vio-

lence
; urgent; progress-

ing ; impelled by circum-

stances ; drained ofevery

resource. That feeling of mind which

is excited by being pressed ; urged ;

hurried and not kwowing what to

do; hasty; anxious; embarrassed;

straitened ; in difficult and distressing

FART II Q 5
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circumstances; pressed with want.

Ch3 keih* 1 to become anxious

about. Sze keth jfe 1 affairs ur-

gent and pressing ; the moment of

action arrived; no further time to

prepare means. Hwan keth $

Hwau,easy circumstances, Keth, se-

vere presure ofcircumstances. Tsing

keth
=j^

to ask permission to

withdraw awhile from public duty, tu

attend to private affairs. Tszejin

ke sing shin keth
jji'

A 3j5 if-iJr

^|fc
I this is a man of a very hasty

disposition.

Keth ke
J

Me. a ready invention of

schemes or stratagems, at the spur of

the moment when the dilemma

occurs; to decide instantly; the

means of being extricated from it.

Keth keih in great haste; im-'

patient to act.

Keih pth ^ urgent, pressing,

violently impelled ; to urge tyran-

nically.

Kelh shi
j ^ completely nonplus-

ed ( unprepared and unprovided for

the pressure of circumstances.

Kelh sing tsze
J ;jyj: JJL

a hasty dis-

position ; the name of a plant.

5932. A kind of wooden

clog to wear as a shoe.

% 5933. An increased quantity

11 of
< a great degree ; difficult ;

^ distressing to the mind. To

play ; to trifle; comedy. A surname.

The name of a district. Le fan che

keth J^ 4jj JA
1 a multiplicity

of afiairs to altcud to, the arrange-

Kill 1 1 42!>

mcnt of which is difficult; said of the

affiirs of public courts. Tth keih

|J|J |

to play, or take amusement

He keih
tfj7

I stage plays. Ping

k<-''h
^|T-j |

>tate of disease which

threatens death.

).vm.

He k'/ih
jjjfc ^ play,

trifling amusement; mer-

riment. HS keih (^ 1

incessant laughter.

5935. Bricks or earthen

ware not burnt. Too keth

~T express the same.

The name of a particular vessel with

handles, or as the Chinese express it,

Yew urh
/j J having ears. Tan

ke ' h
TtK

a vcssel into wnich

burning charcoal and ashes are

closely crammed, and which the

Chinese carry in their hands or place

at their feet to obtain warmth in

cold weather. A similar vessel, with

basket work round it, is in Canton,

called Show heun =,
>JS hand-

warmer.

59S6. To strike; to knock;

to beat; to rouse what is

dormant; to attack, as in

war ; to kill, to rush against. Read

Heth, A sorcerer; a wizard. Read

Ke, A man's name.

Kcth ting win koo
j ^ E3

to beat the drum at the gate of the

imperial palace when waiting to

present a petition.

Kcih koo 1 ^ to beat a drum.

Ketli mung
j ^? to rouse dulness

applied to teaching boys; causing;

them to understand.
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KeThshi
^

ranrder.

Keih ta
^

attack.

KEIll

to attack and kill or

to strike; to beat; to

5937. To excite as rocks

which impede a rapid

stream ; a rock quay op-

posed to a current, and intended lo

drive off the waters; excitement,

applied to the feelings ; to anger, or

to gratitude. A surname. Kan keTh

^ j

roused to grateful feelings.

Chung keTh
||j ]

to .rouse or

imitate by rushing against

Keih leg
j

>FlJ to rouse the feelings

to vehement emotions.

Keth fan leang min f? (3 EE.

to annoy and oppress good subjects

till they are forced to rebel.

Keth tsee
1

-JJJ
to rouse, to irritate,

as by speaking to abruptly, to excite

vehemence.

(
5938. Certain thorny bushes

fit for making fences of, in

length of time they grow

large ; to fence. Name of ;i place ;

of a medicine. Forms part of the

name of a bird , used to denote a

KEIH

spear. A surname. King keih it|l

I

thorns and briers.

5939. Keih or Nelh, The

border or hem of a garment.

5940. A spear with mere

than one point, a long

weapon with transverse

points; a kind of halberd.

The name of a place.

Shwiing keTh
1|j|=

i a

double pointed pear.

59J1. Name of a place; a

surname. Used also to de-

note An interstice.

5942. A coarse kind of hemp-
J ^4.

en cloth. He, keih
*jjj

1

t ffo sorls, a finer and a

coarser, of the same kind of cloth,

worn by certain ancient queens.

594}, i tj Shedding tears

without noise; to weep.

Read LeTh. Peaou leih 5t

|

impetuous. Kuh keih J-
j

to cry and weep.

Keih heuc san neen [^
~ ~

/ffl

to weep blood three years; required

to be done for parents.

KEIH

Keih soo 'i

|?Jr
to state one's caie

with tears.

KeTh leaou yih king puh seaou (3^

J ^R /jp\ /J\ alarmed in no

slight degree.

6944. [
C

] Meat sou,

5945. [t] To eat; to

drink ; to receive an

impression ; to bear or

put up with, frhth

jfih kow juS keth

to A P s
to eat or receive a thing into the

mouth is called Keih. Tan-keih

I to eat.

KeTh chae 1 !^f to fast, or refrain
I JA\

from animal food. Read Kae, Kae

how Irfh tsing
] ft ||

to rail and wrunglc keenly.

Kiih fan 1 ^ to eat rice; to take

any meal is so expressed.

KeTh kin 1 \*s- urgent, highly im-

portant or necessary.

KeTh koo ^ to sufllr distress.

KeTh kwei
^ j|'Z

to suffer low; to

bear an injury.
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KEO. CXXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kill. Peking Dialect, Kenan. Cnton Di;ilect,

5946 A horn
;
to push with

the horn; a corner; one

fourth of a thing; a quar-

ter; a certain play or game; applied

to a division of an army ; to a tuft

of hair on a child's head; to a tone

in music. Name of a star; a certain

measure; name of a bird ; of a ptar.t ;

of a fruit; of a fish; of a place; of

a cily. A surname. Yen keS
flj[

the corner of the eye.

KfS jin 1 ^ name of an official

situation.

Ke5 kow to gore wilh the

mouth; to retort shnrply; alterca-

lion, to quarrel; to bicker and

skirmish.

KeS lenng
j jy a certain measure.

KeS IcTh
j
j^ to exalt one's horn,

to maintain a spirited tone used in

a go(,d sense.

KtS srang
"] ^ a quarter chest;

one that is a fourth of a larger one.

Certain

5947. Mills; numerous and

large rocks
; poor had land ;

uneven irregular ground.

5948. To grasp a horse; to

push, stick or gore with a

horn. To stick; to stab

and seize.

5949. To raise or lift up,

as a heavy metal tripod

by grasping, with out-

stretched arms, its feet.

5950. Name of a wood ; a

certain beam of a palace; a

handle ; a club, or wooden

mallet. To beat; to examine.

5951. KeS or H8, The

motion of the eyes.

5952. Stony rocky ground;

Hard; firm; correct.

595S- Name of a bamboo;

a bamboo pole employed

about a house.

5954. A vessel to contain

unctuous cosmetics. See

HS.

-^W^ 5955.
[
c ] From to Watt

I "V against a knot or bune.

To stop, to recede. A

particle, the import of

which is generally to af-

firm strongly ; or with

a conviction ofcertainty

and some surprise, as Be-

hold ! to excite attention;

at other times it seems to convey little

or no meaning; but to be merely

euphonic. To refuse; to decline

accepting; to throw away. Really;

truly; therefore; then. Leaou

keS
j

to complete and throw

aside; to reject. AVang keii if?.

to forget. King wiih keen ke5 j

wf /z,
' s 'ia" k* 'iappy "" y u

do not refuse. Man wang wdh keS

P^l 3z y] 1
" cner '8 '1 *en thou-

sand hopes (that you will) not refuse.

KeS che wei piSh kimg

T^to refuse is disrepectful.

^'

to refuse to adhere to a

persons wishes.

KeSshwS
j p^ they say, or it is said

truly ; or in gome cases, KeS it a mere

expletive.

KeS hc y ih tze pfih Mh
-^-
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le fact was, he did not

know a single letter.

KeS yHhfa ^ ^^ rutes for driv-

ing away lascivious desires, such

as thinking on a putrid" corpse.

5956. [
c ] KeS, or Kenh.

Loud, immoderate, inces-

sant laughter.

5957. Name of an insect

variously designated.

5958. From Heart and

real. Labour; toil; meri-

torious exertion. Read

Keth, Lassitude; langour

weariness ; fetigus.

5959. From flesh and to

throw aside. Tlie foot,

bi cause it is thrown aside

or hangs back when one

sits. (Kang-he.) The foot

of a mountain. Haou to

]
g<l foot; well

ist..blihed, physically. Ti kc;8 w5n

M I lil
l0 tread with the foot

afely. Woo show lung keS fe T-

^fp
to manoeuvre the hand and

play with the foot j-to make use of

k(>s

a number of tricks. Loo cliQh ma

ke5 laep ^ ^ ] ^ to ex-

pose the horses foot; to discover

the trick. Ting keS choo j& 1

^ to stop and stand still.

KeS foo 1 ^ a bearer of burdens ;

a porter ; a chairman.

KeS sih I ^ the colour of the foot,

meaning the history of a person, his

character, situation, rank, and so on.

KeS leth ta 1 ~ft -k strong of foot;

firmly footed.

5960. Read KeS, HS, and Huh.

From wings tending up-

wards. A bird flying high.

Read KeS, An aspiring high toned

mind.

KeS Jen I ^\ lofty views, aspiring.

5961. A surname; a name.

5962. [c] To e; to

hit; to direct effort to one

point. Used also for the

following. Read HS, To turn the

band backwards and forwards.

5963. A plank laid across a

stream for foot passengers ;

a wooden bridge placed by

the government and at which a toll

is taken.

5964. High; derated.

5965. To moisten by apply-

ing water to
; to water.

c] 5966. A stone or rock

rising high and appear-

ing manifest
; the fact

discovered ; certainty ;

certainly ; assuredly ;

verily; the strict truth

or fact; indeed. KeS

che
| fljp assuredly

know. KeS ken
'

Jffi substantially proved; real; true.

KeS keS shih shih
^ 1 ^ ft

indeed, indeed, really, really: matter

of fact beyond all doubt.

5967. Head HS, or KeS,

Name of a plant. One sayi,

A horse's while saddle. Read

GS, The name of a horse.

5968. Read KeS or PS. The

end of a bone; a hard white-

bone.

5969. Loud laughter. Yub.

ke <* POTT immoderate

uninterrupted laughter.

Tan seaou ta keS ^ ^ ^
talking and laughing much.

5970. Fire burning.

597 1. The upper lip;

minced meat.
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\

5972. KeS, or Keu. A

general contribution to a

feast; a feast with wine made

by a general subscriptioa to it ;
a

sort of picnic.

\ 5973. From Two eyes,

tcingn,noA a hand grasping

|

the wings. The fluttering

of a bird to escape from

the hand that holds it fast.

To dart side looks in an

affrighted manner; not to- look

steadily at any Ihing; but to keep

the eyes wandering about. A surname.

KeS seang 1
jjQ

the name of a place.

KeS shS 1 $& a light but firm mo-

tion; active, applied to old persons in

praise of their activity.

Keii tefh 1
Jffi

to more about as un-

der alarm.

5974. Under alarm:; af-

frighted ; agitated ; to

dart husty glances.

5975. To take hold of; to

grasp with the paw or the

claw, as a dog or a bird.

5976. The name of a wood.

5977. An nnimal of the

monkey species; the fe-

male of the kind.

R 5

5978. Ke5, or Kcu. The

same as the preceding ;

and applied also to certain

rcplilei.

5979; To gaze; to look.

5980. A lar^e made anr-

mal of the monkey species;

has a remarkably quick eye,

and possesses strength enough to

seize on man.

5981. Large strides.

5982. [ c ] That kind of.

step which the Chinese deem

respectful in the presence of

superiors;
a short quick step.

TsBh ke5 joo yay fe
'

$U -fl|,

expresses that mode ofwalking which

Confucius observed in the presence

of the Sovereign.

59S3. Name of a place.

5984. A large spade or simi-

lar instrument of husbandry.

To stick into; to cut down.

5985. To lift the feet high

in walking.

59S6. KeS-keS
'

the

: -, haughty prancing gait of a

*
-J child

; the capering noise ofa

petty minded man under the influence

ofsuccess. Straw sandals; dried and

rough. Also read Keaou.

59ST. Shoes or sandaU.

Straw or hempen andal*.

5988. A curred horn formed

of a piece of copper on each

side of a cart or military

carriage; a box or chest appended to

a carriage; to push with tbehorni;

to wrangle. Read Keaou, To com-

pare together.

5989. A hill or mountain

with numerous large rockf.

Noise made by the colliiion

of stones. Also read HeS.

5990. A clear bright eye.

Read Y5, or Uh. An in-

censed look. Ancient form

of the following.

599 1 . To see and compare.

To awaken naturally or

morally ; to be roused ;

to attend to; to excite

notice; to make clearly

manifest ; to declare to ;

free; bold; straight

forward declar ilion. To

notice, or advert to
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imlilrnly, ai a pcnon awaking out

of sleep ; to perceive Minclhing'not

known before ; to see or understand

clrarU. (-onetimes answers to the

word Feel. Name of a star. A ur.

name. Che ke
Aj]

'

conscious-

ness ; perception ; the power of pcr-

ceiring: Choo-foo-tsze maintained

that this terminated at death. Che-

IteS
4jj

'

to know or perceive,

the power of perceiving and knowing

intelligence. Fi keg
jjjr

1 to bring

to light. PBh kcS jfc 1 uot advert-

ing; inadvertently.

KEU

Ke yew scay keuen'e

jg?
felt a little langour or weariness.

KeS lo licS
jjf

jfsi a school for

the children of the KeSlo.

KeS lo I J|3a branch of the Imperial

kindred.

%^ ^5992 [c] KeS.or KHh.The

skin of any thing, empty

or hollow; the bark of

a tree ; the shell of an egg

or a nut ; a .shell of any

kind. Read HeS, A hoot-

ing or harsh manner of speaking to.

KEU

^ 5993. [c] The heart icon

as through a shell. Sin-

cere ; faithful ; good ;

virtuous; conduct that

is seen and approved

within and without
,

at home and abroad.

5994. [
c ] A bird hatch-

ing eggs; eggs already

hatched ; the first bud of

any thing.

KEU. CXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kiu. Canton Dialect, Buy and Ktiy.

5995 [C] From great, and

pervcrte. To separate;

to be distant or distinct

from ; to go; to go away ;

to go from
; to pass on in

a regular proper course,

without impediment from the nature

of things, or from circumstances.

Pasi ; gone ; former. To put away ;

to repudiate. Read [J To put away

from; lo expel; to reject. Le keu

jfjjj
or Le kae keu

gjft
89

to M parafe from each other. .Scang

keu
|
fth \ueii iy 1 sfc jtA not

verj tli-l.iii! from; not very dill! -re nt

from, l.ae keu 71^ j

to approach

ai.d recede; lo come and go. Mid

he, shw6 keu
ffr ^ gM

endless tautology. Nekeunalc^fc

I M^. or Ne keu ho choo^
fpf f/HL

whither are y u s' n ?

Wo chub keu kwang kwsng $c
jM

^E %?. I am gi"g out to walk
I **4 RS

for amusement. Tsin keu jg
to go in ; to enter. Sh;mg tsecn ken

-t H'l
to " ^"r" ar^ i toad-

irance. Nakeu3|
|

tot.keaway.

Kwo kcu^Q |

ti> pass ;
to puss aw."y.

Ke n.g tih ken |^^ |

it may

he s:iid. Keang puh keu "Zsi A\

it cannot he said. T|HM: cx-

prcvioi.s apply either to the lan-

guage or to I lie reasoning. What is

iaid, i-, or is not, agreeable to the

idiom of the language; or it is not

consonant to right reason. Keang

tih lue
tf| ^|L

$> can say; and the

opposite phrase, Keargpuh 'ae
J5n|

Jt^ 7JK cannot siy, refer to the

s|)eakei ,
and denote that he docs, or

does not, possess ability to express

his thoughts intelligibly and pro-

perly.
Pan pBh

lae^y. ^ ^ it

cannot be effected, because the agent

is wauling in the ahiliiy which he

ought td possi s<. Yih keu puh

hwuy ^
^ xfx [5J

once gone,

no relurn. KTh keu lj
j

to de-

grade from office or rank.

Keu need
j "ijF

last year; also, for-

mer years.
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Ken she
j

tjl" to leave the world; to

(.'(part this life.

Keu tsew
j Iijff

to recede from, or to

leave; and to approach to; or to

place one's self in ;
as Keu kwan

4

'pi*
to leave the public service.

Keu win 1

^jf-
a destroyer of mos-

squitos; a species of toad.

5996. The name of a

country. A man's name.

Read Kea, A surname ; also,

the name of a certain deity. Kea

fha kw5
|

V^
1

j|j|
a certain

country.

5997. [c-] Keu, or Kea. To

gape, a wide large mouth.

Read Keih, Sound of brea-

thing in sleep ; snoring. Also read Y8,

Appearance of the mouth open.

5998. A kind of wooden

packsaddle for a mule.

5909. The end of a ball of

lhre,:d ; to connect ; to con-

tinue in succession ; to hind.

Used for the name of a fish.

6000. T c -
] To expel > to

drive away; to disperse or

dissipate, as any noxious

influence; to open aivd expand;

strong; vigorous.

6001. An utensil f<;r con-

taining rice or ca!\es.

An utensil for throwing

over animals in order to

catch them; or to confine

them.

Jfc

6009. To stretch (he nicitth

wide open ; to yawti.

6003. [c-] The side; the

flank ; to remove or open

out the side us of a box or

chest; the right flank or wing of an

army. A man's name.

6004. Nme of a plant ;

an utensil made of grass

or rushes.

6005. Name of an insect.

6006. [c-] The sleeve of a

garment; an ornamented

sleeve or cuff; appearance

of
raising the sleeve; the mouth of

a sleeve.

6007. [ c ] Sound, noise;

noise made in sleep.

6008. fc-] A fence in

va!li.-s amongst hills for

coni'iiiug ai.imals. Name of

an ancient pal. ice.

6009. Name of a fish, said

to resemble a cow ; to have

a serpent's tail, and to have

6010. Name of a bird.

6011. A frog-like ani-

mal.

6018. To lift with the hand;

to stretch out and pour into.

^M* 6013.
[

<
] From Rung

&T. fVork, and a hand grasp.

ing it Great ; large; Taut;

myriads ofmyriads; infinite numbers

A surname.

Keu taou
'

^5 1 numerous or pow-

Kcukow
1 )(/

erful liand itti.

Keu cha 1 ^ the great raft ; per-

formed a circuit of the heavens in

twelve years, and existed on the west-

ern seas in the time of Yaou, B. C.

2330. The Deluge recorded by Moses

is placed B. C. 2340. The Great

Haft has probably an allusion to

Noak's ark.

Keu foo '' ^ great wealth; very

affluent.

Keu-han
] $& a ,_,,, clajs ofwar

junks, mentioned in history.

Keukeue
| ^ a large ,word.

Ken pei h
] ^ the large finger ; the

thumb.

Keu shin
j ^ a great house.

6014. A great hill ormoun-

lain. .To go to.

6015. From heart and large.

Inattentive; remiss; rudely

neglectful.
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6016. ['] To ward off with the

rund; to oppose; to wilh-

tand
; to resist; to defend a-

gainst eilenal evils; to arrange in

order to withstand. Applied to cer-

tain bones of the leg.

Keu keen
] |& to withstand or
I FVJ

resist reproof; to reject it.

Keu tseuS 1
J&g

to oppose com-

pletely ; to refuse to sze a friend } to

resist good advice.

Keu teih
j ^ to oppose an enemy.

8g
6017. Light thrown, from

the sun
; clear j bright.

6013 [\ ] A tree with

a remarkably large leaf,

resembles the
i^JJ

Lew,

or willow tree; its bark

i decocted to drink.

Name of an utensil to re-

ceive drippings of water. Name of

a city.

6019. To stop ; to oppose;

to seize and take from by

violence ; perverse ; to over

step, to go to.

^ .^A 6020. [
c- ] A place where

m water accumulates or runs

off, as in a gutter. I/irgc;

great; gradual. The name of a

river; the name of a tune. A vul-

gar word for He, or Aim; the, her,

or it. Forms part of the name of

a certain armour, and of a plant.

Keu keu 1 attentive ; heedful ;

diligent.

Kow keu
'raj. I

a gttter or water

ronrte.

Keu shwfiy 1 ^ water running in

a kennel or ditch.

6021. A man's name.

C-] 6022. Chay heu

a white stone

brought from India, of

which the highest liter-

ary graduate makes a

knob for his bonnet.

6023. A torch made of

tushes.

6024. To look and stare

affrighted.

6025. [\ ] From ~f Kung,

Work, a square, represe-itcd

within; and an arrow, to

denote hitting Ihe exact square. A

square used by Carpenters. A ronstai.t

rule, law, or usage. A pattern. To

square or adjust. The corner of

a s(|-.iarc ; r,trict : correct. Oc-

curs denoting The ground. To en-

grave or put a mark on. Kwei keu

^m 1 compass and square; an usaje;

custom ; rule; correct form or man-

ner. Rules or usages of any body of

men t a national custom ;
rules form-

ed by any small society or com-

bination of persons. He5 kwei keu.

JLU 4Q to learn the custom*
-4- fyi' I

or usages of society, or combination

of persons. Show kwei keu ^P TH!

|
to adhere to custom, or to rule.

6026.
[ \ J A species of black

millet.

6027. A torch ; the name of

a vegetable plant ; hemp

seed.

6028. Name of a certain

animal.

6029. f
'
] An interrogative

particle generally implying

the opposite of what is af-

firmed. The same as ~S Ke, How?

denoting a suspicion or different

opinion.

6030.
[

I
] The spur of a

cock; to stab with a wea-

pon inserted; to be op-

posed to, or distant from; to

oppose, or to stand opposite to ; to

be distant from ; resist; to skip over

in passing to. Large; great. Wei

keu
j||i

to oppose or resist.

Chaou keu %&
\ to overleap ; to

N_* I

jump or skip over. Ke keu 4u
j

a cock's spur.
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Ken tiiou 1 Jg the road between

two places over against each other.

603\. To join the con-

tributions of many for the

purchace of liquor to make

a feast.

6032. [
r

] Kcu, or Keu

te' 1 jH or Ta kang ~J^

|jjj||
a hard sort of iron.

Great hardness or obduracy ; fierce ;

unrelenting resentment. Large;

great. Name of a bow; a place ; a

plant; a man; and a sword.

Keu kiing /f^ the Emperor ; a

title of respect of general application.

.^^ ^^ fiOSS. The name of a pa-

'Qj 1C vilion. A certain place of

*^* I concourse.

L6034.

Certain harness of a

carriage.

6035.

1

Keu or Keu-heu

r,
an animal of

which it in said A mule

is the mother and a horse

the father, resembles a

mule.

6036. The name of a bird.

6037. A particular kind of

wheaten cake.

6038. [ c- ] Labour ; fatigue;

severe labour; distress. Keu

laou & distressing

disease; severe labour in child-birth.

. i 5
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6039. [/] Words marked

off by a pause or stop in

writing; a period; a

sentence; an expression ;

a phrase ; a term ; a word ;

a line of a terse. Low

keu 'flJ the name of a place.
rsr I .

Read [ \ ]
Seu keu ^ the

name of a place. Read Kow, Sprout,

ing or budding out in a curling

manner. Keu tang
J ^g business

or affair. Yew shin mo keu tan?

~/fji
i tf.

'jjj?
what business

or aff ir, have you! Kow
<^j

is

commonly used for this character,

when read Kow. Poll ching yih

keu hwa^ ffi ^ | |j
does

not form a sentence ; what is said is

unintelligible. Puh ching chang keu

yr hVJ
-j-

written unintel-

ligibly.
Kea keu 4^ ]

a fine

sentence. Yih keu hwa -
j g^

a sentence; a word. Ke keu hwa

4fKt =37 a few sentences ; a few

words. Tsih yen pa keu -^ =

J\ verses of seven syllables in

each line, and eight lines in a stanza.

Kaou keu le f=\ Corea.

Yuen-keu ^ and Keu-chang

^f names of districts.

Erroneously used in the sense of Keu

;hjj
to restrict; and of Kow &

enough, sufficient; and of Keu
4J3

asquart .

Keu show
"pj

(he beginning of a

sentence.

Keu chung 1 ttl the middle of a

sentence.

Keu ru3 1 "^ the end of a sentence.
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8040. Name of a plant.

6041. Ornaments for the

toe of a nhoe; they arr

embroidered on the silk.

6042. [-J From Han*

and a hook. To stop will)

the hand ; to grasp , to

adhere pertinaciously

to ; to lay hold of and

restrain ; to throw the

arms about or embrace. Read Kow.

To hook ; to lay hold of; to cause

to rush together.

Keu chih
] ^ to grasp and keep

hold of. Keu ne
j| \J

to ad-

here to the mire. Keu leen
|

jjl? to grasp and drag. These all ex-

press a bigoted adherence to a par-

ticular sentiment; obstinate, im-

penetrable, stupid adherence to.

Keu ne seaou le ; shang leaou ta e
|

n ^ fi i! T x i *

bigoted adherence to petty forms,

injures the great principles ofjustice.

Keu kwan
j

'M* to keep iu safe

custody and under controul.

Keu kew 1
y'

to seize and bring to

an examination before the ma-

gistrate.

Keu-ne
| y'j/

to stick to; bigoted

adherence to.

Keu na 1 Ir to seize, as a cri-

minal.

Keu shilh 1 Fj to restrain; to re-
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strict; to prevent disturbance ; used

mucii by th government to express

keeping inferiors in due order.

6043. [
c -

]
Read Keu and

Kow, The names of wood.

f)dl. The name of a stream

or river. AUo the noise of

water.

6045. Read Ken, Title ofa

we tern chief. Read Kow,

A path or boundary be-

tween fields.

6046. [
-
] A curved spine ;

hunch backed.

6047. To glance on every

side. Read Heu, To

smirk and laugh; deep

hollow eyes.

6018. Name of a hill.

6049. [c-] Ornamented

toes of shoes; silk shoes

with fanciful devices

worked on them.

6050.
[
c- ] Dried flanks of

'f| | bacon; curved slices of meat

dried. Formi a variety of

proper names.

KEU

6031. Name of a plant.

6032. From to tcalk and

to look nlioiil as a bird.

To walk and look round

watchfully. Head Foo,

To send or put in motion;

to direct; to regulate;

to strengthen. Used for the follow-

ing.

6053. From foot and to

hook or bend. The hands

and feet shrivelled or

drawn by tlie cold. Too

keu ko tow Hit
J %\

ityAr I * I

pB without shoes and the
Kf\

head uncovered; bare-headed and

without shoes or stockings the

undress of a Chinese servant, not

allowed to appear in the presence of

a gentleman. Too ken
jCJ- j

also

denotes to lean upon one foot; to

hop or skip about.

6054. A crooked bar that

attaches to the neck of a

draught horse. Read Kow,

denoting also The appendage ofa

carriage.

6055. The name of a place.

6056. Keu, or Heu. The

namc "' a country village

and ofa city.

6037. [-] A two year's old

colt; a fine young horse. A

surname. Forms part of

KEU

the name ofa fish ; ofa song ; and of

a tree. Kung keu TOT \ to restrain

a colt from covering its dam.

Keu le
] I|||

Corea.

6058. Forms part of thr

name ofa fish, and ofaman.

Read Kow, as the name of

6059. [c-] Keu-kuh 1
|j

or Pa-ko /V^ a bird that

^f can imitate human speech;

a parrot. Forms part of the name of

of a certain insect. Read Kow,

applied also to the name ofa bird.

6060. A species of tortoise

found on the shore of

Eastern Tartary.

6061. [c-] An animal of

the mm species.

6062. [/] To stand erect. Not

humble ; proud, haughty

carriage; contempt of deco-

rum. Sitting with the feet stretched

out Sleeping about
carelessly. In

the She-king, applied to firm strong

sounds. Kwei wei le'en tsze urh

/f* Sfa though possessing the

dignity of Emperor, yet not proud.
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Tsee;i keu, howkun; 0(1 1 "/v& VK|

proud in the beginning, and afterwards

respectful.

Keu gaou pnh sun
^jfi ^\ ^gj

proud, haughty, unhuiubled.
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-
] 6063. From the body

and a seal or resting

place. A settled place

of abode; to dwell; to

reside ; to remain sta-

^^^ tionary ; to consist in
;

/"^ to fill a place or office.

/_> To sit ; to accumulate ;

to desist. Read Ke,

as an interrogative par-

ticle. A surname.

Ho-keu
^pjT |

or Ho-koo /pT ^
wherefore? why? what occasion?

Keen ken ml 1 to dwell at leisure,

unoccupied. Kwan keu
'g*

office consists in.

Keu choo J& the place of re-

sidence.

Keu choo I 'ff to dwell ; to live at.

Keu jin yew e 1 'fcl [Jj jjjfc
to dwell

in benevolence, and to walk in the

way of righteousness.

Keu sze 1 J^ * retired unaspiring

scholar.

Keu sin 1 J^\
that which the heart

dwells upon

Keu shin 1 J* denotes personal habit.

6061. A woman's name.

6065. To store or lay up; to

house. One says, To sell.

6066. Name of a hill.

6067. [
-
] From Hand and

resident or stationary. The

hands diseased; restricted;

embarrassed; precipitate or straight

forward. Occurs denoting A place

or station; occupying a station or

seat. Keih-keu j* I embarrass-

ed as to pecuniary matters.

6008. [-] A certain reed

that answers to make walk-

ing sticks of for old men;

and handles for whips.

6069. The name of a river

or stream of water.

6070. [
-
] Name of a cer-

tain valuable stone.

607 1 . A local term for mil-

let srain.

6072. A term used in the

north for goose fat, or the

fat of fowls; dried fowls;

remaining long; durable.

6073. Name of a plant.

6074. [
-
] The hinder paH of

a garment that hangs down

b.:liiud. Proud, haughty.

6075. [-] A reptile raid to

resemble a silk worm m

form ; to be two or three

cubits long ; to have feet on each

side and to be edible.

6076. Language or speech

governed by some rule. A

man's name.

6077. [-] Keu leen

to sell; to store up.

6078. [
'

] To crouch upon

the hams, or to sit cross-

legged. Ke-keu ffi

to sit cross-legged, in which posture

the legs are supposed to appear like

the basket Ke.

6079.
'

[-] A saw; to saw,

whether stone or wood.

The saw was in ancient

times used in criminal punishments.

60SO. Name of a fish, re-

sembling another called the

stone headed fish, with

three teeth like a saw; also forms

part of the name of an edible reptile

resembling the silk worm, but much

larger.

6081. A species of millet,

an adhesive sort of rice.

6082. [/J From Pearls or

many placed on a tripod.

Placed together ; already

prepared ; arranged. To present to.

An utensil. Ke -keu 2S 1 an

uteusil. King keu
Tj-jl

1 instru-
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menu of punishment Fi leuh keu

Sao *ff fi 5ff the laws are

already prepared. Fung keu
;jps j

to present to a superior. Che ming

phh kru ^H ^5 T> 1
knowing

my name, I do not insert it. ChS

keu v3
|

an utensil for washing in.

Keu pin T^f a petition (or of-

ficial statement to a superior) duly

prepared; this is often the first

sentence in papers sent to govern-

ment.

Keu te 1
.Hpf

to make out a full and

clear statement of, to present to

higher authority.

Keu w5n 1 & an official document

intended merely as compliance with

the requisite forms.

6083. [
-

] All ; both ; toge-

ther with; fully supplied

with, or prepared. A sur-

name. Keu she
j

jg- both, or all

arc right. Keu tsuen
]

com-

plete in every thing. Tsae maou keu

kea ~JT !$? 1 -Or mind and person

both superior.

6084. A bank to confine

water.

6085. [
'

] Keu, or Keu-

funs I hi a sea storm
J

'JV

that Wows from every point

of the compass on the coast of Can-

ton, a whirlwind; a tvphon. it is men-

tioned particularly by Chinese writers.

Occursduringthe fifth or sixth moons

f the year, and is preceded by a

coloured ring-like or rainbow np-

peararce, at first small, but gradually

widening; this appearance is called

Keu-moo 1 4H: and Chang-moo

fe
g};

the mother of the typhon

and of a disease. Thit whirlwind is

laid to be entirely unknown in the

north nf China.

6086. A particular kind of

cake.

COST. The name of a bird.

6088 [c-] From Pin, Many,

in the midst of He, To con-

ceal. A place in which to

store or lay up. A small house or

room ;
to class, or separate ; a separ-

ating line or boundary Ten val-

uable stones. Yew teen y ih chen,

chih yih keu
7^| [H

-
Jj|^

possesses a glehe of land,

and a small house. Ta keu -fc

the great abodes, denote heaven and

earth.

Keu choo I
KJJ

a place to dwell in.

It ,

K? to separate, dis-

tinguish and decide.

Keu keu seanu kw* 1 A\
jft|J

small petty country.

Keu keu che sin
j

1 ~jf tfo little

petty heart, is used by the person

making a present, and denotes, I

present this as a small expression of

my regard, which I know is of no

value.

Keu keu seaou with I

/J>
%/

little, petty, trilling tiling. It is, by

an affected humility, applied to what

is one's own, or a present offered to

others. Se Gow.

6089. [c-] A rugged, unercn

hilly appearance ; an abrupt

peaked mountain.

6090. To lift up with the

hand. Read Row in the same

sense. Also To feel and store

up or put away with the hand. Read

Gow, To strike.

Keu e 1 ^fe lo lift up robes or long

garments, as when walking up steps.

Keu yu \ ]& to turn round; or

move about.
i

6091. [c-] To beat; to

strike; to drive out; to

expel.

6093. To walk lame; an

1*1* uneven path.

6093. [c-] The body, or

a body.

6094. Keu, or Ke-keu Kg
a dangerous corner or

precipice; rugged; uneven ;

dangerous path.

Name of aimall shll
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c-
] 6096. To drive away

animals ; to expel them

from a corn field that

they may not injure

the grain; to lash and

drive a horse; to run

or fly swiftly ; a fore-

runner and the van of

an army is expressed by

Seen-keu
-Jfc ^

tlie

second division is called

Chung keu ttl 1

Keu ch5 1
^5

to drive out; to

expel; a favorite phrase with the

Canton government, applied to the

European ships of war, which on all

occasions they threaten to diive

away.

6097. [
'
] Name of a plant,

of an ancient state, and of a

city. A surname.

. 6093. [
'

] An utensil for

containing rice ;
a small

sheaf consisting of four

handfuls, an utensil for rearing silk

worms.

6099. From tiger laying

his paws on a wild boar.

Fighting and grasping; im-

petuous fleetness ; name of a certain

wolf-like animal as to size, in other

respects resembling a monkey, and

which springs forward with rapidity.

0100. From hand and a tiger

leaping on a boar. To lay

the paw or hand upon ; tj

take fast hold of; to lean or rest

upon ; to take possession of and to

TART II. T 5

KEU

maintain; to have figure, form; to

be substantial ; to afford proof ; to

depend upon or state according to;

in this sense often used in govern-

ment papers.
Tsee'-keu J||

to take or usurp with or without per-

mission. Ping-keu /Si
|

proof;

evidence of. Yuen-keu ^
to lead ; to draw ; to drag.

Keu shwS 1 |$ according to what is

said.

Keu ta shwS 1
Ifjl ^ according to

what he says ; to depend on what he

says.

Keu show 1 ^T- to maintain fist hold of.

6101. [
f

] Hurried; agitat-

ed; afraid; precipitately

impelled; fleet or swift mo-

tion, hasty step ; a courier or express.

Fluttered ; irresolute ; struck with

trepidation; languid; overpowered.

A surname. Hae keu
Bgf |

fright-

ened, alarmed. KeXh keu si-

urged on by strong external impulse,

hurried. Chuen keu jS 1 the per-

sons pertaining to the government

express.

1-jQ hurried, agitated

:r.

6102. [c-] An ugly de-

formity of person.

Keu-choo 1 ^p"|
a coarse kind of

Keu kedh pjj bamboo mat.

Keu kwang 1
IJJ5

an utensil for

rearing silk worms.

6 1 03. Name of a vegetable.
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6104. \t A wooden drum

slick; a e-rtam mctil cu-

linary vessel.

6105. fc-'"j Fro-n a bir'l

and lira tyet; the watchful

and fearful glance of a bird

pecking, and alternately raising iti

head to look about. A distrustful,

suspicious timid glance; hasty,

alarmed, wild look; to stare, to gaze;

the glance of an ea;le; to be ob-

servant anr) careful; to preserve

decorum. Occurs denoting To walk;

a large protuberance on the neck ot

an animal. Name of a bird; of a hill:

and ofa rapid stream. A man's name.

6106. [/] From Heart

and a bird looking af-

frighted. Fear; appre-

hension. Keu fa
| ^i

to stand in awe of the

laws. Keu pa '[>Q

or Rung keu
#Jj

afraid , apprehensive; to

be afraid of.

107. An ancient spear wit*

four points.

6108. [c-] Lean, thin,

emaciated.

6109. [c-] A street; lane

or road, which is a general

thoroughfare, and which

has diverging roads in all directions.

Name of a district. A surname.

Tung keu
jffl

a high road ; a

general thoroughfare. Teen keu
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^ [

name of a star; ome apply

it to the Milky Way.

Keu ko keang woo
\ ^ ^ fjjj

sung in the slrccts and danced in the

Lines in the glorious days of the

ancient Yaou.

6110. [c-J \arae of a bird.

A surname

6111. [
c- ] Keu or Heu.

A great hill or mountain ;
a

moor or common , a place

of resort; an old town or city; place

of resort for the purposes ofcom-

raerc.al traffic. A deep valley. See

Heu.

Keu-moo
]
Sfagraveor sepulchre.

6112. [-] A vehicle with

wheels, however drawn,

whether by human

strength, by oxen, or

horses; a wheel barrow.

A cart; a carriage; a

char'.ot; a vehicle, with wheels drawn

by horiis. That which contain?, as

the space enclosed by the jaws;

hence applied to the jaw bones.

Read Chay, in much the same sense,

but ra;hcr denoting the wheel than

th rarri 'ge.
Is found compounded

with Tarious other words forming in-

dividual names of things. A surname.

Coirpire wi!h Crry. Keu ya | ^f*

that which contains the teeth; the

j
.iv hiinci. 1'ow keu

Vjj
a par-

ticiil r kind of net. Ping keu JT1--

]
a military (h;riot. Kin keu

|]j

I niime of i.n officer. Teen keu

KEU

R1 1 a farmer's cart. Kung keu
H^l I

/^ 1 name of an official court.

Keu ma lin mini
FE^ ^ |"j

carriages and horses approach the

door of a rich man.

6113. p ] To raise up

before ;
to lift with the

hands ; to raise the hands

in a respectful manner;

to move. To raise; to

elevate-, to introduce to

notice; to recommend

to. To raise up in con-

versation, or speak first

of a subject; to praise; to raise by

praises in the estimation of man-

kind ; to promote in the government.

All; every one collectively; the

whole number. To rise; to walk; to

be raised in one's estimation ; to

venerate as the Gods. To kill the

victims for sacrifice. Used to denote

confiscating smuggled goods. A bird

flying away rising from the ground.

Three taels weight. The name of

of a wood; of a place; of a hill; and

of an animal. E keu ^g 1 a

righteous generous act

Keu muh seang woo
<

EJ /fe <ht

to raise the eyes and look at each

other with dislike.

Keu ching 1
Jfij/

the whole city ; all

the people of the city.

Keu che
|

Arising and rest; the

whole of a person's conduct, and

circumstances.

Keu hing
j ^J to bring forward an

atl'iir and cause it to be done.

Keu she
j ||r the whole world ; all

the present race of men.

KEU

Kcujin I y^a recommended man

a literary title ; the second degre

attained.

Keu shen
[ ^s to promote the

virtuous and good.

Keu tseen ^ to recommend to a

person's employment, and so on.

Keu tow yf| to raise the head.

6114. [\ J KeuorYu.Tho

name of a wood.

6115. [\] Appearance of

walking alone; a stately gait.

Keu keu tun hing 1 $S ^f-f

in a stately manner walking alone.

Keu keu leang leang 1 1
/>jj \*3!

going along in a cool undaunted

manner; approaching to praise, and

a disdainful rejection of assistance

or company.

6116. [C ] Diseased teeth ;

teeth ache; rotten teeth
; to

smirk and shew the teeth.

[i] Poor; rustic;

rude : applied to a certain

cap or defence for the head,

placed under a basket or platter, in

which takes are carried on the head.

Also read Low.

Keu-soo 1 |& a certain defence for

the head, used by people in the north

who carry baskets and otl.er burdens

on the head.

6118. f /] That which binds

around the foot; shoes or

sandals, anciently made of

a coarse cloth.
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KEUE. CXXVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, KiuS. Canton Dialect, Keul.

61 19. Hooked ; the barb of

a hook. A hooked weapon.

^6120.

The reverse side of

the preceding. Mark, by

which to recognise a hook.

To mark off a paragraph.

^
"16191. Keue-keue-

^ ]^

LIJ appearance of motion ;

%BBV as if hooked and pulling

/ different ways. The se-

I, I cond character is also

*
-4 read Kee.

1

6122. To pull or stretch

out different ways ; that

with which the strings of

an instrument or bow are

stretched. Also read Kwae.

6123. The name of a river;

different streams flowing

in different directions; to

flow as water ; to open or

spread out
; to stretch; to

cut off; to decide; de-

cided; determined.

Keue e i V fixed intention.

Keue, or Keue jen k expresses

a strong conviction or persuasion of

what is affirmed.

KeuS yaou 1 J& positively requires.

Keue keu
| Jj-

will positively go.

KeuS shth
| J5t^

a piece of ivory put

on the thumb for pulling a string.

Keue tsaou 1 name of a certain

office.

6124. That with which a bow

string is stretched; a kind

of ring worn on the thumb.

1%
"|

6125. To pluck; to snatch

in^'/lf* with the hand or fingers;

to twitch, as when pulling

^ a string; to twitch and

f*1 !
j

cause to rebound; to

' >f J pull as a bow-string and

cause to shoot forth.

6126. A stone ornament

worn at the girdle ; a seg-

ment of a stone ring; an

incomplete circle. In ancient times

a complete ring was sent from the

sovereign to an officer banished to

the frontier, to denote his returj
; an

imperfect ring was sent to denote

the connexion was broken of. A seg-

ment of a ring worn on the thumb,

to draw a bow with.

6127. A vessel chipped or

broken; somewhat broken

off; a deficiency; a want;

a vacancy, applied to government

offices. Read Keuen, Strings of a

cap. Kae-keue I4H to declare

an office vacant. Fang-keuS 1& 1

or Poo-keu5 %& 1 to send some

one to fill a vacancy. Haou keu5

fun
JK-

I fib a good vacancy j a

good situation. Woo-keue" 3m;
|

no want. S5ng e keuS chS show

^fe ^ I ^i ^f"
'oss ^ S0m*

part of the principal in trade.

Keu fa
] =^ defect; deficiency;

want.

Keue kwei 1
JgE

a diminishing, as in

the last quarters of the moon ; a

deficiency ; a defect.

Keiie Ie8
| ^[_ something broken off;

deficiency ; defect.

Keue gill
1 ^ less than the fixed

quantity.

6128. A hollow place in a

large sore.

6129. Rru.l Keue or

Hen?, A single thread, or

a iki-ii of thread. Read

Kwae, Fine lilk thread.
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6130. To look to or regard

with dissatisfaction and re-

lentful feelings. Used also

to express pulling or twitching a

tring.

V. fc 6131. Parting words ; words

Tl pronounced at taking leave;

TO/\
*;? V. a farewel. The words of a

dying person ; what is said or given

at death to be remembered by the

servirors is called ^g j
Lew-keu&.

A rule or precept pertaining to some

art; the secrets of any craft
; the

principles of the pulse ; the precepts

or sayings of Buddha. Also Read

Heu and Kei. YungkeufS^
an eternal farewel. Keang keu ife

I

to lecture on mysterious secrets.

Kow keu
pj

1 the mouths mys-

terious craft , specious jabber Show

Jviu^ T handicraft; the tricks

of slight of hand. Pe keu M,
j

secret arts known only to a few.

MthkeuJp^ j

the secrets of the

pulse.

Keu pe
] ^|j parting on taking

a journey.

6138. The name ofa bird.

6133. To dig, bore or work

out an aperture; to cause

to issue forth; the breath

as in hiccups.

6134. An engine for throw-

ing stones. Short. To

bow. A surname. A pro-

commonly used in Shang-shoo

rising

oun,

_ S in the sense of Keif, he;

she; it; his; hers; its. Kenf wei

f|L a dog with a short stunted

bald tail. Keu e 1 ^ a short

tilled garment. J8 ping keug keS

/Izf /J/1 ffl
a* (an an 'ma') a<ash'

ing to the ground its horn.

6135. A young frisking colt,

said in seven days to surpass

the dam. Fleet, swift ; ap-

plied also to the wind.

Keu te
] ]||

a tall fleet horse.

6136. Something held in or

grasped by the hand ; to

strike; to throw; to dash

aside. Tsae keue
jijl ]

to pluck.

Read Kwei, To draw up long gar-

ments when fording a river.

6137. The threshhoH

and door posts. YTh

keuiS t& 1 a post in

the ground for fastening

a cow to. A bit for a

horse's bridle. A stick

for beating a large drum ; to rouse

the beasts of the forest.

6138. Chang keue ffi

unruly; disorderly, as diso-

bedient children, or as pi-

ratical banditti.

6139. Name of a certain ve-

getable.

6140. To walk fast; to go

hastily ; to jump j to leap ;

to stumble
; to fall. Read

Kwei, To move.

Ke keuS
jtjjj|

1 subverted; turned

upside down ; fallen down.

Keu che g& to stumble ; to

stumble and fall.

6141. The nameofabird.

A gate way; the Imperial

or through a gate; a path leading

inward; a path leading to a tomb;

a vacant place.

3 y| C142. Empty; defective,

& wanting, not supplied with.

'
>J Disrespectful; not accord-

ing with. Used as the name of a

sword, and various other proper

names. Wanting; defective ; lost,

as,
j|| |

E keue, The sense (of

the character) is lost.

Keu ting
|

jjji
the Imperial palace.

Kin keu& ^ j

the golden gate-

way ; the gate of the palace of the

gods. E yew keu win fc

y it is suspected that there is

some deficiency in the writing.

Wang keue
hingle*| ) ^ |ft

to look towards the Imperial gate

(from a distant Province) and per-

form the ceremony of obeisance to

the Emperor.

KeuiS teTh
j ^certain raiment of

the queen.

6143. [c] To stoop; to

bend down and crouch ; to

crouch meanly and servily,

to be caused to bend down ; to be

forced to crouch
; to be oppressed. To

crook or to be crooked. Also read

Kcflh.
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Keu shin 1
/jffl

are apposites, to bend

or crouch, and to straighten out.

Wei keu ^ j
1 pressed down, by

WeikeuS ^ $j J
ra PPre

-

sire power or false charge; the second

mode of writing the phrase is that

sanctioned by Kang-be.

6144. Keuh or Keu<5, Heuh

keang Kjji
or Keuh

keang \
'

IJS perverse; re-

fractory.

6 145. Rising singly; a

solitary mountain's top.

Keue
1

ke 1
jiQ rising

alone; jutting or stand-

ing forth singly, as emi-

nent men and sages.

6146. To dig into the

ground, as in digging a well

To scoop or hollow out, as

in digging the ditch around a city.

To stand out alone, in the sense of

the preceding. To carry to the utmost

degree. Read Kfih, To spread out

or extend.

Keui ching che
] tfij/ VJJJ

to dig a

ditch around a city.

Keai te wei kew

KEUE

to dig a hole in the ground, to be

employed as a mortar.

KeuiS te
] j^ to dig into the ground.

Keue tsing I ^Pr to dig a well.

6147. f c- ] KeuS and KwBh,

Certain garments of the

northern barbarians. One

says, To knot or connect by knotting.

6148. Commonly read Ydh,

To bore into as with a

spear , to expand and spread

out, as in the spring season. Read

Keu, False, crafty.

6149. Inauspicious; infeli-

citous.

6150. False; intriguing;

crafty ; to impose upon by

^fUj deep artifice. Kwei-keuS

or reversed Keu?-kwei,

Falacious, artful, crafty. Keueu-

keue
J!g| plots or schemes ever

varying with circumstances. Yu

keue fcP
|

crooked ; bent ; distort-

ed ; contorted ; tortuous.

Keue urh ptih ching

crafty and depraved.
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excellent or beau-Keu kwei 1

tiful.

Keukwae 1
'tg deceitful; crafty >

strange ; odd ; perverse.

Keue
1

keen 1 g* ad \lze given mere-

ly to please, instead of faithful re-

monstrance.

6151. A hook of a ringj

a clasp; a hook that links

on to another ; a certain

hook of a carriage; *

hook or lock in the Chi-

nese manner, at the front

of a box or chest.

6158. The feet diieased.

6153. [c-] To stop ; to endj

to terminate.

6154. [c-J KeuSheue
1

|

Hy a door way without

any door to it.

FART 11 V b
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KEUEN. CXXVIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kiue

6155. A rill ; a brook.

6156. From field and irfter

course. A small stream of

water ; a furrow or water

course in a field, a cubit

wide and one cubit deep;

a valley. To flow as a

water course, applied to

the diffusion of the prin-

ciples taught by ancient

Sages. Name of a place

in the west. Also read

Seun, and Chun, A collec-

tion of water at the foot

of a mountain. Keuen

mow 1
jrrt

a rill parting

the acres of land.

Keuen lew 1 ^ to flow; to run as

water, and be diffused.

Keuen teen 1
(Jj

to divide off fields

by water courses.

A 6157.
[
O

] A dog ; a general

term of the canine race.

Kow, keuen /ml
j

goner;:!

terms applied to dogs; the first ex-

presses the smaller and the second

tlie brger sorts.

Keuen cM fi
| j}^' ^ a certain

mode of mincing meat

Keuen show yay
J

M1 2y a dog

keeping watch at night.

6158. Keuen or Heuen, The

appearance of water falling;

the name of a stream.

6159. Yuen. Round; a

numeral of officer! of the

government.

6160. [-] Heuen, or keun. A

place for inferior retainers

about.public courts to live

in. One says, A prison for women ;

another says, A pavilion or shed.

6161. [-] Keuen or Yuen,

Beautiful; pleasing; excel-

lent ;
handsome ; sprightly ;

delicat; ly bent.

6162. [
'
] Keuen or Yuen,

Angry; hasty; impetuous;

violent; mournful; orry ,

anxious; distressed.

6163. [
/

] Keuen or Yuer,

To reject ; to put away ; to

give up one's properly as

an offering to government for

public service, or to procure an

office under government

Seang keuen J;B I cast off or separa-

ted at death.

Keuen e
i^-:

to cast off regard to

right and justice.

Keuen kwaa
^J*

to pnrehace a

office in the government,

Keuen ke
| j||

to reject; to east

away ;
to risk or hazard ; to risk

one's life; to die and leave one's

relations.

Keuen keu
[ l[

to throw away

one's life, or to risk it in the service

of one's country.

Keuen nS
] $$j

to pay money to

government.

Keuen tseth
fijj-

emaciated to

death ; mortal disease ; death.

6164. [
-

] A small stream ;

a brook, that will gradually

swell to a river. The name

of a river. To choose; te select; to

purify; to cleanse; to expel ;
to put

away. A surname.

Keuen hwau
|
^ a flowing ap-

pearance; water gliding along, or

running circularly.

,

_ y^. 6165. [-] Keuen or Yuen,

J f"l To look and stare at as in

f^l f^J anger ; a reciprocal gaze.

6166. [ /] A fine species of

silk, used For coverlets aid

couch covers ; a kind of

net for catching birds.

Keuen peaou
/fjfe

silk on whicU

pictures are pasted.

VB
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616T. ['] A netto>pred

over and catch ani na!,

to catch in a net; to

bind round and strangle.

6168. [
-
] Part of the har-

ness of a large carriage;

applied also to the scabbard

of a sword; otherwise read Kenen.

The tail of a horse; that with which

a horse is checked.

Keuen-keuen certain stones

appended to a girdle.

6169. [-] Name of a bird,

and of a plant. The bird is

known by various names;

it appears early in spring, and is a

signal to commence agriculture; its

note is deemed mournful, and it

occupies the nests of other birds; it

seems to be a species of the cuckow.

It it otherwise called Too keuen ykj^

1 or Tize-kwei -f- 4fi and so on

Keuen te
|

flttj
the note or cry of

the keuen bird.

All these compounds denote

A contorting, winding, I/end-

ing, rolling, &c.

fl 1 70. A bond; a deed of

contract; written evidence

of a transaction. In ancient

times, such bonds consisted of a tab-

let of wood, which being split

asunder witli a knlfr, had the edge of

each piece serrated with correspond-

ing teeth, and each contracting

party retained one half of the bblet,

in a way similar to the mercantile

check of Europe: hence the Cha-

racter is formed from knife. Ke

keuen ]#
]

or Keuen yS j
iff*

a deed or bond; an agreement;

written evidence; proof. Ts;iou

keuen urh hw8 Jffi

proof and you will obtain.

Keuen shoo
^ |ft

abend or deed

of landed or other property.

I7I. [/] Labour;

weariness; fatigue. This

character is to be distin-

guished from the preceding.

6178. [
'

] Ring attached

to the nose of a cow; a

crooked stick to restrain

fll 73. [ c -
J The hand fold-

< d ; the fist ;
to grasp or

hold fast ; to roll up ; also

read Yuen. A surname. Kung keuen

^J? j

an empty fist, to begin the

world with nothing.

Keuen fi 1 ^ the art of boxing.

Keuen-keuen melancholy ;

loving; attentive; respectful.

Keuen fung keaou sze *fe

^jfi
a boxing inasler and fencer.

Keuen tow
] g|j

the fir.

Keuen keS pi-en tseS
j ^jfl j{g

expert with the fist and the foot.

6174. PC] Crooked stick at-

tached to the nose of a cow.

6175. Cord wound up in a

certain way.

6176. [/] To turn the

eyei towards; to look

with affection and regard

to ; those on whom one

places regard ; a family ;

near relations. A sur-

name. Kea keuen '%

j

one family. Hwang
teen keuea ming %

"Perial heaven's kind

commission to rule an Empire, used

in reference to Sovereigns. Nuy
keuen

ftj j
within is the family

an intimation to strangers not lo

intrude. Tsin keuen 4@ | re | a .

^TyL I

lions who have a claim on one's

regard. Teen keuen ^' 1 the

regard or love of heaven. Chung

keuen
|||

I love or affection to.

Keuen choo
j yC

to p |ace the eye,

mind, or affections upon.

6177 - n 1 Leather or skin

f.ishioned in a certain man-

ner; curled or rolled up ;

leather employed on the top of a

carriage.

6178. [ft] The bend at the

knee. Bent; rolled up; a

scroll; a section of a book.

Read Keuen, To roll up. Keuen

urh
|

If- a certain plant. Keun

shS 1
[jj

name of a star. Read

Keiien, Crooked; winding; small.

Shio keuen^ |

or Yih keuen

che shoo *
1

T/_
S^ a book.

Keuen jib first section.

Keuen urh
|

^ second section.

Kae keuen yew ylh J^j ] ^ $J

on opening a book, there is benefit
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derived. There is some advantage

derived from the slightest readinz,

how much more from diligent study.

Keuen shoo 1 |& to close a book.

Keuen ke lae 1 j& ^ to roll up.

6179. To desist from labour;

fatigue: weariness; lassitude.

Tsing sliin kwSn keuen
*ij

the spirits flagged. Keu

che woo keuen IS 1^ 4nT
ff->

" JIIV I

to remain indefatigable in a pursuit.

LiS shen woo keuen ?|K ^^- ftff

unwearied delight in goodness. P8h

che yen keuen x?> 4jl ljj
I not

know what fatigue is.

Keuen yen 1 1 wearied ; fatigued.

6180. Keuen or Keuen.

Crooked wood of which

wine cups are made. A coop

or pen in which to confine domestic

animals; & prison; to encircle; a

small circle, or Chinese point in

writing. A surname; the name of a

place. Kcuen-iaou
j ^ a snare.

Puh nang tS ta keuen taou ~1T ife

JH /fj
I Zg: unable to escape

bis snare. Ta ko yuen keuen jf\

a line around
; to insert a period.

The officers draw a red circle over

important passages of their proclam-

ations, to draw or to require the

attention of the people to them.

Pih-keuen
j j

is a point thusO
Hlh keuen

J3H |

a point thus

Tseen-teen ^ 3$ is a point thus

~> The Chinese place these

pointtor marks by the lide of cha-

racters as stops, and also in rows to

give emphasis to the passage, as we

draw a line below a word, or print it

in Italics or in Capital letters. The

Schoolmaster also marks his appro-

bation of a boy's writing by marking

it with one or other of the above

points. Chay keu hwa ko keuen ko

teenjf^p]- ] Pj ^
should this sentence be marked with

a round period or a sharp pointed dot ?

6181. Strongly; with di-

ligent effort. Read Keuen,

Labour ; fitigue. Sze tsfih

pa keuen -4"" 2K E the

soldiers desisted from their Lbour.

He5 taou pfih keuen
Jp. J||f ^ j

to study virtue unweariedly.

-] 618?. Keuen keuen

attentive ap-

plication of mind ; dili-

gent; earnest; serious;

mournful. Occurs

denoting To throw

away one's life. To stop; to desist.

^ 6 1 83. [ c- ] Good ; well affect-

ed to ; having regard for

relations.

6184. [c-\] Robust; bodily

strength; the fist; to roll

up with the hand; to re-

ceive or gather in or together.

Keuen show yth chth I .= * T?)

a blow with the fist.

Keuen f$ 1
j|

to braid the hair.

Keuen keuen strong effort;

athletic energizing appearance.

Keuen, shoo
j ^ are opposites, to

roll up and to spread out.

Keuen ke leen tsze

to roll a screen or blind.

6185. [c-] A vessel made

of a crooked stick, or bent

willow. Pei keuen J&&
'

a wooden bowl or wine cup.

6186. fc-J The hands or

arms bent by disease. Pe-

-j/y
j

languor; de-

6187. [/J TolookroHnd

with affection, regard, or

sorrow.

tjl^

6' 8. [ ] To bind to at

^TJT*
with silk or cord. Keen

L keuen
|j| j

sincerely and

indissolubly connected ; bound to

in attachment or regard. KwJn
keuen

j|| j
bound up; tied round.

Keuen Tng
j ^ certain military

skin garments.

6189. [c-] Keuen keuk

j)g
bent and curled up,

unextended; applied to the

body drawn up at in cold weather.

6190. [/] Pastry curled

up in a particular manner.

6191 [c-j A good head

of hair; the hair curled up.

6198. To adTise to; to

exhort ; to admonish ;
to

instruct ; to stimulate ; to

encourage by praise. To be advised;

to acquiesce chearfully. Occurs in

the seme of Leth ~fa strength. Ne
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keuen ta tso /^ ] fljj
$fi advise

him to do it.

Keuen she wSn 1
Jjf- ^ a writing

for the admonition of the age; a

moral esi iv.

Keuen keae 1
1(J3|

to advise and ex-

plain to.

Keuen hwa
j /^j^

to advise and

reform a vicious man.

Keuen keen
j

sjfc to advise or admo-

nish a superior.

VA-t 6193 ' [ c
_
] Power) autho-

rity ; temporary or peculiar

LJL* circumstances, which like

authority compels one to deviate

from a regular course ; hence, Tsung

keuen
fa-

to comply with cir-

cumstances.

Keuen chin El a statesman who
I

lx-1

possesses great influence with his

sovereign.

KEUH

Keuen cha Sf^l crafty and intri-

Keuen keue"
SJ&J guing, accord-

ing to ever changing circumstances.

Keuen hSng 1

^fc weights
and scales ;

to measure ; to deliberate and adjust.

Yew keuen '?
J

possessed ofautho-

rity.

Keuen mow I RH to plot or scheme

according to arising circumstances.

Keuen tscay
J ^ for the time being,

under these peculiar circumstances.

c-] 6194. The cheek

bones. Meen keuen

kaou M I ^ r

Leang keuen kao-u
fipj

jjrjj high cheek

bones.

6195. [-] Name of an in-

sect, said to be produced

from corrupted vegetables.

KEUH 449

Clean; pure) bright. To illustrate;

to put aiide. To remit , haste, speed.

Head Kwei, Applied to a particular

kind of paper,

Keuen meen tse'en leang o& frS

Trig
'" rem 't the land or house tax,

the house tax ii for the Imperial

ground on which it stands.

Keuen chang 1
|U|

to remit taxes and

afford assistance, to those involved in

extraordinary calamities.

Keuen tsoo
] ;Jj[

(o remit the rent of

land ; to remit the taxes on land an

act of the sovereign whose propertv

the land is considered.

6196. [/] To skip or hop

about ; precipitate; the quick

jumping about of a playful

dog; to skip about in a frantic man-

ner.

KEUH. CXXVIIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, KiS. Canton Dialect, Keut, Wat, Kok.

6197. Chuh. To jut out, to

goftrlh.

6198. A hill standing- pro-

minent; the lonely summit

of a hill.

9 Plants budding forth ;

to begin to bud. Read

Chiih, The name of a plant.

Keiih chwang 1 iij; animals appearing

to increase in size; to grow tall.

FAET II. X 5

6200. To die and not

corrupt.

6201. An insect found

in wood; otherwise read

Chue.

6202. [c] Ki

indistinct stamirer-

ing ; broken utterane

garment rumpled or roll-

ed up. Bent, broken ; to

stoop ; to crouch ; to

conceal; to speak am-

biguously or obscurely;

to cause to cease entirely;

to terminate. A surname. Chung

kefih ^jT
I smirking, flattering,
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crouching; unmanly deportment to

th rich and powerful.

KcBh shin ho shang J^p ^ |&
where is the harm of stooping ?

~6203. [c] A curling

stump instead of a tail.

Bent j to stoop ; to cause

to bond or crouch ; to

invite a person to one's

house; to cause him to

stoop and condescend ; to submit or

yield to circumstances. Read HeuS.

Nang ke8h ning shin
ujj? jnfjj

ItU can cither sloop to circum-

stances; or can stand forward, when

they require it. Seaou kefih ta shin

/J> ] fc 1
4l a little submission

will produce great expansion, or

promote one's interest. Yuen kefih

? to oppress by some false

charge.

Keuh shin yu hea 1 & &. ~K

to put one's self under the protection

of somebody ; to submit to cir-

cumstances fur awhile-

Keiih rei
] ^ bend the back.

Kefih taou shin shin
'

j|J ftj|
Kl/

to make principles liend to the

promotion of one's interest.

Kcflh shin
|

MH areoppositcs, bentor

curled up, stretched out; to stoop

or submit to st.md forth when oc-

casion require*.

Kcuh tse'6 m to crouch meanly.

6S04. Kcuh or Keui. See

Keue.

6205. Thick muddy water;

in a confused disorderly

state; extended to the ut-

most degree; to make a passage for

water; to flow in a disorderly

manner.

6206. Name of a bird.

6S01. Name of a fruit pro-

duced in Keaug-nan, and

which grows in winter; of

the orange species and if preserved

with sugar.

6808. Keuh, or Hwiih, A

frantic mad precipitate mo-

tion; flying affrighted.

6209. A bird remarkable for

knowing approaching rain.

6210. [ c] Crooked; bent; dis-

torted; bent down; oppress-

ed ; charged falsely. Songs.

KeQh kefih hing :

^-rcrooked

ways; to walk in devious paths;

intrigue and chicanery.

6211. Formed from the

hand grasping grain. To

hold in the.hand; the hand

filled ; a handful. Tsae show yu6

kefih
/p ^- Q I

being '" the

hand is expressed by Keuh.

6212. Name of a well know

plant; the name of a river.

Kin tse'cn keiih^ ^| ]

the gold coin Kefih, name of a plant.

Keiih hwa 1 ffi Canton dialect, AT<*

fa, The Kefih flower, a species of

chrysanthimum Indicum.

Keiih hwa tsew
| ^ vpjj

a species

of wine.

To take hold of

I both hands ; to take

pearls in the hands; the

hollow of the hands. To

separate from. Ylh kefih

j

two handfuls.

6214. To bear; to train

up; small; young; a boy.

An awl ; to bore into; to

investigate to the ut-

most; to exhaust a sub-

ject; to declare fully.

A surname. Name of a star; of a

flower. Certain garments. A ball

made of leather filled with something

soft, used in play. Moo keuh wo

-JjJ.
1

;Jj my mother bore me and

brought me np.

Ta kefih
jj|| ]

1 a kind of foot

Ta kefih |^
'

> ball, said to

Tsuh kefih
Jjg

'

j be introduced

in ancient times as an exercise for

the soldiers.

Kefih heung
] a|<J public murmur

and clamour, on account ofsome evil.

Keuh wan
j ji

a ball.

Ke3h win 1

f*3
to investigate with

great strictness.

6J15. To investigate ; to

question a criminal ; to

scrutinize, to examine

with strictness. Name

of a place.
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KEUN. CXXIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kiun. Canton Dialect, Kaiun.

A;! 68 16. fun. A small number

infolded ; equal; blended.

^ ^ 6217. [-] Equal ; equally ;
in

T>^ equal parts or shares;, all

J equally; to equalise or

blend; an instrument for making

bricks, tiles, or other earthen ware.

A musical instrument
; the name of

a place. Also read Yuen. Ta chung

keun fun Tj ^i^ Jfi-
all di-

vided equally. Yew le keun fun /|

'Jll 1 W* wnat Pr fit s may arise,

ihall be equally divided. Too keun

che fi -4-'
|
/ tt* rule for an

equitable division of the land,

throughout the country.

Keun tse fang ching ^ ~jj
JH

all even, square and regular.

6218. [
-

] Ninety catties

weight, equal to eleven

thousand five hundred

and twenty ajF Choo.

Thirty catties make a

j
Keun, and four Keun

^p Shth, or stone. Keun

~P} the keun and the stone

means of equalising weights

the empire. A certain mould

Potters. Heaven, the Great

Great ; important. Ta

keucn ^
j

or Hung keun
ylt

I the Great Frarner; Heaven; Na-

ture. Keun yu
| =~|jj

an im-

portant order, applied by way of

compliment to the official com-

mands of a magistrate, or the re-

quest of a friend.

6219. [-] From^Yun, A

hand grasping a line, to

preserve rectitude, and Kow

J a mouth, giving orders. One at

the head of a community, to whom

all hearts are directed. A chief; a

lord , a prince ; a king; a sovereign ;

an emperor; one in a dignified and

honorable situation ; honorable; most

honorable ; the father or mother of

a family; a virtuous good man, a

title of respect in very general use;

applied to superiors; to inferiors;

and lo equals ; to men and to women ;

to the living and to the dead. As a

Verb, To rule
; to govern ; to fulfil

the duties of a ruler. A surname.

Fan jew te chay keae yug keun

all who possess (or rule over) a coun-

try are called Kueu. KwS keun

[HJ]
I the king of a country. Ta-

keun 7T the emperor of China.

Kwa keun jiL. 1 our king or em-

peror, in the language of courtesy.

Ta keun tsze
~/^ j ^C title applied

to statesmen. Ming keun
QEj

an enlightened prince. Hwan keun

tft a stupid bad Prince. Sze-
I ) I

fang keun tsze
gtj ~Jj ^

all good people everywhere. Tsze

ching foo moo yu? keun -
JjS

$, "fit |5J i

children compli-

menting their father and mother call

them Keun. Kea keun
|s^

the master or father of a family.

Tse ching fooyug keun
rjfe jffi ^-
, 5*i t if S ^

I a concubine addressing her

lord calls him Keun. Foo keun

4r- 1 a husband. Tsun keuu j=r

j
jour honored father. Leang keun

^=J your worthy son. Seen

keun -tfr- \ your late father. Foo

keun
Ij&p

'

engraved on a tomb

stone denotes The father of a family ;

Tae keun ~t denotes The mo-

ther. Sze keun
-ftfc

*

an officer
P^ I

despatched on service with imperial

credentials.

Ifr^jJjp-

ji ~V
jjft keun, title of the su-

periors ofa people.

Keun j5 chin keang
' ^ ffi ^{

a weak prince and powerful minister*.
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Keun chin
j J2 prince and minister.

Keun teen hrs ~J? |>
to rule the

empire.

Keun keun chin chin 1 GT S
to fulfil the duties of a Prince, and

to fulfil the duties of a minister.

Keunchang 1 & superiors in a fa-

mily or in a nation.

Keun Isze rain che foo moo
| -p

El ~V "4
{fl; the good man is a

father and mother to the people.

Kcun-tszc chin ke tiih yay
j

j $S 4fc lne v 'rtuous man is

particularly attentive to his secret

thoughts and actions.

6?20. [
\ ] To take up ; to

sort and put to rights.

Keun chay
'

ijjfc
to

pick up or take.

6221. [
x
] Presed and

urged by poverty or want;

embarrassed; restricted;

enfeebled; pressed without inter-

mission. Some read Kwin.

62*2. [
r

J A particular

sort of bamboo esteemed

for making arrows; the

young shoots of bamboo.

The name of a river.

6223. [
c- ] A flock ofsheep;

a herd; a great many; a

concourse of persons;

comrades ; companions ;

fellow officers; friends;

to record, agree, or sort

ith. Applied to the name of a hill.

KEUN

KTh keun iin ma A i
I / <<>y

a crowd of men and horses.

Kenn he <MI
?j the men of worth

and virtue. Keun ying _rif.

Ihr men of heroic courage. Keun

tsae W" the men of talent.

Keun chin
j^*.

a concourse of

statesmen around a court.

Keun me I yk the bewildered stu-

pifii'd
world ; the thoughtless and

irreligious.

Keun yang 1 3^ a flock of sheep.

Keun sang 1 ^t all living ; mankind.

Keun-urh 1 3 a group of children.

6224. [
- < ] Hiame of a

plant.

6225. [ c- ] A petticoat

worn by females ; the

lower part of dress
-,
the

margin or border of a

shell of a-tortoise. Chung

keun rp |

the part of

a dress worn next the

person. PeS keun
Kjj

I a slanting appendage

at the foot of a wall to prevent the

rain sinking to the foundation.

Keun tae che fin
} ffi ||

nearly related, as the strings of the

petticoat, applied to very near rela-

tions.

Keun che
j ^ the plaits of a petti-

coat.

6226. [ / ] A place where

there is a large concourse

ef people. A kind of

principality in ancient times. Tin.

KEUN

who first reduced the indepcndant

states of China under one head, di-

vided the country into thirty-six.

6227. A large head ; a man's

name.

6228. An animal of the stag

species.

6229. [
-
] A round granary ,

place in which to collect

grain, and afterwards dis-

perse it. The name of a star. It i

said, that Keun is a Round

granary; Tsang 4j^
is Square; and

Keaou
jjn

is a granary dug in the

ground. Lun-ketm
tffjm

a spiral,

curled, or twisted appearance, like a

worm or snake.

62SO. [c-] KeunorKwln,

Sincere, faithful, pure mind.

Keun pih

Keun thin
JJJ/;

"I sincerely devot-

6231. A plant well tasted, but

which often poisons people.

The mushroom.; the name of

62S2. [/J A species of deer

xceedingly timorous, flies

from its own shadow when

drinking in a brook.

6233. A timorous deer
j
the

name of a country ; the name

of a district.

6234. [-] Many persons.

An army; twelve thousind

five hundred men. In the
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time of Chow, the Emperor had six

of such armies; a large principality

had three; the next in rank, two; and

a small principality had one. The

head quarters of a general A sur-

name Leang-keun seang the pM
IB We both the armies main-

tained their ground.

Keun ke ta chin ip -^-
B

the great officers who preside over

the movemenU of the army; a kind

of privy council. Keun fi 1
yT-

mi-

litary law; or a military punishment.

Keun min foo fP UJ- title of an

officer who attends to the making of

powder, and exercises rontroul over

Tartar subjects, who are not usually

amenable to the local magistrates,

not even to the highest officers, but

to Generals called Tseang-keun.

Keun he'S A
'J!&

a sort of Major-

General in the army.

Keun kung 1
J-fj military merit.

Yih keun kcae milh "
^l "/^

the whole army perished (by the

western Tartars).

Keun teen |JJ
lands appropriated

to transported criminals.

Keun woo
j -ffL military affairs.

6835. ( ') To accumulate.

KEUNG. CXXX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kiung. Canton Dialect, Kung.

6238. (
*

) A roid space.

Desert; waste country

'
beyond, a wood or forest.

The name of a place.

6237. (N) Cold ; frigid.

6238. (c-\ ) The bar of

a door; to bolt a door ;

the crossbar of a mili-

tary carriage for sticking

the weapons into. A

kind of handle like an

ear.

PART II.

Keung keung 1 clear investiga-

tion.

Keung mun 1 P

Keung she I

|

to bolt a door,

to shut the door

and examine ; an usage at examina-

tions of the literati.

6239. 0) Keung, or Hing. To

dra<>- or lead impetuously ; a
\i< I

IM ^ single garment.

Keung e
j ^^ a single garment.

v
^_^

6210. (/) Keung, or Heung.

/Mpl The light of fires to ex-

/ f ~<f aroine with ft clear light.

624 1 . (c- ) A fine strong horse;

a wild horse; a horse at

grass ancoofined.

6242. Filled, satiated.

6243. A window. A ma,.'.;

name. Light and orna-

mented.

6214. Flame ascending; fume

or steam rising.

6215. Leu. The back bone.

Kung, A bow. These are

used for each other in

composition.

6246. (-) To dry with

fire ; to dry ; to scorch.

624T - (
P

) .Totalkmuch;

to interrogate ; to question.
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6248. (c-) From a cn-

vfrn an a bow. Lofty

and vast as the canopy

of heaven; to- deprive of

entrance; to stop up

.,M against rats.

Keung t>ang 4J the visible ex-

panse of heaven; heaven.

6249. (c-) FromaAttman

body and a cavern.

Brought to the last degree;

the extreme point; no

further means, and no-

thing more to say. To

exhaust ; to impoverish. Impover-

i -lied; poor. To search into a subject;

to investigate to the utmost degree;

to reduce to a state of helplessness.

\ me of a man, of a place, of an

animal, and of a plant.

Ke ing hean;;
j >jjc

the end of a

lane; no throughl'are.

Keung kwan i
ffl exhausted, lan-

guid ; feeble, weak; poor.

Kciing Voo
|

-ifr poor and distressed.

KeiiMg ke<?
J =^' de,-p enquiry ; pro-

found investigation.

Kenng mill woo Vaou
j

P. $fc 4f
poor people w ithout any o:ie to com-

pl.iin to.

Woo kcuug TO;
|

in exhaustible, in

finite.

Keung too
j j

the ro id terminated,

no me ins left.

j

poor; verj poor.

unable to argue

the matter any fuitlicr; no more

pretences to urge.

6250. ( c- ) The pame ofa

country, o! ;i i'.istrict; ofa

river, and of a Kill. Labour ;

weariness
;
sickness.

Jt\ , 6251. (c-) A species of

- bamboo of which staffs are

made, which are used by old

people.

6252. ( c- ) Name of an

insect and of an animal in

the west.

Keung-keung 1 I mournful; sor-

rowful.

Keung yin
j jj^

the noise made by

the Keung insect.

6253. (c-) A fraganl plant ;

a medicinal plant.

6254 Keen or Keung, Soli-

tary; alone; to bow with

respect; lustful.

6255. ( c-) Solitary, or-

phan-like; alone; no

brot lie rs, desolate,none

to tell one's tale to.

Kenng or Keung kcung

mournful;

sorry ; melancholy.

C256. ( c-) To return with

speed or precipitation;

relapse; single; desolate;

mournful
; melancholy.

6257. (c-) The eye gaz-

ing at, affrighted. Keung

keung, Having none to

depend on, desolate ; sor-

rowful.

6258. c '
) Congealed ;

coagulated.

6259. ( \ ) From sun and

fire. To see ; light. Read

Ying, The appearance of

smoke issuing forth. A

surname. The last cha-

racter is otherwise read

King.

6260. (1) A single external

garment;
a garment with-

'^^^f^^^

^^C^ out any lie .eilh.

Keung c
] ^ a single garment.

6.01. ( c- ) A carmtion

coloured or red stone ;

coral stones, or as the

Chinese express it, stones

which are accumulated

to a tree, or rather a

fabulous tree which confers immorta-

lity. A man's name; name ofa

dis'.rict.

Keung chow
| JiJij

the northern part

of Ilae-nan Island.

6262. T.I advert to
;
to have

the attention excited. Dis-

tant; remote; appearance of

going off remotely.
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~ 6963. ( c- ) Represents the

*^^W transformations and winding

S Writ searching property of the

principle Yaug M*J
Nine. Re-

peated, Kew kew, The art of num-

bering ; arithmetic. Head Kew,

To collect together. The name of a

country. A surname. Used in the

ien.se of Many. Kew tsze moo

-3-
ijjk

the mother of many

children.

Kew foo tSP nine officers -who

had the care of government stores.

Kew h5
]

A. to unite or collect to-

gether.

Kew hing 1 rfm nine punishments

Kew keaou \ fefr the nine apertures

of animal bodies, eyes, ears, nostrils,

and so on.

Kew nitm tetuliyammi ^ |Hj ^
'fif^

/&T Pn the court of the gene-

ral ofthe city, or of the Nine Gates

of Peking a high military command.

Kew pin pn tne ninth or lowest

degree of rank.

Kew kew h5 soo 1 /> Jno
I I u .XA

a kin I of multiplication table.

Kew kew too 1
j|f|

tables in

which the nine digits are repeated

nine times, sometime* in a circle,

also in a square, and in a straight line.

Kew kew tseth soo too 1
;j!f

jgw |l is a tahle in which the nine

digits are multiplied by nine, and

their products successively multi-

plied by nine to four places of

figures.

ft
6-264. (

I
) To unite. A pair.

Proud , resentment. An

enemv. Also read Kew.

6263. (c-) The breath

ascending high. A kind

of halberd with three

forks.

6266. A tassel or other or-

nament appended to a lance.

6267. ToscTrch; to dcyise;

to scheme; to investigate;

to cirry to the utmost dc-

:;i '<; to push to the utmost; finally;

at bst. To hatf. To di.slike. An

epithet of the southern barbarians.

Chuy kew ^ or Kin kew
jj^

to urge a close examination.

Keangkew=j|| j
reasoning; rea-

sons for which.

Kew king 13 examined to the

bottom; finally ;
at last.

Kew pan $ to prosecute and

punish.

Kew wan
j

W io interrogate.

Kew ke tsing wei clie wan
| ^ |j|

f^ /C WL
l illvest 'gate the sub-

tile and abstruse parts of a subject.

6268. To take hold of

leisurely and negligently,

not with firmness.

6269. (c-) A remote wil-

derness
j the straw or grass

on which a beast lies. Head

Keaou, The name of a medicinal

plant.

6270. (-) The name of a

bird of the pigeon species;

name of an office; to con-

gregate; to assemble; to rest. Name

of a state; of a country; and of a

hill. A nnn's name; a kind of

mushroom. Pdn.-kew Jt
a

(Unv or pi_eon.
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nose from cold.

Kew te

KF.W

6211. Kcw kow p
the lower part of the ab-

domen. A stoppage of the

fis a stoppage of the

note, and sneezing from cold.

j.
6272. Said to be derived

*f\^ from cauterizing in order

/ ^^ to heal; represents some-

thing approaching to the K'gs of a

man from behind. A long time;

lasting. Tsan che fan yay lUff ~^_

jjf -|f]
the opposite of temporary.

*j>ji
'I Hang kew, % 1 Chang

kew, -j^- Chang kew, all ex-

press Great length of time; in per-

petuity. Heu kew
|sfc

1 a con-

siderable time. Jih tsze kcw
J

-^-
'

for many days.

Kew pe
!

S|J
and Kew wei 1 ^

long separated ; are expressions used

by friends or acquaintances on

meeting each other, denoting 1 have

long been absent from you.

Kcw y.ing
j

4Ci\ long looked up, and

Kew moo 1
jjfr long thought on

with regard; are phrases used at first

meeting, by persons who have been

known by name to each other.

Kew che 1 ^/ continue it long.

6273. A body laid in its

long home; a corpse in

a bed is called She
J-

s

ai 1 in a coffin is called

Kew. Thesanie is expres-

sed by Ling krv,

A coffin wit':i a corpse in it. Empty

KEW

coffin in called Tsin ||QorKwan lift

Chfih kcw
Jjj

to carry forth

to a funeral. Yun kcw
}jjl

to carry torches round the coffin at

the door of the house ; to carry the

culBn to a different part of the coun-

try.

Kew chay Ja a hearse.

6274. Poor and diseased;

chronic disease; to

dwell long in the same

state or place. Kew

g5 1 J21 or Kew le
I /u,>

-) Si wicked; per-

verse; disobedient.

j

6215. To cauterize. The

name of a plant; a sur-

name. Kew ho '

l){

to apply fire to the body

for medical purposes.

6276. A stone of a black

colour; considered as of

the second class of valuable

stones; the larger form of writing

the number nine.

6277. (V) Error; fault;

crime ; wickedness. The

judgments of heaven. Read

Kaon. A surname; the name of a

country. To rhyme, read Ke and

Keu. Tze tseu kew le
trj ![/

Jji
to liring a crime upon one'* self.

Teen keang che kew -P
(M|r -*f

the calamities sent down by

heaven.

KEW

Kow ching ] Ita^a prognostic of an

infelicitous nature.

6278. To branch out gra-

dually, and take hold of,

to twist or entwine about

as vegetable creejiers.

6279. Alargekinfe.

280. A slight pain ; other-

wise read Keaon, A writhing

cholic.

6281. Appearing to possess

talents and strength; mar-

tial ; to stretch the neck and

raise the head.

Kew kew woo foo -rtf
1 ^JU

I I tf\ /V
endowed with military prowess; a

martial appearance.

6282. A threefold cord;

to twist a cord ; to col-

lect tegether ; to com-

bine with many ; to head

a conspiracy; perverse;

wicked ; to raise or ele-

vate. To examine into ; to prohi-

bit ;
to cut off; an open loose appear-

ance ; easy and chcarful.

Kew chung 1 St to combine the

multitude; to head the people in a

seditious manner.

Ktw cha
j ^k. to examine into the

state of.

Kew h
|

-* to bring together and

nite.

Kew kee yH: to wind up and form
I /rM

into a ball.
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Kew keu 1 -J. to raise ; to elevate
;

to notice.

Kew mew
j pp to bring to light f u

lacious or clandestine proceedings.

Kew san
j Jjjjr

to gather together the

dispersed.

628.1. An animal of the

lizard or dragon species

with a horn. Also read

Keaou.

6284. [c-] A natural mound of

earth, or hill j high ; a hol-

low space; an indented pit

or valley. An area on which to of-

fer sacrifice. Great; to collect

together. The proper name of Con-

fucius, when it occurs in The Four

Books, they read it Mow.

Yuen kew
|gj

an eminence on

which they sacrifice to Heaven.

Fang kew
~fj

a lower place on

which they sacrifice to the Earlh.

uiew le
j l|j

len families of differenl

surnames, forming a village ofa hun-

dred persons.

6285. [c-] The common

form of the preceding.

6286.
[
c- ] Kew yin 1

ijfij

the common worm; the

progressive molion of a

worm.

|^ 6287. [
c- ] To search for , to

2*1^ seek. To beg; to supplicate;

J^av to entreat; to endeavour;

to eek to attain ; to invite lo come;

MRT II. Z 5

to clasi or sorl with. Name of a

mountain stream ; a surname. Yang

kcw
fl^ j

to beg of; to solicit.

Ke kew
yrtK*

j

to pray for. Kin

ksW A^ I

to supplicate earnestly.

Kew taou che che
:jj" ~*f J~r

purpose of mind to search for the

principles of trulh; to philosophize.

Kew yu jin
] "j^A ^ to seek or sup-

plicate favors from olher people.

Kew keaou
j

b to seek for iustruc-

lion.

Kew ming j ^ to seek for fame.

Kew shing |^ to aim at supe-

riority, to be ambitious of surpassing.

Kew tsoo
j $Jj to supplicate assis-

tance.

Kew \$, p8h szeke taou
|

3afy jK

"^P wf In?
* *ee't '"edicine (in

case of plague) and not pay atten-

tion to prayers.

6288. [c-J An ornamented

cap; respectful and yielding.

Name of a man.

6289. [ c- ] Leaou kew ^J
1 the hands and feet ap-

pearing cold.

6290. [
c- ] To cause to

cease; to stop; to prohibit ;

to prevent;' to assist; to

protecl; silk threads worked up

into a certain form ; to rescue ; to

deliver from some evil ; to save.

Kew ching 1 J)K\ lo rescue; to

Kew hwan 1 fS^ deliver, to save.

Kew ho
tK^

or Kew sell) ho

fe IK lo put out a fire , or con-
KS, f\
flagration.

Yuen shwily pfih kew ho jW

Iff
water at a distance will not

put out the fire which is near.

Kew hw5 tsiiang chuen lae 1 yS '1%.

fjiiC ^ to restore again to life.

Kew ming
j

fa to lave life.

Kew min
Jq?

to save the people

from some calamily.

Kew jin che nan ^ ^_ M|
to rescue people from difficulties.

Kew she
j Jlr lo rescue Ibe world

of living persons from vice and

misery, used by the Chinese.

6291. [c- ] A ball made of

leather, filled with hair,

now made of a bladder

filled wilh air and cover-

ed with leather. A ball

to play with ;
name of a

sash or girdle; name of a fish ; of a

staff; of a lamp; of a fruit; of a kind

of cloth j and of a species of silk. Ta

kew ^T or He kew ^ lo

play with a ball. Teih kew
jj|*j j

orTsdhkew^[ |
to kick a ball

with the foot; to play at the Chinese

foot ball. Seen kew
JJffi

a ball

of Ihread or silk placed on Ihe top

of a cap.

Kew he
j||

ihe play oflhe foot

ball.

Kew Isze
| ^j- a ball.

Kew Isae
^jr

Ihe prize oflhe con-

queror al Ihe fool ball.

6292. [
c- ] A certain so-

>>L> noriim stone ; a valuable

stone; a globe; a sphere.

Teen kew^? J

a celestial glob*
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Te kew
Jjjf ^

a terrettrial globe.

I.ew-kfw
Jjt |

the small Island*

between China and Japan, in some

books called the Lekyo, theLiqueo,

and the Loo-choo Islands.

6293. [
e- ] The ap-

pearance of a

horny.

629*. f c- ] Hurried; pressed;

urgent ; precipitate.

6295. [ c- ] Skin garments.

Forms a part of several

proper names. A surname.

King kew ^ light skin gar-

ments. Hoo ken M fox skin
V^*f* I

J.4* "1

garments. Pe kew JR 1 a man's

name. Too kew 18 the name
SCl \

of a place. Sliaou ke kew "zK
jr.

to continue the profession -of

one's father.

6296. [c-j To seek to

|> attain by the influence of

money ; to solicit by bribes ;

to pervert the law for the sake of

money. Show kew -wang fa
<g-

/jj */
to receive bribes, and per-

vert the laws.

6297. [
c- ] To pair ; to join ;

to collect together; to court

or seek an alliance in mar-

riage; urgent, pressing, vehement

importunity; name of a sacrifice.

Kettn tsze baou kew
jj*

-3^- i? 1

the laudable courtship pursued by a

good man. Haou kew chun KL 1

'IK a narrative ofa happy courtship ;

Chinese novel translated into English

under the title of The Pleasing

History.

6298. [ c- ] A particular

kind of axe or hatchet; a

pick or cLissel, such as are

used by masons.

*jji
6299. Zetc. To fly high. Read

Leaou, The tound oflhe wind.

6300. [-] To bind and

kill; to strangle; to twist;

to seek to attain. Read Lew,

To bind fast ; to draw tight. A sur-

name. Read Keaou, To bind or

wind round; to twist ; to grasp ; to

pull and give trouble. Read Neaou,

and Leaou, in a similar sense.

9301. [-] Trees, or the

branches of treei bending

or crooked downwards
; to

twist; to twine; laid transversely.

Kew lew
| jjj flowing in a winding

circular course. Read Mew, A man's

name.

6308. To lift up or raise

with the hand.

6303.
[
\

] Dried or roasted ;

rice and wheat dried and

reduced to powder.

Kew urh
j ^S certain cakes; same as

fmf Chaou.

Kew-leang
j ]fj|a

certain prepara-

tion of rice and wheat.

6304. An ugly face.

6305. T -
] To take with

the hand ; to take out of,

as in drawing lots. Ne'en

kew ifc to draw

lots ; in Canton com-

monly expressed by 3

^S Chili-chow. It is used also as a

kind of ballot in making purchases 4

each individual writes his name and

the price he will give on a piece of

paper; all the papers are put into

an urn, and the first drawn out by a

pair of chop-sticks is the purchaser,

to which all assent.

6306. Scallions and leeks.

From plant and unusual;

because they grow after

being cut with more facility than

plants commonly do.

Kew tsae
J
3E the scallion vegetable.

6307. Old, the opposite

of New ; applied to time,

to persons, places, and

. f^% things; a long time;

II formerly. The name ofa

" *l
) bird. A surname. Used

to denote a coffin with a corpse in it.

Jing kew
y'J |

the same as before;

the same as of old
; still the same.

Kew e
| ^\^

old clothes.

Kew jih
V .VI ? "ormer times.

Kew she
]

I
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Kew kea shing
j
%

fjj-
a family

renowned of old; or for many ge-

nerations

Kew shoo
j

IE an old book.

Kew uh I Ej| an old house.

Kew jew
|| ^ an old friend.

6308. The brothers of a

mother; the brothers of a

wife; the father of a hus-

band. A surname. Tsekewljj l

a wife's brothers. Wae kew XjfU 1

a wife's father.

Kewfoo
| ^ or Moo kew

-gj ]

uncles and aunts by the mother's side.

Kew, koo I
yfe

a husband's father

and mother; a lather and mother-in-

law.

6309. A stable; a place

to house and take care

of horsei.

6310. Filled; satiated;

applied to sacrifices. To

plan , to scheme.

6311. A mortar for pound-

ing rice; originally a hole

dug in the earth, afterward*

made of stone and of wood. The

name of a star ; the name of a place,

of a river, of a hill, and of a bird. A

surname. Shih kew yj 1 a stone

mortar. Tsin Isaou tsing kew 3S

iflC ~H" I
herself drew water andW / I i

pounded rice: equivalent to wo-

men on the western border of Asia,

grinding at the mill.

6318. The teeth of an old

man; the teeth of an eight-

year old hors^

KIH. CXXXIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kt. Canton Dialect, Ilak,

63 1 3. [
c ] From theller and

every, a person sheltered

by an inn or common hall.

A guest, one who comes to a place

to make a temporary stay; any

person that comes from outside ;

a stranger; a dealer from another

part of the country ; a customer.

Banditti are also called Kth when

they com* from a foreign state. A

surname. Yewjinkth/tf f\^

or Yew kthjin ^j"

'

^ he has a

viiitor. Pin kih
|
*& a visitor;

a guest. Yuenkihj^ ]
a stran-

ger from remote parts. Choo kih

1 a host and a guest. Tsing

kih 'fi
4

to invite a friend or
pR I

Tisitor; to invite a party. A custom-

er
;

as Fa kih ^ ^
to procure

customers goods which do so. A

]

a tea merchant; a dealer who goes

to the hills annually to procure the

tea.

6314. [c] To cough; to

reach ; to vomit. The

noise made in reaching or

Tomiting. Kth sow
| j^ to

cough.

Kih-shih-ko-urh |j- ^ f*j|

Cashgur.

6315. [c] To grasp or seize

with the handj to lay

hold of.

6816. To strike; to attack

to fight with ; to stop ; to

fight, as with wild beasts

6317. The growing or ex-

tending of the branches of

a tree; to come to; to
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reach; to cause to come; to ex tend

to ; to excite or influence; to scru-

tinize ; to be obstinate and disobe-

dient. A mark or limit ; a rule.

To rectify ; to tench ; to elevale, is

expressed by Kth kth. To attack;

to subdue. Applied to the year un-

der certain circumstances. To

change. A surname. A stand or

frame on which to suspend or lay

things.

Kthchaypuh shay ^g" ~^( ^jjx

the obstinate and the rebellious will

uot be pardoned

Kih le I
fejj

a statute or law.

Kth wae
^
M extraordinary; be-

yond what is usual, or strictly legal

and just ; very great.

Kth wiSh 1
f

\jn to scrutinize matter ;

to search into the nature of things.

Kth wiih che che
| iJ^J JX /Q

to search into the properties of things

and carry knowledge to the utmost

degree.

Kth yen ]=
excellent sayings,

maxims.

Kth yu hwang teen
| -J-*

-tj? /^

to influence or excite Heaven itself.

Kih yu shang hea
] ^ _h T

to search to both above and btlow;

to reach to heaven and earth.

6318 Bones of animals;

dried bones ; bones expos-

ed ; Iheliones of the binder

legs of animals.

6319. Kth or L6 and mS,

To burn ; a hot burning

needle. Paou IS
jfy

a brass burning roller; to embrace a

Kill

burning pillar a punishment in

ancient tiroes.

0320. The bones of the

breast.

6321. [c] To sustain ; to be

abl e for, or adequate to ; to

subdue; to repress. Ho

e keth tang 'IPJ LJ[ g how

sustain the weight of civility which

you confer; or the duties which de-

volve on me. Fuh kth joo yuen

$fj 1 "&0 JH an inferior man is

not adequate to it. Ke kth ^H-

1 envious and overbearing; also,

to dislike self controul. Pow k"ih

hfc
'

avaricious and injurious,
IP I

applied to the officers ofgovernment.

6322. [c] Great effort; to force

one's self; to be adequate,

or more than adequate for ;

to overcome.

% * N fi323 - [ c J Sleel fil to

~J 1 1 form a graving tool. To

^^\^ cut; to engrave; to

carve; to peel ; to skin.

To use harshly and ava-

riciouly. One says, To

excite painful feelings. A small por-

tion of time; the period of fifteen

minutes. Teaou kth
jj^ ]

to

carve ; to engrave. Han kth ^U

j

or Kth tsze 1 ^ to engrave

characters. Kth pS
| $jfa

to

use injuriously and insultingly ; ava-

riciously. Kih pS k<vci

Kin

g a selfish avaricious deil

a person destitute of benevolent

feelings, Yih ko she-shin yew pi

- n 1$ M # A i

one she-shin (the space of two hours)

contain eight kih. King kth Bj
I or Tsan kth

sjjjr
a short

time. Shaou kth /!/ I a short

time. Chung kih
J|f

I to make

a new edition. San kih ^

a third edition.

Kih ne'en I /K to think on unintcr-
i /lit*

ruptedly, every moment.

Kih low
| y|j|

an instrument to mea-

sure time by the dropping of water,

a clepsydra.

*
6324. [

f.
] Read Kth, or

Kae, To cough. Read Hae,

The laughing of an infant;

an infant ;
a child. See Hae.

6325. Read Leth, A tri-

pod of a certain capacity;

a tripod with crooked

feet. Read Kth, An earthen

vase or urn ; nine tenths

of a cubits, or the cir-

cumference of an ordinary man's

arm; as much as the hand can grasp.

Name of a state one of the nine

rivers mentioned after the deluge.

Used to denote A partition between,

as by a closed door. Part of a yoke

that lies on an ox's shoulders. The

second is a common, but unauthoriz-

ed form.

6326. The breast; the chest;

a stoppage in the chest, or

passage to the stomach ; the
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frame on which a bell is hung. Pfih

18 kTh xf ,y> not go down

the oesophagus; food disagreeing with

the stomach and rising again.

8327. KTh or HTh, To grasp,

ai much as the hand can

grasp.

6328. A partition; something

that comes between and

stops ingress and egress ; to

top ; separated from ; apart. Tsoo

kTh 10 I to intercept or make a

stoppage between ; to hinder. Fang

kTh nuy wae
KJj |Aj yy to

make a stoppage or partition be-

tween those inside and outside.

KTh tseue
j jffi

to separate entirely.

KTh peih I Jg a partition wall;

used for the person who lives on the

ther side of a wall ;
a neighbour.

. KIN

Klh peih keu choo
Jjf jj-&

to live next door to.

Klh lib ke yuen
] ^ |P| jg

how far distant from each other.

KTh tih yuen
4

|

xS
jijlf

far separat-

ed; situated remotely from each

other.

6329. The skins of animals

deprived of their hair and

changed in their appearance,

but not cured or dressed; dressed

skins are called sir Wei. Skin of

human or other animals. To put off;

to reject; to change; to degrade

from office; the head of a bridle.

Instruments of music made of

leather. A wing; old; a surname.

Ping kill Ji\ the dress and

uniform. Kae kin Qy 1 to change.

Pe kth
fc \

skin.
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Kih chih 1 JM to deprive of official

rank.

KTh chay 1 J& a military carriage.

Kih chih lew in

to deprive of rank but retain in the

office.

Klh ke kew die wei sin
j

Jit w
~y |g iff to put off the old (orA PR 'T"

what was formerly practiced) it

called To renovate.

KTh tuy jj&~\
to degrade ; to de-

KThkeu ^jj priveofrank.

KTh tsih 1 ^If to deprive of office

and punish.

% t fc 6330. To gloss over or
U"^ l*fc adorn ;

to change ; respect-

PjC* ful. A man's name.

KIN.- -CXXXIIF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kin. Canton Dialect, Kan.

%_ 6331. [-] A piece of cloth

, or napkin; anciently a

square bonnet or wrapper

put round the head; a cloth cover to

put over a thing. Show kin =f~ 1

a hand napkin; a handkerchief. Pei

kin
-ffij[

a napkin worn at the

girdle in the Chinese manner. Pei

'""'RX I

a naP lt 'n suspended from

the neck, and worn like a cravat by

the Tartar women.

II A 6

Kin keu
'

jfT name of an office ; to

put an ornamented cover over a

carriage, a carriage so ornamented.

^* 1 6332. [
- /

] An axe to

r\ fell timber. One says,

An utensil fordetermin-

i'ig the weight of things.

A catty; sixteen Leang

Jjljj
make a catty. To

examine. Read Bin, Benevolent.

Kin kin
j j

to examine clearly.

Kin leang 1
jpHrattiesand tael;

the weight, the quantity; as Wan kin

leang B3 ft [jjfjj

to ask the weight

or quantity of.

6333. [
Q

] Kin, Hin, or LTh.

Much or great strength.

633-t. [c-J Name of a water

plant, used as a vegetable,

much esteemed. Name

a nrer.
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" s^~\
p> 3. I- '

Kin tsae 1 3 the kin vegetable.

_^ 6335. ['] Near, in refc-

"^
1^^ rencc either to place or time.

T*^ I To bring near ;
to approach

near to; to press upon nearly; refer-

ring to the effecting of some object.

Yuen kin
jjfc ]

remote; near;

distance, generally. Head p]
Foo-kin

(ftj ^
to approach near.

Read ['] Ko kin
"flj"

one that

may or ought to be approached.

Kin choo chay chih
| $/ ^f >5^

that which touches vermillion is

reddened.

Kin ch pun shin
j ijf 'fa ^jf

may I soon be ruined or destroyed ;

a curse or imprecation.

1 *f~ -v"
Kin gan pfih seuen

|

~t
xjp>

Kin haou puh yih

one of these sentence* occurs in

the close of letters, expressing a

wish that a person may be well in

every respect.

Kin taou ^ not far from right

principles.

6336. The leather or harness

on the breach of a horse;

to restrict ; to restrain ; to

be parsimonious; to ridicule and

put each other to shame. To take.

Kin keaou $J sparing of giving

instruction ; unwilling to tell.

6S37. [
-
] No" J the present

moment; the present time in

contradistinction from an-

cient times. Jookin^p |
orllrh

kin
j^J

1 orMBhkin Q or

Yu kin ^ or Yu kin
jjk

'

all denote The time now present.

in^t; ]

or
Tacking]

till now. Tszekoo keTh kin t
~jtf

7^ i from ancient times to the

present.

Kin jili fj
to d iv.

Kin she
~pj' this age, sometimes

understood as Kin sing I ff the

present life, in contradistinction from

a future existence, either in this

world, or in a separate state.

Kin she 1
jjjf

the present time.

Kintsaou 1
Jp,

this morning.

Kin wan 1
f|ftl

this evening.

Kin jug | ft
this month.

Kinneen
] ^ this year.

*\w6338. A kind of care, or pit.

6339. [ c\ ]
Kin moo

-ffl- an aunt by the marriage

of a mother. Read Chen,

Pleasing smile; female gaiety and

levity.

Kinheung |
P husband of a wife's

elder brother.

Kin te 1 \f\ husband of a wife's
I At

younger brother.

i
6340 [

-
] Strings or

tapes for fastening gar-

ments ; a sash ; a single

coverlet, a species of

cloth or silk ;a garment.

Keaou kin & 1 a kind

of court dress. Kin ke

sflj persons of some
I *~^

rank and old men ; the

gentry of the country. Same as %>

Kin.

Kin tow 1
jj||

the margin or part of

a garment which surrounds the neck.

l\ fc^
6341. [c-] A certain plant.

jTJJi Name ofa place. Read Yia,

A vegetable plant.

Hwang kin -^g name of a medi-

cinal plant, much used in febrile

complaints.

6348.
[

.
] A small sash or

girdle ; to string ; to fasten

to clothes ; the part of a

garment which surrounds the neck.

To knot; to bind ; to fasten about.

6343. [
c- ] A large co-

verlet; a covering; a

covering or shrowd for

a corpse. Kinyingwoo

tsan
| ^ ^ j^

no shame felt under the

shadow of the co verlet

denotes conscious inno-

cence. Kin chow 1

a covering for a bed,

6344.
[
G

] To place the

hand on; to settle or ad-

just with the hand.

6345. [c-] Name of

a divinity; a surname.

Otherwise read Keen.

6346.
[

c ]
To restrain; a

musical instrument ; to re-

strain the passions A certain
W

stringed instrument; at first made

with five strings to which two were

afterwards added. Name of a place.
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A surname; a man's name ; name of

an insect. Fung kin
Jjj^ j

bells

or any jingling apparatus hung be-

low the eaves of a house to ring by

the wind.

Kin jun
] ^j|

the tones ofthe kin.

Kin poo
|

sffi a music book.

Kin s\h
j jra^two stringed instru-

ments.

Kin shoo
=j|:

a stringed instru-

ment and books.

Km sin
j jQ a seductive intention.

6347. [\] From KTh

fl unlnnned leather,

and Too, Earth. Tena-

cious, adhesive earth ;

loam; yellow clay; mud.

To daub or smear. The

name of a plant. Time. The name

of a nation.

8348. [_] Rather deficient;

hardly; just about; just able;

just adequate; a little over.

Its common import is No want, and

yet nothing to spare. Che yung kin

k W
.xC n) I TJy

nardly enough

for the requisite expenditure.

Kin e shin meen
'

\}\ J=J -fS
I >^ ;^ /\*

hardly escaped with his life and per-

son from a beaten army .

6349. [-] Diligent; sedulous,

labourions; to pay sedulous

and kind attention to, to

excite to diligence. A surname. Kih

keen kih kin T3"
/|jjj

~f
| able

to practice both economy and

diligence.

Kin heS 1 JKI to learn diligently.
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Km yew kung
|

/T oj there is

merit in diligence.

Kin koo 1 :M- or Sin kin ^
diligent and painful labour.

Kin kung 1 ~\~ to work diligently;

a diligent workman.

Kin lanu
|

K to labour diligently.

Kin rain 1
ffljj diligent and active.

Kin tso sze
| fSfr H. diligent in the
I lltx ~r

performance of work, or transaction

of business.

Kin shin 1 HW. diligent and attentive;

careful.

Kin keen jin kea
'

^- ^ ^ a

diligent and economical man.

Kin Hh 1 |^ the virtue of diligence.

6350. [
-

] A surname. Yin

kin
JjSi oppressed by

circumstances; bowed down

by authority.

6J51. Mournful ; sorry.

6352. [C] A small house;

few. Kin leu
] Tjy, anx-
I f/SSi>

iety.

6353. [-] Argillaceousearth;

clay. To plaster, to stop

up with mud or mortar : to

inter; to bury, to cover over with clay.

A passage above a drain or sewer.

6354. [ \ ] Name of a tree;

a handle to.

6355. p ] Name of a

plant; an esteemed ve-

getable which grows in

the water.

6356. [-] To die of hunger;

to die on the high way, to

be buried in the high way.

6357. [v] A certain va-

luable stone.

635. [
v

] Close fine texture.

6359
[ f ] Diseased ; sick ;

in ill health.

6360. To see; to see or be

introduced to a superior;

to look towards the north,

the residence of the Emperor. JBh.

kin ~^ I to be introduced to an

imperial audience.

Kin kwang I

yY~
to be admitted to>

the lustre of the Imperial coun-

tenance.

! 6361. [c-] Seriousness;

respect; veneration ; awe;

solemnity ; serious rare

and attention : to keep a

strict guard against.

Kin ke
g|J

to remember with

veneration and regard.

Kin kin &\ j
diligent and attentive.

Kin teen keae 1 3$ venerate
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the inhibitions of heaven, or the

warning pvt-n by providence.

Kin-shin \ M[ the most careful
I v\

attention ; careful ; heedful.

Kin ting 1 ^ to receive, and place

high, with respect.

6362. [
f

] A dearth of

vegetable diet; a dearth

or scarcity.

6363. [
-
] To regulate ; to

direct the manner of; to

ward off; to prohibit; to

guard against; to be careful , to stop

or hinder ; a cup for wine, or a waiter

on which they are served up ; an in-

strument of music.

Kin che 1 lK to stop.

Kin chung FP the imperial

dwelling.

Kin yu fung han I %$
JS( ffi? to

keep off the wind and cold.

Kin ho j-j prohibited goods;

contraband articles.

Kin te 1 }m a place to which people

are forbidden to go; apartments

sacred to the Emperor.

6364. [ / J
Intense cold ;

affected with the cold. Also

read Ilin, in the same sense.

6365. [
V c ] To stop the

mouth ; to impose silence

on one's self ; to refrain

from uttering angry or revengeful

feelings ; to be unable to speak

from disease; to be prohibited by

KIN

authority from speaking. A locked

jaw. Chang jen kin kow puh ning

grieved at, so as to be unable to

speak.

6366. [
-

] The part of

__
a garment which hangs

i\^ down in front; to ward

or keep off the wind and

cold ; the parts where

garments join and fold

over and fasten by clasps or buttons;

the part that surrounds the neck.

Compare with the second form.

Kin heung
^ 5?,\

*'le husbands f

Kin te
tjjjj

a wife's sisters,

elder and younger.

t -\ 6367. [
-

] The roots of

^f"* bamboos; the name of a

J^J particular kind of bamboo.

Used for the following.

6368. [
-

]
From flesh,

itrength, and bamboo, be-

cause of the strong fibres

of the bamboo. The strong ten-

donous parts of the muscles; the

tendons; strong and nervous; hav-

ing strong fibres. The name of a

medicine. A surname.

Kin leih 1 Tj muscular strength.

Kin kuh 1

and bones.

muscles or tendons

6369. [
-

] Metal of any

kind ; the metal ; gold.which

is certainly designated hy

|
Hwang kin, The yellow

metal
; yellow colour. Firm

j
hard ;

the name of an office ; name of a

place; of a hill ; of a flower ; and of

KIN

a plant PTh kin ~^ j

a hun-

dred pieces of money. Kinhwang

sth
| -pr "pi a colour composed

of carnation and yellow. Kin ke

lih
^ H| ^]

Peruvian Bark.

Kin che
j "Bgj'

the name of a place.

Kin choo I MJg the golden hinge,

a poetical name of the moon.

Kinfung 1
Ij^l

the c.-rsalpina poinci-

ana.

Kin yin hwa 1 $H^ the Loni-

ccra Japonica, the Honey suckle,

used medicinally.

Kin ko
] J? arras ; military weapons.

Kin kwS
| pS

a nation which held

the north of China, in the 13th

century.

Kin shan 1
[I [

a romantic iilet in

the Po-yang lake.

6370. f
\

] To close up, as by

congealing or freezing ;
to

shut ;
to close. A hurried

enunciation. Also read Yin, in the

lame sense. Keu kin ^ j

an open month. Kin kow

a closed or shut mouth.

637 1 . [ c-
] The appearance

of stretching and yawning.

One says, Respect, that which

is to command respect ; thought-

ful ; hoping; majestic; grand. Name

of a district; of a hill ; the sound of a

bell. Kin, is appropriated by the!

Emperor, and is applied to his acts,

and to what concerns him ; Imperial.

Kin chae 1 9E an Imperial Knvoy

sent on any special business.

Kin fung
J Jp;

received with pro-

found rcsped (from the Emperor.)
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Kin fan 1
jJO

the king's prisoner.

Kin teen keen
^ ^ E Imperial

astronomers.

Kin ming 1 -jnf
an Imperial mandate.

Kin tszc 1 ll^ respect this, closes

CTery document that comes from

the Emperor; it denotes the close

also o( a. quotation from any Imperial

document.

Kintsze
| ^granted by the Em-

peror.

637Z. [e-] The ap-

pearance of hills shooting

up to the skies; gaping

and yawning. Ken kin

high pointed hills or

mountains.

6S73. [
^

] Ornamented or

variegated silk. A surname.

Used in various proper

names ; a place ; an insect.

Kin sin sew kow ff\ jwj} |~** (wH H

KIN

a silken elegance of thought; and a

highly ornamented style.

Kin rang ag an embroidered

purse ; that which contains thoughts;

the mind.

Ki" SCW
I Hi TaricSated with beau-

teous colours; embroidered; orna-

mented > flowery style; adorned with

plates.

6374 [ e- J An animal with

two feet and feathers ; ani-

mals with four feet and hair

are called Show fib Kin show

fq^ birds and beasts, animals

generally. All animals before preg-

nation are called Kin. Kin, also

denotes To fight; to seize. A sur-

name.

6375. [ c- ] To bind fast

round with a string or cord ;

compressed; pressing; ur-

gent, strict, close constructed.

Kin kin pe chS
]

1
HEj ^

very closely shut.

Kin che 1 j_ to stop rigorously ;

to curb.
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Kin yaon \ jlfi or reversed, Yao.i
I -<^*

kin, Important; urgent; requisite,

necessary.

6376. [ c- ] To seize a

a bird with its talons; to

seize
; to take ; to take a-

1

live; to take prisoner-

Kin na 1 <tj

5m to eizc ;

take.

6377. Vessels to contain

wine, used by the bride

and bridegroom at mar-

riages. The kin arc

made of pewter, silver,

and so on, according to

the wealth of the persons.

6378. [0] To hang down

the head, and proceed with

haste and precipitation.

6379. [ c' ] Kin or Keen.

The name ofa plant.

n.
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KING. CXXXIV SYLLABLE.

Peking Dialect, KHing. Manuscript Dictionary, King. Canton Dialect, King.

6380. From High, abbreviat-

ed, and an upright line de-

noting height. Great; lofty;

extensive; the highest possible emi-

nence, with a hollow in the centre

of the summit. King denotes ten

millions. A surname. Pih-king ^j^

the present capital of China;

commonly written Peking. Nan-

king jj the former capital.

Shang king hwuy she JQ I

"ij^

jpcl
to go up to Peking to the ge-

neral examination of literati. Pun

king yJK
1 the present capital.

King O or King too 1 ;aR or King

sze 1
j&j

the place of the Imperial

residence.

King ching ] ijl
the capital city of

a country ; the metropolis of China.

King chaou 1 d| name of a place.

King ke I

j|
the space within a

thousand Le of the capital.

King king i I mournful.

Xing kwo 1 -1 Psking fruits,

sin laou siin;:

Her from Peking has arrived

the capital city of this province.

6S8I. King, or Keang.

Strong; violent; wrangling.

Also read Leang, Remote;

distant. To seek ; to desire.

6383. \_^~] Strong ; violent.

King tee 1
jSjjr

a violent

enemy.

6383. [ \ ] Light ; illumined ;

^- - a region illumined and its

J I
-^ boundaries defined ; pros-

pect ; the appearances of things ;
a

large road : a mountain. Name of a

hill, and of a star. A surname ; name

of the wind. Read Ying, Shade.

Kwang king TT* I the appearance

of nature; and of circumstances.

Kca king %f I or Mei king jjp-

I a beautiful prospect.

King che &# a fine prospect
I Iv?*

which is near.

King hing, hing che /t-f ^-f jj^

to look towards and endeavour to

attain as the summit of a mountain.

King fuh 1 fjm great happiness.
I 'I^J

King-king white, luminous,

to direct the attention to ;
to desire

to reach.

King yang j <|fl|
to look up toward*;

to look up to as to a superior.

6184. [
-
] A large lea fish,

the largest are said to be

Dtfc J^ a thousand Chinese Le in

length ;
the smaller ones, several

times ten cubits. Compare withJBW
E.

King tun 1 S to swallow as a sea

monster; to defraud.

6385. [-] To mark the

face with black indeliable

ink, as a punishment. Some

say, it was only to put a black cap

on the criminal's head. A surname.

Mlh king 3p
|

to cut the skin of

the face and fill it up with ink.

6J86. [
-

] An animal said

to resemble a deer, but

smaller and of a black co-

lour.

King pe tae
'

jfjT
4& a leather

purse.

6387.
[
'

] To the extreme

point of
; to the close; the

termination; the finishing

of; the close of a time, at the ilose

of; then; at last; finally ; after all ;

when examined to the bottom ; to

the utmost. Name of a place. A

surname. Used for a boundary. Kevr

k'"S ?(_^ investigating to the
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utmost being fully examined into.

Kcw king ho yih a? fnf ;>

when fully examined into, where is

the advantage ?

King jen pSh le
| %$~^ Jjj

at

last paid no attention to it.

King jen joo tsze 1 5JK -hn
jJV

since after all, it is thus.

King tsow
j f|t at last went off.

Kingning
]

&a_ repose to the last

perpetual repose.

King piSh heaou tTh
] ^^ [JrSj iS;

to the last did not understand; still

did not at all comprehend.

6388. [ A ] From ground,

and the final or extreme

part. A boundary or limit;

the frontier; the utmost verge of

any territory ; the border ; the place

where one lives ; the state or con-

dition of life in which one is. Jiih

king wan kin J\^ R}j 2?jg
en-

tering the limits (ofanother state or

province) ask what its prohibitions

are, that you may avoid them.

Kwei-king -|||'

'

your honorable

boundary, or place of residence. My

place, or Province is expressed by

Pe-kingtf I \ileborders.

King-keae
'

59 i the common

phrase for boundary.

6389 [ '] Name of an ani-

mal, said to devour men;

resembles atiger or leopard,

and when young devours its mother.

Some say, also The name of a

voracious bird.

6*90. ['] An utensil to receive

the appearances of things s a

mirror; a looking glass;

clear; bright; a surname. Name of

a stone. Shin king shan ^n

Ml name of a hill. Ming king

fJH a bright mirror. He'en

wei king
jj$j| 'fcfa

'

a mirror for

displaying minute objects; a micro-

scope. Tseen le king -p J|| a

thousand mile mirror ; a
telescope.

Po-le-king ^^ |j^ J
glass mirror.

King kea
j

'Afl frames for pictures.

King kea
^ ||f

a lady's dressing case.

King tsze le keen ying 1 JZ. iffl g

Tp to see the shadow in a looking

glass.

V %
"

6391. ['] Strong; violent;

lofty ; quarrelsome ; vehe-

ment; precipitate; hasty;

to drive away from ; abundant ; chear-

ful. TsJng king S-
'

to wran-

gle ;
to contest.

6392. [\/] Kingshing 1

very cold appearance.

C393. King, or King king

to be attentive;

cautious; guarded against;

afeelingof respect; anxious; uneasy ;

watchful ; alarm.

6394. [-] Streams of

water flowing under

ground; veins of water.

Otherwise read Hin".

6393. [
'
] Straight ; firm ;

unbending. Head Ying,

Haste; urgency. Same as

King.

6396. [
'

] Strong unyield-

ing; violent; overbearing.

6367. [V] A narrow track

for the foot ;
a fool path ;

a path which will admit of

men and cattle travelling on it, but

not carts or carriages ; a narrow path

amongst hills; a short cut; a bye path,

straight forward; the diameter; a

stream running in a straight direction.

Hasty; precipitate; to walk or go j

to pass by. Shan king j|j

a mountain path. Sang puh yew

king^ jfc |jh
1 a funeral must

not go by a bye path. Wei sa.n chth

king yih chth
[Ml

- f\ 1 *

J\^
when the circumference is three

cubits the diameter is one.

King tsing
]

'ft? a straight forward

dispositio.

Ke king ifSJ 1 a very narrow path.

6398. [/] A wood that

resembles fir, but is harder.

6399. [-] Flowing in a

straight course. Flowing

through ; permeable. Name

of a river, and of district, applied

also to some other proper names.

6400. [
.

] The threads ofa

web; the warp. To pass;

to cross ; the person through

whose hands an affair passes : ap-
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plird in medical books, to the veins

and the blood. Classical or reli-

gious books King wei
j

* warp

and woof, to unite them ;
to -weave

*/, lines or paths norlh and south ;

M'ei, lines east and west, or the lines

of longitude and latitude. From

warp and warf Silk is made, hence

King denotes what is Excellent;

justice and diligence ; rules ; laws ;

to manage, or superintend. A wo-

man's monthly period. Woo king

^fL I the five classics. Che

king /rf to bend the neck like

a fowl and stop the 'breath so as

to cause suffocation

King 1 is a Particle denoting what

it passed, and in this sense precedes

the verb, as E king tse leaou
jj*

$h ~? it is already done.

King mflh
^ g to pass before the

eyes ; to glance over ; as Y ih king

mfihche'cheyu sin i

EJ lwj[

ife ^f" fo havin& once Passed be '

fore the e} cs, forthwith fixed on the

memory.

King ke s5ng le
] $|J J|

to follow the occupation of a broker.

Kin^tinir ffi* an assistant or de-
I lni&

puty magistrate of a district.

King fang
j Ej~

a room containing

religious books.

King jih sze chang yth che 1

|jj ^- '%S by every affair a

person transacts he increases his

knowledge.

King Id
'| ^. the veins and arter-

iei.

KingmTh 1
jjl^

the transverse tlood

vesx-ls.

KING

King heuS y^ a sinus, or recep-

tacle of the blood.

King leg 1 fis to pass over or pass

through ; a kind of secretary ; one,

in public offices through whose

hands affairs pass to the principal

magistrate.

Kins lun 1 ttfnt the principles of rea-
I 'wlP

son and justice; the silken theories

wove by the mind.

Kingke ^ fE the P"'? 1*' of go-

vernment and moral instruction;

a broker; an intermediate person

between two contracting parties, as

for tea and other articles of com-

merce.

King ching 1 7]^. a kind of head

clerk at the Hoppo's office, who is

referred to in all the ordinary rou-

tine of business.

King shwfiy Vjly
menstrual dis-

charge.

King fe 1 -S" current ezpence.

6401. [s,] With vehe-

ment impetuosity ; vio-

lently ; urgent ; frantic
;

phrensy, or convulsions.

6402. [ / J A foot path ; to

approach to ; to go near ;

to pass straight up to; to

pass bye. King ting
j jjJ

to

go remotely apart. Keflh king

HjJ
1 a winding foot path. King

ke chay ^ J& ~J^ approach and

commence, usual form of begin-

ning letters amongst equals.

KING

6403.
[
N

] Light; the op-

posite of heavy. To esteem

light; to make light of; to

behave in a light manner* lenity.

King kwang
j

jfj levity and mad-

ness; light, dissipated, irregular con-

duct.

King knou keen
| jfj ^ light

bread or pastry.

King pingseaou shing
'

Jfcf: /p ^4-

li^ht weights and a small measure.

King sang \
to make light of

one's life, to be, or to affect to be,

fearless of death.

King chay shah taou
^ jjf. HjJL \$g

a light carriage and a well-knownO O

road.

King kow chuh wei yen P f^j

Vg ~J=
with levity of mouth to

utter opposing words ; impertinent

King shin yin %j* y words pro-

nounced with the lips lightly com-

pressed.

6404. [\ ] The stalk on

which the head is set; the

neck ; the front part of the

neck ; the back part is called
Jp|

Heang. King is applied metaphori-

cally to things. Haou king iff-

or Win king keaoii
fa\\

1 ^
a very intimate friendship.

6405. [c-] A hundred

mow or Chinese acres of

land; the name of a

place ; the name of a

kind of basket
; to hold

the head not erect. In

n denotes Timid, cautious,epitaph

careful. A very hort space of time;
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a moment. Go king TtH
|

a mo-
I J^ I

roent; a very short time. Se-king

'fjb 1 name of a hill. Shaou king

tang hea <J? ] ^ ~|>
wait a

short while.

King kfh pBh le
|| Jp] ^N ^| not

separate from for a moment.

King kfh keen
] |flj f^j

in mo-

ment.

8406. (-) Name of a plant.

6407. (cO Indirect; la-

teral; sideways; aslunt;

overturned; thrown down.

Forms part of the name of a hill.

Read King, An instant of time.

Kingfoo ^ -|Jj|
to lay prostrate.

King pae 1
|j^

to ruia

King seay I >S to rush down, ai a

mountain.

King taou
] ^?|]

to subvert.

King tsae 1 &T to waste property.

King tow she
Jjj'j

SB to turn the

head aside and look at

King Wh 1
ffllj

to lay sideways.

King urh urh ting \ J| [fjj ||
to apply the ear and listen.

King yih \ ^ to run over, or break

over the edge of that which con-

fine* it.

6408. (
' '

) Attentive;

sedate; respectful; respect;

to shew respect to; to ve-

nerate; to worship; respect for one's

self and for virtue ; scdateness ; seri-

ousness of mint} and of manner. A

surname.

'ART II. C 6

Kingkin 1 5a| sedate, attentive; care-

ful; respectful.

King kung
j ^ to shew respect and

Teneration to.

King laou leen pin
] % Ifjj: ^

to respect the aged and pity the

poor.

King laou tsze yew ] jfc ^ tyj

to respect the aged and shew tender

regard to the young.

King pBh te shin ming J 3^> ^
jrjjjj

fjH to respect more than the

gods.

King sin 18
| (jp ^^ the name of

a Chinese moral and religious book,

well known and much esteemed.

King sin 1
"(g respect and believe;

devout faith.

flt

6409. (\/) To warn; to

caution, to guard against.

The same is expressed by

King kae.

6110. (') Sedate; sincere,

just and equitable feeling ;

to caution ; to warn ; to pu-

nish.

King kih
j

a*, to punish with justice

and impartiality;
and to be always

prepared against injury or evil.

/
) 641 1. To raise with

the hand ; to raise or

lift high. Yihshow

king ke "31 1
jyl

-
) to raise high with the

hand; to lift up with

th hand. Kingkeueu

~)
I 2|5

t salute with

th j folded h.mdi iu the

Chinese tnaiiaer.

King teen che che I ^- ~^/ ~3j\

mind elevated high as heaven.

6412. An utensil for

j a bow, when

putting on the string;

a stand against the

-) wall for placing a lamp

on ; applied to the

-) name of a piece of

poety. King tsze
J

a certain stand.

.6413- ( \ ) To warn ; to com-

mand or order with the

^g mention of some penalty;

to rouse; to excite attention; to

discompose. Name of a song;

name of a district. Used in com-

mon with the following.

King chih
'

jfefr
to reprehend ; to

order; to threaten.

King kae
j jfjfc

to caution; to warn,

to exhort with authority ; to direct

what to do and threaten with the

consequences of failure.

64 T4. (-) From a horse and

affrighted.
To alarm; to

affright; to|astonish; to sur-

prize. Chin- king IE 1 to strike

or shake with alarm, as by an earth-

quake or thunder.

King teen tnng te
|

TT jgj| ml

to astonish all nature.

King wei 1
fi alarming and dan-

gerous.

Kingtung
|

to excile.

King haj 1

Kingkeu

afraid.

|

to alarm; to rouse;

}to

strik

alarm.

to strike with

to be
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King t,I, gnelcao,,
| ^

alarmed to stupefaction; alarmed

dismayed; astonished.

King chih
^ 2J$.

a Chinese term,

which answer* to March 6th.

Kin:; sze jin
^ ^E A to fr 'Khlcn

to dentil.

6415. (-) Head Kin, A

club; a staff; the handle of

f a spear, to withdraw the

spear or to be pierced with concern

for. Read King, To compassionate ;

to shew pity to; to feel for the

dangers or d'stressesof other people ;

to regret, to be concerned about.

Dangerous, self righteous ; conceit-

ed of one's own excellence or great-

ness. Serious ; respectful ; exercis-

ing selfcontroul; to esteem or value;

to expand. Ptih king sehing^ 1

Zj|U ^-f
1o disregard small acts

will
final)]' ruin great affiirs.

King fS
I ife to boast of one's own

merits.

King kaou r
l

-jj high opinions of

one's self.

Kingkwa ] ^boastful.

King koo seiih kwa
j $X fll ;S|b

to shew pity to the orphan and com-

misserale the widow.

King king
|

I strong and ungovern.

able applied to a flock of sheep.

^* ^ 6 II 6. (-) A certain wood

jJkl or thorny bush ; formerly

/ | NJ used to inflict punishments,

hence the character contains the

word, To punish. Otherwise called

Mow king {r and Tsoo king
jUK" \

?> from growing plentifully at

Tsoo. Name of a district, and of a bill

King keih I 3 thorns, thornj bushes.

Kingkme I )fc- a medicinal plant.

.

& IJ
S

fill 7. (c-) From The

credentials given to a public

servant, hence the King

denotes A statesman serving his

prince; now written King
J/j|l

to be

distinguished from
6JJ

Maou.

* 6118. (c-) From to issue

fevp^fe1^
Bcl| forth, the other part jiving

*1|"*W
/f"*f sound. Highly intelligent

and enlightened; also, An object

towards which all look. A title

conferred in different periods of

Chinese history, on various of the

higher officers of state. Sometimes

used by equals to each other, as a

term of respect; also by superiors

to inferiors. Under the dynasty

Sung, the Emperor addressed his

ministers by the word King. A sur-

name. Chow luh king B[J ^^ |

under the dynasty Chow, (which

ended B. C. 215) were six King.

From these it appears, the more mo-

dern Six Boards, called Luh-poo -p^

pit* originated. Teen-king^^
title of the first of the Le-poo jS

ffi Te-kingJ-jj/
1 title of the

the first of the Hoo-poo Ef
|^fj.

The president of the Le-poo ifi

-^-Tf

is entitled Chun king T&.

Of the Ping-poo jfiL ^K Hea-

kl "S IS Of the Hing-poo
-ii"

fflj ^'B Tsew-king ty(
1 and the

president of the Kung-poo J^ :

jK

is entitled %. 1 Tung-king.

Shaou king /J/ 1 a secondary degree

of the same rank.

KING

0410. ) Read King

The part where the muscles

are connected under Un-

arm, or about the ribs. Read Ke.

A particular kind of silk.

6420. Read Kang, To strike

against and attack. Read

Shing, Anciently used to

denote sound. Occurs used for the

following.

6421. ( ) From the

representation of some-

thing hanging tuspended;

to ttrike, and a itone. A

sonorous musical stone ;

to hang up as a stone is

suspended ; the sound of

a sonorous stone. Pe'en

king 4jjm
1 or Tih king

{J^fe
are different

^ff^ sorts of sonorous stones,

J there are several other

varieties.

King kung 1 T% giving the reins to

and checking a horse.

King che
J ^y-

to stop in the pre-

sence of a superior.

Teaou
king|jj[ j

to strike the king,

to clash
; jarring collision.

(-^ An empty ves-

scl; exhausted ; to exhaust;

entirely. Shfh joo heuen

king ^0 tijifa i

the house as

a vessel hung up side down. Pflh-

nSng king shun ^\ flfe ^ JJC
cannot narrate the whole. Tsin king

ke so jew ^ ] Q $[ ^
to give (or take) all that is possessed,

to empty completely.
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King nang
| 'JjrfH-O empty

one's purse.

6423. (c-) Good; excellent;

beneficent; happy ; blessed;

to congratulate; to approach

vcilh congratulatory presents, of-

ferings or speeches; the great path

of right principle* ; a particle begin-

ning a sentence. Name of a district.

He king jjf.
1 joy and congratu-

lations. Yu king $fr
an exu-

berance of bliss the portion of a

virtuous family.

King chfih
| jtfj) congratulatory pray-

ers and wishes.

King ho
j

Y) torongratiihiti-.

King ho fung iiccn
]

-fi
1

\

to congratulate an approaching pl-n

tiful year at the feast oflatili ,

King teen
j

.Jill beneficent or con-

gratulatory state us'ige% ai on kirlli

days, &c.

KO. CXXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ko. Peking Dialect, pronounced with a guttural tone. Canton Dialect, Ko or Ho.

6454. (') A particle

that precedes a variety

of Nouns, denoting indi-

viduality, as Yin ko

jin i yl one man.

Urh ko 2 two -

Pee ko
^j|J

1 another.

Mci ko ^p j
each.

6425. (-) A spear or lance

with transverse points at

the end, represented by the

horozontal line of the character. A

certain short weapon. Name of a

late. A surname. Kan ko sze ke
._ ,- J i~w L

r 1 Vr^ sn 'e l (' s and spears

very where arose and civil wars

spread through the empire. Sze-ko

"j-ij
I an ancient military situation.

The name of a

Ko tow

6427. (-) An iron hoop

of a wheel ; an utensil

to contain fat ;
a boiler is

commonly so called, and

in Canton pronounced

Wo. Kwang ko tsze
Jiff

a large boiler.

g|] an iron boiler.

.^^ ^ 6428. (O) To have liberty

rfI to do; to be permitted; to

J have tlie power of doing.

May; can; might; could; fit Compe-

tent ; proper ; worthy. It forms the

Adjectives which terminate with Able,

as Amiable. Sometimes used inter-

rogatively. A surname. Pdh ko

^
|

it may not; it must not ; it

cannot. Twan hoo pSh ko^ ^
-^f\

must not on any account

whatever. Yew ho puh ko /fr
djjT

~^ what is there in it inadmis-

sible, improper, or objectionable.

Ko often makes as interrogative sense ,

a, Ko she ke ko kin tsze
j

'flQ /^ ^Iwere
there not a few-

golden characters ? Ko woo 1 iu/.
1 t(*

abominable; hateful; odious.

Ko jin e h W such as people

would like.

Ko fow I 3S is it admissible or not

lovely; amiable.

detestable.

a competant man.

pleasant to the taste.

may it be done

it may be seen.

Kogae

Ko bin

Ko jin
j

Ko kow
|

Kopuhko
|

or not .'

Ko keen 1

Ko e she til,

it m;iy be done.

Ko shing tan tsie 1 H& ||T "t^"

can it ever be enough lamented.

Ko-scaou 3p- laughable; ridicu-

lous.

Kovay 1 4tf it may ; it is permitted;

it will do.
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Ko pfth pei yu
| ^v ^ ^

ii it not most lamentable !

6"?9. (0) UneTen ; rugged ;

progressing with difficulty.

Unfortunate; unsuccessful;

always meeting with difficulties or

misfortunes and losses. Pfih che

been koo^ 4T) ^jdj
'A does not

know salt and bitter; does not

know the affairs of life. This is said

of those who huve been brought up

in affluence and indulgence.

6430. (
-
) The name- of a

wood; a large branch; the

stalk of a plant; the handle

of an axe three cubits long ; a means

of effecting; the name of a place. A
j> \ <

urname. Foo ko & the

handle of an axe ; a go-between in

arranging marriages. Chin ko K ko

'TU to grasp a handle
"T7* I l^\ I

in order to cut down a handle to

employ men to rule other men.

Ko me 1
^j^

or Ko tsze me 1

7K myrobalans.

6431. ( c-) A stone in-

ferior to the
jjx

Yiih

stone; a cornelian stone

white as snow. A certain

shelrused as an ornament.

Name of a bird and of a

metal.

6432. (O) The wheels at-

tached to the ends of the

axle, or the axle with the

wheels put on. Kan ko BR 1 *

carriage dragging heayily ; a person

struggling with difficulties. Kan-

kot?J
I impeded ; obstructed.

6433. (e-) The bone of

the knee; also the haunch

or hip bone.

6134. (-) rrom"piJ"Ko,

repeated, denoting a

lengthened sound. To

sing ; in this sense now

wrltfei} 1$ K<> : a"d
1

Ko is used as the epithet

of an elder brother. Used by equals

to each other, though not rel td.

In the dialect of Ying-rhiicn|P j||
Seaou yue ko

/Jx Q ^
jnuiors,

or small children are called Ko. O

(or ah) ko
[{Ji[ ]

is used in Hie

same sense. The
reigning family-

designates the sons of the Emperor

by this term. Urk a ko
~*

Kpf 1

is, in the language of the court, the

Emperor's second son. Wo teTh ko

tsze
jj? pLj

.Z. my eider

brother.

ff
^

6435. (-) To lengthen

It out the sound of words

^
tunefully to sing ; to

recite in a musical tone,

to sing with music ac-

companying. The name

of a hill. Chang ko
^B.

1 to sing

lighter songs. Chaou-ko
^fl

the name of a place.

Ko she 1
j^jfc

to recite odes.

Ko seaou 1 ^ to sing and laugh.

Ko woo singing and dancing,

or a. kind of posture making; the

employment of Chinese ladies of the

imperial palace.

Ko yaou I jpkKo
To ling with music;

Yaou, To sing without it; singing

generally.

6436. (-) A goose is to

called in tome parts of

the country.

137. Excellent; to

commend ; may, ; can ;

might: could; should. Oc-

curs as if meaning The ornaments of

a female's head dress.

6438. ( c-
)
A meawre and

grain, A I'me applied ai a

rule ;
a class ,

a series ; order ;

rank ; rule by whrch degrees are

determined; an examination of lite-

rati ; wood, hollow in the centre ;

name of a place. Applied to medi-

cine, answers to the word Practice.

^>K 1 Wae ko v surgical practice;

urgery. OT 1 Nuy ko, Internal

practice; physic.

Ko chang JS the arena for

literary examinations for the rank

of Keu jin.

Ko che
| ^: name of an animal

Ko fun
| ft

a distinction of the

period of standing, in the several

degrees.

Ko kei
|

ffl having literary degree*
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Ko keu
j Jj|;an examination pre-

vious to the Ko-ehang examination.

K fae
1 i(K

to com Pe l persons to

subscribe to any thing, or to compel

the people to serve inferior officers

without pay.

Ko teaou 1
$j

rules by which the

public literary examinations are re-

gulated.

Ko te
I
3i the rules by which gra-

duates are accepted.

Ko tow 1 fi bare headed to ap-

pear before a superior with the head

or feet uncovered, is a great rudeness.

Ko tow
j _>J-

a species of frog.

Leih pfih turg ko ft ^ JpJ \

strength is not possessed by different

persons in the same degree.

Heang ko
^j j

the local district ex-

aminations.

Ta ko fc j

a triennial examination.

6439. [c-] Ko-tow 1
ljpL

the tadpole. Chen choo^
jfekthe frog. The tadpole

isalso called
y^j

fS Hwa-lung, and

Shwtiy seen tsze^ Yjlf ^-.
In Can-

ton called Luy kungyu^ /^y jjft

the thunder fish.

1440 [
t

] Ko, or Kwo.

From tree and a resem-

blance offruit at the top.

The fruits of trees Real-

ly, truly, solidly. To

surpass ; to exceed ; to

overcome; used to express Naked;

bare. Occurs read Lo. The se-

cond is the vu'gar form, but it

is also thus written in the books

of the Han dynasty. Pih-ko

VART II D 6

~& I e-rery kind of fruit. Ching-

ko J I the truth and reality of

the Buddha religion. Yin-ko^CJ

a favorite expression of the Budd-

hists denoting A connexion with

the divinity.

Kojen w5 certainly; assuredly;

undoubtedly , the name of an animal.

Ko he 1 ^2 it is so really.

Ko, lo 1 HQ) the first is the fruit of

trees, the other of smaller plants , the

first applies to those that have stones,

the other, to those that have not any.

Kotsze -"
fruit, fruits.

Ko tan 1
ijjp

a fruit stalk.

6441. [c-] A hole or ca-

vern; a nest formed in a

hollow place, not on a tree.

The place where wild fowl roost.

6442 [
-
] To essay ; to make

a trial ; placed in order ; deli-

beration ; pi in ; to examine

according to the plan or rule. A duty

or task imposed at school. A tax or

duty levied on any commodity ; the

name of a district. Jih-ko

a daily exercise, or exercises to be

gone through. Kung ko J/J

literary exercises.' Kung ko j
tasks of work. He8 ko tse'en ,St

g& allowance given to literary

candidates. Tsoo, teaou, yilh, ko

levies made on the people. Shwfiy-

ko
fj&

or Heang ko
6|ijj

taxes; duties.

Ko ching
'

flij.
or Ching ko, The

rules of study ; the statutes fixing

the task to be performed.

Ko ke I jtfl the periods of writing

exercises.

Ko ne'S I 3"* the occupation of a

scholar; the profession of letters.

Ko win I AQ to examine literary

6443. [*] A small bead or

knot; the numeral of bead*

or of grain;
a clod of

Yih ko - 1 or \'ih tow

fare used in a similar mau-

Read Kwan, The name of a

plant; a man's name.

Ko ko ming choo
] 3Jj ^

every one bright pearls.

6444. [C] To bundle up;

to bandage; to wrap round ;

to wrap up; a bundle; the

fruit of plants; a room or recess.

Ko tsiih W to bind up the feet

fettered and unable to advance.

Koshe 1 F1
bound up the corpse.

Paouko-pJ ]
to bundle tip,abundle.

ner.

^ -|
6415. [-] Ko, or Kwo.

^"*T| To pass ; to exceed ; past, in

flttl
*^^^L. reference to time or place;

exceeding a rule
; error ; fault ; crime.

Name of one of the diagrams;

name of a state; name of a stream ; a

surname. Makes the perfect tense

of verbs. See Kwo. Tso ko -fiW 1

to have done before. Hingkokeu
4^. 1 -4->

TT ~
Pass y an s away-

Che ko tsih kae ^ ^ g|J gfc

as soon as you know your faults, re-

form.

6446. f c- ] Plants ; wide;

hungry
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KO. CXXXVI SYLLABLE.

Confounded with JSTwo. Manuscript Dictionary, KS. Canton Dialect, Kok.

6447. From mouth, and 9^

Che, To follow. To follow

calling to, but disregarded

by the person before; no mutual

understanding; each apart; each

sepa
r
ately; every; each one of all.

various. Jin kii yew S'M A
| ^3

)f\ each man has his own feelings.

KBjin
| ^ every man.

KSyihjin 1 *y^ to eacn (situa-

tion) one man.

KSjin, kS keen 1 ^ Seach

man has his own views of a subject.

KS kw5
]

fiS every nation.

KS kS cha pe 1 ^ 5(1 every

one differing from another.

KS yew yfh shwS
[

td *

giT

each has a different tale.

KS pan kS sze 1
$j&

1
||| every

one transacts his own business.

KS sih IJj various colours; va-

riegated ; various kinds.

KS hwan kS teih
1 J 1 $J

let each take his own apart.

KS sih ho wdh {5 f: \
ynj\

every variety of merchandise.

6448 Head Lo, The noise

of wrangling or disputing.

Read Kfi, The cackling of

a fowl. Coughing and reaching.

6449. Feeling of profound

veneration and respect;

manner, commanding re-

spect and awe. A sun.ame.

Careful attention to.

Chlh sze yew kO
=gj ||

~A\ I those who h >ve

the direction ('n temples)

must be respectfully

attentive and reverent. Kin kS

s|fr j

attentive; respectful.

KS kung ke chih 1 ^^ [^ ^j/

to attend diligently to the duties of

one's office.

6450. A screen before a

door; a case or press in

which to lay bye pro-

visions; to lay bye; to

place on. An upper room

or gallery, an upper story

in a pavilion, from which a more

extensive prospect is obtained. A

council chamber at court, where the

ministers meet. Name of a star. The

noise of a cricket. The second

form of the character is not

sanctioned by Kanhe.

Ko hea I TVtoliydown.

KS-laou -jfer a complimentary

term addressed to statesmen, known

in Europe hy Colao.

K? shang 1 \- to place up.

K8 IsJe & to place.

6451. KS, or US. To en-

viron; to encircle and

unite; to surround.

6452. KS kae 1 l{& a
\ J*/t

species of iguana found on

the south of the Meiling

mountain, bites off its own tail to

avoid being caught; the tail uied

medicinally, the other parts are

eaten ; they are from six to eight

inches long. Shan kS )1| la spe-

cies of frog.

6453. Ko, or Kea, A lea-

ther covering for the

knees, worn by the mi-

litary ; a certain leather.

6454. The name of a bird.

Read 116, To cover over.

Why not ?
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6455. A pigeon ; applied

also to the name of a gourd.

PihkSchaou (l 1 4&
i I 'ZrZ

the Casa Garden, at Macao, is so

called. Yay kS Wf
j

a wild pigeon.

K8 tsze or PJh kO

a pigeon.

645S. Suddenly, as a boat

slriking against the sand;

to extend to; to accord

with.

'6437. The sound of two

stones striking against

each other. Ko-tow I

5 the Tartar ceremony

of kneeling down and

knocking the forehead

against the ground.

6458. To die; to depart

this life; to comply with

the decree of nature. KS

she 1 ^ to die.

6459. Appearing to wish to

sleep.

KO

6460. A vessel to contain

wine.

6461. [
c

] Kae, or K8.

To request; to lieg; to

solicit; to crave; to give;

to bestow. A beggar.

6462. Read K8, The name

of a bird. Commonly read

H5, Why : wherefore f

6163. [c] Desiring to

drink; thirsty; anxious

to attain or effect; to

thirst after figurative-

ly. Head Kee, Water

dried up. Ke ku J^
1 hungry and thirsty. Sze been

joo kS ffl f? "pn 1 to desire

virtue as a thrisly person desires

water.
yChe

kO
jj^

'

to quench

thirst.
'

K8 chay e wei yin
j

/fc ^j Jfc!] ^
it is easy to make a thirsty man

drink.

6464. [ c ] Creeping plants ;

a certain edible plant; a

plant of which cloth is made

for summer dresses. Kwa k5 che

tsin Hi "j? *G distant re-

lationship.

KS poo
j /jjjj

or Hwang kS poo HJ
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M cloth made from the K8

plant

K ting yung twan
| jj||^ Ijjft

to cut asunder forever the creeper;

to put a final close to litigation.

6465. [cj To covet; to desire,

as a thirsty person ; to be

eager to alt;. in an end.

6466. The- appearance of

spears in a war chariot;

urgert; haste;, precipitate

motion; velocity; horses and cha-

riots; noise and clamour. HS kea

^fe the appearance of being

turned round aud shaken or agitated.

6467.
[ cj To cut; to cut off;

to divide; to wound; to

injure; to ruin. To rhyme,

read Kee.

KS she
'

1 M^ to castrate as a pu-

nishment for adultery.

6468. [
c ] The skin of

any thing which is hol-

low; the bark of a tree.

A shell of any kind; a

nut-shell; an egg-shell.

Yun moo k
{jj

mother of pearl.
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0469. [ \ J From ten and

mouth ; that which has pass-

ed by tradition through ten

jen 'rations. Bemote ages ; ancient

old language A surname ; the name

ofa plant. Koo kin
^j" fy ancient

and modern. TS koo tung kin
- *

^
- *L

irw <^ thorough!? versed
I"*T I vn I

in ancient and modern affairs. Wang

koo lae kin j&
' ^ ^ the old

patses away and the present comes.

Jin impiSh koo
J\^ jj^ ~^

men's hearts are not as in ancient

times ; i. e. they are not so good as

formerly. Chung koo $&
of long duration; permanent.

Koo jin
I ^ or Seen koo ^

the ancients

Kooshingjin 1 j( the ancient

Koo kwae
j

'H strange, odd, mon.

strom.

Koo keaou 1 3ft the ancient doctrine,
I >v^

ancient principles.

Koo laou
| ^ old fashioned.

KoochefiSh ming ] ^.J[ %fc

begin his old knavish tricks again.

Koo the
| (j^p

ancient times.

Koo she
| jj*

ancient odes.

Kookooteih
^ | {^?J

old, ancient

Koo tselh 1 pi antiquities.

Koo yu 1 ~||
an old saying, a proverb.

. ^ 6470. [ '] Tax; duty;

A'^W^ custom paid to government.

I \J To conjecture; to reckon.

To value; the price. Taekoo^g ]

to raise the price by unfair means :

a practice prohibited in case ofgrain.

Kooke 1
pj-

to reckon.

Koo kea 1
<j*||

to make an estimate

of the value of.

Koo leang 1
J|r

or repeated, Koo-

koo, leang leang, To conjecture; to

suppose ; to speak, or give an opinion

without affirming positively.

Rooting 1
^jj?

to settle; to fix; the

price.

647l. An epithet of respect,

-] used by a wife to her hus-

band's mother. A father's

sisters are also called Koo ; a wife

calls her husband sisters
/]>

Seaou koo. The sisters of a grand-

father are called 1C 1 Wang-koo.

Used as a Particle implying Tem-

porary indulgence. The name of a

star, of a state, and of a hill. Tso

koo /(fe 1 a cross or direrging

road.

Koo meen -wf to exercise lenity

and excuse from some punishment.

Koo nearg ^ fe the epithet of a

lady at home, given by her friends

ai d domestic*.

Koo neen 1 ^ out of indulgent

cons'deriitiiin.

Koo scih 1 & to be indulgent, as

to children.

Koo tseay 1 p| for the time being;

leisurely; indulgently.

Koo tsung
j
/& to accord with, in

the exercise ofa kind of indulgence.

Kooyay y^ madam; Mrs., used

only in the family by people be-

longing to it.

Koo tae ming jih 1 /3f BJ] y
just wait till to-morrow these/our

words are the bane of life.

6478. [
'
] Causirg to be

affected; that which indu-

ces the performance of, or

the taking place, a cause; that

which is purposed. Therefore; that

which exists before, as cause ; old ;

to become old and forgotten ; to die.

Cha koo gt 1 crafty art*. He



an old friend.

KOO

koo Xpf what cause ? where-

fore? Wei tsze che koo
J-Jjj

Jf

~%? 1 for this cause. Yuen koo
^ .

jSyi
1 cause or reason of. Shin

koo
J|> J

or E koo 2, 1
dead.

Koo keaou
|

<J

Koojin
J f\

Koo e
j ^ purposely.

'

old ; long connectedKoo kew I

with.

Koo tso
I

She koo T

Koo tsze 1
jJ-j/J

therefore.

Ta koo
-fc mourning, for the

death of parents.

& v 6473. From old and wood.

TCj Rotten wood ; a dead tree;

! decayed , rotten ; putrid.

Tung koo ^H" |
mountain forests

in decayed state, and marshy

grounds without water, are not

taxed.

Koo kaou
| ^ decayed, rotten.

Koo kew
| y&j rotten; putrid.

Koo kuh
| <||*

rotten bones.

to do or purpose.

T for this cause ;

-] 6474. Nameofariver;

to sell; to buy; the

coarse and bad of any

commodity ; to lessen

or abridge; to retrench.

Kew shen kea urh koo

H
I
toseekagood

price and then sell, applied to a

person's abilities.

Koo tsew
| -/TO to sell wine.
I /t=>

Koo ming knn yu

Koo ming she yu

PART II.

KOO

to buy fame and solicit or purchacc

praise.

6475. ['] Name of a cow,

the male of the species ; a

bullock; it also denotes the

male of swine and dogi.

6476. [8] Kooleen 1
fjjji

grain that is not filled.

6477. [ i ] From old and

disease. A chronic com-

plaint; a sore on themoulh

of a child.

6478. [1 ] A net! a net

to catch fish with ; to

catch in a net ; applied

also to the taking of

beasts ; and to an involve-

ment by violating the

laws. Tsuy koo 5B 1

involved in crime.

>
v - 6479. [

'

] Sheep of a

black and white wool;

LHB in different periods ap-

plied to the ram, and to

the ewe sheep with

horns a black ewe sheep.

E wookooyang peshuh che W jy_

jfe J^ ilil

by five sheep skins.
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redeemed him

6480 [\] Name of a plant.

Bitter
; unpleasant ; paii.s-

taking.lhat which is trouble-

some ; urgent; earnest ; pressing ; dis-

tressing. Read [
c

] To deem bit-

ter; to dislike. A surname. Ho

|,

I what occasion to be at

the trouble. Sin koo 5-
j

acrid

and bitter laborious, distressing.

Kan koo lung show -if- 1
Jgj

J

wt'H take the sweet and the bitter

together. Koo tsae 1 S^ bitter

herbs.

Koo che T
^resolution

to t:ike

pains and bear difficulties in the pur-

suit of.

Koo chuen 1 A^ to dislike boating.

Koo chay
j

"m to dislike a carriage.

Koo keuen 1 ^ftto advise or urge

to in the most pressing manner.

Koo kow 1 P| pains-taking, faith-

ful but unpleasant advice.

Koo sin 1 jj^
trouble and vexation

of mind.

Koo tsoo 1
2Jg:

bitter distress; very

distressing.

Koo kow leang y5 1 tj El ^^
faithful, though unpleasant, advice is

good medicine.

%_ % 6481. [ /] From ancient

^f*
'

and words. Words which ex-

f* !! plain the progress and rea-

son of things.

Koo heun
| fjjll")

to explain ancient

Koo heun
fc =jjj| j

books.

6 182. [
/ ] Scorched or

dried in the sun. Used also

to denote The thi;h.

k * 6483. Liquor for drinking;

liquor distilled over night.

P \rJt To sell or buy wine or liquor.

Also read How. Tsing koo pth hoc-

VH I 14P Pure w 'ne a nun"

dred cups.
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F / ] A vessel for

containing grain ; a warm

vessel. To cut asunder or

terminate.

.<M| ^ 6485. [-] Applied to the bones

J^fffcT* of the knee, of the loins, and

|J \J of the shoulder.

Koo low 1

|?n|
the brains of a dead

body.

K,/jj 648 fi [-] chay no
)K,j|

J-p
E A partridge; the Chinese

V ca'l it a smaller species of

thePankew
jjjj -jj||

which is con-

sidered a bird ofthe Columba species.

6487. From acrid. Fault;

crime ;guilti to cut open a

victim; to oppose a hin-

drance to other people's buying and

selling, in order to monopolize one

self; a necessity imposed. The moon

under certain circumstances. Woo-

kooiffi 1 innocent, guiltless. Woo
llH I ^^

koo show luy 3$ ] X 11
l

be innocently involved; trouble

brought upon one, without one's own

ftult. E kew woo koo, fa yew tsuy

to deliver the innocent, the guilty

are punished. Yu ke shS pfih koo,

ning sMh pfih king Jpa IEL ^5^ J^
\ 3SJ -^T- jf\ ^ compared with

killing an innocent person, better fail

in the execution of fixed laws.

Koo keaou
j
BJV generally, generally

speaking; a general collection of

goods in order to monopolize.

6488. [
I

] From Hwiry,

Surrounded on all tides, and

ancient. S'hut up on every

KOO

ide; imperious; hard; solid;

stony; firm; stable; with fixed

intention; obstinate. Chronic dis-

ease. Rustic. Originally; constant.

Reiterated, used as an Adverb, for

Certainly; assuredly. A surname.

Name of an ancient state, and of a

district. Keen-koo
||?

1 or Laou

koo 1 strong; firm; stable;

sure. Choo koo ^ denotes

what is Surely, safely, well done ; the

allusion seems to be Certain, safe,

or well, as if a master did it. Pe

koo Kfl
]

closely shut up as by

the cold of winter. Sew ching keen

koo $ *H [H I

repair il and

make it strong. Kan koo tsze JW
I

||fe
I would presume again to

decline or refuse.

Koo e ^ with fixed intention :

purposely.

Koo chih tlh Ma
\ H ffi fj|

excessively obstinate; extremely

pertinacious.

Koo jen %K. certainly; unques-

tionably.

Koo show ^ & to maintain firmly;

to strengthen ;
defence.

Koo tseih
| ^ a chronic disorder.

Koo tsze 1 !$: to decline with firm-
! PJ r

ness in spite of entreaties.

Koo, sze slh yay 1

[TLj ^ {]
koo

if, stopped up on four sides.

6489. [
/ ]

The name of a

place, which gave a name

to a canal opened by the

Tartars of the dynasty Yuen.

KOO

6490. [f] To freeze; to

congeal; to close; to shut.

6491. Koo or Hoo, Exces-

sive attachment to. Name

of a bird.

6492. [ /] From ditrast and

firm. A chronic deep rooted

obstinate disease.

Koo ping
'[ ^n diseases of long

Koo tseih 1
'j^J standing. For the

first syllable Koo
9jft]

and Koo K|
are both used.

6493. [ f] To stop up an

orifice with melted metal;

to close or stop up firmly.

Koo kin /gor Kin- koo, To stop

up a passage, or the road to, either

literally or figuratively, applied to

shutting the door of preferment

against good men.

Koo tseih
| >^|

obstinate disease.

6494-. [-] A species of rat-

tan or basket work, bound

round any thing.

6495. [tt] A certain plant.

I

6496. [
t ] Any vessel or

utensil.
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6437. Certain salt lakes or

pans stretching fifty one le

in length, and seven le in

width. Badly made; not of strong

texture; hurried; bustle; confused

nd temporary; to slobber ; to suck.

6498. [
-
] To cut asnnder ;

to divide in two; to kill;

to rip open; to hollow out.

Koo sin yew yen e sin
j fi\ IflH

1

'S
)/U 'L* ko-sin expresses the

same as Se-sin, to cleanse the heart.

6499. [] Clothing

--L f r tne 'en* and thighs ;

^ trowsers ; pantaloons.

They are called by various

names in different parts

of the Empire. The

third form of the charac-

ter is in common use,

but not sanctioned by

Seaou koo
/J\ J

or

", ji 1

short

breeches, the second term is local. Che

koo chung -^ tp to put into

trowsers. SeTh koo '/&&
'

riding

breeches. Taou koo /p>-, 1 over-

alls for riding on horse back.

6500. [
-
] Fatherless ; a

child without a father to

look up to. Alone ; desti-

tute j an orphan ; a distitute poor

person. A humble term by which

kings and princes designate them-

selves
;
title of office.

Koo chow
j

-)3- a single boat, act

attended by any other.

Kang-he.

New tow koo

Koo hwSn I
Jftj disconsolate and or-

phan spirits, who have no relatives

to pay honors to their manes, or in-

tecede for them.

Koo kwa I JEtai orphan and a widow

Koo sing tfih sze -^f- ijgj ^
to live and die alone.

Koo shin 1 jS a person alone; a

solitary individual.

Koo leih woo tsoo
|

jj nffi S$

standing alone without assistance.

Kootfih
| ^ alone, single-without

brothers or sisters.

Koo tsze
]

.3- an fatherless boy

when deserving transportation is al-

lowed to remain with his mother.

Koo low kwa wSn
pjjty ^g ^J

a scholar without learned society, and

whose knowledge is confined.

6501. [-] Name of a plant;

name of a place.

6502. [
-
] A net for fish.

6503. [-] A wine cup used at

village feasts ; square having

corners j a rule or law. The

front ofa furnace ; a title of office.

The handle of a sword. A man's

name. Used in several proper names.

Koo pSli koo ~fc the vessel

that should have corners destitute of

them.

6504, [
-
] A large bone.

6505. F /
!

To hire; to

borrow the nse of by pay.

ing :i sum of money : to

j. **^
obtain pcopK's labour for

A tffe money. A surname. Hi -;i.i

lyEtl lloo, The name ofa bin'.

The second form is common, but not

sanctioned by Kang-hc.

Koo chuen
jffe

to hire a boat.

Koo keaou foo j^ ^ tu hire

chair bearers.

Koojin 1 1-f to hire; to rent.

Koo chay tsie ^j& -j-
t<> h'ir<- a

carriage.

6506. [
/ 1 To turn Ihe

head and look at; to

look to with regard, carp

and attention, as to a

child that one has to

protect ; to keep the eyes

fixed upon; a protecting look. Used

to denote But. A particle beginning

a sentence. Used for the preceding.

To lead. Name of a place. Puh

koo ^/f\ 1 to disregard. Pfih Uze

koo neen /K
jzj ^ to pay

BO regard to one's self.

Koo pan 1 Jw a favorable glance;

a look of regard.

Koo seTh te in?en 1 ^ "^ JgJ

to pay regard to and be careful of

one's respectability.

6507. [
6

] A thed for a

military carriage; composed

of a carriage place beneath

a house. A store house ; a treasury ;

the word is appropriated to govern-

ment treasuries. Name ofa gate ; a
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surname. Teen-koo ^ ]

nam

of a star. Tsang koo Jg ]

a

granary and a treasury. Woo koo

~-j]f five storc-houspi for dif-

ferent purposes of government.

Koo heang 1 JQ property belonging

to the
treasury.

Koo ta sze ^ -j^i keeper of the

treasury.

6508. P ] A martini

instrument of music

made of leather
;
a drum.

%_ fc Name of a star; of an

ancient state; and of a

measure. Koo is also

applied to sonorous metals and to

stones. Ta koo JT
]

to beat a

drum. Lo koo JH 1 'he Chinese

gong-

Koo tsaou 1 1^. noise and clamour
I ^f"-

made by a great concourse of

persons.

6503 - [
'

] To beat a drum ;

to strike any sonorous

body ; the part of a bell

which is struck. To en courage \ to

arouse to action ; to eicite.

Koo che woo che 1 ~j? ^Sr ^

KOO

drum them up, dance them for-

ward ; use every means to stimulate.

Koo woo 4^ to drum up; to

arouse , to excite ; to encourage.

6510. [
\

]
The eye closed

with a .skin like a drum-

head ; blind ; the master of

a band, because blind men were

found to possess the nicest ears fur

Koo muh yuen 1
Ej K^ a hospital

for the blind.

Koo sow
[ |&J

the father of the

ancient Shun.

6511. [\] The com-

mencement of the lower

extremities; the thighs ;

a particular part of a

carriage. A branch of a

stream ; a fold of a cord.

A division, or share of;

strong s firm. Name of

an ancient country. Yih

koo sang e
j

fc iPl one
I . J\a

share in some trading concern. Tsfl

ke koo
j'JH |H j

hae how many
shares? San koo sS

"
f&

*- '

I 7R

KOO

a three fold cord. Ta pe koo -fT

JfJ?
to beat the skin of the

thighs is by some used to express

baslinading; flogging.

Koo hung 1 WA- the legs and the

arms; metaphorically, ministers of

state.

8512. [\] To sell or buy;

a stationary dealer; a re-

sident merchant. Read Kea,

The price of a thing.

6513. [
1
] Worms in the

abdomen; a vessel injured

by insects; a poisonous pre-

paration ; ghosts or manes of the

dead; the name of an animal; sus-

picious; to deceive and impose upon.

Name of one of the Kwa. Read

B, Flattering. Sang koo chang fc

|J^
a swelling of the abdomen.

Kae keen kan koo 3r ^fT g
to cover the faults and make amends

of the errors of deceased parents.

Koo-hwS
]

roc to impose upon by

fraudulent pretences of superstiti-

ous or any other nature.

Koo y5
j

-*|a&
a poisonous prepara-

tion intended to kill people.
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_ 5H. (\) The mouth of

-.
f any animal; (-pcech; utter-

ance An entrance; a nar-

row strait or pass ge into a lake or

*ea; the mouth of a rirer. The

passes on the frontier, particularly

the northern frontier of the empire.

The numeral Particle employed when

reckoning houses, persons, draughts

of liquid, and knives or swords. A

surname. Also a part of several

proper names. Kwae kow
9J5i

]

a ready conciliating elocution

Baou kow ke W ^k a good

utterance, fluency of speech. h i 8

kow /M I
to wrangle with. Suy

kow foo ho g| | |l(ij- |p
to as-

sent to every thing said. Hwa

kow TV" indiscriminate loqua-

city. TsSrg kow ke =&
jei

to wrangle about words. Fung

kow ^k to close up or seal.

Hae kow ~&i I an entrance from

the sea. Hoo kow^ ^
an en-

trance to a lake. Ho kow
.it} \

entrance of a river. Loo kow
jj^L

1 the entrance of a road. Munkow

Ptj
1 a door. Hoo kow P

a house, a separate family. Kea

tf-p f
kow^ I the people of a house.

PART ii. r 6

Jin kow y^ I persons. SSng

kow ff
J living |>ersons. SSng

kow
ffi): domestic animals.

Shoo kow che kea |& j ~%_%jj^

a family consisting ofseveral persons.

Kow wae 1 w* the territories be-

yond the frontier of China proper.

Vac kow K| J

an important pass or

road.

Kow kowshingche j ^ ^ ^
niotithing, or reiterating His Majes-

ty's will.

Show kowyuen peen ^p ifc.

the officers and men who defend a

pass.

Kwan kow pB 1 a pass where duties
|MpJ |

r

are levied ; a custom-house.

Seaou taou pa kow /j\ TJ. 7y

eight small knives.

^_ ^6515. (*) In common

'Hfrg useto express Rejecting

'w or excluding; marking

/ off on paper what is to

J^.\ oe rejected) and alse, to

^f J hook on with; to inveigle;

to entice. A surnam-.

Kow choo 1
[{^to put away; to reject.

Kow yin 1
/3|

to inveigle; to entice ;

to seduce to.- .

Kowchuen 1 S} to link on with; t

form a clandestine and illegal con-

nexion with.

Kow keu
' ^ to mark off the

names of persons left to be capitally

punished; It is equivalent to sign-

ing a death warrant.

Kow tang ] ^ i used in Peking, to

denote Business or affair. It is als*

used in a bad sense, implying Illicit

intercourse.

6516. (
c

) To the westward,

II a hook or sickle is called

Kow;

6517. (c?) Name of a large

lofty tree. Kow ke tsze
J

jtp Ip-the
seed of a cer-

tain tree used as a medicine.

6518. (t) Keu or Kow.

To hook or take ; to sweep

or draw together.

6519. (1) A dog, it is

\-ft vulgarly applied to porters

and gentlemen's servants.

Ta-kow
'J^ |

a great dog, mean*

also A gentleman's servant. Chang

man kow ^ f "] j
a dog hat

guards the gate;' a porter. Name
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of a star; of a plant; of a bird ;
and

of a place, &c. Teen kow sbili jih

- . j yv fr- . . i i

Ic I '/ J a "S in *ne nea "

vens cats the sun, which causes an

eclipse.

Kow fei
\}fc

a dog barks.

Kow kwS 1
|jj|

a nation, the inhabi-

tants of which have human bodies

and dog's heads.

Kow tow
Yrjj}

1

a thievish dog; a

petty thief.

Kow we soh teaou 51
|| ^

to place a martin at a dog's tail

means to affect to correct an elegant

essay.

6520. (
<
) A bamboo cur-

ved in a certain way with

which fish are taken. Name

ofa place.

^ % 6521. (') Plants; grass. Un-

>J~^ certainly; if; but; carelessly;

J in any manner; illicitly.

Name of a rocky impediment in a

river. A surname. Pun kow tfh

^f\
j

/f
'j:

do not take or obtain in

any irregular manner.

Kow fei
| ^fe

if not.

Kow fan I ;3|J
to offend in an incon-

siderate and careless manner ;
in con

tradistinction from a careful atten-

tion to correctness and to duty.

Kow hS & irregular; indecorous;

rude ; approaching to vice. Illicit

union of the sexes.

Kow pub, jen | ^ #A if it be not so.

Kow tseay leaou sze fl. J 4p
to put an affair off one's hand in

any irregular manner.

Kow tseay 1 ^ remiss ; hurried ;

careless manner ofdoing things.

6522. (/ ) The lower seg-

ment of a yoke; or the

Collar of a horse. Name of

the carriage of an ancient Queen.

6523. (c' ) A crooked

piece of iron. A hook ; a

kind of sword; the hook of

a spear; a crooked knife carried by

barbarians ; a sickle. To hook
;
to

cronk ; to detain; to drag; to induce.

Forms a part of many proper names.

Tae kow 3p 1 the clasp of a sash

or girdle. Yu kow fg a fish
iv I

hook.
Ekow^lJ

1 a sickle.

Kow kill I X a hook on which to

hang any thing.

Kow kin
j -^ crooked metal; a

hook; a clasp.

Kow yin 1
/j J

to hook and draw a-

side from the paths of virtue and

rectitude; to form illicit connections.

Kow vuen I }jt an instrument for

ascending or scaling walls.

fi524. (
^
) An old per-

son ; the skin of whose

face always appears soiled

with earth ; extreme old

age, when the body seems

to return to earth before

life forsakes the system.

Kowlaou 1 4j- very old.

6525. (
C

) To strike ; to

knock against ; to strike

out; to deduct ; to dr.ig

or lead a horse. Mei pth

leang, kow ping san

lean

I*
"

p*J
'" eac '' hundred taels,

there will be au allowance of three

taels ninety-seven taels will be

esteemed equal to a hundred.

Kow chg I d-fta kind of discount

or allowance made. See Che.

Kow choo 1
|f

to strike out ; to

deduct from.

Kow new choo 1 $j# jf the place
|

Jf- DC-3

where garments clasp or button.

Kow h wuy fpj
to withhold or

deduct the sum given before.

Kow mun
Ptj

to knock at the

door.

Kow new 1
ffijl

a button or clasp.

Kow soo xft to deduct according

to account.

Kow kung tsccn ~f* ^ to deduct

from t'.ie wages of a person.

6526. (C) To strike; to

strike lightly; to agitate,

or discuss a subject; to ask;

to raise the hand to the head; to

kneel down and put the forehead to

the ground, as an act of reverence

and submission performed by chil-

dren to their parents; by concubines

and servants to the master and

mistress of the house; by the people

to the mandarine ; and by all persons

to His Iinperial Majesty. It is also

a posture of divine worship.

Kow tow
|}

and Kow show
j

"|j"
are the usual expressions for

this act of submission. The Tartars

usually express it by KS tow
|j||

and use the term as a salutation,

without performing the ceremony.
*- -

^^^
Kow show san tte'en

p|
-

-}-
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I ought to make three thousand

prostrations.

Kow pin 1
T?T to knock head and

state verbally, or by any writing to

a superior.

^ * 6527. O ) Dust with damp

*f*f^^* or wet; scurf; filth; dirt;

^1"~ mire; mud. The name of

a country. Read Knb, Dirty or

impure within. To rhyme, read

Koo. A stain or disgrace; cause of

reproach. Chin-kow KK Jfe dust

and dirt. Kwi kow mo kwang jj||

TV to scrape off the dirt

and rub bright.

6528. (
f

) Meeting toge-

ther ; occurring or coming

in contact; junction of the

productive elements in nature.

Keaou-kow ^ junction of the

material heavens and tne earth, in

order to the generation of creatures ;

union of the sexes.

6529. (
\

) Kow or How, To

rail at and abuse; to put to

shame; to disgrace; out-

rageous; unprincipled; specious;

abandoned.

Kow le
_

to rail at and

abuse.

Kow ma

Kow suy

B530. (/) To connect

together, as the beams of

a house, represented by the

character. One hundred millions

6531. (/) A marriage; a

second marriage; love to;

affection for; social har-

KOW

mony ; conjugal union; sexual

intercourse.

Kow h5 1 -cjk or Keaou kow -4
*r^ \

the union of the sexes.

KOW 48.3

6539. A winding

amongst hills.

path

% -44* 653S (') To draw to; to

pjfi" pull; to drag; to scheme
;

J |\J* to plot.

Kow kee 1
Jjji

or Keg-kow, To knot

or frame some connexion ; sometimes

to form a reciprocal enmity.

Kowseang 1 ^1 thought engaged

Kow sze
[
^ / iu framing some

dev ice or plot ; to study.

Kow yuen
] ^ to contract some

enmity.

% _^|n 6534. (f) To cover as with the

.T^FlT^
Deams of a house ; the wood-

I I -J
el> frame of a house; to

nnite or join together; thejunction

of the sexes ; to finish or complete ;

to connect together and cause to arise,

as fire.
KeaekowjSS 1 to open

or separate, referring to by-standers

pepping and making their remarks

which cause dissention. Pang jin

keae kow che yen^ J\^ ffi
1

~_ =y the remarks of by-standers,

which disunite. Sze e kow ^ F1
'

I
the affair is already mixed and

confused.

Kowlsing
j jMj-

union of sexes.

6535. ( / ) A water course

in a field, four cubits wide

and four deep ; a ditch ; a

moat. Read Keang, Walcr flowing

in diverging streams. Hankow /T

I a channel on a horse's back

Ilaou kow "lv-
] a ditch around *

l&r* \

city wall.

Kow chung
j t^t

in a fosse, ditch or

kennel.

Kow-chc
'y|Jj

a fosse or ditch

around a city.

Kow keu 1 YS a channel for water;

a gutter; a drain.

Kow kS S a channel for water

amongst mountains.

6536. (') A bamboo uteH-

sil for spreading clothn

over a fire to fumigate

them ; the bamboo bas-

r
) ket covers the fire as

a cage, and the clothes

are spread outside all. A bamboo

utensil for other purposes.

Kow-ling %<- a certain kind of

basket

6537. ( / ) Single garments ;

narrow sleeves; light sleeves

or cuffs, intended for con-

venience in using the hands ; the

rumples or plaits of a garment.

1% 6538. (
'

) To seek to at-

J-jJ* tain for money; to buy.

RJn.
X\"l J Name of a plant

Kow mae shih wuh
| f fj* $^

to buy a thing with money.

6539. ( / ) To occur to

one's sight; to meet and

see ; to happen ; to effect
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or complete. Also read How. Han

kow ^ ^

rarely seen j seldom

occurs.

Kow keen ] ^H happened to see;

Yu kow
jjjj

1
f

saw unintenti-

onally, or accidentally.

6540. (
P

) A certain

defence for the arm in

shooting with the bow

and arrow ; or a kind of

bandage for strengthen-

ing the arm.

6541. (/) To occur; to

meet ; to happen ; to bolt

upon ; to see or occur ac-

cidentally.

Kow yu 5gj
to happen or occur

accidentally.

V,j| 6542. To extend or stretch

out ; to stretch a bow ;

those who stretch the bow ;

archers. Used to denote Enough ;

sufficient; adequate to. Pub nang

kow
/^ -gg inadequate to;

insufficient for. Pfih kow yung,

Jfo if not enough for the use re-

quired ,
come Jigain and get more.

Pa pfih nig kow
^f> |fc \

implies, To wish or desire.

6543. (
f

) To take the

milk from a cow ;
to milk

a cow or a goat.

6544 </) To milk a goat.

6545. From a bird in a tliell.

Young birds which are una-

ble to feed themselves ; those

which can, as chicken, are called^
Tsoo.

6546. (
'
) Kow mow

T& ignorant; uainforsned.

6547. From To attack and

to complete. To plunder

of every thing. To pil-

lage; a plundering attack

made by a band of TiU

lains, by pirates, and by

foreign marauders. Interal com-

motions are expresed by ||L
Lwan.

L\rge numb( rs ofdestructive birds or

other animals are called Kow. Sze-

kow3
[

a criminal judge. Hae

kow -M 1 pirates.

Kowtsih
| ^plundering

banditti.

Kow sha jin 1 ^ A to pi under and

murder.

6548. ( \ ) An uteniil em-

ployed in weaving.

Kow, or Tow-kow

nutmeg. Tow-

kow hwa ^" }tt"

mace. Kowjin \ -f^

a certain medicine.
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KUH, CXXXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kit, and Ao. Canton Dialect, Kuk.

A ^ 6550. From Water issuing

fj^ through a mouth or passage.

V" Water of a spring issuing

forth and flowing in a channel; the

water running between two hills, or

the course or bed of a stream. A

valley; an empty space; to nourish;

the east wind ; the wind that makes

the grain grow; a spout made with

bamboo; a cavern in the cur'.h.a

partof the human foot. Name of a

place, of a district, and of a hill. A

surname. Shan kuh rhe chung 111

~y th amongst the valleys of

the mountains. Yan^kuh [ttL 1

the place where the sun rises. Mei

k" n
l}fC

tne P'ace where the

sun sets.

Kiih shwHy 7K streams amongst

hills, and the dry bed ofa stream.

6551. Dry vapour; hot

steam or vapour.

6558. Manicles ; a collar for

the neck. Used to denote

Straight . forward, correct

conduct; self restrained by virtuous

principles. ChihkiShM 1 fetters
I-L. |

and manicle).

F*RT II. G &

6553. A place to confine

cows and horses, in fields

or about farms.

6554. To pray to superior

beings; prayers accompanied

\M with sacrifices. Otherwise

read Kaou.

6555. [ c ] Generous well-

tasted wine; the heart har-

dened, as by drunkenness.

Hard-hearted ; inhuman; cruel , in an

extreme or very high degree; very

fierce indignation. Also read HS.

Kuh ching JKf tyrannical cruel

government.

Kfih fi 1 ^ cruel laws.

Kuh hing -Jp]
inhuman punish-

ment.

Kuh iee
j ^?lj

cruel fierceness ; a high

degree of fragrance.

Kuh kwan 1 'g* a cruel mandarin.

KQh le 1 BJ to used cruelly or

harshly inferior officers.

Kdh ne 1
Jfjg

fierce ; cruel.

6556. [ \ ] Kfih, or Kwfih.

A hurried enunciation of,

or information given to. A

proper name.

6557. Read H, A large

water bird of the goose

species. Head Kiih, A mark

to shoot at, made of leather ; Ching.

ktihjE (
tne Parl ma<'e of doth

which surreunds the leather is called

Ching; the centre part is called Kuh.

6558. KfihorKwfih, A bone;

*'"' hard and smooth parts

of an animal body. A sur-

name; the fibres of plants; taken for

the whole person. Used in one place

as the name of Nutmeg.

Kuh leih
'

-jj
the strength of bone;

possessing strength.

Kfih heae 1

<j|g
bones and all the

parts of the body,

Kwei kfih j=r
1 a noble bone a fine

figure or worthy person.

Sing kfih y |

victims used in sacri-

fice.

Kfih keen jow
] |gj f^\the fleshy

Kfih keen suy
[^j ^J matter,

or the marrow in a bone.

Ta twan kfih
J[J ||Jf |

to break a

bone.

Kfih jow chetsin
] ^ ^ ||

bone and flesh relationship; consan-

guinity.
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Tse'en kfih towj] I gj a mean bone,

is used in abusive language to denote

lownrss of birth or of conduct.

65 J9. [e] From bme and

strength. To exert one's

strength.

% It)
6560- f

c J * bone-like ap-

|J*|~
'

pcarance issuing forth; the

*^
| J new rising moon; a bird

that by its note foretels approaching

good or evil.

6561. [ c ] A cavern dug in

the ground for a dwelling; a

'10 ' r m 4 'le grouQd; a rat

hole.

KOh shlh 1 |g a den, or dwelling

underground. Name of a bill.

Ktihpeenho j ^ ^ grain at the

side of a rat hole, it is said the rat

will not eat it, so man should not

injure his neighbours.

6569. A small hill; a

hillock. Kuh wuh
]

|l!|[
hilly; mountainous

appearance.

6563. Kth or KeuS. A

den or cavern.

6564. A generic term

for all sorts of grain.

Real; solid, good; sub-

stantial ; wealthy ; con-

tinual succession; name

of a riTer.

Kfihyu 1 pS a Chinese term which

happens on April 2Snd.

Ii^Jjjj_ a certain cup, or

other vessel.

6565. The middle part

of a wheel in which the

axle moves; the nave;

seems used for the wheel,

and for the carriage ge-

nerally. Chang kHh
tyjj

or Chang kfih 1 a mi-

litary carriage. LeTh kfih ^
soldiers standing near the wheel of

an officer's carriage, and holding an

umbrella to defend him from the

sun, military carriages having no

co,Ter. Tuy kub
.Jj ]

to push

foreward a wheel; to recommend or

promote a person.

Kfih hea
~f>

brlow the nave ; i. e.

near the Imperial person or reni-

dence.

6566.
[
c ] From Heuen

P[J

To make aclamourout ntiie,

andYHh^a priton, ab-

breviated. The loud expression of

grief by strong crying and teats.

The name of a star.

Ta kh ke lae ^ ] jjg ^
burst into a loud fit of crying. Tung

ki5h ^ to cry bitterly. Te

jffi J
to weep and cry. Gae

^ j
lamentation and crying.

6567. Kwuh or Kfih. From

Too, Earth, and Keu, T

dig tr follow out; a mound

being raised by digging a pit. A

hollow cavern; a den; a cave. A

hillock or mound of earth.

,^- | ,
6568. [c] Kuh kfih

AifT constant and severe

vv labour and toil, either

manual or mental; appearance of

firm and determined effort.

Knh kHh keung neen 1
] |jjj ^.

to labour and toil all the year; in-

ceisant study.
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RUNG. CXLTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kung. Canton Dialect,

6569. [ -] In ingenious

gloss or ornament ; skilled

in any work or craft; a

n.eehanic; an artificer ;
a workman;

work; an officer of the government.

Used for the following. Koo kung

^fe
to hire a labourer or work-

man. Yung kung
JJ-J& j

to hire

one's self to labour. Chang kung

4^|- j

constant work. Twan

fcun Tfl I
a jb- Hwa-kung

/ft 1
a g r(lener. Pwan kung

^4= j
piece work. Lun kung

pfjjj
work done by the day.

Kung ching 3J3J work properly

adjusted; lucid order in writing.

Kung-foo 1 =J? work ; occupation.

Kung jin 1 A* workman; a me-

chanic ; a common labourer.

Kung tsS
j| jf:

to do or perform

work.

Kung tseang
j/

an artificer.

6570. [
-
] Meritorious ser-

vice; merit; the praise or

consideration in the state

arising from meritorious service.

Service; affair, or work. Also de-

notes the virtues of plants. Part of

aiurname. To rhyme, read Kiu. Ta

fcunS J^ mourning worn for

nine months. Seaou kung /J \
,

mourning worn for five months.

Yew kung ~\ 1 to have deserved

well. Keuen kung ming J

^j to purchase rank. Jin kung /l^

human affairs.

Leih kung \f to begin a meri-

torious work, or establish one's merit.

Ching kung fii to effect or

perfect any good work.

Kung laou
j

* meritorious labour

or service,

Kung ming 1 ^ rank in the state,

supposed to be the reward of meri-

torious services, but often purchased.

Kung mingtaou show
j ^ jjj ^~

rank come to hand 4 i. e. already ob-

tained.

Kunetth 1 ^ virtuous deeds, meri-
I mtf

torious in the sight of God.

Kung foo 1 ^ work, the preceding

character is commonly used.

TVmgkung^Ta ]
to request a reward

for one's services.

Kung kwei jin kwo kwei ke
] ^

A ^MG to giTe the merit

to others aud take the blame to one's

self.

6571. [
-

~_ Hasty temper.

6572. [
-
j To attack

; a* u.

battle; to put in order; good.

strong; the assaults of de-

sire on the mind; to attack a per-

son's faults; to rouse. A surname.

Kung shoo IB to attack books

is to apply closely to study.

Kung jin che jin sze yay h^ f
/

Riv Q^> lili
l a'*ac''> or im to

acquire a knowledge of people'?

secret and private affairs.

Kung tin
j ^Mp

to geld a horse.

Kung kih
] JJJI

to attack and strike.

6573. [
-

] The name of

a place. Reid Keung, A

wooden bridge ; a flag staff.

6574. [
-
] Commonly read

Hu ;g, Red colour. Read

Kung, denotes Women's

work ; sewing or weaving.

6575. The iron that ge
into the nave of a wheel

Also read Keaog.
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,
% 6576. [c-] The firmament

;* or expanse of heaven; great;

,^L>^ wide. Vacant; to empty.

Exhausted; poor; broken; empty.

When it is applied to the heart or

mind, it denotes Clearness of per-

ception ; the mind unoccupied by

previous erroneous sentiments; un-

prejudiced. Used by the Buddhists

for a state of abstraction. The name

of a place; of an office; and of a

prison.
Tae kung ~fc |

heaven.

Shing kung^ ]
to take an op-

portunity of every one being absent.

Kung chung 1 ip
in the air.

Kung heu
| Jjjp

vacant, unoccupied.

Kung leaou 1 T* reduced to non-

entity ;
annihilated.

Kung yen 1 "a" empty talk ; prating

about the good cue does not prac-

tice.

Kung sin fuh 1
(J^\ j]B

take it with

an empty stomach.

Kung kwo
j ^ to pass off without

any reward or any thanks
; to pass

without effect.

Kung show
"PJ

a certain manner

of bowing.

Kungte
j j.||)

an empty place.-

Kung uh
j fg an empty house.

Kung yaou
'

3^C
lo request to do

without rewarding, to invite to

dinner and have nothing to eat, said

by the host.

6577. Kung tung
'

-ft^l

ignorant; rude. Read

[ \ ] Hurry of business;

haste ; urgent. Read
[
'
] Weary ;

fatigued.

6578. [ c- J An emply heart,

means Unable to attain one's

purpose; dissatisfied; and

also the mind devoid of knowledge;

ignorant ; simple ; sincere ; undesign-

iog.

Kung kungjooyay I

^Jjj ^
in a simple rustic ignorant manner.

6579. [c'] To draw or pull

with the hand, as a bow ; to

draw in or check a horse; to

strike; to eject; to impeach or accuse

in an official form ; to petition a-

gainst to government.

Kung kaou
J

<J~ to accuse or peti-

tion against.

Kung-kaou urh sbih tsze
* -fe '

~l vC ' accuse> or impeach to

government upwards oftwenty times.

6580. [c*] Kung how 1
%=j?

an instrument of music of

the reed kind.

6581.
[

'
] To offer up to;

tribute; the tributary offer-

ings sent from distant pro.

vinces or kingdoms of the same em-

pire. Le wiih
fljja 'M\ expresses

presents sent from equal and inde-

pendant states. Kung, further de-

notes Devoted offerings of personal

services; hence implies merit, and

is thus applied to officers. A sur-

name.

Kung chuen Wx the ship which

bears tribute. Sending or offering

tribute is expressed by Tsing jfg
or

Jdh ~f[ preceding the word Kung.

Kung foo
j
R|F to pay duties or taxes

to the government. To offer to a

superior is expressed by Kung; to

take from an inferior, as in the form

of taxes, is expressed by
Jjjj^

Foo.

Kungkea , if? a certain contribu-

tion paid by the Canton merchants

to government : it seems to denote

a paying of money instead of article*

of tribute.

Kung pin ] Ej the articles of tribute.

Kung sze
[ jdi

the envoy who ac-

companies the tribute, and who does

homage in the name of hi King or

Prince or Governor.

Kung shoo
j jjjjl

to offer up ; to pre-

sent offerings, as of taxes, tribute,

and so on.

Kungyuen 1 l^T a hall for the recep-

tion of literary candidates at the

usual examinations.

i^
6588.

[
c- J A horse's bridle ;

^
that with which it i* check-

ed.

6583. To lay hold of with

the hand , to embrace or

grasp round. To roll or

bundle up; to bind.
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6584. See under Keung.

6585. [ c\ ] ApprehensiTC

ofsomeevil ; alarm ; affright

suspicion ; anxious thought ;

to suppose; to imagine; to reckon

upon or calculate. Hwang kung

4ja
]

the name of a rapid water

course. Ching kung Hmi 1
really

apprehend.

Kung keu 1
'tip kung is the first im-

pression ofalarm; Keu is the subse-

quent fright; fright ;
alarm ; tremor.

Kung hwang 1
ffg alarm; agitation

of mind or spirits.

Kung pa
J

mn
supposition, suspicion

to suppose; to apprehend.

6586. [ > ] To bind with

leather ; to bind fast ; to

maintain firmly; well secur-

ed, applied to the defence of a city.

To dry with fire ; the name of a

state; and ofa district. A surname.

Kung koo 1 g[j
well bound or se-

cured; safely guarded.

658T. [ \ ] The two

hands held up as when

presenting something,

or in the manner of the

Chinese bow.

588. f
-
] A bow to shoot

with, which the character is

thought to resemble ; coyer

to a carriage bent like a bow ; a land

measure eight cubits long, three

hundred make aPLe. Name of
_K. --

FART II. u6

\

KUNG

a district and of a river. La kung

ijik j
to draw a bow.

Kung chang ;]' an instrument
I ^^

used in measuring land.

Rung she" 4p~\ a bow and ar-

KUNG 489

Kuns; tse'en I

~\

J row.

Kung ma po che y?h urh \t t& Rfl

4jj ~^ a little acquainted with

archery and horsemanship.

6589. f ] T^ body;

one's own person; one's

self. Kung tsin ke tsze

the work one's self

Keuh kung ^ ]

to

bend the body and bow forward.

Chin kung IJjr I, the Emperor.

Kung hing sin tlh 1 fa ifo

what one does one's self, the mind

obtains, said of literary exercises.

^ _ 6590. [
-
] From a cover-

k^ ing and the body abbreviat-

\CZi e^. The pulace of a king

or Emperor, chiefly the private a-

partments for his family, and the

chambers for the women. A wall ;

a temple ; a title of office ; a note

in music; to surround. Show kung

fil
|

the name of a tree ; a lizard

that creeps on the wall. King

kung ^j- j

a travelling palace;

i. e. one for the reception of the

Emperor when trarelling.

Kungshfh
| ^g a house; a

dwelling;

imperial apartments : the phrase

first became confined to Imperial

use in the time of Tsin.

Kungchung ^ tj?
within the palace.

Kung hing
j ^j the punishment of

cailration.

Kung kin ^& the inner imperial

dwelling ; the sacred apartmenU.

Kung go mei neii
]
M 3| -f/r

the handsome women in the palace

of the moon.

Kung tang che shang 1 to*
~/^ J*

sitting in public eourt.

Kung teen 1 ]$ a palace.

6591. [-] From PS, To

turn the 6ack up, and Sze,

Selfish, the opposite of that

which is selfish and unjust: General;

public; just; equitable; fair; the

male of animals. A term ofrespect,

addressed to persons; name ofcertain

official situations ; a title of nobility;

name of certain stars; a surname.

Keun Rung ^B j

a king, or sore-

reign of a country. Seang kung

/^ |

a state minister. Sze tow

kung
^jj. gg |

the matter of a,

shop.

Kung choo
j [

a prince.

Kung fei
J Jlj' public expenditure.

Kung kan I iKi or Kung woo

"%$ public affairs.

Kung keii I jfr a certain public

office.

Kung kea 1
^Jt my father.

Kung mun
] j^ a public gate, an

official place.

Kung ping
2B or Kung taou 1

jQ just, equitable.

1 ĵ\\ public spirited.

Rung ping ching chih ; suy woo tsze,

seih ize wei thin 1 ^P- j j|

who is juit, equitable, and upright,
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though be be not blessed with a con,

when he rests in death, will be god.

Kung sze 1
'pi term by which Chi-

nese designate European Companies.

Kung-sze chuen
] f^] $fp

a com-

pany's ship. The English Com-

pany is expressed by Ying-ke'th-le

kw8 kitng-pan-ya $L ~^ ^lj (J5J

Kung-so 1
jlfr

a public place; a kind

of hall where a Company of "Mer-

chants meet ;
that of the Hong Mer-

chants of Canton, is known by the

term Conioo. The phrase known

to residents by Consoo charges, is

expressed by Kung-so hang yung

1 flHfffl.

Kung, -sze ^ are opposites, as

Public, private; just, selfish.

Kung tsae' 'i

/tt- toys like men and

women, for children.

Kung sze leang tsin
| ^ jfj ^

both public and private duty fulfilled.

Kung tseS 1
1|J

the first of the five

ranks of nobility.

Kung tsze 1 ^?- the son of a noble-

man; a term of respect like Master

or Mister. Chow kung IjM
or

Chow seang kung
jjjjj ^ ]

Mr.

Chow.

Kung-tsoo ta jin
] ^ ^ ^

the title by which privileged persons

address the magistrate of a Foo.

Kung.tsze kea
j ^- ^fo

a gentle-

man's family.

6592. F-] Woo
knngjjg.

j
a poisonous insect; the

ctntipes, prepared by the

KUNG

Chinese for medical purposes. Name

of a plant.

6593. [
-

] Derived from

Jin, Twenty, taken toge-

ther : Represents
two

^ hands, united to hold

something : General ;

^ "> many collectively; 'the

whole ; all ;
all together ; with ; the

same to all. To include wilh. Read

[\J To take the controul of arti-

ficers ; towards. A surname. Also

read [ / ]
To give or supply with.

Read Hung, Forms part of the name

of a place. Kung tung
^ pf)

together with. Ta kung^ ]

or Tsung kung
jfc|3 ]

or reversed

Kung tsung, The whole collectively.

H3 kung fe
|

all united.

Kung ke
=-(

the whole number

reckoned up; sum total.

6594. [-] To place; to

arrange; to offer to; to

supply with; to give; to

declare ; to give in evidence. A sur-

name. Yin shih kung fung ^
'E^

'

^; to offer meat and drink

to one's parents,
or to the gods.

Kow kung P ^
evidence, depo-

sition, declaration of a witness, or

the declaration of a criminal.

Kung che
^ [l)|f

to he well provided

for, as with provisions.

Rung chili
\ jj|j-to

fulfil the duties

of a situation.

Kungkeih ] ^ to give to, or sup-

ply with.

Kong ying
] j^*Pf^"S what is

necessary; pay ing the fees of office.

KUNG

6595. [O] Struck with fear;

apprehension.

6596. [
-

] The mind col-

lected ; serious; sedate;

respectful ; reverential,

in opposition to levity,

flippancy, disrespect. Be-

nign ;
affable ; cordial.

A certain court officer who watches

at night. To treat a guest with

humility and courtesy. Kung, on

epitaphs or in elegies, expresses Cor-

rect and virtuous conduct; a 'fine

external figure, and submission to

superiors. The- name of a district.

A surname.

Kung jin
j ^ title of the wives of

officers of the fourth rank.

Kung he -igL respectfully wish

you joy ; I congratulate you.

Kung king Sjjr serious, sedate,

respectful. Kung, refers to the ex-

ternal demeanour ; King, to the

mind.

6597.
[

-
] Kung, or Hung.

Flame of a torch.

6598. [\] To unite the

hands together and raise

them before the breast

in the Chinese manner of making a

salutation; to take hold of with

both hands ; to encircle. The name

of a district; a surname. Chuy kung

I to let fall the raiment and

ni:ikc a salutation wilh the hands;

done by the ancient king Shun, and
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without further effort, the world was

tranquillized.

Kung chaou 03 to encircle with

light; to grant protection, as is done

by a felicitous star.

Kung leih 1 j to stand in a respect-

ful posture.

Kung pee' 1

>j|j
to make a salutation.

Kung show
J

31 to salute with the

hands.

Kung how to she VH^ &L Tt^
I \y^ of """t

to wait for a long time.

C599.
[ \ ] Certain beam or

pillar that supports the

centre of a dome, raised on

a colooade.

6600. [
\

] Name of a va-

I liable stone. Also read

Hung, A man's name.

6601. [-] To give to, to

present with; to supply

with; respectful; to do

with respect, The name of a district;

a surname.

^
6602. [C] From Wrrf

and its young ones. An

ancient designation of

excellence; a spacious

vacuum. An orifice; an

aperture; the hole ,of

a musical instrument; the passages

of an animal body; the name of a

bird; a surname. Pe kungjl 1

the nostrils. Shan kung Ml 1

interstices in the mountains.

Kung lieu?
"

^\ " <>pen place ;. a

hole ; a cavern.

Kung-foo-tsze
| ^ ^p :

Confucius.

Kung tsze pBli yu kwae 1 ^ ^
P '!.

Confucius did not speak of

the strange or marvellous.

Kung shing 1 ^ Kung (Confucius)

the sage.

Kung taou
j|)

a throughfare; a

road not stopped at either end ( a

high way.

Kung tseS
'

4|? the peacock.

660S. [ / ] Read Kuug, \

small cup. Read Kan, A

cover or lid.

KWA. CXLF SYLLABLE.
>

^^^^

Manuscript Dictionary, Kua. Canton Dialect, 'Kwa.

^A 6604. [
-
] The cucumis

IV species; cucumber and

S ^^ melon ; forms a part of

various proper names. Se kwa
iftj1"the water melon. Hwang kwa

u . j

m- the cucumber. Teen-kwa

Hp
I

a certain medicine.

Kwa chow
I

IWH name of a place

near Nanking, and also of a place

beyond the great wall, on the N. B.

side.

Iwa teen pfih ni le
^ ^ -^

5?g
don't touch your shoes in a

melon field lest people think you

are stealing their fruit.

6605. [-] Distorted; deviat-

ing from rectitude.

6606. [
-
] To lead ; to drag ;

to strike.

1| 6607. ['] Divination ; to

"3T|\ 'livine and mark by lines; a

prognostic. Takwaij 1

Chen kwa ^ j
or Pfih kwa

|\ |

to divine, or cast lots. There are

two modes of doing this, either with

three coins cast from a tortoise shell

box, or taking one from amongst

sixty-four slips of wood. The eight

diagrams', or Pi kw5, invented bj

Chow.

6608. [
'

] To be separated

from; 'to lay by; to hang

on the middle of the little

finger ofthe left hand ; to divine by

straws placed between the fingers.

To hang up; to suspend. Heuen

kwai^ 1 to hang up with a line.

Kwa e 1 lEEf 1 thought and heart

Kwa sin 1 foj impended anxi-

ous tbought.
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Kwa jin che ke
J\^ -$& $|l

to be hung upon people's teeth and

jawi, to make one's self the. topic

of their constant conversation.

Kwa leu 1
jMjj" suspense ; anxiety.

Kwa shang 1

J- to hang up.

Kwa tang 1 >\& to hang up a lamp.

609. [N] Read Kwa, Hwa,

and Kwae, A kind of chess

board , or rather the squares

on a board. To hinder
;
to impede ;

to fasten, as a horse to a crooked

branch.

6610. ['] From hand and

earth twice ;
as if to draw a

limit wilh the hand; to

suspend or hang up.

Kwa-siog cha J^ ^ the raft

hung upon the stars. Compare with

p Keu, and
J3

Kwan.

6611. [\] Certain coarse

silk from which the finer

has been taken; thread or

cords knotted and used to fasten a

horse to ; a crooked piece of wood ;

threads formed into a knot. Kang

kwa
pjl]

a particular kind of

pointed arrow.

6019. Long upper garments

worn by women ; the sleeve

or ornamented cuff.

661S. [\] Chiih kwa j^
I to rush against an im-

pediment, to fall into a net.

Kwa gae
j

Sfi to hinder ; to impede,

as by a net.

KWA

Kwa neen 1
^g

to think with anx-

iety.

6614. To deceive; to fail in;

to disappoint. Read Uwa,

An impediment; a hindrance.

6615. Striding and strutting;

big; self conceited j extra-

vagant. Otherwise read

Keu and Ko.

6616. From big and heart.

Great in one's own estima-

tion ; self conceited , perverse

cowardly.

66 1 7. From big and words.

c- ] To talk big ; to boast ;

to talk and brag much.

Large, applied to cloth

and garments. Tsze jin

haou kwa JH' K ~fS.

I this man is fond of boasting.

Kwa tsuy |Bff
to brag; to vaunt.

Kwa kow n "1 boasting, rhodo-

Kwa yen =| J montade.

6618. [c-] To pass over ; to

surpass; to stride over; to

sit as on the back of a horse.

To sit, an ancient local word. The

thighs ; between the thighs. Kwa

kwa
|pjj[ |

to straddle and stride in

walking.

Kwa ma
| jL to ride on the back

of a horse.

Kwa shih tsze keS 1 -f-
* AP

1 I J Z'TV

to step over, or tread under feet

a cross, a form of abjuration of

the Christain religion required by

the Chinese, in their public courts.

KWA

6619. [t } Kwa or Koo,

The legs or thighs ; the space

between the thighs. A fat

appearance. Kwa hca
j ~J\

be-

tween the legs.

6620. [
c- ] Kwa pe

' or Kwa pe Zj> fljj^
a

soft lubberly person ; a puf-

fing boaster.

6621 [
'

] To separate

the flesh from ;
to cut off

the flesh and place the

skeleton by itself.

6623. A distorted mouth.

Read Ko, A surname.

6613. An ancient divine

person who operated at the

creation of all creatures.

Commonly called Neu kwa ~th i

the character; woman is for sound

only, and does not denote that the

person was a woman. ,\"eu-ku'a

also invented a musical instrument,

of the reed kind The name of a

hill ; a surname.

6624. f
-

] Kwa new

Jf- a slug or snail without

the shell.

6625. [
-

J A yellowish horse

wilh ablack mouth. Forms

part of a man's name.

6626. Kwa, or Yaou, Hol-

low; indented; a pit; a con-

cave: also read Kwa.
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6627. From a covering

or t house, and w| Pan,

To distribute, or divide

and give to; hence,

Few; little; seldom;

rarely; single; alone.

A widow ; a womnn without her

husband at the age of fifty ; a term

used by king* and princes for /and

me. The second form, which is

Common, is not correct. Kwa, is

used also in a good sense, implying

KWAE

Few desires, and little to say. TBh

woo kwan kwa .^ O fife 1 do not

insult a widower nor a widow. Koo

kwa !M I
fatherless and widows.

To kwa ^ I

how many ? Pow

to yih kwa^jjg ^ j \

to less-

en the superabundant and add to

the deficient thus equalizing.

Kwa foo 1 ijtf a widow woman.
I *ip

Kwa h5 I

/^-
to unite in society

rarely.
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Kwajin ^^ /, the king, used

Kwakeun
jg*/ with affi-cU-d

humility, implying that hi? virtues

are small.

Kwa tse
j
g> the wife, properly so

called, she being but one.

It
.

jffil possessed of but lit-

tie virtue.

Ka wSn 1

j-J

to have heard but

little; to be unacquainted with the

world. Kway 1 -$J few desires.
J xLlt*

KWA. -CXLIIND SYLLABLE.

6628. [
-

] To rub off; to

pare off; to scrape. One

says To press forcibly with

the fingers or hand; or violent

attrition. Kwa mo f| or Teih

kwa
|}|j \

or Kwa se
] $)J

all express To scrape or pare off.

Kwi tsze 1 ffe to scrape out letters.

Kwa seS kea tseen 1
jbJ | |S

to pare off stingily, cv deduct from

the price agreed on.

KWAE CXLIIF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, A'a-at. Sometimes confounded with Kvcei. Canton Dialect, Fat, as in the English Interrogation. Fu
"

6629. Diffluent itreams ;

V] soft; flowing; parting;

dividing; to divide. Also

read Keuc. That with

which the strings of an

instrument are stretched.

6630. [] The heart

flowing. A flow of soul;

joy; alacrity; speed;

chearfulness ; self in-

dulgence. A surname.

PBh kwae
~fi ]

or

PART II. 1 6

. ^. r I n 4
Pfih shwang kwae ^ Jj&

indisposed; not in good health.

Kwae e H chearful, pleasing

thoughts or feelings.

Kwae hwS
J^J glad and lively;

elevated spirits; keen sensation of

pleasure.

Kwae kwae keu ^- to urge

forward with haste.

Kwae 18
\ *| joy and delight; de-

lightful.

Kwae hing woo haou poo 1 /fr fflf

T to walk fast is not a good-

looking pace.

Kwae-kwae kae mun
'

RS 00
I I Iff) fj

make haste and open the gate.

Kwae ma
J ||=

a fleet horse; a cou-

rier; a postman.

Kwae seay
J ^ make haste.

Kwae ting ^ j|
3fait boat ; a hoy.

6631. [/ ] Occurs in the

sense of the preceding.

Otherwise'read Kcue.
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C632.
[

i
] To pare the flesh.

from men's bonei, and to

throw them aside. To be

distinguished from Ling 44 To

dwell apart , to separate from ; beside.

6633. [/] A staff held

in the hand to assist the

feet. To swindle. To

kidnap; to steal children

or women. Kwae chang

] ^ a staff.

Kwae fan foo neu ^ |^ jiff -jjr

to kidnap and sell women and girls.

Kwae peVn | || to swindle; to

cheat and seduce; to persuade to

run away.

Kwae tsze
[ HJ^

a kidnapper; a

swindler.

Kwae peen jin tseS
| !|SA ^C

to seduce away, or elope with a

concubine.

Kwae tae JjS to carry off in a

kidnapping manner.

6634. [
'

] A staff to

support old bones; an

old man's staff. Kwae-

chang
j

JA a walking

stick ;
a itaff.

6635 [
-

] Said to repre-

tent the back bone. To turn

the back upon ; perverse ;

wicked
-, strange; extraordinary.

Kwae e 1 S trange, unaccount-

able, in a bad sense.

Kwae keaou
] JfA clover ind inge-

nious, in a bad sense ; cral tv.

6636. A kind of basket for

carrying liili in.

6637. [
v

] Different from

what is common; strange;

monstrous; super-human;

unnatural appearances,

as fairies; elfs; hobgob-

lins; strange appearances

seen about wild lonely mountainous

places. False and wonderful stories;

a strange odd visage. To deem

strange ; to be surprized at.

Kwaesuy 1 fQ. superhuman, mon-

strous appearances, as ghosts, elfs,&c'

Kwae sing 1 M|a chearful disposition.

Kwae tsae 1
jjb

an exclamation ex-

pressive of surprize and astonishment.

Kwae tan | visionary tales of

wonder; marvellous unfounded sto-

ries; fond of the marvellous.

Kwae pBh tlh J(\ /t^p cannot be

deemed strange; it is not to be sur-

prized at.

Kwae wfih yay fe hea shth seaou urh

a strange thing which flew down at

nights and devoured little children.

^ 6638. Hwuy. Te tttemble,

or bring or meet together.

6639. [\ ] Kwae, or Kwei.

From a man and atscmbling.

One who excites tocombina.

tion or conspiracy. She kwae
rt|

|

or Ya kwae ^F* a person

who goes round amongst the dealen

in rice, to induce them to sell at

a higher price on particular occa-

sions; a man who effects combinations

amongst the dealers, punishable by

law.

6640. [
>

] Kwae, or Kwei.

To cut or break asunder.

Kwei tsze
]

^?- or Kwae-

tsze show -? 3^ an execu-

tioner.

6641. [\] Kwae or Hwae.

To drink; a constriction

or stoppage of the throat.

Tan-kwae 0||
clamour, vo-

ciferation. A surname. A person's

name. Read Kwae, The name of a

place. Read Kwa or Kwae, Meagre

thin countenance.

6642. [
^

] From dag and

atiembling or quick. A rt-

fulj crafty; causing dis-

turbance and trouble.

Keaou kwae 5<

crafty; fraudulent; de-

ceitful.

6643. [
>

] A man's name.

Read Hwuy, To adorn the

srams of a cap with stones.

6644. [
I ] To cut or mince.

The name of a state. Very

small minced meat or fish ;

it is a modern usage to cut up alive

fish or pig's head, and eat them

without dressing; supposed to be
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very strengthening, called Yu-sing

IBB ^ living fish ; eaten chiefly in

winter.

Kwae chTh
j .0^

minced and roasted.

6645. [
^

] Perturbation and

disquietude of mind. HwXn

kwae S a state of
t~9 I

stupidity induced by sickness.

Kwae-Iwan
,

j|M
the thoughts dis-

turbed, perplexed and confused.

6646. [0] Read Kwae, As

a Verb Intransitive, To spoil ;

to injure ; to go to ruin of its

own accord. Read Hwae, as a Verb

Active, To spoil ; to injure ; to break ;

to ruin; to destroy. The name ofa

kill. Faded, as a diseased or cast off

tree, ai it dropi it* branches See

Hwae.

KWAN

6617. [C] A clod of

earth; a segment, frag-

ment, or portion of,-

a piece. Doltish, unin-

tettigmtwaciod. Occurs

used for the pronoun I.

Tsaou wiih che ming yuS Ta-kwae
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name of that which creates (namely

Heaven and Earth, Nature) is called

Ta-kwae. Too kwae -)" 1 a clod

of earth. Yih kwae, leang kwae

fijj5 |
one piece, two pieces,

&c. Yih kwae te 1 JW a por-

tion of land. Chin too wei pang

or loose earth is (called) Pung-kwae.

Po kwae MS to break the clod ;

as plants sprout up through it.

Kwae yen woo che
j

ffi JHP /rtj

Doltish and. ignorant.

6648. [
C 1 To breathe ;'a

long breathing; yawning;

sighing.

6649. [6] Kwae or

Kwan kwae $ 1

certain grass or rushes

fit for making cords of.

1 1 1
The name of a place. A

surname.

Kwae-how
j j^ certain thread, or

cord wound round the handle of a

sword.

KWAN. -CXLIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kwan. Canton Dialect, Kaon,

6650.
[

-
] jl covering,

under which many are as-

sembled. An officer of the

government whether civil or mili-

tary, great or small ; the word trans-

lated by the Portuguese Mandarin,

and which is now adopted through-

out Europe. Kwan is also used lo

denote the place where business is

transacted at court, and may be

translated government. Occurs in

the sense of Business or affair; the

senses of the human body are called

the Five Kwan, the eyes, ears, nose,

mouth, and eye brows. A surname.

Teen kwan tsze fuh ~-j? 'e? HEl TjJK/\. pj >\yj I'PJ

may the rulers of heaven confer hap-

piness. Juh kwan ~f^ 1 or Kwei-

kwan
jj||

I to revert to the man-

darins; to be confiscated to govern-

ment.

Kwan chih 1 Rnfi an official appoint-
I Mt*>

ment.

Kwan-foo
[ j^ a general term for

an officer of the government, answer-

ing to the word Mandarin.

Kwan hwa
| j|

the general language

of China, called the Mandarin.

Kwan hwan jin kea
] ^ A ^

a gentleman's family.

Kwan loo ^ a government road.

Kwan te
j ^ the respectability be-

coming a magistrate

Kwan yang
j ij.35

the air and manner

of a magistrate ; magisterial not

used in a good sense.
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6651. From wood and to

rulf. To close or shut

up ; that which encloses

a dead body ;
a coffin ;

that which closes up or

terminates all human af-

fairs, with respect to the individual;

to gather or collect, together.

Kwantsae \
^J"

a coffin.

Kwan, kw5
| |]=1

an internal coffin

and the external shell.

6652. [
-

]
Kwan kwan.

Name of ariver : perturbed ;

confused ;
hurried ; excited,

as boiling water.

6653 [
r

] Diseased ;
sick ;

disease induced by the grief

of a good man.

6654. [A ]
A tube or

reed employed as an in-

strument of music; a

bamboo or any tube ; the

reeds of which pencils

are made; to guide by

"the use of the pencil or by writing-

To rule; to controul; the general

controul of. Woo kwan Jj^ \
thc

viscera.

Kwan hea 1
~JT

to keep in subjection.

Kwan keen 1 B to see through a

tube; to see little; used by person's

to express their own limited views.

Kwan le 1
jj|

to direct or rule.

Kwan shilh J to restrain and

keep in order.

Kwan y5 4&? kind of porter at

the Imperial palace. Kwan yB is also

an instrument of music.

KWAN

Chaou kwan [fcf 1 to oversee and
->n 1

keep in order.

6655. [
v
j] A certain ap-

pendage of a carriage,

commonly made of iron;

in hearses made of wood.

The coulter of a plough.

6656. [ / J From a cover-

ing and many assem-

bled to eat. A hall or

house for the reception

of many persons ;
a place

for the reception of

strangers or travellers, an inn; a place

provided by government for officers ;

travelling on duty is called Kung-

kwan /\
]

Any public hall, an

exchange or place where trading

people meet ;
a school. Occurs in

the name of a place.
Too-kwan

[$i |
a gaming house. Yen kwan

7*iT4

/Iffl? 1 house for smoaking opium./O^ I

"_4A.

Seaou mung kwan
/j\ ^

a boy's school. Peaou kwan Tt^ I

"7r> I

a brothel. E kwan 1^5
^

the hall

of foreigners; the rooms ofEuropean

Companies at Canton are so called.

Hwuy kwan /@"
|

a merchant's

hall. HeS kwan
,Ep.

or Shoo-

kwan J|t |

a school. Kae kwan

I to open a school. Ta king

kwan ^ jjB |

a kind of private

academy for grown persons, in

hich the ancient classics are taught

Kwan so 1
pfr

a public hall for the

reception of merchants or scholars.

Kwan shay

'

-P a house or dwelling

place.

KWAN

Kwanching ffifr the government

or rules of a school.

6657. From mater, mortar,

and a tub. To wash the

hands ; to wash with water

in a tub ; to wash the hands before

offering sacrifice.

Kwan tsee Mj to wash and comb.

Kwan show
|

5E- to wash the handi.

Kwan se 1 %pl to wash;
1 t

Kwan uh 1

to

cleanse; to bathe.

6658. [ '] Read Kwan, To

cap; to put a cap on a

young man ;
a ceremony

formerly performed by his father,

when the individual had arrived at

the age of twenty. It is now per-

formed on the day of marriage.

Females have a similar observance,

instead of being capped, their hair

is put up and dressed in a particular

manner, with a bodkin of wood, cop-

per, silver, or gold, according to the

wealth of the parties. Kea
kwan^jp

1 to add the cap, or perform the ce-

remony just described. Read['J

The person who overtops all others,

the head; the chief. A surname.

Meenkwan-^j ^
to put off a cap.

This is plain language. Shing kwan

|Rl'
1 raise the cap; i. e. put it

oft', in the language of courtesy.

Kwan meen 1 ^ a cap.

Kwan chang ^ caps and long

robes; i. e. fine raiment.

6659. [-] Read Hwan, A

grass or rush of which mats

are made, a mat. Aiurname.
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Read Kwan, in a similar sense ; also

the name of a place; and of a valley.

Tung kwan ^ I the district on

the eastern side of the Bocca Tigris.

6660. [
1

] A certain part

of the stomach.

6661. [ c- ] From a co-

vering, and a wild sheep.

A large house; broad,

wide, large, easy, liberal,

generous, kind, forgiv-

ing ; to enlarge ; to

widen.

Kwan ih chih I J\ a cubit

broad.

Kwan gin E9 kind, extensive

benevolence.

Kwan kwS
^ yj|j

|arge and wide.

Kwan yung
J ^ indulgent; for-

bearing.

Kwan ihoo ^? to expand; to

relax; to open out; to take re-

laxation.

Kwan ta ^ large; wide; liberal;

indulgent.

f.662. [c-] The hip

bones; the bonei of the

pelvis.

8663.
[
/

j Read Hwan, To

rejoice ; to be pleased. Read

Kwan, To be sorry and

distressed.

TART II. K 6

KWAN

Kwan kwan
j

1 sorrowful, without

having any one to tell one'i tale to.

6664. [ / ] The name of a

plant; a certain water bird.

Also read Hwan.

6665. r I
] >[anle o f a

river, and of a district;

to run or flow to one

place; to drink; to as-

semble or collect to'e-n

ther; free growing plants j

to pour out as a libation. Read

Hwan, Flowing in large masses.

Kwan choo
*

Jc
to spread out in

many streams.

Kwan kwan to state with the

utmost sincerity.

Kwan kae
j Jj|f

to apply water to
,

to flow to.

Kwan shwSy
] ^fc

to put water on

plants; to water.

Kwan tsuy i

[ftvi thoroughly drunk.

Kwau te 1 W] to pour a libatiou on

the ground.

6666. [\] To raise fire ,- i.e.

to ignite ; to heat with fi re;

fire rising or flaming up; the

person who ignitei the fire at sacri-

fices,

6 '07.
[ 'J The name of a

valuable stone. A man's

name.

6668. [/] A kind ofjar; a

vessel for drawing water.

A vessel for containing wa-

ter, wine, or oil. Used alto for a

Tea caonister or tea catty; it is ap-
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plicable to a great variety of mugs,

jars, and so on,] whether made of

earthen ware, metal, or glau.

6(169.
[ f] To look; to

observe; to travel, or to

ramble, and observe ; to cause

to be observed; to manifest. That

which is observed; the external ap-

pearance; many. The temples of

the Taou Sect, are called Kwan. A

palace; an elevated gallery; a man's

name; name of a district. Used for

the following.

Kwan chen 1 \*& to look up to, as to

a superior.

Kwanhing
j ^j to observe the ac-

tions or conduct.

Kwan kan
j 3|-

to- look at and ob-

serve.

Kwan tsze ko keen I jU' TJT Jjl

those who observe this, may see, &c.

Kwan-yin shan 1 -^ Ml Padre hill,

behind Canton.

Kwan-yin
'

tj
a merciful goddess,

much spoken of, and frequently re-

presented.

Kwan-jin Poo-sa ^ 3j- BS|

the goddess Kwan-yin.

Yung kwan ^Sv
|

external appearance;

deportment,

6670. [/] Name of a cer-

tain water bird, which from

its fondness for water, always

begins to sing at the approach, of

rain.

6671. ['] From a repreien-

tation of a tiring failing

through, and money. Pei (=|
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anciently denoted a kind of money,

which hating a bole through it

eould be strung together ; hence To

firing or connect. Used for the

following. To connect, as beads

strung together ; to pass through

and through; to pass through the

middle; to implicate or involve;

the name of a state. A surname.

Tseih kwan
=|

1 an account of

one' elf, required at public ex-

aminations, stating the place of

one's birth, age, and figure.

Kwan-yue cha
^ ^ ^ the raft

linked with the moon ; has probably

some reference to the ark as spoken

of in India.

Kwan tung |

iS i to pass right

Kwan choo
'

\tt through; to

see through with the mind.

6672.
[
/ ] A heart or mind

which has pasted through

affairs. Accustomed; having

had experience of; practiced in.

Formerly written with hand, as the

following; now written with heart.

Seih kwan tsze jenm
'

||j -3^

custom becomes second nature.

Kwan -shah
| tjjfL

matured in, fully

acquainted with.

Kwan wei
'

Kwan lung
]

Kwan Uo
]

accustomed to

>.

6673. [ '] To be accustom-

ed or familiar with; same

as the preceding character.

To be disrespectful to.

Kwan tfih kwei shin
j

/& ^ jjj[j]

irre Terence or impiety to the gods.

6674. [
-

] Pained, dis-

eased ;
unable to fulfil

the duties of a situation.

6675. [-] A certain large

fish ; a person advanced

in life, and without a

wife ; an old bachelor or a

widower ; few ; used also

for the preceding.

Kwan keu 1 E- to live alone.

Kwan kwa
*gjL

a widower and a

widow.

Kwan yu
j jSl

a large fish, said to fill

a cart itself.

6676. [-] from a door

and to pass threads

transversely. To fasten

a door with a cross bolt

or bar; to stop up; to

close a door; the bolt of

a door; the gate of a market place;

gate to a grave. A bar; a limit or

pass ; to pass over to ; to bear upon ;

toeffect or implicate in consequences.

Morally, a boundary line or limit

between virtue and vice; happiness

and misery. A pass famous in his-

tory, situated between Ho-uan and

Shen-se. To pass through; to pro-

ceed from, or by the way of. Pilh-

kwan wo szc X\
J Jj( IS it does

not concern me. Pe kwan pUl

to shut a gate, as of a market place.

Tsing wei kwanVw MB the line

between purity and defilement. Lc-

ySh kwan
J|} 3jfc

1 the boundary

between reason and passion. San-

kwan^
|

the ears eyes, and mouth.

Kwan chung
tjj

answers to the

modern Shen-tc Province.

Kwan he / consequences ; the

evils which follow any given proceed-

ing, or single act.

Kwan kow
|

custom-home, in

Canton called a Chop-house. Ths

people who attend in them are called

Kwan kow keajin 1 Q zjl{ A^

or Shwuy-yuh ffi$?
The at-

tendants from the Hoppo's office are

complimented by H
jr^ Yay-mun.

Kwan kimg
j ^ the eye into which

the handle of an axe is put.

Kwan mth
] foj(

certain particulars

respecting the pulse.

Kwan iiiini i Ull to shut or bolt

door.

Kwan poo
J ^R the Hoppo ofCanton

Kwan urh se 1 TTn TO denotes the

regions on the west of Honan.

Kwan sin
| ^^\

it concerns my mind.

6677. [/J To pour out an

oblation when sacrificing :

also to pour out wine, and

invite a guest to drink.

6678. To pass the thread*

UU transversely in wearing.

6679. [' ] The appearance

of two horns. The two

tufts of hair on the heads of
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Chinese children. In the Colloquial

dialect, the two tufts of hair are

called
|l|l

& Tsung ke5.

6680.
[
c- ] Empty; vacant ;

hollow; rotten wood. Also

read Koo, and Ko. The

name of a river.

KWAN

6681. [c-] Something desired

b) the mind, but which is

still unattainable ;sincere;

real; affectionate; single-

ness of intention ; to seek

a passage through : to

reach or extend to ; to detain ; trans-

verse; some memorandum engraven

on; empty; leisurely; name ofa
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river; numeral of affairs. Ued for

the following, Yih kwan ze *

\
||f

an affair ; some occurrence,

Kwan kedh 1
rfjj

or Wei
keiih^ j

to impose some hardship upon.

Kwan tae
j
& to treat sincerely,

liberally, generally.

Kwan tung
]

%, the name of a plant.

KWAN. CXLV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kutn. Canton Dialect, Kwan.

6684. [ cf ] From a plant

turrounded and fading, be-

cause of the confinement.

An old house. Fatigued; wearied ;

exhausted; poor; diseased ; weak ;

bed-ridden; lassitude. The name of

one oftheKwa$p. Tobeconfused;

disordered, as by wine. Sony;

mournful ; to labour as in studying

what is not yet perceived. Used as

an Active Verb, To exercise supe-

riority of strength or of talent, so

as to cripple. To repress ; to weary;

to fatigue; one who opposes ineffec-

tual effort, as animals that are hunted.

Keung kwan
||5 J

wearied or ex-

hausted by ineffectual efforts in pur-

suit of honor or of gain. Hing le

kwanfi
^-J 2p-

1 ^ a want of,

or inadequate supply of, travelling

necessaries. Tse kwin
*jj&

to iupply the wants of the necessi-

tous. Ping nae kwan wei
3JH

T?

fi? by disease ; is rendered dan-

gerously weak. Pe kwiu
Zjjt

to be wearied or exhausted.

KwSn choo /pp to weaken; lo

disable ; ta incapacitate from act-

ing, and to keep under a kind of

controul.

KwanfS
' ^ a failure of strength

or of pecuniary resources.

Kwan keuen
| |g wearied ; fatigued.

Kwan yuh
'

$j% grieved ; vexed ;

anxious.

KwSn leth fa yay
] Jj ^ .Uj

KwSn, denotes a failure ofstrength.

6683. [
*

] From heart and

to comprtst. Sincere devot-

ed mind. Kin shoo chin-

kwSn
jjj| yjvjp Iryf with mueh

respect sincerely itate my mind-

used in letters.

KwSn kwan, kwan kwan
I I n.

=iV sincere and devoted in the high-

est degree.

Kwan shin I

>JW
or Shin kwan,

Sincere; plain; unadorned.

6684. From hand and lo

compress; To beat and bind

in order to render. firm ;

fine work; to take, to work on.

KwSn keu JpE
well-made shoes;

strong shoes; to labour at making

shoes.

6685. [
C

] From mood and

to confine. The posts ofa

door; the two side posts;

sometimes moveable, as in carriage! ;

the posts of a gate; referring to the

gate ofa camp. To bring a work to

a close ; the appearance of conclud-

ing or finishing; to arrange inordrr.
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6686. [C] From tilk threads

and to confine. To tie up;

to bind; to weave.

KwSn ke lae
^ j|E ?j$

to t'e UP to

bind person* previous to punish-

ment.

Rwau pang
*

w[j
to tie or fasten

with cords.

6687. [
fc

] From a gate and

to comprest. The posts of

a gate ; the gate of heaven ,

the door which leads to the female

apartments; the chambers of the

women.

Kw&n fan 1
wig

a pattern of female

virtue said respecting the dead.

KwSn foo
] iSp

title of a military

officer.

Kwdn nuy
'

ffa the abodes of the

females.

Kwan wae
j ^pthe habitations of

the men.

TeenkwSn^ I the gate of heaven.

6688.
[
c- ] Bald headed;

the passage ot the ear.

6689. ['] KwSnorKcuen,

The mushroom.

Kwan yew we urh chang tub shaj in
j

fl ******""
mushroom has a pleasant taste, but

constantly poiions people.

0690 Ti.e earth ; the name

of one of the :H> Kwa
; the

ideal meaning is Compliance

or obedience; benrc the word is ap-

plied symbolically To statesmen who

are servants, and ought to be obe-

dient to the Sovereign; to wives;

to the moon; and to things generally,

which are inferior and ought to yield

or to be obedient. Its opposite is

{ Keen. Keen kwSn $-TU |

heaven and earth, the sun and moon,

the superior and inferior.

KwSn-chin
] J^ the figure obtained

by Fdh-hefrom the back of a tortoise.

6691.
[ \ ] Together; at the

same time; an elder brother;

to take precedence; a sur-

name; the name of a hill. Read

Hwin, A man's name.

Kwan te
] ify

"I
an eldcr and

Kwan chung
'

{ftl J younger bro-

ther ; brothers.

Ne ling kwan chung haou 4fc&
frfj -tff- arc your brother's well ?
I I ^9

Kwan how
| ^before

and after.

,&>. famous moun-

tains on the N. W. of

China in Central Asia, of

which many fabulous

lC\* things are said. The

yellow river is said to spring from

the north east edge of the range of

mountains.

Kwankang ] |j^
name of a hill.

Kn&n shan peen yilh
j (_L| jjg ~^\-

tille of the literary rank otherwise

called Shwang-yuen.

| v > 6693. [c-] In the Dic-

yt "j
tionaries, read Ilwan, com-

| r'l^ nionly read Knan, A sti< k ,

a staff; a i od of wood or metal. See

Hwin.

Kwan peen 1
2JEJ

to swindle.

KwSn too 1 /fife a sharper.

6694. [
-
] Beautiful stone* ;

a stone

6695. [1 ] An embroider-

ed sash
;
a cord ; a child's saih.

Read Hwan, A seam.

I 6696. [
-
] Drawers or

breeches ; any garment

for the breech. Kwan
A JLjH*

tang SJa breeches ;

also the name of a plant.

6697. The spawn of fish

generally ; also a very large

fish, laid to be several thous-

and le long.

Kwan hwa wei pang ^ ft H $!l

the kwan is transformed into a

Ping which is a very large bird.

6698. [-] Name of a

bird that resembles a

fowl, but larger.

6699. [
H

]
From public

and garment. Imperial

raiment; court dres<e.

Also read Keuen. Kwaii

e sew chang /fi? ri(i

I *^ Tnlrt

2 imperial dresses

and embroidered gar-

ments. Kwan lung paou

lhe draS"
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robe -five dragons are embroidered

on it; common court dresses have

four.

IlBfl
lj& a robe and a crown.

6700. (/) To turn.

6701. ( ') The appear-

ance of water flow-

ing; moving rapidly;

rolling. To roll about

as any thing round

does. To roll ; to run.

Used in Canton for Boiling.

Kwin shwfiy j
7K boiling water

peculiar to Canton.

Kwin yucn teTIi choo tsze 1 W\\ fjJ

J^F
--

pearls that roll about.

Kwin ne loo pa ] f^ jj$ f| make

off with yourself,
said iu anger to

a person.

6703. (A ) To hoe or put

up the ground, or mould

around the roots of

plants.

6703. (-) To cut or shave

off the hair; a leafless tree.

A man's name.

6704. (3) A fiihi a large

fish. Name of the father

of
|%

Yu ' thc rePairef f U>e

Deluge, famous in China.

6705. (<S) A palh in

thc ladies' ap.irtmenU of

the palace. Kwei kwin

pUJ
1 a virtuoui accom-

plished woman.

6706. (c- ) TO cut off the

branches of trees.

KWANG. CXLVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kuang. Canton Dialect,

6707. {-) From fire plac-

ed above Man, denoting

Illustrious; splendid ; glo-

rious. Light; splendour;

bright; shining. Naked ;

plain ; bare ; barely ; only.

Read Kwatig, To illumine; to adorn;

to shed lustre upon. JTh kwang.

thc light of the sun. Yu? kwang

]
the light of the moon. Choo

kwang ^j
the sovereign ligbt;

i. e. the sun ; this phrase is also ap-

plicable to the light or glory of Deity,

is in the following sentence,
jjj|Jj

-^jp
BH Shin kwang poo chaou, The

light of Deity illumines every place,

FART n. L 6

Teen chfih kwang 1ft ;

j$jj |
light

a candle. Hwuy kwan TM

Kwang ming
] B/j. Kwang yaou

X/y- Kwang hwa
3| or

K-wang tsBe i 5^ all express what

is Light, splendid, and gay.

Kwang chaou
j

DS to illumine.

Kwang yungluhtafoo
]

<

^ title written on cards of persons

of the first rank.

Kwang he'en 1

a|j
to manifest.

Kwang tow 1 ^g bald head.

K.wang tseen, yaou how
Q|J yfM

$& to give celebrity to one" ances-

naked feet.

beams or rays of

tors, and to reflect glory on one's

posterity.

Kwang-jtin ] ^| bright and glosiy.

Kwang keS

Kwang shay
|

light.

Kwang ming ching ta
*

truly great and splendid, said of per-

sons or things.

Kwang kwSu 1 ifp a naked stick, .

denotes a person possessed of no-

thing, who goes about swindling.

Tingshangyuen kwang Jf=}_|^ (gl

the rays of glory around the head

of Buddha; sometimes represented

bv a rios; of brigh't copper.
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Kwang king 1
"

appearance of cir-

cumstances ; a prospect ; the aspect

of affairs.

8708. (-) An utensil em-

ployed in weaving ;
a certain

timber at the head of a boat.

Kwang-lang 1 i^Kl the name of

Kwang-lang 1 fe./ a wood, of

which the best chair poles are made.

6709. (-) From water and

light. A kind of lustre

issuing from water bubbling

up. Naraeof a river; wide and deep;

Used to denote perturbation.

Kwang-kwang a martial ap-

pearance ; an angry aspect.

6710. (-) Pang kwang Hfe

I the urinary vessels; the

bladder.

6711. (-") Originally de-

noted A square vessel; hence,

by allusion it denotes Square;

right; to right; to rectify; to as-

sist; to deliver. Occurs in the

sense of Distorted, or declined from

the perpendicular. The name of a

place. A surname. Ke kwang ta Hi
*Vv

-y^ very lame.

Kwang ching 1 j to right, to put

in order.

Kwang fang j jj square, regular.

Kwang kew ke gS Sxy -fit JS

to rescue from vice.

6718. (-) Hwang jang 1

in haste, urgent.

6713. (-) Fearful; timid;

apprehensive.

Kwang kee
j ^ timid ; cowardly.

Kwang keu 1 V& fearful ; filled with

alarm.

6714. (-) The ends of a

coffin.

Kwang-ho \

a coffin.

head or end of

6715. (-) The margin

of the eye; the ball of

the eye. Kaon kwang

jfj \
hi?h eve bal1 -

Yen kwang ta | |

percilious, proudly contemptuous.

67 1 6. (
-
) A kind of basket

for containing rice ; a bas-

ket generally ; the name of

a star; a certain couch or bed. Name

of a place.

Kwang ken
j

a basket used

when sacrificing.

Kwang fei
\ ^ a basket in which

presents are sent.

% .

0717. (
'

) To speak falsely ;

to lie; to deceive; to cheat.

Kwang pe'en BJS to defraud by

lying speeches.

6718. (-) Kwang seang

|"jt walking in a hur-

ried manner.

6719. (
-

) A horse with

curling ears.

J--1 ")

672 - (') From " d"S

A 'T* aspiring to reign over

V^^^* others. Mad; ambitious.

A disease which effect*

the mind and disables it

from judging between

right and wrong, what is ad-

vantageous and what is not. Mad-

ness; insanity; madness exhibited

by anger and rage; used in a lower

sense for Any wildness or extrava-

gance of thinking or acting; en-

thusiastic, in a good sense. Name

of a bird, of a hill, and of a river.

Shoo kwang iE
j
look-mad, ex-

travagantly pedantic.

Kwan<* che || mad, foolish.

Kwang fei
'

P/J to bite like a mad

dog; applied contemptuously to a

person who is in a violent passion;

ambitious projects.

Kwang keuen I ~K~ a mad dog.

Kwang tsaou Wa incoherent,

wild levity of disposition; extrava-

gant and eccentric.

Kwang wang I i mad, irregular,

vicious conduct; extravagant, wild

schemes or pretensions.

Kw;mg yen 1 = incoherent, wild,

extravagant talk.

6721. A wild levity of

speech ; incoherent

\ talk ; to seduce by

imposing on with lying

speeches.
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6722. (
-"

)' The appearance

f water.

61t3. A kind of square

carriage ;
a wheeled

carriage or a wheel-

barrow. An unmana-

gable wheel-barrow.

jjjf
6724. Hwang, Yellow colour.

Hwang chih 1 J^ yellow

jaundice. Hwang kin
|

gold.

6725. (-) A martial ap-

pearance.

6726. (
.
) Repeated

Kwang kwang, A martial

appearance ; valiant ; bold ;

tommanding. A doubtful character.

., |f-
6727 - ( ') Waler collected

~
in a lake or pond. Name of

~9j* j ^
J^L a river; name of a star ; the

glare of water ; a wide surface of

deep water. Paper coloured yellow.

Chwang kwang ijj| ]
a paper case

neatly made to contain any present ;

paper cases or boxes generally.

6728. ( / ) From A home

and imperial yellow ; a large

palace; large; great; wide;

extensive-, to extend; to widen;

name of a place; and of a military

carriage; a surname. Chuen che yu

kwang
<j|;

-

j|r j|| promulge

them more extensively.

LO taou urh kwanff poo che *8s ijaf^^ JLH.

ifn 1 ^ 2. l delieht in the

principles of goodness and diffuse

them extensively. Shin lung kwang

ta
/[jilj] JH ^ intellectual ca-

pacity of great extent. Che ke piih

kwaDS^ ^> |
a contracted

mind.

Kwang yuen nan che
] }|| Ijjfc $]]

a subject of vast extent which it

is difficult to understand.

Kwang hing yin chih ' Jrr [^ |J$j

to perform extensively virtuous

and benevolent deed*.

Kwang chow foo
^ j|ij>| ^ the

city district of Canton, with the sur-

rounding country ;
also the magis-

trate who presides over it.

Kwang tsae he5
| ~ft

Ml to increase

one's talents and learning by read-

ing.

Kwang hi-e
\ '^

a military officer

of the 3rd rank, in Canton.
i .

Kwang keaou
] -A? or Kwang kee

ping yew | ${ JJB
cxten-

sive acquaintance.

Kwang hing san keaou 1 /f-f jw
I I J *t^

to propagate widely the three reli-

gions; viz. that of Buddha, Taou,

and Confuciut.

Kwang-tung
'

t|j
th province of

Canton.

Kwang-se 1
plj

the province adjoin-

ing Canton, on the west ; these two

provinces are under one governor,

and unitedly called ^ ^

kwang, the Tut Kmang.

6729. Kwang leang 1

730. (\) A care; a ca-

vern. The grave or pit in

which the dead are deposit

ed, i desolate wilderness ;
an exten-

sive region.

6731. ( ') From the tun

and widely spread. Clear;

bright; empty; vacant s

waste; distant; remote; oflong dura-

tion. A surname.

Kwang kih
jj^

far separated ;

remotely apart in respect of time.

Kwanjthche kew
'

Q j|j| ^\,

to delay the time long.

Kwang yay che te
| |Ff j^|j

waste land ; a wilderness.

Kung kwang ?j? waste; void;

unoccupied.

^JL^ 6738. (
f

) From eyt and

H iJj** tt'irfe. A dead colourless

/}r^ e
J'
e > alifelesseye; toextend

the eyes wide ; to stare.

Le kwang
[|| |

to look
; to gaxe.

0733. ( / ) Raw silk ; silk

in a confused state, not jet

formed into threads.
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KWANG, OR RUNG. CXLVIITH SYLLABLE.

6734. ( c- ) The upper-

part of the arm. The

name of a country ; a

man's name. Pe kwing

qlp the arm. Kedh

kwing jjjj
1 to bend

the arm.

Koo kwang urh mnh f}5 \ JL H
')S*- I

legs, arms, ears, and eyes ; states-

men are sucli to the Sovereign.

6735. (c-) A wine cup

made from a rhinoceros'

horn. A crooked ap-

pearance; curling op;

large ; great.

Kwing kwing 1 I a firm straight

forward appearance.

Kwing yang 1 -^ a large sheep.

KWEI. CXLVIIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kuei. Sometimes confounded with Kvae. Canton Dialect, Kwae.

67S6. (
-

) A kind of

sceptre made of fine stone;

carried in the hands by

ancient governors or

princes of states, as the

signal of authority ; the

Emperor gave them as the badge

or seal of his appointment. A certain

measure.

6737. (-) To cut; to cut

open ; to pierce ; to stab.

Applied to killing victims.

67S8. ( -) The space en-

closed by a person's striding;

between the legs. The name

ofa star; one of the 28 constellations

which consists of sixteen stars, and

looks like a person striding.

Kwei keu
'

Jj-jE
the appearance of

raising the feet and walk ing.

6739. (
/

) The laurus cassia,

the Chinese say it is the best

of all medicines; it grew

in heaven, and fell from the moon.

Three sorts grow in Cochinchina.

Kwei hwa * tt the olea fragrans.

Kwei pe I li' cassia lignea.

Kwei tin
]

Wljtlie Capital of Kwang-

Kwei tsze 1 -^T- cassia buds ; a valu-

able kind of which comes from Co-

chinchitia
throu^hKwang-se province,

and is called Gan pe'en kwei -S^ i@
-A .

J

or Pe'cn kwei. A finer sort is

called Tsing hwa kwei Tn~$
Yuh kwei -{; cinnamon.

(6740 (-) An instrument

of
husbandry. Read Wa,

To plough.

741. (-) Kwei, orKwa.

Long garments ; a kind of

gown or external female

garment, that reaches to tbe feet.

The sleeve or cuff of a garment.
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6742. [0] Kwei, orKwa.

Half a step or pace ; to step

with one foot ; the distance

ofone step. Read See, Effort beyond

one's strength ; lame effort. Pe-

kwei
UJsf

the appearance of ex-

ertion.

Kwei poo
'

-^ Kwei, denotes the

Length of one step, or three cubits;

Poo, is ihe distance of a step, with

each foot, or six cubits.

Kwei poo puh wang
^

-jfe- ~jfc '.&

not to forget for a moment.

6743. [-] The name of a

district. A surname.

6744. [-] A solitary door of an

apartment resembling the
.

Kwei
-Eg sceptre; particu-

larly the rooms appropriated to the
'

:;

women and children ; the retired

appartments of unmarried females.

Kin kwei
^fc.

a board on which

the names of officers were written j>

a list of officers. King kwei f^.'l'
'U'jf 1

i kind of rattle, to give an alarm.

Shin kwei
ffi the deep or re-

tired apartments.
Heangkwei^:

|

the fragrant apartments; and a

great many other Adjectives joined

to Kwei, express the Appartments

appropriated to the females.

Kwei kwan 1
IjlJM

a small door lead-

Kwei k5
| j^j ^ ing to the fe-

Kwei mun
j

male apartments;

the female aparlmenls; the females

themselves.

Kweineu
j -jj-

iln unmarried lady.

PART II. M fi f.

*W>

Kwei sew ^fc an accomplished

female ; a writer of verses.

Kwei mun sze tsing
| J -jy- /Jw

the affairs of women.

0745. [
\ ]

To ruin or demo-

lish; a wall in ruins of any

building; ruinous.

6746. [\] Change; differ-

ence j extraordinary change.

To repent; the appearance

of standing alone.

6747. [\J To reprimand; to

blame; to deceive; to impose

upon; to insult. Strange;

odd ; to oppose right principles ; to

vilify; perverse, wicked. Name of

a star, and of a city ; and of a man.

A surname.

Kwei kwae
| j^ 1

strange, wonder-

Kweie
| JjjLJ

fu |, unfounded,

false, visionary tales of wonder.

Kwei hwuy
flj

to reproach ; to

vilify ; to calumniate.

Kwei keue 1 IS false
; artful ; crafly.

Kwei suy
|j|j

to follow any false

and ridiculous pretender, without

examining the pretensions made; to

bcdeluded to vicious practices.

Kwei yu jg to circumvent, or

shoot birds by artifice.

"748. [\] A tablet dedicat-

ed to ancestors, the temple

of which has fallen iu ruins,

6749. [fr] From feet and

dangerous ; an uneasy pos-

ture. To knee-l
; to kneel

as an act of reverence or worship;

to kneel and sit upon the heels. The

feet. ?an kwei kew kow

/L ^B l"'"iee' 'hricc and knock the

head nine times against the ground.

Kwci he;\ ke taou thin 1

I I >w I 'Ml'*

nab to kneel down and pray to God.

Kwei sung 1 j9v
to kneel down to, at

parting.
Kwei ying

j Jlj]
to

kneel down and meets These two

sentences denote the Cringing con-

duct of Inferior officers.

B751. [-] Great? great-

ness of mind ; to enlarge.

Teen wahg kwei kwei soo

rM ^ vS: the net of heaven i

large and wide, but lets nothing pass

through.

^ScH
6752. [r] A vessel for rice;

a general term for vessels.

A vulgar terra for a helmet.

Tow kwei
ji||

1 a helmet.

Kwei kea. 1 ffl helmet and armour.

675.1. [
-

] To jest ; to play

and t ifle '<ith ; to seduce.

Kwei chaou
| plij

; to jest and laugh,

Kwei seaou
J ^ J to play and

6754. [\] From<u'o/parlaid

across, to determine. the

centre. Water
.'flowing,

from four points to* fill

up the centre pirt. An

astronomical character

applied to years, months, and days;

the last of the ten horary character".

A surname. Hoo kang kwei $&
f%. a kind 'Of watch word uied

in armies, and dcifoting a want of

make game.
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provisions. Teen kwei^ 1 or

Kwei shwfiy } fa that natural

supply ofsemen to the male, and of

blood to the female, necessary in the

first stages of life to the growth and

perfection of the animal, and subse-

quently necessary to procreation.

Urh tsih teen kwei che ~1 -^ ^T

-^
the catemena comes on at

fourteen years of age.

6755. [-] Agitation of

mind; anxiety. Kwei-kwei

I agitation and con-

cern of mind. Read Ke, In the

tame sense.

6756. [-] Placed in op-

position to, as the sun and

moon; at a distance from.

Often used for the folio-wing.

Kwei wei jth ke
| ^ ^

wehavebeen separated for many days.

Kwei k!h i iMa parted from ; re-

moved to a distance.

Kwei pi* ,1h yu* \ %\\
-~

ft

separated from each other a month.

6757. [-] An eye possess-

ing little life; looking at

w with displeasure; perverse

look; to stare; to stretch open the

eyes; placed or being outside.

Wan muh kwei kwei^ g |

11 eyes gazing.

Kwei koo I

jjjjj
an outcast or orphin.

G758. [\J To guess; to

calculate; to conjecture; to

surmise the meaning of, to

examine; to conclude.

Kwei to sze le

KWEI

to guess or calculate the import of

any affair or principle.

Pih kwei ^J I the name ofan office.

Kwei che yu sin 1
~~jf "fc& i[^

to

enquire of one's own mind.

Kwei y^h 1
* to calculate; to reason

or conclude in the same manner,

said of the sages in different periods.

0759. [/] Kwei or Ke, A

strong robust appearance;

a martial, bold, daring

manner; fierce; cruel.

6760. [-] The herb mal-

va, or mallows, esteemed

the best of all vegetables;

also the name of several

varieties of the Hibiscus.

Name of a place; a sur-

name. Used also for -J& Kwei.

Kwei hwa
]

/
W" the helianthus or

Sun-flower; called also Chaou jih

kwei
fn5[

R 1
.

Kwei sin he'ang

Jin
]

/^k |pj Q the heart of the

helianthus turns to the sun.

Kwei shen
'

K"jj
a fan made of the

malva leaf.

6761. [-] A horse whose

gait is majestic; strong;

violent ; indefatigable.

Kwei kwang ^ curly hair on

the back.

6762. [-] From gieat

man viewing things. To

view by fixed rules. The

instrument by which a

circle is made. Compass-

es; a rule; a custom; a

KWEI

usage; a fee. To rule; lo regulate;

to govern; a dial; to calculate; to plan;

to scheme
; to draw a line Name of

an office; and ofa fish. Jlh kwei R

^
a sun-dial. Yug kwei H

a moon dial. Properly J^ Kwei.

Kwei kew 1 ^ to try to find out

some plan.

Kwei-keu
| ^JJ compass and square ;

usage, custom ;
a regular mode of

doing things. Kwei-keu, is also the

name of an animal.

Kwei pe'g
] jjffi

to oppose or act con-

trary to the laws
,
to pervert them.

Kwei teen CU a piece of land

divided into nine parts.

6763. [-] Read Kwti, A

small delicate waist. R -ad

Tsze and Cliuy, in a similar

sense. Handsome, elegant figure;

slender, delicate ; the appearance of

a woman spying or looking and

examining.

6764. [
-
] To tear up silk

in order to make garments.

Peth kwei
ffjfc |

to split

up wood for making utensils, and to

tear up silk for garments ; to prepare

materials.

67 66. [-] From to look below

a tavern. To peep ; to

spy ; to look furtively as

out of a hole or cavern; lo look.

Used to a step taken with one foot,

which the Chinese rail half a pace.

Used for the following.

Kwei keen I

Jjf
to look; to observe.

Kwan kwei <&
|

to peep throogh a

tube, the field of vision small.
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Kwei tan
J

JKto peep; lo spy about,

to go about looking at from imper-

tinentcuriosity, or from some design-

ing motive.

Kwei tsTh
| j||D

to spy and fathom

with the mind; to discern clearly

abstruse principles.

6765. [-] To look with

one eye; to look at-

tentively; to peep; to spy ;

to look angrily. Read

Ke, in a similar sense.

Kwei-kwei the

appearance of success and self en-

joyment; haying attained one's wish.

6767. [-] From to look

below a door. To turn the

head a side and peep out at

a door ; to spy ; to peep ; to observe

narrowly.

Kwei kwan 1
3|B |

to look; lo ob-

Kwei she
j jjjj|j

serve; to look

narrowly.

Kwei tse'8 1

lively.

to look or spy fur-

6750.
[
'

] A sudden pain in

the loins.

6768. [\] The lower part

'of the character is man;

the upper part a fiend-like

heed, and Mow, Ihefratidulenl craf-

tineu of a fiend. Spirit of a dead

roan; a ghost; a demon; a devil.

Kwei, implies Reverting lo; that

spiritual state of existence to which

human beings return at death Name
of a star; of a country, and of a

bird ; a surname.

KWEI

Kweitowfung
|
$& J^ vulgar term

for a whirlwind.

Kwei kwae I 'K strange; mon-

strous; demoniacal; fiends; fairies;

hobgoblins.

Kwei me
| j||

a kind of demon ;

malevolent fairy or elf, said to pro-

ceed from mountains and woods, to

injure human beings.

Kwei shin
J jjjjp

spirits, in general,

Tsae jiii kwei shin ffc A ffil
njjj|

the human spirit.

Kweiyih
j ^a man ofacrafty and

malicious disposition.

Kwei shin che tsoo yew
'

vjijjj -jr

jllfi
tne ass ' sti"'ce of the gods.
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6769. [-] Great; extraordin-

ary; excellent; magnificent;

strange ; monstrous. Ta-

kwei e tsae ^ ^ ^_^ great

and
extraordinary calamity; a con-

vulsion of nature, as mountains

rushing down and occupying the

beds of rivers, at an eclipse of the

sun or moon. Read Kwei.

Kwei luy 1
jSjjj

certain ludicrous, but

ingenious moving figures, made of

wood, first invented about A. M.

3000; at preseat, called MSh gow he

7|V fpg |li
comic performance by

wooden figures ; a mock drama, or

puppet show. Also read Kwuy.

.6770.
[ -] Handsome; ex-

cellent; abundant; great;

strange. Same as the pre-

ceding.

671 1 .
[

.
] From a spirit

and the north polar itar ;

the head; the headmost;

Great ; the name of a star ; a certain

insect. A surname. A small mart.

Occurs in the sense of Kwci ;t{H ant'

of Ko
fij..

Kwei shwac
| (jjjj

the headmost; a

leader.

Kwei sing
j Jp or otherwise jV -?L

Pih tow, the north polar star ;
hence

the first, the headmost, tie god of

learning.

Kwei woo
]
iE large, great ; applied

to a person's stature.

6772. [
-

J A round good

pearl ; applied to a precious

stone of a.i inferior quality.

The name of a tree. Rare; extraor-

dinary ; precious. Mei-kwei ^V" ]

name of a pearl; also of a round

cake, called the muon-cake, eaten

at the harvest moon ; applied also to

a reddish stone called afire-pearl.

Keung kwei
|||

1 applied to a pearl,

and to an inferior stone.

Kwei wei
j

i rare; precious.

6773.
[ I ] Not low or com-

mon. Lofty ; noble, hono-

rable; dear; hi^h in price.

To desire; desirable. A surname.

Name of a district. Kwei is applied

by way of compliment to whatever

belongs to another person.

Kwei chow I >W one of the souther*

Provinces of China.

KweiknS
j

TO your country.

Kwei sing
] ^ your surname.

Kweiseang 1 iHanoblecountenance.
I I

"

1 ^^ the honor-
I jm i_i

Kv?ei keen tfih

able, the superintendant of duties
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arising from foreign commerce ; the

Hoppo of Canton.

Kweiyang I liB: the capital ofKwei-

chow Province

Kwei yew ^
~/your friend.

Kwei tseen 1

fijfr
noble and ignoble,

worthy and base; dignified and mean;

dear and cheap.

6774. [f ] A kind of press

\iith shelves and doors. A

W^< lurge chest. Exhausted;

terminated; lo fail. A surname.

Shoo kwei \ a book-case. YS

kwei 2lt5 a press to contain

medicines. Wei kwei
j||J

1 a coun-

ter or table with drawers, used in

shops.

%^ 6775. [
ff

] To sigh deeply;

^3S to ridicule a person. To

1^1 commiserate ; to shew com-

passion to.

6776. [
'

] A box; a press;

a. shop-counter; the name

of a hill.

Kwei-tung ;ijjj
a drawer which

pulls out, as below a table or counter.

6777. Mung-kwei ||

a species of monkey brought

from Siam that catches rats;

there are black, white, and yellow

colours of the same animal; it is

compared lo a domestic cat; some say,

the weasel.

67T8.
[
'

] An utensil made

of straw or rushes. Name

ol a vegetable; and of a hill.

A surname. Used to denote A clod

of earth.

6779. [ / ] Read Kwei and

Kwae, A basket for carrying

earth in. One says, A bam-

boo arrow.

6780. [E] A kind of button

or string to f.isten clothes

on with; embroidered; va-

riegated.

6781. [f] Food; victuals;

to prepare food ; to carry

in food to superiors ; to of-

fer in sacrifice; to make a present

of food to ;
to present to. Read Tuy,

The name of a certain cake.

6782. [
'

] See Kwae.

6783. [ '] See Kwae.

6784. [t ] Kwae or Kwei,

A store house in which to

lay up straw or reeds.

Kwei tseth
| *p|

the name of a star.

C785. [ /] An engine for

throwing stones against an

enemy; applied also to

banners or standards.

6786. ['] A large durable

kind of wood, fit for making

coffins and boats of. Certain

ornaments of a coffin. Used also

for the preceding characters. Name

of an ancient state.

67S7. [
f

] To unite and

water. Two streams join--

ing; water flowing in a

channel , the name of a river ; broad

and deep. Hwfi-kwei j^ ]

a

small flow or stream of water. Kow

kwei Yin: water running in a

kennel or gutter.

6788. [ / ] See Kwae.

6789. [
f

] Kwae or Kwei,

To assemble and offer sa-

crifices for the removal of

some evil or calamity.
i

Kwei Jang
j
Kg to drive away some

calamity

6790. [ f ] Kwei or Hwae,

That which binds garments,

as a sash; or that which is

bound by the sash or by strings;

strings that fasten garments about

the neck.

6791. [
/

] Kwei, Kwae,

or KwS. Frm hair and to

collect together. The hair

done up in a bunch on the top of

the head.

6792.
[ /] Minced meat

; a

fish said to be generated

from the refuse of minced

meat thrown into the Yang-tsze-

keang River.

6793. [-] ToreTertto;

^Vy to return again to ; to

return to the same place,

or state; to throw

one's self on, or attach

one's self to ; lo go to

the bridegroom ; to be married, said

of a woman. To throw in
; to send

-.
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to unite; to give to or promise; to

terminate. Forms a part of various

proper names. Hung yen to pHh

haou kwei kt:
<5 Jt>"f! jsH ?& ^(\

jfiF 7m most f handsome

women have terminated their career

badly. Pa kwei f\^ I a phrase of

the Taou-sect. tae kwei ^fc

or Kwei ning ^a visit from a

bride to her parents. Ta kwei ~fr

I

to go forth at mnrriage never to

return.

Kwei ehoo
j |^ to divide and give

every one a share; addition and

subtraction.

Kwei e
^fe

to return to right

principles.

Kwei ftih
] JJ^

to return to sub-

mission; to submit to.

Kwei kee
j
jt the winding up, the

close of any affair, or course of

action.

Kwei kea
^jfc

to return home..

Kwei koo ~}fy I

H* , deceased
; dead.

Kwei jin J^ I

Kwei koo le 1
AJf rp to return to

one's own, or former dwelling place.

Kwei sze 1 ^Vx or Sze kwei, To desire
I 'IU*

to return home.

Knei teen 1
|JJ

to return to the

field to resign the magistracy.

Kwei woo jflh to revert to non-

existence.

6794. [\] A cluster of little

hills. Great and lofty ; stand-

ing alone; conspicuously

eminent.

PART II. N &

KWEI

6795. [ \ ] Traitorous

plots, as of banditti origi-

nating from without

When arising from with-

in the court or country,

they are expressed by 3&

Keen, or Keen kwei 3i. traito-

rous banditti.
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6796. [\ ] The cheek

or jaw bones ; otherwise,

A road diverging nine

different ways, hence

from JVine and Head.

The name of a mushroom

<if the larger kind.

Chung-kwei ffij\
a

man's name. Name ofa

tree.

6797.
[ / ] Distorted ;

deflected ; depraved ex-

) tremely thin and ema-

ciated; deeply involved ;

to lean. or depend upon.

6798. [
\ ] The mark or

rut of a wheel ; the end

of an axle ; a rule ; a law ;

disobedience to the laws

or treasonable plots aris-

ing outside. Puh kwei

^ 1 not conformable.

Kwei-taou *t a
1 /l_i

constant path or road, as

that of the stars ; an obedience to

constant rules or usages.

6799. [\] Water dried

up ; rotten earth or mud

by the side of a stream.

A spring or stream is-

suing from the side of a

cavern, or of larger

stream; the margin of a stream; a

bank.

6800. [
^

] Kwei or Ke,

Shelves, or a press to put

away provisions in ; a

kind of cupboard.

6801. [ft] To raise the

head; a small point; the

appearance of a cap; a cap

with a particular kind of fastening

under the chin, used in ancient times.

6802 [
'

J To lift up the

garments as when fording

water. Otherwise read Keue.

6803. [
'

] Kwei, or Kwei-

|ny~ kwei
j

I moved; agital-

/XV. ed ; moved witli velocity;

speedy motion ; to walk fast. A sur-

name. Otherwise read KeuS.

6804. [
f ] The name of a.

iisli ; a fish with a large

n>outh and small scales; a

kind of porpoise. Also read Ken*.

6S05. [
-

] A road diverg-

ing in nine directions. Kwei

tseuen
j

fl name of a

place in the ancient kingdom Loo.
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6808. [
-

] Name of a

plant, name of an ancient

statesman.

6807. [
-

] To ridicule or

play with; a man's name.

Read Le, Mournful; sorry ;

pens'iYC; diseased.

6808. A failure of the breath;

failure; deficiency; defect;

diminution. The exertion

or fatigue which causes weakness or

defect; the gradual lessening of the

moon; to injure; in the language

of courtesy, to put to some trouble;

to obtain some good owing to the

efforts of others ; owing to some cir-

cumstances. To be injured or lose in

trade, is expressed by }j
I Keih-

kwei.

Kwei foo 1 to be deficient in

making a due return for benefits

received.

Kwei jin
j /{to injure a person;

or in a lighlersense To occasion them

trouble in order to serve one ; to be

injured or ill-used by others is called

5% A ]
Show jin kwei.

Kwei y'n
1 <f|J

a defalcation, or

failure ofsums due.

Kwei wo yen yu 5V

owing lo what I said.

Kwei keen
j

ft? to owe to ; to be in

arrears to.

Kweitwan
j ^p a failure and com-

ing short of; a deficiency.

Kwei leaou ne 1 T* M^ I trouble

you ; i. e. I give you annoyance by

my requests to you ; my welfare is

owing to you.

Kwei soo
j

SW the number, or a-

rr.oimt of th? deficiency.

Kwei kung
j ^ to fail entirely ;

a

great deficiency.

Kwei soo shin to 1 SK?
.j|J

;&

deficiency lo a large amount.

6809. [ / ] To lament; to

sigh ; to sigh deeply ; express-

ed also by 1 '0\. Kwei
I mv

jen. Otherwise expressed by TjT EJ^

Tae seth.

810. ['\] A chest or box.

To bind up; to put into a

box. Tung kwei
jjjjy

a copper box.

6811. [- ] The. chief of

all animals having mail:

The tortoise, the Chinese

affirm, that nature has

formed no male of the

species, and that it co-

pulates with a serpent; hence the

vulgar phraseology of Kwei-kung

/ff-
for a Cuckold; and Kwei

tsie
<(J.

for a bastard. The

name of a place; name of an office,

and name of a star.

Kwei pei 1 Q a tortoise shell.

Kwei mBh B a certain wine

vessel.

Kwei kflh ^ the back of the

tortoise.

Kwei keaou
jj| glue made from

tortoise shell.

m6812.
[ /] Sharp; to cut;

to wound. A person's

6813. [\] A square vessel

for containing grain, used

in sacrifice. Wa kwei j
,
earthen ware basins used in sa-

crifice.

Kwei wan
j Tp$ large basins used at

table.

6814. [
'

] From the tun

and to vary or digress. A

gnomon to shew the declina-

tion of the sun; a dial. Used for

the day. Fan kaou ke kwei^ ^
M*4 4

*g j
to burn tallow and continue

the day for study. Jib. kwei
FJ

1

a sun dial. Yu kwei
Ej

I a

moon dial.
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KWO. CXLIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fiuo. Often confounded with Ko. Canton Dialect, Kwo, or Ka

8815. [ ] The fruit of trees.

Really ; truly ; solidly. To

surpass ; to exceed. See Ko.

8816. [6] Firm mind;

bold , undaunted.

6817. [0] Fruit. See Ko.

6818. [tt] Kwo-lo 1 H|
name of an insect said to

resemble a bee in appearance.

6819.
[ I ] To pass by;

to pass over, or beyond ;

to exceed ; excess ; fault;

blameable. That which

is past in respect of time.

Kwo teen chay
'

Tfr

-.

a water wheel for raising water to

inundate fields
j the Egyptian wheel.

Kwo kwang-
'

TJT
to throw a false

gloss over some affairs.

Kwo seen keaou 4fa /j^
to pass

the angel's bridge; certain rites are

performed that departed spirits may

pass this supposed bridge.

Kwo keu I -^ past and gone ; ap-

plied to that which is already done ;

applied to that person of Buddha

whose reign is past.

Kwo king 1 J5f to pass through a

district.

Kwo shin heue mih
] .fj* JJE )^

to put the blood in circulation.

Kwo kang shay
J Jl^jf jjj^ aspecies

of

clematis.

Kwo sang 1
/Jr"]

to pass one's days,

Kwo jth Fj J
to spend one's life.

Kwo tang shay
| Jfji ^g impatiens

Chinensis, or Balsom.

Kwo to
j ^ an excessive quantity.

Kwo tow 1 B| over head, a rul?ar
I &*>

expression for an excessive degree ;

like over head and ear*.

Kwo 18 1
036|

to go beyond the

Kwotsee
*l K/ measure or limit ,

excess.

6830. [
-

j An utensil to

contain fat; a boiler is so

called. See Ko.

6881. [
-

] A spear or lance

with transverse points at

the end. See Ko.

6832. [ c- ] A line applied

as a rule , a class ; a series;

order ; rank. See Ko.
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KWO. CLTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, KuS. Often confounded wiili &V, and Kiih. Canton Dialect Kwok or Kvk,

6823. See Kwuh.

k . 6824. To enclose round ;

^Jf"j^ * Dundle or bind up ; to

v " embrace within its folds ;

to retard or impede; the end of an

arrow which is placed on the string.

Paou kwS^J to envelope j to

surround and keep together.

KwS ft
j HI the hair bound in a

tuft on the top of the head.

Ke kw5
|i|jl

a combination of in-

genious springs.

Kw5 nang 1
|g|

or \ang-kw5, To

enclose- as in a baz.

6825. An ugly face /false,

deceitful.

6826.
[
c ] A clamorous

noise of voices; a discor-

dant siMiml
, boisterous;

noisy ; clamorous , dis-

tracting to the ear. KwS

kwS
| J

ignorant ap-

pearance.

% ^UT-r
*~

6887. [c] KwSyu \

or Pete chung

a slug, it has a variety of

other names.

6828. KwS kwH, The noise

made by a current of water.

68S9. To tread on with the

foot.

6830. Fleet ; hasty; a

man s name.

6831. [c] Open; wide;

broad ;
remote ; distant; long

apart; perverse; painful.

Heu kwSJrf vague; wide of the

mark. Been kwS ^ ^
widely

separated ; long separated from a

friend. Kwae kwS
^Jg

1 perverse ;

disobedient. Kwan kwS j^
wide, broad; to widen; to lengthen

a term. See" kwS ^? 1 diligent;

painful endeavour; a desire to see.

KwS ta 1 -^ wide and large.

6832. KwS, or Kwg. A

general term for a state or a

nation; a kingdom; an

empire, KwS is applied to the

smallest states and places, as Mwan-

la-kei kwS
^j| l||] ]]fl ||

Malacca

state. Wan kwS
S=]j

1 ten thous-

and ( i. e. all ) nations. Chung kw

1^1
1 the middle empire, China.

Tartars call theirempire Ta tsing kwS

~fc
r

j

the great and pure em-

pire. Tse kwS yung <*J!f

'

ffj

to aid the ^ants of the country.

KwS choo
J

tt the lord or sovereign

of a country.

KwScliing JK^
the politics of the

country.

KwS chaou I fflHt'ifi existing dynasty.

KwS bwang ^ and KwS keun,

j ^p are expressions which denote

the
sovereign.

KwS kea
| |

the royal or imperial

family ; the government of the coun-

tr >-

KwS .<e
!

^M the signet or national

seal.

KwS sze
J
JS national affairs.

KwS tang j li^ the national treasury.

KwS wang 1
-j

the king of a coun-

trv, often denotes A dependant prince.
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6833. Mouth chittcring;

troublesome and incommod-

ing loquacity.

6934. A woman's head

dress ; a kind of cap that

covers the hair ; a cap

worn when mourning.

6835. The bend of the leg

below the knee ; the ham;

the hinder part of the

articulation of the thigh

with the knee.

6836. Desert waste land

outside cities. The name

of a state. A surname.

Ching kwS
Jju

1 cities

and tlie waste lands out-

side.

on the

6837. [
t

] A deep valley ;

expanding; widening. The

latter character express-

cs also the stoppage of

rain, and the dispersing

of (he clouds; clearing up.

6838. [ c ] Large ; great ;

wide ; vacant ; to widen ; to

expand ; to pare with a

; the name of a district. Kae-

to enlarge ; to expand.

kih
Ipjj ^ P* the Gorkas

north of Bengal.

6839. [
t ] To stretch

out that which is small

till it becomes large.

Read Hwang, To beat;

to pound.

6840. [
C.

J An external

coffin, the interior one

is called
|j|

Kwan. To

1 ^ ^ measure. KwS chow yu

7R]E? kwan
1 Jpj ^ Iff

I^T^ the shell surrounds the^
coffin. Shihkwy^ a stone

external coffin was three years in

making.

6841. [P] Skin with the

) hair taken off, used in

covering carriages.

6848. A surname.

6843. To cut off the ear

of prisoners taken in

battle, who refuse to

submit; they are put lo

death, and their cars pre-

served as a proof of

victory. Read Hwuh,

denotes The face.

6844. [
c ]

The marks of a

tiger's foot made in the

act of seizing on its prey.

Name of an ancient slate ;
a surname.

o 6
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KWUH. CLIST SYLLABLE.

fCieuh is often used for Kiiti, which see.

6S45. KwSh kwfih

the appearance of ones hav-

ing exerted one's utmost

possible efforts.

6846. To unite all the part; to

take the whole number; to

include the whole.

Kwilh kwfih

strength.

Appearance
of

CLIP SYLLABLE.

La, is in common use, but in the Dictionaries read Za,

6847, To drag, to pull. La

taou 1
<|S|

to pull down ;

a familiar expression for

Quashing, or terminating any affair.

La-chny jffi
or Tjt to drag ; to

pullj to tear asunder; to drag along.

La-te.n5wan.tsze
] fg$|^

the Latin written language, this

expression is taken from an Imperial

document.

La show
|

3L to grasp by the hand ;

to make an acquaintance with.

LA. CLIIIRD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, LS. Cauton Dialect, Ite, or Lap.

6848. From to pierce and

knife, in allusion to the dis-

severing effects of a knife.

Perverse; disobedient; wicked ; un-

social; unkind; inhuman. Wookwae

la che sin 1l]|
-jfc | /ft

no

perversity of disposition. PS la i^
I the sound of a bow string. Pa /a

J5r the noise made by fish

leaping or frisking.

Li she
Jsti

to lacerate a corpse.

Li la I loquacity.

Li-ma
] Jljjj[|

the Lama of Thibet, or

any of the priests of that religion.

La she ] S- to evacuate the con-
I AT^

tents of the intestines.

6849. lU-ll {fi
'

cipitate utterance.

pre-

6850. To cansc to approach ;

to pull near, to break ; to

destroy ; to break the ribs

or bones; to force to join one; the

sound of the wind.
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LS jin Jae y^ -jfc to force to

accept an invitation.

Li keu 1
-^r to pull away.

Li chay
'

|fa|-
to pull and haul. La-

bi, chay-chny, To pull and hnul a

person about ; to force an intimacy.

Li shi 1 >? to drag about and kill.

LS chang 1
Jj||

to get into debt ; ti

urge people to lend one.

I. % fiSSI.
SS-1S^ ^

or re-

/P V/ versed, Li-sa, Bad tattered

J*^"^* raiment ; mean clothes.

6852. A kind of soup or

bruth, mixed with meat.

6853. A very acrid pun-

gent taste. Sin shin yue

Is ltr0 1
acrid

in a high degree, is exiled

Li.

6-54 The wax" formed

by bees ; bees wax ; wast-

ed; a resin from a cer-

tain tree. Hwang la
V'|V
>*^

yellow bees wax.

Plh li Q 1 white wax.

Li mei hwa
]

MH- ffi the name of
I P *7 K

a. flower, the calyc:mthus prcecox.

Li chuli 1
lEJa

a wax candle.

LS yew
| yj[j

a kind of soft wax.

Litsze 1 $T thenimeofabird.
I rr>

6855. Some timr aft^r the

winter "olstice, when si

crifices are ofiereil ; to bind.

Name of a sword: name of bar-

barous state. Otherwise, read Lei.

Te IJ ^ j
tbe 5th d;,y of the

5th moon. Teen li^ |

the In I.

day of the Isf moon.

La vug
j

H the 12th moon.

6856. [ c ] LS-ti I ^
the appearance of walking

in a slow pacing manner.

Read Leg, The waving of banners.

LAE. CLIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lai. Canton Dialect, Lee.

6857. [
-

] A certain kind

ofauspicious wheat. The

ancient Character repre-

sents
ns/ii-ff/" bound up, it

comes by the special bless-

ing of heaven; hence

the character is borrowed to denote

To come; to effect; to bring to the

point wished. .Also a surname.

Wang lae ^jfc going and coming ;

having intercourse with. Tsze yuen

fang lae | $& ~h
]

to come

from a distant part. Ne ke she lae

$fc III $$ 1
*'llen '''"' ^OU come ?

Ta we ting lae taou
/fjj/ 4^^ 1

^j|J
he has not yet arrived. Ta lae

leaou^ 1
~f

he has come. Ta

tso tih lac !/ /^^ ]
he can do

it; he can succeed. Keang pilh lae

j^ ^ J
cannot express it, or

unable to persuade to.

She shin mo lae leth
4g-

3 R*E 1

how did il come about ? Yuen

1
r Lae *uen > The ori -

ginal cause, state or circumstances.

Milh lae tow
jji* Jfff

no source

from which to spring. He'ang lae

jpj

'

heretofore. Tscang l:ir

|

or How lae^ 1 here-

after. Kin e lae fy M
from this time henceforward.

Lae loo
j jj!j

that which comes from

a distant part; as, Lae loo meen

$M ^5 f<>reign flour.

Lae sun
] ^ the. grandson of a

grandson,
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Lae leih
jfjj

the origin and succes-

sive progress of a thing.

Laejin 1

J\^
a messenger.

Lae tow
j

jjl'j
that from which a

thing proceeds.

Lnc ya 1 DS come here, used by the

Chinese when calling a servant.

6858. [
'

] To reward la-

bour; to encourage; loin-

duce to come by kind treat-

ment. A precept ; an order ; a pro-

hibition. Sincere ; right; firm. See

CMb.

6859. [
\

]
Occurs used

for the two preceding.

6860. [\ j
The pupil of the

eye distorted ;
to squint , to

look aside; to ogle; to dart a

bright eye upon. Meen lac
ffij j

to throw a sparkling eye, or glance

upon a person. Pan lae []&

to look upon with affection.

6S6I. [
-

J A local word

for wheat.

6sG2.
[ t ]

To confer

upon; to give to an in-

ferior. Laou lae Off j

to reward; to induce to

approach by bestowing

gifts.

LAE

Lae yu 1 -^ to give loan inferior;

to confer.

6863. [
V

]
A wild plant,

the leaf of h:ch is edible.

The name of a country ; and

of a hill. A surname.

6864. [
-
] A horse seven

cubits high; commonly ap-

plied to mares.

Lae pin, le mow
/j' Jp| JJJ]

tall mares and elegant stallions.

Foo 1 6865. To suitain ; to

\'

Wee. J bear In the follow.

ing compounds these two

characters are by many

vulgar writers used for

each other.

6866. [
V ] To lean or

depend upon ; that which

affords support; to be

beneficial to one's own

family : in a bad sense,

To assume what is not

true ; to act upon what is not the

fact. A designation of persons, im-

plying some tiling bad. The second

is a vulgar character not sanctioned

by the Dictionaries,

thung chin kw lae e gan *T* Pj 'HE]
/tll> fE. (,X|

LI '-(r a nation depends on

faithful statesmen for its trauquility.

Woo lae 4Ht I to have no regular

dependaucc, simply expressing a

slate of destitution j also crafty, art-

ful, scheming, fraudulent ; the latter

is the use of the expression in the

central parts of the empire. Wan

LAE

sheyungUe^ ifr 7}^ a person

or thing on which all ages depend.

Lae how I If!? intimate acquintance.

686T. [
/

] Lae, or Tsang-

lae i& 1 to have an aver-
In I

sion to; to hate; to dislike.

Commonly used for Lan '|^
idle ;

lazy.

6868.
[

-
] Read LJ, PS-

la TR$? to turn over

and examine or sort with

the hand. Read Lae, To push away

or reject with the hand ; to rend or

split and destroy. Read Can, Als#

in this last sense.

6869. [ / ] Water flowing

over a sandy bottom. The

name of a river.

6870. [ \ ] A virulent dis-

order, or sore. Lae chwang

MJ
a large species of

itch, the skin breaks out in blotches

or pustules, like the small pox.

6871. [f] To fall down in

ruins or to involve in ruin.

Read Lan, remiss in offering

sacrifice. Choo lae ?* 1 to curse,

to utter imprecations.
'

6872.
[
! J A wind instru-

ment with three, tubes, and

of which there are three dif-

ferent sizes
; any ingenious combina-

tion of bores or tubes, like an organ.

Lac tsung teen ke
j

fttf
Tjt ^C

or Teen lae ^ j
a whizzing sound

in the air, as by the wind passing

amcnjrsl trees.
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6673. [1 ] Lae, or Luy.

To gloss over with words;

to conceal.from, by the -lan-

guage used.

6874. [
'

] The refuse of

pounded rice; coarse food.

6875. f
/

] Name of a

plant. Shady.

6876. Certain offerings pre-

sented to the<loi>ror gate-

Tray, such are usual when

children are ill. Read Sliuy, Certai*

small offerings

LAN. CLVTU SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Lan. Canton Dialect, Lan and Lam.

6877. [-] Covetous; fraud,

practiced in divination;

greedy extortion. Tan-Ian

I avaricious and greedy.

Lan tsang 1 $Sf the hoards arising

from greedy extortion ; to lay up

hoards by those means.

Lan siS I 9? to extort with ava-

ricious greediness.

6878. [
1 ] Salt brine in which

fruiU are preserved; the

name of a tortoise-shell

utensil, for divination, and through

which water is allowed to drip.

B^l 6S79. Keen, To turvey t

fcj_ I

to view.

6880. [
-

] Lan tsan 1

j|
a malevolent, ugly, wick-

ed appearance.

6881. ( /) To desire, as

food; to cause to desire, or

to induce appetite. Read

11. p

I

Kan, To call out clamorously or

angrily. Read Han, To spread un-

founded reports.

6882. [
'

J Greedy ; voraci-

ous; vehement, in desire.

Read Han, Strong; robust.

6883. [>*] An overflowing,

or inundation of water ; to

overflow; to exceed the

prescribed and due bounds; excess;

literally and metaphorically, to en-

croach
upon^ to violate; floating;

superficial; unsettled, loose, applied

to speech, to sound, and to action.

Name of a river. Brine. Read Han,

A Potter s vessel
, a vessel for bathing.

Shang li woo Ian "&
-&JJ

$
no excess either in rewards or

punishments.

Lan che S/ to branch out, or

spread excessively.

Lan hing 1
ff|J

excessive tortures,

unauthorized by law.

Lan seay mun peih
j ^ ffi /^.

to scribble on the doors and walls.

Lan show 1 ll^f to receive or accept
I "I'V

of too much.

Lan tsvu
j

Ifa to take excessively.

Lan yunj; 1 H3 to use or employ

excessively.

Lan keaou yew *$
^/j~f

to as-

sociate with any vagabond.

6884. [-] A large baskt-t.

Hwa Ian tv \ a basket

for flowers. KeS Ian IftK
j

a basket with feet.

Lan, or Lan kwaug 1 n^ a basket.

J^ f^ 6885.
[

-
] A plant which

dies blue; a blue colour.

Name of a bird; of a place,

and of a hill ;
a surname. Hung Ian

C I
a k'"d f purple colour.

Keay-lan ,fljl|
I an expression of

the Buddha, sect denoting A great

many gardens.

Lan ih I fu a blue colour.
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L'Jn teen 1 i a certain yellow die.

Lan leu
| i^ hail dirty garments.

The following is the right word.

Ji tff
68.S6. [

-
]
A single coverlet.

^pL> Clothes without any collar

|JjH or proper hem ;
bad clothes.

Lan- leu 1
tyjp tattered bad raiment;

mean clothing.

San-Ian
%jg. ]

the name of a place.

6887.
[ \] From To see,

I^Sfr '] expressed by lira diflfe-

y^fA rent characters. To look

at; to observe; to in-

spect. Naraeofa district;

a surname.

Lan wfih ke hing 1 4|? }|E ffi!

to view the creatures, and use them

to introduce ideas in poetry.

6888. [
<

] Kan-Ian

the name of a fruit

resembling the olive, of

which there are two va-

rieties. Pih Ian ~(

a yellowish sort. Woo

j

a purple kind.

6689 [ \ ] To view and

grasp wilb the hand. To

grasp all one sees; to

hoard upas monopolizers

do. Lan Kte ^t
Lan tseu

j
JT7

to seize

or tuke hold of, to lake

hold of more than one

ought.

Lan mae pan 1 J^g fift
to usurp the

whole managment of; to monopo-

lize, a Canton phrase.

Lan laou TV. to grasp and carry

sheaves of grain.

Tow Ian szc tsing ^ iS
'J5?

to interfere with and usurp the

management of every thing.

6890. [
\

] Fire raging in

confusion.

6891. [\ ] Rope, such

at is used in boats or

ships a cord ; a rope;

a cable.

6892. [
\ ] Kan-lan^ j

expresses the state and feel-

ing arising from being un-

able to obtain one's wish ; an expres-

sion of disappointment.

6893. [\] To roast till

a thing becomes yel-

low
; to toatt.

n

0894. [
-
] Mountain THpour;

fog hanging about the tops

of hills is called Shan-Ian

||[
1 . The name of a hill, and

of a district.

6895. [
-
] From door and

something placed in it. A

screen or stoppage in a

door way ; a screen or

covering for a carriage;

closely shut op, obscured.

Evening; fading; falling; rare or

small in quantity, applied to the

drinking of wine. To act irregularly;

to g<> into the palace without having

proper passe* -,
a ring that surrounds

the wrist; an armlet. Name of a

district.

,in kan 1 T-* railing or balusters;

see 6897, another mode of writing

the phrase.

6896.
f

-
] To stop or in-

tercept with the hand.

Chay-lan iffe to stop

or binder ; to prevent the approach,

to.

Lan keae
j jjfe

to stop the passage

of the street.

Lan choo
j ()Q

to hinder ; to impede;
to stop ,- lo prevent doing.

Lan yu
| ^g jo sjop 3 manjarin '

s

carriage f.,r the purpose of pre-

senting a petition.

1 6897. [- ] A rail as for sup-

port in going upstairs, or

in passing a bridge; railing

to confine animals. The name of a

wood, in which sense it is also read

Leuen. New Ian /t- 1 a railing

to confine cows. Kow Ian /CT

a crooked railing.

Lan kan
j

XT^ a baluster, or railing.

^--|T1 6898. [-J Streams flowing

^/FSfcl
an(' runn 'nB together, form-

|^4\J ing a continued course; thick

water in which rice has been washed.

Lan-man V^ the appearance of

heavy showers of rain. Or.e says,

To separate and spread wide.
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Lan lian
y \ appearance of a long

stream of water.

i!)!).
[

- /
]
Roil; (I or ronst-

cd in an excessive degree;

boiled to r;if;s ; hence, Torn ;

rent; broken; ragged; tatlered ; to

break; to tear. Clear; bright, as by

the light of fire. Tsan Ian M
/i^ |

in a very high, or excessive degree

applied in various ways. Tan to

tse5 poh Ian ^ % P ^ ]

so greedy of gelling much as not to

chew what one does eat. Mei-Ian

j-|l
rotten and spoiled with the

damp.

ragged garments.

'it or worn out shoes.

Lan e
J

Lan heae \

Lan tsuy 1 very drunk.

6900. [
-

] To leap or pass

over; to sur pas/i.

6001. [
/ ] Ian-fan

I'J)^
rice gruel made very

thick and glutinous.

6909. r -
]
Lan-hwa

if" the name of a fra-

grant plant well known

in China ; species of

the Epindenduim ; the

general name for the

class Gynandria. The name of a

tree, of a cloth, and of a man. Ap-

plied also to the pulse. Ya-lan ^p*

1 cochineal. Fung-yen Ian |1 [|H

rame of a plant, species of Iris.

Mdh Ian ~ffC 1 the name of a tree.

i
- ,

Hw.in Ian 4 1 to wet the ba-

liisters with tears. Jlwan Ian
"If*

I

thick free growth. Lan-chay

:iS to flatter. Lan chow 1

;JiU
Ihe capital of Kan-stili province.

690.-J. [
'

] Idle talk ; flan-

der; false accusation*.

Te Ian |^
J

to attack

by false charger

6904.
[

-
J To enter, in an

irregular unauthorized man-

ner into the interior palace.

6905.
[

1
] A woman of

an idle lazy disposition;

sleepy ; remiss ; idle, lazy.

Lan to I

iDJjf
idle; lazr.

Lan foo choo 1

a certain wild now.

LANG. CLVITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lang. Canton Dialect, Long.

i 890. [-] Leung. Good;

great; deep, and ttrong.

6907. [\] A wave; the

waves of a river, or of the

sea; unsettled; profligate;

dissipated. A drum; to drum. Name

of a well. A surname Laou lang

yiu. J
alarmed aud disturbed. Po-

lang yjjj?
waves. Tsai g lang

/4|
I the uanit of ti river. Kang-

lang ^f- 1 the name of a river .

Leaou lang HOt] wandering and

dissipated as a vagabond. He5 lang

g|
I irreverent pride and ridicule.

Lang e
] ^ d'bsipated idea.

Lang lang I I flowing appearance.

Lang tsze I J-- a dissipated prodigal;

a profligate wasteful spendthrift.

Lang yung
'j

B1 an extravagant use

of tilings; extravagance; prodigal

w sto of.

0008. [ / ] An animal lik*

a dog; with a pointed snout.

A wolf; name of a star ;
of

*-*.

a place; and of a plant. A surname.

Chaelang^

LanggS
]

J

Lang le

Lang tsefh 1

I a wolf.

cruel and wicked.

a year of plenty

i
I

and joy ;
to hate

so much as to throw away some.

Lang tsze yay sin
-J. EgJ"
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wolfs whelp and desert mind, is an

expression applied to people of bad

disposition.

Lang pei
| ^

Lang lang pei pei ^ | ^ J

fettered j embarrassed ; nonplused.

Pei, is said to be an animal resem-

bling a wolf, the young of which are

often born without a leg, in which

ease they are unable to walk alone;

hence the allusion.

6909. Tang lang Wjji 1

the light or appearance of

fire.

6910. [/] The name of

a plant; a kind of tare

that grows amongst and

injures good grain, for-

merly used to feed horses.

6911 [ I ] A lofty door or

gateway; vacant; empty;

wide as a desert, an unoc-

LANG

cupied waste. Name of a hill ; and

of a territory ; a man's name.

Lang lang 1
lofty .extensive ; vast.

Lang yuen
'

^fc a place where the

Seen genii reside.

6912. [ \ J Clear ; bright,

lofty, bright and clear.

A surname. L'ing chaou

83 1 to solicit people's

assistance. Lang lang-

leTh shwS taou 1
j

fab

said in a clear distinct tone.

6913. [\] Lofty; eminent.

A certain vessel or utensil.

6914. [ '] Apartments or

small rooms built on the

east and west sides of large

houses; they have generally before

them a piazza or covered walk.

Lang foo hea fflj ~T* apartments
I /7m I

around the court or yard in the front

of the hall.

LANG

6915. [/] The name of a

wood useil in making sedan

chair poles. The name of

an insect. Ming lang [f^ j

a kind

of rattle, used to make a noise when

fishing, in order to frighten the fish

into the net.

6916 [/ ] Langk;i
j
tt

resembles a pearl ; a stone of

an inferior sort. Occurs

forming a part of various uther pro-

per names.

6917. [/] Forms part of

the name of an iniect called

Lang tang 1 Wo" denotes

also Ineffectual effort, by allusion to

the struggles of the insect mentioned.

6918. [/] Lang tang 1 $
a kind of lock ; something

that locks round the neck ;

things fastened together, so as to drag

heavily; wearied; fatigued. The

sound of a bell.

LANG. CLVIFH SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Leng. Canton Dialect,

*5919. [c] Derived from

Ice, the other part giving

sound. Cold ; frigid ; indif-

ferent. Still; clear; pure. A sur-

name. Read Ling, In the dialect

of ^ Woo, ^ ^ Ling tsih,

denote* Ice.

Lingjc 3^ are -opposite*, both

literally and metaphorically, as Cold,

hot ; indifferent, zealous.

Ling ping ping \
Jjj^ J/j^

cold as ice.

LSiig IS \ $ cold and comfortless,

being fallen into neglect.

LSn tan woo we

co!d, insipid, tasteless, applied to

books.

Ling seaou 1
3<^

a cold disaffected

6920. [*] The majesty of

divinity. A neighbouring

state or nation; 'the name



LAOU

of a species of grain; name of a

medicine. Vulgarly used for The

corner of any thing. Ke 15ng yjt

1 how far? a term used by

husbandmen.

Lang ke
j jfy

or Koo-ling $$
the corner of any thing square.

LAOU

6921. l"c] A square piece

of timber; a corner; the

highest beam of a palace;

the majesty of the divinity. Kang

lane Kill I virulent, vicious. Moo6
rJ'J I

lang showTe|
1 f. a person who

takes hold of either end of a story,

LAOU 521

not desirous of coming to any

decision.

k
6922. [ c ] From/our, Kiuare,

and wood. Same as the pre-

ceding; a Tartar name.

Ling-yen
'| j|j|

name of a book of

the Buddha sect

CLVIIITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lao. Canton Dialect, Lou.

692S. [\ ] A person aged

70, old; aged; venerable; a

term of honor and respect.

Laou, at the end of phrases,
is a kind

of vulgar complimentary term,

which some deem an insult, as Wae

keang laou ^ VC a person

from beyond the Yang-tsze-keang ;

i. e. a man of another province. A

surname. Urh laou yay '. ^ j^
a gentleman's second son, if he have

arrived at the years of manhood.

Laou chug
ijjj

old and stupid.

Laou keun
'

J&\ tne founder of

Laou-tsze ~T~J tne Taou-tsze

sect, B. C. 500 ; otherwise called

4 "X *-if TT
Laou-Uzc taou keun 1 ~f- \f3 i

I 9 A& Sr*

he is said to have appeared in every

age under different names.

Laou wan shan ^ ^ |1|
'sland

called the Great Ladrone.

Laou sze 1
(jjjj

the title of a priest

of the Taou sect.

TART II. Q 6

Laou ne
T^/

scurf , dandriff.

Laou foo tae 1 ''& tne tll!e by

which privileged persons address the

Magistrate of a Been.

Laou-tsze
-J-

old boy a familiar

term for father.

Laou yang tsze
J

1^1 -f~ an old

fashion.

Laou-vav 1 InT a title of officers of
J J

I "nr

inferior rank, and of private gentle-

men.

Laou, yew s7/l
l 'le ver^ ' (''

Laou, s eaou
j

/I\J ani^ tne very

young, for whose peculiar circum-

stances the law provides.

. % 6924.
[
v

] Strong place of

^* confinement; a prison.

From a covering and a cow.

A place to keep kine in; cattle, ge-

nerally, those for sacrifice, including

heep and swine. Name of a hill ;

a surname. Tae laou y^ |

a cow.

Shaou laou /]/ ^
a sheep. Tso

laou cp
I

to be confined in prison.

Tseang laou Jw to take a firm

grasp of either naturally or morally.

Laou ke 1
g|J

a strong recollection of.

Laou koo 1
ffij

or Keen laou B^

j strong, applied to any work well

put together.

6925. [ \ ] Large. Keaou

laou iK I coarse, large.

6926. [ \ ] From burn-

ing shining, and strength.

To employ one's strength ;

to toil; to labour; to

fag; wearied; fatigued;

to give trouble to ; ser-

vice; meritorious efforts; worthy

deeds; merit. Read Laou, To take

account of men's services in order

to reward them ; to console j to com-

mend ; to encourage ; to reward. A

surname; a name of a city , a hill, and

of a weapon. Kin laou HM
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J _|. A

diligent labour. Too laou
/Jjj j

to labour in vain. Chow laou
gljjj

I to reward for services performed.

Yew laoujffijr 1 anxiety of mind;

grief. Rung laou
jj] |

merit;

meritorious. Kaou laou
ijS

rewards of nxrn, wine, and so on,

given by government to the military

on particular occasions.

Laou koo
j ^t SCFere loi)some

labour.

Laou kin
j ^ iabour gold

.

; e

the money given to
recomper.ce

labour.

Laoukwan
J [Jj

wearied by labour;

fatigued.

Laou sin laou leth 1 fo -+J

to labour and toil with mind and

body.

Laou leih I ~Tt to labour with bodily

strength.

Laou koo hwan nan
J -jjtj /

ro
> ffl^

difficulties and distress.

Laou ping
|

jS or Laou chae 1

^g disease supposed to arise from

excessive exertion of mind or body;

a spitting of blood, with fever; weak

pulse and cough ; a consumption.

Laou tsih sze, sze tsth shen
] g|J^

/U? M'j ^ '"hour induces reflec-

tion, and reflection virtue.

Lou sin to labour with the

mind.

6927. [ \] Occurs in the

sense of the
preceding.

LAOU

6928. f \] Strength of the

mind worn out ; wearied ;

fatigued ; exhausted.

g929. Noie ; clamour. Laou-

naou
(Irji'v fW and Laou

taou 1
tyj expreu the

same.

6930. [
\

] To drag for in a

river; to find with a drag

and pull out of the water ;

to take from a deep place, or from

amongst water. Also read Leaou, To

take, to take with a hook. Shw ft) te

moon out of the water; vain and

ineffectual effort. Shwfiy chung laou

man from the water. Ta laou she

show
;fr | Jft- "H"

to take up

dead bodies out of the water.

Laou ke 1 ^E * raise U P> M from

the bottom of a river, by grappling.

6931. [
> ] From labour and

disease. In the language of

Corea, poisonous drugs are

called Laou. Commonly used to

denote An emaciated figure arising

from fatigue or long indisposition ;

they say, a cough becomes what they

mean by Laou.

Laou ching 1
jjf*

nn internal disease

induced by excessive labour.

Laou-le
j <n)|an ugly appearance ;

a

LAOU

thin emaciated figure ; in the north

applied also to pernicious drugs, or to

whatever is of a poisonous nature.

69S2. [\] A certain kind

of shell fish.

6933 [ \ ] An accumu-

lation of water in the

streets caused by exces-

sive rains; a rushing tor-

rent like a flow of water;

a rapid stream. Name

of a river.

Laou shwfly I a sudden torrent

of water caused by rain, and that

soon passes away.

Laou laou
'

'jfir>
complicated con-

volution, as of creeping plants grow-

ing wild ; complicated, abstruse.

6934. Laou-tsaou
|jQjj|j P(|J

noise; clamour; vocifera-

tion. To clamour, to voci-

ferate.

6935. [
1 ] A hankering,

excessive, stupifying affec-

tion for, or love to. A sur-

name. Lwan laou
j|*;

1 the affec-

tions hankering after, or intensely set

on an object. Koo laou
J(^j |

a hankering regard for ; the mind

set on prostitutes ; a whoremonger.
j Kii

Laou boo
j Ifiji

to envy.

Laou yae 1 -jji lewd; profligate; las-
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LE. CLIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary,//!. Canton Dialect, Lei.

6938. [
\ ] A city or place

of abode; mournful; sorry.

A surname ; the name of a

place, and of a hill. A measure of

land ; commonly called the Chinese

mile, about three and a halfgo to an

English mile; a lane in a tillage; a

village. Five families are called

tin
jjHJ neighbours, or a neighbour-

hood ; five of these Lin, make a Le;

360 Poo j^ make a Le, in land mea-

ure. One Poo is six cubits
; 250 Le

are considered a geographical degree.

Heang le ^ an ancient term

for wife. Tsze le^ |
one's na-

tive place.

jy^-fc 937. C
v

] To trust; to

Jf j!J'
/\

"

depend upon. Rustic ; vul-

l'*^"* gar. Woo le che che urh

7? I > 31 3af
nothil>g to

depend on. Chin urh puh le
$jf jfjj

jf\ I plain, but not vulgar. Yay

jinkoynele^X t$ H 1

the song of the rustic is called Le.

Lekeu
J AjJ ^vulgar coarse expres-

Le yen 1
"g" / sions.

Le sQh
|

&
Yulg;ir ; low.

6938. [
f

] Lc, or La. In-

icrted in colloquial books as

an undefined tone at the close

of a sentence or paragraph.

6939 - [' J

an expression by which bro-

ther's wives designate each

other. Compare with Chub.

C940. [-] A kind of bar-

row to remove earth ; some

say it means To stick into

the earth. Read Cbae, The name of

a wood. Luy le
ijjk |

a kind of

basket for carrying earth in, or the

instrument by which the earth is put

into the basket.

6941. [.] Le, orHoo-le

>Pl
the fox, or as

they call it, a wild cat, of

which there are various

species. Ho le pe ffl

jfj
fox skin. Le-

maou peih 1
'

gp*

pencils made of the hair

of the fox. Le show che

pan 1 "t" "j? -8J; the streaks on
J ^^ ^

I ' *

the head of a fox, to which some

things are compared.

6948. [
1 ] To work or

polish gems; to controul; to

rule; to direct; to regulate,

to rectify ; to govern; to regard or

pay attention to ; to meddle with :

the principles in matter, in bodies,

in the universe, and in man, by

which they are regulated ; right prin-

ciples ; reason in man ; the principle

of order by which the universe it

regulated. The veins in animal bo.

dies, or streaks in stones or wood. To

separate or divide; a go-between, or

marriage contract-maker. A sur-

name ; certain paper.

Le, as distinguished from Ke is^v
an immaterial incorporeal principle.

Ke is the more subtle or insensible

parts of material ex istences ; the sub-

stance on which figure and the other

qualitiesof bodiesare reared. What-

ever has figure is founded on Ke ;

whatever is destitute of shape or

figure, belongs to Le and to ig
Taou. Ke is below B Hing,

i. e. Form or figure; it is the ^
Ke or .B. Keu, the containing

vessel ; the substratum ; the subsi-

stence ofmaterial bodies, the primary

matter. Le is the Taou, or principle

which is upon, or inherent in, ma-

terial bodies and is considered their

^ root or origin. Nor has it any

^^^ Kw$ ta choo place

in particular where it is appended

or attached to them: nor can it be

decided whether Le or Ke is first >
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though ifan order must be mention-

ed, the precedence is given to I.e.

Le also denotes a kind of principle of

organization; ttie internal and euen

tialform of Europeans.

Le is sometimes spoken of as a kind of

soul of the universe. The heavens,

the earth, and all animate and ina-

nimate creatures CMh she yih ko le

D B- -*
fifl 1 -are but one Le,

or principle; and as to human beings

KS Uze yew yih ko le
Jfa. g jff

" ^ I

everv oue *as an ''"''"

vidual and distinct Le. The universal

Le ii compared to ihe water of the

ocean, out ofwhich each person takes

a part, some more and some less ; still

all belong to the water of the ocean,

which is supreme.

le chin ke chwang
] ^ || $t

reasoning straight, and feeling

trong ; expresses having the right

side of a question and supporting it

with energy.

le fa 1 l|
to adjust the hair.

le hwuy 1
/^ to perceive or com-

prehend the principles or nature of

Ie-ke-he8 1 ^ <^t
the science of

immaterial, and of material prin-

ciples
or existences, has a consider-

able analog) to the metaphysics of

Europe.

Le-kwei fe to be deficient in

reasoning ; to have the wrong side

of a csse or question.

le lun 1
|jjj|j

to reason or debate,

le heS 1 fjQ persons well instructed

in the principles of moral science;

virtuous person*.

Ltaoujinffih

reason comes, man submits when

he is convinced by reasoning that

he is in the wrong.

le STC
] Lj't

to attend to, or su-

perintend affairs.

Le so tang wei
| ffi ^ ffif

that

which it is reasonable to do ;
what

ought by rights to be done.

Le ydh 1 %& reason and passion.
1 /Lrf*

6843. A vulgar character

used for the sail of a

boat. Wei le lent) Ian
jj^J

r masts, sails, pull'ii*
and

6944. [ \ ] The carp fish,

yu teaou lung mun ttl^

jumped into the dragon' gate is

applied to literary men who have

made rapid advances in rank.

Shwang-le i|tt
1 a pair ofcarp, now

used to denote a letter, or epittte.

6945. ['] From f She, A

royal tenant, and one, im-

plying the unity of purpose

-in the mind of rulers. One commi-

sioned bj a superior to rule others.

An emperor or king; a magistrate of

any rank ; a recorder or writer of

official papers in public courts; one

employed in the subordinate execu-

tive departments.
The four seasons.

A surname. Read She, To receive and

fulfil the duties ofan official situation.

Shoo le
ij| |

a writer in govern-

ment offices. Chang leH ^
a supe-

rior officer. Shaou le
/.J/ j

an infe-

rior officer. Seunle/flS 1 an active,

upright, good magistrate. Tan kwan

woole-W
|EJ* yt 1 an avaricious

corrupt magistrate.

Le the jin chay
^ ^A ^ ^ Le de-

notes one who rules or governs men.

le poo |
iR the board of magistracy

which superintends all civil appoint-

ments ;
the filling up of vacancies,

and the punishment of official delin-

quents throughout the Empire.

Le inch
j EJ attendants on courts.

6945.
[ \ ] A small spe-

cies of plum is called Le,

or Le-lsze
\ -f-.

To

arrange, as for a journey.

Name of a star. A sur-

name. Taou-le
;*}[(

a peach and plum denotes recom-

mending a person. Hing-le fa J

travelling plums or travelling ar-

rangements, denotes one's bedding

and baggage whengoing on a journey.

Le tsze ching
"1

^} ^ a famous

re'iel, who caused the downfall of

the Ming dynasty.

Le hea puh ching kwan 1 TC ^^

gg 4?J don't adjust your cap below

a- plum tree lest people say you are

stealing plums.

le tee
1

kwae
] || /j^

one of the

eight genii called Pa-seen.

6947. [ f ] A sharp edge

or point ; acute ; profit ;

profitable; the interest on

money; to benefit; advantageous

gain; gainful, suitable; smooth;

felicitous. To covet. A surname

Taou kow puh le
~J] p ^
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LE

the edge t tne knife is not slnr|>.

Knng Ic Q ]
just gain. ^ j

Sze le, Selfish, unjust gain. Chen

p8h lefifH;
^f\ T||

an unsuccessful

attack in buttle.

Le seih 1 interest on money.
I i\m

The Chinese generally speak of so

much per month, hence, Ylh yuen

pwan j||
^t one dollar and a

half; . > Ji_
Yih fun woo, or

/rN ^t Ylh fun pwan, One can-

dareen five cash, is equal to 18 per

cent, per annuir.n. But
jjpj

Jfe

/V ^ Chow iieen yih fun woo

The year roirid one candareen five

cash, is 15 per cent.

Le, tun, seay, cl.inj
| $ ~$ ]f

sharp, lilunt, defected, slr.iglit, used

metaphorical'y in describing human

character.

Le hae
|

*=& severe, formidable.

Le ke sun jin ] tL IH A. 1o

benefit one's self a.id injure others.

Le kow 1 I] sh irp mouth ; i. e. gre.H

fluency of speech and smartness of

reply.

Le taou 77 a "harp knife.

Le teen hen 1 ^ ~K to benefit the

empire or 'he world, as by some

literary production.

Le she
^ ffjf

lucky ; the cause of

prosperity, a few pieces of copper

coin given to a child at the new year.

Le ta 1 * -I

_ I Prosper| ty ; success

Leslie I rff

Leloo
\ J^

Le wHhlejin
| 'fl ] ^ to l,e-

nefit creatures, and to benefit man.

Leyllh 1 ^^ advantage; gain.

rART II. R 6

in one s uQkirs.

LE

6948. [
'
] Ling le ^ ^

[>| I a common phrase t<> de-

note being Clever, ingenious

6949. [ '] Sound; voice;

noise.

6950. [
-
J The pear, deem-

ed cold but injurious;

otherwise called Kw.ie

kwo
jEfJ"

W tlie pleasing

fruit. The face discoloured

by age ; name of a plant,

and of an insect. Slia-le Wf>

the tanrfy pear ; a particular kind of

pear, brought from Peking. SeBh le

3^ the snow pear brought

from Shan-tung.

Le yuen tsze te lo| 4^ & the
I L*U i y\l

sons and brothers of the pear orchard,

play-actors.

6951.
[

V
] From sharp and

disease. A purging or dy-

sentery ; a flux
;. they dis-

tifteen different sorts. Hcue

'e jfii
|

a bloody flux. Tsew le Y[FS

I

a purging trom excessive drink-

ing. . Seg le
jfjj-

1 or Seay le Vjg
, 'I-' J

fS>J

|

looseness of the bowels. Kew le

'J\. |
a chronic dysentery.

Le chi.ig
j ;Jjjf

a disorder of the

bowels ; a purging.

L 6952. [
-
] Name of a plmt,

Jand

of a flower. A surname.

MS-le hwa rt ,/u the
v^v I ^rw

name of a well known flower, Jas-

minum Grandiflorum.

6953. [
V

] To compare

together; to adjust; to class;

to arrange; to generalize.
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Llws : regulation!. Pe le !

p*

to compose, to adjust. Fan l e PT

J
general rules. Ka- li;

JEj
1

to make a new regulation or law.

Letih le jTK 1 laws in general.

The word Led h, denotes The original

stand ird laws of the empire, the

word Le, denotes Explanatory and

emendalory clauses, or bye-lair*.

Wei le
^St I to oppose the lawi;

cun r.iry to law. Chauu le Uti
/nk |

arc,)rJiii^ to law.

6954. [
^
] Name of a tree,

the wood of which is used

by Cartwrights.

6955. [
'

] Water running

down a declivity. Le-le,

The sound of water running

down ; to descend or go down to ; to

go to, or arrive at, used by superior!

To supervise or overlook.

Le che 1 r= to exerciie government,

to govern.

Le jin
_
to go to an office, or

the place of exercising controul.

Le mio
j

5; to descend to the peo-

ple, in order to attend to their affair!.

6956. [ / ] To descend to,

in the sense of the preceding.

A seal or place ofexercising

rule or controul. Read Leih, The

lound of the trees of a forest when

agitated by the wind.

6957. [
'

] From a dog

going out at a door. To

stojp ; to bend ; crooked ;

perverse; ungovernable;

wicked; impenitent. To

extend or go to. Te
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stop; to fix; to settle. Also rend

Leg. Kwae-Ie flg I perverse;

unruly ; vicious. Paou le ^-
violently profligate; outrageously

unreasonable. Fei le tf'en 4J&
t

. /!> I

^ to
fly up to heaven.

Le chlh
| []^

to be settled in one's

station.

Le keng sin
j Jffi Jj^j

to stay his

mind.

6958. [T] Anger ; angrily ;

wrangHng. Han lefl

disobedient; refractory.

6359.
[

'
J Leg or Le. The

songorvoiceof a bird, the

voice of the stork Low

the voice ofa bird. Leaou

the voice of the crane.

Fung shing hS le
jljj^ z|- j|6

'

the sound of the wind and the voice

of the stork.

6960. f/] A defence for

the end of the finger or

thumb, which twitches

the strings of a harp or

other instrument ; to strike

or twitch the strings

with one's finger; to

twitch, twist or snnp a-

sunder; to guide with the hand, as a

rudder; to manage a spoon.

6961. [/] Used in n sense

similar to the preceding.

Read Leg, The name of a tree.

Ke-le W& 1 a kind of internal

sprinj.

LE

6983.
[ / j Commonly road

Luy, Tears. Read Le, To

flow with rapidity. Leaou

/N |

a rapid current of water,

sufficient to wreck a boat. Tse-le

Vat 1 cold, frigid appearance; cold

and comfortless.

6963. [- ] Clear; bright;

elegant. Name of one of

the Kwa. Dispersed, scatter-

ed ; opposed to.

6964. [
-
] From water

and to diiperte. Water

entering the ground ;

soaking the earth: to in-

slil; to infuse by drops;

thin and bad. Name of a

hill, and of a river. TunleyS.

nutritious; m. a^re, applied to the

public manners, denotes Good and

bad. Lin-le VM the sound of

rain, autumnal showers.

6965. [-] A wild pear.

6966. [
-
] To trparale and

a splinter. To split or rend

wood.

6967. [-] From a time

or gem and bright. The

shining appearance of a m;>t

Lew le
Jjj| 'j

or Lew le Jaf

a pearl; a kind of vitreous glaze put

on the outside of the roofs of Imperial

houses; used to denote Glass. Po-le

LE

6968.
[

-
] From grain and

shining. Elegantly pendant,

as a sheaf of grain ; two

handfuls of grain make a Le.

6969. [
-

] From ctnlhrt

and to ifparole; that

which keeps them from

separating; a string or

sash , an ornamented sash

worn by women. Keg

le y? I to knot the sash to con

tract a marriage.

6970. f
-
] Thin poor wine.

697 1 .
[

-
J From to ditprne

and wingi. The name of a

bird; to separate or go from;

to leave, to disperse; apart; distant;

to divide in two; pairs; in order,

applied to tones ; arranged. N line

of a horse; a plant, a wood; a terri-

tory. Seang le
j;tj

1 to part from

each other. Pfih le X7
J

not se-

parated from; always employed -

bout; constantly engaged in.

Le keun
'

<^2 to leave the group

or party.

Le kae
'

fill to go apart from.

Le peg
J Q|J

to separate or go from ;

to be separated or scattered abroad.

Le is to go to a >hort distance; Pcf,

To remove far off.

Le san
|

(JJ dispersed ; icattered

abroad.

Le sun 1 T^ the children of sister'*

children.

Lew le sMh so
|
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scattered abroad without habitation,

as in times of famine.

Le tlh ke yuen A=f 35 fia

how far off is it ?

6972. [-] A species of

wild pear.

97S. [
-

] To keep off

with bamboos. A fence

made with bamboos; a

hedge. Yuen le
hj]

1 a garden

hedge. Fan le
>i^ j

a fence.

Chaou le
jfe

trai.sverse bam-

boos ; a kind of lattice work.

Le 15
j y(3?

a place fenced in as a

residence.
^

697 1. f
-

] A kind of tare

that grows amongst grain,

not entirely useless, but in-

jurious to the better grain, for whieh

cause it is removed. Used also for

the preceding.

6915. By Canton people

read Le. Not sanctioned

by the Dictionaries. See

Che.

6976. [-] To split; to rend

open. A rent or crack in

the skin of ripe fruit-

6977. [
-
] A woman with-

out a husband ; a widow.

C978. [-] The tail of a

cow, or of a horse; strong

curly hair; longhair; hair

mixed in a confused state; any-

thing very small or minute.

6979.
[

-
] To subject, or

cause to submit, by the

force of reasoning; to

regulate ; to govern ;

domestic happiness; a

nominal denomination in

numbering; name of a

copper coin, by

Europeans called Cash,

commonly considered

the decimal part of a

Candareen which answers

to a hundred. A pair or

twins. Name of a paper;

of a hill; and ofa plant.

A min's name. A surname. Haou le

puh tsS >3 ^ 3Jg
not the

least error. Cha che haou le, mew

che tseen le JEi ~7 <j=|

^^ ^T" Jfi the error of a hair's

breadth (in the principle) will lead

to an error of a thousand miles.

Le-mei 1 J^S to covet.

6980. [-] Dried grass or

bay. A surname.

Le-loo
'

/If reeds or rushes.
I 'I13L

6981. [-] A kind of glue

or paste, used in making

shoes; black; many; an

epithet of the people of China.

The name of a district; of a hill;

of a river; of a stone. Used also for

the following. A surname.

Le min \ h*- llie people so called

from their black hair.

6982.
[

-
] A certain va-

lu.ible stone; used also for

the Le of Po-le, Glass. See

above, under 6907.

0983. [- ] A certain plant;

a stem or branch ; forms part

of the name of a stone.

6984. [-] An instrument

of husbandry ;
a plough ;

to plough or cultivate

the ground- Forms part

of a name applied to the

northern hordes. Name

of a territory ; earthy streaks, as on

the faces of very old people.

Letaou 7] the colter of a plough-

6985. [ -] Black; a bbck

and yellow cow, said to

resemble a tiger ; used

also for the preceding.

LehTh
] |E black, ap-

plied to the face and eye*.

6986. [i ] The vessel
[

Tow, filled. A vessel used

in certain rites. The original

form of the following; being con-

founded with
j|j Fung, ^r^ She, was

added to distinguish them.

6987. [ \ ] From A su-

pernatural manifestation,

and a vessel used in cer-

tain rites. Kites, decorum,

propriety. The first idea

of Lc, is that of footstep ;

the footsteps or traces to be observed

in worshipping the gods; a rite; a

ceremony ; the principles of social

order; the decent; the decorous in

religious worship, and in the inter-

course of society. Decorum ; pro-

priety ; what is becoming ; the rules

which assign every one his place;

if

fL
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politeness. It also expresses what

is decent and becoming in families,

and in individuals. A surname. Of-

ferings to the gods ; presents to indi-

viduals^!! act of obeisance; thr par-

ticular forms ufobeisance or homage.

Le tsang che 1 ^ ^ buried him

with funeral rites or honor*.

Le e 1 ^fe the principles of moral

propriety and good conduct,

Le m5 t;. yu fun
j J^l ^ $A.$

there is nothing in the rules of pro-

priety of more importance, than

that part which marks the sphere,

station, or rank of every o.ie.

Le e 1 IH 1"6 rules or forms of po-

liteness and ceremony ; the forms of

propriety and good behaviour.

Lsjang
'

||i polite; yielding; com-

plaisant.

Le pae jih
| ^ ^ the day of the

rites of worship; the sabbath of the

Christians and Mahommedans.

Le maou 1
jjfc

a polite gentlemanly

deportment.

Le poo 1 $H the Board of Riles and

Ceremonial Usages. One of the six

Chinese Boards, at Peking.

Leta 1 "^ a great, a solemn, or pom-

pous rite, or act of homage.

6988. [
1

] A liquor made

*JJJ by bfing di-tiled one night;

sweet wine. Name of a

district.

Le tseuen 1 SJ a tweet spring.

0989. [-J Many ; a multitude.

n -i6990. [/J A coarse strong

flHt stone ; a whetstone. To

' \J*J grind; to rub. Severe;

^ . ^ stern; violent; raging;

IMltP rapid as flight; excessive;

'f/V>f ugly , cruel ; lo act cruel-

ly or tyrannically i wicked;, dan-

gerous bank ; disease. To com-

mence ; to stimulate; to excite to.

To ford a stream with one's clothes

on. A term applied to the ninth

moon. A surname. Read Lac,

Ulcers caused by daubing the body

with lacker. Read Leg, Severe, or

according to one, the ornamental

tassel of a purse. Mo le Iffig

to grind, to sharpen ; to discipline

and reform. E le been tsae yen JJI

1l ~/T -Pj
to encourage those

possessed of virtue and talents.

Le fung 1 Ml 3 violent wind.

Le kwei j^ an injurious demon

or ghost, that has no temple built

for ill reception after the death of

the body, which it had animated ; no

posterity having been left by the

deceased

6991. [ \ ]
To ford a stream

by treading on stepping

stone*.

6992. [
'
] A virulent sore;

a kind of pestilence; noxW

ouseffluvia. Occurs denot-

ing To urge ; to impel to kill. Also

read Lae.

6993.~ [f] To exert one's

strength; to stimulate by

admonition; to rouse and

encourage others. Meen le ffl]
1

to urjie to strenuous exertion.

Tseang le TOC I to praise and roue to

exertion.

6994. [
t

] Vicious ; bad ;

wicked , alarmed ; frighten-

ed.

6995. [I] Name of a fruit

tree.

6996. ['] Coarse; rice

not cleansed. Read La.

Le shih 1 fa coarse
I V*

food.

6997. [ / ] A stone for

whettii g or grinding tools; a

grindstone; a whetstone; a

coarse stone ; coarse; strong.

Le shfh 1 ~fi{ a coarse stone that

grinds.

6998. [/] A species ofoji-

Ur; called also

Mow-le. Shih-le /

the name of a fish.

Le fang 1 fe an oyster shell.

6999. [
r

j

walking alone in search of

food. An elegant gait;

good, elegii.l, graceful,

beautiful; fair; attached

or bound to; flowery, lu-

minous; bright manifes-

tation ; to give muni-

ficently. Name of a ter-
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ritory, of a hill. A small boat; it

enters into the composition of va-

rious proper names. Me-le
j$p

elegant, applied to persons or to

dress, or to the furniture of a house.

Kaou-le
j^j

1 Corea, see 7007.

Lejin
j ^ an elegant person.

Le IsTh
j yap beautifully; glorious.

-.-- 7000. (/) Apairofstag's

skins. Together with; a

pair ,
a couple ; husband and

wife; conjugal union.

7001. ( ') To open out i to

cut open. A local word.

7002. (-) Beautiful; elegant.

Name of an ancient state.

A surname.

Le-ke 1 flffii name of a female fa-

mous in history.

7003. (-) Read Se, To

look; to examine wild Ihe

eye. Also read Le.

Le-low 1
{S;:

to look and examine

minutely.

700 1. (-) Neatly bound

together ; connected
; a cer-

tain ornamental cap worn

in former times; a group or multitude

of persons walking together. Also

rtad So,andSe.

7005. Plants growing upon

the ground.

7oO. ( c ) The name of a

place. A surname.
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7007. (
-
) An elegant fleet

horse
j
to travel with a pair

of horses ; the name of a

hill. The name of a district. Kaou-

keu-le 1
ffft

j
Corea, according

to some modes of writing it.

7008. (
-

) Hwang-le ^
name of a large beautiful

bird.

7009. From net and words.

(F) To implicate or blame

others; ti> speak against

them rather less directly lhan is

expressed by || Ma, To rail and

scold.

Le ma
1 t?f

or rever'pd, Ma le, To

scold ; to rail at and abuse.

7010. (\) That which

the foot tread< on; a

shoe; to shoe, or apply

a shoe to the foot ; to

tread upon. Le te 1 fife

the sole of a shoe.

Le hing
j ^J to tread ; to walk.

7011. (\ ) Name of an

^ - insect; insects eatirg into

'*} wood. Also read Lo, and

occurs denoting A shell fish. Name

of a hill ; a man's name.

7012. Pang-le '&
J

the classical name of the

town Gan-king-foo -{f- l?gj:

HS- on the north-west margin of the

Po-yang lake.

]7013.

(-) To divide; to

cut asunder; to split straight

forward ; to lay open. Read

Le, To pierce or stab.
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TOI4. (-) To be mournful;

sorry ; to occur j to meet

with.

"7015. (') Name of a

kind of rush fit for mak-

ing brooms of ; afngrant

plant; a plant that growi

on a stone; name of a

/J/'J palace; of an ancient

state; a surname.

Le che ;> I a fruit well known
J .j f

Le che
J

-.' in China; the tr.:i

is applied to the tree also; the Dime

carpus Litchi.

1 .jj.
Le poo yftt nante of a nlace

I lf\>

70 1 6. (/) To be attached

to. Attendants on public

officers and in public

courts, were called Le-jiii

/^ inferior officert.

A surname.

Le show 1 g|
a kind of head person,

one skilled in accounts.

Le Isze
j
& ~\ Ihe Chinese ch.i-

Le shoo
j

racters, as ab-

breviated by order of Tsin, (the first

universal monarch of the Chinese

states) so called because framed by

the inferiors in public offices.

7017. Perverse; vicious;

wicked : a virulent disease.

Name of a hill; also read

Leg. Le foo .

^fc
a perverse,

unreasonable, violent man.
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LEANG. CLXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Leang. Canton Dialect, Leong.

7018. ( /) Two; a pair; a

couple ;
to double. Nu-

meral of two wheeled car-

riages; a certain weight.

\a leang ko jin 3JK

YfJ,!
A these two persons.

Yihleangcbay j Jjl.

a carriage.

Leang e :*p Ike two E, denote

heaven and earth, or the two prin-

ciples
which existed after the first

separation of matter.

Leang mei pe'ih hS 1

jp=: >JV
/*

the two excellent ones, a genius and

a beauty must unite in marriage.

Leang keang
j

YT. the provinces of

Keang-nan and Kcaug-se.

Leang tow shay 1 gQ l|l'^
a double

headed serpent.

Leang ta 1 -^ the two great powers ;

i. e. heaven and earth.

Lrang IVUMI
[ jj^f

Ihe plaintiff and

defendant.

Lean<r keang Tsung-liHi 1 ^X ^'^-
I * Ji>i\L, f^4

the -.'ovrnior of Keang-nan and

Keang-se.

Leang kwangT,ung.U1h | )g $|) |*
the governor of the Provinces K-;mg

'ung Jj^ ^(.Canton)
and Kw,

JSS ?tj
hence the expccssiou Leang

(two) Kwang.

YTh leang yin tsze

one tael of silver. Yin leang

money.

7019. The common form of

the preceding, in the sense

of the weight or measure,

by Europeans called a Tael. This

form is not sanctioned by the Dic-

tionaries.

7020. Leang, or Leang,

Ke leang tkt 1 art, craft,

ingenuity.

7021. (\) A certain string

or fastening for shoes,

7022. (\) A pair of wheels;

one cart or carriage. YTh

leang chay 1 \\j

a cart or carriage.

7023. (
'

) A kind of

fairy or sprite ; other-

wise called Waii2 lean"O Pi

an apparition

that resembles a child

three years old.

7021. (\) Read icang, Re-

mote, distant. To seek ; to

|
desire. Also read King,

Strong T.iolent wrangling.

^ 7025. (-) Cool ; moderately

/CJ cool; cool fresh -breeze.

^J ~\ Tsing leang Vpf |
clear cool.

Leang shwae
j

xl pleasantly cool.

Leang shwuy yl^ cold water.

Leang san
j

^Sft an umbrella to shade

off the sun.

7026. (\ ) Read Leang, To

take possession of; to rob ;

to plunder. Read Lc5, To

plunder ;
to seize and take from by

violence; to take in war.

027. (.) Cool; spar-

ing; uncomfortable, when

applied to a person's cir-

cumstances; pleasant,

when applied to the wind.

Name of a district , a sur-

name. Occurs denoting. To trust that

a case is so ; to believe. NS leang fch

|

to lake an airing. Till teang %fa

I possessed of little virtue.

Leang fnng
j Jjpf

a cool breeze.

Leang pfi che hing
]

/ft* / ^T
cold, unfeeling, stiff, formal treat-

ment.
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kwae 1
ty(^

cool and pleasant.

Leang ting j
/EH, a cool pavilion.

7028. To dry or scorch in

the sun.

(
-

) Sincere true

speech ; to believe ; to con-

fide in ; to trust; to suppose

thata thing his taken place ; to know

clearly and certainly ; to aid ; to help;

to assist ; to take the oversight ef.

The name of a barbarous district.

A surname. Keen leang Ej|

or Yuen leang (Ef
j

to believe and

hope the best of a person ; to excuse,

or make allowances for.

Leang peth lib. show jfih 1 m^ /ffe

UAjf y^ I suppose you must have

received (the letter), &c.

7030. (-) A kind of car^

riagc said to be once fitted

up for sleeping in, but after-

wards underwent certain alterations.

703.1. CM Clear; bright.

Kwangleang^v 1 or Ming

leang fjH 1 bright; splen-

did. Teen leang J^
'

day light.

Teen leang leaou ^ I the

heavens are illumined, it is now day

light.

7032. (\) Good, morally

and naturally, as well as in

the works of art, a good or

considerable portion of time ; far

on in the night; a term of regard

used by husbands and wives to each

other; to be able to do. Niine of a

hill, and of a plant ; forms several

other proper name.*. Wan leang

y^ mild and good disposition.

Chtihepuh lcangw|jp |=?
A'

to harbour dishonest intention*.

Full Icang koili
<}|j ^ Jfc

imablu

to effect, Lcang c
|
%& a skil.

I f^
ful medical practitioner.

Leang ho 1
'tfjjfood commodities.

Leaug kcang
j

;2fe
galaiiga root, or

galangal.

Leang kew
J ^ a long while.

Leang ma
j ^ a gentle horse.

Leang sin
| fa a good heart ; yir-

tuous
principles and dispositions.

Leang yay ^ ^ late at night.

Leang yue
] ^ the tenth moon.

1 L- T033. (-) To do good; a

/t jrj
Sodwork. Also read Lang.

I r^ Lang tang
^ j^ a long a p.

pearancc.

70;H (/) Leang, or Lang.

Excessive weeping without

causing the voice to- be heard;

it.is also expressed by Keang-leang

1^6 j
. Read Lang, Theincessant

weeping of children.

Leang hang
j Pyt blowing.

\

7035. (\)

the eye.

A disease of

7038. (\) Teiou leaug

JMJC
to jump or leap.

Head Lang, To hop or pro-

ceed precipitately ;
to appear desi-

rous of advancing, but with ineffec-

tual struggle*.

(
-
) From the ran

above the earth, and a mile.

A measure; to measure; the

measure of; a measure that is capable

of containing. An enlarged mind ;

capacity ; feeling or views of the

mind.
Alirnit;tojudge. Shang leang

Ktj
to deliberate and judge.

Tscw kang |lg
1

ability to drink-

it is a compliment to tell a man that

his Tsew lean" ta }JZ -jr abi-
'F3 I /V

lity to drink is great.

Leang jS e wei chQh ^ LTJ 15*

H to measure or keep an account

of one's income in order to regulate

expenditure by it.

Leang to kwa
] :%( j measure

how many ? whut quantity ?

Leang kwo
'

ffi] measured.

Leang IS 1 )fe to- measure; to
1 /^*.

conjecture.

Leang joo chin yen
'

fin *r
fjTl

the feeling and views (of an inferior

man) are like a nuedle's eye.

^ <
i|

. N 7038. ( -) From measure

*f vw? andgram. Grainforfood;
/l^ttf
*J j-<*^ a daily ration of food;

pay ofthe soldiery ; taxes

paid by landholders.

Name of a medicine.

Sluh leang J ]
to receive the

king's p:iy. Tseen Icang j& the

pay in money and kind, gi,ven to the

army ;
also the taxes- paid by farmers

to- the government.

Lean;; tsaou ~fS provision for

men, and pro tender for horses.

Leang taou I

j^f
an officer over
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the public granaries ; a kind of

commissary,

">OS9. (-) A wooden bridge}

Itones or rocks terminating

a stream ; a beam or plank ;

the top beam of a house; a seam or

streak at the top of a cap. Name of

a hill; a surname; also enters into

the composition of various proper

name*. Tung lenng jwJ
|

a beam.

Ta leang ^^ a western con-

stellation; also the name of a place.

Keang leang iJQ strong; the

name of a divinity. Keaou leang

JffK I a wooden bridge for foot

passengers. Yu leang SB \ a bridge

for carts. Yu leang fjlj
an

apparatus for catching fish.

7010. (-) A specie* of

grain which grows in the

northern provinces of

China, and of which there

are different kinds, also a

tare-like weed, usually

expressed by the second character.

Kaon leang .Ei 1 Barbadoes millet.

Leang me 1 ^ or Suh leang J5
are different iorts of the Leang grain.

LEAOU. CJLXIST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lena. Canton Dialect, Lm.

T7041.

(\) From a child

without arm*. Intelligent:

knowing; fixed; determined ;

finished. Leaou, is a very frequent

Particle in the Spoken Language,

serving to round the period, and form

the Perfect Tense. Wo keen leaou

^& J^ I I have seen. Ta lae

leaou^^ I he is come. Che

taou leaou
4jJ $||[

1 I know it. Pa

Jeaou wB enough! very well

Yth yu we leaou -
|| ^ ]

ere a sentence was finished.

Leaou jen 1 &/C certainly ; clearly.

Leaou tang 1
's^ finished, or arran;-

ed well.

Leaou pflh tlh
'

"jfc .fa
forms the

superlative; as

Leaou pfih tih chay mo haou 1 ^^

41 3 ^ ffi
excessively good.

Leaou keen
j

S to see entirely,

applied to the omniscience of the

gods.

Leaou sze Ipn to finish or

Leaou keiSh 1

jpjj J
conclude an

affair. To make an end of a business

and have no more trouble with it.

7042. (
r

) The legs cross-

ing each other, from weak-

ness in walking ; a cow with

its legs crossing each other. Also

read Peaou.

Leaou taou
j ^ the feet reluctantly

dragged after one.

7043. (\) A sound in the

ear; a particle expressing

Carelessly ; any how; a desire

or wish. To depend upon. Name

of a place; a surname. The name

of a wood. Woo leaou woo lae

nffi .ilft Klf no support nor
Tbu I m> (Cf{

dependance.

Leaou tseay
j

J3,T sn expression

Leaou e ffj ( ofdiminution;

carelessness; indifference, the scope

must determine the particle by

which it is to be rendered.

Leaou leaou woo ke 1

not much ; not many.

Leaou lae 1 m to depend upon; to

havesupi'ort; support.

Leaou 15
.Vg. falling; sinking.

7044. (
\

) From a metiure

and grain. To measure; to

estimate; to calculate; to

manage; to reflt-ct; to deem. To

consider or judge; to suppose; ma-

tcrials of which things are made;

cap-icily; provender for horses and

cows; a clear distinct sound ; to pull.

Leaou le
j jjQ to manage; to exercise

controul over.

Leaou seang pfih taou 1 &J ~Y( ^|J
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unable to foresee and make arrange-

ments for
;
unforeseen.

Leaou nan tsae nelh
| pijj ^pj- |jj'

I think it will be impossible to con-

ceal them further or longer.

Leaou-wiih 1 Mat or Tsae leaou ;H~

I

materials for making any thing;

as, Ho y5 leaou wiih
'/^ ^S 1 Wi\

materials for making gunpowder.

7045. (\) The fat in the

intestines of animals.

7046. O) A companion; a

comrade ; a colleague ; a

fellow officer ; persons of the

same rank; of the samekind or class.

To labour together. Bead Leaou,

A good appearance; an easy and

gentle manner. A surname. Kwan

leaou '? 1 a fellow officer. Plh
= I

leaou
TEj'

all those officers who

are in service at the same time.

Tung leaou
JfH ]

one of the same

rank. Chin leaou B I officers

of government, generally.

7047. (\) L^aou, or Leaou.

The cry or voice of any

creature.

7048. (\) A small window;

to study at the same window ;

|\ a fellow officer. Tung-

leaou che yew [pj j
"j ^

a friend, a fellow officer.

Leaou fang
j J^p

a public office, or

a room in which the officers assemble.
* . .

Leaoti t<ae 1 /fc. a place where of-

ficers of the government meet; the

officers of governmtnt.

FART II. T 6

7049. (\) Perspicuous,

clear ; discernment; clever ;

intelligent. To oversee and

examine into ; chcarful ; a vacant

empty appearance.

Leaou le'Th
|
Mi the eyes and mind

both struck with alarm.

7050. (\) To take hold

of a thing with the hand ;

to manage or wield it ; to

play or fence with a spear. To

sustain or support.

Leaou jin 1
J\.

to pull about a per-

son in play.

Leaou koo 1 -y~- a certain kind of

net, or to manage it.

7051. (\) Fire lit up

in various ways, and in

various places, as a signal

of national concerns, in-

tended to arouse the at-

tention of nil persons.

Ting leaou
|jj| J

certain lights lit

up in the palace.

7052. ( \ ) From a dog and

fire lit up. 1 o hunt wild

beasts
;
to liuut at nights.

7053. (/) To resist dis-

ease ; to stop it j to cure; the

practice of medicine.

7054. (
>

)
Clear vision;

able to see distinctly, and to

a distance. A good eye.

7055. ( /) Yew.leaou
Ijljj

\ to sacrifice to heaven.

7056. ( \) A kind of ba-

sket to contain parts of the

victims uied in sacrifice; a

basket to carry flesh in. Fung leaou

j

a kind of mat ghedor lar"^

umbrella under which stalls are kept.

7057. ( \ r
) To wrap round,

to bind about
, to wind

round; to manage ;thenamr

of a sacrifice; a man's name. Yili

leaou fS
'

3j&
a lockortufl

of hair.

Leaou janu 1 ZQi to wind about; to

saunter round.

7058. (') Fine white metal (

silver; an empty furnace;

fetters either for the hand

or feet. Show leaou SC.
j

mani-

cles. Ke3 leaou ME fetters for

the feet.

Leaou tsze

term.

a cook, an unusual

7059. (\) Remote; distant;

far off; reiterated in the

name sense. The name ofa

Tartar state.

Ta leaou ^C 1 "]

A stale

Leaou-tung jjti ).
the north of

Leaou-kwS 1^1 the gulph of
I I * J

Chih-le, which existed in the 10th and

IHli centuries; it succeeded and was

considered the same as
iff-

-W-

Ke-tan.

Leaou shwoy ~jfc name of a river,

which rises in Mauchow Tartary, and

passing through Leaou-tung, enters

the gulph of Chih-le.

7060. ( \ J Name' ofa small

bird.
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I
% 7061. (\) Leaou or Lew,

y5v* To fly high. Leaou-leaou

I a lengthened sound

of wind.

"Ofi2. (
f

) Read Leaou and

3 Chow, A man's name. A sur-

name. [Read Lew, The

name ofa state.

7063. (>) To depend upon,

as true or real; really.

Feelings of commiseration

anil indignation.

7064. (\) Wa-leaou^ ]

deep recess ; a hollow ca-

vern; distant, remote, wide;

unoccupied, vast, solitary ; silent.

7065. (
A

) From a plant, and

to fly high. Name of an

acrid herb, which seems to

fly up into the air. Name of a state,

of a river; and ofa pavilion. A sur-

name.

7066. (
v

) A deep valley ;

an empty solitary place;

profound; deep; vacant

LEE. CLXIPD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lie. Canton Dialect, Lett.

^ 7067. To separate ; to distin-

Jr^\ I gu 'sn > * arrange in order ;

/ J to place or be placed in a

certain gradation ; the ranks of an

army; to spread out, or state in

order. A surname. Kae leg BEl

to separate and arrange -,
to make out

a list of. Chin lee jg[ 1 to place

in order ; to arrange in ranks. Pae

le ^ ^
and

jjfe ]
Pae leg,

both denote, To arrange; to put in

order.

Lee tso ke tsze 1 4* ^ ^j*
I ^E ^\ l/\

to sit in order.

Leg tsuy
j -jjfc

the first of the series;

i. e. the best composition ofmany

other*.

lee wei
] /jj

or Leg kung 1 ^
constituted persons; i. e. You, Gen-

tlemen.

Leg-Deu
-fjr eminent women,

mentioned in history.

Leg-chuen 1 *JS memoirs, or biogra-

phical shetches of eminent persons.

7068. Cold air, or vapour.

7069. Name of a certain

wood

7070. From fre and ar-

ranged, or spread eut. Fire

raging; ardent ; impetuous;

enthusiastically ; daring in the ser-

vice of one's country, or in adherence

to virtue; excellent; dignified; ma-

jestic; splendid; fierce; cruel; an-

xious. Occur* in various proper

names.

Ching Ie'8

Leg-neu 1

"1 eminently

J te; Tirgi

chas-

Tirgns or

widowswho have preferred sufferings

and death, to a violation of their

purity. TseeMeijIfj j

to die in

defence of one's country, or of per-

sonal virtue and chastity.

Leg sze 1 -{ one who dies for hit

country. Chung leg Si 1 a faith-

ful devoted servant of the crown.

Leg-le
|

"\ magnificently im-

Wei-le'g fc^ J posing; majestic.

Lee-leg, also denotes Mournful;

anxious.

7071. Name of a plant em-

ployed in conjunction with

some other, to expel noxious

influences. Also forms part of the

name ofa plant used in dying.

|J
7072. A bird described as a

kind of wood-pecker.
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7073 . Remnants of silk

left after cutting out

clothes. To tear silk or

cloth. To tear or split

open; to rive; to rend;

to split. A man's name.

1 torn; rent. Mee

1 harsh, destructive govern-

ment.

Leg kae
j

fl to tear or split open,

said of cloth or ofwood; or of the

earth, and so on.

7074. To tread over a spare,

as in hunting ; to leap or

overpass with long strides;

to take hold of. HeS puh lee tang-

LEEN

If^ xf I TJp
the *ludent must

not overstep tlifc regular order.

Leg seTh |5?
to tread upon the

floor mat in an irregular manner
;
to

advance in a disorderly way.

7075. Resembling the hair

bristling up on the top of

the scull; the hair of the

mus species. The bristles

ofa boar. A long beard.

The name of a horse. The

hairs or bristles on the

neck offish or dragons.

Kang leg JM J
a pig, or

boar.

Li:EN

7076.
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From dog and the

of a hog. To hunt

"'''' animals j to hunt;

to pursue earnestly, or to

have passed through ; to

strike with the alarm

of an earthquake; name of a por-

poise; ofahill; andofa
carriage. Ta

leg
)ff j

or Teen legn gj ^

to go a hunting. Shg lei she woo

ffi \ ifr l& to haTe hunled

through, and become familiar with,

all the affairs of the world. Tee-leS

/111
"n reSu ' ilr order.

LEEN. CLXIIIRD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lien. Canton Dialect, Leen.

7077. (-) From a wheel,

and to go. The constant cir-

culating of a wheel ; to

return to the same-, to unite. To

connect; to join or to be joined in

marriage ; to cause to adhere to, as

with bird lime ; used in various pro-

per names. Used as a particle of

connection, and ; even ; also. Seang.

lee in
J

joined; to join j united

together; to unite.

Leen choo 1
;^t

connected pearls;

name of a work to assist students.

Leen kea
j ^ a flail, like that of

Europe.

Leen selh
( <jE metal, not refined.
1 y'ft

7078. (\) Leentsze 1

twins.
Kelecn^tt

1

a small species of fowl.

ij079. (\) To carry things and

transport them to another

place; to carry as with a

hand barrow.

7080. (
r

) A ripple caused

on the surface of water by

the wind passing over it;

appearance of shedding- teari. Name

of a river. Read Lan, Large wares.

Leen shwHy
J 7J^

a vulgar term for

water in which one has bathed.

7081. (\) A vessel anciently

used in temples to couluia

the grain.

7082. (-) Leenhwa
|

j& or Leen gow ho
j

^ ^ the water lily.

Ho, is the northern term.

Lten-f.ung

Leen fung king
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3JT the isthmus at Maeao, called by

the English the Race Ground.

Leen.fung meaou 1
jjj!. JsH

the tem-

ple or Jos-house at the race ground.

Leen fang
j
tt the calyx of a water

lily.

7083. () Appearance of an

insect half curled up.

7084. (-) A kind of copper;

metal not purified ; things

connected, as by a chain;

locked together; connected. A chain.

Tee leen Spy I an iron chain.

7085. ( \ ) A kind of chariot

pulled by the hand, applied

to the Emperor's carriage;

hence,

Leen hea
'

j> expresses what is

near the court, or near the emperor ;

places around the court.

Leen kdh che hea
jjgjj ~f p

below the wheels of the imperial

carriage, near to the Emperor.

Lifen keu 1 jtf a kind of hand car-

riage or wheel-barrow.

Leen lang 1 HK the name of an office,

Leen taou
S||f path within the

palace.

Ijfci
7086. Keen, To teparale and

distinguish.

7087. (-') Name of a well

known tree that bean a

bilttr berry, called Kii-ling-

tsze fy- 4&^ from their shape.

7088. (
'

) To teparale and

water. To boil silk well for

the purpose ofseparating it.

LEEN

7089. (
(

) Vromfire and to

separate. To separate the

dross from the finer metal

by the application of fire; to refine

metals.

Leen jin sin
' A i]\ to try the

hearts of men as by adverse and

by prosperous circumstances in

providence.

7090. (/) The internal

skin of a melon.

7091 (/) To boil as is done with

silk or things that are dyed.

To select; to choose; to ex-

periment; to learn by experience.

A surname. Keen leen
f!f|

to essay or try by experiment.

Tiaou leen
|J| '}

to practice or ex-

ercise, as soldiers. Leih leen laou-

ch i ng Kg 1 ^ J^
formed by

experience and age; familiar with,

from practice.

Leen fuh 1
jj|tf

one year's mourning.

7092. (/) From metal and to

separate. To melt metals ;

to refine in the furnace , ap-

plied also to man undergoing trial,

and being benefitted thereby ; purified

metals ; any thing fully matured ;

experienced and expert in ; to prac-

tice. Read Keen, A certain iron about

a wheel. Twan leen & \ a ma-
J*"V\ 1

gistrate expert in the law, and who

discovers great art in making out a

case: us -d in a bad sense. Pih-

le'en Q 1 purified a hundred times,

most pure.

Leen sze Mj an experienced and

LEEN

virtuous doctor amongst the sect

Taou, is denoted hy this term.

Lecn shiih
|

^ffL fully practised in ;

duly matured.

Leen tsing *S or reversed, Made

quite perfect by practice.

7093. (\) To collect toge-

ther, as grain in harvest; an

ingathering or harvest; to

collect together any thing ; to amass i

to hoard up. A surname. Tseu leen

woo fuh H^ J |g collected

together all blessings. Tseu leen,

is also used for avaricious extortions.

Show 1 e'en
jj^

to gather in the

harvest.

Leen chow tsze show 1 J|L ^1
fe

collected together his war boats and

stood on the defeasive.

Leen tse'en 1
ffi?|

to collect money j

to make a collection for some chari-

table purpose.

7094. (
d

) Water overflow-

ing ; inundation j the edge of

a wave.

T095. (
e

) Name of a

plant of the creeper kind.

7096. (') A certain kind

of dog with a long nose.

Read Been, in a similar sense

7097. (/ ) To shroud the

dead ; to dresi for the

gra\e. It is the Chinese
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usage to dress out the corpse with

the finest and warmest clothing that

the person's circumstances will ad-

mit of; the clothes are of the same

fashion as those worn by the living.

A shroud surrounds the whole, and is

sometimes bound to the corpse with

cords. Show leen My 1 to shroud

and coffin.

7098. [ \ ] The cheek ; the

space between the eye and

the jaw; the face; used me-

taphorically for reputation. Read

Tse'en, A kind of meat soup. Woo

leen ^B no face; shameless.
.. i* l

Se leen *& to wash the face.

Sae leen
HJ8 |

the cheek. Tew

leen ^ 1 to throw away a per-

on's reputation, to say something

to the disgrace of a person.

7099. [ / J To fix the prce

before coming to market; a

kind of forestalling. Also

read Pe'en.

7100. [-] By the side, or

in a corner; a corner;

economical ; pure; uncor-

rupted by avarice, or by

bribes; moderate in one's

wishes; not avaricious,

but its opposite. To examine into.

Enters into several proper names.

Leen che
|
WJ modest; bashful ;

moderate; unassuming; the opposite

of avaricious and of shameless con-

duct. Woo leen che 4rff 1 TT4
ntt l *j

v'

shameless; br, zen-faccd j abandoned.

FART II. ii ii
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y*-
Tso kwan tsing leen

an uncorrupt magistrate. Keaou

leen %K '

affected moderation,

seeming to reject what one really

wishes. Fe leen -3$ 1 name of an

ancient palace, and ofa certain divine

bird, which has the power to raise the

wind.

Leen kei< ching chTh 1 jfe
7 TP flf

I //P -U_- ILL,

pure and upright

Leen tsee"
Jijj'

correct in ne's

conduct, without excess or extra-

vagance.

Leenyu
j |}j||

or LJng leen

a corner.

7101. Thin; poor; bad; the

name of a mountain stream.

7102. [-]Leen-e jj&

interminable fire ; flame ex-

tending far, or continuing

7103.
[ -] A large coarse

stone; a red colour.

Leenjin
j

'fc a spu-

rious virtue; it is applied

to four forms of false

benevolence.

>|^p> 7104. [-] A bamboo screen ;

a curtain or screen of any

kind; a window curtain ; a

screen to a sedan chair. Kwa leen

jfSv
1 or Shang leen f*

']

to put

up the screen. Fang \ce.n
ff

to put down the screen. Chiih leen

T>T I a bamboo screen. Poo leen

~MH I a cloth curtain. Mu'li pan

leen
~fa jd

|

Venetian blinds are

10 railed; and also. New pTh he*

chwang ^fc.
if]

Ha
|fr tripe-foWi / rt t*ry* /u\

windows.

710*. The idof the leg.

Nuy Je'en
j^tl

I the inner

side of the leg. \V~ae leer

the outer side of the leg.

7106. [-] A sickle,

otherwise call E-kow
^}j

a shearing hook.

7107. [-] Lin or Leen,

variegated with streaks.

7108. [c] A box to con-

tiiin perfumes; a lady'i

toilet. Chwang leenihfr

a bride's portion -,
a

toilet and whatever else

her parents may give

her. King leen Jg
or King keS &ft |5f a

J^/|j L_i_4

dressing case, used bj

females.

ijk
7109. [-] Connected

with, as an ear to the

head, joined with; ai-

sociated together; to

connect; to join; lo

nnite; to arrange in a

concatinated form. Tuy leen
jfij'

1

a pair of labels of various length',

whelher made of wood or pipej
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hung up as ornaments against the

walls of Chinese houses, on the pillars

of temples, and so on. Kwan leen

I a list containing the order

in which officers are to move or

act.

Leen heung U 1 V^ 5J7
to unite

and ettle the order of brothers.

7110. [c] Akindoftentj

a colour or flag hung up

where wine is sold. Tsew

leen yW 1 a tavern.

LEIH. CLXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, LiS. Canton Dialect, Lik.

fc^ 7111. Sinew; nerve; strength;

spirit; force; power; ef-

f^9 fort; vigour; diligent en-

deavour; strenuously; assiduously

to employ one's strength about a

thing. A surname. Yew leih /i

|
possessing strength. Ke leih

^ ]
strength, or the invisible ani-

mal influence which supports strength.

Shin leih
J||A

1 bodily strength.

Shin chwang leih keen Ja> H

| T^g hale and robust, generally

addressed to old people as a compli-

ment. Sin leih ^\ 1 strength, or

active power of the mind. Muhleih

I the power of vision. Urh leih

JJJ.
1 the power ofhearing. Tsin

sin keih lelb |fe ,i
v\ \& 1 to exert

JTL- L_i ** 1

one's heart and strength to the utmost.

Beg leih ^ J
to unite efforts.

Chung leih j|| ^
or Ting leTh

||1

1 great strength. Me'en leih &H

1 or Leih po yrfV deficiency of

strength , weak. Yung leih Bj

Chiih leTh ^ ]
or Oh* leih ^|

I to exert one's strength. Chfih

lih yu kw kea $ \

^ to exert one's self for one's

country. Fe leth . i
to spend

J^% '

one's strength. Keen foo, leih keang

^E. ^ ^S rich in years, and

robust in strength; rich in years,

denotes Being yet young, having

many years in reserve. Ho le"h A^
I the power of fire. Tsew leih

-y|5

|

the power or strength of wine.

Kung leih
f^ |

the strength of a

bow. Ping leih
3gfj

1 severe dan-

gerous disease. Peih leih &

strength of pencil, denotes either

writing the character with a stiff

firm stroke, or writing in a nervous

style.

Leih hing Jfj"
to practice with

assiduity ; it is also a technical phrase,

denoting The practice of moral

virtue, or those precepts which

one may have learned ; iu contradis-

tinction liora Kung yen ^J? "g

empty talk; prating about virtue,

but never practicing it.

Leih ching jf)/'
to be employed

inlaboiious government service.

Leih heS
j
P to learn assiduously.

Leih leang 1
Jj strength ofcapacity.

Leih leang pub. tsdh I

Jji- ,/?C/j!

a deficiency of strength, talent, or

power.

Leih keuen
|

/R wearied ; fatigued.

Leih peen
j

3&fa to argue stre-

nously.

7112. Leih, or Lib. To di-

vine by grasping sixty-four

straws between the fingers,

according to certain rules. To

bind, to complete; the name of a

district.

7113. . The original form,

represents a man stand-

ing erect on the earth.

Erect; to erect, to esta-

blish ; to form or fix ; to

place in order, or each in

its own station, as trees in a forest ; to

arrange; to effect; to perfect, or ac-

complish; the point of time when

any tiling takes place. Soon ; speedily.

The name of a carriage. ShS leih

to institute. Keen leih
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Ifc 1 to build up. Chui g leth
*/J- I

ill 1 to be situated between two,

and belong to neither. Chth leth

ijt;
1 to stand naked, meant to be

destitute ofevery thing.

Leih ching 1 iffy name of a section

of the Shoo-king.

Leth ehe
] Jjjj;

to form a resolution.

Lethe
=

@"1 to fix one's inlen-
I 'a?- \

LcTh sin ! <QJ tion or mind j to

determine on doing something ; to

rsolve in one's own roind; as Leth e

"eishen
\ ^ | || to deter-

mine, or reiolve on the practice of

virtue.

Leih kih 1 #|1~1 immediately ;
in-

I s"* J >

Lethtseth
||jjj

stantly.

Leih chun

Leih hea

Lcth tsew

Leih tung

Leili raing

February 5th.

May 7th.

August 9th.

.
Nov. 8th.

to establish one's

fate ; to act so as to influence one's

destiny favorably; A. D. 1418, esta-

blithed the first of the Ming Dynasty.

Leth yen cha ko
'

EtSi -4> =$&
jTTlr ^t " R/l"

established duties on salt and tea-.

7114. A bamboo umbrella

without a handle ; one that

lays on the head like abroad

brimmed cap, vulgarly called Tow-

png 1
$?pT.

those that have han-

dles are called &L Tang.

Leth kfih ',K$ a cap worn by the

drivers of military waggons.

7V15. A kind of basket for

confining or carrying pigs

in. The name of a plant.

LEIH

7116. d grain of rice ; food ;

particularly rice. TseuS

leth p&h shth &2 1

/7J| unable to eat any

thing, from sickness.

Yth leTh me _* 1 ^
a grain of rice. Yfih lethT 1-^

1

white rice.

7.117. The chesnut, named

from the fruit hanging

pendant down. A hard

durable wood. Firm ; en-

during; commanding;

severe; to exceed or over-

pass. Name of a district. A surname.

Used also in the composition ofsome

foreign words. Hing leth ft 1

a finger post to point out the road.

ShwQy leth
'fa j

name ofa plant.

Lcth lee
j 3?lji piercing cold wind.

7118. The tablet, dedicated

to the deceased, in the tem-

ple of ancestors.

7119. Fear; apprehension.

Leaou-leTh fe 1 intimi-
bj* I

dated
; fearful.

7120. The name ofa river;

and of a district.

7121. Wind; an impetuous

gale, mixed with rain. A

storm of wind and rain.

712S. The signs of the hea-

vens, sun, moon, and stars,

which are noted with venera-

tion, and delivered to men for tho

division of lime.
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Leih soo 1
*j[the rumbers which

determine the place of the heavenly

bodies, &c.

Lelh fS
| yj astronomical rules.

Leth shoo 1 SE an almanack. The
I II

books of the Han Dynasty use the

following form, which also has the

diffinition of the preceding.

7123. To pass by ; over, through

or to ; to pass to a place,

or to pass through succes-

sive periods of time ;
to overpass or

transgress the law; a state of con-

fusion ; open ; space between, said of

the teeth ; next in order ; erroneous ;

to say the whole. Leth-leth, arrang-

ed in order; retired ; asamongst hills

solitude and silence. A metal vessel;

a brass coffin. The name of a hill,

ofa district, and of a lake. Used for.

the preceding. Hwan
le'h^&

the name of a book. King leth kwS

Iae |M 1 M 2J
to pass and

come over.

Leth ching
| Jj^

to go over into tbe

city.

Leth jib p successive days; time

Leth kee chang yay 1 $j] Jjj.
2^

1 <*v* >*v IX.

successive ages of perpetual night;

in a slate of future suffering.

Lelh kea
| -^ astronomers, mathe-

maticians.

Leth luh
^appearance of elegance

and splendour.

Leth-lae
j

/Jre from former times lo

the present.

Leth-tae 1 /V successive generations

or ages.
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7184. The name of a wood,

said to be a kind of oak. A

certain apparatus used in

rearing silkworms. A stable for cows

or hones.

71S5. Water falling in

successive drops. A drip-

ping or dropping ofwater,

to pour out (he last drops

of wine when drinking.

Leih heue
j fa to

shed one's blood ; to commit suicide.

Che leihjjbr I the sound of snow

and rain.

Leth yih 1 yw a slight flowing.

TeTh-leih
|jj j

the sound ofdrops

falling.

7126. Leih Jeih
jjfa

a swelling on the neck.

7127. To rub; the noise

made by something riving
'

or splitting. Used also for

the following. Forms also part of the

name of a stone. Teih leTh j-W

clear ; bright.

7128. Peih-leih
||| ^

Pcth leih JjjBfr J^? rapid

claps of thunder; the noise

of splitting or smashing.

7129. Leih luh 1
jjj$!

a road for a barrow or cart;

a wheel rut.

7 1 30. A certain useless wood

neither fit for the Carpenter

nor for fuel. Persons in af-

fected humility employ its name as

representing themselves. Name of a

place, and of a bird.

7131. A certain earthen

vessel.

7132. Teih-Ielh

bright pearl.

7133. Small broken stones ;

pebbles or sand. Hwang

leTh -jjy 1 name ofa wood.

Tan-leih-W- 1 \'* ' > a red oxide.
Tan-sha

-fl^ J

7134. To moves motion;

a step. A man's name. Read

L5, Leen-18 -jit I or CfcS-

IS SL to surpass or exceed

others ; extraordinary.

7 1 35. The path of a carriage;

the rut of a wheel.

7136. Perfume or incense
-

pot.

7137. Name of a place; a

surname.

LEO. CLXVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, LiS. Cmnton Dialect, Leak.

7138. To partition
or

divide land; to part tC

every one a ihare ; a boun-

dary ; to plan ; a plan ; to

diminish the labour of; to

lessen ; to abridge. In a

slight degree; a little; to esteem

little; to despise. A path, physically

or morally ; to walk; to go; to visit.

To take; to violate or offend; to

seize; to sharpen. A name of various

sections of books. A surnm. King

JeS ijM j
lo pass through and ar-

ran ge ; plans of proceeding ; applied

al so to planning a campaign, or tbe

conduct of an army. Hwfih Ic8
^9,

I to despise or treat with contempt.

Lc ke che or g



LEU

over the ground on which the city

walls are huilt.

Le5 jew che shin 1 ^T tfi\ ?|fc

possess a little knowledge.

%_ % 7139. Read Leo, and King.

|J 1 To brand the face with ink

|X\>J and a style; a Chinese punish-

LEU

ment. Also read T.eanjj. To take by

force. Read Leo, To seize by vio-

lence.

7140. Read L?8 and Leang,

To rohj to plunder; to

take by violence ; to punish.

LEU 511

I.oo IcS ^ |
to carry away

persons captive. KeS leS jj}
I or Tseang leS Vp?

'

to rob

and carry oft' property by violence.

LEU. CLXVITH SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Luy. Canton Dialect, Lay.

S7141.

[\] The back bone;

the spine, a portion of which

is represented by the cha-

racter. Certain notes in Chinese

music. Name of a kingdom. A

surname ; the name of a bell, and of a

sword. Yew leu leTh Aji ~T\

having strength of spine ; possessing

great strength. Shin
lelhlWJj |

long; extended. A local term.

Leu-sung ^P Spain. Seaou Leu-

sung A\
'

Tfcr Luzon, Manilla.

7142. [\ ] An associate; a

companion. A fellow tra-

veller.

7143. [\ ] Spontaneous

growth; that which grows

wild.

7144. [-] The gate of a

village; twenty-five families

make a Leu. A door or gate.

The name of a particular door; the

habitation of the seen
-ftlj genii.

PAKT 11. x 6

The name of a pavilion. Name of an

ancient office; name of a stone; of a

sword ,- and of a flag. Name pf an

animal. Occurs denoting A beautiful

woman; a surname.

Leu-yen
j |||J

the habitations of the

poor.

7145. [\ ] In the army,

five hundred men are

called Leu. A stranger ;

a guest in a strange place ,

a company or assemblage

ofpersons; many persons

arranged in order ; brothers; applied

to a certain officer who arranges or

puts in order; a road or path. A

surname ;
sometimes denotes Grain

which grows wild. Shang leu
j^ j

a travelling merchant.

Leu leih
] J] great strength.

Leu te mj a place to receive

strangers, in a strange place.
4 *

v
Leu Iszs

j

^h in order; arranged

in order.

7146. [\] The back bone;

the back.

7147. [\] Name of a sa-

crifice to hills and rivers.

7148. ['J Low or Leu. The;

exertion of effort or of

strength ; to lead a cow

or to fasten it to some-

thing. A number that

is troublesome ; annoying

from the number. The name of a

place and of a river; a man's name;

the name of an animal; to trail as

long garments; a curved appearance;

dull ; stupid. Read Low, A small

mart.

7149. [
/ ] Leu or Low. The

b ack bent ;
curved ; distorted.

To bend. A surname. Read

6^, Show low ^ \
a crooked

arm. Pei low 4S1

j
a crooked back.
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Tseu IcwH?- 1 a curbed, or bent

m-trument or utensil with which

things can be taken hold of, or carried.

Leukow
^ ^J

short ugly appearance.

Leu keu 1 r/fct
name of a place where

tortoises are obtained.

71 0. [ I ] Many times ; fre-

quently i
reiterated ; often.

Leu chen 1 ffltfc frequent

battles. Lewtsze many times.

7151. [\] Leu, or Low.

A chronic ulcer j an old

swelling. Keu leu

a crooked back.

7158. [\ J Certain hemp-

en threads ; pieces of cloth

paid as a forfeit by those

who neglected serving. Fioins part

of the name of a plant.

7153. [] Leu, or Low.

Parts of a garment which

fold over ; old tattered gar-

ments of the poor.

7154. [ 1 ] Leu, or Low.

Name of an edible plant ;

the betel plant, name of a

place ; a plant boiled up with fish.

Leu y 1 ^ the Betel leaf.

1 1 55. [ / ]
To think on

with desire, expectation or

anxiety; concern of mind; to

plan; todeviiC; to think till a clear

perception of be attained. Great

concern; suspicion. A surname;

the name of a place; the name of a

wood. Wang leu ~t~",
|

a kind of

general view or plan of. Woo yuen

leu, peih yew kin yew flit y*

>il$ ^T 1/f ^* ne w '1 W01l>t cou'

cern himself about what is distant,

will find sorrow approach near. Yew

leu 'V''' I mournful anxiety.

Leu neen 1 /T^ anxious thoughts.

Leu woo iHE a kind of banner
I 7if

held in the front of an army.

7156. [ '] Repeated, Leu leu

I uiwillinfr to do; not
i i

using any effort : uncon-

strained appearance.

7157. ['] To assist byadvice

or encouragement.

7158. ['] Water; to wash

clean; pure; to cleanse or

purify ; to filtrate.

l.eu lo I j$fc { a cloth or silk,

Leu poo 1
/ftj

J through which water

is strained.

7 159. [ \ ] A certain plant,

used as a red dye ; other-

wise called Te heue
JgJ f|ff_

earth's blood. To form ;
to model.

7160. [/] A kind of heated

iron, with which things are

put into form.

7161. [\] A cottage in

the midst of afield for

the husbandmen to repose

in
;

a general name for

-] coarse habitations; thatch-

ed or mat huts. To

lodge or pass the night alternately,

as when on duty. The name of a

state; of a district; of a city; and

ofa hill. Pe leu BKr
j

my house.

Leu shay j ^^ a cottage.

7162. [\] Head Leu, The

name of a medicinal plant.

Read Loo, Rushes that

grow by the side of rivers. Name

of a place; name ofa river.

7163. [ \ ] The skin; the

front of the abdomen ; ar-

ranged in order ; to transmit

from a higher to a lower authority ;

to report. Name of an officer.

7164. [VI An all iraa'

resembling a horse, and

having long ears. A mule.

Keen leu
|}K

'

an or-

dinary sort of mule. Yay

leu
!j?ji

wild mnles

in Leaou-tung, said to attack and

devour men. Seaoii leu /K

was applied to an animal of the

Mus species, in the state Tsin.

7165. [\] Grain growing

spontaneously, without sow-

ing or cultitalioB. Wild

grain.
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LEUE.- -CLXVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Liui. Caiton Dialect, Lent.

7168. [ c ] From ttrength

*ndfeio,orimall: Infirm;

weak; feeble ; but just

adequate; scarcely suf-

ficient. Mean; Tulgar ;

depraved.

7167. [c] A low dike or

wall to fence in a field ; a

road or a path, to separate

them from others. To mark or

draw the limits of a field or road;

water contained by a natural in-

dentation on the top of a hill. To

class, rank, or sort with. Ma leue

B 1 a path, or other place, fenced

in by a low wall for horses. Fung
J_ | NJ^, i

I J

taou yn& leug 3! -5H HI a^ 9 St f f I

shut up, or sealed road is called Leue.

7168. [c] From nail and

hand. To take hold of with

the fingers of one hand.

7169. [c] To plough tUr

ground and raise the clod.

7170.
[
c ] To pluck or takt

hold of with the fingers; to

rub or feel with the fingers.

Y8 leu?
^j|J

to move thr

fingers on a flute.

[c] Leue or SeuS, A

weight equal to 24 taels.

LEUEN. -CLXVII1TH SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Lwax. Manuscript Dictionary, Liuen. Canton Dialect, Luen.

7172.
1"

-
] To put to rights ;

to regulate ;
to connect ;

to

|\ continue without interrup-

tion ;
to bind or fasten to ; the name

of a district.

7 173. [ \ ]
From attached

to, and woman. Yielding,

complying; attached to;

warm affection for ; long-

ing after. Sze leuen

IB i affectionate re-
f*&* 1

memlirance of. Yuen leuen
jyfa

elegance and beauty of person.

.-Jfc>. 7174. [f] Leuen or iwan.

From bound to, and heart.

Warm affection for; ardent

attachment to, as of brothers or of

lovers. Used also for the stupiTying

hankering of the human mind after

vicious pleasure or sordid gain. A

surname. Compare with Lwan. Scang

leuen /fH I mutually attached
I
"

j

said of brothers. Keuen leuen

a constant recollection of, and

longing after; permanent affection

for, or addictedness to.

7175. [-] From totmd to,

and hand. To bind or tie to

in any way ; to attach, as by

ligatures; an interminable conca-

tenation of; a contraction of the

hands or feel, from'disease. Used in

the sense of the preceding.
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Leuen kcu
| ^J bound and re-

stricted i a contraction of the hands

or feet

176.
[ J To select or

choose j
to collect together.

7177. [f] Name of a

plant.

1178. [ \] Flesh cut into

slices; minced meat; the

viscera of fish.

Leuen tsee
1

'pi to cut or minee.

Leuen-leuen
j

l a thin emaciated

appearance.

LEUH. CLXIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lui. Canton Dialect, Leut.

7179. rah, An ancient word

for Pencil; a connective

particle.

7180. Leuh kwei

a large appearance.

7181. To divide or distin-

guish; the division of the

notes of music, as made in

ancient times j
a constant rule; a law:

military law ; a penal law. Certain

of the laws formed by the Tsin Dy-

nasty, which were deemed fit to be

preserved by succeeding Sovereigns,

Ihey were arranged in Nine Sections,

by a person of the next dynasty.

Certain rules of rank amongst the

military. To state- or record; to

weigh the merits of; to dress the hair,

the rules of versification. Kcae ledh

3jfc

<

rules or precepts of the

Buddha sect Puh lefih

terra for a pencil. E leHh

according to law. Teen lefih tsuy

yen X 1 It SI lhe law of

heaven is most strict

7182. From to divide and

hand. To put away the

dregs or feces; to separate

the pure from the impure.

Sorrowful; mourn-

7184. A la^ge cord' or rope ;

a rope, such as in used in

ships and in mines; to let

down a pit, or the shaft of a mine';

or into a grave. A pulley.

Lefih lo
\ jjjH

a pulley.

Leuh tseang ^ ^ to let down lei-

surely into a pit or grave.

7185. The flesh of sacrifices.

IT Sah leaou
j ^ the fat

ot'the intestines of the vic-

tims prepared in a certain way, and

burnt, to fill the temple with its

fumes.
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LEW. CLXX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Licit. Canton Dialect, Lorn.

7186. Six, generally pro-

nounced Lew, by the north-

^ crn people. According to

the Dictionaries, read L8h. See Ldh.

7187. The streamers of a

banner, and the pendant

ornaments ofa cap, of which

the difference of number denoted

thedifference ofrank.

7188. (Y) The same as the

preceding. The stream-

ers of a banner, and

pendant ornaments of an-

cients crowns, the Em-

peror's crown had twelve,

six before and six behind. Ke lew

-I*/ 4

j

the streamers of a flag or

banner; small stripes attached to the

principal flag. Meen lew /fi

the pendant ornaments of a crown.

7189. (\) From water and

streamer, the motion of

water. To HOT ; to pass

from OTIC place to another; to descend

on unrestrained ; to fall into a certain

course of action ; to cast off moral

restraint; the course or progress of;

to select ; to beg or entreat. Occurs

in proper names. Chuen lew II I

11. Y 6

the flowing of a stream. Hea lew

~T\ 1 a low degenerate course of

action, or set of people. Chow lew

l or Lew chucii 1 $fff to
' J I I ~TTr

flow round and extend to every place.

Fung lew
fijj^

gaiety and plea-

sure. Chuen lew
JBH

1 an account

of the progress of. Tung lew hS

woo
[ffj ^f- fii

to join in the

courses of the.vicious, and to unite

in their filthy practices. Hwang lew
_| i^ ^

gj 1 name of a liquor. .

Lew choe
| JJ flowing, as a stream

of water, or as blood in the veins.

Lew shay
j j|J

ta shoot or flow out

into many streams.

Lew sha w floating .or shifting

sands.

Lew, too, keaou, chan
ffi |J jjg ]|ff

to .transport three thousand le, to

transport three years, to strangle, to

behead, four punishments.

Lew tung tsing shin
\ }$[^ jjjfjj

to cause the animal spirits to flow

through the system by exercise.

Lew tsJh
| 0|J/ roving banditti, wan-

dering free hooters.

Lew tsuy
| |p a cr ;me wnieh is

punished with transportation three-

thousand le.

Lew te 1 yM to shed teari.

7190. (\) Fine gold ; pen-

dant ornaments ofa crown j

pendant gems.

,7191. (0 Lewie
j Jg

a pearl ; a certain ritreouf

substance, or glaze- Shin-

in
>;; bright. The name of a state.

Lew kew kw8
] j j^j

the island*

on the east of China, called in Euro-

pean maps, Lekyo. Those to the

northward are called the Ta -^
Great Lew-kew islands ; those to the

southward, are called the Seaou /]>

Small ones ; the Loo-choo island*.

7192. Lew hwang
'

!fiS sulphur.

(\) To stop; to

detain ; to delay. Slowly ;

leisurely, a long time;

to Put in order - IVame

of a Place ; of a hill
; of

a plant; of a fruit; of a

bird and of a state. A surname.

Lew choo I Tjto ifelain, a> a gueit.

Lew jin shih peen fan 1 / ^
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jE^ttw
to detain a person to a family

dinner.

Lew hea 1 "K' to keep or take care of.

Lew keue
'

=4* a keep-sake given at

dealh.

Lew peg
'

S|l a keep-sake; a thing

given on parting.

Lewsze pfih keen 4$ xf jj*,

detained the messenger, and did not

send him back.

719*. ( \) ShThlew ~fc

the pomegranate.

Lew lio
j

'fc the fire

of the pomegranate, de-

notes its flower. Lew-lew,

The name of an animal.

7195. (\) "Name oT a

river; to flow; to issue

forth.

7196. (\) A certain ves-

sel used to contain -rice.

Lewie
^ ^ a certain

vitreous substance ; some-

times used to denote

Glass.

7197. (\) The blood or

humours detained on one

spot. A large swelling

on the neck or face.

LEW

7198. (\) A den or cavern.

7199. ( \) A kind of basket

in which fish are taken.

7200. ( \) Tow-lew |
to linger about; to hang off

and on ; to lurk about.

7201. P) The dripping of

water from a house. Chung-

lew U7 an interior

apartment.

7202. (!) A bay or

chestnut hone with a

black tail.

7203. (1) Read Lew and

Leaou, To fly high; the

sound of the wind.

7204. Lew, or Lcaou, Deep

clear water; still; retired.

-% 7205. ( \
) To burn the

i
"** weeds on land that the ashes

may operate as manure

before planting or sowing on the

land. A surname.

7206. (\) King-lew^ (

to kill.

7207. (\) Name of a bird

called, on the Yang-tsze-

keang, Tccn lew ^E-

said to resemble the quail.

LEW

,7208. (
'

) A certain weapon ;

to kill. To arrange. A very

ancient and famous surname.

Pe lew
{I]J

|

trce with few bran-

ches and open foliage. Lew tsze 1

^ or Lew ylh 1 j& a certain frail

fromKeaou-che^ Pjj-
Cochinchina.

Lew-pel
| -Mjj

name of an amiable

and eminent general, during the civil

wars of China, in the third century.

.&? |
7S 9- ( \ ) The appearance

1|
of clear deep water; the

wind passing with rapidity.

The sound of the wind, the name of

a river.

Yew-lew^j the sound

of the wind.

Lew-leang
j ^ clear and bright.

7210. (\) The willow,

or a sort of palm; the

weeping willow; a ioft

tree of free growth.

Name of a star; and ofa

carriage. A surname.

Lew, or Lew shoo 1
ijjj

the willow ;

a species of palm. It is thought

beautiful, and is used figuratively

for pleasure : eyes and eye-brows arc

compared to its leaves.

Lew me hwa peen
j

i& tt fER

deceived and stupified by willows and

flowers; i. e. by dissolute pleasures.

7211. (\) To plough up the'

ground. To plough within

the dikes which separate the

felds.

7212. ( \ ) A certain quan-

tity of silk threads. Ten

I*LF
tlireadsmakeaj

I iiu, make a Lew.

i Lun, ten
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LIH. CLXXFT SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, L. Canton Dialect, Lik.

7213. From man and strength.

Soo che ju yay lfe ~^_

$ jH an overplus, a

remainder. Shih fun che yth yay

a tenth part.

7214. To divine by grasping

sixty four straws between

the fingers, according to

certain rules. See LeTh.

7215. The ribs; otherwise

called Lth kfih
^ ^f and

Pae kfih
Jj& *|jj

Read

Kin, The sinewy part of the muscles.

Lib pang ]
fife the side.

Bft

7216. Veins in the earth ; a

third part, or the diameter

of a circle.

7217. A bridle with abitto

|L| it; to bridle; to restrain;

f/V to controul by violence; to

force to do; to strangle. To engrave

upon. Ma Ith 111 1 a horse's

bridle. KSng Ith
JjSr

1 to seize

or detain by force. Yth Hh
jftff

1

to controul. Peth 1th iS
or Kno 1th :

g- 1 to distress; to

molest ; to ill use.

Lth hew 1 ^^ to force to stop ; to

lay an office.- aside from the duties

of his station, without depriving kin*

of his rank.

LTti ping
|

.Fr. to shut up troops in

a narrow compass, by a superior

force.

Lih s8 1 & to extort from.

LTh ling 1 ^ to insist upon ; (<>

require instant performance ; to

force to do.

Lih shih
j ~Jn to engrave or cut let-

ters on stone.

7218. Lfh le
| tyfc

mak-

ing no advance; not pro-

gressing.

LIN. CLXXIJT SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lin. Canton Dialect, Lam.

T219. (\) From tvo trees. A

clump of trees on a plain;

a wood ; a grove ;
a moun-

tain forest. A clump of bamboos ;

an appearance of luxuriance and

abundance. A surname. Yu lin

^J 1 the name of a star; a mili-

tary title. Yu lin koo urh

I

jflil ^? orphans of the military.
| J/M / L-

Lin chung 1
t|j

a note in music.

Chuh lin Mf \ a clump of bamboos.

7220. (
^

) From mater and

a forest. Water dripping

from trees ; to wet or soak

with water ; water falling from the

cloudi, from a house, or from a ves-

sel. A pool or pond.

Liu le 1
;}{

to be drench with rain.

Lin hwa 1 ^ to water flowers.

7221. ( \ ) The name of a

stone ; came of an ancien

state.
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7222. (
X

) A disease which

causes a difficulty in pass-

in;; urine, either from gra-

vel or other causes. Woo I'm pill

chtih j[ j yjjj
five causes

of a stoppage of urine, and gonor-

rhnea.

7223. (\ ) Any rain of more

th;m three days continu-

ance; abundant and genial

rains. Incessant rains. Yu lin
[|J|

I plentiful rains.

7224. ( / ) An ignis fa-

i

tuus, said to abound on

the site of bloody battles,

where the ground has

fattened with the carcases

of men and horses; other-

wise called &
j/l^Kwei-

ho, the devil's fire. Ac-

cording to others, j^

fc Ying ho, a kind of

glow-worm.

7225. ( \ ) Feeling ashamed,

abashed.

7226 (\) Precipitous side

of a mountain ; an abrupt

hi<;h precipice.

1 7227. (/) Water running

amongst stones. Lin-lin,

/ A clear, pure appearance;

as of water that runs

over a rocky bottom.

LIN

7228. ( / ) The appearance

of pure clear water; water

that issues from hills, and

runs amongst rocks. The name of

a river.

7229. (
\ > Lin-peen

]
W,

streaked or murkcd with

vein*.

7230. (/) A cetain earthen-

ware vessel ; to move ; to

cover over or screen.

7231. (/) A field much

trodden with the feet, or a

path that is much trodden

on.

7232. ( f) Water flowing

amongst rocks or stones;

to rub stones thinner; a

stony appearance. Read Lang, Ping

ling Iffi lofty; large; rising

eminent as a mountain.

7233. (' )
To tread upon;

trodden ; the rut of a wheel.

7234. (') The noise made

by a carriage ;
the threshold

of a door; the appearance

of numbers, and a flourishing state.

7235. (
f

) To walk or act

with difficulty; to desire

covetously ; parsimoniously;

to select with care.

Lin seuen
'

iHft to choose or sdect

persons for the government.

7236. (/) Near to; con-

nected with; five families.

Persons dwelling near ;

LIN

neighbours ; states which border on

each other ; assistants on each hand ;

ministers of state. The sound of a

carriage. Pe-lin ^ 1 or Kih-lin

lfc|
I neighbours ; a neighbouring

house.

Lin-Ie 1 ^ neighbourhood.

7237. (\) The scales of

fishes; otherwise called Yu-

kea $} jp.
It would appear

however, that sometimes they dis-

tinguish between Lin and Kea, when

speaking of the scales of fishes.

Lin poo 1 $K the fish class ; in con-

tradistinction from other classes of

living creatures.

Lin shay 1 ^ or Yun nan keu mang

iP ^fi ^apparently
a species

of Boa constrictor, found in th

south f China.

7238. O) A slag of a large

size. A certain animal of a

benevolent nature and dis-

position ;
a fabulous animal, said to

appear as a prognostic of sages being

born into the world ; one appeared at

the birth of Confucius. The name of

a district. Used to denote the light

of fire ; splendour.

Lin-chc
] jj)t

a son an^ ne'r-

7239. (\) From a granary,

and grain. To give grain,

or the supplies of food or of

pay; toconfwupon. Namcofariver.

7240. (\) Intense cold; clear

and cold. Repeated Lin lin,

denote* the same in a higher



LIN

degree. A cold stern manner ; a

feeling of awe inducing obedience.

Han fung lin le'8 ^ 6jf 2r||

a piercing cold wind.

Lin jen I 2yc stern
; severe manner.

Lin tsnn
j|| implicit obedience;

obedience, yielded in consequence of

being struck with awe.

7241. [ \ ] A public gra-

nary; one prepared by

tlie government to pro-

vide against famine. The

name of an office. Teen-

lin if?
j

the name of

a star. Tsing lin 4r
,

a granary. Me I'm JK_ j

an ancient school or

college. Poo lin ^ |

to attain a

place amongst the
privileged gra-

duates, on a vacancy occurring.

Lin.lfih
[ jjj^

"l a imall allowance

Lin shen
jjf|/ given by govern-

ment to a limited number of inferior

graduates.

724?. [\ J Fear; respect;

awe ; danger ; dangerous.

Read Lin, Extreme weari-

ness or lassitude, at if trembling

with cold.

LIN

7243.
[
'

] The name of a

bird ; a path trodden with

feel, or run over by a wheel.

7244.
[
/

] A plant adapt-

ed to make mats of. A

surname j applied to the

stones on the top of a city

wall.

7245. [/] To tread upon;

trodden; the rut of a wheel;

to run against, or run over

a person, with a cart driving rapidly.

7246. [\] The noise made

by a cart; the rut ofa wheel.
i

7247. [/] Mean; nig-

gardly; sparing; sordidly;

parsimonious javaricious.

To regret to part with ;

to be sorry ; to be ashamed

and disgraced. Lin sih

LIN 549

mean and niggardly ; un-

duly sparing. Keen I'm

j
or Han lin reX

I parsimonious. Tan

lin J^ j
covetous; ava-

ricious. Sew lin ^g 1 to feel shame

and disgrace. Hwuy lin nn
j

the

appearance of grief and distress.

ej*~

"I 7J48.
f I ] To superintend;

*~^ to look upon from a higher

place. To descend to j to

t *^ / come to the point of ac-

tion ; to commence doing

any thing; the time of

meeting with any person 01 circum-

stance. Large, great. Name of one

of the Kwa diagrams; name of a car-

riage; of a territory ; of a gate, and

of a mountain. A general weeping.

Keen lin yuen E 1 B title of
.mi i [/ u

the Deputy Governor of a province.

Lin chin seen tuy chan
j

Ira -p
afsj Hifr when about to enter into
r** \s\

action, he who first runs back mint

be beheaded.

Lin mun
j P^ to enter the door-

said of
blessings.

Lin tsow she
j ^jr |J^

when about

logo.

Lin tsae
[jy coming in contact

wilh wealth ; meeting an opportunity

of being enriched.

Lin ta tse'S
^ ^ |nj

to come to

some great emergency.

Lin yu
^Jj

to reign over tie

empire.

ART 1 1 J.
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LING. CLXXIIP SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ling. Canton Dialect, Ling.

7249. [ \ ] From Teih,

To assemble, and TseS, A

teal or ensign ofauthority.

To order; to enjoin upon;

t warn ; to cause ;
to

occasion. Law ; rule ;

periods of time. Good; excellent.

A surname : forms part of the names

of various places. Ling ling, The

sound of a dog's collar. Used in-

stead of the Pronoun Your, before

the words Father and mother, bro-

ther, ton, daughter, &c. Chih ling

$Jj 1
or Haou ling gj| ]

au

imperial order. Rung ling jjl 1

the laws. Kin ling /Or-
*

laws

and prohibitions. He'en ling IflJi

the principal officer in a district.

She ling [JF ^
or Yug ling Ej

certain terms or periods by

which the year is divided. Tsee ling

'pM a period of fifteen days, of

which there are twenty-four in a

year, each of which has an appro-

priate name.

Ling choo wan chay sin che 1 pc ft 1

-j, ._ *

43 'jpf _ to cause all who hear,

to believe it.

Ling wei ching
j || |j

lo ob ljge

to be a witness, old and young

people who labour under any disease

shall not be called on.

Ling chili l your cousin, &c.

Ling gae 1 gg or Ling tse'en kin

I 4*
,gg> your daughter.

Ling heung 1 ^i y ur elder orotner -

Ling lang 1
||K your son.

^ your uncle.

father.

Ling shfih

Ling tsun 1

Ling tang 1

Ling te 1

*

your mother.

your younger brother.

> A.

A/~^3^.

7250 ' ^ From Jtfan ' tlle

other part giving sound.

Alone; to play; to act

the buffoon. To employ ; to be era-

ployed. A surname. Ta she ling le

" * ft & 1 n $ A
he is a clever man. She ling Xyi 1

one who serves. Keen ling TOi

the name of a district.

J' n .A. an 'mP eria' droll, or

mcrry-andrew : also, a musician
>

otherwise expressed by Ling Inn

1 fjt)
Ling kwan

] ^ .

master of musicians.

Ling le 1
|f)j

clever ; quick of ap-

prehension. Ling chow 1

a double surname.

Ling ting 1 ITalone ; deititute; walk-

ing alone.

A% 1 7251. [ \] To split with a

knife; to cleave atunder.

7252. [ \ ] Derived from

fee, the other part giving

sound. Cold ; frigid ; indif-

fereut ; still ; clear ; pure. A sur.

name. Read Lang, which see.

Liog j<5 | ^fc
are opposites, both

literally
and metaphorically, as cold,

hot; indifferent, zealous.

7263. [ \ J
A place of con-

finement formed by rails; a

prison.

7254. [
\

J To grasp

something suspended ; to

lay hold of, to hold sus-

pended.
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7855. [\ ] A ringing or tink-

ling sound in the ear.

7256. [ \ 3 The noise made

' -m by water and by wind.

t Reiterated, it implies the

same. The name of a river, and of a

city. Read Leen, Long hair all tied

together.

7257. [ \ ] A certain valuable

stone of an inferior kind.

Ling-lung THB a stone beautifully

and ingeniously carved, applied to

persons in praise of their dispositions

or talents.

;. [\3 To sell; to trade;

a man's name.

Ling che foo 1
3J& ?ij-

an ignorant

stupid trader; a simple foolish person.

7259. [ \ 3 Wings or fea-

thers; the feathers of an

arrow; a peacock's feather,

granted to be worn as a mark of

distinction, given by the emperor;

it bangs pendant from the cap over

the shoulders. Tae hwa ling w/ ^fy

I

to wear a peacock's feather. They

are distinguished by having one, two,

or three eyes on the feather; and by

a difference of colour, the usage was

never known in China till the pre-

sent dynaity.

7260. [\ ] To hear with the

car; to listen to ; to yield

obedience to.

7261. [\] The- name of a

plant, and of a place, l-'uli

r
-fV*- -H- 1

|| ling ffi ]
a medicmal

plant used in the cure of the venereal

disease. Too ftih ling -[-
7i

Canton China root.

Ling-urh 1 JT a fungus plant, said

to resemble a mouses ear, or a wo-

man's ear-ring.

7262. [ 1 ] Name of an

insect. Tsing-ling Jfm

a species of locust.

[7263. [ 13 Choo.Iing

name of a medicine.

726*. [ \ 3 Ling ting
]

'

'*"" ffiT the appearance of saun-

tering about every where.

1265. [\ ] A kind of little

bell suspended at banners

and in other situations, to

make a jingling noise ; words or

speech which consist of mere sound

without any important sense. Ling

lin", The sound as of a bell. The

name of a book, of a plant, and

of a flower. Forms part of a name

of a medicine.

7266. [\ ] Small rain; the

residue of a shower; the

residue or odd numbers ;
the

exceeding* of thousands, hundreds,

or tens. The word Ling occupies

the place of the European cypher,

when one denomination is omited,

as\lh pth ling jth j
*

101. Name of a river. A surname.

Ling suy kung foo 1
Tf^ T. 7^

odd jobs, either interlectual or m-
nual.

Ling sing 1
.gp

odd atari, meant

miscellaneous articles.

Ling suy ying ^ i^ ^ broken

pieces of silver money.

Ling soo 1 aw remnants of an ac-

count ; fractions.

Ling IS
\ ^ scattered and stand-

ing alone.

7267. A rail or beam; cross

bars or lattice work of a

window. Hung ling ?pj

I certain cross bars of

a door or window. Yen
i i-t

lino-/FK?- I a transverseB
I/P> I

beam below the eves ofa

house.

7268. [ \ ] The neck ; the

neck of clothes, or that part

of a garment which sur-

rounds the neck ; to put in order ;

to govern ;
to direct. To receive

as a present, or instructions : to

receive in charge, and have the

command of. Name of an office ;

_ ^^
and of a territory. Show ling j||

1 the head literally, or a person who

is at the head of any concern. E

ling /f
I the neck of a garment

Fung ling jjjj^
a collar worn by

the Chinese.

Ling keaou 1

Ling Ie5 I

Ling ming 1

received your

instructions.

to receive an order;

to acknowledge having received it.

Also the language of courtesy when

assenting to some request.
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Ling show 1
Jujf

to receive.

Ling seay 'Mf to accept of a pre-
1 tTfJt

tent, and return thanks for it.

Ling chung poo yth
'

S3 Jm >f&

to take charge of a number of con-

stables; that is, to put one's self nt

the head of them.

\ 7269. [V] The top or side

of a hill wbere a path

may be made; a moun-

^ \ tain. Shan ling |_|_|

1AA^^> hills and mountains. One

M J of the most noted in Chi-

na, is the Mei ling jf& \
mountain

on the northern boundary of Canton

province; itis otherwise called T Iff]

Ta yu.

Ling nan m the south of the

mountain; i. e. of the Mei-lingmoun-

tain.

Ling peaou ^^ tne whirlwind or

T>phon of Canton, is o called in

Chinese books.

7270.
[ \ ] Name of a bird.

tiUf
PIh ling & 1

the lark-

7271.
[

\ ] The teeth, denot-

ing the age ; the year of a

person's age. Hca lingnfe

1 long life; great age.

7073. [-J Ling, or Ling.

^fc Ice; an accumulation of

ice ; an ice-house, or place

in which to preserve ice. Struck

with fear ; to put to shume ; to insult.

A surname. Ke ling jM* to

insult.

4 i* i 4

Ling shih ^ or Ling yin

an ice-house. Ling jin J\^

a person to take care of ice. The

first word used as a Verb, would

denote To insult a person.

Lingjfih
I

fej; to disgrace; to dis-

honor by words or actions ; to abuse :

to defile ; to violate female chastity.

Ling pelh ^& to insult; to ty-

rannise over; to extort from.

Ling neS 1
J (

li* to behave to cruelly

or tyrannically.

1Z1S. p] A finer sort of

silk, much used for extcr-

nal long garments and or-

namental purpose*. Tsing ling ^
Ian irregular uneven surface.

i t.fc /_/tt

Ling lo chow twan 1 ^S *Jp! ^j
Juur kinds of silk, which enumera-

tion is intended to include every

species.

7274. [ \ ] The Trapa

bicornis, commonly called

Ling keS laf .
The

name of a lake.

^ J, 7275. [\] A lofty mound;

V W high; eminent; the Imperial

_ tomhs. To aspire to a high

place; to aim high ;
to insult ; to dese-

crate; to invade; to treat contuma-

ciously. Name of a plant; and of a

place. A surname. Tsin ling 1^ j

to invade the rights of. Tung lingl*^

\ and Sc ling l)ff 1 the eastern and

western tombs of the imperial family.

Ling che 1
j^f

to 'put to a slow and

ignominious death by cutting the

body slowly to pieces inflicted on

parricides and traitors.

Lin^jflh 1 JK to insult and disgrace.

Ling neS
'

jfe
to treat cruelly.

7276. [\] Lingleth
] ijSj*

the jolting rattling motion

of a carriage; applied to per-

sons, seems to denote a strutting

proud gait.

7277. [ \ ] Name of a fish,

said to resemble the carp;

also of a fi h with four feet,

that swallows boats; the name of

an animal, and part of the name of a

medicine.

7278. [\] The residue of

shower ; to drip ; to fall.

7279. [\ ] A boat or

other vessel ; a boat with

windows.

7280. [
\

] A certain

kind of wine or liquor

considered of good qua-

lity.
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k7281. (
N

) From the residue and

an enchantress. Spiritual ;

the subtle ethereal part of

i
is Shin

'/fll'

divine ''
the

lhereal part of Yin j^b
is Ling,

Spiritual. Man is called the Ling or

ipiritual part of nature. That which

is good ; felicitous ;
efficacious. Any

invisible or spiritual
cause that is

efficacious, is said to be Ling. PHh-

ling ^\
'

inefficacious, not fol-

lowed with the expected result, in

reference to what concerns more sub-

tle causes, or to any prediction. The

dragon; tortoise, and two other ani-

mals are called four Ling, That which

is efficacious in holding intercourse

with spirits. A surname.

Ling fun Vit an ancient skilful

diviner.

Ling hin
j jjjffl

spiritual ; divine.

:=> great mental or

Ling liwan 1 TW is generally used

for the Human soul.

Ling hwuy

spiritual discernment.

Ling ke l
]$j|

an ingenious contri-

vance, as in mechanics ; the power

of contriving.

Ling kew
ijj

the remains of a

deceased person, contained in a cof-

fin.

Ling ke 1

J^ spiritual) immaterial

influence.

Ling tae
| ^ the Imperial observa-

tory.

Ling yen
j ^g proofs of the spiritual

efficacy of virtu*.

Ling yu j^jS
rain that comes op-

portunely, when expected.

Ling ylng 1
Jjf||

a certain and effica-

cious answer to prayer, from thegods.

7S82. (
\

) Ancient form ol

the preceding i name of a

vessel , a man's name.

7283. (
'

) Existing separate

from; dislinctfrom, besidn,

another person, tiling, "t

time. Fan wiih leang fun yue lin

divided in two is expressed by Ling.

Ling ken
] Jj^ dwelling each apart ;

living separate from each other.

Ling jlh y another day. 11 it

said, Ling yue j ^J another moon,

or mouth, is some times used.

Ling wae
|

^('or Ling waeteih
j

yU6\j besides, exclusive of, or over

and above.

7284 (
v

) An earthen ware

jar or pitcher; tiles of i.

house top, of a particular

description.

LO.- -CLXXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, La. Canton Dialect, L.

7S85. (-) A species of silk;

to arrange in order; a net

fur taking birds with. Name

of a state, and ofa river. A surname.

Shlh pS Lo ban
-J- f\^ y3i

the eighteen immediate disciples of

Buddha.

Lo-ke I
zjjS-

a particular kind of silk.

Lee lo
^|J

to arrange in order.

11. A 7

Lo-han kwo 1 VE ^- a fruit used

in medicine, so called from its grow-

ing in clusters of eighteen each.

Lo-king Jwjl
1 a compass to

Lo-pwan fflS J direct the tra-

Teller, and by which mariner's steer.

Lo-lo
J

I name of an animal.

S
'"~J.

ast.

]
name of nation on the

Lo-han-sung

yew.

Lo piih
'

p name of a priest who

saved his mother from future suf-

ferings. Leiih lo zSj
J

ta pulley.

Lo sze 1 z a screw.
I Jin

fVTTf
7aN ''- (-) Poiseising su-

^IJCtt perior ability in the ma-

"***l^ nagement of affairs. Low
i /A&- 1W |

act 'Te inferior officer!, or
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attendants amongst banditti. Chay

lo flfc strong and active, but
Mu I

not virtuous.

7287. (
-

) A tone employ-

ed in song; the prattle of a

little child.
Lo-soJ|; lg

or Low-lo
[Int

1 troublesome, con-

fused, minute and potty requests

or statements. Lo tsaou
| pig

to make a clamour and noise; to

distress by rude behaviour.

ypf 7288. ( \ ) To split or rend

T^Otfr" asunder; to take or select

J fRpZi from amongst.

7289. (
-

)
A particular kind

of wood used for obtaining

fire, To split or rend. Lo-lS

a hedge or fence.

7290. (
-

)
A bamboo uten-

sil for carrying things on the

end of a pole, commonly

there is one suspended at each end of

a pole which lies across the bearer's

boulder.

7291. (-) From tilk and

plants. The small creeping

twigs which entwine old

trees are called Lo, and -or
]

Neu-
-^ 1

lo. Those that wind about smaller

plants are called 'fi& Z& Too-szr,

Kabhit threads. Forms also part of

tlie name of a hill.

7292. ( V ) From tilk and

to vcalk or go. To cruise

or patrol about; a patrol of

LO

soldiers; to surround as by moun-

tains; to screen from. Seuen-lo

j$(&
|

to cruise or patrol ; to go

about as a watchman. Seen-lo
-jfljjj.

I Siara.

7293. (
-
) A piece of copper

beaten thin into the form ofa

shallow tub or platter, which

when struck, emits a loud sound :

used by the Chinese in their armies,

and before civil officers when pa-

rading through the streets, to serve

as a signal of their approach, com-

monly called a Gong, by Europeans.

Small ones are used in boats and in

plays. In the army they arc said to

have answered also the purpose of

hand-basins. The large ones give a

deep lengthened sound; the small

ones, a short harsh jingle. Tung-lo

|jpj
1 or So lo

jjfy |
name of

the gong. Ta lo
^J"

to beat

the gong.

7294. (
-

) A certain kind

of cake.

7295. (-) From grain

and to connect. A kind

of sheaf of grain; four

handfuls.

LO

7296. (
-

) A shell fish of

the spirial screw-form

kind, usually called the

green and pearly snail.

The name of a fish. Hae

lo
Jjjp j

a sea shell.

Ko-lo (ME an insect resembling

a bee with a slender waist. Lo-sze

1 ^a a screw. Lo-teen 1 ftM

lackered ware, in-laid with shells.

7297. (-) A mule from

a stallion and a she as*.

Lu-tsze ^!- a mule.

7298. (\) Fruits which

grow on the ground, and

which have no kernels, in

[-|-|

contradistinction from Kwo
-J^-

fruits which grow on trees and have

kernels.

7299. (\) Naked; uncloth-

ed. Name of a river; and

of a house for the reception

of strangers. E lo
~fc |

to clothe

the naked. Lo chung
j ^ the

naked insects the human species.

7300. (\) Naked; un-

clothed and the figure ap-

! pearing: fruit without a

shell. Name of an animal

with short hair.
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LO.- -CLXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, LS. Canton Dialect, LoJc.

7301. (c) To fall; the

residue of. YS IS /ffr

to die; to die suddenly.

ifr

7302. ( c ) The bright daz-

zling glare of water; the

name of several rivers and

streams of water in China.

Lo shoo 1 3t the figure obtained by

Fflh-he from the back of a tortoise.

LS-yang f^ a place in Ho-nau,

famous in Chinese history.

7303. (c) Leaves of plants

falling about on the edge of

a wood ; to scatter about

singly, as if let fall by accident. To

fall; to let fall, or to put down; to

fall ; to fall together and form a

village ; the place to which one falls,

or to which one is led by circumstan-

ces to live; to be settled and arrang-

ed, applied to sacrificing; name of a

star; and of a hill ; applied also to

the year. Shfh 10
J^> j

to lose.

<-h1h IS ^ j
really ; truly. Hea

15 ~K 1 a residence. Tsun IS A>\T

a village or country hamlet.

Tun IS ul a place where sol-

diers are stationed. Tseu IS ft>
|

a place of resort for a multitude of

people. Ch5 IS % an affair

settled ; a plan concluded, and every

one's duty pointed out. Laou IS

vj-*
unsuccessful labour and

effort in one's pursuits; mismanage-

ment. PeTh IS^ j
heaven. Luy

'*
tti a man illustrious and

eminent. Tee
1

IS te hea
ff^fc

1 Wf

~J>
to fall to the ground. Lew 13

^m> I to fall off from one's own

place, to some other region from

necessity. Chih-lS
;fefj

1 ill-direct-

ed toil and labour. TS-tS Is IS B&

Jro" I a free, frank, and easy

open manner. Keang IS Kgi
j

to

fall or put down to a lower place.

LS he'en kang j
tfe

j>i
to fall into a

dangerous pit; either literally or

figuratively.

LS ching
'

fib" sacrifices offered

when a house is finished.

LS IS
j

every one apart.

LS ta mun keuen taou le
j ^|g jjilj

;!
/&

/}S!
to fall into their snare.

L5 peih 1 '^&f to put down a pencil,

means to begin to write with it.

LS seuS 1 ^^ a fall of snow.

7304. (c) To burn; a red

hot iron point. Paou 15

ff$
[

a burning brais

roller, used as a punishment in an-

cient times.

7305. ( c ) Threads of hemp

or silk. The blood vesfeli,

a kind of net.

LS mih 1
Ijl^

or Mlh IS, The reins

and arteries, the blood vessels. They

speak of twelve L5-rath, and twelve

58
PM.

K'nS mih.

LS yth pfih tse u
\ g ^ |g

a continued unbroken line of.

7306. (c) The unctu-

ous thick part of milk;

cream, that which fat-

tens ; a liquor made from

mare's milk by the Tar-

tars ; from the same

materials a dry prepara-

tion is made.

7307. (c) A white horse

with a black mane. Name

of an ancient state. Name

of a district. A surname.

7308. ( c ) A speckled cow.

A man's name. LS-lS

i affairs clearly distinguish-

ed. PS IS ^5 I speckled varir-
*J/\
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gated. Ch8-l
.^.

1 to overpass

or exceed the many ; to rise distin-

guished ; or to be promoted before

others.

1309. (c) Name of a bird;

name ofa horse with a black

body and white mane ; name

of a river
;
ofa state

LS van" 1 BS name of a district in
'

I r9l)

Ho-nan ; otherwise X. LS.

LOO

K "310. (c) Read YS, A general

^*jjj^^
term for rausic. Read LS,

^^T^^. Pleasure; delight; exulta-

tion ; to delight in that which is

deemed pleasure, as Eshen wei 18 ^ J

^ ^ I
to consider virtue plea-

sure. He 18 JjE 1 He, is internal

joy;Zo ,is the external expression of it.

L5 shen pflh keuen 1 SB.
>j^

ffi

unwearied delight in goodness.

LOO

L5 shcn Jtc to delight in moral

goodness.

L taou 1
jj&

to delight in moril

science.

LS she koo yin J& 4|i

pleasure is the cause of pain.

LS jin che IS, yew jin che yew

tjjjt ^ ~^_ ^S> to rejoice

with those who rejoice; and mourn

with those who mourn.

LOO. CLXXV1 SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lu. Loo and JVoo, are confounded by some persons. Canton Dialect, Lt.

7311. (c) From every and

foot. A path or road ; the

track which becomes mani-

fest from every foot treading on it ;

a passage either by water or land ;

means or opportunity of doing. A

bow. A surname. Yin jin ching IS

*l| A IE I

tolead man the

right road. Kwan loo
/P* a

government road. Woo loo ko tsow

:ft pT ifc no wa> to e ' "
/m I -J A*~

course of action, shwfiy loo 71^ 1

water passage, to travel by water.

I, iih loo K/t \ land passage, to tra.

Tel by land. Taou
loojg"

a way,

or p:ith, either physically or morally.

Loopuhtunghing
| ^ j ft

a. passage closed at one end ; also a

ort of notice, denoting A'o thorough-

fare, put up at tl-e entrance uf a

itreel, when the passage is impeded

by :IU_T temporary cause.

7312. ( /) Name of a river,

and of a district.

7313. (') Name of a valu-

able stone.

7314. (/) Name ofa white

water bird that flies in

groups. Pih loo Q
name of an office.

7315. (/ ) To give pro-

perty to ;
to bribe. Name of

a vessel used in temples.

Hwuy-loo IJTI
I to bribe; to give

money to for improper purposes.

Hwuy loo tung hing j$j j jg ft
bribery from head to toot. SS tseu

hwuy loo s

JJj |||j |

to extort

bribes.

7316. (!) A carriage or

vehicle for persons to travel

in, a certain part ol' harness.

Large; great; applied also to the name

of an insect.
Yuh-loojjt

Hie

Imperial carriage.

7317. ( \ ) Salt land; na.

tural salt. Name of a

place. Name ofa fragrant

plant ; fume. A surname.

Used to denote a great

shield.

Loo yu y|| jgj
salted fish.

Loo yen
j ^ Loo, is natural salt -

yen, is salt manufactured. Tun-loo
- d

'^ I

bad land which pays a light

tax.

Loo-poo
j y$[

the order of travel-

ling with the Imperial carriage.

Loo-mang
j
;M* a light, flippant, care-

less manner of doing things. See

beluw.

7318. (V) Violent ; strong ;

to shake; to agitate.
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7319. (\ ) Blunt; stupid;

dull ; mixed; confused. The

name of a state. A surname.

Tsoo-loo %|]_ coarse, rulgar,

stupid.

Loo-tun
Ji|i obtuse, stupidity of

mind.
4 it.

Loo mang
j

/? stupid, rash, con-

fused manner; flippant; careless.

Loo-kwS 1
Jpj|

the state of which

Confucius was a native.

7320. [\ ] A
large shield,

the lurge oar or scull used

in the stern of Chinese boats.

A high military carriage.

Loo-koo tsze
j

.1 ^- the name of

a fruit.

7321. [ \ ] To take alive;

to take captive; to take as

prisoners in war. Name of

a territory. Show tseen loo -^ y&
I a mere slave to money, one who

has the task of keeping it, but dares

not use it.

732S. [\ ] To take captive;

to seize; to plunder.

7323. [
-
] A vessel for

containing rice; a place to

contain fire; a furnace. A

place for selling liquor. A black

colour. Used to denote Reeds that

grow by the side of rivers. The name

of a river. Tang-loo 'jjf J

a place

for
selling wine; also a certain or-

nament for a horse's head.

Loo kuh 1 ftp the fruit commonly
I I J

called Loqual and P<J pa
jjjfc^

the Mcspilus Japonica.

7324. Loo loo

noise of crying to pigs.

One says, Hoo-loo B4

laughing; laughter.

7325. [-] Black, stiffearth;

earth not yet broken up by

cultivation. Tsew too
ypf

place in which to sell wine or

spirituous liquors.

7326. [
-

] Loo or Leu. See

above under Leu.

7327. [
-

] The name of a

river, and of a district.

7328. (- )
A place to con-

tain fire; a furnace; a stove ;

a fire-p'ace; a vase for

incense. Ho-loo //^ j

a furnace.

Fung loo
J|j ]

the small portable

furnaces of the Chinese. Heang-loo

,3* a vase containing the fra-

grant matches of the Chinese.

7329. [-] A hemp of which

cloth is made.

7330. [-] A particular

description ofboat. The end

of a Imat. Some say The

head, others the item.

7331. [-] Reeds that grow

from twelve to twenty feet

high on the banks of the

Yang-tsze-keang. Used for fuel, and

for repairing the banks of the Yellow

River. The name of a city, of a

river, and of a pass or barrier..

Looi chae 1 Jjtp reeds used for fuel.
I xTC

111/* alncs.

733?. (-) Leu or Loo, Th

skin. See Leu.

7333. (
-

) Lflh-loo
|j| J

a

kind of windlass, such as is

used at the mouth of wells

to raise a bucket.

7334. (-) The head; the

forehead; the scull. Koo

loo tow
;Uj j jjjrl

the

scull of a dead person.

Loo gKh
] ^ or Tow loo

jS|

'

the forehead.

7335. (-) A place to con-

tain fire; a furnace; a vase

for incense. Thcsameas iffe*

Loo. A vessel for wine; applied to

the name of an arrow.

7336. [-] The head; the

forehead.

7337. [
-
] The name of

fish.

7338.
[

-
] Loo tze 1

the fishing cormorant.

rtHT n. B 7
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LOO. CLXXVII SYLLABLE.

Off as in HOW. Manuscript Dictionary, Leu, The Dialect of Canton turns into short A.

7339. [-] Loo, Leu, or

Low. A cow bound or

tied; a number that is

troublesome and exces-

sive. Name of a place;

a rirer
, and an animal.

A surname. Used to denote Engrav-

ing. Also simple; dull; stupid. A

mound or cumulus. Kcueu low
-jfe

j
mind and bod) both exerted.

,7840. [ -] The back bent;

curved
;
distorted . To beud.

A surname.

Low kow jh short ugly ap-

pe.: ranee.

7311. [-] Loquacity, ver-

*_L. 4

bosity. Leen-low
Pjjji

appearance of troublesome-

ness ; troublesome.

Low-le'S
]

|1M the roice of a bird.

\ vi-^7342. [-] To draw; to pull;

"T? K to drag; to throw the

x|*"5C^ amis about ; to embrace.

i-'eaou urh low tsae hwae chung /j\

&1 ] ^ '$i ty
to embracc a

child, and huld it to the bosom.

Low choo
]

T-fc to hold fast in the

armi.

Low pa on J
jjj

to embrace; to

throw the arms around.

7343. (
-

) The upper stories

ofa house; an up-stairsroom.

To collect together. A

surname. Froms part of the name

which story ? which flight of rooms )

Fei low TO.
j

a certain military

carriage or chariot of war. Ching

low
/ the apartments above

the gate of a walled city. Tsin-low

>7^ the summit of a pointed

hill or mountain.

pan
j jfij^

the floor of a room.

Low shang j p inanup-stairs room.

7944. A swelling of the neck ;

a morbid swelling of any

part.

7345. [ -] Leu, or Low. A

poor habitation; a mean

hut or other abode; poor

and mean. See Leu.

7346. [\ ] Loo h* 1

J|^

a kind of work with diago-

nal lines or streaks; nets

or hair cloth, done by women.

7347. [
^

] A kind ofbam-

boo basket for carrying, or

keeping any thing in.

7348. (-) Leu, or Low.

Betel plant; piper betel;

leaf eaten by the Chinese,

with the arcca nut.

7349. (-) Name ofan in-

sect, and of a larger animal.

Name of an orchard or gar-

den.

7350. (-) Low, or Leu.

Silk thread ; thread. See

Leu.

Low tse'g 1
to]

to cut small; to mince.

7351. (-) Name of a cer-

tain sacrifice at a given

time; in some parts of the

country regarded as a great holiday.

7352. (-) A sow.

7353. (-) Hard iroo capa-

ble of engraving; to carve.

A surname. One says, A
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boiler; a meal.

name of a sword.

Applied to the

Kih low
5jf|J

to carre ; to engrave ; to cut.

7354. [-] Tdli low
|$j

the bone* of the head;

particularly
the calvaria.

Koo low tifc 1 the scull of a dead

person; vulgarly called King fun img

*fl light powder, and also Teen ling

kae A l 3n lhe celeslial intel-

lectual cover.

7355.
[ '] To avoid ; con-

cealed ; passed tooblivion;

absconded'

7356. [
'

] Narrow confined

place ; a narrow dirty lane.

Uglj s low; vulgar; mean;

obscure ; petty ; having seen but

little of the world ; uninformed, from

living alone, or in obscurity. Also

read Loo. Pe low SK 1 low ;

vulgar , mean. Tsih low
jjjjj

low obscure place or origin. Fo

low ~M ruinous mean house.

Maou low sin heen 4|W I /|\ miu

an ugly f.icc and malicious heart.

Yin low che tsze
Vrj5

~X
j=m

low obscene language. Chow low

]

an ugly person ; vulgar and

ugly looking. Koo low
Jjj^

alone and uninstructed. Keen shih

shin low
^| |*| ^ | knowledge

txceedingly partial. Keen urh puh

loo
joy- j?rj 7^ economical

without meanness.

Low keang ;igc a narrow mean
1 Ci

lane.

Low seih 1 1$3 an absurd or depra-

ved usage.

Low le che tsze llg ^ p^j

vulgar speeches or forms of prayer.

7357. [ /
] From water, a

beily, and ram : To drip or

ooze through ; to leak ; to

let out, or disclose a secret ; a retired

place ; an aperture ; to work or bore

a passage through; to instill, to

confer favor on. To lose ; to omit.

Name of a place, and of a well, dh

M_a
*

~7 the dropping of

a house ; the water coming through

the roof. Qh low M 1 the north-

west corner of a house, a secret re-

tired place. Tung hoo teth low

ffliS: ffi 1
rKS"g low

lE 1

names of the clepsydra. See" low

^ 1 or See low
jfo |

to dis-

close secrets. Shth low
ifc.

to lose any thing. Chuen te low

jlta )& a ' ea 'c m a "'"P or

boat.

Low t5ng
j| ^ to omit to insert on

any paper.

Low wang 1

|ffl
to escape out of

the net; literally or figuratively;

to evade the laws, or to escape the

punishment.

7358. [f ] A swelling, or

protuberant ulcer.

LUH. CLXXVIIITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, iQ. Peking Dialect, Lew. Canton Dialect, Lok.

7S59. Sir.

sixth.

I
si

Te luh

Shih IBh

LiSh chih I ^ dice.

Lflh fang J fi^
six offices, or rooms

for certain departments at public

courts. The six departments are the

same as the six boards at Peking.

See
ijj

Poo.

I.uh hd
1

^- the four cardinal

j.oii.t-, the zenith and nadir.

Luh shih
| -p sixty.

Ldh sMh hwm kea

cycle of sixty yean.

Lull kcih I Xi?|j six forms of calamity

incident to human beings.

Luh lull I I six times six, or thirty-

six.
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Lflh too 1'oo-si

a certain divinity.

7360. To cut or engrave

wood ; the origin, or

original material.

7361. Name of a certain

valuable stone.

7362. To drain entirely of

water ; to exhaust or drain

completely; the name of a

place, and of a man. A particular

kind of small box or press.

736S. Stony appearance ;

rocky uneven ground is ex-

pressed by Luh-luh; also the

appearance of following or trudg-

ing after. Occur! denoting Small.

Lfih Ifih yung jin fa? A

a mere drudge ; a person of no talent.

7364. Blessedness or hap-

piness* the emoluments

of office ; official income.

The name of a district.

A furname. Ffih IHh woo

keang THS fnffi ifflb
/|iUj ^Ji I i iJ

infinite happiness and wealth. Fung

liih
|*f

official emolument.

Teen lull
~-J^

1 name of an animal.

Luh heang tseen chung ] 3j*- ]~

^^ to enjoy an income of a thous-

and ingots.

LQh wei kaou thing
| 4^ fj, j^

high promotion in emolument and

rank.

736S. Luh- sub 1
ijjlj the

rustling of garments.

7366. A case for arrows.

7367. A green colour. Luh

fan 1 T^l green Vitriol.
I 2E*

7368. A plant of which cloth

is made ; applied also to the

young shoots of bamboo,

and to a certain pulse.

7369. A kind of liquor or

wine which is deemed ex-

cellent. Ling-lfih Jfe|

the name of a generous wine.

7370. The colour of metal ;

the veins of a pearl shell
; to

transcribe. To record. A

record, or a narration of. To take ;

a general compound of; the teeth;

order or series of. A list or index.

Tang-luhJ B^ [ to transcribe or
Wf I

record. Muh Ifih Q I an index.

Luh-lilh agreeing amongst

themselves.

Luh sre 1 1JS. the name of an officer.

Luh tseih 1
JE|

a certain list.

Luh tscu 1 "07 or Tseu Ifih, To take
I *!*

and record
;
to he recorded, when

chosen to a degree.

7S71. Luh urh

certain famous horse.

7372. A high dry mound or

dike; hence the common

word Ltih
fl^S

is applied to

Loo ^ a road, denoting Laud tra-

velling in contradistinction from

Sbwfiy-loo ^ Jj going by water.

A surname. Lfih leang 1 y9*

the dry and woody regions of the

south.

7373. Grain, the latest plant-

ed and the first ripe.

7371. High and dry; the

water completely drained

off; a dry path ; the name

of a territory, and of a district. A

surname. ShwHy luh keen ching

TjC 5Jf @. travelled both by

land and water. Luh loo 1 I$J

land road, to travel by land.

Luh suh show tse | jMr /UK

in succession all received, that is

the whole number in successive parts.

Lfih snh taou
] |g pj arrived in

succession.

7375.
[
c ] Deer, one of the

most timid of animals. The

male is called
|pj Kea, the

female
jig Yew, and the younj Ipjs

Me. Luh it used in a great variety

of proper names.

Lfih yung 1 J31 the points of the

st:igs horns used as a medicine.

7376. The mind at leisure;

a change or turn of mind.

7377. Name of a river. To

ooze out ; water drained off;

the dregs.
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7378. A kind of baiketj a

tall basket.

7379. Leihluh'^ the

rut made by whet Is.

7380. The foot ef a hill; a

wood or forest at the foot

of a hill.

Lfihshow
p

the keeper ofa forest.

LUN

7381. Leaou, Lew, or Liih.

To fly high.

7382. To put to shame,

to disgrace.

7383. United strength or

tftort. Also read Lew and

Lew, in the same sense.

7384. From speart anAfy-

ing about. To kill ; to slay

by the sword of justice, or

LUN 561

in war ; to cut to pieces; to mangle-

Foolish conduct ; disgrace. Vied

for the preceding. Shi liih %&
to kill and mangle. Sha Uc sing urb

#17 to kill the living and mangle

the dead.

fc~ 7885. [c] LBh-Iuh
] |

a long large appearance;

otherwise read Leaou, and

Lew. Kew lew M- I mutual);

leading or drawing each other.

LUN. CLXX1X SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lun. Canton Dialect, Lun.

7386. [-] From TseTh, To

collect, and Tsih, To record

on a roll. To arrange in

order. To think. Kwin lun
V|l

thefignreof the heavens ; anything

spheric I. The name of a famous

hill, the parent of all other hills.

7387. [
-
] Constant ; regular.

Species ; class ; kindred ;

relation ; capable of com-

parison and arrangement, that which

is right and proper. To choose. A

surname. Woo lun ~Tj 1 five rela-

tions in which human beings stand

to each other; they are also express-

ed by Jin lun A I the relations

ofmankind; and Ta lun ^T I the

great relations. Ta pfih shih woo lun

fife ^f f$C 3L 1
he " 'gnorant

(of the common) relative duties.

FAKT II. C 7

7388.
[-]Hwuh-lunpj

1

Tinrn I round ; complete.

7389.
f

-
] KwSn lun

the name of

mountains of which many

fabulous things are said,

probably the mountains

of Central Asia.

7390. [
-

j To choose;

to select, applied to

selecting men for the

service of government;

to connect or join toge-

ther

Lun seuen 1 ^t to choose ; to select.

< i I- tttt

Lun tsae ta teen
~ff ^ JH1

the great state rules respecting the

selection of talent

^ * 7391. [-] The ripple on

'w^'J^ the surface of water caused

(f IUJ by the wind brushing over

it, hich, to the Chinese, suggests the

idea of circles or wheels; the water

whirling round ; a whirlpool ; to

sink in a whirlpool ; used to denote

present disasters and future misery;

hell ; to perish ,
a confused andistin

guished state ; chaotic. Ching lun.

* '*
i5fc 1 M3& to *ink lower

and lower; to sink down to hell.

IIwan lun jJ |

chaot; state in

which matter existed previously

to the formation of heaven and

earth. Fun lun V~W a precipi-

tate motion of water, drawing every

thing to a point.

Lun hwuy 1
j|p|

or Yin lun ffi

water circulating as a whirlpool.
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l.iin IS 1
yX.

to sink to a low state,

always disastrous.

7392.
[

-
j A sheaf of grain.

L > 7393. f
/ ] To arrange silk

K^.V" in order, to manufacture it.

To compare and distin-

guish the different sorts and class

them j to classify ; to adjust ; to wind

silk. Name of a plant; and of a place;

a surname. Kii-g-iun 435 to
"IJj

I

sort silk; King denotes Separating

the ends of the threads; Lun, joining

the several sorts; just thoughts j to

put in order. Sze lun jfcfe 1
silk

flwr I

adjusted or sorted; the first repre-

sents the royal ideas in the mind;

second, the expression of them.

Mwan fth king lun

the mind full ofjust conceptions and

lucid theories.

Lun-yin I -S- llie commands given

by His Imperial Majesty as they

appear in the Peking Gazette.

7394. [ / ] To discourse

about; to discuss ; to reason ;

to consult j
to place ideas in

proper order and express them.

Name of an office; a surname. Le-

lun jS! t or Lun-le, To reason or

argue. Chuy lun %&
|

to infer.

Pe'en lun
?jj*

to dispute; to

debate. E-lun
|||

1 to deliberate.

Lunkw8ching 1

[^j ^ to discuss

the politics of the country.

lun keib 1
7j^

to speak or discourse

about.

Lun king ylh tang ta keuen
jg

Tfa
3j JiH lit when d 'SCUS8 'nS

standard and fixed principles, it is

also necessary to understand pe-

culiar, or unusual circumstances.

Lun sze 1 j5 to discuss business.

Lun she
4jf|

to discourse about

the world in different ages.

Lun twan 1
^JT

to decide upon.

7395. [
-

] A wheel ; a wheel

with spokes. Large; great;

ths north and south.

Kwang-lun lf| j
east and west,

north and south.

Lun chuen I jl^ to revolve, or
I IF*

circulate.

Lun hwuy J ^ the doctrine of the.

metempsychosis.

Lun lew 1 5w to flow or turn round

as a wheel ; to do by turns.

Lun-lew tso
]

V?K? tih to do or take
I I/IL |r>N

a task by turns ; alternately.

LUNG. CLXXXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lung. Canton Dialect, Lung.

7396. [
/ ] To play with

innocently; to play or trifle

with in order to seduce; to

take indecent liberties with; to

treat with want of respect; used

much to denote Performing, acting,

or doing any business or work. Mae

lung show twan g I

=^- &{r

to exhibit ostentatiously one's own

cleverness. He lung EfT 1 to trifle

and use familiarities with. Woo

'ung ff 1
to P'a 5'>

a* m fencing

and dancing. Wan lung ^JT

to play for mere amusement.

Lung chang
]

jjgr is said of having

a son.

Lung keaou fan chue 1
J^f Jjf i{Jj

to affect to be clever and turn out a

fool.

fit
-~

Lung fan
]
tw to prepare rice.

Lung leaou show ke8
|

"7 Ef. {M
I J -I trr

to intrigue and play underhand tricks.

Lung hwae leaou 1 ^@ "T*
spoiled.

Lung tth yih keen haou sze 1 $JL
"~~*

TT $T "^ 'le 'las t'onc a gd
thing.

Lung wa
] ^^ is to have a daughter.

7397. [ / J Ignorant;

stupid; silly.

7398. [/] The note or

voice of a bird.
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7399. (-) Rising bigh in the

centre, as the summit of a

mountain; high and fertile j

eminent; abundant; rich; conspi-

cuous; glorious. Name of a ter-

ritory and of a district.

Lung koo kin
j -fe fy.

to be the

glory of ancient and modern times,

said of the precepts of Confucius.

Lung ping 1
<5p.

a glorious subjuga-

tion or submission of all the earth

to the dominion of China; name

of a tune played at court on the

reception of foreign Embassadori.

Lung le
| jjjEJ

great politeness and

generous hospitality.

Lung shing 1 ^ affluence; abun-

dant; wealthy.

Lung tsing

'

/Mfe liberal, generous

disposition.

7400. [-] Aged and dis-

eased.

7401. [-] Keung-lung

the expanse or vault of

heaven, is so denominated.

7402. [-] From
|j Jow,

flesh; the other parts are

to represent flying in a

larteous manner. The chief of all

reptiles; the Draco or dragon;

applied also to the Lacerta species,

including the alligator, said to pos-

sess the power of increasing or di-

minishing its size, of being either

risible or in-visible, and 10 on. Some

have horns, and others have no horns ;

ome ascend to heaven, and others

do not. The name of a star , of

a hill; of a city; of an office;

of a plant; and of a divinity. A

man's name. Lung denotes The so-

vereign of China ; and is An epithet

applied to things pertaining to him.

It is the Imperial badge or coat of

arms affixed to his books and to his

standards
; on these it is embroider-

ed or painted in the manner of the

ancient Scythians, Farthians, Per-

sians and Romans ; hence the word

"
Dracones," Standards, and " Dra-

conaries," A standard bearer. Oc-

curs in the sense of To pervade ;

affection or love; harmony. Bud-

ding forth or expanding. Read

Mang, Parti-coloured. Yinglung

|j| j

the Draco volans. Keaou

lung
jjj^

I the scaly dragon.

Lung chang
^ j|f

an Imperial ho-

norary document given to old men.

Lungchuen
^ fife dragon boat, with

which they run races, a person beat-

ing at the same time a large drum

in the centre of the boat.

Lung hoo pang
jf& j^ an Im-

perial list of the new Keu-jin gra-

duates.

Lung chung ^jg
a certain species

of bamboo.

Lung hing boo poo
j 3j- J& -)l=-

walks like a dragon, and paces like

a tiger, expresses a
stately manner.

Lung-foo
J jjjjll

the name ofa stone.

Lurg hca
j ^lobsters.

Lung kan 1 <H* the bones of the

drngon, used as a medicine.

Lung teen
|

Eft a temporary palace,

in which to perform rites to relieve

louls from purgatory.

Lung luy
'

^9 the dragon or lizard

class; lacerta.

Lung wang
|

- the dragon king,

or Hae shin
^jt jjjjj}

god of the sea,

the Neptune of China.

Lung wei
j Tj the Imperial throne.

1t-tt-*
HR the dragon's eye,

the Dimocurpus Longan, or fruit

Longan.

Lung yen 1
jj5

His Majesty's coun-

tenance.

740S.
[ \ ] Lung lung 1

lip] rude, unfinished, unfit

for any thing.

7404. [-] The throat. How

lung(H 1 the threat; the

gullet. How lung heang

^j|P
sound or noise in the,

throat.

7405. [
-

] A great sound

or noise. Read He, Sound,

noise.

7406. [ \ ] A grave; a high

place in the midst of a field.

In some of the Provinces,

the husbandmen inter in their own,

fields. Read also Lung.

7407. [ \ ] To walk in a

distorted manner; to be

embarrassed. Lung tnng

jfl]

to walk straight forward.

7408.
[

-
] A lofty house,

A mixed confused ap-

pearance. Name of a place;

A surname.
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1409. [
-

] To grasp ; to

icize; to drag ; to use effort ;

to effect some end ; to work

r operate on. Gaou-lung ~Wj

to cast loU in a certain way, when

Li lung $fc 1 1 to Pu" and

Chaylung ^fc j J drag to one.

Lungchuen
| j|g

to bring a boat to

the chore.

Lung fa 1 SJL
to bind up the hair.

Lung kin
] jjto work near; to

bring or cause to approach near; to

near a boat.

to seize, to plunder

. to form a compen-

Lung leS 1

Lung JeS

dium.

7410. [ -] A 'kind of cage or

railing to keep in animals.

741 1 . [
-
] A large precious

stone laid on the altar when

praying for rain. Ling-lung

1
,lie

noise made by ornamen-

tal stones jingling against each other;

the noise of the wind. A clear bright

appearance.

7412. [
I

] To rub, or

grind ; to grind corn, or to

sharpen a tool by rubbing;

to use effort lo effect what we intend.
'

A stone on which to grind Mo-lung

WK. to rub ; to grind ; to rub

on a stone ; to fag at study.

7413. -] Grain scattered

about ; grain in a diseased

state.

7414. [ \ ] An aperture; a

hole ; an orifice ; a den.

Kung lung J| 1 aholeor

orifice. Kuh lung /& 1 a den or

cavern.

>>L" 7415. [
-
] A basket for con-

*^^tl^^

jH^fj taining earth ;
a cage ;

a

^1 quiver for arrows; to hoard

up and monopolize goods. Name of a

place; a kind of arrow or carriage

made of bamboos. Ho lung ^K
a. basket containing embers, carried

by people of the north in their handi

during the cold weather. TeS lung

^| 1 abirdcage. Cboolung^
1 a pig basket a basket for carry-

ing pigs in, according to the Chinese

manner. Name of the plant Nc-

penthes distillatoria. Ting lung

yjlf

'

a lantern; a cage for a

candle.

Lung chaou jS[ a basket for tak-

ing fish; by allusion, atentencr which

includes the sum of the whole essay.

Lung 15 ', &a bridle; a snare ; a
| M*U1

thing that surrounds as a net , to in-

veigle and derour ; to get the con-

troul of people.

^prXj 7416. [-] Deaf ;
unable to

TS^rl^S
hear distinctly. Teen lung

te ya ^r- JJh (jjffi
hea-

ven is deaf and the earth dumb.

Tung lung 2g* ]
name of an ani-

mal. Che lung^1 silly and deaf.

A fat appear-

7418. [\ J A large natural

I P> bank ; a dike between fields.

"MET
Wt^ Name of a diitrkt. A sur-

name. Lung se 1 Bfi name of a
I r9

place of note in history.

7419. [
-
] A hone's kridle.
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LUY. CLXXXF* SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Lui. Canton Dialect, Lay.

7420. [-] From ram fall-

ing on afield. Thunder ;

a thundering noise
; to

reiterate or echo what

JWil-rt
another says. A surname.

\J4\X] } Ring luy ft j
to thun-

der. Keen luy !g> 1 name of a
'*' i

*pirit that in heaven creates or forms.

Luy keung
| Jj|

the island Bae-nan.

Luy ming pih le
j |j|| ^ J|

the thunder resounds a hundred Le.

Luy peen
| ^thc thunder's lash, a

poetical term for lightning. , .

Luy shing
j g^ the sound ofthunder.

Luy sze 1
fjjj]

',
the thunderer; the

Luy shin 1

jjjrtj/
spirit that pre-

sides over, or countrols thunder.

Luy teen
j
'AJ thunder and lightning.

7421. [-] To rub or grind

any thing; to pound as in

a mortar.

Luy Ian
to rub to pieces.

7429. [-] The name of a

wood.

7423. [, ]

small rising outside the skin

< c casiouccl liy
I lie heat.

FART II. D 7

7424. [\] A bud opening; be-

ginning to flow; appearance

of a pendant flower. Poo

lie.
] beginning to flower.

IF* I

7425 [/ ] Often; repeat-

edly. Also read Leu. Luy

yih 1 Mi often changed.

7426. [\ ] To heap upon ;

to lay above each other : to

pile up; to bind or tie to;

to implicate ;
used for the preceding.

He luy $A 1 to bind together ; to

unite persons together.

Luy kelh 1 75 to cause involve-

ment ; to extend to some person, to

implicate.

Luy sze _'K a business involved

and embarrassed ; an embarrassing

affair.

Luy tsze 1
j| repeatedly declined.

7427. [ \ ] Luy leth
j |||

a gathering that swells ami

increases.

7428. [
-
] A black cord ;

to bind or f.islen with a

I~% cord, as a criminal.

Luy see 1 Ml
v
a cord with which to

Luy see"
'j i^j bind a person.

7429. [ / ]

fatigued.

7430. T/ ] The name of

a plant and ofa territory.

7431. [ '] A class; spe-

cies ; sort ; kind. In the

language of Botanical and

other classification ^K
Poo denotes c/ass,orrfer,or

genvs; and Luy
|

agtnus

or species. Tung luy Ipl
of the

same species. Jin luy yV I the

human species.

7432. (
/

) The joining of

silk threads ; a slight disease;

perverse; requiring trouble

to manage.

7 133. ( t
) A crooked wood

which turns the clod in

the manner of a plough.

Luy sze 1 i;H an instrument of hus-

bandry for turning up the ground.
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7434. [1] A kind of eulogy

on deceased persons; to

eulogize.

Luy win
j ^ a writing containing

an eulogy ; such papers are presented

fcy friends and relations; they are

written on silk, and are considered

a present, which the other party

returns with correspondent presents.

74S5. ['] To slip the foot ;

to stamp with it.

7436. I .
] Fields parted off

or laid out.

J^CRT
7437. (\) To injure; to

destroy ;
to injure mutually.

Sze luy E& 1 a certain

wood that does not rot. Kwei luy

ft& figures used for a mock

drama, or puppet-show.

7438. (
V

) A military wall;

a rampart or fence; piled or

heaped up. The name of a

star. The name ef a public officer.

A surname. A hilly appearance ; the

nameofahill. Reiterated, Lay luy,

External form, figure or shape, strong

and robust. Graves near to each

other, and in a certain order. Read

Leiilt, the name of a demon. Shun

kow kaou luy -]35
,tH 1 deep

ditches and high ramparts.

LuysbTh
j
yj stones piled up to form

a wall or hill. Hea luy sbTh K
|

~f} caused a pile of stones or rocks

to descend. Shin-too or Shoo
HJ1JJ

2 and Ydh-leuh 4H 1 the names

f two brother*, said to have lived

in high antiquity, who were deified

in consequence of their controul

over evil spirits. Their names

are pasted upon the doors of Chinese

houses at the new year. I,S tse seth

jjj|j
T& fa in the close ofthe year,

sacrifices are offered in the evening

to these two demons.

7439. ( \ ) To form a wall

by heaping up uuburnt

bricks j is expressed by

! Luy kelh.

7440. f
"
J A vessel for con-

taining earth like a flower

pot.

yy*

7441. [\] To connect or

bind together ; to concate-

nate; to string together) to

involve; to implicate, A surname.

7442. [ \ ] Bending down ;

sickly. Idle; lazy. The

appearance of standing up

in the midst of many.

7443. [
\ ] To grow and

spread as a creeper; a

kind of basket for con-

taining earth.

7444. [
v ] A rocky ap-

pearance; to strike.

7445.
[
\ ] A certain creep-

ing plant and its leaf. The

name of u hill.

7446. [
'

] An ornament of

the hilt of a sword.

__ 7441. [
'

] A vessel to con-

tain wine, with clouds and

thunder depicted on it, lo

denote the stimulating effects of

wine; a vessel to wash or bathe in,

depicted in a manner similar to the

preceding, to inspire awe.

7448. [\] Luy shoo

fjjf
a species of bt,

known alto by several

other names.

7449. [/] Disease; sickneu.

7450. [
/

] To pour wine

?\_ upon the ground; a continu-

lU ation of the sacrifice.

7451. [ f ] Read Luy and

Lefih. From water and

ungovernable. Tears flow-

ing from the eyes; weeping. Read

Le, To flow with rapidity, applied

to water. Hea luy ~p j
to shed

tears. Yu luy 93 j
to rain tears,

to weep copiously. LS hea mfih luy

WC ~T* the tears dropped

from her eyes. Tse le Jfrt cold,
/J^ I

frigid , comfortless appearance. Han

luy g- j

to restrain one's tears ;

the tear standing in the eye.

Luy hiii 1 3fJ the furrows made by
' /*%

tears falling.

7452. [ \ ] Lean ; thin ; mea.

gre; emaciated. Laou-luy

1 old and emaciated.
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LWAN. CLXXXIF SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Leuen. Manuscript Dictionary, Luon and Loan. Canton Dialect, Luen ; the French V as in Pett.

7453. [ \ ] The testicles of

animals ; the eggs of birds.

Read Kwan, The spawn of

fishes, more commonly called Yu-tsze

TB 3- , Fan wiihche sSng pe'Th

dp I every creature that is produ-

ced, is either from the womb or an

eSS- ^e 'wan ^^ 1 a hen's egg.

Neaou Iwan
1^, |

a bird's egg. Luy

Iwan che wei ?g
' ~

|g|
the

danger of piled up eggs.

Lwan paou Jj^
the coat of the

testicles.

Lwansing I tf oviparous; produced

from an egg, in contradistinction

from Tae sanff
Jj /^ formed in

in the womb.

Lwan tsze 1 ^- the testicles.

L-

745*. [
/

] It denotes

sometimes, To confuse;

to disorder ; a state of

confusion and disorder.

At other times, to regu-

late
; to put in order.

The latter sense occurs in ancient

books. The first sense is that in

common use. Ts Iwan ft
|

to

aus disorder
; to make insurrection

or rebellion. Taiwan^" great

confusion, or a formidable state of

rebellion.

Lwan che 1
Jj^

are often contrasted ;

Lwan, denoting a state of anarchy,

confusion, disorder, political or mo-

ral ; Che, a state of order and a

general prevalence of moral prin-

ciples.

Lwan chin GT a statesman who

throws the court or the country into

confusion; or who introduces anar-

chy by an attempt to overturn the

government.

Lwanjang j j
a tumultuous noise

or clamour.

Lwan jib shin
*

| g anarchy

prevailed more and more every day.

Lwan seen $E ravelled thread.

Lwan ts5 Iwan wei
[

4fc
'

JEj*j

irregular and disorderly conduct.

f
Zk 145*. (/) See Leuen.

JUJ,
7456 - O) A small pointed

hill. The vertex or sum-

mit of a mountain, a moun-

tain's peak; tosurround, as hills some-

times do.

7457. ( \ ) Twan-lwan
|jfc|

.

put altogether as if

formed into a ball.

>fiffj 7458. Leaen, or Lwan

Warm affection for ; ardent

attachment to ; being devot-

ed or addicted to. Compare with

Leuen.

Lwan sih tan tsae
j "J5 Jj ^>j*

addicted to sensual pleasure, and

covetous of gain.

Lwan tsew I \ffi a hankering attach-

ment to wine.

7459. ( / ) The name of a

tree, the wood of which is

said to be yellow, the bran-

ches red, and the leaves green. A

kind of railing. The two sides of

the mouth of a bell. A surname. Ap-

plied also to the appearance of bam-

boos.

Lwan Iwan lean? meagre;

emaciated.

7460. ( / ) Certain jingling

bells, in ancient times at-

tached to the Imperial car-

riage and suspended from the mouth

of the Lwan ^? bird, hence thie
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two characters were used to denote

the Imperial travelling vehicle.

Kin Iwan ^- 1 the Imperial cham-
f t

' 4
ber of audience. Ke Iwan

J^

to begin a journey ;
to set off from

a place; anexprcssion used only by

the Emperor.

Lwan kea 1 '$? the Imperial carriage.

Lwan shing \
JJJ&

the j iogling of the

Lwan bulls.

MA

fr-A 7461. (- ) Lwan, or Leuen,
FL
K Flesh cut into pieces; min-

ced.

iSr& 7468. {-) A certain fabu-

lous bird culled divine, and

adorned with every elegance

of figure
and colour, as well as every

charm of voice. Funglwan jf^ j

two fabulous and celebrated birds.

Tsae Iwan ^ |
most elegantly

alj/.i3 d and varieg ated.

MA
Lwan been fung keen 1

?jjs
fel jfa

a letter with presents from the Itride-

groora is called Lwan-tscen ; one from

the bride's house,' is called Fung,

keen.

Lwau ling

'

^pl certain jingling

Lwan taou 1 77 I bells, attached
I

' *

to the Imperial carriage, and sus-

pended from the Lwai.'s bill ; hence

Lwan is used to denote the Emperor'*

See %jjk Lwan.carriage.

MA. CLXXXIIP" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ma. Canton Dialect, Ma.

7463. (\) The ancient form of

this character resembles the

mane, the tail, and the four '

feet of a horse. Ahorse; enraged;

martial-like. A surname. The name

of a gate and of a pavilion. The

horse they say, has no liver, hence

io easily affrighted ; it is a hoax to

tell a person to go and buy Ma chili

jjH
a horse's liver. Ke ma

B^j j

to ride on borse back. Teen

ma fc J

name of an animal.

Shang ma J2 to mount a horse.

Tsaou raaTjH 1 a species of cricket.

Ma ehay
j ^ a cart or chariot

drawn by horses.

Mache
j

jW,
name of a plant.

Tow e
Jj- ^ )

astool.without bnrk

Mahoo
j -\j^j

or arms, a square

topped stool on which the Tartars

sit cross-legged.

Ma kwa iH- a riding jacket, the

short garment of the present dynasty.

Maluh
] K|? apparently a species of

millepicles.

Ma pe'en
j

: JM horse whip.

Ma shang 1 j on horseback; to

do a thing on horseback, means to

do it immediately.

Ma tow yj'|
a landing place, by

the side of a river.

Ma-tung i
im a close stool.

^_^ 7464. (\) Common form of Ma

H^ m to rail, to scold. M-
f^^M

^*^ tsew
j ^ to chatter or

talk much, with wine is one's hand.

Ma in Canton, is used for the

European measure of length, called

Yard. It is also an interrogative

termination in conversation, and in

colloquial books.

7465. From female and

horse. A mare, the epithet

by which children designate

their mothers; mamma. Serrant wo-

men and nurses are also called Laou-

1 and Bpf J

0-ina.

7466. [ r ] To rail at ; to

abuse by opprobrious lan-

guage; to scold. King sze

shen ma
jjjBi -^ >K;

j

flippant

people are fond of
scolding. Le ma

to rail and abuse. Seang ma

j

to rail at each other.

T46T. ( ) Ma-naou 1

-r<
ifa or Ma nanu shTh

j

the cornelian stone.
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7468. [ / ] Certain sacrifices

offered by persons who

travel, intended to be ad-

dressed to the road. Also sacrifices

offered by military commanders

before a battle.

7469 [ V ] Is used for the

cornelian stone. See JjSi

Ma. Weights used in scales

are commonly called
j
JX Ma-tsze.

Ma is used at Canton for the

European yard.

7470. [ \ ] An insect that

is a blood sucker ; a leech.

7471. [/J To add to; to make

ingenious appendages.

7472. [' ] Loquacity; to

chatter and talk with the

wine iu one's hand.

7*73. [-J Name of au

instrument of music; a

surname. A plant of

which the skin is made

into cloth, and the seeds

eaten. Read ( > ) Hemp,

also called ^T I Ta ma. Ma poo

1 ^ grass cloth ; otherwise called

Hea poo ~jjf /Jtj
summer cloth.

Ma-IQh kei 1 -^J EjJ
Malacca, other-

wise called YE 4ll JlQ Mwan-li-

kea; and
|

Ma seen 1

Kca-le.

hempen thread.

Ma shing 1
jKJjfi hempen cord or rope.

Ma yew 1
yttl hemp-seed oil.

I l^~9

Ma se
j ~jjjt.

liemp generally. Se, is

the male plant.

Ma moo 1 -R}; the female hemp plant.

Ma tsze 1
-^- hemp seed.

Ma yew kung yew moo 1 /tl" fy.

X*j' (TJ:
the hemp plant has male

and female.

Ma ching
1| ^ hemp stalk stceprd

and broken.

7474. [-] A large kind

of cow.

7475. [ ] A cutaneous pot-

ted disease, to which all

I"1^ children are subject, attend-

ed with feyer, probably the Measles

Chun ma
{-M

to be attacked

with the measles. KcS ma BjjK

the feet asleep stagnation of the

b'oo.1.

Ma fung 1
3g"

an incurable kind of

leprosy, to which the Chinese aro

subject. See 3H[ Fung.

7476. A Canton local word.

Ya ma Ian ^p
ivory camp basket.

7477. [-] Hearnjj|| ]

a frog.

MA. CLXXXIVTH SYLLABLE.

7478. [
-
] A kind of napkin

rolled round the head in

the ancient Chinese manner;

a kind of turban; the hair done up

in a certain way. A kind of bandage

or sash.

1

/**?-

^p a military ornament

for the forehead.

7479.
[ c ] Ma or MS, To

rub or brush in order to

cleans?
; to obliterate or blot

out. Masha 1 ^t to brush away,
I titf

or usurp entirely; to seize or carry

off the whole.
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MAE. CLXXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JUai and May. Canton Dialect, Mae.

7480. [ \ j To buy i to pur-

chace. Tso seaou mae mae

on a petty trade. Mae shwuy

jl(
a certain ceremony of procuring

water and sprinkling a corpse.

Mac chfih
"| DM to bribe a person to I

obey one's dictates.

Mae ho 1 ^ to buy goods.

Mae mae teTh jin jp?

a dealer ; a trader.

Maelae 1 ^ to procure by purchace.

Mae lung I 3 to effect by the

influence of money.

Mae mae ^S1

buying and selling;

trading ; dealing.

Mae pan ||f
a kind of market-

man; one who procures provisions

and other necessaries in large houses

and public offices; a comprador.

> 7481. [\] Name of a river

in Keang-se province.

7482.
[ / ] To sell; to part

[Si with for money.

Mae ken 1 -=fc- to sell off.
I '*"

Mae-kwan
'tj'

to sell offices in

the state.

Mae seaou 1 'f'f the sh'ewing off of

a handsi mj vain woman.

Mae ko jin tsing

to procure favor or influence by

money or bribes.

Mae show twan 1 ?.
l^j.~l

a vain

Mae lung j SS&J osten-

tatious display of one's cleverness.

7483. [ \ ] Name of a plant

used for food, and in medi-

cine.

7484. [
-
] To inter; to

bury ; to put any thing into

the ground ; to secrete ; to

conceal; to harbour ; to lay up. The

Canton people use it for annexing to;

connecting with ;
which is expressed

elsewhere by Leen
Sjl

or Seang-leen

rB jffl.-
^ow maeuv to lay

up ; to put away. Yen mae
'fffj.

to cover over; to close, or shut.

K8 choo mae ffih ^ j|| ]
4k

to lie in ambush in various places.

Mae mae
j|? |

to buy and lay up

till wanted. The Canton people

say, SeangmacTO
|

to think on

all the particulars with one's self, so

as to be ready prepared.

Mae muh
j yft

to conceal, to hide.

Mae mfih sing ming
| y-i* ijfc

'& to

conceal one's name and surname.

Mae tsang 1 -fig to inter; to bury.

Mae Uang
*

H^ to hord or lay

up in secret.

Mae tuy 1 ytf to heap up.

Mae yeuen 1
&j$

to harbour resentful

feelings.

Mae shay jjjT.
to bury a snake a

highly meritorious act to prevent

people treading on it, which act,

they say, is deadly.

7485. f \ ] to traTel re -

motely ; to exceed ; to ex-

tend far ; to rise superemi-

nent; old. Ne'en mae 4E.
J

or Laou

miie ^ aged; sixty years of

age; old.

Mae chung chaou keun
j|j Ja

^g to exceed or rise superior to

one's own race ; and surpass the

whole group.

Mae-mac 1 I negligent; remiis.

7486. [
'

] Sand and earth

that has been raised by a

whirlwind, and rained

down as if from the

clouds. Wind and dust

darkening the heavens.

A severe and sudden storm of this

kind occurred in Peking, May 8th.

1818, and which much alarmed the

reigning Emperor Ken-king.
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MAN. CLXXXVI SYLLABLE.

./broad, as if written Maan ; confounded with Mwan. Manuscript Dictionary, Man. Canton Dialect, Man.

74ST. (
r

) A kind of vege-

tation ; a connective parti-

cle; therefore; and.

Man yen 1 Y^T extending intermina-

bly ; infinite extent.

Man ke
j Jjjiji

a famous beauty, men .

tioned in history.

7488. [
'

] Slow; remiss;

negligent; careless. Keun

tze kwan urh pfih man B"
"~7 *iV* f ' - . <

~i JtL iffl 'T*
a good man '*

easy and liberal, but not negligent.

7489. ( I) Remiss; inatten-

tive; disrespectful; contemp-

tuous; to insult ; to disgrace;

to defile, j

Woo man
$j. ]

"1
disrespectful,

J conlontemptuous.
See man

]

7490. [/] A kind of cur-

tain ; a covering or screen.

7491. [/] Leisurely ; easily;

slowly; remissly; negligent;

disrespectful; rude; proud.

Tae man r=
idly ; remissly ;

carelessly, negligent.

Man man
|

-haa to behave negligently

and
disrespectfully.

Man-man
|

1 slowly ; to take

Manseay
| ^J time to do; used

imperatively, Take time; a little

slower.

Man tsang hwuy taou 1
o|jfi

33-
:g?

to lay by carelessly, it an invitation

to steal

*i
749S. Lan-man

said of flowers that open in

clusters or large numbers at

the same time. The Character Man

is not sanctioned by the Dictionaries.

7491. [ '] Creeping plants ;

to shoot forth and spread

wide, as creepers.

Man yen 1 Ji to spread and shoot
I 3^

forth ; diffusive, applied to style,

not esteemed.

Man yen 1 ^VT excessively diffusive

verbiage.

7494. [ / ] To insult) disre-

spectful. Used for IS Man.
'

.5^

Used also as a Parlicle. Ke

I to treat insultingly ;
to

attempt to deceive ; to deceive lupc-

riors, even Heaven.

7495. (
-

) To walk slowlv.

7496. [-] The louthern

barbarians, a tribe that

chatters like some birdi.

The name of a bird. A surname.

Commonlv used for a rude and bar-

barous
people, or those that the

Chinese esteem so. Unreasonable.

Man pTh
J ^g barbarous nations.

Mang tse yaou tsze woo fi ko che 1

are no laws that can govern a barba-

rous wife, and an obstinate son.

Mang sing
J
M: a barbarous dis-

position.

Teaou ma.-i sj J
perverse and un-

reasonable ;-^-not governed by reason,

but by wilful passions.

Man ketien ta sze laou sze foo
|
js

#?E;#P if the fist of the

barbarian has killed the boxing

master the uninstructcd has defeat-

ed a master of ordinary rules.
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MANG. CLXXXVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Mang. Canton Dialect, Mong.

7497. JTang, Afugitive; lost;

ieai.

7498. (
-
) A foolish old per-

son ; an old dotard; to give

no answer when spoken to.

7499. (-) From heart and

lott. Fluttered ;
hurried ;

pressed with business ; ex-

cessively occupied. Purry, preci-

pitation. Puli yaou mang A

J
don't be in a hurry.

Mang sdh 1 ^ hurry ; haste, bustle.

^ % n
-500. (-) Wide, extensive

^/[ as the surface of the ocean.

W Mang-yang
j ^ exten-

live ; ocean-like.

7501. (-) Mang.orMang-

mang, The
confounding and

dazzling immensity of the

surface of the ocean. Vastness;

vagueness ; incertitude. The name

of a district.

Mang jen piih the 1 ffi ^ ltT\

stupid vagueness of conception ,

stupid ignorance.

Mang tsang ^| the dreary ap-

pearance and effect of a road through

a desert or common.

7502. ( c ) Mang, Wang, or

Ming. From lost and eye.

An eye without a .pupil.

Blind; precipitate, -applied to the

wind. Mang-yen 1
{jj|

blind eyes.

Mang yu sin
1

^f- fa blindness of

.heart or mind.

Mang fung
j j|[

a brisk gale of

wind.

7503. (-)A rocky hill; the

name of a hill-

7504. (-) Mang, orMang-

tsze, The sharp beard or

point of grain ; any sharp

point. Mang chung
j

^^a term auwering to

June 7th.

Mang-mang 1 I is applied to what

is excessively great, crowded or

thickly compressed ; to fatigue, and

to great folly. Kwang mang T^

| shedding forth a radiance or glory.

,, 7.505. (-) A fine fat glossy

Chinese face ; a smooth,

easy, flowing style. Fung

ma g Spe
|

the edge of a sword; a

sharp ed^e.

7506. (
-

) The beard of

wheat.

7507. (-) A dog with a

thick coat of hair.; mixed ;

blended ; confused.

7508. [ / ] Confusion, from

a diversity of language or

dialect.

7509. [-] The appearance

of a large rock. Large ;

great ;
abundant ;

affluent.

A surname. Read Mung, Mung

yung 1 life to speak in a confused

manner, in mixed dialects.

Mangtsa 1 ^blended
and crowded

together.

7510. (-) A dog with a

thick coat of hair. The

Dictionaries prefer the cha-

racter given above, without dog by

the side.

7511. (\) A dog fond

of hunting rabbits a-

mongst the grass; thick

brush-wood ; jungle; con-

fused, indistinct, disor-

derly. The name of a
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plant which poisons or stupifies fish.

The name ofa country, Tsaou mang

jMj wild plants ; rui tic ; coun-

trified.

Mang chwang 1
jf/^'l

carelen
; irre-

Loo mang fS |
J gular ; in-

constant ; incoherent in speech and

inaction; disorderly.

7512. (V) The royal ser-

pent; the largest of the

serpent tribe. Name of

an insect which devours

leaves. Mang lung

?jC
a large serpent of

Cochinchina, said to have a square

head. Mang paou 1
/$$

a cer-

tain embroidered court drcsi, worn

by the officers of government on

any public occasion.

75 1J. Loo-man? ofa fw 1 1 "I

perturbation of mind; sus-

picion.

7514. (\) Mang hang
^j_.
Yn a vast expanse of water.

Mang lang 1 S a great

desert*.

MANG. CLXXXVIII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Meng. Canton Dialect, Mang.

_ a 7515. ( \ ) A snior or su-

3C% perior; the beginning of;

JJm* large; great. The name of

a district. A surname. To ue ef-

fort. The senior of certain relations;

a woman's elder brother. The first

month ofany of the four quarters of

the year.

Mang choo
J
Szf the name of a lake.

Ming chun
J

spring quarter.

Ming hea

summer.

Mang tsew
]

autumn.

Mang tung \ %, the first month of

winter quarter.

Mng how
|

the son of the Ero-

peror at the age of eighteen.

Ming lang .y|J
ureat in one's own

esteem; ungrateful and discourteous.

M!'g tze
'j ^ Mencins, a disciple

TART II. ,7

;
the first month of

the first mouth of

the first month of

of Confucius; writer of that portion

of the Four-Books, which goes by

his name, B. C. about 350 : con-

temporary with Xenophon, Herodo-

tus, and Socrates.

7516. (c^) A fierce strong

dog; strong; vehement;

formidable; vicious ; inju-

rious ; cruel. The name of a bill.

A surname. Kwan inSng *\

lenity and severity. San taming,

^ ~~i^ the three most cruel

passions ; viz. Envy, detraction, and

rebellion.

Mingching 1
jJJT severe, tyrannical

government.

Mang hoo 1 ^ a fierce tiger.

Ming leg 1 2?lJ decided, resolute to

an extreme; fierce, violent.

Mang fi sin sin ^ j? ;j^\

rouse up a spirit of faith in Provi-

dence.

MSngtseang ]' $f a resolute deter-

mined general.

7517. (c\) TsSmingtj}|=

I a species of locust, ap-

plied also to a particular

kind of light boat.

7518. (c\) TsomSngJIfS

1 a small light boat, called

so in allusion to a locust

7519. (c) Subjects of

the empire; according

to some, it denotes those

who have been fugitivei

or emigrants from other

nations, and have been

naturalized. Simple; im-

prudent; country people.

7530. (c) From to loie and

light. To go on without

light. Precipitate ; haste;
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hu rry. Otherwise read Hwang. Used

also for Blind; loss of sight.

(c) Ming, or Ming.

Plants budding forth; to

germinate ; to bud.

Ming nee"
j

Ji to send forth shoots

as from an old stock. Ming ne'en

JgJ
the first risings of thought.

MAOU

Ming ya 3p to shoot forth young

buds.

7522. ( e- ) Ming mang,

hnuy hwuy ^jp]

^Ipl
confused, perturbed,

stupiQed.

MAOU

7523. (cv ) A species of

frog, riilgarly called Too jit

j^ SI* an earth duck, it

makes a loud croaking, and is found

chiefly about fish ponds. A parti.

cular kind of bamboo. A surname.

Read Ming, To energize; to use

great effort.

MAOU. CLXXXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Mao. Canton Dialect, Mote.

H75S4.

( \ ) to coyer or

OTerspread, as the canopy

of heaven ; a double co-

Tering. Also read Mow.

.-^^ 75*5. ( / ) A covering for

I I_^i I the head. A child's cap

f J used by barbarians.

fc "^ 7526. Frm to cover, and

I^SB
the eye. To advance blind-

( fold
-,

to hold something

before the eyes and still go on
;
to

shut one's own eyes ; to wish to be

deceived. Blindly; rashly; to rush

upon heedless ; to assume ;
to affirm

falsely. That which covers the head.

Read Mih, To covet; to offend ; the

name of a people. Tae mei
^jf.

a certain shell fish, something like

a tortoise. Tan raaou <v
j

to

prefer being blinded ; not wishing to

see the truth.

Maou chuh
j jl$|

to give offence in-

tentionally.

Maou fan I ^^ to offend ignorantly

or inconsiderately.

Maou sze
2rjJ

to rush rashly on

death, to brave death.

Maou been e 1 Mlf lfi to brave sus-

picions ; to do what may lead one's

character to be suspected.

Maou been
|
IM to brave danger ;

to run risks.

Maou mei
'

|Jt
to act rashly from

ignorance.

7527. (/) A cap. Maou

hS
|

* a hat box. Maou

teen 1
IJLj

a hat shop, a

hatter.

Maou tsze
j

12. a. cap or hat.

Maou tiog
^ Jjfj the knob or button

of various materials, worn by the

Chinese as a mark of their rank.

~l 7528. (
I

) Envious ; ill-will,

occasioned by the happiness

or eminence of others ; to

look at with hatred and dislike.

ffl

I 7529. (') Inordinate de-

covetous.

*
I L'J ^

Maou tseih ]&. Jenvy; enrious;
1 *i/^ \

Too maou -ml 1 J dislike.

7530. (\) A cross bar con.

nected with the hinge of

door.

7531. (\) Water rising

high ; the swelling of water

by any increase of its quan-

75S2. (\ ') To look down

and examine minutely ; to

look near to or carefully at.

7533. (-) The hair on the

eye-brows ; the hair of brute

animals; feathers; down;

nap of cloth, the short hair on the

human skin
; grass or herbage; the

grain on the earth ; to deprive of the
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hair. The name ofa bamboo. Jow

maou *f\ 1 sheep wool. Hwuy

maou
[Et| j

curly hair. PQh maou

/^ victims not ofan unmixed

colour. Urh maou '.

j
grey

hairs. Puh maou che te ~jf\

'

/1 I
*

jjn/ ground without any grass or

herbage. Maou chung
'

gfe,

animals covered with hair.

Maou kwuhsungjen 1
f*j* ?JJ

$
the hair and bones to stand erect

; to

be struck with astonishment.

Maou piog
|

J37 a disease ofthe hair;

any slight defect of character.

7534. (-/) A cow's tail

held in the hand to make

signals with, by posture

makers ; used also in the army, as

a kind of banner. Riding in a par-

ticular manner.

Maou kew 1
j^
a hill higher in front

than or the further side.

Maou new -t a particular kind

of wild cow.

Maou tow 1
jjjf

a certain constella-

tion.

7535. (') A dull eye; dull;

stupid ; drunk ;
old.

I lf-f i

Kwei maou Tyf
j

not knowing what

one does, muddled, clouded; stupified.

Maou maou
'

occurs denoting

to consider.

Maou tsaou
'

."1 stupified ; un-
ft \

Maou tsaou
tf- $&J successful, as

a literary candidate.

7536. (') Thirty years of

age; others say, it denotes

also Seventy and eighty ;

aged. Laou maou woo che

4JE ^p old and ignorant.

Maou ke kcuen yu kin 1 ttH &r

~J~ lp/ diligent 'n tudy even at

the age of ninety,-said of the ancient

Shun.

7537. (-) Herbage over

spreading any thing; vege-

table food ; a kind of soup

made of vegetables and meat.

7538. (-) Maou, and Haou.

Destitute of; exhausted.

Compare with Haou.

7.539. ({) To select; to

choose ; to look askance.

7540. Maou taou

exceedingly drunk.

7541. (
\

) A horary cha-

racter, the fourth of the Te

che 1^ ]?. including the

interval from five to seven o'clock

in the morning; also expressed by

Maou she 1 HS Keaou maou
_a_ <

"

^ five o'clock in the morning.

Ching maou j 1 six o'clock in the

morning. Pdhtuy tsze woo maou

yev^ ^f -^ ^p
4

J2j
mid-

night and noon, morning and even-

ing, not corresponding ; i. e. dis-

cordance or irregularity in the thing

spoked of.
Flourishing ; abundant;

luxuriant. Sze maon Z'T/'
'

the

day of one's death. Chwang maou

~\\{i
1 to rush against the time; i. e.

to fail of being present in proper

season. Kae maou
|^j

com-

mence a series of terms, as in the

payment of dutiei to government.

7541. (\) A certain ftar 4

one of the twenty-eight

constellations.

7543. (
'

) Keaou-maou Hff

I to look askance.

7544. ( \ ) A certain water

plant; herbs or plants grow-

ing luxuriantly.

7545. Meaou. Plant* riling

out nf the grtund.

7546. (-) A cat; the

animal that hunts mice

and field rats, which de-

stroy the grain; hence

the character is com-

pounded of Young grain,

which the cat defends.

Maou choo 1

of swine.

Maou urh 1 $ a cat.

Maou urh tow ying

strix bubo, the great owl.

a certain species

7547. (-) From melat

and cat. The iron utensil

used in boats to catch

hold of the ground; an

anchor. In Canton called

Naou. Paou maou ;
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Ilo cast anchor. Ke maou y{i
r

I to weigh anchor. Chuen inaou

/L I a ship's anchor.
J I

7548. (-) Reeds or rushes

that grow high out of the

"round. Name of a nation ;D

of a pavilion ;
of a gate ; and of a

hill. A surname.

Maou fang Jj=f
"1 a thatched cot-

Maou shay ^j"J
taSe '

Maou sih ^ choaked up with

reeds said of the mind.

Maou loo che tsoo
|

-p ^ Jj|-

earth rolled up in a plant, and given

to a prince in token of the territory

granted him to rule over.

II
|^

-jm a wild kind of

endive.

Maou teen 1 Of thatched shop.

Maou tsaou 1
'jjjf

thatch ; reeds used

for fuel.

^7549. (-) Aninsectthat

devours grain; a reptile

that devours the roots

of plants; grows nu-

merous when corrupt ma-

gistrates prevail. Maou

tsth
j}fl

an insect

which destroys the root,

is called Maou ; one that

destroys the grain, is called Tgih.

Maou-koo MjJ
a particular kind

of flag.

7550. (
'
) The general

colour or figure; the

air ; the manner ; the

visage; the countenance.

A surname. Read M5, To

draw a likeness. Yung

maou
|

the external figure i

the aspect. Meen maou
rffj |

the

countenance. Le maou
fj|S

polite carriage ; polite. Seang maou

/fy [

likeness in general.

Maou chow
j jSja ugly.

Maou chow urh sin heen

l\^ Ura an ugly face and a ma-

licious dangerous heart.

Maou haou 1 fl? a good appearance.

Maou sre shen
] |W ^ looks like

the virtuous; hypocritical.

MAY. CXCTH SYLLABLE.

IL
7551. (') Aslant

Yen may 0^ squinting eyes. A

surname. In thu Canton Dialect,

pronounced Mat, and denoting,

ITAo? what?
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ME. CXCIST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ml, and My. Canton Dialect, Mel, and Maor.

% 7552. (\) Rice with the

""Ti^* husk. A surname; name of

X^J ^*- an ancient school. Fun me

J{ft 1 to embroider, as if scattering

t 4

rice. Seaou me
/]

1 a kind

of millet.

Me fun 1 ^ rice flour.

Me keaping keen
|

f^ ^p ^
the price of rice is lowered and is

moderate.

Meleang 1 ^^ rice; grain.

7553. (
-

) To enter ; to go

round ; deep ; obscured.

755-1. (
-

) The mind

perturbed and stupified ;

puzzled ; bewildered ; be-

fooled.

7555. ( \ ) Dust or motes

entering the eye, and blind-

ing it ; or obscuring its

vision. To dislike; to loathe.

7556. (-) A deceived, perturb-

ed state of mind. A blind

stupid attachment to; a

state of intellectual and moral stupt-

f'action, such as is induced by vice;

PART 11. r, 7

to stupify ; to puzzle ; an enigma is

called
|M Meyu, see below.

Chlh me piih woo ^ ] ^ jaBl

pertinaciously stupid.

Mehwanchin
j jj| j^ a cloud or

region that stupifies the raind.

Me hw5
]

JJJC to stultify and deceive ;

to bewilder ; stupify and seduce,

said of sensuality.

Me low ^S name of an ancient

labyrinth, built by the Emperor Tsin-

che-hwang.

Me too
J Jg the path of vice and

stupifaction.

7557. Dulness or obscurity

(
\

) of vision ; badness of

sight.

7558 (/) An enigma j a

riddle; to puzzle. A rather

modern word. Meyu

a puzz'ej an enigma.

7559. ( -) Intoxicated;

drunk.

7560. (
-

) A large species

of deer, compared to abuf-

falo. Water plants mixed,

A surname. Chow me 19j j

au ugly

looking person

Meyung 1 T=fc the tips of a staS

horns, used in medicine.

7561. (\) The name of a

fish ( some say, the Spawn of

a fish.

7568. (-) Plants that grow

and float according to the

course of the water.

Me woo 1 ^fjg: name'of an odoriferous
I "

plant.

7563. (
- \ ) Certain orna-

'!!!> mental parts of a horse's

harness.

7561. (-) Rice boiled

1*1*1 down to a gruel consistence.

J^/^^. Me fei 1 jj& to destroy

entirely ; to exterminate.

Me Ian
J |[^|

to boil to rags.

Me Ian ke min
] |||j

J S to ty-

rannize and break to pieces the peo-

ple; slaughter and carnage of the

people.

Me raeS
| fijfc

to destroy entirely;

to exterminate.

7565. (/) A halter for a

cow
; to connect or fasten

to; something by which to

lead or drag.
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7566. (
-

) Laid prostrate or

inclined; to pour out; to

scatter ; extravagant; waste-

ful ; selfish and small ; destitute of;

without; not having; not being;

implicated in crime. Me me, Slowly ;

leisurely. Po me
yfa ]

profuse,

applied to the public manners. Che-

me &. 1 prodigal.

Mechang 1 *fiinconstant;not forever.

Me le 1 ^ gay, shewy ; handsome

display.

Me man \ inelegant;
adorned with

beautiful colours.

Me jib Pdh sze
| Q ^\ Jg

to

think on every day.

7567. (-) Boiled to rags ;

destroyed ; a hot appearance,

a people oppressed and

broken.

Me Ian
| fJM boiled to rags ; broken ;

macerated ; oppressed.

7568. (
-

) To open out ; to

cut open. A local word.

7569. (\) A bow with certain

ivory ornaments, and wrap-

ping at each end, is called

ME

J-y
without those ornaments

it is called Me. A bow unstrung

and the two ends turned back. To

desist ; to stop ; to set at rest i to

repress; to keep dowi\ , to destroy;

to pass to oblivion. Name of a place.

570. ( \ ) The appearance

of water
; to wash a corps.

To drink,

7571. ( V) To let go the

string of a bow ; to shoot

the arrow. To reach or ex-

tend every where ; the close of; the

end of the first moon after lying in ;

to extend ; remotely; to spread to

heaven noxious influence. A sur-

name. Ta-me tT
j

the name of

a state.

Me fung 1
;|rg\

to mend; to repair;

Me poo
] ^mJ used also in a

moral sense ; to screen or cover over.

Me-lth ffih
j ^J ||j

one of the

names of Buddha; the first of the

triad, he whose rule is already past.

Me jug che king
] J ^

the presents sent at the close of a

month after lying-in.

Me lun I

f>hj
the principles of na-

ME

ture ; to supply what seems deficient.

Me lung
j 'Sg certain ornaments

of a carriage.

Me-rae 1 I in a small degiee.

^ 7572. (
\

) Appearance of an

extensive collection of wa-

ter. Meaou.me
jUt ]

a

wide expanse of water.

Me-me \ the appearance of

water flowing.

7573. (-) A female mon-

key. Me how
| ^

a moukey.

757*. (-) A young deer; a

I~fff_ young animal of any kind.

7575. (-) Me-raa 1

a species of turtle.

7576. ( > ) May cr Me.

The bleating of a sheep.

Tseu may flf |

the name

of a city in IS rvj Yun-nan.
--\ rrl
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MEAOU. CXCIIND SYLLABLE.

if written Me-aou. Manuscript Dictionary, Mitou. Canton Dialect, Mew,

: 7577. Shtou. Small; few.

7578. ( \ ) Spiritual and

incomprehensible trans-

mutations; delicate; mi-

nute; fine; subtile. Spiritual; ab-

truse; wonderful; good in a high

degree ; excellent. Ke meaou pf" 1

strange; wonderful. We meaou ^f
1 minute and subtile. Tsing meaou

subtile essence; abstruse
n 1

speculation.

Meaou ke

Meaou swan
|

culation.

Meaou ne'en I

Meaou sze

amazingly good.

Meaou seang 1

a ^ne P'an ' a

divine cal-

young; youth.

j.
a fine affair

;

a fine thought.

,7579. (\) The highest

point of a tree.

7580. ( \ ) The pointed

beard of grain ; any thing

very small and minute.

7581. (A) From dtrk and

small. Small; minute; ab-

struse.

'582. (\) One eye small;

piercing view; eye deep

sunk; wanting one eye.

Small minute; subtile. Shin meaou

y^l j
profound and abstruse.

Meaou nangshe
j Hk'ffl,

ne wno has

but one eye, can yet see.

-> ^ -N 7583. (/) Meaou haou

Iffii
the appearance

/UH
of the ocean, viewed at an

immense distance ; white;

glittering; vast; con-

founding and indistinct.

Meaou meaou hoo
'

^f- how

vast ; how boundless.

Meaou mang 1 iU- immense ; dazzl-

ing ; confounding, as the surface of

the ocean, applied to subjects, which

from their vastness or intricacy, can-

not be subjected to strict investiga-

tion and proof; hence it implies what

is vague and doubtful.

7854. ( ') Fine; flowing,

applied to style.

7585. (
/

)
Delicate fine

^ plants; a small delicate stem

of a plant.

^^1^ 7586. Distant; obscure, as

^^Jj^ the sun sitting behind trees.

CJ Meaou ming lyl* deep ;

obscure; profound.

Meaou me;iou
jM?

a distant, in-

distinct view.

7587. (\)From/eandp/ant.

Grain growing in a field ;

: the first budding forth of

any plant ; excellent grain; the sum-

mer's hunt; numerous descendants

or progeny. An ancient and still inde-

pendant tribe of mountaineers on the

south-west corner of AMlCwei-
-5^ / 1

1

chow Province. Name of a ter-

ritory, and of a hill. A surname. Ho

meaou^ J
young paddy. Mlh

meaou ^^ ] joung wheat.

Meaou e

^posterity.
Meaou tsze

j -^ a tribe ofsavagei,

who have wings and live like brutei.

(Kang-he.) Name of a tribe of bar-

barians.

7588. (\) To draw; to

sketch pictures. Meao u

kin,
j -^*

to put gold on

China or lacker ware.

Meaou hwa
\ 3^ I to sketch or

Meaou seay ^ ^?J COpy.

7589. (J)- A cat. See

Maou.

7590. (\ ) Meaou or Msou ;

An anchor.
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7591. (\) Small; to esteem

small and petty ; contemp-

tuous ; to view with disre-

spect and contempt.

Meaou-king ] |j
to regard lightly ;

to disregard.

Meaou she kwei
] |1| J^

a proud

contemptuous devil.

MEE

Meaou she 1 jjjR
to look at with su-

I 'MJL

percilious contempt; to disregard.

7592. (MA temple

dedicated to ancestors ; a

templeof Buddha, a place

dedicated to the worship

of departed spirits and

the gods. Tsin meaou

MEE

jjt? Tsin, is the back or interior

part ; and Meaou, the front of a tem-

ple.

Meaou-haou 1

fij?
the title or desig-

nation of deceased Emperors.

Meaou meaou
j j& the appearance

or arrangement of a temple.

Meaou tang j ^ the hall of a tem-

ple ; the more public apartments.

MEE. CXCIIF SYLLABLE.

As if written Jtfe-Sh. Manuscript Dictionary, Mif. Canton Dialect, Meet.

7593. ( c ) To consume or

destroy, as by fire
;
to ter-

minate. Same as ilxB Mee
V/x.

7594. ( c ) To pluck up

with the hand ; to rub ; to

work with the fingers.

7595. (c) To destroy

or consume with fire; to

exterminate; to cut off;

to annihilate; to extin-

guish. Cbuy mee B^ [

to blow out a light. Tsze

tseu mee
1

wang ^j Jp ^

to bring ruin on one's self. Tieaou

mc'g BHJ
1 to destroy to the foun-

dation; to exterminate a race ofpeo-

pie.

Meg tseug 1 jnto cut off; to be

without posterity.

Meg wang 1
J_^

to destroy, as a

house or family.

Meg tsin
j

iHfc completely destroyed.

759S. (c) Twigs for mak-

ing baskets of; to split

up reeds and twigs for

the purpose of making

baskets or mats.

7507. (c) Scraped or pared;

light, thin, easy; negli-

gent; uncivil; contemp-

tuous; not; a negative particle;

djstroycd.

Meg le
] jlH

rude.

Meg woo
] ffi: without, destitute of.

Me'g yew 1 /j have not.

7598. ( c ) A certain trans-

verse belt or skin in military

carriages, intended to sit

on. To cover.

7599. (c) Megmung
j

% certain small insects

generated by damp and

putrid masses, and which are destroy,

ed by the sun.

7600. (c) Putrid blood;

defiled by blood . Woo meg

yv&
1 to defile; to misin-

terpret a person's actions.
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MEEN. CXCIVTH SYLLABLE.

JLt if written Jfc-cn. Manuscript Dictionary, Kiem. Canton Dialect, Ween.

__ i
7601. (\) A low wall to-

j ward of arrows. Unable to

J tee. An undistinguished

raas or crowd, on the right and

left.

7602. [1] The name of a

river; an excessive quantity

of water.

^U
7603. [1] To hang down the

Xflu head. Meen ch
j

hang down the head and

peck.

7604. [ \ ] From Too, A

hare, the dot being omitted.

To dispense with ; to

prevent ; to avoid. To put away ;

to stop; to put off; to free from.

To put off the cap, and bind up the

hair in thorites of mourning'. A sur-

name. Read Man, Silent; a mourn-

ing cap. Also read WJn, To bear a

on ; any thing new.

King urh meen
^e jfrj ] happily

avoided; or dispensed with. Choo

raeen
|[ ]

to dispen-e with en-

tirely , to excuse ; to forgive.

Meen tsuy
^ |j?

to forgive an offence.

Meen laou
"] ^ to prevent trouble.

M"" t6
1 /j^

t pu' away. Meen

PART II. II 7

4 A *^>

kwan 1 p to remove from office.

Meen kwan
j T^ to put off a cap.

7605. [
v

] To endeavour;

to use effort ; to force one's

self to do
; diligent ; to urge

to, to persuade to; to stimulate.

Fun mecn ^ I prompt, ardent

effort; or to excite and stir up

to exertion.

Meen keang urh tso 1 ^ jfjj jj^
to

force one's self to do, either from

dislike to, or from the difficulty of

that which is to be done.

Meen le JS1
strenuous effort.

Meen keang 1 l/m by constraint, by

a force put upon one's self.

7606. [ \ ] To bring forth

offspring; to bear a child.

Read Wan, Slow; saunter-

ing; flattering female deportment;

used in a good sense. Fun meen /^
I the act of parturition.

7607. [
1

] To bring forth

ycHiu<; ; to bear a child.

7608. [ \ ] A kind of

crown worn by the Emperor

and inferior Princes in

ancient times. The top part ap-,

pears like a flat board laid on the heai

with pe:irls or gems strung on silk,

and suspended in regular rows,

before and behind. The difference of

rank was marked by the number of

gems. The Emperor is said to have

had two hundred and eighty eigl.t.

Ma meen lo yay fa j jjH -ft
m

linen crown was the (ancient) dresi

of ceremony. Kwan meen tang

hwang jj j ^^ the crown,

palace, and Emperor : these words

express An open, noble, and dignified

behaviour, in any station.

7609. [-] Mfih

the name of a tree, the

Bombax Pentandruro.of the

flower of which cloth is made. Yih

paou meen hwa /pj "M' a
LJJ> |[

XM_j

bale of cotton.

Mecn hwa
|

iy cotton.

Meen hwa sha 1 ly xfy cotton yarn.

Meen poo
j ^Rj cotton cloth.

7610 [
-
] A preparation of

fine silk, having the ap-

pearance of cottoD ;
floss

silk ; uninterrupted con-

tinuation of; connected;

to continue to posterity ;
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remote; enduring; thick; close;

weak. A surname. Chow meen

&RJ J
closely bound.

Meen chang JijL enduring long;

lasting a long time ; perpetual.

Meenjow 1 i&sud, delicate; weak.

Meen leth 1
~i~J having little strength,

weak.

Meenmelih
^ /jJS close thick texture;

closely united.

Meen meen ptih tseue /T^TRP

uninterrupted succession or continua-

tion of.

Meen yueu 1
jjg remote; distant.

7611. [-] Black eyes.

Meen maou
|

jw? t sec

to a great distance.

7612. [/] The face; face

to face ; the surface ; the

first appearance of things ;

the front
; towards. Tang meen

1 face to face. Pei meen

I back to back. Mwan meen
^fr 1 -fa 1=3

chun fung
jjjpj ] ^ J^ a vernal

breeze spread over the whole coun-

tenance. I/e meen
/ffQ

within ;

the inner surface. Shang meen p
the surface; the upper super-

ficies ;
to rise to the face.

Meen chS
[

if? to point out a per-

son's f.uilts, or to reprehend him to

his face.

Meen chih ff to speak sharply

to and find fault with a person to his

fare.

Meen pang 1
J55

the side of the face;

the jaws.

Meen pin
j

I'
'1.

to state to a superior

verbally, and face to face.

Meen shin
|
Hf to explain to in per-

son, not by letter.

Meen sung 1 jn^to deliver to in per-

son ; to give into a man's own hand.

Meen peth kung slum /gg jj ^j

the face to the w.ill, the merit is

great, attainments are made by the

student who retires for study.

Meen tseen 1 an before one's face.

Meen tsung
] $ to follow with the

face; to give countenance to, by

smiles or looks of approbation.

7613. [
V ] To endeavour;

to encourage ; to excite ; to

stimulate. A local term.

Shaou meen ^J ]
to endeavour ;

to excite.

7614. [\] To think; to reflect;

to endeavour.

7615. [\] Sunk or immers-

ed in. Chin-meen yin tsew

i)L i'li J@ addicted

to drinking.

7616. [\ J Fine silk. Re-

mote; distant; absent;

to think about oer and

over; backwards and

forwards. Meen seang

'T-U or Sze-mcen EU

to ponder ;
to think upon what

i.s absent.

Meen teen
j ^TJj country on the

west of Yun-nan province, answer-

ing to Ava.

7617. [/ J
Wbeaten flour.

Meen shih
| <g pastry.

Meen fun 1 ^ flour.

7618. [/] To look a.

skance.

7619- [\] Thus read, forms

part of the name of a

place.

7620. [-] Read Ming,

to shut the eyes. Read

Meen , Confused ; per-

turbed; applied to the

mind, or to the eyes;

bewildered. Ming-mud

1FI
to shut the eyes, as in death.

F-^

Meen heuen
jig

said of a certain

medicine which confuses the mind

and bedims the eyes.

7621. [\] To hear; to

listeu.

7622.
[
c

] The top of

the scull which cover

the brain.
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MEL--CXCVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Mori. Canton Dialect, Me.

yk" 7623. A negative particle

answering to Yet. Commonly

read Mei, but in the Diction-

tries placed under We. Mei

jew 1 ^=f
have not possess-

ed, acted, or done.

7624. [ \] The name of a

state ; the name of a territo-

ry; the younger of sisters;

the senior is called Tseay ml and

OTJTsze; hence Tsze-raei Mt

sisters, generally. Mei, is a very

general epithet applied to women,

without understanding it strictly.

Name of a flower. Kwei mei
JAIJ

1

denotes the settling or marriage of a

woman. Wae mei
/&]> j

sisters by

the same mother, but a different

father.

7625. ( \ ) From sun and

a negative. A deprivation

of the light of the sun; ob-

scure; dull, as about the time of sun

rise or sun-set. Name of a medi-

cine. Meaou mei
TjT j

rashly and

blindly; acting without due consi-

deration, or right understanding of

a subject. Mung mung mei mei

dull; obscure; stu-

pid. Going on without a clear utidcr-

standing of what one isabout. Yew

mei
jfcta |

dull and obscure, ap-

plied to a path.

Mei siu 1 /|j to deceive one's own

heart.

7626. [ V ] Dullness of-sight;

indistinctness of vision.

7627, [ \ ] A plant used as

a dye.

762S. An unnatural monster,

(\) demon, fairy, or elf, that

proceeds from mountains,

to frighten and injure human beings;

described as having a human face,

body of a brute, four feet, and delight-

ing in seducing or tempting man-

kind ; otherwise called J^ j

Che-

mei.

7629. [ \ ] To desist from

effort; to rest; to shut the

eyes and withdraw the

soul; to sleep ; sleepily ; stupid. The

name of a fish. Mung raei ;gi

to dream in sleep. Tsin urh pflh mei

Hi* jfii ^ 1
to S 'eep without

shutting the eyes ; unsound sleep.

Woo mei
jj j

to be awake, and to

7630. The name of a fish.

7631. [
-

] From tfsod and

to strike. A small tree, the

stem of which is fit to make

a staffof,a switch fora horse,branches

are called jfffa Che. One of a thing ;

a numeral particle. A surname.

Certain inner eaves ofa house. Keen

mei 4r a cross piece of wood

put in the mouth as a gag when en-

tering into battle. Ke mei
#t| j

how many ? Yang tse'en urh mei

Vlr 3^ '-
two P'eces of fo-

reign money. Chae mei tir
j

to

guess the number of fingers thrown

out when drinking, is thus written

by some. See Chae.

7632. [-] Mei kwei

a certain red stone.

7633. [-] From woman

*Z2ff and small. A small delicate

woman; elegant; handsome;

good.

7634. [
-

] Black mould

induced by long exposure to

rain. 'Dirty spots on the

face; black; spoiled.
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I 7635. [
-
] Anciently read

Mei. From mouth with
,/vCJ

one in rt. Sour fruit,

llfid Mew, and used in-

stead of the proper name

nf a pccfon, place, or

thing; as, A certain per-

lon, and so on.

7636. [-] One who goes

between certain persons, not

vet fully known to each

other, in order to arrange marriages,

or family alliances; a go-between.

Whatever operates as a cause of

bringing to pass. Obscure; to covet.

Tsze mei 3
j

to push one's self

officiously into other people's affairs.

Lung mei
pR|

|

a high spirited

horse. Tsew mei ^H 1 a certain

ferment for liquor.

Mei chS 1

i|^J~l
a person, who in

Mei jin
I J\^ > China, goes be-

ll ei po I *<yr tween families

to arrange marriages; the last ex-

pression denotes that the go-between

is a woman.

7637. [-] Spoiled. Mei-

lan
i irUi] putrid or
I "ITO

spoiled from age.

7638. [-] A collection of

soot; coals. Yen mei
jM|^

|

or Ho tan mei^ M
"

*oot, condenied smoke. Mill mei

Mei -tan 1

coals.

or SMh tan

7639. [-] Sacrifice offered

by the Emperor, for the

purpose of obtaining an heir.

7640. [-] To ensnare birds

by some artifice and catch

them.

7641. [
> ] Grass growing

.J.EI* or springing up; each;

^^J every ; commonly ; on

every occasion; con-

^fTT^ }
tantly; always; although ;

~~

>/ notwithstanding; to co-

vet or desire ; a surname.

Mei jin
|
^ each per-

son. Mei yih keen sze

]

' Vf =& each or every affair.

Mei teen
[j

a fruitful field.

7642. [
-

] A general term

for the genus Prunus. Swan

mei IBS I a sour prune.

Yang mei chwang %& 1
)($

a

bubo, or inflammatory tumour in

the groin. Yang mei
/|g

'

the

name of a red fruit. Peaou mei 7p~.

the falling prunes, applied to

the marriageable age.

Mei hwa \ '/& name of a flower.

Mei-ling | ,|jj|
a well known moun-

tain which divides the province of

Canton, on the north, from Kearig-

se province.

Mei-mei
|

obscurely.

Mei sin 1 ^g Irue as the Mei.

Mei-ts/e 1

-j--
a prune.

Mei MI 1
pft

raiiis in the 3d and ilh

7643 [ \ ] Disease occa

sioned by anxiety; anxious

concern of mind. Chin mei

indisposition arising from

an accumulation of anxious cares,

and vehement feeling.

, >-,_ 7644. [\] The flesh upon

the back
; the ribs or side*

of the back. Defined also

Above the heart, and Below the

mouth.

Meijow P/M the flesh upon the

back, said to be a dainty bit of

pork.

7 64*. [-] A certain herb

which growl in damp placet

a kind ofmoss; afertiie field.

, V 7646. [
-
] A certain kind

of large lock ; a lock with

which hounds are fastened

to each other ; two locks inserted in

one ring. Mun mei
P|j

1 certain

rings which serve to fasten a door

and which are called Tsze moo hwan

~"r" "5t let tne m thcr *nd son
J *^r ^t<

rings, from one being larger than

the other.

7647. Rain in the hot wea-

ther, or summer months

which causes clothes to

mould and rot ; d imp ; mould. KBh

mei hew
tjj j

7& grain rotted

with the damp. Ying mei
j u .'

(
ff| 1

r.|-i rains in the 3d moon. Suns mei
I'lv

yu jg I RM ra i |ls '" the 5lh moon.

Fa mei to mould
; to be

/^* i

spoiled wilh the damp.

Mei Ian
ij|^]

rotten with the

damp, said of clothes laid up. as iii
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case of pawning them ; the Pawu-bro-

kers are not answerable.

7648. [-] The eyebrows;

an epithet of aged per-

sons ; certain-stone orna-

ments ; the ground about

the mouth of a well. A

surname. Tseuen mei

J'/J* \ to contract the eyebrows,

*,t 1
as in a frown. Tsow mei >fA

lorrowful eyebrow*, to makearuetul

countenance. Kew Jen mei che ketli

fflj ffl^ ^ ^^ ' sa * e froln

danger imminent as burning eve-

brows, used when begging the loin

ol money. Laou keuii mei

JEJ
name of a kind of Pekoe tea.

Wei miih tsiug sew
j

elegant eyebrows not thick and

bushy

Mei show 1

|fe
the eyebrow of old

age.

7649. [
-
] A kind of mound

or altar of earth, or its

surrounding wall.

765P. [
v

] From wmnn and

the eyebrows. To speak to ;

to accord with ; smirk-

ing; smiling; wheedling; flattering;

adulation; looks of love, and

seduction; adulation from men.

Name of a place. Hoo mei
^j^ ]

artful and seducing. Chen mei
jjj

flattery ; flattering. Foo mei

JBJB: ] soothing; flatterin". Keaou
/vm I

mei TK* 1 elegant ; fascinating ap-

pearance.

Mei keuen 1 ;fcj to flatter power.

MEI

Meitae ^ the mincing gait of a

Chinese woman.

7651. [-J The name ofa

hill.

7658. [- ] The PTM of a

house
; the cross beam at

the top of a door.

Miio mei
fl'j

the lintel of a door.

^ jf> 765.. [
-

] The eyebrows

f a fake- Plants growing

on the margin of a stream.

Water plants growing freely and

much mixed together. The name

of a Like.

16o4. [-] A certain place

in Shen-se.

}j^ -I 7655. [V ] To stain; to

J\fff defile, as by foul water ;

/ \^ in the language of af-

fectation, to defile ano-

ther person with one's

mean affairs; to annoy

by jnaking requests; i. e. to request,

or ask to do.

Mei 15
|

zfr to request or engage a

person to do something for one.

Mei mei
'

water flowing ; the

appearance of winter.

7656. [
N ] Tae mei

~$JL j

or Tae mei
JfP

I a spe-

cies of tortoise shell. Read

Maou, A sort of sceptre held in the

hand.

MEI 585

TART II. I 7

7657. [ / ] The leere or

cuff; an embroidered \\i-rir.

to take hold of and open;

to open and spread out. The name

of a state. Fun mei
fjfr

1 to se-

parate, as friends going to different

places.

76*8. f
\

J From large and

sheep. Sweet ; good ; ex-

cellent, in its kind ; elegant ,

beautiful; to be fond of pleasure,

to delight in. Tsan mei
jj|

to

praise; to commend
, to extol.

Mei jin
I J\

Mei neu
]

-fjr

Meijinkeuh
j ^ fej place whert

are handsome women
-,
to employ it

as a bail for extorting money a

practice of Chinese blackguards.

Mei sze 1 ~\~_ an elegant scholar.

Mei we
| \fa

a pleasant taste.

Mei kwae piih ko ihing yen
'[ Ity

^^
light.

a beautiful woman

=
inexpressible de-

7659. [' ] The manes of

any thing; the jublile part

which remains after th

grosser parts are destroyed or cor-

rupted ;
an apparition.

7660. [
-

] Minute particles

of earth. Dust
;
weak ; un-

stable; wanting hardihood

and intellectual courage to advance.

Mei-too 1 ^J^ dustj or Yen chin

che mei ffi fas ^ ]

smoke and

dust, seem to express stupidity
and

weakness.
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MEIH. CXCVI SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Mih and Me$. Manuscript Dictionary, Mii. Canton Dialect, Mat, and Meet.

7651. From hanging down

at the endi. To cover ; to

overspread. To cover any

thing with a napkin.

7662. To stop; rest; repose;

stillness; silence; silent;

secret. A man's name. Read

Fuh, A surname.

T663. To look with care;

to look attentively to; to

look for a short time.

766t. A whisper; careful

attentive; at rest; still

silent. Tseth.meth *-

1 still ; quiet; silent

76R5. Hills forminga kind

of amphitheatre, or large

hi': to stop ;
to rest; pro-

found; still; silent; secret.

Name of a state, and of a

district; a surname. Pe

meth
jjffij

1 secret ; hidden. Se

retfh&|[] |
small; delicate. Tsing

meth
jiin

1 sil ; silent; close; se-

cret. Ke nieth $ a secret
IfK I

sprin; or moving cause. Chow meih

||3 close; thick. Kin meih

yf intimate ; familiar.

Meih how
j jg close ; intimate

friendship or acquaintance.

Mefh shih 1 ^ a secret apartment.

MeTh yew ^ an intimate friend.

7666. Honey ; applied fi-

guratively to what is

sweet and flattering.

I bee's honey.

]
ground honey, so

Fung meih

Too meth

called from the bee in the north

making their hives in the ground.

I honey found onMflh meih

trees.

Po lo nieTh VR

jack fruit.

Meih fung 1

Meih \l I
j

Meth tang I

the Jaca, or

a honey bee.

honey.

7667. Meth lo
| |||

the

name of a river in Hoo-

kwang.

7668. From elatei and (

sec, trying to find; and

from not and to see. To

search for that which if

not seen; to seek; to

search ; to enquire after.

Meth yin shih 1 ^ ^ to go about

fromhouseto house, seeking some-

thing to eat and drink.

7669. The ropes or cordi

of a net.

7670. To cover over; a cer-

t lin snare for Inking wild ani-

mals. Read Ming, Obscure.

3671, r \
] To plaster, as

a wall ; to smear ; to daub.

7572. Fine silk ; small ;
fine ;

delicate; connected. What

one silk worm emits, is

called 23 Hwuh, five Hwuh, make

McTh, and ten Hwuh make %& Sze.
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7073. To cover ; to cover

any tiling with a cloth.

7674. The cover of a vae

or tripod in which are pla-

ced the victims for sacri-

fice i a cloth cover.

7675. To put traniveri*

spokes through the ring*

of a large tripod for th

purpose of lifting it.

MEW. CXCVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary Mien. Canton Dialect, Mow.

76T6. [ / ] Silk wound round ;

closely bound ; perverse.

yta 4

Chow mew pj ]
do*J

bound together ; intimately connect-

ed ; thick ,
close. Pe mew

|j J

a -man who is an enemy to himself

and others also.

T| 7R77. f
'

] Mistake; er-

roneous ;fallacious; false ; ir-

regular speech. A surname.

Cha-mew 3
1

erroneous.

Mew woo 1 =S erroneous ; deceitful;

falie.

M1H. CXCVII1 SYLLABLE.

Sounds like the Mi of Mint, nt being suddenly dropped. Manuscript Dictionary, Mt. Canton Dialect, Mlk.

7678. A certain tribe in

the north. Quiet ; let-

tied ; fixed.

7679. T8-mfh[|g j
an

animal resembling a mule,

but smaller, produced

from a male ass and a cow.

(Kang-he.1

,
7680. A raised path between

fields, in the Chinese man-

ner, that serves as well for

a division, as to walk on; a street

in the market place.
A road. A

surname. Tseeu mill
[pp j

a path

north and south, is called Tseeu,

east and west, is called Mill.

Mih shang 1 ^ in the streets s on

the ruad.

Mill loo using fang ] $& |Q i

to meet upon the street ,or high way.

7681. Tromfesh and blood,

and a itream dispersed

in all direction*. A veiu

of an animal body, or a

streak in stone or wood.

The pulse; the blood flow-

ing; the current of blood.

One vein of thought,

or a complete idea from

beginning to end; one line of
n o

succession. Chin mth g
or Kan mih^ ^ to feel the pulse.
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Heu nnh jfo
|

Ihe vein*. Yin

rolh urh lae
ffij ^fc coining

io one unbroken line of descent or

iiiceession. Te mih
Jjj^

1 the

veini of the earth.

Mih seun hwan ffih pei woo so piSh che

ft
the blood circulates tn (he belly

and back, and extends to ever} part.

Mth ,elh ping ho
| JjL ^J|

the beats of pulse even and regular.

Mih 15
*\ ^ the arteries.

Mih le 1
Jjjj

a vein in wood or stone
;

also the principle of the pulse.

mini 1
pt|

the parts at the wrist

where the pulse ii felt

7682. Mih, orKwa. The

eye -,
to look at lightly.

7683. MfhmHh
] f| small

rain, that distills -without

oise.

1684. Commonly read MS,

As a negative. Occurs in

She-king, read Mlii-mlh,

Silent, still and respectful.

7685. Still; quiet; silent.

7G86. To mount ahorse ; to

leap or pass over.

7687. Au animal sai.i to

resemble a wild boar ; to

have the trunk of in

elephant, the cje of a

rhinoceros, the tail of a

cow, and -the foot of

a tiger.

76S8. The bearded grain.

Wheat, of which several

species are distinguished.

A surname. Tsoo rath
jffl

1

oats, not esteemed. Ta mih '7^

or Ta-Uoo mih TT
y[|

I barley,

thought unfit for human food. San

keS mih -

^j5
1 buck wheat,

used partially to make pastry of

Meeit mill
|sjjj

I wheat, used for

bread, &c. Tsoo meen mill 'JW M\$

|
rye, used partially. Keaou-mili

^t
j

a species of wheat said to

have triangular grains : probably the

same as Sai -keo-mlb.

Mlhtsew 1
3^

autumn ; harvest.

^ 7689; A dog driving out a

person for a while; dark;

still ; in a deep sombre recess :

silent. A surname. Keen mill -wi

i

complete silence, as ifthe mouth

were sewed up.

Mih mih woo yen
| |ffi jg

silent not uttering any words.

Mih jcn kew 1 tyR ^ kept a long

silence.

Medina.Mi'li-iih-iu

Mih shih yu sin

lilenU) to impress upon the mind.

Mih shoo gS to write out from

memi ry.

Mlhseang 1 4B to meditate in silence

Mih she
I ^H> a silent declaration

of Ihe will of heaven ; revelation of

the Divine will.

7690. Quiet; still; silent.

Occurs denoting A feeling

disquieted, or discontented.

Mlh-mlh puh tsze gan 1 ^\ pi

-ff- Mlh-mlh, not self composed.

Mih jen -5/C silent ; silently.

Mih seang 1
^jB

to think silently ;

to meditate.

Mih urh'tiou keu
^fy jjjj]} ^^

preserved silence, and ran away.

7 6*1 . From earth and black :

black, is from two fires and

an opening, where the black

smoke issues forth. See Hlh. Black

ink; a dark colour; black as ink.

O.ieoflhefive Chiness punishments

consisting in marking the face v)fa

criminal will. ink. A measure of

five cubits. Darkness of countenance.

A dark visage. Obscure. The name

ofpliicc. A surname. Read Mei, A

weak frail appearance. WSn mill

che Jin X 1 A a man f

liters and ink, a literary man.

Han mih ^ ^ pencils and ink.

Han is a poetical word for pencil.

Mo mih
l?|

'

to rub (Chinese)

ink. L<5 mih^ ]

to drop ink,

i c to write. Lin le mil)
j^ji "y^j j

to shed forth ink, as in watering

pi nits, to write with great freedom;

a flow of words. Tan mih {'>
J^~V I
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to covet ink ; denotes a magistrate

being corrupted I>y
bribes. Tan

nnh seen 'Jm
1 %& to strike a line

with a string. Koo mih Trt
j

the

name of a country. On epitaphs,

the use of the word Mfh, implies the

Censure of corruption in a magis-

trate; and of slander, injurious to

Virtue and the virtuous.

MIN

Iffffl name of a certain fish.
i\\\

MTh hwuy 1
Jfi

an ink-like or black

kind of ashes or dust.

Mfh teTh 1 ^ffl a certain leader ofa

sect in the time of Mencius.

Mm lin
|K|

a person of note

during the Dynasty Ming.

MIN 589

7092. Mill, Me, or Mci. Fal-

lacious speech. Me-ne 1

K^ artful; crafty.

789S. A string or cord of

two-folds, or according to

others, A three-fold cord;

to bind with a cord.

MIN. CXCIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JWin. Canton Dialect, Man.

789*. [\] A general

budding forth or growth ;

growing up, or vegeta-

ting merely, without

knowledge. The people

or subjects of a country,

in contradistinction
1* from those in

the service of government or who

possess rank. The prince is the mind

or toul of the people, and they are

his body. Yu min n|j
', the sim-

ple foolish people. Shoo min RE 1

/Hi* I

the common people. Sze wei sze

min che show -t^f/g j

~rj[
scholars are at the head of the

four classes of people, viz. Sze, nung,

kung, shang ^ J| JQ j^jj
scho-

lars, husbandmen, mechanics and

merchants. Sze min
jjj

'

or Ta

min ^ |
or Seaou min

/J^ ^

names of stars.

Min ping Jr. a kind of militia

in China; an armed police.

II. K 7

Min poo ^-K formerly the board

of revenue, now called f3 in)

Hoo poo.

7695. [ t] Painful feel-

ing; a wounded mind;

commiseration; chiefly

_ on account of the state

IrB
>"w of the people; concern

for one's country ; strong ;

viol; nt.

76)6. [\] The name of a

hill in Sze-chuen; and -of a

district in Shen-se.

7697. [A ]
The appearance

of water ; an extensive sheet

of water; water flowing

away; exhausted, exterminated; put

an end l; destroyed. Name of a

marsh.

Min mflh woo chuen
j V^ |ffi yjg.

dead and forgotten ; nothing narrated

respecting one who a no more.

7698- [ ^] A certain va-

luable stone of an inferior

sort. A man's name.

7699. [v] Turbid foul wa-

ter; stupid, confused. Read

Hwan, Disturbed , unsettled.

7700. [
v

]
A certain line

for taking fish; a line or

col"d- A strl "S f Chinese

coin. The name of a city. As a local

word, it denotes To give ons'f gar-

ments to another person.

Min man
| ^ the note of a certain

bird.

Win. Streaks ; veins i

b

inei ; letters ; elegant. Kumt-

ral of Chinese caih.

7702. (\) A certain valu-

able stone of a secondary

sort.
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7703. (V)Bzartiau ; to ex-

ert one's self ; effort em-

ployed ; the heart's wish

'

unnccomplished. Min

min 1 1 a state of

disorder or confusion.

7704. [ \ ] An antumnal

sky ; melancholy feelings

suggested by the fall of the

year. Haou keth yu min teen tn

vjjf
^f-

'

^^ to weep and call

upon or invoke heaven.

Min teen ^^ heaven, in allusion

to its brightness and splendor in au-

tumn.

7705. Min-min
]

1 cor-

dial agreement and har-

mony.

I

770G [ \ ] Grief; sorrow;

commiseration ; to com-

passionate or feel for the

distresses of others. Min

tsih \
ffi|j

to compas-

sionate ; to commiserate.

Min jin clie koo
\ J\. ~. iJJi

to compassionate peoples' being

d.*litute of any asiistkiice, a or-

phans, widows, and those who have

no one to depend on.

707.
[ \ ] Mourners stand-

ing at the door or gate, the

mind or feeling wounded by

painful reflection? , disease induced

by grief. Exertion ; effort. Name

of a place. A surname ; a man's

name.

7708. (\) A hollow kind of

reed fit for making mats of.

Hollow as a reed.

|lp%7709. [
v
] From an insect in a

gateway. A species of ser-

pent. The ancient desig-

nation of the inhabitants of Canton

and Fuh keen || ^previously
to

their union with China.

Min sang 1 & the province
now

I r-v

called Fun-keen (Fo-kien.)

7710. O) To advance

with celerity ;
lo speak

in a free and flowing style }

clearness. nd quickness

of perception; graTe.se-

riouJ, respectful.
The

great toe of the foot. Name of a

tone in music. Tsun" min TflS 1
Hli*

clearness of perception and quick

parts.

Min urh haou he5
'

jfn ^2 ,M
clever and fond of learning.

Min shin 1 'Mpt possessing quick parts

and close attention.

Min tsee 1
^Njfor

Tse'g-min, Celerity ;

quickness, applied to the mind or to

the actions.

7711. Min, Mang, or Miien,

See Mang. Read Min,

To strive; to force one'i

self ;
to do against one's

will. Min meen
^ ^J

a kind of force or con-

straint put upon one's self; to use

effort unwillingly.

7712. (\) To exert; to use

effort. Min meen
j ^^

effort; exertion; to force

one's self.

77 IS. O) Name of a rirer

in Ho-nan.
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MING. CCTH SYLLABLE.

Manutcript Dictionary, Ming. Canton Dialect, much the same; the wire/ is loraetimei drawled out.

7714. From evening and

mouth, because in the

dusk, in order to be known,

it is necessary to call out one's

name. (Shw8-wan.) To name; to

designate. A name; a title; being

named much ; famous ; meritorious ;

fame; repute; reputation ; nominal.

A surname. Occurs iu the sense of

^* Tsze. To do a thing under such

a name, is to do it under such a pre-

tence. Tsze ming El I to name

one's self. Joo ming |L 1 milk

name ; i. e. the name given to an

infant at the breast. Yu ming |M
1 the Emperor's name. Mae ming

j=^
or Koo ming

yjJfj-

'

to

buy a name
; i. e. to use various

arts to procure notoriety. Haou

ming shing 7/-f Fj& a good

reputation ; a good name. Yew

kung ming /H X^J
'

possessing

merit and fame, denotes commonly

having some rank, obtained either

by purchase or any other means.

PBh koo ming ^ ,g|j
to

disregard one's reputation. Piih

yaou ming ~%^ JJBl
|

not desirous

of fame. Kew ming kew le
jj?

^K w\ 'feking fame and gai i.

*^i 4Maou ming gj
to assume

another's name, or reputation ; to

forge a name. T8 ming
<FJ' I to

assume the name or credit of,

openly and by violence. Neih ming

(jg
to conceal a name; ano-

nymous. T8 ming
j]j J

to throw

off one's name; give it up, or desert

from where it is enrolled. Tseay

ming ^ 1 to borrow a name ;

to make a pretence of. Jin yfh

mmS J\,
* one man. Ke

ming 3MXs several persons ; or

interrogatively, How many persons?

Ke ming j|J^ J
to record the name

of; or make a list of persons.

Ming tee
J |j)

a card with one's

name on it; a visiting card. Yew

mir.or, wooshfh >&" ifflFWitis
' J

I >ni .>%

nominally, but not really so.

Mi;.g sluh puh ching
] f^ ^ |ffi

the nama and the reality do not ba-

lance in the scales.

Miiigchin B eminent or celebrated

statesmen.

Ming e g famous medical prac-

titioners.

Minghaou 1
^j-an epithet, or deao-

mination by which any thing or

person is known.

Ming mdh 3 a list or index of

names.

7715. (\) The buds of the

tea plant ; tea plucked iu

the evening. Tea. Name

of a flower ;
and of a hill. Used to

denote Generous wine.

Ming m5 1 law a high, tall appearance.

Ming chung 1
tiji'a

name of tea-

7716. (0 From name and tf

speak. To name, or give

an appellation to every thing.

To discuss the names of things; or

distinguish things by appropriate

7717. [\~] A certain pre-

paration of boiled wheat

and other grain to form a

drink of.

Ming ting ] QJ very drunk.

7718. [-] To remember

the name and the merits of;

to write and to engrave and

to publish , to cause to be known and

remembered in succeeding genera.

tions.

Ming sin
] >& "]

l engrave

Ming kih sin
J ^l] ,}J upon the

heart : to remember in honor of.
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7719. [-] The united

splendors of the inn and

maon. ( learncss, bright-

ness, brilliance. liri^UI ;

clear ; intelligent, |>crs-

]>icuoii(i; to shed light on.

to illustrate or explain. Fun ming

^~ clearly ; manifest!).

Ming chaou
iljj

the last I hincse

dynasty, which closed, A. I). 1C4S.

Alingchg Hfar clear; perspicuous.

Ming tow mac 1 #? v'V '" sr" ''>

auction, the Chinese of the interior

do not appear to have the usage.

Ming pill
] f

clear ; to understand

clearly.

Ming yen been paou ^ ^ ||{ YJ<

a clear verification and manifest

retribution, in the punishment of

sensuality.

Ming |
ecu

'

~y$.
clear; discrimina-

tion , perspicuous distinction.

Ming kc ting 1 iL ^ to illustrate

or explain the order.

T720. [-] To see with

great clearness.

TTS1. [
-
] To bud forth.

Also read MSng, which see.

Ming chaou 1 Jjk incipient action or

motion, the first symptoms of.

- [-] An open or ex-

plicit declaration before the

gods; tu bind oni'.ssilf

with an oath; an oath, taken with the

shedding of blond, and sipping or

Uriakiug u/ it, implying a with, that

in ease of violating the promise made,

tin: individual may be treated as the

sluin animal.

Ming hmv woo r 1 fa $
I K>^ /n

after an oath there are no doubts.

Ming sin 1
y|* v a heart not afraid to

appeal to the gods

Ming lie 1 IS to take an oath over
I E3

a sacrifice.

Ming henng le
j

t?
tf*j

sworn bro-

thers , persons not rented, ho hind

themselves tosedoceolhers, a practice

now strictly prohibited by thegoveru-

mcnt for obvious reasons.

7723. [/] Derived from Day

sij-leen, and to cover, because

on the sixteenth the moon

begins to be obscured. Ten to be ad-

ded to the six, is implied in the cha-

racter day. Obscure ; dull ; gloomy ;

deep and silent recess, as of a

cavern or wood ; dark, The obscure

perceptions of childhood. The .selling

sun; obscure ;
a stale of obscurity ;

the invisible slate of departed spirits ;

liarlrs, a middle stair pi e\ ions to the

final retribution. Yew ming |fc[J
1

the obscure regions of the dead,

Lull*. Head Mcih, To cover, or

blindfold , to take and tie animals.

Ming wan pah ling
j JLJ{ /fi H?

dull, stupid; unintelligent. Tsing

tiling -IM' heaven. Till ming

'It
''le norl ' lf rn sra -

Ming keen
III]'"

'""'''*

7V-M. [v ] From Man and

clouded. Very drunk.

7725.
[ -} Clear; pure;

bright appearance. Ying

]
a young wo-

Ming-ting
] jQ to control one's self.

a plain, even face.

7726 [-] A small driz-

zling rain ; cloudy rapours,

as about hills; an extensive

sheet ol water presenting to the eye

no limit. A certain northern sea.

Ming-muli yJt
filled or macerat-

ed with water; rendered glossy bv

gradually instilling moisture.

h
7727. [ \ ] Ming, and Meen.

To shut or close the eyes;

dullness of sight. The eyes

offish, it is said, arc not shut night nor

day. Compare with Meen. Kan

fin ming nifili H
"

)(^

to close the eyes cheerfully in death.

Ming-ming 1 1 the appearance of

looking at without distinguishing.

j,
7728. [ / ] To close the eyes,

|gP the same as the preceding,

g| ^ Miiig-tsing ] |!j(j5a

mix-

turc of blue and black colours.

"29. [-] Mingke? ]

7^ a fortunate plant; a

leaf grows every day from

the first to the fifteenth of the moon :

and from the sixteenth to the end of

the moon, one falls every day. Sze

ming Iszejj^ ^ -"^-
tbe nameofa

medicine.

7730. [
-

] A certain smai

insect which destroys the

heart of grain.
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7731. [\] MingorMSng,

Vessels which are used in

eating or drinking, crockery

and earthen ware. Kc ming i^JJ
1

all manner of household utensils.

7738. ['] Trom the mouth,

and Jo order. Fate ; fatum

est quod dii fanlur. The

fate; the lot; the destiny of in-

dividuals in this life. The life

of human beings. An order; a

command; a decree; a precept.

Teen ming J^ the decree or

will of heaven. Haou miiig jjt

'

a giM-d destiny. Ill-fated, is ex-

pressed in various ways. Koo rain"

J'"^ A " bitlcr falf(l mnn -

Sie ming ^g a deadly fate.

Swau ming
_i^

to calculate

destinies; to tell fortunes. Sing

ming mf or SJng ming -^fc
I - |

' -
|

life. Shang ming W? \ to wound

life; i. e. to kill. Sing ming WJ.

or SMh ming -H^-
I to lose

one's life. FHh koo sing ming
i .

rjTT I*!* 4

/1 * m Ipg
to disregard life.

Hwang sliang ming ling fjjL fr*

'

the Imperial order. Ling ming

j
I received (your) commands,

a civil mode of expression. Full

ming Jj~f I to return an account

how orders have been executed.

YTh yib joo ming
* W\

every thing has been done accord-

ing to order. Pin ming tij
J

or

Tsing ming
-j'j

to request

commands
;

to ask permission.

Ming pS joo che 1
5/jt ^(fj

ttfc fate

thin as paper, a bad fate.

Ming chang
j ^ long life.

Ming gan 1 3^ caieii of murder.

Ming yew keTh heung
] /fj ^f [X|

there are fatei felicitoui nd in-

felicitous.

Ming liih
I Sp poisonous fate.

7733. [-] The noteor roiceof

a bird. The voice or cry of

any animal; a noine made

by the wings of an insect, or by a

bell; sound emitted from any thing.

The name of a bird. A surname.

To sound the fame of; to came to

emit sound. New min^/l-

the lowing of a cow. Tize ming

tih e
|=| ] ^ y

u to sing or

hum from attaining one'i withes,

and feeling happy.

MO. CCIST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Mo. Canton Dialect, Mo.

7734. ReadJfa, Hemp. To

rhyme, rttd Mo.

~
7735. [-] From h*nd

and hemp. To touch
; to

rub with the hand , to

rub against each other; to

feel ; to grind ;
to press or

nrge; to destroy or extin-

guish. Chuy mo
iJjji

1 to feel ; to

endeavour to find out, to conjecture;

Foo mo
^j- to soothe at by

patting a child on the head. Seang
F*T M. L 7

mo to rub againtt and vex

to rub

to

each other. Tso-mo

and polish. Seaou mo >

operate upon by medicine.

Mo keth te kwS JS
also written Mo-keay-to

j

the state or district of MagfldhB,

where Buddha was born.

Mo lung
j r^lo feel about and play

with.

fi/^
the uamc of a place

where Buddha resided with the as-

sembled gods.

Mo so 1 ^K to play with.

Mo tang '<{*jj
are used to denote

the operations of nature in creation.

T7S6- [- ] To rub; to

grind ; to afflict ;
a stone or

mill. Used in common

with the preceding. Name ofa place.

Chaou mo BS 1 keeper of the seal,

ShwBy mo jfc 1 a Water will. Joo

like cut-
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tin and policing Ta mo
J^\

to rub or grind ; lo screw out of a

person.

a flashy edible TartarMokoo !

root.

Mo leen 1 g

study.

Mo lung
]

J

a milt tone.

to practice ;
to fag at

a stone for grinding;

Mo nan

MO

:
to vex; to afflict

7737. [-] Demons sup-

posed to afflict human beings,

devils. Keang fSh choo ino

|j I

to subject all de-

vils. Teen mo woo k* 4HF/V
I ?%

certain genii.

Mo kwei ^ a wicked super-hu-

man spirit; a devil.

MO

7738.
[

-
] Yaou mo

1 small ; delicate ; mi-

nute ; an interrogative

particle. Shin mo
l||I

I or Shi mo { \T

what ? Ta lae leaou mo

TlKi ^rv J
'la he

come?

MO.--CCIP SYLLABLE.

Mnucript Dictionary, Mo. Canton Dialect, Mitt.

7739. The highest part of

a tree; small
; thin ; weak.

The end, in contradistinc-

tion from theor/g-/n, theroo/,or the

beginning; the close; the last; the

termination of. MS, applies to the

four extremities of an animal body,

and to trading people, as the lowest

order of the community. The name

of a hill; a surname. A negative

particle. MS, denotes the ends;

minute leavings, the dust of things

broken small and reduced to pow-

der. Cha mS^ ]

the broken

dust of tea which is bought by the

poor. Lew hwang m3
ijjjjj'

$J 1

brimstone in flour. Pun,mS7J\ ]

the origin and the end ; what \sfun-

damenla.1 and what is accessory.

MSjIh
j FJ

a last or final day.

M8 keu
J

/

pj
the last sentence of a

paragraph ; the hit member of a

sentence. MS ke 1
2pr

a closing,

or the last portion of any, period.

MS she
]

period.

MS tseih

diseased.

M< tsin 1

last time; the last

four extremities

the last or meanest of

your relations; meaning one's self,

when speaking to one's kindred.

7740. The name of a female

famous in ancient times.

Ke mS
j||

1 to reject or

despise mechanical arts , according

to some, To reject or throw away

fragments of food.

MS he5
j

/Is the mechanical arts.

7741. MS, or Mill. To rub ;

to rub out; to blot out; to

obliterate; to brush
; to

dust; to rub a knife across one's

to cut one's throat.

throat. Too mS
|^ j

to blot out

or erase an erroneous character.

MSkinj 1

MS sze 1

MS leaou tsze ke teTh teen le 1 "T

B 6^ Jt ^1 to obliterate

the moral sense in one's mind.

MS sha
J ^ to take or brush away

entirely.

MS tae
| ^ to rub a table ; to scrub

it clean.

774?. Name ofa river; name

of a city ; slightly obscure ;

one of the stars of Ursa-

miijor. Used to denote Spittle; slaver.

PihmStszej^j j ^p white spittle.

7743. To feed a horse with

grain. The name of a place.

MS ke ma ^
to feed a horse.
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MS ma kaou kcu 1
J9i ^

to feed the horse a id grease the

carriage wheels, to make the prepera-

tipns necessary for a journey.

7744. MS-le-hwa

"} a well known flower in

Ĉhina. Jasminum grandi-

floruin.

7745. The sun obscured

by an intervening forest;

a cessation of; a negative ;

not i do not ' *l generally

,

denotes the highest degree

j* ^f i ofthe adjective which fol-

lows, when that adjective has a noun

following, as MS ta teen JU ^
there is nothing greater than heaven.

M8 fei 'l ^p not not; is it not? it

certainly is.

MSjS
j ^J not as ; not so good as ;

better, so and so.

MS shin yu sze
] $ jfc "]$

no-

thing in a higher degree than this.

M8 lung show
] i|!| ^. don't move

the hand ; don't stir
; don't do any

thing.

M8 kwo yu
j ^ ^ nothing more

than ; nothing more so than.

7T46. Stillness; quiet;

silence ; rest. Read Mih,

in the same sense.

7747. Silence; stillness;

quiet. Tseih mS woo shing

Ml and

without noise , orTseih-mS, denotes

An absence of noise.

1748. MS
|
in 1 ^' or MO

yew 1 yfror MS kib

^S,
friends of the acting of-

ficer, who assist him in a capacity

superior to that of a clerk ;
a private

secretary ;
otherwise called Sze yay

the capacity of a MS-jin.

,7749. MS, or Moo. To seek

by feeling with the hand ; to

feel ,
to grasp with the band.

Vung show mS wuh jQ 3L 1
ufof

to feel for a thing with the hand

MS puh cUS tow loo
I ^\^ Jjjl

K^ unable to feel bis way ; unable

to devise any plan of proceeding.

MS sS 1 & to seek for with the hand,

7750. Floating sands, as in

thesandy deserts of Tartary ;

a dry careless manner. Name

ofa river. Sha-mS
"jW J

the sandy

desert in Tartary, known by the

y> 4
name Shamo. Tan mo

V^>

pure, without vicious passions; in-

different to.

MSmSjen
'

j
^extensive fields

ofsand ; widely spread out.

MS puh seang kwan
'

7C iH 11
I * I r> iyF)

of no consequence to the person

speaking.

7751. A disease which con.

sists in an itching eruption.

7752. The thin delicate skin

beneath the external skin of

animals; the thin peel, on

the internal surface of reeds, or with-

in the outer bark. To touch deli-

cately ; to soothe ; to soothe by

submission or kneeling to.

M3 she
| jjjjjl

to view as of no con-

sequence.

Chilli mS Wf
|

the internal peel of

the bamboo.

7753 To sketch alikeness of any-

thing; to make a draught

of. Read Maou, The fi-

gure ; appearance or resemblance.

7754. MS-tsze
'

J the

name of a plant. Read

Meaou, To view with con-

tempt.

7755. Remote; distant; to

view, as far off; to look at

in a distant manner; to view

with contempt.

MS urh nan chuy fj|J W| ^j=j

remote and impossible to be over-

taken; either physically or mentally.

MS jen piSh ko fiih kew ^ 9fc ~jfc

^T $1 TC irrecoverabiy gone:

gone so remotely as not to be agaia

sought after.

Ms i'3 distant; far joae;

mournful; sorry.

7756. To die. See

MQh.
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MOO.- -CCIIP SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, tin. Canton Dialect, Mote and Jl/ftic.

7757. [
^

] The fingers of

the hand: The definition is

rejected by Kang-he.

7758. [ \ ] Moo, or Mow.

The male of quadrupeds.

See Mow.

. ^ 7759. [
-
] The character

^TTT^ is said to represent the

^^ female breast. A mother;

figuratively, that which produces.

Ke ntoo ^ a step mother.

Tsoo moo
jj[|[ j

a grand mother.

Ke keung
|jj| Q a cock. Joo

moo ^L |

a wet Burse. Foo

moo ^Q father and mother.

Ta foo moo ft ^ |

heaven

and earth. Ke moo
3fi| |

a hen.

Moo tsin
'

$g a mother.

Moo tsze
J Jp.

a mother and child;

thus, and reversed, Tsze moo,

applied to things which produce,

and the things produced; as also to

things of which there is a large and

a small of the same kind.

7760 [\ ] A widow of the age

of fifty,
"hi becomes a kind

of school mistress. The

wife of a younger brother, calls her

lister Moo. l'<ed to

denote a midwife, vulgarly called

XL j
Show sang. i /J

Tse'e

sang,

1761. [ \ ] The great toe

of the foot. Peen moo
ffejj-

I the great toe or thumb

rowing on to the adjoining toe

or finger.

776!. [ \ ] \ term for a

cow. A female cow.

7763. [ / ] To call upon;

to invite to do; a general

invitation or request as

when calling upon people to join

the army ; requesting
a public sub-

scription for the repair of temples.

To give a bounty to induce to enter

ome employment. Chaou moo

-tfl an invitation or request

addressed to all persons.

Moo ping
[

.& to invite by pro-

clamation to join the army.

Moo yuen
'] jtjjfc

or Moo-hwa
|

/Of begging appeals made to the

public by the priests of Fuh and

Taou.

Moo hwa chung ew
]

a public invitation to subscribe to

the repair of a temple.

776*. [ /] A hillock; B

grave ; a tomb. Fun-moo

tJM is the common

term for a tomb or grave. TsSng

moo te
^p- ] $Jf

to contend

about the place of interment The

great preference given to certain

situations leads to frequent liti-

gations
about graves.

Moe-le
] )$|

the limits of a grave.

The present law is that the limits

shall extend, Tslh chlh -J^ j^
seven cubits, within which space no

other person has a right to bury.

u k_ 1 ^k. ~\ an inscription on
Moo che Sf-

Moo che
|

an epitaph.

Sdh~\ an i

n) * tomb-stone;

7765. [ / ] The name of an

ancient royal concubine.

7766. [ / ] To desire ardent-

ly ; to think upon with

affection; to look up to

with esteem and respect; to accu-

stom one's self to think of; to have

a hankering after j to wish for.
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Moo yung
| ybfr.

a double surname.

Moo she
| Sly

to love power ; to be

ambitious.

Moo ke kea tsze 1 it f& W
I s si* -*^

to wish to obtain the property of

tome rich person by adulation.

7767. [ c ] Moo or MS, To

touch ; to feel. See MS.

7768. [
-

J To touch j to

imitate a form; to sketch

from memory. A form ; a

pattern ;
the manner of. Kwei moo

4;H 1 the external manner; the

deportment; a rule ;
a law.

Moo icay 1 ^e! to draw a Iikenes.

7769. [.] The evening. A

surname. Chiiou moo

morning and evening,

Moo chung

Moo yay
I

MOW
\ ^m the evening bell,

yfy evening and night.

7770. [
-

j Plans fully

matured and settled ,-

well organised plans.

Mow moo
^S.

to

devise and settled what

is to be done. Mo

-
] heuen

| ^J||
to in-

struct in what is requi-

site in one's situation.

7771. [-J A pattern or

mould ; the form or man-

ner of; external figure.

A surname. Moo tsze

^?- a foiw to be

imitated ; a pattern. Moo

;|,j|
a pattern.

mould for casting

MOW 597

any thing in. Kwci moo tH

manner or deportment $ behaviour.

A rule ; a law.

7772. [ .] Feathers folding

over each other, as in the

natural state of l.irck

7773. [- ] Read Moo.

To kneel long on making

obeisance to a person it

called Moo pae 1 33!. Otherwise

read Ms, which see.

7774. [\ ] Moo or

Mow, the Chinese acre

of land. See Mow.

MOW. CCIVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Jtfeu. Canton Dialect, Maou.

7775. Sze, or Mow. De-

flected ; private; selfish;

scheming; fraudulent. In

this sense
jf/^ Sze is commonly

used. Read Mow, in the sense of

Mow fa. a certain person, place,

or thing; the proper name not

being known, or purposely con-

cealed. A blank is sometimes filled

up thus ti /Jk Zi a d lead Mow,

mow, mow. Ideas well expressed, or

passage! which are emphatic, are

FART II. Ml

often in M?, and sometimes in

print, marked with a string of these

Mow, and which are called Le'en

T j_, .

mow
jfll j

answering the purpose

which Europeans effect by draw-

ing a line below a word in MS. or

printing it in Capitals. The Lc'en

mow, are vulgarly denominated

Tse'en keueii
"^,2

ffil Le'cn chuy

ti mow ijM. ia5 iT 1 to rnarli
XJ n>V> T i |

with a line of Mows. Leen teen

lift a string of dots, thus
"^

^ ^ gi inferior emphasis;

and Leen keuen ;rU [S a string

of circles, thus O O Ogives the

highest emphasis to, or intimate*

the fullest approbation of a passage.

Mow te 4 a certain country.

7776. [-] The lowing of

a cow ' to '"te ' ' advance ;

to pass over; to encroach

upon or invade;, to take; to seize.

Barley; a certain vessel to contain

grain in temples Chung mow ftl
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the name of a territory. Tsin

mow i- to usurp what belongs

to another; to seize from the people.

7777. [
-

] Equal to ; of

the same rank or class; even.

Hing piSh seang mow
^JpjJ

I totally different ; quite

unequal.

7778. ( ) To urge or per-

suade to diligence; effort;

endeavour.

7779. [
-

] The pupil

of the eye ; and the eye

generally ; they suppose

the eye shewi the character, and

teach to watch a person's eye. Tsun

hoo jin chay, m5 leang yu mow

I -4 there is nothing about a

man which shews his character

more than the eye.

Mow tsze 1 ^f- the pupil of the eye.

Mow tsze pdh yung wei
]

IZ. ~jF

& Wi il is not easy to acl the hy-

pocrite with the eye.

7780. [-] Barley ; in Chinese

called large wheat. Mow
4 J r-

niih
| ^^barley

and wheat,

7781.
[

-
] A ipear or

halberd with three hooks.

Mow chun 1 S" a spear

and shield ; two things, sentiments

or expressions, which oppose each

other.

Tsze seang mow tun
jfj ;j,JJ

to contradict one's self.

7788. Wat. To exert t~:'i

strength ; great effort.

7783
(/)Keumowj{iJ ]

mean, miserable.

778+. [ / ] Mow, or Woo.

An earthen vessel to contain

grain. A boiler with a co-

ver to decoct medicines. Hwang

mow -ajj"
I an earthen boiler made

of Yellow ^clay, used for decocting

certain medicines, employed to heul

ulcers.

i

7786. [/] Kowmow'J^j ]

a simple foolish appearance.

77S6. (
-

) From effort and

eye. To bend down the eye

and look intently ; a dimness

of sight ; confused ; dishevelled hair.

The name of an insect. -A surname.

Mow mow 1 1 dim; dull; clouded.

7787. ["- ] A kind of

iron boiler. Armour for

the head ; a helmet
;

certain circular casing in-

s de a cap. Tow-mow

a helmet.

7788. [ /] Plants growing

freely and luxuriantly; a

certain species of melon.

Mow shing
] fffl_ plenty ; luxuriant;

abundant.

7789. [
/

] From heart and

plenty. The mind fully en-

gaged in action ; strenuous

effort; abundant; flourishing luxu

riantly. Used also in a moral sense.

[ov sew 1
ff|P

strenuous endea-

vours in the cultivation of virtue.

7790. [-] Certain insects

which are destructive to

grain.

1791. [/] The parts of

a garment above the sash

or girdle. Long gar-

ments. Kwang mow fgf

I Kwang, denotes east

and west; Mow, north and

south.

^ 7792. [/ ] One of the ten

astronomical characters cal-

led Shin kan -p ^ the

middle one of the ten, answering to

the period when all things in natur*

are flourishing.

,7793. [/] from flourishing

and plant. Plants and treei

growing freely. Luxuriant ;

flourishing; affluent; strong; in

high health. Elegant; strenuous ef-

fort. Five persons are called Mow.

Name of a territory. A surname.

Also read Moo and M.

Mow shing
j ,gxt

or Fung mowW 1

exuberant; abounding in a high

degree.



MOW
7794.

[ / ] From mouth

and one in it. Sour fruit.

Used for the name of any

thing when that is uot

known, or is wished to he

concealed. Also read

Moo. Used for the pronoun I, and

also for other persons without men-

tioning their names; as,

Mow jin
j ^ a certain person.

Mow kih.
|
!& a certain stranger.

Mow mow
j

i s used when read-

ing and passing over names or sums,

and so on, without pronouncing the

proper characters.

7795. [1 ] To deliberate. To

plan; to devise; to consider

probable evils and provide

against them. To schemr, to contrive;

to plot ; to consult with ; to lay plots

for the acquisition of. Name of a

vegetable ; of an instrument of

music ; and of an office. A surname.

E mow g|g
'i to consult with or

about.

Mow chin
]

EET a statesman whose
I l

duties consist in devising stratagems.
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Mow kw5 |0cj to meditate the con-
|

* ~9

quest of another country.

Ke mow
^J- j

a stratagem.

Mow le
^ ^ schemes, plans, stra-

tagems.

Mow me'en
j jgj

to study a person's

physiognomy.

Mowsze
| lp!

to plan; to devise;

to lay a stratagem ; to contrive an

artifice.

Mow sze -f- persons skilled in

devising stratagems.

Mow le sin
j ^|J j|^\

a mind cove-

tous of gain.

Mow 15
j jffi

to scheme and to con-

jecture.

ll % ^7796. f \ ] The male of

^Jt
'

brutes ;
a bolt of a door ;

V a piston orembolus; the

part of a Chinese lock

which is inserted into

the case containing the

spring. Name of a bill.

Mow tan cha
'[ -4*j-

i a variety of

the Camellia Japonica.

Mowle 1
ifl||

a kind of oyster.

Mow ma 1
J|*

the male hemp plant.

Mun mow MM
j

or Hoo mow P> 1

the bolt of a door.

Mow pin 1 fW male and female.

Mow tan I 4M- a famoui Chinese

flower: the Tcenia Moutan.

7797. [
\ ] Read Mow

or Moo. Six cu')it

make a Poo -/rf
or pace,

a hundred of those paces

make a Mow of land,

the Chinese acre. A

hundred of the ancient acres were

equal to only forty of the modern

ones ; by the arrangements of Tsin

S40 acres were made into one acre.

Name of a hill ; and of a territory.

Teen mow
| j

I I fields , land.

7798. [/] Also read Moo,

which see.

7799. [ / ] To barter com-

modities for each other; to

deal
;
to trade ; to carry on

commerce; to buy or sell.

Mow mow I

j

dulness of the eye ;

obscure vision.

Mow yih
J
Mi to trade bj barter.
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MUH, CCVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Mo- Canton Dialect, JHok .

I 7800. A tree, striking its

"*TP^^ roots downward and grow-

r ^-
ing upwards. Wood. One

of the five elements of the Chinese;

one of the eight musical sounds ;

stiff; unbending. Name ofa planet.

A surname. Shoo muh
.jgij

I a tree.

Mfih chaug
| Jd^

a bludgeon; a club.

Mfihheang
] ^jf putchuk, a fleshy

root.

MflhkeS
|

TH a kind of wood scoop.

I^Xtk-Fj^n
in Botanical language,

denotes the Class or Genus of trees.

Mfih leaou 1 4fip wood, as a material,
I TH

of which to make any thing.

Miiii I wan shoo
fijjii^j' sapindus

abriiptus.

Aluh meen shoo
4

Z>0
>hj|

Bombax

Ceiha.

Miili sing 1 jp the planet Jupiter.

Miih tow
] g||

wood

Muh t8
||;

a kind of bell with a

wooden tongue, used by heralds in

ancient times to call the multitude

together, to listen to their message

from the prince. See
idj}

Yew.

7801. To wash and oil the

hair
; (o enrich, as by dews

or precious ointments ; to

be enriched ; to receive favors or

blessings ; to regulate. A surname.

Ming mfih
y ]

gentle small rain.

Mnh yuh chae keae
] jj| ^ ^

to bathe and fast.

Miih show 1 ^-to wash the hands,

sometimes performed as a religious

ceremony, denoting respect to

sacred things as Muh show kin sen

; fH Jji
I w.ished my hands

and reverently composed this pre-

face.

Miih gan te tsze
j

B3 tft 12.

a disciple who has received blessings

from some divinity ; then follows

the person's name. This is the way

in which persons who repair temples

Se muh

Muh yii

.

uh ^ |
to

iih 1 'vJ an

wash the head

and bathe.1 VI.

Jfr
J

:~r^ 7802. Mih mtih |S
small rain, that falls without

noise.

7803. Originally in-

tended to resemble the

eye. The eye; that

which directs; the head

or princpal person. The

index of a book ; a

square on a chess-board is called

"77 Fang mnh. To name or

designate; to look with the eye.

HS mull &
I

to shut the eyes,

and compose the thoughts is the

way, Pei yang milh leth j^ 3= 1

t _
"^"^ ****

'

~T\ to strengthen the eyes. Teaou

mull 4fr
|

a list of; a schedule; an

index. Yen mull |S
|

the eye.

Kang muh
|>j^ j

the noose of a net s

a compendium ; a general account of,

applied to History, to Bolany, and

so on. Tsee muh
|5fi

1 the

several sections of. Te-muh JBff

]

a text or theme
; a little of a

thing, to afford occasion fur more

enlarged discussion, or further

action. Fan mfih J^ j
a general

list in which the several persons or

things are stated separately. Ko

muh
I?J- J

the literary ranks Keu-

jin and Tsin-sze. Hung mtih
ij-jpj

a certain plant. Sze muh PQ
i

' *

the four quarters of the globe.

Muh luh
J ^ an index toabookj

a list of the contents.

Muh keih urh wan 1 M JJL RS
I ^f^ ~^i l-*44

to have seen with one's o<vn eyes,

and heard with one's own ears.

M uh hca 1
|>

in one's eye sight j

immediately.
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MBh pfih shih ting ^ ^
eye not know a nail, ignorant of

letters.

Muh leen 1 $H name of a priest

who rescued his mother from the

sufferings of a fi>ture stale.

Mtih che / to look at it.

Miih woo n. ke I 4flt '/ P to
| iH\ t-^-\ 1*1

pay no regard to the law s.

Muh chungwoojin 1 TO 38 A

to look with contempt on every

body.

Jiiih thoo wiih
j i|j M^ to name

every thing.

7804. Moh sdh

a certain kind of grass used

to feed cows and horses.

7805. A kind benignant

eye ; respectful and cordial;

Irue; kind feeling, attached

to; agreement amongst kindred

nd friends. Homdh^j) 1 living

at peace and in harmony.

Mdh lin S) to agree with

neighbours, in an ii dividual or

national sense.

Muh tsin
| ^J harmony subsisting

amongst relations.

7806. Mo, or Mdh. Pretty

ejes; or otherwise deep

sunken ryes.

7807. The ancient form of

this character represents a

hand below water. To take

anything out from amongst water
;

to dive inlo water in order to take

out something.

11. * 7

MUII

7808. To terminate; to

end ;
to die ; the dead ;

the same as the following.

Mfih tsun keun kan
j /^. j;At jjj|

both the dead and the living are

thankful, said to friends who have

assisted at funerals.

Mfih JQ chin ^ Ifjl
died in

the ranks.

7809. To exceed or

transgress; to covet; to

sink ; to terminate ; to end
;

to die ; a negatiye particle. Name

of a river. Kan mfih
TJj^ |

Kan,

expresses To enrich) Mflh, To

impoverish; to enrich one's self at

the expense of another person.

Min mdh
yft

I to sink to utter

oblivion. Wang mflh fi^ I to

die; to perish.

Mfih jin le 1 A
JJB

no body pays

any attention to it.

Mfih yO 'l

|jjK myrrh.

7810. Certain ornamental

binding to a carriage, five

different kather belts of

different colours which f:s!en it

together, and sei ve also for or-

nament.

7811. A kind of wild duck.

781S. From to strike and &

cow. One who tends cattle;

a herd; a pastor; a shepherd;

a keeper of horses ; to put out to

pasture; to feed ; pasture; to over-

see ; to take care of one's self; or

MUH 601

others; a man's name. A surname. Jin

raOh J^ I

a local magistrate.

Tsingmuh
^j: j

~| ahusbandraan;

Teen mfih
P[J

I J a pastor.

Muh yang 'I j- to keep sheep.

Mfih ma yuen 1^, jm pasture

or grass for a horse.

Mdh ma 1 EEL to take care of horses

at grass.

Mfih min
^

I? to rule or take carr
I *Aj

of the people.

Mdh new
|
-t to tend cows.

Muh tun;* 1
jSf

a boy who takes

care of cattle; a shepherd's boy.

7813. Grain; a pleasing,

U beautiful appearance ; per-

sonal demeanour that eoni-

minds respect, esteem and admira-

tion; grandeur; respect; cordial

feeling ; pleased. A surname. Syn.

with the following. Chaou mdh 03

a cert-iin order observed in

placing the tablets in temples; Chaou,

denotes the left side ; Mdh, the ri;;ht.

Mdh infill
*

|

an expression of ad-

miration, applied to </" ZET Win-

wang, a famous ancient king.

7814. Read Mew, and Lew,

Close intimate intercourse.

Read MHh, A certain name

of bad import applied to a person af-

ter his death; a modern surname.

Read Leaou, To wrap or wind

about.

7815. The name of a

place. Thought the same as

Mflh^jr
a shepherd; the

land of shepherds.
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MUN. CCVITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Muen. Cafiton Dialect, Matin.

QPI 7816 ' ^ From f* HOO, -A

** rfworwith onefold, repeated.

f >f A two leaved door; agate;

a door of any kind
; an entrance.

IS'ame of an office; of a territory;

of a surname. A family ; a sect ;

a division of a subject; a class of

persons, a profession. E-mnn MS *

the medical profession. Chwang
mun ^ 'j

a window. Fdh mun
yjii 4

i|l;jj |

the sect of Buddha, Tan
Mil 4

mun &t
j

a single leaved door.

Shenmuii^g J

a two leaved door

Keaon mun^ 1 asect or class of

persons who hold certain opinions or

doctrines. Suo mun ^jx^ an

obscure family.

Mun fung
j J|j^

the credit or re-

putation of a family.

Mun hea ~K

Mun sing
|

>

Mun hoo 1 1=1 a door.
i / _

Mun hoo pdh tuy

'

f3
~^\ ft an

unsuitableness in the circumstances

of families so as to prevent a

marriage alliance.

Mun low loo te
]

Mt -|- ;Wj

the gods ol the door and of the up-

per story.

Mun nuy
j JTO

inside the door, or gate.

a pupil ;
a scholar.

Mun shang
j J^ 'I attendants in

Mun tsze
j Ip. J the outcrapart-

ments, and at the gales of public

offices ; gentlemen's porters.

Mun wang ] Fj
a splendid family.

Mun wae jA~
outside the door.

Ta mun kow ^ P 1 a great

Kaou mun |S J or high

gate, means a family of wealth and

grandeur, really or one which af-

fects to be so. Chen jiili mun fung

Jjlj
tBs

| jjjfj^
to debase or dis-

honor the character of a family.

7817. ['J Mun kwiu

)j|l
f't, full, plump ap-

pearance. A Particle added

to Pronouns and Appellatives of per-

sons, to form the plural ; as Wo mun
-f I* 1 /A- <

3Fy
J

or uan mun Apr we, or

us. Ne mun^ 1 ye, or you.

Ta mun ^ '

they, or them.

Te heung mun j^J
P brothers.

Yay mun ^nf |
the attendants of

officers of government in public of-

fices. K? wei yay mini JX
/jj ^7

|

all you gentlemen. Koo neang

mun
T/j4 j(S y u ladies. By

the Tartars, Chay mun
^0^

is

used for This, here, &c. Na mun

^[J
1 for That ; there j they, &c.

7818. [ '] Grieved; sorry;

Yen-mnn
jjlv

sor-

rowful. Fan mun
'^5

t'.ie mind vexed

] and grieved Munt.h

han leaou
-|-|t ^f?

exceedingly sorry, ^in hea na

mun <0 T* ^jft 1 become sorrow-

ful and melancholy.

Tsow-mun 3*
\

\ grieved ; sorry ;

J
melauchYew-mun ^ 1
melancholy.

7819.
("

-
] To louch wilh

the hand , to lay the hand

upon ; to feel ; to lake hold

of; to shake; to stamp. Che mun

;ti I to take hold of; to grasp.

Shnng heung mun tsuh ffi [ml

JT! to wound the breast and stamp

wilh the feet, has an allusion to

ancient story, and expresses counter-

feiting external appearanccscontrary

to one's real wishes.

Mun sth , S^ to feel for, or crack

lice.

Mun sin tsze w$n 1

jj*\
H

IMJ

to lay the hand upon the heart and

ask one's self.
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7880. [-] Read Mci, In-

defatigable. Read Mun,

Water running between two

hills which seem to form a door or

passage for it.

7821. [-] A hill termina-

ted and leaving a passage

for water. Same as the

preceding. Haou mini
yjt-

1

the name of a district.

7822. [
-
] Name of a

certain plant; a species

of grain

7 823.
[

-
] A certain *ton

of a redilish hue.

782*. [V ] from full and

heart. Vexation and grief.

Mtin mun
j ^ or Fan

iiinn
p vexed and grieved;

sorrow and concern of mind.

MUNG. CCVII SYLLABLE.
4

Manuscript Dictionary, Mung. Canton Dialect, Mung.

7825. [
-

] From to cover

and a hog. Covered over ;

dull; stupid boy ;
unintel-

ligent. Same as the following.

7826. [
-

] The name of a

plant; of a vegetable, and of

a medicine. Large; dull;

obscure; duliiess of perception; r sh;

to behave to nshly or rudely ;

in aflVcted humility, used to denote

Receiving any thing, implying at

the same time something degrading

to one's self, as rash, blind, and so

on, but meant as an expression ofgra-

titude. A term by which the mean

and petty are designated, as a stupid

school-boy. Name of a hill, of a river,

and ofa gate. To mung %? 1 many

thanks. Hung mung ylL
1 chaos.

Ta raung ^ the place of the

riling sun. Ke muug f& ]
to

enlighten the dull.

Mung fan
j :aj:

a foreign tribe on the

west ofSze-chuen.

Mung gan J3 to be grateful for

kindness received.

Mung hwan 1
Wj!

1 dull, confused,

Mnng- yu
j

P) clouded, sim-

ple state of intell^i t.

Mung hcun
| jpj

to teach boys.

Mung-koo jin 1 7^* J\^
a Mungkoo

Tartar.

Mung mei rash, dull, precipi-

tate
;
to act bliidly.

Mung pc

'

tljfr
obscured ; covered

over.

Mungsze 1
fjj]

a teacher of boys.

Mungsze
j

"J^ a dull scholar.

Mung tung 1 -ffj a school boy.

* raJ

-*^^

v_k 7827. [
-

] Language which

is obscure, wanting in per-

spicuity.

7 2S. [
-
] Mung tung 1

'Vtti bli.v.l, so stupid as not

to see the plan.

7829. [-] To cover over

and shelter, as a house

does. Ping mung JJJH
1,

a screen ; a covering ; a

shelter. The comforts of

a shelter, is best known,

they say, in the midst of a bleak wind

and heavy rain.

Mung mung
|

abundant; plen-

tiful; luxuriant.

7830.
f

-
] To gather or

collect together.

k. 7831. [-] Name of a tree

*~~-" with yellow Iraves; th

Mango tree.

Mnngkwo 1
j|=t mangoes -,

fruit of

the Mangifera Indica.

7832. [-] Small drizzling rain;

thick ; foggy. The name of

a river.

Mung hung \ 'J0 original vapours ;

thick, undistinguished mas of va-

pourt.
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. ['] Munglung ] Rfjf!

he sun obscured by vapours.

Mung mei
J |Jt

dim ap-

prehension; dull perception; stupid.

7834.
[
/ J Mung lung

along narrow species

of war junk; used on the

Po-yang lake at a famous battle A. D.

1420; in which six hundred thousand

men were engaged on one side.

7835. f \ ] A small flying

insect. A summer's insect.

7836. Mung kwei 1
#||

the weasel according to some,

others say A species of mon-

7837.
[

-
] A large appear-

ance, fleshy, big. Used also

for Obscure ; to obscure.

Mung lung leaon
'

Hgjf J* to hide

from and deceive.

* 7838. [-] Small drizzling

rain

7839. [
-

] A ressel filled

full of food ; the ap-

pearance of such Ytssel.

7840. [/] The moon -

mongst clouds; obscure;

to see obscurely , to see

appearances in one's

sleep;to dream ; a dream.

Dreams, by diviners of

their import, are divided

into six sorts. The name

of a marsh.

Mung yih chang j Jfiadream;

any thing that is like a dream; the

present world.

Mung chaou I 3|c
some intimation

or prognostic in a dream.

Mung keen
Jj[

to see in a dream.

Mung keen ffi in a dream.

Mung mei
^

S dreaming in one's

sleep.

Mungseang ^
*@ dreaming thoughts;

reverie.

Mung yen
] ]f| unpleasant dreams,

occasioned they say by laying one's

hand upon one', heart; the nightmare.

7841. [ '"] Dimnew of

the eye ; obscure vision ,

want of light; dumess; ob-

scurity ;
to feel ashamed ;

to Le sorry. Read MeS,

Meaning dull. Read

also Mang, in the same

sense. The third form

is not authorized.

7848. [ /] Dull; stupid;

grieved ; vexed; sorry.

Mung jen wang keS

lost to all observation.

Mung ruling

dull; stupid; ignorant;

ashamed.
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MWA1V. CCVIH SYLLABLE.

Often confounded with Man. Manmcript Dictionary, Mum. Canton Dialect, ifan and Moon.

ft

7813. f
-

1 A kind of vegeta-

tion ; a connective particle ;

thereforcj and. See Man.

7844. (
-

) To cover, or be

covered with earth.

7845 Man, or Mwar, A kind

of curtain ; a covering or

screen.

7846. [
-

] Appearance of

being filled with water;

excessive quantity of water,

destroying things by its super-

abundance; spreading and cxtendiii"-o n

remotely ; set loose ; the source of

a river; colour of the clouds. Lan

mwan
>jfj|

widely diffused ;

extensively disclosed, ^ing keth '[^

"vgj
a hasty disposition: Sing

mwan iRt 1 a slow mild dispo-

sition. Me mwan
JfS vague,

loose; diffusive style. See
|i@?

Man.

Mwan mwan 1 I level; even, a

lorg road , a distant appe. ranee

Mwan seay
|

4 slower a little.

Mwan taou joo tsze \ ^ Jin tH*

don't talk thus.

'ART II. o 7

7847. [
-
] Plain, unem-

broidered silk, applied to

long tracts of land which

have not undergone much cultiva-

tion.

78*8. (-) Mwan, or Wan.

Plants which creep and

spread widely, applied also

to other things which extend widely

and become intricate. A surname.

Long; extensive; a certain vegeta-

ble.

7849. (-) To insult; dis-

respectful. See Man.

7850. (-)

place.

The name ofa

7851. (.) A bricklayer's

trowel, vulgarly called Ne

mwan TO? I or Ne taou

IB 7J a mud trowel or knife.

7852.
[ \ J To cover or be

covered with earth. One

:iys, The rotting of iron;

rust.

7853. (\) Full; the whoL-

of all; sufficient; enough;

the completion of a fixed

dbr
=

period. Chung mwan ^ft"
1 filled)

completed, applied either to things

or to time

Mwan sin liwan he Jl*\

rejoiced with all his heart.

Mwan tang keih king
| ^

the whole house filled with joy and

blessing*.

Mwan fuh mwan luh
j fg ; ffifj

full of blessings and wealth.

Mwan ke fi mae J$\
^jj? "|g

the time being elapsed, sold off.

Mwan meen 1

7S|
over all the face.

Mwan te urh sun
j Jjjl ^ Jjji

the whole floor filled with children

and grand children.

Mwan shin
J Bf the whole body.

Mwan tow g the whole of the

head.

Mwan te kin tseen
| ftfj <^ |

the ground all covered with gold and

coin.

Mwan ync B the month com-

pleted, applied to th? month of a

woman's confinement.

Mwan kowyingching
'

ft f$j ^j
I I* <iS* '**

to have the mouth full of proruiief;

a profusion of promises.

Mwan-chow
| ^J Man-chow, or

Manlchoo Tartars
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[c] Read" MS and

Mwan, The back of rui i.

.A mrnamr.

7855. [-] Dulness of sight;

to blind or deceive ano-

ther person. A surname.

NA

To deceive and impose upon. \V<>

jiilh
mwan ne

fj^ ^ ffa

I won't conceal il from you.

Mwan peen ] (^ to deceive nd

impose upon.

Mwan chS Uin yew ] ^ || ^

NA

concealed il from hit relations and

friends.

7856. f
-
] To pass over a

wall. Read Pwan, Pwan

shun
'

Wljj
to walk in a

lame manner.

NA. CCIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVf. Canton Dialect, Ifa, and N.

7857. [ '] Read No and

Na, To transfer ; com-

monly used for pointing

to another person, pl;ice

or time; a. That; there;

then. A surname. Pee No.

there, or that place.

that thing, or person,

where? how !

Na neen 1 ^ that year.

Na she that time ; then.

Na sze 1 ^^ that affair

7S58. [
-

] To prosecute

and seize; to t.ike hold

of. Na -win
j |pi

to

seize and examine. Na

-rn'B laou fun
j ;j|E J/j-

^FJ
to apprehend, seize,

or 'take up robbers or banditti.

NapChwan f /f^ |f;l
""able to

Na p8h cboo
| /f> fif' J gel a firm

fast hold, or to ascertain a point

with certainty.

Na ta teth tso
] f{fj $) jj

seized

hold of his mistake, en or, or fault.

7859. [
-

] Chay-iw ||

inexplicable- j.irjjon; the non-

sensical jargon of a drunkard.

7860. [
-

]
( heu-na^

incorrect bad pronurciation;

a kind of stammering; bad

utterance.

T861. f-] Pa-na |^ ]

to collect together and throw

away, as filth that is collected.

7862. [/ ] Pa-na ^
'

the hair in confusioa ; di-

shevelled hair.

NA. CCXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVrf. Canton Dialect, J\"ap.

\78CS.

RcadFfih. Bending or

curved towards the left i

commonly read Na, A line

drawn from left to right.

7864. -Commonly read Nuy,

Within. Anciently, read

NS, To put within ; to re-

ceive inside.

7865. N5-S
^ $g t<> take

or collect together. Wa-na

fripf 1 the appearance of

a fat little child; a handsome appear-

ance.

7866. Mournful
; sorry.

7867. From hand and to

put within. To place any

thing in water ; to immerse.

7868. From titk and to put

or receive within. Silk put

to steep or so;ik , to put

into ; to give to ; to present or offer

to ; to receive into one's possession.



NAE

A surname; used to denote within.

Yung nS ^S 1 to contain ; liberal

feelings.

Ni chili 1 RSt to receive tributary
I nft\i

offerings from smaller foreign states.

Na fuh
| |g to receive or enjoy

happiness ; to be in comfortable cir-

cumstances.

Na heang 1
Jj|nJ ~|

to pay duties to

Ni shwfiy
j JJ!( J the government.

Ni knng j "gfT to offer presents ; to

Ni (sin I *][/ present offerings to

a superior in token of devoted

submission and attachment.

NAE

Ni ni of large containing

capacity.

7869. Na e
j

NAK 607

l

certain

Buddhagarment! of the

priests.

Na tsze 1 ^f- a priest, a term by

wliich they designate themselves;

the expressions

Pin ni'^V ~j
are also used by

Ni tc
j f/ J

them.

7870. A fox-like animal,

that hunts the mouse spe-

cies.

7871. A certain ring or bar

to which a p;iir of horses are

fastened to a carriage.

7872. To hammer, or work

iron.

7873. To press upon heavily

with the hard. Peg ni

Jfl'fr lines drawn from

right to left in writing, are called

Pe'S ;
those from left to right, are

called Na.

NAE- -CCXFH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVai, and JVay. Canton Dialect, Nae, and JVoe.

7874. p ] A Particle

expressive of demurrirg,

But ; it may lie ; often

translated Is, am, was,

then, will then, certainly.

At the beginning and end

of sentences, it is an expletive.

Sometimes used in the sense of Ton,

a certain person. The name ofa

place; the name of a fruit. The

Chinese thus define it, A particle

connecting the preceding and the

folio win j a particle continuing a

subject ; denoting a
difficulty of ex-

pression ; denoting a slowness of ex-

pression; denoting a sentence al-

ready finished. JS nae it
j

or

Nae j8
| ^ as to, or but as to.

7875. The female breast;

milk; to suckle- New -

nae-^ji [
cow's milk.

Nae tsze cha 1 ~f-
x|t

a preparation of milk,

which the Tartars 'drink

as tea. Nae-nae 1

a term ofrespect addressed

to young married women,

a nurse to give suck

to a child ; a wet

ho skin of milk; the

scum or cream. The Tartars congeal
it and carry it on

journeys.

Nae tow
^ g| the nipple of the

breast.

7876. (V) Nae, or Nae ting

I Iffi. a large vase or tri-

pod.

^^ |
7877. ( / ) A certain light

rfl| I* punishment,
which may be

' TJ borne; to deem light and

bear with , to endure. Patient endu-

rance; tobear; to forbear. Jin nae

tJJ patient endurance or for-
A\\~\ |

bearante.

Nae f.m
] ||[

to bear trouble and

annoyance patiently. Nae fan
]

tto be:ir patiently a press of oc-

cupation, or business.

Nae ban 1 $| to bear the cold.

Nae sing 1 M. a patient disposition.

Nae fung shwang I

"^ ^g
to bear

wind and hoar-frost.
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7878. [ /] Name of a plum-

like fruit of which there are

three species, of different

colours and ofan acid taste. To occur

r meet with. Woo nae ho Jffl-
/j I

NAN

/jpf
or MBh nae ho

yQf* fpf

having DO resource.

Nae ho
/JpT

in any affairs unde-

cided on, to solicit assistance or a

decision from others.

NAN

Nae tin wo ho
] ^ ^ jpj"

what

can he do to me?

Nae ho U pfih tin
\ fpf <ftjj

2|: you can do nothing to him.

NAN. CCXII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVan. Canton Dialect, JVam.

787g. (
-
) From luxuriant vege-

tation, and Jin ^fc giving

sound. The region of heat

and luxuriant vegetation. The re-

gion which sustains and cherishes

plants and Imng creatures. The

south. The name of a piece of

music ; a surname. Nan, the South,

and the other words referring to the

points of the compass, are, in histo-

rical works, used as Verbs also, for

going to the South, north, &c. To

rhyme, read Nin or Ning. Che nan

chay
j=j^ JW_ a compass. Che

oan chin T& I *T" the needle of

a compass. Ho nan fa I to fold

the hands, and bow in the manner of

the priests of Fu' .

Nan chng foo g j/J-
the ca-

pital of Keang-se Province

Nan fang ~Tj
the southern regions;

in the south.

Nan hae-heen
| vf;tM the district
I / *-f r*rf*

in which the European factories, at

Canton, arc s tiiated, and the magis-

trate of that district.

NankeTh
] j^the

south pole.

Nan-king Rp
the city so called,

formerly the tealof government.

Gan nan '-hr 1 Cochir.china; in the

Classics called Nan-keaou 4

in the lime of Han called Keaou die

<
Jj];

or Che
jjjk

Nsn keaou 1 ^5 the hill on which

the Chinese sacrifice to heaven, at the

winter solstice.

Nan me'en 1
||]

towards the south ;

sitting with the face towards the

south, which the Emperors of China

always do, when silting in state.

Nan mo jffi are two characters
I /u>

which precede the epithets of Buddha

and various other demi-gods; it

seems to answer sometimes to !

in ascribing praise or offering sup-

plications.

Nan-wan 1 $$ Praya Grande, at
I rt

Macao.

Nan yue"
J jm-

an anc'.ent name of

Canton Province.

7880. [
-
] Ne nan yen p8h

Ne-nan, is interminable talk-

ing; inci ssant chattering; hence,

applied to, Yen yu ipfc ^g the

chattering of swallows.

7881. (
-
) Nan, or Shjh nan

X
I

I (he name of a wood.

Nan muh tae e ~n^ JK~

table and chairs made of the

Nan-wood.

7882. (
- ) Nan-nan

J

muttering indistinct speech,

babbling loquacity.
Chun

man f&' J

the sound of conversa-

tion.

7883. (-) Difficult; dif-

ficulty ; used for what

is very difficult or im-

possible;
distress; suf-

fering; grief ; grievous;

great; important. Keen

nan*E, I distressing d fficultiei.

~/V\ I

Been nan |^ J
dangerous and

di'cilt. Mahnattylt ]
the name

ofapjarl.



NANG

Nan ching
J fij)

difficult to effect.

Nan e tsih Icang
'

Ljl j[j|j
L\~

difficult to comprehend.

Nan nang ] Aj;
difficult to be able.

Nanszc
| T]

f. a difficult or distress-

ing :iff,ir.

Nan ITh
j ^ difficult to obtain.

Nan hwS chin tsae
jfak j| ~Jk~

difficult to procure true talents for

the service ofgovernment.

Nan taou
j j||

it is hard to say, it

cannot, must not, or shall not be.

7884. ( \ ) Fear; reverence.

7885. (.) From field and

strength. An official chargeO

or office; the lowest of the

five titles of
nobility. The male of

the human species j the male through-

NANG

out nature. Chili wdh )Tli yew

nan nr u
ifjy }tyil ~Jyf\ ^T "juT

plants all have male and female.

Chfih jew tsze heiing che luy rfrf /pf

JM:
Mfc ~y |3f

bamboos have fe-

male and male specie*.

Nan tsze
j

-4- a man; a husband.

Nan lieu show show pfih tsin

jn? *5? A\ prD men and women -

in giving and receiving must not

approach each other but the one

lay on a table what is to be given,

and the other come and recerve it.

These expres-

sions are all

so many

terms for male

and female

in the sexual

NAN(J 609

Kangjow

Keen kwa

Nan neu

Mow pin

Heung tsze

Yang yin

system, which is supposed to pervade

nature. The first character in each

J

example denotes the Male, and the

other the Female.

7886. (\) To redden in

the face; to blufh; to feel

atliamcd ; bashful. Nan

yen seang keen 1 fcTJ An fcl saw

each other with blushing contenance*.

7887. (-) Mfi nan

I name of a tree which

bears an acid -fruit; the

leaves of the tree are like

those of the mulberry.

"888. Name of a lnr;rr

make, said to be edible.

NANG,- -CCXIII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVaitg. Canton Dialect, Noang.

789. (
-

) A bag ; a sack ;

large ba;; or sack ;to hold

"> a
bag. A surname.

Hing nang^J j travelling bag,

expresses whatever one takes with

liim on a journey.

Nang suh ching kow-tae 1 4/S. Jjfr

D ^K
a *ac 't '" commonly called

Kow-tae.

Nang kung joo ic

PABT 11. p 7

purse it as empty as if it had been

washed.

T890. (/) Slow; tardy.

7891. ( \ ) To advance or

pu^i forward violently ; to

fill by force. Tuy nang j{^

j

to push from one with the exer-

tion of strength.

7892. ( \ ) In former t imps;

formerly; in times past;

the other d.iy.

Nang jTli
j Q on a former day;

some days ago.

Nang seTh
j |2|

in former times.

7893. ( / ) The appearance

of water flowing. The name

of a river.
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NANG. CCXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVtng Canton Dialect, JVdng.

7894 ' ^ c ) To ke able ; a1>i-

lity; power ; talent ; skilled

in wwrk
; competent for

one's duties. Name of an animal

reicmhling a deer. Tsae ning -J-

I lalcnt and capacity,

j ^ an able person.

Nanj-kaii ffe able to manage

business j clever in business.

Nin sze
] ^ji competent for busi-

ness; capable.

7895. ( c) Weak j wearied.

896. (c) A dog of a very

hairy kind; a vicious dog;

clamour. Tsaou nanj
4

|
clamorous contention*.

7897. ( c ) Planti growing

in confusion.

NAOU. CCXV SYLLABLE.

Manuicript Dictionary, JVaa. Canton Dialect, JVo and JVaou.

7898. AU. J slave.

7899. (-) Clamorous noise.

Heuen naou
pj|f j

out cry ;

vociferation, clamour. AU'o
\

read Na. Laou na pi$
j

noise

of people's voices.

79CO.
(

-
) Hwin naou

-|ft1' M
confusion of intellect

j

perturbation of mind i con-

fused and excessive talking ; cla-

mour.

,* 7901 ( \ ) From to arrange
iS . ///3

\\ C""en- which re-

prcseiits the ba'r, and Pin

the train i s If' T ,w suv Oft

the marrow of the head ; i e. the

brain. Mi m or Woo tow naou
J^.

lor br_in-, ;

denotes Inability to find out the

causes of an affair, more from the

unaccmintablfness of the affair itself,

than from deficiency of talent in the

person considering it. The MS.

Dictionaries say, it denote*, Impru-

dent ; foolish.

Naou low
^ y|3

the rheumatism.

(MS. Dictionary. )

7909. ( \) The marrow

of the head; the brain ;

glossy and soft, as if rub-

bed with marrow. Naou

lac
| ^' the b g that

contains Ihe brains^ the

n a!. Chiing i.aou

|

I hiuese camphor.

Naou low
'

rheumatism.

Wo yaou ne teth naou kae

|

it. said to denote

is a threat intended to induce

inferior officers to be careful of

their behaviour.

Nioukae
j
-^ the top of the scull,

which covers the brain.

7903. ( \) From heart

and train. Something

that vexes one's mind

and disturbs one's brain ;

having vexation; indig-

nation and resentment,

L{{{
Fan naou M

]

T/ % G-iou naou
(J^H

1n:ion <

and disturbance

of iuiii.1.



Naou liia

nation.

NAOU

[pj anger and indig-

Naoti noo 1 5& 1 ngcr i angry j to

FS naou
] / become angry; to

give vent to oae's anger.

790*. (V) To speak

contumelious!y to each

other. To vex or provoke

by words.

7905. Ma naon -jtL
TliJ

cornelian stoue.

the

7906. (.) To twist; to

contort; to wrench; to

disturb; to vex ; to mix

in.a confused manner; to scratch.

Kaou Iwan she fe 1 Igf -g. 4t
mL AC 7r

to pervert right and wrong ; causing

confusion and
animosity by slander

and tale-bearing.

Naou sin
^ fo to vex anil disturb

the mind.

790T. (
/

) rrookfd wood ,

bent; distorted, in a moral

sense; to bend ; to wrench ;

to brenk ; weak ; fit xiblej to disperse,

as the wind. Bead Jaou, An oar;

NAOU

to row. Wang naou JjC
j

distort-

ed representations; misrepresenta-

tions or false charges. Jow uaou

5p. j
supple and delicate, ap-

plied to the body. Seen naou
{tijfe

]

in the west country, denotes Any

thing small and delicate.

Naou chuen
j Jjfi

1 to row a boat.

7908. (
-

) Noisy clamorous

contention*; debate; wran-
>

gle. Heuen naou Pq'

clamorous debate.

Naou naou che heS 1
"*

<KJ

a state of learning in which every

one follows a different master, and

whose opinions clash:

7909. (
-

) A kind of belt

used in the army, but

which has no -tongue; the

sound of the bell. The noise of me-

tal instruments, or trumpets in con-

tradistinction from drams. At the

sound of the Naou, the drums stop,

and the troops form themselves into

a certain position.

7910 (-) A certain kind

of dog. Name of a moun-

tain ,

7911. (-) Weak, feeble,

delicate.

7918. (-) A tperies of

monkey.

NAf U (ill

79J3. (-) Weak; feeble.

79 U. ( O From full and

market. The noise, tu-

mult, clamour and bustle

^t*^ of a market place; to rait

J3t^ and 'cold at in anger ;

I 1^1 J sir 'porous ; to make a

bustle about. Haou pfih jnaou

JTr /f\ 30t 1
a great bustle and

tumult ofjoy. Chaou naou
tyjpt

I

to make a streperous noise when

blaming or scolding any one. Jaou

naou Eg |
to make a disturbance.

Ta naou yih chang 4r I
-

jtfi

to make a great bustle and noise for

a while.

Naouje I ^fe. bustle and heat; hurry,

tumult, frtMii a great concour e of

busy people on any occasion ; or

tumult of jny.

Naou pin tee 1 T&
|j)i

to make a

disturbance by numerous petitions.

7915.
( /) The bones of the

front ofa tortoise ; the bones

of the arms. Hot and broken

as over-boiled meat. Some say, A

part of a dress.

7916. ( <) Mire; Miry.

Name of a stream ; a sur-

name. Read also Ch and

Chaoo,
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NE. CCXVF1 SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVY. Cantoo Dialect, JVe and Nei.

JL
7917. (

-
) To approach

from behind ; to accord

with ; concord; part of the

name of Confucius. A nun or priest-

ess of Buddha. Stopped; fixed;

settled. Sang ne ine'cn tsin fpf

Wl
jfa priests and nuns, are not

allowed to enter here, is pasted up

at the door by many persons who do

not wish to be importuned for charily.

Ne koo

Ne sing

Ne kew

Ne shan

At "1

^b J
a nun ; a priestess.

\-f "I
the name of a hill ;

|J_| j"
to this hill the

mother of Confucius addressed her

prayers and received Confucius as

a son, in consequence; hence J\"e,

forms parts of his name.

,J^ ""I 7918. (V) Thou; thee.

Ne mun 'ffltl you or

ye. She ne mun teTh tsze

your affair. Used also

for You, in direct address.

Chay ko |iuh she ne mun

in M m is

this yours ?

Ne tcih
] wy thine, or yours ?

Ne mun tcih 1
jptj |V(j

your, yours.

7919. (/) The name of a

place. Water mixed with

earth.

7920. (/) A colloquial Par-

tide, interrogative; also

suppositive, if, when. R(d

Ne, To call to or direct a person.
!!_- . f^

T&nz wo she hcaou ne \RV f&fc TTT
i\JLf- ).'+ A^

^ 1 what, then, is filial nirty ?

^j~* i

Ne-nan yen yu yny ] ^^ tE ^
Ne-nan, the ch.itlering of swallows.

7921. (.) A slave girl, in

a firmly, is called Ne
j

or -- Ne tsze.

7922. (-) Nuh ne
ijvg;

4 * *

1 a feeling of shame;

ashamed ; to colour up

with shame.

7923. (-) From water and

inurl mixed. Mire ; to put

in the mire ; miry; rotten
;

soft; weak; thick; clammy; adhe-

sive;" stagnant; impervious; bigoted.

Name of a river. A surname. Ken

nepuhtung.j(i| ] ^ ^g higot-

ed and impenetrable to reason and to

iM-, 4

argument. Tsre ne
-^S

1 a cer-

tain national seal. To ne tae shwiiy

t 1 tfr /jt
dragsed throush

mud and water an obscure style.

Ne chwang 1 '^ a window pasted

with paper.

Ne shwS { muddy clayey speech;

i. e. a stiff senselesi adherence to any

certain furm of speech.

Ne yu fung shwiiy jjk Jji. JJ^

bigotedly attached to tlie supersti-

tion of the Fung-shwiiy.

Nc show
| gf to pjt one's forehead

in the mire; said by the courtiers

to His Majesty, when expressing

that they will prostrate themselves

before him.

7724. (-) Mire; clay j miry,

clayey.

7925. ( / ) The foeces of

wine.

7926. (-) From grain and

coming after. Grain spring,

ing spontaneously from the

seed which fell the preceding year.

Wheat. Head Neih, The first ripe

grain.
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T927. () Mourning dress

for the head. E-ne
-Mp

a good Hell-looking dress.

7998. (/) To call upon,

or to a person ; speech which

is unintelligible.

79.'9. (
/
) Appellative of

little children ; a limit ; the

utmost limit. The bunks of

a river. A surname. Twan ne
yj?(j

the extreme point, the first

budding forth; the commencement ;

the origin. Pdh loo twan ne A\
UJJL

Jjfjj
1 not to make the least dis-

closure. Pe ne
-jfe

1 to peep ; to

look obliquely.

7930. Swan ne

animal said to nsemUle a

lion, and which can go five

hundred le at a time.

7931. (
'

) A species of

deer ; al-o used to denote a

lion like animal. This cha-

racter is commonly written er-

roneously for Maou ,ffi tha^exter-

oal appearance.

NE

79S2. A certain small insert ;

used also to denote the rain-

bow. Keene^f'
j

ap-

pearance of stretching out the head.

7933. Hung ne
j|

1 the

rainbow. Ne been yu che

NE 613

rainbow appears the rain slops.

Ne shang yu e
|

/

j?| ^0 ~% varie-

gated dresses, worn by the inhabi-

tants of the moon, now worn on the

stage.

7934. Ne, or E. A fish said

to have four fret. See E.

The MS. Dictionaries con-

sider fe King and Ne, the

whale; t he fi i sibling the male, the

other the female.

7935. (') A certain trans-

Terse bar in a carriage.

7936. ( O A certain hon-

like animal. Ayoungdetr.

r^\\ A man's name.

Ne kew-
j 3| a large garment made

of young deer ikin.

1937. (\) A father, in life,

is called fy Fo.., after death

~/fj
Kaou, and when in the

hall or temple of ancestor*, he if

called
J

Ne. The hall or temple of

a father. A surname. The name

of a place. A tablet, dedicated to

ancestor', when moving from place

to place, is called Ne.

793S. (
-
) Mr, or Ne. The

appearance of water flowing.

See Me.

i^ 7940. (/) Fat; glossy?

smooth; oily matter; con-

gealed. Fei-ne BP

fat. Kow ne jjp ]
dirty and

greasy.

Ne che
j yS5 stoppage in the fto-

mach from excessive eating.

Ne bwi I vS fat and smooth.

,7941. A composition of flour;

a cake ; a bait, literally and

figuratively. Properly read

XJrh, which ice,

FABT U. 7
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NEANG.- -CCXVUTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JViang. Canton Dialect, Neong.

^^ 7942. Neang or Gang. Used

y\J by females for the pronoun I.

Read Yang, Towards ; to

look up to ; to look towards, to hope

for; to wait. See Gang. Yang jfrj
is

now used in the former sense. Neang

neang
|

1 great, how great! high;

dear in price. Strenuous effort.

.Tsze neang t I to exert one's self.

7943. Neang or Yang. To

raise the head and look

upwards with expectation

or desire. To look up to, either

with regard, with admiration, or with

a sense of dependence. An expres-

sion of affectionate regard. To or-

der an inferior. To transmit an of.

ficial document to another officer.

Read Yang, To trust to ; to rely, or

wait on. A surname. See Yang.

Neang lae 1 ifefi to look up to and

depend upon.

7944. (-) A designation

of young females. Also

a -vulgar term for mother.

The first form is in most

general use. Yay neang

j

or Yay neang

TlK 1 father and mother. Sefih e

1-. i_-

neang 3^ ^^ I a name of a par-

rot. Sefih meen neang ^^ [gj

name ofa horse.

Neang tsze
] ^ respectful epi-

Koo neang ^ 1 / thetfor ayoung
/*rJ I

female, either married or not.

Neang-neang \

J

a title of ladies

of the Imperial house, and of god-

desses ; the Empress or Queen.

7945. (
/

) To ferment li-

quor, or wine; to ferment;

to excite, as sedition or

rebellion. Neang tsew I

\(2!j
to

make liquor or wine.

NEAOU. CCXVIIFH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ntao. Canton^Dialect, New.

7946. (
-
) The feathered tribe ;

a bird. Name of a state ; of

a star, and of a kill. Name

of aa office.

Neaou chow 1 -H- a light bat for a

party of pleasure.

Neaou Ian 1
/jgr

an aviary.

Neaou tseang ^ ^ a fowling piece ;

a musket, or match-lock.

Neaou taou
| 3j|f

a tortuous path ;

a winding road.

7947. (
-

) Neaou or Teacu,

Plants which grow from
^ ^m

J k fc \M or rest upon an other, as

parisites.

Neaou lo che tsin
'

|?|f
"*/ S

a relation of mutual depeodance, or

rather entire dependance of one on

the other, is an expression used by

either side when negotiating a mar-

riage.

7948. ( -
) To wind round

with a cord ; connected

with to a great distance, or

depth ; profound ; remote ; sft ;

delicate.
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Veauu neaou 1 i windiig upwards

like iraoke.

Veaou swan
j^s? profound, or

deep; wrought with care; not

superficial, applied to style and

thought.

Neaou juen
j ^J| distant, remote.

7949. ( ') Softs flexible

and long. The definition

given in the preceding is

by some applied to this character.

7950. Handsome; excellent.

(
-

) To bend.

7951. (-) From woman

and weak, or small. Long

aid small. Delicate, feeble

as a woman ; mored by the wind ;

reeds waving in the wind ; pleasant

sound, as is made by trees shaken

by the wind.

Neaou no 1 ym a wriggling mincing

walk ; wriggling motion, like a

7958. (
'

) Read Neih, To

sink into. Read Neaou, To

pass urine ; urine. A Tulgar

word, the same is expressed by

Go-neaou.

7953. (-) To pull about, and

play with, in a lascivious

manner i lewd gambols;

light, seductive speech and behaviour.

7954. (
'

) From body :m4

water. Animal water i

urine . To pass urine,

more [delicately expressed by Seaou

pe'en A\ fP the smaller conve-

nience.

7955. ( / ) A vulgar

character used in the sense

of the preceding.

7956. (
-

)
To play and

make fun; to jest and

laugh. Also a troubled

mind; feeling an aversion to.

Read Yaou, Delicate and beautiful.

Read Jaou, / Flattering and fasci-

nating.

NEE.- -CCXIX SYLLABLE-

Manuscript Dictionaries, JVY. Canton Dialect, JVeep.

7957. From eftiMand hand.

A child handling its toys

all the day. Read E, To

determine upon ; to de-

cide ; to grasp. Read

Ne'S, To take with the

fingers and collect to-

gether ; to make up a

story, or false pretext. A

surname.

Nee
1

been

Woo ne'S

h to

J cha

make up false

| J charges which in-

volve and ruin other people.

He8 tsaou yaou yen
\ ^ f |T

to raise false reports, or idle stories.

7958. (-) To stop or fill

up; to put down. The

second is a vulgar unau-

thorized form.

"/ 95!) . Name of a certain

stream or river; black

dirty mud, at the bottom

of stagnant water ; to

blacken. Ne'8 pwan 1 $3:

or
$j>

a dirty platter, ap-

plied by the Buddha sect, to the de-

filements of the world.

Nee-puhtsze \ ^ |${ though

plunged in mud, not defiled, said by

Confucius respecting himself.

Net" yen tsze 1 ^ |$j
mud dyes a

black colour.

5960. Disquieted, applied

to the state of the country.

Wh nee ^ 1 in a dis-

turbed state; dangerous.

7961. Three eart. A whis-

per addressed to the ear of

another person.
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7963. A month without

any rule or I iw to itself

The mouth moving or chat-

tering and talking ; vir.f;i:g; back-

biting. Jno rrc
1

|f? loquacious;
ITII I

wordy, indistinct rmiriniiri 1

g. Chen

nee [UJ indistinct whispering.

7963. To take with the band ,

to lift up, as Ions garments.

Nee Jen 1 xK a quiet state

of the country or of the win-Id.

Nee" tse shing ta g j ^ J\r ^
lifted his robes even when he ascended

the hall of audience, said of Con-

fucius.

7964. To tread upon with

the feet ; to ascend or walk

up. Ne ke5 1 Sg te ad-
I ~v'l

yance forward; to walk up an as-

cending path.

. 7965. Tweezers for eradicat-

ing hair; nippers; forceps.

An utensil for taking up a

thinj.

NeSshih
j ^f the loadstone.

1966. Read Xee, A blaze of

light, effulgence. Bj Tsze-

hwuy re.d Hwang.

7967. A mark to shoot at;

a rule; a law; the person

who in criminal cases de-

cides according to law ; the judge.

Ne* sze
| p] 1- t!;e JVee-.se, .pf the

Ne Ue
| ~^jfj

criminal judge in

a Province.

7969. A small pilbr erected

in a gate way ; a ki.'id of

door in the centre of a gate
1

w.iy, in the Chinese manner; on

common occasions persons pnss

round on each side, on more impor-

tant seasons the centre door is opened.

7969. TeS-nee'
ftjji j

high,

lofty mountain.

7970. Any thing exceedingly

dar.g rous. WBh ne'2
Tjjtt

or reversed, Ne-wtili,

Unsettled; disturbed state.

7971. Any occupation; that

which is a- person's emp'oy-

ment, whHher manual or

menial, for a livelihood or for

amusement that which is already

done ;
a particle forming the past

tense ;
that which has been acquired

by. labour; a patrimony. bze nee

J hnsincM, occnp tior, pro-

fession. He5 ne'S M^ I study or

the literary profession. E-nei
lljL

I the mechanical arts. Ta ne'5

fc I

rich in yirtuc having made

great attainments in virtue. Ku:ig-

ne'S
J,/J having merit; having-

deserved well of one's country. Pun

nee ^K j

one's original profession.

g j
hereditary property.

^ j
or Tsan nee" ^

family property of any kind.,

1 -t "^
^* e

I
tT j I

a 'ready ; sign of

Ne'e
1

king
j tyfcJ

the past.

7972. Fear; apprehension :

danger dangerous.

7973. Name of a place

known in Chinese history.

A surname.

797*. From guilt and ton \

tire children of concu-

bines i the children of

women who have corn-

mi ted some crime which

are compared to the

sprouts-from the root of a tree which

has been cut down ; the offspring of

guilt; applied literally and figura-

tively for the consequences of crime.

Luxuriant and elegant.

fieS chung 1 $$ a race, the offspring.

Ne5 clnng i

fl||
a debt of guilt,

claim i coming on one in consequence

of guilt.

v^*^ 7975. That which rrmaini

PJt??' in the ground of a tree that

~yV^^ is cut down. A surname.

Nee sing
|
Q to sprout out again

from a remaining slock of that which

is cut down

Mi g nee
flfj

I the first shoot, or

young sprouts.

79T6. (
-

) To take any thing

clandestinely with the hand,

to draw it in and secret it.

To take with the hands , to hide.

7977. To bite; to gnaw ; to

seize with the teeth. A sur-

name. Woo nee kuh fit-
*j*

'

do not gnaw bonei before

company.

7978. ( c ) To take or work

with ths fingers.
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NEEN. CCXXTH SYLLABLE.

Sometimes confounded with Yen. Manuscript Dictionary, tfita. Canton Dialect, Keen.

7079. To take hold of with

the fingers; to handle.

Keen liwa
| X|

to take a flower

wilh (lie finders.

Keen kew toil 'o draw I, .Is.

Keen lui g
]

life to [lav wi:h the

(infers as when studying and writing

Keen peih I ~K to hold a penal.

Neon shoo ] i| to take a book to
I E4

read.

7980. A certain species of

grain.

T9SI. Paste or any glutin-

ous or nrll e<ive bslance;

to paste. Same as the folloH-

Neen me 1
yf^

a gfatinotn r'ce.

Neen chaon
] J'l;

to p sic a docu-

ment lo the erd of another

Keen poo
j

H lo rej a r by pasting

to; lo cnl out :ni erroneous char icier

a-id ptinte a piece of paper on the

place.

7''82. Name .f a fish with a

la-ge head and small body,

}li\\J h i v ing no sc.Jes .

TART II. 7

1983. Viscous substance ;

piise; lo paste i to f.sten

to^clher. or against a board

or wall with adhesive suhslanres to

be connected with a person; the

name of a place.

'Keen tie p Ih .shang '. njf

to pas'e against the wall.

Keen sin f'mr I f^ jjf to pasle 'in

the Chinese m inner) the cover of a

le ter.

Ne'eniheefan
'

~_ |^j[ fl^ P:lltR

it w tli rice (the usual manner in

Chi, a.)

738 1. ['] To ponder; lo

co sider , lo ru.ul in a sing-

i;i<j tone; the thoughts. A

sur.,anie. S/e neen \M \ to think,

to reflect, llwie neen fffl to
l'>^ I

harbour thousrhts of. Yih nceu che

rhi:i;, k. t ing teen te ~7

|W RJ ^ ~fc -till
"e si"ci're

thou hi can m ve heaven ai.d earth.

T-a i e'en
Jfl|

1 n ixeil or confVse I

lh< iijjl.ts. Cl'oo neen
yj

to

tur.i one's hol. alle- ti n to. Kwa

necn
^J[ suspense ; lo think

about in suspense.

Keen king ^ j^Q?
to iog or chaunt

over religious books.

Ne>n shoo 1 ft to itndr, or to

recit .

Neen keih tsre
^ J^ ]^ reflecting

on this, or the thoughts arriving at

this point.

Neen tuw JjQ the head of a

thought ; th;it is, the fir.t conception

of an idea; thoughts; reflections,

intentions.

19 5. [\'j Muddy, to take

7986.
[
/

] The track rope

of a boat, or Ihe rope wilh

wl.icli it is f s ened to the

shore, and which is usually made of

re.-ds.

7987.
f /] A kind of a

oikum put into the .se..ms

of a boat.

79-8 Ne nor Yen. Ven-vung

(1,5?,
IheiiKMil'i of a fish

seen out ol the v.dT : Hie

j;a;iii:g -ip|*irance of a fish
respiring.

789. Neen or Yen. To

examine and verify, as goods

are by Hie custom house

waiter?. To examine a d judge

whether an e fleet arises from a given
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cause or not, as in taking a kind

of Coroner's inquest ; effects which

prove the existence of a given cause,

as the efficacy of a medicine; the

fulfilment of what was previously

declared. Heaou ne'en <$T the

fulfilment of; efficacious operation.

An effect or consequence.

Ne'en ho 1 g* to examine goods on

account of the custom house.

Ne'en kan
^g~

to lopk at and

examine.

Ne'en ining
j

BH to examine closely.

Xe'en she 1 Jit to examine officially
I I'\*

a dead body.

7990. [\ ] A round stone

roller, used hy husbandmen

to I reak any thing with, or

to grind off the husk of grain.

7991. (\ ) Neon, or Chen.

A wheel for breaking or

grinding, used in husbandry.

7992.
[ I ] Two tens, united ;

twenty.
| Q Ne'en

yTh jih, The twenty-first

7993. [
\
] To work with

the hands, as in forming felt.

Ne'en maou 1 3^ to work

hair or wool into a felt.

> ^ 7994. [-] A year; the

^^ year of a person's age.

Shuoti ne'en n? 1 a young

person. LHOII ne'en ~Y: I an old

person. Krw neen te
|

last year.

Ming ne'en WH
|

next year. Teen

ne n ^r the period of life

decreed by heaven.

Neen chang chay
'

JjL ^"seniors

Ne'en tSng chay \ :55
4jr

those of

the same age.

Neen shaou chay
| fy ^juniors.

Ne'en hea 1
~\\]

at the close of the

Neen te
|j^J year.

Ne'en ting puh hwS I ^ /f* |

about forty years of age.

Neen shaou tsae kaon
] Sy TJ- |Sa

young in years and possessing emi-

nent talents.

Ne'en tsin Itaou 1

|||

"*
the close

of the year.

Ne'en tse'ang pi shlh urh 1
tt^t

A

~y . near eighty- two years.ofagp.

Neen neen 1 annually ; yearly.

7995. Ne'en or Yen. Carry-

ing the head hi^h ; fine look-

ing; stern; dignified, com-

manding respect.

7990. To deliberate respect-

ing what is to be done in a

doubtful case.

7997. [
-
J Teen ne'en

w ' ne or spirituous

liquor.

NEIH.- -CCXXFT SYLLABLE.

Sometimes confounded with Yth. Manuscript Dictionary, Nil. Canton Dialect^ jVJA and Yth.

7998. (c) To hide; to con-

ceal ; to be hidden ; cimce.il-

ed; to abscond; clandestine.

Tsze neih I
|

to hide one's self.

Tsang neih *&.
|

to hide or con-

ceal. Taou neTh iJ(C
J

( , r To

ncth^ 1
or Neih pe ] ]g- ,

avoid shewing one's self; to lie con-

cealed. Neih ming ^j to con-

ceal one's name ; anonymous. Neih

wei \
ffiji?

to ruu

one's self.

1999. Small eyes;

^010. A feeling of shame; to

be ashamed. Nny neih fM

I internal sense of shame.

Dai'y ; frequent in-

tercource wilh , familiar

acquaintance will).
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v^% 8002. Nelh ot NeS. See.

T'l*)*) NcB. To lay the hand on ; to

J w^\ ^m grasp ; to excite or provoke.

NeTh chen
|

rot to provoke to battle.

ChS neTh
fflL

'

1 to catch or take

Che neTh ffcj) j /hold of, as catch-
-^3"* I

ing a bird.

8003. Weak us witter. Un-

able toguideor save one's

self , to sink or put un-

der water ; to drown; to be

sunk into an excess of any

passion or vice, so as to

be unable to recoverone's self. Read

Neaou, To pass urine. La n neth

I to over power by lascivious

ain.

Neihgae
j ^|?

blind attachment, as

that of parents to spoiled children.

NeTh shwiij 1
~J\f to sink into the

watrr.

8004. A name of wood.

8003. A small but lofly

hill ; a smaller hill whose

summit rises higher than

a neighbouring large mountain.

Dangerous height. Also read Kelt).

>
KeTh keih be

| ^ what

dangerous elevation !

8006. Mournful; sorry;

grieved and mourning

for want of food ; an-

xious thought.

8007. NeTh and YTh, From

to run against with a spear.

Rebellious; opposed to just

authority ; contrary or opposed to,'

said of the wind and of the tide ;

confusion-. To calculate before

hand; to receive. Name of a river.

In, the time of Tiin, to present a

paper to court was expressed by

YTh. Woo neTh ft 1 a great de-

gree o f disobedience to parent,hicli

is a capital crime. F8h neTh
ijlj

disobedient; rising in opposition

to. Fan neTh F? 1 to rebel against

the government.

|

to know before hand .

jfjjjl

a contrary wind.

ff a disobedient wife.
I*

fJ a rebel ; a traitor.

yk an adverse lids.

a disobedient child.

t" rebellious banditti.

Neth che

prescience.

NeTh fung

Neih foo 1
|

| ^*l

Neih fan
|

Neih shwuy

Neih tsze 1 ^
Neih tsih

1

8003. A certain water

bird, said to conceive by

looking at each other.

Netb neTh
] ]

the cry

of a wild gooe.

8009. A certain small plant

of various colours.

NEO.- -CCXXII SYLLABLE.

Sometimes confounded with FS. Manu.cript Dictionary, A'tt. Canton Dialect, To* and GJc.

8010. Ne8, or YS, From

tiger and a boar's head in-

verted. Uufeeling ; harsh ;

fierce-; cruel; inflicting cilami-

ties
; tyrannizing over ; calamities

gent from heaven. Paou neS
J|j

j
cruel; tyrannical; causing suffer-

ing like the scorching sun, r a

tempest. Ling neS shin choo V&

m]h rJT
to insult and afflict the

gods, means to do so by afflkting

the people.

Ne8 ching
|

Wr tyrannical govern-

ment.

801 1 . Cruel disease, attacked

by two extremes ; disease in

which a person is sometimei

cold and sometimes hot ; there are

numerous distinctions and varieties

of the disease. Pin neS 4^

cold without heat. Mow ne5 jHt
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1 hot fits, without the cold. Kwei

neS
); irregularity in the time

ofthefits. NeStseih
| J^fever

and ague.

The discuses to which NeS is applicable,

are di rided into P$ chnngy\ ^j|

Eight sorts, according to what are

considered their different causes, viz...
TjG Fung, ban, shoo, j?, ihlh, shih,

rhang, seay, Wind, cold, the heat of

the atmosphere, artificial heat, damp,

food, vapours, and demoniacal in-

fluence.

801*. NeS, or Ned. To

catch ; to seize. See NeKh,

Chiih neS yS
|

to workj

with the hands and feet, as in convul-

sions.

8013. These everal eha-

racters arc variously read

G8, Ne5, and Y. See

under 05.

NEU- CCXXIIF SYLLABLE.

EU, as in the French word Peu. Manuscript Dictionary, JViu. Canton Dialect, He*.

801*. r\] Nameofastar;

f * river ; and of a state.

The female of the human

species ; a woman ;
a daughter. To

give a daughter in marriage. A

married woman is called fl& Foo ;

an unmarried woman, Neu. Foo-neu

$ffif 1
wives an<^ dau ffnters - Choo-

neu
fjj^

a young lady not in-

troduced to society. Ching neu

.J-* ^ r- 4

I or Tung neu Jn 1 a vir-

gin.

Neu chih I ftp. a niece.
I Ai-i

Neu ckoo pfih wan yu chiog
]

the Queen or Em"

press is not previously informed of

any act of government ; is not al-

lowed to interfere. (Kang-he's praises

of the Ming dynasty.)

Neu ching 1
|^ "^

name of a tree;

Neu ching 1 jna I plants which do

not cast their leaves in winter j ever-

greens.

Neukung^ ~p women's work.

Neu sang jw- a priestess or nun.
I I f-f

Neus 1 te a daughter's husband;

a son-in-law.

Neu yew woo pBh tseu 1

Jfj there are five feminine faults to
*JA

prevent a woman'* being taken i

marriage.

Neu tsze
| Jp

a woman ; a girl.

Neu urb
|

SI or Hue neu ;^
a female child ; a girl.

8015. [/] A cord or string ;

a rope that fastens a boat

to the shore, a string that

binds garments. Read Na, Cha-

na W' 1 tne appearance of two
/T^T |

tbing> adhering.
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NEW. CCXXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, A'ieit. Canton Dialect, Gou>.

^^^ 8016. [\] Those animals

^J*^ that the Chinese consider of

the Bos Genus ; large, -vic-

tims. The name of an office. A

surname. A man's name. Hwang new
, .

the common bull and cow.
Jf* I

Shwfiy new -n^ |
a buffalo. Sze new

j
a rhinoceros* Pin new r

\ a cow. Mow-new J |

a bull.

Keen new ?
'

to drag a cow;

name of a constellation.

New pe rhang
] | JJJ^

tents made

of the skins of cattle, as used by the

Tartars.

1_1-1-pf bezoar; a concre-

tion formed in the stomach of ani-

mals.

New pe keaou
^ J^ ^ glue.

New jaw
] |^J

beef.

Newpe V
jTj

hides.

New lang ftjj
an insect of the

cerambix or beetle tribe.

New pe tang lung
j $_ jg f|

a leather lantern ; a dull stupid fellow.

New shun sTb
] &JJ

-ffi a cow of an

uniform colour, not spotted.

New tsze(or tsae)jow 1 .

real. New nae ping |
titt

I y /

milk cakes, a species of the Chinese

cheese. For European cheese, they

generally use the English word cheese.

PART 11. s 7

New pih ye" |Ef^ the guts or

tripe of a cow.

1^.
*&*

<5p. t^Z a cow

that is perfect, used as a victim.

8017. [\ J New, or Nflh.

To feel ashamed. New ne

I 'fe asnamed > to .blush ;

to redden in the face.

8018. [\] New, or Chow.

To turn or twist with the

hand; to wring as a wet

cloth ; to grasp or collar a person.

Newchuen
^ ft^,

to turn and twist; to

throw the arms about for exercise.

New keS
] jM|

to twist; to twine.

New pin JI1 to collar and carry

before, a magistrate and state one's

case
vcrb;.lly.

New sung
j *jj

to seize a person

one's self, and carry him before a

magistrate. This is done when the

police runners are bribed to omit

their duty.

8019.
[ \ ] New, or Chow.

The name of a wod.

8020. [\] Half dried, ai

clothes not sufficiently dry.

Yew new
Jjfen

j
nearly dry, approach-

ing to dryness.

8021. [
^

] A dog of a proud

disposition ; to approach

near; accustomed; familiar

with; disrespectful. Reiterated, To do

again; the foot steps of the fox and

other animals; a fox. A man's name.

New yu ke keen
-^p

?
Jjf

vainly and pertinaciously attached

to one's owu opinion.

8023. [
'
] A mixed kind

of, rice.

8023. [ \] To knot in a

inauuer that may be loosen-

ed again ; to bind ; a knot ;

the place where things are knotted

or bound togetherv as where a sash

is tied. A surname.

New hs \ & to bind orjoin together.

8024. [
\ ] The top part

of a seal where it is grasp-

ed by the fingers; a knob;

a button which fastens

clothes j the knob on

which any thing turns.

A surname. Kow new jQ 1 to

button.

New kow
j

;hl a button.
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NIN. CCXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Kin. Canton Dialect, Yin,

9025. [-J NinorJin. To

thread a needle; a single

thread ; to twist threads and

form cord; to connect;. to -*eek to

attain.

Nin chin 1
1 to thread a nrrdlr

CCXXVFH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVing. Canton Dialect, Ning.

8026. [ / ] From heart

below a shelter ; and

placed on accessary uten-

sils ; below all it an as-

piration. Rest; repose;

tranquilily; desiring one

thing rather than another.

That which had hetter or

rather be done; generally

followed by that which had bet-

ter not be, in a succeeding member of

the sentence. Name of a district. A

surname. Kwei ning Kg 1 a bride's

visiting her parents for the first

time after leaving home. Ting ning

J to charge over and over

again. Kang ning KK
j

a state of

repose and tranquility. Yu ning

~T* 1 retiring from office for

three years after the death ofa parent.

Ningsze pfih keu
] ^ ^ ^

better die than go.

Ning tsS tae ping keuen mo ts5 le Iwan

Stt ail V\ better be a dog in times

of general peace, than a man in the

midst of civil wars.

Ning-po 1
"V^

a place in Che'-keang,

N. L. 30".

Ning koo I* '1 W^ a reg'n near

the river Amour.

Ning ko sin ke yew, pfih ko sin ke woo

t ififf it is better to believe that it
jt

~ >iv

exists, than that it does not exist,

no harm can arise from believing

it, but disbelieving it may be at-

tended with serious consequences.

to direct ; to caution ;
to

give a charge to, as parents

to children, or servants ; seniors to

juniors. To state fully to, amongst

equals. Fan ffih ting ning Jjf J?F

||"T"
\ over and over again, charged

him or her.

8028. To pull and drag and

throw into confusion. Tseang

ning \W 1 to seize and

throw into confusion.

8029. A wood, the bark of

which is steeped in wine

and taken medicinally.

Ning inung 1 R limes.

Ning mung shway 1

1J& 7^ lemo

juice.
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w % 8030. [
'

] Water and mire,

"*/
arrt slippery with mire. Ne ning

or Te ning "jfy j
a

slippery miry road.

8031. f
'

] From Sin,

Truth, abbreviated, and

A woman ; because the

belief of women is easily

obtained by artful and

specious language. Ta-

lents; insinuating address. Smart in

reply 4 ready in verbal disputation.

Artful in language; flattering, le

kow tsae yuiS ning %\\ PJ yJ~,FJ
I Heing expert in the mouth, talent,

is called Ning, i. e. talkative, ready

in
reply, retort or debate. HwS yu

Yung yay jin urh pfih ning jjj/ pj
5ff -nj 'jUl fffl Jf\ ]

one said,

as to Yung, he is a good man, but

not ready and smart in reply. Chen

ning gg
1

cringing, specious flat-

tery. Keen ning ^tap
1 crafty ;

specious i malicious adulation.

Ning foo I
mjj

artful specious wo-

8032. [/] A surname; t

*'*^J^ desire; quiet. Same

joj. Ninj.

NO. CCXXVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fft. Canton Dialect, No.

IU
1

k
8033. (

-
) How? where ? great,

much; t terminate; rest;

repose ; to transfer to. A sur-

name. Show fun pQh no^ |g

xf> j
to receive infinite happiness.

No tseay
j ftrjf

1 to transfer from

Che no 5? 1 J one use to ano-

ther ; to apply to some use not intend-

ed. See the second character below.

Compare with Na.

.8034. [
/

] Easy, leisurely

deportment of an elegant

female.

Go-no
^jpT |

\ handsome ; elegant ;

O-no Bpf
j
J beautiful appearance.

8035. [-] To rub with the

hand; to change or transfer

from one use to another.

No e
j Xi^ ^

to transfer from

/tt= J the proper use,\o tseay 1No

and appropriate to some purpose not

intended
;

often used in money af-

fairs. To embezzle. See No. 8033,

above. These characters are in this

sense used for each other. Tso-no

qx I

* ru^ Detweeu

8036. [-] To rub between

both hands. No slia

W* to rub sand between

the hands for the purpose

of cleaning them.

'8037 [-] A pill made quite

8038. No, or Juen. Land by

the side of a river ; the

ground outside a city wall.

Ground between two walls. A lower

wall Ijeyond the principal one. ?et

Juen, N 4SOO.

8039. [ / ] No, or Nwan,

Weak; fearful; timorous;

apprehensive. Wei-no -f^

I fearful; apprehensive.

No J5

'

'jj

8040. [
/

] No me

a glutinous kind of rice,

used in making spiri-

tuous liquor; not com-

monly used for food.

8041. [\-j Todrivemay

by certain rites malignant

or pestilential demons,
for-
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merly done thrice a year. Those

peculiar ritei are now discontinued,

but various of the present day, are

performed with the same intention.

NOO

Abundant; copious. O no y^-

delicate, soft: yielding, slender, as

a branch or twig. Walking in a

measured pace; a genteel gait.

NOO

rtrt 8042 - [ ] No or Nan - To

expel pestilence or demoni-

acal influence. The same as

the preceding.

NO CCXXVIIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVS. Canton Dialect, JVok.

8043. [c] A tone of assent,

approbation, or promising.

When a master or father

calls fa 1 Wiih 11*, do not answer;

.. e. do not take time to answer, but

\f 4

run immediately. Ying n
jffli |

to answer; to respond. Tse'en jin che

n5 n8, pfih joo yih sze che gS gS

tne perpetual assent

of a thousand sycophants, is not

equal to the blunt disapprobation of

one good man. Yih nfS tse'en kin

~f" PL
one Wor^ (' Prom>se

enough) for a thousand pieces ofgold.

NOO CCXXIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVu. Canton Dialect, JVoo.

8044. [
-

] A slaTe; ancient-

ly persons who had com-

milled some crime; it now

denotes persons bought with money.

The reigning family sentences many

lighter offenders lo slavery ; apply-

ing Ihe word slave to those bought

is not now sanctioned by law.

Noo pS 1 /J!| a slave man.

Noo pei
| jjJB

a slave woman.

Noo-tsae 1 / a slave; or one pos-

sessing abilities not superior to a

slave. Used by Tartar statesmen for

I, when addressing the Emperor.

8045. [
N

].
Strenuous effort ;

the exertion of strength.

Read Noo, A desperate exertion of

strength; effort that terminates in

death.

Noo le^ih kea tsan
\ ~j] jjfl ^

exert yourself to take an additional

quantity of food ; said when advising

persons to be careful of themselves.

Noo leth heang tse'en /7 |pj W
to exert strength and press for-

wards.

8046. [
-

] The wife's

children; children and

grand-children.
The tail

of a bird; blandishment;

delicate. Read Tang, A

place to store up treasure ;

the national treasury. Tse-noo g^
a wife and children. Luy tse

noo S jfe \
to involve one's

wife and children.

8047. [N] A cross-bow; it

propels several arrows in

succession ; they are some-

times placed as traps in passes to
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shoot animals, in which case it is

accessary to suspend a board giving

warning to passengers. Fang noo

^ to let oft' a cross-bow.

Shang noo p "1 to stretch

Chang noo
Hf^

f a bow.

Bfoo he'ea \ t$ the string of a how.

8048. [
\

J Anger ; displea-

sure; passion ; to be angry

with. Han noo Q
repressed anger. Paou noo

=jj~ |

fierce anger. Fa noo -^ to

Tent one's anger. Fun noo
JJ |

or Naou noo
'ffci | aager ; angry j

IH I

rexed

Noo kc sh ang kan 1
jpF ^ff JlT-

angry feeling hurls the liver and

the liver is connected with the eyes,

therefore anger hurts the sight.

Noo yen, noo sth
"j

"=? ^ angry

words and an angry countenance.

Noo she fan seaou Hi 1^ dj
I HJ fs\. /*.

when angry to turn to its opposite

and laugh, a sign of craft and in-

trigue.

8049.
[
-

J An ugly old

horse ; a carriage horse.

Used by statesmen to express

themselves when writing to the Em-

peror.

Noo tae keg leih
|
$* ^ -ft

I (a

weak old horse) will exert my

strength, in token of my obligation

to your Majesty.

8050. [
^

] A stone filed

to the end of an arrow,

as a point. A coarse

stone on which to rub a

thing to a point.

8051. A tumour growing by

the side of the eye.

NOW- CCXXX SYLLABLE

Manuscript Dictionary, Neu. Canton Dialect, Niou.

8058. [/] A kind of hoe

for rooting up weeds ; to

clear the ground of weeds.

8053.
[
'

] Now, or Juen.

A certain tree from which

a tincture is made.

80S*. [
-
] A sort of rakbit

or hare. A surname.

8055. [
-
] The language

of imprecation.

8056. Now and Row. To

suckled a child, Igno-

rant.

NUN. CCXXXI ST SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, J\'un. Canton Dialect, Nune.

8057.
[ / ] Weak, small,

fine, delicate; soft; small

and good j young.

Shaou nun /I/
'

young.

Keaou nun^ 1 delicate and hand-

some said of women and of colours.

805. [ / ] Same ai the

preceding.

I 7
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NUH. CCXXXIF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, No. Canton Dialect, Now.

8059. Nuh, or New. To

feel ashamed. See New.

8060. To stammer ; slow of

speech. Row nuh p
stammer ; to speak with an

impediment ;
to speak cautiously.

^*g**
1 tJ

8061. The hand moving

constantly.

8063. An internal feeling

or sense of shame. Tsan

ntih W^ I ashamed; feeling

shame.

8063. To wound with sharp

weapons.

8064. To feel shame; to

be ashamed.

NUNG.- -CCXXXni" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVung. Canton Dialect, JVung .

8065. [
-

J To break up

the ground and plant the

grain ; to cultivate the

ground; to plant, or sow. Shin

nui 'g
Ijllfj

the divine husband-

man, an ancient Emperor who

taught agriculture to the Chinese.

Woo niing ^ to allude to

agriculture; or the affairs of agri-

culture.

those who followNung kea 1

agriculture.

Nung foo 1
'

Nung Rung 1

J

Nung Jin
]

Nung ih

a husbandman;

a peasant

to sow, and to reap.

8066. [.] Much talk, but

not to the point; unintel-

ligible jargon. Nung-nung

I muttering in a low tone.

8067. [
-

] Nung
j

or

O nung
jjpj'

I, me. Keu

iiung yt^ j
he, him. In

the dialect of
JJ^L Woo, Nung is used

for Man

m.
8068.

[
-

] Tung nung ^
1 appearance of extreme

cold.

8069.
[
-
] Thick, applied to

liquids; much dew; rich;

slrong, applied to flavors

and to infusions, as Heang nung ^K

j
high flavored.

Nung cha
j

A strong tea.

Nung tan VA> thick and thin ;

these are opposite terms, applied to

liquiJs and to style. The Nung, de-

notes A close, compact, nervous

style; the Tan, denotes A more

diffuse style; Terbose; many words

but little meaning.

8070. [
'

] Pain ; disease.

8071. [-J Grain growing

close and thick ; plants and

trees growing closely and

luxuriantly.

S072. [-] Thickly clad;

having on a great many

clothes.

8073.
[

-
] Ulcerous matter ;

pus. Nung paou

a pustule filled ivitli matter.

Nung heu?
JJJJ purulent matter.

8074. [-] Strong liquor;

generous wine: high fla-

vored wine. Nung tsew

| yjSjgeuerous high flavored wine.
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NUY CCXXXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, JVui. Canton Dialect, Mow and JVuy.

8075. [/] From to enter,

and a void space. Within ;

withinside; the inner part;

internal ; in the midst of; inside a

house; an inner apartment; includ-

ed in. PBh tsae nuy ~fc ~/(f
J

not within; not included. Tsae

tseang che nuj / ^ ~

inside the wall. Fang shih yue"

nuT JP
~* 13 I

mncr aPartmen ts

are called Nuy ; hence, San nuy ^
1 three inner apartments. Go nuy

Eft
j

a bed chamber. Ta nuy ^
I the inner apartments of the im-

perial palace. Chih nuy
jjjjj^ |

a

certain office; also called Af
Miaou nuy. Ho nuy VpT the

name of a place. Woo uuy ^
or Woo chung \ ft> same as Woo

tsang ~7f KM/ the five viscera. Fun

nuy fir within one's part ; i. e.

included in one's duty. Nuyclnh
1 I. _-"

iQj
one's own nephew,in contra-

distinction from one's wife's nephews.

Nuy woo foo \
|&.

fifr Tartar do-

mestics in the Imperial household ,

the Emperor's personal slaves.

These persons are always sent to lu-

crative offices connected with the

revenue. Nuyjin
] /^ or Nuy

tsze 1
-- my wife. Nuy cbih neu

I v ~yt^
a husband's own neice.

Nuy mS
.^S assistants employed

by public officersat their own expence.

Nuy k5 heS sze B^l Ji + mi-
I nf) -i- -L

nisters of the privy council.

Nuy te 1 M/t he interior ofa country.

Nuy tsae
*

^f* scholastic learning ;

book learning, in contradistinction

from a general knowledge of letters

and mankind.

Nuy, wae
| /yj> inside, outside; in-

ternal, external.

Nuy yuu
| -^.

in which it is M .

|dj

referring to any letter or other

document.

8076. [ \ ] A stupid foolish

person; ignorant of busi-

ness.

8077. [
'

J Hunger ; famine ;

famished. Putrid fish or

flesh.

Nuy urh
^ j^jj

famished; destitute,

applied to departed spirits whose

posterity on earth is exterminated.

NWAN. CCXXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Num. Canton Dialect, JVune.

078. [>] Warm; tem-

perate; soft; mild; gentle;

bland. Nwanjih

a warm day.

807.9 [ \ ] Warm water.

8080. T \ ] Warm ; warmth

arising from fire. Wan nwan

warm, as by steam.

Nwan ke
j
4S warm vipour.

8081. [\] A wanning in

the cant s.-nse of that word

applied to feasts. A feast
j

given in China, three days after

marriage.

Nwan smb. I

I3j
a feast to the friends

of the bridegroom after marriage.
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O. CCXXXVF" SYLLABLE.

Manoscript Dictionary, O. Canton Dialect, or

8082. Commonly read E,

A fierce violent dog. Read

O, The appearance of the

mulberry tree.

O-no
'

HJ|
soft and flexible as the

waving branches of the mulberry

tree.

80S3.
[

-
] Disease ;

sickness. Read Kea, A

disease of little children,

by which they appear

in a fright ; convulsions.

80S*. [
-
] 0, or Ah. One

side higher than the other,

as a man appears when

carrying some thing heavy on one

shoulder; distorted; the side of a

mountain; a bank; to lean upon or

against. The name of a place ; a

palace; and a demon. Who .' what!

A familiar appellative.

O-ching
] ffij

a certain palace.

O-me-to-fuh 1 Hjji ffi fdfe Amida
4 Jrt>\

' Li l/C

Buddha ! is an exclamation uttered,

with uplifted bands, by devout

Chinese, when they would affirm

any thing solemnly, or express

serious concern. 0-chay 3

a man who marries an old woman.

O-ko
] -fjp

the sons of the Emperor ;

the princes of the blood are so

called under the Manchow dynasty.

It is a Tartar word

O-pe 1
J:^

to suit one's own crooked

purposes to the caprice of others.

O-shwuy
'

who.

O-me-to-fuh puh yaou yuen keSh ta
'

tfor Buddha's sake don't accuse

him falsely.

0-wa
' ^ sounds like Aya; a

country placed on the south of

Yun-nan province.

0-wei 1
?8JJ

Asafctida.

0-keaou 1
flp

mule or asses glue,

a famous Chinese medicine: See N.

.646.

O, OR GO- -CCXXXVII SYLLABLE

Manuscript Dictionary, 0. Canton Dialect, OA-.

8085. G8, or *. !*arth of

various colours. See GS.

8086. Vicious ; bad ;

wicked. See GO. 8 hing

-fr" vicious conduct;

wicked actions. s seTh 1 33

ticious practices. sing I

a bad disposition; a tiling bad in

its nature. 8 Ueih
| f^j;

traces

or evidences of wicked conduct.

8087. A wicked man.

80S8. , or Ng8. The ii-

voluntary noise made by

persons exerting their ut-

most strength.

8089. *, or G8. An aperture

or slit in a wall. Read Yae,

Blue earth. Read Kec,
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3||
Kcu ke, To make a great

breach upon an enemy, or a set of

banditti. Yung 8 ^ to

oppose water by an earthen mound or

dike.
~ft\ j

SMh 8, The name of a

place.

8090. To forbid or prohi-

kit * d > to cau>e to desist.

8 che jk 1 to sl P i to cause to

* J' h
I ^fr

^ halt; lo Prcvent

8 choo
| /^f J going further.

8091. To place fire beneath
;

to put fire under fuel.

8093. Painted with various

colours.

8093. A kind of net for tak-

ing fish, or birds, which is

castover them j to take with

a net.' Name of a mountain stream.

8094. O or dh. The crow-

ing of acock.

,8095. The bridge of the nose

and upward to the forehead ;

a saddle. A surname. Tsilh

S
/J'JC

I to frown and rumple the

nosr, when pained. Yew a KM

the name of an animal.

8096. To stop ; to obstruct,

to prevent reaching the ear

of. Yung 8
3ft|

to

prevent, or stop from going further,

to prevent being told to.

fung 1 .

growth of.

to stop r prevent the

8097. To cover over; a

covert; a small religious

house.

PA. CCXXXVIir" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Pa. Canton Dialect, Pt.

^fc 8098. [-] The crust which

forms inside a boiler ; to

^^BB^ adhere. Name of a ter-

ritory; of a state, ofseveral districts,

and of a plant ; a surname. Ko pa

^J 1 the crust which adheres to

a rice boiler.

Pa too loo
^ JH ||l

a Tartar title

of honor, given to general officers

in the army.

Pa tow t-J A leguminous plant,

which with rhubarb, forms a very

drastic purge.

Pa shdh
| JSjj

the name of a place

mentioned in history.

Pa puh tfh
^ >j>

to wish ' to

desire ; to desire much.

8099. [-] Paya \ ffi

Large mouthed ; also the

angO' striving of an infant.

Ya pa jlH|i
I dumb. Pah chub

*"^*

thing ya-pa

a silent dumby.

PJ5 ]

8100. [
e

] Two rails of

silk ;
a bundle ; tbal which

wraps round a bundle ; a

curtain.

8101. [/] The part of a

bow which is grasped by

the hand.

Pa ma yew
] Pj| yf{j

tar.

TAHT 11.
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8102. [-] A disease of the

tendons, or joint". Chwang

pa M$ I the cicatrix of

a wound.

I 810S. [/] From hand and

"*p|l
to adhere. To take hold

^J \^A of ; to grasp ; to seize ; to

grasp that with which one brushes

away a thing; numeral of things

grasped with the hand. A musical

instrument ; to grasp with one's

haml>; a surname. Yew pa ping

/fT \ /te having a hojd of a hand;

having proof; decision of character.

Ho pa iff a torch. Yih pa

taou
J ~J]

a knife.

Pa che I irfe to take hold of; to

hold ; figuratively, applied to affurs;

or to controlling one's lelfc

Pahenng 1
J}6j

to take hold of by

the breast j to collar.

F* ping 1 TltH to grasp a handle ; to

have a handle to grasp ;
to have

something to lay hold of.

Pa po
;||fe

that with which one

sifts, or drives away a thing.

Pa show 1

i'p
to hold fast, ; to keep

possession of.

Pa too 1 ^ to scrape the grouad.

Pa tsung 1 ^^1 an inferior military

officer.

8>0+. [-] A kind of rake

for raking together plants.

Woo che pa jj^ T5& 1

a five-toothed rake.

8105. [/] An utensil for

collecting wheat ; an instru-

ment for levelliig the

ground ;
a handle. Pe pa jj

the name of a fruit, commonly called

Loquat, theMespitus Japonica ; also

the name of a musical instrument

with three strings, commonly written

8106. [- ] To scrape ; to

scratch ; to crawl like the

motion of a crab. A

surname. Ma pa |3i J

a curry-

comb. Urh pa JL j
an ear pick.

Pa ke lae 1 /Hi ^k crept up.

Pa show 1 ^ to scratch the hand.

8107. [-] Pupa Jg
ai instrument with three

strings, played on with the

fingers. Pe, is to push the hand

from one; Pa, to draw it back

again; as in plajing on the Pe pa.

8108. [
-
] The name of

a place.

8109. [-] The white of

plants or flowers ; a colour

not truly distinguished.

Used for the following.

u| - 811-0. [-] The flower of a

plant; the inflorescence, ap-

plied also to flowery elegant

composition.

8111. [-J Meat of any

kind dried. The second

character is also defined,

An ugly looking animal.

8112. [-] Floating spars ;
a

raft or floating bridge.

8113. ["-] Pa-tseaou 1 Jffe

the MusaCoccinea. A ma:.'

name. Used also for inflo-

rescence of plants.

8114. [-] Shells which are

esteemed valuable.

8115. [-] A particular kind of

bamboo, or reed which has

thorns growing out of it, the

shoots when eaten are said to cause

the hair to fall out. A fence made

with reeds.

Pa-le 1
j|i

or Le-pa, A prickly

fence, or thorny hedge.

8116. [
-
] A sow ; a sow two

years old ; some say, A large

saw. A particular kind of

dried meat.

8117. ["-] A military car-

riage. Iron;a harrow with

five teeth; a rake; ap-

plied also to the barbed

point of an arrow. Pa-

tee
jjj

to harrow

the ground.

SI IS. [ '] The leather of

a bridle ; the pa rt of the reins

grasped by the hand ; certain

leather straps about a carriage; the

reins,

8119. [c-] The appearance

of the tuft of hair done up

in the Chinese manner.

Pa na
| ^^ the hair in disorder.

81?o. Pa-ya distorted

teeth , irregular teeth.
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8121. [
'

] A clolh tnwrap

round and adorn the fore-

head ; a kind of turban ; a

kerchief; a cloth worn to cover the

breast and belly of children. Show

pa 31 a handkerchief. Tow

pa jjjf
la turbao.

8122. [/ ] Used in the

same sense as the preced-

ing. The second is vul-

garly used thus.

8123. [f] From Heart

and white. To fear ; to

apprehend; to imagine;

to suppose. A surname.

Read P, Pure. Pull pa

^K don't be afraid,

there is nothing to fear. Kung pa

^CJ;
to apprehend ; to suppose

or imagine; to think probable; I dare >

say. Read Pin, The body of the

moon darkened. Same as the word

P^h ^ the manes; the shades ofa

person deceased ; the moon beginning

to shed light and increase, hence Pa,

To usurp; to encroach upon by force.

Name ef a place; and ofa river. A

surname.

PA PA 631

Pa hlh
| jig

afraid of th dark.

Pa sze
]

Z>1/ to fear death.

Hae pa JS? 1 "1 to fear; to be

King pa
|

/ ahlnned

8184.
[ f] Pa chen 1

"Ct
<j|j

to encroach upon and

/>! usurp. Pawang 1

^ an usurper, applied to a

/\ LI prickly plant, a species of

I ^ f J Cactus, placed by the

Chinese on the tops of their houses,

in order to expel any evil influence.

Pa laou 1 $ the rule of mere force.

i *-O-
Wang taou - -f the rule of rea-

8125. [-] An artificial

embankment raised on

opposite shores ofa river,

and extending con-

siderably into the stream,

so as to narrow the pas-

sage for the water, and

to impede its course.

8126. <[f] The handle of a

knife or weapon. Pa-ping

1 ^ a handle either

literally or
figuratively.

"Sf 8127. [/] The name of a

8128: [ f] From net and to

be able. To be able to de-

liver from a false accusation

or a petty fault ; to desist; to put a

stop to j
to say nothing more about ;

a frequent tone at the close of sen-

tences, meaning little or nothinj.

Pa-kung 1 ~T. to give over work ; in

the ordinary sense, to strike work for

a rise of wages, as is often done by

the Canton Weavers.

Pa kwan \ & to dismiss from office.

Pa show ^E- to desist from acting

or doing any thing.

Pa leaou
^ "j* enough; very well;

let it be so ; there's an end of it

Pa she
j jjj

to stop trading ; to de-

sist from buying and selling.

Pa she
j
aT to desist from the usual

public examinations. Theseare unit-

ed acts of the people, when unusually

oppressed by the government This

requires, Jin sin tse A ^ Tft^

sameness ofdisposition, and union of

heart; which is the character of the

people of Fuh-kcen Province, but

not of Canton.
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PA. CCXXXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Pit. Cantou Dialect, Pal.

8199. [ \ ] The ancient Cha-

J ^k racier represents the back ;

hence it denotes To turn the

back upon; to separate from ;
to put

asunder; in which sense, also read Pei.

Eight. Te PS fj~ 1
the eiSnlb '

Sze meen pa fang Off ml
~Jj

expresses theyoar cardinal points of

the compass ; and the same divided,

so as to make eight points, as South,

Southwest, West, &c. Ne'en fang

urh pa ^6.
Hb

'_
I age just

twice eight; i. e. just sixteen -years

of age. Shih pa -p '[
eighteen.

f Wang pa^ O r Wang pS tow

SB and Woo kwei wang pa

i ffii -I are all terms of
llTTl

3
t _1_ 1

abuse, denoting one who lives on

his wife's prostitution; one lost to

virtue. Wang pa tan ^jP ^fc"

a bastard, in opprobrious language.

PS shih 1 4-* eighty. PS pS
j

eight times eight, or sixty-four.

PS keS ~m or Ta hwuy ~fr [pi

star anniseed. Shaou hwuy A\ ig]

small cnniseed.

8130. A dog dragged by the

foot by a person going to stab

it; to stick into and pluck out

gain. HThpS^r 1 to put away.

8131. Fa, Pa, orPfih. The

name of a place. To regu-

late; to stick in the ground ;

to till the ground.

8132. [c] To pull out; to

pluck up with the hand ; to

eradicate; to storm and take

a city ; to raise to a higher place ; to

stand forth, eminent or conspicuous,

to return, fleetly or precipitately;

the point of an arrow. Read PS, To

grasp. Read Pae, To shoot forth

branches. Chaou pS j|3
I to raise

or rise over the heads of other. Te

pi ;fe to raise; to promote.

Kcw pS JEW |

to pluck out or

rescue, to save.

Pa keen 1
flji||

to draw out a sword.

PS kungr I "5? a degree of literary
I -i"-*!

promotion that occurs once in twelve

years. Pa ke kan I "tT"
jj&

to

pull up the roots.

PS leih
j ~f]

to exert strength.

PS tseu
[

IT? totake from amongst.

PS tsuy 1 "A*; eminently conspicuous,

like plants growing higlier than

others near them.

8133. To sacrifice to the

presiding spirit of the road,

when about to take a

journey.

^ 8134. The demon of drought,

an apparition said to appear

in the southern regions like

a pigmy two or three cubits high ;

with the naked body appearing

through tattered raiment, and having

one eye in the forehead; its motion

is rapid as the wind, and precedes

severe drought.

8135 [c] From hand and
II

to separate. To divide

asunder; to rend open.

k Used in the larger nume-

T?J ^^.
ra 's f r '^e number eight.

y Read Peg, To tear or

rend asunder; the noise of rending.

8136. f c ] PS or Pa, To rule

or direct; to arrange in

order. To exclude; to se-

parate; to spread out; to appoint.

Tung pa j|m 1 to distribute or give

forth from a treasury. Chih-pa [U^

the name of a fine horje.

Pa Iwan fan ching
j pjf

R/
jp-

to put away anarchy and restore to

regular order.

PS kae
j J

to spread out ; to lay

open, to break and open as clouds do.

Pa keu
-+J

to exclude ; to reject.
'

PS sung
j jg to divide and send to.

PS tsze
j Tjjjj

to draw a bw.

This phraseology, according to the people of Canton, arises from the viscera of the tortoise having parts like the Characters

3? War)g and A. Pa - Dr - HaSer > and others, say, the Wang ihould be^ ,Wang, To forget; and that the Pi, eight, refers t

Eight virtues.
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PAE--CCXL SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Pay. Canton Dialect, Pae.

8137; [-] Pae yew
] -jg

or reversed, Yew pae, Dis-

sipated play and amusement;

theatrical amusement. Also read Pet,

I \$\
**e * *)wuv ' Irresolute; unde-

termined,, flying about from thing to

thing.

8138. [-] To push, as push-

ing open a door; to ar-

range or put in order ; to

place in proper situations. Can pae

T
]

to compose and adjust. Pae

chS
I
SL to arrange tables. Pae

keae '. fflFito arrange any diffe-

rence ; to put an end to a quarrel.

Pae keae 1
i||

to rush forcibly and

abruptly. Pae leg 1
^|j to ar-

range in a series. Pae pan 1
flj to

stand in ranks, as soldiers. Pae pe

1 J'u
* arra"Se '" uniform order.

Pae pi h 1 3 [I to put in order; to

adjust. Pae tse 1 ,#? to arrange

in a line; to arrange the whole number.

Pae nan fun yew mfj- /sk. /? to
I 7r* / /x^

arrange people's difficulties and

share their sorrows.

8139. [-] To strike with

both hands; to throw from

one. Read Pe, To throw

in ruin. Read PTh, To tear meat and

throw it upon a hot stone and roast it.

FA RT 1 1 . x T.

8 1 40. [
-
] An official ex"

hibition of the will ofgovern-

ment ; a warrant; a permit

of the custom ; a clearance for ships.

Cards ; a shield; a board with an in-

scription on it at a door' or gateway

Tsing pae^S to request a per-

mit for a boat, or clearance for a

ship. Che pae ,H^ 1 gaming cards.

See Che. Ya pae 5p 1
' cards made

of ivory.. Hung pae & 1 or Ta

pae, A port clearance. FS pae ftf 1

to issue a permit or warrant. Ho pae

y^ 1 an express, Hoo tow pac

fiPj <^H
|

boards carried before

government officers in the streets.

Paekuh
'

^-the ribs, applied to

mutton or pork chops.

Pae low
| :JBj~l

an ornamental gate-

Paefang
j jyjJ way commonly

caHed a triumphal arch. Pae peaou

| jjj^,
a warrant to seize any person.

Pae she
j -^ a proclamation.

8141. [-] A small spe-

cies of grain ; small ; minute.

8142. [/] Very white

rice. A small fine species

of grain; very small and

minute, applied to hypo-

crites.

8143 Read Pe, Prepared ;

provided with ; ready.

8144. [- ] Wearied; ex-

hausted; extreme lassitude,

induced by disease. Pae-

lae \
j||| weak, doltish,

foolish blockhead.

8145. [/] Dried food; dried

rice prepared in a certain

way as rations /or the army ;

also for the reception of guests.

8146. [c'] A leather tube

for blowing up a fire, a

leather bag to put musical

instruments in.

8147. [/] To bow the head to

the ground ,- to let the hands

hang down as a token of

reverence. To bow ; to worship ; to

visit ; to. perform the usual ceremony

on being appointed to high offices

in the state ; not to accept these

offices is expressed by Pfih pae

xj> ]
no* performing tbe obeisance.

The name of a plant. Hwuy pae

III to return a visit.
t

'
\

Pae hwuy '& to assemble on

ceremony.

Pae keen 1 ^ to 'go to sec * person ;

to pay a vitit.
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Pae ho 1

^?3
~1 to pay one's re-

Pae neen
j
&. J spects to, and

congratulate, as at the new year.

Pae klh 1 ^ to visit a penon who

has come to a place.

Pdeffih neen king ] $ fo $2 io

wtrship Fuh and recite his form of

prayers.

Pae poo sa
|

j
fri|

to worship

heathen gods.

Pae seang 1 T0 a minister of state.

Pte shin 1
jjjjf}

to worship the gods.

8148. [/] The sound of

water; water increasing in

a great degree. Ping pae

Ijg water rushing forcibly ;

clashing and raging.

8149. [/] To subvert; or

to be subverted A verb,

either Active, Passive, or

Neuter, according to the scope. To

break ; to spoil ; to ruin, said of

things or of affairs, or of persons:

to defeat an army ; spoiled meat.

Shingpaejj&| victory and defeat.

Pae hwae
j jjj||

to injure; to spoil.

Pae kea
] -jf^

to ruin a family.

Pae loo 1
>|, ruined and divulged,

applied to secret transactions which

are brought to light.

Pae sze
^

]jtt to ruin an affair.

Pae rouh
yj

was defeated and

killed. Paefungsfih ] )|[^
to injure or ruin the customs or

usages of a people.

Pae hwae j in
j J|f /^.to ruin men,

as vicious practices do.

8150- [ 9 ] Reciting or

praising. Used in the dialect

of Fan
^tfj

which is situated

in the west.

8151. [/] To branch off

into streams.

8152. [/] Water dividing

into several streams ; to

rnmnify ; to branch off ; te

appoint to various departments.

PAN

Che pae ^? to branch off lite-

rally, or figuratively. Tsung pa*

t*^
I ancestors and the posterity

that branches off.

Pae le 1 Jjfl to appoint persons to

attend to certain affair).

Pae pe $|j
to separate into

several branches ; to separate.

Vxn>
|

8153. p ] To separate ;

*|pa to spread out; to open"
asunder

j
to strike with

force ; to rouse. Yaon

yaou pae pae ^ ^
an ostentation!

vain manner of walking ;

strutting ; affecting state.

Pae show 3i to

swagger and throw the arm* about.

Pae poo
|

fa to spread out ; to

arrange in order j a eant terra for

doing a person, settling him, or doing

him some injury.

Pae tsew 1
yffi

to lay out wine.

Pae mae she wfih 1 tf ft* ^ *0

spread out things for sale.

PAN. CCXL1 ST SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Picon. Manuscript Dictionary, Ptn. Canton Dialect, Pan,

8154. To take or grasp with

the hand; to dress; dress.

Ta pau ^j"
I or Chwang

pan JJE dress; exterior show

and manner. Ta pan tih haou 77*
"

JjS iff- well dressed. San fun

jin tsar shih fun ta pan *_ '^jr*
A

tenths

of material, may be made ten tenths

by dress, said of beauty.

Pan koo sze 1 Afc 1^ to dress up
I W ~r

processions in the ancient fashion,

Chinese are very fond of it.

Pan sih
|
& or Chun sih ffe. A

/ I i 'w^ L i

certain gay processions of the Chi-

nese at the commencement of Spring.

81S5. [-] A certain melon,

deemed felicitous.

^v
8156. [/] The white and

-" black of the eje clearly <!ii-

tinguished ; a beautiful eye ;

the rolling eje of a beautiful woman;

to look affectionately ; to lock about'
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A name of wood ; the name of a

district. A surname.

Pan koo 1 t/0 to look to and take

care of; to look watchfully.

Pam wang
J Jj?

to look and hope for.

8157. [-] Read Pun, A

fish with a large head ; nu-

merous. Read Pan, To

confer; to spread every where; to

disperse; to divide to; chiefly said

of the Emperor conferring gifts
and

disseminating orders, books, and so

on. Used to denote the temples.

The name of a bird.

Pan hing
j
fr to send to every part

of the empire; to promulge.

Pan hea
j

~T\ to send down ; to pro-

mulge ; to give or make known to

inferiors.

Pan shang
' ^ to grant or bestow

extensively, said of the Emperor.

Pan Isze 1 BE to confer said of the
i y&}

Emperor.

8158. [-] To pull back;

to lead; to draw to; to

reach from a lower place and

grasp something above. Tuy pan

|ft
1 to push from ;

and to put to.

Pan chay 1 ^ to pull into some af-

fair; to implicate.

'8159. [
-
]
A board ; a plank ;

planks used in raising mud

walls. Hoo pan t*
j

a list of houses taken in the country.

Pan tseih
j

i a list ofpopulation.

Pan too
Jin

a statistical account

of the empire; the extent and po-

pulation of Ike empire.

8160. [- J A wooden board
-,

a flat board, used as an in-

trument of punishment j a

kind of bastinade, used in China; the

board on which lists were in ancient

times written; hence, A register. Ta

pan tsze T~r 1 -f" to bastinade.

Cbwang pan Rt
|

the boards of

abed. Heang pan i& j
two piecesH I

ofwood with which singers beat time;

to beat with them is called il"

Ta-pan. San pan -,
j

or San pan

chuen ^ j j|ft
an European boat

is so called at Canton.

Pan chlh pOh tung j f& ^ }

impenetrable obstinancy.

IR
*

8161. [-] An eye with a

great deal of white. A

man's name. Pan.tsing

I fln
a cataract>

8162. [- ] From knife and

stone; to divide stone

seals and give one to each

prince. To confer and dis-

tribute and place in re-

gular order; a series; a

rank; a row; a gradation; a class of

persons extending to every part;

colours arranged in order as stripes ;

variegated; name of a district. A

surname. S.m pan
]

three class-

es of attendants in public courts.

Mun pan PR those who attend

to the person of the magistrate in

his official character. Tsaou pan

Jfg. I te lictor who inflicts the

bamboo.
Kwaepan'J^j |

messen-

gers who run on public buiiness. Ylh

pan jin ^ a class or scries

of persons ;
a company. He pai

][|jj ]
a company of play actors.

Pae pan ^ j

to arrange the order

in which persons stand or serve; to

arrange in ranks as soldiers.

Chang pan J^ j
one who fills a place

constantly. Shang pan K- 1

to serve one's turn. Hea pan ~K 1

to retire after serving one's turn.

Kin pan JjM
1 a foot-man ; a per-

sonal servant.

Pan kew 1 \fe, wild pigeon, the Chi-

nese accuse it of undutifulaess to its

parents.

Pan leg
| ^|J

1 these several ex-

Pan tsze 1 7^ >- pressions denote

Lun pan
jjijjjj

1 A seriet of per-

sons who attend to some service in

rotation, as persons who wait on

kinzs and nobles.B

Pan maou 1 sft cantharides, by som

wrilteaSpE j^ Pan-maou.

Pan pan j ]

the noise of carts or

carriages; things arranged in order.

Pan shang Q a Supracargo, ii

so
tcalled, in Canton. Ta pan^

is the name by which the Chief or

first Snpracargo in a Company is

denominated. The Chinese of Can-

ton also apply the term to Supracargos

of single ships, who have been of

long standing, or whom they wish to

conpliment

Pan wan 1
jfc

streaks.

8163. [-] Streaks, stripes,

or variegated colours. Pan

Ian \ jj| variegated

stripes.
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Iff . 8164. From beat and some-

thing with which to turn

it round; to move; to

remove^ to separate ;
to divide and

distribute; to revert to; manner; class .

way ;
or fashion. A man's name.

Name of an animal, and of a place.

Name of a river, used for several

other characters.

8165. [-] The scar of a

hc.ilcd would; a cicatrix ;

the marks of the small pox.

^j*
a scar on a horse's back.

8166. [c-] To lead or

draw ; to pull-; to climb up

to a higher place. Fuug

pan 2p;
1 or Kan pan

]| I
I venture to drag

you to my house form

of in v i ta.ti on. Rung pan

to depose and

implicate other people.

Pan chay 1 Tjl; to drag iuto an affair;

to implicate.

Pan kwei 1 ^ an epithet denoting

the degree, otherwise called Keu-jin.

Pan hea lae 1 ~K ^ to pull down,

as the branches of a tree.

Pan tse 1
RjjjS

to climb up.

Pan yuen 1
iS^

to climb up, as to a

bird's nest.

8187. ['] The reins on a

stone.

8 1 68. [
-
] Variegated ; adorn-

ed with bright colours.

8169. [
'
] To exert one's

strength in doing, arranging

or managing; to manage;

to transact; to do; to provide; to

prepare. Pe pan ^ j
to make

previous arrangements; to provide

for. Mae pan "p?
a kind of

market-man ; one who makes all

necessary purchases for the house

and table; a comprador. Shoo pan

1 a writer or inferior clerk in

a government office. Those in the

Hoppo's office are called Vjl? 'jjji^ F-^

Tsing shoo. Pan tih haou 1 2E
i

well managed ; done well.

Panic
^ Jig

to attend to and direct

what is to be done.

Pan sze
j
3J to manage business.

8HO.
[
'

] The internal sec-

tions of a melon, or of fruit

like the orange. The petal*

or flower leaves of a plant are called

|
Hwapan.

8171. [c'] Paa or Pvtan.

From half and fleth. Th

half of a victim
;
a slice of.

Large; fleshy; enjoying ease. Some

say, Lean. Sin kwang te pan j(ji jjj^

'uS an enlarged mind and bodv
RS

j

enjoying ease.

PANG. CCXLIP SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Pang. Canton Dialect, Pong.

. LuxuriantJ1S172; [/

herbtfe.

8173. A wooden. club.

81 71.
[ '] Pang or Pung.

A fish which divides in half,

and which contains brine.

An oyster from which pearls are

procured. Yujintlh le 'K3 A 4&
//Ilk ' v IT

'^tlj
the fisherman is a gainer by it;

this adage is employed t deuote

that the retainers about public courts

are great gainers by bhter litigations.

Pang hS seang che
] gj ^ ft

when the oyster grasps fast the bill

of the heron. Pang choo
|

a pearl from the oyster.

^8175. [
-
J A state, or nation;

commonly applied to smaller

states. A surname.

Pang kea
]

:% the family that pre-

sides over a nation; and the nation

which the prince considers his family.

Pang kwij
| [HI

a state or nation,

a smaller and larger nation ,- nations,

generally.
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8176. [c/J From fltsh

and exuberant. Fei-pang

j
fat, large, fleshy.

Pang charg nfc a

swelled, protuberant ab-

domen. An ugly appear-

Fat, large.

8-177.
["

-
] A pieceof wood,

used by Chinese watchmen

on which, they strike the

hours of the night. Used at public

offices, and in the army also.

8178. [ / ] A big stick, or

wooden club.

8179 [>J To tie j to bind

with cords. A modern cha-

racter not used in ancient

times.

Pang foo she tsaou
'

7}^' JT1 p
take him bound to the market place

and execute before the multitude

it a sentence always written on the

board which contains the warrant

for capital punishment. The board

is affixed to the criminal's back.

Pang-fuh j Mj-to
bind ; to tie.

8180. f-] To perform

the necessary work to

the edge of a shoe ; to

bind a shoe. Commonly
^

used to denote Te help ;

to assist. Seang pang

/ffj ]

to render assistance to.

Heae pang^ J
the binding of

a shoe.

Pang-koo
j ||jj

to pay attention to,

and take care of.

PART II. Y 7

PANG

Pang show
j ^1

to put one's hand

to in order to assist.

8181. [
-

] To stand op-

posed; to guard j to defend ;

to surround for the purpose

of defence.

8182.
[

-
] Large-; great;

by the side; near to.

Pang woo /T*. by

the side of noon, near

noon. Pang chiih

H diverging from the

side, as a bye road. Pangpeen

jHt by the side. Pang j 8 woo

Jen ] ^ |j|| \ as if there was

no body standing near, proud dis-

regard of others.D

Pang jin
j A^ bye-slanders.

Pang kwan
j |||j

to look on each side ;

indifferent and regardless.

8183. [-] To approach to ;

to lean against. Read Paii,

The right and left -side, la-

teral. E pang fj^ ]
or

| ^
Pang chS, To draw near to j lo

recline against.

Pang jinniunhbo 1 ^ PH JP
to depend on- some family for sup-

port.

Pang raun 1
P^j

a side door.

8184. [./] FroinA*nd

and tide. To screen by

placing before; to propel

a boat by working at the

idV. Read Pang, To

strike i to pound, to wreit

or plunder from.

Pangjiu | ^ a boatman.

PANG f>37

\

8185. [-/] To-run by the

side of, as the driver ofoxen

in a cart.

Pang hwang j
xS perturbed ; agita-

ted state, commonly through fear.

8186. [ \ ] Two boats laid

by the side of each other.

Pang, jin J^ a water

man. The preceding and the fol-

lowing are both used in this sense.

8187. [J\] Read Pang.

A support attached to

the side of a- bow; to

propel a boat Read

Pang, A splinter of wood.

The rule or order in

which literati are chosen and officers

selected is called Pang. Used to

denote a fleet of boats, or ships.

Peaou pang i to publish' the

names of the graduates
to become

notorious, inabad sense. Tang pang

Z&. 1 to attain literary rank, that

1
bfKeu-jin. Yih pang chuen *

Mj u fleet o4 boats, or ships.

Pang che 1 * to flog, or bastinado.

Pang yen
|

HB second person from

the top of the literati.

Pang jin 1 A a waterman.

, %r- 8188. [/] Rain, or water

rushing down ; the uame of

a river ;
the noise of water

rushing and dashing, as in a torrent.

Pang pang j|}{| ]
the noi.e of the

mud striking against a thiug.

Pang pei j ^ff]
t>r Pang to ta yu

fe a very heary rain.
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8189. [e ] The noise of a

stone falling ; the name of

a hill ; to rub ; to grind.

Used in Canton for the European

pound weight, and for a pound

sterling.

Pang p yu tseih
| j^ ||f |jS|

the

trash of bursting accumulated va-

pours; a phrase denoting Heaven.

[-] A side-going

a crab, also called

Pang heac.

a different species- r w

of crab.

8191. [/] To slander; to

\ilify i to injure a person's

reputation. Fei pang =3f
rT/1

|

or Hwuy pang
j

to vilify;

to slander; to injure a person's

reputation. Pang tub
] jjp

to slander ; to speak ill of persons.

PANG

8192. [- ] The groin.

Pang kwin shan ke
j

m
S)T 3 a kind of rupture

or hernia, consisting in an inflation

of the groin and parts adjacent.

Pang kwang | Jnr the region of the

groin.

8193. [
t

] Pang, or

Ping, A kind of military

carriage ; a chariot with

an elevated superstruc-

ture resembling a room.

Pang pang the

sound of a chariot.

8194. [c-] An abun-

dant fall of snow ; the

appearance of rain and

snow. Pang pang

|
<>r Pang Pei

j ^jjj

snow in great quantities.

PANG

8195.
[ \ J A staff; a club;

a cudgel. Yung pang Iwan

"/HIS, fr *

fight in a disorderly manner with

cudgels and sticks. Keaou selh

^jj, yvA -f4. 1

keuen pang 4gf WA ;5 I to teach
rx^ t=J J I

and practice boxing and cudgelling.

8196. [-] The nameof an

insert ; to move about. Read

Fang. Fang ffih
^

f&

resembling; seeming as if.

Pang-yang /GE to saunter about

and pass the time.

Pang hwang \ ^ to be agitated witk

fear.

S197. Pang, or Ping. Acer-

tain wild plant.

8198. [-] A lofty house?

filled full; crammed, the

name of a place.

PANG. CCXLIIF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Peng. Canton Dialect, Ping.

8199. [c] Of the same class,

school, or society; an ac-

quaintance ; an associate; a

friend. A pair of wine cups.

PSng yew ^ a friend or ac-

quaintance.

Ping-tang jig a cabal r party of

intriguing designing men about a

court.

8200. [ c ] Ping, or Ping.

To put the earth into, or

coverover a grave; to inter.

A path or walk for the purposes of

archery. To stop a stream of waler

for the purposes of irrigation. To

hake[; to tremble; the noise of earth

rushing down from a wall from which

it is looieued

tt
8201 . [ c ] To fall in ruins ;

the fall of any things high,

massy, or honorable ; to fall

to lower circumstances. To rush

down as a falling mountain; the

death of an Emperor is expressed by

this word. A surname.

Pangsha |
M a species of butterfly

or moth.
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8903. [ c] A kind of tent

pitched in the fields or other

places for temporary pur-

poses. The tents or sheds erected by

the Chinese for theatrical exhibitions.

Tl pang ~k&
\

to pitch a tent.

8203. [ c ] A dead body

swelled cut.

820*. [c] PSng, or Ping.

A swelling of the abdomen ;

a dropsy ;
* constant flow of

the menses.

8205. [c] Name of a

stone. P&ng sha 1

JJ0?

borax sub borateof soda,

used in medicine.

8206. re] To bind; to

tie; to fasten garments

about a child ; certain

bandage for children to

fasten them to the back

of the nurse.

8207. [c] A certain kind

of military carriage.

8208. [c] A certain fabu.

lous bird, transformed from

a fish of an immense size,

several thousand Chinese miles in

extent j at every frisk or leap it rises

ninety thousand miles.

to spring ten thousand miles at once,

said of rapid promotion.

8109. [c] The sound of a

drum; certain appendages

to military chariots; the

name of a river ; and of a district.

Name of an ancient state situated in

the modern Province of Chth-le.

PSng le 1
~jjj-

the western side of the

Po-yang lake. Abundant; numerous;

affluent; haughty ; * path ; a road ;

to progress unceasingly.

8210. [ c] PSngke

^il
a small kind of crab

found or the sea shere.

8211. [c] targe swelled

belly. PSng hing 1 MJ;

large swelled belly, like a hog.

8212. [c] PSng, or Ping.

A kind of curtain or cover,

ing. PSngmung
'j 1^

spread as a canopy : by the side, a

curtain or screen is called Ping;

spread over or above, it is called

Mung.

821 3.
[
c ] To exclude or put

away illicit intercourse with

women, as with the slaves

or female servants in the house. A

fine of four taels imposed for indul"-

ing in sexual intercourse during a

fast Ping mun
] P|j

a side door.

8814. [c] The name ofa

plant ; the name f a man.

8*15. [ c ] To unite sil
k

or cotton threads; U
form a kind of cloth ; to

unite or join many to-

gether. A line for mark-

ing with; or to twitch.

the line, which in the Chinese man-

ner, is inked. To extend the
string,

as of a bow.

TfT^T 8216. [c]Pang of Fang.

)\\/J
SeeFan

8S17. [c] A kind of wet

dock in which boats arr

safely moored.

8918. [ c ] To send ; to cause.

To accord with; to follow.

To hasten.

8219. [ c ] Hastiness of dis-

position ; precipitancy of

feeling; a faithful, straight

forward manner.

PSng p$ng yah tiing

'

j Jfifc jjjft

a vehement, impetuous desire to act.

8220. A swelled appearance

of the abdomen ; large

bellied.

8221.
[
c ] To boil by the

application of fire. The

second form is the an-

cient character, the first

is vulgar and modern.

IT J PSng cha
J

2e to boil

the water for the purpose of making

tea.

PSng leen 1
I^J

to boil for a length

of time, and stir about; to decoct.

PSng tcaou stuh wiSh
j

to boil and prepare food.
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PAOU. CCXLIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Pao. Canton Dialect, Paou.

8222. [
-

] To fold about ;

to enwrap ; to envelope.

8223. [
-
] From to infold,

and >eff. To wrap round as

a womb that is pregnant.

To enwrap ; to infold ; to envelop ;

to contain; to assume to one's self;

to undertake ; to transact for another

person. A surname. The name of a

hill. To rhyme, read Pow.

Kae paou BU 1 to commence the
r r/n I

usual contracts. So paou shin

kwarg pjr Tjfr Ifff that which

it includes is very extensive, speaking

of the sense or meaning of words.

Paou chwang J
Ff* a storehouse or

shed in the fields or hills, for the

reception of tea or other products

of the earth.

Paou chung 1
^||

a name of tea, so

called from being folded up in paper

parcels.

Paou pan cha
'

|Jv:
;& to form a

kind of wholesale contract to pro-

cure teas.

Paou f8h
*y a wrapper with

which to surround a bundle j that

which is wrapped up; a bundle.

Paou ban \ '^ to contain in the

mouth; i. e. not to disclose one's

feelings ; to say nothing.

Paou kw I

;J3j'
to include within;

to surround and include, said both

of things and of ideas.

Paou kwan
| >||

>
to be security for;

to pledge one's self that an affair

will succeed

Paou kaou 1
jfe

a kind of silk bag.

Paou ko 1

Jfe
to wrap round; to

wrap up.

Paouke
4

7J
to bundle up. Yung-

paou ffih paou ke 03
j /jiy | JfiL

to take a cloth wrapper and tie up a

bundle.

Paou lung j||j
to enclose as in a

cage ;
to cage.

Paoukeilae 1
-jtJJ Tfe to bundle up-

Paou Ian
|| ^j|f

to forestall ; to mo-

nopolize; to take the whole direction

of any affair; to conduct a law suit

is called I ^ |jj] ^ Paou-lan

tsze tsuDg.

Paou-pe 1 fy the wrapper as of a
i IS*+

bundle or bale.

Paou pan 1 4J4
to engage to trans-

act in a wholesale way, taking upon

one's self the detail.

Paou tsang ho sin

to cherish a malevolent spirit under

a fair exterior.

Paou s5 1
*jj?

or Paou s5 shing 1

Paou tsang 1 ^S to be stored up or

contained in.

Paou yung \ ^L or Paou ban
J

JjSto
contain or bear with patiently.

8224. [-] Paou, <

To pare off; to plane. A

joiner's plane. To cut or

dig with a hoe.

Paou seo
fjlj

to pare; to thin by

paring.

8225. [
-

] The roar of an

enraged tiger, or of a wild

boar. To roar. An enrag-

ed or angry appearance.

8226. [
-
J A kitchen or

cook-house. Paou choo 1

or Paou jin J^
a place for killing animals and cook-

ing food. A cook.

8227. [
-

] A drum-stick.

Read Peaou, Free growing ;

bushy shrubs. Read Tow,

The name of a plant.



8228. (-) From hand

and to infold. To grasp

hold of; to compress be-

tween the arms. To in-

fold
j to embrcce; to

have within one's breast;

to feel. Vapour directed towards

the sun. Read Peaou, To lead ; to

take. Hwae paou fej
'! to carry

in the bosom, as an infant.

Paou choo
|

/ to embrace or hold

in the arms.

Paou e ^g to adhere to justice.

Paou foo
] j||

to embrace and su-

stain; to undertake; to imitate gpod

examples.

Paou bin
i||j

fo feel or cherish

resentment.

Paou kaou I -^ an inferior who im-

peaches in behalf of his master.

Paou keuh
]

RS to feel aggrieved.

Paou kwei I

([^
to feel shame and

regret.

Paou fuh kefi
j

lim
fjjK

to embrace

the feet ofBuddha.

Paou ping
j ^ to be sick.

8S29. (-1 Paou, or Paou kwa

Jj^
or Paou hoo

a certain gourd of which

a
drinking cup is made.

8230. (-) The bubbles which

rise on boiling or agitated

water. Pustules or blisters on

the skin. The noise made by water

bubbling up. The name of a river ;

the name of a fish. ShwBy paou

^. j

a water bubble.

Paon sow
j Jjjf copious, abundant

FART 11. z 7

ed

PaoushTh
j ^ to moisten or make

damp with water.

8231. (-); To embrace ot

surround vithfirc. To

roastor bake amongst cin-

ders, or surrounded with

a crust of clay. To apply

flesh to the fire, is express-

ChTh ; to roast before the

firo, is expressed by & Fan. Com-

monly used in the same sense as Paou

Jtj/
and applied to Guns and can-

nons and rockets, in whreh powder is

enclosed. Fang paou ~$f 1 to

fire guns. Ta paou ^ j
great

guns.
Haoupaon| ]

a signal gun

I
a salute,

to decoct medicines,

'aou tow
J gg the common rocket,

'aouyen
\ [Jg

the gun port hole of

a ship's side.

8232.
( c

/') A disease

which causes a
swelling

on the part effected. A

swelled face.

323S. (c/ ) Anengineem-

ployed in war for throw-

ing stones; it threw stones

twelve catties weight

twelve hundred cubits ;

this character is now ap-

plied to cannon, for which

some use
J^ paou . See

above. The last character

is in common uie for throwing stones

with the hand.

Paouehay ] j a war ch.riol for

throwing stones, ollicrwie called

PcTh 'c'h chay.

8234 [.] To

P'nl. A kind of grass that

grows ,,n high and dry

ground, and of which mats are made;

to fold up in mats; that in which

meat is folded up ; free growing

luxuriant herbage. Also Read Pw,
The husks ofgrain.

Paou che" f5 1 H5? \tfc
I Iffc U\

mode of mincing raeat.

Paou leth
j ^ a certain fruit.

Paou pun
j ^ the

adjacent.

Paoutseu
| ^ to fold up in rushes

or grass ; to fold up presents one

sends to a friend; presents.

8235. [-] To caver and

garment. A long garment

reaching down to the feet

and covering the inferior parts of

dress. The front part of dress.

Paou kwa
j ffi

a |ong under gar

m"ni, and a shorter one outside.

Mang paou
lg J j

upper drejg

Lung paou ^ j J wilh an em _

broidered square on the back aad

breast, Worn bv person
,
s QfraQk ^

China; a kind of court dress.

8236.
[

.
] To run

, to run

away ; to raise the earth as

some animals do with their

feet; to excavate. Read PS, To

stamp with the feet.

Paou lae paou keu 1
^fe j .^ to

run backwards and forwards.
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Paoii ma 1 tfe to rim horses.

Paou Uow 1
TJ

to run off; to

8237. re] A blister on the

hands or feet ; a vessicle.

82S8. [
-
] Tromflcsh and

to surround. That which

surrounds an infant in the

womb is called Paou, and >fi/

Paou e. To swell ; a bladder. Chuy

yipaoup^ |l| j

to blow a duck's

bladder full of air. Tung paou cue

heung te
Jpj

| ft tfa
brothers

by the same father ; brother* in the

strict sense of the word, the Chinese

use the word brother in a very exten-

sive sense.

Paou heung
j ^ an elder brother

by the same father.

Paou le heu ke
J|? Hjfe ^ a

bladder filled with air.

Paou te
J ^ a younger brother by

the same father.

Paou Jin J\^ occurs denoting a

butcher and cook,

8239.
[

/
] Paou, or Paou

tsze
] -f-

a. plane for

flattening the surface of

wood.

Paou seS
'

j^'lj
to plane off.

8240. [\] Satiated; filled

with food ; used also in a

metaphorical sense
; an

indolent
self-indulgent disposition,

and an car open to flattery. A

urname.

Paou slrih 1 ^ satiated with food
;

I ^s

indolent.

Paou yfih J vfc satiated with food or

drink.

Paou leaou
~J* ~|

I am satiated

Shih paou &
| J

is used by the

Chinese in the s:ime wav as I have

dined, is by Europeans.

8241. [ \ J Fish preserved

in brine ; stinking fish , dried

and disagreeable smelling

fish. A surname.

Paou tsan keun 1 ^ jlT a famous

poet.

Paou yu che sze 1 jfe ^ j||
1'vinff

in a place where salted fish is

sold corrupts the smell and blunts

its power of distinguishing, as the

society of vicious people does the

moral taste.

8242. (O A containing

vessel; a gourd ; a calabash.

Twan king ta ffih yue" paou

JH EJ ]
a vessel

with a short neck and wide bdly
is called Paou. Chang urh sow shang

JUS hoo
^rffijf Jt0 }

long and lean in the upper part (of

the vessel) is called Hoo.

Paou yg ^ the leaves of the

Paou, when young make soup; in

the eighth month they become bitter.

Paou kwa
j JJJ^

the name of a star.

8243. [-] To till or plough.

To stick into the ground.

8244. Paou or Gae. See Gac.

>f-t 8245. (") From Man, and an

^^^ abbreviated form of Foo, to

T
'

hatch. To feed
; to nourish.

To embrace ; to defend ; to protect

To preserve entire; to give repose; to

sustain ; to be surety for; to be an-

swerable for. A surname. A city

of a certain size. Chung paou jin

fcjj /^ a middle person; a me-

diator. Tsew paou vBlj ]
a kind

of waiter in a tavern.

Paou tsuen 1 ^ to preserve entire.

Paou tsuen shin ming 1 /^\ Bf -^
to preserve life.

Paou chang 1 .& a kind of con-

stable; an old person in a street or

neighbourhood.

Paouchucn
j wfe

to secure aship as

the phrase is at Canton.

Paou hoo 3g to preserve ; to

protect.

Paou kea 1 ^ or Choo paou t^

j

a surety, one who is answerable

for another.

Paou kea l fr one who is security

or surety to the government for a

given European ship.

Paou keu f*L to recommend a per-

son, and be security for his good

behaviour.

Paou shang 1
j|5J

a security mer-

chant, a native merchant who is

made responsible for foreign mer-

chants who trade to China.

8246. [
\

] A station for

defence ; a small citadel or

post defended by military.

8247. [\ ] From clothes

and to protect. Keang paou

j$jj
1 cloth in which to wrap
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up children ; a cloth with which, in

China, they are fastened to the

nurse's b;ick. The following also

occurs in the same sense.

u* fr-f 8248. [ \ ] From Plants and

Jf \ff_ to protect. Thick luxuriant

I /J^ growing plants. Name ofa

certain vegetable. New sprouts

from an old stock of the mulberry

tree, growing thick and spreading as

a cover or shade ; to cover ; to shade

in an easy tranquil state. Used for

a cloth in which Chinese children

are carried on the nurse's back; to

store or lay up, applied to a varie-

gated flag or banner.

8249. [
-
] To proclaim

the excellence, beauty, or

merits of; to praise ; to

commend virtuous and

proper conduct. Large

garments. Used in seve-

ral proper names. A sur-

name. Read Pow, To

collect together. Paou

ming
| fj^j

lonS Sar
-

ments. Paou peen shlh

chung ^ j| j|j tjj

praise and censure impartially dis-

tributed.

8250. [
f
] The fierce rays

of the sun ; scorching; cruel;

destructive of life; cruelties

in thechace; a fierce, boisterous wind;

a storm ; a tempest. Paou is applied

to the loud boisterous clatter of in-

struments. I'aou-piou
]

ris-

ing suddenly and abruptly. A tract

of land six le square. The name of a

PAOU

place. A surname. Read Pub, To

dry with the sun; to manife.t ;

niinifist , to exhibit.

8251. ( /) To pass over and

above. Paou chili 1
||

or Paou sun
5J?

the

person or persons who remain over

night in the public offices at court;

also denominated Paou clrih.

PAOU (543

8252. [
/

] Fire going

forth and uttering a sound.

Hot; falling; fire bursting ;

rending or splitting as by

the explosion of powder.

___
To dry with fire. Paou

chub
|

/

pj crackers made of gun-

powder stuffed in paper.

8253.. (V) From to compare

and arrange, and ten
; hence

it denotes A tytbing, or

tything-man.

8254. [ \ ] A parti-coloured

horse.

8255. A certain water bird,

applied also to designate a

horse.

8256. (c/) Put down at.

To throw with the hand ; to

throw or spread out

Paou shib tow
~jfi fl|}

to throw

stones.

Paou wang |
*ffl to throw and spread

out a net.

-.

to reject; to throwPaou ke
J

away.

Paou chucn yin vuh 1 XjjE H I ^T
1

' J ~4 \ J-

to throw a stone in order to bring a

gem. To give a thing with a view of

getting something better in return.

^i 8257. [-] Nameofanani-
r4-T>

l|lt> mu ' resembling a deer in

JW"\ some respects. Head Peaou,

A martial appearance. Name of a

plant. To eradicate plants; a bird

changing its colour or casting its

feathers.

8258. (-) Sound ; the voice

of any animal. Same us

P] Paou.

8259.
[ \ ] A gem; pre-

cious; valuable, a term of

respect. To esteem va-

luable, felicitous, happy;

applied to the national

signet, the great seal, and

to the throne. Ting ta paou ?? "/^

j

I to ascend the Emperor's throne.

Tung paou im 1 the coin of China.

SzepaouP[J four sorts of pre-

cious stones used by scholars to ex-

press Paper, pencil, ink, and a itfne

on which to rub it : they are woo kea

paou 4fB; /m invaluable.

Paou hang
j ^f precious mercantile

house
, i. e. your house of business.

Paou pel
j J a precious pearl ; any

thing very valuable.

Paou shen
|

igi to esteem and value

virtue.

PaoushTh 1

Paou sha
^

Paou tan 1 ^3fi the birth day of a
I F*-

demi-god.

Paou shen jin yay
j

%i ^ -^
to esteem and value good men.

corundum stone.
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^ 8860. [
'

] To make a return

<gjigf~ according to what has been
^^^ByJ
"1^^ received or done j to re-

coroponce; to repay; to requite.

Hecompence; requital. To announce

to ;
to give information of, either

verbally or by letter; to report or

state to. Yew gin paou gin
/j^j"

he who has received a
I *U>*

favour must make a recompence for

it. Wang paou = I is to hope

for a recompence from others. Too

paoum is to hope to be able,

and to be desirous of making a return

to others. How gan too paou IE?

1 I hope to make a return

for your great kindness. Yang paou

PE

KB; an open or manifest re-

compence. Yin paou |jg |

a secret

or hidden recompence. Fob paou
jjfjjj

]
a hnppy or blessed recompence.

GS paou S I a recompence of

evil. G5 peih yew e8 paou .3R /[7\I B I j, \ ^ iO

'n AV I

v 'ce or tne V 'CIOUS s*>aii

be recompenced with evil. S<$ paou

y$> ']

a sudden recompence, or a

quick notification. Tsee paou jS
1 lo announce to with haste. Tung

paou y^ 1 to notify every where ;

or a general information given to all

the officers of a city or province.

King paou Q the Peking

Gazette. In the Provinces it is in

manuscript, and hence is called
tj>

PE

")?t]p King-chaou. Paou, occurs in

the sense of 115 > to unite.

Paou chow
|

Paou gan 1 !?, to make a return

to revenge.

to make a

for some favor or benefit received ;

an act of gratitude.

Paou sin
j nj?

information or in-

telligence given ; to report or state to.

Paou tsze
j J- a messenger.

Paou ti 1
/jf.

and Paou ying
^ ffiji

to make a return, or to recompeuce;

in a religious use, Reward* and pu-

nishments.

Paou yae tsze yuen

to revenge a wrong look.

ilfii

PE. CCXLVTH SYLLABLE.

Often confounded with Pei. Manuscript Dictionary, Pi and Py. Canton Dialect, Pe or Pei.

8861. [\] A ladle or spoon ;

a wooden ladle with which

flesh is lifted from the pot

when performing the rites of sacri-

fice, a word not in common use.

8262.
[ \ ] A stick or sticks

used as a fork, with which,

at funeral sacrifices, victims

are lifted out of the boiler, and

placed inthevessel prepared forthem.

82fi3. [
- ] Two tpoont uni-

formly arranged on a table.

To compare one thing with

another ; to put in order
; to classify ;

to collate; in epitaphs denotes To

select and follow a virtuous course.

To provide ; to prepare ; to make ;

to approach near to ; nearly related,

or contiguously situated ; to reach

or extend to. To refer to; to equal ;

even
; regularly placed ,- according

with; corresponding or answering;

close. The point of an arrow.

Pe, is further found in connection

with various other characters.

Pe fang
J ~Jj

a comparison ; an a-

nalogy.

Pekew
I j is an Indian word, un-

translated, applied to the mendicants

of the Buddha sect.

Pe-kew ne ' j^ fi? a mendicant

nun or priestess.

Pe kaou 1 ^* to collate and exam-

ine.

Pe-kew sSng \ Pr tf& a mendicant
a

|
i-L. J53

priest.

Pe ping 1 =3l to compare and cri-

ticise, applied to books, or to the ac-

tions of the people.

Ve ping teth hwa
\ f^ ^ ^

debate or discussion about the

merits of.

!.
t

^&.
close ; closely con-

nected; thickly situated ; intimate.

Pflh pe ^ J
not equal to.

Pe te I wg metaphor, used in poetry.
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Pe yu -^"1

Che yu ^J 1 J

as to, respecting;

extending lo;

equalling.

Pe yT!i pe kan shwuy kaou
j

''TH" nfr tpj
make a comparison and

see which is the tallest.

8264.
[

\
] To separate from;

to divide ; ugly.

Pe hwuy
j

4ffi an ugly woman.

ift,
8265. [\ '] Steps. To be

paired with. One says,

The step 011 the shoulder.

A man's name.

8266.
[

\ J The epithet of a

deceased mother. Tsoo pe

)[j^
a female ancestor.

Kaou pe /ff Kaou, denotes A

deceased father; and Pe, A deceased

mother; deceased parents.

f"fr 8267. [C] To pass wind

iff* backwards. Fang pe^frv

X * to break wind from behind,

used contemptuously for what a

person says; as are also the expres-

sions Kow-pe *fjj
and

"fcjj" ^f^jl

jjL
j

Fang kow chow pe. Ta pe

koo T~T \K to flog on the pos-

teriors

Pe koo 1

Jjjt
the posteriors.

fc_ 8268. [
/

] Affording shade

Inl* and shelter; to cover over,

jT'^b applied to certain covering

of wheels ; to lodge or reside in a

place. Name of a place.

FART II. A 8

PE

Pe inin
| t^ to protect the people >

to shelter them from evil.

Pe yew nf^j
to protect and aid

said of divine protection and as-

sistance.

8969. [^ ] To strike with

the hand ; to push from ;
to

turn round ; to compare and

decide; to declare officially ; to decide

upon and reply to; a petition or

statement from an inferior; the reply.

To pare or scrape off; to assist. Part

ofthe name of a musical instrument.

Pe chun J& fo declare an ac-

quiescence in, or granting the prayer

ofa petition.

Pe hwuy
j jgj

official reply.

Pe meen
^ ]fj

to slap the face.

Pe ping
j

3i to criticise on any

thing.

Pe she 1
-jfc

an official answer to

some proclamation.

Pe ping jin che chang twan 1 =3s

J\, ~7 J^ ^r
to compare and

discuss to animadvert on people's

merits and defects.

Pe pwan ching tsze 1 *|| rp Hpjt

to animadvert officially on the lan-

guage ofa petition.

8270. p ] A fruit bearing

tree; that with which victims

are lifted and put in their

place ; a small toothed comb.

Pepa
| T,^

the Mespilus Juponica;

a fruit commonly known by the name

Loquat fijjj
Ma Loo keHh.

1 fcJit the leavcs of the

PE Mli

loquat tree, used as a medicine in

coughs.

S21 '
[ ] To

l
)U>h from

with the hand. Name ofa

name of a stringed in-Pe pa
'

strument.

8272. [-J Adjoining, as

contiguous fields ; clear;

manifest; substantial; to

assist ; the heart full; the

navel. Forms part ofthe

name of hills; name of a

district. Kwipe'Si 1

to crouch softly or ser-

vilely. SepeJIjI y
the

clasp of a girdle or belt.

Pe leen
^ *j|[ adjoining.

Pe loo 1

l||
a name of Buddha.

Pe lew
| |pj

the branches of tree*

open and irregular.

8273.
[ V] A cra<k ia

any utensil ; the parts

still adhering.

8274. f c- ] Pe-hwan

I K a caustic medi-

cine, applied to ulcen.

It is exceedingly ppis-

onous, and is sold with

much caution.

8275. [
-
] Ornamental silk

fringes and tassels, applied

to flass or banners. Silk
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almost spoiled. Silk of an open wide

texture; a series

I'o mew \ $, loose and complicated;

erroneous, said to apply metapho-

rically to personal
character.

8876. O ) Grain which

does not arrive at matu-

rity.
A kind of tare

which grows amongst

grain,
and requires to be

carefully separated from

_-(JI * it; a kind of chaff or

A\I grain not filled; ignorant.

^ laA/ Pekang ^ ^| ch^ff.tr

husks; dust and dirt; broken frag-

ments.

8277. (-) The guts or

tripe of a cow; thick, sub-

stantial, or important. A

certain sacrifice.

8278. (-) Pema 1

a certain plant with a

leaf resembling hemp ;

from the seed an oil is

expressed which is used

in making the red pig-

ment, used by the Chinese, to make

an impression with a seal.

8279. [-] Iron, the

iron coulter of a plough ;

the barb of an arrow ; the

name of an arrow having

a broad Ion" barb.

8280. (-) Kwa-pe|^
'

a person soft and cringing ;

servile and boasting.

8281. [ -] "Name of an

animal resembling a hog.

8282. [\ ] Pe kan
|

*P

the name of an animal
;
a

prison; a jail.

8283. [
-
] Name of a hill.

8284. [ \ ] Steps to ascend

high ; steps leading to the

Imperial throne. Keae pe

steps ; steps leading up to

a hall, or court.

Pe hea
j

~K denotes the Emperor,

and is used by his ministers in

direct address.

PC Pc many arranged in

regular order.

8285. [-] A comb

made of bamboo or

wood ; to lead or draw-;

a kind of rake for taking

shrimps.

8280. [.] The navel of

an animal body.

8287. [ / ] To pair ; to

couple with ; to equal. A

woman's name. E pe F7p

I a small appearance. Pe mei 1

|E equally beautiful or excellent.

8288. [
c- ] To strike

with the hand thrown

backwards. Head Pee",

To play on a stringed

instrument with the fin-

gers.

8289. [-] Name of a

certain ferocious animal

found in Leaou-tung,

said to resemble the

tiger ; name of a
flag.

Pe hew chin tuy 1 aft

|at ffi the Pc-hew keeps down

noxious influences is a sentence

written as a charm on the corners

of Chinese houses.

[ / ] Careful ;

ful ; attentive; laborious;

pains taking ; the appearance

of water flowing from a
spring.

8291. [/] The handle of

a spear ; a kind of stand

on which to hang a bow.

Read Petti, A pair ; the stem of a

pencil.

Pe kew
j f hills with wood on

their summits.

8292. [
/

] Water
flowing

between two banks; the

appearance of water
flowing

as from a spring with constant

uninterrupted motion increasing

and widening as it rolls. The name
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of a river. Read Peih, in a similar

sense.

PC yang the name of a district.

829?.
[

/ ] Divine
; that

which cannot be fully

explained ; abstruse ;

secret; mysterious. The

name of an office. A

surname. The second

character is also read Pe'S. Name

of a fragrant plant.

Pe show
j j^ ~|

secretly commu-

Pe chuen 1
^S. J nicated gene-

rally used by quacks in reference to

their modes of cure.

8294. ( c ) Pe or Pei. To

give a seal to, and consti-

tute a ruler or governor;

to give authority to. A clean pure

stone or gem. Read Sih, according

to the old definition.

8295. [
I

] A closed door ;

any thing secret, not allow-

ed to transpire; deep;

mysterious ; divine; careful, attentive.

flj

8296. To shut a door; to

screen or shade from; to

conceal
; to store or lay bye ;

to stop or close up ; to shut any

thing. Kin pe
jjpf j

to shut

closely, as in locked jaw. Ke pe
HA- \

Jg. I
to open and to shut.

Pe rnun May kih
] pi] ||J^ to

hut one's door and thank vi-

sitors but not ee them.

PC mun 1 BH to shut a door or gate'

Pe hoo
]

R to shut one's door from

a wih to be undisturbed in study.

PE

Pe mun sze kwo 1 PR EH
Jpfl

to

shut one's self up and consider one's

errors.

Pe ko-w
| p to shut the mouth.

PC slh
j |g to close or fill up.

Pe l'ang
1 Hi to store or lay up-

applied to the stores of nature.

8297. [
-
] To skin ; skin ;

bark ; peel ; a wrapper ;
a

case. A surname. Ps pe

;|l)
|

to peel off the skin. Luh

f

deer skin. Hae lo pe

i sea mule skin ; i. e.

beaver skin. Hoo pe 5flJl 1 fox
yjUA i

iu*

skin. Le pe ||? |
is also fox skin,

but of a different sort. Ta pih

hwuy shoo pe -^ 1^3 R| tjr!

squirrel skin. Teaou shoo pe ##

H^ J
marten skins, none below

the third degree of rank allowed to

wear them. Tae ping teaou pe

called <3 I Yu pe. Ta pe

I otter skin. Kwei pe ;tfc

cassia bark. Shih lew pe

pomegranate peels.

Pe foo 1

EJJ
the skin which covers

an animal body.

Pe kuh seang leen 1 Sf
iFj JJS the

skin sticking to the bones, applied

to the suffering of hunger in a

future state.

Pe shlh
| S|f

the region of the heart

Pe yaou tae
j jj^^ a leather

purse worn round the waisl.

8898. (.) To cut with a

knife; to chop ; to hew.

PE 647

1

829. [
c- ] A part of cloth-

ing which covers the breast

and back; a kind of waist-

coat.

a % 8300. [V ] That porson,

Jff^t place or thing; a terra denol-

9^^^^^. ing To put away orexclude.

Pe tsze
'

jjj^that
and this; you and

me; he and him; both.

Pe tsae 1 p]7 exclude him out ot

the question

8301. To open or spread out;

to open, as a scroll or book,

to cover overas with clothes

or to cas*. them off, to break or rend

as a vessel.

Pe shan 1 Jj to open a passage a-

raongst hills.

Pe me 1 j^ the appearance of an

army routed and thrown into dis-

order.

Pe tow san ft H M ^
the hair of the head in a disordered

state; dishevelled hair.

Pe-Ian
^ ^ to turn over and read

slightly the pages of a book.

Pe shoo
j

1& to open a hook.

8302. [
-
] Fatigued ; weari-

ed ; in a state of lassitude;

weakness; inability.

Pe keuen
4

| ^ wearied; fatigued,

as by study.

Pe nan 1 wjt fatigueing and difficult,

said of official situations.

Pe-wan 1 T^ remiss; idle, careles.

8303. [ c- ]

'

A rent paid in

grain.
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$304. [ c- J Angry; -vexed ;

sorry.

8305. [
c- ] Pe or Pel, The

covering spread over a per-

son when sleeping ;
to cover

over; to extend to; to add to; to be

added to; the sign of the Passive in

verbs; to cover with, or to put on

clothes, to prepare or provide ; the

space enclosed by joining the ends

of oue' fingers and thumb. A sur-

name.

Pe kaou
'

-3J-
one who is accused ;

a defendant.

Pe meen
] jgj

or
'j ^J

Pe wo, A

pallampore, or coverlid.

Pe shwfiy tsae
\ fo jj^

to suffer

some calamity from water.

Pe hae 1 ^ to suffer an injury.

Pe keen \ fJ was seen.
\ /*-*

8306. [ / ] Artful debate

and litigation; animating

others by specious declama-

tion; insidious accusation.

Pe tsze
| pii^

the language of debate

or insidious disputation.

8307. [ f ]
To confer upon;

to benefit. E-pe JWj

in a regular series or order.

8303.
[

/
]

Read Po, Lame

in the feet. Pe or Pei, To

bear up only on one side,

as a person lame in one foot; to stand

on one foot, in a careless irreverent

manner.

Peke5 lame in the feet.

8309.
[
/ ] Pe or Pei, A

bank ; to embank ; the side

of a lake or pond ; the side

of the road ; the name of a place.

Distorted; leaning on oneside; sub-

verted.

8310.
[

'
] A certain part

of the hirness of a coach

horse ; a girth.

8311.
[ \ ] Crooked; distort-

ed bone. Wei-pe AfjT
H/* I

crooked; winding; distorted,

both iaa literal and figurative sense.

8312. [' ] Pe, or Pei.

The ancient form of this

character, is from Tso,

the left, and KeS, the head

or first; hence, In-

ferior. Teen tsun te pe

J,Jj)
1 heaven is superior,

earth inferior. Kaou pei J2,

high and low.

Pe cluh
'j

Jjjjt
inferior, or low office;

i. e. he who fills one; used by in-

ferior officers, when addressing their

superiors, instead of the Pronoun I.

Pe k;mg fl. meanly crouching and

proudly assuming.

Pekefih 1 Sjmean, servile bending
I /rM

and stooping ; crouching; sneaking.

Pe low Eg or Pe pei |jj|5

mean, vile, vulgar, low.

Pae pe j I inferior, low class of

persons.

Pe woo kow tse'en
j yj ^7 |$&

mean and filthy as a dog ; base.

Pe pe pdh tsiih taon ~/f\ Jj?

-jig very mean, unworthy of being

mentioned.

Pe seuen
j ffg humble; lowly; obe-

dient, in a gooil sense.

Pe wei 1
Ij^fmean

condition.

8313- [c! ] To cause that;

to enable ; to give ; to bene-

fit ; to fulfil the duties of an

official situation. To accord, or fol-

low.

Pe ne
j jftj

to squint, or look a-

slant.

X S3U. [ -] Pe, or Pei.

To be attached to; to

devolve upon; thick}

abundant. A low wall;

a low damp place ; marshy

land.

831*. ( \ ) From woman and

low or mean.'PL slave woman,

either one who has been

bought with money, or one who has

been made such, as a punishment.

Applied to the name of a fish, and of

a bird. Kwan-pe 'g* ]
slave wo-

men, who are made so by the govern-

ment.

pe .tsze 1 IZ. a female slave gene-

rally, was, in former times, a person

who committed some offence; a term

by which women sometimes desig-

nate themselves.

8316. (\) A low cottage;

applied also to palaces that

are built low ; low ;
short.

Used to denote the nose ;
a certain

female bird. Yew
peyp^

the

name of a state.

8317. ( c' ) Name of a river.
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SS1S. (-) A disease arising

from damp ; the name of an

arrow.

8SI9. (-) Hot, with fire;

heated.

S320.(C) To look askance.

Pee
| g^orPeeBto

fljjl
to look first to the

left side and then to the

right ; the embrasures on

the top of a wall.

8321. Pe, or Pei. An

upright stone to which

victims in the temples

were formerly fastened.

A stone set on its end and

having an inscription on

it ; a stone tablet erected in temples

or at tombs, in palaces or in houses.

Pe ke
pE\ lne inscription on a

Pe wan
j ^/ stone tablet; the

memoranda engraven on it.

8322. [\] Slanderous; fond

of detraction.

8323. [
-

] To be benefited ;

to give to; to assist; to

supply what is deficient; to

enable to do
; to give permission to

do. Small; the name of a
city. A

surname. Yew pe ching che chay

'rJ I ^A Ttl '0 *'la* wn ' ch

assists or is beneficial to government.

a long garment.

PE

Pe yfh
| ^ to be beneficial to ; to

assist an affair.

832*. [ c ] PC or Peih, To

ornament, with a sort of

facing, the upper border of

a garment.

8S25. [
-
] A part of the

t7f stomach; the internal tunic

| of the stomach ; that which,

as the Chinese conceive by its action,

causes digestion. To stop. The name

of a
city.

Pe. ke pfih haou
*

4? ^ -jff-
bad

temper; vicious disposition.

Pe ke shin hwae j|f
"

jjffi

temper or disposition exceedingly

spoiled; the principles vitiated.

Pe-kc 1

4|f
the gastric effluvia; the

disposition ; the temper of a person.

Pe-wei
^ H the stomach; the ap-

petite.

8326. [-] The name of a

city, and of a district. A

surname.

8327. ("-] The embrasures

on the top of a city wall.

To benefit; to cause advan-

tage to. Show pe iil
j

an officer

who keeps watch on the city wall.

8358. [\] From bone

and infrritr. The thigh

hone. Pe koo B&
I ff*^

the tlii-li.

8329. (-) Name of a. place;

of a district ; and of a hill.

A surname.

PR 619

,8330. [
-
] A certain military

drum; also a drum employe!

in court amusements of fenc-

ing and posture making. To drum.

8331. (\) Pe.orPei. Vile;

wicked; bad. Read Pe. To

obstruct; to hinder from

proceeding in a proper course; in

which sense, it is the name of one of

the Kwa. Tsang pe ^ ]
good

and evil. Chang ke che pei^ ffi

g
1

|
(or fow,) Try whether they

taste well or not. She Fow
JjL

1

is it, or is it not ; is it not right, or

is it not. So yen we che she fow

J>M E ^ /iP ^ I

Idont

know whether what I say be the fact

or not
; or, whether the sentiment le

right or not. She fow ko hin-r

B 1 -or 4*
^ PJ \ J

may it be done or

not. Ko fow
'pj* j

i s it proper or

not; may it be, or^ot? Tsang fow

^ J
has it occurred

; or is it done

yet, or not ? We che tin show fow

whether they are received yet, or

not.

8SS2. [\] Pain ; disease
j

a gathering or concretion

in the abdomen ; an ob-

struction; stoppage. Weak ; 'de-

bilitated.

Pe kwae
j j^ a disease like the

stone or gravel.

8333.
[ \ ] Great, large

f\ A man's name. Also read

Pow.

8334. [-3 Commonly read

PeTh, which see. Read Pe,

in the sense of Comparison
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8335. [
f

j A mean person

under the influence of

success and prosperity ;

partiality for; blind affection for;

depraved ; concupiscence ; lechery ;

name of an office.

Pe Ise'S .iffi a favorite concubine.

Pe hing J TfO persons abused

Pe lung 1
jj|

> for nnnalural

Te J
m

] ,A J purposes.

8S36. [ c/ ] To make a

comparison and declare ; to

compare one thing to

another, or to suppose a case for

the purpose of illustration ; to make,

or to be, clearly or well understood.

Pefang
j "77

1 a comparison ;

Pejoo 1 *p ^ a metaphor; to

Te yu ^ PjlK
j make a supposi-

tive comparison.

Pe puh yuen
| ^ ~r not rery

different from.

Pe J 8 ^3 SHPP iDg > a if.'

like as.

83S7. [ 1} Pe, or PeTh,

Name of a tree, the wood of

which is yellow. A certain

odoriferoui plant.

833S. (/) The arm from

the elbow to the wrist.

From the shoulder to the

elbow is called
Jj||

Naou. The

houlder and leg of a. victim. Tsoo

ylh pe che leih
fyj

>

} -^
to assist with the strength of

an arm.

Fe che the che
j ^^ the

armi directs the fingers.

a bracelet worn atPe rliuon

the wrist.

Pe tsee" 1
fjjf

the joint of the arm.

(f > To go out of

the way of; to avoid ; to

shun ; to retire from;; to

go into solitary retirement. Hwuy

pe JRj) 1 to retire ; to stand back

when magistrates pass along- the street.

Pe she fin
] -Ip ML to retire from

notice, in order to avoid making

one's self the subject of discussion

^ or altercation, for and against.

Pe nan
||| to shun distress and

difficulties.

Pe she I
-jfr

to shun the world.

Pe sBh
$j! to avoid what is vulgar

and common.

8340. (/) Tattered bad

raiment ; spoiled ; poor ;

bad of its kind; to desist.

Used, by affectation for the pronoun

My and Our. A surname. Used

to denote Stopping up ; closing.

Pe ke
j

B the appearance of using

effort.

Pe leu
| JH ny house.

Pe suh
j |^ our vulgar customs

in this place or neighbourhood.

Pe yew
|

~fc my friend.

8341. (/) Silk; wealth;

things given as presents of

whatever they consist.

Pepih | jti pieces of silk; presents

generally.

8342. (') Low brushwood

which covers the surface of

the ground. To shade as

PE

by the foliage of a tree ; to conceal ;

to shelter ; to screen ; to oppose ;
to

cut off. Small ; minute. The name

ofa place. Read Peth, To strike
;
to

brush; to separate.

Pe koo 1 3| to cover the crime ; to

take satisfaction for it. Pdh tsfih

pe koo7^^ Jajr insufficient

to make satisfaction for a crime.

Pe he'en
] ^ to keep eminently

virtuous men in the shade, instead

of drawing them into public life.

I.-

--

3 to screen or shut the
r-l

eyes.

Pe sih
5|=

to screen and close up.

Pe seih
j

B* a coyer for the knees,

a pad worn on each knee ; an apron.

Pe tsang
'j jjJHj

to screen and keep

warm, applied to nature in summerv

Pe fung yu 1! ^^ ^pj
to shelter from

the wind and rain.

Pe yu ke chili yay
| ^ ^ ^ -^

(the mind) obicured, clouded, or

shaded by grosser matter so as to

cause iiiotism.

8343. [
/
j Completed:

ready ; prepared , provid-

ed against ; sufficient ;

entirely j every thing

prosperous. To pro vide;

to assist; to guard against.

A surname. Occurs

denoting the Claws of a-

nimals, and long military

weapons. Kaou pe *ip
1 to an.

nounce that a thing is completed.

Chun pe ^Jg j

to prepare. Fan

sze Ue pe leaou K[ |& ^rfe ]
I *^^TT /=$ I

every thing is ready.
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Yu pe
:?$ 1 to provide for; to

make previous arrangements.

Pe hea Icaou
] ~|C J* PreP'lred -

Pe hwan keih
] ^^ to be pre-

pared for emergencies.

Pe kaou 1 ^ to retain for future

investigation, said of literary sub-

jects.

8344. (/) Certain dried

cakes, used in the army

when on a march ; also

used for the entertainment of guests.

8345. (
'

) Large and ro-

bust; to urge and tyrranize

over, to be angry without

the influence of liquor.

8346. (/) Filled with wind;

a sensation of stoppage of

the subtile fluids ; a diseased

state, induced by grief.

8347. (\) From mouth and

a granary. To accumulate

avariciously, and distribute

nothing. Avaricious.; mean ; sordid.

PE

8348. (\) A small con-

fined city; a frontier

town ; a small district ; a

country place. Five Pe

make a II e'en
}i|>

district.

Rustic, .low, vulgar, mean,

vicious ;
bad ; to esteem so ; to de-

spise ; to contemn.

Ps suh che ching $}. "^ ffij.

a vulgar term of compliment.

Pee 1 ^^ poor vile idea; i.e. my

thoughts or ideas.

Pe j i n
j

A a mean low person.

Pe lin
| ;ap parsimonious ; contemp-

tible; niggardly.

Pelow 1
jjjj

low, vulgar; mean/

Pe le 1 ffll vulgar ; coarse.

Ko pe 'pj* | despicable; contemptible.

8349. (/) The nose; the

first or origin of, from an

idea that the nose is first

formed in the womb; to bore the

nose ofan animal.

Pe chun
j Tp the point of the nose.

PE 651

Pe te chung
] y|} i,a,luS.

Pe kung ^ ^ the nostril.

Pe leang
j |^ the bridge of the nose.

Pe te
] '/r|j

bubbles.

Petsoo
J jjg

the first ancestor in a-

line of genealogy. Occurs in several

proper names.

Pe yen
j J^ffl

snuff.

8350. (') Pefdo 1 J3
I FI*

the appearance of using

great effort; robust strength,

angry; indignant.

8351. (/) Glossed over;

adorned; ornamented, ap-

plied to herbage. Read

Fun or Pun, Impetuous.

8358.
[
/
] Pe or Pel. The

reins by which a horse it

guided in a carriage.

8353. Pe or Pei. A certain

wild animal like a boar and

possessing great strength ;

sometimes having yellow and white]

streaks. A man's name.
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PEAOU. CCXLVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Piaa. Canton Dialect, Pew.

8354. (M The outer gar-

ments; the highest point of.

Exterior; external; to ma-

nifest externally ; any thing set up

as a guide; statement offered "to a

superior; a manifest. It is applied to
.

relations by the mother's side, as they

do not partake of the same surname,

Jmd constitute one Tang f|g"
or

house. Name of a place. A surname.

She shin peaou Hi j|p|
I a watch.

Chung peaou 9yg
I a clock.

Peaou choo 1 ^ to make manifest ;

to arrange seats so as to shew the

rank of the persons.

Peaou chang
]

_E a kind of prayer,

read before an idol, and then consum-

ed by fire.

Peaou pih 1 trl to make a clear

exposition of.

Peaou peaou , erect in person ;

conspicuous amongst many.

Peaou tsin 1
2jp

a relation not of

the same surname.

Peaou heung te 1 V 6n distant

brothers; that is, cousins by the mo-

ther's tide.

8385. ( / ) Peaou MB
]

to give; to distribute.

356. A female name.

8357. (/) To separate and

give to; to scatter or dis-

perse.

8358. (/) Peaou, or Hoo

peaou ^J
1 a lady's hand-

kerchief. A kind of ker-

chiefworn round the neck by women,

particularly Tartar women. Used for

pasting paper pictures on silk or

thicker sheets of paper, and fitting

them to a roller.

8359. .(-) Flying with the

velocity of light or fire;

a signal made by fire;

rising in a light airy

manner, applied to the

motion of a streamer ; a

government warrant to

seize persons ; a Pawn

broker's ticket; a paper

authorizing a person to act. Tang

peaou & 1 a pawn broker's ticket,

Chdh peaou H to issue a war-

rant. Tseen peaou ^S a paper

authorizing to receive money. Pae

peaou a government warrant.

Occurs aUo written with wood by

the side, in the same sense.

8360. [-] Light; airy,

volatile; nimble; active.

Applied to personal cha-

racter, occurs in a bad sense/ denot-

ing Levity ; giddiness.b j a

J-

8361. (-) A middle-sized

bell, giving an acute light

sound. Read Peaou, To

prick a wound with a pointed stone.

To cut off; to rob ; to plunder. Also

Swift; light; urgent. Rd Peaou,

The close ; the termination of.

Peaou Ie5
^|]

to rob or plunder.

Peaou tseth
] ^ or King peaou

jM swift; nimble; active, ap-

plied to soldiers.

Peaou tseang 1
Ijjn

a missile dart or

spear.

8362. (-) To seize by vio-

lence; to attack and plun-

der. Peaou W& occurs in

the same sense.

8363. (
-
) Having no rule,

J"S measure or limit ; irregular.

3^f\ The appearance of being

blown rapidly. A carriage running
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with an immoderate degree ofswift-

Peaou chang 1 Ppj singing loose or li-

centious songs.

8364. (c/) Levity ; light-

Htjy ness of character and eon-

duct ; given up to prostitu-

tion ; a whore ; to go a whoring ; to

follow after loose women. A
woman's name. Haou peaou iff

addicted to lewdncss.

Peaou cli.ie
j 5li\

a hagnio'Or baw-

Peaon shay 1 $) dy-house.

Peaou keaou
' m to put away .disr

ease.

Peaou tsze
J -^ a prostitute.

Peaou, too, y in
j U-jf ^ whoring,,

gaming, and drinking.

8365. (-) A silken -stream-

er affixed to the end of

a pole,- a doth . wrapped

round the head.

8366. (c/) Urgent i press-

ed ; vehement.

8367. ( \ /
) To strike

; to

beat, or feel the breast ;

laying the hand upon the

heart; to fall ; the point of a knife

or sword ; to make a signal to.

Peaoii ke
j $flo,makeasignal fith

a
flag.

8368. () To dry any thing

in the sun.

%7TT 8369 ' O) The highest
T*IJlf
jly^S^ point of a tree; the point op-

I ^J^ P sltc *o the root; a branch

highly situated j a signal port ; a sign

hoard ; a streamer ; a streamer as

a signal on the end ofa pole ;
a war-

rant from goTernment ; to inscribe

or insert in a book. Chi peaou JS1-jR-lto hoist 'a- signal.

Peaou che
|

jpw exceedingly gay and

handsome.

Peaou chun 1

Peaou yang
j

others.

Peaou ke 1

nal.

Peaou chBh lae

to exhibit an

example to

a flag- used as a sig-

to appear

PAKT 11 . c8

conspicuous amongst others.

Peaou tseang ] &g a missile weapon.

8370. (f ) To floaty to

be moved and agitated,

as by the wind ; cold and

black. Name ofa river.

Used to denote A certain

disease.

^- to navigate the

Peaou peth j
Jftt a kind of echo.

Peaou peaou the appearance

of soaring high rri the air. To

stretch out cloth on the surface of

the water, and expose it t* the air

in order to whiten it ; to bleach.

Peaou lew lang tsze
] ^fc" yjH

J-.

a.floating wave; a dissipated person.

8371. (.) A moss-like

plant, which grows and flows

on the water.

8372. (-) The rapid flight

of light or fire, applied to

a palace gate of a red

colour. Club peaoii noo ^r 1 #5t

a divinity of the southern regions.

Peaou keue
{

BJ|
a certain gate of

the Imperial palace.

8373. (-) A kind of gourd

or calabash, of which a.

drinking cup is made; used

also to lift water with.

8374.
(
\

) Sifk of a blue

and white colour ; an azure

colour.

Peaou peaou a- light blue

colour; light, buoyant, ascending

appearance, applied to a bird rising

in the air.

Peaou meaou fang, yini
j jj)J;

BT

^a a style elegant and sublime,

phraseology remote from common

use.

8315. (-) A 'spiral wind;

a whirlwind
; a sudden and

rapid wind; alight sailing

appearance, as if carried by the

wind ; to blow or b blown by the

wind; to fall; easy flowing gait.

Fung peaou fijil
a gust of wind.

Peaoii hae 1 >)fe "i to be blown over
t *^r I

Peaou yang
j

>. f the surface of

the sea or ocean. la this sense

synonimous with yM Peaou.

Peaou peaou \S seen I -Jer Ylll
I '!' 1*^

a flowing gait like one of the im-

mortals, said in praise of a

woman's manner of walking.

Peaou tung I |Hj moved or agitated

by the wind.

8378. (c/) A fleet horse;

>%^1 strong and valorous ; a

yellow hore changing co-
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lour to white spots. One says, A

horse with a white tail.

Peaou ke ffijj
the name of a

I *T~*

military office.

8377. (\) Part of the

viscera offish of which glue

is made.

8378. ( \) Peaou, or Paou,

See Paou.

8379. (-) Appearance of

moving or walking ; a group;

a company ; a herd.

8380. (-) The noise and

appearance of rain and

snow blended ; a fall of

PEE

8381. (\) A white colour;

a bird changing its feathers,

any thing of a dead dull

colour, instead of glossy and

bright.

8382. (-) To eradicate

weeds from afield. Peaou

maou
] |$j grain not

filled.

8383. (-) Name of a plant

of which mats and sandals

are made. Applied also to

several other plants.

8384. (-) The bit of a

horse's bridle.

Peaou-peaou

dant

|
copious ; abun-

PEE

8385. ( -) Three of the first

stars in Ursa-Major, called

also Tow ping 3J* ?j^.
The

handle of the Tow measure, to which

that group of stars is compared. To

bear or draw ; to attach to, as with

cords. A target.

8388. (-) From three dogi.

The appearance of dogs run-

ing round about, a when

playing; applied to a spiral wind

which rises from the ground ;
a

whirlwind.

8387. (\) Peaou or Fow.

To die of hunger; to be

famished to death. Trees or

plants decayed or rotten and falling

to the ground.

PEE. CCXLVIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Pie. Canton Dialect, Pee'..

8388. ( c ) To separate ; to

put asunder ; to distinguish.

Read Pee, To recede from

each other ; to leave ; different ;

other ; another. In the Peking col-

loquial dialect, used in a prohibitive

sense, as Do not -,or less formally Don' t.

Formed from To separate fleth from

tenet. Fun pe'S /&
j

to separate

with the hands, or to distinguish by

words, or any of the senses. IITh pTh

pfih ning fun pe'8 J3S l ~Jfc "n$

fjf-
cannot distinguish black

from white. Fun pee
1

seen how M*

I 3E vX.
to distinguish 'hat which

precedesfrom that which comes after.

Peen peg $&
|

to distinguish or

discuss the difference of things. Le

pe'S
jfjjl J

to recede or go aw/iy

from. 0-ko! peg sing ke KpT
J|C

|
^F ^S,

brother ! don't be angry.

Ne peg kwan wo ^ 1 3$
don't you interfere with, or coritroul

me.

Pee urh ching die
ffj

to speak of them separately.

Pee die i ~*t to distinguish them.

Pee how
] ^fe

after separating ; after

we separated, used in the beginning

of letters.

Pe'8 ko jin
| jig

A another man,

or other people, according as the

scope may make it singular or plural.

Pe urh ko
j

~ ^ another.

Pe hea th show 1
~]^ ^ ^.

in some other way put down or apply

his poisonous and destructive hand.

Pe yang sze tsing
^ ^ Jjj

another or a different affair.
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PeKletsow
j

parting.

the sorrow of

8389. (/) PC. Spoiled rai-

wimt; mean; bud; rejected.

8390. ( c ) Pee" see
1

| fift

the appearance of flowing

garments. There are various

other modes of writing this phrase.

8391, (-) PeiborPeS.

A hurried manner or ap-

pearance ; hastiness of

temper or disposition ;

vicious; bad. Pei jen

1 $ diligent. Peg

sing M: a hasty bad disposition.

8393. (-) To strike; to

strike lightly ; to knock

asunder ; to brush away ;

to put off; to seize; to

lead ; to drag ; to draw.

Pee hwuy ma tow 1

to turn round a horse's

PC? kae 1
(
HS to cast off; to pay

no farther attention to.

Pee" tsing 1
.ffi|

to push aside in or-

der to clean ; to make an excuse in

order to avoid an imputation of

immorality.

Pe na
j ^ peg, denotes drawing a

line with a pencil from right to left,

thus I til, is to draw one from^
4eft to right thus ~l

8393. ( c ) A painful swell-

ing, which has burst the

ikin.

394. [c-] To pass the eyes

over; to glance at ; to look

at slightly; a hasty glance.

The eyes or sight obscured.

Peg keen
j Jj^

to take a hasty

glance at.

8395. (c) Clothes, gar-

ments, to brush or dust, as

with a wide leeve, or the

tail of a long robe.

396. [
-

] To tread with

the feet; to lean on one

foot. Pe'S-see"

to walk round circular motion.

8397. [ c ]
A bird of th

fowl species with handsome

feathers, which it is said to

admire in the reflection of water

called by a variety of names, some

of which correspond to that of the

Gold pheasant.

Pee mc'en 1 ,K a certain ornamented

cap worn in ancient times.

8398. ( c )
A species of

tortoise, said to be pro-

duced on the land, but

to reside in the water;

to have three feet, and

to hear with it eyes.

Name of a star, and of an

office. A surname.

Muh peSTlr 1 thr
J'\ V I

name ofa plant.

PEEN. CCXLVIII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Piea. Canton Dialect, Peen.

~ % S399. [ c' ] A splinter ; a

f"^ fragment; a bit; a slip; a

J ! petal of a flower ;
a leaf of

tea; the half of. To break asunder,

to divide; to judi;e.

Feen han 1 e& a short note or let-

ter, as Europeans say, A Int.

Peenche
]

Ma slip of paper.

Peen yen
j "=f"a

small portion of

speech; a word ; a sentence; one half,

or one side of a story.

Peen she
\ 0^ a short period of

time ;
a few minutes.

T
8400. (cf) The name ofa

district. A surname. Hurry;

perturbed; hasty; also ex-

pressed by Peen keih
| 43j

a rule

of government; a law, as Ta pe'en

fr grand system of govern-

ment. Read Twan, Jov, gladueft.
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t
8401. (c/) A gladsom*

^ joyful appearance. PHh

shing bin peen

excessively glad.

8408. (c') To touch with

the hand ; to strike the

hands together as when

beating time to a song, or Chinese

dancing and posture making. Read

Fan, The appearance ofturning round

in a yielding manner.

840S. (c') The name of

a district, and of a river.

^
/fj'^r

8404. /if. Defetl; want;

mctry.

8405. (') A stone needle;

a certain stone probe, used

by Chinese Surgeons.

chin ^ a stone needle, to

probe, literally or figuratively.

8406 ( C ') Toputacof.

fip into a grave; to inter.

Peen pfih lin ke hen?
'

'I >-*-*
JL f{ when interred I was

not present at the grave.

8407. ( c\ ) To dispraise ; to

censure; to injure; to de-

press; to detract, applied

cither to just or to unjust censure;

to merited blame or detraction. Paou

PEEN

peen ^Jg
I to praise and to cen-

sureas the historian does.

Pcen hca
j ~JT-|

to depress; to cen-

Peen Islh 1 3^ J
sure and degrade,

as is done by the government to its

officers.

Peen sun
j

is to censure; to blame,

either one's self or others.

8408. (c') A cap or dress.
,-

bonnet serving to keep up

the hair, and to shew the

rank; a kind of leather helmet, used

as a designation of military officers.

Struck with fear; hurried; precipitate;

to strike wiih the hand. Name of a

star; ofa territory, and of a hill. A

surname. Yuen peen || civil

and military officers. Koo peen

|jj j

to clap the hands. To shake

with fear.

Peen hing 1 & ta run with haste.

8409. (c/) To grasp with

the hand ;
to brush or sweep

away; to reject.

Peen Isze wfih pilh yaou leaou
| j}

/Jjfo
7-^ 31 J

throw this thing

away, it is not wanted.

Peen ming
j flff

to risk one's life,

to throw it away to attain some

object, chiefly revenge.
*

8410. ( |) The name of a

bird, said to be a species of

vulture.

PEEN

-, 8411. (-)Pin;. From two

men, with two shields.

Two or more united. The

IKO middle frmt are at-

breviationt.

8412. ( e- ) Peen, or Peen-

te
] Jj|;

indurated skin;

hard, stiff skin, ai that on

the hands and feet of

ploughmen. A loose skin,

as if not adhering to the

muscular part. Ping show chc tsuh

1 ^ %& J
the tkin "f th*

hands and feet indurated, as by se-

vere labour.

8413. (c-) Read Ping, A

light kind of carriage. Head

Ping, The noise of horses

and carts. Read Peen, in the siuir

sense.

8414. (c-) A pair of horsei

attached to a carriage or

cart
j additions made to the

side; together; approaching at tht

same time. Name of a place.

Peen tsin ^ together arrive

said of
blessings which are wished

for at the new year.

8415. (-) The ribs united ai

one, not
distinctly marked.

Used also to denote indurat-

ed skin.

(
.
) From Man and

Change. To alter the si-

tuation of him who is jn

uncomfortable circumstances. Ren-

ease. Convenient; expedient; ad-
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yantageons; giving repose to. Ac-

ciutomed toj experienced in. To

perform the offices ofnature. Then ;

thus; so; immediately; forthwith;

straightways. Just ; just the same

as ; that is. Read Peen, and repeat.

d, as
'

]

Pe'en peen, To discuss.

A fat, plump, fine nppearance. It

also denotes To accord with the peo-

ple's desires. A surname. Pflh pecn

J?i I inconvenient; disadvanta-

geous ; inexpedient. Keen peen TO

I less troublesome
; more conve-

nient and p!easant. Tsewshun peen

Jfa ||g j

to embrace a convenient

opportunity. Tseii peen tp
to aim at convenience, case or com-

fort, or that which contributes to

them. Tsungpecn i^t
1 and

jj||l

I Fuy peen, To follow one's con-

venience.

Pe'en she -g is ; is of course; just

10, an affirmation in which there is

a freedom of assent and fullness of

conviction, as to that which follows

as matter of course. Ta peen ~fc

1 to ease nature by stool. Seaou

peen /! to pass urine j Ta

eaou f'een, expresses both motions.

Kungpeen^. j
just and expedient.

Tthleaoupeenyth^ .f ] ^
obtained what is advantageous.

Ho t&ng peen e
jpj' ^ j ^

how very convenient and easy.

Shw5 t?h peen ;$ |Jj.
1 easy

utterance, or said to the point.

1 aug pecn ~Tj |

is a phrase used

by Moral and Religious writers,

denoting greet advantage, doing that

which tends to the welfare of persons.
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Peen che
'

at last.

Ffi'en ko

then it comei to ;

p then, or thus nny.

Pe'en tang 1
*J?

convenient and safe;

roroforliihly arranged.

84 IT. (-) Artful speech;

specious language.

8418. (-) A whip; a lash; a

rod of wood or iron. To

whip; to flog; flogging is

the punishment inflicted on officers

of government. Ma-peen SL

a horsewhip. Ta ta ke he i peen tsze

JT1&1T1 1
few lashes.

PeerrtsTh
^ jj

or Ta peen

to whip; to lash.

1

8419; (-) The name of a

sea fish

8420. (-) Read Peen, Pin, or

Fan. From dear and a list

or writing. Tablet placed

over a door with an inscription on

it, in the manner of Chinese

graduates. Flat; low; a round

appearance ,
a small boat. Se kwa

peen [Jlj ^ the Chinese

lighters
or chop-boats.

Pe'en choo 1
J=A

name of a sword.

Peen chow
j -^j-

a boat.

Pe'en tow fung jM Jt|[
a certain

'hiding poisonous snake.

Pe'en tno
j
S6 a famous physician of

antiquity.

8421. (*) By the side;

lateral; inclined; partial to;

bent upon having or doing ;

retired ; selfish , depraved ; one half;

belonging to. Fifty men ; twenty-five

chariots of war. A surname. Chunp

che leang pang yu8 peen Cp ^_ j^
5? P I the two sides are called

Peen. Sing tsing peen peth '1$ Mfc

|j&
led away by a perverse

attachment to ; disposition wholly

devoted to one form of pleasure or

amusement. Y Hi peen che keen

|
~~7 9 a partial view, or opinion.

Pe'en fang fj~
a concubine.

Pe'en gae 'fjs? strong partiality.

Pe'en che wei hae
'

~*f
Jjjij ^

injured by excessive partiality, or

the excess of some passion.

Pe'en yaou J inconsiderately

bent on a thing ; determined to have

it at all events.

Pe'en kaou ri h'i<rh On one side.
I IPJ

M - .

Pe'en too
j

IW degrees of longitude.

8422. (c\) A thin utensil

o r vessel. A ppearing other-

wise than round or globular .

flat; aboard or tablet.

Pe'en ph
j

/}yj aboard or stone tablet,

with an inscription placed over the

door, and in the chambers or halls of

Chinese houses.

8423. ( cl
)
To make a

circular tour ; to extend,

reach, or go to every

part; to pervade every

y.ice. Pe'en mwan 1

jcfi
to fill every part

to fill the whole empire.
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IVcn poo ^ ft\ to distriliutr t e*ery

place
w% * 9 ')

Peen shin 1 Cl> the whole body.
I SI

St'.'l. [-] A writing on a

slip of bamboo, as was

anciently the usage; a leaf

or section of a book; in some parts

of the country the bamboo with

which punishment is inflicted, is

called Peen. A delicate bamboo,

4he shoots of nhich are edible ; name

of a hill ; a surname. Shoo peen

Sfe
j

tin; leaf of a book.

Peen stub so tsae 1 'f
j" 6|j f|

't is

contained in books ; it is found

in print

8425. (-) To arrange

together; to put in a

certain order, said of

books, of uaiiies ;
of the

materials of which books

are composed ; to con-

nect things together with cords; to

twist ; to plait. A certain head dress

or turban Keen peen fjff to

arrange materials and compose a

book. Ta peen JT
j

to plait as

the hair.

Pe"en fe'
| tijti

to wind round a fence,

as creepers do.

Pc'en nct-n 1 .^ to write annals.

Peen sew
^ jj^

( connect together

materials and compose l)ooks, a li-

terary title.

Peen leg tsze haoti 1
^)J ^ ffi

to arrange marks in certain order.

Peen ko urh 1 |f^ (3 to compose
I

MJ/ /^
a song; to put a number of lines

together.

S45fi. (-) To fly swiftly,

to move about, appearance

of crowds and bustle, as at

a palace, or a road filled with troops

and banners.

Peen peen ] |

to move lightly and

airily.

Tselh tscih peen peen ^; &&

the appearance of going and coming

incessantly.

8427. .[-] The bat, which

is known also by various

other names. The name of

Peen full
|
fe ll;lt-a fish.

8428. [c\ J .Small; straight;

cramped ; narrow, applied

to garments and *o the mind;

also to territory. Pe'en low
| j{|j{j

cramped and mean.

Peen seaou
] /\\

small

Peen sin 1 ^ narrow minded; hasty,

fidgety ; pusillanimous.

8429. [
c ] Lame or distorted

about the feet; dragging the

foot behind, as a lame hone ;

the knee pan.

Peen seen
^'M to walk round

about.

S430. [-C / ] To spring

upon a horse; to mount;

commonly used to denete

taking an advantage of;

to deceive; to cheat
; to

defraud. Shing clmen

peen ma
3pi ^jjj.<f j fl^

(o go

board a boat, and to mount a horse.

Hung peen {llL ]

to cozen ; to cheat
;

to intimidate. Mwan peen Iffi
i'VYi \

to cheat by concealing from. Kwang

peen -fif_ j
to defraud ; lo impose

upon.

Peen tse'en 1 && to defraud of money.
I ~*Xi

8431. [] A certain fish

with a small head aad a large

body , a flat fish.

f 8438. [-] Mi-en, Nol seen;

to tee indistinctly.

S433. f] The body distort-

ed.

8434. (-) On the fron-

tier; on the border, by

the side. A surname-

Chung peen III \

within and without; in-

side and outside. Pang

peen 2jS
[

by the side of.

Peen king ]xp the borderj of a

province, or of a country.

Peen shang keu -~ gone to

the frontier.

Peen shoo
j J& or Peen ting 1 |j

stationed on the frontier; sometimes

denotes Banished to.

Peen sTh 1
jjg

the outer or remote

possessions
of a country.

1'een-te .

Jjj|
the country on the

frontier.

Feen wae W* beyond the limits.

8435. [-] The name of an

office.

Peen, or peen tow j^ a vessel

made of bamboo used during the

rites of sacrifice; a kind of baskt t to

contain fruits
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^8436. [
\

] To plait; to twist;

to twine; to plicate. Fi peen

|||
1 the hair of the head

plaited as a tail in the Chinese manner.

Ta peen '^~T
1 to plait the hair.

8437. p] From words and

acrid. To divide, 'to dis-

tinguish ;
tojudge ; to discri-

minate clearly ;
artful specious lan-

guage. Dispute ; debate ; quarrelling.

To rule or direct: to insinuate; to

pervade every part.
The name of

a place.
We pecu ^ ]

a slight

insinuation, when one does not dare

to speak out plainly. Tsang peen

4jf
j

and Tow peen JHJ
to

fight and wrangle. Pi-en lun
j
^

or Lun peen, To debate; to argue.

Peen ming 1
fllj

"1 to illustrate clear-

Pe'en pth
j pjj ly ; to argue a

point clearly.

Peen pS 1 E$ to contradict.

Peen peg
] H|J

to discriminate;

to distinguish and separate.

8438. [c/] A 'change of

circumstances, whether

great or small
, an al-

teration ; a (urn of af-

fairs; an insurrection, or

a revolution in the state;

a change from existence to non-exis-

tence; from non-existence to exis-

tence, is expressed by fff Ilwa. A

change in the ordinary course of

nature; an ominous calamity or

judgement from heaven ; the change

which takes place at death.

Peen-liwa
|- jV change; transfor-

mation ; transmutation.

Peen king
j gf change; alteration.

Peen tung j
or Keuen peen

a change from ordinary and

standard principles on account of

some present necessity or
peculiarity

of circumstances.

Peenyih 1

Peenkae
]

change; alteration.

| t %JL, *I'W. [e\] From- knife

XT/rCT
and rrr/rf. To cut asn.i-

*f dcr; to divide; to di-

% % tinguish ; to dispute or

rjtXf- discuss; to ascertain;

*' the bars of wood laid

c' ] transversely below the

boards of a bed to sup-

port them; numeral of

fields regularly laid out A surname.

A change; the pnrt where a skin is

separated and again joined. Fe fun

peen $jt ft \

to be at the

trouble of explaining.

Peen ching e woo chay
x

j

|jtt
bj to discuss and rectil

is doubtful and erroneous.

Peen keih heung 1
~^jj [Xj

to dis-

tinguish and ascertain the felicitous

and infelicitous.

Peen peg she fei
j ^|J ^ ^ to

distinguiih right from wrong.

Peen p8 Bjv * contradict.

Peen sth
^

li} to distinguish colour?

PEI. CCXL1X SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Pe. In the Peking Dialect, Pih is usually read Pel. Manuscript Dictionary, Poet. Canton Dialect, Pt-e.

8440. [
-

] Large ; great; to

present to ;
to receive with

respect Much used in the

Shoo-king for ^ Ta, Great. Pel

tsze I ?- the eldest son.

8441. (-) Strong; many.

8442. (t) Should not;

ought not.

8443. ( -
) To re-erect a

mound or raise a hill; to

stop; to fill up. The name

of a hill,] earthen ware not burnt; a

wail behind a house; the name of

a god. To add to or increase.

8444. (\) Pe, or Pei.

Vile; wicked; bad. Head

Pe, To obstruct ; to hind-

er from proceeding in a proper

course. Commonly rcid Fow.
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8445. (-) A tone of insult

or defiance. The noise of

persons wrangling.

8446. (
-

) A hill or mound

I v formed again, or added to.
i

8447 Pei-che
j yA a ]OCa]

phrase denoting a wish

that a thing may be.

8448. [
-

] From not, and

formed into muscular

substance. A woman in

a state of one months'

pregnancy ;
an embryo ;

nn unformed mass, ap-

plied also To clouds and

vapours. Pei tae
| jj^j

an embryo ofone monlh.

8449. (.) The name of a

place ; a surname. Hea pei

~T>
j

the name of a dis-

trict. T.I pei -fc j

the name of

a hill.

8450. (
-

) Drunken and

satiated with food.

8451. (-) Pei pei. The ap-

praranoe of a horse eoino-;

speckled with yellow and

white colours.

8452. (f) To oppose, to

*ct contrary to. Low ; vul-

gar; vicious. To increase

to i much again. Answers to/oW,

f V"*

PEI

meaning to double. Kca pel Jfft

or Kea yih pel ^jp j

to double

the number or quantity. Shih pel

-4-* ten fold.

Pel pan
|
$fo rebel

Pei win I 3^ to extract from books

secretly.

8453. (-) ToaddeartU toj

to add mould or manure to

the root* of plants ; to assist j

to benefit ; to nourisb ;
to stop up

with earth. Head Pow, A hillock

Tsae pei ife 1 to plant and to
-jy& i

manure
; to origin ate a person's for-

tune, and to continue to assist him.

Pei jang ;fe or Pei poo i iSH

to nurse; to nourish ; to endeavour

to strengthen the constitution.

8*54. ( t ) To dry with

fire ; to hatch with fiV',

as the Chinese do duck's

eggs. P.-ikan
| j|

fire dried. Keen pei cha

| 2ft Campoi tea.

8455. (-) A modern cha-

- racter, used lo denote Mak-

>i^ in? up a deficiency or loss;

to restore.

Pei chang
| jfjjf]

to repay f to under-

Pei hwan
j gj take to pay for

another i to make good some loss.

Pei poo
] ;|jjj

to make up any loss
;

to supply a want.

Pei teen
j ^ to make up that for

which one has been security! to

make up a loss; sometimes required

of the officers of government.

PEI

8456. (-) To add mould

or earth to; to fill; to at-

\J tach to ; to second ; to ac-

company; to bear a person company ;

to assist ; to benefit ; the name of a

hill.

Pei chin
^ j^J

the comptroller ofthe

households of ancient noblemen, the

term by which they designated them-

selves when they visited the Em-

peror's court.

Pel kTh
j tj

to attend a guest or

visitor.

Pei pwan
J

fc a companion i to bear

one company.

Peisung
j

j
to bear company when

going to a place ; lo escort.

Pi i she
|

f-fc to wait upon, to assist

or serve.

Pei kea jin 1
-jju /^ bride's maidi.

Pei tso 1 ^to sit with.

8457. SeePae.

8458. (.) From heart and

negative or bad. That which

the mind deems evil; to

commiserate ; an expression of feel-

ing without tears ; the feelings af-

fected by pain or tender commisera-

tion. Tsze pei iitC tender tym-
rfUA I

p:ithy ; compassion.

Pei gae J53 grief and commisera-

tion.

Pei, hwan, le, hS >$V j^ ^A.

tragic, comic, parting, meeting four

kinds of plays.

Pei leang 1
JjS

distressed

Pei shang ] /j|| pained and wounded

referring lo the feelings.
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accutely pained orPel tief
|

grieved.

Pe ' l""8
1 ^ griefand pain.

8459. [.] The appearance

of long garments or robes.

The name of a district.

8460. [ / ] Plants shoot-

ing up luxuriantly and

widely; a sudden change

^J.,^ of countenance ; disobe-

f^f\. dient ; opposed to just

r ^g
* controul. A surname.

Sih pei joe jay ^ | fa ^
assumed a respectful demeanour;
full of veneration and respect.

Pei sing
j j|

a comet.

8461. [\ ] Read Poh

and Pei. Copious; abun-

dant ; perverse ; disobe-

diuit; rebellious; con-

fusion ; anarchy; vio-

lence. A surname. The

fourth character is
BJ)

HnS, uncertainly, turned

upside down. Pei neTh

to rebel, rebel-

lious. pe i t,h
]

/ife

frverse virtue ; k e. to

be kind to strangers and neglect

one^s own kindred.

Pe ' 'e
I flU l'er'"' rsc civility being

respectful to strangers ami disrespect-

ful to one's own kindred.

8468. [
t

] The appearance

<> f moving, walking, or pro-

grossing ; increasing; large;

; copious; s| cr-abundant,

rainy; copious showers. The name of

FART II. I 8

a river in Leaou-tung. The name of

a marsh; of a plant; of a district;

and of certain streamers or banners.

A surname. Precipitate; laid pros-

trate. Che pei Vr impetuous

effort; I o expand or spread out. Teen

pei ijlij I subverted and thrown
y^y\ f

into disorder; a state of extreme

distress and poverty.

8463. (') Pae or Pti, Cer-

tain silken variegated wav-

ing banners or streamers ; to

attach them to the staff on which

they are sunpcnded.

Pl-i- pei
| |

long pendant streamers,

and the appearance which they make.

42I2W 8464.
[

/
] Copious heavy

"^T? in; appearance of water .

\f

"

pf flowing; very wet and mar-

shy. Pang pei ^ '

drenching

heavy rain.

Pei-pe'r

'

I the sound of rain and

wind.

p' 8465. A spoon, or ladle ; to

arrange in order.

8460. [\J Sores on the head ;

a scabbed head; bald. A

man's name-. Pei kea 1

the dried scab which covers a

8467. [
/ ] PTh or Pei.

From two men with their

backs turned to each other;

the north; See 1'Tli.

^ S468. ['] The hack of an

animal body; the back

part. The opposite of face,

frout and surface
; to turn the back

upon; to carry on the back; lobe

opposed to ;
to oppose. The va-

pours or halo seen by the side of the

tin ; it is applied to longevity. A

man's name. fib. pei Jf|>
1 the

roof of a house.

Pei foo 1 {*]
to turn the back ; to

carry on the back; to desist; to be

ungrateful to.

Pei how teaou lung
| /^ ,H|C

:ffi

to backbite, and excite animosities.

Pei le 1
Jffl unreasonable; vicious.

Pei meen 1 ffin the hack and front ;

also the back surface.

Pei nang
j jfj|

to carry a bag on

the back.

Pei SMIII;
j t jjfi

to repeat meraoriter.

Pei shoo 1 ||r
to re|>eat memoritcr

it being the praclice for boys to turn,

away the. face from the person who

hears them repeat.

Pei sin 1
j|^

a kind of waistcoat

wilhout sleeves.

Pfi-sin 1
//g

to turn the back upo

one's belief; to apostatize.

Pci-she 1 to violate an oath.

Pei tscih the back.

8469. (/> Certain long gar-

ments.

8470. (
'

) A hundred

war chariots despatched by

an army make Pei ; cha-

rints arranged in order ;

a company ;
a sort, clas

or series ; that may be com.

pared or sort with; forms the plural

of pronouns. Tung pei IS]
I of the

same class or sort. Wo
j-ei Sjf I
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we ; us . Tseen pei mj
I those that

are first, or have the precedence.

How pei ^e
'

those that come

after in place or time.

8471. [W] The tortoise

shell, or pearl-oyster shell,

which were used as a circu-

lating medium in the exchange of

commodities, till about 200, 'B.C.

when the
$jj|

Tseen or copper coin

were introduced. Pei is now used for

any thing valuable and precious ;

certain ornaments of military ar-

mour. Name of a silk j of a musical

instrument; and of a district. A sur-

name. Ho pei^ I the ancient

money. Paou pei 1 any thing

valuable; much esteemed ; precious.

Pei-lih
| jjj) a Tartar title of nobi-

lity of high rank.

8472. [
-
] The name of

a water divinity. Pei wei

Iff. the name of a hill.
/t

8473. [ / ] Pel, or Pci-to

1 fa the tree of the bark

of which, in A va, books are

made ; the same tree is said to be

found In the state Magddhu', -where

Buddha was born ;
and where it

grows to the height of 70 or 80

cubits, nnd in winter does not cast

its leaves.

8474. [
'

] An animal said

to be of the wolf species,

and the young of which are

often born destitute of one or two

feet, and cannot walk without sup-

port; hence a state of embarrass-

ment is expressed by ^ I Lang-

pel.

8475. [ '] Ornaments of

tortoise shell ; ornaments

which are inlaid.

8476. (-) From a man,

alt, and Kin, A napkin.

Things attached to a girdle.

As a Verb, to attach to the girdle.

To gird about one
; to have alwayi

with one. Metaphorically To re-

member. A greul river receiving and

carrying along the smaller itreami in

its winding course.

Peifuh
^ jj^one'igirdleand clothes;

to keep the recollection of always

about one.

8477.
[

'

] A girdle or

sash with certain stonri at-

tached to it for ornament.

The same as the preceding.

8478. [-] PC, orPei. For

this and several of its com-

pounds. See Pe.

8479. [
/ ] Pe, or Pei. A

embankment. See Pe. Pei

shwtiy ,

yr^
water which

it kept in by an embankment.

PEIH. CCLTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Pit, Canton Dialect, Pent.

8480. Distorted on the right;

as if leaning to the left One

says, it is like Raising the

bead, and stretching out the body.

ReadE, To or at
;
down to the ground.

8481. (c) From Eight, and

nt>etoperf,representiriga piece

of tilk folded up. Eight folds

of silk in length. Sze chang
JJtJ ^

four chang ; i. e. 40 cubits make a piece

of silk ; to denote which
jfc peih is

now commonly used. To correspond

to ; to unite ;
to pair. Two, or a pair;

cither
;
or one of two who have been

united; an intimate friend ; a husband

or wife. A numeral of horses. Read

Muh, A domesticated duck. YTU

peih pei
-

| g a pair.

Peih foo ^? a married man; a

huibaud.

Peih foo I

fc|y
a married woman j a

wife.

Pei peih
jfljg

1 or Peih pei 1

to match ; to pair.
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Peth pei chc l.e

the time of pairing; the period of

marriage.

849!. [ e ] Read Seii,

Sufficieut ; to record.

Read Ya, Correct, right.

Read Petti, A roll or

piece of silk or cloth ; ap-

plied also to the Euro-

pean cloth imported into China;

numeral of pieces of .silk or cloth.

Poo yih pefh^ .
j

one p iece of

cloth. Fun peth tow -^ JjW

to shnre amongst the Hong mer-

chants, the Company's woollens.

PeThtowchuen
'

ffi fifc
the ships

which bring the woollens, the direct

ships from England.

Peib tow fun
'[ \jjj ft a share of

the English Company's woollens, had

by a particular Hong merchant.

Pcih tow
] jjjH

a piece of clolh ;

chiefly understood in Canton of the

woolleis imported by the English.

8483. From to divide and a

pointed lance. Divided to

the hist degree of minute-

ness ; aholutely ; decision ; an expres-

sion of decision ; certainty and neces-

sity; roust; it is requisite; it is

necessary. Ho peth
'jpf

what

necessity ? Pdh peth j 1 it is

not necessary. We peth -TJ^

it it not by any meant certain ; it is

not necessarily so.

Peth Jen
| Jc

it roust be so.

Petb king
| ^ it mu,t at last, or af-

ter all, be 10.

PEIH

Peth ting
j ^ it is fixed ; settled ;

decided on.

Peih yaou J*i [

it is absolutely want-

ed ;
it is insisted on.

848*' FulL PinK Jen peth

ll!f ?/f 1 $ extend-

ed groups of horsei filled

the road.
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% -U+ 8485 - Peth, and Peg. To
^r *f
J[A\/\ strike and knock down;

l|^^ t strike in play.

84S6. Fragrance; odour.

The name of certain plants.

8481. Peih, or Pe. A well

fed horses a horse fat and

strong.

8488. The sa\o\ir of dressed

'k\/\ provisions; the smell of cer-

tain fragrant herbs, said in

reference to the rites of sacrifice.

fiih. J thick and

high appearance ; pretsing

upon.

^_^i 8490. to oppress; to ill

A J2L use '
- to compress; to fill;

I \j to distend. Seay petb
TJ||

|

and IHih p^h
,j|^ ^

a kind of

buskin tied round the leg, from the

knee to the foot; used in ancient

times when going to court.

Peth yang 1 ffi the name of a place.

t

8491. Rarf FHh, A piece of

silk or cloth spread out as a

VK\>, and having both its

margins ornamented. Read Peth,

Certain bandages rolled round the Irgi

to strengthen the muscles when walk-

ing ; a sort of greaei.

.t^U 8492. Sincerity of mind and

M \~m intention; feeling of grief ;

I U^y something oppressing ike

mind. KwSn peth (l^j
I the mind

sincerely bent on
; the most unfeign-

ed sincerity.

> 8493. Water agitated andi

dashing about; a bathing

room. Decorous and regn-

larly adjusted appearance.

PeT!i hwuy -/III water thrown int*

tumultuous motion.

8494. To dry with fire;

fire dried.

8495. From running and

pretiing. To approach near ;

to press upon ; to reduce to

straits ; to drive before one ; to urge

in an arbitrary despotic manner; to

tyrannize over; to compel imperious-

ly. Keu peth j|[B ]
to press upon

and drive oi\t. Ling peth fj^

to insult and oppress ; to urge cruel-

ly as a person forcing his creditor

Jo sell his children in order to be

able to pay the debt.

Peth plh
j Jhf

to press or urge by

stiength or power; to oppress; to

compel to a certain line of conduct
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Pelh kin
]

4fr near or contiguous, to.

Pelh king 1

^?T pressed hard upon

the capital, with an array.

Pelh sie ^P to cause- people's

death by tyrannizing over them.

8496. (-) A desigaation of royal

or imperial personages;

an epithet applied to heaven ;

a term by which a widow addresses

her deceased husband when sacrific-

ing. Clear i discerning ; a majestic ex-

terior with little reality. Lawsj pu-

nishment; to burst or rend open ; to

kill ;
a crowd of persons driven back

affrighted. Name of a star.; a surname.

I'scd in the Ta-keS ^ /6ji
ft>r par-

tiality or excess in one's likes and

dislikes. Jin che ke so tsin gae uth

^@|
men are excessively partial

in what they have nn affection for.

Ta pelh J^ j
to execute capitally,

to put to death.

Peih kung
j ^f^ ancient prmccs..

PeTh e die pelh j[ jl 1 to

kill some, to prevent the minder of

many.

Peih ming fa merely nominal';

8497. [cJMeanj low; de-.

praved ; liceiitious. Peeo

pclh fim I deflected from

what is correct, depraied. Scay peih

y||j
licentious, lewd. Seay pe'ih

che sin M ~f
/Jjj

a licentious

ilisjHisition. Kwei pt-Th -jfc
j

pt>r-

verse, bad. Fang peih ~fjtf
1 aban-

doned, licentitjus. Yew
(icili WA

dirk ferluded recess, as amongst hills.

1'tlh hcang 1 -&. a bye lane.

8498. ( c) To strike r break

open; to tear; to split; to

rend ; to etit; to divide.

Luy peih ^ |
i pelh- lelk 1

jf^'
the abrupt shock, of the noise of

thunder. Choo peih leifc ^J \

|-Mahe first shock; the first word

uttered.

8409. (c) A wall; a mud

wall, or other military struc-

ture for the purposes of de-

fence ; a rocky precipice. The name-

of a constellation. The name of a

country. Tseang pelti
Jfe|j j

a wall

generally. Bh-peTh S
J

the wall

oi'a house. Chaou-pcth 03 t a wall

placed opposite the gate of a govern-

ment officer. Kea too pdhjeih ij

^jfe
\ j

1

/ a family which possesses

nothin^but the hare walls-of a house,
O

a poor family. K eon-pet h |gj [

gr Kiu-pelh llg
|

a partition
wall.

Klh prfh lin shay \ |^| |p ^
a next door neighbour. Keen peih

teih PH \ $A or Kin peih teih
I "J I F* v-

hh neighbours between
rrrJ I n -J

whom there is only a partition wall.

Kwa pelh ^ |
to hang against

the wall Ne prih
JJj,/ |

or Too

p th ~\^ 1 a mud wall. Full peih

a double wall. Ftw peih

\ a white-washed wall;

8500. [
c J To beat the

breast ; to bend ;
to break

asunder-; to pluck off; to

open ;
to draw a bow ;

to

drive away, or separate

from. The thumb. Cirin

to bow the arm* and

le-gs, when doing obeisance. Reu pelh

^ 1 the thumb, which the Chinese

call the largesifinger; the greatest

person amongst many.

Pelh kae 1
I

separate.

Pelh, ping

Pelh seih 1

Pilhyung

to break open; to

to break bread.

to split or rend opeo.

to beat tne breat

and stamp with the feet, as in case*.

of extreme distress.

850V. [e] Pelh, OF Ping

pelh ffi j

to bleach

clothes or garraentsin the sun.

8502. [
c ] A valuable stone

made round to resemble

heaen, and sometimes in

the centre a square hole, which, is to-

represent Earth : niiausuiciousilone;

much used in ancient Chinese Courts

as, a ornament or badge of authority.

Hollow in the middle. Kwci.peih

are different torts of orna-

mental stones in ancient use ; a sort

of Letters Patent. The Kwei, is.about

a cubit lng;the Pelh round..

1'clli scay 1 =W to decline receiving

a present, and returning it with

tlianks, written on the card wWch

is returned.

850S.
[
c ] A large kind of

brick.

8504. [
c ] Pelh, or Pelh

tselh
\ $ and ^ ]

Kcii-peTb, Indigestion i con-

tlipalion ; costivent'ss. An anxious

desire of food; a craving appetite;

physically and morally. A thint or
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spitting of phlegm, occasioned by

excess! re drinking. Tan peTh $fc

an accumulation of phlegm.

Shin peTh fj" canine appetite

Jin keae yew yTh peTh, wo peTh tsae

chang keu \ $ ft
-^

\ $
I ^E ^^ ^J every one has his

craving appetite ; my disease is an

excessive fondness for poetry. E peili

"fc I an excessive fondness for dress.

8505. [ c ] To fold or plait

garments. Peih tseTh
j

3JJ5
to fold or plicate.

8506. [
c ] Lame of both

feet; unable to walk ; to fall

prostrate.

8507. [
c ] From a gtte

and to burst open. To shake ;

to burst forth; to open; to

expand, applied to the expaading or

vivifying operation of nature in

spring. To avoid; to shun; to

retire back. To flow as a stream.

Ke peTh /pf- j

to open. Kae peTh

teen te ^ j ^ j,^ spreading

abroad the heavens and the earth

after theexislence of the chaotic mass.

PeTh mun kew yen ] ^H l|F
-S-

to throw open the gates of the court

and invite honest men to come in.

b

8508. [
c ] From rain and

to burst forth. The shock

and noise of thunder; the

rending, as of an earthquake; a

name of the god of thunder.

PeTh tab
| ^| (he shaking effect of

a clap of thunder.

PeTh leTh chay
j jj|| jj?

a chariot

II. v 8

PEIH

used in ancient times for throwing

(tones.

8509. The end ; close ;

termination. Completed ;

finished; all; at last. A writ-

ing or document; name of a star;

certain wooden stilts for lifting vic-

tims. Cerlain iron beneath a cart

or carriage. Name of a place; of a

stale; of a divinity, and of a bird. A

surname Show peih jl^r
I all

received; finished Show peih =JL

|

a writing offered to a superior.

Pelh-ke 1 |& English Cloth called
* 7^ff

Long Ell< ; written
tjlji p||

Peih ke,

and
flg $fc

PTh-ke.

PeTh ke chuen
] |$| fc the ships

which come direct from England, are

so called.

PeTh nae sze 1

Jfj jg complete is

the business
; the work or affair is

finished.

PeTh hwuy ynen [gj Wj*. hnving

finished, he returned to hi< office.

PeTh king
| ^ at the last; after all.

8510. Cold wind.

851 1. A hedge; a place round

which a hedge is drawn ;

a poor place of abode; a

cart for fuel. Pung mnn peih hoo

f^
a country cottage

with a wicker gate, this expression

is differently written.

PeTb loo
] J^ a cart that goes a-

mongst the hills for fuel.

PeTh mun
j p*j

a gate or .wicker

made of sticks or branches.

PEIH (165

8512 A net for catching rab-

bits and birds ;
a net affixed

to a long handle.

8513. Name of a certain

medicinal plant; a wicker

gate.

PeTh mun pung boo 1
j^>

E3|

a wicker gate, and a mat door; a

country cottage.

8514. PeTh or Pe. To cauio

to stop; to oblige to halt;

to clear the way before the

E pperor; to put every other traveller

off the same road ; Imperial journeys

or travelling. Choo peTh IMJ

the stoppage of the Emperor and his

rqtinue at any place when travelling,

PeTh lin
j [

the arrival of the Em-

peror with his retinue at a place

when travelling.

fc ff% 8515. Pads or coverings for

t^-Mr*
the knees, formerly worn on

special occasions when bar-

ing to kneel much at the rites of

sacrifice ; similar covering are now

commonly worn by the Chinese.

Soo peih 3K~ mourning dress.

8516 From bamboo and a

pencil. A pencil or other

instrument for writing with ;

the European pen they call
5|j|

/fV

Go maou peTh, A goose quill

pencil. A pencil was called by various

names in ancient times; Tsin, the tint

great monarch of China called it PeTh.

Whatever it was made of, whether

wood or bamboo, as long as it marked

characters, the samejiame was applied

to it To write with a pencil or

other instrument. Name of a star,
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and of a flower. Han pelh /S

to put the point of the pencil in water,

or in one's moiilh. Tsan pcTh pRi
j

to wet the point of the pencil. L8

pe^h ^ \
or Hea peih "p ]

or Hwuy peih |^ ]
to apply the

pencil to paper; to begin 'to write.

Tapeih -^ [

a large pencil de-

notes Good writing or composition.

Peth che yu shoo
^ ^ ^ ^

to write in a book.

PeTh chub
\
M a small bumboo of

which pencils are made.

Peth mih chungjin
|

ff' TV

a man immersed in pencils and ink.

Pethchih 1 ^ a particular manner

of forming the characters ;
a free bold

hand, said chiefly of the running

hand.

PEW

Peth teC sliih
'[ |fl ^ a ki.cl of

secretary amongst the Tartars.

8317. Stone of an azure or

bluish colour. A surname.

PeTh 18
\

t& the first or
| /fj

highest.

Pcth yOh

blue stone.

a certain valuable

8518. A certain supple

splice attached to a bow
;

-that with which a bow is

supported and adjusted;

to assist ,
to add to or

double ; distorted ; per-

verse. Foo peih
jjjjg j

assistants to

the Emperor ; ministers of state.

Peih keaou
* & aids to instruction
I '?/*

such are penal laws.

PEW

8519. Commonly read Fitti,

denoting Buddha. Read

PeTh, To assist; to help.

PeTh yTh \
Vj~ very strong.

8520. A certain horn blown

by the Tartars in order to

frighten horses.

PcTh fa 1 -?<* a cold wind.
_/ps

PcTh fei \
lyft

tne bubbling UP of *

spring.

8521. [c] Perverse; ob-

stinate ; self-willed, resisting

ad vice and reproof.

6522. Read Pe, A handle.

Read Petb, The coffin which

is next the corpse; in con-
V

tradistinction from an external shell.

PEW. CCLFT SYLLABLE,

Maniwcript Dictionary, Pieu. Canton Dialect, Pew.

85S3. [
-

] The streaks or

spots of a tiger; a small

tiger; any streaks or veins.

A surname. Pew ping

elegant and perspicuous style.

%

t j}

//^^^

8524. [
-
] Long hair ; bushy

hair. Read Shn, The wings

of a house.

8525. [-] Pew-pew

the appearance of the wind

bio-wing.
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PJH. CCLIIND SYLLABLE.

Pih, sounds like the Pi of Pith, the tk being dropped. Peking Dialect, Pei. Manuscript Dictionary, P'e. Canton Dialect, Pit.

5?6. White; clear; explicit,

manifest) to explain or

make manifest ; obvious, in

allusion to this sense to write Pih,

means To write or spell erroneously ;

i. e. to write the character which is

most obvious to an uninstructed

person. That which is done freely

and disinterestedly.

Pih yun shan
\ f|' [i|

the high

hill behind the city of Canton.

Pihchwang
j ^ to swindle; to act

as a sharper ;
to obtain under false

pretences.
Pih fan

^ jjj;
alum.

Plhyuenfun \ $$ jj^j
white lead

or ceruse.

Pih she gin
] jfy Jj^

to do a kind-

ness without any interested motive.

,

P ' h -''
h

1 \clear day light.

Pih chow
|
3Ej

Pih haou
1|

tjfr a name of tea.

P^h e j'm 1 /^ J{ a man of no

rank.

Pih tow kow 1
Jj TJjf

cardamoms.

Pill kfi 1
Jgi

to glance at contemp-

tuously ; a slight supercilious look.

Pih loo
] g| September 9th, a Chi-

nese term.

Pih Ian I ^ a fruit resembling

olivet,' called the Chinete olive.

Pth tun tsze 1 ^ -? an ingredient

in the manufacture of porcelain,

the characters are doubtful.

PTh Ifih tung
] ^g m the white

stag ravine; a romantic valley on

the herders of the Po-yang lake.

PTh luh tung shoo yuen I

ftfe ifpj

iff I^C
'ne co"eSe f tne white stag

valley, where Choo-foo-tsze taught

in the eleventh century.

Pih fan yu ]
8ft $ a fish called the

' r/^ />!*

rice fish.

8521. ( / ) A senior ; a supe-

rior ; to control. A father's

elder brother, so called

from having the control ofthe family.

An elder brother. The third rank

of nobility. Epithet by which a wife

addresses her husband. The name of

a bird. A surname. The god of a

certain constellation. Also read Pa,

Atyrant.a chieftain. Woo pa ^fj^

five tyrants famous in ancient

story.

Pih-chaou
'

^] ^ ccrta 'n bird,

PTh-laou
jO* J

sa ' t' * ca * or

devour its parent, and hence the

emblem of undutiful children.

PTh moo
| -{{j:

sont, father*! elder

fcrother's wife.

Pih ihuh
|

4junclc5, on tbe father's

side, generally ; mother's brothers

are called Kew foo.

% k 8528. Read Pih and Pa,

Certain ornaments for the

p*J head, worn by soldiers, used

also to denote A napkin wound

round the head, or worn as a sash.

Show pa^ \
a handkerchief.

8529. Urgent; pressing,

reducing to straits ; com-

pelling in an arbitrary

manner. The second it

a common, but unautho-

rized form. To press

hard upon and embarrass, as by an

enemy's troops. Seang pih ^j |

to press upon each other. Keih pih

^; 1 hurrie.I, fluttered, bustling.
y

>** 1

Kwan pih f|-
wearied and ex-

haustcd by the pressure of circum-

stances.

Peih pih ^S I to compel arbitrarily;

to tyrannize over.

* ^ 8530. [c] To touch; to

'tT|^t pat ; to strike with the hand

*Q JZJ Also read Mill and PS.

1 iJ'/L

Pihchang | ^ \ to clap the hands

PTh show
j
-f*J amuted or pleated.
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Pth chang } 0M the Chinese shuttle-

cock vuljarly called JT"
3pjj

Ta-yen.

Pihgan I

3fi
"I to strike

Pthkunggan \ -^Jjf J the judge's

bench or table, in anger at the wit-

ness or prisoner.

Pth pan
j jJj^

the Chinese Castanet

8531. The cypress or fir.

Large ; great; to urge, name

of a state, and of a hill. A

surname.

8332. Part of the name of

amber, whirh is called a

medicine, and is said by the

old Dictionaries to have been brought

from India Its attractive electricity

is noticed in these words, Shth j&

when rubbed hot, it can attract light

straws. There is a great variety of

sorts, and various opinions about its

origin ; several deem it a resin that

falls from trees, which in time be-

comes amber; one thinks it dragon's

blood. Heu<< ptli ffn 1 red am-

ber. Muh la |>th ^jf. ijjrs
1 yel-

low amber. Hoo pth (j^ I amber.

8533. The dregi or faces of

wine.

8534 A larjje vessel which

navigali s the seas. E plh

"a\ 1 a foreign ship.

Pth tsaou chuen
^ ||]^' ^ a Chinese

junk.

8535- ( e ) From white and

demon. The sentient princi-

ple; the animal loul; the spi-

ritual part of the Yin principle : the

Chinese use phraseology which an-

swer to body, soul, and spirit.

Pin, corresponds to llio last word;

they say the lungs contain the Pin.

Pth is also defined, Form ; figure ;

a certain tree.

Pth foo hing che liRg j [ffjj- jfo ~%_

jlSpth, is the spirit attached to the

material form of m;m.

Pih urh muh che tsung rning
J ~^

g ~X
f),| ^ p ' h

'
is that '" the

e:ir and eye which hears and perceives.

Pth, Jin yin shin
^ \ $& j|jl}i

tlie Pth is min's Yin spirit.

Pth jin chetsing shwang
| A xl

f'R ?^t
"ie *"""' " amma ' sP' rit

which gives hilarity or cheerfulness.

Pth san ^ the spirit was scat-

tered or dissipated, expresses either

a person's fainting or the dispersion

of the Pth after death.

^^_^^ 8536. From one and cletr.

^f^\ Ten times ten ; one distinct

fvJ round number; a hundred;

used for the whole number or species;

many; numerous. The name of a

place. A surname.

Pth muh che chang
] ^ ^

the superior (or best) of all trees.

Pth fa pth chung ^ ^j? j tjl

a hundred sholi, and a hundred hilt,

to succeed as often as tried.

Pth hwuy ]
'W' tne hundred assem-

blage, the general assemblage of

nerves ; the brain.

Pth kwan
'[ 'gf

all the officers of

government of every rank.

Pth le \ LM the name of a sword.

< feT
Pth ling 1

-fig
name of a bird, the lark.

Pih ke ying mow ~4- '&

to intrigue and employ numerous

stratagems.

Pth tsuh 1
Jji

a centipedes.

Pth tseen wan I ^ 'M a hundred

millions, it is used as an indefinitely

large number; hundreds, thousands,

and tens of thousands.

8537. From man and a hun-

dred. A hundred men, or

the leader of hundred men;

like Tse'en ^P a thousand men.

These two characters occur as de-

noting A thousind, or a hundred

pieces of copper coin.

8538 [-] Same as i| Pth.

Pth heang miih 1 /$

a species of cedar.

% r

yKl^l

8539. From Tu> men

with their backs turned

on each other. Perverse;

to turn away from ; to

oppose. To retreat; to

run away. The north.

Woo san chen san pth -p -^ Jgfc

|

1 have been in three battles,

and thrice defeated. Pae pth Hj/

'

to be defeated. Tung, se, nan, pth,

jR ffi rJ i

CaSt> "e>t ' *OUln .

and north. Tsae pth peen /f

3ift in the north. Tso pth heang nan

/U
'

rp-J tfcj sitting north to-

wards the south, expresses a building

having its front towards the south.

Pill-king T? tne norlhern Metro-

polis
of China, commonly written

Pekin or Peking.

Fthketh \ J^ the north pole.
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Pih rhth-le
j j| |^jj

the province

usually called Pe-che-li, in which the

Chinese court resides.

Fib-been 1
^jji

mo Ted northward.

Pih sing 1 Jg the north star.

Pih tow
|

M* Ursa Major.

8540. To fall prostrate on

tht ground. Poo pin "I

to fall down on the

hands and knees ; to go on, the hands

nd knees like a child. To press

towards with celerity ; to do one's

tmoit to hasten to reliere.

PIN

8541. An edible root; a

species of turnip. Tan pih

Jgf I name of a flower.

854?. A species of wild

hemp. Read PS, To split

or rend. Read Pe, A cer-

tain fruit.

8543. A certain kind of

yellow wood, resembles

pomegranate, and has a

yellow bitter bark* used

in making wine, to der

PIN 6fi9

note which this character is some-

times employed.

8544. To creep on the hand i

and fed.

8545. From mtn in the midit

of thornt. To expel; to

banish to a remote distance

amongst the foreigners of. the west.

The name of certain barbaroui

foreigners, known in the timeofth*

Han dynasty.

PIN CCL1IP" SYLLABLE.
-^

Manuscript Dictionary, Pin. Canton Dialect, P&n.

^ 8546. fun. TV teparatt, tt

divide ; a divition of.

8547. [-] Read Pin or

Pan, To separate; to

divide; to partition.

8548. [-] Name of au

ancient state. Name of a

modern district in Shen-se

province.

8549. [
-

] From wealth and

a share. One who has a small

portion of weulth; possess-

ing no property. Poor.

Pin ze I -fc a poor scholar.

11. 68

Pin low

Low pin g

Pin-fS' 1
"

supplied.

Pia tse'en

poor and mean.

poor and inadequately

poor and mean in

circumstances.

Pin pflh yu foo telh
^ ^ jf| ^

$ifr the pour cannot contend with
ipjy

the rich.

Pin keung 1 ga poor ; exhausted.

ft
8550. [ \ ] The female of

quadrupeds, applied also

to bird*. The female
i

organ of generation. The

f male of plants. Pin

Uze
|

-f- the female

organ of generation in animals gene-

rally, capable of procreating.

Pin hoo
'

T5 the agina, rather a

vulgar expression.

Pin mow 1 jp female and male.

Pin-ke

8551; (c\) Many Mouths or

Persons to whom trier is

dictated by one presiding ;

two would wrangle, three give

decision and order to deliberation ;

hence, A series ,
rank

; degree ; class ;

sort) rule; limit i manner ; actions ;

conduct. To arrange ; to classify ;

a thing or uibstance. Aturname;

the name of a place. Kew pin 7^

]

the nine ranks into which all

persons possessing any rank are dirid-
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ed in China. They are distinguished

by a small globe of different materials

and various colours, worn on the top
*-* * 1

of their cap. Kwan pin
|fc}

the rank of officer?, civil or military.

Te yih pin^ -
j

the first rank ;

ajso, the best sort. Sze pin kwan

yuen F/Q
I

*j? ^ an officer of

the fourth degree of rank. There is

a difference in the same degree, a

first and a second; e. g. Clring urh

pin jp ~t I the first or princi-

pal of the second degree. Tsung

urb pin |j^ __.
j

the subordinate

of the second degree. Ho pin keTh

"J0J" j ^ what rank or degree ?

Kungpin-p|- j
articles of tribute.

. :BI i*.wo pin
-jjjJJ

|

to exceed one's rank

or proper sphere.

Pin ping ^ ^ to
classify or deter-

mine the place of.

Pin kTh
j Aft.

that conduct to which

a person is naturally disposed.

Pin sing
^ <j^

natural disposition.

Pin hing
] f-f actions ; conduct.

Pin chili
j

"

the natural elements

or constitution of

Pin mfih 3 a table of contents,
i f I

in the books of Buddha.

Pin kih kaou kwei
] jfe j^ ^

eminent natural talents and virtue.

Pin kih hea lew
| ^ Ti

jjjjfjj

na-

turally of a mean and vicious dis-

position.

Pin w8h lljn various article! or

substances.

8552. [ / J To accompany ; to

receive a guest with the

usual ceremonies. Read Pin,

PIN

To pay respect to ; to venerate, or

worship; to arrange. To advance.

Tsi-e pin e le yue pin ;tsee kwei shin

eTj|i JEJ 1

-* receite a

guest with the (usual) ceremonies

is called Pin ; to approach the gods, is

expressed by the same.

Pin seang 1
yjfl

an assistant in per-

forming the necessary ceremonies at

the reception ofany friend.

8553. [-) One who is

paid respect and atten-

tion to; a guest; a visitor;

to receive a visitor ; to

submit or be subjected

to the influence of right

principles or civilization.

Name of a western coun-

try ; and of an office. A

surname. The second form is com-

mon in all the compounds. Juy pin

JhS I a term in the fifth moon,

Se pin flfi a domestic tutor;
- ^ i K.

he calls his employer H& ^JF Tunsf J /K 2t\.

kea. Yay pin IgJ'
1 a species of

monkey.

Pin choo I P guest and host.

Pin fuh OHJ to yield to and wait

upon.

Pin kih
J 2J

a guest or visitor.

8554. (c^) To put the dead

in a coffin and carry forth

to the grave; to perform

funeral rites ; to inter. Yu pin Ira?

funeral songs. Chuh pin |H
to cirry from tlie house to the grave

with the usual funeral processions.

PIN

Sung pin J J

to attend a funeral.

Fuh pin
jrjft |

the religious rite

performed at the grave.

Pin leen 1 fiffe
to dress the corps*

I 's&\

and place it in a coffin.

Pin tsang 1 jSfe to inter.

8555. (
-
) The margin of

a lake; the side of a

river, or of the sea; a

place that is near or con-

tiguous. Shwuy pin -fa

the margin of any

collection of water. Hae pin^ ]

the sea shore; on the coast.

8556. [
/

] The hair on the

temples, so called from its

appearing on the margin of

the face ; or according to others, from

its being near the top of the head.

The present fashion with Chinese

ladies, is to make the hair on the

temples stick out in a bushy manner,

pin fS 1
4JJ

the hair ou the temples.

8557. [-] Thearecaor

betel nut tree. Pin lang

I ||i
ilreca or belel

nut, of which there are

various preparations. The

last character is a vulgar

form.

8558.
[ /] To expel; to

reject. Used for one sent

to receive a national visitor,

or kind ef ancient envoy.
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Pin chTh
] ^ to eject, to expel, to

drive from one. Pin ke 1
3||

lo reject ; to put or cast away.

8559.
[

-
] A woman ;

a handsome or beautiful

woman ; the appellation

of wives deceased ; a

term applied to Imperial

concubines ; certain fe-

male genii. Fei pin^ impe-

rial concubines the modern term

is
-jjj[ \ Kwei jin.

Pi" Jen
j

42 numerous.

8560.
[ c- ] Numerous ;

crowded
; in confusion ;

' Ef mixed ; blended, applied to

variegated ornaments.

Pin fun 1 && ~\ a numerous and

Pin pin
'

J confused mixture

of colours and ornaments.

8561. [-] Urgent j press-

ing ; precipitate ; uninter-

rupted; continually. A

surname. Formerly used for the

margin of any collection of water
;

and the name of a fruit. ..

Pin lae
j .SjJ incessantly coining to

one's house.

Pin pan
|
$|f constant gifts conferred

by the Emperor.

Pin sS 1
|gv continually; uninterrupt-

edly.

Pin tsuy
| "Kg urge incessantly.

8562. [
-
] To contract the

eyebrows, as in smiling or

laughing. Pin seaou

to smile; to smirk; to laugh,

s^id chiefly of women.

8563. [
-
] The apple tree.

Pin kwo
^

Si an apple j

brought from the north of

China to Canton. Pin po
]

*y&

a fruit produced in the south, the

Sterculia Balanghas, the fruit of

which is eaten as a substitute for

chesnuts.

8564. (.) A plaut that

grows on the surface of the

water ; four leaves unite

and form an appearance like the

character ffl Teen.

Pin fun
j

we certain water herbs

employed in sacrifice.

8565. [-] To contract

the eye brows from grief

or anger; to frown.

Heaou pin vfr 1 a bad
-AA I

imitation : refers to an

ancient tale of an ugly

woman imitating the frown of a

pretty one the ugliness of the one

and the beauty of the other, were

increased.

856fi. [] A du* mixture of

plainness and ornament.

Read Pan, Bright colours.

Pin pin keun tsze &'
-J-

an honest man with an adequate

portion of ornamental accomplish-

ments.

8567. [ \] Anciently read

Lin, From granary and

grtia. To give food to.

To give ; to confer
-,
to

receive what is conferred.

Now read Pin, and com-

monly used to denote A clear state-

ment of any aflVir made to a superior.

Pin, is to state to a superior, whether

verbally or by writing ;
whether peti-

tioning something, or togivc i'n/r-

mation of; whether from the people

to an officer of government, or from

an inferior officer to a superior seve-

ral degrees higher. The official lan-

guage is also used in families. A

servant or inferior ipeaking to his

master, is expressed by Pin ;
whilst

the master's commands are called Yu

&jjjj
which is used by superiors in the

government to express their ordert

given to inferiors, or to the people.

Governors of provinces and others,

who vt rite to the Emperor do not use

Pin, but|jj|:
Tsow. For Europeans,

SoofjTr
is perhaps better than Pin,

for what is mere statement or ex-

planation. Bwuy pin [p]
I or Fin

full
|

f to reply to government ;

to return an answer to some superior

officer.

Pin gan | -7A- to pay respects to a

superior.

Pin kow 1 pTj to prostrate and knock

the forehead against the ground to a

superior.

Pin keen !.' to see a superior.

Pinke
^ ^*& I

a Person
'

natural

Tsze pin 'tj*
} j constitution and

disposition of mind.

Pin niing
J

HH to state clearly to a

superior.

Pin ming 1
-prf

to ask for leave to do.

Pin yu shin laing
j ^ jjj^ j]Jj

to state in prayer to the godt.
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toKaou pin
-*

|
"I to state to fullyi

Pin pih ] |J
accuse; to give

information of.

Pin show 1 iS\to ask permission tow >

Pin foo
SjHi

receive; that which

is received from heaven ; that which

is natural to one.

PING

Pin shin 1
Mjjjl

to pray to the gods.

Fin tsze
j|4

to take leave of a

superior oflBcer.

Fin te
j

mJt a petition or statement.

Pin yu teen ^^ expresses the

natural endowments received from

heaven, or to declare lo heaven.

PING

8568. [
-
] Lin ping

elegantly ornamented with

stone*, ivory, and so on.

8569. f
-

] Name ofan ancient

state, near the region of Sre-

chuen, the region of the an-

cient dynasty |5]
Chow. A luroame.

PING. CCLIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Pin?. Ctnton Dialect, Ping.

$370. [ \ J Name of one of

the Shlh-kan, or characters

used in the division of time.

Tsing ping ^ '

denotes heaven.

Tsing oo 5n.rt denotes earth. Ta

ping "7T the name of a deity.

Ping is used as a surname. Some-

times denotes The tail of a fish.

8571. [
\ ] Mournful,

grieved, sorry. Yew sin ping

mournful heavy heart.

8572. [ \ ] The handle

of a spear, or of any in-

strument; a handle in a

figurative sense; having

the controul of; autho-

rity. The name ofa hill.

Hwapingj^j
1 a handle ofspeech,

something to found oneN speech upon

to make it plausible. Keuen ping

|$j authority ; power. Urh

ping ^
j
two powers; viz. Punish-

ment* and rewards, or benevolent

treatment. Yew pa ping 7Q ^
having a handle having something

to ground one's actions upon.

8573. [\] Ping, Fung, or Pang.

The light of fire ; luminous >

perspicuous. Wan ping p
aluminous style.1

,8574. [
'

] Sickness; disease,

literally or figuratively ; phy-

sical or moral disease; defect;

fault. To cause disease ; to cause a

vitiated sentiment or feeling ia the

world ; to criminate. Che ping y^j

j
to cure a disease. Maon ping

~3&- \ fault of disposition or tem-

per.

Ping fang $jj
a merely nominal

rank.

Ping she che hcS
\ |fr ^ |fl

a kind of learning that vitiates the

world

Ping tscuen
j ^ convalescent.

Ping ylh che kea Jin
] jjg? ^ ^

A a family afflicted with the plague.

Ping koo
j

Jvy died ofdisease, in con-

tradiatinction from any casualty.

Ping yuen
^ljjj

th* source of a

disease.

8575. [
*
] Strong ( defend-

ed ; firm ; well compacted.

8576. [ \ ] An appel-

lation of the third moon;

a cavern or den ; an

excessive degree ofsleep ;

disease occasioned by

alarm or fright

Ping yu8 1 ^j the third moou.

8577. [c-] Even; equal;

fair; just equitable; level j

tranquil; undisturbed. Read

(c/) To level; to adjust prices or

weights; to reduce to a state ofsubmis-

sion; to conquer a plain; tranquillity;

plenty ; name of place. Kung ping

/. 1 just and equitable. Teea

ping ^ |
scales or balances.
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Tae ping "^ |

a state of peace

and plenty. Te ping ,t{jj
j

a level

place ; a plain ; n level place in front

of halls and palaces.

Ping chang i

*jy ordinary ; common,

in a derogative sense.

Ping fuh
| JJg

to sul.jugate.

Ping gan | "j^a state of
tranquillity

and comfortable repose.

Ping yuen ho haou
\ j^J ^J ^

to reconcile conflicting parties.

Ping te ke fung po j 'jj| jj K,
> .1^

yR? to raise the wind and waves
</^

on a level plain to make a dis-

turbance where there is not the

least occasion for it.

Ping she
[f^p ordinarily; on

common occasions; constantly.

Ping soo
j 3JJf heretofore, usually.

Ping tang 1 j of equal rank.

PingjTh
| j^j

daily; commonly.

8578. [
-
] Level ground ;

a

flat hsyel place.

857 9. (
-
) Name of a tree ;

a

door made with flat boards ;

a kind of table for chess.

8580. f
-

] Pin, or Fow

ping ^S.
the thin

moss-like substance which

grows on the surface of

stagnant water ; name of

a place.

Ping shih
'

*gf name of a fruit that

grows on the water, recognised on

a certain occasion by Confucim.

Ping shwdy seang fung 1

PART II, i, s

:& or Ping tsung cha hi \
jjJ,

/
p -^ the acciilivit.il nuetin^ of

friends, is vegetable substances

floitingon the surface of'tlie wit '.r

are brought accidentally in contact.

8581. [-] To discuss and

settle the or.ler of; to

deliberate ; to arrange ; to

fix; to criticise; the name of an

office ; and of a city. A surname.

Pe ping Jjj'
to criticise ; to

censure or praise. Ke ping ?,8

censorious; to speak against;

to detract from the merits of. Pin

ping pi', 1 to debate the merits

and rank of. Shang ping _ ]
or

Kaon ping .Hi to praise.

Ping lun
| 3jjjt

to discuss the merits

of; to dispute.

Ping ting
| Sji

to fix ; to settle ; to

criticise
; to decide on tlie merits- of a

written composition.

Ping yue" 1
j^-j

or YuS ping, To look

over and revise a book for the

press ; which is generally, in China,

done by a different person from

the writer or compiler.

8582.
[ \ ] Two stand-

ing together. Together

with; and; also; more-

over. Act of coition.

Ping leth ~h with

united strength. Ping

fei 1 3k not, by no

means. Pingkea 1 >$
I ITlfJ

to ride together. Ping

te
] rfff two flowers

on the same stem. Unit-

ed together.

Ping chung ^ tJV equally heavy ;

equally importa.it.

Ping hing
| ft

to walk en a line

with each other.

>V./ 1
8583 ' f '^ Onalinewith ;

AT even with ; together.

\J Ping ming ] ^
k p k^ expose one's life in com-

AjL. bat with. Ping ke

|/ yffi to rise up together;

to contend.

Ping keu
j jK to stand opposed, as

an enemy.

Ping pi poo wei yih poo

^1
"

0$ reduced

tribes to one.

8584. [\ ] Retired; se-

cloded. Read Ping, To

exclude; to reject -,
to

throw out.

j ^
i^f_
ft I

8585. [
-
] Anciently a wall

bmlt iniide a door-way as

a screen ; to screen ; to

cover; to keep outside; to reject;

to put away.

Ping e 1 ^S a certain divinity that

presides over rain.

Ping fung
] |j[ ")

a flat screen

Mun ping^ j

\
placed in a dooi

way ; a certain aquatic plant.

Wei P'"g |U |
1 a folding screen

Leen ping^ j
f placed behind

an altar or a throne.

8586. [.] To expel; to

drive away.
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6587. [-] PinR leu

the name of a tree.

8588. f
-
] A pitcher or

other utensil for draw ng

water.

8589. [-] Ping, or Peen.

See Peen.

8590. [
-

] To b dispers-

ed or scattered abroad ;

to wander idly ;
to flow

away as water from a

spring; to expel; to

drive away.

8591. [-]

the name of a place.

8582.
[

-
] The colour of

the face; the aspect ; a grate

countenance; a full bold

countenance; an angry look.

8593. [-] Food made

from wheaten flour joined

in massei. Pastry ; cakes

made of any kind of flour.

ShMfiyyinpir.g ./((, fj | ]

a kind of dumpling or pudding;

commonly called Shwd> meen ^^iB
and

jp^ *8j
Tang nieen. Joo ping

|L 1 milk cake; coagulated milk,

a sort of cheese.

Ping tze
] ^- cakes or[puddings.

Ping shlih 1
^j pastry in different

forms.

65P4. (') Weapons ofwar;

tl-ose who use the weapons ;

soldiers; troops; an army.

To use Hie weapons ; t attack an

enemy. Chang ping -^ |

long

arms. Twan ping ty$ ]
short

arms, as the sword. Tsaou ping?

} to exercise troops. Ke ping

1 to raise or put an army in

motion. Chrth ping ta chang

battle. Tib che ping /j*jj |

a division of the army. Teen ping

^ ^
the army of hearer, and

Ta ping ~fc \
the grand army,

express the Imperial troops. Kwau

ping
'C? 1 the government troops.

Fuh pingf ]
troops lying in

ambush. Yu ping ^j ]

to review

the troops. Tsung ping kwan KJ3

I 'f? a general officer.

Pingchuenl J a ship of war. Ping

chuen choo
'

jj}5[ _-
a captain

ofa man of war.

Ping ke 1 2S or Ping keae 1 ~ffik

military weapons; arms; military

stores.

Ping tsfih
j 2p or Ping ling 1 ~T"

a soldier.

Ping kwan /

g an officer in the

army.

Ping tow
j 3^ he:>d of the troops,

term applied b> the Chinese to the

Porlu^utse Governor of Macao.

Ping keu 1 & a war chariot.

Ping kei 1 31 armour.

14lff5JV
one of the six na-

tional councils, that which has the

controul of the army.

8595. [ ] Ice. Ping peea

tj
or Ping tung 1

jm ice, or a piece of ice.
W*
Ping han

J '}-
cold as

ice. Ping |
8

j ^ bail.

Ping che
"j fljj

the fat

of anirmls.

Pingshan yth heeii
j |j m\ IM

ice elevated to ih h/ightof a moun-

tain is still da '.gerou?, is slippery and

it may melt, such is elevated rank.

Ping piren fr Indian or Borneo

camphor, it is brought from Sumatra.

Ping tang
'

}

)jj&
sugar candy.

8596. ( c -
) Hasty preci-

pitate; giving unrestrain-

ed scope to one's tem-

per <r feelings; drawing

e: ch other into a riciout

coi.rir ; to m;.Ue light of

or disregard property. The seco.id

is a vulgar and unauthorized form.

V, 8597. ( c -
) To poss.-ss a ge-

nerous confiJence in. To

employ ; to send.

8598. (c-)To ak; to en-

quire of; the same as the

following.

Ping tin,; AS elegant graceful

carriage.

8599. (c/) To ask; to en-

quire of; to invite; hence

the character is formed with
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ear, by the side. Ancient embassadors

going on embassies of peace was ex-

pressed by Ping. Prince* going per-

sonally to the Emperor,was expressed

by e[H Chaou. Enquiries respecting

great affairs
;
a request to marry ; to

espouse; to betroth; the presents

given, as fixing the subsequent mar-

riage; to request, in a respectful

manner. Hea ping "TV I to send

marriage presents. How ping )I? 1

a large marriage portion. Kwo ping

le^ jj&'.
to send the marriage

gift or espousals. Chiug ping ^fp
1

to call forth from privnti: life emi-

nent and good men to fill offices iu

the state.

Ping ting hea
^ ^j? ~pT

to betroth;

to fix or settle the marriage.

Ping ke.m
^ J& to answer the call

of the sovereign and engage iu the

service of the state.

Ping tsing 1 2o to request to come

in a formal and respectful m anne r

with presents; lo engage a private

tutor. .

8600. (
-

) A stand for a

valuable stone; leaning

on; resting or depending

on; according to proof;

that which is capable of

being proved; llis word

commences statements

irrpl) ing that what follows

tanbepn ved. Asurname.

proof; evidence for the

truth of a case.

Ping ta shwS
J fjfj jj& according to

what he says; let him cay what I.e

tike*.

8601. (-) From To depend

on; and a bench. To lean

upon a bench or table; to

J

Ping keu
j

trust to; that which may be trust-

ed to ; proof. Also read Ping.

Ping
e

| 'fnj'
and Ping kaou 1

jff. to lean against; to depend upon.

Ping ke
'

Jl
to rest or lean upon a

table.

Ping keu
]
KB proof, evidence of.

8602. ( c ) See Ping.

8603. (\) From a hand

grasping grain. A handful

of grain ; to grasp ; to lay

hold of. Ping e
j

3& the inva-

riable principle of right, to maiuUiu

it.

Ping cHh
| Jpf

to adhere to a cor-

rect course of conduct.

Ping kung 1 Q. to lay hold on jus-

tice; to act justly; to conduct an

examination on principles ofjustice.

PO. CCLVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, I'o. Canton Dialect, Po.

8604. Pt. Skin; leather ;

tark; peel.

8605.
[
-
] From wafer and

tkin : a ruffled surface ; wa'er

moved and agitated by the

wind; a wave; a fall of water; the

glare of water; >hii>ing brightness,

applied to the eye and the moon ;

glossy; name of a river; and of a

lake
; an appellation of age. Occurs

in various proper names. We po -j^

j
to communicate one's wishes by

a slight glance of the eye. Kin po

Q- I the light of the moon.

Po kelh
|

7 to flow to, or com-

municate to others, either good or evil.

Pol.-ing
|

vfe"l wavCj the waves of

ilrJPo taou the sea.
1 iriif-

Po -lo 1 Sj? name of a |>lace and of a -

fruit, the pine apple. Po-Io-meih
J

5||
?? the Artocarpus or jnck fruit.

Po seaou
[

IE? pretty, handsome.

8606. [ '] A bank ; a decli-

vity ; a hill ; rubbish thrown

up so as to form a hilL

8607. [
-
] Po tsae

] ^
the name of a vegetable, Po

the pine apple, and thejack fruit
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8603. [
-

] An appellative

of women; particularly of

old mothers, much used in

the books of the Buddha sect, in va-

rious senses. The name of a state.

The name of a city . Us -d also in the

names of some divinities. Yth

peen po sin ft \ & a kind

feeling towards the feeling ns of a

mother. T>ee sing po ^
or Sing po

'

|

or Wan po

am.dwife. Mei po^ \
a go-be-

tween to ar-inge marriages. Lao'i po

4 1 a fimiliar term for wife.

Kung po /jjS
I husband and wife ;

father and mother ; a wife designates

her husband's father and mother by

the e terms.

8609. [
-

] Po-po

luxuriant vegetation; exu>

he-rant growth of plants or

name of a medicinal

8610. [c-j Po-le 1 |$
vitreous substance ; com-

monly written Po le 1

Jjqgl'ss. In the Chinese Dictionary

it is called
| Y8h,

" A gem ; the

precious commodity of the western

n.itions;" and it is added, that dur-

ing the Ming dynasty an eunuch was

ent to Europe to procure a glass-

maker to come to China.

Pole king
^ |{|^ a looking glass.

Po le l*w pel ]

glass wine cup

8611. [
'

j Rent; torn;

broken ; having holes rent

through which one can see.

Ruined, defeated, applied to armies;

taken by storm, appli ul to to>vns ; fail-

ed, found out, applied t schemes.

Read (C-) Used as i transitive verb in

all the above senses. Ta po JT* 1 to

rend ; to break. Chub tsze po e
iijp

y
i ^ t --

~?~ vi
to ta 'ce eac '1 cnaracler

apart and open up the meaning Kan

po leaou
jjj "J*

to see through

a device; to find out a deception ; to

see the vanity of the world.

Shlh po ta
=|| j ^ to see through

falie pretexts, assumed by a per-

son. KeBh po
rfjj

1 the name of

a musical instrument.

Po kea tang chan
^ ^ ^ |g

to ruin a family and waste the pa-

trimony.

Pofdh
| j]j|to

tear open the belly

means to lay open one's mind to a

person ; also to open the bowels vio-

lently; to purge.

Po she Jin che yu hwS
j {ff^ ^

jUl i
l 1)reak "lrouSl the foolish

delusions of mankind.

Pohwae
' ^ to destroy.

Po Ian 1
iJOT

broken in pieces, as

meat which is over boiled.

Po pae '<
| to defcit an army.

Po suy
j| ^5 broken into small bits.

Po ting
J ^,

to rip open a seam; to

find out a plot

Po e
~ft^

tattered garments.

8612. [-J Po or Pel. Lame

in the feet ; leaning on one

side, at when standing on one

foot.

8613.
[ c- J Commonly read

Pe or Pel. Read Po, Po-to

II|jf
uneven; not level

86H. Uneven ; deflected

on one side; in a small

degree; rather ; doubt; sus-

picion.

Po heang 1 'S> rather fragrant.

Po haou
| $J rather good.

Po kew ] ?K a good while.

Po po heaou tih []S jt=f

know or understand in a slight

degree.

Po to
^ ^ a good deal, rather much.

Po yew I /& to possess in some

degree ; abundant ; to possess much.

8615. ( \ ) A species of frog ;

a toad.

8616 [ V ] A sieve with

which grain is thrown up

for the wind to blow away

the chaff; a sieve through which the

grain passis is called
gjfi

Shae.

8617 [-] Read Fan, Pwan,

and Po. A surname. The

name of a place. Po-po, A

martial appearaneejappearance ofage.

8618. [-]Po-chung 1

the name of a hill.

8619. To sow; to disseminate i

to scatter; to disperse; to

remove. Name of a district.

Poke '

^^* reJec' to put away;

to throw away carelessly.

Po lung yj;
to befool ; to dupe ,

duped , cheated.
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Po yang I
fijjj

to agitate and expose

to the wind, as grain, that the chaff

may be blown away ; to spread a

report, or publish to the world.

8620. [
-

] White ; plain and

unadorned ; the grey hairs

of old age. Large bellied ;

an animal with a white belly. Name

of a plant; copious; abundant.

8021. [.] Po-yang
] ||j

name of a Heen district,

where the
] jj| $j

Poyang hoo, a well known lake on

the northern frontier of Keang-se

Province, is situated.

862*. [VJ From (JT Ko,

May or should, reversed.

May not; cannot; incur-

able; forthwith; then.

Po pHh ko yay tsunp fan ko

^T $L /A 5C "I Po denotel

not, should not, and is from a reveri-

ed K. Po Jo
J

.$ a certain

cup for drinking wine.

Po nae
*

ffjjJ
insufferable.

862S. [
\c ] A vulgar form

of the preceding. Po na

JM unable to sustain

or to endure.

PO. CCLVFH SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, PS. Canton Dialect, Pok.

I

86S4. P*. White; clear;

bright.

8625 fc] Read Pi hand

Mih, To stop; to strike.

Read PS, is applied to the

arm and the shoulder.

Keen pS R| 1 the

shoulder.

8626 From water and

while. The glare of water ;

the appearance of water ;

a small wave ;
to anchor at the shore;

to anchor or moor in a bay. Fun

pS &1 1 the appearance of flying

in a crowded group. Wan p8

vM>
|

to anchor in any creek or

bay. Tan pS
-

II.

|
still, retired,

I 8

wholly unoccupied, abstracted from

the world.

86*7. A kind of screen, or

curtain.

8628. Tsaou pH tt 1 the

fcece of wine or spirituous

liquor; the grosser part is

calledTsaou, and the rice which floats

is called P5.

62& Kin pS ^ |

thin

leaf gold ; gold foil.

8630. Pi or PS. To

drag along by the leg and

stick it ; to stab. Chih

p5 Tjf;

'

or Chih pS

and noxious influences.

Hi'

8631. The sides; the ril/s

the shoulder. .1?

863*. To walk or travel

throughl grassy or shrubby

paths j the lower part of

a candle.

P5sh
j ^ PS, is to travel by

land; SbS, to journey by water.

Po se8
JHW-

the appearance of

trudging along the road ; to travel

laboriously.

8633. The short hair that

growt on different parts of

the body ; white flesh.

8634. [
c ] The roott of

grasses ; stubble ; a thatched

cottage ; a uamo of different
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plants. Peih.pife1 a plant said

to be a cure against the tooth ache.

8635. Tung po $^| ]
or

Poo pS ^[8
1 or NaoH p*

fefe 1 certain small bells

used to chime in harmony with the

chaunting performed by the priests

of Bnddha.

8636. Planti taking root

downwards and growing

luxuriantly upwards -,
lux-

uriant growth.

8637. General ; extensive;

universal. The second is

an erroneous form. P5

hcS /aj* generally

learned; an universal

scholar. PS wan 1 Hjl

to have heard and read much.

PS gae 1 wx universal love; general

benevolence.

8638. To apply the hand

to ;to touch ; to strike with

the hand; to fight with a

person ; to wrest from by violence.

PSketh 1 ^ to strike; to attack.

'

&>
stringed

foo kin sTh

play with the fingers on

instrument, as on the hurp.

8639. Pd or I'uh. The

noise made by the hurst-

ing of crackers; to rend
;

to burst ; to urge or press

with fire ; lire dried ; to

dry with smoke or fire
;

to heat; to burn ; to cauterize.

>8640. (c) The noise of strik-

ing, or of stones dashing

against each other ; to strip

slaughtered bodies and mangle the

corpse; applied to the ribs and

the shoulders; dried meat ; large

slice. Keen p5 13 1 the shoulder.

PS <tow 1
Jfjf

'he top of the shoulder

on which a burden rests.

8641. Garments -with short

sleeves ; single garments.

A large bell. P* lin

: certain flowery or-

naments on the cross wood-

en bar to which a bell is hung.

P5, or Tscen pS^ j
an instrument

of husbandry ; a kind of hoe.

8643. A certain fragrant

herb, which is burnt in order

to emif its odour.

8644. Trees ofa forest stand-

ing singly, not blended with

the underwood. Thin ;

slight ; poor; bad ; light, few ; single;

dislike j inattention to; poor treat-

ment; a screen or curtain. Name

of a river; of a pavilion ; to extend

to. Kih pS ;i| I to carve thin
;* J I

nearj stingy ; lo browbeat and ertort

from. King pS
jjjjjl ]

light and

trifling; contemptuous. LiiipS^k

Lin, denotes woody ; Ps, over-

grown with herbs or pkiuti.

Pa ho
J /fpf the plant commonly

clled Mint.

PS kenh 1 tt or Tsan p* ^
rings of cane suspended for the silk-

worm to form the cocoon in.

PS ming 1 <fa a poor fate; ill-fated.

PS moo I
3|L the eveninj twilight,

near sunset.

PS hing
j fj- cold indiffcreDt beha-

viour to.

PS she 1 JJJ0 to look upon lightlv ;

I'vLi

to despise.

How
]
5 J@ I thick and thin.

PS tsing 1
'|

little affection for;

cold ; indifferent.

PS tsee 1
-^J

to cut into thin slices

or small bits.

PS tsuy
^ |p a slight offence.

8645. Crammed together in

tf

confusion; stuffed all toge-

ther ;
to fill up. Pwan pS

!lt cross -'eBBe^ ""^ Dis-

robed.

J8646.

From a knife, and It

cut and carve. To split ;

tear, or rive; to peel, or

scrape off; to flay ; to put ofl'; to un.

cover ; to cut up an animal. To let

fall; to cut; to wound. One of the

Kwa ^K or diagrams. Read Puh, To

strike against with force; to break ofF

the shell. Chow pS Ijjj
I to ex-

act excessively and with severity.

PS min
j |5j?

to flay the pevple ; i. e.

to oppress and harrass them.

84T. To tread with the feet;

to step upon.
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8648. ChS, or PS. A case

in which bamboo reeds

are stuck; woody luxu-

riant herbage.

8649 [c] Plain, hard,

close wood ; metaphorically

applied to the dispositions

and characters of men,; any utensil

not yet finished ; the matter or

substance of, without the finishing

gloss or ornaments. ChTh pS^
(ubstantial, honest, sincere, devoid

of show.

PS shih I ^r plain and solid; sub-

stantial ;
true and unaffected.

PS soo '2? plain and unadorned
I /3>

simple manners.

8650. [c] To lean towards;

to lean ngain.it; to fall;

to put lightly ; to strike;

to flog -,
to brush away.

Pe'cn pS &8] 1 to lash ;

to flog.

PS mee" i

\JEjv
to extinguish a light

by a motion of the hand which causes

a puff of wind.

P5 pe ni to strike the nose, or

sense ufsmell, with odours ofany kind.

8651. (c) A gem not yet

freed from its external coat ;

" unpolished gera. A sur-

name. The external covering of a

gem.

P5 ydh -|^ an unpolished stone.

PO

8052. From hand and to

inueftrth. To spread out;

to expel or reject; to fall

open ; to disperse ; to turn round ; to

reduce to order; certain cords used

in drawing a hearse to the grave.

Read Ffih, A certain large shield';

something that is put on the finger

when playing on a stringed instru-

ment. Chin pS P^ 1 appellation

of a good horse. Pwan pS Mb

to allot to every one, to point out

to every one their several duties.

PS kung
|
H a bell recoiling back.

PS kae 1 SM to open out.

P5 la
| rjjlj

appearance of extending

a bow; pert; saucy.

PS sung
J i^t

to distribute to.

8653. (c) To throw forth,

or sprinkle water; water

dripping out; a shower of

raiu; the showers following in suc-

cession. HwS-p5 y2j lively,

chearful. Yih p5
*

J
a shower.

8654. A sort of melon ; name

of a plant which has nine

leaves growing frotn the

same stalk.

8655. PS-yu 1 73? a vessel

with u narrow mouth, used

by the fiuddha priests in beg-

ging and when eating, occasionally.

E-pS ^7* the priests' robes and

his dish ; any thing transferred from

one to another, as from father to son

is so called. Yew yun pSl^
a name of the fig.

PO 679

8656. A freckled horse
; parti-

coloured; diverse; contra-

dictory ; to contradict, to

meet at the termination of the pre-

ceding and continue the succession.

Peen p 4ft to contradict in

argument. Keae pfl fS5? 1 the break-

ing ami opening of the clouds in a

confnsed manner.

PS chuen
] ^ boats which receive

the cargoes of other boats and con-

tinue the line of inland navigation.

PS an I fc a decision of an inferior

court re versed by a superior tribunal.

PS-keih g"i to contradict; to

oppose and argue a measure.

PS Jen ta noo
\ ffli ^^ sud-

denly burst forth in a great passion.

PS SUM
| ^^ in continued succession j

one after another.

8637. Sudden; suddenly; to

arrange hastily, sudden

change of countenance, at

when disconcerted by something

unusual. A surname ; the name of a

place.
See Pfih.

8658. The name of a place.

Ancient name of a place in

Ho-nan.

8659. Frozen rain; hail; to

hail ;
in some places called

Pih-yu j pH white rain,

and Gang tow yu ^S B5
fl|

hard

headed rain, this applies to the

larger hail stones which break the

roofs of houses, and kill the cattle in

the field.

8660. PS, -or Paou. Th

noise of anger; of laughing;

of throwing down a tick.
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POO. CCLVII SYLLABLE-

Manuscript Dictionary, Pu. Canton Dialect, Poo.

8661. [
/ ] Cloth made from

cotton or hemp ;
to spread

out in order; to arrange; to

spread out; to diffuse; to infer; a

spring or source; name of a plant;

sacrifices offered to the stars. A sur-

name, loo poo ^ 1 a banner

with writing on it; a proclamation

extended at the end of a pole.

Poo che h e well

laid out and assorted, properly ar-

ranged and transacted.

?oo-e
'

^ plain cotton garments,

expresses being a simple citizen,

without rank of any kind.

Poo pih \
JjJ

doth and silk.

Poo-pa *J^ object shot at by

archers ; a target.

Poo ching sze sze
j

or Poo ching sze
j

to sprend the decisions of govern-

ment; the treasurer of a Province,

all local appointments are managed

by him
'

Poo shay

8662. [
'

] To extend ;

extensive; filling the whole

space.

8663. (
'

) Afraid ; a-

larmed ; to cause fear ;

to alarm the mind. Cha

Pp to frighten simpleJ'V

people with false pre-

tences as conjurors do.

Rung poo j0j
I

l alarmed, fright-

King poo fU I | ened.
|T^7 I *

Poo tsuy taou pe 1 Sjl vjli *& to
I / 1 f"~ /^__

run away under alarm for some

crime committed.

8664. (/) To feel; to

expand ;
to open out ; to

disperse ; to scatter ; to

strike. Poo pae
*

to injure a person in

some way.

It 8665. Foo. Great, hontrable ;

many ; to begin.

8666. [
-

] To go or creep

on the hands like a child;

to crawl.

Poo pih ] 'gjl
to go on the hinds aud

knees; to do one's utmost to go

to; to strive to attain.

8667. [-] Considered a

vulgar character. Poo taou

shoo
J JSpjj igj

the vine.

wine made

the grape,

Poo te tsze.

Poo taou tsew 1

from the grape.

Poo taou tsze 1

also called

Poo taou kan
j

fflfet
]*i dried plums

or raisins.

8668. (-) To feed as a

child, by putting food into

its mouth. Too poo jhfc 1

to put food out of one's own mouth

into that of another person's, as is

done by nurses.

Poo joo ^T to give suck to; to

feed with milk.

8C69. [ \ ] A vegetable

garden; an orchard. Poo

yuen 1
[||j

a garden

for fruiti and vegetables.

Laou poo ^fr an old

gardener.

v 1> 8670. (/) To take; to

T^CCI pursue after fur the purpose

*A
I fJ of taking; to endeavour U

catch or take ; to strike and seize.

Poo hae
] ^ to persecute.

Poo hw5 1 3fe or Poo na 1 ^
to pursue and tike an offender.

Poo neaou 1 fi to endeavour to

catch birds; to fowl.
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Poo tseTh
jjt&

to pursue for the

purpose of
apprehending.

Poo ting jUg
a kind of inferior

police officer who has a court of his

own.

Poo taou 1
5|jS

to hunt out robbers.

Poo yu
j ^& to fish.

Pooylh
J .j-J"

police runners; con-

stables.

Poo fung tsuh ying 1
Jjfif

Jff fi

to pursue the wind and catch at a

shrdow; to follow vissionary projects.

The officers of government often

caution the people against so doing,

in
cherishing hopes of influencing

justice, for Chinese officers, they say,

are incorruptible.

8671. [
-

] Pooshe
| $f

from three lo five o'clock in

the afternoon.

8672. [ \ ] Stream* that

run into, or out of large

rivers ; a small creek or inlet

A surname, compounded with va-

rious other proper names. HS poo

.

I

name of a district in Canton

province, where pearls are, it is said,

obtained.

Poo keang ^ the name of a dis-

trict.

8fi73. [-] A species of brush

or juncus which grows in

water, ai d of which mats

are made. Name of a district. A

surname.

8674. (V) large.great, pervad-

ing everywhere. In the four

books written 5& Poo. To

disperse ahoad; all over <hc world.

POO

Occurs denoting To daub. Read PS,

PS mS 'tyB the appearance of

water.

8675. [ c \ ] A book to keep

accounts or memoranda. A

POO 681

register; a narrow piece of

ivory carried in the hand by ancient

statesmen at Imperial interviews.

Read PS, An utensil used in rearing

silk-worms ; a kind ofcurtain. Read

Pelh, A pillar. Choo poo it

the nameof an office.a kind of keeper

of public accounts. Tang ke poo

^ (j 1
to '"serl m tne books

of a shop or mercantile house.

Loo poo f^j j
the order of travel-

ing with the Imperial carriage.

8676. [
-

] Read Poo and

Poo. The nameof a place

and of a plant ; otherwise

calK d the Sword plant.

8677. [
c- ] Disease ; to

afflict with disease ; an in-

ternal gathering or indura-

tion.

8678. [
-
] The beginning

or origin of any thing.

8679. [ J
To repair; to

n i-r.d; to supply what is

wanting ; to make up a de-

ficiency ; to benefit; to assist. Name

of a city. A surname. In numbers,

Poo denotes one thousand millions.

Poo is used medically for increas-

ing, strengthening or stimulating.

P( o ke
I gj^ to increase or strength,

en the animal spirits.

Poo heue .

J]J[
to strengthen or in-

crease the blood.

Poo hwan 1 j^ to repay.

Poo chug 1(& to join together

the parts of a tiling which has been

torn to pieces.

Pooshuh
j J|Kto

redeem.

Poo clie 1
j|^

make it up to you

I'll try to rerompence jou.

Poo tselh
| &fJL

to repair ; to mend.

Poo po 1 733? to repair or mend a

rent garment.

Poo-e 1 {& to supply what has beei\

pret rmitted.

Po ping tow
J -SJ

2-

JK to make up

the injury a dollar may have rece'n-

ed form its being cut or worn.

Poo yin shwuy 1 ffi
/|y_

to make

up the difference ofsilver in its value,

under different circumstances; as

whether in the form of dollars or

sysee silver, whether broken or whole

dollars.

8680. [ c/ ] Large; great';

to talk big; to deliberate;

to reprove ; to assist.

8681. (c/) Commonly used

for a shop, but not sanction-

ed by Chinese Dictionaries,

they write it fittl Poo. Poo hoo 1
2*TM |

|3 or Poo kea
^t

a shop-

keeper.

8682. [
-

] To abscond; to

run away ; to become a fu-

gitive, to hang in suspense ;

to be owing to government.

Poo chae
j

to be owing a debt.
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8683. (cY) To spread out;

to extend; to arrange; to

lay a table cloth or make a

bed; to pervade , a shop where things

are spread out Disease; a ring for

pulling to a door.

Poo chen 1 $ to spread out or lay

a caqiet.

Poo chin fS^l all ex press spread-

Poo chang
] R^ > ing out or lay-

Poo shiS
ffiZJ '"g ln or^er i "

ranging.

Poo-pe 1 ^y a winding sheet.
I !Z*

Poo chang win tsze 1 211
7j |[p|

a shewy display of diction ; a pom-

pous essay, without regard to the so-

lidity and truth of the matter.

8684. (
-
) To feed ; to up-

ply with food ; a meal taken

between three and five in

the afternoon ; name of a bird.

Poo chuK
'

fcp
to sneak for food.

8685. [ c- ] Name of a flat

fish, said to have a presenti-

ment of approaching rain,

otherwise called Keang tun ^ Wfi

and Krang choo
^j jj^

the river

pig: both of which names answer

to the Porpoise.

<|J- Se'-f. [-] Poo or PTh. Grass;

J^ herbage; a kind of moat ;

JCX thntch for a cottage. Read

Fow, The naine of a fragrant plant.

Poo te ^j name of a tree pro-

duced in MagMhti, the district where

Buddha was l;rn. Too-tO-si-to 1

4n' m- ^6 an Indian word iatro-
''i i/^*'' .

duccd with the Buddha sect. Some

of the priests say it means Tt otsirve

with feeling -,
others that it denotes

Completely finished; now, according

to the genius of the Chinese language,

contracted to Poo-si
'

fyjj:
the

gods, or demi-gods of the hc.ithen.

Choo poo s5
|B rag

;ill the gods i

much used in the hook* of Buddha

for a class of intelligent beings, supe-

rior to man ; not creators, deified

men and women. The idols of pa-

gan temples. The phrase is in con-

tinual popular use, and by some defin-

ed to be the same as Poo tse ^J?
Vjk-

universal help, or assistance afforded

to all Hying creatures; and is consi-

dered, Tsun ching Shin ke 1f Jp

tj|H lljj^
a term of honor and respect

addressed to the gods f heaTen and

earth.

8687. ( \ ) Poo, is the sum

t|C of iill thcp rts. a collective

I amount; a general cuutroul

of things arranged under one head ; a

general division of; a tribe; a class ;

an arrangement of the stars; the

name of a particular star ; a dmsion

of a book
;
a numeral particle of

books. A public court. Poo, in the

language of classification, denotes

Clan or genus ; Luy |3f
is ipecies.

Too is used for a tribe of men applied

to the Tartnr and Mahommedan

tribes. Ylh poo shoo

denotes all the volumes of a book.

Yih pun shoo _ ~S? 3= one vo-

lume. Woo poo ~fj \
the five

j-i-* l

elements into which the Chinese

divide material existences. Hwuy

poo In]
1 a Mahommedan tribe.

Poo show 1
"|jj speaking of charac-

ters, denotes one of the rtticalt.

Luh poo ^rT I

six boards, or su-

preme courts at Peking, viz. 1st, gf

Le, Appointments ; 2nd, ^* Hoo,

Revenue; 3d, |j^ Le, Usages; 4th,

& Ping, Army; 5lh, ff\lHing, Pu-

nishments; 6th, ~p Kung, Public

works.

8688. From Jg Ping, Equal-

ly; all together, and
Fj

JTh, The day. Day every

where alike; universally pervading

as the light of the sun; the uniform

light of the sun ;or the sun, without

which, all is reduced to the tame dark-

ness ; great ; pervading. A surname.

Poo teen che hea ^^ ~j

ver all the world.

Poo teen tung king
| ^^ |m ^&

the whole world joining in congratula-

tions.

Poo tse chun? sin? >Sf 59 ^P
I /H nv ^L

to afford universal help to all living

creatures, said of the gods.

Poo she 1
jjjfi

to confer on univer-

sally.

Poo lung ta
'

JffJ
TA. a general

receptacle in which the ashes of the

Budilha priests are put after deatk.

Poo yang 1 ^ to promulge every

where.

Poo tse yuen jSR |& an hospital ;

for the reception of the aged poor.

8689 (\ ) A list of; a gene-

alogical table ; a biography.

|2I To insert in a genealogy, or

write a biography; a list of the village

population; a certificate; to pertain
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to; to arrange; to spread out an

affair in order. Tstih poo jfa

a genealogical table. Kin poo^
I a music book ; a book to teach

to play on the stringed instrument

kin. Ke poo acfL |

a book on

chess. Leih poo B|!
historical

annals.

8690. ( / ) In ancient times,

denoted A single pace; it

now expresses the distance

taken in by a step with each foot;

it is commonly called six cubits. To

walk ; to go ; the course or ways of;

to go on foot ; to travel in a vehicle

moved by men instead of horses ; to

walk leisurely. A fooling or landing

place by the side of a river ; an an-

chorage for trading bouts, in this

sense the following is more generally

used. Malevolent spirits that injure

mrn or animals. A surname. Occurs

in various proper names; a certain

kind of dress-, a sword , ornaments of

a woman's head diess, a sword, &c.

YTh poo yth poo *

step after step ; step by step. Lew

te poo fi? TOn to leave a few

paces of ground ; not to push to the

utmost, nor exhaust one's self en-

tirely. Ma poo HI
'

name of a

demon, supposed to injure horses;

and to which sacrifices are offered

in winter. T5 poo /jj j
singular

talents; possessing some art unknown

to others. KwS poo fijra
the

changes or fortunes of a country.

Teen poo^ j
tht ways of heaven,

the changes of providence. Kae poo

-fff
to ascend a throne.

Poo hiiig. 1 /(-f to walk on foot ;

went on foot.

Poo keu
]

ffi an army of infantry.

Poo ma
j fjjj,

to practice riding on

horseback.

Poe le keen nan
Jjji ||R 3||

to walk with difficulty.

Poo tsze
| (jjjl

t move an army.

Poo lelh
] J^l to make Mtrono-

Puy leTh
|jfff: / mical calculation.

Poo yaou 1 -m. certain oroamenti of

woraens' head dress.

8691. (') Poo, orFow.

A mart ; a place where ships

and traders assemble.

POW. CCLVIIITH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Feu. Canton Dialect, font.

8692. [-] To draw in the

breath , to inspire.

8693. [
-
] Pow or Fow,

To take up, as water in

the hollow of the hand

in order to dr'rnk it ; to

take in the palm of one

or both hands.

8694. [
\

] Chung fun wei

divide in the middle is Pow.

To cut or te;ir asunder in the midst.

To split asunder ; to break or cut open.

Powkae
|

imocut riveortear open.

Pow pwan | T||
or Pow twan

j

to decide in judgment, to say which

is right and which is wrong.

8695. [\] Read Pow and

Paou, To grasp; to take to

\J one; to exact the duties on

salt. To strike A surname.

Pow kfh
j

lt* to exact duties with

excessive rigour.

8696. [\ ] A certain earthen

pot or jar. Turgpow ffij

I a copper vessel for con-

taining things preserved in brine *f

pickle.

Pow low 1 -|
an earthen ware vessel

8697. [-] To collect to-

gether; many; numerous,

also to reduce or take from

Pow to ylh kwa
j Zff fc Jjjz

t

withdraw from the supei abundant,

and add to the deficient.

8693. [c-] PowandP.iou,

The husks of grain; a cer-

tain melon. See Paou.
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PUH. CCLIXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, PS. Canton Dialect, Pek and P*l.

b8699.

Represents the on-

gitudinal and transverse

Terns of the tortoise shell.

To scorch the tortoise shell to cause

the veins to appear, and from thence

to draw prognostics of good or ill :

to divine by means of the tortoise

ihell. To conjecture; to guess; to

confer upon. A surname. Chen pfih

Jj to cast lots ; to observe the

prognostic. Wan pBh kew shin
|3E|

jfc pt] to ask by divination;

and to supplicate deity.

Puh kwa 1 $K to divine or foretell

by the sixty-four kwa.

FQhko 1 isBfthe service of divination.
I p^

Pah keih, hing kung \ ~^ 3Q It
to divine a lucky day, to commence

the work.

Piihshe to divine.

8700. P8, or PBh. A clod

of earth.

8701. Not. P8h tih e 1

/pi P not can stop ; ex-
I >7 (_>

presses that one is compelled

by circumstances. Wo pa puh tTh

PBh ko 1 Pi should or ought not.
r I

'

PBh tih puh keu Xiji
I I J I *~*

can not but go.

PBh kea pBh keen 1
j[jp }J9/

neither to increase nor to diminish.

PB hk an 1
|p

not dare. Common

expression in the language of cour-

tesy, denoting, I presume not to

assume the respect or civility which

you shew.

Piih tseih puh !e
||j] ^

not instant not remote, denotes

taking the middle course ; not wholly

concealing, nor yet disclosing too

much ; not very urgent, nor yet

regardless

PBh peih 1 $$ not necessary.

PBh she \
4j^not

is; it is not so.

When the emphasis is laid on She,

Pub she, denotes being wrong, or in

fault; as
-fjj /^ ^ Wo yew

puh she, 1 have not is ; i. e. 1 have

done something not right, j^
4p Ke puh she, How is it not; affirm-

ing strongly that it is.

Puh she 1
fj?P

not time; not any

fixed time. Haou puh hwan he
jjtf-

iM* ii. good not to r<J oice ;

i, e. exceedingly.

Pah san pfih ze
|7E|nof

three, not four ; neither one thing

nor another ; an unsteady person who

commands no respect.

Pahyaou 1 . don't want; do not.

P8hjoo 1 wZ] not as, not so good
I >v*" L

Pfih jS
'

jfcj
as: better so or so.

PBhjih 1 ] not (many) days.

Pfih jen 1 3/C not so ; by no means.

Puh ching jin 1 ^fc A to act un-

worthy of a human being.

P8h ching tan 1 $ IS things that

do not make a complete list; [small

retail articles.

Pfih tih pfih 1 ^ *\

cannot but.

PBh tih pah peen 1 ^ '

$}f

compelled to discuss.

Puh wei yih tseay I 'pffi -MO

|j not only but also.

Puh joo she feijin J
mj j& JF /^

he who is not so (virtuous as this

book requires) is not a man.

Pfih tsiih sin
| ^fl

fe incredible.

PBh tsae hwa hea
'

/^ =j "]^

not included in the narrative; i. e.

there are occurrences omitted which

are notworlbj of being recorded.
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Pfih tsze ke the 1
^1 'jf' $P

to be unobservant ofone's own tem-

per or conduct.

Ptih seaon
j yn it is unnecessary,

(here is no occasion.

Piih te 1 *|[
not detail occurs in

light composition when one su! jecl

is dropped and another taken up; it

also means not to introduce in con-

versation.

Puh ping tsth seS ping tsiih shny the

when grievame exists, redress it;

when it is redressed, dismiss the sub-

ject.

Pah chih shin kew
\ jj| $ ^ .

not worth investigating deeply ; riot

worth enquiring into.

Ptih seaou
J "EJ"

not like one's an-

cestors, unworthy of them.

9702. (c) P0h or Pei, PI mis

shooting up luxuriantly.

Disobedient. See Pei.

8703. [c] PS orPiih. See

PS. Sudden ; sudden 1\

to arrange hnstily ; sudden

change of counten nice, as when dis-

concerted by something unusual. A

surname, the name of a place.

Puh Jen hing ke
| fik J| j|C

arose

sudden'y.

Puh tsuh 1 ZEappearing fluttered or

disconcerted.

8704. (c) Pfih or Pei. Pos-

tssiig abundance; unsub-

missive to just authority;

disobedient, rebellious. See Pei.

Ke pfih 5?^ j
to seize in anger.

PART 11. I, 8

Pfih ne'ih
| $>({ rebellious ;disobedi

i
'

**:
cut to pare; Is.

8705. ( c ) To cause con-

fusion by artful and sedi-

tious speech;to delude; to

mislead by fair speeches,

and induce a state ofa-

narchy. Rebellion; dis-

order. Compare with

Pei

8706. [c] Suddenly burst-

ing forth, as plants budding,

or as a spring bubbling up ;

copious; abundant ; confused. Name

of H |.licc, and of a sea. Pangpfih

yK ]
impetuous dispersion, as

of the feelings or of clouds.

Pfih jen
|

ffi. suddenly.

Puh keue"
j JjSj ngitited gurgling

or gushing forth of water.

8707. [ c ] Puh tsze 1 ^
name ofa plant, compared to

the beard of lobsters; the

outside of bulbous roots of which

is black, the inner and edible part

white. It is yulgarly called
J

Ma-te. The Scirpus Tuberosus.

8708. fc] Puh-koo
j

1'uli-ko

lto"

and Poo-

8709. To follow or comply;

he who gives himself to

serve. A servant in a family;

one engaged in inferior, laborious,

and mean employments. A chario-

teer. A disciple. Used in the Ian

C^Jf
guage of self-abasement to designate

one's self. Employed in mean ser-

vice. To have respect to ; or belong

to; to hide. A surname. Sze pfih

pj j

and Tae pOh ^ I names

of a certain official situation.

Pfih piili
I troublesome and de-

grading.

PBh pe 1 $g male and female dome-
1 ff\

tics; strictly speaking, not slaves,

but in common use the words arc

applied indiscriminately to domes-

tics, whether bought or hired. Kca

pflh ^k domestics.

8710. Name of a river, and

of a district. A particular

kind of bamboo. In the

dialect of Corea, it denotes A drum.

8711. A nnpkin or cloth

to wind round the head;

a kind of military cap.

The lower garments par-

ed off in a particular way.

8712. The toes or cl-iws

joined with a web-like sub-

stance; web-footed like geese

and ducks. Joined; connected.

87 13. Read Paou, Scorching;

tempestuous. Read Pfih, To

dry in the sun ; to display ;

to manifest, to make known to the

people; to publish; to promulge.

ghae-pfih[|| | to dry; to elpose

to the air and sun.
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8714. Read Paou, A

heavy rain. Read Pdh,

Water gushing from a

spring and rushing down

a precipice with noise.

Haou puh VL 1 water

PUN

gushing forth with noise. Pun-pun

the noise and dashing of

impetuous waves.

Puh poo I fa water running with

noisy velocity in paths or ways

t the mountains.

PUN

8715. [c] Pfth or Fdh,

Displeasure and anger dis-

covered in the countenance;

looking angrily

PUN CCLX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Puea. Canton Dialect, Potm.

8710. [\ j The root of a

tree or other plant ;
the

foundation; fundamental;

the origin ; the root or source from

which. Used for /, my, and our.

Pun is used to denote a book of the

tighter kind) an official document; a

numeral of volunv. Foo pun Hfl 1

a duplicate-document. K oil h pun ttfa

j

a song book. He pun tPp

a, play hook. Paou pun iB 1 to

be grateful to one's ancestors, and to

shew it
b_y offering' sacrifices. Pci pun

ingratitude to ancestors;

ingratitude for favors received. Kan

pun j& the root; the funda-

mental part. Shang pun to

state to the Emperor ;
to present a

memorial. Show pun ^f. I a vi-

siting card presented by an inferior,

saying who and what the person is.

Pun e , ~JK
the garments proper

for a person to wear, such as belong

to his rank and station.

PUD fun 1 X3k what is in the depart-

ment, province, or duty of any on.

Pun foo
'

Jjfcf
I (the Che-fbo ma-

gistrate.)

Pun hang
j ^y my hong or factory

Pun-kwS
lH]

one's own country.

Pun m5 ^ the root and the top

branch ; the origin and the end ;

what is essential, and what is only a

circumstance.

Pun lae me'en mull
3fjC rg]

Q
original face and eyes; i. e. natural

complexion.

Pun-sze
j

IS. ability, talent, capacity

for business.

Pun siu
j

tention.

one's original in-

Pun tsaou (3 the name of a large

botanical work, or Chinese herbal.

Pun tse'en ^g original property

possessed by a person ; capit il, prin-

cipal, in contradistinction from

interest.

Pun ying E what is proper 01

incumbent on any one.

8717. [-] From three

cowi in afright. To walk

or run on the high way ;

to run about in haste;

precipitation; hurry. To

contract a marriage in an

irregular hurried man-

ner, without the necessa-

ry presents. KS jin pun

kS jin teTh pa & ^^

let every one run about

his own business.

Pun lae pun keu 1 ~/fa ~& run-

ning backwards and forwards busy

with the harvest.

Pun po laou Idh Lj # to

run amongst waves and to toil on a

rocky road denotes the toils and

cares of life.

Pun mang 'j^
hurried; bustling

about.

Pun she E|t) to run with haste,
\

\ 'ji^

hurried and propelled by want
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8718. [
\

] To walk or be

conveyed at a. quick pace ;

to run.

8719. [\ J Want of Intel,

ligence ; stupid ; dull dis-

position.

8720. (
t

)
To throw into

confusion with the band.

8721. ( /) The interior

part of the bamboo j thick

headed ; coarse; stupid.

8722. (/ ) Fun, or Pun.

Dust; dust or earth

raised. One says, A great

barrier or mound. To

eject ; to throw in, or

to mix.

8723. (-) The name uf

a river ; water bubbling

forth, as from a spring ;

the noise of water gur-

gling forth or tunning

with impetuosity.

*V 8724. (-) tiom.to.diuirlf

and an ittenail. An earthen

ware vessel, used in ancient

times as a measure, and also to beat

lime on during their rude sing'rig and

music; a jar, pitcher, basin, or tub,

without regard to the material of

which it is made. A vessel fnr"boiling

salt in. Name of a medicine, and

of a place. Leen pun
jjj^ |

a hand

basin to wash the face in. Hwa pun

xy
|

a flower pot. Lin pun jjjjp

I to descend to the lob, the act

of being delivered of a child. In

Chinese usage, the woman stands and

the child falls into a tub, which i*

prepared to 'receive it. Tung pun

1 a vestel used in cooking.

M725. (\) A kind of basket

used by bricklayers and build-

ers of mud walls a basket

for carrying earth or manure.

8726. (-) Strenuous, im-

petuous effort, otherwise

read Pe and Fun.

8727. [
c- J To expel for-

cibly the breath from the

mouth; to spurt out; to

snort; to hoot, as at a dog i
hurried

enunciation. Ta pun ^J*
or

To sneeze.

to spurt water from,

Pun-tc

PunshwBy

the mouth.

Pun ke \ to rave furiously in

anger; to snort.

PUNG. CCLXIST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Fung. Canton Dialect, Pung and Fung.

&"\

&: J

8728. Funif. To accur ;

to meet ; Jo rush against.

The second form is usual in

compound.*, but is erroneous,

His Heart?, To descend.

8729. (c-) A mat co-

vering for a boat ;
same

as the following; a vessel

for straining liquor.

8730. ( c- ) A mat covering

for a boat in the Chinese

manner, used also for a mat

sail. Poopung/fif |

or Chang

PUI)S
l||||. |

a covering like a tent,

or large spreading umbrella. Ta

to hoist a sail.

lower a sail.

Ilea nung ~K 1 "\I' > to

Me'en pung .W 1 J

Pung chang. IWr a temporary

building made of mats, such as the

Chinese erect to perform plays in.

8731. [c-J Pung or Fung.

To meet, or come in contact,

with; to occur; to fall in

with ; to rush against ; to be opposed

to-. Occurs used for a seam. Large.

The name of a state ;
an appellation

of- the year under certain circum-

stances.

PungchS 1 ^ to fall in with; to

meet or occur.

Pung pung
j

1 the sound ofa drum.

Pung jin cbing che ke
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4p J-*
to cil! every man one meets

an intimate friend.

8732. (t-) Puog. Dust:

One says, Dust raised by

the wind.

8733. ( c- ) A plant that

grows amongst hemp, said

to be edible ; confused ; iu

disorder ; growing freely ; luxuriant ;

the name of it star; and of a district.

A surname.

Puig lae shan ^K (1|
a hill

inhabited by immortal genii.

PWAN

Fung rhS tow ^
dishevelled hair.

with

8734. [ c- ] Pung tow

a kind of helmet.

(c-) Pung sung

41? the hair com-
|

-*A

plicated and in disorder.

8736. (\) A loud laugh;

a great noise ; also read

Fu< g, Appearance of a high

mouth.

PWAN

8737. ( /) Fung, or

Pang. A club ; a long

wooden cudgel. Purg

<-huy
'

*jj}
a wooden

club or pestle.

8738. (\) Pungchang J

gj a kind of stone worn

as an ornament.

8739. (c-) Pung pung.

Free and luxuriant growth

of plants; copious; sub-

stantial.

PWAN. CCLXIIND SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Pan. Manuscript Dictionary, Puon. Canton Dialect, POOH.

8740. f c
'

] Pan, or Pwan.

From to separate and a cow,

because, they say, a cow is

large and may be divided. Wfih

chung fun jay $f 4* ^ "tit
a

thing divided in the middle; the

half of any thing. Read Pwan, A

large fragment of. Kea jin yth yuen

pwan $j gjH |
price

half a dollar. Mei yaug k5 pwan

3S: %& J& I
a half of each sort.

T" IT* l-l I

Yih neen pwan tsae 1 oFl 1 "*K
i t I ^*&

year or halfa year. Neeu ke pwan

pth * g ] |J fifty year, of

a;c. CHh pan Jfr
|

to break

off the half. Pwan
. heang 1 MEm

halfa day, a short time.

Pwan tsze 1 -4- a son-in-law, by mar-

riage <>fa daughter.

Pwan yay j Z^jf midnight.

8741. [-] Eldest son. An

associate ; a fellow ; a com-

panion. To follow; to ac-

company; to attend upon. Also read

Pwan, in the same sense. Ho pwan

fl!& a partner; an associate; a

colleague. Tui-g pwan JgJ
I one

of the same rank and circumstances,

a companion.

87 42. Ice hreaking u p.

U8743.

From knife and half.

To diyide in the midst ; to

divide ; to distinguish ; to

take asunder and a, ain unite. To

judie ; to decide. Two halves fit to

be joined; to be joined in marriage.

Occurs in the sense of Mi Pwan, To

unite two halves; to join the two

sides of two separate bodies. Shin

pwan !^>JT

'

to judge ; to decide.

Shoo pwan 3^ 1 seems to denote

official decision or sentence.
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Pwan twan gan keen

to decide a case in law.

Pe pwan 3j|^ j

a written decision or

sentence of government.

Pwan shoo
j

^P~- an impression of a

eal divided in two halves, which by

their correspondence, afforded decid-

ed proof when joined together.

fc
% 8744. p ] Level ground.

T*Trt One says, To turn up the

ground ; to move or level it."

8745. [\] To reject; to

throw away; to disregard ; to

separate; to divide, to cut

off; to halve; to separate, as an

ojster.

Pwan ming 1 (& to risk one's life,

to venture the loss of it.

PWHII shih
j ~Jp

to throw a stone.

Pwan tsae |W- to thr.>w away

property extravagantly. (MS. Dic-

tionary.)

8746. [
'

J From half anrf

to g-oftack. To separate from ;

to revolt; to depart to an-

othei country. Head Pwan, Light;

splendour. Pci pwan "St I to

renounce allfgiar.ee to; to desert

from. Fan R is properly To rise in

immediate opposition to the govern-

ment ; and Pwan to flee from

under its controul ; they seem, how-

ever, to be used in common. Pei

pwan fcfe
]

to rebel against. Pwan

Iwan 1
j[

rebellion and anarchy.

Mow fan pwan )Th ^ J^ } j

to lay plans of insurrection and rebel-

lion.

rut if. M S

PWAN

8747. [I] From half and

water. A serai-circular pool

of water in the front of

Chinese colleges ; seemingly to oblige

persons to walk to the right and left.

To scatter; to divide. Yew pwan ^J^

I to pass the pool, by means of a

bridge thrown over. A ceremony

performed on obtaining the lowest

degree. Pow pwan ^JJ
I to spread

out the heavens and the earth.

Pwan shway 1
7jC")

*-ne semi-circular

Pwan che I
/JJJJ pool.

4 J
*

t

Pwan kung g a college, in which

is an image of Confucius.

8748. [/] A path that

divides fields ; to disobey

the rules for dress, imposed

by an existing dynasty.

Pwan hwan 1 iB a martial, bold,

violent appearance.

8749. (c/) Ropes for throw-

ing round and entangling

the feet of a horse ; Ke MS

denotes The cords or halter which is

put about a horse's head. Kepwan

Sp I to restrict used metapho-

rically for the restrictions of moral

principles.

t a snare ; to cord orPwan taou 1

bind fast.

Pwan 15
]

Pwan s5 1

PWAN 68')

. a snare or trap.

to bind with cords.

8750. (c/) See Pan.

> 8751. ( c/ ) Same at the pre-

f^T* ceding. Also certain leather

|
harness to attach a cow to

something which is to be drawn, or

which fastens round the tail of a cow.

8752. (
-
) See Pan.

( c- ) To put away ;

to remove. Read Po, in a

similar sense. Pwan e

>|i
to remove to

some other place j to re-

move to another place of

abode.

Pwan tow she fei
|31 J^

noisy bickering and altercation.

Pwan lung she fei 1 5
4|r

to be a tale-bearer; to carry stories

from one to another , to tell talcs and

cause relation* to disagree.

Pwan yun
| jjfe

to transport to some

oUier place.

8754. [-] A basin or plat-

ter, to wash in, or to drink

out of. Pwan 15
'[ ^

to rejoice.

8756. [-] See Pan.

8750. [
-
] A tub-like vei-

sel whether made of wood or

metal ;
a bathing tub

;
a ves-

sel to contain rice; name of a state;

of a dog, and of a gate. A surname

Winding; curved.

Pwan cha 1 ?f to examine int"
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1'tvan foi
'

2y the cxpences of a

journey. Fwan chcn
j ^ffidenotcs

the same.

Fwan koo 1 ^ the first man, accord-

ing to the Chinese.

Pwan kee"
j j^g-

to investigate nar-

rowly.

Pwan ming
'] jtf? engraved inscrip-

tion on a bathing vc-scl.

Keaou pwan^ 1 to transfer the af-

fair.

Pwan -seTh
| }|K

to sit
cross-legged.

Pwan wan
^ PJ to interrogate; to

question all about an affair.

Pwan yu
] ]g vessels for rice.

875T. (
-

) A rock or large

stone, such as are found in

mountains.

Pwan ya
J ^j- intimately confederat-

edsaid of banditti.

Pwan shih che gan
j ~fc

~

^
quiet and reposed, as if settled on a

rock.

Pwan sbib
J ^ a rock. Tso yu

pwan shih rhe shnng

t sat U P

8758. (
-

) A small bag. Pwan

chth 1 ^ Pwan nang 1

;^Ea little hag or satihel.

8739. ( -) A large girdle

worn round the waist; men's

are madeof leather, women's

of silk. An ornamental girdle.

Pwan tae choo ying
] ^ fy ^

to receive a girdle when first entering

on office.

SS760.

(-c- ) A surname;

the name of a district. Also
>

read Fan, Foreign. See

Fan. Read Po, A martial bold ap-

pearance.

Pwan yu heen
^ ^ ^ the district

of Pwan-yu, in which European

ships moor at Hwang-poo, (Wham-

poa) on the river of Canton.

^-~**t 8761. (c-) The dregs or

llfc
'%,'*^^^r washings of rice; dirty like

m |Tj spots on the face. Name

of a river, of a spring, and of an

ancient city. Read Fan, bruised

rice. Read Po, The name of a

district.

Pwan-gan , 4f name of a person

famous for his beauty.

Pwan yu heen 1 S
}ff>

the district

of Hwang-poo, is also thus written.

See the preceding.

8?<>2. (
-

) Name of a

mountain stream, in which

Tae kung ^^ /\ angled.

Read Po, Name of a stone fit for

pointing arrows.

8763. (-) Read Fan,

Certain insects which breed

beneath earthen jars. Read

Pwan, Prostrate on the earth ;

writhing ; curling ; burrowing in the

ground ; to recoil back to.

Pwan muh 1 ~fc the name of a place.

Pwan taou
j[

i& name of a fruit.

SA. CCLXIIIRD SYLLABLE.

A short. Manuscript Dictionary, Sit. Canton Dialect, Sap or Stt.

8764 Sa. Three tens

united. Thirty.

8765. Sa,orTS. To take;

to receive
; to obtain ; to

draw or lead ; to raise. To

courtesy in the manner of Chinese

females, by letting the hands drop

towards the ground ; also the

bow or prostration, by putting the

head to the ground, performed by

men. Read Keih, in the same

ssnse. Read Chii, To tuck up the

garments towards the girdle.
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8766. A spear or lance; a

small pointed weapon ; to

scatter on the surface for the

sake of ornament ; to engrave.

Si hwa 1 ^t"
to inlay flowers; or

to carve flowers on pewter vessels.

SS low 1
tjjj!

to carve on, or inlay

with pieces of gold or silver; to

wash with gold.

SS tseen 1 ~M *rt of pointed in-

strument like blunk scissars, with

curved point for probing and ex-

amining silver.

8767. Children's shoes. Shoes

of a particular description,

wilh a vamp that comes

high upon the instep.

8768. Coarse, ugly or bad of

its kind. A surname.

8769. S, or Si. Si si
]

the noise of some-

thing falling.

SA

8770. Si or SS. Tan sS <{Jpn
inattentive; unobser-

vant; disrespectful.

8771. SS-li
^

had raiment.

8772. To set loose; to scatter;

to disperse; to throw from

one. A surname.

Si chung
] |j!

to sow.

Si-rna-urh.han

Samarcaml.

Si hwae \

and destroy.

Si kae 1 ra * spread open ; to put

aside ; in legal rases persuading the

parties te come to an accommodation.

Si lae
|>y

to make much of a

trifling circumstance, in the hope of

implicating other people and 'benefit-

ing one's self by it.

Si me 1 '/fc
to scatter rice, a ce-

remony performed at Chinese mar-

riages.

S\ r>9i

tf

to throw from one

Si p
] j^jh

to throw from onf,

SS p5
1 ^' a* waler ' to lnr<>w

away one's properly.

Si show
] ^.

t<> throw loose one's

hand; to give up an acquaintance;

to shake one's hand of a thing.

8773. Wind; the sound

of a sudden gust of wind.

Read LeTh, in a similar

sense. Shwae sa -&
j

fading, declining, as is

indicated by grey hairs

on the temples.

Si jen
| ^ a -sudden gust ofwind.

Si-si sound of wind.

8774. A surname. Poo-si

the gods and god-

desses of the heathen, in

which connexion it is defined To

assist or help, and to see every thing ;

or thus, Leaou keen ~jT Jl seeing

perfectly every thing; also Che-hwuy

kaou keen ^ IJ "J

' % wise,

intelligent; perfect discernment;

omniscient. The term Poo-fa seems

to have been introduced from India,

with the Buddha oc!.
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SAE. CCLXIV SYLLABLE.

Mai uicript Dictionary, Sai and Say. Canton Dialect, Shtt.

8775. [
c ] Sae and Shwae.

A napkin worn at the girdle.

A leader; One that beads

many; that takes them under bis

command and controul; a genera) or

commander in chief in the army. A

surname. Read Sefih, To lead and

to be led; to collect together, and to

yield obedience.

Tseangsaejj^f j "|

Keun sae
j|? |

a general officer ;

Yuen sae
^r-

i a commander.

Choo sae it

ffl b-116. he To rhyme, read Sae.

To think ; tt consider ; to desire ;

to comtiiitserate.

\

'I

I

%
'

^4

777. Uncertainty *
a want

of correspondence in the

thoughts or intentions.

8778. [-] To move; to

agilate. Read Tsae or Chae,

To choose ; to select. Tae

sae #g |

to move.

8779. A boay substance

found in some horns.

8780. [-] Szeor Sae, A

kind of screen for a door.

Fow sae ^ ]

a kind of

screen for a door, according to some,

a sort of gallery.

871. [ -] The side of the

face ; the lower part of

the face; the jaws. Sae

ke'S 1 *H the jaws ; the

sides of the face. The first

word refers particularly

to the jaws ; Kee", to the whole of

the side of the head.

8732. [-] A busby beard.

8783. Hea. An interttice,

an aperture.

8784. [f ] ReadSIh. To

stop, or fill up. Read Sae.

A boundary ; a limit.

8785. [/ ] Szeor Sae, Small;

trifling ; petty ; captious ;

over minute; insincere.

8786.
[

I ] Bamboosjoined to-

gether to intercept the pass-

age of fish. A term used

in playing at chess,denoting the stop-

ping of the enemy's pieces from

coming orer the other side.

S787. From to slop an aper-

ture with pearls. To make

a return, or grateful recom-

pense; to aim at excelling; to strive

to surpass;
to contend for the victory,

in play.

Sae ma 1 B~t to run horses against

each other.

Sae seu 3 may contest with

snow for whiteness, said of white

paper.

Sae sin 1 $ STh, colours, Tiere de-

notes figures representing the'antiqui-

ties ofChina, dressed up ID the gayest

manner and carried round the streets

in processions, together with certain

idols ; Sae, denotes A contest for

excellence.

Sae shin
*

jjjfjp
are equivalent ex-

Paou tseiW j) prcssions, thank-

offerings at the close of the year,

presented by the husbandman.

Sae tang I

rfg>
a striving to excel in

an exhibition of lanterns. Occurs 1st

moon, 15th day, commonly called

the feast of lanterns.
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SAN. CCLXV SYLLABLE.

/, broad and long. Confounded with Shtn. Manuscript Dictionary, San. Canton Dialect, Sam.

8788. (-) Three. A

surname. Te sun tH
:At

third. Tsae san J& 1

again, and a third time ; i. e. repeat-

edly. Chaou san moo ze Bfl

;|S UQ morning three, evening four;

indistinct perception of things, in-

determined ; irresolute.

San chih fa
j J\ :

/^ three cubits of

law; an instrument of torture with

which the ancles :;re compressed.

San chun cha
] ^ it tea plucked

after the 2?nd of June, the third time

that the leaf is plucked in spring.

San kang ffl three bonds or re-

lations ; they say these are A prince

and minister, father and son, a bus-

bund and wife.

San kefh te
| ^ |f|

the three

highest in literary ranks.

San koo Idh po 1
jfk ~fc^ three

young ladies and six old women ; va-

rious. Sorts of
strolling women,

whom some Chinese families forbid

to enter their doors.

San kwang
| y^ three lights, the sun,

moon, and stars.

San lew kew
J ^ -^ the /Wrrf,"

**, and m'nJft days (after marriage)

appointed to receive visitors to the

bride.

TART II. H 8

San pan three classes of atten-

dants in public courls. See Pan.

San piou 1 ^r three Precious Ones,

which are wo rshipped by the sect Fdh .

San sing
j JEp. three felicitous stars.

San tsing
j ^jj-

three Pure Ones;

worshipped by the sect Taou.

San sze
'pjj

the three superinten-

dants; viz. The treasurer, judge, and

superintendant of salt, in each pro-

vince.

Santsae
| j three powers, common-

ly said to lie Heaven, Enrth, and Man.

San tseaou
j ^ the upper portion

of the kidneys.

S:HI tsttli 1
"fife

the three kindreds, viz.

of father, mother, and wife.

San tsze 1 ^ thrice.

8789. The appearance of

torn garments. Lan

san
ffi]

tattered

clothes.

* 8790. (/) San, or Shang.

Oriaments
consisting of

hair or feathers streaming,

coloured, or worked in a particular

way. Read Tseen, Name of a fish ;

a surname.

8T9I. (-) San, or Shan.

The pinus lanceolata,or tir

wood. A wood much used

in Canton for making furniture,

and in Keang-nan Prorince uied

for boat building. See Shan.

^ * 8792 (-) San, or Shan.

A short garment; a single

garment; a general term

for clothes or garments. See Shan.

Chang san ^ j

a long garment

E san
/pC I garmen's generally.

Nan jin chuen teth san @9
J\^ 3f

HU
J

men's clothes.

8793. (
\

) The noise of a

dog barking.

8794. C\) Rice mixed up

with soup in a particular

way i rice flour mixed up

with minced meat ; mixed ; blended.

8795. (-) Bead Sin and

San. Certain pendant orna-

ments consisting of feathers;

ornaments attached to flags and

banners.

San joo
J 43j

a certain garment to

absorb the perspiration.
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J8796.

(N) San, or Shan.

From a knife and a written

document. To pare off;

to obliterate ; to expunge ; to reject ;

to settle; to fix what to retain, or

what to reject in any work.

San choo 1
Rjji to reject ; to expunge.

San kae I Fv to expunge and alter.

San seS
| rj|j

to pare off.

San ting
j

=T to expunge and fix

the reading.

797.
[

-
] Mwan-san

RjLj

to walk in a lame man-

ner; to appear not to make

progress. Used to denote, Scattered ;

dispersed.

8798."*'[
^
] Pwan sanM:

j

a creeping drawling gait.

Lan-san
rojj

1 iu imminent

danger of being broken, broken and

scattered about.

San hoo 1 nPjW or San boo che 1

I ^"7* I

Jm -ff coral. San (or Shan) hoo

choo

SAN

San san 1 the sound of stones

or gems striking against each other,

as stones suspended at a girdle.

8799.
[ /] To let go; to

disperse; to scatter; to dis-

sipate; to waste; to break

up an assembly ; to take amiseraent;

dissipated state of mind. Name of a

wine cap ; a surname. Name of a

musical instrument. Been san
rUjj

|

leisure, amusement. Tsae san
EbJ"

to disperse money liberally. Lan

san 'Njjj I
idle and dissipated.11 -i

J

San bwa J to scatter flowers,

refers to certain rites performed in

behalf of departed spirits.

San kung
]

~|~ employed only for a

job, in contradistinction from Chang

kungj% |
constant employment.

San man I ^y diffuse and vague.

San radii ~fo wood that is useless.

San sze Iwan seang
| Jg g[

^B scattered, dissipated, irregular

thought; incompatible with devotion.

San shih 1 -^ to scatter and lose,

at papers.

SAN

San tso
^ ^j

in a room.

to sit dispersed about

8800. [/] A certain kind

of cake or dumpling of easy

digestion.

8801. [f] ?an r Shan. TV

mow, or shear.

8802.
[ / ] To corer ; to

shade off the sun or rain;

an umbrella. Parasols and

umbrellas were first mentioned in

books, published about A. D. 300.

It is said, that they took their rise

from standards and banners waving

loose in the air. Yu san ~SS
W3 J

an umbrella to keep off the rain.

Lo san
| J

the hrge parasol of

the officers of government, carried

by attendants; is otherwise called

B$ J j JTh chaou le ' h "n*

The broad brimmed bamboo hats of

the poor Chinese. Chaig san HM

or Kae san Ha to open, or

spread out an umbrella.
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SAN. CCLXVITH SYLLABLE.

short. Confounded with Sin and Shin. Manuscript Dictionary, Sen. Canton Dialect, SXng and 57iam.

8803. [
-

] Sin or Sang, Jin

sin ^ the medicinal

root commonly written Gm-

teng.

Sin kea fff a certain contribu-

tion paid to government by the Hong

merchants of Canton.

8804. (
-
) To ooze or leak

out; leaky; name of a

marshy lake.

Sin-le 1
jjm|

to leak or flow out.

Sin-low
y|j|

to leak
; to leak out

gradual!} ; to exhaust or weaken by

a gradual proceis.

Sin se'S ! MH to ooze out impercep-

tibly.

8805. (-) Long, tall, trees;

tall branchless trees; fishing

stakes planted in the water

in order to catch fish.

8806. [-] A woody forest-

like appearance ; abundant ;

majestic; sombre and im-

pressive; commanding. To plant trees.

Meliaazedarach,a tree bearing berries

like the elder; tke Chinese make

clogs of the wood, and, also clothes

trunks, the wood being inimical to in-

sects : the wood is, from the Canton

pronunciation of the Chinese, com-

monly called by Europeans, Sham
*

wood.

San miili TIl the Sin wood.

Sin shoo 1
ffift

the San tree, or melit

azedarack.

Sin yen
j

Ifjj? majestic; dignified;

stern; severe.

8807. [\ ] A disease at-

tended with cold and tren-

Ming.

SANG. CCLXVII SYLLABLE.

A, long. Manuscript Dictionary, Sang. Canton Dialect, Song.

808. [ 1 ] The mulberry

tree. Occurs in several

proper names. A surname.

Foo ang Jfr the region of the

rising sun. Rung sang j?

name of a hill.

Sang chay
|

*Jj Sang and Chay are

two varieties of mulberry trees.

Sang yu wan king

in the evening oflife planting the

Sung and the Shoo trees, said of

old men who have retired from pub-

lic life.

Sang shin 1 ^ the mulberry fruit.

Sang hea yew seun eke che e 1 ~F

phenomenon of the gold pheasant

uniilariued beneath the mulberry,

a state of peace by the virtues of the

presiding magistrate.

Sang iszc che tc
jfefe "Jr -^

the peaceful region of a retired patri-

mony, in which art the mul-

berry and the Tsze trees.

S809. [
\ ] The stoic base

ofapillai.
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8ilO. [\ ] The middle of

the forehead ; the front.

Used also to denote the

mulberry tree. Kwo ang 5ra
|

to pass over the head, said of water

struck on its surface.

8811. [\] From f trecp

and to pan to eblivitn.

To pass to obscurity ; to

be forgotten ; to be lost.

To lose the seat of autho-

rity ; to fail to attain the

chair of power or the throne. To

lose ;
to destroy , to die. A surname.

Bead Sanr. To mourn for the dead ;

whatever is connected with the period

of mourning; the dress of the mourn-

ers; the funeral utensils, and the

funeral rites. Pan le sang sze BfJ

en. to manage the affairs

of a funeral. Keu sang JjZj

1

dwelling in mournings said of those

who are in mourning for their parents

or senior members of the family.

Foo moo che sang^ -$i
j

the funeral or period of mourning

for father and mother. Sung sang

^g I to accompany to the grave ;

to attend a funeral Tih sang 'ffi ]

like TTh, shih
f]| ^ are opposite*

and express success and failure.__*

Sang fab
| jjJJ mourning. Ta kung

"^ Jjj express mourning nine

months. Seaou kung /K jJj it

mourning worn three months, and

'

is also called
ijSj Tjnf

Sz-ma.

Sangkea
| ^ to ruin one's family.

Sang s;m ne'en 4F- to mourn

for three years.

Sang shin
j J^.

to lose ; to fail of sue-

ceeding.

Sangwanj
'

J^ or Sze sang^
to die.

Sang sze
[ |||

the affairs of funerals.

Sang sin ping kwang

to become mad.

SANG. CCLXVI1I SYLLABLE
A short. Manuscript Dictionary, Seng. Canton Dialect, Sing and Shlng.

^ {81'-'. To bear; to prod ace;

9^T to cause; to excite, human

.^^M*^ lifi'i a state of exbtcncr, the

present or the future. A male per-

former on the stage. Unripe; new.

How sSng ^
*

a young man.
rV^ |

Seen sang ^ 1 a preceptor. Tsang

sing ^& 1 the people. Laou sang

^* f^.
an old Tcncrable person.

HeS sing |ji |
or Mun sing ^

a pupil ; a scholar.

ang chay pun sew; sze tse'ang hekeu
'

if the living do not cultiTale virtue

how will thej be prepared for death ?

Sing che che tsze
] ^P ^ ^

knowledge conferred by nature ;

natural talent.

Sang fan
j ^ a foreign tribe on the

west of Kan-sBh province.

Sang ke \ af to be angry, to fume

with rage or passion.

Sang ling
| ||| living creatures ;

animated nature.

Sang ming
j -j^

life.

Sang ping hing sze
| ^ Jft ^

doing the ordinary business of life.

Sang shin foo moo
'

J|p ^ ^
the parents to whom oue owe one's

birth.

SSng sze sze ta 1 15^ ^p. "/T life *nd

death are great concerns.

Sang, shfih
J
Wh unripe, ripe; not

mature, matured; little acquainted,

well acquainted.

Sang sze jin che che chung //,

A / 1&M birth and death "*

the beginning and end of man.

SSng pae tsze Hfr p to give

birth to a profligate ruined child.

Sing tin
|

,$L born, formed, fashioned.

Sang tscang j z|3'
starch made from

pulse, citen by the Chinese.

Sangjuen 1 ^ a graduate of the

rank called Scw-tsae.



SANG

8813. Cattle used for victims

in sacrifice ; a bullock per-

fect aud spotless. The San

I three victims, are, bul-

locks, sheep, and swine. The six

Sing, are Horses, kine, sheq>, fowls,

dogs, and swine. When begun to be

fed, they arc called^ Chtih ; when

about to be used, they are called

Sing. He sing j|| |

rictijns for

sacrifice.

Singkow \ n cattle or victims gene-

rally.

8814. An anVmal of the

dog species, said to have

a human head, and to he

able to speak. Also an

animal of the raus species.

881 5. An instrument of

music consisting of a collec-

tion of tubes : Chaou "M
-/i*~

denotes a large one of the kind.

Small; slender. Name of a place;

a kind of mat.

Sing hwang j ^& a wind instru-

ment consisting of several tubes.

Sing ko
| Hj^

to blow the sing and

mg indicates peace and plenty.

8816. (-) Lean; meagre.

8817. (-) The eye diseas-

ed by something growing

over it, as a cataract. Error;

SANG

excess; crime; calamity. A certain

demoniacal disease; to lessen; to

diminish ; to save trouble; meagre ;

Jean.

Sing keS
j ^JJ

to decline; to refuse.

Sang sze
(

| ^ to abridge; to lessen

the {rouble of.

8*18. (/) Wenllby; opu-

lent; rich.

8819. A daughter's children;

a grandchild. A surname.

Sing sing or Waesing^fl* ]

children of a sister.

Sing kew _M sang, denotes a sis-

ter's children ; Kew, a mother's bro-

thers.

Sing se
j f^ a niece's husband.

8820. (\) From eye a nd small.

Read Sing, To look careful-

I; ; to examine. Read Sang,

Within the royal domain or palace ;

a place where people will be exami-

ned. A province. To lessen; to

diminish. Keen sing >{ to
/*j\ I

diminish
; ,to abate.

Kwang-tuiig sing ching IS? T|1

jtey the metropolis of the province of
Sf^L

Canton. Sing ching I

JjjU
the

capital city of a province. In each

province its metropolis is generally

thus designated ; hence, at aiy

place in the province of Canton, the

citj ol Cai.ton is denoted by Sung

thing.

Sing hwuy |

& the metropolis f

a province.

SANG 697

Sing fun ^,V the distinction or

different ranks in which the provin-

ces are held.

Sing Iclh 1 ~ft to diminish the ex.

ertioR of strength > to save one's self

trouble.

Sing y*
| |'j

abridged ; restricted.

Sing keen
| |n/ sparing, economical.

Siing hing 3fi]
to diminish the

punishment on account of the heat

of the weather.

Sing sze I IS to abate
; to ahri.l^r.

an affair; to nuke as little trouble

about it as possible.

821. (\) Lan; emaciat-

ed.

8S22. Priests of the Sect

Ami Fflh, who are otherwise

called Sha-mnn^ jllj
and

also denominated Shang-jin
* ^

tupcrior men, there are several other

names by which they are designated ;

Ho-shang /Jin j|j]
harmony and ele-

vation, is the name most usually given

to them. These terms are not ap-

pUcaMe to the priests of the sect

J& Taou. Laou sang ta tso -^ ;

iT ^ an old priest sitting cross

legged in silent meditation. They

call themselves ^Y Pin sing,

Poor priests. Singjin
| ^ a priest.

Sing, siih
jj
^ are opposites, the

priesthood [and the world ; spiritual

and secular aflairs.

Sing kea
|j^

a frateraity of

priests, the priests of FBh generally.

TAKT II. 8
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SAOU. CCLXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Sao. Cnnton Dialect, Shaou and Sow.

8823. (
*

) Saou, or Shaou,

In a small quantity or degree;

rather ; gradually ,-
a gra-

nary, so called from small quantities

being given forth at a time. The

distance of three hundred le around

the royal abode ; in an even or equal

degree. Sometimes used for Seamen.

Saouko \ pif rather well ; qualified

approbation.

Saou saou pub ping
*

^X\ 3E

rather discomposed ; one's feelings

rather troubled.

8824. (f ) The stern of a

boat ; a particular descrip-

tion of boat; a fast sailing

boat, with armed men in it ; swift;

fleet
; rapid.

%_ 882 J. ( V ) To eject or put

T%J^ away; to sweep the ground;

' a dike made of bamboo or

other reeds a;id earth blended. Ta

iou jTf
'

to sweep ; to brush,

faou pa 1 ^ a broom.

Saou te I Ml to sweep the ground.

8826. (\) To brush j to

sweep ; to search by the

authority of government;

to eject ; to cast away. Naou saou

I a particular mode of putting

up the hair on the top of the head.

Ta saou
ij"

1 to sweep or brush.

Shae saou flffi I to sprinkle
with

I r-H 1

water and brush.

Saou hing jffl. to brush away a
i > *

person's elevation of spirits, by

reprobating that which affords him

amusement or pleasure.

Saou pa ] j^ brooms.

Saou tsfih
|
iS to search and seize.

Saou Uang
j
A& to seud down the

last boat load of goods to a ship,

locally called the Clww dine chop.

Saou soo tseuen wan 1
llj/jr
& ^^

to clear off entirely an account.

8827. [
-
] Proud.

8S23.
[
-
J Moved ; agi-

tated ; sorrowful. Saou

saou
|

1 labour ; fatigue;

weariness.

8889. [-] To scratch with

the fingers or hands; the

nails of the hand.

Saou show 1
"||

to scratch the head.

Saou yang 1 3 to scratch a part

that itches.

8830. (-) Saou, or Saon-

saou to wash and

cleanse rice, or the noise

made by doing so.

8831. (-) The name of a

animal.

8832. [-] Agitated; dis-

turbed ; mournful , lame.

Enters into several proper

name*. Laou saou jE
| grieved,

distressed.

Fung saou
fijjf

I *i a poet, so called

Saoujin
| ^J from

Jj^ J|?

Keuh-yuen. An ancient Poet who

drowned himself, and whose memory

ii still kept up by sailing the dragon

boat annually to search for him. He

composeda piece called
jfjj| |

Lesaou"

Saou shi or si ^K to hang down

waving, as any thing suspended.

Saou see 1
J'jf

cold and bleak.

8833. [ \ ] An elder

brother's wife. Saou sh Oh

pflh tung wan
j ^J( 7

iffl FfB brother's wife
-HH. II J

and her brother-in-law

should not converse

together is the old rule. Mow saou

\ a certain man's wife.
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8834. [
-

] A general term

for boats or ships.

8835. (!) From Many

mouths on the top of

a tree. The singing or

chirping of a multitude

of birds. The sound of

many voices. The second

character is the vulgar form.

SE

8S36. [/] Dry ; dried with

fire; scorched. Kan s.-iou

|

dry. Saou lee
|

^XM burning hot; fierce as fire ap-

plied also to people's dispositions ;

burning with rage.

>> 883T. [-] From silk and

nest. To unfold the raw silk

from the state in which it is

left by the silk worm. Variegated.

SE 699

Saou san pun show
'

^fE.
to boil thrice and work in a basin

with the hand said of preparing silk.

8838. [-] The fat of dogs

and swine; lard, any kind of

raw meat.

8839. [ '] NVise; clamour;

disturbance ; vociferation.

The sound of drums.

SE. CCLXXTH SYLLABLE.

E, broad and open. Confounded with Sze. Manuscript Dictionary, Si and Sy.
&

Canton Dialect, Sti.

8840. (-) The west; the

region appropriated to me-

tal. A surname. The name

of a place. Read Sze, in the same

sense. Tung se lif east and

west ; taken together, they answer to

the word thing. Ta-se-yang

"3 Europe. Saou-se-yang

India.

Se-kwa pe chuen
| J

or for shortness, Peen chuen, a boat

employed at Canton to load and un-

load ships, locally called a chop-boat.

Se-gan 1 ^k the capital of Shen-se

province; the province itself is

sometimes so called.

Se kwa
j JJT

the water melon.

Se fan shtih I'm
j ^tjr

5!? %k a name

of pearl barley. See yi E.

Se fan lecn
|

3gfc.
jffi

a species of

Clematis.

Se-ning 1 cia. a region on the N. W.

corner of China, where there are

some foreign tribes subject to the

reigning dynasty.

Se pin
|

4fj a private tutor.

Se-yang tang \
'jM^ the hall of

uropeaas, the establishment of

European Missionaries at Peking.

Se-yang 1 y- the western ocean, was

at first employed to denote Europe,

anil is now sometimes so employ-

ril
j

but it more usually denotes

Portugal, which, in Peking books,

is expressed by fl| ||| ^[J |l|| ^|
Po-urh-too-ga-urh-a kw5.

8841. (-) A roosting place

for fowls. The birds pearch-

ing and resting on the trees,

as the sun approaches the west.

To desist; to rest; to rest from wau-

dering. Ke se to roost
'>

l

settle down in some straige place.

Se hwang taou tso jS j|? ^C
sauntering, unsettled by the side of

the road.

884?. (-) Much grtered;

very sorry. To look angry.

8843.
[

-
]
Bruied rice.

V
-8844. [-] Sze or Se, To

break or cut away, as bram-

bles before an entrance to a

tomb; to open a passage to; forth-

with j this.

8845. (-) A stoppage of the

breath or thr<at; the neigh-

'"S f a n '""sc, a loud voice

or noise: a broken, interrupted, mix

ed, crashing, clashing, clattering
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sound. Se shi fW ^ sl-iughtrr

or carnage effected with a crashing

noise.

8846. [-] To d;ish aside;

to cut asunder; to rouse; to

direct the attention of the

learner. Te-se ^| I to point out

and direct the studies of a learner.

8847. [\] To remove

one's self, or other things;

to be removed or be

lr:irs| ortcd to another

part of the eiiipire by

order of the sovereign.

Tseen se
jjfc

to re-

move any thing ; to shift

one's place ofabode. Ming

moo san se TJ& -ffl-

'=^' 1 the mo-
nii. *tr i

ther of Mencius removed her dwell-

ing thrice, in order to obtain a pri-

per place of abode for her son.

Se yuS S to exceed tbe month,

to be removed into another month.

8848.
[

/
] Straw sandals ;

sandals worn by wrestlers

or posture-makers. Yew

ke pc se $H flfo ]

(ike throwing away a pair

of old sandals. TS se
Jffi'

1 to put off one's sandals.

8849.
[ ^] A kind of

gauze bandage worn

round the head in foinier

times; to connect or bind

certain ornaments for

carriages ; the appearance

of many in a group. Read Le, A

kind f cord. Read %r, applied to

SE

certain streamers. Read So, A hand-

come looking kind of cord. Read

She, A long appearance.

88.- 0.
[ \ ] Read Se, and

Sue. Certain shoes or

sandals.

. 8S51. [-] An animal of

the COT? species having a

horn on its nose, and a

horn on the top of its

head
; by some likened to

a boar, and by some to a

buffalo. The rhinoceros bicornis.

Others are described with three horns,

one on the nose, one on the forehead,

and one on the top of the head, a

strong inflexible weapon ; strong; the

internal part of a melon. Se new

I

-tp a rhinoceros.

8852. (
'

) Fine ;
small ;

minute ; delicate ; petty ;

I* trifling; minute attention;

careful. Tsing se
/raj |

subtile ;

attenuated ; distinct. Ke se e shin

P ~W. his petty trifling has

attained its extreme degree. Tsze

se
r?' 1

carcf|J' '" conduct.

Se chi
|
%? a minute investigation.

Se koo 1
jt$[

minute causes; petty,

trifling reasons or circumstances.

Se poo

Sesze

So sin

/ffi fine cloth.

jfe trifling petty affair.

l|\ minute, careful attention.

fe tsc'e -Ml to cut into small bits,

to mince.

Se ts5
| -j'j

a minute doer ; a kind of

spy.

SE

8853. ( V
) To wash the feet.

To wash physically or mo-

rally ; to cleanse. Occurs in

several proper names. A vessel to

contain w;:ter.
Sooseljjj*

'

to

comb and wash ; to dress. Se cli5

y||
to wash. Se pS

] ^jj

t strip naVcd. Se yfih \ $/ \

bathe. Se show
j

3; to wash the

hands; also the name of a plant.

Se meen
?f(|

to wash the face.

Se e slmng 1 ^? ^S to wash clothes.

SE sin yaou yen fl*\ j.
~~j=

important words to cleanse the heart.

8854. ( \ ) Se, or Se-ma
]

JHt hemp ; the male or un-
//I"IV

productive plant ;
the state-

ments in Kang-he are contradictory,

some writers say the female plant.

Woo tsze yue tseu ^ -^- [j ^
the plant without seed is called Tseu,

with seed it is called Se.

Se urh ] ~$L a certain plant.

8855. ( / ) From a tcha-

lar and a man of talents.

A superior ;
the person

who is one's daughter's

superior; daughter's

PI j
husband is called Se by

her father ; a wife also uses the same

appellation for her husband. In re-

ference to this and similar appel-

lations, different usages prevail in dif-

different parts of China. Neil se ~th

]

a dau^ther-in-law. Lcaousc^S

|

an Appellative used for each other

by persons who live in the same

house. A-sc
(jjJ

two persons

"li* have married sisUr call ccb
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olhcr A-if. Chuy se
^J|f

to issue

a public notice to obtain a husband for

one's daughter. In some provincei

this is done by wealthy parents who are

unwilling to part with their daughter,

and who therefore bring the son-in-

law into their own family, instead of

the nsual practice of sending the

daughter from home.

8856. (
-

)
A royal or im-

perial seal ; the great seal of

a nation ; commonly written

thus 1 Wang chay yin Tr. %i
SB**

the seal of him who rules.

8857. [ \ ] Etec<

timidity ; fear in com-

pany ; baihfulnejs, which

prevents proper behaviour

Sih se p3 looking

afraid or ashamed.

SEANG. CCLXXI" SYLLABLE.
Sometimes confounded with Tteang. Manuscript Dictionary, Siang. Canton Dialect, Seong.

8858.
[

-
] From eye and

tree. The eye prying

amongst trees i to look

and examine ; to blend

with ; to join with ; mutu-

ally ; reciprocal); : often

merely denotes that the verb is

transitive. The substance of, in

contradistinction from mere acci-

dents. Read (/) To assist ; to help ; to

lead. A minister of state ; one

appointed to receive an embassador.

To support ; to direct; to choose;

the sound of beating to accompany

a song ; the art of physiognomy, an

appellation of the moon. To reckon .

Forms a part of various proper

names. Kan seang*? j

to observe

physiognomy. Foo seang Jpffl ]

to

assist
;

to help ; to aid mutually.

Seanj, or Tsae seang 3Z I or Pae

icang 331
j

a minister of state
;

Seang is also used as a verb denoting

to perform the duties of a minister

of itate.

Seang yu yih cbang 1 jjfa_
jt|t

U. r 8

to associate with for a long time.

Seaog keen e choo
j ^jjji^ the

ceremonial of visiting each other.

Seang fa
] |g the rules of physiog-

nomy.

Seang hing
j Jpx

the external figure.

Seang kung 1 Q a title of respect

applicable to young gentlemen,

though sometimes continued to those

advanced in years.

SeaBg seun yujin
j ^J $A ^ to

accommodate one's self to people ;

to crouch basely to other people.

Seang haou
j fljp

mutually on good

terms ; intimately acquainted.

Seang ke 1
Jj|| following in succes-

sion ; consecutively.

Seang kew
yjfr

to afford mutual

relief to.

8859. (
-
) Side apartments ;

small rooms for bed chambers;

rooms on the east and west

sides. Seang fang 1
Jp~

a side

apartment; a room for the retire-

ment of the females of the family.

8860. [ \ ] From Hetrt or

mind, and to be (iltached or

lending to. To think; to

consider ; a thought; to think of; to

expect or hope for ; to think of that

which one desires to obtain. Mih

seang Mi
:

1
to think in silence;

nu/v J

to meditate. Sze seang ^fl

to think; to muse; to study.

Seang chflh 1
[{

to conceive anew

idea; to discover by thinking; to

imagine. Seang ke
|
jE to think

up, to recollect a former idea, or to

imagine a new one.

Seang pflhlae j >fC ^, unable

Seang pdh ke
j ^ %~ f

to think

Seang pdh chnh
j /j^ |j^ J of; una-

ble to call to one's recollection.

Seang yih seang 1 & 1 to think

or consider a while; to reflect for a

ihort time.

Seang seang 1
1|5

the image of a

thought; an idea.

8861. [-] -Name of a river.

Name ofa hill, and of a lake.

To boil. Seang-fei ) $
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a species of bamboo furri.wed as with

falling tours, (ho name lias an allusion

to an ancient tale respecting a con-

cubine of the famous < Shun.

A- 8g 62. [
-

] A kind of boot

in large carriages; a bamboo

basket. A box or chest; a

place to store things ; a granary ; a

mall room. E seang ~^ |

a

clothes chest. Chii eang ^ 1

a tea chest. Pe seang rf? 1 a lea-

ther trunk. Mtih seang ^ 1 a

wooden trunk or box. Chuh seang

'ft I

a bamboo basket.

Seang fang ] ^ a
granary.

Seang ke'S
j g a box for con ta ;n_

ing books.

8*63. [
-
J A light yellow

coloured silk, the colour of

the young mulberry leaf.

Peaou sean-^ |
or Seang peaou,

Gay coloured silks.

Seang chTh
| |^ a variegated silk

cover for hooks.

8864. Seang or Yag. False;

UIlr(1al ; pretended. To

feign. Shen wei chi seang

cha
-
v B if 1 $ Billed in

making a feint. E ysng

a rhild's basket.

-Van- we, pfih che
|

alli'ded not to kno\!-.

Seang kwau pe she
|

feigned madness to avoid the world.

8865. From a covert and sheep

or lambs. A village school ;

to feed or nourish with

iaitruclioa ; a school or college. In

ancient times, a place to receive

and take care of aged people

belonging to the state. Heaou seu

seang ^ Jji j

are ihree terms

applied to national schools in three

different periods of Chinese history.

YTh seang sang ea 1 /t a

graduate in a city school.

8866. Seang, or more

commonly Tseang. To

examine and deliberate

on; to judge of; to illus-

trate ; to explain ; to state

clearly to. Good; well;

skilful. Name of an office. Occurs

read Yang, To feign what is not

real. See Tseang. Yen pHh ko seang

~g Jt\ pj denotes either what

cannot or should not be exhibited

clearly.

Seang chi 1 2S. to state to in order,

a clear investigation,

Seang kcae 1
J4pj?

a clear explanation

of. Seang seth
'| ^ clear, ex-

plicit, full and luminous.

Seang 15 1 gfe to state to a superior,

in order that he may decide.

Seaug win J
ft9 to enquire into fully.

1867^ [
\

] An elephant.

Before a live elephant was

seen by the Chinese, they

put together the bones

of a dead one to resemble

the living; hence the

word denotes An image or species.

The visible forms or representations

of the infinite changes, transmu-

tations, or combinations, which take

place in nature, by the combination

'

a particular kind of

of the Yin and Yang.or the Female and

Male forms of Matter, and by which

felicity or calamity are prognosticat-

ed. These are the mysterious sub-

jects of the PS-kwa, treated of in the

Yih-king. A rule, or law; a kind of

pantomime exhibition; a kind of

official interpreter. Name of a dis-

trict. A surname. Occurs also in

several other proper names.

Seang ya 1
^F- elephant's teeth, ivory.

Seang kcaou.
'

|ly the religion of

Buddha.

Seang tsun

wine cup.

8868. (-) To imitate. Fi-

gure; like; similar. Jin

seang ^ figure or

likeness of a man. Yung yang 2$;

^
likeness of a

person's face.

Hi ng seang ^ "

figure, likeness,

an image. Shin seang jjjtfa

4

an

image of a deity ; an idol.

Seang sze i $1 similar to.
I K^*

8869. [ \ ] The oak. Seang

kwo J3i an acorn.

Seang leih
] |J5

a cnes_

nut.

8870. [
-
J To disrobe one's

self and plough the field; to

put off or put away; to as-

cend ; to pass over. To assist ; to ef-

fect; to accomplish; merit obtained

in the army ; to praise the meritori-

ous. Name of a territory ; name of

a district; the fore horses of a car-

riage. The name of a place. Kung

seang It 1 all joining to effect

some work.
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Seang S7.e 1 in to finish any affair,

to accomplish.

8871. [-] Jang, Ncang,

Seang, or Shang. To push

away ;
to expel; to usurp;

to seize what conies

in one's way ; to cause

trouble and disturbance;

to bare the arm to prepare to fight.

Occurs denoting Courteous ; yielding.

, 8872. Jang, Neang, or Seang.

To coat inside or outside

with metal plate; to inlay

At -

with metal. Kow seang &k\ a

military weapon.

Scang pei
I

'kjT
a cup coated inside

with metal of any kind.

8873. To fly back again ; to

look or turn back; to throw

the arms backwards and for-

wards like the wings of a bird.

Tseang-tseang a dignified

commanding appearance.

88T4.
[ ] A horse whose

right hind foet is white ;
a

spirited fleet horse. To ele-

vate. Remote; distant. Nine of an

official situation. Ting sc.-ui^

I a horse carrying its head in an

elevated proud manner.

8875.
[
V

] Dried fish.

SEAOU. CCLXXIFD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Sifo. Canton Dialect, Sow.

-I

8876 [V] From
J Keue,

Beginning to tppear, and /^
Pi, To divide i just large

enough to be divisible. Small
; little ;

petty i mean; contracted; light. Ta

seaou
-fa j

are opposites generally

when speaking of
things. Keun seaou

|

a parcel of concubines.

Seaou sin seaou fflh 1 M 1 fS
i IP* i nw

little faith (in rewards and punish-

ments) will cause little happiness.

Seaou fun
] J]J

the ]ewer part of

the abdomen or region of the tnons

venerit.

Seaou ban 1
|OK January 6th, a Chi-

nese term.

Seaou Jung
j

H, flannel.

Seaou jin 1 ft a mean unprincipled

selfish man, the opposite is JS -r

Keun-tsze.

Seaou keae 1 Mr a servant ; one's

own servant.

Seaou kwo
| j^j

a small fault.

Seaou ke \ ^ a small vessel, a

contracted mind ; the opposite is Ta-

leang TT To" liberal feeling.

Seaou mwan
^ fljpj

May 22nd.

Seaou kea soo 1
Jj^ Ij^

a person

of petty calculations, and a minute

vexatious mode of doing things.

Seaou sin 1
j|^i

to be careful and

attentive.

Seaou seay 1 jit lo write the smaller

form of the numeral characters, to

write an abbreviated form of letters.

Seaon shoo
'

;!- July 8lh.

Seaou sedh ^? November 23rd.

Seaou-leu sung
j
H

^f^
Manilla.

Seaou tseay J3. title of ladies,

Miss, Madam, Mistress.

Seaou hae tsze
j ?j J- a child.

Seaou tsze \ ^J-
a little boy ; a lad ;

a pupil.

Seaou yuen
| ^j a petty resentment.

Seaou-yu 1 g a whisper.

8877. (-) Read Seaou, and

Tseaou.From small and fiesh.

Flesh and bones ; i. c. coniti-

tutional likeness; likeness between

a parent and a child ; they say that

the blood ofa father and his child, if

let fall into the same rup, will unite
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a one, but not so of other persons,

and to this ordeal of legitimacy they

tomrtimes have recourse. Small; dis-

sipated ; dispersed. A man's name.

PBh seaou foo foo ^ | ^nC |jj

an ignorant husband and wife ; stupid,

dull people. Pdh seaou ^
degenerate; depraved ; not like the

parent ; a son designates himself

Pah seaou, in letters t his father.

Seaou pe 1

Jf|J
handsome; pretty.

Seaou shih -^ to dissipate; to

disperse.

Seaou tsze 1 ^- a ion who imita-

tes his father.

1ft

8878. (-) Like; appearing

like; as if. Seaou
j|j

or

Seaou tsoo
j
iS hand-

some, pretty. Sing tih po seaou gT

rf ijjfj
formed very pretty.

t8879.

[
- ] Obscure;

fully set in ; night ; small.

Yuen seaou
-j/r*

the

night of the 15th of the 1st moon.

Seaou hing
| ft the name of an

insecf which emits a light.

8880. In the Dictionaries

read See, which see. Col-

loquially Seaou, as Pdh

seaou lie
~j

I AK there is no

occasion to cme. Pith seaou tso

jt\
I IPX '' ' s uunecessary to do

it, you need not be at the trouble.

8881. (
-

) To thaw ; to melt
;

to digest; to be dispersed;

to be dissipated; consump-

tion, in a mercantile sense, denoting

The sale of goods; to be completely

dried up. Namefa place; a certain

disease.

Seaou chang jj{^
to disperse or

lessen a swelling of the abdomen.

Seaou pae che chaou
Jjj ^ Jj|j

a sign of approaching ruin.

Seaou tsae keang fuh
^ ^ [H ||

to remove judgments and induce

blessings.

Seaou hwa
| ^ to digest.

Seaou k5 ] yji to allay thirst.
I lr~J

Seaou keen yn) to diminish.
1 VA

Seaou me'J I Vwf to extinguish; to

destroy entirely.

Seaou seih 1 ET a melting and

breathing; figuratively, something

transpiring; a slight rumour or

report of; news.

Seaou san 1 Sf to thaw and disperse ;

I R^*

to make an end of or lay aside.

Seaou-seaoa
]

broken ; tattered;

mean.

Seaou shih
|

** to thaw or melt;

to dissolve.

Seaou show pS consumption of

goods by sale.

Seaou shih
~Jfi

the name of a

medicine.

[-] Towalk ; to gi
the appearance of walking.

8883. (
-

) Salt petre, they

distinguish it into seven

sorts. A stone appearing

hard. Yang seaou
*JHR

'

foreign

salt petre.

Seaou hwang 1 M; nitre and sulphur,

Seaou chang
J jjjj

salt petre works.

1%

8884. (.) Raw silk.

88S5. (-) A name of cer-

tain insects. Name of a fish.

A surname.

Seaou seaou
]

Mi' a small spider with
' .wIii

long leg.

8886. (
-

)
Seaou saou

'^A"
or Seaou yaou | ^

to saunter; to move about

for amusement ; to indulge one's

disposition without injuring one's self.

88S7. (
-
) To fuse inetal ;

to melt; to dissolve. A

surname.

Seaou chae 1
-jjfc

to finish one's er-

rand, and carry an answer back ;

applied particularly to official mes-

sages.

Seaou hwuy $^ to melt as metals;

to dissolve ; to destroy.

Seaou king I

^JJS
to put gold leaf

on paper, or on porcelain.

Seaou mo 1 PEE to rub to pieces; to

destroy ky handling.

Seaou shwae 1 -^~
to fade or be in a

declining state.

8888. (-) A kind of sleet,

in Chinese.called damp snow.

Vapour; clouds; the lighter

clouds in the higher regions of the

air, near to heaven ; the halo near

the sun. Used to denote Heaven.

The name of a place. A surname.

Name of a state. Ling seaou

the name of a flower.
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8889. (V) A case for a

sword ; a scabbard, gene-

rally made of leather,

sometimes of shark skins.

Taou seaou 77 a

sheath fora knife; a sc.ab-

bard for a sword. Taou

chBh seaou Jj {Jj }

the sword (of the execu-

tioner) goes forth from the scabbard

ofits own accord on the evening before

an execution : This is the vulgar

legend.

8890. Commonly read SHh,

Respect, awe, reverence .

Read, Seaou, in a similar

sense.

8891. The sound of blowing;

a-hissing, whistling, roaring

sound. To.wh'istle;to roar.

Read CMh, in the senseof
|j

Chth,

To speak in a rough angry tone. Ke

seaou yay ko H^ 1 -nf |jfV whist-

led and sung to divert the mind frwm

what vexed it. Shen seaou^ 1

skilled in whistling.

8892 [
-
] A reed used

asa musical instrument. The

ends of a bow.

Seaou kwan 1
'tj*

' reed ; a kind of

flute.

8S9S. (-) Seaou seaou

| tjrfl
the name of an

insect called a smaH

spider, with long legs.

8894. (-) A certain bitter

herb ; the name of a state ;

ol a barrier. A surname.

Seaou foo
j ^T an instrument for

cutting plants.

Seaou sib. I ?j plants and trees

shaking and casting their leaves

when blown by the northern wind.

Seaou sze 1 -3p
a temple of the

Buddha priests.

Seaou seaou
]

I the neighing of a

horse.

Seaou taou 1" $ lowly ; solitary ;

desolate ; poor.

8895. [
-

] Deep clear

water ; the name of a

river in Hdo-kwang. A

surname. Used for rins-

ing rice. Seaou sha

a little amusement.

Seaou seaou 1
j

the wind and rain

driving impetuously.

able.

8896. (/) To be

pleased ; to be joyful ;

to smile ;
to expand the

countenance and open

the teeth ; to laugh.

Name of an animal. He

seaou Ijn/ j

to make

a jest of; to ridicule.

Ko seaou
PJ

I laugh
-

Seaou na
|

z$\ to receive

with a smile, or with courteous sa-

tisfaction, any thing given.

Seaou le tsang taou
| ^ ^ ~J\

beneath a smile to conceal a knife.

8897. [ V] To make- fair

"i-^^* speeches ; specious seduc-

vT^^fc- ing manner. To assume

an unreal appearance

of virtue and goodness;

to appear to entice or

persuade people to goodness. Read

Sow, Angry words.

Seaou win tung chung
j

J!
^jj $?

to make a stir amongst, by un ap-

pearance of virtue and knowledge.

Seaou shwS 1 =^ the lesser historian*.
I IVLi

8898 [
-

] Rapid flight;

fleet motion. Seaou-seaou

V 1
'

the sound of the

wing of a bird; the feathers or tail

of a bird rubbed of.

FART II.
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CCLXXIIP SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Sie. Canton Dialect, Say or Ttay.

8899. (M From theie and

two. A small quantity ;

small ; few. Ylh seay
*

Vj
a little. Muh yew y ih seay gj

^"
* 1 not have a little; i. e.

not possessing any. Seay feu
j ^Q

a small portion of time, or of any

commodity. Seay seaou che wiih

1J\\ / fyiR a thing snail and
'4* >t- *\"l

unimportant. Chay seay J0,

theie. Na seay ^JJ$
'I those.

8900. [ \ ] The snuff or

remains ofa candle.

8901. [ \ ] Not regular and

straight; aslant; oblique;

diagonal ; spread out or scat-

tered; unsettled. Read Yay and Chay,

The name of a valley.

Seay yang
j |^ the beams of the

fun falling obliquely as in the morn-

ing and evening.

Seay wan &y transverse or dia-
I /t>V

gonal streaks.

Seay ffih
J

QB an outer garment or

gown that widens as it descends.

Seay fung 1 BJ| an unsteady wind.

Seay she 1 SB to look askance.
I wtL

Seay yuZ
| Ej

the moon's ligl.t fall-

i"K.
'

8902. [ \ ] Deflected ; swerv-

ed from the line of recti-

tude; depraved; bad, vici-

ous; corrupting; noxious; obscene;

lewd; impure thoughts; specious, but

corrupting language. Read Yay, oc-

curs in several proper names. An

interrogative particle.

Seayhing 1 :r depraved vicious con-

duct.

Seay keaou fJf false and corrupt1 i -i/\

doctrines.

Seay mo 1
I|ff

wicked spirits; devils.

Seay sin 1 )|*Sn incorrect vicious mind.

Seay shfih I
Jjff depraved arts, the

demoniacal arts ; charms or spells

of sorcery.

Seay tsze
| |i:

lewd phraseology ;

obscene expressions.

8903. ( \ ) A garment that

wraps round ; a kind of

apron. Distorted ; irre-

gular; lewd, vicious. Used

in the sense of the two

preceding. Ke seay pf"

I unusual, in a bad sense ; irregu-

lar, applied to dress, to speech, and to

behaviour ; specious ; ilanderous ;

lewd. 5e,ay choo
j /jvfr

an in-

clined post or pillar.

,890*. (\) TSseiy^
to put off. Tsih seay iff

to pull down; to throw

into ruins. Seay sze
j

la to give

up, or desist from an affair.

Seay ho
' ^ to deliver cargo.

Seay hea ho
~|7^ to deliver,

and to take on board cargo.

<*L 8905. Seih. Shoes with wood-

en talcs; clogs worn in an-

cient times, the Emperor ware

red.

8906. [ \ ] Thrown on one

side ; inverted ; subverted.

8907. [ \ ] To place or lay a

thing down; to put aside

or exclude ; to subvert ;

to put an end to ; to put

away from one entirely,

as resentful thoughts ;

to bring one's self to a placid tran-

quil state of mind; to let the water

run off. To write; to draw ; to paint;

to cast a likeness in a mould. The

second character is a vulgar form.

Moo seay chuen shin ^i 1 "uS
jjjljl

to draw the figure and exhibit the

spirit or animation of the original.
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Seay chin
| ja."|

to paint > likeness

Seay sing ] /^j of a person.

Seay hwa
j

3 to draw a picture.

Seay shoo
] ^ to write a letter.

King seay AS I to cast an image.

Seay tsze 1 fr?". to write characters ;

a writer in a mercantile house.

\j*^ 890S. O ) To let the water

^/JCt run off land ; to drain; a

M* if purging; a dysentery. Sand

without herbage.

Seayjuen j ^ "1 lobeweak-

Seay juen leaou
j JfiTJjj

ened by

purging. To seay Jh j

to vo-

mit. See seay ^jjr[ J

to purge; to

leak out.

Seay yTh tsaou to purge

once.

Seay too 1
1J

a flux or dysentery.

Seay y 5
j
wk purgative.

8B09. [\J A roof or cover,

ing supported by pillars,

having no walls nor doors; a

place for military exercises; a military

school. To place ; to store up things ;

a case for, or place to lay up musical

instruments. Taeseay^g* j

a rais-

ed mound or terrace with trees about

it.

8910. [\] To decline; to

put away, or withdraw from.

To thank ; to express grate-

ful feelings ; to confess crime* or

errors. Hwa seay ~jfc
|

a fading

and falling flower ; a flower taking its

leave. Ting seay ly&i an ex-

piring lamp. To seay fa 1 many

thanks. Kan seay ln 1 to feel and
'Kt,\ 1

express thanks.

Seay ching jJJ[
to resign one's

place in the government.

Seay kih 1 /$ to thank visitors
1

/fr

through the medium of a servant, but

to declineteeing them, dons by the

literati without
giving offence, when

near the time of their examinations.

Seay kwo gan
\ ^ BJ

having

returned thanks.

Seay can
] ^EJ to return thanks for

favors received ; for kindness or gra-

cious acts conferred.

Seay sze
j
la to withdraw from

any affair.

Seay she
| -Jjf;

to leave the world ,

to die.

Seay tsen
j ^^ to break off a con-

nexion with; to decline seeing or

receiving. Seay tsew
J yl^j to

thank with wine, to give a dinner to.

Seay tsuy
j || to acknowledge or

confess a crime.

Seay lei
| fjj^

a hand bill or placard

promising a rewa.d. Seay tsaou

I ^tt thanking the furnace divinity.

SEE. CCLXXIV SYLLABLE.

As ifpronounced Se-t, the short e in Met. Manuscript Dictionary, Sit. Canton Dialect, Sect.

8911. Pure; clear; re-

spectful; observant; at-

tentive; laborious; mi-

nute ; broken into small

parts; mere ends or

crumbs. To reduce to

dust or powder, to view with indif-

ference, as unworthy of attention, is

expressed by PiSh see ^T
'

by

the Northern people, read Piih teaou.

Piih see kcu ]X\ 1 .^ there is no

occasion to go.

So see se koo TF r

minute;
_ b

petty causes ; trifling reasons.

See see 1 1 an unsettled appear-

ance i going and coming backwards

and forwards. _

8912. The refuse of pounded

rice; what remains in the

mortar.

jt
8913. Read E, The name of

a river; spread out; dis-

persed ; amused. Read See,

To put away ; to drain off; to flow

out; to purge; to issue forth ind
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pnss over ; mixed ; blended. A sur-

name.

See seay JS to leak outj dy-

sentery j purging.

6914. To tie; to bind; a

bridle. See
1

pwan ^ |
to bind with cords; to

fasten to with cords, as

animals are.

8915. A sheep chewing or

feeding. Otherwise, read E.

8916. Seg woo

treat with indecen familiari-

ty-

8917. To put away; to

cleanse a well; to scatter ;

to disperse; to desist; to

oo7<> or leik out; to perspire. The

name of a stream. A surname.

Se' choo
j

lu* to expel or put away.

8919. Commonly read Ke.

Read See, An ancient

statesman.

8919. SeTh or Se2. A sur-

name. One of the sons of

'jh' rj&!
Tc-kflh, and bro-

ther of the famous fBi Yaou, who is

SEE

supposed to have lived about A M.

1600.

8920. To nil', as when

brushing the teeth ; to rub

off. Read Kee, To grasp

and strike. Mee see jm irre-

gular ; uneven ; not regularly

square ; to press with the hand ; to

close or fill up.

8921. See and Kee, The

two side posts of a door. A

pillar ; the name of a wood.

8922. Sound ;
a gentle sound.

8923. Accordance ; to

adjust; to blend and

preserve order , to cause

to harmonize j to con-

found ; to mature, by the

application of fire.

See le yin yang
^ J|J ^ ^ to

adjust the principles Yin and Yang,

said of nature and of rulers.

892*. Tee see" levity

of mind; incapable of noble

purposes ; discontented.

8925. Read E, Expanded;

amused. Read See, To

desist or rest from ; to be

SEE

dissipated ; to leak or flow out ; to

put away , to diminish from or lessen,

applied to an offence. The name

of a stream.

See
1

low
| ^Ec

or Low se?, To leak

or ooze out , to disclose a secret

Se'E ke 1

32^
to vent one's anger ;

to dissipate it and cease from it.

See" stay
| j|

to purge ; a purging.

8926. Name of a plant, and

of a state. A surname of

notoriety.

8927. Rags; the residue of

tattered garments; defiled ;

impure; to defile ; to treat

with contempt and unbecoming

familiarity ; garments next the

person ; ordinary garments.

See e 1 ^ undress, which impliei

disrespect to a guest or visitor.

Se'e' tflh shin ming j
}w njJH |]Fj

to

give offence to divine beings by

impure garments or vessels used in

sacrifice ; want of reverence for the

gods.

4 J t}
See" man

j .l^ja disrespectful to;

wanting in attentions to a friend or

visitor.

See tub
j /j?

to prophaue what

is sacred.
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SEEN. CCLXXV SYLLABLE.

Pronounced a if two syllables, &-ft* Sometimes confounded with Tteen. Manuscript Dictionary, Sicn. Cantos

Dialect, Seen; the long sound of double E.

89SS. (-) From
~

Che,

To go, placed on 1^ Jin, To

go forward ;to precede; be-

fore ; gone before, (deceased). Soon ;

early. To begin; in the first place;

cause. Read Seen,To lead on before;

to precede those whom one ought to

follow. To put first. A surname.

Tnow seen keu Tt* ^ lo

advance forward. Ne seen tsow yih

p (ft 1 7& / do y u

step on first. Tang seen
^g?

formerly ; also in front. Ling seen

keun
"TJ ?j your late father.

Seen cle seen keS
'[

&[] 1 '&

prior knowledge and perception of.

Seen che 1 h]\ sometimes denotes

foreknowledge, in respect of what

has not yet taken place ;
a prophet.

Seen foo
] ^C or Seen keun

] '%

my deceased father. Tlie latter lerm

Seen-keun, is .applicable also to the

lite Sovereign or Prince.

Seen how 1 ^ before and after.

Seen jin J\^
a person deceased.

Seen, is used with the words Father,

mother, &c. to denote their beiu"o

no longer in life. Seen ma 1

a forerunner; an harbinger.

Seen sing
] /gadded to a persoi.'j

name, is a term of respect, aiJMasler:

teacher; Sir. With the emphasis on

the last syllable, it denotes a former

state of existence.

Seen te seen teen HI) /\^

before the earth, and before the hea-

vens, said of
jH"

Taou, the Logos or

Reason.

Seen tuy 1 ^ to retire first, as in

the case of two conflicting armies.

8929 [ \ ] Commonly read

Se, To wash. Read Seen,

To wash the feet. A sur-

name.

[
^

] Seen tsHh 1 51

bare footed. Peen seen K&

]

to walk- or move round

about, as in the Chinese manner of

fencing and posture making.

8931. [ \] Metal or gold

which is burnished and gloos-

sy. A small chissel
; the two

corners of an ancient bell. Metal

or gold ornaments at the two ends

of a bow.

8932. [-] From man a. d Mil.

Plato's demons of the third

or lowest class, who being in-

vested with vehicles of grosser mate-

rials are sometimes visible and some-

times invisible. They are' supposed

to inhabit hills and mountains away

from the haunts of men; to be im-

mortal, and to have the power of

being visible or invisible at pleasure*.

They are spoken of as profoundly-

skilled in a kind of alchytny, and as

having discovered the philosopher's

stone, by which they can change

whatever it touches to gold, raise the

dead, and produce various wonderful

transmutations. P5 seen /\_

the eight seen or genii,, a reference to

whom is common. Woo seen
~J\ \

fve seen, they are said to be Heaven,

the gods, earth, water, and the hu-

man soul. Fung seen ffil 1 name

of a flower, the impatient or balsam.

893S. [
-
] Seen me

] ^
a species of rice used to

make starch of.

3934. [
-
] The name of a

fish ; a live or fresh fish ;

fresh killed- meat or fowls;

clean ; pure , good. Name of a state;

name of a hill, and of a stream that

TART I I. H 8
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issues from it. A surname. Read

(V) Few
; rare; seldom. Yen s!h

e'en ming JJ& ^ PJJ clear,

bright, beautiful, fresh colours. Sin

9t
:cn &f 1 new and freih. Chaou

se'g
]J$j

ancient nameofCorea.

Seen e ^ few ! there are few

such! it is rare! Teen hea scene

^ "Js
1 ^ there are few such

in the world ! Seen ming ho wiSh

flR "^ $}tre& new goods.

Seenyu 1 & fresh fi.h.
I /<!

8935. [\] Kindofrun-

. ning scabs which gra-

dually spread oTer the

skin, wider and wider;

they are distinguished

by various names.

8C36. f \ ] Tae-seen

Wa-seen ^^ moss that

grows on old damp walk

*937. (-) Fish or other

animals newly killed ; fresh

meat. Used for
flfj;

Seen.

See above.

8938. () Seen or Tseen,

To aicend or rise high.

8939. [-| Deathless ; im-

mortal. Same aa ftl Seen.

Seen seeo
'

to bradi h, 39 a

wcajiOii; to caper aboat.

8940. [
-
] ?ecn ecn

{8jjj

I to walk ri'Uid; to

dauce aliont ; makin*

various attitudes in the

Chinese manner.

8941. Certain wild leeks

that grow on the hills.

8942. Small pointed ,

fine; minute; weak; de-

licate. Bead Tseen.

.fseen-tseu
|

i|^ spe-

cious, artful, crafty, cun-

ning. Se'en-o
j IfjjT

a famous Censor of ancient time;.

Seen j5 .^^ fine, delicate, slender.

8943. Seen-teen
]

jffi

the glare of
lightning.

8944. Fine silk; delicate;

small. Silk, the cross

threads of which are

black and those length-

wise white; certain or-

naments for clothes.

Near, parsimonious; to prick with a

small point, ft seen j&^ ]
a very

tmall appearance.

Seen -keaou ~fh ingenious fine

work.

Sei-n che joo chun sun I jf^i -ml
I J tj T1̂

TK jfi
sirall fingprs like the spring

shoots of the bamboo.

Seen show
j

: a small hand.

Seen yaou
j jjjfi

a slender waist

8945. (-) Slaver issuing

.from the mouth, as when

the mind longs for Home-

fling. Read- Yen, The

flowing of water (Contin-

ued succession. To teen

muh
flj;

fc to foam at the

mouth, as in a fit.

Seen mSh
jfjF

saliva appearing

like foam.

1 a kind of bib for children.

8946. Read Seen, Sin, Sheo.

and Tsan
,
To take

;
to pluck.

8947 A small delicate hand ; a

lady's hand. Small, delicate.

'I o hike with the hand. Read

Tsan, and Tseaou, To take or grasp

with the haad.

8948. ( / ) Covetous

desire ; to desire ardent-

ly. Excess; overplus;

to praise. A surname.

He; d Yen, The path to

a grave. Ching seenl/Jr

I to praise ; to exalt. Tan seen

/|V 1 ^ cevet , to desire to excess.
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Bin seen Wf I to look to or expect

with joy and delight Ya seen

fc
j

to laads to eitol highly.

Seen moo 1 Jjgl to desire ; to long

for; to think on with affection.

Sc'ea yn g* or Yu seen, Excess ;

overplus; too much; a surplus of

profit.

S949. (
'

) Thread ofany

kind ; silk or cotton thread
,

to lead or draw, used

metaphoric ill y for a spy.

Chin seen ffir 1 a needle

and thread. Mae seen

I to hire spies.

Seen poo /fc the pace* of the

thread; the stitches.

Seen kun<j
]

Seen sS
]

^ a spy.

a string or tord.

8950. The un rising higher

with increasing splendor.

Seen lo kwo
Jig. Jan

SIMIII, or Camhodjia, commonly read

Tseen-lo.

8951. [/] Snow melting

as it falls. Snow and

sleet falling.

8952.
[ \ ] Rarely .

seldom ; few > regular ;

correct > fresh.

8953. [
V

] To kill ; the

autumnal hunt

SEIH.- -CCLXXVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Si'iS. Canton Dialect, Si* or 7Jft.

ik N 8954. Half of the moon

^\7 appearing at sunset; the

^f evening. TheeTcningof

the day, of the month, or

of the year, to each there

i* a peculiar epithet. The

name of an office; of a place; and

f a hill. A surname. Inclined ; not

at right angles. Chaou seih i|fl 1

morning and 'erening. Tselh sefh

"Li
|

the CTentb ereningofthe

eentb moon, a Chinese holidny.

Seih Mh
] ^ a house lot at rigbt

angles.

8955. The tide rising in the

evening; the evening tide,

in contradistinction from

Chaou
ylJI]

which denotes the morn-

ing tide, but it is used for tide

generally.

8956. From meat cut up

and tun to dry it; dried

meat. Wh;it existed in

time past; formerly; an-

ciently ; a long time aj;o.

Used to denote one night.

A surname. Read TsS, Streaks or

marks on horn crossing each other.

Nang seth or Chow seth

Wj j yesterday. SeTh neen

^jf.
in former years. Yih seih ~

j

or Tung scfh
||8

I the whole

night.

Seih jfh
| ^ on a former d.iy.

ScTh ke 1
^fl

a former appointment.

i fc 8057. From evening under a

' cave: The mansion of ttjc

tdinli; a long dark night

Chun-seTh ^^ J
laid up for a long

night j coffined. Chung seih
ef

a grave.
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8958. Painful feeling ; regard

'ij for; affection to ; regret for ;

\-J
to be sparing of; economical;

parsimonious; covetous. Le'en seih

lib. <
to compissionate; to sjm-

patliize with. Lin sell) 3^1

to be parsimonious. Gae seih kwang

jin '|J 1 }fc P^ t be careful f

one's time. Ko set h pT I worthy

vf regret; lament ihle.

Seih shin 1

j|l>
to be sparing of one's

person ; to be careful of one's self,

either laudably or to an excessive

degree.

J-elh yin tsze
^ ^ -^-

to be laving

of money.

SeThwuh ^

Qfy
to be sparing in the

use of any thing; to be careful of, and

not destroy or w.;steany thing.

S9j9. One expiration and

one inspiration make Stfli.

To breathe ; to sigh audibly,

To desist; to stop; to take repose

l.zily, when repose should not be

' iLen .- a pLco of rest. To put a stop

I"; to toil; to l,,bour ; to increase ;

tlic it;creae of property by the use

ofthi: capital; interest
, to slop up;

n fill
; name of an ancient state.

I

or L^-seTh
^;|J j

i lltcrcsl

'.:; money. Pee Le. T.ie seTh^ j

'long sigh. Kooseih^ j
execs-

si vely indulgent; overstrained affec-

ted for. S.aou seih
j|!j | melting

i .:d breathing ; i e nevfs transpiring;

!i,-w<; a report. Shin shTh
JfS

a moment. ChHh t.seon sing tszc

jue s,,Ih
ft fy ? p ]

to pat out money to produce children

SEIH

(interest) is called Seth. Tsze seth

^- |

a son. Gaii seih
tig

1

rest ; repose. Chow stiih J^ j3 W I

to catch the breath a in sobbing.

Seih leaou neen t-iw pi 1 ~~? ^
Wl ffl

to giv "
"I" a" furth(-' r

thoughts about.

Seib teeo hea che ping ^? T>

~lf FT', to put a stop to military

operations in the empire.

SeHh yaou wang 1 J^ ^K- to put a

stop to idle tales of apparitions.

8960. A son's wife.

foo WrT a t^ il ^r> n^3 ''"'ln~

law, by the marriage of a son.

8961. From fir and to ttop

or treathe. To cover over

embers to preserve them

fro.m being extinguished; also used

to denote extinguishing fire, either

literally or metaphorically.

J ^^> S962. From an axe and

Jflj wood, or a. tplinler. To

|,X f split or rend wood.t to

separate; to divide; to

discriminate; to distin-

guish. Name of a nation
;

of a
city; and of a plant.

Seih e
| :g|

name of a book on an-

cient literature.

Feih e 1 Kx a term denoting the

r.iinbow, not the usual name.

Pow scih
^)| [

to split asunder; to

discriminate accurately; to solve

doubts.

8963. To distinguish; to

discriminate clearly.

SEIH

8964. A while skin i a pale

or fair countenance. Niime

of a wood: Some confound

together this and the preceding cha-

racter.

8965. To scour or wash

rice. The name of a dis-

trict. Seih leih i

Vffg-

the noise of rain.

969. The name ofan in-

sect; a species of lizard.

8?6T. A single garment with

s'.orl sleeves lhal leave part

of Ihe arm exposed ; to open

a garment and expose the breast,

as the Chinese do in bravado; t

put off the clothes and expose Ihe

naked person, the arms or brejst.

Tan seTU ^[ the breast of a

garment thrown open ; the naked

hoily si;en through a garment.

which leaves part of the under dress

exposed, in order to display its

colours.

896S. A -netal having the

colour ofsilver, ai.dthecon-

islence of lead or pewter.

Tia. To confer; to bestow. A surname;

tJie name ofa place; a certain fine kind



ofcloth. Heangscth ?$. I hard

or sounding tin, ;t is depmeil of su-

perior quality to (he soft tin, or tint

which will not ring on bring struck j

European tin. Kew seth
~ff^

nine presents, consisting of horses,

garments, and so on, conferred on

certain occasions. Fun seih K^ 1

white lead.

Selh chang I ;fc a kind of official

staffer crosier, carried in the h-ind by

the superior of the Buddhi (temples.

Se'h kf \ SS a In r pewter utensif.
I T*M

Sell) IS
I

fflf a certain pewter-like

metal.

Seih yu |
-?* to confer ; to bestow.

8969. From yfc Tsae, To

discriminate a ad m'nd. To

know and understand per-

fectly , Ihiirough comprehension of;

complete knowledge; toinvestig te

to the utmost; all ; entirely. A sur-

name. Selh che
J

iH to know

fully;oecnrs in government papers :

a command, requiring those con-

cenied to inform themselves fully

of the contents.

Seth twan chow Ian
j |?jf' ^ ^S

cut without exception ..II the

painters of the boals.

8970. Selh suh 1 te a
i n

cricket Ta seTh sflli J.'T 1

|;!x to fight crickets,orgrass-^ I

hopper, a kind of gamblii.g lo which

the Chinese are addicted, the game-

slers
figlit them for cakes, but in

their slang, ench cake is understood

io menn a certain sum of money,
riitr u. t g

SKI II

8971. From wings and

while. The reiterated mo-

tion ofa bird's wings in rapid

flight; to repeat the same act; lo

accustom ; to be accustomed to ; to

practice ; custom ; h ibit. A

surname: HeS SRih
|

j(3j lo learn

and to practice. Shin laou se,h

habits are formed.

Seth sdh so keen
j
fa

Jfc ^
dragged by custom ;

the slave of habit.

Seth le'en 1

^jjji
to practice.

Seth ma
j

31 to practice riding on

horse back.

Selh selh easy, as when

accustomed to a thing.

Stlh shub ^H accustomed and

matured, formed into a habit.

Setb siih 4/jw practices, usages;

custom. SeTh sbang jpj to

be accustomed lo, and lo esteem.

Seth yen ] -jyj-
to be influenced by

the h ibils of others.

SeTh kwan tsze Jen >j'a 1^1 ^M
I \Jf\ l^ !>

custom becomes nature.

8972. SeTh, or repeated SeTh-

si-lh, The sound i>f enduring

or suffering cold. The cry

or excl imation of a |er>on v. ho

suffers from cold.

8973. Ke:id Sel;i and Vlh,

Gl<>s*y shining feathers ;

lustre; effulgence.

Seth selh a sort of fire fly,
or

the li 'ht which it emits.

897*. A mil spread on the

ground, the ancirut cmlum

before the intention of
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chiirs and tililes. A table ; a rep-utj

an entertainment. Affvtion for ; de-

pendance on; to rest; lo arrange.

A surname. Yen selh
Sj

a

feast or entertainment. Wan tung

seih
jjj

1

,] jpj
\ to ask who is to

be at the same table when invited

to an entertainment.

Seth chung
] rji

at the table.

SeTh shang paou h" IMpj cracker*

let off at entertainments of wine ;

the Chinese say the smell of the

powder removes the effects of wine.

Selh she
| gG? the table is prepared,
I rl/V

or laid out.

8975. The name of a plant.

Large ; wide, applied to

garments. Used for the

preceding.

Seth keu 1 L a kind of reed that
i .-

grows in the north.

8976. Shoes with wooden

soles; clogs worn in anciei t

times; a large appearance.

The name of a plant. Used for the

following.

977. Suit land; land left dry

by the lid , and from which

salt I- obtained.

8973. From varnish and

flesh, or varnish and knot.

The knee, or the knees ;

a weapon of the spear

kind, or a shield lo fend

off a spear. Pwan *>eth

to sit cross-legged. Che

an appellation of a

gentle lu/rse
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SeTh bea chsn e T* ft ^
children leaning on a parent's knee

and looking up.

Seih hing
*

Irf to walk or creep

on one's knees.

Seih low kSh
\ Jjjf^ the knee pan.

8979. Name of a cooling

opening medicine.

89?0. Low marshy land.

Damp moist land whence

p rings and streams take

their rise. Name of a district, A sur-

name. Yuen seih fip
j

yuen is an

SEO

elevated plain; Seih, is a damp, low

marsh.

tT 8981. Double garments; a

garment thrown over the

inferior garments but dis-

closing them in part; to continue in

succession; to receive; to succeed te ;

hereditary. To enter another country

by force, or for purposes of submis-

sion ; to invade slightly; confused;

confusion. A surname. She seth ITT'

|
hereditary, applied chiefly to

rank or honors conferred by the

sovereign. Taou seih Jg |

to re-

ceive sayings or principles banded

SEO

down from the ancients. Yih seih

*
j

a suit of clothes.

Seih tse
j Jf| hereditary nobility.

Sethyia
j Kg hereditary protection

the heirs <f officers who fall in battle

are entitled to the situations their

fathers held i the rank of Te-tfih
4jg

>g
if hereditary forever in the

family of the conqueror of Formosa;

he is also a Kung yay /fr Jn> or

Duke.

8982. See
1

or Seih, A ur-

name. See See.

SEO.- -CCLXXVir" SYLLABLE

Manuscript Dictionary, Siii. Canton Dialect, Seok.

% ^ 8983. To cut and form; to

tll pare, shave, or scrape off.

I
>J J A slight invasion or usur-

pation of territory; to plunder, or

seize from by violence. Weak, and

liable to spoliation. A tool used

before the invention of paper and

pencils for engraving characters,

now applied to the J|j-~ ~T\ Shoo

taon, or knife employed to erase

characters. Read Seaou, A sheath

or scabbard. Kead Shaou, or Kea

i , . *

sliaou
^1^

a certain official

situation; a kind of overseer of a

certain portion of land. Read Tseaou,

Tseaou kin j$f that which is

employed to spread a net. To rhyme,

read Seih. Foo seS
^js

I to chop

off with a hatchet ; to correct a writ-

ten composition. KS sc5
f

f\\
to

cut away from. Ki se5
J|j |

to

scrape off.

SeS chTh
[ Jlgn

to degrade to a lower

situation.

SeS keu
-jr

to substract or take

away from.

SeS leaou chth
|

~f
jg|

to deprive

a person of office.

8984. Name of a bird.

8985. A slight invasion or

encroachment on ; to steal,

or by stealth.
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SEU. CCLXXVIII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Seu. Canton Dialect, Tiuy, or Suy.

8986. [ \ J A wall on the

east and west ; to be seat-

ed on the east and west

sides, in the Chinese man-

ner; hence the usual seme

of the character, viz. Or-

denarrangement; a school

room, or college; the

order of precedence be-

tween seniors and juniors. A sur-

name. The preface of a book in

which it's subsequent arrangement is

lometimes stated. Tsze seu
/fc

in order; in a regular series. Seu Inn

gjjijj
to discuss in lucid order.

8987. [ \ ] Choo or Seu,

Said to be an oak.

j^ 8988. [ \ ] Choo, or Seu.

""^T"^ A certain plant

8989. [
-

] From head and

*i>. The hair on the

Lee ; the beard ; the

beard of fish. To wait

for or expect; slow ; to

wail for necessary mate-

rials ; thj t which is neces-

sary; requisite. The

ante of a state; of a

city; ofa plant j of a vegetable; and

of a bird ; the name of a weapon. A

man's name. A surname. The se-

cond is a vulgar form, it is correctly

read We or Hwuy, The name of a

place. Seay seu jv a little of

any thing. Tsze yu Jj[ jjij
or Seu

yu 1 ^ a moment; m-'mentarily.

Yaou seu ) 35 or PeTh seu ifh
\

1 ^3^ *^ I

absolutely requisite. Pflh seu te keth

A\ jft 75 there is no occasion
I I 3/c '>v

to introduce the subject.

Seu yu keen jin 1 iffe K* <& firmly

endure for a mome.it.

Seu neu 1
~h^

the name of a star.

8990. To stand expecting;

to stop or wait for ; a man's

name.

8991. [
-
J The beard, par-

ticularly that on the chin.

The stamens or chives

of plants are culled ^

Hwa-seu. Puh yaou leuS hoo seu

jt^ jivi. 4^ p^* j
don't play with

a tiger's beard. Hoo, seu.tsze ^
\ & the beard on the upper lip,

on the cbin, and on the cheek, or the

whiskers. Hoo, is not sanctioned by

the Diclionaries.

Seu fi 1

the head.

Seu f$ tsin pih

beard and hair entirely grey.

the beard aid hair of

the

8998. [
-
] The fleshy part of

a crab, cut or torn to pieces.

AH together ; mutually ; to

wait. Name of an office ; of a

tree ; and of a kind of butterfly.

Name of a place. A man's name.

A surname. An euphonic particle.

Leseu jp inferior officers or
*A I

attendants in courts. Choo seu
j5

I to accumulate or store up, to be

ready.

Seu leu 1
[yl

a particular door or gate.

6993. [
-
j Epithet applied

to those who possess talents

and knowledge. Head Leu,

Open, loosely connected.

8994. [
-
] To purify or

give a taste to wine by

means of a certain plant.

One says, Deep ;
to dig deep. To dis-

close or expose the figure of a thing;

a rich appearance applied to dren.

8995.
[ \ ] A vessel used

in offering sacrifice.
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8996.
[

-
] Grain perfectly

ripe. Ripe grain falling

down. Grain used in offer-

ing sacrifice.

8997. [
- \ ] Grain given

as a ration ; grain used in

sacrificing to the gods.

How seu J[ \ large in-

come from the govern-

ment.

f8999.

[\] To know; pos-

sessing natural talents and

acquired knowledge; an ap-

pellative of tho<e possessing wisdom.

Fallacious; deceitful.

8909.
[ \ ] Fine pure wine,

or such liquor as the Chi-

nese drink.

Seu tsew
] ^3 generous wine.

9000 (-) Easy manner;

leisurely; the mwul not hur-

ried, mir fluttered.

9001 (
- ) On ,meeting

with rain to stop ; rain

filling from heaven. Ne-

cessary , wh it is necessary.

To doubt; to hesitate;

to delay ; to stop. Keim

I the necessary supplies of

the army ;
an annual contribution

paid by the mcrchi-nts of Canton, on

account of these supplies,

.-eu sze che tsth
']> ^1 j$C

hesitation is the thief of business.

9002. (
-

) Weak ; feeble.

According to some, A wife;

and according to other*,

SEU

A concubine ; an inferior wife, in

which sense it is read Joo. Read

A'ow, A woman's name.

9003. (-) Fine close silk;

silk of rariuus colours. One

says, A close fine net. A

man's name. The edge of a piece

of silk, from its being the usage in

former times, for two parties to tear

a piece of silk through the middle,

and e.eh retain one half; that by

their subsequent joining, proof might

be afforded.

9004. (\) An island; or

according to others, a

kill.

9005. (-) A fragrant plant;

elegant; excellent, applied

to wine. Read Yu, Lux-

uriant herbage.

9006. (
\

) Seu or Yu.

The name of a fish.

9007. Commonly readj Seay.

D 'fleeted; depraved. Reid

Seu, Slow; tardy ; leisurely ;

dignified.

9008. (
-
) A composed,

dignified walk; easy motion;

leisurely; steady, tranquil,

sedate appearance; formal; grave;

commanding ; majestic. Tardy ; slow.

Name of a district, of an ancient

state, and of the year, under certain

circumstances. A surname.

SEU

Seu hing how chang j 4-f- $$} -&

to walk slow and keep behind seniors.

9009. (
\

) To arrange

in order
j to converse

about. Seang seu
i>fj

A Seu hwa 1 =jf Sen
yn I | pp
^Ct\T tan

j =^
to converse

T } together. Teen seu ~J?

the celestial orders ; i. e. the

five relationships, husband and wife,

father and son, and so on.

Seu lun che 1 ^Mt \7 discourse of
I Hlra ft*'

them in order.

9010. f \ ] The coarser partV
of the silk obtained from

the cocoon, it is unfit for

being formed into threads. To com-

pound, or make up various ingre-

dients, to reiterate; verbose; any

thi.ig peud.nt. Lew seu
J^(K

the flowers of the pendant willow.

Maou seu K la cloth in ancient

times wound round the head. Pae

sny &) useless silk. Kwo seu.

S \ excessively verbose.

Sen tacm
| jjfj[

to repeat over and]

over ; tautology.

Seu lun
r;^n

to state the same

argument repeatedly.

9011. (\) The end of a

thread, by pulling which a

ball, or cocoon of silk, u

unfolded. The commencement j the

beginning of; that which is necesary

to evolve the whole and to preserve

order j the course of events
; that

which is left by ancestors to their

posterity ; to search w examine into.
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Tow ten |p |

or Twan seu
Jj^

J
the beginning of an aflat; the

first principles or cirrumitances,

without which nothing can be done.

Mfih tsing, mfih t-u
'/U*

or Woo tsing, wcx> seu

]
no pleasant feeling, nor any means

ofeffecting one's wishes; embarrassed;

nonplused.

Seu yu
| <ji

remnant ; overplus ;

something not included in the preced-

ing general ina, like the end of a

thread which remaits outside the

ball.

9012. A certain kind of silk..

9013. Pen, or Tseu. To

collect together ; to assem-

lile ;
to live together ; to ac-

cumulate.

SEUK - -CCLXX1X SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Siue. Canton Dialect, SeiU.

;90I4.

comet.

Tiuy. A broom ; m

90 IS.
[

-
J To brush away and

extinguish, or exterminate

with the hand.

9018. [c] From rain

aid a broom, llain that

may be stccpl away ;
froz-

en rain; snow; because

mow soils like dust and

may be brushtd away.

To render white as snow ; to whiten ,-

figuratirely, to clear one's self from

blame; to revenge an insult or dis-

grace . To put away ; to wash clean ,

to rub off. The name of a hill. A

surname. Seaou feug
/J\ 1 a term

that answers to the 23rd of Nor ember.

Ta sen? ^ I a terra that answers

to the 8th of December.

Scue cha
[ ^jt

a kind of moss that

grows on stones.

Seugche
'

Bj<
to revenge the shame

caused by insulting a woman, to re-

move the disgrace.

SeuS hJn 1
TJji

"1 to take revenge bv

Seu8 yuen \ $ J bringing to jus-

tice the person who has injured one,

or by takiig private revenge.

9017. Se8, or Seu. Te

pare off; to cut or scrape.

SEUEN. CCLXXX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Siurn. Canton Dialect, $une, V as in French.

901 . (-) Effort to re-

volve; to revolve be-

tween two ; to extend to;

to proraulge.

T*T II, Tl

9019. [-] From a htute

or covering in which

winds revolve and cause

to circulate the material

principles in nature ; to

revolve and extend to

every place ; to spread out ; to expand.

To promulge ; to proclaim to ; to de-

clare to ; to summon. A high degree

of intelligence. Slow. The name of

a district. A surname. A certain

appurtenance of a carriage. Early
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grey hairs ; bald. Seuen hwa 1 4V

to diffuse the principles of or tier and

of civilization.

Seuen kaou
' S lo proclaim; an

Imperial proclamation.

Seiien shil) 1 T an Imperial man-

lion.

Scnen yarg
] $| t spread or pro-

mulc;e.

90?0. [
-

] A stone formed

in a particular manner fur

ornament, six tenths of a

cubit lonLr .

9021. (
-

) A certain utensil.

9022. [
-

] From "M. Yen >

Waving as a banner, and j

Piih, jffoul. The/ee/of

the soldiers' march round at the

signal mai'e by the colours. To cir-

culate; to return; to come to the

time point again, as. any thing that

rcvclvcs. l'.d as a particle for

afterwards; then; next. Chow

seuen
J?3

1 to bring matters round

for people; to bring things about.

Seuen chuen
]

Won revolving, as the

sun and moon ; to circulate.

Seuen fung 1 lijv
a whirlwind.

Seuen heang 1 jSRl to return to one's
I Tpp

own village; to return home.

Seuen win 1

&JT curly dawn ; air,

or the ripple on water.

9023. (
-
) The name of a

valuable stone; an as-

tronomical instrument,

used in refcrerce to the

planet*. The name of a

star. A mat. '3 name.

9021. (-) Commonly

read Hwan, To revolve,

or revert to. Head

Seuen, To circulate ; to

revolve; quick; prompt;

forthwith.

9025. (/) A stand or

support to any thing.

Name of one of the dia-

grams or Kwa, in which

place, it denotes Being

bumble and lowly, in

a good sense. Humble;

adapted to use; uni-

versally diffused, as the

wind or air. To take hold of as if to

place on a stand, or to select.

9026. (-) To dance round

in a circle. To choose; to

select; to choose and ap-

point officers of government. Ap-

prehensive; timorous. Read Swan,

To reckon up ten thousand. Read

Sub, A piece of silver. PTh seuen y
a certain pearl or shell of com-

merce, or rather a piece of money.

Kin silh che pin ^ ^ ^
a certain series of fines for small

offences.

Senen hea
J ~p to choose; to select.

Seuen joo
| )j^) careful; apprehen-

Seuenjoo
j

?CT J give, timorous,

undecided.

Seuen ken |& select promotions

in tlie government.

Seuen keen
j jg|

or Shaou seuen

fy for a moment of time ; for a

short period.

Seuen sze 1 J^ to select officers of

government from amongst the liter-

ary candidates.

Seuen tsth 1 ^35 or reversed, TsTh

seuen, To select from amongst ; to

choose.

9027. (-) Seuen or Heuen,

That with which a circle is

made ;
a compass.

9028. [-J Read Seuen

and Juy. Name of a

valuable stone. An as-

tronomical instrument.

Same as Jip Seueu.

Seuen-kwei ] Jfi a cer-
i ^ii*

tain precious stone used

about ancient courts.

Srm-n-ke 1 |M: an in-

strument of stone to represent the

revolution of the heavens; a sort of

planetarium.
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SEUH. CCLXXXF7 SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Seii. Canton Dialect, S'tt.

9089. Woo, or Mow, An

astronomical character an-

tittering to summer, when

nature, and the vegetable king,

iom particularly, is in ill

most flourishing and luxuriant

ttate.

9030. ( c ) From the

preceding, and a line repre-

senting the ea rth. Nature

linking or fading, as in autumn. A

character which answers to the ninth

moon, and to the hours from 9 to 1 1

at night. To he distinguished from

fif Shoo, A man and a spear, to

defend the frontier.

9031. [c] The htart's

Hood affected . To feel

for ; to commiserate ;

mournful ; to feel affec-

tion for ; to love.

Moved ; agitated. To

feel sorry ; to commiserate; to com-

passionate. Fo seuli JJ|(]j to

sooth and compassionate. Shin

JE I to compassionate and"
1r* I

relieve the wants of the needy.

Yew s;uh ^^
'

grieved for the

distresses of others.

Seuh leen
'

ty& to compassionate ;
I ^*T

commiseration.

Seuh pin laou I J? ^}
to compas-

siunate the poor and aged.

SeQh ching jJJ7
benerolent acts of

government.

9032. (c) Name of

certain (tone.

SEUN. CCLXXXIP SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Sinn. Canton Dialect, Sun.

9033. [-] Seun or Ts-un.

A period of ten, either days

er years. Each month is

divided into three Seun. The first,

second, and third, are expressed by

J|^ Shang, lit Chung, or ~K Hea

prefixed to Seun. To extend every

where; all equally. Ncen e tseTh

seun -rf-. h^ -f' J aged 70 years.

San seun three decades ; a

month. Shang seun JU \ the first

ten dajs of a month.

Seunche
j

-fffi
the name of a slar.

Seun nuy
*' rfa within ten days.

Seun wae
j

%[* ni.iro tha'i ten days.

9034 ( /) To bury on or

more living persons with the:

dead, said to have been an

ancient custom.

9035. [ / ] Sincere ; faith-

ful ; respectful manner;

cherishing awe and reve-

rence for. Shiu seun
Ifjf j faithful;

truly devoted. Seun le'Th 1 iK

fraid; apprehensive; standing in awe of.

9036. The cross br at

the top of a stand on

which a bell or sonorous

stone is hung. The

upright posts arc called

k*
||k

Keu. The name of

a district.
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9037 - [ / ] To follow the

d< -' ;ltl t(> *> grave and be

interred with them, once

the partial usage of China; to

pursue an object immoderately and

neck the attainment at any riik,

even that of life, either in a good or

bad sense according to the object

sought. Cheszepfih iciin ig ^g
^f\

to refuse complying (with

what is required) even to death.

Seun kw kea che keTh
l|0 ,5^

*S -^A

yC yfU
to venture '"* and fortune

to serve one's country.

Seun nan 1
~\jjk

to take a voluntary
1 ~fc\-

(hare in difficulties of the country.

Seun yu ho rih 1 ^p "^ 'J55
to be

given up to the pursuit of gain and

pleasure.

Seun tsang ^ ^ to inter the living

with the dead.

Seim tsing
J <j>j{j

to comply with

people's humours.

^ k 9038. [-] The name of a

^7|S1 stream ; faithful ; sincere
;

J distant; remote; to weep

silently. Equal ; even.

Seun tt *M to shed tears; a

discharge from the nose.

9039. [ / ] Seun or Sun,

The young shoots of

bamboo, which are eaten

by the Chinese; they

generally sprout out in the

fourth moon, but there

is a species which sprouts

forth in the eighth and

ninth moons. Read Yun,

A flexible bamboo of which mats are

ade.

SEUN

Seun ya 1

^4-
a sprout or bud ; a

tenon, or end of a piece of wood

fitted into another piece.

9040. (-) The name of a

plant ; and of a state. A

surname.

9041. [-] To enquire;

to investigate; to ask

about. To communicate

information to ;
to con-

trive; to scheme. Seun

wan ke koo
|

I i^J ^>

'enquire into the cause of.

Seun keTh ke sze
]

TA ~Hl jfe

to ask about an affair.

9042. [
-
] To go before;

to exhibit; to manifest; to

attack by words. Seang seun

I to attack, or point at each

other said of friends, that it should

not be done.

A^y* 9043. [ .] Name of an

fill IV ancient nation; name of a

y I place. A surname.

9044. (
-

) To transmit to

others what has been com-

mitted to one's self.

9045 . [
-

] From to walk

and a shield. To go as one is

led; to comply <ir accord

with ; to act agreeably to; to go

round with ; to revolve ; to sooth ; to

go about ; to examine. Foo seun

jBtt 1 to soothe ; to encourage.

Yin seun
IA[

1 to fall in with exist-

ing circumstances; in a lad sense,

iirpljin.: floth a d irmis ness ; doing

SEUN

nothing. Cbe-seunii 1 to main-

tain a steady obedience to.

Seun hwan pub e
TC| Jj\ ^

to revolve unceasingly.

Seun hwan
^ J||

to revolve or cir-

culate ; to go round and begin again.

Seun le 1 fe)l agreeable, or according

to law.

Seunleang 1 g a docile disposition.

Seun-seun 1 leisurely.

9046. [
-
] Shun or Senn,

To rub with the hand. From

hand:im\ shield. To defend ;

to soothe ; to encourage ;
to take an

interest in ; to sympathize wi'b.

9047. [
-

]
The seam dow

the back ofa Chinese gar-

ment ;
to seam or sow; to

bind round.

9048. f-] From te go and

a stream. To go about

from place to place is

order to examine what is

doing, whether by land or

water, in the town or in

the country; to cruise; to go the

rounds. Tseuu seun
j^L |

torccedej

to draw back ; to hesitate.

Seun chuen 1
J&5

1 boats which cruise

about the river for the detection of

smugglers and petty pirates.

Seun f. <> 1

;j}g{
the deputy governor

of a province; otherwise called ^M
fc; Foo-yuen.

Seun jaou I *! to make a circuit

or tour.

Seun keen
| ijjj

an officer placed

over village*; a kind of overseer.
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Sen poo
'

;mj kind of Aide-de-

famp to the principal officers of a

province, they have both 3^ Wan,

Civil, and TpP Woo, Military ones.

Seu she 1
TJjE|

to go and look round.

Sens show
| -.J

1 to go roud and

keep a watch.

v<ptl% 9049. [- J Seun, Tseus, and

tb)|l Heun, A gentle, tractable

' *r|I horse. Yielding ; docile; in-

noxious ; harmless; benign; to ap-

proach to gradually ; cause to accord

with. Seun leanj El gentle;

tractable; good.

9050.
[
f

] Seun or Tseun,

High, lofty, said of moun-

tains. Great; large ; point-

ed; piercing; urgent;

impetuous.

9051. [ / ] Deep beds of J

rivers or stream* ; deep

water ; deep ; profound ;

abstruse ; the lame of a

district. To take out of

or from. Seun woe sang

my property to support

himself.

SEW. CCLXXXIIF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionmry, Sieu. Canton Dialect, Sew.

905S. ( /) To direct ; to

regulate; to adorn; to

cultivate the reasoning

faculty, or the principles

and practice ef virtue. A

surname. Ching sin sew

shin Jp if\ Ja'

to rectify the heart and

regulate the actions of the

body. Tse'en sew
qij

I the S'igcs

of antiquity. Kinsew^pjj
to be

attentive or diligent in the regulation

of one's conduct. Tseen sew vgs

to compose a letter with care.

Sew yin chih
[- liflj

to practice

virtue, to obtain the approbation and

blessing of heaven.

Sew fflh
jjjni

to study and practice

what tends to happiness.

Sew le
J Jjjj

to direct
; to regulate.

PART II. II 8

Sew yin kung 1
|jg JTj to perform

secret unostentatious deeds of vir-

tue.

Sew leen W to study the refining

and purifying of one's nature.

Sew poo I vSfjor
Sew ching 1 8S

to repair.

Sew shin eszesze
j

JJ- J,*/ f/fc Tfls

to adorn one's person with moral vir-

tue, as a preparative for death.

Sew shen 1 5fe to cultivate virtue.
I i=i

Sew ke che jin che taou <!
'

(^ ^
/V /^ 3M ''le principles or rules

by which to improve one's own vir-

tues and reform or govern other

people.

Sew tih
j $|j

to cultivate the prac-

tice of virtue.

Sew shin JO* to adorn one's person

with virtuous habits.

9053. ['] A deo r

cavern in hills or moun-

tains. A deep valley ; a

ravine.

9054. (/) From garment and

a passage. The part of a gar-

ment at which the bands go

out and in. The sleeve ofa garment;

theculT.
Pwansew^fi a gar-

ment with half or short arms.

Sew chin
\JJ a sleeve pearl, a pock-

et book, containing what is thought

valunble.

Sew show
| ^. to put the hands into

the sleeves or cuffs of a garment.
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9055. ['] Grain flowering;

beautiful flowers; flowers

which are followed by fruit.

Gay ; splendid ; elegant ; luxuriant

herbage. The name of a district.

A surname.

Sew e
|

~A? fine raiment.

Sew ke 1 4f elegant, subtle matter ;

human beings ;
a 6ne person.

Sew sze 1 "T" an elegant scholar, ap-

plied to persons having the following

degree,

Sew Uae
~JT

adorned talent, a

title of the lowest degree of literary

rank, and of rank in military degrees.

9056. (') From sheep. To offer

or present to ; savory food ;

food for th mouth. The

mouth cauxes Shame ; hence To be a-

ihamed; to feel ahamed, a conscious-

ness of having behaved ill or done

wrong. Che .sew 4fl
I

* know
/* I

shame; to hare a sense of honor.

Pub che sew ^ fl j
insensible

to shame; no sense of honor. Han

ew / 1 to blush ; to be bashful.

Hae sew
^jj

or Pa sew
llifj

or Wei sew ^i 1 bashful ; ashamed

to do; a*hamed of.

Sew che
]

Jfta a feeling of shame.

Sewkwei 1
'[$|\

* *'ee ' a!i'lame( ' ;

Sew tsan
| \yjfJ

touched with a

sense of shame.

^cwjiih I /Ps to be disgraced and in-

sulted, as hv reproach, or by rude-

ness to women.

Sew seS 1 &|l to cause a person to

feel much ashamed by some just re-

proach.

9057. [ / ] To present or

ofler food to a superior; sa-

vory food; to nourish; to

feed.

9058. [
'

j Commonly read

SOh, To stop at night; to

lodge; the stars in their

places; a constellation. .Read Sew,

A group of stars.

9059. [ \ ] A thick con-

sistence, such as arises from

rice steeped in water; a

slippery soup-like consistence. Sew

suy 1

"||^
a sortof jelly-like soup.

9060. Sew, or Tsew. From

man, and QJT Tsew, To ap-

proachta. To engage; to

procure; to hire.

9061.
[ '] To variegate

with different colours ; to

embroider; to embelish.

Sew hwa
'

T to embroider with

flowers.

Sew shang
j ^ embroidered gar-

ments.

Kin sew^ j
to embroider and work

with gold and silver Ihreads.

Sew hwuy tseuen too
j

w ^S Isl

to ornament with a complete set of

cuts or prints.

9062. (/) Rust on me-

tals, they express it by

metal producing a gar-

ment or covering for it

self.
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SHA. CCLXXXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Xa. Canton Dialect, Sh* and i.

9063. (-) Fruin mate r and

small. The small stones

dispersed by water ;
sand ;

pebbles. An appellation of any ihing

small and sweet. Name of a district ;

of a hill; of a wood; and of certain

pulse. A surname. Chang sha foo

f^r |

R5- the capital of Hoo-nan

province.

Shale 1 TgjJ
a particular kind of pear.

1 ^|^

Sha kfih me
|

Xiv
-jfc sago ; some

call it TO ^ Se me.

Sha niS ?. the sandy desart in

Tartary, also called Ccbi.

Sha meen ] [gj
the shallow sandy

shorts of a river, on which the

Chinese build houses, which are the

resort of prostitutes, generally .

Sha iimn 1
["j

the priests of Buddha,

hence Shamanism, ill this connexion

it is said to denote Diligent careful

conduct.

a species of oyster.

soft sugar.

Sha pili I

Sha tang

Shate
j $

Sha ting ]

Sha shing

or catarrh.

Sha vu \ 'PJ the shark ; othtrw;-"
>ii\

called "ill 1 Jloo ilia.

rattan.

a kind of hoarseness

9064. (- ) Ke.i sha &J- la
^y^. i

kind of cloak worn by

the priests of Buddka.

9065. [
-
] Small stone; ;

I
)ebl)lcs i sand. Used for

cinnabaris nativa, used by the

Buddha priests from writing charms

with.
Tansha^j-J

a red oxide;

\erniillion.

Shale
j ^J pears.

Sha pe
j Ijf

the hide of the cow.

Sha jin /fc the seeds of a certain

fruit, used in medicine.

90G6. [
-

] Sugar, as

expressed from the cane.

Sha tan;: 1 S s ft sugar.

?. f-] Gauze; a silk of

I' 1 ' 11 te.Uiire worn in sum-

mer. Poo te sha ~$a -K
yVy */*-

the leaf of a tree dried, and

every part removed but the fibre

which has the appearance of gauze,

and upon which the Chinese paint

figures, usually of their derri gods.

Tsow fha
U crape.

Sha tnnoii
J [p! [

a cap with two silk

wings, worn under the Ming dynash ;

now used to de-note an official cap,

or the official situation one occupies ,

not to keep the Sha-maou on one's

head, is lo lose one's situation.

Sha seen
J
&U the threads of *hich

gauze is wove.

ILj^'M? jiauze lanterns.
KSZ,

90*3. [
-
J From tand

and Jish. Sha yu ^ fy
the shark fish.

8069. (-) Light, giddy,

sprightly ; light-headed, craz-

Sha seaou
j

lij or Sha tsew
j j&

vicious; immoral.

-^.^ 9070. (
-

) To sprinkU

water; to scatter; to dis-

perse as by the wind. Read

( \ ) To fall down. Read Se, To

wash.

Sha s;iou ting nuy j^jf J^j fA]
lo

sprinkle water on the floor and

sweep inside the Rail.

Shajcn 1 J% an alarmed appearance.
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9071. [-] Head Sha, and

Shae, To wash or cleanse ; to

sprinkle, used for the pre-

ceding. Read Seen, A respectful

appearance ; deep water ; a sleep

SHA

bank. Read Sin, Afraid ; appre-

hensive; frightened. Read Se, To

wash. Occurs denoting Snow. Read

Tsuy, A fresh appearance; lofty;

eminent.

SHA

9072. (
I

) The Toice broken

as by hoarseness. Read Yae,

The voice spoiled ; the

breath rebelling or rising; sob-

Wnj.

SHA. CCLXXXV SYLLABLE.

4i short. Manuscript Dictionary, Xt. Canton Dialect, Sh*t.

9073. Tsi, or ?hS. Sha-tee

njj|
the sound of ducks

or geese feeding.

Sha-heue
|fjj

to daub the month,

with blood when mutually entering

into a solemn engagement, said to

be an ancient custom.

9074. A bamboo utensil ; a

kind of coarse fan made of

bamboo.

9075. A kind of pall or

mantle of state thrown

over a coffin-, in ancient

times made of feathers

not commonly used by

poor Chinese. A fan; a

kind of banner.

9076 To smear the lips

and sides of the moirtli

with the blood of a sacri-

fice, over which an oath

is taken; swearing mutual

attachment to. Shiheue

to sip or smear the lips with

blood. Sha heu heung te fJTf.

persons not related, who ti.ke

a solemn oath to adhere to each other.

907T. Small rain; a slight

shower. ShS she
[tt

the tjme of a summer's

shower; a short time; in a moment.

9078. Motion of the eye; a

glance or wink with the eye.

9079, From hand, a

club and a spear. To

overcome; to seize; to

wound ; to kill ; to mur-

der; to be destroyed or

forgotten. To die; to

destroy by the applica-

tion of, caustic. Mur-

derously; used to de-

note the superlative degree. The

hoar frost killing vegetnble life. The

name of a lance. Read PS, To dis-

perse; to scatter; to sweep away

entirely ; to hang down, as any thing

suspended. Read Shac, To pare otV;

to degrade; to cover with the fea-

theri or wings. Used to denote the

tone of grief and distress. Read She,

To murder a superior. Fdh sba BE

j

to submit to entirely.

Sha I oh
} ||

to kill and mangle

the corps. Shi sze ^ to

wound mortally; to kill.

Sha show
j ^. an executioner.

Sha tsing
j ^ to prepare bamboo

for writing on; an ancient usage.

9080. Sha or Tsee. A fan.

I 'hen, is a more usual

term; the first term was

used in one part of the empire, and

the other in another part. Shi-foo

1 Jlfp
certa ' n utensil formerly

used to keep meat cool and fresh.

9081. Sha or Shae. The vul-

gar form of | Sha. To

overcome; to seize; to

wound; to injure; to kill; to strike

with noxious influence; to terminate.

Sha klhscang Jang
] j^ ^'

)M
as far apart as the heaven and the

earth. Sha sing
| J||

a. baleful star.
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SHAE. CCLXXXVI SYLLABLE.

Mniicript Dictionary, Shai, and Shty Canton, Dialect, Shoe.

9082. (') Read Sha, To

kill. Head Shae, To pare

off; to degrade; to cut off

and form the seam of a garment;

the lower part of a shroud. Haste,

rapidity of motion.

* Jfc-
9083. (-) Read Szc, The

name of a bamboo. Read

Shae, A sort of sieve; to

pass through a sieve; a vessel

through which liquor is (trained.
'

9084. (') A long spear; to

hurt or injure; certain scis-

sars for clipping wings.

9085. [\] Sha, or Shae.

See Sha.

9086. [ / ] To dry in tke

sun; to air.

Shae kan
| jjj

to expose to the

sun till dry. Sbae e
^ ^ to air

clothes. Shaeyuen 1
^j

sun-dried

Langan fruit.

SHAN, CCLXXXVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Xan. Canton Dialect, Shtn, or San.

^ \9087. (-) A hill; amoun-

1 j
ft tain; hills in general.

*^^
Wild, applied to birds.

Shan chuen
4

JJ|
hills

and rivers, an account of
4 I

..

them. Shan chay 1 JB

a wheel for raising water turned bj

the current of a stream.

Shan fung j
%. the peak of a moun-

tain.

Shan go i

Jjjll.
a wild goose.

PART II. x 8

Shan hae kwan 1 N. ^ a pass at

the eastern end of the great wall, on

the sea coast between the province

of ChKh-le and Man-chow Tartary.

Shan-.se 1
JJEJ

a province on the west

ofShan-tung.

Shantung ] ^ a province of China.

Shan chuen kwei shin wang yen

tT
unfoundcd t:l"

about the spirits of hills and rivers.

Shun yew kan
j J] ij" species of

Evonymus. Shan soo hing 1 ^~
^tj? species ofyjasmine.

Shan kin

Daphne Indica.

species of Alpinia.

Callicarpa.

species of

keBh

Shan keang 1 3

Shan pin lang 1

Shan sluh lew

Gardenia.

Shan hwang pe 1 :

^- K? species of

Hypericum.

Slnsi keacshoo 1
-|Y j$}[ species of

Fafan.
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Shan Ian shoo 1
|| i^j" species of

SideroXylon.

Shan pTh tan 1 l 40?or l>Ih ye cha
1 i so

I ^K *& mtusscnda.
I TV-- ?l\.

Shan ting
j ;jg species of Melodinus.

Jilf

9088. -[\] Fish frisking in

water; to amuse; to take

fish with a kind of wicker

work net. Name of a river.

* 9089.
[ / J A disease which

isf% I ft
causes Pain m the lower

J ***f region of the abdomen, and

in the organs of generation.

Shaake
|

Slf .wind which causes a

swelling of the testicles, with acute

pain and stoppage of urine. A kind

of stricture.

^ 6090. [/] Toslauder ; to

% I fc
sPeak ev 'l f > to vilify ; to

'"" backbite. Shan .pang tfh ke

5^ W% S to s'ander others,

and take merit to one's self.

SHAN

A 9091. (-) Long feathers;

ornaments consisting of fea-

thers or of coloured hair.

Read Tseen, A surname ; the name

of a fish.

9092. [
-
] San, or Shan.

The pine or fiT tree. Shan

shoo 1 JW PinusLanceo-

lata. Shan muh 1
ylr deal or

pine wood, ranch used in Chin*.

-

9093. [
-
] A short gar-

ment ; a term applied to

garments or clothes ge-

nerally. Han shan ff-

I a garment to absorb

the perspiration. shan

~K? I garments ; short clothes.

|
9094. [-] To pare off; to

obliterate; to expunge; to

>| reject; to settle; to fix

what to retain, and what to reject

in atj work. See San. Chung

fuh chay shan keu jS ^j

obliterate repetitious.

SHAN

9095. ( / ) Good or beauti-

ful; to speak against and

ridicule. Read Pwan, Ugly.

Read Seen, A person's gait or man-

ner of walking. Read S3, The ap-

pearance ofa ladj's garments trail-

ing on the ground as she walks.

Shan seaou 1 5& to speak against and

hiugh at.

9096. Shan-hoo 1 ttH coral.
I **7t

Also read San, which see.

9097. [-]" To cut herbt

or grass ; large sickle or

scythe with which grass is

cut down. Occurs denot-

ing the blossoms of plants.

9098. [ \ ] Tears flowing,

shedding tears copiously .

9039. [-] To hold a thing

in the mouth. Read Tiai,

Sound or noise.
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SHANG. CCLXXXVIIFH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Xatig. Canton Dialect, Shetng.

j 9100. When read (/)

it denotes High ; above ;

^^^^ eminent ; exalted ; honora-

ble; on, or upon. Read (\) It de-

notes To ascend ; to advance forward ;

to present to a superior; to put upon

paper; i. e. to write down. To honor

or respect. Hwang shang J^l.

a sovereign prince, or emperor. The

Emperor of China; they object to

give the title to any other monarch.

Tae shang ^jj^ j
epithet of the most

honorable, applied to the Emperor's

deceased father; and to the founder

ofthe sect Taou. Pub shang y ih ko

yuS^ \ |jg ft
not more

than a month. Che shang

the highest. Teeu shang

in heaven. Kan shang ke u

J^to pursue after.

Shang chuen 1 $j to embark.

Shang gan
j

t= to go on shore.

Shang hea 1 K above or below;

about, more or less.

Shaug been ^ the superior

officers of government.

Shang hea yew san tse'en jin
"jf*"

>& t^ -C* A about three thousand

men.

Shangjih the Istday ofthenoon.

Shaogkoo
| ^ or Shang she

high antiquity ; former ages.

Shang keae keih keu 1
I

to go up stairs.

Shang low 1
/jslj logo up to an upper

room.

Sbang pfih shang, hea pflh hea 1 A
N

/j\
~f\ neither able to go

up nor down, a person nonplused.

Shang pun
j ;zj

to present an official

document to a superior, or to the

Emperor. The single word [^ Shang

often denotes the Emperor, or the

Supreme Person, either o earth, or

amongst assemblies f the gods.

Shang yu 1
gfrjt

an imperial mandate

or order.

Shang yug
^

Shang noo

angry.

Shang shoo 1 to enter or write

down in an account.

Shang shing CT*- the second of the

Ch.inesc touts.

Shang seun 1 /m the first decade or

ten days of every moon.

Shang woo 1
2jl

or Woo shang 4p

]
(he forenoon.

Shang te
^ ^ the High or Supreme

Ruler j
the epithet, though seeming-

the Emperor said.

the Emperor was

ly to express the Christian idea of

the Deity, is however applied to more

than one divine personage.

Shang kth tsing kcung J /jX /aJ
r

f>

to reach, extend to, or influence

heaven above bv virtuous actioni.

Shang he6 1 Ml to go to school.

Shang ping
'j 2p t ascend the

scales ; i. . to be weighed. Tslh tse'en

shang ping "J^ %yf -^ ' weigh

or reckon the dollar at seven mace

value. Shang sze ma ping tuy 1

"3 JE JJi & to put on the

weights and weigh.

Pih shang^ |
or Shang king 1

f? to go to Peking.

.*^ 9101. (') From Pa A te.

\~f^ paroled, and
jpl Heang,

*
^J directed towards. The mind

wishing to attain; to esteem; to

value; to receive in marriage a prin-

cess, by which it is intimated that

she is not |S Tseu, taken, as a wife

usually is, but received as a favor

from the Emperor. To direct or

controul whatever is carried before

the Emperor ; hence a title of office

about the court. Used as a particle,

Yet, still; nearly; probably. To boast;
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to brag. A surname. To add to ;
to

adorn. Used for the preceding. Haou

jin chay, woo e shang che
1f-

T_.

% fa& 1
he w" loyes

virtue and benevolence can have

nothing more said in his praise. Ho-

shang in' a superior of the

Buddha priests, any priest ofthat sect.

' - -1 _* * y
Kaou shang che sin

|5j ^ ![

a high amhicious mind. Hea shang

hth W M ihe ancient dynasty

Hea, esteemed a black colour; Yin

jin shang pih $ A 1 S lhe

people of the dynasty Yin, esteemed

while for mourning.

Shasg kungchoo 1 /^V^i to marry

a princess.

Shang e the head imperial

physician. Shang keaou

to attach or pasle to,.

Shang sl.ih
] | to attend to the

Emperor's food, an appellation of the

head cook.

Siting shoo I =- title of presidents

of the six board*, or tribunals at

court ; they arc said
-)^ ^ S-j-

Chno ta kc, To direct the rcat plans

of state.

.Siiang \ yet, often corresponds to

jjjjl Suy, although, in the
banning

of a sentence; q. d. although it be

- >. yd, &c.

}
j

J/L still; }ot; however.

010->. Read Shang or

Clothe s ; garments.

See Chang.

'HO 1

?,
i

\
}

To give from a

superior to an inferior; to

confer; to bestow; to grant

as a largess or reward ; to encourage

by rewards; to reward. Said also

of heaven or providence. To praise;

to commend ;
to take pleasure in.

A surname. Clung sliang Jiff 1 to

praise.

Shang kelh
| pw |

t bestow j to

Shang lae 1 ^6 > to confer upon

Shang tsze I

{JUj an inferior.

Shang fi
j ifjj

to reward and to

punish.

Shang hwa
j

72^ to delight in flowers.

Shang he 1
JSfi

to confer a theatrical

entertainment ; the language of the

Emperor respecting foreign ambas-

sadors.

Shang wan
J ^7T~

to afford or supply

amusement.

Shang yu 1 H the 15th of the 8th

moon ; the harvest m9on.

9104. p j Shang or

He'ang, Rations of food ;

grain. Keun shang ^jf

taxes paid for the support of the army.

9105. (-) From ffa JiS,

Difficulty of utterance, and

j=f Chang, abbreviated, add

ed to give sound to the character.

From without, to ascertain what is

within. To devise; to arrange; to

deliberate; to adjust by consultation;

to measure. A travelling merchant;

a merchant; to carry on commerce.

Name of the second Dynasty of Chi-

nese 'Historians, it commenced about

the year 1750, B. C, and ended about

1113, B. C. Tile latter part of the

Dynasty was denominated 6{V Yin,J J nX.

ami is spoken of by some Historians

as distinct from Shans ; the Sover-O *

eigns of this period are denominated

^ Wang. The name of a kingdom

founded by 3jj#
Keth. The name of

a state, and a district. Applied to a

portion of time before sun-rise and

after sun-set. One of the notes of

music. A surname. In elegies, To

illustrate the meritorious and peace-

ful citizen, is called Shang. In the

sense of To deliberate, syn. with
iSjj

Shang, To be distinguished from
r^f

TcTh, which is formed by "^"
Koo,

withinside. //ang-shang X~f
|

or

Yang-hang-shang i3R /T I a Chi-

nese merchant, engaged in European

or foreign trade, at Canton; they

are commonly called, from the Pro-

vincial Pronunciation of the word

^r Hang, //<mg--merchants. The

same character is also pronounced

King, hence
^j- j

/7m-shang, a

travelling merchant. Yen-shang $!}
jo2i

salt merchant, of whom there

are licenced companies in China. Kih
. ^ 4

sliang 3L
j

a merchant who has

come from a distance, one who visits

a place for mercantile purposes.

Shang lung yew woo \ ^ fa If:

the merchant makes a transfer of

what is possessed for what is not.

Jhang c
j |||j

or Shang leang
] Jj

or 5hang chS Hfl or Shang

seang /ffi all express, Consul-

tation or deliberation between two

or more persons.

910&. (-) Shang teaou

|

/M or Shang low
j

fjfir

names of certain plants.
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9107. (-) To wound) to

injure; to hurt ; to wound

the heart. Grieved; mourn-

ful thotlghls j
distressed in niii.d.

To give pain to the feelings. A sur-

name. Also read Shanjr. ChS shun"o n

the sze
|J' 1

'

Jfc
'

JE morta"y

wounded. Tee ta sun shang Sjt
I J-J-' 1iT to wound and injure

by falls and blows. Nuy shang ping

f/U I

JpS
an inward complaint.

Shang raing kcaou ^ ^ a

breach of morality.

Shang jin ming J J\^ j
to injure

a person's reputation.

Shang tsae
|y

to waste property.

9108. (-) - To die before

arriving at the age of pu-

berty; untimely death; to

(!!<. Kwn ihang InW
[

to die in
-"! I r*

battle. Chang shang -^ j

to die

between the ages of sixteen nml

nineteen. Chung shang |Jl

'

to die between the years of twelve

and fifteen. Hea shang ~K" 1

to die between eight and eleven

years of age. Woo fdU che shang

$ /JR ~j. )
"ol to 1)e mourned

for, is said of those who die under

seven years. Pflhwei shang f^ ^5.

I

to die under three months after

birth. Kc:i shang ta
J

to raarry

an espoused wife after her death, a

young woman who dies under

nineteen years of age, has a paper

ffigy made by her parents, and the

intended husband receives the effigy

home to his house with the bridal

rites ; he then burns the effigy a-nd

ererts a tablet to her memory. This

is the object of the parents. The

laws forbid in vain thii usage.

9109. (-) To worship

on (he road ; to oil. r

sacrifice lo the spirit i.f

a road ; to expel evil

sp rits.

9110. (-) A general

term for wine cups; a

full cup; to cause people

to drink nine. The

name of a deep river.

Lan shang ySj-
be-

ginning to issue forth; the com-

mencement of a stream when tho

quantity of water appears not more

than would fill a cup.

SHAOU. CCLXXX1X SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Xao. Canton Dialect, Shew. Ew, at in Pew.

9111. (\') \ot much ;
not

many; little in quantity; in

a slight degree. Few in

number; young in years ;
to detract

from ; to be wanting to, ordeficient.

To owe; to suffer the want of; to

be deprived of; to diminish. To

che ^ ~%f
to praise. Shaou che

"j/
to detract or slander. To

haou ^ j

many, or few ; i. e.

how many ? Laou shaou -%r

11. Y 8

old and young. Shaoii ne'en
j ^

or Shaou ne'en jin 4p J\^

young ;
the young.

Shaou foo
| |$~} guardians of the

Shaou'faoti
j jfi

> heir apparent,

Shaou S7.e
] ^||] J and regent ; in

case of his minority. Now a mere

honorary title.

Shaou king \ fillj
a certain office of

the fourth rank.

Shaou keen 1 ^ to owe to.

Shaou poh tfti la

Shaou ta pBh till
| flfj,

could not endure to be deprived of

it ; cannot want or spare it.

Shaou tsze
| ^p

the youngest son.

Shaou jay 1 Jof a gentleman's son

when a boy ; a young gentleman.

9112. ['] Eiertion; ef-

fort ; endeavour, or as they

express it, Tize keang jay
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[jft
to force one's self.

Also Beauty; excellence. Shaou

nung IS to stimulate or exhort
i Jy^

husbandmen to diligence. Also

read Shaou and Keaou.

9113. [-] To invite by a

motion of the hand. See

Chaou.

9114. [l~\ To connect ;

to join the ends of a cord ;

to continue in succession ;

to lead. Ke shaou
pj|

1 to.

continue or keep up what existed

before ; to imitite and equal the

virtues of a predecessor. Shaou wei

I A\ i to succeed or be heir to.

Shaou keae --fr or Keae shaou,

One who is the medium of com-

munication between two principals.

9115. (-) An ancient instru-

ment of music; to continue

the virtues of a predecessor,

said of ;Sg! Shun, being a worthy

successor of the ancient king 3%

Yaou. Elegant; pleasing; bland.

Name of a district A surname.

Shaou hwa 1
j?|

the fading glory

of human life.

Shaou kwnng \ ~fc
the pleasing

splendors of spring.

9116. [/ ] The name of a

city. A surname. Errone-

ously used for the follow-

Neen kaou tm shaou SE. cj

^ffi advanced in years and
yvp I

eminent in virtue^

Shaou-foo tsze 1 4^ Hp a celebrat-

ed scholar of the Sung dynasty.

ing.

9117.
[

/
J Commonly used

for the preceding. High;

eminent; to persuade; to

encourage

9118. (' ) Sin ill and distort-

ed in the moiit i or spout.

Verbose; to mention often.

Cry of lictors who precede officers

of government. Read Seiou, Shaou,

or Chaou, Any thing pointed; any

place where guards are stationed as

a defence against banditti, which

application of the word arises from

its being used for ^ Tseaou, To

blow a trumpet in order to give an

alarm. Seaou paou 1
4fti

a kind of

fortress.

Seaou tsung 1 2Ja and Seaou chang

j^ certain officers in the army ;

captain of the guards.

Shaou hea
| "Jt

to be stationed on

a particular guard.

Shaou j in
^ ^ a sentry.

Srmou chuen
| fijfe

war boats with

troops employed against pir.ites.

Seaou tan 1
JJjK

a spy; a scout.

9119. (-) A bow shooting

forth an arrow; the ends of

a bow.

9120. ( -) To select or take

fr.im amongst; to eject or

castaway; to brush aside;

to pluck up ; to eradicate. Read

Seaou, To move; to shake. Yaou

seaou Ifr,
J
moved; agitated.

Shaou Ie8
|

jfjtJ
to seize by violence;

to plunder.

9121. [-] A tall tapering

branchless tree; the extreme

lop end of a tree or of a

branch; a pole or staff held in the

hand by posture-makers. Small
;

small wood for fuel ,
the rudder of a

boat; the person who steers; a wv

terman or sailor. To strike and drive

awny. Man shaou j^ 1 the end of;

the end of a rope. Kaou shaou "jjT
.

j

a long pole with which water-

men propel boats. Shaou kung
]

^S- a skipper of a boat. Shaou

tsze
j ~Y"

a helmsman ; a seaman.

fft

9122 [/] In a small quan-

tity; in a slight degree;

gradually; a ration of grain

from the government stores; ex-

pressed by Shaou, because it is given

in small quantities at a time.

Shaou sMh 1
-Jb

an allowance from

goternmeat. Shaou yew
|

Tfjt

possess in a slight degree.

9123. [-] Shaou 1 or Tow

shaou -'I-
|

or Shaou ke

j ^L a bamboo vessel for

containing rice, either when washing

it, or after it is boiled.

9124. [-] A large species

of spider. Name of a fish.

A surname.

9125. [ / ] To burn with

fire ; a fire lit in moors or

wasteland, to burn down the

ferns and bushes to serve for manure.

To boil; to roast. Shaou chS
J

7Q- to take fire ; to set on fire.
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Shaou ho
j )Jt

to light a firp.

Shaou tsew 1
yiHj spirituous liquor,

Shnou kii 1
j^lj

si ice of roasted meat.

Shaou kc
] |s&

roast fow'.

SHAY
4 "J-

Shaoll Vlb ll()O cllll *31
-it

ti> boil a pot of tea.

Sliaou e tsee ~>K 6w 7th moon,
I sr^. pp

from the 1st to the 1 5th day, when

SHAY 131

clothes or parti-coloured paper in

lieu of clothe* are burnt, and to lent

to the invisible state to clothe Uif

deceased.

SHAY. CCXCTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, She. Canton Dialect, Shay.

9126. [/] A surname. The

authority of this character is

disputed. Some suppose that

it is erroneously written for o Yu.

9127. [-] According to

ShwS-wa'n, A field which

has been cultivated three

years; according to others,

one that has been cultivat-

ed two years. Read Yu,

To cultivate. Land cleared the first

year is called^ Sze, the second year

1 Shay, the third year ^fj Sin, the

fourth year it. is called
jjj

Tec-n.

9128. [
-

] To sell goods

without receiving their

\alue at the time; to

give credit. Slow;emiss;

distant. Shay chang
J

HP
fc

credit.

p| to buy on credit.

Jy to sell on credit.

9129.
[

\ 7 ] To stopito

rest; a lodging in a market

place. A cottage ; used for

the pronoun I, when speaking of one's

own junior relations. A Constellation

of stars; a day's march of thirty or

thirty-five le. To cease or stop ; to

fall ;
to part with or let go; to remit.

Name of an office. Maou shay
^j

a thatched cottage.

Shay te 1 tfc my brother.

Shay chih neu 1
jj5 -{jr my neice

Shay hea 1 ~"F my house.

Shay tsin \ ^0 my relation.

R|j
to abscond. Shay

- to part with one's life.

Shay neih
'

9130. ( \) To let go; to

part with ; to give in charity ;

to reject. A surname. The

preceding is also used in this sense.

She shuy
J||jj j

to part with one's

property in charity t the poor and

distressed.

Shay pan ] jfij
to part with boards

for a coffin, to give a coffin in

charity. Shay piih tih ^ A^
cannot part with.

9131. (-) Chny or Miay.

Affluent ; extravagant : pro-

digal. See Chay.

Shay-yung 1 ^ eitraTagant ex-

penditure.

iPl
9 ' 32- ^ ^ Uead Tae> or Sha7'

A terrace or room built over

p|\ the gate of a city.
Yin shay

BS t the building over the gate of

a Chinese city. Hae shay le^ ]

^ the priests
of Buddha. Shay-le

I

5|jfr
the priestesses

of Buddha.

Shay wei
| |j|

or Cha-pe ^ Bft

these two expressions denote Burning

a dead priest, according to the. usage

of the Buddhists.

^. t 9133. (N) From a heavenly

T?J* prngnostlc and land. The

/ IIJ^
spirit that presides over any

given region; the supposed divine

beings who grant a particular region

to any given family of rulers; when

the dynasty fails, they are said to lose

the Shay tseih
| ^ i . e. the gods

of the land and of the grain; these are

worshipped by all the officers of

government. Shay, also denotes the

sacrifices which are offered to tbe

gods of the land. It sometimes de-

notes also the altars where they arr
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offered. Anciently twenty-fife houses

constituted a Shay, and had an altar ;

at present every street and Tillage has

one. These are sailed Sze shay ^^
I private or local altars, they were

at one time prohibited. Teen shay

1 ten or fifteen houses.

Shay jih 1 J a certain day in spring

on which the lares rustic! and com-

pitales are worshipped.

9134. O) E-shay $j ]

the spirit that presides over

favorable dreams.

9135. ( ') From the body

and a measure. To. send

from the body to a measur-

ed distance. To shoot an arrow ; to

aim or shoot at as with an arrow ;

to dart, as the ray.s of light. Read

Yay, A certain office. Head SMh,

To point at any thing and take it.

Read Yih, To dislike. Ying-shayJ&
to cast blame upon another

which does not belong to him. Seang

shay /Ft]
.to point to, cr be

opposed to each other. Chung shay

i to be pointed against, cr

loovorlook. as avail; the end of

a house, and sr> on deemed unlucky.

Shay kwang ^Q to .shoot forth

rays of light.

Shay kung
' T a beetle-like insect,
i -J

whose proboscis and feelers appear

like a how and arrow.

Shay tse'en
j | to shoot an arrow.

Shay ying 1 S^ an imaginary fiend,

that seeing the shadow of a man

walking along the shore, shools forth

sand from the water, which causes

i his death ; to implicate a person.

9 136. [ /] A snake or

serpent ; they divide them

into four classes; viz.

such as are natural to

water, to herbs, to wood,

and to earth. They say, A

serpent hears with its eyes, and a cow

with its nose. The name of a place .

A surname. Read E. Wei-e ^6 1

tortuous ; to wriggle with self satis-

faction.

Shay sin
J /JJ

a poisonous mind ;

malicious ;
. designing barm.

Shay tstih
'

Jjjl
the feet of a snake-

are a useless Addition to a picture,

tautology is useless.

Shay ying
j jj^

the shadow of a

snake makes a suspicious person ill.

9137.
[

'
] To remit

punishment, to forgive;

to pardon jtolet go; to set

at liberty. A surnnme.

Tashay J^ j
a general

pardon granted by the

Emperor.

Shay seacu kwo
|
/L ^ to for-

give a small offence.

?hay tsuy 1 =fl| to forgive a crime

against society ; or to forgive -sins a-

gainst the Deity.

Shay yew 1 ^ to forgive ;
to pardon.

9138. (
'

)
Rad Shay" or

SMh, rom a deer and to

shoot- A small animal like a

deer which expels from its navel a

fragrant substance ; the Moschiferus,O *

or musk animal.

Shay heang j
fsS musk

I H
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SHE.- -CCXCI ST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Xi. Canton Dialect, She.

The Northern Pronunciation of She, is not strictly the open sound of E, it is modified by pressing the tongue against the roof of

the mouth, and lengthening the sound of i in with. The same sound that E has in Sze and Tsze.

^^ 9139. (-) The character

f^^ represents a person stretch-

f ed out, as a dead body. A

corpse; an effigy ofa deceased person

clad in the clothes he wore when

alive, and placed in state to be

worshipped by his or her descen-

dants, an ancient usage. To arrange ;

to set in order. Rung she 7f^

the effigy of an ancestor. Ts'm pub.

she S^l ~/C\ 1 do not sleep stretch-

ed out like a corpse.

She le
3;lj

inactive as a dead

body, and yet receiving the emo-

luments of office.

She tso -4? to sit formally and

attentively motionless as a dead

body.

9140. p ) Ordure; ex-

crements. She tung
fij^

if a close stool. She

neaou
-jSjj

ordure

and urine. Teen she EQ

a moaning sighing

tone; a humming sound.

TART IF. z 8

9141. (-) From death

and a body stretched

out. A dead body ;
a

corpse. On the bed it is

called
^

She, in the

coffin it is called
fjk

Kew. Sze .he 75
[

a corpse.

She hae 1
|jg

a dead body, including

every part of it.

She tsin ^ the friends of a

deceased person, generally of a

murdered person.

9142. (-)Shekew
j jj4

a species of pigeon.

9143. (- \) She or Sze, A

learned man; a scholar; ap-

plied also to soldiers; and

is a general appellative of men.

See Sze.

9144. (- ) Sze, or She, or

Che. To learn; to serve ; to

fill a public situation ; to act

as a mrgistratc. Chub sze
rfj

4\~

to go from home and enter on the

public service. Choo tang sze pan

j//T\ % rlfiF when first enrolled
'n* -*L 1 V/J{

as a public officer. Full wan, full sze

into affairs ; not to attend to business.

. 9145. p] A family, in the

i^T^ larger sense of the word.

^|| Kindred; one of a family or

clan; collectively they are called Tfe

Tsuh. The surname of females; The

family names of women; formerly

only applicable to persons of family.

The poor had ^ Ming, Names, but

not
|

She. This character was ap-

plied to women, as Sing ^(/t
to men.

She sing shoo
J ^^ a biographi-

cal book.

9146. [v] To lick up

any thing with the ton-

gue; to lick, as animals

do. La<; u new she tflh

cow licks it's calf old

people love their Kttle

children.
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9)47. From a horizontal

line representing heaven,

and three perpendicular

strokes representing the

light coming down from

the sun, moon, and iljrs.

A sign from heaven; a

declaration of the will

of heaven. To declare;

to manifest. Declaring;

proclaiming; telling to

inferiors. A surname.

Used to denote Seeing. Kaou she

! j

a government proclamation.

Heun she
=J|| ^

to teach ; to in-

truct.
KaesheJUJ ]

to open the

minds of the simple or ignorant.

MTh he^ j
a silent manifesta-

tion ; a revelation from heaven
; a

Chinese term. Che she iS 1 to

point out to. She che 1 irt to

cause to know
; used when asking

a person to ttll one something.

9148. p) From Hand

seizing the middle. An

impartial narrator of

events ; an historian
;

history. A surname.

Tae she ~K" I the pre-

sident of the
historiographers. Name

of one of the nine rivers. Neu she

jf I

one who attended to theaffairs

of the Queen. Ta she^ I who

revised the books of six principal

officers. Seaou she
/J\

'

who

narrated the affairs of neighbouring

states. Kw5 she
jjj|]

1 or She kwan

I 'g writers of history, employed

by government. Koo kiu shoo she

SHE SHE

,A. :E
i ancient and modern

books and histories.

She shoo 1 3i an historical work

composed in the time of Chow-seuen-

wang H H) jE (B.C. 770) by

Chow
fej

who held the situation of

Tae she
~fa j

and n ho framed the

Ta^chuen-wSn -4r 'Si ~3r ancient

seal character. She shoo, is also

used to denote any history.

She ke 1 =P history.

9149. [\] From Man and

Business. To send a man to

manage affairs. (Lfih shoo.)

To order; to send; to cause to

succeed or answer the purpose; to

use, or employ. Head She, To be

sent ; to be employed on public

service. A messenger ; to act, or

operate. Che she ^ 1 to point

out, or direct what others are to

do. Chay yang she puh tih 3-f ie

^\ ifiji
it will not answer in

this way. Heu to she yung sfc ^
^ a great deal of expense.

Pifh foo she yung J\ IJjh
EH

not enough for (necessary) use. Yth

ko lae she
XKj /jfc

j
a mes-

senger who comes.

Shejinkeu 1 A 3? sen^ a raan -

She tih
j

xJ| will it answer ? or

affirmatively, it will answer.

She yung teih
^JiJ

Ah one em-

ployed in a family; a domestic.

She fei ta 1 fy ~fr great expense.

She yuh
J .jU?

a servant ; a man sent

or called ; i. e. a servant.

She yung
| JH

to employer use;

that which is used, expense.

Shejin ^ a messenger.

She kwan
j ^ or She chin I

an envoy, or ambassador.

1 9150. (\) A hors;

running fust ; rapid mo-

tion ; progressing swiftly ;

sailing fast, not stopping

to observe customary

forms.
j

She tsin
j pfg

to run into, as with

a ship into a harbour.

% ^ 9151. (\) A marketplace;

J^J^fc to buy ; to trade in the

1^ market ; a concourse of

different sorts of people ; crowded,

like a market place. To encourage

and rousu talent Ly the hope of

bringing it to a good market.

Occurs in the names of several stars.

Name of district ; low, vulgar,

vicious. Pa she
rjji

to stop

trade. See Pa.

She kea
j

X?=f the market price; the

value of any thing at a certain

period.

She low
J

T a tavern for drinking

and dissipation.

She yu
jjg.

iow vicious language.
4 II-

,
> *

|L

She tsing che jin -+* ~~7 /V

vulgar low people, such as crowd

about markets and public wells.

9152. < I
) An age, or

generation ; the space of

thirty years. The world of

persons Mankind. A surname.

Tsze she
jjj^ j

this life. Lae she

7& the life to come. These

expressions are to be understood
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according to the Chinese notions of

a Metempsychosis; the former life,

and the life to come, generally

denote a former and a future

existence in this world. Shang she

J- ^
the high ages ;

i. e. ancient

times. MSt, she ^ ]
lart &

of a Dynasty; or the last period of

the world. How she $. ]
the next

or succeeding age. Chung she $&
1 expresses either the whole of

life; or at other times, to close life.

Tung she
1

*! ]
in that age ; also,

in presence of the age. Jin tsae she

shang ^/v # 1 JL the Pe Plc

of the world. Chuh she
ft |

to

be born into the world. Wang she

j& 1 and Keu she^ ^
express

ages that are past and gone, or to

go from the age ; i. e. to die; which
* rfL 4

is also expressed by Kwo
she^jpj j

Ke she |^ ]
Wang she

"

]

and 1$ 1 Tsze she. Tseen she

j^j- ]
or Seen she ^ j

the

former life. E shin she" she
J/j[ -E^

^ 1 to enter personally into

the business of the world.

She choo 1 ]
a title of Buddha.

She keae pub haou
^ jjfjl ^ #J-

t"e

state of the world is not good.

She kea
] ^ an ancient family ; or

a family that has stood for several

generations.

She sze tfe the business of the

world.

She tae 1 /T" generations of men.

She seih die tseS 1

jjjji
~*/ 13

hereditary nobility.

She jin 7^ people of the age;

mankind.

SHE

9153. ( \) Name of a

fruit with a red skin and

composed of a soft pulp.

The Diospyros.

9154. (/) To give credit

in mercantile transactions;

to shew lenity to offenders.

9155. (c) To graze ; to

chew the cud, said of sheep.

9156. (\) Said to

represent the barb of an

arrow. An arrow ;a dart ;

as swift as an arrow ,

straight forward ; true to

the mark. To vow; to

swear. Name of a star.

A surname. Haou she

P> 1 an arrow formed

on purpose to whistle as it passes

through the air; the whistling sound.

She kow pfih e
| p ^ ^ to

adhere liniily to the same decla-

the

ration.

She hea joo yu ^ ~f* ^P j^f

arrows fell like rain.

She yuen 1 RH to vow; to swear.

SHK 735

9157. (\) Chr or S-V.

Intended to represent

the bristles and t;iil of a

swine. They say, dog<

delight in snow; liorvs

in uind
; and pigs in rain.

The name of a state, of a star, and

of a medicine. The wcond form was

anciently used for She, and also

denoted A many headed monster,

they are now occasionally confound-

ed with each other in compound

characters.

9158. (') Sze or <hc,

From ground and the

tenth nf a cubit. A place

measured and subject

to fixed lawj; certain

chambers for officers

about court. Eunuchs. The first

Buddha priest
invited to come from

India to the Chinese court, was lodged

in one of these, from which the tem-

ples of Buddha took the name She.

9159. (/) To receive, as

the orders of a superior. To

be near to ; to be at the side

of; to follow; to wait \ipon. Occurs

in the sense of A duke. Shwuy show

she leih ||: ^- '(i: ^ to stand

by with the hands hanging close to

the side, the posture of respect in

Chinese attendants. Chang she ^
a denomination of ten Eunuchs,

who caused the revolution, or wars

of the San-kwS, during the reign of

Heaou-ling, of the Han dynasty.

She lang | ^K a certain office about

the court.
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-f-

Sue keang heJS sze
I

a kind of reader to his Majesty,

a situation of the fourth rank.

.-he- tuh
] |^

'' " s(>d in a similar

sense as the preceding.

She wei ^j the imperial bo y

guards.

She fung tso yew ^ Jp
to attend on superiors.

9160. (/) From heart

and a public office; de-

pending on one's power

v * or authority. To trust

| %T^ or rely upon ; to presume

I* on; dnlness of intellec-

tual discernment. Tsze she El

self confidence; presumption. Shih

she Jfc I to lose one's chief sup-

port; \iz. one's mother by death.

She keang fjrjj}
to presume on

one's physical strength.

She lae
1

rjjf] to trust to; to rely
I /r>

upon ; to assume, used either in a

good or a bad sense.

She she 1
3gt

lo rely on the posses-

sion of authority and influence.

She tsae
j |U"

to depend on one's

wealth.

She ke ling wfih p yjfe
fcfa

confidence in self, and insulting to

other creatures, assuming and in-

loletit.

9161. (-) Time; an hour,

or two hour period ; one

of the four seasons. To

time rightly ;
to wait

_ -. for a proper time ; an oc-

|J casion. The name of a

place. A lurname. Shih urh
she-p

twelve two-hour periods

of the Chinese. Ylh ko she shin

ffftj
fie" one two-hour period.

Sze she [7U
'he four seasons.

Y^h she
j

at once. Tscen ts.ie

y-ih she 4^ ^/ - one op-
! ^Ww

portunity in a thousand years. Ho

she /feT" I or Shin mo she how ^t
Eft 1 {l*

when? what lime ? Na

shetsee
^jj | Jjfj

then; just at

that time. PQh she^ ]

no fixed

time; continually. Koo she
jzj"

ancient times. Tseih she
[jj|]

immediately. Suy she
K|| |

when-

ever it occurs; whenever it is con-

venient. To she %r \
a 'OQS lime -

She e 1 "^fashionable clothes.

She hing \
pS.

> to be in present

She shang ] fpj J demand, said of

articles of commerce.

She pfih tae jin
] ^ ffi ^ time

will not wait for man.

She kwo 1 ^ fruit that is in season.

She luh
^flj

every moment of

time ; constantly.

She shin peaou
| Jfc ^& an hour

manffestfr, a watch.

She pae
| M\~l *ne fashion; i. e.

She yang |
*tfe J the present form

of garments, &c- She tsee I

til]

a time, or particular period ; a term.

She she always ; continually.

She jlh ho tsHh ne tsae
]

/? 5/S MC w ')at sufficient reason

is there for a bigoted adherence to

times and seasons.

9162. (-) A kind of hen

roost formed in a wall

9163. [-] To replant;

to erect, as a standard.

She lo tsze 9& -

I /M**

name of a plant. She

teen
]

ffl to replant a

field, as is done with

rice.

9104. (-) The internal

bent of the mind is

called ^ Che ; when

chanted in words, it is

called 1 She. Verse;

poetry ; an ode ; com-

position which may be sung or

chanted. To take in the arms as

is done with an infant.

She king
| ^ name of the collec-

tion of verses made by Confucius.

She yun
| ggj

the rhyme of verse.

She jin 1 J^ a poet. The two most

famous poets in China are ^r "^
frl Le-tae-pHh, and

;}dl^f
Too-foo.

She shoo che kea Q /C. ^
a family devoted to poetry and

letters. TsS she ^
'

to write

poetry.

Luh she yV |
the six sorts of verse

contained in the She-king

Go she
|lj{; j

to chant verses.

91G3. (-) The name of a

fish, which enters the

Yang-tsze-keang in the

fourth month, and retunn

to the sea, in the eighth.
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that it ii so do not
* 91fi6. (-\ ) The appearance

*'*- of a banner unfurled, Ex-

panded; spread out; to

arrange; to set out; to act; to use;

to add to. Read E. To remove ; to

transfer to
;
to extend to; Toconfcr

upon; to bestow. A surname.

She wci
J3j actions; conduct;

behaviour.

She tse 1

yjjp
to supply the wants

of people in a charitable manner.

She shay 1 } to part with one's

property in charity.

She le 1
jjjffi

to piy respects to.

She poo 1
/fjj

to extend to or bestow

upon.

She *&a 1 E? to bestow a favor, to
l ';> ^

shew kindness.

She hing
| Iff

to grant that a thing

may be done; the language of en-

treaty to superior , and of co;irlesy

to q i;ls.

She thing ] ^ to stretch out; to

do one's utmost.

She chen
] j||

to expand , to spread

out; to launch ibrth.

Sho she
j |

progressing with dif-

ficulty; coining from outside; easy; .

jocund ; chrarful.

She gin )>fih kew paou" E9[~%\ W"

j$|J
to do a fivor without wishing

for a recompc'nce.

9167. [ \j To let go the

string of a bow ; a bow un-

he::t: Laid aside i set loose;

imexerted ; spoiled. Used also for

the preceding, said of the strings

of a bow, or an instrument. Chang

she
jw5

to extend ; to slacken.

TART 11. A 9

She leth 1
~/J

remiss.

She fang 1 TO~1 a how unbent ; dis-

She fei 1
ffifc ^. regard of rules.

Fei she $ 1 To decline
; to

fail; to decay; to become obsolete,

or annulled.

PIGS. (\) From the sun on

the meridian. Straight;

direct, risht ; that which

the mind approves and

delights in ; to be in a

certain condit :

on; i, am,

arc, or any of the! other tenses,

as the scope requires. She, affirms

that a thing is so, and anwers to

Yes ; also affirms that it rs right; to

be right. Yew pHh she ~& J^ -B.

to be in an error. She often answers

to a relative pronoun, This, that, or

these, pointing to what immediately

precedes. A surname. Poll she

jootsze^ | jfll J|it isnotso.

She e
j by these,; from these

circumstances
; on account of these

re; sons
; by these means ; therefore.

The verb She, refers to s->me Stile,

condition; quality, or accident. To

etitt, said of things, is rather, ex-,

pressed liy ~t\ Yew and ^ T.sae ;

Yew expresses absolute existence;

;nid Tsae, existence in a particular

place.

Shefei I dp 's
, not; right, wrong.

Tattle ; slander ; altercations pro and

cow.

She fei puh keue jt ~JT
\At

r ;

ght and wrong in an undecided

state
; doubt.

Fhe tbth yen she
| JjlJ ^"

what is so,a, say

Ite nor prevaricaie.

She ko tan yay
'

"p^

to be lamented \

it ii

9169. (-) A spoon; *

key. Cha she i 1 a

tea sp ion. Tang she

^ or She king

^fS a soup spoon.

YS she %lt
'

or So

she^ 1 a lock's key;

a key.

9170. [-] Commonly read

Te, To raise up. Read She,

To collect or assemble to-

gether, as a flock, said of birds fly-

ing in groups. The. people of the

north use She to denote A spoon.

Choo she y*r 1 name of a district

said to abound in silver.

9171. (f) Commonly read

Ke, The age of sixty ; aged.

Read She, used for the fol-

lowing.

9172. (-) To take high

pleasure in; to have a

great relish for; to desire

ardently. To indulge the

animal appetites; to lust

after: Puh she shen yen

^ 1 H If to dis -

iclish virtuous discourse.

She sing heo 1 -^ J6&

to relish, or take pleasure

in biography. She tsew

sih 1 j^ Y^r
to be ad-

dicted to wine and debauchery.
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9173. (-) Name of a plant

used in diminution ; sixty

four Shr of different lengths

are used.

9174. Commonly read Clu\

To crook ; to bend ; to

break. Read Shr, in the

came sense.

9K5. (/) From v(9it and

' break. By words to decide

a crime; that is to decide

whether it exists or not
; to bind ; to

bind down to -, lo liii.d In the truth;

to bind solemi ly. To receive the

command, or be commanded, or

appointed by the Sovereign. A mai.'s

name. To swear; to utter an oath,

or imprecation ; to vow. Oaths are

accompanied by various significant

forms, as breaking a porcelain cup;

blowing out a light; and shedding

blood; cutting off the head of a cock

is deemed most solemn, and which

none like to witness, deeming it in-

felicitous. The government in China

require no oaths. Wang she yuen

;t
jj&fi

to utter a f.lse oath.

She ko shiih ke kwo
]

pjt tjj
$

jl,',)
an oath can restrain his excesses,

or fjults.

She j5 sin
^ ^j /|||

an oath binds

to belief between parlies.

She hing shih shtn
j ^j

-4- ^.
Towed to pcrfi rni ten virtuous and

benevolent aciioi.s.

She j uen
] J^ wish uttered with an

oath; an imprecation.

She y5
j |jj

to bind with an oath.

Si IE

9176. (/) From to treak

and lo p. To depart; to

depart this life; to go nway ;

to be lost in oblivion. A piirticle of

affirmation at the be^innins of a

sentence. Jlh yug she e P JJ

fc the daj sand months are gone.

K3 she
Jjfc |

to die; sudden death;

u^ed by the Emperor when mention-

ing the demise of statesmen.

%_ %> 9177. [ / ] To use; to em-

^jrl ploy ; to compare; to try, to

P \4 essjy ; to endeavour ; to ex-

periment; to try or examine the

literati at fixed periods, and in dif-

ferei t
[il

ces. Chang she
|

to try the taste of, lo make a trial.

K- ou s!ie ^fi; 1 a literary examina-

tion. L ih she
jjjT

to institute

a tn ', (.-ran immediate examination.

fhejihshe
|

*
|

s to make a

| | tri.,1.

endeavour lo tike

with the hand or the mind ; i e. to

think on.

Sheyung
|

trial.

She she

She tseu 1
I

to employ or use on

^\9I78. [ ] To kill a superior ;

to ssnssinate.to murder. She

ke choo 1d|^ It

dered his master.

9179 (-) She or Shae, A

certain kind of bamboo ;

a sieve made of bamboo
;
to

9180 (-)Sheor Sze, A shell

fish. I.o-sheiU ] acockle;
*n* i

a spiral shell fish like a screw.

SHE

1~* """ (')She, or Shetsaou

TIT 1 ill a ctr|" n herb n 'ed

^2X~^ in divin; lion; to d'mne nilh

the She herb. The name of a bill.

Puh she K
j

certain kinds of di-

vination.

t. [
/
J To eat; to gnaw;

to devour. She b6 [Igr Pjgj

one of the Pa-kwa. See

undi r
0;^[

H8. A tone of voice i sued

on beginning t" speak; extending or

reaching .to a given point. Grief;

sorrow. Al o read E.

She tse ho kelh
'

Jjak jpt
7 wish-

ing lo gnaw the umbilical cord, how

can you reach it ! Often used in

proclamations to intimidate and

warn the people by assuring them

th.;t after 111 y have violated the laws,

a wish to undo hat they have done,

will be impracticable.

,

a 9183. [V] fhe, often read

*^* Che. The beginning; the

commencement , the origin.

Read (

'

) To b gin ; to originate.

Answers lo then,vhtn introducing the

second member of a s;'iiteno , which

expresses a circumstance that must

be preceded by something else. En-

ters into several proper names.

Name of a liil
, and of .1 district. Pun

che
2p j

the origin. Fang che

wei~Tj fri. and then it may be

done, some thing else having pre-

ceded.

She choo
j faj

at the beginning.

She chung
^ ^ the beginning and

the end.
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9184. [\ ] From to man/-

fetl and to ite. To lo.,k i

llTr"* 4 to r.ew; to examine; to

take knowledge of; to

receive, or take i to cr.use

to be seen and understood;

to teach ; to behave to. Name of a

hill ; and of a river. A man's name.

A surname. Pfih ko e she ^Fj pj

jjh j

must not view lightly. FS

she^ ' to imitate. JTng she

0H 1 a rubliit. Shon she che ?&
\ -*+

^
~~7 treated him well.

Shejinywke 1 X ^ 2. to view

or treat others as oni 's self.

Seun she V& to go round and

examine, as police officers do.

9185. [
'

] To step or

leap over; to overpass ;

to exceed.

9 1 86. ['.] She or Sze.

Derived from dl
She, one

mho octurrentei.

.Affair; occupation; employment;

business; concern; service. To serve.

The subject of thought or speech ;

thut which is done ; an action. See

Sze.

9187. [ I] From ^
Shah, A certain plant, and

Tow, Pulse. Meen she

ijg|
a jelly-like con-

diment made from flour.

Tow she ^ 1 a similar

substance, made from

pulse, both used in cook-

She chung
| j*J,

nnme of a black in-

sect about the size of a bean, which

flies on the surface of water.

She yew 1
yrtj

or Tse'ang yew 4w~v(f?

soy.

9183. [/] Strength; au-

thority ; power ; influence ;

splendour; the parts in

which the strength of male animals

reside. The parts of generation.

Figure ; state or condition of. Yew

tse'en yew she 7ti
ffijl Aj"

possessing wealth and power, or

.influence. Ta she kcang chaog she

!

hc lru"' to

(his own) violence, and depends on

his own influence.
Tsaeshe||j j

wealth and power. Keuen she

JsR 1 authority, power. Wei she

JM/ I manifestation of greatnesi ;

rsS't I

pomp ; stite ; splendour) maje-ty

Fung tow ho she
j^, 3^ ^C 1

a state of things like a conflagration

driven by the wind ; important,

sudden, and irresititile. Tsie she

/fr 1 in actual aulhority, holding

an official situation. Yi g she

3f 1 the figure, appearance, or

slate of. Che keu she 3? ^
a castrated or gelded pig. Ke hoo

che she B^ Jf^ ^ |

the slate of

a person who rides on a tiger, it

is more dangerous to dismount than

to remain on it's back ;
to be so

involved in a bad cause that retreat

is certain ruin.

9189. An epitiph; an eulogy j

honorary titles conferred by

the Sovereign after a person's

death. Fung j I expresses those con-

ferred during life.
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SHE. CCXCHND SYLLABLE.

To be diftingukhedfrcm Shfh. Manuicript Dictionary, She. Canton Dialect^S/ierf.

^^* S190. The tongue. Used for

^y^^ the hook of .a. clasp j the

V * tongue, of a bell. Occurs

denoting words. A surname.; the

name of astatej of .8flant;,and.ofa

bird. Kow shS p the mouth

and tongue to be talked about- Woo

shi
jjlt |

the name of an insect.

Chang she" -Ei 'the narae of an
^ x. I

animal.

.-lie chcn 'i

HJfe
a war of tongues;

a war of words ; verbal altercation.

She" kow
( n a master ;

a teacher.

She
1

tsHcn
j ^ the point of ihp tn-

pue.

She keen shin teang ^i|] ff. M^
a tongur, sword, and lips like lances.

9191. ShS.orChe", Tpbreak

asunder. To break off, T

deduct, to diminish
;
to. lose.

See ChJ5. ?hg pun 1 ~fa to lose

part of the principal in trade ; to ob-

tain less than the prime cost.

She chin
j

Ifjfr
to be defeated in bat.

tie.

91 92. To step over ; to ford,

:is by stepping stones. Read

Hub, To take up Read

Kee, To chinge.

9193. Commonly read Y.

A leaf of a tree, or ofa book'

Read Sh, The name of a

district in Ho-nan.

9194. A bone or iTory

rin<r, worn on the right

thumb by archers, to

pre-vent the string of the

bow injuring the land.

9195. From water and to

pace. To ford a stre.tm; to

cross over ; to wade up to

the knees. In a moral.se se. for Pass-

ing through; crossing over to; im-

plication. Name of a distiict. A

surname. Read Tee, Blood flowing.

Che shin -he she ^. J^ j #t
to maintain proper conduct in pass-

ing through the world. Kan she
1

^p to implicate; to involve.

Keen she fg to dr ig into and

implicate. IJaou woo kan she
/JjJ*

4fl -^F* 1 not at all implicated or

cojicerned.

hg she hwa
| -J{f |J to be ac-

ijinintod with, and make great use

of the language of the world un-

meaning compliment).

Sh keTh fei le
| 3 : f ^ haT*

a tendency to indecency.

Y-u wo woo shg
J|l -^ 3ffi

]

it. does not implicate or concern me.

Sh le shoo she 1 \& ^ ^
1 inv 1=1 ^"^

to wade and to hunt through books

and' history, to read much. The

same expression is used in reference

to the world, having by experience

become acquainted with it.

9196. From viordi and a

weapon : The things with

. which to impel people, and

put them into their place. To place;

to arrange; to establish ; to insititutoj

to suppose. Large. A surname. A

band of soldiers, or cantonment.

She fi
J </f

to enact a- law ; to devise

some means.

She
1

ImS
j yj/1 supposing that ; let

She" sze
"j -^u J it be supposed.

Shlejh
] 3*

to establish; to ap-

point , to institute, or constitute.

She seih 1
I5j

tomake an entertain-

ment ; to provide a feast.

She seang 1
M-JH

to make various sup-

positions iu one's own mind.

She wang
J ijp|

to spread a net for

birds, or for men.
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9197. From hand and to

uihiipcr ; to lead by the ear.

To take s to receive ;
to put

in order ; to direct ; to controul ; to

take the general manage ment of; to

act for; to pursue after ; to record.

Keen shK 4ft 1 lo take the general
>ir* i

charge of several affairs. Kwan sze

pHhshe |f ^/f\ |
to direct af-

fairs without economising the num-

ber of persons employed, by giving

one person several departments.

She she 1 ?&~ to pull out straws a

SHEN

kind of drawing lots for the purposes

ofdivination.

She" le
|

jjj!
lo take the management

of for another person ; to attend

to more afT.iirs than one.

She* che"
j

3K agitated ; perturbed ;

alarmed; subjected.

Sh tseu wuh
j Jfc fy to take a

thing up, as from the ground.

9198. Heih or She". To puck-

er up the nose ; to draw

in the breath. Name of a

SHEN 741

district in Keang-nan province. See

Heih.

She chang
j Hg are opposite*, to

draw together, and to spread out.

She" shfh
'

yfj
the loadstone it

sometimes thus written.

9199. She, or She". To utter

opprobrious language. Shi

tiih
P{{{

to vomit forth

angry or virulent speeches.

SHEN. CCXCIIF SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Chen and Shan. Manuscript Dictionary, Xen. Canton Dialect, Sheen.

.V^E-
920 - (-) From

^=. Yang,

A $heep, in the midst of
j=j|

\~f King, Mutual wrangling.

Read Sh^n, Good; great; excellent;

well adapted to. Virtuous; moral;

felicitous; gentle; mild. Read Shen,

To be attached to that which is good ;

to be skilled in; dextrous. To do a

thing well; to do in a great degree.

Jin sing pun shen A Jjft jf^

the nature or disposition of man is

originally good.

Ween shen, sin g5 jf] j ^ 3S

a virtuous face, but a wicked heart.

Meen shen [in
'

On good terms
r*M |

with a person externally ; acquainted

with. Pan lepfih shen

I to mismanage. Neu-tsze

PART ii. > 9

hwae
-ft -f" '[^|

a female che-

rishes many anxious thoughts.

PBh kan e shen yu le 7. "Sfr M
I
' "TA >

I \fi
^|J

dare not make virtue

a bait to fish for gain. Pe shen pull

lew; peTh yew keho 5t 1 ]A-* J^fjJ

<JiJ
^fif -S" j|m

he who makes a

secret of the principles of virtue (in-

stead of diffusing them) will have

some strange calamity befal him.

Cha shen chay fc
J

jfc or Wei shen

cnay fS 1 slj\ hypocrites.

Shen ching I TEfr good government.

Shen fi
| *Q-

a good plan; means

adapted to the end.

Shenleang
j
g mild; gentle.

Shen, hing che ju ke, kung cfce yu jin

y^ virtue, practice it yourself, and

extend it lo others.

Shen le ke kea 1 Jg ^ ^ to ma-

nage one's own house or family well.

Shen kin puh koo ^ ^ |5J

the root of virtue not firm.

Shen kow 1
$jj

to castrate a dog.

Shen ma
|

8L a gentle horse.
I J>"J

Shen g8 leang paou tj!3,
pfjjj

i&

virtue and vice have two different

recompenses.

Shen sze 1
^J/

to die well ;
to die a

natural and easy death, in a good old

age.

Shen fun too
] 'Sj. fr $?

virtue and vice take different roads.

\
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Shea tih 1 'c^. virtue, morality ;vir-
I ltti>

tnous mural.

Shea le kea woo
| Ijg ^? ^

to m.inage thttaffiirs of a family well.

Shenjin jTh tsang
| A B ift

gooj men d
lily increase.

Sheo yaou 1
JjS

to wave beautifully,

(aid of trees.

9201. (') Fromgoorfand

i"/ft. To mend ; to repair ;

to put in order ; to provide;

to adjust; to state on paper; to write

out. Occurs denoting magisterial

anger.

Shen sew
J

mk to put in order said

of weapons.

Shen seay
' ^ to write.

Vrnm flesh

and good. The flesh of

victim* ; good food duly

prepared. Name of an

office. Tsiou shen t3

1 breakfast. Wan shen

1 dinner. Chin shen J^ 1

excellent food. Rung shen -fife 1

to give provisions to use<l chiefly in

reference to private tutors.

Shen sew 1 ^j- food, victuals.

9203.
[
>

] Name fan an-

cient state on the west.

9204. [\1 Commonly read

Tan, Single; alone. Read

Shen, A proper name.

Shen foo 1
'y^

name ofa city.

Slien yu
] -^-

a certain Tartar general.

9205. (-) A species of eel,

described as resembling a

snake, nithout scales, and

covered with slimy mat-

ter; found during the sum-

mer months in shallow

water, where it buries itself in the

mud,
__
Otherwise called

ijj^

Shay-sben. Head To, Name of a large

fish, the skin of which is used to

cover drums.

92C6. Shen, or Chen. A level

place at the foot of an altar;

a place for sacrifice; where

the earth is removed; to level it, or

excavate it slightly; ground which

is wild or common. Read Tan, Broad,

wide. ChS too we' tan choo te wei

to build up earth nukes (an all r

called) Tan; to remove the earth,

makes Shen.

9207. (-
'
) An appellative

of whatever possesses

beauty and elegance of

motion. See Chen. See

also the second character

in a different sense below.

Sben keuen
J ||| :legant gait; pleas-

ing carriage.

Shen leen
'

jjjj.
relations ; kindred.

920S. (
/

) Shen or Chen, A

change of dynasty ; to

resign to ; to transfer to

another generation. Me-

ditation; contemplation;

abstraction; the sitting

in the posture of deep thought, and

*_
n

abstraction, adopted by the priests of

the Buddha sect. Tsaii shen woo taou

^* I IB JM to con 'era plate and

discern the principles of reason and

virtue.

Shen sze
j RjlJ

the priests who engage

particularly iii the religious exer-

cises, in contradistinction from those

nho..t tend to the secular economy of

a monastery. Compare with Chen.

9209. ( \ ) Shen or Chen, An

insect of the cricket kind.

S,e Chen.

9S10. (
t

) From an oprning

in a wall, and utingi. That

which roovts like a win-, ; a

door; now applied to two-leaved

doors; q d. a pair of wings to the

doorway. A fan. To fan; to agitate.

Ta shea
^J"

I to ply a fan. Tsze

shen
j

|

to fan itself said of

the common flea.

Shen mun
j flrj

a two-leaved door.

Shen tszc
j
3L a fan.

9211. (/) From htnd and

fan. To brush off; to agitate;

tv fan.

9212. ( /) From fre and

fan. To fan the flame; phy-

sically and morally ; to make

a flame; to act aan incendiary; to

seduce the people and lead them on

to mischief; to put the public mind

in a ferment; to delude as an im-

postor.

Shen hw5
j I^to delude as an in-

cendiary.
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Shen hwS jin sin
j ^ ^ ^

to deceive and _slir up people's

minds.

9213. ( / ) A certain va-

luable stone. Shen poo sliih

stone, used by Calendrcrs to put a

gloss upon cloth.

%_.>>_ 9214. ( ') From words and

^ fci /"" To seduce and im-

IjfQ'^M pose upon people by fair

speeches; to instigate people to do

what one wishes.

92)5. ( f) To geld a horse;

a gelding.

921 fl. From eminent, to

divid'-, i\\A words. An officer

who in ancient times explain-

ed divinations. In tne time of Tsin,

an officer who controuled the

Queen and the heir apparent's

household. At present a certain

officer about court. See Chen.

9217. [ -] Then or Sl'.en.

A species of toad. See Chen.

9S18. (() Plentiful; having

2C sufficient for; to give to;

to bestow upon the poor.

Shen pin 1
4^y

to supply the wants

ef the poor.

9219.
[ '] Chen or Shen.

See Chen. Read Tan, But;

but when.

Shen hwuy jjjlj
appearing to

advance with labour and difficulty.

^

SHEN

9220. (
'

) To resign l<>

another sovereign ; to ch;ingK

the dynasty; used in this

sense in common with TTuj Shen.

Read Tan, Slow ; remiss ;
a female

slave.

Shen e teen hea
|^7 ^T-

"H

resigned the empire.

| _> 9221. ['] Shen or Chen,

"I' V"/ To determine to have; to

J ^EJL assume; to usurp ; to take

upon one's self to do, without

proper authority. See Chen. Tsze

shen
jrj

self . assumption ; to

BMuine.

9222. f
/ ] To sacrifice to

heaven ; to resign to, as the

ancie t king JS Shun, did

to M YH. In the books of the

Hart dynastv, this word was often

written
jjjjp

Shen, and succeeding

ages used them for eath other.

92S3. [-] Smell of sheep;

rank ; frouzy ; fetid ; the

fat of sheep. The smell of

all ani.nals that feed on grass or

herbs. Chow shen JJL
|

rank ;

frouzy; fetid.

.9224. Used in the sense of

the preceding. Read Tan,

To expose a part of the arm

or breast. A man's name.

SHEN 743

flitfla

yd| f|j 9225. Shen or Shan. From

^1 ! door and a cross line. A

J- eross bar with which to

fa.sten a door.

Shen mun
]

I "I to slot or bolt a

door TT.iy.

tf l-l
02S6 '

t
'

] Krom </<">r B0<l

|*jk
a ma* standing. To peep

l^^l out of a door; the appear-

ance of stepping suddenly cut at a

door. To shun; to evade ; to be seen

a short time ; to move or past

quickly as a flash of lightning. A

surname. Ta shen iy 1 to lighten.

Shen kwo keu 21$ * to slip

over unnoticed, as by a small door.

Shen she
j jjQ

seen but for a short

time.

Shen shen |o be agitated and

move hither and thither.

Shen teen
[ ^|f

a flash, or the

flashing or darting of lightning.

Shen yu
j i|> specious; artful ;

adulatory.

9227. [/] Froma/a.ft

andjfre. The motion of

fire ; the darling motion

of lightning. The second

and third forms are also
/'

read Teen.

9228. [ / ] A species of

fever and ague, in whick

there is an interval of seve-

ral dayi.

9229. (
*

) Shen-se 1 BE
I I " I

a province adjoining He.

nan, on the west , the region

in which, on the page of history, the

Chinese first appear; it was anciently

called $fe |U KS-kn 8. Tsin^
the first universal monarch (who sub-
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dued the six contending stales of

China) aroie from this region, which

is said to be easily defended; in his

time tailed HII *j Kwan-chung.

9230. [
^

] Jen, or Shen.

Weak ; fragile ; timid; fear-

ful; solicitous. At present

used to denote, Harmony and ease.

P231. [\] Commonly read

Yen, Sharp pointed. Read.

Sliei:, The name f a city.

SHiH. CCXCIV SYLLABLE.

Sometimes confounded with CM*. Manuscript Dictionary, At. Canton Dialect, Shap, Shot, and Shek.

1+
9232. Ten. Te shh

the tenth. YTh shTh

ten. YTh woo yih shTh

~fj 1 five, ten, and so on.

Puh hth tseuen ^l\ 1 /^S.
incom-

plete ; imperfect.

Shih fun
| -ft

ten parts, or ten

tenths, the whole, complete, perfect,

perfectly, the highest degree; used as

an Adverb, making the Superlative

degree.

flhih fun haou
^ fy. fat. very good ;

perfectly good.

ShTh-san-hang ^ ^j the site

of the European factories at Canton.

Shlhtszekea 1
fel^E

frame like

the character -p ShTh, Across.

ShTh Uze kcae
j ^^ streets

lying alright angles.

ShTh tsw mun
]

f! P*J cross.har-

beur
; the Typa, at M-ic.io.

Shih shTh 1
j

ten times ten.

very Urge.Shih fun ta

Sbih tseuen
] -^ complete, perfect.

ShTh pSb tseuen
j ^^ ten(i. e.all)

are incomplete.

ShTh pa tsze /\ -^ eighteen

beads, an abbreviated number of the

108 used by the Buddha sect.

ShTh fun che urh \ & ~? _ A

two tenths.

ShTh yih 1 * eleven.

_ fe 9233. From man and ten.

Sl^T^ Ten persons. In military

language, two files of five

men each, are called ShTh.

Sluhwfih
^ Mg or ShTh ke

] ^
household utensils.

In the Colloquial style, ShTh mo

ife is used for What? and who? ShTh

mo sze HS |t|l what affair?

9234. Without controul ; re-

miss ;
to err; to leave be-

hind one. To lose ; to fail.

Failure; to slip; to miss; to neglec'.

Wang shTh T^ ]
to die; complete-

ly lost. Ne shTh hwin mo j^ j

3$> jffi
'lave ^ou ' ost '

our SOU ' ?

used wi.cn railing at people for their

J

to leavestupidity. E shTh
<|

behind one and lose.

ShTh cha 1 %* to neglect to examine

into.

ShTh ching
| m^ misrule; bad go-

vernment.

ShTh ke chuen
] L IS to lose the
I s^ tit

knowledge of, by not being banded

down.

ShTh wiih to e
j jj^ ^ ^^ to

cherish many suspicious in co-

sequence of losing something.

ShThgae
| ^ lost favor.

Sluh ho
j ^f to set fire to by ac-

cident

ShTh hwan
]

spiritless.

ShTh I 1
$|

or mislaying.

ShTh hwaa pTh inaou I

zljj []l|i

^^ looking as if one had lost one's

soul. Spiritless; stupid.

ShTh she
'

flt to lose the time,

means at an improper time.

ShTh teaou seu
j ^ {',|t losing the
J V/V- fl'H

thread, or the end of the thread.

to faint away ;

to lose by falling down
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ShTh jin
j ^ to address one's self

to an improper person.

ShTh keu
] ^ to lose altogether.

ShTh sin
j

J|Ji
to break one's promise.

ShTh tse'e
j 'gn'

the loss of female

chastity, an act of adultery.

ShTh tsfih
'

K? to
slip one's foot ; to

stumble ; to fall.

ShTh yen
]

=" to say what is im-

proper or offensive.

9235. A rule or pattern; a

specimen; to measure; to

form like; to imitate; to

use or employ ; to respect ; a cross

bar in the front of carriages; an

euphonic Particle at the beginning of

sentences. A surname. Tsze sliih

j

a copy-head.

Shlh yang ^ jj&
or KTh shTh

a pattern ; a specimen.

9236. To dust clear ; to

wipe with a cloth ; to rub ;

to cleanse, applied also to

the washing of sheep.

Ffih shTh jafi to dust

off; to wipe away.

Shih kow
J t/f?

t<> wipe off the dirt.

ShTh te
j

Yift wiped away the tears.

9237. A cross bar in Chinese

carriages and sedan chairs

placed before ll.e person sit-

ting, for the purpose of leaning on

when he bows to persons passing.

9238. ShTh, or Sh. From

hand and lt> unite. Togather

together; to take with the

hand and collect ,
to enquire about

ii. c 9

what is not known. The number

Ten ; a certain covering for the arm,

used in archery.

Shih e
] 5jn

to take up what is lost.

Shih ke
*

^& to take up from the

ground.

Shih kae 1 /fi. to take up a straw, as

easy as doing so.

Shih mdh
j ^ vulgarly used for

j^fc
who ? what >

Show shili
jMjf

to collect together

and put in order; to prepare baggage

for a journey.

9239. The bones of monn-

tains. Stones; a stone; hard

sonorous stoues for inusic-.l

purposes ,
a measure for grain and

liquids. Name of a itar, and of a

district. A surname. Fan shiX

fe
^

alum. Pr,an shih $&
|

rocks. Ho shih fc 1 a flint. Yflh

shih -^ I rare and valuable stones.

ShTh chay 1
j8jj

name of a medicinal

plant.

ShTh choo I Kk a stone of a red

colour.

ShThe

ShThjuy 1

lionet.

ShTh hwuy

ShTh lew hwa ^^ Balaustia or

poinegniiatc flowers.

ShTh chiing joo I ^ ^ stone

formed like icicles; stalactites.

ShTh hwuy twang O7 Jft' a lime
j t/\ iffi,

kiln, or quick lime.

ShTh lew *SJ the pomegranate;

Jjf Pe, added, makes Pomegranate^V

.}

J

a '''"'' ^ moss

that grows on

lime.

naptt.a

or bitu-

peels. The promcgranate is poeti-

cally called
JQf ifa

Tau-tsaou.

Shih tow wei shih
-j- JJ- ^

ten tow make a shih ; i.e. 1*0 cat

ties.

Shih hwa tsae JlV 24. Acal, a
| K-i 7|v b

species of sea-weed of which glue is

made.

Shth lung tizc
jj^

3P- the stone

dragon , the lacerta crocodilu*.

ShTh tan
j

tt? or Mei shTIi

coal.

ShTh naou yew j )J|j y]

ShTh tseTh
^ ^jj*

rneo.

^ 9^40. From divine

tation and a itoite. A sort

of stone shrine for placing

the tablet of ancestors iu, after i

been worshipped.

9241. A grain measure

containing one hundred

and twenty FT* Kin, or

catties.

9242. Large, full, ripe; mu-

ture.applied to grain. Learn-

ed ; virtuous; eminent.

Maou che shih "fpf ~7? grair
>-M '-^ I

fully ripe.

ShTh sze
' ^1! epithets applied to

ShTh yen 1 -fr J eminent men.

9243 A certain field rat,

ycry destructive to grain.

9244. From a covering and

to go to. A place of rest; a

dwelling; the apartments
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of the family. A wife; a house, or

f.unily. A cavern or gr^ve; a case

for a thing. Name of a hill. A

surname. Ching sMh J^ the

prii.ripal wife. TsTh shTh
^||J |

. a,^ 4

a concubine. Kungs'iThg

a house; a dwelliig, sometimes

ir.eans the Imperial apartment'.

Tse'en shth
-Ajf

1 a quiver. Ying

sh'.h
/j$

a northern constella-

tion. San shih yew shth ^ -4-

Al 1 at thirty mairy. Fhpw shih

'^ 1
lo 'a 'te a W1 ^e ^"r ont-'s

self or one's son. She shih
-4^

1 a

temple or hall dedicated to ancestors.

9i45. Si.ih tang,
j

the ant lion

9?4. A ease for a-Uiii'e ; a

sciibbard tut a sword.

9247. Rend Shih and

ChTh. The means of

nourishing the body ; to

eator drink, chiefly To

e:it, to feed , to undo

what was before done ;

to rotr ct; t eclijise the sun or

moon: to befool or imj'ose upon.

Read Sze, Food ; to give food to ; to

feed. The second is a vulgar form.

Occurs in various proper names.

Hcue shth
jfa[ |

a sacrifice. Yug

shTh
J^j \

an eclipse of the moon.

Fib shih Q J

a livid complexion.

Hwang shih ^ 1 sallow. Jih shih

Pi I an eclipse of the sun. Urh

shTh pBh hwa
Jjl ^ ^ -^ to

eat with the ear, but not digest to

hear instruction i;houl studying or

comprehending it. Mull shTh

1 dishes made for mere ornament

not to be eaten but to be looked at.

Keeo shTh
1|j

'

food obtained

with difficulty from the land. Seen

shih
jj^ I

fruit-, fi.hand animals.

ShTh che
j

/ to give food to; to

feed.

Shih che
J Jg the fore finger.

ShTh fan. 1 |''/J
to eat rice , to take

I rf/*

any meal.

Shth hwae jin
j ^S ^ to eat that

which, is injurious; to lie injured by

eating.

Shihjow 1 MM to eat flesh means,

when used by the Emperor, feasting

on a sacrifice.

ShTh ke5 & a horn of the rhi-

noceros.

ShTh woo leen 1 |l 1^ toeatim-
I >iVT X^v

moderately; gluttonous.

ShTh kae lae
] J^J ^ to spread, as

oil does on paper.

ShTh king nae soo
1 Jf{ 7^ $4

in the time tint one may eat a meai,

revive a^ain, said ofa person in a fit.

Sbih maou, tseen too 1 HE- 1{J&
-J-

to eat the herbs and tread on the soil.

Shth tsew I
j2G

to drink wine.

ShTh yen
| |= to retract what one

previously said.

9248. To enjoin; to order;

to command ; to strengthen ;

to repair; to prepare; dili-

i -
I

gent; attentive. Shin shTh, m
|

to charge; to enjoin upon.

ShTh chae 3E to give orders to

police officers.; to despatch on some

government duty.

ShTh fang -By
to give orders to

any office, or the office from whence

the orders are issued.

1 .. 9249. To injure; to coj-

LLT rode; to diminish; to

t^*' encroach gradually; to

eclipse; an eclipse ofthe

sun or moon. JIh shTh

I an eclipse of the

sun. Sun shih
|jji ]

to be gradually

wasted said of property. Yue" shTh

j
an eclipse of the moon.

9250. From Man and a

napkin : fy ShTh, gives

sound. To wipe; to

cleanse; to rub and bright-

en; to paint; to adorn;

to gloss over ; weapons;

the neck or cuff of a garment, ge-

nerally ornamented with fur.
*
Tl:e

second is a vulgar form. Fun sliTh

tie ping ^3 1 ^v ^p-
a pretended

general tranquility. Yen shTh pdh

lae ^ |

7k ^fc unaWe to glos*

over elfectnally. Le-shTh JM
a martial appearance used to denote

the Emperor. Show shTh
~

I

ornaments for. a head dress. N'e?

shth jy I to make up some pre-

text in order to excuse some fault.

Fun shTh
kjn

to white-wash
; to

colour the outside ; a false gloss.

Win shTh
^? ornamented;

elegant. ShTh ke 1
; military

weapons.
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Shth che ke yn ^ ^3J J|fe
& to

assume the garb of knowledge in

order to impose on the simple.

51 9251. Rear!
rjfft,

To loot;

narrowly ; to prosetulf ; to lead ;

to give-, to pn>ituce; good;

delightful. Read Chili, Gloisy.

9?52. To wash and cleanse

rice.

9253. From ^ Tsae, To -

take and separate. To take

up; to unloose; to liberate;

to free ; to put from one; to melt ; to

disperse ; to submit. A denomination

of the sect Fuh. To explain ; to

illustrate ; to gloss over. To happen ;

to occur. A surname.

ShKh e
J jgjt:

to dispel ilimbts.

Shth hwny |pj
10 liberate and

lend bick fcom banishmeot.

Shth hSn
'JU

to lay aside one's

resentment.

Slnh-kea-mowrne jtp ,jfe Fp?

one of the r.amcs of Buddha, pro-.

bably the same as Shakyilsinghu,

an Indian nauie of Buddha.

Shth-kea
| ^5*1

the sect of Budd-

Shtb mun 1
P*jJ ha; ,

the first

syllable of SMh-kea-mow-ne being

taken for the whole word, which is

the usage of the Chinese.

Shth teen 1 lul the canopical-Jjooks

of the Buddha sect.

Shth ming ming tth 1

explain the clear discernment of

illustrious virtue...

SHIM

9?54. From To accord

and to walk. To go to ;

to occur; to happen ; to

hit
-

exactly; to accord

with; to suit; usual ; self

possession. Tranqniltty ;

good; joy; filled; supplied equally.

The bride going to the house of

her husband. Read Telh, The prin-

cipal wife. To direct; tocontroul.

Occurs denoting An enemy. Read

Sblh, To accord with. Telh tsze

I --pi
the soi of the principal wife,

the heir. TeThsze
| ^an eminent

scholar. Pith shih yung ^K 1
ffj

does not answer the purpose.

Shth chth
^ j^' just occurred, or met

at the point of time.

Shth jen
j

$ft suddenly; accidental-

ly ; by chance ; , common ; usual.

Read Teth jen, Alarmed.

Shih tsae
J ^ j u^ now occurred.

Shth tsung
| jfc

to follow , to

adhere to.

9255. To know ; to rec/ug-

nise. Read Che, To remem-

her; to record ; any in-

scription or letters engraven oa any

utensil. Keen sbih shin E| }'&

profound knowledge. Muhpuh shih

tig Q ~^i ^p his eye does

not k.iow a nail, ignorant of letters.

Yewpwan meen che .shth /f ^S.

^Jj ^/
|

to know h^If a person's

face a slight acquaintance. Keen

shth 1^ 1 to see and know; know-

ledge. Seang shth iH
J

acquainted

with. Shuh shth ^L \ iiilimately

acquainted.
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Shth jin
j gg ..r Jin

toknoiv; to recognise.

Shth tseii teth- jin

an ngreeable person.

Shih ke me'en
J J^ ~^jj

to know a

person's face, to be acqu tinted with.

him.

Shthiseu I
jj^

to know :im\ practice

what is agreeable la others.

9256. From a covering

over a tiring ofpear't.

Affluent; full; stuTj'J
;

solid j real; sincere; to

_*?"~ ' cram or fi"
; fruit; the

^^^ effects; things; that

which really is. A sur-

name. The third form is

an abbreviated vulgar

Sze shth --H
j

the reality

of affdirs-; the'faits. Yew ming woo

shth S" y, aHE
j

has the name.-
r3 "V ' I

not the reality, merely nominal.

Hwa shth 3p 1 flowers and fruit;

specious show and reality. , Chung;

shth ^ 1 filled with wealth or

learning. Mwan shih
>JiJj

1 a ves-

sel lled full. K shih^ 1

the'formingoffruitafler the blossom.

ChS sh^h S"
j

to set about a thing

in earnest; strenuous effort. Laou

s'"'h
j/

|

old and honest; sim-

ple and sincere.

Shth shth. 15 15 1
'

tru ,

really ; safely ; securely.

Shih shiih
i||j really pertains or-

belongs to ; really is.

Shih shih 111
'

J } true; imcere
Chia shih

Jjt. ]
J

Shih tsae 1 /ft* true; real ; very;

re illy.
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9257. From water appear-

ing sttgtiant and covered

over upon the earth.

Damp; moist; hurried;

figurat'rely Dejection;

depression of snirit; cloud

of mind ; disappointment, in this

sense prevailed chiefly in the western

parts of the empire. The second is

a common, but erroneous form, it is

read Ta. The name of a river. Kan

I dry and moist. ShtSh

shih "3S
'

extremely im^tu

Ta shih ij \ to moisten. Chaou

$h\h ISM
]

damp; moisture; a nox-'

ious vapour exhaled from the earth ;

wet. Shih ke
|
jpf humid vapour.

Shih ihih gl 5>y> having a

glare tike the surface of water.

Shih sang 1 ^ animals supposed to

be generated by damp and moisture,

in contradistinction from the Lwan

sing uHJ tf oviparous.

92 5H. Commonly read Shay,

To shoot an arrow. Bead

Shib, To point at any thiog

and take it.

0259. Plentiful; carnation

colour ; anger. Name

of an ancient statesman.

A surname.

'- '

SHIN. CCXCVTH SYLLABLE.
.

nuscript Dictionary, Shun. Canton Dialect, Shun.

9260. (
-
) Said to repre-

sent the back of a human

body, which is capable

of contraction or exlen-

sien. To extend to ; to

stn tcli out ;
to explain to ;

io clear up. To yawn ; the hours

from three lo five in the aftermion.

Again ; to reiterate. The name of

a state ; of a district ; of a hill, and

of a kkc or pond.

Shin keuli
'

U|j
to straighten out,

and to crook.

Shiu klh
] ^f|J

the time from three

to fiveP M.

Shin le
j J|l

to clear up the rights

of a case; to redress a grievance.

Shin ming J 0J]
to eiplain clearly.

fhi i s' ih
| ^ to extend orden or

injunctions to.

Shin shin easy ; indulgent ;

enjoying ease and comfort.

Shin juen
j fcjj

to right a person who

is falsely accused.

Shin win 1 ^^ an explanatory paper

from an inferior officer to his su-

perior.

9261. (-) To extend; to

spread rut; to explain; to

straighten; -to stretch out;

to clear up the cause of Ihe injured.

A surname. Shoo shin <*p I to
I-" I

extend ; to exhilarate. Keen shin

ft to jawn and stretch one's

elf.

Sbin show shin ke I 3:. 1 BW lo
J 1 rJT*

extend the arms and feet.

Shin pull cHh
j ^ ^ unable to

straighten, or to procure justice for

one who is oppressed.

Shin mi ng 00 to explain fnlly

and clearly.

Shinkeuh
j

nu are opposites, Straight,

crooked
; and in a figurative

sense, Righted and injured, or op-

pressed.

9262. To rehearse; to recite,

the sound of recitative.

The moan of acute and pain-

ful feeling. To sigh; to lamer t,

which is expressed also by
|

p^-

Shin-yin.

9263. [ / ] T stretch out

any thing in order to in-

crease it's length.
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9864. [
^ ] Wood that fades

and diet of it's own accord.

9265. (
-
) From to extend

and signs from heaven.

Every evanescent, invisible,

. inscrutable, spiritual, operating pow-

er or cause, is called Shin. A spirit;

the human spirit. Divinity, God,

in the sense of heathen nations.

Divine ; spiritual; the animal spirits.

A surname. Tsing ling yue shin /Km

P 1- I what is subtile and spi-

ritual is called Shin. The; say the

thin or spirit of man resides in the

heart. Kwei shin
ft^ j

spirits,

generally : Kwei is the spiritual part

of the [& Yin principle. (See Yin.)

The human spirit after death is called

Kwei ; and bad spirits,
or devils, are

called Kwei. Shin, is the spiri-

tual part of the IB Yang principle.

(See Yang.) Ying shin sae hwuy jffj

I ;* -to* idolatrous processions

in which the images of their gods are

paraded about the streets. Tsing

hin $p| life, animation, good

ipirits.

Shin choo 1 ^f the tablet on which

the name of a deceased person is in-

icribed ; by some Europeans used to

denote the Lord of Spirits; the Su-

preme God.

Shin che gin 1 ^ E9 the faror or

benevolence of Deity.

Shin hwan
j z^j|

tne pint and sou!,

or the spiritual immaterial part of

man. Shin ling
|

*
spiritual ;

intellectual, not material.
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Shin ming
4

[y^
lne god* before

whom nothing is dark or obscure.

Shin meaou 1 -m} divinely excellent.

Shin che tsze pe
'j ^^^ tlls

mercy of Deity.

Shin tseen fi he mt & ^
I Ml '-* I

to take an oath before the gods.

Shin sea ng
] Sic effigy f a god; an

idol.

Shin seen
] M\ certain genii much

spoken of. See Seen.

Shin tsaou ~f3 the divine plant.

The same as
^5?

Che.

Shin sze puh tsilh
j ^ /fC /

a defect in the cegilaiijns of the

soul, idiocy is thus defined.

Shin mdh joo teen kwang yung
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is like the lightning's flash.

9266. [
-

] From tilk and

extended. A sash or girdle;

a sah to surround the waist,

leaving it's ends hanging down as

an ornament. To bind as with a

sash ; those entitled to wear an or-

namental sash ; gentry Heatig shin

a||j
I a country gentleman. Tsin

*S \ all the civil and military of-

ficers ofthe government, or the red

book containing a list of them.

Shin sz.e 1
^

a graduated scholar.

9267. [-] To excite motion.

Time; the sun, moon, and

stars, which divide time by

their motions ; the hours from 7 to

9 in the morning. Pih shin JP

the north polar star.

Shin mo she shin
JJ1

FK Hi
what time ? what hour of the day ?

9268.
[

-
] From woman

and motion. To be preg-

nant. The motion of a

child in the womb of it's

mother.

9269. [
-
] From a covering

and the north pglar star. A

retired apartment ; the Im-

perial apartments, in allusion to the

Emperor being like the polar star.

S270. f-] From the tun,

and to excite, or pHt in

motion. The light of the

sun beaming forth in the

morning; the morning

clear; bright; light.

Tsing
ihin^jji

I very early in the

morning.

Shin fun; Jif a certain bird of
I t-*\

prey which devours the pigeon tribe.

Shin tsaou
] JpL

or reversed Tsaou-

*hiu, Early in the morning.

927 1. [\] The flesh used

in sacrifices offered to the

gods of the lai.d. Raw

flesh; when dressed for

sacrifice it is called IB?

Fan. The second form

occurs in some propir

names.

9272. A certain sea spectre;

the frog. Name of a district.

Sh'm chay |
JH, a certain hcarie.

Shin ke 1 a certain visionary

i*^
Shin low

j
fri&) monster seen at

lea, said to be like a snake, with
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hornsj and like a dragon, in the

lower part of Ihe body, having scales;

sometimes assumes the form of a

walch tower.

Shin tan 1 -far lime put iuto the coffin,

by Chinese.

9273. [
-

] Said to resem-

ble the human body. The

body of any animal; u^ed

also metaphorically fur the trunk of

a tree; the hull ofa ship. Used for (he

pronouns I, or Me; one's person.

Chung shin *>? \ the whole of one's

life; sometimes denotes the close of

life. Chili shin
TJj- j

a naked body.

Chfih shin
Jjj

what a person

springs from, either their parentage,

or what they were whin they entered

into the business of life.

Shinchwang
| ^ body stout, hale,

robust.

Shin te ping gan 8$ 3L ik

to be in health.

Shin kea kw3 teen hea
'

tjfc Bjj

^ ~F> one's person, one's family,

o ie's country, the world.

ShintejueujS
^ ^ |f JjjHaweak

delicate body.

Shin tflh kwl
j ^jr. JUj

an ancient

name of India.

Shin chvrang leih keen
jjj;

~tt

TOi hale and strong.

Shin kea
] ^ body and house, or

family, to hae these denotes possess-

ing properly.

Shin tsze yew ping
j ^ ^

unwell ; sick.

Shin te '^ the human body.

Sing heang kaou tse 1

he enjoyed a high degree of noble

rank.

9274. (
-
1 The name of a

deity ; pregnant. A surname.

9275. ( \ ) From ituect and

to pair. Social dclight*; ex-

cess of pleasure; hence its

usual meaning In an extreme degree;

Terj ; it generally precedes the adjec-

tive, sometimes follows the words

which make the affirmation as, Ling

jilh e shin /^ M P I insult and

disgrace already carried to it's utmost

degree. Taeshin^ 1 to excess

in any thing. Ke shin
jljjj

I being

in a: i ex treme degree. YI h che e shi n

kekotsaehoo ^ 1 A
P| f^ Sf* once is too much, bow

should I du it again.

Shin ph seang e
| ^ ^ g

very unsuitable.

Shin tlh e
j ^ ^ to succeed in

one's wishes very fully.

Shin e
j
^ an exclamation denot-

ing a thing having arrived at an ex-

treme degree.

Shinhaou
j |Mp very good.

Shin kwei
|

W ery dear.

Shin 1 orShinmo 1 U# what? who?

Shin sze
J ^ 1 what busi-

Shin mo sze JS?"J ness? what

affairs.

Shin she
] jj? very right.

9276. [
-

] From much and

heart. Sincere ; true. Read

Tan, Pleasure ; delight.

Read Chun, Silly ; fuoliih. Chin shin

^|3- ]
slow aad suspicious.

Shin shin
'

j
the heart deviating

from rectitude.

9277. Sang shin
jig

1 the

mulberry fruit. Read Chin,

A kind of hatchet for felling

timber.

9278. [
-

] Sickness ; dis-

ease ; a disease of the

abdomen; a chronic ob-

stinate dif case of the ab-

domen.

9279. [ \ ] Sincere ; true ;

faithful. The name of a

state. A man's name.

9280. [\J The name of a

plant.

9281. From a overing

and to ifparate. To pro-

tect and discriminate ; to

investigate clearly ; to

jQCi^ form an opinion of. To

^^f^w j judge righteously; to

restrain. A surname.

Shin pwan '\

oijj
to judge; judge-

ment.

Shin sin
jiH,l

to tr^ : to iaTest'"

Shin wSn R9 J gate ; to examine

into ; a judicial inquiry.

9282. [ \ ] An appellation

of one's father's younger

brother's wife, and of one's

own younger brother's wife.
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9283. [
/ ] From true and

heart. Sincere ; thought-

ful ; respectful s Still ;

careful; attentive ; cau-

tious. A surname. Keae

shin
flj/

1 to be watch-

ful and circumspect ; to be obser-

vant ofone's own conduct. Kin shin

=* 4

nig
i

to be attentive to ;
to be

careful of. Kin shin ^ j

scru-

pulously careful about one's conduct.

Shin ke tSh yay ] g fa
attends carefully to what he dues in

solitude; and to the secrets of his

henrt, known only to himself; said

of
Keun-tszejpj* -^ the good man.

9984. [] Sinceres true)

devoted. KwSn shin (W8

I

or Chung sin^
sincerely devoted to.

9885. [\] Read Chin,

To tink. Read Shin,

Name of an ancient state.

A surname.

9386. [\] To smile , to

laugh at. Some say, To laugh

aloud.

97. [\] From on

arrow and a tow. To

stretch still more; still

more ; how much more ?

9288. (-) From water,

a cavern, and a wood.

Deep, applied to water ;

deep, strong colours ;

very; exlreroelyf pro-

found ; recondite. Name

of a river, of certain clothes, and of

a district. Read Shin, To measure

the depth. Che shin 43?
j
profound

wisdom. Shin chth I
nF^*

re-

tired secret apartment.

Shin gaou I .61 profound and ab-

struse.

Shin keaou 1 ^ a deep intercourse;

that is an intimate acquaintance.

Shin Ian
]
^ a deep blue colour.

Shin we, gaou meaou
] ^ j|L $

extremely subtle ud wonderfully

abstruse.

Shin shin I *>tt deep inquiry, or

investigation of principles.

Shin than
j

Jj far amon^it hilli.

Shin been
'

V^ deep ; shallow ;

abstruse ; easy.

Shin-shin ts8 yih -ffe ilIII l-~ -f^t

made a profound bow.

9289. [/] From thought

and wordt.\ Thought^ to

consider t to express one's

thoughts in the way of advice or

reproof; serious reproof. To recede

to deep places.

929 - [M Thc T 'jcer

which secrete the urine
-,
the

kidneys. To lead; to induce.

Sin shin puh keaou fa ] ^^
want of communication between the

heart and kindneys, is the cause of an

involuntary emission of seineu. Nuy

shin [^ 1 the kidneys. Wae shin

^ ]
the testicles.

Shinnang 1 ^the testiculorum bursa

X A^fc 9291- [/ ] To flow down
^t^^i

>/Af* with noise ; to run off, said

m^^^^ of water. Name of a marsh,

Shin-le
] ^ the appearance of

the flowing of a stream or current.
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SHING. CCXCVI SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Xing and Shing. Canton Dialect, Sting.

a% 9292. [
-
] A certain measure

"^TT^ for grain and liquids; it

^r contains a hundred and

twenty thousand grains of millet,

and is shaped like an English pint,

without the handle. To accumulate;

to rise; to ascend; to advance; name

of one of the PS-kwa. Among Wea-

Ters, eighty threads make a Shing.

Me shing TK. 1 a measure for rice.

Peth shing Jj| ]

a stand (.like the

measure Shing) in which to put

pencils. Yu2 shing teen ting H

^r ,J||j
the moon rises to the zenith.

Hwin shing yu teen
rB|

.1
~Jjb "^^

the spirit (of the deceased) ascends

to heaven.

Shing shang
j [^

to ascend up.

Shing teen 1 ^ to ascend to heaven.

929.1. (-)From tun and to

ascend. The sun ascending ;

to ascend; the sun high in

the heavens; tranquil; peaceful;

universal tranquility.

Shing ping, shing she
j

an age of peace and plenty.

9294. [ \ ] Shing or Ching.

See Ching.

9295. [
-

] From to at-

cendand a mound ofearth.

To go up steps. To as-

cend ; to advance ; to be

promoted to a higher de-

gree. A surname. Le'en

shing yih pin im 1 _

Jjp
to rise successively

to the first rank. Kaou shing

|)EL |
high promotion, often used

as a wish.

to ascend a ball orShing tang 1

public court.

Shing paou
j

to fire a gun.

to fire a salute ;

9296. Shing or Ching. To

perfect ; to eff cl , to com-

plete ; to accomplish. See

Ching.

6297. [ /] From tun and

perfect. The sun shin-

ing in his strength. Light ;

splendor ; glory. Name of a piece

of music. A vessel for containing

rice.

9298. f / ] From tt com-

plete and a vessel. The

grain prepared in vessels for

offering to the gods. Accomplish*.

edj perfected; completed. Great;

abundant
; plenteous ; affluent ; flou-

rishing ; any good in the highest de-

gree; excellent. Complimentary

adjective applied to another person's

country, or native place. The name

of a certain vessel ; of a hill ; of a

country; and of a place. A surname.

To put into a vessel. To receive or

contain any thing. Also read Ching,

which see.

Shing che 1 /g generous rule or go-

rerunient.

Shing ftih
.j jj pompously and so-

leinnly dressed out.

Shing gin ;
W abundant kindness

ad favour.

1*fc^J liberal gifu, used

in courtesy for any kindness done.

Sliingking
^ ^ Mouk-den, the me-

tropolis of Miinchow Tartary.

Shing le
] |^ the luxuriance of ele-

gance.

Shii.g ming
^ ^ famed; celebrated 8

famous.

Shing teen
'j

.Mk especial state re-

gulations.

Shing tih
|

daily moral renova-

tion ; continual increase in virtue.
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Shing-shwa* die she 1 HE?

the slate or circumstances of pros-

perity aod of decline.

Shing she
'

tf* an abundant ape ; a

period of general plenty and pros-

perity.

9299. To drive a carriage;

to ascend ;
to overcome ; to

avail one's self of an op-

portunity; to take occasion from the

tale of circumstances. To rule. To

plan. A surname. Read(/) A car-

riage; things in pairs, or in fours.

Name of a plant; name of a place.

Shing choo I Itfe are two words

used in arithmetic, the first denotes

increasing the number either by

addition or multiplication; the latter

diminishing it by subtraction or

division.

Shinu chaou
j j|H

to take advantage

of the tide.

Shing fung
] |]|

to avail one's self of

a fair wind.

Shing ke
j |||

or Shing she
j 3jjb

to embrace an
opportunity, as to

eircBmstmces. Shing raa
j
E

to mount a horse. Shing she
| [jli

to embrace an
opportunity, a* to

time.

9300. Overplus; surplus;

remainder; not only. Yu

{
that wbiihshing

j

remains over and above.

Shing y7h pwan
J dji

one half

remains over.

9301. To g -Id a stallioo.

9308. To warn; to caution.

Otherwise read Chrag.

Shi/lashing
|

caution; attentive

to; cautious.

9303. The name of a river.

"^vIK 930*. To laud ; to praise ; to

commend. A man's name.

9305. Shing or Ching, A

string, rope, or cord ; a line;

to point out the line of

duly ; to enforce it. See Ching. San

hS shing. ^l ^ \
a three-fold

cord.

Shing (S
^ fjj*

cord or string.

Sbing shing ke ke.
||| l||

strung and connected together, or

continued in a line.

Shing keen 1 f^f to adjust errors as

with a line,

9306. [
-

] To be adequate

to i to be worthy of ; to

sustain; to- raise or elevate;

to carry to the utmost degree. A

surname. Ornament of a lad) 's heail

dress. Read
[ '] To be superior

to , to overpass ; to overcome ; to

conquer; tog tin the victory over;

to win at a game . The name of -4

district. Hwa shing V or Jin

shing /^ ornaments of flowers

or embroidery; used onJinjih A
A man's day, as the seventh day of

the first moon is culled. Tae shing

mi
j

Hie name of a certain I ir<l.

Naug shing chungjin M!; }5 j^
PA IT II.

a dequate to an important situation.

Puh shing Jin ^ j
not equal

to the duties of one's station. Pah

sh'">S ^> I

"t to be surpassed ; the

highest possible degree, as Puh ihing

hm he
x|\ j ftfc^J. inexpressibly

glad.

Shing foo
| J? to conquer, and to be

conquered ; to win, and to lose.

9307. [/] From mouth,

ear, and skilful. To com-

prehend as soon as heard;

Intuitive perception of

all truth; one who- know*

the nature of things in-

stantly , from the bearing of the ear,

and who can explain every principle.

Possessing universal knowledge; wise;

sage ; perfection in virtue and know,

ledge; sometimes seems to denote

Sacred ; holy. N.nnc of a wood, and

of a river. A surname.

Shing choo
^ r|r all-wise sovereign,

the Emperor of China.

Shing teen tsze
'

^P ^f, the all-

wise son of heaven means the reigu-

ing. Emperor ; and

Shing chue*
J |jj

his all perfect

rule or dynasty.

Shing che
j j|f

the imperial will.

Shing tae
j /^j

and Shiug she
]

the period of his reign.

Shing seang
'

Jjjjj
holy or acred

image*.

Shing been
'

|? the wise and the
I ^~^

virtuous.

Shiug jiu
|
^ a man possessing all

wisdom and knowledge , a ise man ;

a sa,je, such a. Couluciui.
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iy che show
' \ J\

a wise man is the head

tlie

of Ihe human species.

Shin* Jin che le
|

ages formed the laws of decorum.

Shing ming ] $fc
sage.likeperspica-

city.

Shiug shin
j jjj^j

holy and divine, are

expressions appliid to Kang-he, Em-

peror of China.

Shirg mun te trae
^ ^ $) ~}~

a disciple of Confucius.

Shing ju ] pjjjlj
any proclamation of

the Emperor; in particular, a book of

Political Moralities, composed by a.

late En peror, and paraphrased by a

Vice Governor of a province. On the

Island 15th days of every month,

or the new and full mooi, the prin-

cipal officers of the province assemble

in a hall, and listen to a preacher

mounted on a table, who rehearses

memoriter, a section of the Shing.yu,

first in Chinese, and next in the Tar-

SHO

tr language for the benefit of tho

soldiers who attend. Compare with

^! Yew and
gig Keang, which,

with this, exhibit the ancient and

modern preaching in China.

9308. The noise made in

beating a mud wall,

when raising it. Many ;

a multitude.

9309. [.] Sound; any

lound or noise; voice;

to utter the voice; to

speak ; to declare; to

state in writing; the notes

in music ; the tones or ac-

cents, in the Chinese lan-

guage; to promule ; to

praise. A surname. Te

SHO

^ 1 a low voice. Kaou

shing |Sj J

a high voice. Haou

ming shing ^ ^ i a good re-

putation; celebrity. Ta shing -jr/^ \

a loud voice ; a great noise. Woo

shing ^ the jive notes of

music. Sze shing fJU I the four

tenet, in the Chinese language. Yfih

shing *p |

the sound of music.

Shing ching 1
ijfr.

to state verbally.

Shing chang 1
j?J|

to give publicity

to.

Shing ming tsetn kaou
^ fa jl^f r^jj

name gradually becoming distinguish-

ed or famous. Shin; kaou

jjjb
instruction ; moral teaching.

Shing, sih, ho, le
j ^^ T^l]

music,

leduess, the possession of wealth, and

the desire of gain are the snares

which ruin mankind.

9310. Happiness; felicity;

again ; forthwith ; to com-

plete-

SHO. CCXCVII SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Shah and Chi. Ifanuscppt Dictionary, .T8. Canton Dialect, Cheok.

ChJ.

9311. Read CbS or Sh*. A

kind of spoon ; to take or

lift out with a spoon. See

9312. Noise of dashing a-

gainst water. See Ch*.

9313. A spoon or ladle for

lifting water. Read Feaou,

The tail of Ursa-major. To

lead ; to connect.

9314. A certain medicine.

See ChS.

9315. Shen-shS ^ a

disquieted unsettled appear-

ance.

931. Light; splendor; to em-

bellish. Used also fur the

following. Read LS, The

branches of trees, withered and broken.
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9317. SSorShS. A par-

ticular kind of spear or

lance.

9318. To melt or fuse me-

tals. To urge, as with fire ;

to impel with the cliimour

of a multitude,

beautiful eyes.

Shining; bright;

9319. S5 or Sh. To tuck.

9320. ( c ) Sh5, or Sh6-ihi

timorous; fright-

ened, said of a dog that will

not come near a person.

SHOO. CCXCVIII SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Ckoa. Manuscript Dictionary, Shu. Canton Dialect, Sheu; En, as in the French word Pen.

9321. (-) To be distinguish-

ed from
~%jl

Mtih, To sink.

A military weapon of the

spear kind ; the handle of a spear, an

appellation of an ancient form of the

character. She shoo
JjjJ

1 a sort

of flail.

9323. (\) Shoo, or Choo.

See Choo.

9323. [ V ] To take by the

hand. See Choo.

9324. [ \ ] Slow j remiss;

procrastinating ; calami-

tous.

9325. f
-
] To open out ;

to spread open ; to expand ;

to exhilarate , leisure, ease ;

order ; comfort. Name of a slate,

and of a tripod. A surname.

Shoo chang 1

D)J|
chearful ; in good

spirits.

Shoo chen I

fjS
or Chen shoo, To

do business in a free easy manner.

Shoo e _
,

an easy mind.
Shoo sin 1

fi[\

Shoo keuen 1 ^EK spread out ; rolled

up.

Shoo hwan
j

leisurely ; unhur-

ried performance of anj thing; ease.

4 ^L.
Shoo yung 1

,?j. being at one's eas;

unrestrained manner.

Shoo yung 1
Ej leisurely, easy cir-

cumstances in respect of property.

Shoo shin H3 wide; expanded;

roomy ; having free scope.

J^g>
9326. [-] Name-of abird

resembling a duck; the pre-

ceding was originally used

in this sense.

Shoo foo
|
J0 a duck.

Shoo yen jffl
a goose.

9327. [
-

] To kill ; to cut

off; to put an end to ; to ex-

terminate; to wound but

not destroy; to distinguish or se-

parate; differing from; to exceed. A

particle marking strongly the super-

lative degree; an expletive. Name of

a pavilion of the Seen
jjj|

genii.

i
* > ^f

Shoo yew che chau dr* V^ lj^

rare productions.

Shoo pBh keae e ~2^ ^P "i=^

far from giving any concern to tlir

mind.

Shoo too lung kwei 1

i4^ |m j^
all the different roads unite in one ;

i. e. all the systems of moral in-

struction agree in requiring virtue.

Shoo puh ko keae
\

quite inexplicable.

Shoo sie 1 #P to put to death.
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Shoo shiih I

JB| very much related

to; is Tery. Shoo ting
|

Jjlt a

residence of the Seen /nl genii.

9388. [
-
] Name ofa medi-

cinal plant. See Choo.

9329. [
-

] Shoo or Choo,

Nirae ofan ancient coin. See

Choo. Tsze shoo pelh ke

$L\
^M- determined to reck,

on to the last farthing extreme ri-

gour in exacting taxes.

9330. [\] A public court;

to he attached to; to be

placed in. Shoe, before an

officer's title, expresses that he is not

permanently appointed to the situ-

ation, but is merely acting in it for

the time being.

hoochung |
nil a public office

Shoo nuy 1
jfaj

or court.

Ya shoo faf 1 I the office of a

Kung slioo fe |
^ magistrate; a

Kwan shoo
'g* ] J court for the

adn inistration ofj.istice.

9331. p ] The light of

the rising sun ; the heavens

i'liimined in the east; the

morning ; liyht ; clear; manifest.

9332. A root like the

potatoe. Shoo-)U |

fW or Shoo-yu I

5cg

an esculent root. Ilu-lan

si oo ~f|T OH |
or Shoo

tsae / the Euro-

pean potatoe in Canton named after

the Hollanders or Dutch, who pro-

bably first introduced it.

9333. [ \ ] The Mils

species ; rats or mice ; it

includes the squirrel and

the rabbit. The name of

;"%JI

ft bird. Name of a wood,

^T^^^ t
and of a plant. A red

colour; mournful. Lnou-shoo JJ?r

I a rat or mouse. Sung shoo
?l|\

|

a dormouse, or squirrel.

Fei shoo

Fuh shoo

Shoo yen | \$ excessively timo-

*l \
l!Hl/

a bat.

Shoo show leang twan
j

a rat's bead double design, i. e. ir-

resolute ; undetermined.

9334. ( \ ) The disease of

melancholy; afflicted with

grie The character is form-

ed with Shoo, rat, in reference

to the timidity of that animal.

C3 9336. Taw, An ancient vei-

telfor containing fleth. Every

iftelet of pulse-.

9336. Short garments;

mean clothing.

9337. ( \ ) A generic term

for all plants that grow

erect ; a tree
,

to set on

end ; to erect ; as a tree ;

to plant ; to bang upon

a pole; a door screen;

the name of an animal
j a surname.

Shoo che 1 BjT
1

the fatt\ substance
I /Jtl

J

of a tree; the resinous matter which

exudes from it.

Shoo yin he.i
'

fj^
~K under the

shadow of a tree.

Shoo muh T ^ a tree ; trees.

Shoo Pe
| jj^

the bark of a tree.

Shoo t*ze
j Ijl

the legitimate soni

of princes, who are by the Emperor

appointed to be heirs.

9338. To enrich as with

seasonable rain, diverging

streams; water rusUng

through narrow passes. Kan-shoo

sweet, ( i. a. seasonable )

showers.

(\) From zreyal

dometlic, a hand, and an

urn. To stand erect ; to

raise on end ; to place

upright; to establish;

morally upright ; chaste;

an inferior office; an

attendant in the palace ;

an inferior mean person.

A surname. Ching tsze
^C.

a child; an inferior low person. Muh

shoo IfKf a shepherd's boy; a

poor lad.

Shoo leih
|

|/ or Keen-shoo

to establish one's reputation.

9340. ( \
) To be placed at

the fror.tier or extremities

of the country to defend it.

It is often a kind of banishment;

and is sometimes inflicted as a pu-

nishment. This character must be

distinguished from Ft Scon.
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Shoo show 1 ^ or Shoo peen ting

Wj' J5I to defend a frontier

against an enemy or banditti.

9341. (-) Read Too, A cer-

tain bitter herb. Read Shoo,

Slow.

Shoo che 1 iSi slow; leisurely.

9342. ( \ ) Shoo or Yin, and

Tow. To stop or dam up

water.

9343. (
1 ) According to

the heart or feelings.

Benevolent; indulgent;

considerate. To excuse;

to treat others as one

would like one's self,

and not an excessive indulgence.

Tsze shoo ^ 1 to excuse cue's self,

the opposite of blaming one's self.

Chung shoo *P faithful and

benevolent.

9044. [ \ ] From a home and

the ancient form of efful-

gence. A great many ; a

multitude. Near to; nearly. A

surname. Fat and handsome. Che

shoo yy I or Shoo tsze 1 3-
S** I I J

the son of a concubine. An ancient

name of an office. TeTh shoo
flHj

the principal wife, and a concu-

bine.

Shoo min 1 Iff or Shoo j in
|

A

the common people.

Shoo keft sze
'gj-' -f- a new-made

Han-lin graduate.

SHOO

Shoo ke 1 4fe or Shoo hoc
| Jp-

a qualifying expression, as Nearly ;

somewhere about ; not far from.

9345. [-j To declare or

manifest with a pencil.

To write ; the thing writ-

ten ; a letter ;
a book ; the

name of some particular

book ; a certain form of

the character. Wan shoo^
an official document. Tsing slioo

yjjf-
1 the Hoppo writers. Sze

shoo 0Q 1 the Four Books of Con-

fucius.

Shoo che I $i" a kind of bond or
i ^y^

written agreement.

Shoo chth 1
|j$

a case or cover for a

book.

Shoo' choo

Shoo ke!

Shoo kwei

"1 a stand or shelf

>. for books ; a

I

case or wood-

en press for hooks.

Shoo e 1
Aj^ clothes for a book ; i. e.

a cover of cloth or silk.

Shoo mfih 1 E3 the eye of a book,
1 I

"

an index.

Shoo pan $\\
a writer in a go-

Shoo show I -3i j vernment office.

Shoo sang
j
/p a scholar; I, me.

Show shoo 3^- 1 to write with one's

own hand.

Shoo tung | ^' a boy to dust and

take care of a library in a gentle-

man's house.

9346.
[ \ J To lose in a

contest of any kind ; to pre-

sent or offer to, as from an

SHOO r
,:n

inferior to a superior'; nationally, in

a tributary seme, the thing* offered,

the empire and all it contains, con-

sidered the property of the sovereign ;

to exhaust the whole of; to ruin.

A part of an animal body.

Shoo ni tseen leang I iOT ^g Tiji

or Shootseang
|

*? to offer up, or

pay the taxes to the Sovereign.

Shoo na 1 Aft to offer up lo; to pre-

sent.

Shoo ying
JJMJ!

to lose, and to

win; to he bn.ilru, and to gain a

victory.

t9347.

[ \ J Shoo or Shoo

hcuS
yf^

a spot about

an inch and a half in extent

on the back, opposite to the navel,

referred to by those who practice

cauterizing.

9348. ( \ ) Grain ; a kind of

millet; the name of a place ;

of a bow ;
ofa yellow bird,

and of an insect. A certain plant.

Ke5 shoo 'ffi
j

a certain prepara-

tion ofgrain, used on a holiday in the

fifth moon.

9349. ( V ) Shoo or Choo.

A cottage in a field
,
a garden,

or a house in a garden ; a vil-

lage ;
a separate apartment. Read

Yay, in the sense of
Jg? Yay, The

country beyond the limits of a town.

Hen-shoo
3Pf |

the name of a place

oa the west side of <$& tW Soo chow.
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SHOW. CCXCIX SYLLABLE.

Off, ai in How. Manuscript Dictionary, Xu. Canton Dialect, Show.

A 9350. (V) The arm, fore-

Tj^ arm and hand, forming three

J divisions to which there is

an allusion in the character; it com-

monlj means the Hand alone. To

handle. Hea show "TT
'

to put
**U=Z

one's hand to ;
to act. Yew show 3ft.

SCjk

I

or Been show BS I an idle,

unoccupied, profligate person. Ying

show
Jjjt |

or Mwan show
Jj|j j

the whole hand, what one can grasp

with the whole hand.

Showchang 1 ^ the palm of the hand ;

a handful.

Show hea 1 ~T\ beneath one's hand ;

object to one.

Show pel 1 ^ the back of the hand.

Show pun 7J
a card ne'cl in the

band by inferior officers when they

hare an audience of superiors, and by

which they tell who and what they

are.

Show twan
J ^ handicraft} art;

trick ; cleverness ; to be clever in the-

performance of. Show tsBh \

^ hands and feet ; brotheis.

Show wan
j K^ the wrist of the arm.

Showyio
] ^ raanustupration.

. fr -^
9351. (\) From Kwan,^

^^^1^ government officer; and ~\y

V Tsun, a law, To hold fast ;

to keep ; to maintain ; to guard ; to

defend; to protect; to supervise.

Ching show I a garrison.

Show tin choo
| ^S: Aft

to maintain

firmly ; to hold fast, as the patri-

mony left one.

Show ching \
j=j "j

to maintain chas-

Showtsee
^ jljij

tity inviolate.

Show peen 1 >& to guard the fron-

tier.

Show f5 1 y^ to keep or obey the

laws.

Show how 1 flEc to wait for.

I.
-^

^ the defender of the

palace, the Lacerta Bullaris, a lizard.

Show pel
|

/in a military officer,

about the rank of a Major.

Show suy J~lf watching for the

year; i. e. sitting up all night waiting

for the commencement of the new

year.

1*
^

Ijj
to sit on the ground

around a corpse.

Show ting
yji^

to maintain firmly,

either physically or morally.

9352. [\] A hunt in win-

ter; an imperial hunt on

lands of "which the grass

is burnt. StuenshowJ^ 1 ahunt-

ing tour, in former days performed

by the Sovereign, who went round to

the smaller principalities.

9353. (
'

) From^ Peaou,

to drop drown, and r Meth

to cover. To receive ; to

accept of; to continue the succesion

of; to contain; to endure
; to bear.

Forms the passive Tense of Verbs.

Tsze show
j|&

'

to refuse and to

accept. Pull kan show 1 1
Jj&

dare not accept ; in the language of

Courtesy, I presume not to accept of

your present. Puh ying show 7^
it is not proper to receive.

Ling show
Q| |

or Ching show

XJjfc ^
to receive. Mae show |?

1 to purchase. Teen show jlft 1
' ^\ I

to receive in pledge; to give a sum

of money on a house or other pro-

perty, left in pledge.

Show gan shin chung 123^ vijC JJjT

to receive great kindness and bounty.

Show che yew kwei 1

I blush to receive it.
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Show tsaou 1
jpf

to be made; created.

Show hing 1

jti
to be punished.

Show ke 43 to be subject to a

person's anger.

Show nan 1
#||1

to suffer distress

Show koo 1 ~SfJ ad ill-usage ; suf-

fering from any cause.

Show tsuy
j

SB to receive the pu-

nishment of a crime ; to be punished.

To inform of

Terbally.

9355. [1] To give to; a

surname. Chuen show 'Ofi

j

to communicate to, as

a master to a pupil

Show e heaou-king y[ jfa 2

gave him (the book) Htaou-king.

Show show 1 <y to giveand receive.

9356. O ) A piece of silk

to which official seals are

suspended ; they were for-

merly twelve tenths of a cubit long,

in allusion to the twelve months of

the year; and three cubits broad,

in allusion to the three powers

Heavep, earth, and man. A kind of

fastening of a curtain.

9357. [ \ ] From a hand,

and to wrap about. To

bind or restrain; to

collect together; to take;

to rouse ; to receive
; to

desist; a certain cross

bar in Chinese carts ; an

ancient cap; name of a

divinity. Fa show wan

'" to i,ue and to receive

official document*. Ching show
xj

1 to levy taxes.

Show chih T|r receive and break

open, common on the address of

letters.

Show fang
j ^PJjr

to detain and to

set at liberty are opposites.

Show teth sliow, k5 teih k 1 Ml

JpC "SU fJ'J n'U
sorne were ga-

thering in, and some were reaping

the grain.

Show shih hing Ie J^ fcf xfe

to prepare baggage and necessaries

for a journey.

Show-lew
j gf to receive and retain,

as persons who run away .

Show-shTh 1 ffi- applied to things,

is To prepare; to make ready; applied

to persons, to make away with

them, by imprisonment and death.

Show shfih 1
j|j

to receive a fine

instead of punishing; to receive a

ransom.

Shouleen
] j|jj[

to gather in the harvest.

Show leen seay
'

jaj^
$& to draw

in a little when one has gone too far

in any affair.

Show-tan
] J^.

a paper acknowledg-

ing the receipt of
things; a receipt.

Show tsang t
"jjjft;'

to receive and lay

up; to conceal.

9358. p ] The second

form is intended to

represent the head with

it's hair. The head; the

chief; a leader ;
to head ;

to go forth
;
foremost ; to

manifest externally ; the beginning;

the origin of; Ihe chief importance;

the first. To come forward and

submit. Occurs in various proper

names. Yuen show -TT*
|

a mo-

narch or sovereign. Tun how
j|j5

I to knock the head against the

ground in the manner of the Chi-

nese prostration.

Show kelh 1
4j heads, used when

speaking ofcutting offio many heads.

Show ling 1
Ajfj

a head or leader.

Show seen 1 ^ the first; first; most

important.

Show shih 1 jm head dress of women.

Show tsuy ? to come forward

and acknowledge one's crimes.

Show tsung
j |(

the principal of-

fender, and the accomplices.

9359. [
\

] From I/oat and

head. The head of a boat;

the prow.

9360. [\] The second

form is from old, spoken,

sad sentence. Longevity;

great age; long life ; used

as a delicate term where

death is renlly meant.

\uiue of a star, and of a place; of

hill ; and of a wood. A surname.

Shang show W I
a hundred years

1

of age. Chung show fp j

70 years

of age. Heashow
~J> j

50 years

of age. Yaou, show j^ are op-

posites Premature death, and long

life.

Show e
j

fae garments for a corpse,

prepared in one's life tine.

Show pan
j ^ planks to make a

coffin, bought and' brought home

with musicaud feasting during aper-

son's life time. The Emperor prepares

'
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his coffin on the day of his ascending

the throne. They have an idea that

to do so prolongs life.

th lo"5 life~sald inShow *he

connexion with medicines calculated

to prolong life.

Show tseen
] ^ presents of money

given by old men to visitors on

their birth days; the -visitors carry

home the money *nd give it to their

children as a pledge of long life.

Show tsew
"yjjjj

entertainments

given by old people on their birth

days.

Show-tan
gjjf

a birth-day; the

birth-day of deified persons.

9361. [/] Animals with

four feet and hairy ;
a qua-

druped j a brute animal ; a

beast ; a wild beast ; tame domestic

animals are called ^ Chuh. Jin

nie'en show sin A rfrl j|

v\
/ V li| | *LX

a human face, but the heart of a

brule; ignorant, cruel, brutish. Kin

show "St?
]

birds ami beasts. Tsow

show 7J? I terrestrial animals.

Show chin
j
K an officer placed

over the imperial forests, or game;

a royal game-keeper.

9302. [f] Show, or Chow.

To sell ; to part with, or

deliver up for a price; to

give an equivalent for, to recom-

pense; to respond. Also read Shfih, in

the same sense. Koo-show J^
or Mae-show f 1 to sell. Seaou

-J * I

show
'/J3 1 tne consumption or

sale of commodities ; to sell off, or

diminish by sale.

Show kea
' W or Show-chih

_ I v*.

|H"
the price orvalue ofwhat is sold.

SHUH.- -CCCTH SYLLABLE.

Confounded with SAB. Manuscript Dictionary, XS. Canton Dialect, Chok, or Shut.

9363. An abbreviated form

of Shfih ^j^ a certain bitter

plant, which is so named

when it grows amongst hills ; when

it grows in a plain, it is denominated

9364. Shfih, Chuh, or

Sefih. Fearful; apprehen-

sive; to entice; to se-

duce. Yew shBh
^S?

to entice to a deviation

from moral rectitude.

9365. A certain grain; a

viscous substance made

from grain.

tfe

9360. Seu'h or Shuh, To

entice ; to lead astray ; to

seduce by specious pretexts.

A man's name.

9367. From amongst grain,

where the path is not easily

discerned. To walk ; a ,pal h

or road ; a foot path ; a road in the

iw'dst of a city ; the way of doing a

thing. An art or artifice ; a trick ;

a plan; a device; a scheme; a precept

or rule ; the means of effecting some

end: sometimes in a good sense;

often referring to demoniacal arts;

witchcraft, &c. An occupation ; art

or trade pursued for a livelihood.

'HeS shfih Jss 1 the art of study;

the art of thinking. Sze shuh DOIF-^Ithe/our fine arts, She, shoo, le,

y8 W Hf fla ^c-P etry, general

reading, the rules of decorum, and

Yaou shQh

Seay shuh

Fa shfih

Fang shuh

Kcshuh

superstitious or

diabolical arts,

j

art, craft; rccon-

r dite rules for

1 J effeclinS, ge-

nerally something abstruse and mys-

terious, and often bad. Sin shuh

y|*\
the arts or schemes of the

mind taken either in a good or bad

sense.
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ShSh-c 1 ~l
kiml of maSic ar 's

^**~
r

Shuhsoo
|
WfJ or calculations,

which are illegal.

Shiih sze ~j^ a kind of magician;

one who pretends to have intercourse

with invisible beings.

ShHh yew shcn, yew ptlh shen
|

/tT

^g. ff 7^ fe there are both good

arts and bad.

9363. From la go in a

track. To comply with

what has before existed ; to

continue ;
to practice what has been

invented by another. To narrate;

to state to; to tell; to rehearse; to

collect and give publicity to other

men's sayings; to publish orders

received. To arrange. The name of

a cap. TS
j-fe

and
]

Shah are

used in a kind of opposition, the

one for making or inventing; the

olh'T for declaring to Ihe world, or

following up the priclice of. To

translate. Shiih-chth
j Jjjjjj

of-

ficers, at an Imperial audience, ar-

ranged according to their rank.

ShBh urh puh l ' B
| ffj] /f^ |J2

published, but did not invent.

9369. From iroorf and to

surround. To be distinguish-

ed from jfa Tsze, A Iborn.

To bind with cords, as a bundle of

sticks; to restrain; to coerce and

keep within proper limits; a sheaf

of grain; a bundle of cloth. Five

yj[
Peth make a Shah; fifty arrows

make a Shuh ; ten pieces of dried

meat also make a Shiih. Name of a

place; a surname.
Y8shiih^J 1

PART. II. c 9

SI1UI1

Kwan shuh
<g* |

to restrain those

under one's Cjre from any irregu-

larities.

Shah sew 1
/||t

a bundle of dried

joint* of meat; the ancient stipend

given to a teacher ; hence the money

given to a school master isnow called

Shah-sew, and

Sew-kin fra-^\ money to b;iy the

Sew yin -wC %3f) flanks of meat.

Shah tae
] 'af

to bill(1 a sash or

girdle about oue.

9370. Suh or Shuh. Tdh

s8h
4j|j

to move or

SIIL'H

shake the head.

u n' v appearance.

A short

9371. To suck ; to inspire;

to imbibe. Read Tsuy, The

bill of a bird.

9378. From superior and

smalt. The lesser superior ;

i. e. a father's younger bro-

ther ; an uncle hy lh= father's side.

The following character is now used.

Occurs also for iy Shjh, Pulse.

9373. To collect; to gather ;

an epithet ofrespect applied

to men by their juniors.

Term by which a wife addresses her

husband's younger brother
;

a junior

brother of one's father; an uncle.

A surname. Fill sliilh
-fdj

1 a se-

nior and a junior uncle by the father's

sid , otherwise denominated 1 <y
I x^

Shall foo. Sh8h moo
] ^

uncle's wile; aunt. Shuh 1 or

Shuh shuh, Husband's younger bro-

ther; wife's brother-iu-law. Seaou

761

A-shdk
yj\ |ffi

the junior.

TaA-shaby^ iffi
j

the senior, of

those denominated Shah. Shiih

chili i Iff an uncle and nephew.
| A-L* -

Ling shdh/Oj* |
your uncle. Kei

my uncle. Tae shah

n
j

title of a certain officer.

9374. To begin; to more;

to act, to do; to repair.

Good; excellent.

9375. A female officer for

the controul of the Imperial

household.

9376. From water and su-

perior. Pure; limpid ; un-

corruptedjTirtuoui; accom-

plished.

Shah jow \ fa
'he appearance of

water.

Shiih jin /^ title of the wires of

officers ot the third rank ; an epithet

applied also to men of virtuous lives.

Shuh ke
1 af temperate weather;
I -Tv

spring senson.

(liiih neu
|

~/a virtuous and ac-

complished woman.

Shuh ihi:i
] 'J^

heedful; careful;

correct conduct.

SliBh jin keun tsze A_ JK
an eminently virtuous man.

Shuh lih 1
|i^

lemale virtue.

9377. A generic term for all

kinds of pulse. ShahshwBy

ching hwan
] fc ^

*

(the poor man) with pulse and

water ofi'crcd (to his parents) causes

them to rejoice.

I.lt

-

jjf- Indian corn,
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9S78. Name of an in.xcl

resembling the silk worm,

said to produce a kind of

wax. Name of an animal ; of a place;

and of an utensil, used in sacrifice.

Fa shah P I the name of a place

in Sze-chuen province.

Shah kw* KM one of the three

kingdoms of the third century ;
also

an ancient slate in China, situated in

the region of the modern Sze-chuen.

Shiih ke 1 ^ a large species of fowl.

9379. Name of a wood re-

sembling the willow, having

a large leaf of a reddish

colour.

9380. Name of an insect

about the size of one's

finger, and resembling a

silk worm. A

name.

9381. A long garment; a

garment worn by prosti-

tutes. Read Tow, A

short garment ; otherwise

read ChS, in the same

sense. Read Tfih, To

put into or lay up in.

9382. Readfh*, A kind of

small bell, commonly used

to denote bracelets for the

arm. Read Shah, 1 warm vessel,

used in the north for warming the

bands. Name of a medicine.

9383. Name of a bird,

938*. From H? Wei, A/t
tail of an animal, and the

soutulShuh. Attached to,

as a (ait is to the tody of

ao animal ; connected ; re-

lated ; to pertain, or belong

to ; to be nearly allied to;

particular state of being ;

>, absolutely ; to collect

or assemble together ; coming in suc-

cession ; a class or -species ; relation;

kindred; the nine degrees of con-

sanguinity. To cause, or occasion
;

to give charge of; respectful. Tsin

shfih ^m
I

persons related to each

-other. Kea sha,'. ^^ domestic

relitlous; person allied to the snu.e

family. Hei.sbH;i
f\

I inferior.

Tang shah
fjjj ]

if it should be. Ta

shah
J\^ |

is in a very hi^h degree.

Shang sbSli
jjjj j

still i,. Win

woo tung s.,uh 7& TtP" fe
S** *^v ''*/L

the Governor-general t<f civil and

military aff.irs. Shib shBh If 1

2*~i I

is really ; truly is.

Shfih ts:ie seang haou
j

!f iEj
V/-Z

very intimate.

Shfih kw 8
J

fcffl small states attached

to and dependant on a
larger one ;

tributary states.

Shfih tsae che tsin 1 jfr 5F> 5fcE|

is very nearly related.

Shah yuen J^ an inferior officer

is the Shilk-yuen of that superior

under whose orders he is placed.

385. Wl.o 1 what 1 The

original form of if/i Shah,

Food dressed with fire ; ripe ;

mature; plentiful.

ShBh nSng tang che
|

MR *& ~lf

or Ke sh8h ning che J
x>T I >''

"^(exclusive
ofsages) who if ade-

quate to it )

938. ShBb, or Choh. A

kind of lodge or hall by

the door ;
in ancient

times the room appropri-

ated to the education of

children in a family. A

domestic school. An outer apartment

in the palace where ministers meet

to arrange and mak each other

acquainted with the business with

which they arc about to advise the

Sovereign; hence :& Shdh, has al-

ways );een said to imply ^}i ShBh,

Being matured, or fully acquainted

with. These antichambers, lodges,

or hiills.are on e^ch side of the gate,

and are referred to by the terms East

or west, -right or left. Shoo sliuh

a school or academy. Places

intended to be let out at the public

examination limes for the conveni-

ence of strangers, are so denomi-

nated.

9387. Food dressed with fire s

meat quite done. Ripe;

mature; well versed in; skill-

ed; acquainted with; intimate. The

eldest son's wife. In the books of

the Han dynasty, read F, denoting

Insinuating speech. Ho tsow pfih

shah ^ ^A 7^
"

-what fear of

not succeeding } Seang shBh
/jifj

1
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intimate with each other. Sang, shfih

^t I are opposite;, Rav, boiled;

ripe, unripe; unskilful, skilful. Choo

shah ^T
j

well boiled. YTh nc'en

jth shflh <E *
|

one crop

a year. Leangshfih jjjS
1 two crops.

Shnh show
^ Tp.

a skilful hand; a

hand accustomed.

Shah shwfiy i

(Jig
sound steep.

ShBh tow 1 ^ thoroughly done ;

i. e. boiled, matured, thoroughly per-

ceived by the mind, applied to study.

9388. ShHh hwfih

hastily, rapidly ; a dog

running fast. Sliiili to

\ jtr 3
pccn % -yip many

sudden chaoses.

9389. To ransom ; to redeem

what has been mortgaged;

to redeem from punishment

by paying a ransom or fine ; to atone

for crimes by meritorious deeds. A

surname. Tse'ang kung shuh tsuy

] pp bj meritorious

acts, to make atonement for crimes.

ShBh hing 1 }f|h to pay a ransom

Shuh tsdy
J fpj to be freed

from the punishment of a crime.

ShHh hwuy mj to ransom and

bring back, as a captive previously

taken .

i

* 9390 To throw to the

ground.

SHUN, CCCIST SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Chin, and with Shin. Manuscript Dictionary, Xtai. Canton Dialect, ami.

9391. Shun, Chun, and Fun.

Plants budding forth with

difficulty. See Chun.

9392. [
-
] Pure j unmixed.

See Chun.

Shun sTh 1 "ffi without spot, applied

to victims used in sacrifice.

Shun jili
J

.
*
purity and singleness

of object or intention-; unmixed.

|_|U 9393. Read Tun, The ap-

r 1*^ pear.mce of plants beginning

^A to spring forth; an edible

plant. Shun or Chun, A foolish ig-

norant appearance.

>^ fr ^ 9394. (-) Pure; simple;

unmixeJ; true; genuine.

To wash swashed pure; large;

great ; a salt taste. Read Chun, A

broad piece <if -cloth or silk. See

Chun. Shun fung 1
J{j^

correct

public manners.

Shun how fung Bh p$ |jjr^
tK

pure and faithful usages.

Shun-shun 1 the appearance of

flowing and moving onward; to

pour out water.

9395. [-] A bullock of a

-7 - yellowish colour, ai,d having

black lips ; a bullock seven

cubits high, such ai are used for

sacrifice.

9396.
[

-
]

Generous plea-

..':i. t wine , liquids of a thick

substantial body ; seminal

matter, applied to nature generally ;

essence. Respectful ; attentive ;

observant.

8hunt<ew "I yM excellent wine.

9397. Shun, or Tun. A

certain musical instrument

made of metal. Read Tuy,(

The lower end of a spear. Read To,

A certain coveringfor a corpse.

9398. The lips ; the mar-

gin of the mouth; the

second form is common,

but not correct. New

shun -*t 'I the name

of a plant.
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9399. [-] A bird of the

quail species. Name of a star,

and of a district. Can shun

I or Gun shun 4ft 1 aquail.

9400. From lip and water.

The margin of a stream.

9401. [-] Name ofa plant,

and of a red flower, other-

wise called Shin hwa ] 3fE
i I V

Sage; benevolent; holy. An ancient

king, or Chinese chief, who lived

B. C. 2100, also called
j]|

PP Yu-

she, and [i|r Yuu-shua.

9402. [
-
] From a

quick-fading Shun flower.

The motion of the eyes;

the twinkling of an eye.

Yih shim che keen

i ~y PH in the tw'nk-
js t *-*j

ling of an eye. Shun

yen urh dig kung 1 HR

ffn fli. zlc
amiini|aied

in the twinkling of a mo-

ment. Shun seTh
,

the twinkling of an eye.

9403. [. ] Name of a

pretty flowering plant,

which is remarkable for

its fading soon, it blos-

soii s in the morning and

dies before night; in this

sense the same as the preceding,other-

* i ,

jg Muh-kin.

9404. Tseen, or Shun. To

JY| suck as an infant ; to suck

/ V^ a wound ; to lick.

9405. [- ] A certain water

plant. Shun tsae
|

-IE

a certain edible water

herb. Read Twan, Free

growing plants.

9406. (-) From a head and

streams flowing as it directs.

To accord with the will of

another; to obey; to yield ; to com-

ply with; complaisant; to let go as

it likes ; to offer no hindrance nor

restraint. The name of a hill ; har-

monizing with ; flowing smartly by ;

prosperous; to avail one's self of an

opportunity. Ho-shun in
I

har-

monizing with agreeably. Pth shim

]^j" j

to agree to every thing.

Puh shun ^ 1 disobedient; bad,

unintelligible stjle.

Shun e
j ^ agreeably to one's wish.

Shun fung
| J a fa j r w \n&

Shun teen foo
] ^ fft

the capital

district in the province of Chih-le,

or Peking.

Shunkow
| p to speak without care.

Shun king
] j^born in prosperou.

circumstances.

Shunle
] ilg

to act
reasonably, to

write well

Shun le

ease.

Shun peen

W i th freedom and

to take an oppor-

tunity. Shun peTh 1 Ifr to write

with freedom.

Shun sze I ^ to comply with cir-

cumstances ; to serve one's parents

dutifully.

Shun shwtty
| fc the tide with one.

Shun tse'en ^ t remove ob-

sequiously ; to draw a fair con-

sequence.
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SHWA. CCCIFD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Xoa, Canton Dialect, Sfia.

9407. [\ ] T give a Violent

and forced construction to.

9408. ( \ ) An uglj face.

9409. Shwa or Sha, To play;

to trifle; to amuie. Tseen

sh-na pRj I expert; cle-

ver. Wan sliwa J^ |

or He shwa

|| j

or Shwa he 1
JJgfi

to play ;

to trifle; to pass the time idly or

viciously.

Shwn ^ae tsre
| ^ ^ to pjny

with a fool or an idiol, by telling

him ridiculous storier

9410. ( 1) To say what i<

not right.

SHWA OR SHWE.- -CCCIIP SYLLABLE.
^^^^

Manuscript Dictionary, Xd. Canton Dialect, Skat.

V 9411. (c) Shwi, or Shw?.

.

J
To srrape ; to brush; to rub;

\J to scrub; to cleanse, to put

away from. ?e shwa
y^p

or

ShwS se 1
yyf-

to wash and scrub.

Se shwa ke'e tsing >ftt
j%?

vS

to wash and scrub clean. Snuii sha

iS
1

to ')rusn Heae shwa Hi

j
a shoe brush.

Shwa chow 1
-^K a scrubbing brush.

Miwa heae 1 ^ to brush shoes.
'

Shw5 pa 1 ^J a scrubber for cleans.

ing vessels.

Shwa paou
[ gfl

a curry-comb.

Shwa ya
|

-W-1

t<> brush the teelh.

9412. From hand and nap-

tin below the body. To wipe j

to dust or rub clean.

The name of a

9414. (e) Shwa, or 5hwt.

A bird arranging it'

feathers with it's bill. A

slight taste or trial.

9415. (c)A sip. Otherwise

read Leiih, A suund, as of

sipping.
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SHWAE. CCCIVTH SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Shoe. Manuscript Dictionary, Xopi. Cantoa Dialect, Shuy and Ttuy.

9416. (-) From Yen -

weak and e'olhes. Wearing

away like a garment j to

fade; to decline; to become w-ak :

to lessen; to diminish ; to f.itl off to

exterminate. R.ad Chuy, Mourning

garments; the name of a city.

Hing shwae
j|| J rising and declin-

ing, opposite?. Shing shwae R^

|
plentiful and deficient ; vigorous,

and declining.

Shwae pae che chaou
^

a sign, of approaching ruin.

941T. (.) Long .soft h.ir.

Oue says, Solitary.

9418. (-) Weakness ; debili-

ty, occasioned by disease;

sickneis.

9419. (. ) The name of

dog.

9490. (-) The name of a

wood.

SHWANG CCCV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Xoang. Canton Dialect, Shang.

9421. (.) From Le

cloth of an open texture

which admits the light,

and Ta
~fc to enlarge.

To enlarge the openings

and admit the light. Light

and chearfut
; a grateful sensation of

ease and health
; chcarful; comfort-

able; to please; to gratify j impetuous;

valuable; name of a star; a man's

name. To miss; to fail of; error;

defect. Mei shwang Iji^ very

early in the morning; day break.

Tsing sbwang y^ pure and

pleasing, a good style; perfect

health.

Yew seay ptih shwang kwae /(& liji

^ ] 'K * lillle '"disposed,

said of one's health.

Yih seay pQh shwang JWi ~7C

not perfectly ri;;ht.

Shwang kwae
] iffl^

pJeaiaot; delight-

ful: good health and spirits.

Shwang miih yu sin 1 R ^ J\

to gratify the eye and please the

heart, said of hooks or style, or any

thing that interests.

Shwang shih
j Jfc

to lose.

Shwang sin I
'fjj to fai of one'

i 1 4**

promise.

Shwang sin I

)fo grateful to the

heart.

Shwang yS 1 #y to mils of, or break

an engagement.

9428. [V] Used for the

preceding. An intelligent,

chearful, natural disposition.

(
v

) Read Chwang,

Shwan v or Tsang. Cold.
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948*. To rub and cleanse

things with tiles or stones

in water.

9425. (-) From rain, the

other part employed for

sound. Congealed dew.

Hoar frost ; figuratively, Frigid;

cold ; grave. A surname. A

clir^stdiz.tion. Pih joo hwang

H $P I
"hiteas hoarfrost.

Pe shwang 4jfr
1 to brave the hoar

V.^% \

frost, to expose one's self to.it.

Tsze shwang wfi a certain . can-

died fruit.

Shwang keang
|

Ira* a term which

answers to October 21st Shwang wei

|
fey dignified ; striking with awe.

6. (-) A widow. Koo

foo
] ^jjj

a widow woman.

Shwang ken 1
ttj-

to dwell alone as

a widow.

9427. (-) From two

wingi grasped by one

hand. A brace of birds,

a pair -of any thih^j

double-; a pair of oxen

to plough with. Nurae

of a qiiailni;) t!
,
and of a bird'. A

sin-name. A piece of land of a

certain size. \i!i shwang heae

*

jfe
a pair of shoes. Ylh

shwang.s'iow - 1 _. two hands.

Woo shwaiyg ftE 1 no equal. T

shwang luh jrf . 1

Jj^j
to play at

dice. Shwang to I )tt*

'

double

flowers are chiefly so called.

Shwang luh
]

l& dice.

Shwang tsin 1
V^H

the two relations-

father and mother.

94*8. f.] Name of a bird,

that flies before the fall

hoar frost.

SHWO. CCCVl SYLLABLE

Manuscript Dictionary, Xue. Canton Dialect, Shuet.

9M9. (') Read ShS,

ShwJ!, or ShwS. From

wordi and to exchange* To

say ; to speak ; to converse ; to

narrate ; to explain ; to teach ;

words. Speech -, discourse; explana-

tion; illustration ; statement. Read

Shwae, To talk to and persuade.

A swname. Keae shwd fflM
j

explanation ; commentary. Shwd

he to tell; to state to verbally.

jin she fei J^
talk scandal.

ShwS hwang f to tell a lie.

ShwS lib yew le
|
%& /Pf jB it is

reasonably said , what you say is rea-

sonable.

ShwS lib che le
| ^ ^ jf$i

said in an incoherent, irrelevant

manner.

ShwS cha leaou
J %j? ~T or

ts leaou
^ "j J*

said errone-

ously ; mistaken expression.

ShwS po
| ^ to divulge, or to

tell clearly what.is secretly designed.

ShwS chang shwS twan- 1 I AS
I X | suL

or ShwS twan, shwS chang. Alter-

cation pro and con ; tittle tittle,

respecting any person or thing.

ShwS po Jin
| UJf J\^

to declare to

a man's face what his ill designs are.
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SHWUY.- -CCCVIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Xuy. Canton Dialect, Say, or Shuy.

94SO. [A] Intended to

*^l^ represent tlreamt of water.

>| One of the five Chinese

elements. Water ; a stream of

water. Used for tide ; a tide ; a

Toyage ; an occasion of bringing

to market; as, Shwfiy ho 1

f^*

the goods brought by a particular

opportunity. Tse'en shwfiy ^fj

last voyage. Ta shwfiy
J"J"

to draw water.

Ta ping shwfiy 4?T iH
|

to mea-

sure with a line.

Tuy Jin hea shwfiy^ A.

to involve a person in ruin.

Job. shwHy A ]
or Hea

Ito
dive.

]jj

low water.ShwBy kan

Shwfiy ta
^

Mwan shwfiy

Shun shwBy

Keih shwfiy

one.

Kan sh ay

Tseen shwiiy leaou

a ground.

ShwBy che
] jjg

Shwfi) chay 1 jj

high water.

1 slack water.

|
the tide with one.

j

the tide against

1 logo with the tide.

1 T to get

a kind of lcech -

the Thincsc hits-

bandman's water wheel, applied also

to a fire engine.

Shwfiy kf5 1 ttB expense of water

carriage ; or of a (lawage l>y water.

Shwfiy 16
| ^ ebb tide.

ShwBy le 1
^lj

water or rivulets,

beneficial to agriculture.

,
orShwBy leen 1 |^ 1 a waterman,

Phwfiy show I it
J

sailor.

ShwBy mo
j ^6 ~> kind of water

Shwiiy kcS \ ^ j
nulls.

Shwfiy new
\ ^ a buff.lo.

Shwfiy pe
'

|J- the skiu of the

buffalo.

Shwuy ptih ] ^ a sort of pencil

always kept moitt in water.

ShwB) tsing sliih
^ ffn /T'

cr * sla ''

Shwfiy shay ifi"^
a water snake.

SbwOy tun
]

fe a kind of |)or|mi,e.

Shwfiy tsin
yj{?

rivers and streams.

Shwny sze tc tub
| ^jj] |g 7^ a

naval officer who takes the command

of a fleet, an admiral
; perhaps

answering to an European senior

Captain, or Commodore. A similar

sense is expressed hy fjrfi
!(&

^ \ r i JUitt^

.h'.'g Shwuy -sze-tsung-pin;;-kw an.

Shwuy yiu | ^ft <iuiiksilver or

mercury.

ShwBy Isze 1
>j^

stained by water.

^9431. [/] A napkin at-

tached to a Chinese girdle; a

handkerchief.

9432
[
f ] A sacrifice of-

fered to a gate; a smaller

sacrifice.

k
9433. [ / ] From to icfigk

aid grain. The taxes levied

on land; taxes; custom du-

ties ; to leave to persons as by will

at death, to lay to rest. A sum me.

He d Tuy, To put on mourning

after bearing of the de-ithofa person

at a distance. Read Twan, Black

garments. Read TO, To unloose or

liberate Na shwiiy &^j
1 to levy

taxes. Tsuy sliwdj fj| 1 to urge

the pa\ incut of the taxes. Low shwfiy

j|j,j |

to smuggle. Shwuy kea

IM. lo rest on a journey.

Shwfiy kwan 1 4'gu custom-house.

k >v 9434. [
/

] To confer gar.

HK-II|S; to clothe a corpse; to

mourn for a person at a dis-

tance when first hearing of his death.

To sacrifice.
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4S5.
[

'
] Read Sh\v5, To

2 tjf peak: to converse. Read

FvXL^ Shwily, To persuade to, by

specious eloquence; to excite or

seduce to. Occurs read Yue, To be

pleasing; pleased.

** > 9436.
[ c- ] Who ? whose ?

^5^^t what ? A surname. Tze

|7pi wh she shwiiy teth
jl fl

^ fr*/
w^'e " this thing ?

Nae lih shwily ho x* '&
] -jpT

to whom is it of any conseq ence !

do your vorst !

Shwfly ho
^

/

f^lf
who ? what ?

Shwojjin 1 A what person?

frhwfiy kati 1
^fj^

who dares?

SheshwiSy-^
1 who is it ?

Shwuy che ls/e 1 jf ^~ whose son?

Shwuy kea tsze '^
- of whose

family is he a son f

9437. [ / ] Shwuy, or SBy,

Certain stone signets in an-

cient times given to the

princes or chief* of the small states

in China, by the person acknowledged

as Emperor, and which was the sym-

bol of authority ;
a sign of hnppiness;

an suspicion omen ; any thing good.

Tlie name of a district. Suy wuh

1 jMflathiug which is considered

auspicious. Tse'ang suy TRj:

an auspicious omen ; a favorable

prognostic.

94 - ['] From /ty* and

tn hatgdown. To sleep) the

name of a flower, and of a

plant. Ta shwBy JT" I to ?o to

sli-ep j
to put one's self in a posture

for sleep. Fhin shwCy fa* 1 or

Shwiiy shiih $1L sound ileep ;

defp sleep.

Shwny keaou 1
>f\>

! sleep j to be

asleep.

Shwdy sing

'

S|!
to awaken from

deep.

SIH CCCVIIF" SYLLABLE.

Confounded with SMh. Manuscript Dictionary, K. Canton Dinlect, Sih or SWft.

9439. The first idea of this

character is the exhibition

of the feelings in a person's

change of colour in the countenance.

Colour; quality; description or kind

of persons or thiugi. Lust; sexual

pleasure; a\i\>eirance ; manner. Woo

sih
jf

the five colours blue,

yellow, red, white, black. fib sih

erery visible ol-ject. Tsae

sih 41
|

diversity of colour ;
va-

riegated. Yen sTh
JjJ|

colour.

Pe-sih jMj porcelain. K<5 sih

^ I every kind. Ching sih j

1 a grave sedate aspect, air or coun-

tenance. Show lib. ,$. self pol-

lution. Kcusth jfe \ hurried; a-
ASi I

FART II. 9 I

gitated manner. He sib ^ 1

a joyful countenance. Noosth^l |

an angry appearance. Neu sth
-j

|
sexual intercourse with women.

Nan sih ^ \
or Ke sTh || \

unnatural crimes. Ching sih ^
refers to the quality or touch of gold

and silver. Tsze j in ke kaou j^^
^ S what is the touch of this silver ?

Tsuhsttijjj! ]
perfectly pure i or

Kew-kew -h
-jl

it is nine and nine

tinlhs. In allusion to the knife at the

top of this character it is said, of

persons, that they are Taou tow
~Jfy

B|j knife-headed, addicted to vene-

real excess STh chow
BJJJK

an

ugly face. Sih tsze 1
-J-

dice.

STh jen urh hcae
j $J ffjj ||

coloured up with fright.

Sih te 1 ^ the colour or quality in-

ferior.
|

Sih shin yen
| ^ |^ *") bea.tiful

and fascinating.

Sih yuh 1 ^ or Haou sih
jfi. ]

addicted to sensuality.

Co/oars of cloths. Hungered;
Poo la or Poo taou tsing Tjj] .^5

fjf purple ; Lin
j|g-

blue ; Tsecn

Ian y^ |^ light blue ; Tsung^~^*
. . j ,

brown ; H"ih tsung ^ -=j~
dark

brown ; Hung tsung jfc yft ''S" 1

brown; L8 ^ green; Hwang^
yellow; Yuen y black; Hwuy sib

1]f 1 Fre.ich grey crash colour.
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a lop.

ner.

9440. From quirk and two

inteclt. The fast running

inserts; lice, those that

breed on the human body!

or dog?, and on cattlu.

Teaou sill
|)|< \

a flea;

9441. A certain stringed in-

strument; numerous; many;

a robust, stern, severe man-

A man's name. Kin sih teaou

mony. Seaou sih ||| ] bleak and
* /TTT\ I

stormy ; blasting vegetation.

Shslh 1 I the noise of the wind.

9442. Sih, or Shlh. From

/jfo Lae, To come, and rgl

Lin, A granary. Whatever

comes or is brought, is stored up in

the granary by husbandmen, and

therefore they are ea'.led Slh-foo

4^- or .
s how-slh JKT to ga-

ther in the harvest. Desirous of

accumulating, covetous; avaricious j

sparing; parsimonious; frugal. A

surname. Lin sih ^p 1 or Keen.

slh
||j?

sParig; frugal; parsi-

noaiou*, avaricious.

Sib foo she
] ^ ||| officers, who

ia ancient times superintended the

affairs of seed-time and harvest.

Sth yen I g sparing of words.

9443. A surname. Same as

the preceding.

9444. From grain, and to store

_ _ up in a granary. The grain

|2| fit to be gathered in. Saving ;

avaricious. K(a and sih ^^ j

to sow, and to reap. Lin sih ^. 1

covetous; avaricious; niggardly.

9445. From witter and

teveral impediment*. Rip-

pled, like the surface of

water running over

stones ; rough ; rugged.

Name of a bambup.

9446. STh, or ShTh. In.

bility to speak, or to spealt

with
difficulty.

fcfat

18

it

UlUl

9447. Commonly rend Sco.

To state to ; to inform of.

Read Mh, or Shih. Timidj

alarmed; afraid.

9448. To fill; to fill up; to

close; to s'op an aperture^

to obstruct; to hinder or

prevent. A solid, sincere character.

An importnit and dangerous p iss to

a cou.itry. Epithet, applied to the

moon under certain circumstance!.

Read Sae, A boundary; a limit on

the border. A surname. Tuy sih

y& to stop up, as by piling

earth over. Pe-slh B9 to close

or shut. Te'en-sih Jtiif I or Sih

mwan
Ypm

lo ^'' U P- Ke
>

s ''*

Ke eipresses Gates, roa,!s,

and bridges; STh, walls and other

means of obstructing the approach

of an enemy.

STh sih a disquieted; untr.in-

q iil appearance.

Sih kow to stop a person's

mouth; either by not affording him

any reason to talk, or reiso ling so

that he is unable to reply ; it may al.o

denote the stoppage of any Hjierture,

which w..rd is generally expressed

by mouth.

Sih tslh
-^^

to stop or prevent

censure, to endeavour to slur over

an affair, or perform any work in a

careless manner, designed merely to

preserve appearances.
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SIN. CCCIXTH SYLLABLE.

Confounded with San. Manuscript Dictionary, Sin. Canton Dialect, Sun.

9449. ['] . A bird flymp

vtiflly, rapid flight. Tobe

distinguished from HI Fan,

9450. [

'

] From u/t and

r. To s,,rmkleilh; the

cf of water ; sjieed :

veloiily ; applied t<> the wit.d, and to

military stations-, which, as well a<

att.wi-ring other purposes, expedite

import -at information, lo the eh el'

cat of government. Fung sin
lj|f

I the comme cement of a gale,

or the tiines in every month when

tbey are expected ;
a gale. Yingsin

<TJ^ ]
a military station they

aro placed at the di*t mce of three or

four English miles from e.,ch other.

Sin le
J ^JJJ

the place where, a mili-

tary station if situated.

451 .
[

'

J From quick

a\.A won/*. Te iut.r-

ro^ate an ii.ferior: judi-

cial examination. To ac-

cuse; to rai' at ; to speak

sharply to , to direct; to

move or agitate. Chfli

sin
.vjj. ]

to seize or em-

p dy :i persoi/a words ;,. \u>

to urize and to interrogate. Tang

siu 'u.'
j

to examine in open court.

Ting sin JW j

to examine in a pri-

vate
(> irtment.

Sin kuag 1 ffll the answers given at

an examination.

Sin ke'8
]
4 "'e c ' ("e of an ex>

an.i. a'ion.

Sin tsze
| jj|?

the questions put to a

9458. [/] From m'ft and

to go. To go wilh sj'eed ;

speed); quick; hasty ; sud-

den.

Sin sS woo chane 1 ^S 4ffi ^6
I

U3i 7m IIJ

fleeting and .inconstant said ofhu-

man lite.

Sin luy ^ ^ thunder that follows

immediately after the lightning. Con.

flK'ius alwa)s rose and dressed him-

self when severe thunder storms oc-

curred at i ight, in ordtr to pay re-

spect to Teen-noo^ ~ft the wrath

of heaven.

945J. [ ] Intended to

|j
represent the human heart.

The heart; the aff. clioas
,

the mind; the intentions; the motive;

the origin; the middle of a tiling.

Forms:' pnit of proper i amrs Ching

S'ii ;! to liuve u ail;' np-one's

min I ( hang jin die sin, plh tsuh

ekwc.-Ui.i tsze le *s

a
the minds of common men are not

able to fathom this principle. Wang

fei sin ke ^ ^ j |j|
to WMt

one'* contrivances. Fan sin U in liwa

/* I fKf 5j5
to te" liel - Yu S

fIH tH 1 to employ the mind. L ill

s*n it I

* Determine; to rcsoiv

on doing. Senou siu 'K
]

I" u*

cireful. 1/eang sin Kj ;

J

a rirtu-

ou3 mind ; a good conscience. Shih

liuhwuviS
'

151 lo liberal* andW I ' *

seud back from banishment. Fan; sin

^ I to et one's mind at rest.

Sin hwa too kae fo ^ ^ ^
the heirt'j flowers all blossomed,

hopes were excited, the mind was

exhilarated.

Sin te kwang mmg
] J^ ft |J|J

an intelligent mind.

Sin pun Isae
j /flr") absence of

Sin puh tsun
' ^ ^-] mind}

wandering of the thoughts.

Sin f8h woo e 1 Hfr $fc $? the
I '* ... j\

heart or mind without ought lo lean

oa ; without fixed principles.

Sin how
\ JIp

heart thick ; a liberal

benev<.L-ut good st .to of the he-art.

Sin clie kaoii
' ^ cC high toned

mind and feeling, in a good sense.

Siu ch.y nuou die kiu
'

4
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the heart is the root of the

countenance.

Sin ling 1 Jino spirituality of mini! ;

denotes great intellectual acumen.

Fin woo hinj te, woo I iion leang

incorporeal and infinite.

Sin sze
| ^|>

to be dead to an ob-

ject ; to give up all intention of ob-

taining. Us opposite is expressed by

Sin tsang shin ^ JJftjl
the heart

contains the hunvm spirit.

Sin sing
|

)kfc the temper or disposi-

tion of a man.

Sin to
|

4> full of thoughts tending

to suspicion.

Sin sliflh been tnh
| f&J

W ~m-

a turn of mind or disposition wliich

is dangerous and poisonous applied

to the love of slander.

9454. ( \ ) Sin, or Tin.

Fearful; timorous; appre-

hensive.

9155. Read Sin and Sett.

Thecalvaria. Open space

between the ossa lem-

^f^ poralia, which, in young

subject* is filled up with

i^% cartilaginous substance ;

in Chinese called
] j

ll

j
Siu-niun,

or
Jf|

MM Ting-nun.

9155 [-] Acrid ; pungent.

A character employed in the

divis
:on f time ; occurs in

proper names. A surname. Ke wei

sin JEt t^ J

it'stiste is acrid.

Sin e
| 1^1

the Magnolia Purpurea.

Sin k<io
| -j/t

serere labour ; bitter

toil ; distress.

9157. '[.] Slid of a bow

which bends easily. A rtiai.'s

name.

9458. [
-
] A lorg appear-

ance ; the name of a (lace.

A surname. Se sin
Jffl]

a medicinal plant used as n sudorific.

Sin sin
'

numerous; many.

Sin yry 1
?]F?

desert ;
wilderness.

9459. [
-

] A horse of a

mixed red and yellow co-

lour. A red or carnation

colour ; applied to the colour of

ai imals and of the earth; a bow

which is equally flexible.

9460. [/] From mim and

U'ord. A man of l;is word.

Sincere ; unsuspicious ,
un-

wavering ; .true .to .one's 'word ;

truth. To believe; lo trust belief :

faith; that which .is believed;

truth ; true. A seal. Acci rding to

actiei.t usage A messenger. To

Jddge to nights. A surname; a

.name of a district. Sze tlifih Ko sin

AM
jig pT it appears worthy

of belief. Wo puh si.,^^ |

1 do i.ot believe. Keen sin ^^ 1

to confirm faitl , t>r A'cen being an

Ai'jecl'ne, Firm belief. Koo sin

L'j j

denotes the s^me. sin

t< 1 credulous. Kc ko shin -sin

TJ pT "n 1 how can one entire-

Ij l;dir\eit? Yin sin ph 1 a fcal.

Shoo s.n JM a letter. ShTh cia

-^ to break one's word. Ta

sin ta ffib ^ | ^ jjjg
great

faith (in Providence) great happiness.

Sin chin
|

H an envoy.

Sin poo hing ^ ^ fJ to go where-

ever one's feet leads one, in a care-

less manner.

Sin king shwS
^ j(3? gft

to beIieTe

the sayings of sacred books.

Sin she
j Jj^

a true historian ; a true

history.

Sin sclh 1 J9 news.

Sin till
^
fa truth, or frith.

Sin h'mg keun tze I 4-r j& 3-

a man of t uth and virtuous conduct.

Sin shin teih jiu
| J| $>J A "

sincere man.

9461. (-) Sin or Tsin,

JJ.CJ From work and mnvtk

*J \ denoting confusion, and
/

from An4 and a measure.

To express putting things

to rights. The name of

a measure of eight cubits length ; to

continue as before; sudden; tem-

pi r ir\ ; to use ; to employ ; to search

for ; to seek
;
to investigate. Used as

a loc I word for Long. A surname.

Sin p;ih ch 1 ^^ to search with-

out fi iding.

Sin chang
j
V* common, ordinary.

Sin ih2 mo tung se
] ff" ^' ^ I/Q

what are you seeking fur?

Sin ze
^ ^tfl

to study.

Sin wei
1 |^

to try to discover the

relish of.

Sin jih
j jj*p

to inystigate the rea-

sons of things; to study.



SIN

94l ; 2. To lake hold of; to

take and draw to one. Sin

chay
| ^ to seize with

the hand , to pull ; to tear.

9463.
[

-
] Deep water near

the hank; name of a river,

and of a district,

fin yang te
'

|fj^ jQ the name of a

place.

/

9164. [-] To warm any

thing with the fire.

945. (-) Sin ju fjjEj

or Sin lung yu
j 'ag

{&

the sturgeon fish ; the

deartit fish in China.

94B6. (-) From hatchet,

to erect, and wood. To cut

down wood. Fresh ; new; to

renovate; to renew or improve

thest.ite of; to restore or lo increase

what is good, applied to persons

increasing in virtue; und to the daily

increase of plants. A surname.

Sin chung 1
-jf.

to ii.l a new situa-

SIN

tion ; lo be newly made or i.

Sin fow
j

RL Renting.

Sin kan hern & -If* a district in

Keaug-sc, where the, camphor tree

grows large.

Sin he
] ]|L
i >.- > the new year.

Sin nejn I ffi.
J

Sin lang
| ft[J

a bridegroom.

Sin foo 1

jkjfa
or Sinfoojin -J^

!\^
or Sin jin

j yV a bride.

Sin seaii
j

fftt- fresh, applied ,
to fish

or to any miti:rial.

Sin teen 1
|jj newly cultivated l.ind.

Sin wan 1
||j.1

newly heard, news.

9467. [-j Fir 1 ; brambles

or larger wood for the fire ;

fire-wood; to collect fire

wood OD hills, on in forests.

Sin chae
ijjt

fire wood; Sin, deno-

tfi single pieces of wood; Chile,

bundles of sticks.

U-
^946S. From -Jp Seen, Togo

forward, doubled. To ad-

vance ; to proceed forward.

Sin sin
j

appearance of a mul-

titude j
a crowd.

SIN 7 .'*

94G9. (-) From worili and

to go before. To enquire t

to ask ; many together.

Sin sin
|

1 a hir^e company; the

voices of many; an harmonious

assembly.

9470. (-) From hone

and preceding. The ap-

pearance of m:my horses;

a lafge group or coin-

uanv. Sin sin
j

I X^i the sound of many per-

sons going and coming.

9471. (-) From lo lie horn

or tiring, reiterated. Many

living beings standing up

together.

. 9472. (-> A Urge sort of

boiler; a certain kind of

rase.

9473 () The hilt of a

sword; a small kind of dirt .

The name of a district. A

surname. Otherwise read Yin and

Yin, The ede of a sword.

riKT II. K 9
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SING. CCCXTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Diclicanry, Sing. f nton Dialect, firg or llting.

9474. ( f) From woman and

to te born. Those born of

W( man. The family name

or surname. The Chinese express

the whole of their surnames by the

hundred Sing, which is a general term

for the peo| le or subjects. Pin sing

g j
the hundred surnames. Sing

Jning I 2^ surname and name.

Sing-poo 1 SHK a list of surnames;

a
biographical work.

Sinp, she
j

Pr both denote A sur-

name; Sing is the more compre-

hensive term | She, is a particular

branch of an extensive kindred.

9475. (-) From heart and

to te born. The nature,

principles, or properties

communicated by heaven; innate

qualities; what is born with man.

The nature or properties of a thing ,

the natural constitution, ability,

disposition or temper of man; what

is done without effort; natural.

Ting sing wan ho
|j| -^ ^J

a mild agreeable disposition.

Sing chut" 1
Jjtj

a person naturally

dull and unskilful; unable to learn.

Sing ban vRf- cold in its nature,
' ^i

applied to plants on other natural

productions.

Sing hw Ifwan nwan 1 J5

perhaps of a liberal easy disposition.

Singkelh 1 ^* ofa hast) disposition.

Sing hS yu ke
| fe^ a dis-

position agreeing with one's own.

Sing le 1
3y| nature's principles;

the light of nature.

Sing tsing
j ^ the temper or d : i-

pusition of a person.

Sing wSn 1 j^ warm in-its n.itnrc.

9 176. (-) Fi-om the on

and to produce. Atar;

a spark of fire. Dots; sin-

gle, unconnected thiigs.

Name <;f a plant. A sur-

name. Woo sing ^f_

the five pl:mets in whirh the sun

and moon are not included. King

sing %^ a fixed star. Ho sing

^ I a spark of fire. Yih sing

che ho
~~

^onp-npark
of fire. Ling sing^ |

miscellan-

eous; various. Kin sing /^ ^

Venus. MSh sing ^ I

Jupiter

Shwiiy sing^ Mercury. Ho

si"g ^C ]
Mars - To S'"Si

Saturn.

Ping ke heS ^ M. nstrology,

it was prohibited in China before the

Christian era.

Sing ho
j jfl[

the itarry (milky) way.

Sing pf-'rn J^,
a comet, or ex-

traordinary appearance of a star.

Sin stih 1 Jt& a constellation.

Sins: s'mg
]

numerous as stars.

Sing san I 7
jji"

scattered about like

sl.irs.

Sing yay % ttars and vilderncsi-

es, parts of t'.e heavens corres-

ponding to the Chinese ideas to parts

of the earth ; phraseology used in

Chinese topography.

9477. From mind and tltr.

Fear ; apprehensive dur-

ing the -stillness of night.

A tranquil and iatelli-

'geut ruiud.

9478. [
-
j The noise of

a dog barking. Read

Shar.g, A species of mon-

kfj ,-
an animal resem-

bling a dog with a human

face.

9479. [ -] Raw meat;

or meat not sufficiently

1 boiled ; the fat of an ani-

mal body. Stinking;

filthy.
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94^0. [
V

J From tei'ne and

a star. To bo rmised from

intoxication. To aw .ken,

or arouse from sleep j to awaken

morally; to excite to a slate of se-

rious reflection. Read Tsing, The

name ofa star. Ta sing jf-f
1 to

roi:se; to awaken.

Sing j en
|

== words which awaken

or arouse attent'on.

Sing milh 1
-J

to arouse the atten-

tion of the eyes.

Sing sin 1
,j^

to awaken the heart;

to arouse the miud.

9481. [
-

] The coating

of iron; rust

94 2. [ \ ] From >mM
and eye. To look nar-

rowly ; to examine into ;

to watch ; watchful. Read

Sing, To diminish ; to

L'ssen. A province.

Woo jth snn sing woo shin 3j
> IT

1 ?*" Jt*
l examine myself

thrice every day. Shwiiy sing \m
to awaken from sleep. Tsuy

ling jW; |
to become sober afkr

intoxication.

Sing chi
j ^ toiuTetigate.

Sing cha kth chethekung 1 "ftf

Jjjj
jf J^r)

the meritorious work

of examination and reformation.

Sing sin
j ;jj\

to exaii.ine the I.eart.

Sing woo I '\'i' to arouse; to anaken

to a sense of.

948S. Sirg or Tang, A cer-

tain ii['.ar-like substance

made roin rice.

SO OR SHO. CCCXFH SYLLABLE.

Maauscript Dictionary, S. Canton Dialect, So.

9484. [
^ ] From a htt-

ehet and the sound IIoo.

To fjll timber ; the place

where itfallsj a place; a

thing ; a cause or means ;

the things which; that

which ; to direct the

wliole strength to one

affair. A surname. Jin

\ Ji|j ^' the thing or

things whirh men like. King tsae

fo^-j-^fr ^
any temporary resi-

dence of tlie Emperor. Kung so /^

|
a public place ; a public hall.

Fang fih jlh so
jjy ^ *

|

a house ; a place. Keu so ff\ \

a dwelling pi re. Ke so

a good mauy ; some.

10 gae

Sotsie

So e 1
J/j^

that by which ; the cause ;

on account of which; therefore.

So e jen 1 W tyfc causes generally.

So foo shang chay 1 ^ f ^
the wounded wna were taken pri-

soners.

So keen pHh shoo
| ^ /j\ ^

that which (we) see our views, or

opinions are not different.

So wei ho sze
|

/FV ipT
I /t\9 I -J

is it that he is doing I

what

9485. [-] Kwo so
{Ig

1 the chattering of litt.e

children to each ot
1

er.

Keuou s ,^ She so

to instigate to what is l-ad ; to sow

discord among neij;hboi'r8 or friends.

S.> hung 1 {lit
to seduce by false

andartfjl rjpr.s.nUtions.

9486. [ ] A weaver's shut-

tle. Head T.CU n, The liaroe

of a wood.

9487. An utensil used in

9488 (/ -) To dance or

make postures ; appear-

ance of the garments

tucked up; to sit at rest.

Name of an ancient pa-

lace. Poso^ j

lo
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bear ; to endure. Lo so
jig j

name

of a chief city on the wr-tern

frontier of China. Kefh so
J5)5 |

a fleet horse.

So po she keae
Vff^ "jfr

93 an

idle, negligent world.

9489. Commonly read Sha,

Sand. Read So, The name

of a pavilion. The name

of a wine.

9490. (-) So po 1
]|C

exuberant gronth of plants

and trees. Reversed, Po

so, The roots of plants.

9491. (-) Mo so
JS> ]

to rub with the hand.

Read Sha, Cha sha i

the appearance of

opening.

9402. (\) The sound of

shells rubbing, against

each other ; the second is

a Tulgar form.

9433> (\) So keg 1 &
| *^F~*

a small diminutive tort uf

crab.

stones or gems striking

against each other. Mi-

nute, small, petty,

troublesiime, iiitrigui-s.

Delicate; tine ;continuous ;

Connected together on the borders.

Name of a place ;
a s irnanie. Tsing

so mun fif
["]

an ancient

official situation. Lecu so wan

SK
/)

a chain carved in the

wood of the door posts and gilded

over.

So kee
' ? connected together.

So see
] Up] minute ;pell)itrou-

So so y blesome ; fidgetty -,

So suy 1 ifjfe
j

contracted mind ;

low petty cares and occupations.

9495. ( \ ) A lock ; to

lock; to fetter) rings;

a chain. Tung so
Sjjil

1 a brass lock. Lang

tang' so
pj^ ^^ 1 a

long chain. So t>ze kcS

I f- tB a kind of

armour maile of small

rin-!.

pl| to lock a door.So muu

So shang | J^ to lock 'up.

So the 1 ^ the key ofa lock ( a key.

949. [ \ ] From wheft

and a branching sound.

Wheat coarsely ground ;

the refuse of ground

wheat.

I .%^ 9497. (-) From teor/ft nnd

S/T-* to sit. To set people down

><Ji by talking) to agit-ite by

specious language : to get the better

of by adulation.

S498. (-) The wild frolic*

or ludicrous tricks of a drunk-

9499. (-) From a plant,

tlender, and a garment. A

garment composed of leave*

to defend persons against the rain
-,

to cover over and screen from. Read

Suy, The appearance of pendant

flowers.

So e
J jfo

a coat made of bamboo

leaves to keep off the rain. The

poor wear coarse one; government

council wear a finer sort, which go

iuto a small compass when uot worn.
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SO. CCCXII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, SS. Canton Dialect, Sok.

9500. ( V ) From teeod

and silk thread. Cords

made of the fibres of

plants ; a string or cord ;

to bind with a cord ; that

which binds morally ; a

law {disquietude of mind;

to take hold of; to pull

orextortfrom. Read Sih,

To stretch or exert the mind; to

study; to talk. Name of a place.

A surname. Also read Soo, Wan

sth^r^
I to study a subject with

pleasure.* Lih sS
cjjj ^ extortion;

to extort from by intimidating, or

by the unjust use of power. Pa sS

f\ 'I

refers to the Pa kwa.

55 rha
j

pretexts.

?5 ke"
I

friends.

I

fear ; apprehension.

56 sze
1 /SL

to Stud7i to comprehend.

extort from by false

9501 . ( c ) From hand and

to pull. To take secretly ;

to pull or draw out
-,
to in-

fer from certain premises. Read

SS, To take out with the baud ; to

select. MS 4.^ |

to feel or try

with the hand.

S* soo
]

W? to find a result from

given numbers.

9502. ( c ) From ditease and

a cord. A diseased agitated

pulsation.

9503. ( c ) From metal and

a string. Metal drawn into

slender threads
; iron wire.

Read Si, A chain or iron fetters.

950*. f c ] From moon

and to oppose. The moon

beginning jo recover from

it's obscurity; the first

day ofthe moon; to be^in;

to commence. Ho sS

congratulations and com-

pliments-paid at the houses of the

rich, and at the public offices on the

first day of the new moon. Kaou s5

*py 1 an ancient usage ofsacrific-

ing a sheep on the new moon.

SS fang
j ~Tj

a northern region.

S8jih
j

the first day of the new

moon.

9505. [ c J A long sort

ofspear. fib sd JU
a certain playatoheis.

9506.
[ c ] Commonly read

Soo, A number; to number;

to reckon. Read SS, and

SiSh, Numerous ; troublesome; hur.

ried
; irreverent

; the mind fluttered.

Pin sS^ j

in an excessive degree;

too frequent.

SS
j

irreverent haite is im-

proper when
offering sacrifice.

PADT II.
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SCO. CCCXII1TH SYLLABLE.

Sometimes read Shoo. Manuscript Dict'onary, 5k Canton Dialect, Soa and 5

9507. [
'

] From to hang

rfou'iiand silk. Pure white

silk hanging down; white;

plain; not coloured; not

ornamented; the original

state of; heretofore, or

as a thing was at first. A surname.

Read STh, To search into what is

mysterious. STh yin 1
Ip-

or Sih

Jin Ifc |f^
lo seek aft" toe strange

and marvellous. Shih soo /& '

to eat simple food ; a vegetable diet ;

to fast.

Soo choo
J ^ the name of 108

beads, used by the Buddha sect, in

their prayers ; used as an ornament hy

the
reigningfamily, and called ^E^jr

Chaou choo. They seem to have a

reference to the 1 08 ceremonies men-

tioned in Ward's Hindoo Mythology,

TO|. 2, p. 260.

Soohinghwa
] ^ ;J

Jasminum of-

ficinute.

9508. (/) Towards
; con-

(tantly inclined to.

9509. [/J From heart and

pure. Sincere; true feeling

or sentiment , one's real

purpose. Fe sin full keen tsing soo

to Pen

one's mind and exhibit one's real

intentions.

9510. (-) The craw or

crop of a bird. A certain

star.

9511. { ') To mould

earth or clay into the

form of something, to

make an image; an idol.

9512. [f] Fromfcandand

uncoloured. To tuke a

thing furtively.

9513. (') To drive water

)
back contrary to it's na-

tural course.

9514. (-) From u'fforf and to

Jluvt in ttreams. A piece

of wood with open teeth ;

a comb; to comb out

disordered hair. Read

Shtfh, To dress. Ke5 soo

pn a horn comb.

Chwang slifih &k 1

to dress a term used by

women.

Soo se I y^F to comb and wa*h ; to

dress.

Soo tow
| jjjjj

to comb the head.

9515. (-) From the/ert

diverging as streams.

Open ;
wide apart ; coarse ;

to divide; to spread or

.lay out; to stale to;

a statement presented to

the Emperor; to direct or rule; to

engrave ; to dismiss. Large. Name

of a vegetable; of a hill; of a bird,

and of a quadruped. A surname.

Tsin and soo 48 I nearly, and

more remotely related. Foosoo it 1

branches and leaves in abundance.

Sbang o _J"
1 to present a state-

ment to the Emperor.

Soo and racTh
j

j<& open and cloie
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9516. (-) A generic term

fur all edible herbt j a grain.

Keu soo
~jf&

a species

of mushroom. Soo shlh
^ ^coarse

food, such as is eaten by the poor.

9517. (-) Coarse ; open ;

distant; remiss; lax;

careless; free. See

above under the third

form, of which these

others are varieties.

/
) Sooju Jj||

evils

arising from remissness.

foo tsae BTT free hi
S\f

parting with one's pro-

perty to assist others.

.9518. ( \) Soo or So. A

place; that which. See So.

9519. (/) From vords

and to reprehend. To

inform of; to accuse,

or to state in one's

defence, after being

accused ; to detract

from; detraction; ca-

lumny. Kaou soo -3y

1 to tell or inform of.

'

) Soo koo 1 4t or Soo

yuen \ ^ 1" tell

one's grievance.

f. ~\ an explanatory or de-

ffiii fens'ne statement.

9520. (
'

) To go contrary to

the stream; to meet or go

against; to urge or accuse.

9521. O) To reckon; to

count; to number; a

number ; levcral ; a

f) few; to enumerate a

person's faults and re-

primand him. Soo, is

applied to a kind of numerical fate

or destiny. The second is a common

but unauthorized form. Ke soo

ire
j

how many? Ke soo
g4"

\

to enumerate ; to reckon. Ke soo

<~t"f 1

p I to make a memorandum of

an account. Poh soo ne'en ^\ ]

Tnot

many years. Swan soo j

to reckon up an account. Yew

ting soo
>JJ Jjr J

it is determined

by fate.

Soo mfih 1 Et an account; a number.

Soo pwan I TOK the Chinese abacus.
I

nit

Hi a book of accounts.Soo poo

Soo jin several persons.

Soo jfh 1 3 a few days.

9522. (-> To take and

collect together as grain ;

to desist and rest ; to

enjoy tranquil joy ; to

come to life again from

the dead ; to resuscitate ;

to revive after apparent death, as

is the case with some insects; in

this sense the following is also used.

YJY-SOO se kwS jen kew she Sng

/-J. -|jt
JBSOS, said by the western

nations to save the world. (Kang-he.)

Soo liS yew I ftorax.

Soo liih kwS 1 jfi% IJJI the island;
I /|HV K*l

in the Soo-Io sen, those islanders

bring unall pearls to China.

9523. (-) A certain

medicinal plant ; chearfut ,

joyous; liappy ; to desist.

to take; to resuscitate; to agitate

Name of a pavilion and of a state.

A surname.

Soo tung po 1
j3l jffi

a famous

Chinese poet.

Soo-chow 1
jj-j

a famous and popu Ion

district in Kean^-nun.

_

9524. (-) A certain wood

used in forming a red die.

9535. (
-
) A certain pre-

paration of milk, called in

the north ^ Jg, |f
Ma 526 ko. Too-soo Wf-tW

a certain liquor to

drink as wine, a medicinal

-.-. 9526. [-] To pass wine

through somethinpto purify

it from dregs ; to separate;

to divide.

9527. [-J From g and

to live. To live again ;

To come to life again, as

after a fit of the falling

sicknc-s-, to revive; to

resuscitate; resuscitation.
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SOW. CCCXIV SYLLABLE.

OW as ID Hove. Manuscript Dicli-inary, Sea. Canton, Sdou.

0528. [V] From Aano
1

and

a mortar. An old person.

Read Sow, A respectful epi-

thet applied to an old man. Read

Saou, in the sense of iffl Saou.

Sow sow ffl the tioise made in

washing rice.

9529. (\) Aged; an epi-

thet of respect addressed to

aged persons. A man's

name.

9530. (-) From to scour,

below a caver. To conceal ;

to secret; to hide-, crafty;

to seek for what is bidden ; to search

a house. Sow j in 1 ^ the name

of a certain of..'e.

9531. (-) From hand

and to scour. To shake;

to move or toss about,

as when searching for

any thing; to search as

the police does by order

of government To study the import

of; intellectual researches ; the sound

of an arrow flyirg. Sow Le;-n 1

1m tt> scnrch a man's person.

Sow-lo 1 & to search book*.

Sow in
| f|[

to search
; to find any

thing.

Sow-sow
'

|
moving; shaking.

Sow tscth '[ 4x1 to search in order
I iKr

to seize.

9532. (*-) To steep in

water ; to apply water to

meal ;
to pass urine ; the

name of a river Tseeu

how sow ^ ^ |

the natural evacuations.

Paou sow VpJ plentiful ; a-

bundant. Sow sow
'

the

noise of cleansing rice.
_ ^ (

Sow peen
j

iW the urinal discharge.

9533. (V) An eye without

a pupil; a terra applied

to old men.

953*. ( /
) From disease and

to srour. Scoured by disense.

Lean; emaciated. Fei and

sow
^[fl J

are opposite?, fat and

lean.

Sow joo chae '

billet wood.

as lean as

9535. [
-

] Saou, or Sow.

A generic term for a boat or

ship.

9536. [
-

] The sound of

the wind.

9537. [-] From demon

and herb. A plant called

the earth's blood, taken as

a medicine to increase the quantity

of Mood ; also used as a red dye.

A hunt in spring season; to hide or

screen.

9538. (
/

) To cough up

phlegm; to cleanse the

mouth. Kih-sow
g^'

to con^h; coughing. Kih-sow, too

tan fl>T I ll iEjf to cough and

spit out phlegm.

9539. [ / ] From speech

and to sc/mr. Read Saou,

or Sow. Small ; minute ;

to seduce; to lead; jccret

detraction ; to rail at be-

hind backs.
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9510. [
*

J From Plotili

and number. A thicket or

wood in which it a numerous

collection of animal; fit for food,

and where are lakes for fish; cram-

med into. Keu sow
J|

1 an iiten-

sil put on the head by those who

carry baskets on their heads.

9541. [ \ ] To shake; to

agitate, in order to throw off.

Tow sow M. I or Tow

soo ;jf $& to shake off, as dust.

9542. [
/

] Sow kow

to wasli or rinse the mouth.

Yung clia sow tsing- kow che

ffl P ^ ute tca to

wash the teeth clean with.

SUH.- -CCCXVTH SYLLABLE.

Sometimes read Shiih. Manuscript Dictionary, St. Canton Dialect, flat.

9543. [
u

] Early in the morn-

ing i respect and diligence

shown HI the morning. A

surname. Sfihtsaou
|

S- the morn-

ing. Siih yay 1 /V morning and

night.

9544. (') Chuh sHh ^
jjjjj

unt-xtendri 1

, not stretch-

ed out.

> \ 9545.
[
L

] From man in a

Af^^. valley. The lower walks

I *^ of life; common, t'.e cus-

tom; vulgar; inelegant. Also the

common business of life, in

contradistinction from the pursuits

of those who affect to rise above the

affairs of this world. Fung sfih
jjfif

the public manners; the customs

of the world. She sfili HI
j

the

customs or manners of the age. Sang

sfih
WJjj priests and people.

Hwan
sfihj^{ j

to leave, or be

turned out of the priesthood.

Sfih yu | jj|}the
common dialect;

PABT 11. H 9

a common saying ; a proverb. Suh

wflh
] yfy

a vulgar thing.

Suh yu
' =* a common saying; a

proverb. Sdhjin
J /^ a com-

mon vulgar person.

9546. [c] Intended to

represent a silken ntt

handle to catch birds

with. To accord with; to

follow ; or to cause to

follow ;
to head ; to lead;

lo t'ike the direction or command

of; to receive under one's orders;

prompt ; sudden action ; light and

active; a mark; an objert erected

as a guide ; arranged in order j

generally. A general view or state-

ment of. A surname. Name of an

office. Tung suh ehungkeun {$?
j

/$;' J-P. took Hie general command

of the whole army. Tsung sfih

to take the general lead or

controul of. Peaou sdh ^*/ a

leader or example. Ta suh ^^
generally speaking, OB the average.

SHh ling I mjT
to go before and lead.

Sfih kwei keu
jffl ^-p

to adjust

laws and usages.

Sfih seen -^ to take the lead ; to

go before ; to l> first in the

practice of. Stih sing X^b
Ihe

light or guidance of natural reason.

Sdh jeu
j

-4^ suddenly ; promptly.

9547. [c] To cast down;

to throw to the ground. A

vulgar character^

9548. [cj

a cricket.

_ 9549 [c] A generic term

for vegetables. A surname.

Suh.siih the whist-

ling of the wind passing with rapidity.

9550. A kind ofsieve, thick.

and close ; the wind causing

plants to fall as if passing

through a sieve, applied to leaves

falling.
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Suh sdli hca luy
j j

~K
shed copious tears.

9561. S, or Suh. To

/ pant, to hem
, to suck in.

Read Saw, To cough.

955a.
[
c ] To step smartly

to a proper position on see-

ing a superior ; attentive ;

respectful ; to puss with alacrity ;

speedy j fleet. Peaou sun M '

light ; quick; nimhle. PS sBh /^

J

the appearance of any thiug that

is short.

9553.
[ c] KBhs8hf[$ |

appearing afraid of. death,

originally affirmed of oxen.

95.54. [
c ] The footsteps

of a deer ; fleet ; with haste ;

speedily; quick; hurried.

Woo yuh suh suh jffi
fc ^

1

don't desire to m:ike too much haste.

Fuh suh the junj; JT \ "V *x

an easy manner. Mung suh
/[

hurried
; precipitate.

Suh suh
|

hurried ;
in a hasty man-

ner.

"*Tf 4
Sin iih i/(, haste and expedition ;

with promptness.

9555.
[ c ] The food con-

tained in a tripod or boiler ;

rice food.

9556. [o] From a shelter

yvi for a hundred men. A

halting |il
ice at the dis-

tance of every thirty le.

A stage to rest at during

the night when travelling,

and where is situated an inn at which

people collect together^ to pass the

night in any place. Read Suh, or

Sew, The stars of night; a general

term for a constellation; the name

of a city. A surname. Used for
j^l

Suh, tee above. Urn shih p suh

^ -f- /\ I

ll>e twenty eight

constellations of the Chinese. HeTh

sdh Jj*
'i to stop and rest. Lew

suh Jg |
to detain to pass the

night.

S8h chang 1 ^ to spend the night

with prostitutes.

Sing sBh
J||

the stars.

. * 9557. [
c ] From'silk and to

*^"
gather together. To confuse ;

'" estate of disorder; to

contract in dimensions; to creep in;

to pucker up. To bind with a string

or. cord. A surname. Tsung suh

4t I
*B confuslOQ or disorder.

SBh shin
| /jfc

"I to contract and to

Suh shin
|

H3 J extend, as a worm

does.

SBh show 1
.^.

to draw back one'n

hand; to cease from.

Suh twan
'

^jj|
to shorten.

9558. [ c] MfihsBh VV 1
I 1 I

or Muh suh /Mr name

ofa wild root on which cows

and horses can feed.

9559. (c) A particular

sort of grain much es-

teemed and used in dis-

tilling liquor, otherwise

called A\ $' Seaou me.

Small sand; the name of

a place; ofa river; and of an ancient

state. A surname. Name of an of-

ficial situation.

Suh-me
T|^

Indian corn, Maize.

9560. (c) Insincere and

adulatory compliance with

the will of a superior; to

be influenced by their looks ; timid ;

sycophantic.

9561. (c) Promt/*,

cordial agreement, and a

pearl. Commonly, hut

erroneously written with

silk and to sell. To con-

nect together; to follow

in succession ; continu-

ous; successively; coming

one after another; to

continue the virtues ofa predecessor.

A surname. Chuen suh $& t

continue a family. Liih suh Iji
'

successively ; in continuance, applied

to the occurrence of events and to

the arrival of ships. Ke suh
|||

to continue the acts ofa predecessor ;

to be a successor.

Siih hci-ii
| ^Jj

to marry a second

wife, after the death of the first.
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Suh sze
j film

an adopted heir.

SQh sze
j

Jlf to continue the per-

formance of.

9562. (c) Name of several

medicinal plants; shoes used

in wet weather.

95G3. ( c ) From moving

on the surface of an

abyss. Dread ; Cear ; awe ;

respect ; stillness; re-

Terence ; to recede or

draw back ; religious

awe ; to receive a guest courteously.

With speed, urgent. Occurs in several

proper names. Yen-sSli
kjfr

dignified; commmding; severe re-

spect; veneration for the gods.

Suh stili a display of respect

and decorum s also fleet ; swift.

Still tsing I Siaj a reverential stillness.

-y^J.^
9584 (c) Deep and clear ;

^/llfti ripid motion. A surname.

\/|Tri Used also to denote scouring

rice.

9565. (c) To rise up with

eagerness; to draw together,

as one's garments.

Suh-jen %K the appearance of

pulling one's garment! about one

and rising up.

9566. (c) From to walk

and holding a standard.

To lead toward as a stan-

dard hearer docs ; to be

led forward; to follow}

to honor. To collect to-

as around a standard. Read

A general, a leader. Keen suh

to drag forwards.

Suh sze 1 6ifi to lead forward an

army,

SUN. CCCXVI SYLLABLE

Manuscript Dictionary, Sun. Canton Dialect, Sune.

|
9567. ( \ ) From Hand,

mouth, and a pearl. To dimi-

nish ; lo lessen ; to injure ; to

spoil ; to lose. Name of one of the

Kwa diagrams. Yew sun woo yih

^J" I

jfiff.^ injury is connected

with it, but no advantage.

Sun hwae
| jcS to injure and spoil

a thing.

Sun Jin, yih ke A ^ 2. to

injure others for the sake of be-

nefiting one's self.

9568. (
f

) From a ton and

a thread. Denoting con-

tinuance in a line of suc-

cession ; a son's son ; a grandchild.

Any thing that grows a second time.

A surname. Tsze sun -+*
J

pos-

terity. Nan sun HI 1 a grandson.

Neu sun -t/r I
a granddaughter.

UrhsunjL 1 a remote descendant.

Tsing sun^ la great grandson.

Heuen sun ^ )
grandson's

child. Wae sun
^jfU

\ a daughter's

child. Teen sun ^r a fabled

goddess, otherwise called jfj'fi -ft~
'J

VM\ ^\
Chih-neu. Puh seaou sun X\ ^

1 a degenerate grandson a mode

of speaking used by grandchildren,

when referring to themselves in the

presence of their grandfathers.

4 jju
Sun-keuen

| ij^g
a name of a sove-

reign who lived during the civil wars

of the third century, and who with

Lew-pe,king ofthe state ShQh, oppos-

ed the growing power of the state Wei.

. Water boiling or bub-

bling forth.

9570. (
'
) An animal of the

monkey species.

~*fe

9571. ['] A certain

fragrant plant.
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9578. [
'

] From to

irn/A- it and a grandchild.

Complaisant ; retiring;

yielding; resigning, hum-

ble; respectful. Keen

sun 2;&t humble;

yielding.

Sun che 1 -k a humble mind.

Sun jang 1 |W or Jang sun, Humbly

yielding.

9573. [\] A bird of prey,

said to spare pregnant

birds.

9574. [\j To poin'.
a

piece of wood and fit it

to enter an aperture.

Sun-tow \
jjfj

the end

of a piece of wood fitted

to a hole; a wooden spike.

9575. (
r

) To spurt water

or any liquid from tile

month. To eject with force

from the mouth.

9576. (') From evening

and to eat. An evening

meal ; water and flour

mixed ; dressed food. A

morning meal or breakfast,

is expressed by Jap Yung.'

9577. [ \ ] From a stand

with things placed orderly

upon it. To select, and ar-

range ; to grasp and kerp

hold of. Name of one of

the Kwa diagrams. Hum-

ble and submissive. Sun

yu che yen
*\ Jj|

== to speak to mildly.

Sun yen
'

g insinua-

ting speech. Sunjtih

] ^ to enter gradually

and in an insinuating manner.

SUNG. CCCXVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Sung. Canton Dialect, Tiung.

% 9578. (-) From tree and

TvO general. The generally pre-

"~ w vailing tree ; the pine or fir

tree; its resin is said to be converted

to amber in the space of one

thousand years. The name of a

district, and of a river.

Sung heang 1 5& a certain fragrant

plant.

Sung hwa keang |l ^ vT a river

which runs eastward and enters the

river Amour or the soulliernside.

Sung shoo
| Jjti

the fir tree.

Sung shoo Vif the scinrus or

squirrel.

9579. (-) From pines

and a mountain, or from

, high and a mountain. A

lufly mountain; eminent;

highly elevated.

9580. (-) From pine

aiid plant. A vegetable

which flourishes ull the

year round.

9581. (-) From hair

and the pine tree. Fung

sung !:
'

dishevelled

hair ;
a state of confusion;

to loosen the hold of;

louse; lax. Sung hwa

7j cotton uncom-

pressed, worked up in

flakei.

^ig are opposite!, Loose,

fast ,- slack, tight.

Sung seay | Jg a little looser or less

restricted.

Song kae show
'

Blj
31 to let 50

rne's grasp.
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Sung tsny fljij
1 soft aud spongy

applied to provisions.

*/>>
9582. ( / ) From words

and public. Public liti-

gations about properly ;

slrife; contention ; wrang-

i^^. ling; tlie noisy dispula-

^^
J tions of a great many

people. Re d Yung, in a similar

sense. Tseu sung Sj
*

the

wrangling* and contentions of many

perions, some taking one side and

another party the opposite side.

Kwan sung *B*
|

official litigations.

Tsze sung f_J
1 self reproach ; the

7oice of conscience.

vv*^ 95S3. ( / ) From public and

rt_|*1 head. The countenance; the

^F\ visage seen by every body ;

an easy free slate ; public. Read

{"unjr, To make known to the public

by praises ; to publish or declare the

\irtues of; a ccrlain sonorous slone ;

the name of a musical instrument ;

a term used in divination. A

surname. Tsansiing|
1 praises;

commendations; songs of praise.

Sung lib
j

/ffi! to praise the virtues

of.

95S4. ( \) From double

and the mind. Double

minded ;
timorous ;

fear-

ful , agitaled by hopes

and fears. Sungjen
J

~1A in a liuiorous manner

FART II. N 9

9585. (-) The mother of

the ancient Emperor rrjS

Shang.

9586. (-) The name of a

bird of prey, which resembles

a hawk, it devours smaller

birds, and is sVid to be employed in

catching fish..

*9587.

(\) From to >land

erect and bound round. To

slrelch one's self out and

stand in a slifT form I manner.

Respect; awe; fear. To raise or

exalt; lo rouse up , to shudder with

fear; the sensation caused by horror;

the flesh creeping on one's bones;

the name of a bird.

Sungtung 1
fjjlj

torouseoragitale;

lo be roused or moved.

9588. Sung, Shung, or

Tsung. Originally from

lw.o men listening to each

other. According or

/1/Y complying with ; easy,
' X ^ calm manner ; an absence

of all hurry. See Tsung

Sung sung yungyung
j ] ^ %.

with case, leisure, and gracefulness.

^9589. (\) From a buzzing

sound in the car, such as

is felt by deaf per ons.

To excite by continual

talking to; to stir up

persons by advice ; often

used in a bad sense. To elevate ;

high ambitious notions. Chuy sung

ffi I t egg on: to urge and slir

up ; to revive afresh. So sung

[

to iustigate pcrtoix to illegal

conduct; to stir up injurious liti-

g lions.

Sung ke
j J|t

to slir up mischief.

9590. (\) From heart and

a rustling sound. To alarm ;

lo rouse; to awaken, as by

advice.

Sung yung 1 Wl to excite to action

by advice j to stimulate a person to

joy or anger, which he did not pre-

viously feel.

9591. (
'

) From a covering

and a wooden pillar. The

materials which constitute a

dwelling; to dwell. The name of

an ancient Chinese stale; name of

a district. A surname. Name of

one of the most famous dynasties

in China.

Sungchaou 1 ^ the name of two

Chinese dynasties, Ihe first ending

A. D: 273, distinguished by the term

I Pih sung; the latter ending

1281, distinguishsd by rfrj

Nan sung, aud ~JT Ta sung.

9592. [ /] To send to a

ilace; to present to; to

accompany a guest or an em-

Iwsvidor a short way ^when he takes

his dcparlurc to return home; it

was the ancient usage to accompany

him to the gate of the city. 51 ub.

sung to follow with the
*-~

I

eye, as long as one can sec a person

who is receding .from Ihe view.

Tsung surg
;>|j

1 a skilful archer;

the appearance of one who shoots
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with freedom and ease. Pae sung

Jp
'

to visit a person who is

about to leave.

If (&jE Erf seeing

out the old year.

Sung le
j|j|

to offer present! of

courtesy.

Sung sang sze ma i Ap pj tE

divinities who preside over the birth

of children.

9593. [/ ] To recite; a Kind

of recitative; chanting or

singing, to accompany mice.

Used also to express discussing ;
dis-

puting; reviling and calumniating.

The name of an office. The name of

a bird.

Sung king 1 3^ to chant prayers or

sacred books in the manner of the

Buddha priests. Sung tflh 1
i||

to read in a humming tone.

9594. (-) From high and

mountain. A lofty moun-

I V*>/ t:iin; high; elevated. A

surname; the second

form is otherwise read

Tsung, and is applied to

elevated devotion. See *V. Sung.

Sungpae
j
tt the highest worship; the

worship due to the Gods. Sungshaa

Ml a mountain in Ho nan Pro-

vince, also called ftj fit Chung j5.

SUY. CCCXVIII SYLLABLE.

Su, as ifgoing to pronounce tm, and Ihen terminating in the y of tru'y, or an open e. Manuscript

Dictionary Suy, and Sui. Canton Dialect, Suy.

A 9595. [.] Suy, or Shwae,

The lower part is intended

to represent a man's legs

pacing along with a slow step To

drag one'slegs after
onesln-giiMy ; to

walk in a composed steady manner.

959R. [
-
] From water

and tranquil. A small

still shower of rain; the

name of a river. Read

Nuj, Thick; turbid.

9597. (-) The traces of a

carriage. A certain sash

inside a carriage for a

person to hold by and steady himself.

Steady; quiet; tranquil; to tran-

quillize b) stopping or driving buck,

applied to an army. Keaou suy ?

I a kind of drawn b.ictle. Sze suy

Itiy^
I to die in battle.

Suy-suy 1 great tranquil'ity. The

name of a d'slrict. Read Chuy, Th>

appearance of long h <ir or feathers,

one M} I ofA person walking alone.

Read Jny, Certain fringes to co-

lours or to caps. Occurs Head Tuy

and Hwuy, Applied to a sacrifice.

Read Tuy, Sitting at repose. Read

To, To sink deep into the mind.

9598. Name of a fragrant

plant. A plant of which

it is remaiked that geese

will not CJt, and which is beneficial

in hend aches. Yuen suy JL^2

coriander Yuen su) jiu 35 1 \^L.

coriander seeds.

9599. [ / j A clear bright

eye; pure; unmixed; shilling

and glossy ;
to look at

straight; a direct view; the margin

of the eye. Name of one of the nine

heavens spoken of by the Chinese.

Suy teeu
j ^ the fifth heaven.

9600. [ 'J From hetrt

and to tile Grief
; sorrow;

melancholy shewing it-

self in the countenance.

Tseaou-sm ^ |
vexed

and grieved. Knln suy

I depressed ; languid ; grieved.

9601. [f] To rub orgrind;

to bruise or break to pieces ;

to separate and reduee to

small bits by the application of any

external force; minute and trou-

blesome tflfairs. Ling suy /^ \ in

minute odd bits ; miscellaneous

articles. Ta suy JrJ I to siiiasli

or break to pieces. Fan suy ffl

troublesome; vexatious; scrupulous j
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importumte. So say JH I little

bits ; troul lesome. I'B su Y
~$fc }

broken to bits. Fun uuj feV

reduced to bits and to powder.

?a ay fi$ to clip silrcr into

(mail pieces.

Suy show ~PT to beat one's brains

out.

Suy yin J Aft broken silver, or

dollars clipped to pieces.

9602. (/) Grain in which

there is no mixture ; unmix-

ed ; pure ; all the same,

complete. Occurs used for the

preceding. Shun suy iji
con-

taining no admixture; of the same

sort ; unmingled ; incomplex.

9603. To rail at; to abuse;

to vilify; to interrogate; to

reprimand ; to impeach ; to

accuse. Read Tsuh, To rail at and

abuse a person. Fun suy yT
^c*v |

angry abuse. How suy 3tj

opprobrious speech ; abusive language.

Ling suy >3* 1 to insult.

9004. (') To accord

with; to give loose to ;

to refrain from offering

any check or hindrance

to j not to oppose ; to

pass on prosperously ; to

presume to do of one's

own accord ; to advance ;

to sure -I'd
-,

to effect.

Finally ;
then ; next ; forthwith. The

name of a state; a water course.

Wan sze suy e 5i IR. taT*
. f-fH rj* | KL*

?iry thing according to ont's

SUY

wishes. 1'fili suy >\ not to

accord with , not to comply ; not to

yield ;
to offer resistance to. Ilonn*

suy f'R moor or common

outside a town. Chung suy^
fully supplied with every thing.

Suyyuen
j J|$"]

to have things

Suy e
1 ^ J

aSreea "le to one's

wishes or desire.

Suy peen 1 / to act according to

one's convenience ; to do as one

likes.

Suy ke tang teTh che tsing
| jL yjjj

i& J 4fi?
to ^' ve 'oose to t'"'s '~

pated passions.

Suyjin |
A the name of an office.

9605. (/) Deep recess; far

in amongst ; applied to

houses which have apart-

ments behind ; far removed from the

front entrance; and to banners far

in the rear.

9606. (') A small

trench or ditch in which

is water. A water course

in fields, two cubils

deep.

9607. [ / ] An instrument

to obtain fire. A specu-

lum for obtaining fire

from the sun is called Suy

or fy- 1 Kin-suy. Muh

suy TJ^
an utensil to

procure fire from wood

by rotatory friction.

Suy-jin-she
j ^ J3

the first person who procured fire for

the use of man.
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-^ 9608. [ / J A certain Talu-

able stone which is attached

to girdles, and supposed to

be lucky.

9609. [/ ] The flower of

grain. Suy-suy
1

the beautiful appearance

of grain in flower.

9010. [
/

] from gar-

ment and to foliate or to

tend. Garments presented

to the friends ofa deceased

person, ii. tended to clothe

the corpse; in modern

usage, money is given instead ofgnr-

n e ti.

(/) To accuse; to

interrogate ; to reprehend ;

to blame ; to rail at. A

man's name.

9612. [ /] A path leading to

a tomb; a bye-path to

avoid an enemy or ban.

ditli ; a subterraneous pas-

s-ge ; a way, p:ith, or

road. Name of a plant ;

of a territory, and of a

small district; to turn

round ; to come back ; far

retired from view. The second form

is otherwise read Tuy.

9613. [/] Strings by

which the Chinese attach

stones to their girdles or

sash, not much in mo-

dern use.
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P*.^

9614. [\] Nameofanan-

ff+ cient kingdom. A surname.

PI One of the ancient dynasties

of China. Read Tow, To tear flesh

to pieces.

Suy chaou 1
jjfl

the Say dynasty.

7,-J' -i 9615 [-] To accord with ;

to yield ; to follow obedient-

ly , forthwith ; immediately.

Suyyuurhgan ] ^ j^jj ^ to feel

repose wherever one lodges.

Suypochflhlewtejin
] jj ^ ^jv

Tgr A a man who goes down with

the stream, and sinks to a low in-

tellectual or moral state.

Suytselh ^H immediately.

9616. (\) Smooth j slip-

pery; a marrow-like sub-

stance with which a thing

is made slippery.

9617. [/} From a hand

grasping tu-o bamboos, hence

A broom or I esom, and a

troom tnited star. A comet. The

name of a plant.

Suy sing 1 J& or Pel sing gQ 51

an ominous star; a comet.

9618. ['] A broom made

of bamboo ;
used for the

preceding, which was the

original form.

Suy sing I

Jj.
K comet.

9619. The namj of a plant.

SUY

9620. [/] An ancient

kind of fine cloth.

SUY

9621.
[
\ ] The marrow,

or medullary substance

in a hone Lun ke, tsee

"jftJUl* 1

to sink into the flesh and

penetrate the bones de-

notes Instruction pe-

netrating the mind.

9622. [
-
] From eye and

tofy high. Read Hwuy,

To raise the eyes and

i
stare; to look angrily.

Read Suy, The name of

a river, and of a district.

A surname.

9623. [-] The name of an

insect; and also of a qua-

druped. A suppositive

or hypothetic particle;

though ; although; sup-

posing or admitting that

lit be.

Suy 10 yih pOh tsung

'^ an a fl?a ' r or course f action

be wrong, although pleasurable, do

not follow it.

Suy jen I yfft, although'; even if it

were.

9624. [
-
] Juy or Suy.

Four small sheafs of

grain, each as much as

can be grasped in the

hand.

9625.
[
N

] From grain

and afavour. An ear of

corn ; the flowers and

fruits of grasses; elegant ;

any thing resembling an

ear of corn. The third is

the original form de-

rived from grain and

fingers or claws at the top

to resemble an ear of corn.

9626. Read Suy or ,euli.

From to issue forth, and a

celestial prognostic. Calami-

ties and frightful monstrous appear-

ances, inflicted or exhibited by

the gods, inconsequence of the im-

precalions or vices of man. Ho
jjjjS

expresses evils or calamities which

niL-n inflict upon themselves. Suy

de u)tes those that are imme-

diately sent from heaven. Kwae

siiy
;

|^ a strange, monstrous

appearance.
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962T. [ / ] From Poo,

.// pace or to pace, and

Sefih PU an astronomical

character. A measured

space of time that in-

cludes the four seasons , a

year; the produce of the

year; the harvest ; the

planet Jupiter. Read Sefih,

in the senses above given.

Read So, A certain spe-

cies of grain. Kwei suy

/jft|
1 presents offered

on the last day of the

SWAN

year. Taesuyy^ 1 name of a hea-

then god who presides over the year.
r. *

Wan suy Jtfi 1 the name of a hill,

also epithet or title of the reigning

monarch. Wan suy jay S.

jjjf
or Wan wan suy "^^ ^

denote the Emperor of China. The

last phrase is used on particular oc-

sions by the military, as in Europe

the cries of Long live the king!

five I'Empereur
'

$c. Tst-en suy

a title of kings or govern-

ors. Neen suy ? 1 the years

of a person's age. Sin suy 4fcfr

the new year. Show suy 4! 1 kind

SWAN 789

of vigil kept on th last night of the

year. Suy rhing
^ ^ the acU

of the year, or the things incumbent

to be done during the year.

Suy I'ng
|

J|t the planet Jupiter.

Suy wan
j \\(fc

the last night of the

year. Suy jlh poo yay

^ {{
Su J- Denotes the march

or annual course of the nun.

Chwang suy .UJ-
J
strong robust ige.

9628. Also read Shwuy,

Auspicious; felicitous. See

Shwuy. Suy kw8
'

|||j

Sweden.

SWAN. CCCXIX SYLLABLE.

j4, broad. Manuscript Dictionary, Soan and Suon. Canton Dialect, 5uneand5uen

9629. Tieun. To walk ilowly,

and with a proud gait.

9630. [
-

] Swan ne
j

? a name of the lion,

said to devour tigers aid

leopards. One says, A

wild horse ; and another

says, A dog running pre-

cipitately.

9631. [
- ] From wine and

slowly drawn off; a sour

taste : they say all sour

medicines nourish the bones; a loi-

tering gait, as when there is great

TART II. o 9

debility felt; a grieved and afflicted

state of mind. Name of a territory ;

of a river ; of a wood , and of a bird.

Sin swan f[^ 1 the mind griered

and afflicted by any distressing news.

Swan kwo
^

JlL pickle.

Swan ke
| *[|

the name of an insect.

9632. [-] A Chinese aba-

cus. From bamboo and to

play, indicating that long

practice is requisite to

make one familiar with

it. To reckon with the

jfcyl* abacus; to reckon in any

-^ J * way ; to lumber ; slips

of wood to keep an

account in certain games. To specu-

late ; speculation ; scheme. A

certain bamboo utensil. Ta swan

aT" to suppose; to guess; to

estimate; to devise. Haou meou

swan
"jff- -ny

1 a most excellent

scheme or stratagem. Ta hwuy

swan pwan ^ ^ | #| he

knows how to calculate ; he is skilful

at framing schemes. Cbay ta swan

pwan jS TT gg or Chay ko

swan ke
jjjf jffl

1
^-f

this calcu-

lation or speculation.

Swanke 1 =4- to calculate; to scheme;

to plot.

Swan ke jin 1
=-j4-

A to lay schemes.
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in reference to other persons ; to plot

ngainst them, or to meddle with

their affairs. Swan pwan 1

n abacus for calculating with.

9633. (-) From teeth and

your, abbreviated. Swan, or

Ya swan
^jp

'

the teeth

set on edge.

SZE

9634. (-) Allium jgarlic.

Tsung swan fytAi%

onions. Swan Iwan 1

15HJ or Swan tow 1 H?j
I **%

the head or bulb of

garlic.

SZE

96S5. (-) A vessel to con-

tain any thing. A box to

keep caps in. A bamboo

utensil to contain rice in a boiler.

A bamboo platter.

SZE. CCCXXTH SYLLABLE.

A final lound to which there is nothing simitar in the English language. Manuscript Dictionary, SB and Szn.

Canton Dialect, Sf.

8636. (\) From me, the

commencement of numbers,

and ten a perfect number.

Warned man ; one who devotes

his mind to the study of moral duties

chiefly : one who is complete ; an

appellative
also ofmen generally, and

of soldiers ; a geucr.il term for officers

of the government. A surname.

Name of a district. Yung sze
j|l

I a brave svldier; a strong man.

Ting sze M
|

a strong military

man, one who can lift a tripod.

Hea sze ~p 1 an inferior officer.

Chung sze Ul an officer of a

middle rank. Shang sze J^ 1 an

officer of higher rank. Ncu sze
-jj*

a woman of masculine talents.

Ta he5 Isze4^ji ]
a great learn-

ed man; a statesman of the first rank.

Tsinsze
j|

1 a lilerary title of

the third rink. Miih
keuszeyj^ @j

|
an idol. Teen ze^ j

an

astronomer. T\h sze^ |

.or Woo

shang sze |r J^ |
a devoted fol-

lower of Buddisra.

Choo sze
)||

1
~|

a retired gentleman ;
/>* II

Keu sze Sf j

\ one who disregards

gain and the pursuits of ambition.

Sze che yu taou
'

'^ ^ i|J the

mind of a good man is devoted to

right principles.

Sze tsflh 1 2$Sa soldier.

9637. (-) Che, She, or Sze.

To learn ; to serve ; to fill a

public situation; to act as

a magistrate. See She. Che sze 5
to resign a public office.

9638. [\] AD astronomical

and horary character. ShangP̂̂
^ sze J^ the third day

of the third moon, a terra or holiday.

Sze she
|

|]
t from 9 to 1 1 in the

forenoon.

I
IB

, ^- \ 9639. [ \ ] To sacrifice ;

I p* to sacrifice to the gods

/ j
I ^^ or to departed spirits.

One s.iys, that Sze

implies Like as if; sacri-

ficing is like meeting with

th< se who have departed to a

separate state. An ancient designa-

tion of the year. Tseu sze
'$fc

1

having no ne related* to sacrifice

to one's manes.

Sze kwei
| $g t" sacrifice to the

devil.

Sze shin
] jjjjjl

to sacrifice to th

gods.

Sze haou teen Shang-le y^ /^.

K* A- to sacrifice to Heaven, or

to the Su|)V=iTie
Power therein.

Sze hwang te
\ J| $ to sacrifice

to the earth.

Sze che sang, peth yung tseuen wfib

the victims in sacrifice, perfect

\
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animals must be used, they must

be without blemish.

Sze seen jin
| y^ f{ to sacrifice

to the spirits of the deceased.

9640 [\ 1 An instril-

in :nt of husbandry for

levelling the ground

previously to throwing

in the seed; a kind of

harrow.

% 96tl. [\] An impartial

Jf* narrator of events; an his-

^/X^^^. torian ; history. A surname.

See She.

)JL+
9642 - M She- or sze.

A u7 From Man and Business.

|V^W. T send a man to manage

affairs. To order; to send; to cm>e
;

to succeed, or answer the purpose.

To use, or employ. Read She, To be

sent; to be employed on public

service. A messenger. See She.

Sze wei che
| ^^ to cause to be

done ; to cause to be effected.

Sze ke ling ^ JJ|
to giro it

spirituality, applied to idols
h..vii:g

the eje dotted with blood.

SZE_
96 13. [\] She, or Sze. De-

rivel from tg She, One

tvho retards occurrences.

AiT.iirj occupation; employment;

business; concern; service. To

serve. The subject of thought or

speech; that which is done; an ac-

tion. W.m sze A& ten thousand

afl'urs ; i. e. every thing that engages

human effort ; all the concerns of

intelligent beings. WM wuh ^ ^J
ten thous mil things; i. e. every thing

tint exists. Ta ke ing shin mo sze

fife ft tf $ 1

wlwt is lie

talking about? Seaou sze /K
'

a small or unimportant affair. Chae

\^r 4
szr JE I service on which one is

sent. Pull cbing king che sze ~T^

JE ol IL_ licentious, immoral

pursuits. To sze teih jin^ ] g^j

^ a bust body. Yew sze &
have business, expresses either

Being engaged, or there is some un-

pleasant affair going on. Pun sze

7j\ ]
"b'l'ly: talent Ta she yew

punszetethftfi^^XJt j $
he i* a person possessed of

ability.

King sze ^ |

to pay respect to

business, to be attentive to it. She

sze =5 the subject of odes,

poetry. Tso sze
jj&r

t or Kan sze

1 or Hing sze ^j I or Pan

all express Doing some

SZK 791

work or service. Ching sze
IF)/'

national affairs, politics. Kung sze

/ public business. Shaug e

l jr& \$\
I to coi.sultV i'^Xi 1-^ I

kw8 sze tgl jrIrV i'^Xi

on the affairs ol the nation.

Sze sze joo e
| j ^fp jjj every

tbii-g according to (jour; wish; an

expression of good will towardi a

person.

Sze tsing ta Hh hln
] '||j ^ ^

^^ a very great or important affair.

Sze foo moo \ 4^ -fft-
to serve or

attend dutifully on father and mother.

Sze, when translated into English, is

often implied in the other words of

the sentence, as Ne tso shin mo sze

$ iSSfcS$ 1 .
what are y u

doing ?

As a rerb, PQh sze sze 'TC 1
}

not manage affairs? not attend to

business ?

Sze te
| j|J!

or Sze tsing
'[ il^f

or Sze kan
] ^ or Sze woo

|

^. all express An action, business,

or an aliir.

Sze-te
j jH|

the decent, becoming

and proper, in any affair.

961*. [\] Sze or She,

From horse and a go-

vernment officer; to run

fast as a courier. Haste;

to hasten ; to sail fast; to

run with speed.

9645. [ \ ] From
~

Hwuy,
' i.

Four square; and J\ Pi,

To divide or separate, de-

noting that the square is to be se-

parated, hence Four. A surname.

Te sze
J ^

the fourth.

Sze-choo 1 Eg or Sze-bea
j "p

or Sze-fmg
|

~ft or Sze-meen 1

JW express All round; eiery where.

Szc-chuen
JJj

a l.rge province

on the west side of China.

S/e-e tK foreigners on all sides of

China.
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the four seasons.

Sze-fang 1 ~Jf four square; the four

point* of the compass.

Sze fang che fung 1
Jj ^ |j^

a wind which blows from all points

of the compass ;
a whirlwind ; a

typboo.

Sze heang 1
Jpj

the four pointi of

the compass.

Sze-ke
|

*

Sze she
4

j |]

Sze hae che nuy

within the four seas denotes every

thing in tht world, in a loose way of

speaking.

Sze koo tseuen shoo 1 fsj ?f*. l|ti

the imperial library ; a great national

collection of books.

Sze fang keun tsze
~jj ^& -?

good people all around.

Sze te 1
^jjj\

the extremities of

Sze che
j ^J? J

an animal body.

Sze tub 1
v<|p

four principal rivers

in the north.

9646. [\] The name of a

river, and of a district-

Name of an ancient stale.

Te sze yt& 1 tears from the eyes

are called Te ; a secretion from the

nose is called Sze.

Sze shwuy 1
7]^

a place in Shan-

tunj, where Confucius established a

school.

9647. ( \ ) From a hint and

four. Four horses attached

to one vehicle; a carriage

aid four. The name of a (tar, and of

a territory.

964?. [ ] A minister ef

state transacting business at

a distance from the court ;

hence the character is formed of
Jff

t prince or king reversed. To have

the controul of; to rule ; to manage ;

to direct. A surname; the name of

place. To rhyme, read Sze. ?an sze

the three sze, viz. Poo-

ching-sze /fif J^ tne officer

who is entrusted with the revenue of

a province. Gan-cha-szeW
jjjj*

the criminal judge of a province.

Yen-yun-sze EJgi SI the in-
aa. *J- I

spector of the salt department.

Tung-ching.sze ^ |J^
the

officer through whose hands official

documents pass to the Emperor.

Sze sze I IS. to manage or have the

charge of any business or affair.

Sze le j|P to rule ; to manage.

Kung sze
^f\

1 to controul or ma-

nage any public or general concern,

in contradistinction from that which

is an individual concern. It is a term

applied to European Mercantile Corn-

panics, Yins-keih-le kwS Kung-sze

2t
" H #J '

}
the Ens-

lish company.

San-f-sze
]jj" y^j

'

a subordinate

officer in criminal boards at Peking.

Ta kwan sze tt <g* ]

to go to law.

Seun keen sze 3^ ij^ I the officer

of ;i village, or of several villages.

9649. [
\

] To wait for 5

to wait upon; to observe;

to spy out; to examine.

Seang meen sze
ifj Jfjlj

to ob-

serve or watch each other; an obli-

que glance. Tan sze K1
-. 1 to en-

quire into; to try to find out.

Sze how
j

'fit to wait; to attend

upon.

9650. [ \ -
] A square bam-

boo trunk for containing

clothes or other things. The
ii- 4

name of a hill. Shoo sze 5

a book chest.

9651. [-J Fromtocon-

traul and te look. To spy ;

to peep ; to look and

watch ; used chiefly in th

northern parti of China.

9652. [
\

] From to eat

and a mn to aentroul.

To feed ; to give provi-

sions to; food; victuals;

provisions.

9653; [\] From
jfl)

Tstb,

A record, and Mouth, A

mouth to read the records

of the family in the hall of ances-

tors. To succeed ; to come after

and keep up, or continue a

succession. Children ; grandchildren;

posterity ; ('escendants. Hereafter.

To learn; to practice. A surname.

How sze tsze sun /$ -J-- TJK

descendants ; posterity. Woo tsze

sze flff ^f*
j

no son to succeed.
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Ke sze
tjjjJ! |

to adopt a son.

TseuS sze
*ji7

to exterminate a

family.

Sze tsze 1 -f an adopted son.

9654. A woman's name.

1 9655. [\ '] Like; similar

XI Ix M to
;
as ; as if

;
class or kind;

| x^ to continue in succession.

Still more; to offer. A surname.

Seang sze urh
pflhtung^fj ffij

PjX [pi]
like each other, and yet

different. Tsing sze shwfiy Yj|r

7j^
as clear as water.

Sze she urh fei
j -Q j|jj

4h like

right, but wrong.

Sze fei
j

3F it appears wrong.

Sze she
Jj^

it appears right.

Sze pflh nSng yen
j ~7^ j||r =j? as

if unable to speak.

96S6. [ \ J A term by which

brothers' wives designate

each other; the senior sister

is commonly called Sze; and the

junior^
Te. Taesze^ j

a

concubine of the ancient king

Wan.

9fio7. [\] To wait; to stay.

Great. A surname. Repeat-

ed, Sze see
'

a herd

of animals walking slowly. Sze how

I {\L or Tang sze^ ]
to wait.

Sze she 1 ^P to wait or prepare

for death.

See taou jlh ] J|] ft
wait till the

day arrives.

7ART II. T 9

9658. (\) The bank of a

river ; the margin of a

stream.

%
-]

9659. [
\

]
Sze or She.

""^"^J^ From a measure and to

J issue forth. A place

from whence laws are

promulgcd : Chambers or

courts for public officers -,

temples of Buddha. A hall; a cham-

ber of eunuchs. Hac-chang-sze yra

IKS a famous temple opposite

the European factories at Canton.

Foo sze
Kj-

1 a public court. Foo

sze
-uKf

1 women and eunuchs.

Sze mun 1 HH or Yuen sze
[J^r

a temple of Budhha.

Sze hwan 1 *&? 1

Sze-jin / ^ an eunuch.

i JHwan sze

9660.
[ \ ] From man

and evil, that eril which

bef.illsall men. The dis-

persion of the principle

of life; to dissolve as

ice
; to die ; the act of

(l)ing; death ; in respect

of young persons and in-

ferior men, it is expressed

by Sze ; in reference to old persons

and Princes, it is expressed by ?

Chung, To come to an end. A sur-

name;. PHh sze X^ immortal.

Occurs as the name of a place, and of

a tree. Shen sze^ I a natural
EJ I

death ; to die well. Shen sze m8 yaou

ju shen shin 2E.
j ^ Jj- J]k

A:. & to die well, nothing is of

more importance than to practice

virtue. Sew shin e sze sze W%- Q>"^ xj

J,
I M? to practice virtue to

prepare [wait] for death.

Sze sing yew ming
|

/] ^R" -^
death and life are decreed.

Sze raing 1 &[ death decree, de-

notes urgently and seriously.

Sze puh ming
j ^">

HH to die with-

out a manifest cause; a legal phrase;

a death suspected not to have been

by natural means.

Sze pih
j jj a pale livid complexion,

like a corpse.

Sze show
|

ffc to maintain or hold

fast till death.

9661. [\.] From heart,

and the samarium or

brain. To think
;
to con-

} I sider ; to desire or wish j

L?JI to commiserate. The

name of a district. A
surname. An euphonic particle,

sometimes at the beginning and

sometimes closing a seutence. E-sze
_Tt. 1

H^
the thought, intention, or

will. Sin sze
J(^ |

the thoughts

of the mind.

I^f

if to deliberate.

>9 to consider; to

Sze leang

Sze seang

reflect upon.

Sze woo seay pure

thoughts. Sze sS I

'-jg
to study;

to search for with the mind.

9662. [-] Sze sze

to reprove or admonish

with frankness and sincerity.

Read Ts-.ie, Strenuous effort j great

talent and ability. Appearance of a

large beard.
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^Ki\^Ol

96.63. A particular kind of

cloth worn in mourning.

Sze ma f&h
|

SzefSh \ J||x.

constitute a lighter mourning.

coarse gar-

ments that

9664. (-) Sze or Sae, Fow

sze -^5^
I a kind of wood-

en screen, placed by the

Chinese in a door way; a certain

curved and connecting part of the

walls of different chambers.

. 9665. (
-
) Many persons

assembled together ; an

army ; a place where many

are assembled, as the metropolis of a

kingdom; a person who collects and

heads many, as a commander or

general. A master; a teacher; a

moral instructor of the world; some-

times a patron. Name of a divinity ;

of a kingdom; of a district; and of

au office. A surname. Sze, denotes a

person skilled in a thing ; hence, Cha

sae
_^Jjt

'a tea inspector, one

who judges of the quality of teas.

Shwuy sze
-fi(

I a naval officer.

King-sze e^ the residence of

the Imperial court. Wan she die sze

M?J t ><
De W '' '8 an '""

structor often thousand ages Con-

fucius. Fill she che sze
J?J jjt "/^

'j
any sage.

Sze chuen
j j|}|\

Chinese war boats.

Sze tae
j Jf^

a kind of abbess in

Chinese nunnrries.

Sze yay
|

tffr a kind of literary

friend, or unofficial assistant, general-

ly allached by government officers

to their establishment, with whom

they advise on public business, they

areotherwisecalled Htt ^S Nuy-m5.

,.
9666. [

-
] From a dog or

quadruped, and a master.

The noblest of animals, the

lion ; a dog that bares two whelps.

Sze tsze yfh how
] ~y

the roar of a lion.

Sze tsze -f-

Tseuen ne
iMj? -^5

Plh show
j^

all .denote the

lion.

9667. [
-

] A small shell

fish. Lo-sze'jjS
I a cockle.

9668.
[

-
] A wild horse.

9669. [-] Sze orShe, From

a hatchet and a particle

which refers to things be-

fore named. To split or

rend by a hatchet; to

separate by splitting.

This; that; these ;
a demonstrative

pronoun of any person or gender.

An euphonic particle; a particle de-

noting Forthwith ; immediately ;

in a slight degree. Low; mean;

inferior. A surname. Ke sze

Stf I an appellation of a horse.

Pe
tszey$ J

kingdom.

the name of a

9670. The neighing of a

horse ; to belch.

9671. (-) Sze, or Se. Ice

melting; a thaw. The

commencement of a thaw

is called
j4?Pwan;

flow-

ing away, is called

Sze. The noise of scat-

tering or dispersing; to melt away

entirely.

Sze keen
j JjS

to diminish as by

melting awaj.

96T2. [-] Persons, who

with armies procure fuel

and forage. A servant.

To cut and slash, as in

the confusion of battle;

in a confused manner.

Seaou &ze
/J\ j

a servant boy ; my
servant

Szeshi
] ^ to fight and kill in the

confusion of battle ; carnage.

Sze yang tsuh
|

SS AS men who

procure forage and dress food.

9.673. To cut'forage for a

horse ; to feed ; to bring up;

to serve ; one who does

serve; menial; foragers. To divide;

to part; used for the preceding and

following. Several of these com-

pounded with tjt Sze, are used for
/yl

each other.

9674. [
-
] Sze, or She. To

raise with the hand ; to rend;

to rive ; to split. Used for

the preceding.
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N
9675. [-] That which is

vomited forth by the silk

worm ; raw silk ; called

also
]
M Sze fa. Mi-

nute; small; fine as silk.

Hoo sze
Jjttj |

the silk

which comes from Hoo-kwang pro-

vince in contradistinction from Too-

tze -T 1 the nativesilk of Canton.

Sze meen 1 *H silk garments, slufffd

with silk ; coverlets and shrouds are

made in this way ; the garments are

exceedingly warm, and the shrouds

preserve the body long.

Sze haou pdh tsS
3JP ~JT ft

not the least error or mistake; per-

fectly right.

9676. [
-
] Loo sze^ ]

a bird employed in catching

fish. A species of pelican.

9677 Mow, or Sze. Deflect,

ed; private; selfish; schem-

ing; fraudulent. See Mow.

9678. [-] From grain and

leljish. The proprietor of

grain, is in the north, called

Sze choo. Peculiar; private;

individual ; plebian ; applied to

all below the Emperor. Privately;

secretly ; clandestinely ; selfishly ;

selfish; private; clandestine; nefa-

rious. A surname. A term by which

sisters designate each other's husband.

Kung^A-and Sze are used as

opposites Public, private; equitable,

selfish. E kung me'* sze Ml ^
^J^ J

to destroy private feeling

by regard for the public. Jfhjue'

woo sze chaou p
the sun and moon shine on all alike.

Tsow sze
jr& J

to smuggle.

Sze hea
|

~T\
|

a private secret

Sze te
j J;Jg j apartment.

Sze kih
|

*>
private merchant.

Sze hing laou nelh 1
fj- j|| fjjf

to run away.

Sze sin
|
/^ selfish, partial, unjust

feeling.

Sze keiih che tsing
'

1-jij
~V

Jsjfe

selfish and crooked disposition.

Sze yS j^t
a clandestine engage-

ment, as between lovers.

Sze ya
|
4f a private office of a

magistrate.

Sze yuh ^S/v selfish, inordinate
I yC*

propensities or lusts.

9679. An animal like a

wild cow or buffalo, and

having a single horn ; a

rhinoceros. The horn is said to be

three cubits long, and to weigh a

thousand pounds; the skin is hard and

thick, fit.for making cases or armour.

Sze kwang J ffl^
a cup made of the

rhinoceros' horn, or any horn cup.

9680. [ \ ] Commonly read

Shih, To take victuali; to

eat or to drink. Read Sze,

Food ; to give fbod to ;
to feed. See

Shih.

96SI. [
^

]
Read Sze or

Tsze. From pearlt and

to change. To change

the possessor of them.

To confer ; to bestow on

inferiors ; to give as mat-

ter of favour. Shang sze 'gj*_** i

to confer an a reward. Kin tzff

!V& I an Imperial bestowrnent.

Sze and kung 1 tV are opposite*,

Tsze is conferring on an inferior,

Kung, it offering to a superior.

Sze yen
j

13. to confer an entertain-

ment, phraseology used by the Em-

peror.

Sze ting tae
] Jf| (j'U to confer a

knob worn on Hie cap, a mark of

rank.

See koo to patronise.

90S?. To remonstrate! to

reprehend; to blame. Other-

wise read Te.

9633. [-] To watch,

guard, or keep, as a

) prison; to examine; to

investigate, ai a jailer.

9684. (1 ) Used as a kind of

capital letter for the number

four. Great; large; the ut-

most degree ; excess; error; pro-

fligate; dissolute, to arrange; to

lay out and expose dead bodies, a

shop or market. A certain sacrifice.

Name of an office. A surname.

Sze choo she chaou
'

=tii rff S0.1 W I U T/3
or Sze cilia

j

hlS to spread out

dead bodies in the street or public

places.

Fang sze

Fang tsze

fligate.

1 loose, dissipated,

jjjv J irregular ; pro-
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TA. CCCXXFT SYLLABLE.

A, broad. Manuscript Dictionary, Ta. Canton Dialect, Tae and Ta.

A 9685. ( ' ) Large ; great;

to enlarge ; to grettcn.

Plump ; fat ; extensive i

long. Also read Tae. Forms &

part of several proper names. Ta

leaou tan
"J* H|J or Ta chS

tan tsze
~jjjf- BQ_ ^f- enlarged

hi liver ; i. e. assumed courage.

Ta chang foo 1 TT" -4^
a great man ;.

a man of eminent talents and disin-

terested mind.

Ta e
I jEg^ great idea of one's self,

denotes the cold ungrateful indiffer-

ence with which some person's re-

ceive benefits.

Ta e
I *lj

members of the medical

board.

Ta han
j ^J3g

a term which answers

to January 21st.

Ta been 1

jlj^
the great limit

-, death.

" Mors ultima linea rerum est."

(Horace.)

TaheSsze
] fjj? -j- ministers ofstate.

Ta hing heen
|

.(ffl.
||.

the district

in which Peking is situated.

Ta hwang
j jj| rhubarb.

Ta jin ] /{ a title applicable to

persons of the 1st and 2nd de-

grees of rank. Used by courtesy to

inferior pcrsons.and amongst thepeo-

pie to each other in private letters.

Takae
j jfgjjn generally speaking;
m

Ta te
| Jjj^

). speaking in general

Ta Ie5 1 S. j
terms -

Ta laou yay ]
4 ^S a title appli-

cable to persons of the fourth and

third degrees of rank.

Ta )e8 seang kin JK ^H 5T

generally speaking, nearly the same.

Ta seaou A\ great and small ;

old and young.

Ta show ke
j ^- ifl large hands
J -J / 1

and feet; i. e. having great influ-

ence or power.

Ta seuh 1
j|

a term which answers

to December 8th. Ta shoo
j

S- a term which answers to July 21.

Ta ting 1
jffij

a chop boat.

Ta tsiug 1

pS"
smalts.

Ta tsing kwS
| yj& j||j

China, under

the Manchow dynasty.

Ta tsing ping
] yff

jSv the army of

the Manchow Tartars is so denomi-

nated by the historian of Ming.

9686. He
; him ,- she ; her ;

it; that, other; another.

Ta fang
'

-ft
that place, or some

other place.

Tajih 1 P another day.

Taj in
j
A that man, or some other

man.

Ta shwS shin mo
4

gft Ig J[|R

what does he say ?

Tane'en 1 ^ another year.

Ta mun
^ ^ they ; them.

Tateih 1 |^ his; hers.

Ta mun telh -jj their.

^ 9687. [ 1 ] From a hand

and a nail. To strike; to

>f >p beat ; to thump ; to lash ; to

fight. An auxiliary verb which

precedes many active verbs denot-

ing a lining or performing the action.

Ta pan 1 jfy.
to dress ; dress.

t -is*

Ta chung 1
J>^

to cover a mare.

Ta chang
j

mS to arrange.

Ta tsew fung | ^ Jjjt[
to raise the

autumnal wind; to endeavour to

obtain some favor.

Ta fa 1 ;$& to send.

Ta ho 1
yif

to strike a light.

Ta leaou chaou hwuy 1 ~? &
t

/

@'

to make a signal or sign to, under-

stood by both parties. Kung ta

jjj? j

to fight, to attack as in battle.

Gow ta
JR^ J

to fight and squabble

in the streets. Ta kung ^ T*. to

engage to work or labour.
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Ta kea 1 ^P to fight with slicks or

hinds.

Ta kew
| H or Plh ta

j |

a certain play with a ball.

Ta leaog
j Jtf to measure.

Ta laou 1 ^ to drag or pull out of

the water.

Ta ihwfij 1

Ijjjj
to leep.

Ta fang paou Gjl
Jfc to blow a

gale of wind ; a storm.

Tasaou 1 is? to sweep or brush.

Ta pa shfh
j

JHM <gf to box ; to fist

one's way through life means to

succeed by one's own effort.

Ta teen
'

j^ to point out ; to ar-

range; to plan.

Ta tin 1
jjj|E

to listen; to hear ; to

try to a. >d out.

Ta chae chaeu too 1 $5
/W M^ tf-^f

Tiles performed to deliver souls from

purgatory ( the friends of the de-

ceased invite the priests to perform

these rites at considerable expense.

Til yen 1
d^fc

to play at shuttlecock.

TA. CCCXXIFD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Td. Canton Dialect, sometimes Tap, and at other times Tat.

9688. [ c ] TS ke

a vicious queen, famous in

history, B. C. 1100.

9689. [ c ] Mutual recri-

mination. Ta-ta, or Ta-tS

|
to giggle and laugh ;

to stammer.

9690. [ c ] Disquieted ;

restless.

9691. [cj Read Tan, and

TS. From heart and the

morning. Labour; fatigue;

grief; a wounded mind,

urged and oppressed ;

commiseration.

Laou sin ta t %& fo ] |
or

(Tan-tan) Aa anxious, disturbed

mind.

Ho peg king 15
fy Qfo ^ j

what

occasion for alarm and fear ?

PART II. Q 9

9692. [ c ] From water fall-

ing into a receptacle. The

monotonous sound ofwater

falling; a person echoing whatever

is said to him ; to join or unite ; re-

iterated, Heviling; backbiting; rash;

audacious ; blindfold or fool-hardy.

Avaricious, sloggish, sleepy. Name-

of a river. To march beating.

a drum.

9693. [c] A defence for

the finger in sowing ; a

thimble. To cover or

add to j to feel or rub;

to engage OF avail one's

*elfof.

9694. [ c ] The sound of

something falling ; earth

heaped up, as appears when

a wall or other building falls into

ruins.

9695. [ c ] From afont

falling en the grtund,

To tread , to beat on the

ground with the foot, as

when sinking. TS shlh

tepoo 1 ^P Hjj
4fe or

TS ke wan 1
JjSj fjj

ta place the foot firmly

on the ground , used

metaphorically for Steady conduct.

TS po teJS heae ^t ^ ^
to tread to pieces iron shoes in

search of a grave, whilst a grave may

be found at the place from which

one set out.

TS tsing
'I y||

to observe the WON

ship at tombs during the seventh

moon of the year.
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9696. () A bamboo

rope to drag boats with ;

that which follows a

question, viz. An answer.

To answer, either by

words or actions ; to

reply to; to make a return for kind-

ness received; to recompense. To

sustain. Name of a river; a surname.

Ying ti
|||

1 or Ti ying, To

answer; to respond. Paou ti if?

to make a return for favors

received. Pub ti ^ to give

no reply- PHh pe'S tuy ta
^j*> l^

fffir 1 there is no occasion for any

reply.

TS le
] ]|fg presents -sent in return

for some received. ~-

Ti pae 1 1JE. to make a bow in

return for one received.

Ta poo
j ^j a kind of coarse cloth.

Ti seay
| =gj

to return thanks, or

presents with thanks.

9697. (c) Tijen
J jt$

to iorget; appearance of

freeing one's self from ;

ridding one's self of care. Read Ta,

To take with the tongue ;
to lick.

969. (co) The sound of

something falling; eaith

piled up ; a tall spire con-

sisting of three, five, seven, nine, and

even thirteen stories, commonly

called a Pagoda ; a temple of Budduh.

A surname. The Ti .or Pagodas

are very common in the interior of

China, they, are generally placed on

icme eminence, and often on the

Aopsofhijh hills. Withiuside, they

are hollow, have windows in each

story, and often a winding staircase

leading to the top, contained in the

wall of the building, like the

monument at London Bridge,

which is indeed a kind of Ta. The

pagoda half way to Hwang-poo,

where European ships moor, is

called ^ |jjj ^
Chih kang ta.

The Second-bar pagoda (a *pire

known to all who have visited

Canton) is called Sze tsze yang ta

IfiP ^ v- 1
or ^ $1 1

ShTh le IS. Pa chow la || j^j

is a famous pagoda in the province

of Canton, built about, A. D. 1600.

9699. (cv) From hand

and (0 follow ai an

effect. To touch ; to

strike ; to place upon ; to

add to ; to raise or build

up ; to engage or take

a passage in a boat or

ship , to suspend ; to

lean upon. TS paou

/
fc=ii to announce in ad-
^\
dition to, or put on

goods, expresses the Hong Mer-

chants of Canton adding the duties

payable by shopmen to their own

in their reports to government ;

or Te tecs kea hea ho M<
rty ^

K gj shipping gsods for shop-

men, whom the .government does

not recognize-

Tatiurh
] ^ | the Tartars.

Ta choo
] /jJ to take a temporary

lodging.

Ti pang 1
NJJJ

to erect a stage for

the performance of plays in the

streets, and for other purposes.

TS too chuen
jfif

fflft to engage

to go by a passage boat.

Ti kae 1
-gr

te cover in ; to raise

a shed or house.

Ta suy M broken pieces of

dollars added to make up the full

value of a sum or a discount of so

much.per cent, to make up for the

lightness of dollars.

9700. [
c ] From to go

:ind fortunate or great.

At opough passage. Per-

meable on every side;

penetrable ; pellucid ;

transparent; intelligible;

intelligent; to cause to know; to

inform ; passing through ; succeii-

ful in literary pursuits or in the

affairs of the world. To promote;

to spring forth as a plant ; to accord

with and advance ; to \isit every

place. Every ; all ; all equally

suitable. A narrow room; a window.

A small sheep ; the name of a district.

Chin ti ju tseen
H|] j iftjjj Tjijf

to

address immediately to the Emperor.

TS keuen
j

T3& to understand pecu-

liar circumstances and not apply

general rules to them.

TS tsze .J-i a general term for

the'Tartars; they dislike it. ^ Ti

is used in history.

TS taou ^ the great high road

of right principle ; the regular

exercise of the passions; joy, anger,

and so on.

Ti pun le taou
^| ^ j|j|
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prosperity (the good man) does not

depart from right principles. Tijin

/I an intelligent person, tho-

roughly informed on every subject.

9701. [
Cu ] To run away;

to rebel against.

9702. | co] Toitrike; to

beat ; to chastise. Ta-tsze

^f-
the Tartars ijther

syllables pronounced Ta, are used to

denote the same.

9703. [
cu ] Miry ; slippery ;

injurious to others.

9704. Name of an animal

reserubli :g a small dog,

said to live in the

c ] water and to eat fish ;

these are called Hae ti

^fel
'

s:a ti, there
/^T" I

are others which inhabit the land,

and are called Shan-li (Jl I the

hill Ti, by some called the Castor

or Beaver ; some say the Otter. Ti,

or ShwBy-ti yl( \

the

Tipe J? the otter skin.

9705. [ c J The name of a

plant.

9706. (cc) To slip the'

foot; to stamp with the

foot.

9708. [ c ] A small door in the

interior
p.-.rt of the palace;

a screen in a door way.

~^g 9707. f c "] Tan or

Uneasy ; disquieted.

9709. From wingt and to

cover or overspread. A nu-

merous or a daring flight;

to fly in company with many, to

fly high.

9710. (co) Ta, or Ti.

Below the surface of the

ground. To fall down. Fang

Oh taou ti M & {fjjl
1 the

l/J T- r~~4 I

house was completely subverted, or

thrown down. Tsaou ti ?fji

to knock or throw about; to annoy

or distress, is sometimes written thus.

l T 9711. To repress feeling ; to

submit.

t9712.

T5-tang |^
a fine sort of clolh, said

to be brought from In-

dia, and which is other-

wise called To-lo-jung

4v 3fc iM- the name

now given to English woollens.

9713. [co ] From hand

and the sound T&. To ap-

proach with the hand ;

tn fed ; to strike; to take

a fac-simile with ink ami

paper from ancient ta-

blets or vases; to make

a sketch of. Sung la ^^
fac-similies of the

dynasty Sung. Kew la

if - I an old fac-simi-

le.

Ti te tseen 1 Ml & to take a duty

from dealers in tea.

9714. (Co) From u-ooi, a

covering, and feather*. A

couch or bed ;
a long narrow

bed. A certain kind of couch.

Ti shang shwdy
4

J^ &$: to sleep

on a couch.

9715. [co] Totread upon

with the feet to place

the fei-t upon the ground.

Le fef or Tseen Sli or

Ti
^

or Taou
jgjj

all

express placing the feet

upon the ground ; the degree of

force with which the foot is put to

the ground, is increased in each suc-

ceeding word ; as To walk ; to fpacc

to tread ; to stamp with the feet.

9716. [ c ] From a

door and lofy. A door in

an upper gallery. Name

ofa nation beyond seas,

where there is a race of

savages with human faces

and bodies of Irutes of a yellow

colour. Ti jung I rf. possessing

mean t ilenls ; low
, brutal ; savage.

9717. [c] Fully baked

or boiled ; broken or fallen

to pieces.

Til 1

in,? 1 wf a cake dried in a cer-

ta n way.

97 1'8, [ c] From flying

and to walk. A kind of

hurried, hasty, flying step.

Lee'-ta
j|g

a hurried step; a

careless manner of doing things.
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9719. [co] N.irae of a

river; and of a district.

Chub a ^ J
wdters

ruibing together.

TAB

0120. [c]Ta,orT. To

slobber up greedily. To

swallow down in a hurried

noisy manner, without properly

TAB

chewing. Ti ti urh shtti I

[fll fy ate in a ilobbering haty

manner.

TAE. CCCXXIIPD SYLLABLE.

A broad, and e coalescing like iff* in high. Manuscript Dictionary, Tai and Tag. Canton Dialect, Tae and Toe,

like the final sound of Hoy, a pasiage boat.

9721.
[ / ] See Ta. Read

Tae, The same as the two

following.

% \ 0722. [c/J Large j great

^FV^ Very great; excessive;

S ^k broad and extensive.

Used as a term of re-

spect and honor. Forms

a part of several proper

names, of hills, winds, districts, divi-

nities, and so on. Slippery. A sur-

name.

Tae fung J^[
the west wind.

Tae hwa shan
]

Jfe ^ a famous

mountain in Shen-se province.

Tae keVn
| j|fe

a great overseer;

an <much of the palace.

Tae urh pBh keaou
'

jfj] ^ ]jj%

great, but not proud, applied to the

Emperor.

Tae jow chay tsSszensn clung 1 ^
oft in his disposition, in perform-

ing any ork, (or transacting any

business) completes it with
difficulty.

Tae (ban
|

|1|
a famous mountain;

there is another called the (Seaou /J\

Little Tae-thati.

Tae suy 1
fjy

a clay image of a man

to represent the divinity of spring.

Tae sze
| ^||)~| guardians of the

Tae foo 1 fflH . sovereign. In

Tae pau
|

"ffi
j

cases of minority

they act as regents. None at present

enjoy this dignity.

Tae tae
j

I a title of ladies whose

husbands hold a certain rank, and

of the elderly ladies in a gentleman's

house.

Tae to
J
2& too much ; excessive.

Tae tsze tae sze
]
3- \

jjjfp

Tae tsze tae foo. 1 JC-
|' I

Tae tsze tae paou 1 JZ.

guardians of the prince.

Tae tsze shaou sze 1

Tae tsze shaou foo 1

Tae Lsae shaou paou
| rf. A?

secondary guardians ofthe prince.

Tae tsze
j ^ a prince ; the heir ap-

parent. Taevang
j [^ the sun.

Tae yuen
j J|

the capital of Shan-se

province.

Tae yay 1 Sir title applicable toper-

sons of the fifth, sixth, and seventh

degrees of rank.

972S. The name of a place

in the midst of the sea.

9724. [
6 ] Slippery ; water*

flowing to excess, rushing

over and washing away. Ex-

cess ; to boast. Taou-tae MS.

to wash or cleanse. Sha tae )w*

to cleanse with sand.

9725. [\c] From large and

face- Read Pwan, A large

face. Read Tae, Big jaws,

a term of abuse applied by the

people of the south of China to

those born in the north.

Tae tsze I

-jj-
a northern Chinese.

9726. Read E, I; me. To

be pleased; to be gratified.

Head Tae, A surname , the

name of a district. A name of three

tart. Teen tae -fc I the name
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of a hill. Tae ting 1

IRj.
an

epithet applied to th three highest

officers of state. Eminent ; exalted,

in which sense it is used as a term

of respect in epistolary style.
Laou

tae-3 1 venerable sir. Heungtae
/lii I

P
j

exalted brother.

Tae chaou 1 B^ for your Emi-

nency's review, put at the close of

letters.

Tae foo 1 TTJ your honored name, an

expression used on the address of

letters before writing the name.

Tae kea
'

-m eminent sir.
I '"'7

^^^ x 9727. (\) The opposite of

f^ whatever is good. Per-

^J Terse; rebellious; vici-

^^^ ous. The southern bar-

Jr^ bariani express other

7 persons and themselves,

k by tbe word Tae. (Kang-

7 he.) The two middle

,^r forms are corruptions of

the last, which is a part

of tbe word ^ Kfih,

a bone, and denotes a

Rotten broken bone.

m 9728. [/J To begin; to

approach; to be nearly

about; on the limits of;

dangerous. Used for the following.

Wooceaou jin tae 3fi /N A
don't approach bad people. Wei tae

jfj I
dangerous; in imminent hazard.

Tae-keTh 1 7 nearly ; not far from.

a 9729. ( /) From hetrl and

high. High minded; su-

percilious; careless ; remiss;

TART II. R 9

TAE

negligent; inattentive to; a kind of

negative rudeness. Head E, in the

game sense. Name of a bird.

Tae hwan
j j^ slow ; sluggish ; idle.

Tae to tsze gan 1 >l&
j|| ^ ,lazy

and self indulgent.
4 .IB -y- &f

Tae man puh king
J '[^ ^ jjj

careless; negligent; disrespectful.

Tae yu ting twan
| -f

1

^g^
remiss in deciding in public courts.

Tae-to I ^ idle ; remiss ; lazy.

% . ^ y \9730. To raise; to lift

'

i^i*
1 j^ up, as a sedan chair ; to

J shake; to move. These-

% +
I

conc' ôrm ls m common

~JK&^ u'e, hat is properly read

>| \Pt
che- Tae keu

\ &
to raise up.

Tae hwny keu
JjpJ -g- to carry

back again.

Tae sae
j |W to move; to agitate.

9731. [\cj Silk threads

ravelled; wound about.

Slow, dilatory. Suspicion;

doubt; to deceive; to impose upon.

9732. (c-) Tae luy 1

$ji

the class f mosses and li-

chens in Chinese botany.

Tae han shang keae lull 1 ^ \~

*|3 ^C tne mossy cicatrices of the

steps were all green.

9733. (c-) Read E.

Mutual imqosition ; to

leave to. Read Tae,

Appearance of weariness

and fatigue ; to deceive

or to insult. Ke tae

o deceive.

TAE 801

.& fc 9734. (c-) From fie$h and

I"! * *
railed. A female three

I>J \J months advanced in preg-

nancy; any period of pregnancy

the womb. To run from and

rebel against. Pe tae VX\ 1 the

first stages of pregnancy ; the

embryo; the beginning. Pub shi

tae A~\ ${ 1 not kill pregnant

animals. Yew tae /j 1 Jlwae

tae ~R 1 to be pregnant.

L8 tae 3fc 1

Hea tae
~pT ]

To fall from th

CbuytaefJ^ j
f womb ; -absrtion.

To tae
1

Tae koo
j j|f(

born blind.

Tae keaou 1
^taught

frm the

womb said of the mother of WSn-

wang ; to teach in the womb, a Chi-

nese idea.

Tae sing j tf born a living animal

from the womb not from an egg.

97S5. (/) To reach or

extend to a given time;

even till. Tae kin

even till now.

9736. (') To change; for;

instead of; in the place of.

An age; a generation. The

name of a country. A surname. A

certain state of the pulse. Two

tsung san tae
jjffl ^2 ^ 1

ancestors for three generations; i. e.

father, grandfather, and great grand-

father, lelh tae |g ]
succesiivt

jenerationi. San Ue - three
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generations,
often refers to the

three dynasties Hea, Yin, and Chow.

Chaou tae
[|0 [

recent ages in

contradistinction from antiquity.

PTh tae kwan se
;j j ! llj

the northern or Tartar dynasties,
and

the region about the province of

Shen-se, or the N. W. corner of

the empire.

Taekeuen 1 t^ authority exercised

instead of another ; delegated au-

thority.

Tae jiii tso sze
j

A
$Jj[ |&to do

something for a person.

9737. (/) Taeshan
j |1|

or Tae tsung 1
Ij!

or

Tae shan
j^fo || [

or Tung
* a certain mountain in

the province of Shan-lung, said

to be upwards of forty Chinese miles

in height; considered the highest

mountain in China. At various

periods of their history it has been

an object of worship.

9738. (')
Meitae^| ]

or Tae mei k8
*

J *j

a particular sort of tortoise

shell used in manufacturies.

9739. (/) A bag or sash.;

a purse; a cover for

books. Shoo tae ^t 1

a bag to contiin books

a man whose mind is full

of books. Yin tie $H

|

a bag to contain money. Ho

paou tsin tae /^ -j
jjS j

a

purse worn about one's person.

.Chen tae
||{|

a sash formed

TAE

like a bag open at both ends,

frequently worn by the Chinese.

9740. (/) To confer upon j

to give to
; to lend with an

intention of being returned

to the original owner
; to lend on

interest. Read Tih, same as Tth

"g^
to lend to a person. Kwan tae

Sfr* A

j^ to shew indulgence to those

who have committed some fault.

Tae tseay
I

/ijp
or Tseay tae, To

lend or to borrow.

P741. ( I
) Derived from

for, or instead of, and black.

A black line painted instead

of the hair of the eye-brow, which

has been previously removed. Tsing

tae Vq I name of a medicine.

Tae hih 1
|9

to paint the eye brows

black.

9742. From hand and

from tail. To grasp an

animal's tail with the

hand ; to approach from

behind ; to extend to.

9743. A kind of lock or

bar on a river. A rapid,

caused by water straitened

in its course. There is a kind of

windlass on the bank of the rivers

to draw boats or other vessels up

the lock or rapid. Sometimes (Leang

gan shoo chuen chfih fS 12 iftl-

TAE
|- ^ id|^
fflrS

ifjf
/ on eacb bank is erected a

turning wheel or windlass. Tae

kih
| )$f

a table or list of the

duties to be levied at thoie places.

9744. Gae tae Wa
'

an obscure dull ap-

pearance ; remote and in-

distinct.

9745. [
'

] Read Te, A cer-

tain wood. Read Tae, and

reiterated, Tae-tae, Accus-

tomed to ; skilled in from having

had long experience ; completely

master of.

9746. [/] From to go and ft.

To pursue after and under-

take; to reach or extend to

any given time. To have talents

that equal the task. To over take and

to be connected with. Read Te, To

blend. "Wo we che tae yay 4k ^fc

XL. I ^L * am Ilot e1ua' to

the task. Te te 1
J

appearing

to blend harmoniously ; tranquil.

0717. [ '] From clouds

and touching to. Cloudy ;

dull ; obscure j expreis-

ed also by Gae tae ^ 1

clouds obscuring the sun.

9148. [
/

] Intended to re-

present the thing meant,

viz. A kind of sash worn

round the waist to fasten

the clolHi-j; a girdle ; tape

or ribbau. To carry
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with one, as if attached to one's

girdle'; to take a person or persons

to accompany one. To be con-

nected, or appended to, either phy-

sically or mentally. Places locally

connected ; a neighbourhood. The

second is a vulgar form. Ke$ tae

^jS j

to carry secretly about one.

Shoo tae
|f^ j

name of a plant.

YTh tae te fang
] j^jj ~ft

a neighbourhood.

9749 '

t /J Half the head

diseased; a red and white

discharge ; fluor albous
; a

disease of women.

9750. [ c- J An elevated

terrace open on all sides ;

a stage; a gallery; in

ancient times raised at

city gates ; a title of of-

ficial rank, sometimes

applied to persons ofmean condition.

Occurs read Hoo. Low tae i^
a gallery. Chung tae th 1

the presidents of the courts in Peking.

Been tae *f3 1 the Yu-ihe or
nlti

Censors. Wae tae #! 1 a title

of other inferior officers. Yun"

tae/^C 'j

the board of rites. Shae

tae
[B$i

a terrace on the roof of

houses for drying things. Tae

tse'en
M|j

before the bar of a

judge or magistrate. Tae wan

inKST Formosa.

9751. [c/] PeitaeBjfc ^

a superior domestic in the

houses of the great ; an as-

sistant in the houses of statesmen.

TAE

Teen tae
gj '|

an epithet applied

to hired labourers in husbandry, a

disgraceful epithet.

TAK 80.3

It
"" Tae-ae

rfisL
l^gV' alarmed; fiightcned; pcr-

*-~" "L turbation of mind.

9753. [ c- ] From hand

igh. To elevate with

the hand ; to raise or lift up;

generally denotes two persons carry,

ing a
thing.

Tae keu 1
|5l| to elevate ; to raise;

I **

to lift.

Tae sae 1

;jffl
to agitate; to shake.

9754. [ c- ] Name of a plant.

Yun tae Q? 1 an edible

vegetable.

9755. [ c' ] Large; great;

excessive; extravagant;

nn appellation of the

western wind; the name

of a hill ; of a district; of

a lake, and of the Impe-

rial altar; a term of re-

spect. Tae-ping \ 2E

general or universal peace,

general tranquillity. Tae-

shan
[Jj

a mountain

of Shau-tung, famous in

history.

|_ 9756. [ '] To stand till

j^^jp the proper season arrives; to

| -J
wait till; to wait for ; to be

provided against. To behave to;

to treat well or ill. Seang tae ;wj

to treat or behave to in any

Tac-tsuy
j

JL to wait for the pu-

nishment of one's crimes.

Tae man
j

'Ml to treat with indif-

ference and neglect.

Tae ta pnli haou
]

Irc.itc.l him ill.

Ting tae ming yih

wait till to-morrow.

Tae teen she 1 ^ ^
time

;
i. e. till the proper season, or

till suitable weather.

9757.
[
c- ] From heart

and large. Extravagant;

prodigal. Che tae woo

woit Heaven's

unlimited extravagance.

Seaou sin
/J-,

,> a little

heart, denotes care.

*^t "I
9758- C c'] from mind

f^Jt^ and able. When the

4\^^ I mi|id feels its
ability

Ay % to act, it induces a certain

Hi.
ex'ernal posture; the

W^ J figure or manner of ; the

gait and behaviour. E tae
:
?=i 1
'U'>< I

the exhibition ofone's thoughts by

the manner. Tsing tae (fete
j

the

external expression of the passion

which exists in the mind ; amorous

behaviour. Scaou jin tae //J\
A

I the manner of worthless persons.

Che tae J^ [

a foolish manner.

Tae too 1 Sr external manner or

behaviour.

9759. [
-

j Commonly read

Gae, A foolish silly appear-

ance, like that of a young

whelp. Jn Kang-he read Gae.
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Tae bze 1
-J

a simpleton ; a fool.

9766. ( I ) To pile one

thing on another; to carry

on the head; to heave over

head
; to bear or sustain physically

or morally ; to meet, occur, or fall

in with. Foo tae
J|

I to bear

or sustain. Ting tae
7|f ]

wearing

a knob on the top of the cap ns a

mark of rank ; the knob worn.

Pah kung tae teen ^ ^t ] ^
not live together under the canopy

of heaven determined that one

must perish, the language of re-

venge.

Tae maou 1 |m3 to wear a cap.

Tae jih
j JTJ

the place where th

rays of the sun fall.

9761. (/) Nae tae;

ignorant of affair*; uoskil-

ful.

TAN. CCCXX1V SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Tan. Canto* Dialect, Ttn,

y-* "S 9768. (-) A certain car-

^1*4^ nation colored stone.

J >| The dot represents the

ttone, the outer part a

well. Carnation color. A

kind of philosopher's

ttone, spoken ofby the sect Taou.

Chih sin woo wei yu tan ^ /|^

4ffl- 'fit pjj
1 a red heart without

guile is called tan ; hence, Tan sin

4 V
I i[_

a sincere heart. Tiiey say

that the heart of a bad man is black.

Tan tan, The name of a country.

Aluh tan
"TJi^ j

and Mow tan 0]

I name of flowers The Mow-tan,

they call Hwa wang 75" ^p the

king of flowers .

Tan sha
| ^J?a

red oxide, vermillion;

f.1*
denotes the same as * Choo.

Tan tiaou 1 J^- poetical name of the

pomegranate.

Tan teen
J JJj

the lower region of

the abdomen.

9763. (c-) The banks of a

canal or river thrown down.

9764. From ear and

weak. Dull of hearing.

The name of an an-

cient state. Tan an-

ciently denoted teacher

or master. Tan
|

or

-
) laou tan^ an

appellation
of the

Taou sect.

_r. 9765. (/) The tun rising

F"I above the horizon, which is

JSL^ represented by the lower

line; the morning; clear; bright;

luminous. The first day of the year.

Occurs in the sense of God or spirit.

A character, which in plays denotes

a female character. See He. Yuen

tan T I the first morning in the

year. KS-tan^ bird which

in the night calls for the morning.

Chin-tan ^ j

a name given to

China, in the western regions. Neu

tan ~fr an actress, one who

acts a female character.

9766. [
'

] Tan, or Tan.

A l*f To expose the naked arm.

1^^"* Only ; especially ; but very ;

whenever ; as soon as ; unrestrained.

A surname. Ke tan
j=^ J

how only'!

Tan yuen ne haou ]6^ ^j^ yft-

particularly wish you well.

Tan ma
] J3| or Tan ma ^J ^

a horse left at full liberty.

9767. (\)!To itrike or

brush aside ; to lift ; to

raise ; commonly used

for Tan
j^&

to carry a

burden; and the quantity

called a load or pecul,

viz. J 00 catties.

Tan chin
\ ||

<> t>ru b waJ the

dust.
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Tan keaou 1 $ to raise or lift high.
\ tin

Tan tow 1
Jfft a person at the Hoppo's

office, who superintends
a certain

peculage on all goods shipped from

Canton ; the whole amount is divided

amongst the inferior -writers, &c. at

the office.

9768. ( c\ ) Level ; plain ;

wide ; composed ; lightsome.

A surname.

Tan jen pah e I ^ 7T Jg| mind
i ?* i /y**

quite even, perfectly unsuspicious.

9769. (}) Hwang tan

-

1 the yellow jann-

dice.

> f*.
9770' [**] To bare the

yft ri left arm and side, always

I-^^^ done in divin:itron ; the

right side is bared when punishment

is inflicted; to expose a part of the

naked body. Bead Chen, The place

where garments open or fold over.

Tan meen I ff to make bare, or to
I -/U

disclose.

Pe tan ffiK
]

~) garments intended

piration.

9771. [c-)

to absorb the pers-

m Fleshy j fat;

phlegm. Vulgarly used for

Tan. See below. Li

]
fat, fleshy, greasy.

9772.
[
c\ ] The bolt of a

door ; any thing by the side

of a door by which it is fas-

tened.

FART 11. s 9
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9773. From fire- placed above

fire. Read Yen, The avent

of flame. Read Tan, Clear

and beautiful discrimination,or argu-

mentation. Ta yen tan tan ~$C

a copious and perspi-

cuous style.

9774. Stillness ; quiet ; rest ;

repose. Settled ; unsuspect-

ing conviction of- Used

in the sense of
EgS Tan, see below.

9775. [ c\ ] To taste ; to

eat ; to entice with a bait ;

to swallow. Wild ; mad-

like. Occurs in the sense of insipid.

A surname. Tseaou tan
||fg

j

or

Tan shih 1 ^ to taste ; to eat.

977ft. Lan-tan j^
a long levef space ofground.

A kind of earthen vessel.

977T. [ c- ] From heart

and a burningflame. Grief

and vexation of mind ; a

state of feeling compared to any

thing .hot and burning. To burn.

Read Yen, Hot; to heat.

9778. (/ ) Prom water

carried offby the applica-

tion offire. Thin as va-

pour ; tasteless as water
;

insipid ; used figura-

tively in a bad sense
-,

light; volatile; carried away with

the wind. Watery ; a rich taste is ex-

pressed by vj^Muug. Tsing tan

J

poor ; pure.

Tan p5 yftf
thin ; indifferent ;

poor ;
free from vicious passiuns.

TAN 805

9779. [ cA J A ort of

ground cloth or carpet

made of 'hair.

9780. [c-] Phlegm. Tan

ho ping 1 yC 3jfi
inter-

nal disease, fever and

phlegm.

Tan yung 1
|3i

the suffocating throt-

tle which precedes death.

9781. [ c\ ] Young sprout*

of certain rushes that grow

in marshy placet.

9783. From warmth and

uiordt. Conversing on a

subject one feels with

warmth;free conversation; chitchat

To converse familiarly ; familiar

conversation ; to dispute ; the name

of a district. Show-tan 3^

the name of an ancient royal play

thing.

Tan chaou ching 1
jijj jKX

to prate

about the government or politics.

Tan king pfih peTh ne yu yih tsze chc

fzl ~X
[fll

in conversing about, or

explaining the classical book;, it is

not necessary to adhere tenaciously

to a single word.

9783. To redeem by money,

or procure exemption from.

punishment,

9783. [
c- ] To serve up

food. Otherwise Bead Yen,

Ortain cakes.
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9784. (-) A single

U-4- garment ; alone ; one ;

single; simple; an or-

phan. Only ; entirely ;

te exhaust; thin,- poor

or bad. Sincere ; cre-

dible; that which is the ground of

belief, as a bill at bond. To make

sincere, to go round or enwrap.

Read Tin, Great. The name of a

district; a double surname. Read

Tan, as a surname. Read Shei or

Chen, in the proper name Chen yu

J -p"
a general of the Heung-noo

fet "ky Tartars; Hunnorum dux.
^v 2>\.

(De Guignes.) Chuen yih keen tau

shan ^---(^ 1 ^ to pt

on a single garment ;
i. e. a garment

of a single plait or fold, not double.

Shin tsze tan p8 j|p -^p ] $
a body poor and slender, a feeble

constitution. Koo tan Iffi, j or
vm I

Koo koo tan tan ^ JflJ \ }

orphan-like, isolated. Paou tan

$6 1 a paper announcing some-

thing. Hwuy tan^ 1 a bill on

some one to pay money. Chang

mfih tan
jjtj! Ej

I a bill, as from

a shopman. Ho wfih tan 'g Wm

1 a list of goods bought or sold.

Keen tan
/j?? |

an account of

money owing. Kae tan
[ml 1 to

make out a bill. Fi tan^ 1 to
fJ^ I

send a bill. Show tan )Wr a

receipt. Ping tan
'J&

1 a paper

drawn up to be referred to for

affording proof on a given subject.

E tan LW a paper drawn up

after mutual deliberation ; an

agreement.

TAN

Tan ban 1 |B^
thin and cold, poor

and distressed.

Tan p*
|

Jm. denotes Thin, poor,

weak, deficient, either in plain

language or metaphorically.

Tan '18 h
] ijfij

alone, single.

Tan tan 1 only ; nothing more.

Tan tee
7

1
|j)

a visiting card of one

fold of paper. only, a card of many

folds a called Tseuen tee.

9785. [-] Tan, or Tan.

Thick ; heavy ; intense ;

urgent; great.

9786. In temples a kind

of wooden platter in which

the tablets of the deceased

are placed.

9787. [c-] Tan or Chen.

A kind of covered car-

riage.

9788. [c-] A horse

panting, or broken

winded. Joy ; rejoicing;

fulness; abundance, as

of strength or ability.

See Chen.

denotes the appearance

of shedding tears.

Tan yen
] j$3

ease and leisure.

9789. [c-/] An ancient

bow which threw a sort

of bullet. A bullet; a

ball ; any thing small ;

a small city ;
to draw

the string of a bow ; to

play on a stringed instru-

ment with the finders.

Kwei tan 1^! 1 certain

TAN

meteorological phenomena, in which

persons are injured ; a sound heard

but nothing seen. Tsow tan J; \

to accuse to the Emperor.

Tan chang
j pH to play and sing.

Tan kin 1 ^; to play on the kin

instrument.

Tan mih seen
J |g {S a Carpenter's

marking line.

9790. [/] From heart and

the sound Tan. Distress;

afraid ; timorous ; worn out

with fatigue and labour. Read

Chen, Difficulty anil distress. Ke

tan
^g, ]

afraid of; apprehensive.

Sze woo ke tan
Jfc j|ff

Q
j

in

danger of death and still without

fear, said to over-bold children.

Puh tan laou koo ^K 1 ^> ^
not afraid of labour.

Tan kae
| $fc

afraid and unwill-

ing to reform.

9791. [-J The utmost

degree of ; the last stage;

the termination of; to

destroy entirely.

Tan leih
~fj

with the whole

strength of.

9792. [
- / ] A disease aris-

ing from excessive labour

or fatigue, applied also to

the yellow jaundice; and according

to some, to erysipelas. Also a dis-

ease of children, accompanied with

windy swellings.

9793. [
-

] A sort of small

round bucket for carrying

1'i'ovuioiii in ; the uame of

a bamboo.

JfL
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9794. [X] A sand bank in

the midst of a stream ; an

islet. The name of a territo-

ry. Read Shen, Water rushing and

dashing.

9795. [-] The name of an

ancient district, and of a

hill. Read To, The name of

an ancient nation.

9796. [c-] Reaching or

extending to; spreading out

wide and extensive; the

name of a place; a surname. Read

Yen and Shin, Sharp ; an instrument

of husbandry. Chung-kw5 tan keth

from China to the regions of devils,

viz. foreign states.

Tan gan
| ^ great kindness.

9797. [/] To take far into

the mouth, or to take into

the mouth greedily.

9798. [/] To think; to

ponder.

9799. [c-] To feel or ei-

plore with the hand; to

search or examine into; to

tear or rend. Also read Yin and Sin,

To arrange; to adjust.

9800. [c-] The name of a

river ; deep ; the name of a

district.

Tan-tsze yang me'en
j

passage opposite the south iid of

Macao, into the Typa.

TAN

9801. [c-1 Sacrifices

offered seven months

after the decease of pa-

rents, when certain

mourning is put off.

9802. [C-] Fromuwrf*

and extending widely.

Large ; to talk big ; to

manifest or declare; to

discuss. Easy and con-

niving at ; to <"eceive.

The name of a state ; a surname.

9803. [cA ] .Topay be-

fore hand for things

bought.

9804. [ c- ] From meltl

*^Si and reaching to. The edge

''^J* of a sword; also the hilt of

a sword. Otherwise read Sin.

9805. [ c- ] A dark color-

ed horse, with a yellow stripe

along its back; a horse with

white legs.

9806. To bear a burden ; to

carry , to sustain ; to be an-

snerable for. A surname ;

a name ; a certain loug necked vessel

for preserving fire. A measure ofa

certain size.

9807. [c/] Tranquil; easy.

Also occurs denoting To

|
move; to excite.

TAN so;

9808. [
' -

] To carry

on the shoulder ; to sus-

tain a burden, physically

or morally; to undertake

and be responsible for.

Read Shen, To lend sup-

port to. Piih kan tanching X^ TOf

-ifa I dare not undertake it

Tan tang pfih choo 1 *g ^jfc Ttt

uiu.ble to sustain it, unable to bear

up under it.

Shen choo 1 rh 1

to lend support to a
I i

lord or patron.

Tan-bo 1 3? to sustain a burden;

to help any affair.

Tan- kan 1 -^T the pole used by

Tan teaou
^
M{ > Chinese to carry

Peen tan
Ejj j

burdens with a-

cross the shoulder.

Tan paou 1 ji to be surely or se-

rl*

curity for.

^ A^ 9809. [
c- ] The name of

y/frV\ a river ; the appearance of

^/ |-^ water ; tranquil ; still ;iome-

limrs moved and agitated.

98 10 [-] Pendant ears;

applied as a proper name to

a people,
who are said to

occupy certain southern regions.

9811. [\] Tan, orKoo

tan ^ |
the gall, sup-

posed the seat of cour-

age, hence Courage; the

horse they say has no

gall,
hence so easily af-

The name of an insect,

and of a plant; a surname. To rub

the down off peaches. He'S tan
<W^

1 the courage of a great man. Kan

frighted.
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tan Itt- 1 the liver and gall Ta

tan ^ 1 great courage j bravery.

HwSn shin she tan
j^t J|J> ^ j

the whole body is gall
insensible

to fear.

Tan ta 1 ^* bold ; daring.

Tan fan 1 ^K vitriolum romanum.

9812. ( V ) A large quantity

of grain. Truth; to trust;

sincere; abundant; plenty.

A surname. The name of a country

beyond seas. Also Read Chen.

9813. (c\ ) Air ; look; man-

ner. Tan hwuy ijjj]

appearing not to advance.

Also read Shen.

Tan tan jen
] j ^ easy, leisure-

ly; no appearance of haste. Read

Tan, But ; but then.

9814. [
-

] Strength ex-

hausted ;
failure of strength.

9815. [
c- ] An allar at

which to offer up sacrifice,

pronounce o;iths, or per-

form other religious services, a tem-

porary erection, or appropriation of

a place for a sovereign to meet the

princes of other states; for priests

to perform religious services ; an

arena or place Appropriated to some

special purpose. Occurs in history

denoting a central hall. Read Shen,

To put a side earth, or level the

ground. Common or waste land.

To rhyme, read Chang, Occurs read

Teen. Tan denotes Tse-chang K^
ifi an arena or level ipace on which

to sacrifice. Slith tan a stone

altar. Shan chuen tan
|_Lj

II
|

the altars of the hills and rivers.

Shay Ueth
tanj|k J|| |

altars to

the gods of the land and of the grain.

Chflb tan
5j |

to erect an altar.

Win tan
^JT

1 a pl.icc of meeting

for literary men. She tan =* 1

a place to meet and compose verses.

Yin tan
P^>-

1 a place for reciting

verses. Hing tan /&. I the place

where Confucius taught. Yaou tan

jj- j
or Seen tan Ml

j

the re-

gion of those genii called Seen.

Saou tan
Hj?

a place of con-

course for music and amusement.

Tan man
j eg wide extensive ap-

pearance.

V_J.^9816. The name of a wood,

AS* and ofa district. A surname.
n*^^

tj' The name of an individual.

Tsze-tan *$ 1 a certain red wood
7f* I

used by the Chinese for making fur-

niture. PTh tan Q 1 white san-
9 f J

dal' wood. Hwang tan ^g 1 yellow

sandal wood. Tan muh
j ^J^

or

Tan heang 1
3JJi

sandal wood.

9817. [
c- ] From hand and

a certain bird or difficult.
To

open; to spread out with

the hand. The place on whicfc things

are spread out. A stall Toarrange

and pay in certain sums or dividends
;

slowjremiss. A surname. Read Nan,

To settle with the hand. Tsae tan

Je. 1 a stall with vegetables ex-

posed to sale. Kwo tan f$-

a fruit stall; a stall with fruit spread

out. Pae tan JSK I to spread out,
Jnb I

as wares upon a stall.

Tan keaou
'

4#jr
to pay, in eerlaim

proportions each, to government.

Tan pel
j

ffifc to ntâ e ,m any \ os%t

by every one paying a proportion.

9818. [c-] From water

and difficult. Water rush-

ing through narrow pass-

ages amongst rocks; a

~^/ fff rapid ; a shallow rocky
"

|
**

J rapid. Read Nan, The

appearance of water rushing with

rapidity Read Han, Water run-

ning off and leaving a place dry.

Shih pS tan
-j- /^. I eighteen

in%
rocky rapids in the Kan-keang yu^

VJQ river, in the Province of Keang-

se. Tansze
^ Jjjp

a pilot through

the rapids.

9819. [
c- ] A diseaie

which consists in a rigid con-

traction of the muscles or

tendons, and is commonly spoken of

in connexion with cold and damp.

Fung tan
fj|[ palsy. Tan twan

1 $& rigidity of the muscles in-

ducing lameness in the hands and feet.

Jft"
9820. Yin or Pan. Walking;

appearance iif walking. Read

Yew, Doubtful i hetitatiiig.

9821. Appearance of the

hair hanging down. To slop.

9822. Ornamental fringes

toa cap which hang down

over the ears, or in front.
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98S3. ( \ ) From eye and

hesitating. Looking fur-

tively like a tiger about

to spring on its prey. To

look at something near,

when the intention is

directed to something

more distant ; excessive

enjoyment or indulgence;

addicted to pleasure.

Read Chin, To put forth

the head and peep.

9824. (
-

) Large ears hang-

ing down. Addicted to plea-

sure; excessive indulgence;

to look like a tiger about lo spring

on its prey. Properly frfi* Tan.

Tan tan
'

a formidable fierce

look.

Tan urh
<

~S(-
ears that hang down

to the shoulders.

9325. [c\] The hair hang-

ing down; the hair hanging

down to the eye-brows, as is

the usage with children.

9826. [ c/ ] From fire and

a bank or share. That which

remains from burnt wood;

charcoal; coals. A surname. Mei-

tan fo" I eoals. Shih tan ~%$

a stone which is burnt as fuel. Too

tan ^g 1 mud and coals calami-

ties
; distress. MuhtanT^ j

char-

FART II. T 9

TAN

coal. To too
tan*^ %. 1 to fall

into distressing circumstances s.iid

of the people.

Fowtan/>
"\

a light kind of fuel

Foo tan

medicines.

TAN S09

J used in decoctin

9827.
[
eV ] Grary ; the

serous juice that oozes

from flesh. Tan hae

@Ji gravy; briny juice

in which meat is pre-

served.

9828. [c-] From hand

and to issue forth from

a cavern or deep. To

% iJt^ bring with the hand

*P_ >V, from a distance; to ex-

V^^^.J I'lorif; to feel or search

for; lo spy about; to make enquiries

respecting; to essay; to examine ; to

visit and make civil enquiries. Ta

*'
fj" |

to search; to explore;

to spy. Tung tan
JfjjJ ]

lo dis .

cover most clearly.

Tan-hwa
]
j the lowest of a triad

of literati, who are placed at the

top of all those in China.

Tan shwuy 1
^j^

to sound the depth

of water.

Tan ihe
J |if

or She tan, To essay ;

to try ; to examine.

Tan sin
J Yg to endeavour to obtain

information respecting.

Tan ting
j

fl$ to try to hear a^ out.

Tan ping yew BH ^ to visit a

friend.

% > 9829. [ '] A sighing sound;

7 fjj to sigh. One tayi, A long

'^
i

^^ breathing. According to

Sha-mdh, to express either grief or

admiration and praise. Tseay tan
[Jg3

j
lamentation and si-jhing. Chang

tan shwS taou & 1
g^T jg with

a long sigh said. Woo yung tan 4H

yK not perpetual (or eternal)

sighing.
Tan se1h yfh fan 1

4|jp

^1 sighed and lamented awhile.

Tan seen 1 ^ or Tsan tan
"j^

to utter aspirations of praise.

k v 9830 [c'] To emit the

ffi& breath with strong feel-

ing, either from grief or

admiration; a drawling

tone at the end of a line

when singing in concert.

To sigh; to iittcraspiralions ofpraise.

Chang tan ^ J

a long sigh.

Tan mci 1 '3& 1 to praise or ad-
1 J^ I

Tan seen
| ^ J mire with inar-

ticulate aspirations.

9831. [cV] Tan tih
j JJg

mindaboveand mind below,

a vacant and inconstant

mind; afraid, timorous. Otherwise

read Kin.

9832. [
'

] An appella-

tion, in ancient times, of

certain barbarous tribes ;

now commonly used to

denote An egg of any

bird. Yi tan
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duck's egg, the name of a place.

KetanSfj I ahen's^gg.
7V*V I

Tan hoo 1 f* a tribe of people, who

at Canton, live entirely in boats,

originally fishermen who came from

the south to Canton. They seem to

hate been named from the figure of

their boats resembling an egg.

9833. [ c / ] From pro-

tracted and talk. To

talk at random ; to give

scope to a fabulous, in-

coherent, incredible mode

of speaking ; fabulous

nonsense; to deceive by

lies and nonsense; great;

wide; extensive; to bring

forth and rear children; the birth

day of great personages, and of the

gods is called Tan or
|J& j

Kcang-

tan. The name of an ancient state.

Show tan |& J
Tan shin

]PT I I f+-\

birth day. Vulgo Sing jib ^j

Eoetice Tseen tsew ^- j& a thou-

cand autumns.

Tan ma 1 tlr. to dispose ef honei.

Tan sing 1 /t *o bear children.

Tan wang j 5p or reTersed, Wang-

tan, Rude, fabulous legendary tales.

983*. [ / ] To eat ; to swal.

low; to devour ; to entice

with a bait. Tan ele
^

ft! to ensnare or seduce by the
J J

hope of gain.

9835. [
c\ ] Han-tan ^

flowers about to blossom,

their appearance when about

to bud forth.

9838. Tan tan
JT| |

the

appearance of abundance or

affluence ;
a great number,

or quantity of.

9837. [
c' ] From Tilack

and very. Dark ; umbra-

geous; cloudy.

'9838. I"
c-

]
To desire inor-

dinately; to covet; to en-

croach on the property or

province of another person. Cove-

Tanhaou
|

Tan k }

tous; avaricious. Anxious to succeed,

or to make progress on a journey;

aridity.

covetous desire ofTan hwuy
'j

bribes.

gluttonous.

covetous and cruel,

often applied to the magistracy
in

China.

Tan she 15
| -ffr^ to c 1 lh

pleasures of the world.

Tan Ian 2EJ to covet wealth is

expressed by Tan, To covet food is

denoted by Lan. They are used

generally for avarice and covetous-

Tan hing loo j
. to be e.nger

to get along the road.

Tan tow 1 Hfj
the object coveted.

Tan tsae
| HT to covet wealth.
' s\t

9839. Tan-kin
j

foolish appearance.
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9840. f c' ] From a covert

and a hill or beautiful ilone.

A house built in a cavern;

eminent; to exceed; excess; the

name of a distr.ct. Fang tang
~jjjf^

|

loose, profligate, dissipated.

9841. Ping tang^ \
the

sound of stones striking

against each other.

9842. [c/ ] Name of

certain plants, medici-

nul and poisonous.

9843. [c\] A long appear-

ance.

9844. (c') From water

and ta ehange. Water

changed from its original

state by fire ; hot water. Broth ;

soup ; gravy, or sauce. Name of a

river, of a vail -y, antl of a district.

Tang ping 1 feft
~|

puddings and

Tang meen 1
4S|j

f dumplings.

V ft 9845. Tang tow 1 jL a

smoothing iron, in com-

mon use.

9846. [c-] To push and

stop with the hand.

9847. [c/] Large; wide;

extensive ; agitated ; driven

hither and thither, as plants

by the wind
; unsettled ; spoiled ;

ruined; the name of a place, and

of a river. Fang tang ~ffy

dissolute ; dissipated ; incoherent.

YTh tang Xt I slow, remiss.

Tang che 5H to dissipate and

bewilder the mind.

Tang chan j^ to squander and

waste a patrimony.

Tang me'S sing ling
j ytjv

/t fct

wantonly exterminated every living

creature, said of the ingress of

the western Tartars who formed

the dynasty Yuen.

Tang tang J
a deep extensive

sheet of water; great; vague.

9848. (c/) From hoi water

and a tub. A vessel to wash

or bathe in; moved; agi-

tated ; to move a boat over dry land ;

large ; great, A surname. Name of

a place. Chih tang j| j
name of

an office. Teih tang 'W? 1 agitated

or shaken about as when things

are washed. Teaou tang }VKa J9C .

name of a division of an army.

9849. (c/) A stone with

veins running through it ;

excess ; over. Mang tanj

|
the name of a hill. Hang

1
a white P ur -

9850. (c-) A dignified

honorable mansion ; a

palace j
a temple; a court

or chamber of justice; a

hall, or public room .-

^

principal chamber of a

college or school. The person who

fills a principal place in a palace or

court of justice. High ; dignified ;

splendid ; honorable ;
illustrious. A

wide level place on a mountain.

The name of a country. A surname.

Relations of the same house or

kindred ;
distant relations ; its op-

posite is JS Tsin, nearly related.

Tsung ke wei tang gj| ?g ^ ]

an eminent and honorable founda-

tion constitutes Tang. Chiiig tsin

yu<S tang JE ^ H j

' middle

and principal apartment is called

Tang. Ming tang'
Ejfj |

a royal or

imperial chamber of audicnre.

Ming lun tang PJJ $jj j
a hall ID
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the temple of Confucius, where the

relations of social life are illustrated.

HeS tang /J*i 1 a school or college,

the
principal chamber is called SSI

| Ting tang. Shang tang J^
to ascend or enter the hall. Ta

tan
/$ the grea t, fi rst

.
or

principal hall of justice. Tang tang

[g I
in open court. Ching tang

j
j

the principal officer in a

district. Tso tang /
]

the left

ball, and Yew tang fc 1 the right

ball, express Two assistant officers,

the left-hand-man is the superior,

the left side being the place of

honor. Kwan-foo tso tang 'g*
tSf

/[4 I the magistrate is in court.

Teen tang te yuh^ | J{{j ffi
the palace of heaven, and the prison

of earth, heaven and hell. KTh
,- . .

UnS ^f, \
''all for the reception

oftisitors. Yuhjingtang

I
a foundling hospital.

T;n* kth
| ^denotes the female

inhahilaiits of a house.

Tang ung ^m,
a term of respect

used by inferior magistrates to their

immediately superior local officer.

Tang tsze
| ^ a mother'^ female

relations.

Tang tsze raei I M', At a mother's
I swi AT*

sisters.

Tang ming
] ^ a name assumed by

persons as a name of the whole family.

Tang heung te
] ^ ^& a father's

brothei'* sons; cousins,

9351. (c-) From /us/I and

a hall. A fat, flesliy appear-

ance.

TANG

9852. (c-) Tang lang

ijjmj
a sort of locust. Name

of a riTer
;

name of a

district.

9853. (c-) Sugar; any

thing preserved with

sugar. PTh tangQ
white sugar. Tang kwo

j

J|l fruits preserved

with sugar ; sweets made

from fruits and sugar ;

Ping-tang MyC

'

sugar

candy.

' 9854. Shang. Above; eminent ;

to aim at.

9855. (V) A surname.

98 36. (c-) The name of

^Iffi^ a wood; and of a place.

^^Q^^. A surname. Certain

transverse bars of a cart

or carriage. Sha tang

a certain fruit.

I name of a hill.
rtj- \

Tang te che e
|

jra ^ 'Wf a

brother on whom to rely for support.

%- 985T. (-) From * field and

fv~9 the value set upon it. What

Y"i*y is suitable, or proper; that

winch ought to be done. To sustain ;

to bear ; to stand in opposition to
;

L5 tang

TANG

to meet or occur; to be equal to;

adequate for
-,
considered as or equal

to; to rule. To give any thing

as a pledge for money received ; to

pawn. The name of a district. A

surname. Kow tang #J [

lo

usurp authority, as is done by

understrappers ;
illicit intrigues ;

business; job. Pae tang ffi ]
to

spread out a certain banquet. Kwo

tang j^ ^ beyond what is right

and proper. Teen tang jfe.
|

to pawn. Choo tangj^ |

or

Tang choo, He who rece'iTes a

pledge. Chlh tang % I he who

pawns ;
to pawn. Le tang Jj|

ought, in reason to be so.

Tang fa \
fflj

to sentcace a ciminal

and execute a proper punishment.

Tang hea 1 "TT then ;
at that time,

when the thing occurred.

Tang tih to Jin
] ^f ^ A to

be equal to many ;
to be competent

for various duties.

Tang kea
]
%& to stop the carriage

of a visitor, and take the compliment

intended. This usage is perfectly sa-

tisfactory to both parties, and is a

great accommodation when the vi-

siting person has to go to many

places, which is the case after a birth

day, and similar occurrences.

Tang pish ke I / ^G.
unable to

bear up underj inadequate to sustain

the weight or responsibility of.

Tang mun 1
|

1

^j
to close or stop

up a gate.

To tang ^ ^
-\ well and

safely

Ting tang fe
] j arranged.
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;

Tang kin
1

i /^ that which at pre-

sent exists. Tang kae
| ~=fa

secre-

taries and writers in public offices. ;

Tang mien \
?fjj

before a person's

face. Pei how $j |&
behind

one's back. Tang ho seen
j qjlj"

-At- what ought to be first ?

. . *|^

Tang kin h-shang
j ^ ^P jpj

priests who act at the present time.

Tang taon
j ^ name of a plant.

Tang kinHwang-te
j ^ jg

the reigning Emperor.

9858. (c-) To erase; to

stop.

9859. ( \ ) From high

and black. Not new; soil-

ed by keeping ; a village

consisting of five hundred

families ; fellow villagers ;

associates ; companions ;

persons leagued together

for illegal purposes; an

intriguing cabal; a trai-

torous party ; to involve.

A place ; a time ; know-

ing ; intelligent ; sudden

appearance. To compare ; to speak

straight forward ,
to rouse to attention.

Read Chang, A surname. Tung tang

jm I of the same party.

Tang ching 1 j the chief man oi a

village who settles their disputes.

Tang yu ^ 2$ the wings (ad-

herents) of a traitorous party.

Tang sin
j ^^ a species of Ginseng.

9860. [ \ ] Tang or Chang,

A group or gang of persons.

To strike; to impede; to CO-

TART n. u 9

ver or screen; to push. Read Hwang,

To strike
;
to boat. Tc-tang 4fjr ]

to oppose stop and hinder. Chay

tang
^|ffi

1 to cover
; to screen j to

impede.

9861. (c\) If; should;

a conditional Particle,

commonly written
<ftjj

Tang. Sin tang tang ,Q
1 an enlarged easy

mind. Tangjen |
sjA^

suddenly, or unexpectedly.

Tang lae teen te
J ^ JJ] JJJJ

lauded property falling to one in

some sudden and unexpected manner.

9862. [ > ] An acrid herb,

by some called Chinese pep-

per, is produced in Fo-

ke'en. A sort of wooden tub.

9863. [^] From words

and proper. Right words ;

excellent speech ; to per-

suade to virtue and repre-

hend vice. Tang lun
j

=St correct ratiocination.

986-i, A certain military

weapon.

9865. [
/

] To oppose and

impede the progress of: to

stand in the way of ;to with-

stand.

Tang choo 1 / to top effectually.

Tang pah choo
] ^ ffi

unable to

stop

Tang kea
j

Tte to decline putting a

Vis tor to the trouble ofcoming all

the way. See& Tang.

^

Ping tang jj^ | ~|

to put ah olr

Ping tang fif
| J tale to.

9866. ( c\ ) Name of a

wood
j

a wooden couch :

certain transverse beams of

a house. Hwang tangii^ j

certain

transverse beams.

Tang tsze fang ] ~^$J 1 *" officr

TsThtang ^] j

J contain-

ing military clerks under the Tartar

banners.

9S67. (-) Tang, or Urn tang

"H" 1 ear rings, or other
T" I

pendant ornamenU ; certain

f ornaments attached to the

girdle or suspended in other places.

Name of a plant. Lang-l ang^g j

or Kin lang tang ^ ^ |
certain

ornaments bung up in the palace

which make a noise when agitated

by the wind ; Lang-lang, is also a

kind of lock or fetter. Tang-tang

'gf
or Ting tang ~T~

|

or

Ting tung "J" jjfe
stones appended

to the sash or girdle which make

ajingling noise when a person walks

9868. (
-

) Yun tan
J| "]

a particular kind of bamboo.

Certain bamboos by the

tide of a carriage to lean against.

9869 (
-
) From garments

and proper or decent. Gar-

ments for the breech ; the

part where the lower extremities

divide.
Kae-tang'^ ]

or Leang

tang TjS certain garments for

the breast and for the back. Kwin
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orKwin tang

breeches.

9870. The pendant part

of the ear ;
the well (or

lower hollow part) of the

ear.

9871. (-) A certain tripod

for containing hot wine ;

the sound of a drum. Lang

tang gpl j

a large lock or fetter ;

an iron chain.

9872. ( c- ) Boasting ex-

travagant language. A sur-

name ; name of a place ;

name of a large bow used by learners.

Name of a district. Path in the hall

of ancestors. The name ofa state ;

the denomination of one of the most

celebrated dynasties in Chinese his-

tory, which commenced about A. D.

618, and continued till 923. The

surname of the founder was Le x5

hence the word is distinguished from

its other applications by connecting

it with the word Le. Hwang tang

cheyenTrf ,_ ^extravagant,

exaggerated, inconsiderate language.

Le tang ^c i

or Tung chaou

express the dynasty above men-

tioned..

Tang tun ta piih tih
j

^'i
must not, or dare nut offend

him. See the following Character.

9S73. (c) TangtHh

wanting in humility; abrupt.

9874. Tung tang |1J^ j

great talking ; impertinent;

not to the point.

9875. Struck with the cold ;

feeling cold.

9^76. (c-) An artificial pond;

a pool of water ; a fish pond.

It is the usjge in China to

have a pond of stagnant water at*

inched to the house of every gentle-

man. Che tang
yjjj J

or Tang che

] flk
or Yu tang ^| |

all ex-

press A. fish pond.. Leentang.JHS |

a pond for the growth of the water-

lily. Yay tang^T a pool in a

wilderness.

Tanghaou
J

celery.

9877. ( c- ) To stretch or

extend. TangtSh 1 J4j

abruptly bolting upon ; of-

fending.

Tangsth 1 3| to stop ; to put a stop

to.

9ST8. Sugar ; honey ; can-

dy. Tangshwang \ ^3
crystals of

sugar. Ping

tang
Jjj|^ J

sugar candy.

Me 'h ta"S^ 1
honey.

Shatang^ |
soft sugar.

9879. Chow tang 40
^

name of an insect, laid to be

of the gryllus speciei.

9880. High land. To be

distinguished from J[^ Plh,

The north.

9881. Tang or Chang. An

inclined post.

|i 9882. [c\] Commonly read

^s^j^^- Noo, denoting Wife and

IM children; also the tail fa

bird. Read Tang, the place in which

gold and silk are laid up ;
a treasury.

Kw5 tang
fij||

the national

treasury.

Tung tsang j jjjjg
a place where

valuable things are stored ap ; a

precious store.

/it
9883. Properly read Yuh,

pronounced Tang in Canton.

To smooth by the applica-

tion of fire.

Tang-tow
J
^r a (smoothing iron.
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9384. [ c
-
] From winter

anAdisease. Pain; acute

feeling j affection or re-

gard in an extreme de-

gree; sometimes used

in a good sense, as the

affection of a pnrent to a child.

Ting tung
|

3ffi severe, acute pain,

Tang gae 1 ^ ardent affection.

9885. (\) To compare,

those which , agree in

their properties on a

_^J^ comparison heing made ;

^""TjE^ forms the plural of pro-

J J nouns. Kind or qualily ;

class
; species ; sort ; rank. To wait.

Shang, chung, hea,-sarKang J^ fb

|> . . three sorts superior,

or best, middling and inferior. Piih

'*"{? /f\
denotes a variety;

some more; some less. E lane -fift

4
"

|
they ; them. Seang ting IB

of the same sort. Chay tang 3|j

of this sort; such. Wo ting 3$ 1

we, us. Urh tang
j|| |

ye; ysu.

Ting been ptih chuh
] [Jf| ^ $

did notgo out on ordinary occasions.

Ting how 1
^"l to wait or stay

Ting tae for .

Ting yin j^Cj.
is a expression

which closes a recapitulation ofcir.

cumstanccs, and denotes These; or,

these and such like causes and

circumstances.

V9886. [ \ ] Le-tng ||f

a small steelyard with which

silver is weighed in China.

9887. (-) From ^ a

hand raising JEj flesh of a

victim, and placing it on Jg^

Tow, the vessel used in sacrifice. An

earthen ware vessel used in sacrifice ;

to place holier ; to ascend. Ift

which sense the following is properly

used.
'

9888. From to step out-or

stride, and an utensil which

is stepped on ; intended (o

represent stepping ap into a car-

riage. To ascend ; to go up higher;

to advance ; to place on paper ,
to

record; to commence doing; to

effect; a step or that on which the

foot is placed in order to ascend

higher. Tang-tang, The reiterated

noise of breathing. Thenarreofa

star and of a district. Fung ling

& I plentiful; abundant, applied

to the harvest.

Ting ching ffl- to commence a
I

<j-*-

journey. ,,

Ting kaou
^ jgj

ascending high;

refers to going to the hills to fly kite*

on the ninth day of the ninth moon.

Tang ke \ gP to record.

Ting low 1 /tS to ascend to an up-

per chamber.

Tairg tseih tow ming 1
EJJ txL >7J

to make an explicit statement forth-

witti as soon as the thing occurs.

TSngshe 1 H$ on the spur of the

occasion
; immediately.

9889.
'

[ \ ] A kind ofbench

stool or couch. A seat,

Pan tang
|jj

a stool

made of a long-deal or board. Chang

ting M. 1 a long form or stool.

9890. Ting, or Ching. Walk-

ing as if lame, or debilita-

ted. To disregard business.

9891. Tangkow
j ^J a

kind ef hook.

9892. ['] From wood and

to ascend. Read Ching, or

Tsing. One of the species
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of orange. Read Tang, A sort of

seat or small table.

9893. [
'
] From font and

to raise. Tsing-ting VB

a careless hurried pace by

which a person misses his road. To

tread ; to stamp ;
to act with indecis-

sion, and a hurried incapacity.

9894. [\] From metal and

p^> to ascend. The metal by

which a person mounts a

horse; a
itirrup. Used also to de-

note a lantern. The name of a hill.

9895. A step; steps by

^jjk. which to ascend. A small

channel by which waters

branch off.

9896. (.) From fire and

to elevate. A light raised

high; a lamp; a lantern.

Used figuratively for laws or pre-

cepts ; moral lights. Kin tang Ap. 1

the name of a plant Teen ting

SB
]

to light a lamp. Teen ting

^^ |

the moon; a lantern raised

to the top of a pole.

Tang ho hwuy hwang
| ^ %$ ,|j|

the lustre of a great many lamps or

lanterns.

Ting ho 1 ^f lamp light.

Ting lung
j |j|

a ]antern.

Ting tsae
j ^ the variegated co-

lours of lanterns.

TJng yew
'

^jf| lamp
oil.

9897. [-] A kind of um-

brella made of reeds to keep

off the rain.

9898. [
-
]

_| _|- 4

or
Koo-tang^tj- |

certain

plants.

[*] Name of several

places. A surname.

9900. [ c- ] Water starting

up and thrown to a distance ;

to gape wide when speaking.

Empty ; name of a country.

9901 . [ c- ] A generic term

for all creeping plants. The

name of a district. 'Ska tang

,V)b 1 rattan or rotang.

Tang hwang
| g^ Cambogia or Gam-

boge.

Ting pae
'

jjffi.

a shield nude of

canes.

Ting tow
flip

the ground rattan.

9908. [ c- ] To remove a

writing to another surface.

To copy papers ; to tran-

scribe.

Tang Idh she keuen 1 S& Sp 4
I J^v IT\ 'rL

to transcribe the essays written by

literary candidates.

Ting Idh so 1 ^ f||f place where

essays are transcribed before -they

are sent in to be examined. They

are all copied to prevent any one's

hand writing being known.

Ting chaou 1 i^/1 to copy j to Iran-

T^g seny
j ^JJ scribe.

9903. [
c- J A serpent

said to resemble a dragon,

to fly, and to cause rain .

called also a divine ser-

pent.

\ 9904. [
c- ] A cord or

siring; to fasten ; to bind.

King tang jj cer-

tain wrappers rolled

round the legs; worn by

person who have to travel

9905.

long appearance.

9906. [
c- ] To leap upon,

as a stallion ; to run

fiercely ;
to ascend ; to

tr.msfer or propagate; to

rise up. A surname. Luy

new
jp||

A- Ting ma

\

t

'

>ip
denote the copulation of

cows and horses ; a general term is

3pi |/C Shing-peih.
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_ > 9907. (-) A cutting

m
j

weapon or instrument ;

S >^ a sword; a knife; the

Jname

of a coin so called

from its form, or from

J its great influence a-

mongst the people; a small vessel or

boat. Seaou taou /K II a small

knife or sword. Paou taou g?

a sword ornamented with gems.

Yaou taou
JJ|| 1 a sword to bang

at the side. Teaou taou
J5^ \

a . kind of long spear. Tsee tsae

taou -fn
jj

I a knife for cutting

vegetables. Tseen taou HI!
:fi

a pair of scissars. Le taou
5j||

a sharp knife.

Taou fung 1 ^gthe sharp edge or

point of a knife.

Taou kS
J ^i$

a wooden sheath.

Taou kow
'

|] the edge of a knife

or sword.

Taou pei
|

Tc the back of a knife.

Taou seaou wu a leather sheath

for a sword.

Taou Isae
j
tt- a small knife ; a pen

knife is commonly so called by na-

tives who have seen it.

9908. [c-] The desire of food;

inordinate desire of; ad-

dicted to
;
to innovate from

PART II. Z 9

ambitious motives ; to feel disgraced

and ashamed, as having cherished

inordinate desire ; ai\ affected self-

humiliating expression, used in the

language of courtesy. Tan taou

heung yin^ \ j^J ^ to be ad"

dieted to cruelty and debauchery.

US kea hing taou teen keuen ^-^
1C I ^ ,K the whole family

happily enjoyed the kind protection

of heaven.

Taou gae
| ''jj? inordinately desirous

of your love and regard.

Taou keaou
^ jjjfo

I am inordinately

desirous of your instruction.

Taou kwang 1 T^ inordinately de-

sirous of your light or countenance.

These expressions all imply gratitude

and self-abasement. Taou Ian
J jEr

my covetousness is insatiable -

r I am

inundated with your presents.

4 .11^

Taou mung 5*^
and Taou mfih

^ are used to express Thank-

fulness for undeserved benefits con-

ferredi

Taou teen
j ^orTaoujflh^ jjji

I am ashamed of being so covetous

of your kindness.

9909. [-] From heart

and knife. The mind cut or

pierced. The appearance

of grief and sorrow. Sin yen taou

taou I& ^=f
^

[

the heart ia-

deed was much grieved.

9910. [ ] From boat and

knife or sword. A small

boat in shape resembling a

sword. Three hundred
flji HS, are

called Taou.

9911. [c-] To arrive at;

to go or come to ; to extend

to. A surname. Defined bj

che yay, To come to from a distance.

Woo so p8h taou iffif fiff Jfi \>m A/1 I I '

extending to every place. Taou

choo
j

ttfa or Sze taoa choo njj

^ every place.

Chow taou
J|j| ]

to every part of the

circumference; i.e. every where,

entire, complete.

Pfih taou choo^ 1
j|| deficiency,

defect, failure in one's duty.

Yew chuen taou leasu /tl ffl
1 1

a ship has arrived.

Taou te
^
down to the ground.

Taoute 1
Jpfel at the bottom; still;

'V* f
Taou-le IftJ however; after all.

Taou tsze teen te ] \]V \\\ Wf
J*Xy | ^ | A|2>

come to this state or pass.
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991?. [ \ ] To fill ; to fall

prostrate ; to subvert ;
to turn

upside down. As an Ad-

verb, it possesses a qualifying sense,

such as Yet, ttill; after all. Loo

to fall on a slippery road. Teen taou

to turn upside down; to
TV\ I

put into disorder ; the mind derang-

ed. Tuy taou
jj^- |

to go back ;

to recede. Tuy laou
jjf. j

to push

over. T>eue taou lu 1 immoder-
/l*~> I

ate laughter. Ling jin seaou taou

,S f{ ^- j

make a person fall

down with laughing. King taou
jtS

I to fall down in ruins
,
to disorder.

Sin heung king tnou fo "1H1

jffi |

the heart disordered, or perplexed.

Taou chwang
|

fit to lay ont's self

down in bed. Taou cha
|

to pour out tea. Taou tun 1

trowsers, or pantaloons.

% 9913. Taou IS
^ ^j]

a

|l name of a certain kind of

" comic singing.

9914. A tortoise shell dried

bv fire for the purpose of* divii.ation. An altar of

earth. A million. Read Chaou

Taon tow, or Seen

|
an <)men ' a P r S-

Ke'ih taou ~gj |

a favor-

or 1

taou

nostic.

able prognostic; an omen of good.

Heung taou JXJ a prognostic

of evil. YTh taou ^ ]
the

hundred thousand and the million,

denotes The mass of the people,

which is also expressed by H^

Taou rain. King chaou R>
j

the

TAOU

place where the million assemble?,

the residence of the Emperor and

court. TsTh taou ^ 'he

ground round a tomb. Yew taou

Wi 1 a certain year of the cycle.

9915. Haou laou ?ft"
7//L. |

the noise of bitter weeping.

Keaou taou (W the in-

cessant weeping of children.

9916. (c-) The peach.

N:>me of a river ; a surname.

Hth taou MS. the wal-

nut. Han taou >3j-
1 or Ying

j|M
1 a cherry. Peen taou

jpg

]
the flat peach. H4 meih t .ou

JjA /JjS
1 the honey peach, an

oval species of peach much esteemed.

Taou hwa 1 ~$ the peach flower.

Taou she
| j

a maker of swords.

Taou shoo 1
iJiij'

the peach tree.

Taou tsze 1
-jp

a peach.

Taou jin 1 A_^ almonds, or rather

the kernels of peac h stones.

9917. A cave or pit in a

field.

9918. [c-] From to go

and outside. To run away

as a criminal does; to

abscond. Taou tsow
j

^^ to run off. Taou

Wan8 LJ run away

and lost Taou jin 1

h^ a runaway ; a fu-

gitive.

{
to run away and

hide one's self;

to abscond.Taou neih

TAOU

9919. (c-) A sort of

drum that is twirled back-

wards and forwards on

a handle, whilst two sus-

pended balls strike against

each end a child's toy.

9980. From wordt and a

meature or rule. To direct;

to investigate ; te scru-

tinize; to excite or stir up; to bring

upon one's self; to rail; to eject;

to mix ; to put away ; to kill-

The name of an office. Tan tiou

to try to find out; to
Pr* 1

explore ; to search for. Tsze taou

I'-l to interrogate one's self
;

to bring evils on one's self. Taou

chang tjfc to ask for a dubt owing

to one. Tsze taou koo kelh
fej ^

-jjj- P^ to bring trouble upon one's

self.

Taou shang 1 ^* to solicit a reward

for being the bearer of good tidings.

Taou yen
'

j^ to dislike; to bring

upon one's self dislike.

Yaou. 9921. A hand lav-

ing out of a mortar.

Heen. A man standing on the

top of a mortar or pit. To

be distinguished iu com-

pound characters.

t_^f

* 9922. (c-) From heart

>-^T and the sound of laving out.

| J An ebullition ofjoy ; indul-

gence; excess; excessive length of

time ;
doubt ; suspicion ;

to store up.

Taou taou pdh kwei
j ^\ V

remained long without returning.

Taou sin vicious appetite.
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9923. (c-) From water

and the sound of clashing.

Water flowing with rapidity ;

water gradually rising higher and

higher.

Taou teen ^P rose high as

heaven said of the waters of the

deluge.

9924. ( ') Grain that is

planted amongst water; the

paddy of the southern

regions. A surname; the name of

a place.

9955. (c.) From words and

laving or plashing. Du-

bious; doubtful ; uire tiin.

To be distinguished from
^fc Chen,

To flatter

9986 (') From /oof and

to spfash. To put the foot

forcibly to the ground; to

tread under fret ; to tread in the

footsteps of, or to tread under

foot. To move ; to agitate. Kaou

taou
j^

'I to walk far.

Taou Hi
j ^ to tread the laws

under foot; to violate them with

a perfect knowledge of doing so;

or to walk according to them.

9927. (c-) A case or

covering for a bew ; a

clothing for the arm ; a

sheath or case for a

sword ; a kind of case

or cover for a wooden

pillow; wide; broad; equitable.

LBh taou ^ the name cf

TAOU

certain ancient books; rules or

plans such as they contain.

Taou Ic*
j Jg, plans; rules; modes

of proceeding; certain military rules.

9928. [
-

] Read Chow, and

Taou. From garments and

to go round. The sleeves of

garments; garments to absorb the

perspiration.

9920. [c-] From silk and

goinif round. To wind as on

a clue or ball of silk
;

to

wrap round as a bundle of sticks ;

to bind; to fasten round. To shake

the head.

9950. An earthen vessel

Now also read Yaou, in the

sense of Taou or Yaou Rj
a furnace for burning earthen ware.

9931. Many words; much

talk ; stories going and com-

ing. The indistinct prattle

of a child. To roar out ; to supplicate

or imprecate.

9939. [c-] From water

and an earthen veisel.

The scouring noise made

when washing rice, the

sound of a torrent ; to

stir about ; to excite.

Taou ho I VpT the name of a bird.

Taou me 1 ~/K t scour rice.

Taou shs 4/p
"1 to scour and lift

Taou tae
| JTCJ sand and rubbish

for the sake of finding pieces of

metiil or silver.

Taou-taou 1 1 the flowing of water.

TAOU 8M

Taou tsing 1 Vii to wash clean, to

purge.

9933. [c- J T<Mwist a

cord or rope ; a string or

cord.

993 1. [c-] Poo-taou
7n|

1 the grape ; the name of a

palace. Taou-ting ^ Jg
the vine. Poo taou tsew

||j

yEflj
wine made from the grape. Poo

is thus written
'|||j

9935. (t-) Maou taou
||

I a drunken appearance.

9936. [c-] A potter's fur-

nace; a hill thought to

resemble a furnace; the hill

where the ancient king ^fi
Yaou

is said to have dwelt, and hence he

is called 1
J=fi

FH Taou tang she.

Earthenware; to melt; to expand;

to excite; to stir up; to exhilarate ;

the first emotions ofjoy ; to trans-

form ;
to rectify ; to cherish, or

foster. Used to denote th Grape;

and for the following. YCih t;iou

fl mournful thoughts ; a pleag-
1

ing melancholy. Ying taou, poo

grapes.
Shaou wa taou

j^fc ^
a furnace for burning earthen ware.

Occurs read Yaou.

Taou ching J the name of an

office. Taoujin 1 A a pottr.
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9937. From leather and a

furnace. A drum. Kaou

taou Jft 1 an officer of

celebrity.

9938. (\) A high mound

of earth; earth raised upas

a defence.

99S9. (
'
) Bead Chow,

A curtain. Read Taou, A

canopy or covering, as that

of heaven. Tow taou^ |

to

overspread.

9940. (
>

)
To beat with

the hand j to pound ; to

condense by reiterated

striking, like mud walls ;

to lead on. Read Chow,

To collect together.

Taou Ian
|^|

to

pound to pieces. Taou

pinj 35 to pound

people down to a state

of tranquillity. Taou se

eshang
| $r # |

to wash clothes by

beating.

9941. (c-) A broken stunt-

ed piece of wood ; the

name of an historian
; the

name of a certain auspicious qua-

druped ; and of a plant ; a stupid

foolish appearance ; to pierce. A

coffin.

Taou wdh \
;fc/

a stupid fellow.

9942. (c-) Large waves,

billons ; waves dashing upon

the shore ; angry billows.

TAOU

Po laou T*f waves beating and

urged on by succeeding waves.

9943. (\) To pray ^ to

j|t^S*y supplicate of the gods ;

'
I *^l to 'Pread ollt one>i

case and supplicate hnp.

pincss, or blessings ; to

^CT* ) entreat ; often used in

the language of courtesy. Ke taou

shin
Jjjr?

1 ma to pray to God.

Kew che taou kew e jfc ~"?

^ ^ Kew (I Confucius) have

long prayed.

Taou ta ho shaou
^-r

>fc /jNl

may the thunders strike and the

fires consume me.- Solemn impre-

cations before the idols in attestation

of innocence, are frequent in China;

after an imprecation under the

supposition of guilt is uttered, the

person generally prays for a blessing

under the contrary supposition.

9944. (/) A kind of

flag made of feathers

used in ancient times

and carried by bands of

dancers. To coyer over.

9945. (
'

) From to walk

and head. A way ; a path ;

being at the head ; the

way that leads to , a

thoroughfare on all sides.

A principle. The princi-

ple from which heaven, earth, man,

and nil nature emanates. Le

JjP
is a latent principle ; Taou is

a principle in action. Correct,

TAOU

virtuous principles and course of

action. Order and good principles

in a government and country. A

word ; to speak -,
to say ; the way or

cause from or by which ; to direct;

to lead in the way. To accord with

or go in a course pointed out. The

name of a country. Used by the

Buddhists for a particular state of

existence, whether amongst human

beings or amongst brutes. Ta taou

fun miiig cMh ; keen jin kefih keuh

{Hi ft!] ft the 5reat road (u( lruln
r*"4 I r I J

and honesty) isphin and straight;

but bad men choose devious winding

paths.

Taou
|

in the books of Laou-tsze

is very like the Eternal Rttion of

wliich some Europeans speak ; Ratio

of the Latins, and the Lagos of the

Greeks.

Taou te'8
J

Jiff a certificate by which

the priests of Buddha arc entitled

to three days provision at every

temple they go to.

Taou chang 1
|||

an arena for the

cultivation of virtue.

Taou chow 1
|p|j

a winding road.

Taou he 1 J& to congratulate,

amongst equals.

Taou loe 1
yff

a road ; a way.

Taou le 1

JJJ? right principles; a

natural sense of eight and fitness ;

reason; reasonable.

Taou sze
j

~f"* a wc" known sect in

ChiHn, which originated B. C. 500.

Taou-tsze, a priest of that sect, the

superior is called
j j^Taou-chang.
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Taoii tih
|

TaoutsTh 1

a virtue; virtuous.

[ by the side ofthe road.

9946. (() From t road

and to measure. To

point out the way, either

physically or morally ; to

direct or lead in the

right way ; to induce to

go in a certain way; to rectify.

To braid up the hair and put it

below the cap.

Taou yin
j jtj|

or Yin taou, To

lead; to go before and show the way.

9P47. (-) From silk and

^ Teaou, A string, abbre-

viated. Silk threads harg-

irg down as an ornament; a fringe.

Sze taou XX,
|

silk fringe. Ta taou
flvJ* I

|

to twist three fold threads.

9948. ( c/ ) From great

and long. Large and wide;

thi't which is put outside

over something else, as a

case or external cover-

ing ; any thirg super-

added. A snare; particles
or phrases

of general application.
Name of a

place. HwS taou
yj^j ]

or Tui'g

taou i|2 |
ofgeneral application ;

what will fit any thing. Mioo taou

j=fe. 1 or Fung taou
T^|

'

an

envelope or case for a letter or

books. Tsze me'en laou yung f!

TZrl En phr. ses of general use

may be inserted in different places.

Ho taou
yjlj

I a region beyond the

Yellow River. See Ho. Pfih 18 taou

^f* ^fV 1
" l to '"" 'Dt a suare '

FAIT II. Y 9

to avoid any trap or intrigue laid for

one by designing people. T5 taou

Jjj
to throw off the trappings

of custom, and the general usage of

worldly people, to regulate one's

conduct more by reason th in the

us :

ige of the day or the fashion.

Taou e I
/K^~\ large garments that

Wae taou ^(n j j
are put on over

others.

Taou seang
J

%fi a wooden case or

box that goes out side another box.

Taou yung kew w5n I

(L^J 3j '^
to imitate anciei.t writings as a case

is made to fit.

9949. (') Wounded

feelings; feelings of com-

miseration ; to pity one

^% who has offended through

.JJL^* ignorance; to die young ;

l *. .* S"^^.

an untimely death ; fear;

apprehension.

Taou tan
|

tag to sigh forth fe.l.njs

'of compassion, or grief.

9950
["

/ J
From to covet

and an utensil. To covet

the property of others,

and take it by force or

fraud; to rob ;
to plunder ;

to commit piracy; to

promote one's own interest by under-

hand, clai.destine means. Name of

a spring-,
and of a star, and of a

plant ; an appellation of a fleet horse

Seaou taou
/]\ j

a petty pilferer.

Chung taou rf)
j

a sort of swindler.

Ta taou ~fc 1 an high-way robber;

banditti. Keang taou
kjj) open

robbers ai.d pluuderer*.

Yang taou
jj^

1 "1

Hae taon jg ] J
Taoutslh

j

a pirate.

sea pirates,

a robber , a bandit ,

9951 . ( \ )
From a bird

perched on a kill or

mound; an island. Hae

taou
yjjj- \

an island

of the sea.

9952. A certain standard

or burner used in the

army ;
also carried before

funerals. Ke taon ^|
I the standards of the

army, the Tartir general

sacrifice to them. Tsaou taou il
|

a military banner.

9953. (c-) From to rair out

and food. To be glutton-

ous ;
to eat and drink vo-

raciously, or to be greedy of money;

rapacious. Haou te low setb cliing

wei ko che
|
%%. [{|PJ lyA gw f^l.

]pT JC rapacity, gluttony,
anil low

practices, are indeed things to be a-

ihamed of. Taou and tei I ^&

are distinguished from each other;

Taou denotes sometimes Avarice, and

Te?, Gluttony.

9954. A term which denotes

90 years of age; 70 years of

age is expressed byTg'Taou.
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9955. [/] The earth; a

place; the ground or seat

of. Teen te wan wuh^
i $1 'ieaven earln < a"d a"

things. Hwang teen how te
jf| ^

fp \ Imperial Heaven and Queen

Earth. Shay te kew 1$ ] ^ a

kind of ball at which soldiers shoot

an arrow when at full gallop. Chung

kwS teth te fang CJ3 ||| $J |

Hta place belonging
to China;

Chinese territory. Pun le^ |

native place or district, in contra-

distinction from Wae keang fj(y

*

another province. Pun te jin

A a native of a place. Pun te

hwa
/j\ ] fj

the dialect of a

pi ice. Teen te
^] |

fields;

cultivated land ; state of things.

or Te chenTe chen

a carpet

Te e
*

"/$
a kind of lichen or moss

that grows on the ground; called

also Yang teen pe \ty ^ j

the skin that looks up to heaven.

Te fang
J ~7j

a place ; territory ; con-

try ;
a space.

Te yu too hing
j Jg| ^ ^

a map of China or the world, on a

large scale.

Te kew
j 3|J{

a globe representing

the world ; the terrestrial globe.

Tele
| J| geography.

Te le too 1 ^ ||P
a map,

Te paou 1 4^ a constable of a single

street.

9956. To throw down ; to

subvert; to cast in ruins;

to destroy ; to ruin.

9957. [ \- ] From to descend

and a line denoting the

ground. Reaching to the

ground; low; mean; radical, fun-

damental; to revert or come to

again ;
to arrive at The name of a

star. To pass the night. Kan te ;ffl

I the root of a tree. Hwuy te
J0J

\ the god of ink.

Tejin f^ the name of a foreign

state.

Teshow 1 "J to hang down tb.3 head.
J r^

9958. [
<

] From below and

an over-hanging shelter. To

dwell at the foot of a moun-

tain. To be set down; low; the

bottom of ; to arrive at and to stop.

Only ; mean ; menial. In the books

kin te

foundation. Heae te

of the pF Sung dynasty, used for

the modern m] Teth; and also in the

Poetry of the Tang dynasty. Woo

no root; no

ijtj:
the

sole of a shoe. Seaou te /k
a term by which menial servants

designate themselves. Fang te
~Tj

1 a bag for containing books. Woo

te $f 1 bottomless.
Tkvv I

Te choo
]
T the name of a hill ;

also a pillar, literally or figuratively.

Te hea 1 ~F down below ; mean.

Te hea teih jin
^ ~f> ^/ A in "

ferior people.

Te shlh 1 7j a foundation stone;

literally or figuratively.

Te ting
j

*fp to repress ; a fallacious

place.

Te te^ |

the centre of the earth.

9959. (-) From Man.

Low ; to bend down , to

droop ; to hang down.

Mean. Kaou kaou, te te

f* 1

high, and very low. Tae

loo low. Kea Ueen (

I a low price.
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Te tow
] H0 t" ' ! lnS dwn the head,

Te hwny
|

ml lo hang the head and

revolve in the mind.

Te ch& tow iff yfj hung down
I t t .*%

his head.

Te te shw5 taou
1

|ft j||
said

in a low voice.

9960. (' )
From heart and

low. Low spirited ; grieved;

sorry.

9961. [ \ ] From hand

and to reach down to. To

arrive at ; to oppose or

stop ;
to rush against ; to

sustain or bear opposition;

to bear what one deser-

ves; to throw from one; to slap or

strike. Puh te tseen ^fc I ^j
not worth any money.

Te chang
] b||

to settle an account,

by giving the value of what is due

in some commodity instead of money;

used also for paying a debt.

Te slog ching
j ^ M arrived at

the provincal city.

Te chang
j g to strike or clap one's

hands.

Te ke
J]^

lo slap the table us

when conversing with warmth.

Te ming \ * to forfeit one's life.

Te seaou 1 ftn to make the payment

compensation, or pay an equivalent

and nettle the affair.

Te slh 1 5R2 to stop up and oppose ;

to evade an accusation.

Ta te -4r 1 "1

' v I \
generally speaking.

J

TK

KeS te JH 1 to oppose horns to each

other; to push to measure one's

strength with others. Seang te hPI

to rush together as in battle.

tsuy |
36 to make amends forTe

one's faults or crimes.

Te tang 1 Tg to oppose.

Te tuy
J Tjfj-togiveanequivalentfor.

Te woo
|

i2i to place a guard or

prop against, either morally or phy-

sically.

9962. [-] From wood and

the lower part. The root of

trees or plants. Shin kan

koo te
j^C^ |gj

1 a deep firm

root.

9963. [V] Te or Che.

From disease and down-

wards. A kind of stop-

page of the bowels.

9961. pj Te or Che, A

whetstone or grindstone ;

even, level. See Che.

9965. From eye and lo

bend down. To look at ;

the appearance of look-

ing down upon.

9966. (
-

) A male sheep ;

a ram ;a he-goat; a buck.

Te-chuh
fi^i

to push

with the horns; to gore.
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0067.
[

\
] From a knot

and to rusft against. Te tang

j|S
a particular sort of

war boat.

9968. [ \ ] From horn

and cow, and to ruth

against. To push with

the horns; to gore; to

strive to oppose. Read

Che, Acertiin drinking

Te he
| j^ a kind cf play in which,

people try their comparative strength,

a sort of wrestling.

Te pae e twan i4t -BL JEc to op-
I 7/T >> "TRJ

pose false doctrines.

Tewei 1
jffito

push against the shore.

9969. [\ ] From uordt

and to attack. To
vilify j

to attack a person's re-

putation ; to slander ; to

accuse falsely. Read TeTh,

Crafty ; artful. Chjw te

q)j|
I shameful shnderi.

Te hwuy
j 6$ or Ta

pang 1

=jp
to slander j

to vilify; detraction.

9970. f\ ] Tromzplace

and to go to. The place to

which all people of rank,

kings, princes, and noblei

repair; the residence of

the court
; apartments

for the residence of such visitors;

in modern use, any lodging house

for travellers. Also th it which ex-

tends to the ground ; radical ; at the

bottom; fundamental; a sort of

screen ; to rush against. A surname.
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Te paou
|

Te chaou 1

ment.

TE

\ the Peking gazette

J issued by govern-

*l

9971 . [ c- ] To advance

with difficulty.

9972. [
-

J To split or tear

open.

9975. (-) To stop or fill

up with earth ; a bank or

dike raised against water, to

guard or raise a barrier against. To

divide land by dikes. A thing fixed

or placed steadily on its base. The

name of a place. Ch ing te ^
a long bank. Head Kwei, MQh kwei

Vjk
|

the name of state.

Te gan 1 !=E the bank of a stream,

river or canal.

Te te 1 Tgf
the bottom of a dike

or bank.

9974. (\c-) From Annrf

anil the sun an the meridian.

To lift as high as the zone

or girdle; to lift up; to take or

bring up ; to bring before a magis-

trate ; to throw from one ; the name

of a drum. Read She, the gathering

together of a flock. :Poo te -^

in the dulcet of the Buddhists

means Correct principles. Kew mun

te tBh 4t P 1 jfe. the com-
/ ^* i -t t i~i

minder of the nine gates of Peking,

he is a civil officer and commander

of the forces about the capital. Uae-

te^| achild. Chaou te^ |

dwellings i r dormitories of the

Buddha priests. Urn te miicn ming

TE

JT
'

r6j hjj

1 to introduce to a

person's hearing ; and to command

him to instruct with authority.

Te tCh heS ching 1 $. |& Jj^
i M "T~ *y^

is the first literary officer in the pro-

vince, and has a certain controu 1 in

the array on special occasions.

Te choo 1 A to seize faq hold of.

Te fang Wj to provide defence

against.

Te hing 1
Jp]

a criminal j iidge.

Tehe
] ^"1

to raise up and s'ip-

Te kee 1 4j?J port ; to lift up and

carrj as a child

Te ke
* ^ to bring up-as in con-

versation; to introduce a subject

Te tflh tsung ping kwin
^ ^ ^

FT
'jij'

a general officer of high

rank both in the army and navy.

Te shin 1 iK
^.to bring up to tri.il ;

Te kew 1 y^ ) to bring forward

to ajudicial examination.

Te 18 h
j

7& a general officer of the

navy, and also of the army ; at Can-

ton there are two, one in each de-

partment, they nre at the head, and

are entitled^ ^ Ta-jin.

Te te
]

;Hr to fly about joyfully.

9975. ( c- ) Clear, pure wine ;

a red sort of wine. Te woo

JSJjjj
a thick cream-like

rich liquor, which yet oozes through

every vessel except a calabath or

an egg-shell j it is used figuratively

for the munificent disposition of

Buddha.

9976. The name of a place.

TE

9977. (-) Leather shoes;

the name of a place and

of a person. A surname.

L te
%fa |

a kind of

greave that comes up the

9978. (c-) The forehead ;

the head ; the conspicuous

part; the title of a book ,

a theme; the name of a country, and

of a district j to bring forward to

notice; to praise; to write poetry ; to

subscribe money. Pin te
\

to discuss the merits of a person ; to

praise. Teaou te E9ff 1 :m appellation

of the inhabitants of Cochinchina,

who in ancient times marked their

foreheads with red and oilier colours.

Tscen te *V
j

to subscribe to any

public work.

Te ke
T|C

to introduce a subject.

Te raBh
'

jj
a theme or text on

which to compose an essay; figura-

tively usfd for the authority granted

him by his superiors on which he

grounds his proceedings. A man who

can claim a governors authority fur

what he does is said to have a Ta te

3 a great theme.
1 r ~f

compose verses.

9979. [
/

] To bind with

leather simps twilling

round and rising from the

bottom to the top ;
hence

Decrees jsucccssive steps;

an order of succession.

A junior brother; and to perform

the duties of one. Heung te
^j^
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an elder and a younger brother ; bro-

thers. Tsze te -4- sons and

yoanger brothers will become Foo

heung ^ ^f?
fathen and elder bro-

thers.

9980. [ c- ] The name

of a bird.

TE TE 825

9981.
[ c-] Keu te

1 a fine young horse. Te

tsze
j #z^

the name of a

place.

9982. ( /) To shave off

the hair. Heuen etc mcen

'JH? ( rfn to warm

garments and shave the face.

Te tow IjFf to shave the head,
I *~r\

in the manner of the Chinese ; a cus-

tom introduced by the reigning fa-

mily.

Te tow poo
j 'Hpj

4ffl a barber's shop.

to shave the beard.

ff| 77 a razor.

Te mei
] Jpj

to shave the eye brows;

it expresses either dressing them so

as to resemble the segment ofa circle,

like a new moon, or shaving off en-

tirely the hair of the eye brows, and

painting a black curve line in its

stc:id.

Te though in general use, is a

vulgar corruption of
^j^t

Te.

Teseu =

Te seu taou

9983. [/] The younger of

two sisters. Sze-foo m] flo?
Ttft rv?

an elder brother') wife,

i. a 9

Te foo \

wife.

younger brother'i

9984. [ / ] From heart

and a younger brtther. To

behave with the dutiful feel-

ings becoming a younger brother.

99S5. From icorrf and slrps.

Wooden steps , a ladder ; the

steps or means which lead to

some end. Yun te ^ ^
cloud

ladder; i. e. a scaling ladder ; used

figuratively for high literary degrees.

Shang yun te Q jjB to ascend

the cloud-ladder ; to be promoted to

higher literary degrees.

9986. [ c/ ] From water

and tuccessive. Drops of

water falling in succes-

sion from the eyes ;
tears ;

to shed tears. The name

of a bamboo and of a cer-

tain diagram used in divination. The

second form is otherwise read E.

Keih te yyf to weep ; to cry.

993T. [ c- ] A thick species

ofsilk ; formerly used in giv-

ing presents.

9988. [ / ] From tamboos

and straps of leather wound

round in ascending order,

like a screw. A cons 'cutive series;

fornts the ordinal numbers. A literary

degree. A mansion. Used as a particle.

But; only. A surname. Tih te

%Q 1 to obtain a higher degree.

Puh te ~7\
|

not chosen to the

higher degrees. Tsze te "yhf

following in succession ; placed in

order. There are ITQW Sze lilnr
K-^H F:|

four degrees of rank, viz. Sew Uae

^ ;/j~
Ken Jin

ffijk A Tiin sze

% and Han Lin^^ To

attain the first is expressed by -jfi-

Tsin; the second and third by t|l

Cluing, and the highest by Sift Teen

Tesanhwny 1 ^[pjthe third section

Te yfh ting teth
|

-*

ty
of the first order or class of the best

sort.

Te tsTh
'

jp a mansion originally

granted to noblemen, and where there

were guards placed in trier.

Te urh 1 ~*. the second.

9989. A surname. The

name of a plant

9990. [c-] A noxious

grass j a kind of tare.

Te me
J -^f-

a species

of small wheat.

9991. (c-) The appearance

of grasses and other plants

first budding forth. Read E,

to cut down plants.

,^^ 9992. (,/) The appellation

f^Cj^fc of one who judges the

f 1^9 world, or of one who rules

over the nations; an epithet of

respect and honor applied to , one
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who rules as a lord or sovereign;

an Emperor, an indepi-udant mo-

narch; celestial virtue. Woo te j

J
five ancient Emperors, also the

god of heaven and the gods of the

fourseasons. The name of a star; the

name of a place. Hwang, te, wang

3E ~^ according to some, ex-

prew three degree* ofsovereign rule,

of which Hwang is the highest -, Te,

Ihesfcond; and Wang, the lowest.

Hwang-te, is a common appellation

of the Emperor of China. Shang-te

J^ 1 the highest iovcreign; the Su-

preme Rulerj Heaven, or Teen che

shin ^P *7 ijjffl
the God of heaven;

or according to others, all the gods

of heaven collectively.

Te ang |

Pa sovereign potentate.

9993. (
'

) To raise up.

Read Te> Feeble, weak.

9994. ( c- )
To bewail

with cries and tears; the

crowing of a cock ; the note

of a bird. K8h kHIi tele ^ ^
I weeping and lamentation.

Te k3h 1 S|2. to bewail and weep.

9999.
[ / ] A drop of

water; to ooze out by

drops ; to drip.

9996. (
'

) Certain royal

sacrifices; quinquennial sa-

crifices to royal ancestors,

9997. [
c '

] Te and Tee",

To put from one; to grasp

with the hand. Read Cha,

A kind of open comb for scratching

the head.

999-8. ( / ) An indissoluble

knot ; ciosely shut.

9999. The stem of a

plant; that by which

fruit hangs; figuru lively

(/) that which has no

root , unfounded. Read

Tar, The roots of

plants. Tekae 1 3

small thorns or bones ,

trifles.

10000. (') From teorrfs

and a ruler. To examine

into; to judge. Sze
teJ/Lj

| four te, the diseases

of old age
-

t an assem-

blage of relations and an

accumulation of wealth ;

ruin and annihilation;

the practice of virtue.

1 if^. fo to examine in

to study what one hears.

Te yii
sin

the mind ;

10001. (c-) The foot

or hoof of a quadruped.

To kick as a horse. Ma

pfih tc ne'e
1

F^ ~^\
1

TJ|
a horse that does not

kick nor bite.

10002. (-) Peen te

|H thin, flat.

1000S. To cry out.

10004. (C-) To viewj

to spy ; to look ; fatigued

with looking; to exhibit

or manifest.

10005. [/ ] To change; to

alter ; for
; in place

of; instead of; to pass

/ ) from hand to hand ; to

transmit. Read Tae,

To wind round. King

te ~&B
'

or Te king

I $. '"
'
)as ' a ' ter"

uately from one to

another; to change and revolve as

the seasons. Chang te J^ J
to

go far off and not return. Teaou

te ?9 1 remote; distant ; to

remain far off.

Chuen te j^ ^ "|

to transmit from

Tfh< r|p j J
hand to hand; at

letters or despatches.

Te chung
| Jg a certain

stringed

instrument.

Te pin
] 1|L

to present a petition

for another person.

Te shoo 1 f& to transmit a letter.
I f3

Te seang 1 ^W mutually ; alternately.
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10006. (f) Talents sur-

passing the rest of mankind.

1 0007 (
/

) Read Te and

Tae. From a zone and

insects. The name of

certain insects, of which

it is imagined, the rain-

bow is composed ; hence

used for the rainbow.

10008. [H To sneeze.

Read Che, A stoppage;

an interruption. Occurs

written without mouth

by the side. Woo kae

to emit breath or wind by starts.

Ke pan pe yay 4f pi|f ra=i 4{/ to
T*V ^~\ t I

'

expel the bre.ith through the nose.

\ Te
Ppf I

Pun te ; or jJ p&

1 Ta pun- te, To sneeze. Kew te 3fe

I to sneeze from disease or cold.

10009. [f] From wood

or a tree ar.d large. The

appearance of a tree ; a

tree standing alone; lu-

xuriant. Thesecoud form

occurs, but is erroneous

applied to Eminent men, and to

brothers living in harmony.

1 00 10.
[
c '] To annul

or reject one, and put

another instead of. For;

instead, or in In-half of,

to, or the sign of the

dative case. Woo-tc Iffi;

I

without failureor change. Tota

shwtf
^JJ g(j speak to liim.

Te wo 1 ;fe for me.

10011. (c-) Commonly read

Ch, To break asunder. Read

Tc, Easy and tranquil slate

of mind.

1001?. [cfj False hair;

a false tail.

10013.
[
c \ J From Jones

and/utf of. A body ; the

human body; tin; body

of any animal ; what is

real; substantial; decor-

ous; decent; to realize ;

to give body or effect to ;

to embody or make exiit

in action, the benevolent

purposes formed in ano-

ther person's mind. Oc-

curs in the sense of To

divide. Yih te .

|

one bodj the whole

number, all concerned.

Pub h le shTh ^7^-1^
wanting in decorum a;iplied to

style not comporting will) the el;' -

gancc and dignity required in stale

documents. Sliin te ping gan JJ' 1

Zli '-t the pirrsmi enjoying health

anil comfort. Sh'h le ^ 1 to act

unbecoming one's dignity or place

in society. Woo te 4ffi no re-
"H I

xpectabiliy.

Te hing 1 ^y to carry into effect ;

to reduce to practice.

Te leang 1;SL'\ considerate re-
I f^ I

Te seth
^ |jtj S|)ectiiig other

persons on their circumstances;

Te me'en
fffi

substantial ficej

decorous appearance; respcctalile in

person or action .

Te seflh
| il^J

to compassionate.

Teshth
| ^formi of official dig-

nity and propriety ; decorum.

Te taou
] ^ to act according to

right reason.

Te te
] H,t to accord or yield to
I A*-*

the feelings of other people; to ac-

commodate.

Sae te
[JH

I "1 the upper and lower

Szeche^y ^/ extremities; the

hands and feet.

Te tseuen wan
| ^j*

the body

ci>mj,lele or perfect; an animal with-

out blemish, proper to be used in

sacrifice.

Te yung
| FJ

the first word denotes

possessing capacity, and Yung, de-

notes Exercising it.

10014. [c/J To eradicite

or burn grass and wild herbs.

Read So, To shave the head

of a chilJ. Read Cite, The name of

a plant.
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TEAOU. CCCXXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Tiaou. Canton Dialect, Tew.

^*% 10015. (-) Originally the

J I same as the TJ Taon, a

TF knife ; altered in later times

to distinguish it. It is much used in

a bad sense, not noticed by the

Dictionaries, denoting Perverse ;

restless ; violent ; ungovernable;

wicked; artful; encroaching. She

teaou
>|32

1 to assume in a violent

obstinate manner.

Teaou g*
j

3 wicked ; bad ;

malignant.

Teaou kang
j

JT perverse; obstinate;

unruly.

Teaou man
j ^|%

barbarous ; bois-

terous; unruly.

Teaou ling ^ intractable ;

stubborn; perverse.

10016. (-) To cut or break

asunder.

10017. To gather in the

corn.

10018. Read Chaou, or

Teaou. To call upon, with

authority; to summon; to

cite to appear ; applicable only

to superiors requiring the attendance

of inferiors. Read Shaou, The

name of a city ; a surname. E show

TU? chaou, e yen yue teaou yL

B S t H 1

-
summon with the hand is called

Chaou, by words is called Teaou.

Teaou chin E5 . summons 'his
I M-

mimsters to attend.

Teaou keen
\

S to summon to
1 X I '

one's presence.

Teaou ta lae I

jjn ^|5
ca" him here.

Teaou pSh taou 1
"7^ Jl]

not
'

to

appear on being summoned.

10019. (-) Teaou chow

|
-j=f;

a kind of broom ; a

besom.

10020. The flowers of cer-

tain reeds, of the reeds

brooms are made. In this

sense the following also is used.

10021. (c) Name of a

certain water plant, used as

a black dye for hair. The

name of a river. Otherwise read

Shaou. See the preceding.

Teaou teaou a high, lofty

appearance.

10022. (c.) Teaou te
]

j
removed far off, and

without any communication.

:> 10024.
"-^

Teaou teaou 1

j
a lofty appearance;

high.

\_ft \
10023- (-) An animal,

wj^ said by the Chinese, to

|_f be of the mus species ;

the skin of which is used

to ornament caps. A

surname. Tae ping teaou

~J^ -*p-
the seal.

Teaou shoo pe 1

Jj
the martin skin.

Teaou shoo
] k|a tne martin.
I ti-\t

(c-) The tuft or

lock of hair that hangs down

from a child'* head ; young.

, ^f^ 1 1025. [ c ] The period of

Y^9 changing the teeth ; children

they say, at eight month'*

begin to h:ive teeth ; and at eight

years change them.

10026. [ c- ] Appearance

of walking alone. Slender;

weak; unable to bear the

fatigue of travelling. To steal; to

_,
assume levity of deportment. Also

r. ad Teaou, in the same sense. Read

Yaou, Slow ; servile. In some parls,

used to express To hang above the

table.
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10027. To pare or scrape off.

10028. (-) King-tcaou

tion; profligacy ;
this sense

is controverted.

10029. (.) Mournful ^ sor-

10030. [c\] Commonly

used to denote Carrying

^ yf^i on the shoulders; to stir;

to tike ;
to take out from

to select; to excite ; to

work about ; to give
V

trouble and annoyance; to seduce by

levity of speech orbehaviour. Name

ofa certain utensil. King teaou
{jug

[
contemptible levity of conduct.

Teaou chen
] ^ to stir up wars.

|
a spoon.

to stir up to mis-

to select ;
to

a bearer

of bxir-

Teaou kang
*

Teaou lung 1

chief.

Teaou seuen
]

choose from amongst many ag officers.

Teaou so 1
|j*? "|

to sow discord ; to

excite to mischief.Teaou p

Teaou tan teih

Teaou foo

dens.

Teaou tS 1 j^ volatile anddisaipaled,

applied
lo young people.

Teaou tseu 1 Jfo
to take or scrape

cut, as marrow from a bone.

Teaou tung \
^jj

to agitate ;
to dis-

turb, as men's minds.

Teaou ting | tyjfc
to raise the wick

of a lamp.

FiRT 11. A 10

Teaou teih
| Mj 1 to rou,a an ene-

Teaou chen 1 jSbJ my; to provoke

to fi-ht.

Teaou yin j Jfj
I to lead on to some-

thing evil.

1 003 1 . f c\ ]
From eye

aud to divine. To look

aslant ;
to peep ; to look

to a distance. Name ofan

elevated terrace. Teaoii

wang jy?
to look to

a distance, as in expectation of some-

thing.

10032. [c\] From a cavern

anA to divine. Deep; profound;

retired ; elegant appearance ;

fine ; delicate. Yaou teaou ^
beautiful ; an epithet of admiration,

applied to beautiful women, to hand-

some men, to pleasing landscapes,

and to elegant retired mansions.

10033. The number of

threads which piss obliquely,

or according to one, those

th it pass lengthwise. The appearance

of long pieces of silk. Read Taou,

Variegated silk.

10034. [- ]
To call or

whisper to; to inveigle ; to

seduce; to wheedle; to al-

lure; to dei oy ; libidinous enticement ;

seduction. Keaou teaou 'j&i

cbearful, pleasing concord.

Teaou he U:l to seduce lo lewd-
I /36V I

Teaou lung 1 ^j "ess-

10035. To call to, and en.

dcavour to seduce.

10036. ( cf ) To walk; to

go; to leap, to skip; to

overpass. 'IV.iou tseang

to leap over a wall.

Teaou yS
( jj_|g

to skip; to leap as.

with joy.

Teaou healae 1 ~F^ to leap down.,

Teaou fun tseang
| ^ g| to leap

over a whitened wall implies in-

truding on the apartments of the

females.

1003". ( c' ) To hang down

the head; to sculk; to run

away ; to look furtively; to

visit the court, or have an audience

of the Emperor.

10038. To work or operate

on stones. To polish com-

position. See below.

10039. Partially injured,-

injured and falling like the

leaves octrees. The mark*

of injury; strength exhausted.

Teaou sey ^0 or Teaou 18

^ the filling of leares or flowers.

Teaou tuy 1 iS debilitated, enerrit-

ed.

10040. [-] Tocarfe;

to embellish by cutting or

carving; to be cut or fall

to pieces. Occurs in the

names of different plants.

Tsaou teaou S. 1 to

fade toon. King tung

pfih teaou$!g ^ ^
to pass the winter

without casting the leaves an ever-

green.
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Teaou 15 1 5^ to fall, as withered

leaves.

Teaou ling 2 to fall here and

there, to lie apart.

Teaou le 1
jjjj

to exert care and at-

tention.

Teaou tse uen 1 ^| to cut, to en-

grave.

10041. (-) To work stones.

One says, The name of a

**M valuable stone. To carve ;

to cut.

10042. (c- ) Nameof an

insect; a sort ofcricket.

10043. (c-/) To mix; 'to

blend; to adjust in proper

proportions. To take care

ofand regulate ; to nurse. A Uine for

a song, or for reciting sacred books;

Yulgarly called Keang ^ ,Ko

keBh teaou^ |J|j
1 a son- tune.

YTh teaou 1 all harmonizing;

a tune.

Teaou che 1
y|

to attend to; to

cure, s a doctor; to arrange ; to put

to rights.

Teaou cboo
j ^ to arrange; ,lo

manage.

Teaou been
] %fc

to adjust or tune

instruments.

Teaou ho
] ^] to pacify ; to cause

harmony amongst persons.

Teaou yang
J ^ to nurse one's

health.

Teaou tsetsinshen
^ a5jj ^ ^

to adjust with great perfection.

Teaou-se'e' <& to cause to h.ir-

monize. Teaou ting W3* to

settle ; to set an affair at rest.

10044. (-) The name of

a bird, a kind of hawk ; a

buzzard. To carve. Name

of an office, and of a coun-

try ; a man's name. A sur-

name. Teaou-teaou

1 clear ; splendid.

Teaou che 1 -fa? to cut and carve.
I

?5 N

10045. [/] From a hand

grasping a 6gw, because

in ancient times, before

y^ coffins were used and the

V*4~^
rites of sepulture institut-

, ed, bows were used to

shoot the beasts which attacked the

-corpse. To ask
respecting death, to

mourn and weep for the dead; to

wound or be wounded in the feelings.

A species of dragon. .Re.d TeTh,

To reach .or extend to
; to removej

to take.

Teaou gan
j |j|

to search out, and

bring up any case in law.

Teaou echaou heu<5 1 %& j *?
to remove, the nest, the persons con-

cealed.

Teaou sing
"| ^ to feel for the

distresses of the living.

Teaoti sze
^ ^ to mourn for the

dead.

Teaou e tan \ JK
IS to take or pro-

cure as by authority of government

an agreement or bond.

10046.
[ /] Teaou tang

usual.

10047. ( t ) A small

twig ; a branch proceed-

ing from a branch ; long

and slender ; a string or

line. Name of a wood ;

and of a nation. A sur-

name ; divisions of; items. Ke teaou

4|k ]

several divisions of. Yih-

teaou 1 one item; one division

of. Ke teaou shing ^ | |(jjj

several cords.

4 jjb.

Teaou chang
j Pgl

refers to the exu-

berance and wide spreading influence!

of natcr '.

Teaou jeii I ^\ a rustling sound ;
a

certain cry.

Teaou le
] J|^ principles ; precepts ;

rules of pro ceediog, as a cord to

direct a net.

Teaou le 1 rules ; laws of proceed-

ing.

Teaou teaou yew le 1

every section or division every part

of the proceeding, was reasonable.

Teaou ti
| j||

a long sound; an-

nounced far off.

Teaou tang
]

31? a piece of plank

with feet to sit en.

I004fl. f'] Acertaio

bamboo utensil; a kind

of basket. Grain bud-

ding up.

10049.
[
f ] To move; to

agitate; to shake; to
rectify.

Teaou king 1 HL to aji.
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tate a sonorous stone ; to cause to

clash against.

Teaou pe |
& to swagger with llie

arms. Teaou she 1 3j* to shake

the tongue; to talk much.

Teaou tow
|

nfi to shake the head
I J{M

to be careless about.

10050. [c] A certain

long small fish.

10051. [f] Teaou keaou

| jS.fi standing on a high

and dangerous eminence.

TEAY

10058. [/] To fish; to

make this a mean s of obtain-

ing thai, used in a metapho-

rical sense. To take. A surname.

Teaou yu ]
JjfZ to fish for praise.

Teaou yu
|

IsUo fish; to angle.

10053. [c] The reins

of a bridle.

10054 . From a tavern and a

bird. In a deep profound

10055. (c/)- To sell grain,

HI Teih is to buy grain. A

surname. Chuh teaou
jH

I

to sell or tend forth grain.

TEAY 83)

10056 ( t ) To remove the

tablets of ancestors from

one temple to another.

10057. Standing alone.

10058. The appearance of

fruit hanging pendant from

a tree or shrub.

10059. A certain instrument

of husbandry.

10060. An instrument of

husbandry ; a kind of bum-

boo baskt

TEAY. CCCXXX SYLLABLE.

dy at in May. Manuscript Dictionary, Tie. Canton Dialect, Tay.

10001. (-)Read Tray and

To, An appellation by which

children address their fa-

thers, particularly in the north of

China.

Laou-teay ^ |
or 0-teay |ftj

Tenerable father. Teay-teay

1 daddy, a child's way of express-

iug Father.
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TEE, CCCXXXPT SYLLABLE.

Tie, as if written Te-S. Manuscript Dictionary, Tit. Canton Dialect, Teat.

10063. A small species of

melon ; a young melon.

Kwa tee" j^ |
a large

and a small melon ; me-

taphorically Children and

grandchildren descending

from the same parent.

1 0063.
[
u ] From rye

and to lose. To look a-

slant as if one had lost

something ; to make

signs with the eyes.

10064. [] From foot and

to mils or lose. To slip the

foot; to pass over ; to move

rapidly and unceremoniously. Ta

tee*
^-f |

to slip; to fall.

Te tsae te hea
] fa ^ ~J^

to

full down upon the ground.

Tee" tsflh I ^ to stamp with the

foot, or throw one's self back in a

chair when vexed and completely at

a loss what to do.

Te'2 taou I

Wjj
to fall over.

10065. [u] Read Teg and

Yib, To rush forward; to

rush out in each direction,

as war carriages upon an enemy ; to

overflow; to spread out; to diverge.

To rush over; abrupt; sudden; to

invade or encroach upon; rotatory

motion.

1 0066. ( u ) From to. go

and to lote. Alternate change ;

alteration ; reciprocation ;

for ; instead of; in the place. Used

for the preceding ; and to denote

Ease; indulgence. Tee yun 1
^fj?

circular motion ; alternate rotation.

Tee yung
]

n alternate use of.

% 10067. From to divine,

and the mouth. To observe

} prognostics for the purpose

of foretelling good or evil ; to divine ;

to cast lots ; to observe ; to look

towards ; to wait. Read Chen, To

usurp ; to seize ;
to possess ; to

possess firmly. See Chen .

10068. [ ] ChS or Teg.

To taste ; to drink ;
a small

appearance. Chg she
|tlj

the sound of whispering into the

ear. According to one writer,

Loquacity.

OTIl
10069. Teg tow 1 R5*

"I ' X
verbosity.

% % 10070. [uj Certain scrolls

of silk with writing on

I jj them; a written document

or label ; a piece of poetry. Tee"

applies to any short written paper as

a vin'.ting card; a petition;
a copy,

head. FS tee
yfc ]

a copy head

a specimen of good writing. Tan

te'g IS 1 a car^ f ne f'd ofpaper.

Tseuen te'8 ^S 1 a card of many

folds of paper.
Pin teg ^ |

a

petition.
Yu te'g

p|jj |

a govern-

ment order. Keueii tes^ I a

written scroll. She te'g^ j

to

be exa.mined in writing verses. To

leg ^jf- \
filed ; settled.

Ming teg j |
1 a card with one's

Pae te'g Sp \ / name on it.

Pih tow tee tsze pi yj\ I }

Neih ming kfc'e tee |g ^ ^ | J

an anonymous placard.

10071. (u) To yield

willing obedience or sub-

mission to; to be still,

and quiet; resigned. Tec

ffih
JJI3 willingly

submissive ; resigned.
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10072. (o) Te'g- te'g 1

1 to adjust one's person;

to arrange matters concern-

ing one's self; self gratified ; pleased.

Otherwise read Teen and Chen.

10073. (o) To give some-

thing as a pledge , to attach

to ; to paste against. Chen

te'g % I to paste to. Mun shang

tee chS PH I- ^ pasted
I J -*

I 13
upon, or over the door. Te te'g

I to accommodate one's self

to other people's wishes, or interests.

Teekin
j jjjr

to ;itt ichor place near.

Te'g shin 1
Jfj

1

to be attached to one's

person as a servant that is in

constant attendance.

10074. (""I To fall down;

to trail the feet in walking.

10075. [ ] High land.

Read Tih, or Chih, An

ant's hill.

10076. [ ] Pieces of

coarse white cloth worn

round the head and round

the waist, at mourning.

10077. From old and

very. A person eighty

years of age, whose face

'(u) assumes a rusty iron-

like colour ;
some say

the age of seventy is

expressed by Tee.

10078. Cold.

PART II. B 10

10079. He6 teg

struck with the cold.

10080. [u] Loquacity

and fluency of speech.

The appearance of blood

flowing ; or according to

some To drink or taste

blood when taking an

oath.

100S1. [u] A parapet;

to fortify with a parapet;

the parapet with its aper-

ture , the Chinese denominate it a

woman's wall.

10082. Appearance of

th>jughtfulness and fear.

Read Hef. also in the same

sense. Occurs denoting Tranquil, still.

Tee
1

te'g danger and appre-

hension.

10083.
[
o ] Read Tee,

Se'g, and Shg, To take or

grasp hold of; to take up.

10084. A common character

denoting A plate. Wan te'g

fyS I

a round bowl and

a plate; a plate.

10085. [o] Hoo teg

$$ ]

a butterfly. KeS

tee tt
'

butterflies

and other flying insects.

f
10086. [u ] A horse of a

colour resembling iron; a

tort of bay horse; used also

for the following.

10087. [ u ] Iron,

which they aho denomi-

nate Dili kin J^ <j^

black iretnl. The name

of a place ;
of a rivrr ,

and of an animal. The

name of a book ; a surname. Laou

te'g 4 old and durable said

of persons or things.

Te'g dig 1
5jjT |

nippers; tongs;

Teg keen
|
4Jj f pincers; tweezers.

Te'g (le'en
J

aSR an iron rod.

Te'g sin
j ;j^\

iron hearted ; unfeeling.

Te'g yg tseu yu
] f4j ^JM ^jj

a

plate of iron with Ueth, a saw.

10088. [] T.I pile oi,e

thing on another ; to

complicate with many

fold?; to rti:< rale. Stiuik

with fear and apprehen-

sion. The name of a

particular kind of cloth.

A man's name. Chunj

chungte'g te* j|f IB
'

j

reiterated over and over again.

10089.
[ v ] To suspend

or hang up , to arrange ;

to lay out; to receive and

prep ire; to collect toge-

ther. Ta tee J
'

to pul in order and make

ready. Kwa te'g IB 1 to hang up

in order.

10090 [ c\ ] Plaits or folds

of garments, or those that

have lining. Also read Seih,

and applied to a sort of Riding pu-

Ulooni.
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10091. [
u j Protuberant;

rising high; jutting out;

a hillock ; convex. Other-

wise read Tdh.

10092. Teg toh

pery; artfully.

TEEN

10093. [cj Greedy of

food; gluttonous. Taoti-

tee' 3g! avaricious

and gluttonous. Name

of a monster found en-

graven on ancient vases.

Name of a big bellied vessel.

TEEN

10094. [ c ] Tee
1

,
or Chae.

Disquietude and uneasi-

ness of mind,.

TEEN. CCCXXXII SYLLABLE.

Like Tf-en, coalescing. Manuscript Dictionary, Tien. Canton Dialect, Teen.

10095. [c-] From a line

placed above great ; that

which is above and is great.

(Luh-shoo.) The highest; that which

is resident above. To rule and keep-

in subjection the creatures below.

Heaven; used for the material hea-

vens, the sky, and for a Supreme and

Intelligent Power which viewshuman

actions and thoughts, and which

rewards or punishes individuals or

nations, but which seems to want

personality. There is a great variety

of expression and confusion of idea

connected with the word. Name of

a star; of a particular divinity; of

.hill; of a public court j of certain

music ; and of a plant. A surname.

Teenchool tt the Lord ofHeaven,

was introduced by the Roman Ca-

tholic Missionaries, and is employed

by them to express the Divine Being.

The Christian religion, as taught by

them, is now called 1 tt wf Te'en-
J -J-" '$/*

choo-keaou. Teen is used as a Verb,

To consider or regard as Heaven.

M'm nae wing so teen fjP- J*1
-

Wr 1 the people are considered as

heaven by the king. Chung teen

Uf I the middle ages of antiquity.

Teen yen ke die JOT T|| ^7
heaven rejected them, the last of

the Sovereigns of Yuen, for their

cruelty.

Teen chaou
j ^ the Celestial em-

pire, China.

Ten cbe 1
$jj

name of a hill ; part

of the thorax about the fifth rib;

Teen is much used in the composi-

tion of proper names, in anatomy and

astronomy.

Teen how 1 Js the queen of heaven ;

a goddess of the sea.

Teen hwang
| JJ

the Imperial family.

Teen hang l ji.n "|
I

(l
S the milky way.

Teen han
j
HpJ

Teen kaou te how S ^j/ Pp
heaven is high and earth profound.

Teen woo shih hing
|

4ffi ^ Jj^

heaven has no solid figure the

Tacuum above (he earth is heaven.

Teen ke yen han
\ tt) Kjb J?
I ^\ ivy* s^f*

the weather extremely cold.

Teen ke haou 1 Tpf
Tfct.

fine weather.

Teen-hea
|

TV all that is under the

heavens ;
the world in a limited sense.

Teen-cbflh kwS 1 ^ ^ an ancient

Chinese name of India.

Tceu hea yih kea
| ~fi

~^
the whole world is one family.

Teen ke
^

4S the temperature of

the atmosphere; the weather.

Teen le nan ke JJ J|j|
]ft

it is not easy to impoie upon Pro-

Tidence.

Teen kwang H9 6lh moon, 6th

day : a term.

Teen le I

Jjj? heavenly principles; the

moral sense
-,
Providence , il opposite

is Jin yuen J^
BB or Jin yfih

humau withes and desires.
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Teen hwa shin moo 1

the sicred mother who superintends

children ill of the small pox.

Teen shang shing moo 1 fc -H^* JH-

the holy mother in heaven.

Teen fei neang neang
| ^ j^ ^g

her ladyship the Queen of Heaven, is

the goddoss of water, subsequently

promoted to the title.

Teen pin J*l"l the gifts of hea-

Teen tsze B^J Ten i natural en-

dowments of mind.

Teen ruin she
*

5)J Jf^l express

Teen ke
j Jfjfc

"
J much

the same idea as the word divine

Intplrati n

Teen-tsz;? mun sng
J '-p y*]

/

title of the highest literary character.

Teen yue" shin
j [5| jjjtjl

Heaven is

called God. (Lfih-sh(o)

Teen ta kwo shin J^ jg jjjljl

Heiven is greater than the gods.

Teen sang te'ih
] >\ f^J

that which,

is a natural production ; not the

result of human labour.

Teen tsing 1 ; a serene clear sky.

Teen tang 1
>jjj?

paradise; the re-

gion! of thehlessed ; heavenly felicity.

Teen te
j ^fr the Sovereign of Hea-

yen, is a Chinese term.

Teen vug Shaog-te ] fEj JL ^
Heaven is called Shang-te, the Su-

preme Potentate.

Teen taou
j j||

the ways of heaven;

Providence, or the path of the

planets.

Teen-tsze
j

-? the son of Heaven,

the Emperor of China.

Teen t'm wei
^ j^ Aj [7Yen-sing]

a well known town at the entrance

of the river leading from the Gulph

of Chili. le to Poking.

Teen tsung Jin yuen
] ^ A ^

heaven according with human wishes;

Providence granting what is desired

by individuals.

Teen yen
'

||j|
heaven's face, the

countenance of the Emperor of

China.

10096. [c-] From lieti-

eand heart. Feeling a-

shamed when appealing

to Heaven; to cause

shame; to disgrace. Teen

tsae seang haou ~ff

to ')e ' nl 'ma 'e'y acquaintedTM ^
with.

10C97. [ c ^ ] From heart

snd shame. Weak; timorous.

Teen ke
| 'jfeg

an agitated

unsettled stale of mind.

10098. [c-] To add to; to

increase the number or

quantity of. Shang teen r~

to put upon as colours on a

surface.

Teen

to diminish.

Teen ting ~T" to hare a child

added to the number of the family

by birth,

10099. TSen he
j

H5" to

sigh; to moan; or the ex.

pression of concern, as Oh i

.

een and keen 1 vgB to add to, and
I W

alas!

10100. [c-] To plant grain

in rows; arranged in order;

a field laid out in plats; a

;d field ; to plough ; to hunt.

Name of an office; ofa divinity; of

a district; ofa plant; of a drum, and

ofa cirriage. Chuh teen rcrt

a bamboo plantation. Tsing teen

I a field I tid out in portions

like the letter Tsing. Tseth teen

=|&
j

the field ploughed by tfce

Emperor. Tun teen
'jfr

land

cultivated by the soldiery. ShTh mow

teen ~T~
jjj?^

I ten acres of land.

Teen chaw
j

Oft a cultivated field.

Teen chdh ^ cattle, or other

animals brought up in the field.

Teen kea shwuy chay
j ^J^ ^( Jff

a husbandman's water wheel.

Teen foo
j

IH' the land tax.

Teen teen jen 57C adjusted

in nice order.

Teen shay /o I
a country cot-

Teen chwang j
3j J tage ; a farm

house.

Teen tsoo
jj|

the rent of land

paid to the sovereign proprietor, the

Emperor; the land tax.

Kwei teen^ ~] all express lands

Kungteen/^V

Yuen teen

Yuen teen i 1J

laid out and

distributed a-

mongst per.

sons according to fixed government

regulation!.

10101. [/] Teen, or Teen.

To cultivate the ground ;

to'plough. To catch wild

animals. A certain kind of ancient

carriage.

Teen ting
j

"T" or Teen hoo
J

PI

or Teen foo ^- each denotes A

labouring husbandman ;
a peasant..
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10108. ( / ) Tim space of five

hundred learound the court
;

certain divisions oflmd re-

quired to give te government so much

grain, and three men for the army.

To cultivate; to dress; to cause to

start forth, and appear exposed to

view.

10103. (c-) From field

and to strike. A level

field; to cultivate the

ground; or to hunt for

a livelihood Used for

the preceding and the

following. Teen lee
1jjl

to

hunt or shoot wild animals.

10104. Lo teen AS 1 lack-
>>I* i

ered and Japan ware inlaid

with coloured shells.

10105. [ /] From gold

and arranged in order.

Golden flowers ; certain

gold ornaments for a lady's

head dress. Lo-teen BlS

an ornament made

of, or like, shell.

^ J0106. To observe prognos-

-* tics for the purpose of fore-

\ telling good or evil; to

divine. See Chen.

10107. [ c u ] Chen or Teen

Teen low
] ^ ,o treal

lightly, or with
contempt.

Read Chen, To see; to look at. Kin che

keaou chay thin ke chen peTh *~*/

^ % P$ tt 1 S teacher,,

TEEN

now-a-days (merely) recite what

they see in books, without under-

standing it themselves, or teaching it

to llieir pupils.

% |
10108. (f) The broken edge of

JL
|

a knife ; broken, as an titen-

>J sil or precious stone having

a part broken off According to one

it denotes To cut, or hew.

TEEN

| %^
P J-
^^

10109.
[ f\ A kind of earthen

stand pluced between two

pillars, on which cu|>s were

inverted at drinking parties in

ancient times. A kind of screen,

commonly called S
Jjjl Ping fung ;

much used by tie Chinese ataliltle

d istance from door-ways, they in-

tercept the view whilst they admit a

free passage round the two extreme

edges of them, A kind of earth-

en stand in rooms for placing food

on; stands placed in the corner of

rooms were also so called. Too-teen

o e tsing shTh wuh j-^ 1
fjjr

I
v
l

IS $ tyfl
To - l"n, a place in

which to lay up eatables, a kind of

cupboard.

101 10. [/] To place un-

der a cover, the place here

goods are put. A shop; a

stand; a victualing house or inn.

Poo teen
.^|' |

a shop. Kaou low

t e " ^ ^ ]
or Tsew teen

yj|j

j

a house where wine is sold and

victuals provided, a tavern where

parties are given. Chatcen^ 1

a house where tea and cakes are sold.

Yang ho teen
*j J^ j

a shop

which deals in foreign articles.

Teen kea 1
^Jj- sho| keeper; a shop-

man.

Kih teen ^! ] ~|

Jji
J I nlodgmghoHse;an

Hee teen
iff/? ] f
*f*

'

|
inn ; a tavern.

Tete'en m)
|

J

10111. [
cu J To try the

weight of a thing with the

hand.

I OH 2. [cu] Teen-to 1

MZ to wei^h a thing with

the hand.

101 IS.
[ \] A gem that

is chipped or broken ;

spotted or stained ; to

*^ % chip or break; to dis-

J^ I grace onc'.s self or one's

*^ J connexions. Used also

for the preceding.

Teen ydh 1 ^^a stone slightly bro-

ken.

Teen yiih kea mun
] ^p ^^ PR

to disgrace one's house or
family.

10114. [\/J A little

black spot ; a dot ; a small

quantity; to soil, to slur

over ; to blot out ; to point

or stop ; to appoint hj

dotting a name. To mark

with a point in order to shew the ex-

cellence of the composition ; to point

out and arrange ; to light a candle ;

to nod. Che
teen|^ |

to poi nt

out or shew what to do. Kang teen

J^ |
a fifth of a night watch.

Ta teen ^T ^
to make arrange-

ments; to point out what to do;

to sort; to recall to memory. Kcueo

teen Ira
j

round small circles pat

^*V%
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by the lide of a line to denote the

excellence of the writing. Sing teen

/j-
the stars scattered in the

heavens. Y in teen
j

one dot ;

a little. Pwanleentsze^fe
[ -J.

half a dot; a very little.

Teen hwa XV to point out the

proper course to, and reform a person.

Teen keen 1 %& or Keen teen, All
I i/y

duly and properly arranged.

Teen ban lin
j jjf^ ^ to be appoint-

ed to the Han-lin or highest degree

of literary rank in China.

Teen tsze pae 1 _jl
tj^J

doted gam-

ing cards. See jflfc Che.

Teen tow
|

OH to nod the head.

Teen ting
| ^ to light a lamp.

10115. [c\] To end;

to terminate
;
to extermi-

nate; to destroy ; to over-

throw. We teen -^ I

interminable. Teen me'8

VM; to destroy and

extinguish.

10116. [<*] Read Te,

Water flowing in an inter-

rupted manner
;
a noxious

vapour. Read Teen, In confusion ;

in disorder.

10117. fc-] From heart

and meet abbreviated. A

peaceful tranquil state of

mind ; repose. Sin teen ke ho )f\

-^ ;&] a tranquil mind, and an

agreeable temper.

PART 11. C 10

10118. [c-] From tongue and

meet. The tongue knows

what it sweet. A sweet

taste ; excellent in its

kind. The name of a

river. Teen joo meTh

1

honey.

10119. ( \ ) The Seal Character

of this form, represent* the

^ "^ records of the five ancient

kings placed on a stand, as a mark

of respect. (ShwS-win.) A stan-

dard or classical work; a constant

rule; a canon. To rule; to manage;

to controul. To put under the

care of another j to pawn, or mort-

gage. A surname. Read Teen, To

confer benefits. King teen #K

classics and sacred books. Chuh

teen HJ
|

the person who mort-

gages his property. Teen choo

^
the mortgagee.

Teen chnng 1 TaT classical works.

Teen le
j ffi^

ritual of groat national

festivals.

Teen moo
j

=v[ a collection of ofnYnl

docnmeuts.

Teen she. 1 ^ a kind of clerk.

Teen shuv
|

-V to have the controul

or keeping of.

Teen tscih
'

itg
books in genera!.

Gin teen EO
j

all express great

Sbingteen^, I ^ favour; much

Ta teen ^ j
kindness and

bounty.

10120. Abundance; plenty

10121. A feeling ot

shame. A man's name.

10129. (/) Teen or Nc'en,

To reach out the hand to

' "^ any thing ; to take with the

hand extended.

10123. [c'] To raise u

or peel off the skin.

10124. Teen tnan
] ]SJ
I ff'i

disease; diseased contraction

of the muscles.

10125. fc] The face

coloured from an im-

pression of shame.

10126. (c\) Many, much,

abundant, plentiful; lar^C;

good. To forget; a long

time. Pah teen^ ]|

eficient
;

wanting.

10121. Weakj weakly.

101S8. (c-\ From etrtli,

and Chin, giving sound. A

overn or hollow place;
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a
pit. To fill up a vacant place;

to make up a deficiency ; to add

to; to pay a debt; to give a life

forfeited to the laws; to yielJ or

flow onward ;
the sound of a drum ;

A man's name. Also read Teen.

Read Teen, Entirely, completely,

fully, abundantly. Severe disease.

Teen also denotes on some public

register, the names of officers at the

quinquennial report; as Teen chS

e
I '[' iH noted for extraordi-

nary talent. Read Chin, Fixed;

settled, soothed; repressed; along

time. Teaou chucn teen tsing JMJC

Zjfi j

ifc to carry bricks and
*ijr i s \ ^^

; .ii up a well.

Teen ch.ic
]

/(w to pay a debt.

Tc'cn hwan kwei kung 1
jj|f

$ <?V

to make up a loss or
deficiency.

Teen neen laou
]

far, -% noted as

superannuated.

Teen mwan 1
Yg|jj

to fill Up ; to fill
I 'rT

entirely

Teen ming
j fy to pay with one's

life the violation of the laws.

^ee" * "
I Jfi

toc '"se or snLlt U P-

Teen lew tseuen 1

>^jj>

Q confluent

streams or springs.

Teen fow tsaou 1
y;j>

?H" noted for

unmagisterial levity.

Teen fei tseth.
] || #j noted as

being disabled by sickness.

\ fe 10199. (c-) Name of a

lake. Name of certain

foreigners on tie nest, near

the province of Yun-nan. Ap-

pearance of a large expanse of

water; abundant

TEEN

10130. (c-) To strike;

to beat as a drum; to

extend j to spread out; to

lead
; to draw.

10131. (c~i Cerl in stones

appended to the ears, or

according to the term in

Chinese, stuffed into the

ear. Tile name of a stone.

A man's name.

10138. (c-) The noise

made by stones falling; the

base of a pillar.

1013S. (c-) To fill or

stop up ; to add to. The

name of a place. Read

Chen, Slow.

10*34. (c) To walk; to

go; a slow going mule.

8101

38. (c-) To fill np;

to stuff. Full ; abundant
;

the name of a place.

Teen teen
]

sound
filling the

air; a numerous flock of animals
;

the noise of
carriages.

Teen sluh
j jj?

stuffed or filled up.

(-) The top of

a hill; the summit of a

mountain.

and end.

TEEN

10137. To fall; to upset.

10138. (-) The vertex;

the top ; the head ; the

forehead; to be subvert-

ed ; to cast down from

the lop; used to denote

Insanity. Name of a-

place. A surname. De-

voted to one thing; to

fill up. Pih teen H
the white forehead of a

horse. Teen mS
|

the beginning

Teen puh 1
-|f>

to fall down.

Teen pei I ffli thrown into confusion,

as in the hurry of bustle.

Teen taou 1
{Jj]|

to turn upside

down; to invert the order of.

10139. (c ) Lofty and

remote.

10 140. (c) A iitcatt

which upsets or subvert!

the understanding. De-

rangement ; insanity;

franticness ; madness ;

frantic ; mad. Applied

to children, denotes Convulsions

or fits; is applied also to the
falling

sickness. Insanity, as shewn by

laughing, giggling, and joy, ii

expressed by Teen ; anger,

rage, and fury, is expressed by jfj

Kwang. Seaou urh teen ping A\

jfj^t ] |jj|
a child in convulsions.

Fung teen Nn. foolish; insane.

Teen kwang
j

;
madness generally.
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10141. (A) A large lofty

hall ; a palace. Fixed ;

settled ; the front of an

army is called Pi Ke; the rear is

called Teen
; which also ex-

presses the rear scampering off when

a defeat takes place. Teen is used

to denote An inferior degree of

merit. Chung teen B| 1 a palace

with front and back suits of apart-

ments.

10149. Te'en he
'

moan ; to sigh,

to

10143. (/) A hall or palace.

The foundation of a place.

Sediment; that which settles

at the bottom of a liquid.

10144. (/) To put down;

to sink. To pay down or

make up a sum of money.

Read Teg, The name of a river;

the name of a Been district in the

Province of Szc-chuen. E-te'en

^ 1 a cushion or kind of portable

mattress for sitting on, which the

Chinese carry about them. Tae

teen /f to pay for another

person.

Teen chang 1
|y|

to pay a bill for

goods purchased.

Teen chae 1 ^ to pny a sum of

money formerly borrowed. Read

Teg, Below, upon the ground.

Teen tse'en 1
$j&

to pay money.

10145., (c-) Teen teen

moving about

with joy and satisfaction.

10146. (') A house

rushing down in ruins.

10147. (/) Lightning. Luy

ming, teen kwang |^ P)4

\ ~Jf* the thunders roar
I / 1*

and the lightnings glare. Shen teen

ffl
'

a fla.h of lightning. Luy

teen
^g*

1 thunder and lightning;

lightning is otherwise called Luy

peen *!& ft Ike thunderer's whip,

referring to forked lightning.

Teen kwang \ T^J
the glare of

lightning.

Teen-pih 1 p| a port to the west-

ward of Canton, resorted to in for-

mer times, known by the name

Teen-pale.

%_ % 10148. ( ') From fixed and

"**^rC azure. A blue dye ; to dye

flj/4^ with a blue colour.

Teen hwa
j

>i" the blue liquid co-

lour produced from an infusion of

the leaves of the Indigo plant.

Teen Ian ^f Prussian blue.

Teen ping 1 raff indigo in cakes.
1 rf\-

101 4. (
/ ) From trine plac-

ed on a tland. Fixed; ttl-

tied; lofty mountains and

large rivers; to separate and dis-

criminate; to present before, to

offer up to, said in reference to

sacrifices and the gods ; to pour out

a libation ; to place in a certain po-

sition. Read Ting, A petty writer

of annals.

Teen yen Jj^
to worship before

the goose, a usage at Chinese mai-

riages; the goose is considered an

emblem of conjugal fidelity.

Teen tsew 1
vl"j

to pour out a li-

bation of wine.

10150. (/) To put bits of

brick under a table, or any

thing else, in order to make

it level.

10151. (O Seen teen i

the glare or flash of light-

ning.

10152. (/) The name of a

certain bamboo; mats made

of bamboo.

10153. To put down; to

place or pay.

10154. (/) To walk with

haste; to hang down the

head and walk hastily.
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TEIH.- CCCXXXIIP" SYLLABLE.

Confounded with TeS and Tih. Manuscript Dictionary, Tit. Canton Dialect Tik.

10155. ChS or Telh. To take

or pour out, as with a

spoon ; a certain spoon or

bowl for lifting liquids. To contain

a small quantity. See ChS.

10156. Teih or P8. P8 y

I aM a moving star. Also

read Telh, A fixed period,

an agreement. A plank on which to

pass a stream.

10157. To cut or break

asunder.

10168. From hand and to

spoon out. To take hold of

with the band; to lead ; to

draw. Read ChS, To strike. Read

Y8, To point out with the hand.

Read Lelh, To lay the hand upon.

10159. From white -and a

bouel. Clear; bright; dis-

tinctly seen at a distance.

Real; true. A bright object. to

shoot at ; a target ; a hanging point ;

an important circumstance. .Now

used as an auxiliary particle for the

|g Te of the Sung dynasty. Or-

naments for a woman's face ,- cos-

metics ; a red spot purposely put on

the forehead to intimate that her

monthly courses flow ;
in this sense

read ChS. Name of a horse ,
a lotus

eeed. :Seaou teih /K
j

or Seaou

te
/Js IjSr used by poor and inferior

people fur the personal pronouns, /

and Me. Wo teih
^ji

I my or

mine. Ne teih fa j
they or thine.

Tateih^j his. ShwSy lelh
=j

|

whose? Twan teih
jj$*

'

an

originating point or circumstance.

:Teih ke8
| J^ fully substantiated

truth or fact; a plain fact ; evidently

- true.

Teih peih ''i ^; written with one's

own han4.

10160. Read Teih, and

Ilecou, The fruit of the

lotus.

10161. That with which a

horse is controlled; a bridle.

10192. From a dog and fire.

The northern regions; the

Tartar tribes. Inferior of-

ficers. Nime of a itag. Name of a

well or spring.

Distant.

Occurs denoting

101-63. A certain plant ; the

name of a place.

10164. [c ] To cut up; to

separate the flesh from the

bones , to scrap off; to pick

from; to reject entirely. Read ShTh,

To cut; to work up. Teaou teih ya

cbe
JjjjC ^p "g

to pick the

teeth, otherwise expressed by
ffc|J

Jp Tsze-ya.

10165. [c] tram heart

and te change. Respect ;

fear ; awe ; veneration ;

sorrow; grave and seri-

ous attention ; afraid of

committing any error;

quick; active. Shuli teih

'bit I

^ear^u ' ' C!lul'OU9 -

Cliaou kin selh teTh
JHJJ

]
in the morning diligent,

and in the evening solicitously care-

ful. Teih teih 1
]

love, affection.

10166. [c] To kick witb

the foot. The name of an

animal.
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10167. (c) To remove

far off; to put away lo a

distance: remote; distant;

people on the west. Oc-

curs used for MJ TeTh.

TeTh-teTh
j j

an ap-

pearance of wishing to succeed.J n

10168. [
c J To shave off the

hair; to pluck out the hair

of the head; to pnt away;
A I 1
to exclude.

10169. That part on which

the others rest, Hie lower or

fundamental part, as Ihe

stem or stalk of fruils, of plants, and

of flowers; the roots of trees; the

soles of the feet of animals. Read

ShTh, Concord; agreement.

10170. Steps by which to

ascend.

10171. From woman and

equal. The wife strictly so

called, expressed liy J i?

Ching shili. The correct, middle, or

principal apartment; i. e the person

who inhabits it.

TeTh moo
j

-JjJ the mo! her of the

people ; the Queen.

TeTh tsze
] ^~ the children of the

principal wife.

t|t

a 10172. [c] To approach

OCt with the fingers: to twitch;

!**>! to pluck. ReadChih, To

take with the hand.

Tcih hwa I ^ to pluck a flower.

PART II. O 10

10173. ( c \) One opposed

to; an equal) an oppo-
.' *-"

'J rn
neiit ; an enemy. To op-

pose ; lo withstand ; to

attack.

TeTh chuen
| fj$

the enemy's ships.

TeTh kw.
j j||

a" inimical conn-

try ;
an enemy.

TeTh ping 1 jh the enemy's troops.

Tny teTh ^ \
I mutually op-

Seang teTh ig 1 / posed ;

I H I

mil's lo each other.

TeTh te teTh foo Ise
j

ife equal husband and wife, in con-

tradistinction from concubines who

are inferior.

10174. ( c 1
) Water flowing

to one place; ti drop; a

ene-

drop of any liquid.

TeTh chflh
'

H j to drip or leak

1 *c- f
TeTh low

|

vIS
| out.

I VmJ
to drip throughTeTh leTh

drop by drop.

TeTh jib teen shwuy
|

*

to drip a drop of water.

10175. (c\) Ling teih

I a sort of large jars.

10176. [c\ ] The feet or

hools of quadrupeds

otherwise read ChTh.

Fowl's feet ; to throw.

10U7. (c\) The point of

an arrow; used alto for a

pair of tweezer*.

Ming teTh |)la I "1 an arrow which
M>V \

Min^ sliay pfi ftf J ound it it

10178. [ c' ] A phfas.int

with a long tail ; the leather*

are n*ed as personal orna-

; *^^^^^^**i
ments; to screen. Tlifc name ofan

anric.it sl.ite. A surname. Name

r i- . >of a tlistriPt.

Trih Mil sluh e
| ] $jl /fo

garment adorned with feathers.

TeihftSh
| ^n kind of screen made

of feathers to conceal the ladii-s in

a carriage, used at court.

Tcih yn *| ^ the feathers or winp
of the pheasant.

TeTh leTh chay jay
] 1 l|'- {li

Hie carriage screened with feathers.

10179. Quick, rapid sound.

10180. [c\] Teth teTh

a long tapering

pointed bamboo ; a sort of

fishing rod.

10181. [cj TcTh or Vs.

To skip about; to hop as a

bird.

10182.
[ c\ ] To purchace

rLe ; to buy it in. A quick

appearance ; fleet. L'- ..

also for To cleanse. Read Taoo,

A surname.

10183. r c/] ReadTeaou.

To mourn for the dead.

Read Teih, To reach or ex.

teud to ; the utmost limit.
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10184. [ c\ ] Teih or Ne. To

move ; to shake.

10185. (c\) From togoani

by a road or way, To ad-

vance ; to tread in the

footsteps of ; to go or to

lead on in the paths of

reason and virtue; the

path of righteousness. Ketelh PjJ

I to open the way ; to point out

the right path. Hwuy teih kelh Ifi
K%

i he who obeys what is right

will be happy. Yew teih
|Jj ^

to rectify ; to put in the right way or

order.

10186. [c\J From water

and a line or stream. A ves-

sel to wash in
; a place where

victims are kept and fattened; to

wash ; to cleanse. Reiterated A dry

vapour ; strong wine. Ch5 teih
v3jf

TEW

I to waih ; to cleanse, either natu-

rally or morally. Se teih sin heung

yt 1 & ^ to cleanse the heart

and breast.

Teih ken
^3?

to wash away.

Teih teih
'

a dry atmosphere ;

a hot wind; strong wine.

10187. [c] Teih jen
|

^W raised high ; noble free-

dom ; unrestrained.

Teih tang
j jp freedom and ease

of disposition and manner ; raised

above others j unrestrained.

10188. fc] Plants com-

pletely dried and scorch-

ed.

10189. (c\) to look; to

see ; to .gaze at ; to have an

audience of. Mcen tneen

TEW

teang teih
jgj [gj |g gazed

at, each other. Sze teih J/ a

private audience, and on private

business.

10190. (c\) A kind of

flute ; it is variously

designated ; the term it

applied both to those

which are blown into

at the side, and those

which are blown through from the

end. Chfih teih
/ft J

a musical

reed or bamboo flute.

Ghuy teih
|J^ ^

T to play on the

Lung teih ^ j J reed or flute.

*jj||

10191. To store up ; to stop
7|IL
rfylfc

or place permanently in.

IJ>|
Read Te, Obscure. A high

or lofty appearance

Teih ne
^ || the lofty variegated

clouds.

Teih tsae
] JJJ-

to lay up wealth ;

to store up property.

TEW.- -CCCXXXIV SYLLABLE

as in Hew. Manuscript Dictionary, Tiett, Canton Dialect, Tew.

10198 (-) To castaway; to

thn w away a thing with the

hand. Tew leen
] Bl% to
I tvy*

throw away countenance ; i. e. to blast

one's reputation. Tew bea keu

to leave behind.

Tew kae show
] ^ ^ to throw

open the hand; i. e. to rid one's

self of a thing.
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TIH. -CCCXXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ti. Canton Dialect, Tak.

10193. Reid Gae, A stop-

page ; an impediment.

10194. (c) From to

go and to stop, having

found what one wanted.

To be successful in doing

something ; to obtain

what one wanted ; to at-

tain the end proposed. Following

other Verbs, often denotes the prac-

ticability oftheir import, and answers

to Can. To covet ; especial. Kow tin

?pj I

to obtain by some unfair or

improper means. She fei tih shih

J^^ | ^ right and wrong;

success and failure. Tsze tih \

j

to obtain one's self means

self enjoyment; satisfaction. Seang

tth
;j;J-J

to find each other;

mutually agreeable.

Tso tih
jjifc ] 1 it can or may be

She tth
j| ] / done .

Twpahtihfj^ J y t won't do;

She pfih tih^^ j f it will not

answer, it cannot- be done.

Tth e tth ban
j l| ffi ffi

to

obtiin one's wishes in a high degree.

Tih tsuy
*| IJJ?:

to offciid ; to commit

an offence against any one.

Tih .hwan jin taou. ^ ^ j|jf

to obtain restoration to the state of
fc

human beings, instead of eternal

suffering, or being transformed to

brutes.

Tih hoo teen
' J&

Jr: to obtain

from heaven,

10195. [c] To obtain; to

succeed.

10196. [c] To strike with

the fist ; to thump ; to beat;

to strike with the hands

in order to indicate commendation.

10197. (o) From cow

and temple. A bullock ;

an animal three years

old; a victim for sacrifice;

to sacrifice any animal ;

a stallion, one is allowed

to threemares. To pair ;

to marry. To stand forth

alone; insulated ; single ;

alone; only ; especially ; on purpose

for. One victim. A sow that bears

but one pig. P6h tih
>j^

1 not

only. Rung tih jjjf
|

to cover

a mare.

r-i an order of theTih che 1

Emperor on some express or special

occasion.

Tih tsze tung che I ff- ^|| 4jJJ

I write particularly to inform you.

Tih chow
] 4JJ-

a single boat.

Tih e
~jt=i

a special intention ;
on

purpose for.

Tih foo
'

^ ray husband.

Tih foo 1
fjwj ray wife.

Tih lae 1 /fe to come on purpose.

Tih -sing 1 OT a victrm.

Chflh tih fff T \ to stand UP alone

Tih lelh
j \/|j conspicuous ; super-

eminent.

Tih yu fffij
a special edict;

proclamatien or other declaration

ofthe will of the government. These

are words of form, and do not

really denote any thing of extra-

ordinary importance.

10198. [c] From heart

and dart. To change ; to

alter .- to err ; to doubt ,

several other characters are used

for it in different books. PSh-tih

/j(\ ]
no doubt or suspicion ; no

error. Haou teen pfih tih =! T^P

heaven errs not. Cha tih

to err; to mistake; error
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defect. Sze she pflh tih
jjg [J^-

x^\ I there is no error in the sea-

sons.

TeKh the pBh haou
J 4g ^' ^ff.

it is very bad.

TeTh pae lae I
fipf ^R an especial

blockhead, used in abuse.

10199. Tan tih
-Jg

silly, foolish.

10200. [c ] From to go

down and heart. Disquiet-

ct' from for, palpitation

of the heart. Sin sin tan tih
>|^v (|^\

ZtjJflS"16 'lear'; rnov ' ng up and

down ; palpitation ; tremour.

10201. [c] From concealed

and heart. Secret vice : vi-

cious; wicked; filthy; li-

centious j dissolute ; lewd ; to gloss

over vice ; aslant, as the moon near

TING

the horizon. Fang tlh ~fj
I vici-

ous lnr.il phrases, which must be

avoided. Seay till 5R
J

vicious ;

wicked ; abandoned. Keen Oh
jfe.

I \ilhiinoiis; traitorous; seditions ;

profligate. Le tlh 15 yin Sg
iffi yQ. polluted manners and de-

lighl in lewdness. Tsan ITh
||| j

specious slanders and apologies for

vice. Tsih Uli
j/^ |

appearii .g

aslant, as the rising moon. Te tih

I noxious productions of the

earth.

\ 10202. [c] Virtue, com-

monly in a go<)d sense.

Power;force ; abundance.

Benevolence; favor; kind-

ness. Virtuous instruc-

tions ; to be grateful to.

Name of a star, and of a place. Gan

itih 81 benignity; beneficence.

Ta tlh pflli y 11 been seaou tlh chuli

TING

D & A pf & the limi

signed by the greater virtues must

not be transgressed, but to go oul

and in at the barriers erected by the

smaller virtues, may be done. Ming

tih
pjj-

natural virtue ,
innate

moral .sense. Shing tih tsae miih

ance of efficacy resides in the vege-

table kingdom. Ta tih ^ j
great

kindness.

Tib ke 1 j^ to take merit to oue'i

self.

Hhweiflfhke
] j|US irle

is the foundation of happiness.

fih hing I ^f a. course of splendid

virtuous actions.

Tih che pSh wang
]

to be ever grateful to.

10203. Read TSog, A snake

Read Tib, A certain insect

which devours grain.

TING. CCCXXXVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Ting. Canton Dialect, Ting ; sometimes at if written Taing.

TA
10204. [-] The sting

of a scorpion ; a nail or

wooden pin. A character

used in the dVision of

time ; there are com-

monly three Tint; days in

each lunar month. Ting in the sense

of Robust, or denoting individuality,

manhood, is applied to various claises

of the poor. To add a ting to the

family expresses the birth of a child.

Reiterated, The sound of hewing tim-

ber. To give reiterated instructions.

Forms part of the name of a deity ;

of an insect. Nailed, posted, embar-

rassed. Ching-ting IjjS j
to arrive

at the age of sixteen; to become

a man. Jin ting J\^
a man.

Ping ting Jft 1 a soldier. Ming

ting & 1 the people; the common

people. Shin ling jjjty)
. attendants

of deities. NungtiiigP hus-

bandmen. Tsoo ting |i\JH
hus-

'bauduicn who rent small pieces of
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land. Teen ting^ 1
to have a

child added to the family. Ling ting

*

I

alone and disconsolate; the

name ofan island in the Canton river,

commonly called Lin-ting.

Ting ning \ eft, to give repeated in-

junctions.

N 10205. [-] Ling ting

AT 4& 1 alone ; walking

f -J or being alone; hence ap-

* ( plied te the island men-

Jf^ tioned in the preceding

1 J ) example.

10206. [
-

] Ting, or Ling.

The appearance of ice; icy.

10207. [
-

] Ting ning 1

[iSa to enjoin repeatedly.

Ting ning chechuh
] ^ $j

&.

to charge with special and repealed

injunctions.

k*T>L

10208. Even; level.

10209.
Ling-ting^

'

the appearance of walk-

ing alone ;
also written

Ling-ting.

10210. [-] Ting, Tang, or

Chang. The sound of fell-

ing timber; to strike; a

certain tree.

10211.
[ -] The sound of

stones striking against each

other.

FART II. E 10

a jingling sound of

ore

Ting-ling

stones.

> 1081S. (c/-) A level sh,

^j by the side of a river. The

m -J name of a river, and of a

district.

10213. [ c\ ] The path which

is trodden hy the feet of

persons who pass through

fields ; a dyke that serves for a foot

path; an acre of land; a piece of

waste land by the side of a house.

The name of a slits or country ;

the name of a district and of a hill.

Read Tang, To excavate the earth

around an altar. Read Teen, The

footsteps of deer; a deer park.

[
-
] From disease10214.

and a nail. A venereal ul-

cer; they distinguish thir-

teen species ; a sore in which is a hard

indurated nail-like substance. Ho

ting chwang W jw a hotXX I fjn*i

fiery sore; a kind of prickly heat.

SSug ting /ji
|

the breaking out

of a poisonous ulcer.

10215. Stones for ballast

in a boat.

|L I Oi 1 6. (
>

) From words and

' nail. To criticize ; cri-

ticism. To examine ; to

compare , to collate ; to deliberate -,

to adjust; to settle; to perform the

duty of an editors to linger and

delay. Pae ting ^ |
to invite a

person to a consultation.

Ting ching 1 j~| to settle t to

Kcaon c hing afc ) adjust; to pre-

pare for publication.

Ting ming 1

PJ3
to come to a clear

understanding of each other.

Ting )8
]
&t to agree on rrr

time of meeting, on any thing that

binds.

10217. [c-] From ictneand to

nail. A state of inebriation

"I drunk ;
intoxicat-

ed; rendered in-

Ming ting

Minsting

sensible by drunkenness.

f
10218. [/-] VromgoMor

melul. To work gold or rae-

vj tal ; to form it into nails; a

nail ; to nail ; a bolt; a pin, fither

of wood or iron. Name of a coun-

try. E ting ting wahj,
v

j[ | ] ^
to nail a thing with a nail. Ling ting

ffi^
1 name of a spear.

Ting chwang 1 itfe or Chwang-ting,

To nail up; to bind books.

10219. (c-) From nail and

head. The summit ; the ver-

tex; the top of a hill; to

carry on the top of the head ; the

thins carried ; the knob of different

colours worn on the top of the cap

hy the Tartar Chinese, to distinguish

rank. Hung ting
j^ ]

a red

knob, denotes the highest rank.

Kth ken ting tsze ^ ^ j ^p
to deprive of the knob or button on

the cap ; to degrade from all rank

in the state.
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Ting tae 1
jgfc

the knob worn on

the top of the cap.

tf
t9

ment

10220. (-) A bone of the leg.

10221. [/J Ting slilh 1

^ food that is placed on

the table merely for orna-

10222. [c-] From high,

r __ abbreviated, and I Ting,

$ for sound. A shed or por-

tico in public ways for the people

o rest under. A dome supported by

pillars in agraden. A room or watch-

house on a city wall. An elevated

room. Yew ting
||J ]

a kind of

post office on the road. Straight; to

equalize. Puh ting ^ j
disorder-

ly ; irregular.

Ting chang
J -^ or Ting kung \

^orTingfoo
j ^ the senior

or petty peace officer of a smalt

village.

Tin<:lngj "j

name of a hill j aho>

The aspiring appearance of rocks on

a lofty mountain.

Ting woo
] Zjp

the point of noon.

_ .
I8223- [c- J From man

* -*"* and portico, to rest under.

To cease ; to stop ; to delay ;

to stay ; to fix in a place. Teaou

tinS
fiJMJ 1

* ar>ge > to modify ;

to settle. Ting che
j jj^or Ting

seTh
| ^ to cease ; to stop.

Ting yih hwuy '& to stop a-

while.

Ting kung
'

J^ to stop work.

TING

Ting sze yih hwuy ^
(topped and thought awhile.

Ting show 1 31 to cease from doing.

Ting shing ] j^;
to delay promotion.

Ting tang
j ^ or Tin<r t

J
$

arranged well ;
settled fully.

Ting chay taou tso
] Jp[ j|| /

to stop the carriage by the side of

the road.

10224. [c-] Ping ting

iffl 1 beautiful i ele-
7*7 I

gant, applied to women.

10223. Stagnant water; used

also for a level shore by the

side of a stream.if-

t
1 0226. [

c -
] Teaou ting

to arrange; to

adjust ; to bring to a

proper state; to settle

comfortable any affair.

10227. [ /] From a foot

under a cover or shed, in a

tranquil place of rest. Set-

tled; in a fixed state; tranquil;

steady. To fix
;
to settle ;

to decide.

Fixed; settled; certain; a fixed

trance-like state. To stop. Name of

a district and of a hill. PeTh ting fa
1 it must be. Can ting ^ 1

at rest; in a fixed tranquil state.

YTh ting
*

positively ; as-

suredly.

a fixed quantity or

'. absolutely certain,

a fixed time.

*!/

fc
"j

S^ J
We

ting^S^ J referring to the

TING

Ting e
] j|

to fix ; to determine ;

to decide on, as in a case of lav.

Ting gih

number.

Ting jen

positively.

Ting ke 1

Ting sing '-ft to enquire re-

spectfully about the health of one's

parents.

Ptih ting ^p ~) uncertain, either

1

past or the future.

Ting yin
|

&ft or Ting tan yin

is $fi an advance given to fix a

bargain, earnest money.

10228. [/] Stones for

fixing or settling a boat ;

ballast.

10S29. [/] A sort of white

copper or tin ;
a pkce of

silver of a certain weight,

used in commerce ; in Canton com-

monly of the value of tea tals.

,10230. [/] To raise the

forehead ; the forehead
; to

place characters in Chinese

writing higher than the row of co-

lumns, as a mark of respect to the

person or thing mentioned, answers

to the use of capitals in European

writing.

Ting kih
J ^. to raise the character

higher than the line.
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* 10231. Represents a man

standing on the top of

the earth ; or according to

others, any thing growing up out of

the earth, ShwS-wSu says it denotes

Good, virtuous; from Manjand Too,

the eitrth denoting The business of life.

10232. . [c- ] A place of

general concourse and per-

manent residence; the midst

of the court; to rectify ; straight.

Chaou ting i|jH

'

the place where

officers obtain an audience of the

Emperor, and where the orders of

government are promulged ; the Em-

peror himself; His Majesty. Chay

she chaou ting kung tang jjg -jg

WJ I ^ ijf|
tn 's i* His Majesty's

public court respect must be paid

toil. Ying ke
j ^jp an express to

the governors of provinces, issued

from the Emperor himself, or at

least from the palace, and not from

any office.

Ting wet 1 &r the name of an office.

10233.
[ f] Tang, or

Ting, A long appearance.

Straight; level; even;

respectful.

10234 [ c- ] A large hall

in the midst of the house.

The name of an office; of a

district; and of a hall. Keating^

I

a domestic hall. Teen ting y^
1 the name of a star. ShantingjJL/

J
in physiognomy refers to the nose.

Ting heun
j j|l||

paternal instruction.

TING

10235. (c\) From hand

and straight; to pluck

forth; to draw out ; to lead

away ; to stretch out; to exert; to

hold straight out ; to widen ; to

rush forth , to appear alone. Name

of a district. Le ting 25?
]

name

of a fragrant plant.

Ting chfih 1 wS to rush against and

gore; to offend by words.

Ting chuh
J fjj

to stand forward;

to rush from amongst.

10236. (c\) From uioorfand

straight. A single branch;

alone ; a staff; a stick. Used

also for the preceding.

10237. (c\) A long

small boat; a boat gene-

rally. Ta
ting^rj

a large boat..1 Seaou ting.

/]>
t a small boat. P3

TING 8*7

small boat for transhipping goods,

or for lightening a larger boat at

shallow places. Kwae ting'Hv~
I/ \ |

a fast boat. Hwa ting /& a

Jluwer boat, a boat for pleasure

parties for drinking and dissolute

pleasure. Laou ke ting -j -hk"Vt> pvX- I

a whore's boat ; in China such

persons often live on Ihe rivers or

banks of rivers.

10233. (c-) Tsing ting

B| 1 a %'"S "secl which

is remarkable for appearing

to sip the water and dart off ;:gain ;

myriads of these are supposed to

constitute the rainbow ; some are

red, others green. The dragon fly.

10239. CcV) Dried flesh;

meat which has been salted

and exposed to the sun.

10240. (c
v
) Wrought pieces

of metal of any kind; the

iron point of an arrow at

the part where the wood enters.

Any thing hollow or empty termi-

nated. Haste; precipitancy.

10241. (-c') Still;

quiet ; to listen; to hear;

to discriminate sounds;

to wait or tarry ; to

accord with ; to comply ;

to obey ; to hear and

determine causes as a

criminal judge, they

anciently divided the

mode of judging into five parts.

Ting sze 1 J& "1
,

to hear and de-

Ting yo. 1 Nr
},1

f
j

termme causes.

Ting hung
j j$j

Ting miag I

-j^ to receive and

obey orders. Ting keen 1 S to
I XL*

receive with the ear ; to hear. Ting

tsung
J |(j.

to yield obedience to.

10242. (-) From hall

and to hear. A place

where causes are heard ;

a court, an office; it is

now applied to some

domestic apartments ; a

full ; a drawing room; Jung ting

3j ]

a local assistant magistrate,

commonly called Tso-t&ng.
"

KTh

* Ui.der JIN, the above C harnctc:, with its definition, is placed b) mislak fur ^
diviuiutiou, that influence in nature which nourishes or sustains. To sustain ; to boar

Jin, An Astronomical Character, used in

t.i be pregnant with. Adulatory , great
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*'"? *%. I

* na" or room for

receiving visitors. Shoo ting -|

a
library. Ta ting ^ a

large hall
;
a military attendant on

high civil officers.

Ting sze |p to receive and

determine causes; in this sense

Ting was formerly written as the

preceding.

10243. (c-) Aiortof

metal vase with three

feet; a tripod with two

ears or rings. Steady,

firm ; correct; stable ; to

set up ; to establish ; to

place in perfect security. Name of

a star j of a city gate ; of a lake ;

of an office; and of a certain boat ;

a surname. Tang ting ^
properly established.

Ting leih
|
jjT or LeTh ling, To estab-

liih j to place on a firm footing; to

commence a new dynasty. Tingling

J
insecure, easy circumitancej.

10244. Icy appearance.

TO.- -CCCXXXVH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, To. Canton Dialect, To.

10245. (c-) To hear;

lo carry ; carried by

beasts of burden. T8 to

^F 1 the camel, now

commonly written J|X

L to. A surname.

Occurs in the sense of
<ft|f

T. Also

read To, To charge, or blame with.

Wei wei to to 3s^ ] |
elegant

gait, and an easy genteel appearance.

^f& to adjust or dress
i

**^~

the hair.

To pei ]
fji

to carry on the back.

As a Noun, Humpbacked, like

the camel.

10946. (c-) Disease.

To Isze 1 -T" a person

with a crooked spine;

hunch-backed.

To fa

10247. To drag; to lead;

to draw ; to pull ; to

drag a cart or carriage.

To track a boat; to

steer a boat. Shwuy

to
7j

a hank

(c-) raised to keep off the

water. To chow
j

-L to drag a boat.

To wo hea koo hae

I iX, ' |cj /itj

drag me into a sea of

to implicate ; to

to cause a person's

death, as by excessive torture.

To ne tae shwfiy Mj3 3 -fa to

drag through the mire and water,

a turbid style.

To sdh
j (bj$ to bend the k ice as
I NTS

if about to kneel.

To show wan tsze
^
=* u ^ the

ornamental border sometimes called

the vitruvian icrotl. See Wan.

10248. (c-) A stream

diverging from a larger

river ; the name of a

ri ver ; the appearance of

falling tears, a heavy

rain.

10249. (c-) A slone

roller used in husbandry;

a certain play, called

flying tilet. Ching to

ffira I weights used in

scales.
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[c-] An appellation

of certain portions of silk,

used when numbering them.

10251. [>] The helm

or rudder of a boat.

Woo to 3fl 1 without
sn\ \

a rudder. To kung

~f, the helmsman; the

steersman ; the person

who navigates.

[ c- ] Tso-lo10252.

I to slip the foot ; to

stumble or fall; to lose an

opportunity.

10253. [ c- ] The face

reddened by drinking

liquor i appearing under

the influence of wine.

10254. [c-] Po-t

uneven ; irregular ;

dangerous. Poo to
jSjj

the name of a hill.

Sha toW '

the name

ofa place.

10255 [c-] L to
|

or L8 to
|j j

the camel
-,

the body they a.y, resembles

it. r 10

ahorse, and the head a sheep; they

endure cold better than heal. In

crossing the desart of Shamo, they

top where water is to be found by a

kind of instinct and give notice ofap-

proaching noxious winds by stretch-

ing their necks, raising a cry, and

then pulling their nose in the sand,

till the wind blows over. To carry

as a camel, or other beast of burden.

To pei ^
)? hunch-backed, as a

camel.

10256. [c-] The name

of a fish. To yu ]
^fj

some say is the same as

Sha yu
*

gj the sand
/IIV

fish, or shark ; others say

it is the same form as the

lizard, but about ten cubits long, and

has scales on its back and tail.

10257. [c-] ReadTa and

To. He; him; she; her;

it; that; other. See Ta.

10258. [ c- J Forms part

of the name of a religious

book of the Sect Fuh.

10259. [ c- ] To deceive;

to insult ; lying boasts.

Read Tan, Dissolute;

profligate ; extravagant.

Head E, Filled with self

gr.H uhttion.

\0260. [c-] The cha-

racter evening repeated.

Evening after evening ;

hence the idea Many ;

much. Used also in a

comparative sense. More;

|
wh?.t

/t} busy,

to crave for more j to add more. A

term ofcommendation. A surname.

Ke to *ffi 1 how much .' how many?xyQ i

ke
IfcJ

I a familiar term for

lather. Tae to^ j

or Kwo to

j/i'ij
an excessive quantity or

number.

To che
]

~7 to muih him ; i. e. to
I Aw

praise and natter him.

To
cluing

| j|[
heavier.

To keen \ J^ to have seen military

service.

To ta neen ke ~fc

is your age? To sze

officious meddlesome.

To shaou
j /y"\ many orfew, i. e.

To kwa
|

,it ( how niauy ?

To Jen 1 s' much talk; loquacity,

one of the seven reasons which jus-

tify divorce.

10261. The language of spells

and imprecations

10262. [/] To strike with

the hand.

10'263. [ t J from feet ai.d

many. A little child attempt-

ing to walk.

10264. [/] To, orT5. A

target or wall to shoot at.

A side apartment or hall

commonly used at a school room for

the family. The name of a hill.

['} To chop, to

put inlo minute part*.
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10266.
[ \ J A tree hang-

ing pendant down ; any

tiling hanging pendant ;

a flower or bunch of

flowers. The east and

west wings of a palace ;

to tike hold of with the

hand; to lead as a little

child. Hwa to ^ j

a flower bynch. Ylh to

hwa
| ;fi

a bunch

of flowers ; a flower.

Ktih to
/rj*

certain ornaments

made of hone.

To to an immense collection

of flowers.

10267. (') To exceed;

to be strange or different

from. To keS ftlJ to
I n i

slip the foot.

1026. (c\) The same as

the preceding. Ching to

ijt

'

a path along the

outside wall of a city.

10269. (\) To shake

or ngilate with the hand;

to measure ; to conjec-

ture or measure the

minds of others by one's

own
;
to let down a sail.

10270. (\) The bodyj to

hide; to conceal. To tsae

hid himself in the wood

house. To ne-ih
^ j^

:

to secret, or hide one's

self. To pe ^|j
to avoid \ to

shun ; to evade. Ming tscnng jung e

10
BJ H & I? 1

Gan """

yaynangfan Q* ff^ || |$
a

spear in the light is easily avoided :

but it is difficult to guard against an

arrow in the dark

10271. (\) The appearance

of walking.

10272. A certain child's

p'av > otherwise called Fci

the play of flying tiles and brick-

bats. The obsolete play referred to,

consisted probably only in pelting

each other, hence the phrase Paou

to 7&/ to throw or pelt.

10273. From woman

and to /a//. Beautiful;

pretty ; remiss ; idle ;

disrespectful. Same as

the following. To man

]

Wa careless; negli-

gent ; lazy ; rude.

10274. (/) from Heart

and to fall. The mind

suffered to flag ; disre-

spectful ; remiss ; lazy ;

lounging. Tae to
<g >

1 or To tae, or Lan to

or Keae to
'jffi?

1 to

bc^in and finish nothing; careless;

lazy ; loitering ; idle.

10275. (c\ ) From jiesh

and Hwuy Kyi to lay a
I/.L-

city in ruins. To rend the

flesh asunder. To fall; dissipated i

lazy j to hang down ; to droop ;

to lay by the remnants of sacrifices;

to part off a sacrifice which ii

eaten ; to tnear with blood. The

name of. a certain country. A

surname.

10276 (c\) To reject;

to throw away; to cast

off; to feel with the

hand ; to let fall.

10277. (/) To fall; to

fall in ruins; used either

literally or figuratively of

the ruin of a family ; to destroy a

city. Occurs in the sense of To

)$j lazy; idle. Also read Ts5. Pih to

pj j

a certain kind of wine or

spirituous liquor. Twan to
[syl

expresses the priests of Buddah

receiving or putting their food into

a platter or dish peculiar to the

sect ; the dish is called P5^ they

generally beg with it in their hands.

Chow taou shwae fa too to 61 ?"
%

/HI Aci

/it ii IsE 1

when tlie cause of

Chow dynasty declined, the laws

fell into disuse. Tuy to |K
stupid and idle ; weak, feeble. Tuy

to J^
'

to push down. Teen to

Hfl 1 to fall over, to push over,
S\S1 I

to subvert. Luy keaou to }
jjj?

tears intermixed fell down

Tsuy to PS? I to be drunk and
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fall down. Yun to fl|
'

the
~Z

clouds descending. Hwa to M"

flowers falling. TsTIi to
||f ]

the

cap fell off. Yu to
ft j

the

moon descending to the horizon.

TsTh to
|fjj| \

to let fall repre-

hension. Sun to JR to break,

and let fall, or to break by falling.

Teen hwa to ^C 4 )

celestial

flowers falling ; is said to denote a

persuasive eloquence. Lew ying to

V^fc 3^ I

t 'le ''oat ' nn ?'ow worms

fall.

To ming ching
|

fa
jj|jJ

to ruin a

famous
city.

To 18 hoo 1
3j ^ a fallen gate ;

i. e. a family reduced from affluence

to poverty . To 18 1 |. to fall

down. To ma 1 EEL to fall from a

horse. To tae
j jap

an abortion.

10278. [\] From hair

andto/atf. To cut off the

|sl hair of a child's head j to

cut the hair in the third moon ;

according to some, the hair which

remains not cut off.

10379. [c'] From the

mouth aad to fall down.

Spittle; to spit. To jin

yV^ to spit upon a man : to

treat him with contempt.

To to vjE to blow the nose.
i f/1/

10280. [\] Stiff mould

or earth.

102S1. [\] From ear

and pendant. Large hanging

ears ; perspicacity, which

Urge hanging ears indicate.

10282. [c\J From

a claw placed above

woman. Kept down ;

tranquil-; steady ; safe ;

secure. Occurs denoting

To fall. Can to d+ 1

composed ; steady. Ting
t-*--^

-

*/ ^xed Si>fely.

Keih to ^g T extreme-

ly well settled and safe. Sze yew

puh to
IJJ. ^ ^ 1 |here ;

something unsafe about the affair,

it is not rightly settled.

To tee
] (JjjJjorTegto,

A local word

referring to any work which is well

performed.

To tang
] yjy perfectly well arrang-

ed; safe; secure.

10283.
[

c-
]
The appear-

ance of a hone carrying

something. Foo to fi

[

to carry on the back

of a quadruped.

10284.- [c- ] A wild horse;

a piebald horse.

10235. Read Shen, An eel.

Read To, in the sense of the

following.

102S6. (c-) A large sea

animal upwards often feet

long ; a species of fish
;

its

skin was formerly used to make large

drums ; said to propel a vapour

from its mouth, which forms a clouil

and causes rain.

To lung
| l|p

an animal resembling

an aligator.

10287. To move. One sayv

The appearance of hanging

down, suipended.
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Manuscript Dictionary, TS. Canton Dialect, Tot.

102S8. The upper part re-

presents a full ear of grain

bending down. The ho-

rizontal stroke represents the

ground, and the lower part the root.

Plants and trees depend on the root

in the ground; hence, borrowed to

express Placing depeudance on a

person , engaging them to do a thing.

* 10289. From hand and a

Tp~"^^ pendant ear of grain. To

-J ^i take with the hand
;
as food.

Puh tS /f> 1 not to take hold of

with the fingers said of gruel and of

dumplings. Used in the sense of the

following. To engage ; to do ; to lay

upon or commission to perform.

TS tsze
] ^\ tra y in ""ich to

T8 pwan
j jjjgj carry dishes.

10290. () From words

and an ear of corn sup-

ported by the root. To

charge with ;
to commit to

the care ofi to engage or

commission a person to

do; to lay or lean upon, to trust to;

to makt a pretext of. Name of an

office. Occurs denoting To boast.

Pae 15 ^p 1 to worship and en-

'odo; to request courteously.

Kot8
teih'pj ftfa

trust wor-

thy. Show jin che 15
jjjr

A
~/^

engaged by some body to do

something. Yew 18 show che e
^EJ

||Ar
"~7 \t to have some per-

son on whom one can rely.

T8 koe \
i&") to make some ex-

Tuy t5
jjf; |

J cuse in order to

decline something.

TS foo 1 ^j t deliver in charge to.

& U ^ ^g-Totapanszc ] QgW ,

ed him to manage affairs.

TS pe
'

1^1 relying on your

TS lae 1 ^!J auspices I have

been well ; a common mode of an-

swering enquiries about health.

10291. [c] ReadTS, Shih

or Chili, To take up or I. ft

wilh the hand ; to receive

with the hand; to push

with the hand; to break.

The second character is

read Chih. A surname. Chth shih e

wan I J4^ ifl" ~yT
to pick up

other people's essajs anil make use

of them as one's own ; plagiarism.

Tu IS \ $ a disagreeing with peo-

ple; unsocial; offensive applied lo

the ofLcirs of the g< yernment.

10292. [c] The part where

garments open ; a large

opening at the sleeve or

collar; opened wide; extensive.

10293. TS, orTS. Mutual

recrimination. The noise

of calling out to each other.

TS tS 1 1 indistinct utterance ;
to

stammer.

10294. TS or Tuy, To com-

pare ;
to collect ; to arrange.

See Tuy.

10295. (c) From hand and

to arrange. To open

out; to put offj to lay

aside; to exclude; to

dust or rub with the

hand. The second cha-

racter is otherwise read

Shwtiy, Meaning n duty

or lax. The lliird cha-

racter is otherwise read ShwS, To

speak.

10296. [c] Read T8, A

large staff; also To open or

e;ist off; to escape from.

Ue..il Ciiufi, A beam.

10297. [c] From Jlesh and

to lay aside. The flesh fall-

ing from the boues; any
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tiling spoiled and falling lo pieces ;

to separate from. To put off, ;is

clothes; to leave the womb; to be

born ; to escape from ; to avoid ; to

abridge; an expression of uncertain-

ty. The name of a plant; of a hill ;

of a bird. Occurs read YuS.To be

pleased. Kcae t5
f<S

to de-

liver from.

T8 e fiih

'

^ ftj^
to put off one's

clothes.

TS heae 1 ^ to put off one's shoes.

T5 kting
j 4:g to slip off; to dis-

appear ; to vanish.

T tae hwan kSh 1
|
M /K*

to be born again and change the

bones said to persons implying that

a radical change of their conduct is

necessary.

T5 sang wei ma
]

/ ^ g to

be born into the world as a horse,

after a period of suffering in hell.

T5pe |
rt to peel off the skin.

T8 ihin 1 Bf \
to make one's es-

fTS tsow
'

cape.

*ff*
10298. ( u ) To guess at ; to

try to ascertain by an effort

of thought; to conjecture ;

to suppose; to estimate, to measure;

to throw or cast. See Too. EelS

che L f ta FHT ~~7 to conceive of
l/\ n5\ 15*~ K

it, or guess at it with the mind.

haets;fn| \
to suppose, to con-

jecture. TsihtS^JlJ
I to try to

fathom or to guess at. E ke che sin

IS ji,, che sin J( ,ft ]

A
~/^ jJjV

to guess at other peo-

ple's feelings by one's own.

TART II. G 10

t-0'299. To, orTS. (heiniib

jay </fi J^ 4JJ to cut or

work wnod ; to divide or

separate. TS fS" occurs in the

same sense. Read Too, To shut ,

to close.

10300. (w) To stamp or

tread upon the ground

with the naked feet.

10301. T8, or TS. Appear-

ance, or manner of a dog

eating.

10302. T8, or Chth.

freezing.

Ice

10303. [c] The skin of the

bamboo ; the peel of the

young shoots. The name of

a plant.

10304. [c] The bark or

leaves of prints generally

faded and fallen to the

ground; withered and rotten; the

name of a particular plant.

10305. [
x ] A large sort of

bell or wooden clapper,

used in the army, and to

summons people lo attend moral

instructions in ancient times. The

name of a place, of a palace, and of

a man. Muh (8 yV I a bell with

a wooden tongue. See Muh. New td

ip a certain sonorous inslru-

ment. Fung 15 |^ ]

small stones

thai j'iiigle by the impulse of the wind.

TS tin \
^*B

to rouse people's at-

tention lo virtue one who does o.

10306. T8, or TS. To

slubber up pieedily. To

swallow down in a hurried

noisy manner, without properly chew-

ing TS e kow tsew shlh yay

$ D $fc i "tH T8> to apply

the mouth to food, instead of lifting

the food to the mouth.

TS to nrh shih
^ j|jj

fa ate ia

a slobbering hasty manner.

10807. fu] To take with,

the hand ; lo pluck ; to seize ;

to plunder; lo takeaway.

Read Chili, In the same sense. Shaou

18 i}
!k

]
to burn and to plunder.

10308. [u] A bag with-

out a bottom
,
a small bag

like a pudding open at

both ends. To mould or

f shion utensils. An uten-

sil for containing clothes

'

the name of an animal ;

the camel commonly called Lo-to.

10309. [ ] A hollow

piece of wood on which

Chinese watchmen strike

the hours. Keth 18 j&
to he.it the hoars of

the watch.

10310. T8, orTi. To back-

bite.
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10311. [c] T5 to
1 Jlj^an

animal which has a saddle

of flesh i
a camel with

one hunch on its back.

10318. [u] To take by

violence; to criticise, lop off,

and decide upon ; to deprive

of rank or emolument; a narrow

path. Yu 15 pth sinS
jjjj | g

J&.
' ^' s '1 a " t' p' lln( ' er from the peo-

pie. Kin;
haou

to sp

fond of plundering

,' a closingwhat i! improper, a for.

petitions.

and

ne and lop off

TOO. CCCXXXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary Tu. Canton Dialect, Tot.

:

10SI3. [ \c] Earth; one

of the five elements as they

are considered by the Chi-

nese. The upper horizontal line re-

presents the surface of the earth, and

the lower line an inferior stratum ;

tfce perpendicular line represents trees

and plants taking -root downward

and growing up into the air. The

ground ; the soil s a piece of ground;

a kingdom ;
the bark of the roots of

trees ; a place ; a district. The name

of a country; name of a star. A sur-

name. ShwS-win says the character

expresses Te che too sSng wan wdh

tt Iff the earth's vomiting or pro-

pelling and producing all things. Too

te sing wfih e yang JIB
| $|^

fyfo ty* ^ A tlle Carlh Produce8

things for the support of man. Woo

too JL 1 the five earths, are while,

black, azure, red, and yellow. Shwfiy

loo pflh h6 ^ ^j\
A. wa ter

and earth (climate) rot agreeing

(with a person) j to expresi4be din

agreeing, Ptih fuh ^ ^H is a'so

used. Ho shwBy too
'^\ yk

to hurmoi izc the climate,' i. e. to i:se

a diet to prevent the influence of cli-

mate, sour preparations are said to

'

be beneficial. Fmig too jin t>in(t

J&I 1 A. 'Ipl'the spirit and dis-

position of a pei.ple. Puntooj:n

fl^
\ /^ anativeofapltice. Pun

loo hwa
2J ^ =g the dialect .pe-

culiar to a place. Mcen joo too stli

Kil iiP 'P ^iice ^ie <-u ' i/ur ^

.the ground; like a dead person.

Hwang teen how too
J||

-F f^

imperial Heaven and Queen

Eirth, nature. How too
Jf

a- little mound of earth behind a,,rave

with a tablet having How-too shiu

'JPJ jjiftj
inscribed upon it ; this

divinity is considered as a guardian

of the tomb. Chung too S

an altar of earth to the protecting

gods called
jjn; Shay . Fun maou

tsoo too
/F^>

3fi IfE I to appoint

great officers ofstate, is thus express-

ed, in allusion to an ancient story.

Too kwci
]

-Hr a kind of sun dill.

Too te poo si 1 Jj|j
&- rf& the

I ^UJ I I I/ J -

divinities of the laud; the gods of the

district, the pennies.

Tc,o ci.e choo
| tyfl ^ the earth

spider; ire the ant lion.

Too fan
| ^p the alum of Canton.

Too muh kung pHI) seih
^ ^y T

~i^ Sth-arth and wood work-

men, were incessantly employed.

10314. (
;
c) Too, or Too.

To put out of the mouth ;

to spit out; to eject from

the mouth the contents of the sto-

mach, or of the mind ; to vomit; to

.reject; to avoid; to express one's

thoughts; to issue or put forth ; to

blossom. Used contemptuously for

uttering words, and for making a

confession. A surname. The name

of a country iu central Asia. Tun

too /S PJ^
lo swa"" w down, and to

vomit up. Pwan tun pwau too fri

;fc ^Ji |

half swallowed and half

vomited ; said either of meat or of
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words. Gow too
P|| |

to vomit.

Too loo sin fiih
'

Sfe ,!*> && to

voniit out one's heart and bowels
;

to disclose one's mind very fully.

Too hwa I =p to express one's mind.

Too chfih lae
] tfj ^ to eject from

the stomach ; to disclose the

thoughts ; to cast forth.

Too kowshwuy
j p ^ to spit the

water of the mouth ; i. e. to spit.

Too she 1 : lo loll out the tongue.

Too fan
j ^T a certain foreign tribe

on the north-west side of Sze-chuen.

I I
10315. [/] Name of a fe-

male tree ; the male is called

'
I

"*

^-T Chang To stop or fill

up; to shoot out , the bark of a plant

of which cords are made. Name of

a fragrant plant. A surname. Pe

niuu t<o kih Kj P^ ^r l<)

shut ou. 's door and prevent the

ingress of visitors.

Too mini p8h thuh
'

J1fj ^ ft
to shut one's door and not go out.

Ton foo 1 H-F a famous ( hinese poet.

Too hwny
'

[pj
name of a famous

general.

Too tscue leaou -1 %$i "f* to put an
'nL< J

end to
; to cut off entirely.

10316. [V] A certain ear-

then-ware jar.

10317. [\] The belly; the

stomach ,
the seat of the sen-

tient principle. Too churrg

ke lenou
| tjj Jjf[ ~J hungry.

Seaou too
/j\ the lower belly.

Chang too
jlln

\ the bowels.

TOO

Tooffih
) H|[

or Fflh-too, The belly;

the bowels.

Too le ming pth ijP (JH C3

of a clear understanding ; compre-

hending.

10318. (') From

woman and additional

apartments or from stone,

implying barren, a wife

who envies or is jealous

of her husband. Envy ;

envious; jealousy and ill-will appear-

ing in the countenance; when by

actions, it is expressed by Ke ^
a selfish mind. Sang too sin fc 1

yt^ to become jealous. Tseih too

j]$ I
envy; jealousy and ill-will

generally. Tseti kaou chay,jin too

whose rank is high, people envy

him.

'Too Too
'[ jj*

an envious woman,

peculiarly applicable to funities in

which poligamy exists where envy

and ill-will prevail ninth.

Too sin I
(|_,\

an envious j 'alous

mind , they consider it vicious for

a wife to be jealous of her husband's

affections being placed on a coti-

cubine.
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fc
10319. Yu or Too. I;

me. An easy style of

discourse. The name of a

hill
-,
of a district ; also of a river.

A surname. Tse'e yu ;fcg ]

a

certain water plant. Pe yu J;j^
1

ornaments for the hair.

Yu juo
j

the fourth moon.

ill*

10320. (c-) Name of

hill mentioned in history.

10321, To vomit

10322. [c-] The flame of

a river ; and of a stone ;
a

Tut of a wheel. Ued for

the following. Read Choo, The

name of a river. Head Yay, The

name of a hill.

Too too 1
j

a heayy dew.

Too yu<5
'

the twelfth moon.

10383. (C-) Clay, mud,

mire. To plaster, to orna-

ment, as the colouring of a

wall; to smear j to daub; to blot

out or efface; to defile; to fill up

an interstice. Thick. A surname;

the name of a hill. Tso yu too

tan ^ ^A ^ Jj^
to sit amongst

mire and ashes; is applied to sitting

down, or associating with ticious

people. Hoo too Xfifl
^ dull, stupid,

muddy intellect; to manage affair.*

without order and system. Chin

too JB[
|

dust and mire, expresses

the age, the world, the present state

of human beings. Woo too
\j-E

to defile.

Too yih ^ X.1 * k'ot ou * an^ a 'ter

Too m*
] ^7^1

a wr > l te" document.

Too roeen 1 Mj * daubed face,
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applied cither to prostitutes,
or to

robbers who disfigure their faces by

colouring tliern.

Too nc
'

jtfj?
soft mire.

Too !rih
jan

to apply any co-

loured wash to walls.

Too beang |
te to plaster a wall,

or a plastered wall.

10324. (c-) Name of a

valuable and pretty stone.

10325. ['] A grain which

grows in marshy places.

Too seu 1
4gij a medicinal

plant.

10326. [c-] A reed that

resembles the bamboo ; a

species of bamboo.

10327. [c-] A certain

bitter herb, called by

several other names ; bitter.

A surname. Shin too y(Sh luy
jfllj!

j (H| ms two brothers who in

iiigh antiquity possessed the power

of controlling devils; they are

now esteemed gods, who protect

the gates of houses.

1_t_

i^

^=& flowery, light,

volatile.

t -Wy
I'oo wci

j

V"b the name of a flower,

a species of rose.

10328. [c-] Too too

ifjl \ to crawl on the
.^-^ I

ground on one's hands and

feet

ffyL 10329. Name of a plant

-^* which grows in the water.

10330. [c- ] A path; a

road, physically and mo-

rally ; synonimous also

^ ML with the second and third

^i 1^ / chanc! ..rs, which see

above. Tuou too ping

tan
j||

1 3^ ffi a

level road. Yuen too

ping gan ^ ] Zfi.

well and comfortable on the

whole of the road. Pwan too urh

fei 4i
'

Tffj
I&l to proceed half

way and then fail in any pursuit.

10331. [ c- ] The mother

of wine; the materials of

which wine is made ; wine

or liquor with the dregs or fceces still

in it.

Too me
j

ft an esteemed wine or

liquor.

Too soo
J ^* a tort ofwine formerly

drunk on the 15th of the first moon,

with the design of expelling evil

demons.

10332. (\) A low wall; to

fend off; to shut ; to close ;

to guard against. A wall

fifty cubits long. A suspended bell

or sonorous stone. Settled; tranquil.

A surname. Occurs used as a Local

cant word for
jj|j

Ko. Wae yang

seun too e chuen y(n /Hp- 7^

SJ fljfr
to cruize on the coast, in

order to ward offforeign ships. K wan

joo too
||B jffl

1 the lookers on

were like a wall thickly crowded

together, when Confucius practised

the bow and arrow.

Too sfh
jjj^

to itop up, or close

against.

Tooyu I

^JJ]
to ward off, or guard

against.

1033S. [c-] Fromaio(/y

and the sound ofchay. To

kill and butcher j to rend and

to tear to pieces. A surname. Kin too

j*fe
j

to prohibit killing animalf

for three days when supplicating rain.

Too foo 1
^fc

a butcher.

Too hang /t-f
a butcher's pro-

fession.

Too 13
j p|j?

to slaughter and murder

people indiscriminately, as in

storming towns.

10S34. [\] The morning

light.

10335. [c-] Disease ,-

sickness, applied also to

animals.

10336. [\] To look;

to observe ;
to see. Mfih

so we too g ^ ^
1 what eye never saw.

Too iirh piih keen

fijj^
to look and

Too win
j Kj to seenot sec.

and to hear.

10337 [\ ] To metture

or stake property. To

play at chance games; to

gamble ,
to play , to risk.

Ta too %J or Ta

too ae iT ^ to
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rooming <j&
to risk one's life

as soldier* do.

1 f )
fc

Too pS TS to game.-

Too sac
Jjp!

to wnger ; to play

at chance games.

Too tseen
j 0;|

{ p)av for money.

Too kin taou
]jr ^ gambling

is allied to robbery.

I i r
IUJOCT. (-) The place of

'\\ the imperial residence; the

IV
capital of the empire; cities

granted to the sons of nobles, and

also those granted to support emi-

nent statesmen. A term of praise and

commendation ; abundant. All; the

whole number; general ; a concourse

of waters ; to dwell ; an islet on which

birds collect. A surname. King too

^ the capital or metropolis of

a country. Ta too rt I for the

greater part.

Too sze
j pj"|

certain military

Tootung
] ^JCJ general officers.

Too lung
j J^g

a military officer; a

kind of Adjutant-general; a Tseang

keun ^p ^ has two attached to

him, who are distinguished by right

and left, they are called ~fe *jjjt
Tso

ylh, and ^ ^ Yew yth, from

their taking the command of tha

left and right wings of the army.

The Tseanj;-kcun has eight bearers

to his chuir, these hare four. They

have o.ic seal of 'office, which is

placed with the Tseang-keun.

Too chl ynen ^51 KS a court
I >*T> i/l*

of general inspectors at Peking.

TART it. n 10

TOO

10339. () A battlement

over a cky gate ; an elevated

place over the gate or on

the wall from which to see to a dis-

taiict
1

. Otherwise, read Shay, Yin

too ^j j

a double gate of a city.

10340. [c' ] An animal form-

ed like the mouse, having

a short tail, large ears, short

fore feet, and no. upper lip. The

hare, which in the language of the

temples, where every animal sacrifi-

ced has a peculiar name, is called []H

ijjQ Ming-she, from a popular no-
IVft4

lion, that the hare looks at the moon

when it bears its young. Tung joo

tiJ too i)J ftp fjjp
I moving like

the hare, makes its escape.

1m
*

-p a hare, or rabbit.

103*1. (c') Too sze
|

the name of a medicinal

plant

10342. (c'> A certain bird.

10343. (c-) From man

and to walk. To walk on

foot; a foot soldier; a

multitude
; a crowd.

Vain; futile; empty ; to

no purpose; bare; only.

Pupils; scholars; disciples; banditti;

persons addicted to rice; officers in

waiting. To banish to a distant part

of the empire and doom to slavery.

Tsew sih che le
^5j {ft ^ ^

persons addicted to wine and lewd-

TOO 857

nrss ; debauchees. Win too I'M

to banish for three years.

Too hing
j

/T to walk on foot.

Too jen
j

tyj\ in vain, to no purpose.

Too she n
|

3J hypocrisy.

Too te
j

(7;
a disciple; a pupik

10344. (c-) From to

describe a circte, and

Mean. Avaricious; sor-

did ; distressed. To lay

plans in difficult or dis-

tressing circumstances ;

to delineate ; to draw

out on paper ; to esti-

mate; to calculate or con-

jecture; to scheme; to plan; to plot;

to intrigue. To wish; to aim at ; to

m-mage or regulate. A map or draw-

ing. Wan kwS too
~jj Jj|{j

II

a map of all nations. Te le too Jw

Jflj
I any geographical map: Pan-

too
ntj

a description of the

Chinese empire. The first word refers

to a list of the population, and the

last to maps of the country. Tseuen

chlng too -^ j&J/
J

a map of the

whole cily.. Wan kw5 king wei te

Jdt > il Lj~ttf -W*. J.il* \*
kew too ^ |j| $f| flE W

I a terrestrial globe with the cir-

cles, meridians, and alt nations de-

lineated upon it. Tan too pfih tsQh

^ 'I ~/F\ JS covetous and dis-

satisfied. King ying too 15
jjgg rjj

ftf to plan and devise, to

scheme and conjecture.

Too jiu che
'

J\^ Afl to be de-

sirous that people may know the

good one does.
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Too hing
* # plates or cuti.

Too hi ^S to delineate.

Too ming le
| ^ $!J

to cheme

the acquisition of fame and gain.

Too mow
[

=jj|:
to scheme; to in-

trigue ; to plot.

Too shoo
j

ife or Too chang
|

^^ the seal of a private individual.

IffJsl a representation

of a person or thing.

Too-tsin
p$j/

a book containing

the answers to be accomplished in

divinationi.

Too tse'en 1
$J|

to plot or intrigue

for the acquisition of money; to

aim at gain.

10345. [v] From Aanrfand

Sboo, branching or spread-

ing out. To arrange and

spread outj to form into a law or

rule; that with which any thing is

measured. A measure; a rule; a

limit ;
a degree of longitude or la-

titude ; a degree or mark ;
a weapon.

A surname. To measure. Used also

for
Jj

Too. Read T8, To conjee-WJt
ture ;

to surmise; U> guess. See TS.

Woo too
7jf

I

the five Chinese

measures /

/j* ~rp ^^ ~tf^ 3| Fun,

Isun, chlh, chang, yin. Ta too ^T

|
liberal.

F5too>/^ ^
|aw .

Che too
-jfelj

to frame laws ; the

Jaws framed.
Etoo'j^l the laws

TOO

of decorum and ceremony. Tsee too

JLJ!,* A

1 a limited measure or rule
PI' I

of acting. Woo too 4ffi 1 no rule

nor limit ; unlimited. K wo too

^jjj j
to exceed the rule ; excess

in any thing. Chen too Rpl

the zodiac ; the region in which the

planet? move. Chow teen B| -fc

or San pih luh *hih woo too
_ IS

-^J J-* JL tne circle of the

heavens is 365 degrees. Jib hing

yih too, yue hing shih san too f

yf~T* ^ 1 I Vf -
I

* ""

J~J ^ J . . |

as the sun progresses one degree, the

moon moves thirteen.

Too keuh I

HJ]
to beat time to a

song.

Too leang kwan kung ^ j=T

H^ an enlarged and liberal mode

of thinking and acting t the opposite

i Sze haou keaou leang && jsb

jBf "S" to compare and measure

threads and hairs; a temper of mind

excessively scrupulous about trifles.

Too leang
| J|f

to measure with Ihe

hand or with the mind.

10346. [/] To pass

through ; to cross over

a stream, or river, or

road. Used in common

with
|fe

Too. Too

keang Y to cross

the Yang-tsze-keang [river.]

Too thuen
l|^

a ferry boat; a

passage boat.

TOO

Too tse'en 1 v to pass over to a

(hallow place, or to ford a shallow.

10347. (/) To shut;

to Stop; tO fill Up; to

daub ; to plaster.

10348. To stop; to close ,

to fill up.

10349. (/) To adorn by

the application of gold

outside a thing ; to wash

with silver or gold.

Too kin 1 ^ washed with gold.

10350. (') A vessel used

in pouring out libations at

sacrifices.

10351. (f ) Read Yih,

To strike. Read Too, To

destroy; to ruin.

10358. (/) An insect

that breeds in wood,

and that corrodes books,

commonly called Too

shoo 1 fs or Too yu

W a book insect.
I "!

Too yuh j ^V police

runners who devour by

extortion the subttance

of ,the people.
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TOW. CCCXLTH SYLLABLE.

O/T, as in How. Manuscript Dictionary, Tea. Canton Dialect, Tow.

fe 10353. (\) A certain

^I^ measure. Name of a star;

Ursa-major, worshipping

this ii expressed by jjpj
I Chaou

tow. Shin tow wei shih
-j-* ] ^

^Jj lOtowmakeashih.or ISOcatties

^k ^ 1CS54 (\) The appearance

gjff^yl^ of shaking up, as in a raea-

^p sure. To rouse ; to shake

up; to shake off.

Tow sow I

TJKf j

lo shake up; to raise

Tew sow
| jHrfr

) the dust ; to shake

Tow sow 1 i J off; to excite.

Tow sow tsing shin
'[ ;jjpr

*

to rouse one's spirits.

10355. "(c\) Yellow

silk ; to state to or accuse.

10356. (\) The name of

an insect or reptile. Ko

tow lfe&
]

a tadpole.

10357. [\] To raise;

to erect; to elevate ; pre-

cipitous rocks ou hills.

^^t 10358. (/) Name of an an-

\M cient vessel to contain food,

and used in the rites of sacri-

fice; a certain measure. Grain; legu-

minous plants, beans or peas. Name

of an office; of a place; and of a dis-

trict. A surname. Tsan tow

a bean. Ho Ian tow

Dutch peat green peas.

Tow foo
Jjjj.

a white jelly-like

substance made from pulse.

Tow keS 1 tH the shell or sheath

that contains pulse.

Tow tsow 1 ttk to succeed in bring-

ing about an affair ; to complete it.

Pfih tow tsow ^ 1
jps express

the reverse of the preceding.

Tow Uew
YJS

a liquor or wine

made from pulse.

10359. To spit out in rude

rejection ofany thing.

10360. To spit.
Tow yHh

the runners of the

police.

10361. (/) From disease

and a pea. A natural viru-

lent disease ; the small pox.

Chuh tow
JtJ |

to take the small

pox. Chung tow
yjj!

1 to plant

the small pox, to vaccinate. .

Tow chin 1 3|C the small pox.

Towchwang
J

Tow chwang 1

the small pox.

Tow ching 1 J

small pox.

Tow shih -i

I] ]
a pustule; the

pj pustules of

the disease of th

the matter of the

small pox, N5 pe boo heih tseTh

when taken into the nostril by

breathing, produces the disease the

Chinese mode of inoculating.

Tow shin
| jjj^l -|

the di-

Tow neang neang
j j(j^j(^/ vinity

that presides over the small pox, and

who is invoked by parents, aud by

those who desire children.

10362. ( / ) An ancient

vessel to contain meat, used

in the rites of sacrifice.

10363. (/) The neck; the

fore part of the neck ; the

name of a bird ; flesh meat.

103C4. ( f) To stop; to

delay ; to remain ; to dwell ;

to walk in a devious path

in order to avoid an enemy ; to go
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rircuitously peeping and looking.

A surname. To throw in. Seang

tow h iB & corresponding

or answer! ig each other in a con-

siderable degree.

Tow hS
| ^- to throw together.

Tow lew
'

ji jj
to saunter about, to

delay and loiter ; to go from- place

to place, to cruize about without

taking a final departure.

10365. [
'

]
A generic

name for pulse, peas,

beans, and so on- Yang

tow 'f-f.
]
Foreign peas.

Tow kow 1
jrjf nutmeg.

""**

^ >--*
Tow kow hwa -nfo

~}y mace, the external membrane of

the nutmeg.

10366. [c- ] The head of

any animal, of a body, of

men. Thefront;the lop;the

end of a stick or pule ; the two ends

are called the two heads; used as a

numeral of affairs, as Chay tow tsin

sze
ijjT |fj ||f.

this affair of

a marriage. ChSh tow n\

to put forth the head; to interfere.

KS tow "wj
to knock the head

against the ground, as an act ofohei-

sence. Jihtow Q |
the sun. Tuy

tow
^j-

1 an enemy. Chaou seay

towseu^t
jtb 1 .&& or Tsin ko

tow loo *ft
j[|j k^.

to seek for

some way to enter on a business

pl.msilily. Me'en tow
ffijjjj

I bread

n'adc from wheat. Swan tow
ji-ji- |

onions. Ping tow Jol
j

an officer

who commands soldiers used when

the proper title is not known. Lao

TOW

tow 3^ \ or Tow jin
| /\ a

head-man; a chief; one who is made

responsible for others.

Tow chun cha
^ ^ ^ tea Plucked

before the term KBh yu
l

ij nJS

which in some years answers to the

S2.jd of April.

Tow low 1 /tlSithe frojit room of a
I 13^

house.

* MM
Tow mun

| J
the front gate.

Tow sou 1 && the end of a ball of
I /rH

silk or thread; the end of a silk-

worm's ball, the place in which to

begin in any affair.

Tow wei 1 EJL the head and tail.

1 rti

10367. Ting tow
-j/J"

fruits and other preparations

placed on the table merely

for ornament, and not to be eaten.

10368. [ c-
|

Remiss ; care-

r _-
Jes,; weak; ill-managed.

Hll To steal; by stealth, clandes-

tine. Kow tseay e tow gan ^0 H.

I*? 1 ^fr careless and remiss in

order to obtain ease.

been t ^ to idle about.

.L 1 0EI vEt tl
Tow been kwojih

|
Qgj] jlnj p|

to steal leisure and pas* the day ; to

use every pretext to pass the time

idly.

TowpS 1 | negligently s remiss.

Tow taou
| |j

to steal ;
to pursue

one's own gain by clandestine means.

Tow

1']
10869. Kowtow^lJ \

to

cut or pick, to cut off.

TOW
10370. [c-] To pass the

time iiily and luxuriously.

Tow keg
SjJ

artful;,

crafty; cunning. Otherwise read Yn.

V037 1 . To lead ; to draw , to

bang down , pendant. Other-

till
fj;l wise read Yu. Read Chow,

The hands hanging down.

10372. [ u ] The name of a

place ; otherwise read T8h.

10373. [/ ] An aperture

or crevice ;
a hole or dent

an aqueduct; a channel

for water to run into a

pond. The name of a

place. A surname. Tow

j?.X
a narrow path.

10374. [\] A full point

or stop in reading. Com-

monly read Tiih, Torsad.

10375. [ / ] To spit out ; to

reject with scorn.

10376. Light discourse ;

talkative. Ch5 tow
|pj|

\ loquacity ; excessive

talking; which is also ex-

pressed by fflfr 1 Tsea

tow.

10377. [C-] From hand

and a weapon. To throw ;

to cast ; to give one's self up

to, either in a good or bad sense |

to put or dip in water; to present; to

confer upon ; to throw upon a person

or engage him to do. A surname.
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To answer ; to suit. Tsze tow gS

taou joo go foo ho ^ j

j Jg
JH

jfcj& $> //If to throw one's self

in the way of vice or wickedness, as

an insect rushes into the flame. E

wuh tow shwfiy $ tyfl | ^
to throw or dip a thing in water.

Seang tow
>j|] |

to suit each other.

Tow che 1
tyj\

to tell ; to give no-

tice to.

Tow ching
| ajfi expresses those who

have been in a state of rebellion, giv-

ing themselves up and returning to

their duty.

Tow hoo 1 ^JS* a kind of vase plac-

ed on the ground, into the mouth of

which reeds are thrown for amuse-

ment.

Tow heang 1

[hfe
to give one's self

up to an enemy.

Tow fo 1 4/lf to throw into the fire.

Tow ke 1
if8|

to hit or answer the

purpose one intended.

Tow peaou ^ T|
a kind of raffle

in which many stake a small part of

the value of something, in considera-

tion of a chance to gain it by guess-

ing its weight, he who guesses near-

est gets it. The Chinese butchers

raffle a pound of meat in this way.

Tow rning
[ |^ to sell by public

auction.

Tow te
] jj^

to present or offer to.

Tow te ho tie*
] [jjf^ ^jf jiff

TOW

presented a card to offer congratula-

tions on the term or holyday.

Tow 18 I

g-P to throw upon the care

ofsome person.

Can tow
fibj

I to throw down in the

TOW 861

dark

10378. To speak lightly or

softly.

10379. [ \ ] An elegant

figure ; beautiful. A man's

nam.

10380. To open out

Tow kae 1

[V]

by shaking.

Krj
to open.

10381. f c/ ]
To run away ; to

pass over or exceed ; to pass

from this place to that ;
to

pass through; permeable ; to pene-

trate deeply; thoroughly; alarmed ;

frightened ; to comprehend ; to

discern.

Tow ming 1
[]H transparent.

Tow hwa jin sin jV J^ ,^

thoroughly to convert the heart of

man, used in a good sense.

Tow che" 1
!fj|

to penetrate ; to pass

through ; to discern clearly ; to per-

ceive thoroughly.

10382. [ f ] Vulgarly To

stir up; to excite. Tow

:notr I

^fe
a kind of

helmet.

Tow (soo 1
jj^

clamour ;
noi.

Tow t$ I ^C to provoke, or incite

to speak or act.

Tow tsuy 1
ri||

to slap on the mouth.

10183. To call to ;
a

surname. A vulgar form of

the following.

10384. [ '] To occur;

to meet ; to wrangle and

fight; to fight; to contest,

as in any game. A

surname. Tow lung

chue,,
] ]g jj$

to

contest or run races in

a long narrow boat, a

Chinese mage on the 5th

of the 5th moon.

Tow king
|

fighting.

Tow peen

wrangling.

Tow tsang 1

S wrangling and

^bfr fighting and

or Tslng tow, To

contend; to wrangle; to light.

10385. [
/

] To boast

10386. [c-] A dice box.

Sometimes used for^ Koo,

The thigh. Hea tow f>
]

or Ta tow Uze
i'J

^?- to

throw dice.

Tow Uze
|

-X die*.

i 10
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TSA. -CCCXLI SYLLABLE.

All the initial! Ts are sometime* confounded with Ch. Manuscript Dictionary f<r. Canton Dialect Ttap

10387. [ u ] Togo round i

to perform the circuit of;

to revolre.

10388. [w] To enter the

mouth ; to taste
;

a fish

eating.

10389. [i/] A mixture

of various colours ;

different ingredients

mixed ; mixed ; blended ;

confused; a variety of

thing! or persons collect-

ed together. A privy. An extreme

degree; to surround; the name of

a bird.

Tsa sin I
,Q~|

a distracted perl urb-

Tsi ne'eo \ *
\

ed state of mind.
I fOPJ

TsS choo
/fj-

to dwell mixed

together , i. e. different nations or

classes of people.

Tsi ho ^ a variety of articles

of commerce.

T>P. ke
| |j^ miscellaneous records.

Tsi Iwan 1 feJ in confusion
; mixed

and blended in a confused manner.

TsS sih
j jS a variety of colours.

Tsa wan T <$" mixed veins, spots or

streaks. Tsi fang yen 1
~Tj

~
blended with local words.

10390. [ v ] Noise made

by a crowd in applauding

and encouraging posture-

makers.

>*
^

10391. (-) from hand

and water rushing. To

urge; to impel, to rush;

- A m to squeeze, by pieces of

p\V\ wood put between the

J t^M fingers, whilst the ends

are compressed.

TsS show : to compress the

fingers a torture applied chiefly to

women. The following seems the

proper character.

10392. () Pieces of

wood applied between

the fingers when they

% >>> are compressed as a tor-

"jf^yjt ture. Also read Tsan.

| ^F J Tsa tsze 3~ the

pieces of wood or reed used in tor-

luring the fingers.

10393. To pound with a

pestle in a mortar; to stick

into
; to beat down, as when

rising a mud wall. Sec Chi.

10394. Chi or Tsi. Tht

sound of cutting or mincing

into very small parts.

10395. ShJh, or Tsi. Much

talk ; verbose.

1 0396. ( i/ ) Cbi, or Tsi, Mut-

tering; murmering word*.

See Chi.

10397. [] Chi or Tsi,

See Chi. To examine.

10398. (u) Chi or Tsi, See

Cha. Tsa che 1

teeth.

to

p_ 10399. (-) Tsi, Tsa, or

Ul-| Cha. I, me. This word isVBK|
9^*1 confined to the northern

people. Tsa-mun 4 we; us.

Tsi laou tsze
j ^g ^ my father.

10400. TsS, or Tsali. Noise,

clamour. The sound of a

drum. Read Tsar, To sneer

at, or ridicule. To swallow ; to

devour. Occurs in the sense of

Tsan ~M( to reiterate unnecessarily.
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Tiaou US
p$j noise; sound;

the sound of a drum.

10401. (, ) ?S, Sha, or Tsa.

To drink. Shi-slii
| |

or Sha-teg
^ ^ the

sound or appearance of water birds

eating fish. To sloblter like a duck

feeding; to crash with the teeth.

To talk much.

TSAE

10!02. Tel-tee
1

1 fffi to
I rxTv

scheme or calculate deeply.

10403. () A kind of
flag

staff, employed at religious

temples of the Sect FBh.

Hollow spiral pillars or steeples,

erected over the graves or general

receptacles of the ashes of the priests.

TSAR 853

Fanchst 1 the temples of Fah.

See Chi

fc^
10404. An important pns

^"^^* w ' l h a military station. Tsi

1 loo
JJX.

an important

pas. Tuy tsS jWj |
a pass formed

by art ; a ki.id of barracks. Show Ui
, , j
- to defend a pass with a

military guard.

Tsi fang \
tjf-

a kind ofguard-house-.

TSAE.- -CCCXLIP" SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Ckme. Manuscript Dictionary, fti, or Tuty. Canton Dialect, Tsoe.

10405. (-) The horo-

zoDtal line represents the

ground; the two ends,

the rots and shoots of

plants. The substance of

wood or other vegetables.

Used for the following. Talent;

ability ; power. The grent powers

in nature, Heaven, earth, man, are

called three- Tsae. Pah tsae lze

I ^f~
a stupid fellow. Woo

fe 1 no talents.

& talents and knowledge.

=L~|
talents for the

pfJ management of

tsae

Tsae che \

Tsae keu

Tsaechth

business.

Tsae peen sing ch>h
]

perverted talent, and au obstinate

disposition.

Ty.tsze
j JQ mental 'endowmtmts;

the thoughts or ideas of a nun

of talent.

Tsae keu pub. shing

talents inadequate to one's duty.

Tsae shih twan tse'en
'

|ffi 4jtt

talents and knowledge contracted

and shallow. Tsae tih win tsze

I

|IL ^C *j.
virtueand learning.

Tsae t>ze 1 ^?- a genius.

San tsie too hwuy "^ jgj 'fy'

a Dictionary or Encyclopedia, or

a Collection ofplates in every depart-

ment of knowledge a famous book

printed during the Ming dynasty .

10106. (.) The material

of which, a
thing.is made ;

either physically or morally.

Metal, wood, water, fire, and earth

are called the five Tsae, materials

or elements. Chin ts;e \~LJ_. 1 a

true material. Heen ts;:e
:

i"f-

a good material, said of per ons

who are endued with useful
ij..a,li-

ties. Pi tsae ^\
<

the eight

Tsae, are Choo, seang-, yiih, shTh,

too, kin, kTh, yu K
" ^ ^P3 pearls,

gems, stones, earth, metal, skin,

and feathers. Tsae leaou I **
or Tsae chih

j

:-'S materials, wood

that is convertable to tome use-.

10407. (-) A species of

wolf. See Chae.

10408. [-J From pearl shells

and materials ofother sorts.

Whatever men value, what-

ever they can convert to any use.

Wealth ; riches ; valuables ; property ;

silk; cloth; grain; goods; brilie*.

Sang tsae
/|t

1 o-r Fi tsae ?^
to increase in riches. Fung yew

tun tsue ^ ^ |J
friends

have property in common. Qae
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ts;ie joo ming teth
^S,' j j$ 'yft

fj'j
to love wealth as onc'< life.

Tan tsae^ ]

to covet the acqui-

sition of wealth. Tsae choo

[

a lord of wealth, a rich man.

Trae chwang Jin tan
j J|i \ |@_

money gie a man courage.

Tiaefi wan kin
^ %fe ^" ^ may

your property produce ten thousand

pieces of gold, a new year's wish.

Tsaeshin 1

|jA
the god of wealth.

Tae yu slh I $1 ^ wealth and

sensual pleasure.

.^MA 10409. (/) A second time,

doubled; repeated; again;

| J then. Sometimes means a

continuation of the same mode of

acting ; as further ; longer. Ta ts5

j!h tsae I fa ft ft 1 ^
he came again yesterday. Tsing

ne he shw5 | ^ ] f^.Ml
thank you to say it again.

Tae san ting ning 1 - pT'pmtto

tell over and over again.

Tsae pei che
| 'jp ^ :to dul>le

it again. Tsaepuh
j ^\notagain.

Tsae san tsze seay -_
ffit ^T

to decline with thanks again and

again. Tsae -woo
^

:Jfl nothing

of the kind again.

104)0. (/) From a claw and

mood. (To be distinguished

from Peen jfc
^h' ch '

intended to represent the claw of

an animal tearing things apart, To

distinguish; r,rid wliich enlers into

the composition of 5cih ^; and
(IS

ffi. Fan, &c.) To take with the

baud ; to pluck as friiil from a

TSAE

tree; to choose; to select ; adorned

with a diversity of colours like

flowers; variegated; the external

ornaments of things. Occurs in the

tense of Business or affair ; name of

an office, of a stone, of a place, of a

wood and a plant ; a name of certain

'cloth. \atsae
jjjjb |

to give or

receive mnrr'uige presents previously

to the marriage. Foo ts;ie j-i-

the cross -veins on stones.

Ta tsae yT 1
"|

certain imperial

Seaou tsae/K | J robe*.

10411. Tsae 4e yu2 tsae

land granted -to officers of

government) is culled Tsae. Chung

hw8 wei che tsae^ BJ/ rjjH
~V

I a grave is by some called Tsae.

M0412. [\n From the

hand fixed upon the earth.

To be in a place; to dwell;

to reside ; to be still pre-

served; to be alive. To

rest in, to depend upon j

to belong to ; to consist in
, is in. A

place. To examine. A surname.

To rhyme read Tsze and She. Ne

keu wan ta tsae na Ic
^fa ^~ Bfl

ftfe ^R ^1?
and ask whcre

he is .' Seen foo tsae she fa ^
||fc when my father was alive.

Tsuy pah tsae ne jp ^ ] fa
the fault is not yours. Too tae wo

shin shang ^ ] $ |f _t
it all devolves on me ;

I undertake

the whole affair. Fun tsae sin shan<rO

sfi j >|J^ J^ it does not rest on

his mind ; he docs not care about it.

Tsze tsae
I^J

'

to be one's self In

TSAE

respect of comfort or composure of

mind. Hapu tsze tsae iff- II
j

quite easy; comfortahle. Gan 16

tsae fir 0S \ happy and comfort-

able. So tae mr
j

a place ;
a

place in which something exists.

Fang tsne ch8 shang ~}jj[
I

jy
h

put it on the table. Hwae bin tsae

sin
/Jffi

'Ifl
] /(^to

cherish rcsent-

meot in one's heart. TsaemSh tse'en

I H'J
')lj'ore one's own eyes,

that which is present.

Tsae hoc
| -^

to consist in ; and its

opposite, FBI) tsae boo
/^-

i 5f-

often occur in the middle of a sen-

tence , the same is also often express-

ed by the single word Ttire, as has

appeared in the above examples.

Tsae tang meen
j ^ |gj being in

the presence of a person.

Tsae kea, pfih tsae kea 1

1
is he at home or not )

1041S. (/) fromvarie.

gated andfeathers. Bril-

liantly adorned with a

variety of colours. Woo

tsaejf^
j

the five co-

lours spoken of by the

Chinese. Wan tsae 'yT j elegant

applied to style or to things.

Kwang tsae ^ splendid show,

applied to gay persons.

10414. To pluck with the

hand to take; to take
largely.

?how, the hand, is a modern

addition to this character. Tae tsih

si y 1 $j |ff % to Plck the

new buds or sprouts of the lea

plants. Tsaena 1 &fo to take; to

receive, to adopt.
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10415. [\] From to tahe

and rye To take notice of.

Tsew tsae
tt)(

to attend

lo a visitor. Pflh tsew jiuh. tsae jfc

WA. 7^ I
'"

l*
a

-
v " a 'le "''on 1;

to disregard. Piihtsacta^ | /Aj^

pay no attention to liim.

10416. (\) From silk and

variegated. An assemblage

of every colour; coloured

silk.

10417. [ f'J Fropi pfew/s-and

variegated. Edible plants;

vegetables used for food

generally. Haou tsae
Jjjj-

ex-

cellent food. Kin tsae
"fp j pars-

ley. P1h tsae pJ I a common

coarse vegetable. Tsingtsae p?' |

or So tsae
j?<s vegetables gene-

rally for the table, whether produced

in the water or on land. Tsing tsie

fan
p?"

1 -Bw vegetables and rice

plain food. Sing tsae
J

letluce. Tsae yuen
'

[f|j
a vege-

table garden.

10418. From a spear. Im-

plies wounding or injur-

ing ; also the feelings af-

fected ; an exclamation.

10419. (-) An interrogative

exclamation, denoting the

superlative degree, of what

is affirmed or implied. Admiration ;

grief ; surprise ; commendation,

sUong conviction, or doubt. In Ihe

middle of a sentence, it is a Particle

making a pause belwecn two members

PART II. K 10

of the same sentence, or a mere ex-

pletive ; also the Preposition To or

on. Occurs in Shoo-lving denoting

To commence ;
to begin. Rend Tsae.

Tsae sang ming ^ /
|^j

the' third

moon beginning to shine. Ta tsae !

Yaou die wei keun yny ~/r aSk

cnt indeed ! r

6 ! how great was the Prince Yaou !

10420 [
-

] To plant herbs

or trees ; to replant. U.ied

metaphorically fr great

benefits conferred on per-

sons by which they are

re-established in comfort.

Tsaehwa
^ ^ to plant

flowers. Tsae pei 1
Jjjk

to plant, and put earth

about the roots ; used to express es-

sential assistance rendered to a person.

1042K (-) Calamities;

divine judgements. See

below.

10422. (
-

) From garmenls

and to wound or cut. To cut

out clothes
; to tear or rend

;

to cut off; to diminish the number

or quantity ; to plant in one's mind ;

to conjecture. Tsae fung 1 $&

to cut .out and to seam, a tailor.

Tsae 15 1 tfe to estimate ; to ar-

<

range , to plan. Tsae keen seay
|

y$( ^ to cul offor (ledlict a lltllt> '

or a few. Tsae tse'en
]
MU to cut

with scissars.

10423. C/\) To contain at in

a large carrii^f, in a shi p, in

a book, &c. A period of'time

which contains the round of celestial

phenomena ; a year ; to effect or do ;

that which is effected ; to fill ; to in-

sert in, or be- contained in ; to adorn ;

an auxiliary particle. Le tsae ili) 1

contained within. Ke tsae =P

to record. Keen tsae 4E, \ aycar.

Tsae tseih
|j|

to be contained in,

or recorded in, ancient writings.

10424. ( \
) From a cover

and bitter toil. To rule ; to

govern ; a ruler ;
a govern-

or; to fashion to one's purpose ; to

kill animals and dress them, and to

preside over the table. Che tsae

9j)|
to form ; to make. Ylh tsae

l3
j

the ruler of a city. Choo

tsie ^ a sovereign ruler, ap-

plied to nature-; to an Emperor,

and to the heart of man. Ta or Tae

tsae j^ J
one who has the supreme

command of many other officers.

Seaou tsae
/]> j

an inferior ruler

Pang Isae ^p ^
to boil and dress

food. Teen te chay wan wfih cbe

heaven and earth are the

sovereign rulers of all things. Choo

tsae sg ]

or Kea tsae^ ^

an officer placed over the household

of princes and men ofrank. Shea tsae

jj?^
1 or Paou tsae (f

j

officers

who provide for the table. Too Isae

M 1 to butcher; to kill.

1J.FI
T.n ministers ofstate
It)

commonly called in Europe Colao.
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Tsue new
j

it- to kill a cow.

Tsae seang che ynng iH ^ *?

the high honors ofa minister of state-

104S5. (/) Affairs; con.

cern.

10486. (/) Plants or

herbs ; the border of plants ;

the name of a hill, and of

a nation. A surname.

10427. (-) These are

commonly read Cbae,

which see.

10428. [ /J

of silk.

A thin sort

10429. (-) The colour

of a certain bird's head;

reddish; blackish. Shal-

low ; nearly reaching to
;

near the present time ;

but just now ; just; then;

it will then.

Teih tsae^ ~|

it then happened ;

Tsae kang
|

Rj jl V but just now; a

Fang tsae
~Jj

'

little ago.

Tsae she
| _&1 then or so it will

Tsae haou
j 'EMpj

be well.

Tsae taou
| 3||J just arrived.

10430. Tsae heae 1 ifr

garments vrhich bind about

or cover the knees.

10131. f\] A local

word tor Son or child ;

a disrespectful insulting

term for another person ;

the second character is

common. Ian tsae
jfjy

die vagabond ;
a blackguard

1043?. From voter and

fire. Tire from heaven;

divine judgements; great

natural calamities ; what-

eTer is dangerous ;

injurious j calamitous.

T-ae ho I

jjfH great ca-

lamities ; miseries. Tsae

hae ie to injure;

to distress.

TSAN. CCCXL1IIRD SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Chan. Manuscript Dictionary, Chan and Tsan. Canton Dialect, Ttun and Chm.

10433. (-) A surname.

10434. 0) Gow or Tsan.

To vomit. Vulgarly used

in the northern provinces

for the pronoun I, or Me.

10135. Tsan, or Tsan-tsan,

To taste. Sdh yun wo jay

95
expresses I, or Me.

10436. Prom ttto spears.

To plunder ; to rob ; lo

wound ; to injure ; little ,

shall ow ; few. Otherwise read Chan

and Pe'en.

10437. Tsan, or Chan.

To cut asunder.

104S8. [' ] Tsan or Chan.

A tent ; a scaffold ;
a ware-

house. See Chan

1043P. f-] From evil and

tu-o spcart. Evil induced by

the use of weapons ; to rob;

to plunder ; to mangle ; to tread upon

and spoil ; spoiled ; pillaged; slaugh-

tered; to cist out after killing ;

bad ; wicked ; cruel ;
broken meat ;

leavings of food ; boiled meat ;

fallen to pieces ; deficient; v.anting.

Wootsanjfj. ^
the name of a star.

Tsan hwae
] ^ to sj>'l i t" destroy

Tsan heaou 1 4| broken meat.
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Tsan le
^

jjf an avaricious cruel
I v^

magistrate, Tsan tsih
] |)^

an

injurious mischievous rascal.

Tsan ma 1
Jjji

to rail at and abuse.

Tsan sing j -^ to destroy life.

Tsan tsefh
| $ some bodily

infirmity, loss of an eye, and so on.

Tsan yS 1
/]

cruel and tyrannical.

Tsan jin
] j^ cruel.

10440. [N] From a

cup and shallow. A very

small cup for wine or

other purposes; a cup to

contain oil for lamps ;the

numeral of lamps. Tsew

tsan YjS I

a small wine

cup. Yew tsan
^ffl

a cup for oil. Yin tsan

'

'AL a lamp.

10441. (7] from sheep

and spears or railing. A

sheep cot ; a sheep fold ;

used also for a stable.

104 !2. [\] A wine

'cup; a slight degree of

clearness in otherwise

thick wine.

10443. [V] To bear or

to produce. See Chan.

104-14. [\] Tsan, Chan

or Twan. See Chan.

10445. [ \] See Chan.

10446. [
-

]
An artful

crafty rabbit or hare.

The name of a tree.

Name of a star. Tsan

too 1 -? a crafty hare.

Tsan tan /J0 name
I iJa.

of a tree that belonged to

Confucius.

>, 10447. Tsan, or Chan. !r-

^ CCA regular ; rapid. Tsan boo

I J*Vf ~ff uneven, irregular.

Lan tsan nEj I a malevolent coun-

tenance, or aspect. See Chen.

Tsan gan
| m^ a" "my not yet

formed in battle array.

10448. Tsan, or Chan. To

cut asunder; to chop; to

work with a hammer and

chissel.
'

t
10449. Tsan, or Chan. To

peck ) to taste ; a slight

repnst ; to sip. To speak for

others, or to imitate others.

10450. ( -) A hill with a

rocky, pointed, dangerous

' summit.

10451. Tsan, or Chan. To

stab. One says To sustain ;

to support Name of a star.

Tsan foo
]
JT to uphold ;

to sustain.

10152. [] Tsan, or Chan.

See Chan.

10453. [
-

] Deep hollow

eyes ; an angry look.

10IX. To be fond of

talking of people's vices;

to calumniate; flattery

to the persons addressed,

and insidious calumnies

against the absent ; sly

reflections, intended to injuro other

people. The name of a tripod ;

the name of a place. See Chan.

10455. Three children

standing below a door.

Weak ; embarrassed ;

sighing. Chae jS tjG

feeWe ; weak.

10456. [-] The name of a

star. To enter in among-

st; to blend with, or

form one of; to mix

w th. To be concerned

with; three joined. To

be admitted to the pre-

sence of; to sec; to advise

with; to give advice to

the Sovereign against inferior officers
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which, of course, is the privilege of

the higher officers of the slate. Read

Sin, A certain star. The name of a

medicinal plant. The appearance of

being heaped or piled up. A surname.

Read Chan, Uneven; irregular long

appearar.ee.
Read Tsan, The name

of a song. Chaou tsaa ^
to be admitted to the presence of

the Sovereign ; inferior spirits admit-

ed lo the presence of the Majesty

of heaven. ^*

Tsan ch8 Wi to consult, to deli-

berule.

Tsan hih t

J|/t
to state facts to the

Sovereign against any one.

Tsankih 1
"jjjjr

to deprive an inferior

of his office, and at the same time,

advise the Sovereign of it

Tsan kaou
| ^ to compare and ex-

amine.

Tsan le
] jj

a superior.

Tsan-pne |

the ceremony of seeing

p to visit an equal

Tsan sliing

'

^f
three persons in

one war chariot.

Tsan ching
j JpQ to ad-just and pre-

Tsan ting pTj PaEe a book for

publication.

Tsan chcn
'

jjjjg
to. sit down in the

.posture of contemplation; used by

the Buddha tcct; they sit cross-legged

with folded hands and closed eyes.

Tsan towleaon
j j^ "j*

to discover

the whole of a plot.

Tsan ts5
j

Z# mixed, blended.

Fsan che ching sze
j

tin rffr Jg

TSAN

to have a share in public councils of

the nation.

Tsan tsze pBh tse
] |fe ^ ^

iliffciing amongst themselves; not

regular; not in the same degree.

Tsan tsow I ^^ lo write and give

advice to the So\ereiu;n.

Tsan die urh how tun;; -^p ffj

^ W) to perform after deliber-

ation.

Tsan tsze ^g irregular, uneven ;

confused, like thread ravelled ;
the

varied notes of an instrument : some

long and some short.

Tsan ye* ^'S to see a superior.

y*> 10457. A good appearance ;

a man's name.tt
10458. Cruel ; barbarous ;

inhuman. Tsan kiili
| fjj^

or Tsan y5

hearted ; unfeeling; cruel.

hard-

* 10459. [-] From horse

and three. Blended ; three

horses attached to a carriage.

Tsan shing
j

3IE three persons rid-

ing a breast in a carriage , the prin-

ciple person on the left, driver in

the middle, and the inferior on the

right hand.

5% 10460. Nol to fear the

light of heaven
; im-

pious. A surname. The

name of a district. An eu-

phonic particle in the in-

troduction of a sentence.

TSAN

10461. [
'

J Tsan, or Tsan

cha 1
|||j

to shrink or

shrivel up. To pierce or stab.

10462. [\] From heart

and the sound of Tsan.

Pain, acute feeling ; dis-

tress. To forget. Impious

disregard of heaven.

10463. [ \] Pain in-

flicted, or painful dis-

ease ; general distress

of mind.

13464. (-) A pin of metal,

wood, or stone, used by

Chinese females to braid

up the hair ; used also to fasten

the cap to the hair. A branch ; ve-

hement ; impetuous ; to assemble

together.

Ts.ui hwa
j

/fi to attach flowers to

the hair as an ornament.

Tsan yth tuy ]
*^ a pair of

bodkins.

10465. [] Tsan, or Tsan

chung
j ^, the bombyx

or silk worm ; there arc

several varieties. A man's name;

the name of a place.

Tsan keen
J

the ball or cocoon

formed by the silk worm; also the

name of a plant.

Tsan kow
| P silk; raw silk.

Tsan slnh 5s* a house where the

s'.lk worm is reared.
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10466. [-] Read Tsan or

Tsin. To boil; a disease

of the lips; flesh; filthy ,

\ "I dirty; filthy ; un-

'J
clean a

10487. Tsna, or Tsan. To

contain in the mouth; to

bite ; to bit* the lip.

10468. [ ( ] From to take

pearlt in the hand, and ad-

vance. To see; to go for-

ward with a present in the hand.

To enter; to assist in bringing to

light, referring, to spirits ;
to assist

in discovering or perfecting ; to be

evidence to; to respond to the Sove-

reign. A surname. Used for To

praise; to laud; to commend.

Tsan ching
|

TO to witness the do-

ings of ; or to assist in effecting.

Tsan mei 1 ^ "i t<> praise ; to com-

Chingtsanpl | / meild ;
* l;lud '

for this sense Kang-he sanctions
pff

1

Tsan.

Tsan tsoo t Jft to aid ; to assist.

10469. [\] Tsan, or Tswan.

To collect together.

10170. [, j To C0nect

together; to collect together

and reckon.

10471. To lessen; to cut to

pieces. To shave the head.

A local term. Read Tie'en,

To cut.

FART II. 1.10

10472. (t) Muddy water

rendered so by stirring and

working in it.

10478. ( / ) A certain kind

of sceptre; a vessel used

anciently to contain wine

in the temples. A man's name.

1047 4. (/) To advance

a person by words and

pearlt. To praise ; to

commend ;
to record the

praises of ; to assist; to

open and expand. Tsan

seen I ^^ to praise ;

to commend. Tsan mei

1 jfc to praise the ex-

cellence of. Sung tsan $JI or

Ching tsan
;P|

1 to laud; to extol;

to resound the praises of.

10475. ( 1
) To advance ;

to step forward; to walk

apart or in a scattered

dispersed manner ; to

urge; to press upon.

10476. (/) To collect

t"gether; to aggregate.

The name of a place.

|^
A 10477. A carriage rent or cut

asunder ; to cut asunder ; to

\J \ decapitate j to kill. See Chan.

Tsan tow JZJ\
to cut cff the

Tsan show gJ head, a more

frequent capital punishment in China

than strangling.

Tsan ke tow 1 Ssft yj to cut off i

cock's head; when taking a solemn

oath. It is deemed most solemn,

and is done in temples before the

idols, after kneeling down and wor-

shipping. The individual W /kjn

'ft Cl E w" h k" ke
- Put the

creature in lieu of himself.

Tsan ting tsee tee
J
AT Sy &

to behead the nail and sever the

iron, to speak in a decisive, per-

spicuous tone and style.

10478. (-) To feel a-

shamed. See Chan.

10479. ( / ) From to cut

off and day. A fragment

or portion of a day ; a

short time; for the time

bemg; for the present

time ; suddenly.

Tsan tseay 1 Jj^ for a little while j

during the time being.

10480. [I] Tsan or Tse'en.

From to cut and metal. A

small chissel; to cut with a

chissel.

10481. [ / ] A certain por-

tion of rice; half a 3^ Tow

measure. Quantity eaten at

one time; a meal; to eat; fine white

rice ; a great many ; a multitude ;

excellent; to examine; clear ; bright;

clean; white; to whiten; laughing

appearance , three women together.

Plh tsan Q I to pick and cleanse
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rice for three yean an ancient

Chinese punishment.

Tsan.Uan e Oh
| \ ^ fjg

elegant clothes.

10488. (/) Clear, bright,

luminous. Tsan Ian
] ^

bright, clear, and pure.

Tsan tow
fl|f

a clear headed

fellow, said ironically of a stupid

blockhead.

104S3. (\) The lustre of

stones or gems.

10484. (-) Tsi or Tsan,

To squeeze the fingers with

wood between. A Chinese

torture.

Tian che 1 y^t
to torture the fingers.

1043S. ["-] To swallow

down food and drink ;

a meal of me;it ; applied

to an; meal; a cake. To

pluck or take with the

hand. Chi.ig tsnn
[

regular morning and

evening meal. Tsaou tsan

J3,
|

breakfast. Wan

Uanffig J
evcnin' meil.

Ta tsan fc j
a Canton

phrase for the European

dinner.

Tsan tow fan
]

meal.

an ordinary

1 0486. ( / ) From water

ar>d very. Deep ; clear ; to

>iuk into and disappear;

abundant; affluent. Name of a

river. Also read Chan and Chin.

See Chan.

10487. (V ) Tsan or Tsi,

With baste ; celerity ;

speedily.

10488. (') The seam

of a garment ; a rent

seam ; to open. See

Chan.

10489. (/) Tsan or Chaa.

To dip any thing in water.

Tsan peih \ ^ to dip

the point of a pencil in water.

10490. (/) Tsan or Chan.

From heart. To repent ;

heart-foil grief for lin. See

Chan.

TSANG. CCCXLIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fang. Canton Dialect, Tiang.

10491. (-) From SHh

K^ to eat, abhreviated, and

Hwiiy p I an enclosure. A

place to store up corn; a granary.

Name of an officer whose duty it

if to superintend stores of grain.

A surname. Round granaries are

called Kcun My squ.ire one's
^=h

Tsang. Shin Uang^ 1 divine

granary ; i. e. a storehouse for grain

which is to be offered to the gods.

Tsang Ufih
|

?fc fright ; alarm.

Tsang fang | ffi-\
4 er > a granary.

Tsang lin
]
KB

Tsang seang I 4S a compartment

like a chest or box.

Tsang ta sze 7^ |^ a granary

keeper.

Kw tse'en tsze tsang ^ -^ ^r
seek for a thousand granaries.

10492. Tsang or SSng. A

term applied to those in

inferior stations of life.

Tsang foo 1 ^ and Laou tsang

]
are epitheU applied to persons.

10493. An ancient con-

taining vessel.

10494. The name of a river,

and of a lake; cold. Tsang

hae I

yfjf
a ast ea a

great rapacity ; to drink.

Tsang l.ing JS the name of a

ceruin river, and of a district.
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10495. (-) TsSng tsSng

the noise of

ornamental stones jingling

against each other ; the colour of

gems or stones.

10496. (-) From boat and

granary. The hold of a

boat or ship an usual cha-

racter not sanctioned by the

Dictionaries. Chuen tsang ffljlf

ya
the hold of a ship. Kae ls.ing La

I to open the hold to commence

unloading a ship.

10497. (-) The colour of

pljnts ; green, applied to

heaven ; azure ; abundant ;

plentiful; old, applied to persons

or things; a cold appearance. A

surname. Tow shang yew tsang

tsang chay |]| J^ |j" | ] ^*
over head, is the azure heavens

meaning, God looks down from

heaven.

Keun tsang ^ \
"\

A j > heaven.

Tsang tsang
| j j

Tsang teen 1 7r heaven ; in allusion

to its colour.

10498. (-) The name of

an insect.

10499. (-) FromWrrfanda

store-house. A certain large

water bird said to be born

from the womb. Tsang kaiig
j

ffiM

a different sort of bird from the pre-

ceding.

T8CNG

10500. (/) From death

b 'tween the fur/ and the

f'f-i. To inter; to bury ;
to

put under ground. Tsang

mae
j

-jj|j
or Mae tsang

jjj|
1 to inter ; to bury.

.

Tsang shan l|i a

burial ground. Sang

tsSng 5*5 or ^'n

tsing /K?
|

a funernl ;

the several parts of

coffining, and so on.

10R01. (t) Hang tsSng

mfat; bony; larges
1 ^

bodied. Keen tsSng^ ]

an appearance of high bones. Rang

tsSng WT abrupt; straight

forward.

10502. (-) Large; strong;

robust.

1050S. (
-
) Good ; virtuous ;

faithfuhgenerous. Used also

for the three following cha-

racters. A surname. Se-tsang pfH

\ Thibet.

Tsang hw8 I |flp
female slaves are

so called.

10504. (' -) From a ser-

vant covered with herbs

and defended on one

side by boards, and on

the other by a spear.

To hide; to secret; to

conceal. To store up; to lay by;

a receptacle ; the viscera of animal

TSAXG K7I

bodies; the kidneys and seminil

vessels, in which sense it is used for

the following. To cherish; to cul-

tivate
intellectually.

Tsang nelh fin jin

to conceal a criminal.

Tsang heang chc ke 1

an utensil for containing perfumes ,-a

toilet or dressing cane.

Tsang pan 1 r& to store up, or

possess, the engraved blocks with

which any book is printed.

1 0505. (
-
) From a covering

and robmt. Upright strong

appearance.

10506. (/) fromjleth and

t store up. The viscera of

an animal body. Woo tsang

1 the five viscera. They also

enumerate Kew bang 7^ I nine

viscera. Shin tsang yu sin
jjjH

~ljk i]\ the divine part the soul

or spirit is seated in the heart.

Tsung foo 1
JJJ^

the viscera, or in-

ternal parts of an animal body.

10507. (-) From mtney

and to secret. To receive

bribes; the booty obtained

by thieves or robbers, and secreted

by them; unjust gain; stolen goods.

10508. (-) A male sheep;

some say, A yew sheep. Co-

pious; abundant; clouds;

an astronomical character. A man's

name.
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TSANG. CCCXLV SYLLABLE.

Sometimes read OlSng. Manuscript Dictionary, cany. Canton Dialect, Time.

10509. [
-
] From a win-

dote, to separate, and

day, to denote the dis-

persion of the air. A par-

ticle implying that some-

thing is past or already

done. Used also for

To add to. A surname.

Pfih tsing ^ |
or

"j

not yet.

already.

a great grandson.

father's grand

one of the writers

of the Four-book*.

10510. Tsing

shang
| |

*^ >f excessively.

Tsing po
j

B to cut open

or Tsang

to wound

10511. [-] The noise and

clamour of people in the

streets or market place.

Hung tsing jR
an enlarged

and liberal feeling of self satisfaction,

or perfect contentment.

10518. (/) From to add and

earth. To add to; to increase ;

to double; many. Kea-tsang

i _&

fvbu*'
/ Ipl

7)P I
to increase the quantity or

number of. To add abundance ;

residue ; having some remaining. Kca

tsing kelae{| ] j|g ^ the price

has risen.

Tiing mae 1 Wj to add to, or throw

into the bargain ; to give to another

one one's share.

1 05 1 3. (
-
) From a kill and

to aid to. Hilly; moun-

tainous.

10514. (-) From m bniiy

and to add to. An upper

room or story, where people

are placed above those below them ;

one thing piled above another; a

degree; a step higher; still more in-

tense. Yih tsing low I

ij|i

an upper room; one story. Yih

tsing pe
*

||?
one layer of

skins. Chung yih tsang j|[

one degree heavier.

10515. (-) From heart and

the sound of Tsang. To dis-

like; to hate. Tscu tsiug

y u j in R7 Tfi J\
to make peo-

ple dislike one.

10516. (
'

) A boiler for rice,

or for making spirituous

liquors. Fan tsang fw

a rice boiler. Tsew tsang ^25" IH I

a wine boiler.

10517. (-) A particular

kind of arrow or ipear.

Used also to denote A

particular kind of silk.

10518. (/-) A generic

term for silk when it is

manufactured. The name

of a nation, and of a dis-

trict. A surname.

10519. (-) A net to catch

fishes with.

10520. (-) Small eyes; look-

ing as if dim sighted. Mung

tsing >||p
\ an indistinct-

ness of vision.

^10521. (') To present to ;

to give or bestow upon ; to

lend assistance. Used to ex-

press the Emperor's conferring titles

and honors. Pang tsing pwan fei

tS 'tJ
' con '*'r

< or Pre
"

sent to a person some necessaries for

a journey r money to defray the
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expense of it. Fung tsSng 3^
or Kaou tsang s^ I honors con-

ferred by the F.mperor.

TsSng kwang tseenj in T^ fj|j J\^

to shed honors on one's ancestors.

Tsang wnh keen 1
Jjftij

/VT- to bestow

or confer a thing.

Tsang ta 1 ^S, a present, and one in

return.

10522. (/) TsSng tang

^M^T Hoi-

lj confused conduct ; appear-

ing always in a hurry and bustle,

10523. ( / -
) From two

hands *j? and I drag-

ging. To strive; to wran-

gle; to contest; to pull

diffcrentways; tolitigate;

to reprove ;
to reprimand.

A surname.

Tsang seang keen e choo
iEj

@

ill pit
to wran g'e au ut the cere-

monies of
visiting each other.

Tsang kung :

T.J]
to strive about

appearing meritorious.

TsSng king 1 ^ or Tsang tow 1

IE}]
* ^h' alu' wrangle.

TsSng naou
J J3||

to wrangle and

contend.

Tsang seen
j -^ to strive to be first.

Tsang man che sin 1 4& ~/* j/[v

a disposition to quarrelling and rude-

ness.

TsSng yS
| ^ to strive wishing for,

or to do something.

10524. TsSnr, or ChSng.

Cold appearance.

RT II H 10

10525. To form; to con-

troul ; to manage. The

north gate of the principal

city of the state /& Loo.

10526.
[

-
] From a moun-

tain and to ttrive. To rise

eminent; tol)e conspicuous.

Tow ke5 tsSng yung titi n\

I|](T> head and horns appearing con-
"'tv

spicuous a fine dignified looking

person. TsSng yung I

|!jg|
ele-

vated; having risen to eminence by

one's own good qualities and exertions.

10527. [-] From ftunrfan-d

to strive. To pierce; to

stab. Gang tsang Jjfi

firm and strenuous.'

10528. (
-

) From eye

and to strive. To stare

with displeasure; to look

with anger and dislike

10529. (-) A musical in-

strument made of reeds.

The name of a plant. Fung

tsang JjjJ j
certain jingling things

suspended below the eves of Chinese

houses, whicti make a noise when

a^rtated by the wind.

f
10530. (/) From words

and (o contend. To endea-

vour to stop a person from

doing wrong j ( remonstrate with
;

to dissuade from doing.

Tsang keen } H[i to contend stre-
I iyi*

nuously for what one thinks right;

to reprehend.

10531. (-)

of metals.

'

The sound

10532. (-) thing or

TsSng. An inclined post ;

a support placed ; a pole ,-

to push with a pole; I >

pole a boat. Chwa chiih

"" M ti IS "

grasp the bambro pole

is a cant term for in-

triguing. Tsing too

to pole aero* a ri ver;

to intrigue.

10533. (\) How!

Tsang kan
]j

dare!

how

TsSng mo haou ne Wf- ift- P/j?

which way is well now? what is to

be done now ?

Tsang sang ]
/t in what manner?

TsSng teih
| fafy

what ?

10534. [-] Read Tsing,

Chang, or Tang. To look

straight forward ; to

stare.
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10535. (-) From silk

thread and to etntend.

The sound of a stringed

instrument; the sound

of a string which is

drawn tight and twitched.

The second form is otherwise read

Tseen, and denotes Silk of a purple

colour.

10536. Tslng, or Ching kwa

/fl malevolent; im-

moral.

10537. (
'

) ChJng.or Tsang.

Ching tsan
| fa&or Chan.

A malevolent ugly, tricked,

violent, appearance.

10538. ( -') From mood and

to ascend. The fruit which

rises in estimation by its

sweetness.

Tsang-tsze
1| -j^-

the orange, com-

monly called Coolcc Orange.

Tsang-pe 1
1^* orange peel.

105S9. (-) To rush

or bolt against ; abrupt ;

clashing against; to seize

or grasp hold of; to

strike the hand against

a thing.

TSAOU. CCCXLVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, cno. Canton Dialect, Ttew,

^% ]

10540. [-] From the

j"CJ,_ sun on the top of an

kelmel. The morning ;

early; soon; to be be-

forehand. Kin tsaou

A* this morning.

Ming tsaou HQ to-morrow

morning. Tso sze e tsaou Ml
1JJL

f|. in doing things it is proper

to be early. Tsinj tsaou 9uT
rj I

Tery early in the morning Lae tlh

tsaou d< & 1 come too soon.

Tsaou ho
|

>fc the early or first

crop of grain.

Tsaou tseu tsin
* HX

j|{
to marry

early.

Tsaou wang 1 |^ died
early,

morning andTtaou wan

evening.

10541. (\) Herlaceops

plants ; a general term

for plants ; grass ;
wild

* -k plants and herbs. The

InUr running hand character.

J To make a running

hand draft or copy. Careless ;

heedless ; in a coarse manner ;

laborious. To cut plants. A surname.

Wan shc tsaou
y^^ij? ]

original

rough draughts of documents.

Tsaou chwang 1

J?|I
an original copy

of any document drawn up roughly.

To invent plants was heaven's first

work. Tsaou choo kwei 1 tit

Bj a name of pearl barley .

Tsaou pun
] yV the class of annual

plants, in contradistinction from

Muh pun '^ ~nt pcrreniul plants.

Tsaou shoo she ^& ^ the
t-J

manner or appearance of the run-

ning hand.

Tsaou suh 1 ^ carelessly ; heedlessly.

T>aou tsze ^. the running hand

character. Tsaou tsaou 1

mental labour and toil.

10542. Tsaou lenou 1 ^S
appearance of solitude ;

stillness, quiet.

10543. (N't A poisonous

fish. (..MM Dictionary). Does

not occur in Kang-he.

\ 10541. [ /] Inferiors

who perform the lower

departments of duty ;

police runners. A black

colour. The name of a

bird. Fe tsaou
Hj^
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a sort of soap usud by the Chinese.

Tsaou fan 1

Tstou yth | 'f

Tsiou le 1
^

green vitriol.

inferior officers in

public courts.

10S45.
[ \] To build; to

make; to do; to act ; to com-

mence ; slow ; dilatory. The

name of a sacrifice ; lo receive; to

advance ;
to go. Yu tsaou teen y ih

-* ^ YV" what I do 1S m 'he

service of heaven. Tsaoii chow

4f|-
or Pe chow }^ -ffl-a raft

Tsaou hwa
j ^f.

to create or make,

used for some happy occurrence like

new-creating. Haou tsaou hwa
jjff.

1 //P good fortune.

Tsaou yen sang sze S /J JJ&.

lo make speeches and create distur-

bances. Tsaou tsze
j 7f^ fin a

hurried, irregular, disorderly manner.

Tsaou twan 1

lja^
to originate.

10546. O) From heart

and to act. To act heartily

and sincerely. Tsaou tsaou

1 a sincere faithful man.

10547. (/) A coarse spe-

cies of grain; in a coarse

rude manner. Tsoo tsaou

/w[ coarse, applied

to things, and to a hurried

disorderly mode of doing

things.

10518. f/] The whole; one

rS complete round.

V

10549. (
-

)
From the

0tBod to speak. He-

fers to those who deter-

mined causes on the east

side of the royal palace ;

a place where people

meet ; of the same place,

order, or class ;
and hence

forms the plural often.

An ancient division of the country

in Keang-nan. Kwan tsaou 'M*

the officers of government generally.

Urh tsaou
fjjjj

you ; used by

superiors, or in familiar language.

Mb tsaou y^ |
six public boards

or courts.

Tsaoii-tsaou 1
3fl|

a famous but un-

principled leader of the state Wei,

during the civil wars of China. (A. D.

990.) Historians say,
' He possessed

an intuitive knowledge ofhuman cha-

racter, and whilst he promoted ta-

lent, he could turn the meanest abi-

lites to suit his own purposes. A

calm firmness and instantaneous de-

cision marked him in battle ; he was

personally plain and economical;

but liberal to profusion in reward-

ing those who served him. He was

severe in the execution of his laws ;

destroyed, without compunction, the

lives of others; and was never mov-

ed by tears to pity or to pardon.'

1 0550. [
-

] \oisc ; clamour.

Chung kow tsiou tsa $?

1 P 1 $$ he confu.e.1

mixed noise and clamour ofagre.it

many different voices. Laou tsaou

pHJlJ
' or Heuen tsaou

PJJ_ |

or lleucn ehaoii ^^ IVj,*
or Tsaou-

g9 (VV>
all express Clamour,

noise, outcry, vociferation.

^ ^t- 10551. [-] From wofd and

~r$vt to meet together. A man-

I er out of which several

horses eat ; a sort of canal where li-

quor is run off; a place where wine

is sold ; the name of a wood ; of a

frtiit ; and of a musical instrument}

a receiver in which tea leaf is broken

and pounded for certain purposes.

Tsew tsaou
yjfi

1 orTsewfang
|
jfn

a tavern, or wooden house where

wine is sold. Cha tsaon
^j>

a sort of pestle for breaking tea-leaf.

10552. (/-) A wheel turned

by water ; to convey by

water, as in boats; the boats

which carry the tribute of the pro-

vinces to court ; to convey provin-

cial tribute to Peking. A surname.

Tsaou-chuen
j

M1 a vessel which,

conveys grain to Peking.

Tsaou wei ,

J&f
a place defended

by troops; a city surrounded by

troops.

Tsaou yun j ^1 to convey grain

Chuen tsaou jiff 1 J by water; to

carry and distribute it to the troops.

10553, [
-

] The grain

from which wine or li-

quor has been distilled;

the dregs of spiritous li-

quor ;
a rich liquor.

A

surname. Tsaou-ta

UU is a, common expres-
'/YI

sion denoting to abuse

and ill treat; to use wit'
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harshness and socritv

it as below.

Some wrile

10554. [-J An insect pe-

culiar to ordure and filth.

10555. [-] To meot will) ;

1B*T W

to occur ;
to happen : to go

or cruize about ; a time, or

occasion. Shih ts:\ou
~~

ten

times. Yih tsaou I once ; on

one occasion. Tsaou nan J&
to meet with calamities.

T.iaou ta ho
' ^ |& to meet with

a great calamity.

Tsaou kang been
] ^ IjQ

to meet

a pit and fall into it; to fall into

some unexpected evil or calamity.

Tsaou t$
j ^ to meet with and

mal-treat; to knock about,, some

write this expression as above.

Tsaou leen jay yu J^ -^ ^
to meet with a constant rain all night.

10556. [-] A small boat; a

Chinese junk. Pih tsaou

chuen
0| j ^ name

of those Can tonjunks which go to sea.

10557. Saoit. Many mouths

on the lop of a tree; a number

of birds.

10558. (/) Tsaou or Tseaou.

Yaou tsnou tfK
\ a long

appearance.

10559. [\] Vexatious

anxiety; or uneasiness

of mind ; sorrow.

1 (nno. The fierccrosi and

violence of fire. Tsaou-

paou I

4jt
fierce and vio-

lent manner's.

10561. [-] To grasp; to

lay hold of; to mainlain

hold of, physically or mo-

rally ; also the thing held f.ist ;

tlie purpose maintained
;
moderate

winds; preserved in harmony and

ease of mind.

Tsaou che
j

;ti resolution ; f rm

ad4ierence to.

Tsaou keuen urh hwS
j jjf, j||] ||ft

take the bond and get what has

been agreed on, denotes obtaining

without difficulty.

Tsaou che tsing kew J'i it W
to draw water and grind .corn

the duties of a wife. Tsaou koo
[

JJM
to grasp a tablet to begin to

learn. Tsaou leen
j 6JJB

to exer-

cise or drill, as soldiers.

Tsaou tsee ] %jm or Tsee tsaou, To
I pr

adhere to the rules or limits proscrib-

ed to one's self.

10562. (\) A stone with

peculiar veins; to wash; to

bathe
;
to cleanse used also

morally. Name of a lake. Se tsaou

v4r I to wash and cleanse.

Tsaou pun a bathing tub.

Tsaou-tsaou an apparent

effort to bubble up.

10563. [
^ ] Variegated

silk threads connecting gems

which were attached to an-

cient crowns as ornaments. Used to

denote Elegant composition.

10564. [' ] The name

of a water plant. Used

for the following ; and

to denote elegant com-

position; and also joy,

from some birds delight-

ing in the Tsaou plant.

Tsaou tsing 4^ a

certain part about the

s of a house.

10555. [ /] Haste j'

pitale ; swift as fire ; to

di-turb; to cause agita-

tion to. Fierce ; cruel.

Keaou ts;iou ^^
proud and disorderly ;

lewd and fierce. Tseaou tsaou 1=Emi I

vexed and disorderly. Tiaou paou

:S. fierce and cruel.

105G6. [-] Chaou, or

Tsaou. See Chaou. Light

airs ; volatile ; nimble ;

active.

10567.
[

A
] A sort of

insect produced on dry

soils and which bites men.

Used for B. Tsaou, The

morning.
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10568. [
'

j A species of

cannarium; the fruit in

China is commonly used

in a preserved state, and

called by Europeans Dates.

A surname. The name

of a place. Tsaon tsze 1 -+- dates

as known in China. Tsaou leih
j

II

ij|jl
denotes an early attention to

virtue and propriety i n a female.

TSE

10569.
[ / ] A furnace.

Tsaou shin
j jfl||l

the

god of the furnace, em-

ployed in the dressing of

provisions. Chuy tsaou

nyf I a furnace to be

excited by wind blown

into it, or by fanning.

TSE 877

>>* 10570. (
-

) Nels or huts

made of stone rudely piled

up, in which, during ancient

times, people who attached them-

selves to a tribe, were lodged.

10571. ['] To cultivate

the ground ; to plough.

TSE.- -CCCXLVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fj and Tsi. Canton Dialect, Tie or Ttei.

10572 ( / ) Read Tsee
1

,

To cut ;to carve; to mince ;

to cut to pieces; to cut

bones. Eager; aident ; near; urgent;

pressing ; vehement ; fervent ; sincere ;

important; to feel. Read Tse, All;

every ; the whole. See Tse'e". Se

tse
^[JJ j

to cut into very minute

parts. Tsiiij; tsee Ira 1 vehement-
1 1 J I

ly attached; ardent afFei'tion. Tsin

tse'S
$jj^ j

most intimate relation;

pointed, close, home language.

Pci Isee" ^ j
or Tsan tsee^ 1

deep distre> of mind.

Yth tse 1 the whole, entirely,

all taken collectively.

%

JnETi
* / *

10573. [/] Stone steps

Keae Ue
$jji

y which to ascend.

ii. N 10-

10574. To look ; to ex-

aminc
; to look asquint.

10575, [/.] One's equal;

a wife; to giveawifelo.

Tse tsze
j IJ.

sometimes

means a wife and a son, sometimes

only a wife.

Footse^- |

husband and wife.

Tse neu
'

-J
a wife and a daughter.

Tse tse'S
j 3^ a wife and a concu-

bine.

10576. [.] From heart

and the sound of Tse. Pain;

sorrow j grief; commisera-

tion
; anger; indignation.

Tse tse 1 the appearance of dis-

ease arising from hunger or famine.

10577. Intense cold.

10578. [-] That on

which a bird rests ; a place

of residence. The name

of a plant. Ke
tsc|y|

]

a hen roost. Tse

shin che so I EL ~*7

place on which to rest one's

self. Tse tse
j

the appear-

ance of military carriages.

Tse see
J ^ the appearance of go-

ing backwards and forwards.

10579. [,) From water and

a
ti-ife. The clouds gather-

ing and foreboding rain;
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and bleak. Te le 1
jjjj

precipi-

tate ; hurried. Te lewig
| yljf

cold; frigid.

1 0580. [
-

j Exuberance of

herbtige or foliage; appear-

ance of the clouds movug

Tsefe 1
^fe elegant colours blend-

ed together. Tse Iseay I J-jL re"

pcctful ai.d attentive appearance.

10581. (') From ty Jow,

; with
jj^

She,

To manifett or declare. To carry

human affairs before the gods. That

which is the medium between, or

brings together, men and gods. To

offer 8eh in the rites of worship :

to sacrifice with victims. The sect

of Budt'.ha does not sacrifice.

fliP sacrifice ; to offer sicri-
>!'>

to sacrifice victims.

Tscsze I

I

fiie.

T-e sing

Tse saou
| yj* $acrifice and sueep ;

i. e. to offer a sacrifice of fih, fowls,

swine or sheep, with an oblation of

wine to t'.ie manes of deceased re-

latives, and to repair the tombs.

Tse teen 1 ^ to sacrifice to heaven.

Te win
|

*j>" a written pray.er which

accompanies a sacrifice.

I05S8 -

[
<

] A hore; a sand

hank on the shore. LS tse

y$i ^
a shoal on the vest

side of the Lew-kew inlands, said to

be exceedingly destructive to vessels.

105x3. [/] A limit; a place

where two things meet and

IJ % form :t limit, ax the hori/oi ,

w here he;u en and earth seem to meet ;

the point of meeting where one thins;

em!s and another begins, at the be-

ginning of nght; the time when a

thing occurs.

Keaou-lte
j \ ~\

lhc meeting or

Tse-tsefi
] j^J blending of

things, as above explained.

10584.
[ '-] The even

surface of a field of grain.

Even ; regular ; correct;

complete : to adjust: to

regulate, to discriminate

and arrange; good;

quick ;
all together , name of an an-

cient state about the region of Shan-

tung. A surnane. Enters into va-

rii us proper names. Y'lh tse *
|

all; evenly ; all at thesnme time ; the

whole together. Puh tse ~j

not even; not complete; some want-

ing ; something irregular.

Tse ke kea 1 "M' ^ to regulate or

govern well a family; icgulated;

adjusted and put in due order.

Ching

Tse chi

oE.

1

1

I

all properly ad-

justed.

IT5-5. [ '] To pare or clip

even ; to adjust; to equal-

ise; to cut and blend me-

dicines in equal proportions; a dose.

Ylh t<e j8 * *

|fe
a dose of

medicine properly mixed. ChTh Ise

'M I

tlie lwo Mvei of writtea

agrct-mei t or bond, of which each

contracting party retains one. In

ancient times great contracts were

s<ttl, d by CMh.andMii I'eroncsby

Tse, afterwards the words were join-

ed to dei.ole A deed or bond ge-

ner.illy.

10586.. [/J To state; to

put a vessel to the lips; to

f~t i
-t the lips as l;;r as the

teeth; to sip. A plaintive sound.

Read Keae, or Keae-kcac
j

the sound or noise of many persons.

Read Cl.ae. Chac-sl,g
]

M a,

laughing appearance.

10587. [-] Suspicion;

jealousy; anger; displea-

sure; sorrow; precipi-

tancy.

10588. [ V ] From fcandand

"'together. To push; to

place or put in order; to

press upon, as a crowd of people.

Tse yung 1
j$|

to crowd or press

upon.

IOS C
, [ V ] from water

and a regular mpply. Name

of a mer in the north, which

is regular in its course. To assist;

to help ; to be beneficial to ; to cause

success to or take effect. Occurs

denoting To stop, and to cross over

a stre.im. Shfi tse^ 1
to cross

or go. over. Kew-tseiS^
to
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save and assist. Chow tse
pjpj

to bestow upon, and supply the

wants of. PSh tse sze ^fc 'jj

does not help the affair.

Tse gS 1 IJffi- to assist people in doing

what is vicious.

Tse Jin che keih
] A 7^ tO

help people in urgent difficulties.

Tse nan 1 ~&] the metropolis of Shan-

tung province.

Tse she 1 ^ to benefit the world.

Tse-ise
| |

abundant.

10590. (^) A stone with

spots and flaws.

10591. (-) The name of

an insect.

10592. [ / ] To cut grain ;

sheaves of grain ; a sheaf.

Some say, A sheaf not yet

bound up.

10593. (-) The umbilical

ho kcth

if a person wished to gnaw his navel

how could he reach it! is used to

express an impossible wish, and an

irretrieTable state of things.

10594. [-] To ascend;

to mount a rugged hill.

10595. [
I

] To cease from

raining; the colours of the

sky when the clouds break

and it becomes fair. Tsing tse
|}jfe

I the sky clearing up after rain.

10596. [-] Said to be the

'iKv. proper form of the preced-

ing. To hold in the hand; to

deliver to; to present to; to sto(\e

up; to leave for ; the necessaries ofa

journey; to give a supply to; to

confer upon. An aspiration of grief

or admiration.

10597. ( V ) The name of

a fish.

10598. (-) A composi-

tion of herbs; a variety

of tastes blended toge-

ther ; a dish of herbs ; the

food of the poor. Brok-

en to pieces; pounded;

in confusion; compound,

blended harmoniously.

10599. [-] To present

to; to offer; to dispatch

or send to a superior ; to

the Emperor ; or to a

friend. By way of cour-

tesy, written on the out-

side of letters.
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TSEANG. CCCXLVIII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary {tang. Canton Dialect, Tteang.

10600. [
'
] From a work-

man and a square vet-

set, which imply the use

of the square, compass,

marking line, and sn on.

A worker in any ma-

terial ;
a mechanic j an artificer ;

an artisan ; a worker in; a maker of.

A surname. Rung tseang ^f
or Tseang jin 1 ^ a workman.

Mfih tseang ~fo
a worker in

wood, a joiner; a carpenter, a ca-

binet-maker. Tee" tseang ||fi

a smith. Tung tseang jpj

'

a

brazier. Seih tseang *j& j

a plumb-

er, or Tin man. Tin tseai g ^H
a silversmith. Shlh teang ~fa

a mason. Ne shwfiy Iseang jbfp

^ a bricklayer.

Tseang tsS ke ming chay 1 4fc '^
IJIl^jgl tseang is a maker of utensils.

Tseang kung muh che kung yay 1

$ ~fc X & sea"f. <>

workman who attacks the wood.

10601. Chwang or Tseang.

Supposed to .resemble

the body leaning against

something. The same as

xt Chwang, A couch or

bed. Some s:iy th;il
ij

Tseang and
Vj Peen, are opposite*,

one meaning the lift side of a flank,

the other the right side.

10602. (-) A kind of pub-

lic school. See Seang.

S extraordinary pbeno-Tseang e

iiiina.

'"V^ 10603 - () Goodness;

i|l4~ felicity ; a prognostic ; an

/I I
'

omen, either good or bad ;

a manifestation of the will of heaven

previously to the infliction ofjudge-

ments crthebcstoment of blessings.

The name of a sacrifice; used also

for the following. Keth tseang ~gj

I a felicitous omen. H u ig tseang

[X] ]
an infelicitous omen. Pfih

tsean- /f> 1 infelicitous." '

I

Tseang suy 1 ]S ftlicitous ; boding

happiness.

1 0604. [
-

] Tseang or

Seang. To examine and

judge clearly; to ascer-

tain the precise import;

to state clearly the facts,

circumstances, or reason-

to explain as a teacher; or to

give information to superiors as an

officer of the government. See
. j- j

Seang. Pe tseang |fij
I a copious

and clear narrative.

Tseang, leS
j Ji|.

a copious full ac-

count, and an abridgement of.

Tssang se
j&fl luminous, clear,

distinct statement^ to state in this

an official state-

manner.

Tseang wan
j

ment containing a full account of

some transaction made to a superior

officer.

10605. [-J To flyback,

to look back on; a dignified

respectful and respectable

appearance.

10606. [ -] To w.ilk or

go with celerity. Used for

the preceding.

10607. From j Shih, to

eat, abbreviated, and I

Hwuy, An enclosure. A

place to store up corn ; a granary.

Name of an officer whose duty it is

to superintend stores of grain. A

surname. See Tseang.

>\

10608. Chwang, or Tseang.

\\ A wound made by a knife

or weapon, in which sense it
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was originally wriltenJ//7 Chwang.

Shin pe tsih shih chwang& ZJjfr -{^

/J||J
he receircd seventy wounds.

See Chwang.

10609. A bird eating; a sim-

P'C or l "y appearance.

Read Tsang, Tsang hiing

I
ft-'

'
;i foolish frightened appear-

IOMO. [\-] Sudden; a-

brtipt ; bursting forth ; to

struggle and seize. To

seize by violence ; to plun.

der ; to stand opposed to ;

to rob in groups, as as-

sociated banditti. Occurs applied to

a comet.

Tseang jang
| ||I

in a confused,

disord< rly manner.

Tseang ke'S
j Jlj

to take from by

violence; whether persons or things;

to rod; to plunder.

Tsea.g loo Jin kow
J f| A D

to carry off people by violence, as

Captive*.

Tseang pTh
] ^J to extort an ex-

planation ; abrupt language.

Tstang t
|

<- to rob; lo plunder.

10611. A long piece of wood

sharpened at both eiids with

which to attack banditti.

A lance; a spear; to oppose; to with-

stand ; a certain vessel. A surname.

10612. [-] Tseang-tseang

to be moved and

agitited; lo step with tre-

pidation and hurry; also with an af-

fected hasle, as a mark of respect ; a

sort of
posture-making and

fencing.

P*RT ii. o 10

Tseu tseang j

hurried pace.

]
a quick step; a

10613. (-) The noise

made by birds or beasts

coming to eat.

10614. (-) The sound of

a bell; a jingling noise;

in this sense also read

Tsang. A sort of tripod;

a wine vessel; a particular

sort of rice. Commonly
used for A spear, a lance;

and similar weapons ;

which, Kang.he says,

should be No. 10611. Mo tseang

j

to sharpen a spear.

1061.5. (-) To tike; in

this sense it is often used

by the Chinese when

not required in English,

ai to take and do so and

so, merely signifying do-

ing what is implied in the other verb;

the sign of the future; lo receive;

to come near; to accommodate
; to

advance; to otter to; to support.

Stout ; large. Used as a connective

particle.

Tseang-keim tsae chin
|

5J /ft fljif

a general present with his army

when in buttle array ; one recom-

mends that a student should always

keep his mind alert, as a general

under such circumstances.

Tseang-keun 1 jlf a Tartar General,

who usually commands the garrison

of a town, and considers the defence

of the town his department. Hr i

independent of generals outside the

walls of the town. In other cases it

is applied to generals in the field.

Title^ ,/^T. Jin.

Tseang kin
ifj-

near; to approach.

Tseang lae
] ^fr hereafter.

Tscans kung che
1

tsuy
| f,J\ fy ^

to take one's merits and atone for

one's crimes.

10616. A foundation; to le-

vel ground in order to furui

or lay a foundation.

- 10617. [ 1 ] To assist;
*

to pr iise ; to encourage ;

to laud ; to commend.

Tseang shen 1 ^. to

praise virtue. Gin

tseang & 1 gracious

commendation. Tseang tsew
]

-M,

^y[]
to accommodate one's self to

others.

10618
[ -] Any thick

fluid, as water in which

rice has been washed ;

water in which any thing

is mixed which thickens

it ; syrrup; matter from

a sore ; the matter of the smallpox.

Applied to the name of a plant, and

of a sort of crab.

10619. [ \ ] From to ttke

and boat. An oar; a

short oar; an oar used

crosswise ; to row a boat.

The preceding is also used

in this sense.
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10620. (V ) Bamboos split
in a

certain way ; a sort of mat.

10681. (\-) Name of a

plant) of a hill; and of a

river. A surname.

1 0629. A kind of pickle ;

certain mode of preserv-

ing meat, rice, and pulse.

Tseang jew oy.

> 10623. [
-

] TsSng or Tseang.

rThe

sound of stones, belU,

and other instruments; the

notes of birds. An elevated appear-

ance; an easy manner.

10624. [-] A wall; that

which screens or defends.

A surname. Tseang pefh

I /|p
a wall generally.

Chuen tseang jga. 1

to make a hole through a

wall.

1062S. [.] A certain spar

in a boat or ship to which

the sail is attached.

10626. (-) Certain female

officers, about the palace

during the dynasty Han. A

woman's name.

10627. [-] Name of

insect.

10628. [
-

] A particular

kind of hatchet , to strike

and wound with a hatchet.

Tsze seang tseang tsih A
jjfl

[TO to wound and injure one's own

person by any improper practice.

10629. [-] A particular kind

of -.pear or lance. Read

Ting, To kill.

TSEAOU. CCCXL1X SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, giti. Canton Dialect, Ttett.

10630. [f] Like; appear-

ing like ; as if. See Seaou.

10631. Small and distorted

in the mouth and spout.

Verbose ; to mention often.

Cry of lictors who precede officers

of government. See Seaou.

10632. [\/J Mournful;

sorrowful. Tseaou-tseaou

I
privately ; quietly ;

secretly; unobserved. Withoutexcit-

ing notice
; hastily ; anxious; sorry.

10633. [ /
] A high dan.

gerous mountain; one that

cuts of all intercourse. To

urge ; to impel ; vehement.

10634. [ /] A dangerous

precipice; hill or mountain;

screened ; shaded ; hid ; urg-

ed ; impelled.

10635 [ / ] A change of

colour; to colour up. A

change ofcountenance from

anxiety or concern of mind.

10636. f /] Shalseaou^R

|

vicious; malevolent.

1063T. [-f] Injured

by fire; burnt black ;

seared ; the smell of burn-

ing; applied to the mind

to denote Vexation ;

anxiety ; distress. The

name of an ancieut state ;

of a city ; and of a bird.

A surname. Tseaou nuia

anxiety and sorrow.



Tseaou ize
J ^ anxious , distress-

ing reflex ions.

10638. [-] An instru-

ment of husbandry for

sticking- into the ground ;

a sort of pick ; to strike

into the ground.

10639. f -] Clear discern-

ment; ha-vingexamined fully

into. KqientH, it denotes

the same.

Tseaou yaou
j -f^fe

a name of foreign-

ers, short in stilure, on the South-

west. Tseaou meiuu

al.irraed, agitated.

10640. [/] Tsenou, or

1
1 Tseaou. To cut awnder;

to reap ; to mow.

10641. (-) To eat; to chew.

An interrupted hurried voice;

the tone of voice
arising

from distress and grief. Woo tseaou

luy
3jj| |jj| having nothing to

eat. S3 tseaou
<jfr j

to chew

quickly. Read Tsow, The
chirping

of a swallow.

Tseaou shih | *& to eat.

I0642 - (-) The name of a

hill aIoflJ hill, the sum-

mil of a hill.

10643. (-) From heart and

anxioin.
Tseaou-tsuy 1

H-ff

(^ lean from hunger and

distreis of mind. Certain parU of a

human body.

10644. (-) From uiood

and to burn. Scattered

wood fit for fuel ; fuel ;

a cutter of fuel ; a wuod-

man.

10645. ['JThenameof

a river. Entirely; com-

! pletely ; a sort of rich

liquor.

10646.
[

-
] To turn with

fire. To apply fire to j to

war.

IOS47. [-]Tolook furtive-

ly; to eye by stealth ; in the

north used for To look, to

see, in the common acceptation.

Tseaou-tseaou
j j

to look at; to

examine, as a Physician does a

patient

10648. (.) Disease Tseaou

] ffii
a

shrinking

or
shrivelling Up ; becom-

ing lean from sorrow and
anxiety.

10649. [-] A general term

for the banana or 'plantain

species; a mere straw; fuel.

Koo chuy tseaou
jf ^ j

drura .

stick plantains, and Hcang ya tseaou

a xP 1
plantains giving odour to

the teeth.-are two different species.

Tseaou tsze
j ^-plantains.

10650. [-/ J To

with worti. To repre-

hend ; to blame ; to cen-

sore; to speak against

with heat and
asperity;

to ridicule; to atirize.

Name of a hill, and of a river, of

nation, and of a district. A wr-

narae. Ke-tseaou
j^fe

1 to ridi-

cule, or satirize.

10651. [-] Three parU of

a human body ; according to

Chinese
physiology A want

of fulness of flesh.

10652. (/) From to burn

and wine. To burn incense

or victims and pour out

obUtiong, in every case in which

the priest* of Buddha and of the

Taou sect erect an altar and offer

up prayers, it is expressed by Tseaou.

To complete 5 to perfect or tenninate-

Occurs denoting Vexation and sor-

row, To invite to a feast or to take

wine. Ta tseanu ^ J
to pef.

form rites and offer up prayers

chiefly fr the dead. Ta ,an teen

ping gan tseaou ^j
rT ^ 7K /

]
to perform a kind of requiem

for three days.

Tseaou seth
] jg a fea,t of ^

terlainment.

10653. [
-

] To drink liquor

till one be quite drunk.

10654. [.] Lean; spare.

Tseaou Cmy sftH a

mournful, sorrowful appear-

ance.
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10655. [-] Tseaou-leaou

| &j|
a certain small bird.

10658. Commonly read Cliaou,

A nest. Read Tseaou, The

name of a country.

10657. [ / ] To cut off; to

exterminate.

10658 [\ ] To cut off;

to terminate. ; to extermi-

nate. Tseaou met

VRt
' Destroy, or ex 'er-

m'mate completely.

*^>^> 10659. [
V ] Chaon or

.~ tfP Tseaou, To echo what others

OJB>OV lay. SeeChaou.

10660
[ \ ] To fatigue ; to

trouble; to vex. Light ; ac-

ItjJt^stf

to weary or fatigue.

Tseaou m'it
j y|jj{

to destroy ; to ex-

terminate.

v 10661. [1 J To cutoff, to

Ct]0 I terminate; to exterminate.

TI^'I
"J * -^ As a li c .1 word, it occurs

in the sense of Artful, cunning.

10662. [
-

] Native Chines-

pepper ; applied to certain

fragrant beibs ; to a hill,

and to its summrti the

name of a city. Hoo

tsiaoti ill I the name

as the pepper of Europe. Hw

tseaou |y
chillies or cajanne

pepper.

Tteaou fang 1
45y

a pepper room

an ancient queen i said to have put

pepper in the plaster of the walls; the

abode of a Queen ; a Queen.

10663. A pike or pointed

instrument; to muke a hole

in the ground ; to receive the

end of a pole.

10664. [-] A seared or

i scorched tortoise shell,

used in divination.

10665. Ice breaking

TSEAY. CCCJL SYLLABLE-

Manuscript Dictionary, fie Cant on Dialect, Ttty.

JL
10666. [\ ] A particle,

common in the beginning

of sentence*, where it is of-

ten an expletive ; or ac the Chinese

call it, a word inhering in a ten-

fence. An expression of doubt, as

if, shuuld; it may often lie translated

And, then, therefore, further. H
T*eay or

jfjj |

Urh tseay, in the

middle of a sentence, may be render-

ed ,\nd, and also, as ^ ||jj | ^
Kaou urh tseay kwan, High and

also broad. Hwang tseay ^tj}

and still more. Koo tcay Jjjtj

and 5CTf Tan tse :y, denote For

the time heing; for a abort lime.

Ji- i Keuen tseay, denotes nearly

the same as the expression. Try

a liltle; it imp ies, doing th:it which

is not perfectly agrec:ible Kow le;iy

/fa\
, carelessly, inconsiderately.

Tsae tseay |lj.
1 again. Man tseay

iM 1
r

1 '/Hi
Tseay man ' By

and by, leisurely, do not hurry.

Tseay foo
| -J^

now further.

Tseay joo I uQ now as, or thus.

Tseny shw5
] S^ frequently fora-

niences a panigr; ph in lighter books,

and seems to denote I shall I herefore,

or now, observe. Tseay hing tseay

chen
| fj

4

1 life
now marcned

and now fought marched fighting.

10667. [
\ ] An elder lis-

ter ; the term was former-

ly applied to mothers.

Read Tsze, Name of a place. Used

to denote Proud and disrespectful

Tsze and Tseay M I are both
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TSEAY

epithets of senior sisters. Senou

tseay /J\ J
an appellation of the

daughters of rich people; Miss.

Tseay tsray
j

a general ap-

pellation of women.

10668. [- ] A net with

which rabbits are taken.

*%|- 10669. [/] To assist; to

f\ >"^ assume; fictitious ; to trans-

f ** for ; to borrow or lend. To

pretend; to use metaphorically; to

suppose for the sake of illustration.

To praise. No tsray ^ ^
u>

transfer; to borrow, or to lend.

Kea tseny^ ^ falsely borrowed ;

i. e. having no foundation in fact;

supposed ; borrowed ; used me-

taphorically. Pfih tseay 1^ \

sandals made of straw.

Tseay e
j ^g^

the metaphorical sense.

Tseay taou sha jin
^ T| ^ J{

to borrow a knife to kill a man; i. e.

TSEAY

to ate a third person as the instru-

ment of an injury which one wishes

to inflict.

suppose for ex-

TSEAY SS5

Tseay joo I

ample.

Tseay keu
]

Tseay lae 1

Tseay wan 1

to lend.

lo borrow.

j
to enquire civilly.

tK
**

10670. ['] Tseay tseay ^

|
I the voice of a bird To

sigh; to moan; a tone of

aspirition. TsTh tseay |ffe
I

Tflh tseay p4j
I rustic songs.

or

10671. [ f ] A sort of mat

used in sacrifice. A certain

P| water plant. To assist ; to

help ; to lean on for help ; that on

which one relies for help. A man

of liberal learning and elegant man-

ners j able to bear much wine. To

make a pr :text of, in which sense 4Pf
'W

Tseay, is better. A surname. Also

re id Tscih, Confused; a cord; to

tread ; a surname. Tseay koo 1

Jo borrow a cause ; to make a

a pretext. Tseay teen 1 fj
certain land around the royal don ain.

Lang tseay^ 1 a wolf's mat ; con-

fus( d
, in disorder. Tseay shin

Pe 3 ew
1 jj$ Jj fl$ rel)in" "

the help of the gods. Yun tseay

%m I

' 'ar e containing capacity;

liberally educated
;
able to bear much

wine. (MS. Dictionary.) Tseay kow

J]
to make a pretence -,

to screen

one's self. Tsefh tseih
} |

confused talk.

10672. f-] To sigh: to

lament j painful regret ; a

tone or aspiration when one

feels a cliffi. ulty in expressing by

words, all one's meaning. Also read

Tso and TseTh. E tseny, chang he

^pj"

' M & oh! how abundant.

Tseay-tan
j ^ or Tsze-tseay

I to sigh and to lament.

Tseay ya pfih e
] jft ^

expressed in aspirations unlimited

surprise and admiration.

Tseay tan
j fjjfe

to sigh.

AT II. 10
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TSEE.- -CCCLI ST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, $i&. Canton Dialect, Tieep.

1067S. [ u ] From
3JC-

Keen,

a crime, and a woman. A

woman who has committed

Mine crime. A woman placed in

a family above the rank of an or-

dinary servant, but inferior to the

mistress of the house; a kind of

handmaid ; a wife inferior to the

first; a concubine. Chinese moralists

do not allow a concubine to be

taken till the age of forty, and when

there is no hope of having male is-

sue by the wife. The name ofa na-

tion. A surname. Che tsee Q
I to place a concubine in the fa-

mily. Mae tse2 j[ to pur-

chase a concubine. Tsee she

ff^
is the usual term for concubine;

but they give them other appellations

in courtesy ,as Joo foo jin ~hn
-J^- J\^

the same as the mistress of the house.

10674. [
v ] Tsee tee

the sound of ducks or geese

feeding. Tse heuS
]
fa

to daub the mouth with blood

when mutually entering into a so-

lemn engagement, said to be an an-

cient custom. Also read Shi.

1C675. [
u J To ingraft

trees or plants.

| jLfc 10676. ( i. ) To take hold of

FJCX with the hand. To receive;

J^^J^ to connect; to come in suc-

cession; to approach near ; to unite;

to associate with ; quick. A sur-

name. Ying tse'2
if(J to go

forth to meet and receive a visitor.

Keaou tse'S $ 1 to associate with.

Fan tsee
jKjT

I to bind the hands

behind the back. Tsee tae
j fy

to receive and wait upon a guest.

Tse'g hwuy 1
Joj

to receive back again.

Tsee juh
'

^\ to receive as

Tse'S show 1 iVf j any thing sent

to one. Tse'2 s* 1 ^s to receive

and continue; to succeed to; to

follow in succession.

Tsee shang keen tow I p fig OJg

took it up on their shoulders.

1067T. To chirp as a bird.

10678. Ni. That on which

thefoot Ircadi in a loom.

10679. Tsee yu

certain female officers, dur-

ing the Dynasty ^k Han.

10680. [ u ] From hand and

a treadle. The success of an

army ; to obtain a victory ;

to overcome ; to complete ; to an-

nounce a victory; quick; in haste;

swift in action; a certain quantity;

a surname. Chili tse'6
||

I with

promptness applied to the doing

of things. Paou tsee
1 ^ or

Tse?-paou, To announce a victory.

Tse'8 fS 1 to rise rapidly appli-

ed to becoming rich in trade.

Tse'S king 1 :ffii to hasten through

a bye path ;
to take a short cur, either

literally or figuratively. Tsee'-loo

!?& to rob upon the high way.

Tsee' shoo jE a proclamation

written on silk, and appended to the

end of a pole as a banner.

Tsee tsee the sound of the

mouth and tongue.

106S1.
[
u ] Tsee yu 1

ttr a female officer of so-
7*J O

vernmeut ; an elegant ap-

pearance.

10682. [.] To connect

or sew garments toge-

ther. Le'en tseg
||l

1

to connect together.

Tse le?
| j&j irregu-

lar ; put in some disorder.
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10633. ( u ) The hair by

the side of the eye; the

eyebrow. Mei tseii fy

I I he eye brow.

10684. (u) To cut; to carve;

to mince ; to cnt to pieces j

to cut bones; eager; ardent;

near; urgent; pressing; vehement;

fervent; sincere; important; to feel.

To take the initial of one character

and the final of another to spell a

third, as from K-e W-ang to derive

Kang. (Sec the Introduction to the

first volume of this Work.) Read

Tse, All, every; the whole. Se tsee"

to cut into very minute

parts. Tsin tse'S
^J| j

most in-

timate relation; pointed, close, home

language. Pel tse'6 ^- ^
or Tsan

tsee yj | deep distress of mind;

Lan ke tsee^ J
}

look at the

most important parts. Kae tsee 3)!

|

great earnestness and
sincerity.

Tsee gae
J ig?

ardent love.

Tsee ke
| j^ that which very par-

ticularly concerns one's self.

Tse'S jow 1 IZ3 mince meat.

Tsee kae Gd 1 to cut into separate

parts.

Tsee' mih
j j]|^

to feel the pulse.

Tse'g shoo
j

Ie to cut the leaves of

a book.

Tsee shih W the utmost truth

and sincerity.

Tsee suy 1 fife to cut lo small pieces

in a careless mai.n T.

Tse'j tse'g I I expresses the hi h-

est degree of importunity and ear-

nestness about a thing.
t 1. t

Tsing tsee ifs
]

vehemently attach-

ed; ardent affection.

Tsee tsS I Jg to cut and polish

ivory.

Tsei twan
| ^j to cut asunder.

Tsee wfih
j

wl don't on any ac-

count, be particularly careful not,&c.

Tse'5 yaou
J

i extremely impor-

tant; most urgently required.

Tthtse
1|

the whole; entirely;

all taken collectively.

10635. [ ] To penetrate

with moisture ; to enrich ;

to instil instruction; to per-

form a complete circle. Chow tsee
1

Jjjj j

to make a circuit of; to

cause benefits to extend every where.

Tsegjth
| ^j

the period of ten days.

Tse'S shin
j Ip5

the complete round

of hours, from midnight to mid-

night.

Tsee
1

hei jA to instil into ; to

blend together as one : said of the

union of friends and of instilling

right principles into the minds of

the people.

Tsee suy \
<jj|[

to penetrate to the

marrow.

P

p

10686. An instrument by

which in ancient times,

statesmen or governors

were appointed or autho-

rized to act. It was

made ofslone, of horn,

or of the bamboo; and

after hiving lelt'rs en-

graved upon it, was cut

through thu middle; one half wa

retained at court, and the other

given to the person appointed. The

Tse'S n constituted his credentials.

So e she sin
JLJ/J" \}\^ /j||

that

which declared (the possessor) was

to be believed. Foo tse'S ffi-

or Sin tsee
1 /

f
|
and Suy Ue'S

jig

express the same. It is said,

that the idea of making the two

parts to correspond, was taken from

the joints of a bone. To be dis-

tinguished from Yih K the com-

pound form of pi Yih, acity.

10687. [ t ] A notch

or joint of the bamboo.

A limit ;
a terra or holi-

day, an emergency. To

limit one's' passions or

one's expenditure. Chas-

tity, economy. A period of time} the

time of an action. Name ofa place,

of a plant, and of an office. Show

tsee fV to maintain chastity ;

also to maintain dignity of character.

Shih Ise'S y^ loss of chastity;

also to sneak and crouch meanly.

Ming tseS ^j |
a good reputa-

tion for moral conduct. PS tseS

/V I
e 'gnt terms into which

the year is divided.

Tse ching j J| chastity ; female

virtue.

Tse'8 ling

'

T^l a 'erm or period

She tseS
jji

1 J of fifteen days,

there are twenty-four Tiei-ling in a

yrar ; a holiday

TseC yin fhih ^ & to limit

drinking and eating; to observe a

strict rejrimen.
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Wan show toe'e SC jf.\ 1 |ne Em-

Tien chung tie'S T^ IP 1 J pefor's

birthday.
M . V^

Tse6 too 1 K the titlr, in former
I f.^^e

tiroes, given to a Comroarider-in-

Chief.

Tsei >S I Is? to top or give the
i xix

time to music. Tse'Z yung 1

an economical use of things.

.... 10688. O] Tsun tsee ^
these two words, per-

haps mean, Decorum and

respect. The meaning of the latter

character in no where given.

10689. From wood and to

regulate. A wooden

comb, to put the hair in

order. A general term

for combs ; to comb,

Te'e fung muh .yu
'

o be combed by the

wind and washed by the rain, said

of the difficulties endured by tbose

who travel.

10690. [.] A small sore

or ulcer. ^

10691.
[
o ] To cut a-

suiider; to cut to pieces;

to cut off a passage to or

from ; to obstruct; to cut

off a retreat 5 to cut and

miner
j nice distinclioi.Si

disputation.

^ "^ to obstruct; to

|
V stop the passage

JJX j
from or to.

to cut asunder.

Tse choo 1

I an tsce if

TseS loo
j

Tsee twan
}

Tse'S hwuy \ o 1
Jpj ffig.

to stop the

passage back ; to cut off a retreat.

10692. Small talk. Convers-

ing m a low voice, or with

levity ; sound. According

to one. Correct proper speech.

10693. Commonly read Tseen.

In the Dictionaries read

Seen, Tseen-lo kwS \ Sr

Siara or Cambodjia.

10694 [o] The appear-

ance of the trees of a

forest. An oar with which

to propel a boat. Same

as the following.

10695. [ v. ] An oar of a

boat.

10696. [ u ] To steal;

clandestine ; private; ap-

plied by persons to their

own thoughts, sentiment

or sentiments, denoting

that such is their private

and humble opinion. To

assume a pi ice, a situa-

tion, or opinion. To

investigate. Shallow, or lightly im-

bued with a colour. Name of a bird.

Ts; wei pfih ping
| ^^ ^. in

my private feelings discomposed.

Tsee sze 1
^B humbly to think or

give one's opinion.

Tsee tsee
j

1

Tse'echa 1
'>

l '

investigate privately, or in one's

own mind.

"j

-to search or -

J
amine into ; to
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TSEEN. CCCLIF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fien. Canton Dialect, Tsern.

^^ 10697. [-] A thousand. A

,^^L^ surname. Tseen suy 1
j^'

a thousand years, is a title

of kings and princes; as Wan suy ffl

Et? ten thousand years, is a title of

the Emperor of China. Rung chuh

tseen tsew^ jjjJJ ] ^ to con-

gratulate one on his birth day.

Tseen tsew
^ f^(

a thousand autumns

is used to denote the birth-days of

persons of rank.

Tseen ncen wan tsae
| 3p ^ ip

a thousand or ten thousand years; a

great length of time. v

Tseen tsung \ 4$|
* military officer

about the rank of a Captain.

Tseen wan 1
|jjj

a thousand times

ten thousand ;
i. e. on every possible

account.

Tsiien yen wan ya
| ~g ^ p^J

a great deal of talk ; verbiage.

ft
10698. [

-
] The superior

ofa thousand men. A thou-

sand pieces ofmoney. Lux-

uriant herbage.

10699. [ /] To cut; to

pare; to carve; to engrave

on wood ;
to hew ; to fell.

PART II. Q 10

10700. Three le of land is

denominated Tseen.

l\ , 10701. [
.

] Luxuriant; ap-

~_t!m^, Pearance of a beautiful

stone; the name of a place.

A surname. Tseen tseen

an exuberance of herbage.

Teen tseen T^T
j

the name of a

plant.

n
Sf

#

1070?. [-] A road lying

south and north is called

Tseen, east and west

is called R5 PTh. A road

leading to a grave; a path

through fields. Same as

the preceding. A sur-

name.

i.\ > 10703. [
-
] From small

at top and large below.

^^^^^ Tapering like a pyramid ;

pointed; sharp; tapering

to a point; clever ; ingeni-

ous. Too kwo she tseen

1 lolled out the point

of the tongue.

Tse-njuy
*

3$tl
sharP pointed,

Tseen le
5i|]J

the second ex-

pression also denotes Acuteness of

intellect.

10704. [- ] All; all unit-

ing to declare something,

or to express the same.

Tseen yuS woo Kwan-tsae
| J jjk

j& ^T all exclaimed, Kwan-tsae is

capable to disperse the waters ofthe

deluge !

10705. [
-

] Slips of bam-

boo for drawing lots ; to

write or sign ; to subscribe

to a contribution. A s*ort of bam-

boo chest or basket. Ta tseen

leaou t shaou /

|Jj]( J ?gf ^
how much has he subscribed ? Ta

tseen leaou woo pin yuen ^
"7 -ff B"IQ| ne h subscribed

five hundred dollars.

Tseen ming
] ^ to sign one's

name fur any purpose ;
to subscribe

so much money.

Tse'en shoo
|

a writing; to

write or sign.

Tseen le 1 ^ to sign a subscrip-

tion.

10706. Read Tsan, To

wound or iiTjure
with lu-o

spears. Read 1'se'en, Small;
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few ; narrow j cramped- Also read

Peen, in the last seiMC.

10707. [
N ] Shallow; thin;

thin metal.

10708. [\] Read Tsan, A

mat for a child. Read Tse'en,

Garments peculiar to chil-

dren, or to carry a child on the back ;

narrow ; cramped. Read Shae, A

coverlid; a part of the trappings of

a horse.

.10709. [
'
] Read Chang,

which see. Read Tseen, The

name of a wood; a small

bell- Copious, abundant appearance.

10710. ( \ ) From traler and

little. Shallow ; superficial ;

easy ; that which is iu a

slight degree. Applied to colours,

denotes A light degree of colouring.

A tiger's skin with short hair. Pilh

che tseen shin ~JF Aj]
1 -VE not

know the shallow and the deep

unacquainted with the difference of

thingi.

an easy explanation,

easy learnirg.

shallow and near

Tseen choo

Tseen heS 1 Jl

Tseen kin 1
jf

plain and e sy.

Tsr'en maou 1 ^^ short fur.

Tse'cn Ue'en ko pe pT J

may be compaied to in a slight

degree.

Tseen sin 1 fc=- we ik faith.

Tse'en tsing
j -pp

a light b!ue or

ayure colour.

Tseen tse'en

flowing rapidly.

shallow water

10711.
[ -] A board or

tablet on which some-

thing is written ; to ma-

nifest or exhibit it to a

superior, or to the Em-

peror. Hwa tse'en 7F

j

or Tseen cl'e
j }[{y

an el gant writing con-

taining a statement to

the Emperor.

'10712. (V) Tseen or

Tsan, A small cup.

107 13. (\ ) Tse'en yang
"j

IJ
a sniiill S(,ot which it-

ches.

1 07 1 4. ( / ) From notify

and little. Of littlevaluej

mean; low; cheap; to

esteem mean. Used fur

what pertains to one's

self; the affected 1m-

giiiigc
of courtesy. Kwci and t.s<

:cn

are opposites, Noble and

ignoble ; de ir and (heap ;
rieh and

p<*or. Hea tseen che che ~T\

low and poor in the utmost

degree. Pin Uecn I poor and

mean.

Tse'en hwne jin 1 $3j ^ an ill-

conditioned worthless man.

Tseen heung te ^
brothers.

TOT

10715. ( ) Tseen-tseen
"

water flowing with a

quick motion, a rapid per-

turbed current.

10716. (- \) From gold

ar.d two spears. Property ;

wealth ; copper formed

into a coin to exchange

for commodities j money;

formerly expressed by

Tseuer, A spring, in reference to

its sending forth its streams every

where. Name of a certain weight,

and a certain sum called a mace.

Name of a district ; it enters into

several proper names ; a kind of

spade or pick nxe. Yin tse'en ^H 1

ilver, or silver coin. Yew tse'en

73
j

to possess wealth ;
to have

money. Pun tseen ^a^ I capital

or principal. Le tse'en
^|J

interest. Kea tse'en
jf|

the

price of an) thing Sliih fun wei jih

tseen
-j- ^ ^ .

'j

ten can-

d ireens make a m:ice. Chd!i (seen

to ad\ance or pay moiiej

Che tseen xifr certain p pcrs

gilt which the Chinese burn to the

idols.

10717. ['] To present with

meat and drink; to present

with any thing.
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Tse'en hing 1 J?-r presents offered to

a friend who is about to go > journey.

1C718. (-) To ascend ; lo

move to; to remove,

said of one's self or of

other things; to alter

one's conduct; to repre-

hend and lay a person

aside, or drive him away.

A surname. Keen shen

Wl ft -V; tj.l
tsih tseen

TCj pi ?*"

to alter to what is good as soon

as one sees it.

T'e'en e
j

/Jj
lo remove any thing.

Tse'en se
| Jj'p

lo remove one's self,

or a body of peop'e.

Tse'en hea urh shnng "T
r?rj \-

to move from a lower place to a

higher. Tsotse'ei./^
\ to remove

to the left, to degrade; when that

phrase was used, the us :ge was the

opposite of the present, the left being

now the pl.ice of honor.

Tse'en shen
j ^ to remove to a

more virtuous course.

10710. [-] Talsew tseen

to take the a-

musemeut of the swinging

rope.

Tsew tseen M are different

Tseen tsew ~F" A I expns.ions for

Tscw tse'en ^ ^- \
a wheel swing-

Shing he
fcrjB tf|T ing rop", in-

Tented at court during the Han dy-

nasty, for the amusement of persons

in the Imperial palace. See Tsew,

10720. [
-

] From to reit

>n a place, and boat. In

front of; befurej whether

locally, or in respect oftime. To

advance; to lead forward. Read

Tse'en. To cut even; now commonly

written ffl Tseen, A light blackish

colour. Yen tse'en
JjJJ

before

one's eyes. Meen tseen
?|n

in

one's presence. Tse'en she
]
I HJ

or Tsung tse'en 4> before;

formerly. Shang tse'en keu
J-*

fe to advance forward.

Hing pfih tseen ^j ^ j
orTsotsze

puh tseen
jj^ ||j Jfc 1 to make

110 progress ; nor to get on in the

world. Yew slith neen tse'en /H -f-

4jE |

ten years ago. Yu tseen ta

chin fiffl ~k ET? the great of-

ficers of state in the Imperial pre-

sence. Tae Iseen tzjf before a
1

table, bar, or altar. Tso tseen
Jj-}?

before the chair or throne.

Tse'en ching *_ advancement;

promotion.

Tseen ch;-on
]| &j the last dynasty.

Tseen king keang che 1 j/M B K1

I before sent down my linperi .1 will.

Tse'en jth
j ^

the day before yes-

terday.

Tseen ke shih jih
]

jffl + Q
ten dajs before Ihe lime appointed.

Tseen lae
| ^ (o come before, or

i .to the presence of.

Tse'en neen I the yer.r before

l.st.

Tse'en yue F\ the moon before

last.

Tse'en shan-chae 1
jlj military

station Dear Macao, called Casa-

tratica.

10721. To advance; to go

forward.

10722. [\ ]
To cut or clip

with scissars. Tsae Isecn

4^- t

4v~ I
to cul ""t a piece

^"yV4

of cloth to make a garnent; me-

taphorically To arrange, lo manage,

to plan.

Tseen ping (he \ 3- ~Y reduced

or sul'jected them to order.

T.se'en kae leang pwan 1
R|| fijjjj iji

to cut into two halves.

Tseen ta<>u 1 71 scissars.

10723, [-] The name of

a river ; to sprinkle wilh the

hand.

10724. TsewtscenPpff
/* I

'MO mouths approaching

eatn

A-
|

I* H(|

10725. From to put be-

fore and fire . To roast ;

to expel the juices by the

application of fire; ap-

plied figuratively to the

mind denoting Vexation.

G.IOU tse'en %&
]

t" r as> i t" vex.

KcS t e'en ffl I a certain incense.

Chung tse'en
j|j

j
")

to roast over

Kae tse'en K6"
J ngain.

10726.
I / ] From a bam-

boo and to go before. An

arrow, in some parts called

-^ She, and in others c..Iled
fifc

Tsifh. A small bamboo ; the notch,

ed stick on which the time is marked

in a clepsydra, is called^ ]
Low

tse'eo. Shay t>cen
|tj

1 to shoot

^
IJ 'I
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an arrow. Tie'eu tseen chung 1

tp every a rrow hits. Kwang

jin sze tseen T
p|t {jjj

1 ti

flies like an arrow.

time

-^1 ^ 10727. [ \ ] From to

f>| H proceed forth and /eo-

//nrr.i. Even; regular;

scissars which clip things

even ard regular ; to

shear or clip ; to slaughter

and kill. Used for the preceding.

Tseen-tseen 1
|

specious in adjust-

i ng things.

10728 f \ J From speech

and clipped or shorn.

Possessing little ability ;

a shallow capacity. A

man's name.

10729. [-'] Fromtonler

and to cut. To make gradual

encroachment as water does,

by small degrees. Gradually : by lit-

tle and little; the slow advances or

changes of any thing. To moisten ;

to dye ; to saturate. Name of a river.

and of a star. Name of a terrace.

Tse'en tseen t< leaon
| jjjijr

f& ~f

gradually withdrew anJ hid them-

selves

T.eeu tsj-p 1

fjf^ by gradual, or slow

decrees.

T.e :-n (sin
|
5W to advance gradually.

1 i*

10730. ( f ) To arrange; to

put in order, us soldiers in

their ranks ; ranks; the army:

to state in order ; to spread out and

la) before, physically or morally.

10731. [ -] From to cut

and wood. Blocks on which

characters are to he cut for

printing books. Keen teen
jljj

a tablet OB which is riling

10732. (/) Good; excellent.

An epithet applied to men,

implying praise and com-

mendation. Prelty formation ofthe

mouth. Read Tsing, A daughter's

husband. Borrowed to act instead of;

employed to serve for the time being.

Tae tsing &* for, instead of.

10733. f
'

J Tne an'e of

a wood. Clear; bright ;
il.

r~J Instrious, applied to persons;

excellent, applied to grain. Used

also for a herb which dyes a purple

and yellow colour.

10734. [/ J Something to

support a house which leans

to one side ; to keep off

water by stones and earth.

10735. ( ') Name of

a plant otherwise called

Earth's blood. Used to

dye silk; a carnation and

yellow. In the time of

H:m, used for the Empe-

ror'j garments alone.

10736. [

'

] Water issuing

forth; for water to ex-

tend or reach to. The

name of a river and of

district. UcaJTsun.To

approach.

107 37. [ I ] From plant,

and preserved. Grass or

pasture; the same thing

brought forward again ; to continue

still as before
;

to collect together ;

to introduce to, or to recommend.

The same as the following.

10738. [
'
] The grass

which animals eat ; pas-

ture; to drive into a

good pasture; to intro-

duce ; to recommend ;

to sacrifice without vic-

tims. Food laid out before being

eaten. Tsze tse'en B to re-
' H 1

commend one's self, Keu tseen,

or Tse'en keu jin I J^L
A to

recommend or promote a person.

Tseen shoo
j

Jfl a letter of iutro-

duction.

10739. [\] Tseen, or

Shun. To suck as an in-

fant; to suck a wound;

to lick. Urh choo sJng,

ts'ih nang shun joo fe3

a new born infant can suck milk.

10740. (-) Dubious;

erroneous ; to overpass

one's duty or sphere ,- to

usurp; to assume. Pun

tang wei, urn wei ~J^

what is not proper for one to do
;

hence, Yu tscen
j|fl|j |

to over-

step what is proper for one. Tseen

tsmi 1 TT! an usurpation of honor.

Tseen chnen 1 fu put on clothe*

superior to one's rank.
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Tseeii ching Hwang-te 1
Jpt |i

usurped the title of Emperor.

Tseen ming haou
], ^j ^ to usurp

titles.

'0741. (') Tseen chow 1':ss

to draw reeds of different

lengths from the hand in

order to decide by lot, he who

draws the longest reed wins.

10742. To advance; to enter.

10743, To ford or pass

through water ; to en-

ter deeply into; to lay

up. Name of a hill, a

city, and a river. A sur-

name. Tseen sin tdh

'fr If ^ lo app'y lheshoo

mind entirely to study. Tse'en

hing 1 /e-f to dive and walk under

water.

10744. [\] Completely )

entirely; to cut off; to

exterminate ; to shear

or clip ,-
to slaughter and

kill.

10745. [
-

] Read Tseuen,

To bore through, cut, or

chop. Tseen, Sharp point-

ed ; pointed tool j
a style or chissel.

10747. Tseen-tsew 1

avaricious ; covetous.

1074H. [
-

] Slip) of bam-

boo with characters on them

used by the government in

drawing lots to determine in what

province an officer is to serve ; used
i

in temples when offering up prayer*

to obtain a divine response, given

by officers of the salt department

to the dealers, as authority to sell,

in which case they answer to a Cus-

tom-house permit; issued by sitting

magistrates as authority to punish.

Ch tsee
tfjft

1 to draw lots. Keth

tseen
fjtj^ J

to give permits. Tse'ea

tung
' /

r|j
the cylinder-like stand

in which the Tseen are placed.

10749. [
-

] To destroy en-

tirely ; to exterminate.

TSEIH. CCCLIIPD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, f#.' Canton Dialect, Tsui, Tsui, Ts'ih, Tsa/,.

I
10750. (u) Seven-. Aur-

^^^^^ name. Te tseili S^
"^

the seventh. San tslh ^

|

a certain medicinal plant. Chdh

tin tscth
/f/f^ j

seven famous

persons of the bamboo plantation.

Tseihching
| "\fjr

seven ruling powers,

yiz. The sun, moon, and fiveplanets.

Tseih seTh 1 ty the seventh evening;

refers to the evening of the seventh

day of the seventh moon ; an evening

TART II. R 10

on which all unmarried women in

China offer sacrifice to and worship

two stars in the Milky Way.

Tseih jfh lae fiih
^ |EJ $$ |||

in seven days there ts a reiteration

seven is considered a kind of astro-

nomical week, applicable to days,

months, or years. Tseih tsze mei

llfa
~JHr

the seven sisters, a Chi-

nese rose which grows in clusters.

Tseih show pa keii t ^ /t jPfl

teven hands and eight,feet, expresses

a confusion by too many pcrsoui be-

ing, engaged about a thing.

Tseih Uuy.pXiht
] tffa ){^\

Yen san, vu sze =?' =3S
= ppj I

*

seven lips and eight tongues ; saving

three and uttering four, denote in-

consistent incoherent verbiage.

107 31. Three persons united.

To collect ; to assemble.
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10758. Now; immediate-

ly, forthwith, then;onlyi

near; urgent,- swift.

Occ irs in the sens? of If.

Tseth tseth 1 1 cram-

meJ closely together;

abundant and solid in virtue. A

kind of torch. A surname. Tseth

kin
^ |J

Leth tseth jjT |

Tang tseth | ^
Tsi-th she

j

Hi all express Forthwith; imme-

diately; instantly.
Woo ta tseth

4j fy 1 no other than. Fe tseih

^ |
not (this), then (that). Fe

tseih
3fe

1 Tseth s
| jjjj|

with

all possible speed; with haste; ur-

gently.

Tseth chaou 1 ^ !o return speedily

a thing borrowed. Tseth jen ^

$1 immediately; straightway.

Tseth jth
|

the same day.

Tseth she keen 1
fjj ^j supposing

it to be, for a moment.

Tseth she
'

J^ that is
; just so ; the

same as. Tseth yung 1 ffl em-

ployed immediately.

%|l%
10753. The hum or murmur

of insects ; expressed in

^|
Chinese by jjgg

P& -Chung

ming. Sound; noise. Tsew tseth

iJM
|

the clamour of a great

many voices.

l^_
10734. ( ) To form bricks

!|-J ofeirth; the snuff of a

candle; what is lelt when

the fire has consumed the combus-

tible part; to snuff at; to dislike;

to hate. Tso show ping chS, yew

how ch tstlh >

with the left hand

hold the candle, and with the right

hand break off the snuff.

10755. [oj The name of

a fish.

10756. (u) From disease

and an errow. Disease

which falls on men sudden-

ly, and which flics swift as an ar-

row ; hence the character denotes

both disease and rapidity. Urgent;

pressing ; vehement ; "bad or un-

lucky. To be envious and injurious ;

resentful; to hate. Hwan Iseth

I calamities; afflictions. PHh
IVii I

tseth ^ not afflicted with dis-

ease- Fung tseih^ *
a brisk wind.

Tselh tscS
| ||;T

w'th haste; ex-

Tseth sHh
| j$Lj pedilion ; speed ;

as fast as possible. Tseth jlh
^

an unluky or bad day.

Tseth wei 1 ICT impel 110" 8 and ty-

vehc-rannical. Tse'ih tse
j

ment and powerful.

10757. Envious; injurious ;

poisonous.

10758. Tsew tseih

sound; \oice; noise.

10759. (o) From tea-

man and disease. Jea-

lous ; envy; dislike;

hatred to a con petitor.

Tseth
Jto^

is used in the

same sense. Maou tscth

J/n dislike ; aversion ; oppo-
7^-^ I

sition to.

Tselh too
|

Tseth too

envious; envy ;

jealous dislike.

107O). [ o ] Tseth le
J

3R the uame of a medicinal

plant.

% ^ 10761. [u] The back bone ;

the spine ; the back ; the

roof of a house. The ridg

of a mountain ; the back of any

thing. -Occurs denoting A principle

or rule; arranged. A dead bone.

The name of a bird, uh tseth /^

]

the top of J house. Pei tseth

I the back.

Tseth suy jf^|
the marrow of the

back bone.

Tc't-n hea che tseth ^ ~K ^
a long rid^e or chain of mountains.

10762. Poor ground; the

ridge of a hill. Shan tseth

kang ll_J |Mj
the back

of a hill is called Kang.

10763. (o) From flesh

or disease and back;

having as little flesh as

on the back. Lean; poor;

emaciated ; to restrict

and retrench. A sur-

name. Tseth ma 1 Hi

bony. Tseth too
j j^

poor land.

10764 () From fted and

meagre. A short step; to

walk carefully.
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10765. ShUh. Fromloas-

> cend and small. A ge-

neric term for legumin-

ous plants.

10766. (u) Quiet; stil'noss;

silence. Read Tsiili, To sigh.

Read Yiih, To go evenly

and easily. Ne'en king Isctli hing

to read prayers in silence without

giving utterance tothe voice. Kung

tseih
^J?

1 solitude and silence.

10767. [o] From a co-

vering over leguminous

plants. A place where

there is no human voice.

Silent , still ; quiet ; poor;

lonely; stillness; reposj ,

unmoved; inactive, ap-

plied to mind and to body.

Tseih tsuh woo Jin 1

| |H ^ silent and

solitary. Tseih jen pah

in a state of inactivity.

Tseih mO woo leaou 1

^1$^ lonely and

without the support of

friends.

10768. [] A sort of mi-

litary a\e ; afraid of its

stroke. Mournful ; sorry ;

vexed ; angry ; deformed. To be

near or related to
; relations gene-

rally. The name of a place. Yew

titlh Jtf
j
mournful, sorry. San"

funera l
mouroiDg .

tseih

Tsin tseih
^jj |

a relative; a per-

son within the Chinese rules of con-

sanguinity.

Tsin heungte
^ ^ rjfa

brothers by

the same father brother is applied

to more distant relatives.

Tseih pun
| ||| impetuous; vehe-

ment. Tseih she
] MJ" deformed,

as by a crooked back.

^ 10769. The steps of an as-

cent ; each step of a st.ir is

ex; res ed by Kae cl.e

T& the teeth of a stair.

IOV70. [o] Grief; sorrow;

mourning. Used for the

preceding.

10771. []
peering to issue from a

tree. Name ofa wood,

and of a resin which ex-

udes from it. Varnish ;

lacker ; resinous sub-

stance ; adhesive like

varnish or resin. Tseih

shoo
j |jfj

the varnish

tree. (Keang-se, Dec. 1816.) Ho

tsolh
^/IQ |

sealing wax j any thing

black. Name of a river
; of a sea;

ofa district ; and of a cily. Read

Tsig, The attention cleaving to one

object; reverent; devout. Yew

tsiihyJJJ |

oil and varnish lacker,

to varnish and lacker.

Tseih ch;y
j ^3 a black

carriage,

a lackered table.Tseih ch5

10778. [ W J Men assem-

bled.

10773. () Fromrrf.on

the top ofa tree. To flock

together; to collect; to

assemble ; to make a col-

lection of; to mix and

blend many together ; to

settle and set down in re-

pose ; a
literary compila-

lion, in which sense it i*

the same as
jjjj|

Tseih. The name

ofa district. Sew selh 4$- 1 to

compile, correct, and put in order

a book. Win tseih ^T j
a ro|.

lection of
literary essays. Tse

tseih ^ ^
3 full assembly ; to

collect together all concerned. Tseu

tseih
U| | orTs^hhwuy 1 &

to assemble ; to collect all together.

10774. ( ) From to borrow

and a bamboo. To employ

a bamboo as a tablet on

which to inscribe any thing, as was

the usage in ancient times; a list ; a

book. Used in several senses, the

same as the following character.

Yuen tseih
Jj|j j

the place where

one's name is enrolled ; one's native

place. Hwuy tseih
|5j

1 to re.

turn to one's native place, where

one is registered. Tsoo tseih fij

]
the occupation of mechanics and

merchants. Shoo t eih |& 1

tablets on which things are written ;

books
generally. HOO tseih B

]
a list of the population. ChTh

tselh ^ j
a U(,|ct whjch or_

ders to the array were written. Mun
tseih

|'IJ j
a tablet at the gate of

the palace, on which a descriptioo

of those who have right to enter it
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inscribed, and by which person* are

examined before being admitted.

10775. (u) Read Tseay

, and Tseih. See Tseay.

t f*M
9*9 Tseth denotes to borrow

the assistance of, as an-

dent kings or chiefs did

the service of. their va&-

, to cultivate the royal domain.

To borrower avail one's self of; to

ri-lv upon whether justly or unjustly.

Tseih kow J to mouth up some

excuse; to lay the blame on another

pTon.

Tseih koo
| JCTT

to borrow a cause ;

to make a false pretext.

TseTh fgh yew yuen
] $JJ ^ $|

lhank Buddha for his auspicious

influences. See Yuen.

10776. ( v ) The genera) ap-

pearance of walking. Tsuh&# -nU'LJ tseih
MJJ along step;

a slow respectful walk; reverent;

respectful. Read Seih, To step upon

a mat . to step over.

10777. (i. ) To store up

weapons; to lay them aside ;

to collect together and be

at peace and quiet ; to desist
; to put

H ilop to war. A surname. Ping

i cw ho yay, ffih tseih tseang Isze fan

^^ weapons are like fire
; those who

nil! not put them down, bum them-

selves. Tsae tseih kan ko ^j 1

J

1

J^
to lay bye the shield and

the spear.

TSEIH

^.15 10778. (u) To declare or

make known.

i 10779. (*) Water issuing

forth; cordial; harmony;

agreeing; a rapid appearance.

10780. From Mouth and

Ear. To whisper in the

ear.

Tseih tseih I the sound of the

mouth and tongue; the voice of

praise. Read Tseih and Yib, in the

same sense.

10781. The appearance of

many persons; a multitude.

10782. (o ) To follow up in

close succession; to come

often ; to pursue closely, in

order to seize or apprehend.

Tseih hwo \ $. to pursue and seize,
I 'i/x.

as by the police. Tseih he \ EG to
I ju>

continue the glory or lustre of.

Tseih poo j
Jm or Poo-tseih, to

pursue after and search for, with an

intent to seize.as the policeofficers do.

Tseih hwS pun taou
| ^jt ^ ^|J

not having seized or apprehended

persons unable to do.

Tsrih-tseih I the noise of the

mouth and toiignr.

10783. ( v/) From a car-

riage and to whisper in

the ear. All the parts of

a carriage; to connect

the materials together

and form a carriage; to

cause every part to occupy its pro-

TSKIII

per place; to unite harmoniously

together; concord; coherence in

speech ; softness and cordiality in

speech and manner. To collect

together.

Tseih ho 1
~/fa\]

to pacify ; to induce

harmony.

10784. (,) To put in order;

to repair; to cover; to pile

up. Sew tseih $ 1 to

repair and put in order.

10785. ( o ) Meritorious ser-

vice. Merit.

10786. ( ir ) From slone and

to reprehend. Rocks and

sand in shallow water, which

check the current; an ancient appel-

lation of China; and also of the

desert Sha-mo.

10787. ( o )
To gather to-

gether; to accumulate; to

pile up; to hoard together;

this character applies chiefly to

things, Tseih "1|N to persons. Jib

tseih jili to H HI ^ dai 'y
t~* J I 'I ^5C

accumulating. Fi tseih /(<> to
f^- I

succeed in effecting. Kwang tseih

yin kung
fjj^ [^ J^fj

to ac-

cumulate secret deeds of beneficen-

ce to leave to one's posterity. Toy

tseih JUt
j

a heap of rubbish, &c.

Tseih choo 1
[J

to hoard up ; to

store up.

Tseih ncen
j '5^.

for many years

applied to old offenders.

Tseih tsae 1 04- to hoard up wealth
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Tselh tseu
Jjfe

to collect together;

to gather many things to one place.

10788. (,) To twist hemp

into threads, work which

is always performed in

China by women. Work performed ;

business; aff.iir; meritorious deeds.

to spin cotton and twist hemp.

Kung tseTh H/ I

*J
meritorious con-

Laou tst-Th
}j& j | duct in the

service of the country.

10789. () A footstep ; to

tread in the footsteps of.

Same as No. 10793.

10790. () ReadTszeor

Tseih. To wound by a di-

rect thrust ; to pierce; to

kill. To inscribe with the point of

a style ; to reprehend; to puni-li ,
to

embroider or decorate with needle-

work; to choose from amongst- A

sharp point ; a prickle ; a tliorn.

Read Tselh, To bore through ; to

stab; to kill; to embroider ; to mark

the face with ink and a pointed in-

strument. To spy out; an oMique

hint. Part of the name of certain

officers. See Tsze.

10'91. Little ; small.

10792. [] The best of

all grains; the divinity

that presides over grain ;

an officer that attends

to agriculture. Hasty ;

precipitate. A surname.

The name of a place. How tseih

Ip" ]
a certain officer placed over

agriculture. Shay tseih
jjH;

I the
/Ir 1

gods of the land and of the grain.

10793. (u) The print of

a foot; a footstep i a

trace
; evident m irki

of meritorious conduct;

traces or marks indicat-

ing the hand of a sage,

or the finger of God ;

whatever remains to po-

terity of those who hive

lived before. Examples which de-

serve honor and imitation ; to cri-

ticise according to the fact. Shin;;

tseth fj& 1 marks of a divine

energy as the giving of rain at

certain times. Shing tseih
3j?

the footsteps of sages ; traces remain-

ing of them. Tsung tseTh
jj^

footsteps ; traces of. Shin tsei h
ajljl

the footsteps or marks of

Deity by some used for miracles.

Fung tseih mjT the influence of

example. Tseih jin 1 A a kind

of forest keeper.

TSEO. CCCLIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fiff. Canton Dialect, Tscok.

10794. (u) From small and a

wing. Small birds general,

ly ;
a sparrow ; otherwise

called 5? ''
Kea pin, A domestic

guest. An inmate; a particular kind

of cap; a particular kind of wheat.

ChootseS-Q^ |

name of a southern

constellation. Ma tseu lint a

sparrow. Kung IseS 3\ the

peacock.
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10795. [ v,] To chew ; to

gnaw.

10796. The noise made by

iiisecU; by a mouse or rat.

10797. (u) A stone of dif-

f rent colours; serious ; re-

spectful. A man's name.

tsefi and

10798. () A bird ofpoetrj

and fable, called
3||.

1 He

tsefi, The bird of joys

otherwise denominated Oy 1 Keen
T"i I

Che tseu, and again

Fei pS-neaou. Said to

be about the size of a crow, with a

long tail, a slurp' bill, black claws,

a green b.ick, and a white breast. It

builds its nest on the tops of bouse*
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and participates in the joy within.

The name of a place ; the name of

a hill.

TicS yfih I ~fc a em obtained from

the head of the TseS bird.

10799. ( u ) A vase or

cup used in temples to

contain a sort of wine,

when performing the

rites of sacrifice. A cup

to drink out of; and

which was also rung as a caution to

avoid intoxication ; a bamboo uten-

sil employed in pouring out wine.

Nobility , name of an office ; name

of a bird. Woo tseS ^ the

five degrees of nobility /* ffc 4&

^ ^ Kuig, how, pTh, tsze, nan;

these, Mencius called A
|

Jin

IscB, Human nobility; but Teen tseS

~fc celestial nobility be said

consisted in an unwearied love of

virtue. Tse wei
] f[^ the rank

of a nobleman.

10800. f o] Tseaou.or Tse8.

To bite ; to chew ; to gnaw j

to ruminate. To drink,

**-* ^
which is also expressed by ||jg |

Slie-lst'S. Ynou wan, tseS tsze \t

XT I ft! to bite letters and chew

characters, denotes a Pedantic in-

troduction of learned phrases. Joo

lung tseS I*
$)J jj!) ] $$| J usl

like chewing wax ; applied either: to

disagreeable food, or to a bad style

of writing. Tseu tseB pj[ to

chew, to cratmch. Ta te8 ~fr

to chew with large moutlifulls.

10801. (a) TseS and

Tseaou, A lighted torch.

10S02. ( v ) A white co-

lour ; a clear pure ap-

pearance. Tse8jen pub.

"H ^^ if pure

and free from dregs.

TSEU. CCCLV SYLLABLE.

EV, as in the French Peu. Sometimes confounded.with Tsuy. Manuscript Dictionary, ciu. Canton Dialect, Tiuy.

10803. An instrument of hus-

bandry.

10804. [-] To receive

into the mouth and suck or

taste. Tseu hwa 1 jffi

to chew flowers.

Tseu tscS 1 (^ to eal herbs; to chew.

10805.
[

-
] A place that

abounds with worms, a nest

or retreat of vermin.

10S06. .[-] The flowing or

dripping out of water; to

overpass; to injure; to de-

stroy ; to stop. A nume of rivers,

hills, and districts. Tseu die

|{"
to stop ; to cease. Shwuy jin

tseu Uh wo
r| A ] ^j ^

who can stop me? Kin tseu ,4>-

to prohibit ; to stop.

10807. [-J Name of a plant j

plants which grow in marshes.

Name of a place.

1 0808. [
-

] A species of

monkey, some say a dog,

which is as artful as a point-

er. To peep , to spy; to explore;

to exr.miue.

10809. [-] A deeply seated

old sore.

108)0. [
-

] The female

hemp plant ; the vegetable

substance, sometimes used
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to fill up the soles of Chinese shoes. A

sort of mat. Name ofa wood, and of a

place. A surname. Read Cha, Plants

that float on water. Also read Pa.

Pa-shfih
^ JSj

to attack and fight.

Tseu chHh
]

tff a species of bam-

boo of which staffs are made.

10811. (-) Stony ground

over which it is difficult to

travel ; rocky hills.

10812. (-) Read Tselh

and Tsoo. Insects that

are generated amongst

putrid flesh. See Tsoo.

10813. (-) Tsze Tseu

^ ^
to walk step by

step, as when impeded

by something; to walk

with difficulty, having

some impediment.

10814. Irregular teeth; to

craunch; to gnaw.

Tseu y 11 1
Ejj$- irregular teeth; con-

tradictory speech.

10815. ['] To take; to

lay hold on; to assume; to

seize what is not given ; to

receive what is offered ; to be taken ;

to be applied to or sought for ; to be

TSEU

promoted. E show tseu wiSh

=f- ff^j
to take with the hand.

Kwo tseu
jfi^

I to take too much.
.. *

Tse'S tseu j?S
\

to appropriate to

one's self; to take by stealth. Sze

tseu
^r/^

to take privately or

clandestinely. Rung tseu^ ^

to take publicly or justly. Lwan

tseu Ml to take at random whe-

ther just or unjust. Ching tseu ff

to take what is just and proper.

Ching tseu
-f{ j

to levy duties.

Tsze tseu ho ^ jj(S
to bring

misery on one's self. Mung tseu ho

Jgaj

'

tS4
thank for taking goods

^3 * I ^f+*

is a phrase with which trades people

begin their bills. Ke jin pfih ko tseu

j J\^ ^ ~aT
]

that man is not

worthy to be selected on any account

whatever, there is nothing estimable

about that person.

Tseu chung ^ IJJ
to select the suc-

cessful candidates at
literary exa-

minations
; to be selected.

Tseu chub.
] {{{

to take out.

Tseu chae 1
'fig

to take or exact a

debt.

Tseu peen che 1 li* &F take a slip

of paper.

Tseu che
J jgj

to take in the teeth,

or Beg tseu
;j^C

to seize with

nippers, to extort money.

Tseu e
[

7?f to take its meaning,

denotes the allusion by nhich cha-

racters take their meaning.

Tseu fS
^ yj to take an example

from others.

Tseu j fib 1 1^ to bring in.

TSKU 899

Tseu keu 1 4^ or Tieu choo \ B>
i *-^ i i/j'

to take away.

Tseu lae
j

/fr to bring.

Tscu 18
j

XJ? to pursue pleasure.

Tseu ming
j ^ to take a name

; to

be desirous of notoriety ; to covet

fame.

Tseu sin
j ^j=

to tike a letter, or to

induce belief: by Ood conduct I"

ciuse people to confide in one.

Tseu shay I jfs to take and to part

with.

Tseu seaou
J
=& to ridicule or Inu^h

at a person; to make him the o!>ject

of laughter. 4

Tseti min woo too
j
& fiffi

/|jf

unlimited demands on the people by

government; bad, arbitrary rule.

Tseu tse'e
|

.ife to take a concubine.
I ^^

Tseu tse 1 1&: to marry a wife.

10816. [/] Narrow, limit-

ed, confined.

10817. {'] Sen, or Tseu.

To collect together ; to ac-

cumulate.

10818. Tseen tseu
I^|

not satisfied nith what one

obtains fairly and justly ;

extortion. Read Sow, The sound

made in urging on a dog , in which

sense it is a local term.

10819. An accumulation of

earth; a mound or hillock.

One says To beat down earth

as when building a mud wall.
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> which denote To

a w 'fe-

10820.
[

-
] The name of a

beautiful woman. Leu tseu

another eminent

beiuly, in Chinese history. Used for

the following.

Tseu tsze
'j ^ certain liars.

Tseu yu j jiflg
a name for tish '

amongst certain barbarians.

10821. [
r

] From to take

and a woman. To marry a

woman. Tseu
j

is"nxo-

rem ducere." Kea is
" Viro

nubere."

Tseu tse !& !

4 Ir-j- are all expressions
Tseu foo

* o To
Tseu neu

]

\
Tseu tsm

|

Tseu tsin kwo mun
;|i. M

or Ying tseu sin neang jQ J

M to bring home the bride to her

husband's house.

10822. (-) From to take and

hand. Read Tseu, To strike.

Read Tsow, One who

wathes at night, having something

to strike ; to take with the hand.

10823. [ -] From vtordt

and to take. To take ad-

vice ; to consult with ;
to

communicate information

to.and lakeadviceon the

affairs of government.

Name of a star.

4 1
Tseu ke'ih l

jij
to adopt what is

lucky ; to choose a lucky day.

10824. To cut into minute

parti.

10825. [ I |
From tn run

and lo lake. To catch

speedily a perception of

what is agreeable toothers

i and to o'iserveitjcelerity;

agreeablenes^ ;
an unac-

commodating self-willed

person, is slid Puh sMh

tseu
^jj\ |pj; ^

not to

know Tseu. To go towards with a

quick step. Choo tseu gg
certain small insects. Haou tseu

fl-J- I very amusing. Yew tseu

/j^ j
pleasing, amusing. MS tseu

1=3. I disagreeable ; feeling un-

pleasantly.
Tseu heang

j jpj
to

approach to ; to advance towards.

Tseu kin \
jit"

to approach near.

Tseu we
| ^ an agreeable relish.

1 0826. [/] From to tmlce

and many. To assemble

together ; to collect or bring

to one place; to dwell; a city or

place of residence ; many persons

gathered together. Seang tseu urh

keu Ml mj fefj
to gather to-

gether and dwell in one place.

Tseu hwuy
"* to assemble to-

gether.

Tseu chin pan \
& ffi or Te hw3

tsze pan
rnoveable

Chinese types for printing with.

110827.

Tsow, or Tseu. To

cut into minute parts Read

Tsow, To cut wood for fuel.

10828 Tseu, Tsoo, or Tsow.

Grass. Kan tseu

Hay, dry grass.

108S9. An angry hooting

tone. Head
N*,|lj|lj*W

Cha-ua, The chattering of

a mean person.

10830. (-) To walk

amongst grass ; to walk ;

to go ; to run with haste

towards; to walk with

long strides and speed,

to get to one's place a

part of Chinese etiquette

in the presence of supe-

riors. The name of a

tree, same as |^( Tseu.

Also read TsHb. She

teu [ft j
what is run

after at the time ; thefashion.

Tseu yen foo je che jin
j

!fl
ffix

^H. / A a man "ho runs to the
<n> A / >

flame and attaches himself to the

heat. A parasite.

10831. [- ] From the eye

and a wing. To raide the

eyes; to stare j to gaze as

iua fright; to look angrily. Read

Suy, Appearing to possess self en-

joyment. Also read Hwuy, The

appearance of the natural manner

or constitution.

10832. [/ ]
To peep; lo

spy ; to look ; to gaze.

Tseu pe'tn 1
Jjg to py

about the borders.
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TSEUE. CCCLV1TH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Canton Dialect, Ttul.

I083S. [u] From fiHr, a

knife, and a knot. The con-

catenation broken , cut a.

sunder ; cut off; terminated ; put an

end to; completely exterminated.

The highest degree -,
to overpast ; to

p-.iss
over difficulties ; to cross a river.

Shi tseug ^ |
to kill every one.

T?ug how
| having no posterity.

Tscug urh puh Je
]

terminated, but not separated, a

the Chinese running hand characters,

where each character is distinct but

the line is continued by a small hair

stroke.

Tseug meaou 1
jj/k

most admirable.

Tseng taoii I

jSjjJ
a loud laugh.

Tseug ke tsetb
] JE jfc to cut off

(or obliterate) the traces of a per-

son or of an affair.

Tseng sze woo tsze yay

J IJ^
sacrifices cut off, denotes

the case of those who hive no pos-

terity to offer sacrifices to them.

1 0834. [u] To cut or break

asunder.

10835. (u) To cut or break

a thing asunder.

TSEUEN. CCCLVI1 SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fiveu. Canlon Dialect, Tiwu.

JS^^~

10836. [-] Complete in

all its parts; entire. To

complete; to finish. A

surname. The name of

a place. Chung heaou

complete both in fidelity and

filial duty. Choo-foo-tsze tsenen shoo

fa ft 3 1 H the whole

works of Choo-foo-te. f he-t;ie

tt.ng heS tseuen sang ^j ^ $fa

ff
1

? T t
a Vicrrov rules over a

whole province. Hvran !< uen

MT. " T 10

I
to finish ; to complete. Tsenen

chang
| 4J^ to depend entirely, or

complete in all its juris.

Tseuen naiig
'

'll; complete ability ;

Almighty.

Tseuen pe I
/ffi] completely provided

with.

1.
-

-jT* perfect; complete.

Tsenen wdh I ^ a thing, or an

animal that is complete in all its

p.irts.

Tscurn kea tsaou win js
Jj

may my whole family be seized

by the plague, an imprecation when

taking an oath.

10SS7. Oh tseuen
Gj% ]

the name of one of the Ml
Seen genii.

10S38. A winnowing ma-

chine, otherwise called 3C

Ke.

10839. To pare , to scrape.
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J0840. (-) From hand and

the whole. To put the hand

amongst the whole and

select from amongst. Shang tseuen

j
occurs for bolting a door.

10841. Tseuen and Seuen.

A wooden pin or nail
;

a

bolt; a vessel for rice.

10842.
[

-
] From a cow and

complele or perfect. A bul-

lock without spot or blem-

ish, such as are used in sacrifice.

Fan sing peih yung tseuen wHh
Jit

~jnH tyLb JH 2f?3
whenever any

victim is offered, a perfect .animal

must be used.

Teuen shun sih ',
&Ji ^B without

blemish or .spot; perfect and spot-

less required in the victims, em-

ployed for sacrifice.

10843. [-] To heal disease;

to cure ; convalescent; . cur-

ed.

10844. (-) A bamboo uten-

sil for catching fish with.

10845. [-] from wheel and

entire. A wheel without

spokes.

10846. (-) Name ofa plant

and of a fragrant herb.

10847. (~
''-orn teordt

and perfect, tje.,

17 "T*- '"8 s ;

f**"*^ speech duly prepart

planatory allusions and comparisi

to put in order; to tranquitize by

speech ; to complete.
1

Tseuen tdh kwan
| |ji

*& certain

officers that read at Imperial ex-

animations of the literati.

10848. (.) Tseuen and Tsun.

To go bent forwards; de-

crepit ; stooping ; creeping ;

prostrate.

10849. [-] From gold and

entirely. To take gold only.

To wei;,h as in a balance in

order to discriminate and select ; to

measure and lo assort
; to examine

by weight and measure, applied to the

selection of officers for the govern-

ment
according to their talents ; an

utensil for
leveling wood. A-sur.

name.

Tseuen kwan
] |f to select officer,

of the government, there are specific

rules, and different periods when

greater or smaller selections are

made.

Tseuen seuen jin tsae 1
5.^51

A -jh

to measure men's talents, and select

them
accordingly.

10850. [-] To cut; to carve;

to engrave letters on wooden

tablets; to cut with achissel;

to cut stones. Read Tseen, Sharp

pointed. To censure and degrade

public officers, is expressed by
j
4w

Tseuen-keih

^% "\10851. (-) From white
^"

*^k and water. Asprirgof

water; the source of a

1 -earn, which thecharac-

tfc intended to repre-

sent. >me ofa district.

A surnan. HO tseuen

J| mon. Fei

tseuen ^ ^
Leth

'tseuen j ]
a water fall lra a

mountain. Fei tseuen B|
1

diverging streams that issue froAe

dime source. Yung tseuenM
a clear

spring. Kew tseuen
jl j

the nine
springs denotes -the place

of departed spirits. Teen tseuen

^^ J
name of a star.

10852. (.) From words and

things selected, and placed

on a stand. To apply the

mind to instruction; to discriminate;

to narrate in suitable language the

virtues of ancestors. Read (V) To

compose ; to make; to write books;

to form
history. Also read Chuen.

Tseuen shfih
| ^l to deliver in-

Tseuen IS
] /j& f struction in
I f-f^J

writing ; to compose books.
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TSEUN . CCCLVIIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, rjun. Canton Dialect, Tsun.

10S5S. Read Tseun, Tiun,

and Tsin. From TPYun,

To trust or rely on, and ^JC.

Suy, To drag one's legs after one

sluggishly. To walk in a slow easy

manner, appearing to make litlle

progress ; a proud gait. A name of

an ancient Emperor.

10854. P ] Superior talent;

a high degree of excellence.

Chekwotseen jin yue tseun

"f" A (3 1
knowledge

surpassing a thousand men is called

Tseun.

Tseun e
j
V great talents.

Tseun seaou pang urh

a fine elegant woman.

10S55. [/] A hill raising

its proud front. High ;

lofly; dangerous; great;

illustrious. Tseun fill

| -Jgl
illustrious virtue.

10356. [
-

] Read Tseuen,

and Tsun. From heart and

proud. To trust in one's

own mind; presumption; to stop;

to change or alter ; to come next.

10857. [-] Read Swan,

Seun, or Tseun. From proud

and dog or animal. A proud

dog; a wild horse ; the lion.

10858. ['] An husband-

man; a farmer; an officer

placed over the land. Han

5JS
> countryman; atseun

rustic.

Tseun sze 1

.

Wan tseun -

10859. [-] To stand and

proudly. To complete

one's task ; to stand still ;

to feel proud; to retire

back. Read Chun, A

submissive or prostrate

appearance. Tseun kung

~T! t finish and give

over work.

to finish an affair.

to complete; to

finish any work.

10860. [
-
] A particular

part of trowsers or panta-

loons.

tit

10861. [-] The same as

above ; also the appearance

exhibited by large birds.

Read Tsun, To kick with the feet ;

a squatting or conchant posture of

animals.

10?62. [-] From to walk

and slow or proud. To re-

tire back again; to refuse;

a revolution of the moon ; to feel

abashed ;
a crafty rabbit. Read Seun,

Name of a district.

Tseun seun 1
J{{(

not progressing; to

move slowly; to desist; to shrink

back from fear.

Tseun tsze 1 ~fa\. to follow in order.

10863. [ f j From horte and

proud. A noble fine horse ;

elegant ; dignified ; large ;

illustrious.

Tseun lang 1
ajs

the name of a hill.

Tseun ma
j

fefc a fine stately going

horse.

1086 . [ / ] Hot food ; the

remains of a sacrifice which

are eaten ; the remains of

any meal; the remains of supper.

1 0865. [
'

] Leather breeches

for hunting in.

10866. (f) To be able

for ;
valiant ; to over-

come; to excite ; to raine.

Unusual; strange.
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10867. (-) Tsew, or Chow.

^ man enc 'ose(' 1 To con"

fine; to imprison; to shickle;

to fetter ; to handcuff. A prison ;

a criminal. The reaso-is of condem-

nation. Ch:mg tsrw^ |

a kind

of jailer ; one who h i tlie charge of

criminals; to superintend criminals.

Juh tsew^ |

to imprison. Tso

tsew lung teih chung fan ^J^ ]

nt !$ ^GL
* srt'at offender

confined in a cage.

Tsew fun I iP an incarcerated cri-

rni:.al.

Tsew lung ] ff
a larSe ^S* into

which a criminal is put, sometimes

with his head out of the upper sur-

face.

10868 [-] To swim,

people who lire near ri-

vers, are Yung yu Isew

t
-/ft

1 bold in

swimming.

10S69. (-) From wine

and the half nf water on

the top Chinese liquor,

which by long keeping,

becomes watery on the

surface. As a local word

denotes Hot, an officer whose duty

it was to attend to wine. Valiant ;

an epithet of martial leader*; the

name of a spear.

1 0870. (
-
) To swim ; the

name of a river; the

refuse of wine.

10871. (
-
) From to walk

and bad wine. Abrupt;

sudden ; to urge or press

upon ; to clash ; to ter-

minate ; to end ; to col-

lect together; strong; to

establish. Tseun tsew
i}

the
AS? j

name of a district.

Tsew jin 1 ^ a person who pro-

claimed orders; a herald.

10872. (-) From water and

new wine. Wine, or npiri-

toiis liquor ot any kind for

drinking ; the Chinese of Canton ap-

ply it to beer Name of a place ;
a

surname. Teen tsew
j^F

1 genial

dews. Heun tsew ~4> water.

Tse tsew
%j*

an epithet of re-

spect, because none but superiors

pour out the wine at sacrifices.

Tsew chth
^ ^P (or || STh) corks.

Tsew sth cbe too
1tj5

"^
^vfe

person addicted to wine and to

women ; a sensualist.

Tsew chung
|

ptl under the influence

of liquor.

Tsew leang chuS
j -J- |[j{

unable to

drink liquor.

Tsew fang 1 JJt a place where spiri-

tous liquors are sold.

Tsew leang kaou 1
"Ip* J2J") able to

Tsew leang ta
fjj ~J^)

drink

much ; a Chinese complimei.t.

Tsew low 1
jjiffi

a kind of tavern.
I ij

Tsew leang
- wine measure, a

capacity to drink much is expressed

by havii'g, Tsew-leang, and its op-

posite, by not having Ttew-leang.

Tsew chB se sin yay
y|| JJt fo

4|J Tsew-chS, is to wasli the heart ;

to purify the miud.

Tsew chS ke sin ^ ;j*\
I fas ^"% *

to purify bis mind.

10873. [
-

] From grain and

fire. The period when grain

is ripe; autumn. A sur-

name. San tsew
_-

I the ninth

moon Chun tsew IjL
name of

an ancient history. Tue'en tjw ^F-
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I a thousand autumni a compli-

mentary term for birth days.

Tsew fan
' fa September 24th, a

Chinese term.

Tsewke 1 ^$ the season of autumn.

Ttew show I jl
harvest .

Tsew fhow keen p6
j

a bad autumnal harvest.

Tsew ching che she
^

the time of harvest.

Tsew teen
J ^r the autumnal season.

10874. (-)Shatsew

vicious; malevolent.

1

10875. {
-
) The voice or cry

of a little child.

Tsew tseTh
j fjjfj

a low weak voice;

a slight sound or murmur like that

of some insects.

10876. (-) From hand

and autumn. To seize

with the hand ; to gr.isp

hold of; to gather with

the hand, as a sheaf; to

gather and make small

by binding.

Tsew leen
'

to collect together

and form into a bundle.

Tsew choo fi peen 1 <? % Mi

grasped fast hold of his tail.

10877. (.) The name of a

tree.

10878. [-] A pond is, by

the people of the north

called Tiew. The name of

ii. u 10

a river; a mournful appearance.

Cool. Name of a place. Lung tsew

||g |

a water fall from a moun-

tain.

10879. A disconsolate ap-

ff pearance. Read Tseaou,

To change countenance.

10880. Tsow or Chow.

Mournful ; sorry. Read

Tsew, To collect toge-

ther. Read Tsaou, in

the phrase Laou tsaou

Sp confused; dis-

orderly ; troublesome.

I OSS I. (-) Tsew tseen

| ^ or Tseen-tsew,

A wheel with loose cords

to sit on at the cir-

cumference, and to carry

the persons round ; a

round-about ; an amuse-

ment introduced at the

court of China in the first

century.

\

10882. [] Name of a fish

which breeds in the mud,

and is in leason during

the second moon. Name

of a certain description

of war boat. A man's

name.

10883. (-) Name of a cer-

tain water bird.

10884. ( 1
) From a mrlrt-

polit and mare. More, or

very extraordinary and emi-

nent , the plarc whither all persons

lend; hence, To go toward*; to

follow a leader; to approach near;

in poii.t (iftimc
;
to come forthwith .

tlien; imrmrliatcly ; to complete i

to finish; to perform a circuit. Shay

laou tsew j 111 1
3j& j

i$ to shun

lahour.and indulge ineasc. Ching tiew

fit to complete an affair for

t>ne' self or others; finished; ter-

minated. Tseang tsew 'n -

to approach ntar to a person's

wishes; to accommodate one's self

to others. Ptih she ta, tiew she ma

he sees me) if he does not thrash

me, he is sure to rail at me. It ii

sure to be either the one or the other.

Tung ching se tsew
||f fij/ tJE \

the east accomplished, the west con -

pleted means every thing brought

to a proper close, and well arranged.

Tsew che
j ^approached him.

Tsewlae
j ^ coming forthwith;

in a very short lime. Tsew she leaou

I >|; 7*J usts<) s |etit beso.and

there let an end be put to it! very well!

Tsew pa leaou 1 M ~f forthwith
* I ) Li J

desisted; put ail end toil.

^10885. [/] From man anb

/^t
Tsew

> To approach to ;

to engage; to employ; to

procure; to hire.

10S86. f/] The nane of

bird.' ling tsew^ 1

thensme of a hill in India,

where it a said Buddha was born.
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10887. [u] From a cover-

ing and to call one's self

under it. To dwell; a

dwelling place, the sta-

tion one tills ; to fix; to

determine; to settle: the

house appointed for all living; a

grave. Shin ts'ih J3 1 a house in

which are apartments far remoYed

from the front. Tslh chaou 1
}Xfa

to divine respecting a grave and the

day of interment. Yu tsth
jjjfft

a tomb or grave.

Tsih fang 1
Jfjjf

a family mansion.

Tsth teen ming ^ ^ fy to fix the

decree of heaven, to act so that it

hall 1 e settled- in one's favor.

Tslh te
|
^A a mansion; a house;

an apartment.

10888. (w) An animal, pro-

dured from a male ass aud

'-f
* a cow; a sort of mule, which

does not seem to be noticed in Euro-

pean countries. Read L8, applied

to the camel. Chth mih 1 Eg
| '"JH

Die mule aliove described. TsTh IS

a cajnel.

108S9. The appearance of

water running or dashing

about

10890. () CHh, or Tsth.

From an fverhanging

precipice, beneath which

is a man stooping under

apprehension of its falling.

Stooping ; inclined ; obli-

que. The new moon faintly seen in

the east is called
] ^ Tsth-tth.

A place in which to ease nature.

Chth tsth ^ \
a certain kind of

money. Peth tsth^ j
appear-

ance of water flowing. Water flow-

ing in an alarming degree.

Tsihshing 1 ||fc
the oblique tones,

I ***! . _-M.

all excepting Ping shing -ip- fjjjj;

are denominated Tsth.

1 089 1 . ( u ) From Pei, an-

ciently used for material ob-

jects generally, and Taou

a knife. To draw an outline;, to

mark. A rule; a pattern ; a, law. To

imitate a pattern; to conform to a

rule or law. Immediately , then ; in

that case ;
therefore , consequently ;

next. Reason j cause wherefore.

An auxiliary particle of the force

of
j=j|j

Tseth, Immediately; then;

in that case. A particle implying a

consequent result ; a particle denot-

ing that which follows next in order ;

and a conditional particle, as Kwo

tsTh wiih tan kae ^ \ fy] 'PP
Pfr if wrong, be not afraid to reform.

Fan cbe too pin shih keae yu tvih

A'lKW^t't fl 1

every rule or pattern for the form-

ing or directing of a thing if .called

Tsth. Fitsih^ |
a rule; pat-

tern; or law. Teen tsTh J^
heaven's unerring law. Chun tsth
y/ j. *

"nek
J

a carpenter's marking line ;

also to accord with the line, time, Sic.

which is previously marked out;

punctual conformity to rule.

Tsth heaou 1
^/v

to imitate an ex-

ample set.

Tsth yih yay 1 *4ff then it is one

the same as.

10892. [u] TsTh.orChih.

Lateral ; oblique ; deflected ;

perverted ; depraved; mean;

vile. Fan tsth ^f j
a rebellious

faction. Jth tVih Q j
the sun

declining to the westward, about two

hours after noon.

Tsih go 1 E\ to sleep on the side,

fsthchoo
| y^ a certain kind of cap.

Tsth sing
| ^j-

a species of the fruit

comnonly called
~^L

~2J Le-cbe.
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Tiih shih
|

*Jjf :\ second or inferior

wife; a concubine.

Tsih urh urh ting j !. jfjj |i!

to apply the ear to; to listen.

Tsih low V
[?j?f

of tow rank;raean ;

vile ;

IOS9S. [.] from heart

and the sound Tsth. A-

cute pain ; distressing

feelings.

i 10894. [] From water

and to meaiurc. To fathom

the depth of j to measure

generally, applied to mind or body.

Pure) clear j sharp. Teen sze pBh

ko tsih ^ Jpf: ^ oj |
the

affairs of heaven are inconiprehensi.

We. POh tslhche welshing |
-V

~m -.1*
^^

?B flJT
w 'lat '" inscrutable, or

unfathomable incomprehensible is

called .divine, or God. P8h ko tsih

18 ^ Pj
pE unfathomable,

immeasurable; incomprehensible.

Tsth leang j||-
to fathom

; to

comprehend.

TsIhtsTh 1
| sharp; acute.

^10895. CHa. A fugitive ; a

short space, tudden.

10896. OjTsThorChTh.

A Toud voice. A' great

sound or noise. To taste;

to eat.

TSIH

1089T. ( o ) From a c*ve

and a fugitive. N irrow ;

strait; compressed; straiten-

ed: used buthmonlly and physically.

Heungtsth'pi j

a contracted mind.

T*fh hei 1
fyfc

narrow; confined.

10898. ( u ) Narrow ; con-

tracted ; straitened ; com-

pressed; issuing forth

with- celerity ; the laths

or boards below the tiles

of a roof; a bamboo case

for arrows; a quiver; a

name of money. A sur-

name. Name of a place;

a punishment whieh consists in

branding with a mark.

10899. (u) Tsth mSng 1

a certain class of small

boat

10900. ( ii ) Name of an in-

sect which appears in the

seventh moon. Read Cha,

The name of a fish.

10901. From to run and a

.fugitive. To arise; to be

straitened; to be pressed

upon. Pae tsth Jdfe 1 to be em-

barrassed.

10902. Chih or Tsth, To

expel; to drive away. See

Chih.

10903. (t,) Chvh or Tsth,

To split; to rive; to rend

asunder. To crack; to open.

Kei Isth EB the opening of

buds and of fruit, as in spring. Chih

TSIH 907

I 'I |A -A.
*

peth nan chan yay JL'.|| ijiff
fflK("I'M /-J *

-Hi difficult labour in the birth of

children is expressed by Chtb-pefh.

10904. () To pull to

pieces; to break open. See

Chlh.

Tsih hwuy
|

fl to pull, or lay in

ruins, as any building. See Chih.

Tsth kae
'

fill to pull open.

Tsih seay | ^jj]
to pull down.

10905. [ u ] From bam-

boo and a thorn or spike.

A bamboo written on

with a style ; ancient

books made of bamboos

connected ; the things

written, viz. a device; a statagem;

todevise; to scheme; a slip of bam-

boo used in divination. Name ofa

particular sort of bunbooj a switch

for a horse; a switch; to whip a

horse. Keen tsih
$|S

'

books

generally. Kin
tsih^g*' ]

a metal

rod ; a priest's crosier. Teen tsih ^?
name of a star. Mow tsth st

or Chuw 1st i gg 1
todevise;

to scheme; to I iy plans or stratagems.

Ke Isth
=j- j

a plant; astratagem.

Tsth shoo
j jfr

books containing the

instructions of superiors.

Tih Isth
j J

the souud of
falling

leaves.

10906. [o] A thorn, a

spike ; to prick with a thorn.

10907. f v } Read Tseay and

T.-Ih. To sigh ; to moau ; a

toueef aspiration. Sec Tseay.
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10908. [,] Commonly read

-^ -. Too, To place; to arrange;

j to mnnage. Read Tseih, or

TIh, To pierce; to wound.

10909. [
u ] A kind of spear

or hmce ; to strike with a

and take a thing ; to har-

poon a fish.

W'
10910. [u] In ancient

times before the inven-

tion of paper, documents

were written on slips of

bamboo. A list; an in-

ventory; a register; a

schedule; a memorandum; a volume;

a boek. To plan ; to contrive; to

establish. Yen hoo tsih
'JJJQ

PI

I a census ; a list of the people.
-*F* 4

Hwang tsih -p
the Imperial

register of all persons, property, &c.

throughout ths empire. Kc pun tsih

4JS /K I

several volumes of a

register. Tsaou tsih
jpf

1 : to make

a list. Shang tsih
j^ 'j

to insert

in a lilt. Shoo tsih books

generally. Mun tsih ^^ |
rails

placed in a door -way to stop the

passage.

10911. [ o ] Posts placed

perpendicularly and connect-

ed so as to form a barrier to

a passage ; palisades forming an en-

closure ; a kind of
railing. Name

of a place. Le tsih
gjj| ]

a fence

consisting of palisades.

jjn
Tsih chan I AW a kind of ware-

1 1X1

house or other enclosure surrounded.

Tsih Ian j^ a gateway in a street,

which consists of upright posts.

10912. (.u) From a them

and a pearl. To repre-

hend j to reprove; to

reprimand ; to chastise;

to be wrong ; fault. To

ask ; to enquire ; require

of; to rail at ; to bear or sustain

a charge or office; to have charge

of and be responsible for. Otherwise

read Cbae. Kew tseuen tsih pe
r-JJ!. 'Jl ^ W f*

5R 'HK Tffll to require prr.
I I'flJ

fcction, and blame the lenst defect.

Tung tsze kTh tsili 3S
j^J ^||

to blame and accuse one's self

severely.

Tsih ching ^ f$\
the duty -wilt

Tsih ling & J which one is

particularly charged ;
to give in

charge and make responsible for.

4 tl ' *

Tsih fi I

-=)J
to punish ; to repre-

hend and to fine.

Tsihjin
| -tf^

a duty.for which one

is answerable.

Tsih jin chnng ; urh tsih ke king
|

A HL jfu 1 B $f * reprove

others severely, but be indulgent to

one's self.

Tsih shen
|

>&. a reproof respecting

some moral duty.

1091S. () Chih or T.sih.

To cry out aloud ; to roar

out; a tumultuous mingled

noise j:i noise of wrangling. A kind

of inarticulate hissing, sometimes

denoting adn.iration and sometimes

the reverse. Ilwa Isae tsih yay Yl'

/H- |pj reformation is seated

(or must commence) in the natural

feelings. Hih tsih |^ \
to call

out ; to call to. Tsfli tsih tsan haou

2fJ V? uttered inarticulate

praises'.

Tsih tsth 1 I the inarticulate tones

of admiration and surprise. Also

the noise of quarrelling ; the note

of a certain bird.

1091*. () From a napkin

and finned to the head. A

napkin rolled round to keep

up the hair ; sometimes covers the

top of the head. Used to denote

straight teeth.

10915. [o] The boards or

mats or which one sleeps;

small reeds which serve to

bind any thing; to collect; to bring

many things together. Also read

Chae, Certain wicker-work through

which liquors are strained.

10916. [u] Deep, ob-

scure and difficult to lie

perceived referring to

those subjects which tho

minds of Sages penetrate.

10917. [ ] The noise of

haste or hurry.

10918. ( v/) Read Tsih

or Chih, From hand and

the root, or It'ieer part.

To take with the hand ;

to pluck ;
to pull. Read

Tcth, in a similar sense ;
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also to put in order j to push for-

ward ; to move. Yih tsih

a pltick; a pull.

Tsih hwa 1 ffi to pluck a flower.

Tsfh kwo 1
jjjfr

to pull fruit.

TsTh yin 1 fij to take the seal of

office from a magistrate on his

dismissal.

10919. () Chili or Tsih.

From words and foun-

dation. To blame; to

1

reprehend; to chastise;

to punish officers of the

government by sending

them to the frontier to serve. Fault ;

error; crime. Keang tsih
[* ]

to degrade and chastise.

|y-r* 10920. [^] From hand and

l^jHC^ to spy, or look carefully.

J I* To choose; to select. See

Chili.

Ts'ih keaou
<jjj?

to select persons

with whom to associate.

\ 10921. [ ] Water and

plants blended ; marshy ;

fuvorahle to vegetation ;

causing growth, like

showers and dews; im-

bued ; softened \ muli-

fied ; enriched ; made bright and

TSIH

glossy. Washed ; wet with dew ;

glossed with light; imbued with fra-

grance. The haft of a sword ; gar-

ments for the breech; the name of a

district. Fei tsih
|Jg j

fat and

glossy ; sleek ; applied also . to the

feathers of a bird.

16982. [ u ] From tun

and oblique. The sun de-

clining to the west ; to

descend ; the afternoon.

The larger markets were

held during the afternoon.

Jill chung tsih tsih Q 4* H'J 1

the sun declines as soon as it attains

the meridian.

10923. (u) Tsih tsih 1

strenuous effort in cut-

ting up the ground; se-

vere and acute.

10924. (o) To draw
;
to

extend and tear to pieces,

as was in ancient times

done with animals in the

market places ;
and which

was subsequently chang-

ed to Ke she JE Jrt casting them

out into the market place. To to.ir

TSUI 909

or rend victims lo piece*. Fe ts'ih

1 to rend to pieces a victim.

10925. [ u ] To measure

a thing with the hand.

10926. [] From peartt

or money, and a weapon.

To rob
; to plunder ; to mal-

treat. To murder; to injure ; in-

jurious. A robber ; a bandit. An

insect that devours grain. Heang

ma tsih
p|pj fjfy

'

banditti on

horseback who plundered openly

have existed in Shan-tun* at differ-

ent periods. Show tsih "^*
-

H I

a ring leader of banditti. Taou

tsih^ |

robbers
; freebooters.

TsTh hwae
^ ;Jffi a term of abus,

something like rascal.

10927. Tsth, or Cluh. The

tone of angry reprehension,

or hooting at.

10928. Tsih, or TieTh. Pelh

tsethn^k ]
wordy; verbose,

sound of many voices;sound

of the voice when beginning to

cliauut or toting.

Tint II. x 10
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109S9. (O From man and

hunt taking a broom to

sw3 ep within the door. To

advance, or enter gradually ; to in-

Tadc secretly; to plunder ; to seek

for. A barren year. A surname.

Seang tsiu *B
]

to invade mutual-
I r* I

. ly. Maou tsin 0S short and

small ; diminutive.

Tsin then I
<f.'j

to usurp another

person's country.

Tsin bae
'

3: to injure.

Tsiu kin 1
ffi-

to encroach upon;

to come nearer to.

Tsin ling
] |>4S

to encroach upon,

and insult.

Tsin pwan J ^JjCrebellion, usurpation.

Tsin se5 1
V||j

to usurp gradually,

as to pare off little by little.

Tsin tS ( jfir
to seize upon > to usurp.

10930. [/] To overcome;

to subdue.

10931. The name of a place.

109S2. [-] Cold; frigid.

Cold air or vapour.

Tsin tsin 1 1 extremely cold.

y ~-+ 10933. ['] To sink into,

**/f~ '^ as water into the earth j to

jf X\^ penetrate, as liquids; to

soak; to saturate; to steep ; a pkre

saturated with water ;
a marsh, steep-

ed; Tlrenched; macerated ;
imbued.

ShwOy tsin ta keae
7]^ ] ^C^

the great street if drenched with

water.

Tsin ze
j ^ to df>wn.

Tsin tsew
*

7 wine or other liquor

in which something has been steeped.

Tsin tow
'

j^ thoroughly steeped.

Tsin yun I

-yjS
to soak ; to saturate

and enrich with any liquid, which

remains long in a place.

10934. (-) Red silk threads

with which the scales of

armour are connected.

109.":5. [
-
] To assail with

words; to attick by speech;

private whispers.

10P36. [-] Read Tseen,

To cut; to carve. Head

Tsin, Pointed ; a sharp

point.

10997. (
-
) The appearance

I vF of a fast running horse.

109S8. (\) To sleep; aback

apartment ; a bed chamber :

the back apartment in tem-

ples, and in ai.cient palaces, in which

were six Tsir, called by different

names
; the Tsin, in temples were

recesses for the idols; any dwelling

house is sometimes called Tsin. To

desist ;
to rest, as in sleep ; the place

where the dead sleep, the grave.

Lii:g Isin
[fe> graves of Em-
' J^ I

perors, where sacrifices are offered

began in the 2nd century. Yuen tsih

pgj [
grounds aromid the graves

of moiiarchs. Kew tsin ^-f

name of a district. Fei tsih wang

ts'"'
]$ ;{&^ to lose one'

f

sleep and forget one's food through

anxiety or ardent study.

Tsin shen chin Uwae 1 ^ M^ j^r%

to sleep on ^traw with a sod tor the

pillow as Chinese are taught to do

when 11 j 01. ruing for their parents.

Tsiu shih I '-4\ an inner clumber.

10939. (-) Thebank or shore

of a river. A certain river.
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10940. [-] Tsin, or Sin.

To search for; to seek;

to investigate. See Sin.

The second character is a

common but unauthoriz-

"
\\

"
ed form.

Tsin sze pfih chBh ke lae 1
jEjO ^JF>

=4- yfc thought without pro.

ducing any plan; reflected, but was

unable to devise any scheme.

Tsin sze 1 ff to study ;
to search

with tliemiiid.

Tsin sze fli to seek for business;
I f

to meddle j to interfere with.

10941. [-J To apply a

th;nn
' tothefiie. To steep

flesh in hot soup. The

second character is also

read Tse'en.

10942. The name ofa place.

10943. [-] Name of a fish

ten or twenty cubits long,

having a I'ack like a dragon,

it is found in the Yang-tsze-keang.

The sturgeon.

10944. [- ] The title of

the first universal monarch

in China, the conqueror

came from an -.11 cient terri:ory about

the region of Shen-se, about SOO

year* B. C. A surname. A par-

ticular k'rul of grain. Ta tsin kwS

|ji|j
a nution situated on a sea, in

the west; the people are tall and

TSIN

of correct manner, and of the same

tribe or race as the Chinese. (Re-

cords of Ban, in the first and second

century.)

Tsin chaou
| i|fj

the dynasty Tsin,

which closed 189 years B. C.

Tsincbehwang 1 W & Tsin, the
I ,AH *

first universal monarch, was the per-

son who built the great Chinese wall,

burnt (he books, and buried alive the

literati.

Tsin tun lew kwS ^ /^ ^
Twn swallowed up (conquered) the

other six nations.

10945. [-] Trees; some

say Brush wood. Name

of a small fruit like a

Cnesuut.

10946. (-) Name of several

rivers; affluence; at ease ;

the utmost degree.
The

name of a district.

Tsin tsin
j

many ; a multitude ;

abundance; ease.

10947. (-) Tsin, or Tseen.

To extend to the utmost

limit ;
to reach to the high-

est degree) collected together.

10948. (-) Exuberant her-

bage or foliage ; free grow-

ing plants; a great accumula-

tion of: many collected together;

n iterated in I !-,e same sense. Name

of a river.

10949. (-) Name ofan in-

sect or reptile.

TSIN 9JI

J0950. [/-] Vroniflant

growing ttgethrr, and to

tee, or To tee thote

under the same roof. Af-

fection for ; liking or at-

tachment ; near to. Near

to one's person ; what belongs to

one, one's own ; one's self. A sur-

name. Used for
|^|

Sip, New, in the

Four Books. Nearly related relations,

tlii.se within the Chinese degrees of

consanguinity. Foo tsin
^)

a father. M<,<> tsin-fil- 1 a mother.

Leung Isin^ 1 One' two parents.

Lew tsin /^ ]

the six most inti-

mate relations, futher, mother, elder

and younger brother, wife and son.

Tsin kea ^ exte; ds to the six

relations just mentioned.

Tsin heufe
1

mih jft[
j$jj

persons

related by blood ; i. e. sons and grand

sons.

Tsin keu
j

Tsin show
j

Tseu tsin
3|jl

Tsin tseTh 1

I

- to go one's self.

. with one's own hand.

to marry a wife.

ffl/ a relation.

10951. [
'

] Chin, or Tsin.

To confer , to bestow upon,

particularly on the priests

ofFOh, for religious purposes. In

the phraseology .f the Buddhists,

the mode of recoirpence cn<| lived

by the religious to tlioe who bestow

upon them property, is expressed by

*M 1 Ti tsin.

10952. (J ) From vnod

and near to. A coffin. Kwan

tsin/j,||' |
a coffin.
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\jLrt 10953. (/) ReadTin, or

Chin. From garment! and

near to. The garments

which are immediately below the

outer one, and above those next the

person. To give to; to confer upon

by way of I rgess; to grant assistance

*O. Pang Ising 3iT
j

to assist ; to

give countenance to, as a customer

does to a dealer. Used by shopmen

who solicit assistance.

10954. Tsin or Tsan. To

contain in the mouth ; to

bite ; to bite the lip.|"1

10955. From tcords and im-

piout. Slanderous speech;

to revile ; to vilify. To

discredit. Hu tsin
rfjB

slan-

deri which arise from within. Tsin

hwuy
j

den.

to injure bye stau-

10956. Tsin or Tsan.. A spe-

cies of divination ; prog-

nostic ; the fulfilment of

prognostics. Read Ts,in, To re.

pent. Tsin wei che he5 1 &sV
j f\^
* the science of prognostics.

H>3M. [-J A large

earthen ware vessel ; a

J

sort of boiler, wide at top

and narrow at the bot-

tom.

10958. FromjSi-f and pencil.

The residuum left by fire
;

the ashes of a thing consum-

ed
j the snuff of a taper.

TSIN

10959. [/] From a vei-

sel and the ashet of con-

sumed moot. A vessel

emptied , come to an end
;

a tiling or work brought

to a close; to draw off

totally; entirely; to-ex-

haust ; to leave nothing.

The extreme point or li-

mit; the utmost; completely exhaust-

ed ; terminated ; to perform to'the

utmost degree ; with the whole of;

alJ. A surname. Pub. tsin /^

1 incxhaustable. Kan tseay ptth

"" J^ pit^ 1
infillile lhanks '

Shoo puli tsin yen ; yen pub tsin c

books do not exhaust words : and

words do not exhaust ideas.

Tsin sin shoo, pfih joo woo shoo 1

be without book* than believe all

that is printed.

Tsin sin
^

,Q with all one's heart.

Tsin chlk
j jfe entirely reddened

with human gore, applied to the

waters of the Po-yang lake. See

lif!
Mun S .

Tsin chih
'

fjjj|
to perform to the

utmost, the duties of one's office.

Tsin fun ^ to peform fully the

part or duty which i> incumbent

on one in any situation.

TsinshisohwS
| |xj^f^ killed

all the prisoners he took. Tsin tsing

| 'j'j!j-

bo indulge the
feelings; acts

of kindness carried to the utmost.

10960. [\] Exhausted;

empty. Same as the pre-

ceding

TSIN

10961. [\] The residue

of what is consumed by

fire ; ashes ; the snuff of

a candle; tke remains

left by some great ca-

lamity, the remains of

any thing; the residue of a people;

of a conquered or dismembered

country.

1096S. [ f] A plant used

in dying a yellow colour;

the residue of. Used to

express Constant progress

in fidelity and attachment

to a prince; Tsin chin.

|2 or Chung tsin

fTj 4

;i&
|

a faithful and

devoted minister.

10963. [/\] Presents of

ceremony given to a

person about to under-

take a journey. Tsin e

||B presents for a

journey.

1096*. (f) Tromtnad-

vance and day. All things

advance, or increase

when the sun goes forth.

To proceed forward; to

, increase; to attach to;

to insert in some case

about one's person ; to

hold and lead a horse.

Name of a drum ; a par-

ticular kind of spear. A

surname. Tsin chaou

j|j]
the

dynasty Tsin, which closed

A. D. 416. See -^ Tsin. Name of
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an ancient state about the northern

limit of Ho-nan.

10965. (f ) To insert in,

or attach to ; to shake ;

to agitate. Read Tseen,

To bring forwards; to

introduce. Tsin shin

1 ivr or Tsin sn ' n M\
%m to attach to one's
MM

girdle persons who had

CM J a right to wear a girdle

with its distinguishing appendages

the gentry.

10966. (') A certain stone

thought valuable.

109G7. (/) A carnation

coloured silk ; to attach

to one, or wrap round,

j\f\^ as a sash
; the name of an

ffwjPJ
office> Also read Tseen.

Tsin shin Ian 1 &rf| Wf a book con-
I M* r _>o

taiuingalist of all civil and military

officers em ployed by the government;

a new edition is published quar-

terly.

Tsin shin seen sang \ fofa tb / i

Tseen shin seen sing Jp?&J?3 Jt-*/.t J

a gentleman possessing rank or

holding offices in the state.

1096S. [-] A high pointed

hill. The name of a state.

A surname.

RT II. V 10

,10969. f-J From water

and a mountain. Mountain

streams ; pure water ;
a fish

pond. Rain; tears falling. Name

of a river. Read Tse'en, and Tsan,

The bank of a stream.

Tsin tsin 1
|

a heavy rain.

Tsin luy tsae muh
yj^ ^ EJ

the crystal tear stood in the eye.

10970. [
/ ] From water

and heart. To fathom the

depth of water with any

thing. The name of a river and of

a district.

10971. ['] From to go and

wings. To ascend ; to ad-

vance; to go forward; to

enter; to make progress in any thing;

to bring forward; to introduce; to

recommend ; to exert one's self; near

to* to approach near; to bring to

an entertainment. Tth tsin i'i !

a special promotion granted by the

Sovereign.

Tsin ta che
] ^|

-
to promote

and advance good- men.

Tsin chnen 1
jto

to propel a boat.

TsinheS
] ^ j

to altain

Tsin sew tsac
j ^jj^J the lowest

literary degree in China; some use the

verb PI Tib, but Tsin, is more cor-

rect.

Tsin shin che ke 1 fa. ~*/ ^\-
I .3J < p |

a scheme to introduce one's self to

notice, or promote one's own in-

terest.

Tsin lae 1 5|f 1
i ^J > to walk or go in.

Tsin juh
] ^\J

Tsin tuy leang nan
|

to advance or recede are equally dif-

ficult embarrassed.

Tsin hung kung
J tj

the rank of Scw-tsac.

to attain

Tsin zc ithe third degree of

literary rank attaining it, and the

second, viz. Ken jin-f| A. i ex-
* ^|^ * ^

pressed by
fjj Chung.

Tsin tuy
j j^ are opposites, To ad-

vance, to recede ; to biug forward, to

keep back.

10972.
[

-
] Tsin, or Tseun,

-A proud gait.

10973. [-] Vrom water

and to accord with . To

ford or cross a stream

where facilities are pre-

sented ; a ford or ferry.

A creek or rivulet. To

moisten and mollify ; to split or rend

wood. Name of a star, and of a ter-

ritory. Name of a district.

Tsin tsin 1 I to overflow.

Teen tsin
~J^

1 nine stars which con-

stitute a northern constellation : a

town situated on the Pei-ho
;j{^

ypf

river, commonly written Tien. ting.

10974. Damp j wet, marshy.

10975. [/] from to change

and the leelh. Children cast-

ing their teeth.
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TSING. CCCLXIF" SYLLABLE.

M anuscript Dictionary, fing. Canton Dialect, Tting .

^ s 10976. p] A well. Read

^^1 ^ Tan, Noise of something

J thrown into a well. A

frj ( surname. A deep place

that produces water. A

/ clear spring; a well. Ar-

rangement; order. A piece of

land divided into nine parts, of

which in former times, the centre

part was appropriated to govern-

ment ; otherwise called
i i

Tsing teen, which consisted of Kew

pih mow ~h
"Q~ jjj#

nine hundred

Mows of land. Cbuen tsing 3p 1

to dig a well. Teen tsing 3?

an uncovered space in the centre of

a, house. Tung heang kung tsing

Jji] ^{ it
j

people of the same

Tillage, those who have drunk from

the same well. Tsiog tsing he 1

]

^V what regularity and order.

Tsiag tsing yew teaou
'

I fa /&
I I IJ Isv*

all arranged in the nicest order, in

allusion to fields laid out.

10977. [/] A pit; a

ditch ; to f.ill into a
pit.

Poo tsing c tsze heen

^ 1 % HI ft
to dig a pit for one's self

to full into.

10978. [- j The colour

Z5B^
' of plants when first grow-

l~vl ing out of the ground ;

a light green; sky co-

loured; azure. "Wan;

pale. The name of a di-

vinity ; the name of a

bird ; the name ofa wood,

nnd of a fruit. Name of

a medicine; the skin or bark of the

bamboo. A surname. The second

form is often used in compounds.

FBh tsing
jijjj j

ultra marine. Jin

meen tsing pth /^ jfj ] Q
a pale countenance. Yuen tsing -rr-

j

a black colour.

Tsing fan 1
jsp

blue copperas.

Tsii.- teen pth jih
^ ^ g ^

in open day light.

Tsing kin 1 ^ lapis laznli.

Tsing yun keaou 1 ^ $. a certain
f * 9 IfPj

bridge situated at public colleges,

and which is passed in state by

graduates.

Tsing chun pub tsae lae -pf 5fjL ^f\

1^. ^ the verdant spring (of

youth) will not again return.

Tsing liih 1 Zr* the verdure of trees.

Tsing neeu
j 4^.

a young penon.

* tg 1
|^

Tsing tae
| -^ moss.

Tsing tsaou
^ jjjlf

herbs, grass, and

other vegetable productions in

spring.

t^
i0079. [/] Good ; excellent.

^C"*
^ An epithet applied to men,

I |J implving Praise and com-

mendation. Pretty formation of the

mouth. Read Tsing, A daughter's

husband i borrowed to act instead of;

employed to serve for the time being.

Tae tsing ^ '|

for ; instead of.

109SO. [/] Cold; intense

cold./ CD

LU
10981. [-] Whispering;

speaking in a low tone.

Tsing-ling V&- small talk; low

whispers. Used also to denote the

passions.

10982. A priy; mixed;

impure.

10983. Compact ; adhesive

earth.
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% Jjt "1 10984. ("-] Fr ra <*

iTI heart, and the greenness

of spring. The passions,

which the Chinese divide

into seven, Being pleas-

ed, anger, sorrow, fear;

Jove, hatred, desire; these taken

coHectively, The temper.disposition,

natural feelings, natural affection,

animal passion, sexual desire. The

reality ofa thing; the circumstances:

the facts. Sze tsing .gf. an

affair; a business; a concern.

Tsing !e
jffi! principles agreeable

to the human feelings ; the common

sense and feelings of mankind ; rea-

son ; reasonable.

Tsing pe
j
wS feeling, that is mean

and disgraceful, proceeding which

is clandestine and illegal a com-

mon phrase in law papers.

Tsing puh mwan tsfih 1 ^ TCtj
F3

dissatisfaction.

Tsing Ise'e
|

art the circumstances
' Pr

of an affair; the plot ofa play.

Tsing yuen JM a wish of one's

own feelings ; a voluntary wish to

do a
tiling.

Tsing yew JjJ
circumstances

from which an affair arose.

10985. (-) From the sun and

sky color. The azure sky

appearing after rain ; a clear

iky, without clouds ; the stars ap-

pearing at night. Teen tsing ^^
a serene sky.

10986. [-] From water and

azure. Pure ; limped ; clear;

tranquil ; a clear ye ; the

TSING

lower part of the eye ; clear sighted ;

uncorruptcd by bribes ; to clear off

an account. Name of a river ;
a

district, and a city. A surname.

Wei kwan tsing ^2i
B 1 or Tsing

kwaa I *g an uncorrupted magis-

trate.

Tsing chuh 1
Ijjfl

are opposites, Clear

muddy applied
also to sounds.

Tsing chaou
j ^ or Ta tsing kwS

4^ 1^ the reigning Tartar dy-/ x I

nasty, China under this dynasty.

Tsing e =ag public opinion,

Tsing hwa ]
f|f a term of self appro-

bation, used by those who are silent

from want of ideas.

Tsing tsing woo kow
| ^p 4fl! ^

pure and undefiled.

*_f.-m rf ,

J "j
cleared

~T
jjftt

off Hie

Wan tsing leapu -,

Tsing leaou soo

account.

Tsing ming 1
HJ3 April 6tb, a Chinese

91 b

term.

Tsing pih 1
j=| pure white.

Tsingthwfly
'

^j<.
clear water.

Tsing tsing
| yS clear and undefiled.

Tsing tsoo 1
ZjS clear and distinct.

m nTsing pe le wei

to clear the stomach.

Tsing wan 1 ^ the Man-chow Tar-

tar written language.

Tsing yu J3j
the Tartar spoken

language.

10987. [/] From tofix

and pure. Clean ; fine.

Careful thought; to plan; to

regulate; to keep in order ; in a state

of harmony, order and peace ; tran-

TSING

quil. A surname. Hae tsing ^
peace on the seas. Can tsing -fr

in a state of peace and quiet.

Tsing che 1 ~7 to tranquilize them.

Tsing hae mun 1
yfe P^ oneof the

gates of the cltyof Canton.

10988.
[ ] A dark blark

colour.

10989. To lay hold of with

the hind ; to grasp.

\
^

1 0990. (
-
) From rice and

"""
pure. To cleanse grain;

the pure part of any thing.

Fine; thin ; subtile, unmixed; select-

ed from. True ether; spiritual;

subtile fluid; essence; essential ; the

semen of animals. Clear ; bright ;

pure; skilful; excellent work. Namo

of a place, of a bird, and of a plant.

Tsing shin
j JTJ&

animal spirits;

having Tsing-shin, is being in good

spirits, and feeling a degree of ani-

mation ; not having Tsing shin, it

Being'iow ; dejected ; inanimate it

is applied to animation existing or

wanting in pictures of the human

countenance. Chin ke tsing shin

vK TF& lip
to rouse lnc mind

to diligence in study.

Tsing che J3& fine; delicate;

handsome.

Tsing ke
| ^ ether ; the essential

part of material existence; invisi-

ble substance ; subtile air; ethereal.

Tsing ke wei wuh
j

3? fii ty/n

Tsing ke is the substance of which

things are made.
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Tsing kung 1
"f",

excellent work-

m:mship.

Tsing ling 1 ^ pure; subtile; su-

blime ; spiritual.

Tsing meih 1 ? fine ;
thin ; subtile.

Tsing ping
J

-fc. vetrean troops.

Tsing shun 1
pjrj-

pure and genial.

Tsing shwang 1 ]$
animal spirits,

chearful ness.

Tsing ts5
\ ^ beaten fine and

clean from husks.

Tsing wuh
| ^ "la strange fiend-

Tsingkwae
;

|^J 'ike appear-

ance ;
a fairy ; an elf~

10991. [
-

]
The flower of

scallions. The name of a

place. Forms part of the

name of several plants.

10992. [
-

] Forms part of

fcE the names of several insects.

Tsing ling 1
jftjfl

name of a

fhing insect with four wings, said

to be the dragon fly, which sips the

water and darts off again. Tsing

ting teen shwiiy
j ^ 3^ 7J<

the

dragon fly sipping water denotes

a style in which delicate allusions

prevail, instead of plunging into the

subject.

10993. [
'

] From azure

and to see. Appearing or-

namented and coloured; a

beautiful countenance; painted

white with black eyebrows. Tran-

quil. To call to, or summon ; to

invite by beauty.

1 /w~
Tsing sMh jJ|jj

ornamented; adorn-

ed ; a countenance exhibiting a fine

white skin and dark eyebrows.

tl

10994, [\] From pure and

words. To request; to ask

with courtesy; to beg; to

pray; to invite; to announce to;

to confess or make acknowledge-

ment. Chaou Ising Su I as-

sembling at court in autumn; the

name of an office.

Tsing che tsun bing
| pj J ^J*

to request the Imperial will, in or-

der to act in obedience to it

Tsing shih
j

l

=p a house, were con-

fessions were made.

Tsing tsew te'S
] yjSj |Jj

a card of

invitation to dine.

Tsing tso
j gjj; pray sit down.

Tsing tsuy
j Sp to confess one's

faults or crimes. Tsing wan 1

pH to beg, to ask, to ask civilly.

10995. [-] The name- of

_ . a fish. Read Ching, Boiled

iSvfl
fc^

10996. [
-

] From eye

and Hue. The pupil of

the eye. They say those

who have square pupils

in the eye will live long.

Ming tsing BJH to

look displeased. Shwang tsing

j^
'

the name of a bird. Muh

tsing Q |

or Yen tsing (J|

the eje-

10997. [-] A small ani-

mal of the mus species.

\* 10998. [/] From neater

and to strive. To wash

clean with water. Clean
;

pure ; undefined; Name of a rapid,

where the water struggles through

the rocks. Name of a pond. Tsing

too ~y*_ a pure place; a pure

state of mind; and the pure regions,

of bliss in the west, at the distance of

a thousand millions of leagues, used

by the Buddhists. Keg tsing^ |

pure and clean
; perfectly clean.

Tsing meaou
j
Stt a castrated cat.

Tsing se suh chang yip &. H&

to purify and cleanse the heart and

mind from vulgar vicet.

Tsing tung 1
|ffi

a close stool.

10999. [/] From pure and

the sound Tsang, to strive.

To judge. To be silent ;

silence; stillness; quiet; without

motion. To ponder in silence; to

plan; to desist ; without distraction.

Peace and harmony. Ching tsing

j5
I chaste and peaceable.

Tsing mih
'

Jjjfc
not to let one's

voice be heard
; silent.

Tsing, tung che tuy 1 ^J ~^f ||,f

tsing, is the opposite of motion.

Tsing yang 1 ^K to nurse one's self

quietly at home.

1 1000.
[

-
] From three

suns. Luminous; bright;

clear resplendent. Teen

ke tsing -Jc _azf |
clear" ys. >y\v I

weather. ShwHy tsing

yl^
or Shwuy tsing

crystal.

1100!. [
-

] A banner ; a

certain kind of standard ;

to lead on an army, and to
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make signals ; hence To distinguish ;

to cause to know ; to illustrate or

give honor to.

Tsin peg
j Jj|J

to discriminate ; to

mark distinctly the difference be-

tween, as of virtue and vice.

Tsio ke
|

//ft a flag, colours, or ban-

ner.

Tsing peaou 1
^fe

a mark of distinc-

tion conferred by the Sovereign.

Tsing tsee
j=jft

certain marki to

direct on a road.

TSO.- -CCCLXII1" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, <;o. Canton Dialect, Tie,

11002. On the left side. The

original form of the follow-

ing.

11003. [\A] The left hand,

or left side ; second to; an

assistant ; deflected from the

right course; depraved ;
bad ; the left

being formerly the lower place; to

put to the left, meant to degrade ;

the left is now the place of honor.

To verify.
t *x-

Tso chuen 1 Taj name of a well known

Historical Work, on the period im-

mediately subsequent to Confucius.

Tso pe'en >& the left side.

Tso show 1 31 the left hand.

Tso yen
j BJ

to verify ; to ascer-

tain by examining.

Tso tang 1
gf*

a vice-magistrate of

aj{t&
Keen district; one resides in

Macao.

Tso yew 1
/jp"

the left and right those

who wait on a person, attendants.

* * 11004. [/] From hand and

/I '/*+ work. To assist on the left ;

* Man was added in latter

TART n. z 10

times : To assist; a second to; an

assistant. An assistant officer in the

government, whether high or low.

A minister of state, second to the Em-

peror. Luhtsoy^ j
six ministers,

or assistants in the time of Fuh-he.

Tso le 1 j;S to assist in the direction

or management of affairs, as secre-

taries in public offices, &c.

Tso ling 1 ffi a certain military of-

ficer.

11005. To assist; to help; to

aid ; to assist with the hand.

11006. [/] From M Lew,

To detain, abbreviated, and

j^ Too, The earth. To de-

tain upon the ground; to sit; sitting;

to hold
; to maintain. Anciently

To kneel, or to bend down; sitting

upon the heels , to sit as a criminal ;

to be involved in or charged with a

crime. A surname. Tsing tso sS

I pray sit down. Puhkantso^

jjjb
I do not presume to sit.

I I announce (or beg

leave to) sit: Superiors and inferior*

go through these formalities. Ching

tso
"[

to sit at the head with

a row of chairs on each hand. Fang
f-ff \

'*T/ I

'" ''t on one side. Yew

tsoweiTJgj" ^ having a seat.

or a ri-ht to sit. Woo tso wei fflf
JIM

I

/|JL
having no seat allowed in

the presence of superiors. Tul) tso

5|3
1 to sit alone. Pei tso Ife

to sit with a person. Peen tso ffi

informally ; to sit as one pleases.

Tso choo
J j|&

to destroy a whole

family for the crimes of some of its

members.

Tso chin chen 1

JH" fg sitting on

a carpet of needles.

Tio go P8h gan
J gjj\ ^ ^

having no rest or composure whe-

ther sitting or lying.

Tso he'ang
j |p1

the part or quarter

to which a house, or grave, or hill

fronts.

Tso keen
] j|t

or Tso laou
j

to be confined in prison.

Tso she ke ping urh pub kew
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observe the (moral) malady without

attempting to relieve it is wicked.

Tso tsiiy 1 rffi to be deemed guilty

of a crime.

Tso tang '! *& sitting in the court ;

sitting in judgement, as a magistrate

or judge.

Tso keaou tsze 1 jfc?K
_J.

to sit (and

be carried or travel) in a chair.

TJO wei
| ^ a scat .

j JEJ |
thr month

T.o,,,fi tsze
| J=J^-J in which

wome:i are confined to their rooms,

after
h.iving children.

.
I

I 1007. [/] To lop offshoots

^P*| I or sprouts; to chop; to

>J cut; to cut to pieces; a ser-

verc mode of putting to death, some-

times h,id recourse to.

Tso she
] J| to CIlt to pieccs lhe

body ;i fu- r death has been inflicted.

11008.
[ '] To kneel awk-

wardly when performing

obeisance. One says, To

kneel, l.ut not to the ground. A per-

son's clothes spread' out in an awk-

warJ manner.

fc^ 11009. ['] That on which

lAlA a person sits; a scat; a

/"^ throne; a seat where the

king sits to give audience. Paou tso

JT a throne surrounded with

hangings for an idol.

To wei i

/jjyaeeat
for honorable

persons.

TSO

11010. [/] From hand and

^ to sit. To push down ; to

xJ^JL^ break to pieces >to mal-treat.

Tso che" 1 m to break to pieces; to

break off Ihe point; to cause to pass

through hardships, as Providence

docs with men who are raised to fill

important places in Hie world.

11011. (V) From a dart

and to sit. Noise made in

sitting down suddenly. A

short stunted appearance. Tso low

ftj
sliortand ugly.

11012. [f] Read Tso and

So, From words and tit. To

give a person a setting down ;

to take a person to pieces.

11013. [/ ] Minced meat;

minute ; small bits.

11014. [ f] Read Tso

and Tsiih, A file for

1

sharpening a saw ; a sort

of boiler ;
also to rub or

break to pieces.

11015. [ / J Read Tso, To

excite ; to act ; to do, in

the sense of the following ;

more usually read TsS, which see.

11016. [ /] Common form

of TsS& to make. To do;

to act as; to be. Ne tso

shin mo 4fc
| -|JL jfjR

what are

you doing ? Nan tso
j|t j

diffi-

cult to effect. Ne tso fib pilli
tso lib

TSO

do it or not i Wo yaou ne tso
y~i\\

chang ch& tsac
fj^ ^ ^ ]

-j F- . t~* ~^

5^ Si -f- 1 want you to make a

table. Ne ming keaou tso shin mo

your name ?

Tso chiug ^
hK finished ; completed;

ended, said of any work or affair.

Tso jin
|
^ to be or act as a man.

Tso kwan
| 'gf

to be a magistrate,

or officer of government

Tso puh lae
j ^ ^* unable to do ;

cannot be effected.

Tso tth
] ^ do can ; i. e. either I

can do it, or it will do.

% |t
11017 - ['] Mixed; con-

^-^^- fused
; erroneous ; mistaken.

More properly read TsS,

which see.

11018. [u-j Read Cha,

Erroneous ; Chae, To send ;

Tsze, Uneven; irregular;

and Tso, To rinse and cleanse rice.

Erroneous ; an error.

Tso-woo jp errors and discre-

pancies in historical records.

110J9. A cragged rocky hill.

11020. [-J Tso-go

|l|p?
the appearance of

a rocky hill. Read Tsze,

An irregular, uneven

appearance.
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1 1021. [- ] From Hand

and In rinse. A deflect-

ed appearance ; branches

beuding down. Read

Cliae, To strike and push

against.

to ruh between the

hands; the rustling of trees.

11022. [-] Fresh white

color of a stone; freshness

and beauty in any thing. A

fascinating smile. To rub against,

as when polMiin-; n stone. Tsefi tso

-ffl 1 to nil> and polish physically

or morally; in this phrase ^g Tso

is also used.

1 1023.
[

-
] Disease ; a slight

epidemic ; convalescent.

11021. [
-

] From stone and

to rinse. To rub and po-

lish ; to operate upon with

much labour and pain, either mo-

rally or physically ; to polish ivory.

Mo Iso IM. to ml) and polith
.

stones. Tsc<5 bo -HT to cut

and polish.

&s?
1 1025. [_] From/flof and

to err. To slip; to transgress.

Tso to 1
[ft/

io miw an opportunity ;

to err respecting time. Slow ; late.

11026. ( u ) To dress or cut

horn. To work any vessel

or utensil which is yet in

its rough state.

TSO. CCCLXIV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, f. Canton Dialect, Ttol;.

11027. (u) From man and

haste. To act ; to make ;

to do. To begin ; to dis-

cover; to invent. To arouse; to

stimulate. A surname. TsS ffih
j

jjii'ri

the act of supplicating happi-

ness or success.

Ts8 sin min
j

Sh-
J^JP

to rouse a

people to renovate themselves by an

amendment of their moral conduct ;

or to arouse a people to the study

and practice of virtue.

TsS sze teih sze tsing
J j^j/ |^J jp

jt'j'j'
that which is done disorderly ;

an aftair which is murdered.

TsS sze teih 1
Ifa frft murderous;

applied to persons or things, either

in serious abuse or in railery.

TsS sze teih noo tsae
' ^ ^j ^

yT you murderous slaves express-

es, one who does things in an un-

usual disorderly manner.

Tso tseaou 1 jSJi certain rites per-
I Hil

formed by the sect ofBuddha for the

purpose of rescuing departed souls

from purgatory. TsS wSn
'

^j

to compose an essay or book.

A 11028. (u) From sun and

t*l^t arun-a-way. The day which

is past, night having in-

tervened, yesterday; recently. Tseen

neen joo tsS -p 4 ^J a

thousand years are as yesterday.

TsSteen
]

yterdy.

11029. ( ) From heart

and to rotise. To feel

ashamed ; to change

countenance ; to blush 5

a disconcerted feeling

appearing in the face,

ashamed ; abashed.Tsan tsS

1 1 030. ( ) Wood of a hard

firm texture. To fell tim-

ber. Narrow and confined ;

to enlarge and put outside. Read

Tsth, Refers to an enclosure for

wild beasts. Read Cha, To cut train-

versely.
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11031. () From wine

and to rmue. To pledge

the host with wine in re-

turn for his pledge;

hence To recompence.

The second character is

read also Tsoo, denoting A sort of

vinegar or pickle, which the first

character formerly denoted, they

are now -changed for each other by

popular caprice. Name of a certain

vessel. Chow tsS
^)j ]

Chow

is for the host to pledge the guest;

TsS is for the guest to return it. To

pledge and return ; an act and the

return which is made.

3A

I

11032. fu] To pierce; to

tab. Read Tsth, To stick

into and draw a thing to-

wards one.

11033. [o ] TsS, often

read Tso. To wash with

gold, having veins or

streaks. To work stones

/)C* <"" gems. Mixed ; con-

'pl| j fused; iu disorder. Er-

roneous; mistaken; strange; per-

vene; giving offence. Having and

TSO

shewing respect ; interchange j lofty

and dangerous. Name of a divi-

nity, /of a m;in, of an insect, &c.

Ts8 kwo
.-JS

error, to err.

Pub tsS
>j\

1 no error; right. TsS

ISjti
.

'ft^
error-, erroneous; mis-

managed. Ts tsung pith slnh

teaouseu
] ft ^ fa ft

ravelled orembarrased without losing

the end of the thread. TsS tsa 1

mixed.

11034. The magpie, said

to be the bird which

announces glad tidings.

Name of a place, a hill,

and a person. T-6
jiili

-^ a stone formed

by the pecking of the magpie.

1 1 035. A large coarse stone.

Read Tsoo, To place jto put.

11036. TsS, orTsfih. To

seize. See Ts8b.

11037. [] From hand and

extremely. To take with

the fingers, some say two,

TSO

others, three fingers. To take; to urge

or draw back with the band ; to snatch

for a short time; a sort of rap. A

small quantity. Read Tsuy, Loose,

fague. Read Tswan, A certain vessel.

TsS hS I ^ to join or unite.

TsS shang kcaou 1 J^ f^J
* han(i

into a chair.

11038. Tso t so 1 P^Jsound.

noise
; the voice cf any ani-

mal.

11039. [v] Name of a bird.

1 K140. f u ) A chissel or

any utensil which cuts or

bores into wood. To bore ;

to dig; to mark; to open;

to make or do. Lew ts5

^ |

six of the human

passions.

TsS che
'

the name of an animal,

a man's name.

TsS tsing 1 4+ to dig a well.

11041. Strong ; indefatigable.
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TSOO. CCCLXVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, cu. Canton Dialect, Ttot.

11042. [-] Choo or Tsoo.

To begin; to commence;

the beginning. (See Choo.)

11043. [
I

J Choo or Tsoo,

Secondary strength or effort.

To assist ; to help ; to aid ;

to succour ; assistance. Pang tsoo

to assist or help.

Tsoo ne ching kung 1 /fa
JjV T/j

help you to finish your good work.

Tsoo yu she
~}jk j^ beneficial to

the world.

11044. [-] From a plnugh

and to assist. The duties

or taxes collected in ancient

times. To cultivate in concert with

each other. To assist; to help.

11015. [
-
] A hop, or iron

instrument for turning up

the ground with, used in hus-

bandry to clear nuisances from the

roots, and assist the growth of plants.

11046. f-] From heart

and to advance. Proud ;

coarsn minded; distrustful;

envious; jealous.

1 1 047. Read Tseu and Tsoo,

Worms, vermia amongst

putrid flesh. See Tseu.

II. All

Am
Tseih tsoo KM an insect resem-

bling a locust.

11048. (-) From to walk

and to advance a step. To

go; to preserve; to persevere.

Name of a nation. Tsoo lac
J

the name of a hill.

11049. [\] From

Jow, Flesh, abbreviated,

and a vessel to contain

the victims used in sacri-

fice. A surname. Used

to denote A block on which

to cut meal.

Ting tsoo
l^J

1 a kind of tripod.

Tsoo loo
j ftg.

a f ast on parting with

friends, about to undertake a journey.

11050. (-) from a hea-

venly indication, and a

vessel used in the temples.

A father's filher; a grand

father
; a progenitor ; an-

cestors generally. One

who lays the foundation ofa family.

To begin ; the beginning, the original

of awy thing. A temple dedicated

to an ancestor ; accustomed to. A

rule ; a sacrifice. A surname. A di-

vinity. Seen tsoo 4^ 1 a deceased

grandfather, Che tso J/& 1 or Pe

l*oo >i
I

the original ancestor.

Tsang tsoo 'W' father's grind

father. Kaou tsoo
j^-,

1 a grand

father's grand father.

Tsoo k-iou I ^ a male ancestor.

Tsoo pe \ $tt
a female ancestor.

Tsoo seen
] ^ "1

Shang tsoo J^ ).
distant anceslorv

Tsoo -hang 1

Teen te tsoo Uung -^ Jjjj, \ ?j\

heaven, earth, and ancestors are

common objects of worship.

$8.

11051. [-] Fro -n grain and

a vessel. The grain paid as

a tax to government ; a tax

of any kind ; to rent. E tsoo slfih

shwuy ^ & ^ clothed with

taxes and fed with duties said by

the Emperor of himself.

Tsoo dh choo I

jjji fj[ to rent a

house to live in.

Tsoo me
j ^ rent rice the rent of

land paid in kind.

Tsoo nee
j 3?|

to rent an estite
;
nn

income arising from the rents of

houses or lands.

Tsooyin 1 money paid as rent.

11052. [-] Name ofa plant;

a sort of mat used in sacri-

fices.
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11053. Name of a vegetable

for the table.

1 105t. [ \ J Certain silk frin-

ges formerly appended to

caps of state ;
a fringe; silken

strings or cords for binding the hair

with, and connecting the parts of

armour.

Tsoo show \ &

streamers.

certain fringes or

11055. Large; open;

coirse; vulgar; indecent;

lioislerous, applied to

things or to speech, or

to actions. Tung tsoo

KJ \ to. act roughly,

coarse indecent Ian-

coarse tilings.

Uv-% U056
[

\
] To announce

Li to. the gods, and sup-

plicate from them the

infliction of calamities;

^lirij imprecations; bad lan-

jMI/_pl- J guage to thegods; curs-

es. Teen tsoo ke keu
yjjj j

4fe

Ajl to add a few curses or oaths

in confirmation of what one says.

fhow tsoo ta yih fan Pt? Tnl

^ cursed him a while.

Chow tsoo fU? | imprecations;

Tsoo choh
] jj^J

J curses.

Tsoo ming jj|[
solemn oath* ta-

ken over a bloody sacrifice.

Tsoo hc I ~g oaths and curses.
I u

11057. (
1

) Choo or Tsoo.

To hinder; to impede!

some ding TDUS impedi-

ment, as a torrent run-

ning between. To stop;

to prevent; to suspect j

to be sorry. Walking

in a distorted manner.

Been tsoo ^ a

d.ngerous impediment.
Lan tsoo

-IPS 1 to intercept and stop the

llJfJ I

progress of.

Tsoo kih 1
Ji|j

an impediment as

a mountain or a river.

Tsoo tang

of and stop.

to stand in the w;iy

1IO.W. (\) Read Tsoo or

Tseu. Tsoo yu |j^j

the teeth not regular, dis-

torled and affecting the articulation.

To chew and craunch; to mutter.

11059. (/) From divine

indication and' to excite.

Wealth; rank; and happiness.

Divine blessings; felicity ; posterity ;

the year. Ffih tsoo |g j
afflu-

ent and h.ippy.

11060. (/) To offer flesh

in sacrifice ;
to pay a re-

compence to ; to reward ;

blessings ; rank. The name of a

place; of a pavilion, and of a nation.

Fuh tsoo
;

1
summer.

Tsoo jow l^J
the flesh offered

in sacrifice to the gods.

1.
V-1^ vessels used at

royal banquets.

11061. [ / ] TsS, or Tsoo.

The steps and the mat ap-

propriated to the host or

principal person at formal sacrifices

in temples.

| tfr 11068. [ /] To- raise; to

\KJj"^ cast or throw; to put into

J tl its place ;
to arrange ; to put

in proper order; to employ. Read

TsTh, To pursue after ; to persecute

or follow after in order to harrass;

to press upon. Woo tsoo Sfc
f>t\ l

no place to put the hand or foot

upon ; at a loss how to act. She
1

tsoo g^ j

to suggest, or lay down

a mode of acting.

Tsoo pan
|

|ffi to arrange; to trans-

act.

Tsoo show
|
3L to set to one's hand.

Tsoo tsze I

=j5J
set speech.

f f. ] Disease ; ick-

11064. [/] From wine and

old. Sour wine; Sour pickles;

i*J vinegar. Swan tsoo wft 1

viuegar, Tseang tsoo zgfc
I pick-

les; sour preserves.

11065. [\J Commonly road

Ts5. Octui* used for the

[ireceding.

1 1066. [
/ ] From Itro

trer> and foot. A cluster

or dump of trees j cop-

pice; underwood; bram-

bles. Niime of a j:lant ;

of a place ; of a region

iu the south ; and of an ancient na-

i*'
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tinii. A surname. Distinct. Cle.ir;

sharp ; keen ; p.iiiiful. Sin tsoo i

"

I or Koo Isoo Jjk I painful suf-

fering; distress.

Tsing tsoo vita
|

clear; distinct;

Tsoo tsoo
| J

fresh j manifest;

fully arranged; completed ; finished.

11067. [-] Tsow or Tsoo.

To cut down plants.

Name of a particular

plant. A surname. Grass

for horses and cows. Peih

tsoo^ j

the Buddha

priests.

Tsoo ne
j

f& the magpie.

Tsoo yaou 1
o)|i grass ; coarse plants.

11068. (/ ) Rough r the

opposite of smooth.

11069. (/) Painful; dis-

tressing.

11070. [\] Read Choo,

or Tsoo. The stone base of

a pillar.

11071. Tsoo or Tsow. A

widow woman ; a fine look-,

ing person ( a pregnant wo-

man. A woman's name. A surname.

11078. [-] from a wing

and gran. Young fowl*

which arc capable of feed-

ing themselves. A man's

name. Tsoo ke 1 $&
1 ^vt(p

chickeni.

11073. [
-
] From three

stagt. To take long leaps |

to be afraid of and take

precautions against; large ;

coarse; rough; vulgar;

remiss. A kind of coarse

shoes or sandals. See the second

form above.

Tsoo gS J

lity.

coarse and bad in qua-

TSOW. CCCLXVF" SYLLABLE.

Sometimes confounded with Tseu, Tsoo, and Chow. Manuscript Dictionary, ecu. Canton Dialect, Tsow.

m \m_ i
11074. O) From to

jFI" l>iad and to stop. To

^^^- bend the foot or leg and

set rt ilo-wii. To w:lk;

logo; to run. Occurs

used for the Wowing.

Tsow pwan choo 1 ^ & a par-

ticulur description of pearl, der.omi-

oalcd from its constant motion when

placed in a trencher.

Tsow jih hwuy 1 -

fi5j
to walk

a while.

Tsow kae
| ^ to walk apart from.

Tsow kow
^rj

to run dogs, ;io

ancient play of Chinese children.

Tsow tih kwae 1 4JL JW can go or

sail fast.

Tsow tinman
j ^: '[^g

goes or sails

sVowly .

Tsow jih ko kan tsing I

'Jjj'ij

ijfcffi
went off entirely anJ left

the place quite clear.

11075. ( / ) To introduce

and offer up to. To cause

the Emperor to hear or

to know ; any represenl-

ation made lo the Ern-

peror, either verbally or

by writing, is expressed by Tow;

Mns'.c striking up in his haring, is

also expressed by Tsow. Fung kow

tsow che ^ ] jjjj
a sealed

document sent to the Emperor. Pe

tih tsze hing tsow sze fife ^ |^J

Jt i' I .4}. tt> be authorised to

write from one's self immediately

to the Emperor.

Tsow hlh
[ J^f

to convey to the

Emperor an accusation agai, st an

officer of the government ; the ex-

pression implies that the accusation

is from an officer of rank.

Tsow <hang 1
J-*

to send up a report

or statement lo the Emperor.

Kewtsowy^ I

*l nine tunes played

Kew ching^ fij^ J
to the Emperor.
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I107S. ( ') To collect

together; to make op;

concurrence of circum-

stance*.

11077. (') To cart or throw

with the hand.

11078. [/ |
To collect to-

gether; to accumulate; to

assemble. Syn. with
"/jfc$

Tsow. Ffih tsow j|j| 1 to collect,~T" I

as round an axle or centre.

11079. (-) One who watches

at-jiight, having something

to strike. To take with the

hand.

11080. To take advice; to

consult with; to communi-

cate information to, and lake

advice on the affairs of government.

11081. (\) To catch speedi-

ly a perception of what

is agreeable to others, and to

observe it. Celerity. See Tseu.

110S2. (-) The name of a

wood. A surname.

11083. Wood taken for fuel ;

the name of a wood; the

wood on which Chinese

w.itcl'men strike the hour; a kind

of rattle.

110.84. (-) The corner, or

angle, as of a city wall. Dis-

concerted; to collect toge-

ther and reside in. Name of the

distiict, in which Confucius lived.

M&ng tsow
jj^ |

lne S"1 moon

of the year. Pe tsow JP
|

a-

bashed ; ashamed ; disconcerted

11085. (-) Any thing dipped

in a red dye thrice, and af-

terwards in a black dye

once ; the colour arising from this

process.

11096. [-] A sort of white

fish. A certain small fish ;

the appearance of a petty in-

ferior person.

1 1087. [
-

] A city in

Shang-tung. The district

in which Confucius lived.

A surname.

11088. [ \] From horse,

to lake, and a multitude.

A fleet horse ; any thing

swift; rapid, fleet, urgent,

pressing.

11089. Tseu, Tsoo, or Tsow.

Grass ; shrubs. Kan tsow

vf dried grass ; hay.

11090. (-) From grass or

herbs :\\.A skin. A wrink-

led face; frowning eje-

brows; wrinkles in any

thin;;. Me'en tsow
F5J

[

or I'c tsow J&*

the face wrinkled with grief. Wo

keen ta tsew mei tow tsow

life $t in m 1

> can
'
1

frowning whenever I see him I hate

him excessively.

Tsow mei
] jrf frowning eyebrows.

11091. Tsew, or Tsow. To

hire one's self out to others.

11092. [ -] From hand

and a hunch of grati. To

gnsp nitli the hand. To

Uke hold ofa music il in-

strument with the hand ;

sometimes used to denote

a fin, or to fan.

11093. (/) Tsow or Chow.

A Bnesortof silk. Keen

tsow |R ^j rumpled ;

contracted ; drawn in.

Tsow (or chow) sha 1

^ crape.

1 !n4. (-) Tsow, or Chow.

Name of a country. A sur-

name.

11095. (-) Mournful;

sorry;grieved. See Tsew.

Tsow mei
j
IM sorrow-

ful eyebrows; the frown

of grief. Tsow mun 1

rjM sorrowful. Tsowhwae

thoughts of grief.

11096.
[ '] Tiles built

up inside a wall, to pre-

sent the earth falling in.

To pile 11
1>; to adorn ;

certain ornaments.
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11097. (-) Tsowjn

Jfe
name of an imaginary,

animal, possessed of such

regard fur animated nature, that it

will not tread on a living plant, nor

fat any flesh hut that of animals

which died of their own accord. The

name of a district. A fleet horse
-,
to

move with rapidity ,- an arrow.

11098. [/] Chow, orT6w.

fK 4

Chen tsow, Aho-

sive, scurrilous language.

Read Tsow, A sorrowful appearance

TSUH. CCCLXVIF" SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Ttd. Manuscript Dicti. nary, $. Canton Dialect, Tsok,

11099. o ] From to

crook and to itop. The

leg ; the foot. Succes-

sive accumulation. E-

nough; sufficient; full;

complete ;
to make up a

deficiency ; to complete ; the name

of a plant. A surname. Show tsfih

? 1 the hand and feet, brothers

are compared to hands and feet.

Tsze tstih
|t|

I self sufficient and

conceited. Keaou ts8h 3

to deliver over, or pay cniirely.

Shth tsHh
-f- ]

perfectly co n-

plete.
ChS tsfih

'J|
to wash

the feet. Tsiih e
^ ;g to supply

part ofthe idea which may he wanting.

Tsiih chung \ [^ 'he heel of the foot.

Tsuh kwS
'

p|j
to supply fully the

wants of the country.

TsHh shin
J

-fa having a sufficient

supply of food. TsHh tseu sin

U7 "fe worthy of being believed.

Che tsfih !fi\ 1 I contented ; to be

satisfied.8in tsdh

"j

J

rART ii. 1 1

TsHh tsze 1 -7- a sufficient quantity ;

a complete number. TsHh yung

chung 1
;j!, 3| a grae sedate gait.

TsHh yin I

jj^
silver that is pure as

the standard requires.

Tsiih wei kwae 1 j^^ enough to

be surprized at.

Tsfih yung 1 ffl an adequate supply

of necessities ; enough to us*.

11100. [o] Near; close;

short; urgent; press!
i

KeutsHh tsfih heS

feU lifting the foot and stepping

short, a cautious careful pace. Kefih

tsfih & small appearance.

TsHh tseih tun sin
j

j?K S^ i\^

with knees close, pouring out the

heart, said of friends newly met after

a long absence .

11101. From hand and foot.

To grasp; to seize; to lay

hold of. See ChS. TsHh

cboo I fff to grasp and bold fast

Tsiih hwS 1
jjvE

to seize; as a

criminal ; to seize or catch. Tsuh

pe ^2? to seize or graip by tbe

arm.

1110?. [ u ] Ts

Tsfih tsze I

|J
to com-

pliment; to flatter; to seek

to obtain by the arts of adulation.

11 103. TsS or Tsfih. To

take with the fingers ; to se-

lect from. See TsS.

11104. A surname.

11105. [.] Pressed upon,

urged; impelled; em-

barrassed. To cause to

draw in; to rumple; to

wrinkle. Anxious ;
af-

flicted. Tsiih gib
|

<KH a frowning wrinkleil

forehead : a sorrowful

countenance. Feib tsiif
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^1 J
|

to press upon vehemently.

Tsftli tsuh
'

drawing ia to

smaller dimensions; contracted;

mall.

11106. () ReadTeih,

To walk with ease. Read

Tsuh, Used for the pre-

ceding. Also, A respect-

ful sedate manner.

1 1 107. To stop or fill up ; to

close.

1 1 1 08. Shame ; grief; sor-

row. Tsuh tsze
j
;&

to be ashamed) to- feel

ashamed; shame.

%_ I1IC9. [w] Those who trans-

^^^^ act, or execute any work

or service; liclors attached

to p ililic courts, soldiers; a hand of

Itliers. To cease
; to finish

; to ter-

minate; to end; to die. Haste;

hurry; urgent; sudden. "> Read

Tsuy, A second; an assistant. YTh

tsflli ^ I

a lictor, or petty police

officer. Ping tsoh fc.
j

a soldier.

Till) shoo tsuh she Hg =! 'I Dt

finished the allotted time to
reading.

Sing fuh tsuh she ^ |jy ] ft

finished the period of wearing mourn-

ing. Tsiili jen taou foo R.
I /<

^j Jp
to fall suddenly down, as in

a lit.

Tsfih jen
' ^ or Tsang tsuh ^h

I hastily; suddenly.

TSUH

Tsfih jen wan
j*Z^ JJM

asked

suddenly.

. k^ 11110. ( t, ) To assist; an

A^\. assistant officer; an assis-

tant carriage. Also read

Tsuh , A hundred mcu. See the pre-

ceding.

ft > > 1 11111. (*) From a

*"^
*

%"*L mountain and the found

" T Tsdh. Lofty and dan-

% gerous ; the summit of

lll-^k* a " """'a '"- Tcdh ping

I nn "le rU5nmS down

of the peak of a mountain.

11112. (u) To grasp the

hair of the head with the

hand ; to seize with the hand ;

to seize the neck; to throttle; to pull

out; to cross ; to rush against; to push.

Tsuh ke fi urh ching \ iMl ^ j|rj

;m( grasped his hair and. pulled him

out of the water.

'Tsuh hoo
]

ili^l to seize a person

Tsuh king ^ iff/ bJ the neck -

11113. () The head of a

post or pillar ; to insert in a

hollow space.

Tsuh wdh
] ^ a stunted end, of a

piece of timber; to insert in any hol-

low space, as the eud of a haft in

that which is to receive it.

11114. ( u ) A dog rushing

suddenly from amongst brush

wood, and attacking a man.

Abrupt; fierce, impetuous.

1.
.,

fife suddenly ,- abruptly.

Tsang tsuh -W 1 impetuous ; abrupt ;

fierce ; hurried.

TMJH

11113. ( u ) From a floating

itreamer and an arrow. A.

banner and the multitude of

archers collected by it. A kindred; a

class or sort. A clan or family, in

the larger sei.se, as
-j-'

\ Shth

yih tsuh, Eleven clans, consisted of

Tsth wan yu chang -f$$ %& ty%

upwards of seventy thousand teats.

(9th century.) Kew tsilh
j\^

nine degrees ofconsanguinity included
]

in the word Tsfih. Tsung tsuh^
ancestors and kindred living;

kindred more remote and more

nearly related. Tung tsiih^||

the whole kindred.

TsBh poo |^ a genealogical list

of a kindred or clan.

11116. (u) To pierce or

stab.

,JL 11117. () Small bamboos.

Read Tsow, Thick, like lu-

xuriant plants; the metal

point of an arrow. A mould for ma-

king cakts.

T.sGh yung tseen lae
] J^ ~r(A /)U

came forward in a crowd ; or crowd-

ing round the principal person.

tills (u) Pointed; the

point of an arrow.

11119. (u) Commonly read

Soo, To number ; and So,

or Soh, Haste. Read Tsuh,

Close, fine, said of a net.
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11130. (u)Mingtsdh
"""

to expel the voice.

Woo tsfih
jjfc

te put

mouth to mouth, to expel the breath

on the one side, and receive it on

the other ; which it is said is some-

times done by the healthy to the

sick and dying. Head Tsa, To taste;

to lick or daub the lips, as with

blood.

11121. (\) ReadTseu,

Pie
ising. Read TsHh, To

urge to do hastily.

11129. [] Toothless, or

otherwise the teeth near to

each other ; meeting each

other, or coming in contact, and

when biting something ; appli d alio

to military carriages coming in eon-

tact when going different roadi.

11123. () A toad j its cry.

Tiuh-lsuh \
\

the cry of a

toad, applied/also to iti skin.

|fc 1 1 12*. [ t> ] Tsiib, or Chdh.

&" Tsiih tsiih
]

al>o-

|
dance ; a vast collection of;

to assemble or collect together.

TSUN. CCCLXVIII SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Chun. Manuscript Dictionary, fun. Cantcu Dialect, Ttun.

t
11125. (') The tenth part

of the Chinese cubit, rather

more than an inch
; applied

to measures, rules, anil laws, general-

ly.
Shin tsun wei yih chili -I- 1

^ j^ ten Tsun make a cubit.

Tsun kow 1 PJ the part where the

pulse is felt, one tsun back- from

the joint of the wrist, hece, they

say the character is composed of

hand and trie. Tsun sin i

J^\

or Fang tsun JJ j

the heart.

Tsun poo pfih le
j -^ ^ f|j|

not

to move from a single inch.

Tsun chung paou tsau 1
jfe^ft^fr

the heart feeling ashamed, feeling un-

easy on account of benefits received.

1 ^11126. (
v

) To cut ; to cut

^1" into parts; to cut small ;

>f ^ to decide upon.

^ I
11127. ( \ ) From heart and

^t \\ '* measul'f- To consider; to

I >| conjecture; to surmisfi; oc-

curs in the sense of cutting to pieces.

Tsun 18
J ^g to guess at the senti-

ments of others; to ponder; to

consider.

% * I II 128. (-) A place where

^p^^* people dwell together; a

^J hamlet ; a Tillage. The

second form is most usu-

al in classical books.

Heang tsun
alf]

a

country village.

Tsun heang ^ the lane of a

village.

11129. (-) From a wine

vessel and tiro hands pre-

senting it to a superior;

hence Tsun i* applied as an appellation

of respect anil honor. Honorable;

eminent ; nobfe; (o honor ; to respect i

to venerate. A surname. Employed

for you and your. TStsunsan^fe J

^^ the honorable are three; those

of nolile rank, the aged, and the

virtuous. Teen tsun ^ an

epithet of Buddha. Ling tsun &II*your father.

Tsun chang
'

JjL superiors, those

who hold places of honor.

Tsun tin 18 e 1 fa $i fi to
I MS ~7fZ -fX,

honor virtue and delight injustice.

Tsun jang
j ^B respectful and com-

plaisant.

Tsun foo jin ^- ^ your wife.

Tsun and pci I 3 are oppositcs,

in a place of honor, and in a low

mean place.

Tsun ihac
j ^ your house: Chae,

is to fast and denotes a study or

library.
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1)130. To cut asunder, to

lessen.

11 131. 0-) To assemble

or collect together) to con-

Terse. Many.

11132. (\) Several persons

assembled and conversing;

to talk so as to please in a

person's presence. To flatter.

11133. (-) A vessel for

wine; a bottle. Po le tsun

jg jg 1
gjass boule -

Tsew tsun '}rS 1 a wine bottle.
i|=l I

11134. (\ ) From hand and

honorable. To adjust in a

proper manner; to pay

constant regard to rule and order ;

to restrain; to put the hand of a

roaster to a concern. To collect to-

gether.

11135. (-)A wine ves-

sel ; luxuriant herbage

or foliage; to stop; to

desist.

11136. (-) A certain wine

STUN

11137. ( \ ) Certain clothing

to cover the knees; to put

in order; to adjust.

Tsun-tsun collected together

in numbers.

11138. (\ ) Words collected

together; an accumulation

of sayings.

11139. [-] From foot and

honorable ; a proud attitude.

To sit in a couchant pos-

ture; to be collected together.

Tsun-tsun 1 a kind of measured

pace; in a
stately manner.

11140. (-) From to walk

and to honor. To follow in

away that a superior points

out; to obey; to yield to; to sub-

mit to; to accord with what is

dictated to one ; obedience ; to prac-

tice; to induce obedience,

Tsun chaou 1 0B to obey agreeably

to the tenor of what is stated to one.

Tsnn f5 i wj to obey the law.

Tsun hing 1 ^T to act in obe-

dience to.

Tsun show 1 f to maintain obe-

dience to ; to keep in obedience to.

11141. ( -) Name of a fish.

TSUN

11149. [-] A local word

for fowl.

II 143. (-) Seen, Chnen,

or Tsun. To number; to

arrange; to adjust. Read

Tsun, The person who presides at a

village feast.

11144. [
/

] From hand and

a proud gait. To push ; to

rush ; to crowd together ; to

pulldown; to involve in.

fr ^ 1 1 1 45. (-) From a child and

yt*^ hand, or talent To watch

|3 over; to take care of; to

preserve ;
to examine and enquire

about , heedful attention to. Etsun

El with the intention, or piir-

M- 4

pose of. Kaou tsun
-3j"

1 to make

kind enquiries about.

Tsun choo 1
IJT

1 to lay or store up.

Tsun lew
A

'to detain or keep in

charge.

Tsun wang 1 {^ are opposite? to

preserve and to perish ; to continue

the dominion and to lose it.

Tsun sin
| /j*\

to preserve the heart;

to keep the mind from evil or vice.

11140. A large mouth.
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TSUNG. CCCLXIX SYLLABLE-

Manuscript Dictionary, cung. Canton Dialect, T$ung.

11147. ( -
) From a covering

and a divine communication.

A place where the spirits of

the departed hear and answer pray-

ers : A temple of ancestors ; the

tablet dedicated to them, which all

the kindred honor ; a whole kin-

dred or clan ; that which is generally

honored and sacrificed to ; the

point to which men and things turn,

as water to the ocean; and all men to

court. A sort. A surname. Koo tsung

JJjt I

an ancient school. Chlh

tsung *fc
|

a certain office. Cliuh

tsun
SJjp2, |

Payers offered in the

temples of ancestors.

Tsung meaou
| Jjjpj^ temples dedicat-

Tsung sze 1
jjftjj ed to ances-

tors.

It
j

tftT the Imperial house,

Tsung kea I

j|j^J family, or kin-

dred.

Tsoo tsung Jffl ancestors the

most remote and those who succeed-

ed them.

Tsung heS 1 gpl school or college for

the Imperial kindred. Pfih yih tsung

~j
__*

j

not of one kiud or sort.

J_A 11148. (-) From a mountain

f '^ raised on the summit of the

most honorable. Lofty ;
emi-

PAKT II. C 11

nent; noble; dignified ; honorable;

. esteemed in the highest degree ;

worshipped. To collect together , to

end. Certain ornaments of a musical

instrument. Name of a country, and

of a place. A surname. Kin tsung

teentaou^J j ^ ^ to pay the

highest veneration to celestial prin-

ciples.

Tsung pae
j

33 the highest venera-

tion ; obeisance or worship.

* 11149. Ademi-god of high

antiquity.

1 1 1 50. A kind of pick for

digging into the ground.

11151. [f ] A word used in

weaving; tranverse threads;

[
-
] Certain tri-

I bute of cloth, &c., paid

by the southern barba-

rians.

11153. (-) The hair on

a hone's neck.

11 154. (-) From IKO

men, listening to each

other ; IKO men placed

side by side. To listen to

each other. To accord

with ; to yield or comply;

to follow after ;
the point or place

from which an act commences, or

the way by which any thing enters.

Answers to By ; from ; through ; at ;

with. To be attached to as a second,

of a given rank, but holding a second
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place. Occurs denoting Excessively

high. Read Scang, Eminent. E

tsung ffo I to accord with; ac-

cording to. Yuen tsung ftp I to

accord willingly. Teen tsung jin

yucn "3^
A BB heaven ac-

cording with human wishes. Woo

tsnng clia seun $0; ^g g|fl

no means of making enquiry.

Tsung jin show Iic5 1 A 4 ffl

to attend upon n person to learn.

1.,tjfr north and south,

or lengthwise, are expressed by tsung,

east and west, or crosswise, liy Hang.

Tsung chwang tsin keu In igi

-fc went in at the window.

Tsung keuen
j

ilS to comply with

authority ; i. e. the necessity of cir-

cumstances j to deviate from general

rules in particular cases.

Tsung how che ke peth | ^ f|B

,H. jiif from behind took hold of

his pencil.

Tsnng kew pin
'

-h K
to the ninth rank.

Tsun,' thung lun tsuy 1
J[

with severity determine on the crime.

Tsung yung
j ^ easy unembarrass-

ed manner; not hurried; not pre-

cipitate; graceful and dignified.

11155. A kind of mushroom.

Properly called
-J*

Es

Too-kwan.

11156. (-) Name of a cer-

tain tree; to rush against.

A surname.

111A7. Sung or Tsung, To

excite; to stir up.

attached

11158. (-) From wV* and to

accord with. To allow to

run into disorder; to con-

nive at. Remiss; disorderly; al-

though; though it be; allowing it ;

lengthwise; to shoot forth an arrow.

Fang tsung ~jfa j
oftx-ring no re-

straint to. Seun tsiing ipj a

careless easy compliance with
;
a

connivance at. Koo tsung jMjf
\

to connive on purpose.

Tsung hung I /-Sf lengthwise and'

crosswise ; north and south, and

east and west.

Tsung jen 1 $ although ; allowing

that it be-

Tsung tsung 1 with haste, ap-

plied to funerals.

Tsung yu 1
JJ^

to encourage.

11159. (-) Name of a plant,

and of a medicine.

11160. (-) From foot

and to accord u-ilh. The

path in which the foot

treads ; a footstep ; a

trace ; used in a moral

sense, to tread in the

footsteps of.

11161. (-) A bird flying

and gathering up its feet
;

to gather together. Cer-

tain ornaments attached

to a horse's neck. The

name of a nation.

11162. To sow or plant.

One says, To sow or pkmt

without being ploughed.

11163. () A tree of tht

bark of which the peasants

make garments to defend

them from the rain. Yae-tsung Jf||

the name of a plant.

Tsung chdh Aft a species of

bamboo.

11164. [-] A bitch bringing

forth three whelps.

1 11 65. [
-
] From grain and

c gathered together. A sheaf

containing a certain quanti-

ty. A certain bundle of cloth; the

appearance of being bundled or ga-

thered together.

11166. ['] & quantity

of rice bound up in a

certain leaf with silk

cords of various colours,

then boiled and thrown

into a river as a sacrifice

to the manes of
Jjjj

IS? Ke.iih.yuen,

a minister of state, beloved by the

people, who having been falsely ac-

cused, drowned himself about 300

years B. C. The same observance

continues to this day, and is annually

performed on the 5th of the 5th moon,

accompanied by the amusement of

dragon-boats and beating of drums,

intended to strike awe into the evil

spirits
that may lurk about the river.

11167. [-] From silk and

gathered together. A fish

net ; eighty threads of silk.
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1HC8.
f -] Small; Irces

which have small hranchcs.

The name of a plant and of

, dye.

11169. [-J A boar.

Some say a pig six

monlli's old.

11170. [- ] An ornament

for a horse's head, called

otherwise Ma kwan E Tpf
a horse's cap.

11171. A vessel ta contain

rice. Bead Tsuen, A bam-

boo or wooden cover to

confine the steam of a boiler.

11172. (-) From a window

or aperture and. heart.

To feel alarm and agita-

tion ; hurry ; quick. Tsung

tsung impel-

led by some urgent cir-

cumstance. Haste; hurry;

in a hurried manner; a-

larmed. Woo koo tsung

tsung
j

1

or Woo sze tsung tsung

Mf | 1

to be

in a hurry and bustle without ade-

quate cause.

11173. [\] From hand

and an aperture- To in-

troduce, or push forward

any thing with the hand.

1 1174. (-\) Kiiii tsung

1^C 1
<)

l
>Prt!<se(' ky H niul-

tiplicily of business; com.

pletely wearied out.

11175. To encourage; to

rouse ;
to stimulate.

I 11176. [- ] Tsung long

I (rO grief and dis-

quietude.

11177. A beautiful stone.

11178. [-] From ear

and an open aperture or

quick. Quickness of

hearing; ready and dis-

tinct mental perception.

Urh tsung, sin ling ~5-

an ear

mind intelligent.

Tsung hwuy 1 1=1 clear perception,

acute discernment.

Tsung ming
j

(JH discerning; in-

telligent. Tsung refers to external

perception, and Ming to a ready and

clear discernment of by the under-

standing. Tsiing-ming kwae-kcS

VJ ^ jil Discerning ai'd

quick of apprehension, in a very su-

perior degree.

T ung raing ling le
|

intelligent and clever,

11179.
[
x
] From .si/*

or hand, and huddled toge-

ther ;M unitrd together,

bound together ai a

sheaf. All , the whole

number^ general. The

hair formed into a tuft;

a sheaf ofgrain ; a bundle

of cloth. The second

. It ft
character denotes also A

^ ^^J green or azure colour; a

>|Aj^ kind of purple. Ylh

tsung
'

1 the whole number.

Tsung keS 1 TB two tufts of hair on

the heads of Chinese children.

Tsung jib pih urn shth sze kwS

1 '

ji!f HL ~\~ UQ Hj altogether

124 nations (in China, B. C. 680.)

Tsung ming 1 ^ a generic term ; a

general epithet

Tsuiig naou 1 a the whole brfim >

I 74W
to include all

; the whole of.

Tsung ping kwan ^
jfc H a general

officer of the army or navy.

Tsung tfih
] ^ a governor-general

of one or of two provinces, commonly

called Viceroy.

11180. (-) A certain ve-

getable,-
a green color.

Name of a hill; subtile

fluids having a free com-

munication ; applied also

to a certain carriage.

11181. (-) A tortofboiler;

a number of hemp thread*.

To number ; the whole of.

Name of a place. A surname.
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11182. (-) from water

and many. An assem-

blage of many streams ;

many small streams en-

tering -a large river; the

sound of many waters.

Tsung tan 1
|"^

a col-

lection of miscellaneous

narratives.

II 183. [-] A dappled

or party-coloured horse.

11184. O ) To collector

assemble together.

1 1 185. Collected together ;

assembled in crowds ;
a mixed

assemblage crowded toge-

ther as trees in a wood ; woody.

Tsnnglin ] ffi
an extensive wood j

a place of public concourse as a tern-

pie.

Tsung tso H^ multifarious and

troublesome.

Tsung sing / free growing.

TSUY. CCCLXX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Tsui and Tttiy. Canton Dialect, Tsuy.

1 1 186. O ) From a net

and to lie wrong. A bam-

boo net to catch fish ; to

become entangled in the

net of the law. The se-

cond form is from selfand

bittor, to embitter one's own existence

by crime. The ancient form :S.

being like^ Hwang, "An auto-

crat,
"
the Emperor who first assumed

that title, and who burnt the books,

altered it to its present form.

A violation of the laws of a country,

the precepts of morality, the rules

of decorum, or the commands of

heaven, or of the Deity. The effects

of crime; punishment. As a verb,

To criminate.

Fan tsuy 3j|l

Che tsuy V*

tsuy /?3Tih

to commit a crime.

|o punish a crime.

to oftvnd aperson,

often said in courtesy answering to,

I teg your pardon.

Tsuy che 1 "y^
to criminate him.

Tsuy tso so chuh
] ^ JJ/J {]]

1

Tsuy tso so yew
^ ^ J3Jf JJ J

the crime is charged on the person

with whom the action originated.

Tsuy Ic shoo shin
] Jj|. ^ j^

criminality and perverseness
to a

very great degree often said of one's

self in the langu.ige of courtesy.

Tsuy fan ^ a violator of the

laws ; a criminal.

11187. Cold ;
intense cold.

11188. (-) To assist; an

assistant officer; an assistant

carriage. Also read Tsuh,

A hundred men.

11 189. (-) To call to; to

cause alarm or apprehension

to; to taste. Read Tsue,

To chew or eat. Read Tsnh, The

sound of licking or sucking.

11190. To taste previously

to.

11191. [ '] Read Tsnh and

Tsuy, The peak of a moun-

tain.

11192. ['] Anutensilfor

>lf*F\ extinguishing a caudle; to

* ^

desire s to violate. Cold.

Used for the following.

Tsuy miih 1 ^ an appearance of

water. To flow; to run.

1 1 193 f / 1

coming in contact. To

burn; to defile. Used for the

preceding.

11194. [\] Labour; toil;

disease ; suffering.
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11195. (') Name of a

sacrifice offered to the moon.

11196. [\] An assemblage

of various colours. United.

A rustling sound, like silks

rubbing against each other.

11197. [
'

] Name of a

.
iJ*iL

bird with green feathers,

1 which are much used as

ornaments; the male is

called
|Hj

Fei. A sur-

name. Fci tsuy jsJI
1

a bird whose feathers are much ad-

mired, so cal led from the sound of

its wings.

Tsuy we 1 4w denotes Situated on the

side ofa hill ; name of a village a little

beyond Casa Branca, near Macao.

11198. Ncaou-lsuy t3.

the beak of a bird. Onesays,

The voice of a b'.rd.

11199 (/ )
The name of a

plant. To collect, or assem-

ble together. A rustling

sound like that of bushes rubbing

agninst each other.

Tsuy kin JS an elegant collection

of cl ssir allusions.

11200. (
'

) Single garment!,

t
1 cue that are merely sup-

plementary.

1IS01. (
v

) From vine and

impetuous. Intoxicated with

any liquor; drur.k; highly

facinaled with anything; stupificd ;

completely devoted to ; lost in the

midst of. A surname. Sin ttuy /j\

TART II. D 1 1

the mind drenched with classical

literature. Tsew prth tsuy jin, jin

tszetsu.v ^^ J A A 1=1

|

wine intoxicates no man, man

intoxicate! himself. Tsuy urh kan

I jffl 5F to be drunk and snore.

Tsuy how
^ ^ after being drunk.

Tsuy yang fe
'

|S $ a specie* of

rose.

Tsuy mung keen
^ ^f fg]

in the

midst of a drunken dream.

1202. [-] lofty and large ;

mountainous. A surname.

Tsuy wci t& lofty as

the rising summit of a mountain.

A|%
11203. (-) To urge; to

s\Aj impel; to importune; to

f f
1**

press.

Tsuy taou
] ^ to urge the giving

of what is due; to require urgent'y.

Tsuy taou tsoo me 1 srrf- iff
-JA

to urge the payment of rent of land.

11204. To pucker or purse

up the mouth. An ugly

mouth. To sip and drink.

Tsuy tsew chS ko
] ffi $% $fc

to tipple wine and deal out songs.

Read Suy, To present or offer songs.

11205. [-] Ahillwilhaca-

Tityattop; the appearance

of an accumulation of earth.

1 ISOfi.
[

-
J From handand

high. To push and urge with

a high hand ; to impel ;
to

press to ; to set down by overpower-

ing ; to repress and alter. To drive

back; to destroy. To point at with

satire or ridicule. To come to or ar-

rive at. Read Tso,To cut down herbs.

Tsuy kang wei jow
] fi||J J3j ^&

to make the inflexible become supple.

11807. (-) From wafer

and high. Deep water ;

clear ; new ; fresh appear-

ance ; tears falling; ap-

pearance of being spoiled;

broken ; ruined. Name

of a river. Appearance

of an accumulation of

sleet and snow. The bst

character is also read Sae.

11208. (.) To bristle up

the comb on the top of the

head, as the <>wl is said to do

when incensed. Name of a star.

11209. [-] From mouth

and to brittle up. The lips.

The beak or bill of a birds

the mouth; an aperture. A spout.

Figuratively, Impudent chattering.

Tsin Isuy ^ to join the lips;

to kiss. Ne pee" to tsuy jfo ^|J

&p don't you be chattering.

Pwan tsuy 4fe
'

to wrangle or

keep up altercation. Pwan ke tsuy

lae H$: /ffl 3jfe
lo commence

an altercation. Tow tsuy ppj
to

fight with the lips; to wrangle; lo

debate angrily. Pang tsuy 33"

to take part with one in any alterca-

tion. Haou tsuy wf
j

a good lip ;

fluency of speech.

11210. (-) The beak of a

bird ; to peck.
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11211. [-] Read Suy or

Tsuy, Certain, carved beams

about a house.

mi 8. [ -] From to >/*

and afeather. To move; to

agitate: the appearance of

moving along The name of a place.

1121S. A kindof awL

II2-M. [/] To attach and

to take. To. collect or as-

semble together the whole

number; altogether ; important ; in

the highest degree ; exceedingly ;

rrry commonly forms the superlative.

Tsuy wei chaou choo 1

is exceedingly luminous.

Tsuy yaou kin
|

35. tjf most im-

portant.

Tsuy seen 1

-jrp
first of all ; in the

first place.

Tsuj wei te ylh j J| Jj|
the

very first.

11215. [/ ] From hair or

feather, thrice repeated.

The soft hair or fur of

animals fit for making

into stuffs; the down or

soft feathers of birds;

any thing delicate, soft, beautiful,

fragile and small; weak. Name of

a kind of crown ; of some stuffs; and

of priests garments. A surname.

Ho tsuy jfc |

a sort of cloth.

Tsuy meen
j j^ a kind of state cap.

11216. [/J Easily bro-

ken; fragile; lightly;

levity; desire; used for

the following.

11217. The head or bUl ofa

bird. Read Sow aud Shiih,

To suck; to inspire; to

1)218. A slight wound.

Read Yung, Pointed like a

vegetable sprout.

imbibe.

TSWAN OR TSOAN. CCCLXXI ST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, ruon. Canton Dialect, Tivnc'; the French V.

place.

I

11219. [- ] From hand

and to futforwtrd. To

collect or assemble h-

gethtT; to cover over

and coffin without in-

terring it. Name of a

11220. [\ -
] From me-

^,^- tul and to advance. That

'^jf^
w 'th which any thing is

borrd ; with which a hole

is made; the point of an

arrow or spear. To bore,

to enter deeply into. To worm one's

iclf into ; to search out secrets ; to

employ artifice and intrigue. Kin

kang tswan ^ 0J|J ]

or Tswan

^jj diamonds, also called

Kin kang sha.

Tswan lung 1
j'p

to use intrigue;

and wily stratagems to effect one's

purpose.

Tswan pin
] IJK

an ancient punish-

ment, which consisted in removing

the knee pan.

Tswan shoo
|

=tc to bore a hole in

a book for the purpose of binding

or stitching il.

Tswan tcaoii ^ to bore into

and arrange by artifice.

Tswan-tsze
| ^p an awf.

11 821.
[
-
] From wood and

to adrance. The haft of a

spear; a number of bamboo

poles collected together and placed

around a coffin, after which it is

daubed with mud to appear like a

house. Name of a place.

Tswan muh 1 ~fa a kind of shed or

coveting made of bamboos.

11222. [
-

] From a hole and

a rat. To run away and

hide one's self as a rat or

mouse docs; pusillanimous; weak;
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petty ; to seduce other people to the

practice of vice. Tung tswan se

teaou ^ 1 "g ^ to sneak off
J\ I F **-vr

to the cast and run to the west, to

run some this way and some that.

11223. [\] From silk

and to advanceforward.

To continue the same in

succession. Tswan yu

kewfdh
] ^,fpj|

to continue the old rai-

ment of Yu to imitate his virtues.

Tswan ching seen seu
^ ^ -^ jjjj

to take up the end of the thread

where others left it.

r.1,22-1. [
-

] To assemble

together; t4ie place where

people do so.

| jfa'Hk "225. [
-
] From hand and

^pE7 to enter a cavern. To
fling

>| jpV4 awav i to tempt to wicked-

ness; to draw people into crime.

Tswan chui
]

JjS to entice, or

aeduce to what is improper to be

done, or immoral ; to. work under

haud; to. inveigle.

11226. [/ ] A small sort

of spear.

11227. (/) From bum-

boos, eyes, and great pcr-

versenets ; or from to

calculate and perverse.

To rebel and seize by

violence; for ministers to

usurp the throne of their so-vereign ;

to take by the power of the sword.

The second form is erroneous.

11228. [\] From to

calculate and silk threads.

A sort of scarlet silk; to

collect together; to ar-

range and put in order ;

to abstract and form a

compendium of; to con-

tinue and hand down to

posterity. Yu tswan

a compilation made by

authority of the Emperor.

Tswan tseTh
'

5JH)
to compile and

Tswan sew
j ^ f arrange the

materials of which a book is made.

to prepare for publication.

Tswan pe'en it a collection of

the principal matteri; a com-

pendium.

11229. [I ] Read Gaou,

Tranquil. Rend Yiih, A

bank under water. Read

Tswan, The spirit which prcsidei

over the furnace where food ii pre-

pared ; also the Sacrifice offered,

which is called the old uioman't la-

crifice.

11230. [
I ] From a boiler,

Aforest, and a largefre. A.

furnace. A surname. Chuy

tswan ifcfa
]

to blow up the fire,

Tung tswan
fpj

to eat at the
* .

I
same mess. Tsze tswan M

t~9 |

to eat by one's self. Tung keu hi

tswan
Ijpij

& ^ 1 t live and

eat together. Tung keu kTb Uwan

PI J Pi i
to live togelher

and mess apart.

Tswan shin I

jffi
the god of the

furnace.

11251. (') Silk of a red

and yellow colour; dyed

red once.

1 1-?32. e f e Ch5 Uwan

\ to ignite; to illumine.
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TSZE. CCCLXXIP SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, f. Canton Dialect, Tsze, Ttei, and Ttae.

11233. [V] They say

Tsze denotes Midnight j

the eleventh moon at

p *^ midnight the powers of

V^ nature are agitated, and

~^ the material universe

receives an impulse. A child ;
a

son; an heir; applied also to fe-

males. An appellation of persons

possessing rank and virtue. Sages;

worthies. A surname. Subjects of

the Emperor ; the people. Tsze,

follows many Nouni as a mere Eu-

phonic Particle. Tsze is used for a

spot, and for a iye, with which to

play at dice. Hih tsze \ a black

spot. Pih tsze
rf^

1 a white spot.

Urh tsze j^ j

a boy ; a lad. Teen

tsze^ the Emperor of China.

Yuen tsze T-T 1 the Emperor's son.

Chung tsze ^ I or Tsung tsze
^ j .

jj~ ]
or Pe tsze

jj|J J

or Che

Uze
1%. \

lnc ftueen's eldest son.

Shoo tsze
jffi |

the sons of con-

cubines. Pei tsze
J^J |

,laTe g\ r\
t

term by which a lady calls herself.

Nuy tsze
j^J epithet assumed

by a courtierS wife. Fang tsze
^=&

a house or room. Foo tsze -Jp

|

a sage or teacher. Seaou tsze

1 I, the Emperor a pupil; a

boy. Seen tsze ^ Seen keun

-4^ J& my late father. Tso shoo

tsze fc ffl-
|
or Yew shoo tsze

fJ- /lift I

fa ffr 1 certain doctors of the

Han-lin college. Kung tsze /

a nobleman's son. Chang tsze -^

|

the eldest son. Nan tsze ffi 1

a boy ;
a youth. Neu tsze -/T

'

a girl; a young woman.

Tsze sun
| |^ children and grand-

children, posterity.

Tsze tsze
j jjj

a son and heir.

Tsze tsze 1 the second son.

11234. (\) Tse, or Tsze. To

sustain, or bear the duties

devolving on one.

Tsze se sze leang
j gg ^ffl J-

think about it c irefully.

Tszese
| |g carefully.

Tsze se
j ^JJ-i

to be attentive and

Tsre se -?-zlffl |
careful in one's con-

J InW J

duct; to discriminate.

11235 (\-) To pluck

out weeds ; to weed.

11236. Tsze tsze p

the chirping of a bird ;

voice of birds.

\113T. (-) Two children

J|^L born at the same time.

V -^ Twins ;
to grow and increase.

Canton people read it Ma.

k 112,'il. (/) l-rom to kreath

^frgj* a"d tu-e. Second to; com-

^r ^^ ing in succession one after

ai other ; next in order ; inferior. A

time; a place; a ph.ce where an

army halts ; encampment ;
an inn to

refresh travellers; ashed in a market

place ; a mansion of the stars ; an or.

nament of a head-dress, or the hair

platted in a particular way. Name

of a bill, and of a river. YTh tsze

j

once ; one place. Soo tsze

Tjtk
1 several times. Tsaon tsze

j{V |

r Tsaou tsze M. 1 in a

rash, hasty, hurried, imperfect manner.

Heung tsze p
in the breast ; in

the mind. Tsing tsing tsze tsze

/a /W rising one upon

another in a regular climax. Seih

tsze
|Sj

a place on the mat ;

placed at table. Keu tsze
^ZJ- ]

aame of a female Tartar of eminence.

Tszekiih 1
/jj* penetrating the bones.
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Tsze jih R the next day ; the

day following.

Tsze seu
]
G in regular consecutive

order.

Tsze tsaou
|

J3, the next morning.

I*
j ,

sa arranged in order ; the

hair properly adjusted.

Tsze ydh 1 ^ an inferior stone.

* -\ 11239. [/] Dexterous;

A&Y" agile. Adjusted; ready;

f ^-
prepared. A man's name.

To assist; for; instead

of; to the end that.

Tsze fe \ ^ in ancient

times An expert swordsman or ar-

cher. In the time of Han, adopted

as the name of a military office.

Tsze tsoo pin fa
| j^/ ^ ^ to

assist the poor and destitute.

11240. (-) To deliberate or

consult about; to state in

writing the subject to be de-

liberated on. Documents which pass

between the higher Officers of go-

vernment, who are nearly equal in a

Province, are called Tsze. To sigh ;

to lament. E tsze^ to send

an official document to an equal.

Tsze wan I yT an official document

from an equal officer.

Tste t.en
pfo

to enquire and de-

liberate on political questions.

Tsze fang I

gjj
to write, to enquire

about.

Tsze pin
j

I' 'f to state to * superior.

Tsze Iseay I p^. or Tseay tsze

II t*~

to sigh, to hui.cn t.

FART II. Ell

TSZE

11241. (-) fiomtortedaud

u'ornnn. Manner ; gait ;

gesture ; carriage; flattering;

adulatory 5 elegant. Sing tsze iW:

disposition; cast of temper.

Teen tsze
jfc disposition con-

ferred by nature. Fung tsze^ t

a fine full figure.

11242. [/] From heart

and the sound of Tsze. In-

trigue ; levity, and indecent

lewdness; loose; profligate. Fang

tsze^jjf J
or Tsze tsung

| 6|j^

loose; unrestrained indulgence; dis-

sipated.

Tsze e 1
1|f loose, licentious feel-

ing; throwing the mind free from

restraint

Tsze tsze 1 H$ a self sufficient
I Ml-1-*

haughty supercilious deportment.

11243. [-] A generic term

for grain. A cake. Ming

tsze
EJ0

'

the boiled

rice which is used in

sacrifice this part of

the offering is deemed

more important than any

thing else. Tsae ching

f $; tne Srain m ' ts

appropriate vessel.

11244. (\) To cover a house

with thatch; grass growing

out ofa wall, thorns; to col-

lect ; to accumulate. The name of

a hill. A surname.

Tszeke ] Tr, some herbs with which
I 7^

horses are fed.

TSZE 937

" 8 . Silk arranged and

put in order.

11848. (/) A certain kind

of cloth folded up ; having

paid the duty, and laid up for

11247. A commodity ;

goods ; things of value;

things neceessary forone's

use. To take. Tsze

ching U foo
j JjJ ~fc

^ title written on tke

cards of persons of the second rank,

Tsze foo M "&* things necessary for

one's own use.

Tsze pe tsze foo I
|

War Tp
to provide necessaries for one's self.

Tsze pin S "1 the natural const i-

Tsze chih
] J^ ( tution, disposition,

and talent of a person.

Tsze sing 1
^Jr"l

the commencement;

Tsze (he
]
-hhl the beginning of.

Tsze tseay 1 $f to depend on other

people.

1 1248. ( \ ) From tn stop and

arranged in order. Something

near; this ; these ; here ; now ;

the thing last mentioned. Pe tsze

jj^ J
are opposites, there and here ;

that and this; you and I. Keu pe

teu tsze^ $ Jfc |
put away

that and take this.

TBZC ting tseen low seaou jin
J ^

VS
-/tKJ /J\ J\^

this sort of mean

worthless people.

Tsze chiing fung ke
j ^^ Jj{^ Jjjt

this sort of spiiit or temper of mind.
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Tsze kth 1 #1| at this moment ;
now.

1 -^4

Tze Uze
'

)4^
tliii time.

11249. (\) Small; mean

talents and principles.

11250. (-) To slander; to

i revile; weak; injured.

11251. E or Tsze. To dis-

relish food, not to eat.

11252. (\) Hollow; empty.

Careless; indifferent; idle)

lazy. Tsze yu
j JiJ^

careless; precipitate.

11253. (') Commonly read

Chae, Fuel Read Tsze,

To collect together.

Tsze che
j VJn

in an irregular man-

ner; uneven.

11254. [\] Disease ;lault

of temper ; petty con-

tracted feeling. The name

of a wood. A man's name.

Name of a water bird.

Seaou tsze /J\
or

Seaou tsze ping A\ 1 $K a trifling

fault in the character. Chuy meaou

kew tsze Dfr ^~ ^
to blow

aside the fur and search for the scar

nibbling pragmatical searching for

men's failings.

To tread with the

Tize ch Ji to move or walk

with a wriggling mincii g motion.

11256. To feel an aver-

sion to, or to reject food.

Read E, in Ihc same

sense.

11257. A shallow ford.

11258. O) To feel an aver-

sion lo food ; to dislike.

Same as
pj{r

Tsze.

11259. To. gather together

grain ; to accumulate.

11260. (\) A great ac-

cumulation of herbs; weeds;

the name of a place.

11261. [ /] The bones of

birds or beasts with flesh

still adhering to them;

the boucs of dead men;

mangled bones and pu-

trid flesh, forming a dis-

gusting spectacle.

11262. (-) A certain con-

stellation; otherwise read

Tsuy.

1 1263. (
-

)
Wealth ; proper-

'V %"^ ty; a fine; to redeem by

It 3 money.

Tsze tsae T wealth.

(Hi
1IZ<U. (/) The eyes

looking a-quint, or to

one side; the collar .of a

garn>ent which foldsover

on one side ; to look a-

skaunt with indignation

and hatred ; a reentful look.

11265. (-) TJie female

of birds. The name of a

bird. Tsze and heung 1

* ,.

jfKfi
the female and the

in .le of birds.

M266. (\ ) A fresh look-

ing stone; any thing

that appears fresh and in

a good state. Also read

Tso.

11267. Streaks on niJk, or

veins that appear on it.

%, 11268. f \ ] A colour formed

04^ by blue and red. A nankeen

Tj>5 colour. A fictitious colour,

not a regular natural colour. A dark

brown colour. A weak appearance ;

the nnme of a river. A surname.

Keang-nan tsze fa |f] '|

"ame

of a plant, Aster Chinensis.

1\^fs
I I

Si 4u or ran
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the Clero-

Lac,

liing hwa

dciulrnin Merua.

Tsze kang cha
j

kind of resin.

Tsze Ian mSh
^ 1^^ rosewood.

Tjze-ne
-^J (Sinnci) name of a

place near Canton.

Tsze hwa poo ^ ^ ;jjj
nankeen

cloth.

Tsze-king
j ^ CercisSiliquastrum.

Tsze shin 1

^jp|
a poetical name for

the rising sun ; the court, the palace

of the Emperor. Tsze wei 1
4J&

Liigertraenm Indira. Name ofa star.

11269. (-) The name of a

plant, otherwise called Te

heuS
J^j) tfH earth's Wood.

11270. (\-) A hasty in-

considerate enunciation

of one's thoughts i to

speak against j to slander ;

to bate; to dislike; ani-

mosity; licentious; pro-

fligate. To think; to

consider; to restrict; dis-

ease. What ? why ? The

name of a place. A sur-

name. Occurs in the

sense of several of the

above. Tsze tsze 1

to slander ; to speak be-

hind backs instead of

bringing a public charge.

11871. (-) The beard

above (he mouth, a fine

countenance.

PD
Jifc

!

1 1272.
[

-
] To offer a spring

sacrifice to ancestors, to

continue the recollection of

them. A hall dedicated to them ;

a religious temple. Shin tsze
jjjA

[

a tablet dedicated to ancestors.

Tsze szc
j ijj^

rites of public sa-

crifices.

Tsze tang 1 ^* a hall of ancestors.

11273. [-] To express

the inward thoughts; to

speak ; speech ; a term,

phrase, or expression ;

written phraseology ;

style. To request ; to an-

nounce to ; to accuse. Win tsze

^ the style of composition.

Huou tsze yu jj-
aE good

phraseology.

11 874. From a rtrorrf, and

Mouth. A mouth to read

Ihe records of the family in

the hall of anns'ors. To succeed;

to come after and keep up, or con-

tinue a succession. Children ; grand-

children; posterity; descendants.

Hereafter. To learn ; to practice. A

surname. How-tsze tsze sun ^g
3- 3U* descendants, posterity.

1Woo tsze tsze no son to

AIJ* j

succeed. Ke-tsze
jfj

to adoptTpi I

a son.

Tsze tsze
j J- an adopted son.

11275. The tone of iorrow.

1 1276. [
-

] A

abundance of herbage

and wood
; a sort of mat.

t'sed for This, here, now.

The second form ii i

common abbreviation.

Kin tsze /CTV now.

Keen Uze '^~ con-
. LI** |

sidering this. Tsae tsze

J

here; herein.

Tsze
'

or Tsze chay Tr are

used for now, when commencing a

letter or a paragraph.

H277.
f -] From a child

and the sound Tsze. To

bear or produce ; to

breath after unwe iriedly ;

ardent affection for ; in-

defatigable diligence. To

bear young, as quadrupeds generally

do, and to nourish with the breast.

Used for the following.

1 1?78. From to jut out, or

from a child and to ttrif.-e.

Strenuous ; sincere attach-

ment to; diligent : unwearied effort

Syn. with the preceding.

Tsze tsze indefatigable at-

tention to ; completely denied to

ease and indulgence.

1 1 27 9. (-) From heart

and Ihe sound Tt~e. Love

and affection, as of a pa-

rent. Kind; soft; good

to ; compassionate ten-

derness; mercy ; bcnevo-

Name of a stone, and of a

bamboo. Name of a fruit, and of a
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district. Foo tsze tsze heaou
^f

-J- j& a father affectionate

and a son dutiful. Jin tsze V^

benevolent and kind hearted.

Tsze ho
| ^n kind feeling and o-

bilging conduct.

Tsze koo
| ^ the plant Sagittaria

or Arrow head.

Tsze moo to pae urh 1
-JJB: ^ ^JT

Vvl most indulgent mothers ruin

their children.

Tsze moo 1 -M- Joo moo^p
or Yang moo 5s |B- an indulgent

mother ; a foster mother.

Tsze pe 1 jui compassionate ; mer-

ciful feeling ; mercy ; compassion.

11280.

hill.

(-) The name of a

bash-U28J. E tsze

ful
;
ashamed like.

11282. [-] Name of a river;

to increase
; to rise high ;

to overflow ; to cause ex-

cess. Thick; rich; tocnrich; muddy.

Tsze ze
f j||

or Tsze fan 1 ^
to cause confusion ; to make a dis-

turbance; to induce disorder; to oc-

casion trouble.

Tsze poo
] |^|

to supply what is

wanting ; to strengthen.

Tsie we
] J^ a r j ch savory taste.

Tszejun
] JjjS

to mollify.

11283. [-] Tsze ke

or Tsze ke jat a

kind of hoe for removing
needs.

11884. f- J Name of a

stone, and < ! a district.

11285. [- ] The name of

a bird which dives deep

into the water and catch-

es fish which it eats.

11286. (-) Uncultivated

land overgrown with

weeds and underwood.

To commencethe cultiva-

tion of such land by fell-

ing the wood and eradicat-

ing the weeds. To clear

or level a road, hence it is

said the charactercomveys

the idea of destroying. To cut open ;

to rend. Name of a stream; the

name of a place.

1 1287. A tree dead and

remaining erect in the

ground.

(-) Narneofadis-

trict; black colour. Used

also for the preceding. These

characters are nsed for each other

with great confusion.

11289. A certain fowl found

in the eastern districts.

11290. [.] From titk and

b aclc Silk of n daik colour.

Tsze e 1 ~fc black clothes.

11291. [-] A earriagewith

a sort of boot, for contain-

ing clothes and luggage; *

carriage in which one can sleep.

The end of the axle which enters the

nare of the wheel.

Tsze chung 1
J|[

a carriage heavily

kden with luggage luggage gene-

rally.

11292. [-] Name of an

ancient coin or piece of

money equal to six ffSt

Choo, or to eight httj

Leang.

11293. [-] Commonly

read Tse, Even. Read

Tsze, The lower part of

a garment or robe. ShS

tsze
jj|| |

to P" 11 UP

the tail of a robe when

ascending steps.

11294. [-] Read Tse, A

funlty stone. Read Tsze,

A vessel which contains

the grain offered in sacri-

fice.

11295. To stop.
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11296. [\] A woman

who has collected know.

Ird^'e by long experience.

A mistress or teacher ;

the elder oftwo or more

sisters. A mother.

Tsze mei I & elder and younger

sisters, sisters generally.

11297. [N] To number, or

a large number; name of a

district and of a bird. Ten

thousand repeated ten thousand

times make Tflr Yih ; ten thousand

Yih, make
j

Tsze. One says A

weight equal to sixty-four thousand

catties.

11298. [ \] Broken meat;

n hat is left after eating ;

dried meat with bones in

it.

1129P. [ / ] To steep; to

drench ; to dye with any

colour. The death ofa brute

animal.

11300. [/ ] Commonly

read Tselh, To accumulate.

Head Tsze, in a similar

sense, To collect together ; to hoard

up ; to store away ; to ainuss.

1 1301. [
/

] A spike ~,
a thorn.

r II

TSZE

11302. (/) From a tpike

and a knife. To wound by

a direct thrust; to pierce ;

to kill. To inscribe with the

point of a style; to reprehend; to

punish ; to embroider, or decorate

with needle-work ; to choose from

amongst. Poignant satirical re-

marks cr allusions. To scrutin-

ize. A sharp point; a prickle*

a thorn. Also read Tseih, To bore

through; to stab; to kill; to embroi-

der, lo mark the face with ink and

a pointed instrument. To spy out;

an oblique hint. Part of the name

of certain officer--. Poignant satirical

remarks or allusions; to satirize.

Keen tsze
|jjfo

1 reproof conveyed

by satirical allusions. Tow tszeJy 1

lo present a visiting card with the

name inscribed on it. These cards

were originally of wood. Tsze

orTszeleen 1 B to mark the face
I *vy*

as a punishment. Chin tsze t*

or Tsze sew 1
ij||

to embroider or

decorate with the needle. Fung tsze

fS 1 to reprehend. ShwO tsze^
P/sl | p/b

a pointed inuendo. Ke tsze

j|fe j

to ridicule. Tsze tsze
]

incessant talking. Sze tsze
Fjj

a snperintendant of certain legal
. 4

enquiries. San tze -7-
|

the three

investigations directed by the preced-

ing officer. First, of the higher

officers of state ; second, of the in-

ferior officers; and third, of the peo-

ple. Fung tsze
Jjjfj

1 the sting of

a bee. King keth che tsze
Sjl

iL

the thorn of a bramble.

Tsze cliueii
jjjjlj

to push for-

T-/H 941

ward a boat by polei. Tue she

tip a certain officer.

Tsze sin
| =/^ pointed enquiry.

Tsze tsze
*Y*

to inscribe letters

with the point of a style, which was

the practice before the invention of

pencils and ink.

Tsze tan I

j$K
to enquire etito; to

spy out.

1 1303. [ f ]
From u'orrftand a

thorn. Sharp reproofs j
keen

satires; pointed ridicule.

11304. [ / ] From a thill

'2^ under a cover or ihcilcr.

~^ A female able to bear; to

bear. To produce; to

cherish ; to love , to

promise a woman in mar-

riage. The signs of ideas

produced ad infinitum.

Letters ; a letter or rit-

len character of any kind, originally

called _>j Ming. A surname, or de-

signation. The name conferred on

youth at twenty, and on females

when presented in marriage. Ming

I
a name. Pin tsze

a female.

Tsze tsze paou ban e le
j

*?- fa] -^

EgE jig every word contains impor-

tant principles of equity.

Tsze kih
j jpfa

black letters put he-

low the paper, as a pattern to be

copied. Tsze che
| "^ deal

tenderly with them.

Tsze haou 1 ?t& a mark or denomi-

nation given to a -thing. Yih ko

tsze haou
<|Ej

M* a num-

ber of chests of tea, varying from

tsze
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two to fix hundred, marked in the

:ime manner ; in the jargon of

Canton called a Chnp of tea.

1 1 305.
[
'

] From a

time, or place, or rank.

To use ; to employ. The

Ik ancient form of note.

Self; preceding any Verb,

shows that the agent

was himself, herself, or itself.

Tsze ching 1
fjj/

self formed ; self

made ; a title assumed by the re-

bels who caused the overthrow of

the Ming dynasty.

Tsze jen yuen che 1 $}\. T
yfe

self originating.

Tsze ching 1
Jjft

to designate one's

self by a pronoun, or ary epithet;

the terra by which one designates

one's self, or what belongs to one's self

in contradistinction from the compli-

mentary terms applied to other people.

Tsze che
|

J3c to restrain one's self ;

self control)).

Tsze sang mow clmn 1 iH ^ ft

to contradict one's self.

Tsze chung
j

ipT proper respect for

one's self; care of one's own person.

Tsze hwuy ! 'MS to blame one's self ;

to repent.

Tsze jen ,]
;$ self-existent ; natural ;

being at ease; what really is or exists

without external force.

Tsze jen urh jen 1 9fe Hn

self-existent; self enjoyment.

Ti7.i- teen tze che yu shoo jin
'

1 ,
s

J

peror down to the lowest subject.

Tsze kwei
j =^ to defraud or de-

ceive one's self.

Tsze kea
|

Tsze ke

Tsze ke5
j 4j^

to advert; to be con-

scious; to feel.

Tsze mwan 1
jj&

full of self; self-

conceited.

Tsze e e ke^h nan 1
Jfcjj

I/I ~K[ pj|

from that which is easy proceed to

that which is difficult.

Tsze she 1 -fet self-right ; self-con-

fident ; self-righteous.

Tsze sing 1 jg to examine one's self;

self examination.

Tsze sung 1 5j to find fault with, or

accuse one's self.

Tsze ta
"/^

"1 self conceited ;

Tsze tsun 1
J proud ; disdain-

ful.

Tsze tsih
j

eg to reprove one's self.

Tsze tsin 1
f||

to put a termination

to one's existence ; suicide.

Tze e wei yew tsih
^ Jl/J jjfa g

^JT
to be to one's self a cause of

grief and n prehension.

Tsze tsung tsae
] ^ fa

from the

time of being at ; since he came to.

Tsze ching ke tsze yu seaou urh
|

JjS ~^j' I3-- I I AI (3 a person

mentioning his own son calls him

Seaou-urh, a little child.

11306. (/) To cleanse; to

put in order. A place which

requires constant cleansing;

filthy ; a bank by the side of a stream ;

a privy. The same is expressed

by T
j

Maou tsze
^!fr

Fun

tsze
ljj\ j

Hwin tsze, Ordure.

1 1 307. To stick any thing in

the ground; to erect, or es-

tablish. A local word used

in the eastern part ot the country.

11.108. [
'

] Che or Tsze.

To insert a knife or an in-

strument; to insert a plough

or harrow. To place ;
to stick in the

ground ; to stab.

11309. To strive or contend

in the service of.

IrSIO. (/) A certain pre-

paration of flesh cut to

pieces and minced.

11311. H] FromWHer

and wood. A wood much

esteemed , said to be su-

perior to, and valued be-

fore all other trees , it is

called Miih wang^ ^j

the king of trees. Vul-

garly used to denote en-

graving characters on

wood. Sang tsze Jg ^
a person's

birth place. Keaou tsa 7g

or Keaou tsze T^ |
denote father

and son. Tung tsze
/j^ j

the name

of a wood.

Tsze le
] J|?

a village.

Tsze tsae li" name of the section

of a book.

Tszs tan 1 fe sandal wood.
I '-U.

11312. [\ ] The dregs ; the

focccs; the thick muddy part

of liquids which settle to the

boltom. Name of a square vessel.

Cha tsze v^ \ or ShTh tsze
y

dregs.
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11313. Head Chae, To send.

Read Tszc, Irregular; un-

even. Tsze die
j jfjjj

the appearance of flying; not uniform.

. To change and pearl,

to change the possessor of

a pearl. To confer upon ;

to bestow, as a superior

does OB an inf.'rior, always

used l>y the Emperor for

giving any thing. Shangtszeg
1

io bestow a reward. Kin tsze fl^l

granted by Imperial favor. Tsze ffih

I )j@
* coif" happiness.

ft

TU1I

11315. [\] The bank, of a

river or stream.
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%
~]

"316. (.) Tospeak;

f"f
'

speech; language; phra-

seology. An expression

or phrase; to decline ac-

cepting ; to refuse ; to

separate from a person.

Kaon tsze -3y to mention that

FJ? 4
one is going away. Tan tsze m. 1

for one person to speak alone. Leang

tsze KpQ 1 for two to wrangle and

dispute. Tsungtszejj^
I litiga-

lions before a magistrate. Le ming

tsze li
JfJ? 0JJ j jjj|

perspicuous

reasoning and a perfectly intelligible

phraseology. Koo tszc Kj
to refuse or decline, pertinaciously.

Tsze shwS fun ming LJ

speaks intelligibly and clearly.

11317. [-] The rim or

upper part of a vase or

tripod which has a narrow

mouth ; a small kind of

tripod.

TUH. CCCLXXIHRD SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, TS Canton Dialect, Tilk, Tok, and Tat.

11318. [uj The posture

of the child in a natural

and easy parturition ; hence

this character forms part of the cha-

racter 1ST Ydh, To nourish
; to bring

up a child. Hence, also the defini-

tion, To issue forth suddenly ; to

occur
abruptly.

11319. Protuberant; rising

high; jutting out; hillock;

convex.

1 1 320. [
u ] From grain on

the topofam-n'j head. The

tradition is, that the franier

ot lh character seeing a bald-headed

man, was afr;:id and crouched a-

moDgst the stanJi.ig c,n n. The l)!uut

end of; bald ;any thing fallen off en-

tirely. Tuh tsze 1 3- a bald head-

ed person. A surname.

TBhchay
j ;g|

a labourer in the fields

whose hair is coarse and short.

Tnh kin
^ |t|

to let the cap fall off.

Tuh noo tsae 1
J ~^~

a bald-pated

slave ;
a worthless priest.

11321. [w] Trom plant

and vicious ; also from

mother and to bear. Poi-

son; poisonous; noxious;

injurious; painful; to

poison; a poisonous plant.

To bate; to be indignant

against. To rule. N me

of a medicine; anil of a

wood. E tuh kung tSh
J^jf

jfr 1 to attack one poison by the

use of another ; common principle

acted on by the Chinese. Chung tuh

to 'ant or instil

]
gradual but deep

injury. Fang tub y jfc \ ^
to apply poison to. Shin lOh^ j

or Teenchfih ^^ I"J'a- Tuh

szejin 1 jfc /^ to poison a person.

Tuh show 1 3=- a malevolent mis-

chievous person.

Tuh yen
=

poisonous language.

11382. Name of a bird. A

bird cisling its feathers in

autumn
;
to muult.
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1U2S. To move; to strike.

11324. [wJReadTaou,

and Tiih, A long stream-

er; a sort of banner;

used at funerals to make

a signal to, or to lead the

way before the hearse ;

used also in the army to head the

men, sometimes made of feathers

and of hair; and sometimes of black

iilk. Ke tBh ta wang ^ 1 ^
l the great king of the banners

a divinity.

11325. [ u ] From a te-

nior and an rye. To ex-

amine into; to reprove;

to rule ; to govern ; to

lead, as a genr.il ;
to

give orders and instruc-

tions to ; to correct; the middle of.

Occurs denoting Sore eyes. Name of

a place. A surname. To urge ; to

hasten. Tsung-tuli tfjft |
a Viceroy

or a Goternor-geneial ofone or more

provinces. Kea Itlh 'j^ the

eldest son. Te ttih ^ ^
a ge-

neral officer, naval or military.

Tiih Jin Uo kung ] \ /$ X
to lead people to perform any work,

to act at an overseer.

TBh tiili

^ ^ to be the leader of

party, civil or military; to tike

under one's coiitroul or order.

11386. [] Tang tuh
jjl*

a want of humility ;

abrupt.

TUH

11357. [,,J

bolting out of a den.

Abrupt appearance ,- -to

rush against; to offend

or insult; to work a

hole through; short hair,

approaching to baldness; a vicious

horse that bolts. Occurs in proper

names. Chung tuh ^| 1 to rush

against.-either in word or act.

Tiih jen urh lae 1 ffi
ffjl

$ came

in an abrupt, sudden manner. Tun

miKi I PH a certain gale of a city.

11328. The door, or as the

Chinese express it, the win-

dow of a stove-or furnace.

11329. [<> ] Tang tiih
|JS

or Tang tfih l=& i-.

to bolt or rush against, to

offend.

11330. [] Speaking to

mutually ; deliberating ; rail-

ing at; laughing at. The

name of a spring or fountain. Chth

tfih P|^ scolding; using op-

probrious language ; clamour.

TBh tab 1 I the voice of alarm

and astonishment ; an exclamation

from surprize.

Tuh te:iy
| [^ the language of

consolation, or of devising.

11331. [u] From tarn-

boo and horse. The

strength of a horse exert-

ed ; a certain disease of

ahorse, whirhcmsrs to

move slow and he.ivily :

disease that is severe. Thick; sub-

TUH

'itantial; firm; strong; n-al; im-

portant; pure; simple; unmixed. To

give importance and weight to; to

regard with seriousness. Name

of a place. Annexed to Adjectives,

makes the Superlative. Wei tiih Irt*

imminently dangerous. Tun

tflh
jjj5

slow, simple,' plain, sin-

cere. Tfih Mh
|

& with sin-

cerity ; in reality.

Tuh tscih
j ffii\

ser'ous'y injured

Pirg tiih ^ ] J liy disease, as

when blind of both eyes.

Tfih Isurg tsfih ^- Tjife
to pay

sincere regard to ancestors.

11313. [u ] To strike with

an axe; to hew or chop.

1 1 S32. [
u

short ugly appearance. Also

read Shuh, Appearance of

shaking the head.

,11334. [u] From a Jog and

the sound of SJitth
-, sheep are

in flocks, but dogs alone.

Single; alone i only one person;

one's s ; -!f. A kind of monkey.

Name -of certain animals, and of a

hill. A surname. Used in the Chung-

yung of Confucius, to denote A per-

s >i.'s secret thoughts and actions;

known only to himself. An old man

without a son Koo tQh fltt
J/r* I

an orphan alone; unassisted.

Tiih choo it? a solitary place.

11335. [ , j The top of the

srull. Tuh low
| ^| the

icull ; the top of the head.



11336.
[ o ] A

covering or

case for a bow.

11337. [uj From water

and flowing in harmony.

A single stream ; a large

river that runs to the sea.

A ditch; foul; muddy. To

alter or change. Name

of a hill: to defile; to

desecrate ; to treat with a want of

respect; to annoy by reiterated ap-

plications to. The second form is in

common use, the third H the usual

form in compounds. Szetuh F/fl
j

I
are/or well known riv<rs in

the n.-rth of China, they carry the

filth of China into the sea. Sbang

tfih
|^ J

(o annoy superiors by

statements used by the people in

the way of apology. Se'S tfih l| 1

disrespect to; profanation of; insult-

ing superiors by any thing low and

vulgar. Seg tfih fan so Wb
j

J

Jjjjf
to annoy by numerous

repeti-

tions of.

Tub ting
| |j|

to annoy a
superior

by stating matters to him used by
the magistrates when they do not

wish to hear any more of a case.

11338. [uj A sort of

case for; a case for a

sword
; a sceptre ; cases

generally ; a coffin ; the

name of a wood. A laro-eB

bowl.

G 11

H339. () A box, case, or

press.

"340. [] Destroyed

in the womb; destroyed

before birth ; an aborti-

on.

11341. [o] A board on

wnicn letters are engraven

with a style; the ancient

substitute for paper; now used to

denote written documents. A cer-

tain instrument of music. ChTh tfih

f\^ I

a cubit or board; a tablet ;

a card; a paper presented to the

Emperor ; a brief document ; a small

book. Keang-hoo chrh tub *Vr
-jiB

/si.
a pocket dictionary and

later writer for travellers. Tsung
tilh

$tl ]

a Seneral collection of;

collectanea. Can tSh H? 1 do-
>!> I

cuments
containing the decisions of

nr-igistrates.

11342. [] A calf; a heifer;

a victim for sicrifice. Tuh

kow
'I p the mouth of

a certain river. Laou new te tub.

J

an <<ld cw licks its

old parents love their youn-ost

children.

1 1343
[ . J From wordt and

flowing harmoniously. To

read
attentively ; to study;

to recite; to understand what one

reads. Read Tow, A point insert-

ed between the member of a sen-

tence. Name of a piece of ramie,

of aong, and of an office. A sur-

name. Nan
taii'H }

hard to

understand.

T8h shoo
| ll t read or

bo,,ks; study; readi ,,g

T8h shoo teg Jin
] ^ r^J ^ per.

sons devoted to literature, in con-

tradistinction from those who en-

gage in trade or mechanical arts.

Tdh wanleaou
| ^ J finighed

reading ; having read.

Tdh chuh ping lae
| ft j^ jfe

to study till one makes one', self ilL

*""*
expressing. Keen,

resentment j general ha-

tred and dissatisfaction of

the people; these
feelings

expressed in words-, a-

crimonious murmurs; virulent slau-

der.

"345. [] Sordid ; filthy.

Black; dirty; defiled by

touching any thing dirty*

to blacken.

']

H316. The appearance ,f

piercing into
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TUN. CCCLXXIV SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Tun. Canton Dialect, Tun.

\* 11347. [.] From Che

Lr*f plantt, and a line to repre-

^"* sent the earth. Intended

to represent gran and plant* tthm

Jint growing up. Troops stationed

at a place and required to cultivate

the ground, are called 1 fr Ton

(ting Compare it ilh Chun. A sur-

name. The name of a district.

Tun teen
| Q field) cultivated by

soldiers who are stationed at them,

they generally let the land.

11348. [/]

J
dense; impervious. One

of four cruel persons men-

tioned in history.

11349. Tun tun
j]^

1 ob-

scure unintelligible language.

11350. (/) A round bamboo

basket to contain rice. A

small granary. Me tun ^
a wooden receptacle for grain.

Tun-tseth
j |J to forestall and

hoard up grain.

11351. (\) Stagnant water;

a bank raised against water,

and composed of reeds and

mud. To fill or stop up a dyke which

divides fields from each other.

Tun tsie I -f- the name of a place

on the Grand Canal.

11358. (-) Read Tun and

Chun, or Shun. FromAear*

and hard labour. Grieved,

vexed s sorry ; simple j rustic.

Read Chun, Indefatigable in giving

instructions to. Chun chun
|

1 indefatigable. Tun tun
]

|
plain; simple, rustic.

11353. [^] From water

amongst plantt, as in a

swamp or marsh. Unable

to discover the source or root from

which, or the end whither ; all con-

fused. Rushing in confusion as a

torrent. Re id Chuy, The name of

a river. Occurs read Shun, fr Un-

mixed. Hw5n tun \|
^

rhaos.

The name of one offour famous bad

men. Tun tun 1 waters

rushing like a torrent.

9ft

11354. [ \ ] In the Dic-

tionaries read Chun. Com-

monly re;;d Tun. From

eye and confused plantt. Deep sunk-

en eyes; dullness of sight. Affected

sleep. Ta tun iT to nod

the head as if sleeping.

11355. [/] A vessel for

containing grain.

1 1356. (-) Read Tun, To

tie up in bundles; a bundle.

Read Shun, Pure ; unmixed.

11357. (/) From metal and

young 'plant. Blunt; dull;

stupid ; deficient in t. lent.

Che tun jH| |

s'ow ; incapacity for

business. Le and tun -f\\
|
sharp

and blunt. Nt tun
pH|

\ a bad

stammering utterance. Wan tun

ijjj
I dull; blockish ; stupid, ob-

stinate.

Tun taou
'

~7J
or Taou tun, A blunt

knife.

1 1 358. ( / ) From head up-

on tl.e
Itirf. To b<;w the

head to tie ground; to

prostrate ; a sort of resting place or

inn ; a lime or turn ; a meal ; to stop ;

to desist; to part with; haste; to

injure. Name of a piace. A sur-

name. Used also for the preceding.
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Tun show pae
j "||' ^! to bow

one's head to the ground and pay

one's respects, a common expres-

lion.

1I35P. [\] H$nlun|g
a certain kind of cake.

11360. (-) A fish, said to

be poisonous.

11361. ( /) Tunhan
j |j|

vehement.

11368. (-) The breath

of the mouth; mere talk.

1^**^^^ ^^ t" Tun tun 1EJ
J

the Mow

dull sound of a large hea-

vy carriage; the loud full

sound of a carriage. The

appearance of much knowledge or

wisdom. Rend Chun chun, Many

words, reiterated expression of. Read

Tuy, Ths language ofjest and mer-

riment,

11303. [-') Tromtoenjoy

and 10 ilrike. Who? Angry ;

enraged , bi^; large; thick ;

affluent; substantial ;
to act really ;

to give re.il importance to; to im-

pel; to urge; to rouse, to press upon;

to throw aw:iy. A surname. Read

Tuy, To sleep alone ; a solitary tra-

veller; to cut asunder. Occurs in

ancient books in various other accep-
\tg A

tutions. HwSu tun '.BJ
|

all the

poor people; the simple; the rude.

Tun heaou te j& BEL practice

sincerely ; or give due weight lo, the

duties of filial piety and brotherly

affection.

11364. (-) A hillock in

the midst of a level space.

Haou tun VS ,
the

place on the river of

Canton, denominated by

Europeans The Second-

bar. YStunffl& duck hillock,
I "'a I

is the name of a place in the same

neighbourhood, at which sail is made.

Yen tun^ ^
,mol;e hillock, are

hollow brick pyramids, about three

or four feet high, placed all over

China, at military stations, intended

to make signals by an ascent of smoke

in the day, and fire at night. Sew tun

the embroidered hillock, is a
1AIn I

cushion, a few inches thick, placed on

the ground, on which persons are

allowed occasionally to sit in the Im-

perial presence.

11305. Fire applied to the

tortoise shell for the pur-

poses of divination; a dull

fire. Read Tuy, A great quantity

of; a high degree. Used for the fol-

lowing.

11366. (-) From fire and

much of. A great flame j

a raging fire; the color of

fire ; to dress by steam ; to place

the nie;it above boiling water.

Tun fan I

|jl/
to boilj rice with

the steam. Tun hwang
j jgj

name of a principality.

Tun thw fiy 1 yfc boiling water.

the

11367. [-J The lower

end of tlie handle of a

spear; level and low down,

to h ing downwards. The

second character denote*

an instrument for tuning

a drum. Tunke

tocasln e a fowl.

11368. [-] A yellow

colour. A man's name

11369. [/] Read Chun,

and Shun. A kind of shield.

Read Tun, in the s.ime

Tsze ((fang mow tun H
1 to wield both spear and

shield one's self; to contradict one's

s.lf.

11370. [>] Read Tun

and Tuh. From flesh

and h:e!d. Shielded w i t h

fat. Fat, applied to ho^s ;

Fei |P fat, is applied to

cows aud sheep. To drag

one's heel on the ground in walking.

A man's name.
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11371. (\) From man on

the top of water. To float

on the surface of water. To

sink under water is expressed by Nelh

treak water.

11372. ( /) Froml run

and afat hog, or to run

and a shield. To sculk

off like a fat pig; to run

away ;
to conceal one's

self. To cause to sculk

off. Read Tseun, To sculk off a-

sliamed. To withdraw from no-

TUNG

tice. Name of one of the diagrams.

Tun too 1 ^L to 8 'n'i out ^ "Snt

in the earth.

11373. (-) .According to

some, from^ Teen, gir-

ing sound, and mouth. To

swallow j to gulp down ; to swallow

up; to seize; to engrost; to seize

and appropriate ; to usurp , to merge

many in one; to ingulf ;
to devour ;

to destroy. Read Teen, A sur-

name. Taou kow peen tun
^|J

PJ -jtB
55 to swallow as soon as it

TUNG

reaches the mouth. Tun peen 1

|fl|
to detour by fraud ; to over

reach ; to cheat.

11374. (\ ) A foolish ap-

pearance. Read Tun, T

scatter ; to disperse.

> v-% 11375. [
>

] From clothing
&9 tf
yp*r% and to retire. To put off

'fVfv^
|*^^. one's clothes s to undress;

flowers fading and falling to the

ground.

TUNG.- -CCCLXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Tung. Canton Dialect, Tung.

11 378. (-) The last of the

four seasons : winter
;

to

store up ; the clos? ; the end.

A s- rname. Lc-ih tung |/

the commencement of winter.

Tung che IS") December 22nd, the
I . I

?~J
Dece

t'i
j

win
l JTung Isee" 1 "t'i

j
winter solstice,

I El J

otherwise called -& 35
Jirj Chang

che tsije.

Tur.g ling
/^.

the three winter

months.

Tung teen

11377. [-] A surname;

a man's name.

11378. [-] A deeply retired

house.

11379. (- ) Winter grass,

herbs, or plants.

" 38a (
"

^e sound of a drum

when struck with slow beats.

11381. (-) from Mouth,

implying many holding

the name language, and a-

greeing in one. Together;

all together; brought

all together; united; in

the same place; of the same class

or kind; the same; agreeing; the

same as. A certain wine vessel, a

certain cup; the name of a district.

A surname. To rhyme read Tang.

Kung tung ^t J
all together.

Ta roun tung tsae yih so <ftft 'fl'H

T^
~*

0f
lhty afe together in

the same place. Hwuy lung

to assemble together. Puh

not the same; different from.

E tung ,eang tuy J| j ^ ^
difft-rent, and the same are opposites.

Ta tung seaou e ^ /f^ ^
in great things the same, in snrill

matters different; a general sameness,

with some slight difference. Luy
,---. J

tu "S ilj
to thunder the same;

to echo the same in conversation.

Ke seang puh tung^ ^ ^ ]

manner or appearance of a person,

or temperature of the air, different

from what is usual. Tung-che
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\ Jtfl to be mutually acquainted

with ;
an assistant officer of the ffi

Foo TSng-chow-foo Tung-che^
dJJ

rfa. \ At] the Tung-che of

Ting-chow-foo.

Tung fang keu choo
| ffj

living together in the same house.

Tung taou tee' jin
j ^ j^J J\

a person of the same pursuits.

Tung kw le'S jin
] jg| fKJ A

a man of the same nation; a country-

man.

Tung keen
] |

to hold illicit sexual

intercourse.

Tungluy \ || of the same species.

Tung paou heung te tsze roei
j Jjj

ters by the same mother.

Tungming \ g of the same name.

Tung sing puh tung ming
] ^ /f>

\ fa of the same surname, but of

a different name.

Tung neen
] ^ the same year,

de-

notes what the words obviously ex-

press ; also of the same age, aud ha-

*i,,g been chosen to literary honors

or to office, in the same year.

Tungtsingtein ] '||j [jj^
of the same

disposition.

Tung tang heung te
^ 'jj? ^ ^

distant relalioi s by the father's side,

they being of the same name;

cousins.

Tungylhyang |

* ^ or Tung

ylh pwnn ] $fc
the *ame fa-

ihion or manner ; ji:l the same.

Tung yen ] J^ the same ink-stone,

and Tung chwang
j ^ the same

window ; i. e. a fellow student.

THT II. U 1 1

Tung yin 1 fg or Tung leaou
J

a fellow officer.

1I3S-2. (-) Igiorant; rude;

a person possessing
no abi-

lity ; plain ; sincere. Useless.

Woo che 5 ay 4$ $0 & witl"""

knowledge. Kimg tung ^JC. }

a. hov, a lad, in which sense formerly

written ty [0] Kong tung Lung

tun^ U$l 1 straight forward, lar>;e,

great.

11383. Irregular, unfounded

stories. Tur.g tang
| Djfi

loud words.

11384. (/) A cavern or den

rt I in a hill. Hung tung |1|?

1 or Rung tung jfc \
I

' '

A hill said to be situated undi r the

north pole.

11385. () From 77for<

and the tound of Tung.

Pain ;
acute feeling ;

to sigh ;

;rieved. Tstmg tung ^jg j
grief

and disappointment.

1I3S6. [-] The name of a

wood of which there are

^ _ft

ft\^\
| | J

several species. Name of a

tei ruory in the north, and of a city.

Woo tung slu'o -k&
] ^j a wood

used for instruments of music ; in

intercalary years, this tree is said to

bear a leaf more than usual.

Tung yew 1
Vfl Tung-oil, which is

used to rub beams and furniture ;

it is liuriit, and its soot used to form

the best ink.

Tung shoo
j *jjj dryaudra crdifolia,

or Jatropha (.'ureas.

1 1 887. (') A rapid stream.

">]r|| A ravine, an intricate talley;

a den; a cavern ; to pass

through and through ;deepi profound;

to see through clearly ; to under-

ilnnd secrets Y ion kwaerhoo tung

bt i.
/J: '|

sprites aud stran-r

monsters live in caverns. Kesng

'"'Syflt 1 a sea without a shore;

the n.iters of tlie deluge.

Tung ling l.oo
j |jjj ^ the Tung-

ting lake, iu the province of Hoo-

n, n

Tung f.,ng
1 IS- a bride's chamber.

f f llSS.o. [-] A lobe, a hoi-

fr1S>j Ion bamboo; any tube; a

I *^J reed open at both ends.

Haou tung W&
j

a trumpet. Shay

tung
jjjjft j

a long reed brought

from Cochinchina, perfectly hollow

and used to shoot through. Yen

*""S '/W I
a tobacco pipe. Tse'en

/'I--J |

tullS '$? 1
a hollow jar-like re-

-A'* I

ceiver of slips of bamboo. Used in

temples and public courts.

11389 (-) A lane; a street.

ff To go down.

11390. (-) The appearance

of walking.

11391. (-) Copper or brass;

of Tung metal there are three

sorts -jfe j -rq"
Chih, pih,

tsing.Red, white, and green. Name

of a place; of an office; ofapalace,

and of a hill. A man's name. Sfing

1 brass. Pih tuoj t| ]
I
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white copper. Hwang tung
-g

>fHow copper. HunglUDgJ^X j

red copper.

Tung che
vljf

a brazen pool; a

clepsydra.

Tung |5 1 $ grejn copperas.

11392. [-] From/Aem

and ii tree> the sun rising

amongst the trees. The

place where the sun rises, and from

which light emanates ; the east; the

place of honor. A surname. Kaou

EfL is the tun above the trees, ligttl.** .

Yaou ; is the sun below the trees,

obscure twilight.

Tung fang \
~Tj

the eastern quarter

of I he heavens.

1,iXc the master of a

house is thus denominated by a

private tutor and others.

Tung se
rffaj

east and west; a

tiling; all inanimate things between

the rising and the setting sim.

Tung cliinj; se tsew
] )fc JJEJ ffi

every thing well arranged and

brought to a conclusion.

Tung taou y'm j|[ (j| money

employed by ofTe.iders against the

laws to procure mitigation of the

harshness of confinement, or of fet-

ters.

11393. (-) Lung tnng j||

|
weak, feeble. I.ung lung

Tjt simple, .stupid.

"394. (/) Ice; cold as

ice.

11395. Many words.

11396. Mums-tun;.' j
the name .fa pLce.

11397. [
-
j From water and

the east. X inn- ot'a river
;

a heavy rain; dew; (trench-

ed or wet with rain or dew. Name

of a fruit.

11398. (-) Simple; rude;

rustic.

11399. [ I] .The name of a

wood ; pillars ; posts ; up-

right columns. A pillar me-

taphorically. KwS kea che tung

lar of the state, a good minister.

Tung yu
*

pillars and

Tuugleang
'j
tej beams; the up-

right and transverse beams necessary

to cover in a house.

11400. [/] Tar lung
jjjfll

I the rainbow.

11491. (-) from standing

about in a village. One who

is single and has no house of

his own. A boy; a lad ; a young girlj

a virgin. Chaste. Sheep and cattle

without horns. Hills without trees.

Name ot'a place. A surname. Seaou

lung /U I term by which a wife

designates herself. Wanttlngra
]

a stupid boy. Shin lung )H||1

a divine boy ; a fine clever lad.

Tung ching
j

|3 a virgin.

Tung sin we le
.

]
, ^- ]jp

not

given up his boyish disposition, said

of men wbo.-e manners are childish.

Tung shan
] |lj

a small hill, or a hill

without trees.

Tung sze
j ^ a servant boy ; a per-

son doomed to slavery for some crime.

Tung lung
j |

affluent; abundant.

Tung Isze
| ^ a boy under fifteen

and older than eight. Ej Miih

tung, The pupil of the eye.

I* "402. (-) Ayouth ; a!ad,
AjT^

/% fft w '10 h ; not gone through
I _^LK
T __* T. the ceremony of being

crpped, whicli was formerly done at

the age of twenty, and is now done

when a person is about to be married.

Ignorant; silly; doltish; wild. A

general term for slave girls and con-

cubiins. Respectful; reverently. A

surname, the name of a district.

Tung yew
] ^ a youth,

11403. To arrive at man-

hood. To act; to do.

11404. Ting tung ]
a

hillock or mound of earth ;

an ant hill. Read Twan, A

place trodden by animals.

11405. [-] A name of several

streams or small rivers;

name of a sea) a damp wet

appearance.

Tung tung
j

I a lofty appearance.

Tung yung 1
x^t

a kind of covering

for a carriage.
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11406. [-] Tunglun;
|

a s'.'eiiii:ig effort of the

sun to shine forth , a desire

to brighten up.

1HOT. (-) The name of

a wood of the flowers of

which cloth rrny he made.

A section or piece of timber. Read

Chung, A dangerous line of carriages;

a post, or the extreme part of a tent ;

to pierce or stab.

11108. [-] A cow with-

out lionis,- a young heifer.

Tung new I

J^- or

New new .p 2t a
) oung

cow ; a calf.

1 1 109. [
-
] From eye and

virginity. The pupil of the

eye; to look slr,.i hl for-

ward or stare at iindesignedly ; a silly

gazing appearance. Tung tsze 1

- or Choo tsze Kt ^-t- the pupil.

11410- (-) Used to denote

the seed of grain. G,-ain

first sown and List ripe, last

sown and first ripe, is expressed hy

58 Luh.

11411. f-] Acertainkind

of net for catching birds.

[-] A short kind of

Mung tun; Ifcrr I

tiPi* \

11412.

boat,

a certain kind of war vessel.

11413. (/) AsaN'eutcr

Verb, To move; to shake; to

issue forth. As an Active

Verb, To exrite, to agitate, either

irilurally or morally. BR
3JT

-T-

y/J
j

Yen kan show wflh tung,

You may look at it, but not move it

with your rnnd. Ta tefh sinj; tsin<^

be is ofa restless disposition. Viiou

tung XS- to strike
;

to agitate.

Ytin tung jjjl
to revolve in a

circle. Jill vne yun tung | f-\

^M I
thf Min and moon revolving

in their orliits. Kan tiMg Jo^,

interoal excitation; influencing the

mind or moving the passions. Yew

king tung fa 'gjg
I am annoy-

ing you. Tung pun tung ^
|

moving not moving; i.e. on e-

very occasion, whether in motion or

at rest, with or without cause, doing

a thing incessantly. Chin tung

jp? the shaking caused by an

earthquake or thunder. Hing tung

^j |

or Keu tung j^ j

a per-

son's behaviour or conduct.

Tun^ ; jfi to excite suspicion

Tung peTh joo fei
\ -^ ^ ^

moved the pencil as if it flew ; a

ready writer; an eminent scholar.

Tun;: kow tsew chow m;i 1 I
ifji'

I /IYU

Rr n? to curse and raU whenever
yL. ....7

one opens one's mouth.

Tung shin 1
J|>

to move one's per-

son ; to commence a journey.

Tung yili chang ching tsze *

(j.
Jffi ^F~ to set a petition on foot.

Tung che twan ^ ^ji$
the origin

of motion.

Tung, tsing che tuy
1 f|p fJ

motion, the opposite of rest.

11314. [/] From ke*rt and

to agitate. The feelings

moved to excess ; extreme

grief. Gae-tung ^ deeply

grieved; the feelings distressed.

11415. ( \ ) To lead on-

ward to a correct state ;

to correct; to rule with

authority j to strike with

both hands; firm; re-

condite; certain rooti;

nan, e of a pavilion; and ofa lake.

A surname.

11416. (\) Mung tung

tE|i |
the mind dis-

turbed and thrown

into disorder. Used also

denoting the Clear per-

ception of.

11417. To understand. Read

Yung, To issue forth as a

spring or as plants. Read

Tung, A lube.

Tung fib I

||1 to, understand ; or

in an interrogative tone, Do jou

understand?

11418. (\) A square wood-

en vessel ; used also for

round vessels. Atub;acask;

a barrel. Tsew tung yW 1 or T

|

casks.

11419. O) From hand and

a lube. To lead forward ;

to advance.

tun

1 1 420. [
>

] From iiseeuc and

a tube. Disease that passes

through one; acute feeling.

Pain; painful ,
wounded ; an extreme
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degree of. Gae tung J& deeply

afflicted , great distress of mind.

Tung hwuy
j J^j.

bitter repentance.

Tung kae taeeo keen
| ^ j^j fa

with a keen or painful sense of error,

to reform one's former faults

Tung tsae
] -^ an exclamation denot-

ing the most painful feeling or reflec-

tion!.

11421. [-] A certain

kind of earthen pitcher

or jar.

11422. [
-
] From a tube and

and to go. To go through.

Pervious j permeable ; a tho-

roughfare ; to see through ;to perceive

clearly ; to comprehend fully ; perspi-

cuous, applied to style. Penetrable ;

to go through with ; to succeed; suc-

cessful ; prosperous ; opening ; expan-

sive or reaching to ; including the

whole {Complete, uniform in colour;

having intercourse with; illicit inter-

course. Name of a place.; a field of

a certain size. A lance.

Tung ching
j

Jiff a general or uni-

versal term or designation.

Tung che che
'

^Q make it

known everywhere and to all persons

concerned.

Tung che
j

TJr a general topogra-

phical account of a province ; or

statistical account of an empire.

Tun- fling 1

jj|^
the wind having a

thorough passage ; a draught < fwind.

T! NG

Tnng fung ta foo
]

a title written on cards of officers of

the second rank.

Tung e ta foo
j =|| ^ ^ title of

officers of the third rank.

Tung keu 1
flija

street or lane which

is a general thoroughfare.

Tuu keen 1 ^^ illicit or adulterous

intercourse.

fa linguist'^

in

Tungszekwan
[

house of'business.

Tung peen % some change of

circumstances which makes what

was proper at onetime iinpnperat

another.

Tung pwan
j 'fy

a cer'ain.officer i

a Foo district.

Tung yu ks sang
]

to send a general order to all the

provinces.

Tung sze
]
JS to transact business,

to be the medium of transacting bu-

siness between parties who do not

understand the same language ; In in-

terpret. An interpreter; whether

in government transactions, or mer-

cantile aflairs. A linguist.

Tung sze
j
-f-an intelligent scholar.

Tung chin;; foo sze
jjjfr g|J jj

an office at court of the fourth rank.

Tung taou 1 ^ a thoroughfare; a

general prevailing principle, extend-

ing from ancient to present times.

Tung heaou wan ts/e
jj

jjre ^j
-Vt

a thorough acquaintance with letters.

Tun t$ ^E permeable; porspi-

ciious in the greatest degree; seen

through with the utmost clearness;

successful ; prosperous.

TUNG

Tung la .he tsing
] ^ jtf; (|>|

thoroughly to understand the affair 1;

of the world .

[
-

] Tung tsaou

[
a medicinal plant.

The bark of this tree, of a

velvet appearance, is usually cut info

pieces about three inches square,

and is in England called Rice-paper;

the chief use to which it if applied U

making artificial flowers ; pillows arc

made of it, and of the cuttings soles

of shoos, on account of its lightness.

A H424. (-) From red and

hairs or streaks, Redj a

red pencil. A surname,

lungkung
'

f-j
a red bow.

11425. (\) From titk and

to
Jill. The origin; the be-

ginning; the end of a clue;

that which leads as matter of course

to the whole; the whole ; general ;

entire. A surname. Lung tung -SS
Uo

|

or
Tsungtnng^ ]

the entire

quantity ; the whole completely.

Yih tung che
] ^t ., sta tisl j_

cal account of the whole empire.

Yth tung . >

J
one uhole, the entire

space or
quantity.

Tung le
j jj|

to have the general

controul of.

Tung ling
j /JIT to take the supreme

con ho! or direction of; the personal

the head of a bod) of men j a Com-

mander-in-chief.

rung icii
] ^ a clue to the whole.

Tung too
jjjjR |

a kind of Adjulant-

gcueral m the army.
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TUY. CCCLXXVI SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Tut. Canton Dialect, Tote,

11428. Tuy, or Tuy.

To exchange one thing

for another; to compare,

as in weighing) to give

an equivalent for; to col-

'cct together, as water in

a concavity. Gratified or pleased

from a full supply of every thing.

Permeable; a passage through;

straight; direct. One of the Eight

:J:k
Kwa. Read T8, in the same

sense. The first character is the

most usual form. Keen tuy Jg^

to oversee the weighing of.

Tuy hwan 1 J^L
to exchange.

Tuy yin tsze ftR ^?- to weigh

money.

1H27. To pare or scrape

''I off.

11428. A wall falling.

114S9. (') Read Tuy, or

Shwiiy, The shell or skin

cast off by some insects.

>w 11430. (/) The appearance

of a horse walking forth,

or bolting out suddenly.

PART 11. i 11

11431. (/) From $trength

and a heap. To pull or

drag with force.

11432. [-] To dress

stones or gems.

11433. ["-] From ilone

and a heap. To col-

lect stones together ; to

throw them down ; to

dash against.

11434. [/] From to walk

and a look of indignation.

To decline; to refuse; to

push from o:ic; to draw back; to

retire; to withdraw; to creep in;

to return back again; soft yielding

appearance. Tsin and tuy j&?

are opposite*, To advance ; to retire.

Tuy hung \ & a light red.

Tuy jang 1

3Jje
to yield and give

way to.

Tuy how yfh [mo
|

/

to retire back a step.

Tuyshtih 1
$j

to withdraw; to draw

back
; to shrink in, as cloth docs when

wet. Tuy sth I '65 to lose the

colour; to fade.

Tuy tsin 1 ifl to break offa mar-

riage engagement.

11435. To fall, as from a

higher place. Read Tsuy,

To reprehend; to censure.

11436. (-) To remove

hairs or feathers from,

by means of hot water.

Tuy sin maou 1 IS
I Aif-

p* to scald off hairs or

feathers.

11437. [\] From fe,h

and to retire The back

part of the hip. Ta tuy

^ j
the thigh. Seaou

tuy ^, 1 the leg. Ha

tuy y^ I ham. Paou

tuy Jral |

to run about;

to have occasion to walk

much about .
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1 1 438. To collect together

earth and form a mound or

hillock.

11439. [-] From earth

and high. A heap of

earth; a pile; to heap

up; to accumulate; to

crowd together ; a mul-

lilude promiscuously

pressed together; to in-

cumber by multitudes.

To push from one. The

name of a place. The

name of a bird. Ylh tuy

j'm
'

/^ a crowd

of people. Jin to tuy

sill leaou /

5]| f a Sreat many

people crowded logether, so as to stop

the passage of a street.

Tny shTh
j ^ Or SMh tuy ~fa ^

a heap of stones.

Tuy Ise
] ~$fl

lo heap or pile up.

Toy kin, Iseih jtih 1 ^ fS 3l
to henp up gold and accumulale

gems. Shopmen write these words

on the doors of their shelves at the

new year.

Tuy-tsi
^ _|^

or Kwan tuy ^ |

a kind of guard-house at the ends of

streets or other passes, where a watch

is kept.

Tuy sih
] 3g to put aside the sib,

a certain musical instrument.

11440. f -] From hand and

vingi. To push; to shake.

To push or remove from ;

t> push forward; to lay out; to

arrange; to lay to the charge of

to refuse entirely or

TUY

another person, in order to shift the

blame from one's self; to resign ; to

give up to; to refuse; to decline.

Read Chtiy, denoting To search ;

to infer.

Tuy gau TSl^
to ex lend favors to

others.

Tuy keS
|

absolutely.

Tuy kae JJ
to put aside ; to

evade; to change the subject of

discourse.

Tuy ta ke shin
] fa ^ J|j>

give a shake and awake him to

get up.

Tuy tsze 1 Wt to refuse ; to decline.

Tuy taou 1 $\\ to push over; to

push and cause to fall.

Tuyshthszewo
| -J ^ ?F uegave

up his food to feed me.

Tuy wei 1
5^|

to refuse ; to shift off

from one's self.

Tuy ke kefh wfih 1 $ $ty

to put one's self in the place of

others, to treat others as one would

like one's self.

11441.
[

'
J From tlone and

moved or agilalei. A pestle;

to pound. Chun tuy ^5
I to pound.

Tuy kew
| JJ a pestle and mortar,

with which grain is pounded or

ground. A bank; a heap.

Shwuytuy^( I

~|
a sort of water

. ^_ 1 \

Fan chay

"]
a sort

J mill.

11442.
[

-
] From demon and

Kings. A divine animal

said to resemble a wild boar.

TUY

A man's name. Read Chuy, To braid

up the hair.

11443. [/ ] To yield to

some impulse; to answer

or correspond to what

L % precedes ; to answer ex.

rv| pectations which are en-

t >| tertained; to answer a

question; to respond ; to be placed

opposite to; a pair, to pair or cor-

respond with
; to be consistent with *

one placed opposite to
; an opponent;

an enemy. Used to form Ihe Dalive

Case. Hoo tuy a families of

equal rank. Ne tuy ta shwS /fc
'

flii lilt
t' y u s

i'
ea 't to him, Pub.

tuy Jt\
|

not corresponding ; not

consistent with each other; not oa

good terms. Ifih tuy
j

a pair

of; two that are uniform or equal.

Tuy le'en
j ^"| pain of labcli

Tuy tsze
j ^j written on pa-

per or wood, and hung on Chinese

walls or pillars as ornaments.

Tuy meen
^ jgj opposite the face

or front ; face to face.

Tuy teih
^

Tuy tow
j

enemy.

Tuy ta
1

|

an opponent; an

adversary; an

to reply or give

answer to.

Tsze tuy

Chuen tuy

1

J

following in a

certain course

or order as of official attendance.

11444. ( u ) Mutual traffic;

to buy and sell. From the

sameness of sound, 4{^ Tuy

is sometimes improperly used in this

tense.
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1H45. [' ] Rrad Chuy

and Tuy. From heart

and opposed to. Feel-

ing of resentment and

\ ] enmity. To hate and

speak against.

11446. [-] Read Tun and

Tuy, To collect together;

to sleep alone; solitary.

See Tun.

11447.
[ /] To fall down

from a higher place ; to

f.:ll together; a group or

company , a hundred men formed

into a military company. A danger-

ous pass amongst mountains. Oc-

curs read Suy, To follow in course.

Chdh tuy chen leih
fj j tyj j

to go forlh and stand in the ranks.

Tuy woo
\

/fe the ranks of the army;

the army.

11448. [\] Read Tun and

Tuy. Tuy-tuy 1 1 many,

abundant.

11449 Tuy tuy, or Tuy. Ac-

customed. Tuy jen 1 4

compliant; with miKlness

and ease. One says A long appear-

ance.

11450. (-) Hwuytuyfij|
a certain disease of a

horse which incapacitates it

to ascend, the same expression is

otherwise written.

11451. (-) Read Tuy, To

full
, to fall in ruins. Also

read Kwae.

^^l
1
1 ttf

/ V^^

|
1 loitering!

to miss an oppor-

11452. (-) To be ruined

and fill down; to cause

to fait down ,
to degrade;

to push down earth or

mould. Used in the sense

of thepreceding.
Soft;

flexible ; obedient. Name Cfa Place -

Tsuytuy

Tso to

tunity.

,11453. (-) From head and

bald. The side of the face ;

a bald head; ar-pid gust of

wind blowing downward*; rushing

down as earth or water. Flowing,

yielding, obedient, to cherish

thoughts of. The name of a hill.

Used for the two preceding, -which

also are employed for this character.

Tuy jen
j

#fc obediently.

Tuy to
| ^ sluggish ; lazy.

TWAN OR TOAN.- -CCCLXXVIl SYLLABLE.
V

Manuscript Dictionary, Tuan. Canton Dialect, Tune ; the French U.

11454. (/) Kea. To lend

or transfer to; and Hea,

A surname. Often erro-

neounly usedfor

11455. (/) Twan. From

te speitr, and the sound

Twan. A piece of silk;

a distinct separate piece.

A section of history ; a

piece of business or work.

Name of a horse and of a yalley.

Show twan ^- j

skill in doing any

thing. Kew twan^^ |

a hill side.

Peeu twan H 1 a complete piece.

Tlh twan sze
' ^ an allair ;

a piece of business. Yih twan koo

sze
ftf J ^ an old story. Ta

twan yr I the larger p irt ; for the

most part; generally speaking.

11456. (/) Read Hea,

or Twan The inside lin-

ing of a shoe. Read

Twan, commonly used

to denote S.Ik. Kang-he

says, erroneously so.

Twan heae
| j^ silk,

shoes.

Chow tw.m
&}j

I or Chow twan
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twan\ :lk generally.

Chow

teen iS 1 ffif
"lk

/tF*-i I (H

shop.

11457. (V) A certain pre-

paration of meat ; dried

Scsh.

11458. An egg not hatched

to perfection.from
which

a bird is never produced.

1 1 459. ( f) From metal

and a lection of. To melt

metals ; to fuse ; to ham-

mer j to work;to mature;

to make weapons; the

name of an arrow.

Twan le'cn \
jfe

to fuse or hammer

metal into any shape or utensil ; a

person thoroughly versed in anj art.

Used for the preceding.

Twan leen che le
) ^ ^X Jt*.

an officer of a penal court, who by

skill in the law works or shapes a c;.se

to suit his puqoir, and to condemn

the person he is opposed to.

11460. Disease of lameness

in the hands and feet.

11461. Intended to represent

plants springing forth with

the roott below the ground,

and the blades or shoots above the

earth. The origin of any thing; the

point from which it springs into exis-

tence. Read Chuen, A hollow vessel.

? 1

TWAN

11468. Chaou twan

litlle, small.

. . k 1 1463. To cut even ; to cut

j^ll and form; to direct and

I'MJ arrange. A regular grave

deportment.

Twan e
*

=6 to decide on what is

just and equitable.

1 1464. (
-

) From water and

to springforth. Water gush-

ing forth, or running on

with rapidity. Read Chuen, The

name of a river.

1 1 465. (
-
) From erect and

plants springing out of the

ground. Strait; correct;

upright; decorous; decent; grave.

Springing forth; commencing ; the

commencement; a beginning ; the

head , the first principle or originat-

ing cause. They say every man h;is

the Twan or principles of tenevo-

lence, justice, the "decent" anA know-

ledge, if he chooses to employ them.

/ A piece of cloth or silk. Name of a

place, a palace, an animal. A sur-

nam.1
.

Twan ching
] j ~|

correct and deco-

Twan fang ~Jj
\ rous in one's

moral conduct and behaviour; se-

riousness and gravily.

Twansze 1 "j^ men of learning and

correct principles.

Twan seu I

CTJj
the end of a ball of

silk ; the proper place to begin and

draw out a cocoon of silk.

Twan jin chingsze 1 J^ j -f-

TWAN

a correct man and well-principled

scholar.

Twan show 1
"If'")

the head} the

Twan ne 1 $? I commencement;
I VI* J

the originating cause; the incipient

principle.

Twan woo tse'e"
j

Twan yang 1

a term or holiday ; shops are shut and

appreilices have play.

11466. (!) A pig ^por-

cupine. A hog in motion ;

a pig walking; certain sym-

bols employed in divination, called

Kwa. To be-distinguished from Lfih

to carve wood.

flth moon

5th day,

1 1 467. ( \ ) From an arrow

and a bean. To measure

the length of with an arrow.

Short; to shorten; low in stature;

to come short of one's doty'; to be

in fault . Chnng twan Is long

and short ;
the different sides of an

affair, pro and con, good and bad.

Twan che 1
ifj"

to cut short human

life ; two of six forms of infelicity.

Twan is to die before the age of six-

teen ; Chi", before marriage. The

first also expresses to lose one's

younger brothers by death ; the lat-

ter a father losing his sons.

Twan ch >o 1
jjj

short place; defect ;

fiiilt; short-coming; baseness.

Twan hing 1
4y deficient in conduct

or behaviour, bad behaviour.

Twan ke 1 fnzT a shortness of breath,
j <^**

Twari kung
'

~f' work done in win-

t r ; fr. m the tenth moon to the first

moon of the following year.
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Twanjin
j J\^

a short man.

Twan kung
j

"p employed only for

a job ; also a short day's work.

Twan shaou
j /J^ leu than the proper

sum or quantity.

Twan tsing
| /|>j|

without proper

generous feelings.

11468. ( \) Ting twan

PJT a deer park ; a

piece ofuiicultivated Innd

attached to a house ,
l.iml

trodden by wild animals.

Twan yuen
j

4JJ irre-

gular unrestrained conduct.

IS 114G9. Chuen. To turn to

one point ; to condense in one

place.

11470. [-J From condensed

and surrounded. Collected

together ) forming a round-

ness ;
a mass of; a conglomerated por-

tion of a round body , as the moon ; a

dwelling together, as one body. YUC"

twan yuen ^ fj|j
the moon

full and round. Yth twan ho ke

I 'ffl ^H.
an narmon 'ou> principle

of union, blended together in one

common feeling of hiirmony. Foo

tse twan yuen -^- ^ ||J
the

affectionate uniun of husband and

wife. Yin twan lie ho 1 1
I I

TWAN

a collection of intense fires.

ShBh tso yih twan
|fe
M . 1

contracted altogether; shrunk up

into one mass. Hwang twan
Tjt'

1

a certain medicinal plant

Twan tscth 3Jn to accumulate; to
I l ^ -.

hoard up; to forestall, as in the case

of grain, which is severely prohibit-

ed by the government.

Twan keg 1
:My

connected ; all the

parts blending; a neatness and union

in a written paper.

T;mneen
*

'grounding offthe year,

which is done by a kind of family

fea^t.

1 1 47 1 . To cut into parts ; to

mutilate.

11473. Round; conglomerat-

ed. Read Chuen, To burn

bricks. A brick.

11473. (-) To turn round

with the hand; to strike

lightly; to push together;

close application to. The

name of a bird. Read

Chuen, To bind together ;

to roll up ; to roll round.

TWAN <t:>7

11474. (-) Read Twan and

Tcuen. From heart and

intense application to. Men-

tal labour and faliguo ; grief; sorrow.

11475. p) From an axr

and illk thread* divided.

TII cut Miiiider, t<> rut

JL A^^ to pieces j to break arm**;

^^~" to decide ; to determine i

to sell ledmil>ts, decided-

|i^^ ly ( with abiolute certain-

JgfT y- TatW
.-.n|j I

to

^f I break asunder. Ken

twan
yj^

to decide

and settle doubt*. Twan

tseu?
| Jjt^conipii

absolute separation from ; com).le-

tely disconnected.

Twan yih leaou fa ^t }
<f

cut offa lock ofher hair

Twan jen $ certainly ; asuredU.

TwanpBh king 1 ^7\ "w" to refuse

absolutely.

Twan chow Ian 1 -fit- $ cut all the
I / '4

*
il/iL

painters of the boats.

Twan ke 1 sf to cut asunder I hi*
I /JA

breath, to expire; to die.

Twan twan
|

1 a decided honest cha-

racter; assuredly ; positively.

1H76. To decide; determin-

ed.

n. K 11
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UH- CCCLXXVIH SYLLABLE.

Sometimes pronounced With. Manuscript Dictionary, W. Canton Dialect, Ok, Vk, ad Cat.

__* 1 1 477. [ " J From a line

placed on the top of man.

J ViV Commonly defined, High

and level at the top. To cut off the

feet as a punishment. Luh wuh pS
I dangerous rocks.

fih chay jig"
those who have had

I f~t

the r feet cut off.

fill teih 1
fj'l

occurs in some play

books, denoting Alas! what ? a cant

provincial word. uh uli 1

a firm immovcnblc appearance.

11478. [
. ] To move;

moved ; agitaled ; dis-

quieted.

11479. [i>] A tree without

any hranches ; a stunted

short appearance; moved;

disquieted ; agitated. Part of a

man's name, and of the name of a

brute animal.

PTC
11480. [ ] A rocky hill

with earth on its top.

Hi^h and dangerous, uh

uli unstable;

insecure.

V14S1. () Read uh, and

repeated, fih Hh, denote*

A boat or other vessel

tossed about by the waves. Read

Yih, Strong; robust, martial.

11483. [u] From a human

tody and at a place. A place

of residence. A house ;. a

dwelling ; a habitation. A covering

of a cart or carriage. A surname.

The name of a place. Hea uh
l|p

I the name of a bill. Wang uh

name of a hill. Shin uh

jjjrfj

'

a divine house, the shell of

a tortoise.

Hh choo
jyfr

to exterminate a

whole kindred; the relations of fa-

ther, mother, and wife, for some

crime against the state.

Qhlsefh
\ ^\ theroofofahouse .

uh pei [ ^J

Fang uh Jf | \
Qh shay

uh yew

.

a house; a dwelling.

that which rambles

over the house, green mossy vegeta-

tion, that grows on damp old houses.

11483. (u) uh IsBh
|

to restrict , to limit. A

surname. Hh tseuen 1 0S

name of an immortal.

11484. () To- punish with

death, in a severe manner.

To kill in a house or retired

place, not in the open market place.

1 1 485. (u) The crowing

ofa cock.

1 1 486. From woman and a

house. Good ; elegant.

Qh Oh
| ]

costume, man-

ner; general appearance.

11487.. (u) From hand and

to house. To grasp in the

hand; to take a handful ;
a

small appearance. Used in the sens;:

of the following. Bh show seang

hwan 1 ^- ig |
to shake hands

with mutual joy.

11488. (u) From cloth and

a house. A curtain ; a tent.

11489. ( u ) From water and

house. Moistened; tinged;

imbued ; enriched, as with

dew
; shining ; glossy ; mellow. Name

of a river,

uh IsTh I /ai imbued; enriched, as
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with the dews and showers of heaven,

applied to Imperial favours.

11490. YS or fib. From a

htuse and flesh. Thick with

fat.

11491. [o] Bhtsiih
\

the teeth closely pressed

against each other ; to

gnash (he teeth; a person

embarrassed, a small ap-

pearance,

11493. (u) From metal ai.d

to waih. To wash with silver

or gold. Silver, (under thi.i

word) ii called Pthkin f^l /& white

metal.

11493. [] From bad

and dangerous. Fati-

gued; wearied. One says,

The feet stretched apart.

The two last characters

are also read Kwci and

Ke.

11494. [ ] Trom water

and tender. To water

plant! ; to enrich with

moisture. Flourishing ;

loft ; fertile land. Died

also in a moral sense. The

name of a river, one of nine regions,

tih kwan
j |*jf

or Kwan show j

. to wash the hands.

11495. A certain water bird.

UNG. CCCLXXIX SYLLABLE.

Some read Gang. Manuscript Dictionary, ling. Canton Dialect, Yung,

4*1

11496. [-] From ge-

neral andfeathers. The

feathers or down on the

neck of a bird ; the- ap-

pearance of flying An

old man whose neck is

>>_> clothed with his waving

itl beard. A title of honor

K|>|^^ ) and respect, addressed to

old people. A surname. Tun ung

^S I a bald headed old man. Yu

ung v(g
|

a fisherman. Laou ung

4- \ an old gentleman. Tang ung
,un i

'ig
Ihe superior officer in a

district court, is called Tang-ung by

his inferior officers. Tsun ling _>'').

I your honored father. Pill tinv

ung
|

I gH a white head ung

name of a bird; a grey headud man.

Ung koo 1 fyff
a grand-father and

grand mother by the father's side.

.1497. Ungyi
|

')OIU ' lne stpon8 or violent

dig heang 1 fe great strength .

11498. The appearance of

dust rising. Sound of wind,

or metaphorically 'th&faine

of usages or customs.

199.
[ -] Name of :i

1'i.int

that dyes yellow.

-^J Wang, To revive again.

Ung lac 1 ^J plants- and grass with

delicate stems and luxuriai.t foliage.

^
*

Ungyuh 1 $' plants and trees grow-

ing luxuriintly.

l*t>
11500. [ / ] A disease of the

) V-l nose; a stoppage of tbc

nose.

11501.
f f] A pitcher

wilh which to draw wa-

ter out of a well. Keih

ung ^g 1 an earthen

vessel, in ancient times

used in music. 5hw8y

ung Jl{
a water

pitcher. Ung kang

QfT
a Lirge pitcher. Ung

yew 1 tffi a round

window, like the raoulli

of a pitcher
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URH.- -CCCLXXX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Vlli, Lh, and El. Kang-he's Dictionary, E. Canton Dialect, E,

11502. [ \ ] The hair on

the side of the cheek.

A connective particle,

and; tt. Sometimes

disjunctive, but; and

contrariwise. Sometimes

affirms ; an euphonic particle at the

beginning of a sentence. Used for

thou or you. Jen urh $ 1 it is
IlU |

indeed so, but. Urh e 1
j3 and

stops; nothing more than, a fre-

quent termination to some strong

expression implying that the very

utmost has been said or done.

Urh how 1 4& then afterwards.
1 K^v

11503. [/ ] A transverse

beam at the top of a

pillar. Name of a fruit,

a sort of chesnut. A

fungus, (species of Pezi-

za) that grows out of

old rotten wood, com-

monly called Mfih-urh

y|^
H. the ears oftuond,

compare,! to the mush-

room, which grows out

of Ihe ground, and is call-

ed
j|*|

Kwan. Read

Jucn, A certain fruit.

U504. Numerous appearance.

,11505. The-sidesofthemouth.

11506. [
'

] Water flow-

ing in divergingstreams;

tears flowing. Leen urh

;S 1 incessant wop-

ing.

11507. [
>

] Excessively

boiled; boiled to rags.

11508. [' ] Fish spnwn;

name of a fish which is

much esteemed.

11509. A funeral

carriage, a I.earse.

11510. [ \ ] Intended to

represent the ear. The

ear of any animal; any

tiling that resembles an

ear
; a handle , an eupho-

nic and emphatic particle.

A surname. Name of a cup; of a

man ; of a place ; of a hill
;
of a

plant ; of a quadruped, and of an

insect. MQh urh ~fc wood's

ears, a fungus that grows from wood,

eaten by the Chinese. See 1 1503.

Urh to j uen 1 Z3t $$? a soft car ; to
I *^V "17*

give a ready ear to slanders j cre-

dulous.

Urh wan she lieu ; yen kan she shih

what the ear hears is vague ; what

the eye sees is real.

Urh shih
j ^ to devour with the
I F^C

f ar ; credulous'; to listen to instruc-

tion without relish or thought.

Urh tun
|

|.&
a great grandson's

grandson.
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11511. [/] From car and

knife. To cut off the ears.

11512. The sides or corners

ofthe mouth. The side of

the face between the mouth

and car; the side ofthe head.

11513. [ f] A spring sa-

crifice intended to expel

disease. To clear away

the feathers from the

ear of a bird previously

to shedding it* blood in

sacrifice, which ceremony is intended

to prefigure the divinity's opening

his ear to the prayer ofthe penitent.

To shed blood in sacrifice.

11514. [' ] Second, or next

to ; an assistant. The name-

of a place. Also read Tae,

A surname.

11'515. [\] From gem and-

ear. G^nis, &c. attached to.

the ear, as an ornament; an

ear-ring; to attich to ;
a halo by the

side of the sim. Used in the- sense

of M. Urh.

11516. [ V ] From metal

and ear. A hook ;
a barb.

11517. ( \) From to eat and

an ear. A sort .f cake ; a

kind of pye made of meat

and pastry. A bait to- catch fish

with j a bait in a moral sense ; some-

thing to operate on the cupidity of

man ; something to seduce him to evil.

fART II. L 11

11518. (\) Liih
urhj

the name of a horse.

11519. (') Intended to

repre fnt an infant before

the sutures ofthe cranium

are completely ossified

and joined. An infant ;

a child ; a boy. Feeble ,

ii.f.mlile. Used as a Par-

ticleofmere sound, much

employed by the northern

and Tartar people. A surname. Urh

tfze
j -jp

a boy. Neu urh ~ar

a
girl. Ying urh wl 1 a new born

infant. Seaou urh /U 1 or Seaou

urh tsze-Av - a little boy, or

in the language of courtesy, My little

boy. Hue urh jfff 1 a child, or
i^\ i

Your chi'd ; used by children to their

parents instead of I or Me. Yih teen

urh
Ejj

a little ; a small

quantity^ Ming urh HH, 1 to-mor-
J T'J I

row, these expressions are quite col-

loquial. Urh neu 1
-t/r

a boy and

girl. Urhcha 1 ^ Terra Japouica,

or Cutechu.

11520. (
/

) Appearance of

unwilling compliance; much

talk. Joourh
jljlj |

forced

or violent laughter. Head Wa,

Wa gow 1 p^ the prattle of little

children ,
to speak to kindly, as to a

little child.

11521. The same as the

following. According to the

Dictionaries read E.

11522. (\) Two ; both.

Te urh ^T second.
~~ "

PHI. urh sin ^ I
(|^s

not two hearts i i. e. of

one mind, faithful to eack

other. PuhurhkeaT^

not two prices, every person,

is charged the same.

Urh chun cha 1 jK. ^& tea plucked

after t!je seventh of May nearly, and

before the twenty-second of June.

Urh shw8 seang fan
]

=& ]\ ^
the two statements contradict each

other.

Urh shlh urh she
] "f" ^ j

the twenty-two hiitorians i
an univer-

sal history of China up to the Ta-

tsing dynasty.

Urh Jin tung sin
j \ |j fo

two persons of one mind.

Urh tsze 1
/^j*

twice.

Urhjin 1

/^orUrhtsin | S^ the

two persons, or two relations j i.e.

father and mother.

Urh ting tscu yih | ~p ffl
- '

of two men take one by a conscrip-

tion for the army. (A. D. 1090.)

11593. [\ ] Near to; at

hand. Kea urh jg \

far and near. Suy moo

tsae " rn
j|ij ^ ^E ]

the close of the year is at

hand.
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11584. [/] From
J~J

Kfung, A large enclosed

tpacc, and &7 Lc, Expan-

ded and enlightened. Thou

or you; your. An eu-

phonic and emphatic par-

ticle ; a response or an-

swer. Yun urh 3^ \

just as it is said
; just so.

Urh hwa
J 3|t flourishing, luxuriant.

Mae urh
J^J

1 it is i.t last thus.

Urli kS lung se show Ulh
J hJQ

counlry '*

pressed by enemies on the east and

west, said by the Manchow Tartars

to China.

Urh urh 1 abundant; plentiful.

11525. (\) Weakness of mind.

5 . Urh gow |)gj

* the prattle of a little child.

WA. CCCLXXXIST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Vti. Canton Dialect, Ge.

11527. (\) A generic

term for all earthen ware

already burnt. Bricks

vg^ or ware made of earth ;

^Jj tile* ; flags made of burnt

^r ^^ earth ; an earthen uten-

sil used in twisting threads. The

second is an unauthorized form.

Kaine of a place j a man's name.

Mow wa^ the upper tiles.

Hwang wa 4^ yellow tiles on

the Imperial palace and temples of

Confucius.

Wa chuen
'

^S bricks or flags of

burnt clay.

Wa h
j ^ the union of two Chi-

nese tiles, which are originally a cy-

linder cut lengthwise.

Wakwiin
j

Sfe an earthen pitcher.

Wa ke 1
!

j$L earthen ware.

Wa ta
| y^ the honorable an ob-

solete phrase.

1 1588. (
'

) From a shelter

and tricks. A mud or

clay house; or a house

composed of clay and

bricks.

11529. A kind of sceptre

made of fine stone, carried

in the hands by ancient

governors or princes of slate, as the

signal of authority; the Emperor

gave them as the badge or seal of

his appointment. A certain measure

1 1 530 [
-

]
Lascivious airs

or songs ;
a flattering wheedl-

ing tone. A child's sobbing

and weeping pettishly. To reach or

vomit. An apparent stoppage in

the throat.

11531. (-) A handsome

beautiful woman. Name of

a palace. Name of a bird.

11532. [-] Read Kwei and

Wa, An earthen boiler; deep ;

profound appearance : Hol-

low below to admit vapour to ascend.

^> . > lisas. [-] Clear water;

water in the print of the

feet of cattle; a deep ditch.

Also used for * Wa, Foul wafer.

1153*. (-) Frogs; an

excessive croaking and

noise, as of frogs. Wa

koo, win luy Jj^

jjj>(. 'Hf
the drumming

of frogs and the thunder

of mosquitos. Wa shing

J|3-
an excessive

noise.

11535. (} little hild

crying.
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11536. ( \ ) To seize any

thing with the hand ;
to

grapple; to pull back.

11587. From a pit nod

a melon. A hole rrvide

by a hoof of an animal;

a dirty puddle ; a low

dirty place appearing not

full. The name of an

office.

Wa and lung 1 1^ low ami filthy ;

hi;;h and flourishing.

1 1 538. [ / ] Read Yaou and

Wa, Hollow ; indented; a

pit ; a concave.

WA. CCCLXXXIP SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Va. Canton Dialect, Wat.

11539. [.] From a cavern

and one. Altogether a den ;

a deep hollow place; hollow

and large ; to explore with the hand

in a deep hollow place.

11540. [v] From hand and

hollow. To hollow put with

the hand ; to work out a pit

or cavern, t'rh w$jT j anearpick.

W urh
j

^JL to pick the tars.

1 1541. The soui.d or noise

of drinking.

1 1 542. Sound made by an ap-

parent stoppage of the throat,

a kind of hiccough.

11543, f"J Clothing for

the feet and legs; stock-

ings. YTh slmang nan

tszeteihwa
ij FJj

-JT $J \
a Pair <>f

liaen's ilockings. Wi

Uze 1 -
stocking!.

WAE. CCCLXXXIIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, f'ai. Canton Dialect, Got.

11 ^44 [-] From even-

ing and to divine. To

ascertain what is beyond

one's knowledge. Out-

lide ; to put outside; to

exclude ; foreign ; be-

yead ; not included in. Choo

wae I exclusive of; beside.

Fang wae
JrJ J

dis|iersed people.

Ling wae ^q j something besides ;

something else. Ts^e wae H
exclude one's self. Nny wae ^

inside, outside ; within, without ;

iiatires and foreigners. E wae ta

|
beyond what one thought of.

. . *

Too wae H^ to put out of one's
'^^- i

estimate, to lay aside.

Wae kw8 1 TO a foreign nation.

Wae nieen
,

t6l of Wae tow
| flu

i MH i *?*'

the outer surface ; out side.

Wae tsae
j

~/t~ external talents, ex-
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presses a general knowledge of let-

ters and mankind, more extensively

than the routine of school learning.

Wae wci
j ^E an inferior military of-

ficer about the rank of a corporal or

sergeant.

Wae yang vH abroad , far off.

WAN

'

11515. [-] From no/and

correct. Aslant ; distort,

ed; incorrect; depraved.

Tso wa^ qg I to sit in a distorted

WAN

posture. Pinj; sang wtih tsS v*ae sin

sze^f-Ak^/ft I &$-.
the daily course of your lit,- do not

commit depraved actions then you

need not be al.irmcd at a midnight

knock at the door.

Wan sin 1 ,Q a depraved heart.

WAN. CCCLXXXIV SYLLABLE.

Sometimes read ffitan and Yuen. Manuscript Dictionary, Van and Von. Canton Dialect, Une.

1154S. (-) Read Hwan

or Wan. Every thing

round, or spherical and

turning is culled Wan.

See Hwan.

H547. (-) From skin and

a round tall. A protuberant

swelling. One says, A case

for an arrow.

11548. (-) From silk and

a kail. Pure; fine white

silk ; glossy and rich. Wan

koo
| ^flj

fine silk breeches used

contemptuously for gorgeous attire.

Wan hwan
J

fm fine, smooth, jlussy

glittering.

Wanshen
| J|j

a lady's fjn.

.^^ 11549. The first cause j in-

visible and opi-r.itirg prin-

ciple. The origin ; tlie cora-

mcncemei.t; great. The fiist, tfaa

principal; the head; the chief. A

surname. See Yuen.

* 11550. [-] To pare; to cut

'^f t I even ; to cut off the corners

r *>f or angles ; to round.

11551. (-) Round j rounded;

to rub off the corners, or

make round; to remove

knotty facts, and the stubborn corners

of truth for the purpose of carrying

through a given affair.

Wan kwei keS mincha
\ J|^ ffi

$$? Wan is to melt off the corners of a

square stone.

1 1 552. Appearance of water

circulating; a kind of eddy.

11553. (/) A precious

stone; to be fond of; to

take delight in, cither in

a good or bad sense; to

be f.niiiliar with
;
to prac-

tice. To linger and play

with what is agreeable; to play and

trifle in a bad serwe;to seduce; child's

play; to play as a child. The second

character denotes to be so familiar

as to be weary of. Yew wan jfe 1

to ramble about. Tae wan c?
A&1

I remiss and trifling.

Wan Jin sang Kb.
] A^ fjt^

miliur trifling with persons destroys

virtue.

Wan lung j
T*?? to play and trifle

with; to seduce to evil.

Wan she 1 SB to view as matter of

sport.

Wan set h 1 %% practiced in; familiar

with.

Wan sS
j

^tr to muse on with pic*

sure ; to study with a feeling of sa-

tisfaction.

Wan shwa 1 7?3 to trifle and play
I Z^^

for amusement; idle vicious amuse-

ment; trifling seductive intercourse

with women.
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Wa we fft to relish the taste,

either in a natural or intellectual

sense. Wan wBh sang che
| !3jty]

$C
"i to trifle with thing? dissi-

pates the mind.

1 1 554. [
-

] From head and

the tound Yuen. A thick-

headed doltish person. Sim-

ple ; silly; foolish; stupid; obsti-

nate. Also read Yun and Yuen. Wan

kang 1 ilB a stupid ohslinate dis-

position. Wan pe 1
3JK stupid

and weak unfit for one's duty.

11555. [-] Wanorllwan,

and Wuh. To complete;

to finish ; to close. See

Hwan. Wanke'8
\ ^ to wind

up and complete any affair.

VV.m peen 1
Hjj

to finish an essay ;

to conclude a tisk.

Wanleang
] ^J5

to pay the whole of

the land tax due from one.

Wan sze 1
|||.

completed the affair;

made an end of the concern.

11556. [\] From hand and

to complete. To strike; to

rub ; to work stones ; to cut ;

to pare.

Wan mo g to work stones.

.fr 11557
[ \ J

FTOHI day and

perfect. Light; bright; il-

lustrious.

11558. [\] From water and

to complete. To rleanse with

w.atcr. The name of a river.

Wan teih 1 f|X to wash and cleanse.
I nw

PART II. Mil

1 1 559. ( \ ) From while and

complete. Perfectly white ;

clear; bright. Name of a

place.

11560. [1] From eye

and perfect. The appear-

ance of a bright star;

luminous; beautiful; a

fine rolling eye; wood

pared round and hand-

somely formed; flattering; wheedl-

ing. Heen wan B9 I a beautiful

appearance.

Wan-wan I to look at intensely.

11561. [ \ ] From a Uiheel

and pirfcel. Rounded;

cut or pared round.

1 1 562. Wan or Vuen. From

evening and a l.-not To

lurn one's self round on

one's couch, because of feeling

uneasy.

1156S. p ] Read Yii-Ti

and Wan, To cover one's

self over with shrubs or

plants, crooked and made

to hang down; yielding;

hence the common phrase

Yuen chuen I M!'M

yielding and turning ; i. e.

accommodating one's

self to circumstances. Read (-) The

name of a hill; of a coutilty in the

west ? a surname. Read ( / ) A small

appearance.

Wan jif 1
4j~l as if; according

Wan jen 1 ?M) to.

11564. [-] To cut or pare;

to engrave metal ; to pick

or cut deep into.

11565. (\) From woman

and to bend. A yielding

complaisant woman.

Wan wan 1 mP or read Yuen-wan,
I /y\*

trying to please and gratify ; yielding ;

submissive; flattering.

11566. (\) from hand

and to bend. The place

where the hand bends;

the wrist; also to bend

with the hand.

I

11567. O) Head Wan or

Yuen, From water and

to turn. Water whirling

round; an eddy; also

expressed by Wan yen

1 to whirl round
I C>*^

and round.

115G8. (N) A bowl or

dish. Wan teg 1 $
a plate.

11569. A wooden bowl: a

trencher.
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11570. Name of a plant ;

grass ; pasture. Fee Yuen.

11571. [ \ ] Read Wan

and Yuen. From insect

or reptile, and to turn

round. The wriggling

motion of a snake ; the

gait of a tiger. A worm.

Wan yen \
jjjjjt

or Fan wan
(j^ |

the motion of a dragon or of a ser-

pent. Yuenshen
J ^ a worm.

11573. (\) From flesh

and to turn. The wrist ;

the turning part of the

fore-.irm and hand. To

turn; to twist; to op-

press. The second form

trf

denotes To pull ; to drag.

B?* Show wan
3f- j

the

"-J ) hand and wrist; the part

where the hand iurn.

11573. [-] From/oo and

to bend. To bend the foot

or leg ; to bend the body.

11574. Yuen. From ^
Peaou, To reach up or down

from one hand lo another, and

^ Yu, To endeavour to ex-

tend to. To lead or pull from

one place lo another-, slow. See

JJwan and Yuen.

11575. (\) From to walk

and slow. A slow, stately

gait.

11576. (\) From sUk and

tlov. Slowly ; leisurely. See

Uwan.

11577. (<) From woman

and to excuse. Flattering

looks; trying to please;

yielding; complying.

11578. ( V) From hand and

lo stop. To lead ; to draw.

Wan lew 1 -E3 to detain.

Wan hwuy teen e
j |pj ^ ^

to draw back the favorable will of

hea.ven ;
to induce the favor of God

by repentance and virtuous deeds.

Wan hwuy
| jtlj

to draw back ; to

restore; lo bring again to a good

state.

Wan ko
] B)X\ cerlain hymns or

Wan ko &&
jS^

) songs sung at fu-

nerals by those who pull the hearse.

1157*. (\) From day and

lo stop. The day approach-

ing its close. The even-

ing of the day ; the even-

ing of life; late ; too late.

Tsaou wan J3.
|

morn-

ing and evening. TsS wan jjt

last evening. Kin wan /^ 1 this

evening. Ming wan 0P 'I to mor-

row evening.

Wan ching 1 hb to succeed or ef-

fect late in life.

Wan fan
'j -jaB

the evening meal-

supper.

Wan ho
I ^ the last crop of grain.

Wan koo
]

rfA the evening drum.
4 ife^V

Wan keen
| l^l during the evening.

. late in life.Wan neen

Wan sang r an expression by

which juiiiors designate themselves.

Wan shang

Wan yay
j

in the evening.

night.

11580. (\) The name of m

wood.

11581. (') FromtrAerfor

carriage and to thrust or

dram. To pull a carriage;

to go before and draw after one ; to

draw a hearse. Syn. with J^ Wan.

Wan chay
'

l|f
a kind of barroa

or carriage drawn by the hand.

HwS wan, hwo tuy _nj/
j

J5j .Jgg

some pulled, and some thrust behind.

1158?. [\] To lead; to

draw; to pull.

11583. (/) An insect; a

name of bees, which

are exceedingly nume-

rous, and are fertile in

plains. Ten thousand ; an

indefinitely large number;

a superlative particle.

Name of a district. The

Indian figure Swaslica, or

the To show wan tsze
ijj

3E- dj

iy._
in imitation of which the

Chinese often make the lattice of

their windows; the vitruvian scroll.

Pih wan 7:1 I a million. Shlh

tse'cn wan
-J- -p j

one hundred

millions.

Wan fun jTh | /r^
or Wan yth

- one in ten thousand.

Wan ke ^& expresses the multi-

plicity of avocations iu which a So-

vereign of China hast to engage ; the
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vast number of concerns which call

for his attention.

Wan hwa tung 76" r~t the tube of

ten thousand flowers ; a name given

by the Chinese to the Proteuscope,

or Kaleidoscope.

Wan keth mS shdh
j ijfo ffi' H=

millions of years cannot redeem it.

Wan kwS
'

fjjl
all nations.

Wanshan
|
mthegreat Ladrone island.

Wan she chin lun
-jjf; Wj* YJ&

for ten thousand a^es mny I sink

below the relations of humanity ; i. e.

be condemned to eternal degradation

and suffering a curse uttered by

vicious abandoned people.

Wan show
|

:=* the imperial birth

day ; ten thousand long lives.

Wan show keuli 1 ^^ Tagetes,

the French marigold.

Wan show kung
j
31 ^ a hall de-

dicated to the Emperor in every Pro-

vince, where, on his birth day, the

officers of government make their

prostrations.

Wan show kwo 1
||p

iffi Ihe Carica,

or Papaya or Papaw fruit.

Wan tsze kwo
^ ^! ^/ the Hovenia

dulcis, the ten thousand character

fruit, so called from its resemblance to

the Indian figure
v

-f| Swastica, which

the Chinese call a Wan-tsze, and which

is often drawn on the breast of idols-

Wan suy yay i

Wan wan suy

'

j

peror of China.

Wan wang -5? ten thousand hopes;

i. e. great expectation, trust, reliance

upon.

Wan woo 1 -; a general or univer-

sal sort of posture-making.

Wan woo tsze le
] ^ |H/ JFH
I ftii >*U *-i:

no such principle.

appellation

of the Em-

a bow.

11584. (.-) From wordi

title anA a botc. To draw

a bow and shoot forth an

arrow. Curved; bending ;

winding; to bend ; to draw.

Wan kung
J

S to bend

11585. Wanyun 1
||ijf

a small mouth. Yun, is by

itself defined, a Large

mouth.

^Ss 1I58r>' ( '> From "'" and

"T/OtHpf to bend. A hollow curve

tf
* ^ in the shore, where the water

forms a bay ; a safe place for boat*

or ships to anchor.

Wan wan, keuh keuh
j

1
fjjt

dfa

winding and turning.

Wan-piS
'

^anchored or moored

in a bay ; anchored in a safe place.

WAN. CCCLXXXV SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fen. Canton Dialect, MSn,

11587. (-) To draw a line;

to paint a picture or repre-

sentation of a thing ;
an as-

semblage of colours; fine composi-

tion. The veins, liiiCi, or grain of

wood or of stone ,
marks or spots on

skins. The ripple on the surface of

water; any thing ornamental; it

includes every excel,ence and every

virtue. Name of au animal. A sur-

name. Letters ; literature ; literary ;

literary men ; civil officers. Teen

win -fc 1 astronomy. Pih w5n

Q 1 the te-tt alone nocomment.

Chiih
winjjjU j

forms of prayer.

Win chang 1 T|?
a bright assemblage

of elegant letters fine composition,

polite literature.

Wan kwan pull heu fung kung how
J

ficers are not allowed to be created

nobles, he who requests such a

thing, and the person in whose favor

he a,sks it, are both to be beheaded.

Wan jin
j ^ a literary man.

Wan yen
j
S7 notices of eminent

literary characters.

Win kwau I 'w' civil officers of

government.

Wiule
] Jj| style.
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Win chang yew she pae I _5L fa

fll ]}&
tbe 8l*'e f comPos't 'x)n nas

a fashion.

Win tsaon I [t-jf a rough copy t an

original draught of any document.

Win tsze 1 f the original pictures

of things, and subsequent characters ;

letters ; literature.

Wan tung
j

TO young literary gra-

duates.

Win woo
| jj

civil and military.

Win chTh
j 4|f

win is the external

ornament; Chih, the substantial part.

Winya
|

ft elegant; genteel.

Wan shoo 1 ils a government dis-

patch.

Win wang -f-[
a famous ancient

prince. Win 1 occurs in various

other proper names.

1I5SS. (\) From hand

and ta stroke. To wipe off
;

to rub. Win luy
j ^

to wipe away the tears.

Win shih 1 ^ to wipe, or rub off.

11589. (f ) The name of a

river which rises on the

south-nest side of 3fe |||

Tae-shan mountain in the province

of Shan-tung.

Win-ho
j yffl"

the above named river

in Shan-tung.which falls into llie great

canal at right angles, and sends forth

its waters in two directions.

1 1 590. (
-
) From sillc and

fnc. Fine silk. Ling win

different sorts of silk.

Wan yin 1 & fine silver, the pure

Chinese silver, called at Caston Sysee,

from the Chinese &IH % Se-sze,fine
u^* i\\\

silk ; wliich is also applied to this

silver.

1 159 1. ( /) Ravelled silk;

a state of confusion, disorder.

Yew teaou urh pish win 7^
f\ I in straight threads

and not ravelled. Pun yung win

^?^^ |
not sufier disorder or

confusion.

11592. (-) frominiccl

and delicate. The delicate

insect ; a mosquito.

1 1503. From rain and insect.

A swarm of insects.

11594. To cover; to over-

spread; to oversliaddow ; to

incubate; the act of incuba-

1 1 595. To separate ; to

break ; to cut asunder.

11596. [ \ ] The sides of

the in ( in ili. Too shin

v
*"ftt

>

f? 1
to thrust

out the lips.

11597. (\ ) To cut ;
to cut

111
t ' le mck " r tnroat tu cut

crosswise. Tszcwin
Fj

to cut one's own throat.

tion.

11598. [\] Read Win and

Min. From fesh and the

ride of the mouth. To join ;

to unite several things together ;

appearance of being completely

blended the water and land appear-

ing as one. Win hS
j 'tj' joined;

properly assorted.

1 1599. To close the mouth.

Same as No. 11596.

11600. From a basin with

food, and en incarcerated

man. To give food to

the prisoners. Benevo-

lent, kind hearted ;
warm

humane feeling.

11601. Read Gaou, Wflh,

and Win. From woman and

benevolent. An old woman ;

a mother; mother-earth, a divinity.

Win se
] jijjr

the man who marries

an old woman.

Wfihni 1 Ml a fat child.

1
-

Win pS 1 2i Win ncang

an old woman.

1 1 602. From htart and

warm. Hot indignant

feeling. Win fan '.

2~f anger and disquie-

tude of mind.

1 1603. Read Wuh and Wan.

From hand anil warm. To

place the hand upon , to

obliterate; to place a vessel above

warm water. To slain or dye.
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m
11604 [-J

warm hearted. Warm ;

genial; benign ; cordial ;

a mild, kind, sincere dis-

position. To warm.

Name of a river ; of a

spring ; of a territory ; and of a

district. A surname.

Win fung
j J^ a gentle breeee.

Win ho
j ip benign ; gracious ;

mild and gentle.

Win jow I 2C soft and gentle.

Wan paou
j MQ warmed and filled ;

i. e. well clothed and well fed.

-* Cl l!605- [] From u and

[ff*-r*
wrm. The sun rising with

genial warmth.

11606. Read Win or

Yun. From filk and

warm. The genial in-

fluencesof nature, which

operate in the produc-

tion of material exis-

tences : a confused state, like ravelled

silk ; hemp; tattered. 'I's/e win
Fj

I to hang one's self occurs writ-

ten thus. Yin van iM the

subtile genial influences of nature.

Fun win
Jj

I in a state of con-

fusion.

Win paou 1
xPJ

a tattered garment.

11607. [-] From plants and

warm water. A certain edi-

ble vegetable; an accumu-

lation of; accustomed lo.

1 1 608. From flantt and ge.

nial influence*. Luxuriant;

a great quantity of plants

FART II. II 11

collected together. An accumulation

of angry, indignant feeling, in Hie

Ireast ; repressed indignation.

Win ke an irritated mind.

Win tseTh
^ff

self restraint, arrd a

refraining to exhibit; a chaste style.

11609. [-J From disease

and warm. An epidemic

disease. Read Wfih, Sorrrow

of heart. Read Yun, A slight pain.

1,
y-

3y a distemper* a pes-

tilence.

51JAf

11610. To die in the womb ;

IJTT}
disease ; death.

^"^ Head W5n or

Yun, A certain kind of Tar-

tar carriage.

Wan leang
J ^ a warm carriage

to sleep in.

11612. From frngranl

and u-arm
; or from

plants and u-arm. In-

cense.

11GIS. [/] To ask; to

enquire ; to investigate ; to

examine into ; lo try before

a judge. To clear up and solve

doubts. To condemn. Formerly used

to denote Leaving any thing with one.

Occurs in the sense of To order. A

surname. Wo yaou wan ne yih keu

liwa $ H Pl fo ty 15
I with lo ask you a single sentence.

Tstay waii Uew kea ho choo yew fi
j

leave to auk where a tavern i< to be

found I Fang win
jflj |

or Sin

win =$ 1 to enquire into; to aik

about. Hc6 win ,(&
j

to learn

and to enquire; learning; knowledge,

lira win ~K 1 to ask of inferiors.

Win how 1 t& to make civil cnqui-
I ITC

ries about a person ; to pay respects

to; to compliment.

Win tsuy 1 M to convict ; to con-

dcrnn.

Win sze tsuy 1 3
3j|

to convict

of a capital crime; to condemn to

death.

Jyt-A*
/Sv

\ dialogue ; conversm-

Win tuy f^jj tion.

Ni win jpf 1 to seize and examine.

11614. (\) From oor and

ear. lo hear , to perceive

with the ear; sometimes

refers lo smell. To cause to hear ; to

state to ; the place to which the voice

reaches. The name of an animal. A

surname. Occurs for the preceding.

Shing wan yu teen ?2f ~r ^^
the \oice reached to heaven. Ting

win 3P> I to listen to. Shing

win
|-

to state to a superior.

Li. g win
X^- famous; a good

reputation.

WSn die
^ ^J]

to lie informed of.

Wan yn she ^ ]th
heard of ia

the world.

11615. [\] From grain

and minute, or repotc. To

moisten grain preparatory
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to distilling it Rest; repose ; safe;

firm. Can wan
^fc ]

at repose ;

quietly sctiled.

Fang wan ~j/$ 1 lo put down steadily.

Na Sn "to to take a firm hold

of; to surmise correctly another per-

fpn's views.

WANG

W$n tang
' ^ safe; no apprehen-

sion of danger.

WSn tang teih jin ^ 'f"[ f^J ^
a person who may be trusted.

rtl 11516. To vomit; to spit

out from themoulh.
tioo.

WANG
UfiiT. [/ ]

A cracked

stone ; a crack in any

Yesstl which y't adheres

and does not fail to piece* ;

a crack in a tortoise shell,

which is used in diviua-

WANG. CCCLXXXV1TH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Vang. Canton Dialect,

11618. (-) From three lines

representing heaven, earth,

man, and a perpendicular

line connecting these three powers;

the person who does so ; a ruler of

nations; the sjcond line is nearest

the highest, to shew that a prince is

raised near to heaven, and should imi-

tate heaven's virtues. The ancient

form of^^ Yilh, A gem.

A king, a sovereign. Royal; a title

of honor, applied to deceased ances-

tors ; to depend.mt princes of the em-

pire; and to the Emperors uncles and

brothers. Occurs in various proper

names. Read [ \ ) To rule; to

reign ; to govern ; to flourish. F&

waug ^j J

or Seang wang jj^ j

titles of Buddha. Te wang <j& 1

ancient title of sovereigns.

Wan-fa
] j^ the royal law; the

laws of the 1,-ind.

Wang fi puh low
| $ ^ j

the royal law cannot be evaded.

Wang gan shlh 1 ^ ^j a famous

scholar and statesman of the Sung

dynasty.

Wang foo
^ ^ a grand father's title

after his demise.

Wang how tsiu chth
] Jj J|^

the queen herself wove.

Wang how
<

Jfi
a Queen.

Wang moo 1 -fit a deceased grand

mother.

W.mg taou 1 ^ the royal way the

path of undeviating rectitude.

Wang teen hea che haou chay te yay

Te, is an appellation of one who rules

over the world.

11619. (\) From to %o and

Icing. To walk with great

speed.

11020. [
/ ] From the

sun and to rule ; or the

sun and lo goforth. The

sun going forth and shed-

ding abroad his illumina-

ting beams; to increase

in splendour and beauty. Hing wanj

che kea
JB. ] ^ ^ a

rising

flourishing family.

Wangscang
] ^ to increase' in light

and glory ; to prosper.

Wang tdh
'

^ri abundant; quite,

sufficient.

Wangyue
j J^

those months of the

year in which commerce and busi-

ness flourish.

11621. [-] From water and

royal. A large still expanse

of water; tranquil; deep;

wide
;
vast. A l:ike or pon<!.

Wang yang 1 fjL the vast ocean .

*E
116 i

:2. [\] From wood and

lo rule. To rule with clnl)

Ian. Bentdx wn ; oppressed ;

crooked ; disiorlcd. Yuen wang ^??

j

to accuse falsely ; to iiui.isli an in-

nocent person. Twauwang
'

Jr

lo decide nnjuslly.

kea '/;- superiors made to

submit and do honor lo inferiors.
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Wang she -4^
a distorted arrow; ap-

plied to removing eclipse*, to throw-

ing an arrow badly, and to a star.

1 1 623. From a step and a

matter, vulgarly from to

grow. To go ; what is

past and gone ; to walk

away ,
to send a present

to.

Wang lae
' ^ to go and come ; to

have intercourse with.

Wang neen 1 4E. years which are past.

Wang tsny
| 5p past offences.

Wang wang joo tsze 1 wQ Jf

always thus, continually so.

Wang wang
|

/H from time to time;

frequently; constantly.

11624. Artful; crafty.

11625. [-] Distorted

legs ; lame about the

feet; weak; feeble, crook-

ed; emaciated; dimi-

nutive.

11623. Weak; distorted.

11627.
[ /] From a /

gitive, the moon, and a

northern region. To hope

for the return of a bani-

shed friend. To look to-

wards; to hope; to ex-

pect; to direct one's coursa to a

certain place ; to be near to ; to be

opposite to, fronting a certain place;

the moon in opposition; full moon.

Name of a sacrifice. Che wang Jj
I to look forward to with hope.

Ling wang -^ to excite the

attention of mankind. Yew so wang

^" fijr

'

something to hope for.

Woo so wang 4ffi
fj|? ']

deprived

of hope. SS wang ijH the first

and the fifteenth day of the moon.

Yuen wang %* |
to look for with"

jL!u* 1

a feeling of resentment.

Wang yun ke ft.
| fj ^ >/jj

rules for observing the clouds and

vapours, in ordir to foretell lucky

or unlucky evrnU.

Wang jih 1
|r|

the 15th day of the

moon.

Wang lull 7*^
near sixty years of

age. Wang placed before seven, eight,

or any number beyond fifty, denotes

be'iiig near that number of tens.

14
ft V*
vs~ to stare

about and disregard.

11628. [f] From a

statesman, the tnunn, and

to sustain. The fifteenth

d ly of the moon, when

ministers are appointed

to wait on the Sovereign.

The full moon. The first and fif-

teenth of every moon are still court

days.

1 1 629. (
-

) Formed from

JBh ^^ to enter, and

Yin
( obscurity. Lost;

t
destroyed ; exterminated;

run away ; dead ; forgot-

leu. Shih wang Jfc

lost. Pae wang llfr
] deitroyed.

Me'8 wang ^ exterminated.

Sze wang /r(/
or Wang koo

I

jt^ dead. Taou wang
Jjj|

fled.

Wangjin 1 ^ a run-a-wayj a fugi-

tive, or a dead person.

Wang neih pub hwan
| ffa' /f\ ife

to abscond entirely and not return.

Wang 1^ expresses the death of an

individual or the fall of a dynasty.

11630. Wang or Ming.

Blind.

11631. (
'

) From fugitive

or abandoned and teaman.

Confused; incoherent; ir-

regular; disorderly ; untrue; immo-

ral ; wild ; extravagant. A negative ;

not exisiting ; to cease to exist. Oc-

curs in the sense of N Fan, All.

Kwang wang che .jin \^ ^p ^^
/I a crazy disorderly person ; a

iiKiu of irregular, immoral conduct.

Wang shi
|

^fe to kill unnecessarily

in war; to give no quarter.

Wang ts5 wang wei 44^ jr*.

disorderly behaviour.

Wang yen
] '^ ) untrue, inrohe-

Wang tan
] jjij

rent jargon ; fa-

bulous tales ; absurd, incongruous

stories.

1 1 632. (
-
) From a run-away

and heart: To escape from

the memory. To forget; to

be lost ; to be disregarded ; the mind
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absent. Tso wang /v
[

to lit

without thought.

Wang gSn foo e 1 Bl ^ jfe ingra-

titude and insensibility to kindness.

Wang gin
'

Kl ungrateful.

Wang ke 1 ^P to forget; to lose

the recollection of.

Wang gan, sze seaou yuen
j j|J JH

,/J\ ^2 to be forgetful of acts of

kindness, and to think on petty

resentments.

11633. [ \ ] From heart

or mind, and confuted. Lo

wang jjsjE
1 a net. See

the following.

Wang chang Kvr disconcerted ;

the mind lost; hurried; fluttered;

not knowing what to do ; irresolute.

The following occurs used in the

same sense.

E wang wang ^
j

Idisconcert-

Wangjcn
j ^J cd ; i'-

resolute; not knowing -what one is

doing, or whither one is going.

116S4. (\) f.oil or en-

tangled in something that

surrounds. A net.literally

.^__ or figuratively. Con-

founded. Stopped; ini-

J peded; hence a negative;

not. Deceived and en-

tangled, hence To im-

pose upon, to charge fal-

sely. Used for the 1wo

following characters. Lo

wnng
;fcj j

a net ; that

which catches animals or criminal*.

Wangkefh 1
ij|(

no limit; un-

lioimdcd.

I163.V (\) net made

of strings or cords for catch-

ii'g either animals or fish,

nng^ I thenet of heaven,

the government of Providence. F$

wang -^ 'j

the net of the law, the

execution of the laws of the country.

II 636.
[
v

] Wangleang
1 a certain water
i 't i

sprite or demon.

WE, WEI, ANDMEL- -CCCLXXXVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Vi. Canton Dialogue, We.

* % JJ637. p) From tree and

^^l^* an additional line, denoting

<^<J
^^

being loaded -with fruit
;
the

fiztb moon. A negative particle.

Not; not now. A horary character,

from one to three o'clock in Ihe

afternoon ; the sun tending to even-

ing and night. A surname. Ued

for the following.

We thing
j ^unfinished.

We lae Ffih
] /JJ ^jjjj

that person of

Buddha who ii not yet come.

We chaug Uuug jin ihow he 1
'tjj?

^j \ ^ ^ nerer attended on

a tutor.

We jen
j ^ not sio; to put a negative

on.

We tsang w5n kwo
] ^ HH }S

not yet enquired or asked permission.

We lae 1 ^ not yet come.

We j ah lew 1 ~K yw not entered on

the series ; denotes those persons

abont public courts who are not of

any rank.

We ko chen peen pi jB
//ijj

should not assume what is convenient

merely to one's self; but to study

what is just.

We yew tow seu /j 5j| &-}&

having no head or end of the thread ;

all in disorder.

We ko chen lung
'

"pT j^jf jgft

should not presume to move.

11638. [\J Taste; gust;

relish
; pleasing effect ; to

relish ; to t. ke delight in.

The name of a district. Woo we -ff

|

the five tastes. Woo we, Is also

the name of a certain medicine.
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Yew we /&" savory. Woo we

3H tasteless. Hnoti tsze we
-I" |

$jp j^ 1 an agreeable taste ; an a-

<*reeable pleasing book. Keang kew

kow we |H ^ P ]

to investi-

gate the subject of tastes. She che we

p3p ~f the taste or pleasing al-

lusions of an ode.
Shewe-jj|-

1

the taste of the world, or a taste for

the world, or a taste for the correct

and moral principles of reason.

We ke yen
] J^

"= relished the

words.

the class of aromatics.We luy
J

We "Uns
\

a stronS

taste.

We shun chang tang shall wan che I

great depth and extent in the style

and principles, the relish should be

maturely dwelt upon and delighted in.

We tan
j V^

a slight flavor or taste.

We taou keTh haou 1 .JU Apto jff*

a most excellent taste.

tl
1 039. [

-
] To answer, or to

emita sound, signifying that

one hears what is said or

commanded, as Yes,. Sir; coming, &c.

A quick response. But; only; the

particle of intenseness. The name of

a district. A surname. Repeated,

We we, Movingabout witRout order

or rule, as fish swimming together.

Read Shway, in the sense of Who?

or What ?

In the Classics, ^ We, || We,

and '^We, ;ire all used as Auxiliary

particles, and occur for each other,

denoting But ; only; tliat; &c.

FART II. Oil

We ' is now in common ue for

But; only j only that. Nang yen nan

when children are able to speak, let

the boys answer (smartly with) W?,

and the girls (softly with) Yu.

11640. [ \-] From heart

and the iound of wings.

To think; to consider ; to

pi in, or scheme , to have;

to be ; is
,
but ; only that;

only. A surname.

but that,

only ; alone.

* -M one only ; one

alone.

k
111641. [-] From cloth

Ij * and wings ; or to mr-

I ^ rmindanA leather. A cur-

tain ; a tent. Chay we

jjf.
|

the curtain of a

carringe. Chang we fifi

j

a spread curtain for a palace.

We m5
| in?, a curtain or cloth par-
I *ll&

tilion.

We shang
j ^ a kind of petticoat.

11642. [/-] From tilk and

wings. To be connected or

pertain to; is; is
belonging

to ; to tie
;
to connect all around; a

kind of net; that to which a boat is

fastened ;
to consider j a particle like

the two preceding, which two with

this are in ancient books used for

eiich other. The name of a place.

Szewe
y^ J

to reflect; to consider.

Sze we UQ ] arc L;-, e, Iccn, die,
f I I

.

]|f IfC decorum, juitice,

purity from bribes, and a sense of

shame. We he new 1 $ -4-1

I JT I

to tie or fasten a cow.

We she 1
f|ic

at that time ; then.

11643. From a hill and a

plant just emerging above

the ground, and ill rfar/c

huf. Small ; minute ;

sombre ; abstruse. 'See

the following.

11644. [/] Obscure;

hidden
; abstruse; minute;

small; delicate; to fade or

decay ; inferior condition;

to abscond; covered; to

put away entirely; a

certain ulcer. In a slight degree;

rather; a negative; not at all. Name

of a nation. A kind of greenish

colour. Name of a star. A surname.

The three We refer to the incipient

production of things in nature. The

second is a vulgar form.

We chin
j J?e rather dusty; also, a

particle of dust.

We heun pe'en che
Iffi 'j|5 jj^

to stop drinking nbcn a little mud-

dled or clcvuted.

We chin soo ke'S fife lA- 3th
I r= 5<A ~yi

ages numerous as [lie small particles

of dust of which Ihe world is made.

We yew haou le die keen 1
XJj /|5

ence.

We ining
j

(he lustre of [he moon.

We meaou
j
-M/ surprizinjily minute

or abstruse, or narrow escape.

We pea 1 S|l a little different.
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We seaou jih leaou 1 3^
to smile.

We wSh I nm something minute;

mall; of little value.

We teen
| ^ an inferior or low

condition in society.

11645. [/] From herb

and delicate. Vegetables

for the table; name of a

flower. Pin wei
[fij

1

name of a medicine.

11646. (\) Exertion, unwea-

ried ; indefatigable. Alto read

Mun, A current ofwater pass-

ing through a itraight, as through a

door. The name of a place.

11647. ( 1) From hair

hanging down behind an

animal body. The tail of

any animal. The tail,

fit;uratiTely ; the hinder

part of any thirrg; the

tern of a boat r ship.

Small
j petty; the close or

termination of. The mi-

merul of fish; the bottom ef. The

name of a hill. A surname. Yu urh

we $j
~

1 two fish. Chuen we
/m ~"

\ a ship's stern. Neaou we

]
the tail of a bird. Yew tow

woo we ^J D|j |H ]
to hate a

head but no tail ; to begin well but to

fall off towards the close. Show we

"M" 1 head and tail.

We soo ^J Parts ^ accounts

which remain unsettled.

We m ^ the tail ; the end ; the

small point or end of.

11648. [/] From water

aud tmfll. A slight

shower of rain.

WEI. CCCLXXXVIIF" SYLLABLE.

El, \i a termination somewhat like Sigh, only having more of the open sound of B. Manuscript Dictionary, Goei,

Canton Dialect, Wei.

1 1 649. (
-

) From claws and

a figure to represent a fe-

male monkey, always busy

working with its paws. To do; to

effect or make ; the reason, or purpose

for which a thing is done. For ; be-

cause ; on account of; for the sake

of. Read ( / ) To be ; to constitute ;

to receive or suffer the effect of some

action; to esteem or reckon. Yin

wei
JAJ J

because ; on account of;

for the sake of. E wei Ml I to e-

teem or consider an, the idea affirmed

of sometimes comes in between E and

Wei. Weijinpdhchang
j ^ ^

gj may I Le unprospcrouk an

imprecation. Wei jin 1 A he

*hn is a man.

Wei pilli shen joo tsew hei, koo e
j

vi hat is not good is like going down-

wards, and therefore easy.

Wei jin Uze cheyu heaou
] ^ IZ.

jt fy JTfl
men's sons should rest

on filial piety as their particular duty.

Weike
J J^on account of, or respect-

ing one's self. Wei shin mo 1 ^
^

^T-
wherefore; wlial nine; v.*y ?

Wei Uie liwuy sze ^t -^ lH
i "VI M tf

for the purposf of coimnunicatii.g

officially, information on a certain

subject. Wei jin fooche ju tsze 1

the appropriate

duty of him who is a father, in mercy

or kind
fee-ling.

11650. (f) Formed from

Man, and to do, denoting

that it isthedoing of man,

not the genuine production of na-

ture. False; counterfeit, not genuine;

deceitful ; fraudulent. Cha wei fc

I false ; deceitful ; fraudulent Con-

duct. Tewei{0Q j
fictitious; not

real ; not genuine ; applied to any

coinmodily, or to money. TsS wei

/|b 1 to put on a false appearance.

Wei shin
'

ilitt]
a false god.

I l\tF
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11651. (\ ) Disquieted ;

discomposed.

1 1 659. (\) From to t>r, and

under a ihelter. The appear-

ance of a house. A surname.

1 1 653. ( \ ) Plants ; the name

of a place. Yu wei ^p 1

name of a song.

1165*. ['] From door and to

act. To open a door; a door

standing partially open, a-jar.

11655. (-) From< err, and

"fT> turround. That which can

>l ** bind. The perverse and dis-

torted back to back, viz. Leather

thongs; dressed soft leather, in com-

position seen.s to denote Perverse;

insubordinate. Name of an ancient

nation ; and of an ancient king.

Name of a district. A surname.

Wei peen
| J&.

a sort of leather cap,

formerly worn by soldiers

11656. (V) Great jextraor-

^\^Ct din:ry; surprizing. A sur-

\ ^F" name.

11637. Thesound of calling.

l~S | The noise of a little child
_?^T

en ing.

11P58. [-] From to turreund

and insubordinate To sur-

round ; to beseigc ; to hem

in; to guard; to surround and take

wild animals; to limit, as a mould

does that which is cast into it. A

Chinese measure equal to five-tenths

of a cubit. The name of a district.

WEI

Ke wei
^j|j j

banks thrown up to

prevent a river from overflowing the

adjacent country. Pepingwei kwin

3HjF
J* 1 pO was surrounded and

disabled by troops. HS wei

to enclose on all sides. Chow wei

I all around.

Wei keun
|

$ an apron.

Wei tso yth ko keuen pwan ] ffjfj

ing all around.

Wei tseang ^ }}|5
a wall which sur-

r junds or encloses.

It 659. [\] From heart

and leather binding the in-

subordinate. Feeling indig-

nant; feeling resentment; indignation.

f- 11660. From cloth and lea-

ther. A bag to contain iu-

cense or perfume in. One

says, A single curtain.

11661. [V ] The light

of the sun, shining with

great effulgence.

11663. ) A certain stone.

A man's name. A certain

utensil or play thing.

I16R3. [\] From fre and

insubordinate. A raging fire;

light; splendor; a glowing

11664. [/ ] The iatubar-

dinate or cross threads of

tilk. The woof or transverse

WEI 975

threads in a web, lines which run

east and west, and which measure

the latitude ; to weave ; to fasten or

bind. The five planets are called

Wei, the twenty-eight constellations

are called
ffi King, (which see.)

Woo wei 2t, 1 'he five planets.

1 1665. [ \ ] From plant and

a leather ttrap. A certain

reed which is flexible and

serves to bind up things; the young-
s

er plants are culled g3 Kea.

1 1 666. ( /
)
To go for-

ward and oppoted to. To

accompany and off r re-

sistance to any attack.

/ |*T* To escort ; to protect ; to

I ^FJ hang pendant down, in

allusion to the lines outside a camp;

an unwalled town; a military

station. A surname ; the name of a

country ;
the name of a river. Pang

yewseangwei JJf] ^ f0 |

friends

defend each other. She wei /Q:

or Yu tseen she wei
ffi |j|j^ j

the Imperial body guard. Hoo wei

lite 1 to oscort and protect ; to

defend. Yung wei A| ]

an inces-

sant growing, like the nails of the

fingers and the hair of the head.

Wei sing ^ ^ to take care of one's

health and life.

1 1 667. [
-
J A queen's robe

embroidered with feathers

and worn at the time of

offering sacrifice. -Certain coverings

for the knees. Beautiful ; elegant A

man's name.
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"663. (.) From to tcalk

or run and opposed It. To

set one's self in opposition

to ; to turn the hack upon ; perverse ;

wicked ; vicious. Woo we -ft

do not oppose used in government

proclamations. Kwci wei t^ 1

to be in opposition to, as the sun

and moon two friends removed

to a distance from each other.

wei /W lo comply and to op-

pose. in doubt how to act.

Wei pei tsze keu
]
fa *.

fa)

seditious or traitorous expressions.

Wei le 1 |jg! opposed to the rules

of propriety.

Weiei yuen I #fl!

ment against.

to harbour resent-

fi

fl

f
*

11669. (-) From door

and opposition. The door

of the harem. The gate

of the palace where li-

terary graduates are ex-

amined; a small door

leading to the hall of ancestors.

Name of a territory.

the hall of ex-Wei chang i
;

animation.

11670. [\] From to be right

and to oppose. To defend

what is right and oppose what

is wrong. To illustrate what is right

and to guard it.

A^ 11671. From man on the top

of a precipice. To look up

J to ; dangerous. Certain of

the rafters of a house.

11672. (-) From a man on

the verge of a precipice and

lo limit or step him from

WEI

falling headlong. To be situated on an

eminence, and feel afraid ; unsteady ;

unsettled; dangerous; danger; lo

endanger ;
to rush down ; to ruin. One

of the twenty-eight constellations,

it consists of three stars, and is situat-

ed in the northern hemisphere. A

surname. Lin wei 15 koo jin j^ ]

C -th
/^entering

on what is dan-

gerous, engaged the assistance of an

old friend. Pfih wei^ ^
the

beams of a house.

Wei he'en 1 Km! danger ; dangerous.

Wei yen ching lun
] p" JE p${

to discourse of righteousness, and

point out the danger of it's opposite.

Wei joo luy Iwan
jjfl |g $P

hazardous as (the preservation of)

a pile ofeggs.

Wei tflh
|

(as imminently dangerous,

applied to disease.

Wei tae
5j*J very dangerous or

hazardous.

Wei wang 1 ^ passed to oblivion ;

dead.

Wei yen [
verbally, dangerous

words; does not mean, language that

is dangerous, but language that points

out danger, and inspires caution.

11673. [\] From Jlou-en

and the sound wei. A

luxuriance of flowers ;

herbage, or foliage, Light

and splendid.

WEI

11674. [-] from hill

and dangerous. A hilly,

mountainous, dangerous

appearance. San wei _^

I the name of a hill.

11675.
[

-
] From wood

or spear and dangerous.

A short spear; the mast

of a small boat ; a yellow

wood which serves as a

dye.

1 1 6T6. [
-

] From wine and

dangerous. A drunken ap-

pearance.

11677. Calling to ducks.

11678. (f) From grain

placed above woman. The

ears of grain hanging down.

To bend down as with a heavy bur-

den. To sustain a burden, or office ;

to belong to ; to put down ; to re-

ject ;
to send away ; to send. Twan

wei
j{^ |

certain robes of ceremo-

ny ; beginning and end ; to be fully

dressed. Wan wei ^S ]

the name

of a hill.

Wei foo 1 G^ a kind of government

storehouse.

Wei keae king heang jjpj!
W

|i|ijj

to be sent to convey money arising

from duties to the capital.

Wei kew 1
jj^

to solicit of another
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person something that occasions the

trouble.

Wei keiih 1
fflj

bending and crooked,

some difficulty, grievance or hardship.

Wei shoo
j ^j the empire and all its

contents offered up as the property

of the Sovereign.

Wei shi =5 a certain aeridnesi

of taste; the close; the finish
; finished.

Wei IS
^ |^to tioublea p.Tson with

some of one's affairs ; to cast one's

affairs upon him.

Wei tseTh
^ ^J a collection of plants

and grain for the reception of guests.

Wei yuen j
gj an official messenger

of uo determinate rank.

11679. [-] Read W,i and Wo.

Read Wo, It denotes the Ja-

panesc i as Wo jiu 1 /^

a Japanese. Wo kwS 1
ipjj Japan.

Read Wei, Yielding appearance. A

man's name. Wei che 1 ifit ap-

pearance ofreturning from a distance.

11680. From wood a d

cranked. A certain ii.slru-

ment of husbandry.

11*81.
[

'

] from disease

and bent down. Disease;

to f de or rot ; rotten and

dead. The second cha-

racter denotes Weakness ;

l.imeness
; impotency.

fj T deer kept in the ground

till it acquires a putrid smell, after

which it is tiken out and calen high

flavored venison. Fe wei /TOT

PAST II. P I 1

or Wei pe, To lose the use of one's

limbs from damp or rheumatism.

1 1 982. [-] From planti and

hanging down. Plants sick

and drooping; diseased; con-

tracted. A medicinal plant. The

name of a place.

Wei nuy 1 fe weak ; delicate.

116S3. [-] A name of cer-

tain insects of the worm

species. Wei shay 1

Ijj'u
or Wei shay ^fc [}fy

a kind ofstrpeut, il is said

without horns or scales.

1 1 68i. [
\ ] From wonts

and to send away. To im-

plicate others; to involve;

reiterated tautology in the way of

apology, and in blaming superiors or

others. Tuy wei
jg.

1 to with-

draw and excuse one's svlf Tuy wei

to pu h away from one ; to

make an evasive excuse. Chuy wei

=jff to implicate; to involve.

Wei seay 1 -i to decline with thanks.
I P/ll

Wei 15
|

%f- to push from one's self

and lay on another said of any duty

or fault.

11685. (-) To walk and

bent down. Not able or not

willing to walk straight, walk-

ing like a drunken man ; tortuous.

Wei e
]

Jw Wei e \ >M Wei e

jffy lul
w ' snay yj

1

^ ^TI'' e

I /^.
ai.d Wei e 1 '(flR all express

tht' s:me idea; uz. a sauntering; a

svafrgering or a drunken gait; the

affected strut of Chinese great men.

1I6S6. Victuals or rice; some

say Rotten fish. To feed

cows or other animals.

116-7. [ ') Hgh; lofty ;

elevated. An ancient ur-

namc. Wei kwo
j j^

oneof the three kingdoms

into which China was di-

vided in the third century,

situated near the modern Uo-nan.

116SS. (.) High; lofty;

standing forth alone ;

eminently conspicuous.

Wei-viei hoo 1

| great; vast ; lofty.

1 16S9. [
-

] A lofty appear-

ance. A surname ;
a name.

11690. (- ) Filling a place

of honor with solemn

sternness. Dignity; majesty ;

graceful pomp; intimidalingpower. A

term of respect in families. N ime

of a famous beauty. E wei ft*" \

the name of .111 insect.

Wei chin
j j^'

to awe; to intimidate

by st.te and pomp; to strike terror

into.

Wei fung Jfjj^
majesty and pomp.

Wei ven 1
mjj majesty and s.-verity.

Wei peTh sze le: oil 1 jg ^ "J*

by the exhibition of power loop-

press and urge, so a< to cau*e dejlh ;

to fyranuizc over.
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Wei urh P8h maop
] fffj ^f\ fS

intimidating); ; forroidibly ; majesti-

cally awful, but not ferocious.

WeipeTh ] i|i despotic j tyrannical;

harshly imperious.

11691. To break flow* the

bank of a pond.

1 1 692. (
-
) From ufmtn and

majeity. A dignified lady ;

a handsome woman. One

A vulgar character.

1 1 693. (
-

) Luxuriant ;
the

name of a .particular. plant

and of grain.

11691. [ / ] A .great ac-

cumulation of water; thick;

muddy. Name of a par-

ticular river.

11695. ( /) A confused

collection of weeds on a

piece of ground; disorder;

confusion. 'Vice; filth;

dirty. Filthy ; dirty ; un-

clean ; stinking. Indecent;

lewd; to defile; to disgrace ; to de-

bauch. Epithet ofa mountain piled up

to a vast height, on an insecure base.

Woo wei
J'-f'

1 dirty ; unclean.

Wti ke I jS a filthy or stinking

effluvia.

11696. (/) To fear; to

stand in awe of; to ve-

nerate; to dread. Awe;

reverence; pious fear;

submission ; timidity. Di-

ligence ; assiduity. Teen

ming ko wei fc \\\1 HI* I All-

seeing Heaven should be feared.

K.'un-tsze yew san
"eij^j" ^- /t

|
a good mau stands in awe

of three things of Heaven, of the

ayings of the Sages, and ofgood men.

Wei to fung I 19*
BjT

afraid of

much wind, said of placts.

Welshing yen '3Sf? ,
to stand in

awe of the sayings of Holy sages, and

men -in high stations.

Wei . e koo ke 1 ;? JHS S fears
TVll TrH Jl^^ 'veil Sj

doubts, and a heedful regard of

resentments.

Wei keuen
^ |||

to Te afraid of

power, in a bad sense.

Wei keu 1
ij|E fear ; apprehension.

J rM

Wei se woo nlng ~6J ^F (&
4\2ji iA no

cowardly and useless ; timorous iu-

eapmcity.

Wei shin
'

iFj|H
to venerate or fear

the gods.

Wei teen 3 to venerate heaven.

Wei woo
J

JS1
, mutual slander.

11697. (-) To approximate;

toatteehlo; to love.

11698. (-) To fear; to ap-

prehend. To feed animals.

Wei ma
^ JE to feed a

horse.

11699. () The hinge of a

door.

11700. (-)Fire, or any thing

hot in the midst of a vessel.

A man's name.

11701. (-) From iog and

the sound wei. The noise

of dogs barking; a bitch

producing three whelps; numerous ;

plentiful ; all mixed and blended to-

gether; te bend or to cause to

submit.

11702. (-) A winding

shore ; a meandering

stream. The part where

a bow bends.

11703. (/) To feed ani-

mals; the first character

is not sanctioned by the

Dictionaries.

11704. ( /) From
1|3

and

|ij|
J.iw,'F/e7i, intended

to represent The stomach

of an animal body ; the

part which surrounds and

receives the food. Name

ofa constellation. Pe wei

jlw.
the stomach ;

which they called^ jj

Kdh-foo, The grain department.

Wei j 1 ^S a weak stomach.

Wei ke tung 1 ^1 3jlC
a pain in the

stomach.

Wei wan 1
|^the pit of the stomach.
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1 1 705, Disquietude of

mind.

) 1 706. (
f

) From valet and

the ttomack. Water agil'at-

ed ; the noise of waves ;

disquieted appearance. Name of a

river and of a district.

11707. (
/

) A hedge hog j

a porcupine. See below.

f-

11708. (/) Fromi/wrf*

and stomach, or to enclose-

To
s:iy i lo say to ; to speak

of, !o tell ! to designate;

to call or denominate ;

diligent, to send; to trust.

Tsze wei Tszc-lseea IZ. 1 -1C. U

Confucius said to Tize-ttiien. Ho wei

<fpj"
|

what is to lie said for this?

how is this to be explained ? Often

precedes some hypothetic reasoning.

Tsze wei j^
j

this is called; or

this expresses ; this is what is denomi-

nated. Yew wi
^j- J

to ha,e

something to say means, to be able to

giveagood reason for one's conduct.

Wei che ^ they call it, ft i,

called ; it expresses.

Wei che yn
j ~*f_ J^J addressing

him, said.

Wei che ho tsae

what can now be said !

Woo.oweii$Ej|lff- /
)

haying nx>-

Woowei
^JE, j J thing to say

for one's self; denotes having failed

in an affair or acted amiss without

being able to assign any satisfactory

reason.

11709. (/) From be-

neimlfnt, heat, 'and hand.

Heat applied with the

hand smooths silk. To

press down from above ;

to settle; to tranquillize;

to smooth. Name of an

office. A surname. The

last character is also read

YBh. The addition of

fire to the last character

is a vulgar appendage.

A kii.d of
smoothing iron. Canton

people read it Tang. Ting wei

tj3: an officer of the imperial

palace. Ke wei
aj| J

to ride and

keep the peace, an inferior military

officer.

Wei tow
^

51* a smoothing iron, the

people of Canton called it Tang-tow.

11710. [\] Name of a

river and of a place.

Can wei

mil. (/) From to

tnnoth by the application

of heat and the heart.

To soothe and console

the mind ; to
tranquillize

the
feelings ; to comfort

|
totranquillizc and

soothe ; to comfort. E wei wo sin

|f 1 .ili Vv
JkJl I ;$ /IJ>

to comfort my
mind. E wei wo yueo wang W 1

PC "fl* 3t * '"'^ ot ra
t'fy my

wishes and hopes.

Weijin sin
| ^ fa to toothe or

console the hearts of men.

"718. (/) The nameof

a plant; luxuriant foliage;

thick ; dark , close and

gloomy. Shaggy fur . Read Yfin,

The name of a district.

mis. [1J From di,r,,e

and to have. A bruize; a

wound; a sore occasioned

by healing. Read Y8h, Disease.

Che wei^ 1 a bruize, sore, or

wound received in fighting with

sticks or clubs.

Wei wei
j j|

the stomach rejecting

food.

11714. [\J The name of

a fish
; the name of a river.

11715. Wei, or Hwny,

The'end ofaiiaxle tr<*.
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11716. Born deaf ; deaf.

11717. (- ) Re d W,i and

E. From to go an-ay and

valuable. To die and leave

a kingdom, an estate, or a will behind

one. To leave ; to reject . to lose ; to

throw a largess to ; leavings , residue.

A surname. Seaou wei
/j\

I

urine. Wei shoo 1 |& a will.

Wei chSh
P|||j

the commands

left by a dying person. Wei wei

f tortuous ; winding. Wei

hra teth teen rhan 1 .

"J< f^J gj

jgg
an estiile left by some person de-

ceased.

lU 18. ( l) A low earthen

wall or dyke; a low earthen

dyke surrounding an elevat-

ed altar. Wang che shay weif
~f_ JJJII I

the wall surrounding the

king's altars to the gods of the laud.

Wei kung
| g a house or mansion

made of such an earthen wall as has

been described.

11719. Nine, or many

thoroughfares. Read Kwei,

E;rlh piled up.

11720. [ / ] From man

and ( erect. To sit erect

and in order on each side of

a portico. Right ; regular; arranged

in order. Established; whatever

is proper to establish. A place; a

situation; a seat; a throne. A nu-

meral character, used when speaking

ef persons of respectability. A sur-

name. Ta te wei ^ j^ J

a

high, or important situation. Yth

weijin
' ^ a man of respec-

tability ;
a gentleman. I.e wei

7^|J

|

constituted persons, those ap-

pointed to some trust; gentlemen.

Tso wei ^r ]

the place on which

one sits; to sit on the throne. Lung

wt'i 'mi the dragon'* scat, the

imperial throne. Tih w< i

||^

to obtain a seat ; i. e. a public situa-

tion, or the throne. Shih wei^
i to lose the throne.

Weii le 1 to arrange or rule.

11721. [
/

] A certain edible

vegetable. Wei wei
j JF

the appearance of clouds

rising.

1 1722. The eye brows beauti-

fully divided.

11723.
[ \ ] From a

bone and a round bnll.

Bones crooked and dis-

torted ;
to bend or cause

to accommodate to, ap-

plied also to the branches

bent down; curved ;

1 1724. Exuberant growth of

plants i considered the same

as the following.9

11725- From a distorted mouth

and pill. A bird of prey

which eats its own vonill ;

the down upon its skin is like silk.

11726. [f] Hwuy, or Wei.

By many persons read

Luy. Name ot a reptile,

said to resemble a pig, its

bristles are like needles ;

probably a hedge hog ;

which is comniOJily called Tseenchoo

the arrowed pig. M.my of

the same kind
;
a class or series ;

to

class. Tsze-wei ^ I a well

known Chinese Dictionary.
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WO CCCLXXXIX SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, ft. Canton Dialect, Go and Jt'o.

1172T. The etymology of

this character is uncertain.

Some think the name of an

ancient weapon, which it is sup-

posed to represent.

The personal pronoun, first person

singular. Occurs in classical writings

for every number and case, I; me;

my; mine; we; us; our; ours.

In the Dictionaries pronounced Go

or Ngo ; in the northern dialect

Wo. See Go. In state papers, Wo

requires to be rendered by our ;

as Wo chaou
j jjjtt

our dynasty.

Wo kwS [m our country.

11728. A distorted mooth.

Read Ko. A surname.

11729. (-) Name of a

species of dog.

11730. Read Ko or "Wo,

A crucible.

insi. [-] From a

__ cavern and a distorted

1 \-~J mouth or entrance. A

scooped out hole ;
a den ;

a cavern ; a
solitary

dwelling. A bird's nest

formed in a hole; those on trees

are en pressed by $& Chaou. A nest

in a figurative sense, as a nest of

thieves, robbers, pirates, and so on.

Wo kea ttt a receiver of stolen

goods, and one who harbours thieves.

Wo tsang j 3(W to give harbour to,

or receive and give room to, as

people who harbour thieves.

11732. [-] ReadKwa.Ko,

and Wo. Manuscript Dic-

tionary, Wo. Silk ofa green

and purple colour; a sash of that

colour; cilk not wouud.

11733. Name of a plant.

1173*. [-] Read Wo and

Wei. From Man and

crooked. Read Wei, Yield-

ing appearance. A man's name.

Wet che jM appearance of

returning from a distance. Read

Wo, It denotes the Japanese; as

Wo jin 1 TV a Japanese.

11735. From hand and fruit.

To take with the hand; to

pluck.

11736. (-) Wo go ]

ffi or Wo to 1 A a
7y*^ I J*rJ

slender delicate woman -,

beautiful.

FAKT II. 11
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WO. -CCCXC SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fit. Canton Dialect, IFok.

II 737. (>) W5or IIS,

From hand and a public

officer. To take or seize ;

to strike and scrape off;

to bring' relief to ; to

11738. () WS or HS,

From hand and clouds and

wings denoting celerity. To

wave the hand backwards and

forwards ; to make signals to ; to

play slight of hand tricks; to seduce

to evil for one's own interest.

11739. [] A handle by

striker for drawing across

the top of a gniia measure j to

turn round ; to cause to circulate,

or remove from place to place.

Read Kwan, To superintend the

equal levying of tribute.

11740. Hih, IIwS, or \V<5.

To call out to loudly. To

call out alarmed or fright-

ened, Oil ! ahl HwS tseay, (orTsih)

denotes To say much te ; to speak

to in a boisterous tone; and one

says, with Laughter or ridicule.

WOO. CCCXCI ST SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, jVguaud Vu. Canton Dialect, Jug, and Mow.

J.

JL

X

U741. (\) Five. Te

woo
Jj| ^

the fifth,

Te woo, also occurs as

a surname. Urli woo

yen tsze
~

[
flft 3".

two Jive eyes, is an ex-

pression which denotes

obscure or imperfect

fision. Woo chang 1

.

yjy
the five constant virtues.

Woo chay shoo
j ifl^ five eart

loads of books is an ancient ex-

pression for a large collection of

books.

Woo che che kwei
]

the fie branched Olea fragrans,

situated in the moon.

Woo fang ~H denotes the four

points of the compass, and the centre.

Woo fang too te
] ~}j ^ J(jj

the

gods of the four corners of the

house, and of the ceotrc, or mid-

dle of the house.

Woo hing
j

fr+ the five elements of

the Chinese; viz. Shwiiy, ho, mtih,

kin, too ^ ^(7|\;^ water,

fire, wood, metal, earth. Sin woo

1 3rd, 5th, i. e. the fifteenth

night of the moon.

Woo sin I ft} the five colors.

Woo kuh
'

s& the five sorts of

grain ; every species of grain.

Woo keaou
'

||fr
the precepts that

have a respect to the five relations

mentioned above.

Woo tun
] <j!fl

the five relations

amongst human beings.

Woo pei tsze
^ \p ^ galls gal1

nuts, a species peculiar
to China;

those of the oak are called
Jj

~C- Muh shih Isze.

Woo tsang
| ||

tHe five viscera.

Woo tsze 1 7^ five times.

Woo tsang low \
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Hill on the north side of Canton ; or

rather Ihe sq\rire temple 0:1 the hill.

Woo tseS |p five rinks of

nohilitr, M!. ifli are denominated

^ ,$16 T- 9? Kn - h .

pih, tszc, nan, Rung is the- highest.

Woo we
j jjjjc

'he five tastes.

WooyS 1 Jjt live mountains ia China.

is.

11742. Fire persons connect-

ed with each other. A file

of five men
; the same i ex-

pressed by Hiing-woo t-c
|

or Tny

woo
|J2j

the ranks. Five fami-

lies becoming security for each other.

A multitude hlended together is also

called \ Woo. A surname. Hang

woo chuh shin
^-p jJM

fi

to be born in the army, and receive

its allowances. Chae woo
j*l<

J

friends of the same rank ; com-

panions of the saine age.

H74J. (-) I; me. To

guard ; to keep off; to

impede; a certain weap-

on ; a proper name. Woo

tang 1 ?3f or Woo pei

jW we , u. Ko yu

woo pei scang ping pj Jjj
! Mfi

W HE majr ""k ou e
l
llil l ternis

with us. Yen yu siiin che woo

PP \C ^XL I language very con-

fused and indistinct, (he woo leaou

sze ~JS J ;'4i. to hurry over
*s^* I * "j^ *

any service in a careless manner. E

woo fl8-
j

the sound of rhyming

or chaunting. Woo wo tsze ching

Ja)
1 %L IE! ff? til

*ot>' "

lion for IDy self.

11744. To meet with; to see

t-"fr against one's inclination.

11745. (/) From heart or

mind and otie'i self or the

toundwoo. An exclamation

uttered when something suddenly

strikes one. To arouse in a moral

sense , to awaken the mind ;to notice

and advert to; to perceive the real

state of things; to understand. Me

woo *pK| I are opposites. Sleepy,

inadvertent; stupified, and awake;

quick, to observe, ready to discern.

Ying woo |H j

a superior degree

of discernment. Sing woo ^g

to awaken; to quicken; aroused.

Ke5 woo
'|||>

to notice sudden-

ly ; first impression of; to come to

a right understanding of. Woo

taou
] i^ to perceive the force

of reasoning.

11746. (n From,

one's telf.
To guard a-

gainst,as by placing an in-

clined post against a wall

to support it. Used also

morally for guarding a-

giiinst the introduction of anarchy or

moral disorder : the same idea is ex-

pressed by Che woo ~&
'

or Che-

woo
T^jr

"I'd Te woo
^Jj

and by Che-choo^ >W^ To op-

pose ; to contradict, to rebel against.

11747. From tun and myself.

To place the sun before one.

Light ; bright, to meet with;

to set in opposition to, to explain; to

sprak together as friends. Seang woo

luy I y4 face to face laid of

friends or acquaintances. Yu Jung

tsae woo
{] ^ M ^

for the rest

hear with me till I again see you-
said in the close of letters.

1 1 748. To awaken from sleep.

Woo mei 1
ji^

to awaken

und to sleep.

11749. [
f

j Woo-tung 1

j| name of a tree remark-

P1Wable in China ; it is used

for making musical instruments, and

is exceedingly regular in casting its

leaves, the fall of one of its leave*

is a certain indication of autumn.

Used to denote a stringed intrumcut ;

\h- name of a district Occurs denot-

ing opposition to.

1 1 750, [
- M From a com

and one's arlf or the found

L.7 MIOO. The name of an ani-

mal. To push Haint ; to oppose)

to rebel against ; to contradict

iff

1 1 7.5 1. [-] Distorted ir-

r-^nlir teeth; not meeting

straight ;
some standing out,

and >nme standing like the teeth of a

saw. Tscu woo Sfl 1 irregular ;

incoherent ; applied to the teeth ; to

what people say ; and to their iuteu,

tions.

11752. [- j Woo shoo 1

E-\*w^ J^jorFei

sang shoo T?K /t tk? are

ievcral names of the flying squirrel.
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j __ 11753. [\] The seventh of

__\-
- the Te-che^ ^T

or twelve

ho rary characters. It U ap-

plied to the space of time between

tleven and one o'clock of the day ;

and is employed in forming the Cycle

of sixty years. It occurs in the 7th,

19lh, 31st, 43rd and 55th years. It

sometimes denotes the South ; also

Transverse; crosswise. In composition

denotes Oppoiition. Kwo woo
j^ j

something to pass over noon, tiffin,

a term used by the Tartars. Ching

wo IE or Chung woo
t|3

the point of noon. Keaou woo -^
I eleven o'clock. Ching woo urh

kTh j 1 ~1
^"|j

half past twelve

o'clock. Ting woo 1& 1 or Seth

woo Qv to rest at noon ; the
' U-* I

resting time at noon. Stub woo fan

jfv < fer-
4IB to eat noon rice; to*^ I F/\

dine. Shang woo r" I the fore-

noon. Hea woo ~T the after-

noon. Chuen woo 4ftt 1 to oppose,

to turn the back upon. Pang woo

j^p transversely; lengthwise

and crosswise ; spread out; a multi-

plicity ofaflairs.

Woojlh 1 p every twelfth day is

so denominated.

Wooneen
^ ^ any year of the Cycle

that falls in Woo.

Woo she
| Jjj:

from eleven to one

o'clock, about noon.

Woo yu*
] ^ is always the fifth

month.

U75 *- (>) An C1ual < ""

opponent. Also used in the

sense of Woo&i a file of

five men. A surname.

Woo US 1 M? a person who performs

the necessary offices to a corpse.

if

if

11755. O ) From heart

and noon. To adhere to

the line of reclihide; to

set one's self in opposi-

tion to ; disobedient ;

rebellious ; uudutiful to

parents.

Woo neib ^ ${ disobedient ; con-
I XC,

tumacious ; rebellious ; rebellion.

Woo neih pflh heaou ^W /r\ /S.

disobedient to parents.

11756. ( \ ) From ( run

and opposed to. To meet;

to occur ; to run counter

to ; to oppose ; confused ;

blended. TsS woo
$jj- ^

mixed, blended in con-

fusion. Kwae woo
fJE

I perverse; obstinate;

contumacious. Yth woo

ya I
or Woo wei 1

"Aii^ I

Jijj^
rebellious; disobe-

dient; issuing in a-con-

trary direction.

11757. To meet with; to

rush against ; to oppose ; to

rebel against. Contradic-

tious ; refractory ;
contumacious.

11758. Yu. Intended to re-

present vapour or steam

issuingforth, an effort to

J expand itself.

1 1759. To plaster and white

wash, and so ou ; to orna-

ment a wall.

Woo-jin
] y^ a person who plaster*

or adorns bouses
-,
a brick-layer.

\
11760. (-) A trowel for

plastering with.

11761. (-) From water

and tleam riin<;. Stag-

nant water; foul; mud-

dy; impure; unclean;

in a physical or moral

sense to do any thing ;

impure. To stain; to de-

file; to debauch. Low;

filthy; depraved; severe

labour. Wei che woo wfih
ijjjfc^

1
{tfej

defiled by any thing unclean.

Taou woo ^H" I an immoral bad

state of things.

Woo j fib 1 4p lo insult ! to defile.

Woo wei
| ^ dirty ; filthy ; impure;

indecent.

11762. ['] Read 8 or G,

Vicious ; -wicked. Read

Woo, To hale; to dislike; to

have an aversion to , to be ashamed

of ; to repent, Ko woo pT hate-

ful; dfteslable. Sew woo che sin

ilrt: 1 /2. '& a m'"d sensible of

shame. Tsze woo fa I to hate

one'* self. T5ng woo l
1

^ to

hate
; to dislike , to have a

strong

aversion to. Sew woo T
]

to be

ashamed of what is vicious, and re-

frain from doing it; or to be asham-

ed for having acted viciously.
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Woo urh che ke mei
f^jj ^p Jt

Jfe
to dislike a person or thing, and

yet know or acknowledge any excel-

lencies possessed by them.

11703. ( ^ ) From words

and hateful. Slanderous,

Tilifying speech. Read

Yin, or Gih, To laugh.

Woo ya 1
||5

bad e-

nuncialion.

11764. [-] To talk loud ;

to talk big ; to vociferate,

in which senses it is also

read Hwa. The name ofa kingdom ;

of a stale; of a district. A surname.

Poh woo pfih gaou ^ ] ^^
not clamorousj not insolent.

Won-kwS I ^1 the least of the three

kingdoms into which China was di-

vided in the third century ; Ihe ter.

ritury which corresponds to the

modern dig keang, in ancient limes

called Woo.

11765. [-] Woo kung

wAX a species of
I 3iA

centipes, the scolopen-

dra.

11766.
[ /] Fallacious >

deceitful; false; errone-

ous; causing hindrance;

lo fail ; to seduce ; to de-

ceive. Keen j in che woo

^ A 1
lhefalse

pretexts of bud designing men.

PART II. It 11

woo

Woo sin
|

a
|

to put a mistaken

confidence in.

Woo sze 1 iff to impede affairs.

11767. [-] A crow, which

the character is intended to

resemble. Black as a crow ;

an exclamation like the cry of a

rrow. An interrogative particle.

How. Used in several proper names.

Pin woo tj 1 a while crow.

Woo chow \
jjH

black silk.

Woo-loo-mS-tse ^ jjj ^
name of a place in western Tartary,

W. of Peking, 23. N. 44. 30'.

Woo maou 1 fun a black cap.

Woo nulli 1 ^^ ebony.

Woo poo I

/ffi
black cloth.

Woo-soo-le keang gji
^

!

yT.

or U Suri Via, a river in eastern

Tartary, which enters the Amour

from the south ; also the name of a

district in the neighbourhood of the

same river.

WootsThyu
j |jjj

$] cuttle fish.

Woo-ya ?!?> a black crow. The

Chinese praise it for its care ofits

parent.

11768. [ \ ] A small bank

or dike, or as one affirms,

A low wall
;
a place where

_-. a detachment of troops

I \ t-' reside; barracks jcanton-

I ilMf ments; hills, or windings

amongst hills, which are

Jn t^I habitable. A village; a

kill* collection of people on a

moor or common. Tsun

woo /T'J
a village

with a kind of mud wall
S

around it.

WOO 9F5

11769. [-] Woo boo
j

[1J
1

- to sigh i to lament .

alas ! E woo B/
r
i 1

iliff |

tears.

11770. From hemrt and black.

A sorrowful disquieted

11771. [-] Read Yu, A par-

ticle denoting To be re-

sident in ; to consist with.

Read Woo, An interjection denoting

surprize or grief.

Woo hoo 1 -?fc grief or admiration.

11772. [/] from heart,

mouth, and rising $team.

Read Woo and G6, Sur-

prize; alarm. Ts8 woo

<JM 1 surprize ; alarm;

perturbation; haste ; op-

position to.

1177S. [ /] Read Woo

and G5, From to run, re-

bellion and open mouths.

To occur ; to meet ; to

rush against; to oppose

rebellious!)-. Woo wiih

to run against any thing-

like a drunken man.

11774. To rise in op-

position to. Woo leTh

TT to stand up in

opposition to.

11775. (V) From a tpear

and to stop. To put a stop

to anarchy by military prow.
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ess. Strong; dignified ;
warlike.

\Vhatever i connected with the

army, Martial; military; a designa-

tion of high honor in epitaphs.
A

trace or footstep; the footstep of a

cow. The name of a cap ; of a river ;

of a district ; of a star ;
and of a lake.

the ofTsoo woo

ancestors.

Vo.> clnh kwan
] ^ 'g*

or Woo

kwan ] *ja*
military officers.

Woo e 1 H military arts.

Woo-e shan
| ^ ^1|

the Woo-e

(Bohea) hills, in FBh-keen province,

from whence tea is brought.

Woo heS
\ fjji

military Iteming ;

i. e. the practice of military exercises.

Woo kung 1 ft} military merit or

honors.

Woo tsth teen
] |[|} ^ name of

an abandoned queen an epithet

applied to prostitutes.

11776. A man's, name.

11777. [ \] A certain

valuable stone.

11778. [\] From war-

Hal a'id bird. Ying-woo

Bifl a bird that can

speak ; a parrot ; said to

become dumb when

stroked on the back.

11779. (u) Etymology

not clear. The second

is tlie original form, it

denotes a forest where

every thing was lost, as

if it existed, not. Not

_ possessing; destitute of;

non-existence. No; not.

S \i^ Name of a district. A sur-

name. Nan or Nan mo m
J

a term

of the Buddha sect, much used

before the appellations of Buddha

and his deified disciples equivalent

to
jjjMj <tj

Kwei e, To. revert to,

and rely upon.

Yew ^T and Woo 1 are *pposites,

To exist, and aot to exist to have

or possess, and not possess.

Woo chang
|

*<& death,

Woo ehe 1 BiQ
shameless.

Woo fS 1 ^ no means; no resource.

Woo-heen
'

KB without limit ;
iU

limitable; infinite.

Woohwakwo

Fei kwo

Woo keung

impoverishable.

Woo keung che soo 1 j94 "/
1 ZQJ <C_

infinite numbers,

Woo ko nae ho
] p]~ ^

nothing can be done! can not help

one's self.

Woo le 1
jji

rudeness j rude.

Woo-le teih lung se
^ f^ ^ ^

ttta a rude Ibing, refers lo a rude
I J

person.

Woo leang '.I' immeasurable ;

infinite in respect of measurement

Woo peen 1
js| having no borders ;

figs;ficus

/ carica.

inexhaustible ;

infinite in extent, applied to the

body of Buddha.

Woo pe y ih
|

iw. ZJy
of no service

to ; not beneficial to.

Woo sz* wei fillt
\ || ^ |g

to have nothing to do is happiness;

or rather, to have nothing to disturb.

Woo so pith
j pfr ^nothing not;

makes the highest possible degree,

Infinitude ;
as preceding &. ^sae > To

be in a plac;-, it makes Omnipresence;

preceding }ff\ Che, To know, it

makes Omniscience.

it**

Woo-too Wf numberless; in-
I J%^%

numerable.

Woo shih tsze
'

-^ -^p
a Chinese

gall-nut, obtained from a large tree

on the wi-stern frontier of China, ap-

parently Oak Galls.

Woo ting che
j ^ jL no se"led

purpose, or resting place.

Woo tsth yen woo
|J|J

"="

if it be not, then say it is not.

Woo-too 1 fflf without rule or limit;

excess in a bad sense.

Woo-tsin |gj interminable; in-

exhaustible.

Woo-tsihchoo
j

Woo wang e

astute of despair.

Woo ci Uze jen
'

^ g QK not

made, but self existing.

Woo y& tang
j

dodder.

Woo yung useless.

blameless.

hopeless;

cuscuta or

11780. [\] Properly writ-

ten MB: Woo. Which sec.
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11781. (\) Flattering;

trying to win the affec-

tions. Woo mei 1 mj
a delicate fascinating

woman.

11782. (A) From a en-

vering and unoccupied. A

kind of piazza or room

outside the hall of a house for

servants and persons who first enter

the gate. A lodge at a gate ;
a large

vacant house. Fan woo f& 1 a

(bade formed by luxuriant foliage.

1178S. (\) From heart

and Ihe sound woo. Affection;

love ; an expression of

regard, and of surprize and dis-

appointment; also a proud expression

of contempt.

11784. A small jar or pitcher.

H785. (u) Overgrown

with weeds or wood ;

umbrageous; dirty; fillhy.

Name of a territory, name of a

lake.

117S6. (\) A court amuse-

ment, consisting of a kind of

posture making or minuet

dancing, accompanied by music ;

various ornamented rods or sceptres,

are carried in the hand ; in the

army it becomes a kind of fencing.

To play slight of hand tricks. The

upper part of a metal vessd. The

WOO

name of an office; and of a place.

A surname. Fdh woo \njf an

ornamented rod. Teaou woo

M|< j

to dance or caper about; to

perform feats of agility; to tumble.

Ta woo "JfT to make postures ;

to tumble. Ko urh woo neu
[]j^

3 1 -tr* singing boys and

dancing girls; anciently formed the

amusement of princes and statesmen.

Woo lung I

3ji
to play tricks.

11787. (\) To skip and

dance, as a demonstration

of joy ; to excite.

Woo wei 1 &n the sound of arrows
I \f>

or flying darts.

11788. A sheath or case for

a sword or knife.

11789. O) From flesh

and not having. Dried flesh

without any bones. See Hoo.

11790. () Represents

the distorted gesticula-

tions of an enchantress.

Sorceress or witch, by

which she caused spirits

to descend and appear.

A female magician ; an enchantress ;

magics sorcery in general; hence

JB 1 Nan woo, A male sorcerer

or enchanter. The name of a

district, of a hill, of a divinity, of

a man, and of an office. A surname.

Woo e ye the use of magic in

healing diseases.

woo 987

Wooheth 1

Woo shuh

spells.

a witch and a wizard.

magic arts; charms ,

1179r. () To affirm

that to be which has no

existence; superstitious;

visionary; false; deceit-

ful. To deceive; to

charge falsely ; to accuse

the innocent

Woo kaou 1 4p a false accusation.

Woo lae
j j|Wa

false trust; or to

Jay upon unjustly.

Woo min
J ^ to deceive the

people.

Woo neih
J

;rcJ a false pretext.

~ "'9*. () From the cha-

^ fJ
" racier Neu, A woman,

^^J with a line of separation,

denoting A prevention of illicit prac-

tices. A prohibitive particle, for-

bidding the doing or exercise of, it

corresponds to the modern word

J3. MS. A particle of interrogation.

A surname ; the name ofa place.

Woo yung- kwa leu 1 I. If st\, ifj*

no occasion for anxiety on the

subject.

-fflr 11793. Kwan. To pass a.

firing through in order t

connect together.

Q; Jtfno. A mother.

11794. (\) Neglect ; dis-

respect, Tsze kaou woo
l/..g "F*" ^ IL

H IM! J /\
exalt one's self, and insult others.
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11795. [N] From weman

and mnthrr. A mistress

or governess in a family;

an old lady of fifty who

teachci young women.

A term by which the wife

of a younger brother ad-

dresses her husband's sis-

ter-in-law. The name. of

a bill.

11796. (V) To injure.

To treat
negligently ; to

behave contemptuously ;

to despise ; to ridicule.;

to turn what is good into

ridicule ; to burlesque.

Tih shing piih hea woo
,Jjju

"IT

|

the eminently virtuous do

not behave with contemptuous levity.

Won e
| J^ to trifle or tike liberties

with ; disrespectful familiarities.

11797. (/) The name of a star,

and of a dwtrict. Woofoo

I $$ a widow who does

not marry again.

Woo neu 1 -fa aitar.

11798. [/] Bead Mow.

To look down intensely

upon, as on that which is

obscured. Read Woo,

Dull apprehension-, stu-

pid -, ignorant.

11799. [/] Woo, or Mow,

To kneel down ; to kneel as

an act of courtesy or reve-

rence.

11800. (f) From c7oS nd

a spear. Shooting forth;

moisture or rapour issuing

from the earth; fog;

thick dense vapour.

Yun woo ^^ |
cloudy

vapour. Yen woo j

smoky vapour.

H801. [/ } To apply the

mind or strength to a cer-

tain object; to use great

and undivided effort; the

business or affair which

is attended to, A sur-

name; the name of a city. Rend

affair.

Maou, High in front and low behind.

To rhyme read Mow. Sze woo
jtfi

j
business,-affair; that about which

one is occupied Chuen woo
j|i

1

intense and undivided application to.

Pun woo ;fc is one's peculiar

duty itself. Kea woo ^ 1 domes-

tic duties. Rung woo '/fc 1 public

duties. Pan le sze woo ife J23

I to transact or manage an

Ne woo peih chiih keu /fc

Woo chuen lelh yu sze yay jfe

/] /ft Ipf -jjj^
woo, denotes close

application to.

Woo e
_g^ whit propriety abso-

lutely requires.

Woo peih
] ^ must ; it k indispen-

sable.

Woo peih yaou teth
j ^ ]S M

it is
positively required.

Woo pun neth
] fa ^ to attend

solely to one's peculiar duly.

Woo pun
| fa

is to attend to one's

duly.

Woo seu ^ what is
absolutely

necessary.

11802. [V] Torunwitfc

haste and precipitation ;

boisterous
; violent.
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WUH. CCCXCIF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, fat. Canton Dialect, Mat.

11803. [
n J Represents

and denotes a flag or slan-

dard ; formerly erected in

distrirlsto invite together the people;

hence, WQh wuh fy J

deuolts

Hasle; moving in haste. Not, do not.

Wuh vtfih, also denotes Ardently

desirous of,, having the mind intently

set upon.

Wilh wei nan
-p| *ft do not be

afraid of difficulties.

1180*. () Wfih mfih
J

/PJ exceedingly minute and

ab-truse; recondite) a small

purlicle of dust; an atom.

11805. Meth wuh
$j*

abstruse, hidden. A sort of

melon.

11806.
[

v/ J From a cow

and the sounl fftih. Every

creature or thing situated

between heaven and earth. What-

ever is material ; a thing; a creature ;

an article of commerce; business;

affairs of life, a class or sort. Jin with

^^ man and thing joraetimes

means only Man. Wau wuh fls

ten thousand things all thing (exclu-

sive of heaven and earth.) Ho wHh

tj] articles of commerce. Shin
I

wGh
j|j|lj

1 divine things used in

divination. San wuh three

things, i. e. Ching tlh
jj- ^ rulti.

ration of virtue ; Le-yun' jJ|j
ffl

facilitating the acquisition of the

necessaries of life, and How ting

HI? ^ preserving life itself.

Wuhchan 1 pg natural productions.

Wdh kth urh how che che
| jfff jfrj

tin ^ when the nature and

principles of things are fully discover-

ed knowledge is perfected.

WQh ching Jin e
] fH A S

a thing that suits or accords with

men's minds.

Wuh keen 1 <&. a thing.

7L
11807. ( ) From e line

placed on the lop of man.

Commonly defined, High

and level at the top. To cut off the

feet as a punishment. Luhvtiihjffi1'dangerous rocks.

WQh chay
J ^ those who have had

their feet cut off.

WHh teTh 1
y{j

occurs in some play

books, denotiag Alas 1 what ! a cant

provincial word.

Wuli wuh 1 I a firm immovable

appearance.

agitated; disturbed j un-

quiet.

11809. [ ]*Ne wah|jj|
I agitated ; unstable as a

vessel on the surface of the

water, or something agitated in a

lofty, dangerous situation. In the

explanation of the Ha
Jrp

Kwin-

kwa, considered as representing the

agitation ofa penitent mind.

a
11810. fw] To hem, in

order to clear a stoppage of

the throat. Wah-yfih 1

jyjr clearing the throat before play-

ing on an iustruiueiit- One says,

The appearance of expectorating and

drinking.

fART II. s 11
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YA. CCCXCIIP SYLLABLE.

A broad. Manuscript Dictionary, Ya. Canton Dialect, A, Ya, aud Gt.

y
1181 1. (-) The parting

branches ofa tree; any thing

forked. Ya
*j*

or Ya cha

| ^ the space between the fingers

of the hand.

Ya tow
^ IH/orfce// heads, denotes A

slave girl. The epithet arises from

little girls having their hair bound

up in tufts one on each side of the

bead.

_ 11813. [-] Intended to

represent the teeth. A

U*th ; the incisor teeth ;

any thing that juts out like a tooth;

a bud. Seang ya '%. elephant's

teeth; ivory. Chaou ya^ ]
the

nails and teeth -that which annoys

and frightens. Ya kw..e

TH" a sort of spy employed by trad-

ing people to collect information.

Yachay 1 it? thejaw bone in which

the teeth are inserted.

Ya hwuy 1 H? tooth powder.

Ya Ian 1
j||

cochineal. See the fol-

lowing character.

Takungfoo seang ] X ^H
an ivory work basket.

Ya mun
| P^ a standard formerly

erected at the door of an officer's

tent, hence the modern term Ya

I a public office.

Ya sin tung
'[ j? jj=jj

ivory racks.

Ya shen 1 ||3 ivory fans.

Ya tan
|
4& ivory egsrs ; i. e. balls.

'Ya yuS shen
j Ej Jpi ivory fire

screens.

11813. (-) Hea, or Ya,

Wide moulhed, g-ip'mg.

The wrangling of children.

(MS. Dictionary.) An interjection

or tone of alarm;, a mere tone ;

sometimes used instead of distinct

/./. i

articulation. Han ya^g |
ap-

pearance of a deep wide valley.

Ya Ian me 1 Ffli ^ cochineal.

Aeya (1^ '[

ah! strange! alas!

11814. [/] A smooth,

bright, glossy stone; a

round stoue. Neen ya

^m to bruise with

a stone roller.

11815. (.) From plant

and tooth. To bud forth
;

to begin; a bud; a germ;

a sprout. MSngya|j)| ^
to hoot

forth buds as in spring; buds. Fa

ya
'j

to bud forth. Mih yi

a germ of wheat.

11816. (/) From to g and

issue forth. To go forth

to meet ; to descend to.

11817. [\] Vromatootk

and a wing. A particular

species of crow. Correct ;

decorous ; to rectify, thus applied

to ancient poesy, and to amuse-

ment, and lo speech. Learned ;

elegant; pure; simple; an instru-

ment of music ; a certain wine

vessel. A surname. Win ya y_

elegant and correct; genteel.

Ya che 1 3$ or CheM delicate ;

I
"TX^ /I

>X

gentle; soft; elegant; gay ^ effemi-

nate. Ya woo & or Ya woo

J> 11818. (-) A species of

J*Fc. crow; used for the preci-d-

JD\U ing. A small crow with a

while breast.

Ya peen 1

Ij"
or Ya peen ne

|lium -

11819. (
-
) From the grind.

er and incisor teeth. Toge-

ther. Distorted ii regular

teeth. Shing ya ejjf.
j

voice and

teeth, an indistinct enunciation ;

unable to hear what a perion lays.
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Ya g<>w

Cha ya

m thet

6
1 / *

the teeth unevenly

Ifi

11820. (t ) Ugly; like a

hunch back. The second in

order. Ya, or as il is other-

wise pronounced A, is an epithet

that precedes the names of persons

in the lower walks of life, as ,^-lin,

jt-laau, &c., the latter syllable is

the name, A, is an epithet. The

Tartars use
ff[i]

0, in the same sense.

Yin ya ZftH 1 fathers of a married
fit-t

couple, call each other Yin ;
husbands

of two sisters, call each other Ya.

Ya ko
'

-|f an elder brother. The
I f)

Emperor's sons.

Ya shing 1
: 2 is a term applied to

the second class of Sages, as
"gj

-+

Ming-tsze ; Confucius is called ni

^? Che shing, Most holy, a perfect

sage. A-lUc tsew
ttj] ^

Canton term for Arrak.

Ya-mei ot or Ya-le l^R
a

younger sister. Ya-tsze 1

Ya-tseay I

_

an elder sister.

YA

11821. [/-] To lean upon;

to trust to. Proud.

11823. To cut the neck or

throat
;
to cut or pare off.

11823. [\-] YTh, Yrjh,

or Ya. The noise made in

laughing; to laugh at; to

giggle. Read Ya, or fib, The voice

of birds. Read Ya, The sound made

by infun Is learning to speak. To be

dumb; dumbness.

YA 991

Ya tsze
j

an enigma .

^. a dumb person.

11824. (') Two sisters-in-

law call each other Ya, as

an expression of courtesy;

Ya, implies the taking of a second

place, or being junior.

11825. ( \ ) Unable to speak ;

dumb. The back part of

the neck.

llt)6. (-) Read Ya and

Yae. The shore or bank of

river. The name of a river.

11827. (-) In ancient

tiroes an officer'* teat ; in

the army distinguished

by a flag which was called

Ya, hence in later times

applied to any civil or

military court. The name of a

place; a surname; a distant or re-

mote appearance. Tsung tub ya

mnn
ij|! ^ pU the palace of

the
governor-general.

Ya or Ya mun
j p|J

a government

office ; a public court, whether great

or small.

Ya mun kung ying j p^ $| Jfg
the dues or fees to government

offices.

Ya yfih
J |

attendants in public

-courts, to perform the menial offices

of the law; police runners and so

on ; these are not allowed to stand

candidates for official situations.

YA. CCCXCIVTH SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Yd. Canton Dialect, Af,

\ 1 328. KeH. Scalei of fish ;

armour.

11829. A kind of cage or

railing to confine animals.

11830. [
'

] From a hand

and armour. To pl.ice be-

hind, or attach to, in order

to guard; to guard or escort; to

control , to suppress, or keep down.

II wa ya /fit 1 a sort of mark with

which the Chinese lign any docu-

ment.

Ya chuen
j JjCj

custom-house boats,

attached to European ships, the

lloppo boats.

Ya sung fa i*e
]

* ^ ^J
to
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guard, as under arrest, and coadact

to the magistrate.

YifShjin
] jj^ ^ to oppress and

keep down a person .

Y& tun-? cha
j ^^ tes left in

the market till the close of the

season; winter teas.

11831. (/) A duck, so

called from the sound of

its gobble. The name of

a riyer. ShwBy yS 7]^

]
or Ya-tsze

a duck.

1 1832 [t. ] Earthy particles

closely adhesive; or thick

dust fl>ing. Yang-yS J;ljt

I inscrutable; no trace of; fogjry ;

obscure appearance of being unlimit-

ed. The old definition is, Intricate

windings amongst hills.

Mir

/J^f

11 833. Read Yen, and

or YS. To restrict ; to re-

strain ; to subject. Unifor-

mity; obedient as one; to unite

together. To keep out; to prevent

ingress. To injure. To invite to

enter with the motion of the hand.

An inauspicious dream. Read Yen,

Sufficient; filled ; to satisfy ; satisfied ;

satiated ; to put off ;
to unrobe.

Read Yn, To dislike; to hate ; to

reject. To screen from ; to conceal.

Composed ; steady ; firm. Read YS,

Uiiextended; cramped ; to descend

to, or arrive at. Read Yih, YTh

YA

yTh
|

3 Damp. Read Can, To

sink in water.

11834. (/] To throw down,

as a wall ;
to crush ; to sup-

press; to keep steady and

settled ; to oppress ;
to guard ; to

depress; to humble ; to keep down ;

to subject. To stop or fill up by

supplying what is deficient. Read

Ye
1

,
To subject; to cause to unite.

Read Nee', To feel with one finger,

as when feeling the pulse. Read

Yen, To be satiated and uisjrus'.ed

with. By some written thus f^ and

thus:, FOh-)S. J||
1 or YS-

taou I wlj to overthrow. King

jS AH 1 to subvert. Chin-jS ||i

[

or Tan-yS tjjjS
or Ya-choo

I ift all express, Keeping down ;

suppressing any evil, such as insur-

rection of the people, or any other

calamity. Chin yS j|| |

to keep

down by fear, as if terrifiVd by

thunder. Tsze yS ^ ]

to sub-

ject or humble one's self. Yang-yS

|j|| by superstitious rites to

suppress any rising pestilence or

other calamity in a neighbourhood.

Tsuy-jS $|g to posh down.

Chin-ySyV |
to sink down. Kung-

yS jjj? j
to hold down, or repress.

Shan-yS [Jj
I pressed down by a

mountain. Chin shin yS koo che (w

-t|l

*
:#- ~^f \ the Emperor ex-

ceedingly dislike, and am embittered

against it.

YS che 1 ft to fix a piece of paper

beneath a sod on the top of a grave

YA

ai is done by the Chinese in fhe spring

ofthe year.

YS fuh
| ffi

to subject.

Ya-hwae I ;r3l to crush to ruin.

YS hae pih sing 1 i^p-, S"
j^

to

oppress and injure the people.

Ya king 1 ^ to keep down alarm.

Ya IS
Sg.

to fall and crush.

Ya ,e jin 1
7j&

A to crush a man

to ili-alh,

ItM- to maintain possession

of, to prevent passing from cue.

11835. Ung )S^J] j

to

bend the strong or violent.

11836. ( \) The turning

of a wheel under a heavy

load and making a grinding

noise ,
a punishment which consists in

compressing the hones, so as to emit

a sound like grinding on a wheel.

Seang mo yS ^g ^ j
to distress

and annoy each other.

Yune va rMt \ without anj shore or
o J ~\y\ I

limit i a grinding noise.

YS wiih 1 ^ close, fine texture.

YS hwSh 1 ty} long distant appear-

ance.

11937. (/) To pluck up;

to eradicate. The second

character is also read

ChS. YS pa ^ ^
to eradicate ; to pluck

out of.
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YAE, CCCXCV SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Tfi. Canton Dialect, Oat, or Gat.

11838. An uneven tone of

voice; chirping of a bird; to

cackle like an hen , to emit.

11839. [-] GaeorYae.

Dust- Chin gae Hi

dust or sandy particles car-

ried into the air.

11840. A degrading epithet

applied to women. To

trifle or play with. The

two last characters are

read He, and considered

synonymous.

11841. [-] To place by

the side of; to introduce by

force ; to lean against.

HS42. (-) A kind of

trotting pace of a horsi

Dollish ; f<> lish. Pi-i r'

ffjfr 1 the gait of i ho, so or other
wfi- I

q'lailrupeil.

rim n. T 11

U84S. [-] The preci-

pitous tidci of a hill; the

bank of a river or itreara.

Shang yac J^ to ascend the

bank.

11844. [-j To urge; to

force or press upon.

11845. [\] Pleased; gra-

tified ; Ugly.

11846.
( -] The side of

a high hill ; a high bank or

ihore j a precipice. Hung

yae Mr.
'

name of one of the

Seen genii. Yun yae jjg to

fall or throw one's self down from

a precipice. Heuen yae Jj^ I an
/Vi> I

over-liunging precipice.

Yae chow
j|f>|

the southern part

of Hac-min island.

Yae gan & a general diversity,

or disagreement.

1)847. Yae yae ^ j
a

dog snarling and st-emin;

to wish to bite.

11S18. f/]

indignant.

To hate ;

11849. (-) The bank of

a river, or stream ;
a shore.

1 1850. (-) To lean

against ; to loiter ; to lounge.

Yae taou wan keen
'

j|J

to put off the time tilt

eveil ing.

Yae sze 1 Tfc
to approach near

death ; to lounge and trifle with,

danger.

11851. [-] The margin

oflhe eye; to raise the

eye and stare at; to

look ask-ince ; to look at

with dislike. Yae tsze

looking askaunt

at; an oblique look; mixed with,

haired or resentment.

JL
Tobedislreised; to

be ill used. See Gib.

11853. (/) Weary; fatigued.

ll>jl. f'] An nncTcn

V'"
c of "K-e; chirping of

a bird * ty cklc likc an

hen
-,

to emit.
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11855. [-] Silly; foolish.

See Gae.

11856. [/] A narrow,

confined pass ; urgent ;

pressing ; in narrow dis-

tressing circumstances ;

applied also to the com-

prehension or sentiments .

of a person. Pin yae

4?T 1 in poor and dis-
P~** I

fressing circumstances.

Been y;'e [Joa
1 a dangerous pas*.

Too leang he* yae jfe Jl^ jfcj(t

YANG

narrow, contracted mind. Te fang

tsih yae J4|f ~^j ^pj
narrow

contracted space of ground.

11 851. (\) From in

arrow, and bent down.

A person of low stature.

Yae t<ze
^ -J.

or Yae

jin I A^ a person of

very low stature ; a

dwarf; a pigmy.

11858. [/] E, or Yae. Breath-

ing strong, as in tillering a

ci<fh. The sound of severe"

pain ; the tone of sighing.
Oli !

YANG

alas! Read Yae, The sound of

repletion ; to belch. E he I

Pjjt

oh! alas! a tone of admiration.

11859. Dogs wishing to bite ;

dogs fighting.

11860. Yaegow 1 (^ the

prattle of little children.

Y A N.

11881. The cry of a sheep."^

YANG. CCCXCVF" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Yang. Canton Dialect, Yao*g.

11863. From man and la

look upn-ardt. To raise the

head ami look upwards with

expectation or desire. To look up

to, either with regard, -with admi-

ration, or with a sense of dependence.

An expression of affectionate regard.

To order an inferior. To transmit

an official document to another

officer. Read [ / ] To trust to ;

to rely, or wait on. A surname. Ke

yang fa
'

'" sl;inn< looking up

to , to think on with affection. Soo

yang fang ming ^ ] ^
'heretofore, thought with veneration

on your fragrant name ; said to

persons of whom we hare beard,

on first meeting them. Kew yang

M long looked up ; I have

long regarded you. Hau han yang

JaDS fl ^ a stern an^

intiuiidaling manner.

Yang chang
[ Kj~ to depend on a

person j to be dependent.

Yang moo 1
-^^ to look up to; or

think of a person with regard.

Yang |

.and Foo
jjj'j

are opposites,

To raise the head uud look up; to

bend the head and look down.

Yang leen chang tan 1 ^^ J|r [ffi

looking up to heaven, gave a long

sigh.

Yang leen urh chub, yu 1 ^ ^
JfiW 13 'ooked up to heaven and

supplicating, said.

1*> H8GS. (-) False ;
unreal ;

A^C. pretended. To feign. Shen

V* wei chS yang chay Sfc ^
S/t '1 ^ skilled in making a

feint. E yang ffi }

a child's

basket.

Yang wei pfih
che

| jfj J\ ^1
affected not to know.

11861. [] Derived

from ""I*' Kwae, intended

to represent the horns

of a sheep. A sheep or

goat ; the name of a

bird, and of an office.

Me'en yang *K sheep usually

so called. Yang keS
j ijj

a poetical

term for whirlwind. Shun yang
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Jjj
wild hccp j goati. Ling

yang ]^ '[

a large animal resem-

bling a sheep.

Yang maoii
| ^ wool.

Yang she
] -y^

a shoulder of mutton.

Yang kfiou 1 ^fe a lamb.

11865. To advise; to per-

suade.

>W> "866. (-) From ihcep

^"'|* and Jo tar. To stray ; to

,^~ H
~

k 1
saunter. Fang yang -fIf *** '

roving about in a state of incertitude.

Chang yang |$j | ^to
saunter about

Seai.g yang j$L j
/ for amusement;

to rove ;
to wander.

11867. [/] Sorrow ; grief,

disease, in the language of

courtesy; worms that cor-

rode the henrl of man. Tsun yang

^ ]
or Kwei yang -J| |

your

complaint; how are you ? addressed.

to a person indisposed. Tseen yang

JJfe 1 my complaint. Woo yang
TvXt

4{P
|

I hope you are iu perfect

health.

11868. Certain animals.

11869. {
-

] From water

and sheep. The name of a

river in Shan-lung, now

used to denote the sea and ocean.

Vast; extensive; numerous; abun-

dant; any thing that comes from

beyond seas is expressed by Yang.

The name of a district Se yang jjjtj
I I

was first applied to Europe

YANG

but is now at Canton, confined to

the Portuguese. Ta se yang- ^^

f/l] 1 Europe! Seaou se yang /K
r i

l/Lj
India, sometimes Goa.

Wang yang y or Yang yang

vas', spa-clous.

Yang hung 1 &J| carmine.

Yang inecn
j j|fl offing, as Ke king

yang me'en
|||

Wi
] ffij

the Macao

offing; Cubreta point.

Yang teen
j -j|J

Prussian blue.

Yang sew kew 1
|jj|l J^( Hydrangia

hortensis.

Yang taou 1
/fcjj^

the Carambola.

Yang )ih hoo chung kwS
| -^ Jp-

rfj [^ to overflow from China

and extend to the barbarians said

of knowledge and good p"'r c'ples.

Yangyth
J fcj to overflow} to in-

undate ( to extend widely.

11870. Fire burningfu-

riously, opposite the fire;

towards ; fierce
;
hot.

YANG 995

11871. Diseased; a sore;

an ulcer; an itching sore ;

a scab ; to itch.

1 1 972. From perpetual and

the sound Yang. Water or

a river extending far.

1187S. (/) Arule ; apt-

J. tern. Fashion ; manner ;

uay. Moo yang^
manner; modes appearance. Tiang

moyang^fej& \ how ? in what

manner.

Yang sze 1 IS every form of busi-

ness or affair. Yaig tize
| ~^>

a pattern ; a s unple , a muster.

>

11874. (O Erects and

moving.

11875. The name of riTeri

^./- the appearance of water agi-

tated. Long ; deep ; exten-

sive.

11876. [/] The] name of

an animal.

1 1 977. From to eal and theep.

A cake ;
a b-it

1 1 878. (>/) TromiJieep

and to eat. To feed ; to bring

up i to nourish i to support

with food ; to tame; to improve the

condition of body or mind ( to im-

prove the moral sense ; to increase

an evil; to maintain people.

Yans been ban I P1 yM to main-
I / J J <!xV

tain people who have not much to do.

Yang kow 1 P to feed the inoulh,

to support one's self.

Yangleen 1 PB lo feed the parity of

a magistrate ; to grant an allowance

to prevent his extorting from the

people ; government salariei are so

called.
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Yang shin I il> to nurse and take

care of one'* self.

Yan" tih b8h 1 M M that may be
I IT /in

tamed.

11879. To advise; to admo-

nish.

1 1 880. ( \ ) From heart and

to feed. That which the

heart desires; to itch ; hav-

ing an itching for.

11881. '
) From handanA

lafeed. To move; to excite ;

to put iu motion.

II 882. (') Wide, extensive;

without a shore. A rule
,
a

pattern.

1188S. (-) From^Ta,
great, in the midst of

|"

Keung, A wide space. In

the midst of; separated in the midst ;

the half of ; to terminate ; to finish.

WiJe ; extensive; fine fresh appear-

ance. Commonly used to express,

making a request. Chung yang HI

j

in the middle of; in the centre,

ang mei 1
yJP

to request, to solicit.

11881. The body extended.

Yen y.ing jyj;- j
lji"g on

the back.

11885. Yang, or. Yang. The

sound or tone of
reply ing.

The sound of running water.

Yang y ICi 1
pKJthe interrupted flow-

ing of water.

Yang yang 1 1 interrupted brc.itliinj

or sobbing from grief.

YANG

11886. Sound; noise.

11887. Dust; imall earthy

particles flying about ; saud

blown by the wind.

118-i8. [-] Fault ; punish-

ment; calamity; judge-

ment ; ruin. Yang lew
d _.^ -^ fj,

% tsze sun I vA -f~ .f-a

Yft
f|JI^-i

a judgement that ex-

/ll^ V. lends, or remains to

one's posterity TsjTh yang l&
j

disuse and calamity.

11899. [
x
] From heart

and the sound Yung. Dis-

satistied; vexed, discontent-

ed with one's treatment. Sih ke

yang yang sin |g 1^ J ]
jv

stuff his discontented mind.

Yang clang jrH some dissatisfac-

tion in the feelings.

11890. Yang yang

wide spread ; vast ; agitated

and tossed about applied to

water and to the clouds.

11S91. The light or blaze of

fire.

1 1 892. [ / ] Early knowledge ;

wisdom ; to ask ;
to tell.

Sound or noise.

1189S. [
-

] That part of a

bridle or halter which hangs

below the neck; ornamental

strings lh.it pass below tlie chin;

violent ; opposed to ; embarrassed.

YANG

Yang chang 1 ^ disconcerted; em-

barrassed ; annoyed by an excessive

quantity of business.

Yang-wang 1
0];J

without any de-

pendauce.

1 1 89 1. [- J Satiated with

food > died.

11895. [-] Thefemaleofa

pair of birds, ranch riot'ced

by the Chinese fur their con-

jugal fidelity ; the male is called
-Y^r

Yurn. Yuenyang^'l
I hr faith-

ful p ir. Ke sh li ^ jij|
tlie hap-

py couple used olttu in reference

to marriage.

11896. Sound ; noise.

| *^ 11897. To open; to expand; to

"
spread wide like the beams

of the rising sun; bright;

splendid ;
to be distinguished from

Yib, which see.

1T> ~\ 11898. [-J From hand

aucl to expand. To excite;

to dash as spray ; to win-

I

* now. To spread out ; to

fc extend widely i to spread

open the eye-brow* To

extend the f:<me of; to make. Chang

yang vu wac g | ^ ^ to

spread a rcpoi t oi.t side respecting

wliat is done will in.
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1 (o prai

J ,]ec !a r

praise; to

,]ec !are the

Chins yang

Tsnnyang |

merils of.

Yang fan 1
|jjf^

to spread a sail , to

tail away.

Yang ming ^fj to spread one's

name ; to become famous.

Yang shing 1 > to vociferate; to

hem aloud when entering a house in

order that the females may retire.

11899. (- ) From sun and

to spread. The rising sun.

Clear; bright; to dry any

tiling in the sun.

11900. [-] FromtEoorfor

tree and to spread. Name

of a tree; wide spreading

tree. A surname.

Yang kwei fei -g nj a famous

Queen of the Tang dynasty. (A.D.745.)

Yang shoo
j ljj&

the Ficus Religiosa,

or Banian tree.

Yang lew 1 iM{ a sort of willow or

palm.

Yang mci 1
;fcjji

arbutus.

Yangtaou
J jbJ

averrhoa carambola.

11901. (-) From fire and

to spread. A blazing fire;

opposite a fire ; to roast j

Tenement flame; todre;s

completely. To fuse or

work metals.

11902. (-) From words and

to spread. To spiead the

fame of; to praise ; to extol;

attentive
; respectful.

TART II. ' 11
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11903. [-] The space

between the eye brows;

pretty eyes.

11904. (- 1 The spirit or

divinity of a road, or

hi<;h way. To sacrifice

to the presiding spirit

of a wood.

11905. (-) Certain jing-

ling ornaments about a

horse's head. The name

of a city ; the name of a

weapon.

11906. [-] Lofty and

splendid; clear; the su-

perior, of the two materi-

al principles, into which,

according to the Chinese,

Chaos was divided. The ,

superior generally in na-

ture; the sun ; li^ht;

done in the light ; open-

ly. The male of anina's.

Yang was the purer and

more subtile matter of

which were formed invisible spirits,

the gods, and the
z|j{ HwSn, or hu-

man soul. Compare with [^ Yin.

The tenth moon ; name of a district ;

epithrt of an ancient Emperor. A

surname. Twan yang iffi I the

5th of the 5th moon. Chung yang

YANG 997

the ninlh of the ninth

moon.

Yang fung jin wei
]
w

to profeu openly to obey, but wr<> t-

Ij to oppose.

Yang kwan 1 R9 a pass in western

Tartary, about 53 N.

Yang mei
j ^-

a venereal tumor

in the groin; a bubo; uted generally

for syphilis.

Yang ze
J Jij the intercourse of

the sexes.

Yang tae
j

& a bed.

Yang wiih
] tyfl

the male organ of

generation, a medical term.

Yang yug nan
] 7^ Ya"S "T"

presses the male.

1 1 907. (
-
) From tcjnrf and to

spread. Driven and spread

about by the wind ; applied

to a vessel driven by the wind, to

great swelling words, and to winnow

11908. Effort; endeavour;

to urge.

11909. [-] Yang beang

1 4^ unsubmissive, un-

subdued.

11910. Effort ; endeavour.

11911. (\) Yang or Feang.

Remiss; negligent.
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YAOU. -CCCXCVIl SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, Yao. Canton Dialect, Tew.

11918. [-] Yaou or Gaou,

Feeble ; delicate ; trying to

please; smiling; winning;

luxuriant herbage; broken; short;

untimely death; calamity ; judge-

ment.

Yaou show S? untimely death,;

and long life.

11913. Yaou keaon
|

TS

unextended; distorted.

Weak ; decrej it.

1 1 91 4. Tumultuous noiie ;

licentious airs.

t^+ 11915. ( .
) A teaman laugh-

"Zf TV*
'DS or ""Mag- A strange,

S^r ^^ unaccountable, superhuman

appearance or sound
; fairies ; elfs, &c.

Unusual, strange dress.

Yaou go
] |[j/

foolish tale, of ap-

paritions.

Yaou ke
| ^ an ominous vapour

or shadowy appearance; a phantom;

an app irition.

Yaou nee"
j

1 soperoatural ap.

pearances ; ucb as are manifested at

the fall of empires; prodigies, such

at raining blood and other unnsu.il

phenomena, such as are said to have

preceded the fall of the Yuen dynasty.

Yaou-ts'mg 1 *35 a fairy or elf.

Yaou yewjin hing urh pul; tsze t.<o

(ghosts, faries, &c.) arise from man

and have no existence of themselves.

11916. [\] The south east

corner; a noise of the

wind whistling through

an aperture; winter.

11917. [\] To die earl);

shortlived j to kill the young.

Ming yaou &f short-

lived. Yaou yaou ^ to kill

those who have lived a short time.

H9I8. [-] Dressed food;

flesh and wine. See

Heaou.

11919. () Read Yaou, or

Ht-aou. The name of a

hill and of a river.

11920. [- ] The last and

smallest of a litter of

pigs; supposed to resem-

ble a new burn infant.

Sin, ill; delicate; short;

the name of a small bird ;

of a song or tuue. A

word u-cd in gaming. A

surname.

11921. A sound; a noise.

Yaou yaou I a low

souud
;
a slight noise.

11922. [-] To lay acres* j

to imitate. See Heaou.

U923. (-) Hollow ; kdeut-

ed; a pit ; a concave.

11924. [/-] To restrict;

to seek to attain. To

want; to require ; that whicb

is required ; requisite; important ;
an

abstract of the most important ; to

assemble; to examine; to try. A sur-

name. Name ofa river. Piih yaou

/K 1 do not ; don't.

Yaoufflh
j
UG the outside ofa town.

Yaou heaou tfh jjfjE ^JjL want to
j ?xL I *4
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understand. Ne yaou pi5h yaou "j^fc

7^\ 1 do you want, or wish

to have it, or not ? Puh yaou ~7^ \

I don't want it.

Tsou kin 1 St urgently required ;

very important.

Yaou leS S^ an abridgement of

the most important matters.

Yaou ling ^ /jjj
the collar of a gar-

ment.

11925. Yaou neaou T
jig

small waisted.

11926. (- ) Yaou yaou
|

murmur of insects a-

mongst grass or plants.

11927. (-) Grass; herbage;

luxuriant vegetation. A

plant used in dying. Exten-

sive aims ; enlarged views.

11928. [-] Name of a poi-

sonous snake.

11929. [-] The loins; the

waist ; applied figura-

tively To certain ap-

pe.i ranees, of landscapes.

The name of a horse.

Lew yaou Wtt
|

or Yaou

se
j *pj

a willow waisl a slender

waist. Chi yaou $f 1 to stoop ;

to bow.

Yaou keif tung ISng. | jjJ^J ^|
a kind of lumbago.D

I 11930. A kind of drum.

YAOU

11931. (-) All earthen ves-

sel. Also read Taou, which

see.

11932; [ J Commonly

read Taou, A potter.

Read Yaou, Name of an

ancient statesman. Yaou

yaoii 1
easy, agree-

able, complying with;

following the course pointed out. To

expel or drive out.

11933. Yaou, or Yew. Earth-

en ware vessels; a pitcher ;

in compounds seems to de-

note To move ; to agitate.

11934. To serve ; to be under

the orders of olheiC- Not

pure; depraved. A sur-

name.

11635. To be joyful ; pleas-

ed; to rejoice.

11936. Joy and merriment

11937. [-] To serve; to

perform- certain vassalage

or labour for the govern-

ment.

11938. (-) Yaou yaou

to be grieved

without having any one

to tell one's complaints

to. Deflected; depraved;

to seduce or impose upon.

Disorder; agitation of mind,

YAOU 9t9

) J^ 11939. (-) From hand

T'-^fr*
and a pilclier. The mind

J lJ-) agitated without having

any one to trust to. To shake ; to

move ; to wave ; to imitate. Foo

yaou J^ j

violent wind. Chaou

yaou i^ j
the name of a star.

Seu yaou /^ ^
a moment of time.

Poo yaou /fiT 1 an ornament for

the head.

Yaou-kwang
j TJT vibrating light;

certain stirs.

Yaou pae
j ^38 swaggering strut.

Yaou show If 3^ to wave the hand.

Yaou tung
j JjH|

to move, either

morally or physically.

Yaou tow 1

Jj|j
to shake the head-

denoting disapproving or denying.

Yaou yaou
j

\ a proud gait.

11940. [-] A sort of dog.

Yaou miu
j

E- or Yaou

chung I
fjj! a tribe of bar-

barians in Kwang-tung and Kwang-

sc provinces; who are said to have

short animal tails.

11941. [-] A sort of

valuable stone. Name of a

hill; of a pool; of a star;

of a man.

Yaou tse'cn 1 ^35 a complimentary

expression tor another person's

letter.

11942. (-) A furnace in

whicb to burn earthen

ware.
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11913. (-) Read Yanu,

To follow j to accord

with ; to take from

( amongst. Luxuriant her-

ba*-e To serve. A
" '

surname. Used also for

seTera! olher characters. Read Yew,

To take out of; referring lo divi-

nation; in ancient hooks used for

I Yew, From, through, or by.
'

11944. (-) To sing songs

or ballads. To slander by

idle stories. Tung yaou

g ]
a boy singing

ballads or songs of his

own making.

"=*
idle report*.

Yaou yen

11945. To deceive by

mutual falsehood. To be

pleased ; dissimilarity in size;

that compared with this.

11946. (\) Yaon yaou
]

|

to walk ; lo go.

119,17. f-J Remote ;

fur ; distant. ?eaou yaou
Vb \4>
]j^ ^ or Sc.iou yaou
"M!> \

Jp^
to sail and more

iiboiil. Yaou juen
>-t_

j[g
far off; remote.

1194H. (-) The wind

shaking or agitating any

tiling. Peaou yaou |p[

flonting or sailing in

the wind. Yaou yang 1

0S moved, agitated.

YAOU

11949. (-) Name of a bird

of prey.

11950. A tortoise shell dried

by fire, for the purpose of

divination. An altar of

earth. See Chaou.

11951. [-] Appearance of

walking; longjslender; weak.

See Chaou and Teaou.

1195?. (-)One of the pos-

terity of the famous
<jgjJ

Shun. Beauliful ; elegant.

Read Tenou, Light; lightsome. Read

Keaou, in a similar sense. Recover-

ing from disease.

11933. Earth reared or

piled up high, which the

character represents.

11954. [
-

] High ; eminent.

From earth heaped up, and

a high and level base. High

and remotely seen, as a mountain.

The famous Chinese Sovereign Yaou,

who began his reign, B. C. 2330. A

surname; a name. In epitaphs, Yaou

expresses Great eminence injustice

and virtue. The name of a hill.

Kung-tsze yue
1

, wei teen wei ta; wei

Yaou bih che ft

$ *. If 1 IN Z
said, only Heaven is great; and only

Yaou imitnlcd it. Shun ke Yaou

/2fc -filf I
^hun succeeded Yaou./T <TP* I

This person is dMiugnishcd by the

tfcr 1
term Tang.jaoti j

or Te yaou

W
|

and Shin-yaou
jjjjjj

1 the

divine Yaou. Tsunj Yaou
^jm

YAOU

to meditate on Yaou, and to recite !

to one's self his
sayings. Seuen yaou

I to narrate the acts of Yaou.

1 1 955. [-] False; not ge-

nuine. See Keaou.

To pare, or cut

11957. [-] from a hill

and earth piledup. High

lofty. Tseaou yaou plfE

I the appearance of a

hi^h mountain.
/

11958. Yaou yaou, Lofty

and dangerous. Read Keaou,

To stand erect and watt.

1 1 959. (-) A furrow; a

ditch; uneven ground. Te

yaou J4|J
I a hollow plnce

in the ground. Shan yaou 1JJ

a cavern in a hill.

11960. [\] Yaou. or Gaou,

To seize and drag wilh the

hand; to break. To grasp

firmly ; figuratively, a steady ob-

stinate adherence to; to rush against

a tree, ill a mad-like manner; per-

verse; obstinate. Chth yaon ijft

li 1 1
.

obstinate. Tuy yaou J| j
to

push madly against a tree. Wei

yaou
Jj-jj

1 perversely disobedient.

Yaou-clie
1

j

4tf to twist or break off.

Yaou tsze
|

-3T- an obstinate per-

verse son.

Yaou king stiff-necked.
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11961. Yaou-new

having a tendency to

dry.

11962. [\] Deep; profound;

retired; still; tranquil, applied

in high commendation to

the temper and habit* of females.

Yaou kew 1 Xjl- easy, chearful temper.

Yaou teaon 1 ^j< still and retired.
I xL.

11963. (-) Deep sunk-

en eyes; to look nar-

rowly ; retired ; to look

inwardly ; deep thought.

11964. ( \) Unfathomably

deep.

11965. From the sun and

wings. The light, splendour,

or glory of the sun.

11966. [ /] To look at,

to see
erroneously.

TAKT II. X 11

YAOU

11967. [/] from fire

and tcingi. To shine

upon ; to dart forth

rays; luminous ;splcndid.

Read Seauu, Any thing

very pointed or sharp.

11968. Read Keaou and Yaou,

Moaning or crying under

the most acute pain or dis-

tress. See Keaou.

Yaou ya 1 ^p a locked jaw.

1 1969. [
t

] From teeth and

to lay a crass. To gnaw

bones ; to bite or gnaw asun-

der.

11970. (\ ) Yaou, or

Yew. From Jingen or a

claw and a mortar. To

remove a liquid from one

vessel to another, as by

a spoon ; to lave out To

YAOU 1001

be distinguished, from _

man cm the top of a pit.

Been, A

11971; To kill entirely ; to

exterminate people. Yaou

chen wU to give no

quarter in battle.

|>
11972. [<] From the sun

^^JNk below a tree. Obscure ;

|_J dusk ; deep ; sombre; exten-

sive appearance.

Yaou yaoii
j

1 dull, obscure ap-

plu-d either to the day or to the

mi: d.

119:3. [ V]
'

From while re-

peated thrice. Very white.

Sec Heauu.

11974. ( -
) To Kreen or

cover over ; to invite to one;

to seek to obtain ; to want; to

acquire. Chaou yaou JS to

call or invite. Seang yaou iH

mutual invitation.

Yaou hing
]

'fvi to seek something

that depends on chance or accident,

to run risks in the hope of succeed-

ing by some lucky accident.

Yaou kea 1 if; to invite a friend.

Yaou shing gan 1 ^? JB to obtain

by a fortunate occurrence the Im-

perial favor.

Yaou tse'5 1 i& desirous to receive.

11975. (-) A small ort

ofcarriage. Read Tcaou,

in the same seme.

11976. The appearance of

~}\V . deep sunken eyes.

11977. (\) Wei, Heaon, or

Yaou. The crowing or

> tne "3
of birds to each other.

11 978. To call to ; to caH

out.

U* 11079. Gaou, or Yaou. To

bite , to gnaw ; to chew.
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YAY. CCCXCVI1 H

Manuscript Dictionary, Ye. Canton Dialed, Yay.

% 11980. [\] A particle used

^Ull generally to round and close

^^^^ a sentence or paragraph. At

the beginning ofa sentence, it possess-

es a qualifying sense , in the middle,

keeps the mind dwelling on the prin-

cipal word. In light composition,

and in the Colloquial Dialect, used

in the middle of a sentence in toe

sense of And; also; likewise; even.

Yay haou
j
*! aUo well ; may do.

They remark a difference in its import

according to its being King tub
ili(ji

Hi? or Chung tub (E =|j i. e. read

witcout, or with emphasis. In the

first ens", they compare it to the mere

sound of an instrument after the List

note is struck ;
when read with em-

phasi, they consider it gives a tone

of decision to the sentiment ; As,

We che yew yay -Ttr s ^f
-^1 *^^w 9f I

there is no such thing. It is defined

by Yu che yu =3
^/ J|

' the ex-

cess, or superabundance of a sen-

tence ,' and they say,
' Whenever

Yay is uttered, the breath departs

from the mouth and is terminated.'

Also < It is that which terminates

the preceding, and perfects the sen-

tence.'

11981. [ \] To melt i to fuse

metals ; to melt in a for-

> nace. -A workman who fuses

metals. A surname. The name of

a place. Yaou jay J&-
1 an effe-

minate manner ; soft ; melting. Seaou

|'||

'

to melt. Taou yay

\ aworkmm in earthen ware,

and one who works in metals.

Yay chay 1 ^ or Yay tseang 1
Jp

a t'user of metals.

11982. [\] Moor; com-

mon j wilderness ; rustic ;

wild, applied to animals and

to plants.

Yay choo 1
/pSr

a wild pig.

Yiiyjin
* A a rustic country clown.

Yay ke
j ^H a phcacmt.

Y.iy sang
j /j.' growing wild ; grow-

ing spontaneously ; a bast ird.

11983. [
'

] The su gone

iton'ti below the horizon.

Nibt. N:ime ofa King-

dom. A surname. Kin

yay $* to-n^ght.

Tsoyay^: ^
last night.

Ming yay HJJ
to-morrow night.

. . - 4

Seuen yay Q 1 an instrument for

observing the heavens. Chang yay

-g ]
or Yay tae

J j
I'an yay^n J

to violate tlei

of the night patrol.

Yay he8 1 jBJa sort of night sc,

Yay heang Ian
^ ^^ Polyant.

Tuberosus or Tuberose.

Yay hing e ho A
fJ )^[X to S'

at night with a light.

Yay kwang 1
T^T'

or Yay ming choo

0H ^t the Carbuncle.

Yay Ian heang \ PM ^ Pergularica
I I5KJ W

odoratissima.

Yay shin
j V^ late at night

11984. [/] Birds which

sing at i.igbt.

11985. (- ) The Cocoa

nut tree. Yay tsze 1

^f- cocoa nuts. Yayjow

I^J
the soft part of

the cocoa nut. Y.iy kiih

I

tjjk
cocoa-nut shell.

Yay hwa haoti wei tscw

the cocoa flower is good

for making wine or liquor.

Yay tseang 1 3%- the juice of th*

Cocoa nut
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11986. (- ) An appellation

of a father; an interroga-

tive parlicle. MS yay

Rn^

'

a certain kind

of two-edged sword ; to

turn sii'e-i. Ya sno
j

ffivfc

occurs in Kang.he's Dictionary for

the name JESUS it is added, that he is

denominated the Saviour of the west.

11987. [\] Soft deep

mud ; mire.

(-) The word

father in two different

forms ; an appellation of

a father. A term of re-

spect which enters into

the titlcsof Kings, nobles,

officers of government, and is applied

to private gentlemen ; to old and to

young. Wang yay ^| 1 a king,

or a son of the Emperor, who is

commonly hy rank a king. Rung

yay fa |

a duke. Laou yay ^r

j

an inferior officer ofgovernment,

or a private gentlemen; Must -r ; Sir.

TsTh yay -\^ the seventh son of

a gentleman. Shaou yay A?
\

a boy who is a gentleman's son.

Ta laon yay^ ^ |
great TC-

nerable father title next to Ta-jin

-fc J{ great man, Excellency.

Yay mun
P^j

servants or atten-

dants in public offices.

11989. (-) A certain

weapon.

YE. CCCXCIX SYLLABLE,

Manuscript Dictionary, YS. Canton Dialect, Eef.

11990. [] Tbe throat.

Read Yen, To swallow.

Head YTh, Kang yih
\\jji

1 a stoppage of the breath or voice

from grief. To intercept or obscure,

as by tlouds. Rend Yin,

Yin yin, The sound of a drum. Yen

hea
j

T> to swallow down.

f 11991. Crime; guilt. Ye"-

jt&ff^. shlh ? a contraction

"I of the throat occasioning

a difficult) in swallowing.

11992. [] From words

and tt-hat? To stale to; to

declare ;
to petition ; to re-

quest; to visit a superior; to be

admitted to an audience. The name

of an office ; the name of a star ; the

name of a hill. A surname. Tsing

1
to re

<l
llest an audience.

|

to see or visit a

a kind of inn or ta-

\ 1 993. [ v ] A leaf of a

tree or any plant, a leaf

of a book ; thin as a leaf ;

a thin plate, as of iron j to

collect together ; poste-

rity; continuing through

many ages.
Pih je ~g" |

tripe.

YS-tsze -J \ a le..f of any paper

Tsih-tsze
-J or book ; in the

seventh century writings were all in

Keuen chuh^ 1$ scrolls or rolls.

lh yg ^ i posterity ; manyi

JHow y ^ generations.

Y yewche 1 ^3 ^ a serrated leaf.
I 1 J \t

Y^-urh-keang ^ SJ ^ a place 500

Ic south of Cashgnr.

11H94. From tree and

thirty or an edge. The

leaf of a tree; any thin

plate or board.

11995. Light; mean. On

says, Handsome i pretty.
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11996. [u] Li ht , gay

appearnru-e. A loc.il word

in the west, denoting The

countenance ; a handsome count^n-

>^
ance ; in which sense, some use 3^
Yih. She^ ]

rumpled ) not

extended.

| y
11997. To make light of;

to reject

11998. The appearance of

the mouth moving.

H999. To restrict;
fc

15rT to restrain ; to repress ; to

/W "

subject. Uniformly; obe-

diently; as one; to unite together.

To keep out; to prevent ingress.

To injure; to invite to enter with

the motion of the bauds. An inau-

spicious dream. Ye" tsze 1 ~fi?

the name of a place. Read Yen,

Sufficient ; filled ; to
satisfy ; satis-

fied ; satiated; to put off; to Unrobe.

Read Yen, To dislike ; to hate ; to

reject. .To screen from ; to conceal.

Composed ; steady ; firm. Read YS,

Uneztended; cramped; to descend to,

or arrive at. Read Yih, Yihyth 1

|w damp. Read Gan.To sink in water.

Pfih je ^ disjbedient. Tung

travelled to the east to withstand,

or prevent its ingress. ShTh ye

j ]
or Paou yg ^ |

satiat-

ed
; satisfied with food. Ling

to cause
jin ko y P

p -ople to dislike one.

Y8 ke
'

IE|
to reject ; to cast off.

Y? kwan S[ a mourning cap.

YS nan $K to repress those who

created disturbance. YS tseuS

to exterminate; todestroy.

12000. YS or Yay. YS tS

I $ name f a country

on the west, from whence

at one period Embnssadors came to

China.

12001. (o.) Read YS

and YS, To press down

with one finger ; to apply

the hand to ;
and hold

down,

12003. YS or Nee. A

certain carved plank, from

which bells and drums are

suspended in temples ; an affair ;

occupation ; that which is the means

of support ; property ; an estate ;

meritorious service. A particle de-

noting that which is already done.

A surname.

1S003. (o) From fire

and flower. A blaze of

fire ; splendid ; glorious.

An imperial name ; and

hence the first form,

(which is that, of Rang-

he's dictionary.,) is abbre-

viated to make it different

from the name which '

YB

would be prophaned by being

inserted in the pages of so common

a book.

12004. () Besd YS

<T Yth. From white and

flower. White shining

flowers ; clear ; bright.

12005. (u) To lead; to

draw ; to pull ; to drag.

In Shan-tung read She

in the same sense.

12006. () Read YS

and Yen. Salted, dried

meat of any kind.

^^ 12007. ( ) A stoppage of

US** food in the throat ; an

vf
,JJ^ interruption of breathing,

as in sobbing from grief. A pain in

the throat. Chung sin joo ye tit

'lit V,P ]
''ke a stoppage at the

heart, denotes Deep sorrow, or as

we express it, by A weight or load

upon the mind.

YS shth ping
] ^ YS, is .

disease which affects eating.

, % 12008. () Read Y, A

** \ certain iron utensil. Some-

IH thing pertaining to a saddle.

Read Tee, A sort of furnace. Read

K, A warm vessel.
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YEN. CCCC SYLLABLE.

Sometime! confoudcd with Can. Manuscript Dictionary, Yen. Canton Dialect, Ecu.

12009. (-) To speak; to

direct; direct address; to

speak of difficulties, and to

converse, is oppressed by s5 Yu j

(this idea is not strictly adhered to.)

A word or sentence; words; dis-

course; to speak ; to express, to

ask; to deliberate. A designation

or tille. Name of a musical reed ;

of a territory ; of a hill; of a man.

Shin yen 'fr
]

to retract what

one s-iys;
to fail in one's promise.

Jin yea A |

a certain poisonous

Sinshih / ^] > mineral, sometimes

insects.

Yen hing luh
^ ft^ memoiss of

a person's sayings and actions ;

biographical sketches.

Yen kwan 1
'g' persons authorised

to give information, advice, or

reproof, to the Sovereign. In Eu-

ropean books c.illcd Censors : in

Chinese they are otherwise called

Yen puh seang foo
| ^ $ gl)

words which do not a^ist each

other; a contradictory statement,

Yen yu
j S?} speech, conversation,

language.

FART II. Y .1 1

Yen yen I a lofty, largfrap-

pearance. , Yen wae che e M\

Z-fef the- meaning which is im-

plied but not expressed.

^,_ 12010. (/) To moan or

JLf w grieve for. the disasters of

\*f the living, or for the loss

of one's country. Also readNeen.

RtJ
12011. Yin. A came ; (hat

which induce* a continuation

of ; to continue.

12012. Yuen, or Yen ; To

take out from amongst. To

pare off. One say*, To stop

or fill up.

12013. (-)The throat. Read

Yen, To swallow. Head

Yth, Kang-ylh pffi

'

a

stoppage of the breath or voice from

grief.
To intercept or obscure, as

by clouds. Also read Yin.

Yin yin 1 I the sound of a drum.

k
12014. (-) To swallow down;

the throat. Yon how
j

[Jtj:

the throat ; ..ny important

Yen che 1 W& ..r Yen
I /*n

a vermilliou cosmetic ;

TT

f*
12015. (-) From fire

and cause ; I bat which is

c>uscd by combustion.

Smoke ; igneous vapour.

Read Yin, Any vapour j

fog. Yang yen flP 1 i

f * * l

a delicate name for Opium. Ma koo

yen ffi jfc ]
segars. Sing yen

/4- 1 to')acco, such as is usually

smoked! Shun yen |& \
tobacco

prapared for chewing.

Yen che 1 Bu rouge, on thin flakes

of cotton.

Yen che kaou
| j]j| fjjfr

rouge,

prepared as paste.

Yen che hwa 1 BK^ a plant called

Marvel of Peru, or Mirabilis. Yea

che y? I Hcl 5E a red monthly rose.
I /4F^ ^T

Yen chang 1 J humid, thick, un-

healthy atmosphere.

Yen ho 'i

ijt
fire-works.

Yen tung
J j^ or Tung ^ a

Chimney ; a tobacco pi|). which is

otherwise expressed by 1 ifc Yen
I -^C

tae. Tobicro is said to have- been

introduced nilh the Yuen dynasty,

A. D. 1300.

Yen woo 3E vapour ,- fog ; mist
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Yen
]

or Yen hwa
| ^ tobacco.

Yen tow twirt tobacco.

12016. A surname.

1-2017. M Elegani ;

handsome ; prelty ; well

versed or skilled in.

Used locally for the

common word Ceoi. Yen

\ and Che ^ are

oppns> Beautiful and ugly ;to)ikc

and to dislike.

ff

m
120)8. (-) 'To grind ;

to rub ; \o dissolve in

water ;
'to investigate to

the r.tmost ; the name of

a river; and of a certain

barrier.

Yen sin
'

=5 |to examine by grind-

Yen kew 1
'ffi J ing torture, a

common practice in China.

X 1 201 9. ( \ ) To cover over ;

^^^^" '" screen; to shade; to

J f obscure ; to hide by com-

ing between; to turn towards the

inside. The name of a hill.

Yen-tsze 1 ^^ tl>e name of a divini-

ty. To punish by castration ; weak

and pliable as hair. A surname.

Yen M-n appearance of ru-

minating in quiet.

12020. To punish by cai-

tration.

120.'!. Weak and pliable, as

hair. \ surname.

17022. Yen yen

the; appearance of chewing

or ruminating in quiet.

12023. A certain large

serpent said to be edible;

a name of certain bar-

barians in the south.

Yen shay
| (gV or Nan

shay ji'
a large

serpent found in the south of

China, it has no scales, but has a

tooth from six to eight inches long.

1S024. (-) Yen or dan,

To cover over or shelter.

See Can.

12025. (V) To cover over

any thing with earth; a pit

formed.

12026.
[
/

] Vscd by the

people in the Northern part

of the empire, for the pro-

noun I and Me. Also read Yen, or

according to some, Ye, Great.

1S027. (/) To measure the

length of any thing; to com-

pare the length of two things.

12028. (\) from hand

and to screen. To ga-

ther together and shade;

to screen ; to shut ;
to

stroke or soothe with the

hand ; to take and put un-

der shelter. Foo yen >ffl to
V/H 1

soothe ; to console.

Yen rnun seay kTh
|"j

'"

to shut the door and decline receiv-

ing visitors in order to apply to

study.

Yen ye 1 <K to screen ; to shelter;
I fri\

to shade.

Yen pe w. to stop the nose in

order to avoid perceiving the smell of.

12029. (\) From the SUM

and a screen. Obscure; dull ;

dark. Otherwise read Gan.

^ fr _ 12030. (-) The name of a

^^^^*m /f1\r liver; to merge or sleep in

water ; to detain long ; to

impede; the bank of a river.

Yen kew 1
f1\^

a long time.

Yen yen 1
]

slow ; dib'.ory.

12031. [-] Fish or flesh

preserved in pickle or brine.

Yen jow
j 1^3

salted meat.

t'2032. [-] From to screen

and a gale. Door keepers

of .he Imperial harem Eu-

nuchs ; applied to the year under cer-

tain circumstances.

Yen clioo
|

%& to geld a pig.

Yenjin
j J\^

an eunuch.

1203::.
[ -] Name ofa cer-

tain bird of various colours.

Rest; repose ; doubt. A par-

t'cle used to close and round a pe-

riod, and denoting Settled opinion ;

a thought completely closed. The

name of a hill ; and of an ancient

nation. E yen tsac f"' nj?

already settled.
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12034. A kind of broker;

one who assists in arranging

C( mmercial transactions and

who decides the price of the com-

modity.

I2035 ' [-1 Hi :

c.-., or Yen.

H6cn ye r^
1

,
joyful or

l>eing g'ad ; to rejoice . To

laugh ; laughing. Read Keen, Same

as Keen Prf delight, joy.

12036. [
.
] Handsome,

pretty, smiling, pleasing. A

man's name.

12037. () Name of a place.

A surname.

12038. (-) A long pro-

tracted walk j to advance

from behind. Slow ; dilatory ;

continuing long. Remote ; distant,

derived from what is remote; arning-

ed ; to spread far like a creeping

plant ; placed in a certain order , to

arrive at. The name of a district,

and of a territory. A surname.

Tscen yen jB long protracted

labour.

Yen che
]

Yen L5

; slow.

lo delay ; to procras-

tinate ; to lay bye and neglect.

12039. (-) A limit or

boundary to a piece of

ground, or of the earth ;

the path to a Chinese grave. Read

Shen,. Water and earth blended.

To ascend; an octagon.

YEN

12040. (-) The name of

an animal.

1 2011. (-) Sort of tassels

III which hung down behind and

In-fore in ancient Chi

stale caps, or crowns; they had

;;ems attached lo them.

12042. (
-

) A bamboo

J "C "l;it ' :l tlint of. a "y kind ;

those on which anciently

people sat at dinner , hence, a feast ,

an entertainment; a banquet. King

yen
jj,^?

a classical feast the

place where graduates receive royal

or Imperial instructions. Keung

yen JjjX j

a certain banquet given

to the doctors at court.

Hwa yen
3j3 ~j complimentary

Shing yen ng <
[

terms fur a
Jitt

I
J

ft- :sl.

Yen yen

Yen si-ill 1

|J

12013 (-) Read Yen, and

Ting. The names of certain

insects.

YK\

a feast, an enter-

tainmeht.

'-ou - (') The name of a

plant ; C'-e"ping plants. Man

>cn^ |
lo "S! protracted;

spreading far and wide, like creepers.

12045. (/) A ii epithet of

eminent men and scholars,

one who is much extolled

by literary men.

Yenshing
|

LJ an excellent sage.

12046. [/] A counterfeit

article-

I no:

(
'

) Yen, or

To mourn

or grieve for I!

of Ihe living, or fur the rti-lreiscs of

OIK'S connlr). ( o:<re .and TII'

A smiling appearance. Yew jay yen

ftj "ill !

^'-w, (one of the Pupil*

i.f <'iiif;ienj; is coarse and inelegant.

Blnnl ; abrupt. The old definition

write it ^ ,!).yrn, To lo*:

composure and propriety of coun-

tenance; vulgar looking; rude and

;.t. Yen
^-

a proverbial sav-

ing, occurs in the same feuae.

J2049. (-) From head and

extolled. A high fine fore-

head ; the countenance ;.co-

lour in general. Occurs in several pro-

per names. A surname.

Yen sih 1 'fli colour of any kii d.

Yen sih ho jow gS ;!;{] 3^
mildness and softness of countenance.

12048.
[

/ J From tcordi

and tu be much rflolled ;

a sa>ing that is much

repeated. A proverb j a

straight forward un-

polished saj ing; the lan-

guage of mourning. Fan

jen pf/ disrespect-

ful. Kin yung ho she;

jm yung Isae he ife* ETl

gold is tried by fire ;

man is tried by wealth. Ying fe

pQh taou, ming le so keen ffS flS
/J/wV S\\*

profit drag us farther than the eajU

tlie<, are two proverbs.
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Yen yen
| g "I aprorerb; a com-

Sdh yu j^ ^J momaying.

Yen yuS
J

3 the proverb says.

Yen-yuu i '^T the proverb says.

1S050. Yen yen
j ]

wrangling appearance, strife.

12051. (/) From tun

aid re;oic. A sen 112

sky; serene; cloudless

and mild. The evening ;

harmony ; freshness.

12052. (f) Name of a

bird; a species of quail.

12053. ( \ ) Name of cer-

tain insects and reptiles;

a reptile of the lizard

species.

12051. (f) From an over-

spreading shelter and repose.

Repose ; leisure ; a feast ; an

entertainment; a banqiiett merri-

ment. Ta pae yen yen J^ JjU; rj

I to make a great entertainment.

Yen Is 1
1j&

lo be merry and joy ful.

Shang yen *tj' 1 to confer a Iwn-

TizeyenffljJ j

J qiiet, as is done

occasionally by the Emperor.

12055. (\) To cease; to

cause to cease. To lie

down } to sleep } prostrate.

YEN-

The name of a place.-

YEN

A place partitioned off I surname.

of nature. the offices

Yen choo
^ j| marshy t

Yen fdh
\ JjjjJ

to subject.
md "

Yen &
| f^A

to lie down;

down to sleep.

Yen keen
^ ^stupid; irresolute;

proud.

Yen seih
] ^ to desist ; to cease.

12056. (\) To conceal;

to hide ; to put into a state

of privacy or retirement ;

to lay aside ;
a privy by the road side.

Yen chaou 1 ^w a certain insect.

IPI ' 205T- (V To sl P or dam

up water. A dike or dam.

12058. [ /] A-three

pointed spear.

12059. ( / ) Things, leaning

against each other.

12060. (V) Name of a fish.

12061. ( \ ) Name of an

animal said to be of themus

species, but large as a cow,

and fond of wallowing in water. A

sort of mole or field rat that bur-

rows in the ground.

12062. [
-
] From neeel

and flesh and dog. Satiat-

ed ; filled ; replenished ;

Lstidious.

1S06S.

'\)ReadYg,or1f5,
and Ye.

Read Yen, Suf-
ficient;

'led ; to satisfy ;

satisfied ; satiated .

to put off; to
unrobe. Head Yen,

To dislike; to
hate; to reject. To

to conceal. Composed;

Shih j* ^ 1 or Paou

creen from;

teady ; firm.

satiated, satisfied with fo^

people to dislike one.
to cause

Yen fan to dislike troubl

trouble of thinking or
acting.

,3 ; the

Yenteth
j ^ to shade

; to vei

12064. [
V

] A sorb
t of

mulberry tree ; a <o

wild

mulberry. j

-I

o,

a
12065. The part commonlj

opened of the beily of a

crab. C
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12066. [\] FromjWted and

drmnni. Alarmed in sleep

by frightful dreams. Mung

}'n /!^'.
a kind of night marc.

19067. [ \ ] A black spot

/ \r 'V, on tl'e fiice, or any other part

of the body. Yen tsze 1

or Hih tsze ^P- black

spots.

12008. [-] Inside (he

pate of a village, or an

inner gate; gate of a

lane. To stimulate ; to

slir up. To excite to a

difTercnt stale from what

exists either to anger or to joy. A

fine long appearance ; long raiment ;

handsome. A surname.

2069. Poo yen

long flight of stqis. Same

as the preceding,

12070. (-) Intended

to represent ascending

flame. The flame of fire;

the velocity of flime;

the light of llame ascend-

ing , hot ; burning , glo-

rious; luminous. Yen

' (V1
"ff 1 </J warm, and

cool, iipplic.l (o the fed-

ings. Yen teen
\ fc

southern regions. Yen

fung ijf
a north

cast wind. Yen-yen 1

luminous
; splen-

did.

T n. z 1 1

12071. Light ; flame. Used

for the preceding.

12072. (\) Sharp pointed;

to sharpen the point of. To

cut off. Yen yen

to rise up, or move rapidly, said of

a person. Light, splendour. Read

Mien, Tlie name of a district.

,iL* 12073. ( \ ) From a gem and

flame. A bright luminous

gem. Beautiful; resplendent ;

liicred name of the reigning Em-

peror Kea-king.

12074. A loud laugh.

12075. [> ] A long stream;

constant flowing ; long and

protracted j to expand ; to

lead; lo perform ; to practice. To

exercise, as soldiers. T'uy yen

I to proimilge widely.

^ " ''

I Mr '" Perform plays.

Yen se'ih 1

Tfi] to practice; lo make

known.

Yuen yen yiQ |

to whirl round and

round j an eddy.

12076. f\] Long, extended,

protracted, to lead.

12077. [
/

J
From stone and

to see. A smooth stone

which reflects the liglit.
To

rub ; a stone on which the Chinese

rub their ink; iisi-d for JjT Yen.

Mfh jcn Jfe
'

an ink-stone.

12078. The eje ;
a small eye s

an open space, as the port of

a ship ;
a square on a chest-

hoard. To pc( p out at. A man's

name. Chin yen &r 1 a needle's

eye.

Yen dioo
^ l/t the ball of the eye.

Yen keae
j

KJ. the region taken in

by the eye ;
a distant prospect.

Yen keS I TH the corner of the eye.

Yen kowseang jin
] P ^>S ^|

the eves and mouth drawing or in-

fluencing eiich other, as a person in

convulsions.

Yen rufih : an eye; i.e. a spy.

Yen seen J a spy ; an informer.

12079. A girt of a horse.

12080. [V] A goose or

gander ol the small, r sort,

a larger scirl is call cl i&

Hung. Name of a star;

name of a place ; and of

a wood. Name of several

plants. A surname. Yen

K"
| ^ wild :

that come from the north

of China in winter. Yen

flowered.

Plumbago /etlanica, red

Yen Jae pTh 1
^|^ ^1

Plumbagx) zeylanica, white flow-

cred.
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12081. ( ') A false com-

modity ; an article which is

not genuine.

12082. [ / -
] A swallow,

which the character is

thought to represent. To

disgrace in some way ; a

kind of liquor used in an-

cient times. Rest; re-

pose ; alone and unoccu-

pied , a norlhea region of

China in ancient times.

ZE 1 a shuttle cockWJ I

kept up by kicking with the feet.

Yen king I p the ancient northern

territory.

Yen tse'en 1 iffi the tail of the swallow.

Yen wo
j jraT

bird's nents, which are

brought to China, as an article of lux-

ury.

Yen yu ne nan I

p|| Djj2 pj|j
the

chattering of a swallow.

1208S. (/) To swallow

down. Yen puh hea too

] ^ -|\ jj|-
unable to

swallow.

Yen kow shwiiy
^

P 4^ to drink

a mouthful of water.

120S4. (/) Elegant i beau.

tiful Yen yuen !/jJjf
\ /vu

tranquil ; yielding.

1SOS5. (/) Warm ; mild;

genial.

12r86. (/) A horse's

white hair under the tail.

YEN

12087. [
-
] Cold ; severe ;

rigorous ; commanding.

Grave ; solemn ; stern ; dig-

nified : majestic. Inducing respect j

reverence j awe. To respect ; to

stand in awe of. An epithet applied

to parents. A night watch; a

military guard; a surname. Fa leiih

sin jeu '/ /r& d?i? 1 laws, striclly

anil rigorously referring to every

Mipposablc case. Tsun yen 1|^
1

honorable and stately; a dignified

gravity. Keayen^ I the father

of a family. Yih y en .

j
the

first drum. Kae yen 3U/ 1 troops

placed against an expected enemy.

Yu yen w troops that occupy

a place after the enemy retires.

Yen cluing che i Ipf ~jt respected

and venerated him.

Yen ($
'

|||]
severe punishments.

Yen foo, tsze moo 1
/VV Za -fit a

( VN. ,ii> fj-

severe father and an indulgent mother.

Yen ban 3l severely cold, applied

to the weather.

Yen meih
Jg-j. great secrecy ;

strictly close.

Yea teen tsze 1 ^ 1L a majestic

son of Heaven ; i. e. Emperor.

Yen tsze 1 ~$fa the mother of a family.
I <V1>

Yen chung ^ j

all express with

Chwangyen^ |
I little modifi-

Yen suh
*

IJJM" |

cation of the

Wei yen Ja 1 meaning, Gra-

vity, sedateness, stately solemnity

of demeanour .

12038. Yen

extreme cold.

'

/

YEN

12089. (\) Carrying the

head high ; fine looking ;

stern; dignified; command-

ing respect.

ISO^O. (/) To breathe .-

to sigh ; to moan ; to hum;

to recite.

112091.

(-') A precipitous

shore t.r cliff, Ic/fty (

mountainous. A sort of

terrace on the side of a

hill. Yen cha wei shang
4 -4A- -Z l_ ft

the tea from the terraces ou the bill

sides is best.

Yen shan
| ^ the principal hill

or the terraces on the hill tides in

Fo-keen province, from which the

tea is obtained. See Can.

12092. A den or cave in the

earth.

1209S. To sigh; to moan;

to hum; to recite.

F2094. [
-

] Salt ;

salted ; to salt. Name of

a lake; of a hill; and of

an ancient state. Name

of a certain song. Used

for the following.

Yen cliing 1 mf a kind of general

director in the salt department, there

are three in the empire.

Yen yun sze
j |^l jj|j

an officer ia

a province who superintends the
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salt department, ranks nearly with

the Treasurer and Judge.

J2095. (/) The name of

a horse. To witness ; to

verify ; to examine, in or-

der to verify ; the fulfil-

ment or verification of

what has been previously

Ik intimated. Chingyen ( |J-

2*5^ 1 a witness, an evidence;

a proof Kaon yen /*
I to examine. We yen ^Ktt

a sliglit indication or proof of Heaou

yen TjfJ meritorinus evidences
A/V \

of preceding I ibour. Ying yen jjfg

a correspondence between the

event and the prediction.

Yen ho 1 "& to examine goods, as

it done by custom-house officer <.

Yen mung 1 ", to interpret a dream.

Yen ming pih
JJJJ
6 to verify

clearly.

Yen she
] rop a kind of official co-
I I*W

roner's inquest.

12096, (
\ ) Yen chow' 1

)Ji]>|
the name of a fertile

district in Shan-tung. A
surname.

12097. (/) Good; hand,

somcjlar^e ; tall; plump;

beautiful ; variegated *

luxurious; self indulgent;

liceutioiM ( dissipated.

Name of a song; name of

a district. Used for the

preceding.

* k
i-->

18098. [/] From water
.^k
y|V/" |*

and to go. Water over-

I -J flowing ; to inundate ;
a

wide spreading lake j to

spread out ; elegant ; to

ramble ; to spread to an

excessive degree; prolix repetition,

applied to sentiment and to style.

The name of a river. A surname.

Sha yen W j
i sand bank in the

midst of water. Mao yen rfn

extending inimitably.

Yen-yen
J

I
spreading like a pleas.

ing gale.

Yen yfih
| V^ fine Uvel plain.

12099.
[

\ ] Read Tao,

Large ; vast ; extending

every where. Read Yen,

Sharp ; keen.

12100. [1] The peak

of a mountain ; a bill re-

sembling a boiler.

12101. Yenyung
PJ|j

the mouth of a fish seen

out of the water; the gap-

ing appearance ofa fish
respiring.

12108. (-) Theeveof

roof, the part of a roof,

which in Chinese houses

often hangs considerably

over the out side of the

wall.

12103. A transverse beam

below the eves ofa roof.

1 2 1 04. Stored up 8 secreted ;

put away.
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YEW. CCCCF SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Yfu. Canton Dialect, Yamt.

__r
-

^
12115. ( / ) Represents

^\J Ihe hand ; as if to take

*^ ^fc. with the hand. More ;

^*N moreover ; still more ;

I3( Again ; further. Ta yew

I J foe M ^ he came

gain. Yew pfih ko 1
~/^\ P["

still more improper.

Yew le
| ^ or Ne yew lac

jfa

] ;/K v " u col e again i i. e. you

are on that topic again ! .you ap-

projch tliat subject again, expresses

an aversion to enter on the subject

in question.

Yew lae leaou
*

/fc J*
there you

come again on a topic I do not

wish to converse about.

Ytw she vili f,m kw;m kins 1 43-
I >t

' '

w" /L. "j|"
' l aSam assumes

a different aspect.

fr_ 12106. [\] From /iro

M^b hanrls joined. Of the same

^^^^^^. mind and disposition. To

unite cordially ; to blend their

influence, said of persons or thing*.

To love as brothers. An associate;

a companion; a friend ; friendly;

friendship. Tung che wei yew J01

\> K) l DC ^ tnC same W'H

or disposition, constitutes the mean-

ing of Yew. Sin jew kco jin

'fr
!

l^T A a hearl attacne(1

to the antients; i. e. fond of reading

the works of the ancients. Pang yew

I a friend ; an acquaintance.

Ping ,ew wang lae
)JU ] | ^

the intercourse of friend*. Tsew

viih pa,g yew ]g |^J ^ |

wine nd flesh friend ;
one who

professes friendship for the sake of

iK-in; invited to one's table. Sun

yew y||
nn injurious friend.

Yih yew s I an advantageous

friend. "Luang yew E^ I a good

moral friend. W.mg ne'en yew T^
jfe 1 forget ye ir friend ; i. e.

one who pays no regard to the

circumstance of age; in contradis-

tinction from those who form friend-

ships from the circumstance of per-

sons being distinguished by li'ernry

.rank, or actual office in the govern-

ment, in the same year ; which is

also expressed by Tung ne'en yew

IP! ^F I

a fric '"' f tne same

year. Leaou yew iff
|

a fellow

officer, either in the civil or military

department. Chwang yew ^5?

a fellow.student. Hwuy yew '& |

a fillow member of an association.

Seang haou pSi.g yew ^| jft.^
|

an acquniutanee ; one with whom

one is on friendly terms. E ke p5ng

spirited, disinterested friend.

Yew g;ie
j ^' fraternal love ; the

affcclion of friends.

Yew pang
j ^R a friendly state or

country.

Yew-leang ^g a famous General
I 1*^

\vlio opposed unsuccessfully the rise

of the Ming Dynasty.

> ^ ^12107. (\-) From the

-A-"l IffI hand and mnon. To

| J . seize on the union in an

*
|

eclipse To posses -,
to

~M liave in pos<es-ion ; to

S have done or suffered.

Existence, affluent; to attain; farther;

more ; truly; answers to Ilavcyoui

I hurc \ I am here.

Yew been
'

Y\tt limited; not much.

Yew jib sze woo Jill
J-j ^ j&IE

-j
in the day of possession think of

the day of destitution.

Yew ke woo leili
\ ^ ^F. J}

having breuth,but no strength, near

to death ; jnst breathing. Tsze yew

to have of one's self; or to

he of its self. Muhyewlaeyv^

^ not come to that point of x-

cellence.
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Yew le 1 JQI to he postessed of princi-

ples agreeable lo re ison ; reasonable.

Yew le \
Jtijj

lo lie polite.

Yew neen
]

4K. a plentiful year.

Yew-sin she che neu
-3J^ JJ^ ^_

JT th^ daughter of Yew-sin was the

mother of the f.mous p| Yu, of

whom it is related, she became preg-

nant by swallowing pearl barley.

Yew sze 1
cjJ occupied ; engaged ;

sometimes implies that the affair is

unpleasant

Yew sou {&7 have number; i. e.

not many.

Yew tsfh yen yew ^ |||J =|

if it be posssessed or exist, then say

it is possessed, or exists.

12108. (f) To assist; to

accompany ; to do the honors

of the table ; to entreat to

eat and drink. E yS yew shm J^l
fM 1 A.
*X* I "K t ne'P 'he repast by
-^l f -f *C- *

music. Chow ts5 yew paou jjjA i!!jt

I ?ffx
"le *lost an<l guests exchang-

ing cups when drinking ; to give

mutually, to give and to recom-

pense.

Yew che *! Iw a certain vessel for

wine, used in ancient times.

Yew shth
j J

to attend upon guests

who are honored.

12109. [
f

] A garden en-

closed with a wall ; accord-

ing to some, A park or piece

of ground enclosed and stored with

wild bea Is. An aviary or memjere.

Oiie defines it merely by whatlhe

composition ofthe ch racier imports,

H. A 12

An enclosure having something with-

insidc. A superficial degree of know-

ledge is expressed by Yew. Lfih yew

1 a deer park. Kew yew -n^

|

of certain division of territory

into nine regions.

Yew h in -1 /^ to contain ; to cir-

cumscribe.

Yew yu ke seth
j

lo

restrain or keep in the bad spirit or

disposition of a neighbourhood.

12110. [/] To puj<ri and

under a thelter. To be in-

dulgent to ; to give scope

Ic, but not set quite at liberty ; to

rd.ix. Profound ; close. To assist ;

to advise or encourage to do. A

surname. Shay yew ^Jf
to for-

give.

Yew tsuy

'

3j?
to reprieve or remit

fo; a time.

^^ 12111. [-] From one and

the tound Yew. Singular ;

S ^^& slrange;oddj different from;

very; excessive; exceedingly; still

more. Name of a river. Resentful

feeling. Piih yuen teen ; pQh yew jin

^j&R'X] A do "' t rc -

piue at Heaven, nor be resen-tful to

man. Che yew ^ 1 a certain an-

cient statesman, now depicted on b m-

ners; which appellation it also applied

to cornels.

Yew e
|

-W: still more singular.

Yew ko kwae 1
pj~ Ng still more

strsnge or astonishing.

Yew wiih 1
%JJ

.1 beautiful woman.

Yew keS k'. sraou
] ^ p

appears still more riiiimlous.

12118. The barking of ado*.

12113. [-] From diieatt

and more. A gathering; a

swelling ; a protuberant ac-

cumulation of muscular substance;

a swelling in the neck.

tit
^ 12114. (

-
) From I'Mect and

monslroui. Long worms

fo mil in Ihe human intes-

tines. Che yew % an ancient

title of princes and governors.

12115. (-) From wordi and

excetiive. Fault; crime;

error ; wickedness. A man's

12116. [-] From; by,

or through ; the place

from whence; the meant

by or through which;

from, as it respects autho-

rity or power i to let; to

depend upon a person's permission; to

pas Ihroufh the hand* of, to enter

l>y such a passage, th* cireumttancet

from which on affair arose. Occurs

in rn.my proper names. W.m sze

yew teen |^ 'I) ^ every

affair is from or by the permission of

Heaven. Puh che k-; yew >\ 4fl

^tr
'

not know the cause from

whence. Sen jew /{ 1 print ipal

and secondary.

Yew kin e keTh yuen 1 qjr JM 7J

^ It) proceed (rum th it which is

ne r to that which is more remote.

Yew ts/e mun tsin [H' P^ ^
I ^*st 1 J <^dv

by this door go iu.
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Yew l.e e kew
] ^ J^ ^ fr,.n.

the time that it began till now is a

long period; it has long existed.

Yew ne 1 .rfc allowing you that.

Yewtlhta
| ffl fljf

lct him.

Yew teen pfih jew Jen
j ^^ 1

/y it is from (that is depends on)

heaven and not on man.

Yew yu 1 3P proceeds from.

Yuen yew ^^ \ ~|
the circumstances

I

Tsing yew 'ha I

J
from which the

affiir originated.

Tsze yew

from or by.

12117. [-] Fear and ap-

prehension.

12118. (-) From water and

by or through. The name

of a river ; oil; oily ; glossy;

grease; greasy 5 unctuous; lard;

enriching as rains ; the pleasing ap-

pearance ofgrain ; cordial agreement;

a cloudy appearance ; oily extracts

are called Yew. PS ho yew jja /ny

I oil of peppermint.

Yew hwa 1
jf

oil painting!.

Yew Sen 1 $7$, dense thick clouds.
I tt\\

Yew tsuy I

Dpi oily lips; smooth

flattering speech.

Yew yew jen
'

pt slippery ;

passing out and in with ease.

12119. (/)Yewtsze ^ "^
the name of a fruit; the

purr.elo. A certain kind

of bamboo; an utensil used in weav-

ing.

12120. ( ;
) Composed

of rice and from. That

from which rice conies.

The ears of paddy.

12191. [/] An animal of

the miis species. Name of

a place ; the appearance of

feathers and hairs flying about. An

ancient surname.

\
12I2S. A low voirej a

slight sound.

^ '12123. (/) The right hand;

the riht side, in former

times it was the place of

honor : what is good and honorable;

to honor; to give the precedence to.

Read Yew, To support the arm ; to

aid ; to assist. A surname. Tso,

yew show che yew Jf^ Sf-
~~

I the right, of right and left hands.

Tso yew "ff
|

the left and right ;

those who attend at the left and

right; attendants; assistants. She

fung tso yew ^ ^ /
j

to

wait upon a person. Fun foo tso

yew yft pft^ 1
ordered the

attendants. Tso yew ylh 'ff Bl

the right and left wings of an arn.y.

Tso peen sliow yew pecn show /-f

^ ^ 1 *M = te left-baud
f^ J I *fj- J

side, the right-hand side. Szeyew

jlj
I a certain officer. It is joiued

with tevexal other words, forming

names of official situations. At dif-

ferent periods of Chinese history, and

on different occasion!, as whether an

affair of mourning or of joy, the left

and right have been alternately the

place of honor.

.Yew tso che tuy fa ~^ ^f J"

yew, is the opposite of Tso, the left-

Yew tang
'

'jtjj*

an assistant officer,

inferior to the /fc 1 Tso-tang, who
I - I

is also An assistant officer. Ching

tang j 'fii' i the principal
officer.

Yew taou ] \t the right way; the

I At-

true doctrines.

121S4. [V] From mouth and

hand ; when language fails

to use the -hand to assist.

Man was added in later times.

(Shw8-w$n.) To aid ; to help ;

to protect. Teen taou yew che

^C ill 1 ~J?
Provence protects

him. Hwang teen keuen yew ji

5? & 1 Imperial Heaven over-

sees and protects.

12125. [/] The potecti-on

of divine beings ; the assis-

tance of the gods. The

preceding
is used in the same sense.

Teen yew che ^ ~7 heaven
' ^ I FSw

assist him. Shin ling pe yew
|jjjj

,r
.|Tj

divine spirits grant

covert and protection.

12126. (\) Matured;

finished ; completed ; e-

legant, applied to nature;

the eighth moon ; evening ,

full ; satiated ; old
; grain

fit to make liquor or
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Trine ; an astronomical and horary

character denoting the hours from

five to seven in the evening. Name

of a river, and of hills. A surname.

Yew she
] ||

V tlie hours from five

to leven p. in.

I2IS7. (\) From

covering and old. An old

house with rotten beams;

a disagreeable smell of

rot.

18198. A Tast collection

of wood, oak timber

to bum at a sacrifice

(-<) offered tip to Hwan-

ttwn Shatig-te j|| -^

_t ^tfr
i |nper

'

|a ' Hea-

ven, the Supreme

Ruler, or to the

Spirits that rule in

heaven.

12129. (-) A vessel of a

middling size, used in sacri-

ficial rites to contain nine.

12130. Manifestation or

action of the air, breath,

or vivifying principle,

which causes plants and

animals to grow, and

which pervades universal

nature.

121S1. To stand by or wait

upon, as an attendant.

12132. (-) Air or

vapour ascending ; jo-

cund ; chenrful ; laughing;

merry. The two first are

also used for the last

ch i racier. See below

12133. Beami that support

the eves of a house.

12134. [-] From wood

and wine. Flexible wood ;

some stiy, Wood that will

not bend, wood col ectcd to burn at

a sacrifice, see above. Name of a

mountain stream.

12135. (-) from wine

and rfoy, and from dog

and vine. The two

characters are considered

strictly the same. Name

of an animal of the

monkey species. Doubt-

ful ; suspicious ; an

uncertain mode ofspeak-

ing ; a qualified affirmation : as ;

the same as; like; similar; even;

still ; the second character is most

used in this sense. To plan ; to

scheme; to plot; a delineation of.

A path ; a way ; the path of virtue;

chearful; a surname. Ta yew ^T
I great virtue; that which may be

done. Shwny yew noo RSI I ]!pC
>|;n, I

5vi

angry even in sleep said of a

pampered dog. Woo yew ^if.

lower strata of earth. E yew

easy circumstances.

Yew yu 1 f/?. the names of two

animals remarkable for being su-

spicious to be suspicious.

Yew jen 1
"jg~

as if it were said.

Yew w if.

12136. To preis or urge;

"" sudden ; abrupt ; firm ; to

close ; to terminate ; going)

a herald.

Yew jin
j ^ a kind of herald in

ancient times, who made a kind of

itinerant tour in the spring of

the year, to preach the will of the

chief or sovereign, and to leach

the people. Compare with sat Keang

and BP Shiog.

12137. [-] ?tinkin;

plants, the smell of old

rotten wood.

12138. [-] From a car-

riage and irm<r. A light sort

of carriage. Light ;ol little

worth. TTh yew jot> nviou /ffil 1

T/n ^f~ virtue as light as a feather.

12139.
[

/
J Fromifen-

ier and strength. Young

and slender, applied to

creatures or to things)

small ; not having exist-

ed long ; tender affection,

jijl young ; boyish.

Yew che
j ^k boyish ideal.

Yewche
]
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Yew ho

|

Yew heS
]

ten.

Tsze yew j

regard for.

Yew thaou

Yew neen
|

young grain.

l studies at the ae of

I tender afTection;

the years of

youth; a young

person ; a boy ; a lad.

Yew tse'en 1 $ a certain coin.

Yew wang 1 ~^ died young,

12140 [
-

] Yew, or Yew

yew the voice or

cry of a stag.

^ .k ^ 12141. [
'

] The name of

fijL^
'y/Tr 1 a river, of a lake, and ofa

bill.
; Glossy, smooth vessels.

12142. A mournful appear-

ance ; repressed anger, per-

versenes, of disposition.

12143. [\ ] Yew-new

dei.cj to dry.

12144. A sort of boat.

12145. (\> Yew mew

| jjjfl
the appenrm.-e

of a dr: g.ni in n otion.

Small bees.

12146. (
V ) From black and

young. A I ghl black colour ;

black, having a tinge of

blue. Head Yaou, To bluster or

blacken.

12147. A kind of stock-

ing.

18143. Yew new

soft; pliable.

12149. (-) From npe/eard

water. To travel on the

water; to move quickly

over its surface ; chear-

fnl
; jocund. A pbce;

the place vhich ; that

winch; who or which, as relative

pronouns ;
an euphonic particle. To

be far off; hangii g in dangerous

suspense. YHh yew ^p 1 the

vapour or smoke arising from fire.

Tlh ke yew so ^ jj^ Jift

attain that which he wished.

Yew-yew 1
j

remote ; distant.

Yew Jen
] $ chearfully.

Yew kew H^ a long time.

12150. (-) From heart and

the Hound Yew. Mournful;

so"y- Alas! Thoughtful;

distant; remote; interminable, appli-

ed to heaven; vast. Moving on-

ward; at leisure; used also for the

preceding. Frequent, reiterated with-

out altering the sense.

Yew tsae 1 M lo tbii.k.

12151. (-) The appear,

ance of water flowing;

quick precipitous mo-

tion ; wishing to pro-

gress with celerity.

12152. [-] The waving of

a streamer in the wind.

Used also for the following.

1215"?. [
-

] Name of a

str-am in l!ie north, that

divrrgi-s from a f..mus

river. To fl >w ; lo float; to swim ; to

go from home. To rabble ; to give

one'* self up lo amusement; appear-

ing gratified; scattered; dispersed.

Kew yew -j\ j

name of a star.

Yew heS
j gj. to travel in order to

learn, as is done in Europe; the

Chinese however do not go beyond

their own empire.

Yew show 1
^. sauntering idle fellow.

Yew se
J

;ttE a rake, a whoremonger.

Yew tan g
j

oil to ramble about,

idle and dissipated.

12154. (-)Nameofan in-

sect
; othewise read Lew.

12155. (-) From to walk

and a waving banner. To

saunter idly. To roam ; to

wand TJ logo from place lo place

in search of amusement ; to go wilh

companions. Keaoii yew ^
a companion; an associate. Gaou

vcw ilJC 1
to roamami at derabout.

Yew e leang ko
|

M ^ pf to
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roam between two practicabilities

indecision.

Yew hwan 1
;Jftf

ths wandering soul

or spirit.

Yew keih
| Jp-

or Yew too
^ ffi

a military officer, such as is placed

at Casa-branca, title ^ jj jffi

Ta-laou-yay.

Yew shau 1 Hi to- ramble amongst

hills.

Yew shwuy 'l

7J(
to take pleasure

in water parties.

12156. To induce; to se-

duce.

12157. [\] From plants

and ornament. Useless flow-

ers in a cornfield; weeds;

tares; vicious speech. Name of a

place. Read Sew, A bitter plant.

Choo yew gan leang 15^
I ^fc fj

to extirpate the weeds and set the

good grain at rest, often applied bv

the government to their punishing

bad people for the sake of the good

subjects.

12158. [\] From words

and elegant. To s.eA

to in a pleasing strain :

to ad vise; to put forward
;

to teach
; to lead. To

mislead ; to seduce ; to

tempt, to induce, some-

times in a good sense.

Hung yew [Ut 1 lo^\ I

cho.it anu" befool with

specious pret xts. Yin

yew i

j
I

|

to tend; to

ii. 11 12

to icduceentice. Yew hw5 1

to mischief or e\ il.

Yew hwuy lae hc
| jjjjj. ^ /..l In

induce to come and learn (the

doctrines of Buddha.)

Yew Jin wei lei
| ^ ^| ^ to

seduce people lo dx> what is vicious.

12159. (\) A certain

valuable- stone.

121 60. [-] From heail

and heart. Grief that

arisen from one's own

thoughts ; mournful ';

sorry ; thoughtful griev-

ed; sombre; melancho-

ly; sick; the sickness occasioned by

pregnancy ; mourning for the death

of parents. Ting yew ~f |

t,, cease

from holding an office for three years

on the death of parents, a Chinese

usage. Pub. pcih yew 3^ iffj

there is no occasion for sorrow.

Yew tsow
j ^ mournful; dejected.

Yew sin
j l\Ji~\ an anxious grieved

Yew leu
j j||J

slate of mind.

(
" >} AhlMlfIa11t ;

affluent ; superabundant.

Soft^ luxurious ease, and

quiet To he more than competent

for To play ; to dally ; to trifle

with wantonly. A surname. E yew

w" lo cringe and (latter.

Yew yew | ylg
a luxurious ease and

leisure.; to s;.uuter about.

Yew and leu?
'

^fc are opposite*,

tlie first expressing a superabun-

dance, the latter a want

Yew yew
'

j

indulgent ; liberal.

12162. A tone of sighing,

or of breathing out admira-

tion ; a tone implying doubt

or uncertainty. E yew HJjj'

sigh, as Oh ! alas I

12163. (\) Grief; grieved;

also some relaxation and

apparent ease.

12164. [-] A sort of

harrow for passing over the

ground after the seed i

thrown in.

12165.. (-) From hill ami

woody vallles. Umbrageous ;

dark; hidden ; deep rci

as in a dark secluded ravine amongst

mountains ; a state of retirement ;

to be put there by authority ; to

he confined as a prisoner.

Yew keu
j ^g-

to dwell in retirement,

"i e pc ^ ^ to be shut up in retire-

ment, formerly used to denote

lacerating the female organ, as a

punishment for adultery ; a punish-

ment of the Imperial palace.

Yew shin
| ^55

dark and deep; far

from view.

Yew
Ising

j

& retired and silent

or stilK

Yew Is, ih
j SJrtK

obscure footsteps or

traces of.

Yew wei
'

^J obscure ; abslruse ;

difficult ta perceive ; deep and

rniuule.
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Yew ya 1

5ff{
: umbrageous, shady,

and elegant, applied to gardens, &c.

12166. E yew ^ ]
the

tone or sound of recitative

12167. ![] A female of

i
the deer species. A doe,

a roe.

12168. (-) From, by, and

through. See the second

form above; and under

Yaou.

12169. Wind.

YIH

12170. (-) Go or Yew.

To interpret; to explain

the language of men or

of birds and brutes. To

induce ; to seduce, as

birds that are taught to

inveigle others. To convert or

change from bad to good ;
that

which is nourished by a root which

improves its state. Yew or

Ncaou mei ^, ^a bird like the

hawk, used to catch other birds;.

Neaou-mei, is the common term

Tso yew ||M| \
to he a seducer.

12171. [\] To lead in

the right way; to con-

duct in the p;ith < f cc.

lestial principles. A sur-

.name.

YIII

12112. [-] In the Diction-

aries read Yew, The Bo

species. Commonly read

, which see.

T2173. (-) A post office; a

P.
place with a relay of1 horses

for 'tarrying government

despatches. A cottage in a field.

Used in the sense of
~fa

Yew. See

above. The name of a district. A

surname. Che yew j^
to op-

]
Vint a post office.

12171. Rest ; repose;

a state of enjoyment ;

affluence ; abundance ;

plentiful ; elegantly a-

dorned; beautifully cloth-

ed. Read Sew, denot-

ing the sleeve of a garment.

YIH. CCCCir" SYLLABLE.
Sometimes confounded with yjih. The first sound is like i in hit, wore a person to stop short and leave the t unpro-

nounced. Manuscript Dictionary, YS, >Caiiton Dialed, tt'ik, i'at> and Til;.

jlh-

12175. () One; at once ;

when once ; as soon as ;

the whole. l'ed as a

verb; to unite in one.

Sometimes answers to the

article A. Used with

words denoting fashion or

manner, it denote* The

amcas; allonn. Te \Th
J

i

order onr; the first. Hwtf

to draw one line, to act

by one rule, to treat atl in 'the -same

manner. Ta ylh ting tseih la
/jj/

|^, pP -$ 'lr rp
|>l'

l'd !'s oon

ache heard. Chnen yfh Iff 1 ap-

plication to one thing. Pfth yth

^ j

not one way or kind only;

every kind. Kcnn jib J^l

all in one; all rqinlly. \Vaii \ih
tjj*.

j

one in ten thousand. C'hJ jTh

^ ^
to attend to singly, one after

another. Taeyih-/r 1 a certain

mountain. Ylh die 1 5^ all re-

vo: li.ig to the same rule or principle.
4 ht* M

Ylh pwan 1 fflS the same a.

Ylh king ^|IR
as soon as Tsefh

|]lj
I hen.

YTh kow shwu'y 1 Q 7!^ a draught

of water.

Vih kill pfih seTh
'j ^|]

not desist a moment.

YTh keen seaou szu 1 Mf. A\

a trilling affair.
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Yih hou yung yih
-

after one effort of labour, perpetual

repose, applied to works being once

well done, continue a long lime

uillioul requiring further toil.

Yih mren
] jgj

one face of things ;

one statement ; at the same time.

Yih pin foo jin ', pp ^ ^ title

of ladies, whose husbands enjj the

first rank in the state.

Yih sing 1 /j^
the whole life.

Yih tin
'[
^ the whole heart.

Yih shi she
j '^ |^p

a moment of

time. Yih she
| {^expresses

what is done at the spnr of the mo-

ment ; inadvertently ; hastily ; rashly.

Yih she maou we keilh shun
j fji

HI W $1 I'M
sur

l'
rized '"to a

rash measure, reluctantly complied.

YihtseyS
] jS| J?adose

of pliy>ic.

Yih tseen loo
|

;
JJ&

a bow shot.

Yih tung 1 Kffi one vast whole; the

whole empire ; the whole (eastern)

world.

Yih tung tae ping
] | ^ iJL

universal peace.

Yih te 1
||g

the whole body j the

whole number of perrons concerned.

Yih tsze I '^K (llie time; once.

Yihtsung
] ||)orYThtsee j ty

or Yi'i kae 1 ifif .ill express the
I IBt

whole number of persons or things.

Yih tse 1
1*^

all at once.

Yih we 1 ffit one taste ; to be addict-

ed to one thing; pertinacious adhe-

rence to one thing.

Yih yang 1
ij|

one fashion.

Yih yih 1 I one by one , singly.

YIH

12116, [] The curling

J end of buds i bent ; curved ;

^^^ one of the character! of the

cycle. Used for the preceding. One ;

to mark off by a curved line. A

surname; the intestines of a fish.

Tae yiih ~fc 'j

name of a hill
,

of

a star ; epithet of the genii railed

f|||
Seen. Kea yih ^ ]

Hit-

first and second characters of the

cycle ; hence denotes, the first and

second pluce, the better and the

worse.

12177. ( o ) Strong ; robust i

warlike. Yili y,li
j

1

tall
; large ; strong j martial.

12178. To cut or break a-

sunder.

12179. ( u ) A crooked

winding hill.

12180. [w j A species of

swallow; the twitter of a

swalhrw.

121 81. () An arrow with

a string attached to it. to

shootat llyins b.r Is with; to

take ponesiion of. lo sei/c territory ;

to shoot at and draw the shot l.ird

to one. A stick that a bird roosUon.
v

A'black colour; the name of a river ;

of a district; and of an ancient state,

said lo be 20,000 Le distant from

China. A surname. Ktnou
shr.yj^

or Yih shay ] j|f
shoot with

an arrow that has a string attached
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to it, to draw it back again with.

Tso yih ^"-'
I the name of an of-

fice.

Yih hwS 1 H| lo calch or seize a

criminal.

12182. [
u ]

Defined To

dust or rub with the hand ;

to wipe. This form it

thought erroneous.

1?183. ( u ) The name of a

fruit brought from Cochin-

china. Yih
^

or Keu*

I a stake driven into th

ground to fasten animals to.

12184. ( u) A limit; a

boundary; a state ; a nation ;

a region ;
the world ; the

universe. Mun yih p
1

}

threshold of a door. Sc yih |7t[

the western regions; central Asia is

so denominated by the Chinese and

Mam-how Tartar*. Tsze yih p| |

lo limit one's self. Yu iiuy yuC )ih

chung^ rfa |j t^3 Yu-nuy

(in the world, in the universe) is

also expressed by Yih-chimg. Wae

I\w5 yuS tsene yib^N J^j J^J |{g

foreign countries are called

Tseu-yih, regions cut off. Chin yih

P)|t \
a limit or boundary, as in

iielils or land. Moo ji

the boundary or limits of :.

12185. [] Also ; likewise;

moreover. A surname.

Chay yang-vih haou
j^j^

I -/tl thus also it is well.

Yih ko
] P[or

Yih haou
j
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also may ; also wc>l, denote* a qualifi-

ed kind of assent.

7 a j'ih
si -5 MIH

he also siid.

12186. [] A slow and

interrupted state of the

pulse. A certain disease.

_f
< r]

YrJ^ i'"nits and the sound yih. A
~

J I certain chessboard; to play

at cliess A handsome pretty ap-

pearance; a fine countenance ;a cur-

tain. Vulgarly confounded with the

following. l'& yfh Tffl 1 to play

at chess.

12183. (u ) From great

and the sound yih. Large;

extensive; of long continu-

ance, applied to families ; following

in consecutive order. Elegant; beauti-

ful ; used in Ihe sense of the preced-

ing for chess. Part of the name of a

divinity, denoting To ramble from

place to place. Mournful; sorry.

Yew yih *JJ |

the name of a divi-

nity ; to ramble about.

Yih she
f{t\

an <*M family, and

Yih yS
] iS|r/

which it is hoped

will flourish for many generations.

Yih-ylh
j

I beautiful
, also mourn-

ful.

12189. Commonly re id

Shlh. To lose Head Yih,

Indulgence ; excess
;

the

ame as the following.

1JI90. f ] Ease; rest;

repose; retirement. To

omit
; to ne^ltct. A name;

YIH

a surname. Accordingto Sh\v6-wan,

it denotes The people. One s iys, it

means Suddenly. Keaou cfcay yin

\
')ride>

v.igauce, and voluptuousness.

12191. Licentious.

12192, [o] From woman

and to late. Used for Chih,

A cousin. Read Yih, Licen-

tious; lascivious; lend.

12193 [o] From K-alcr

and to lose; to overflow ;

excess; lascivious; the

name of an animal; of a divinity ,-

and of a bird. Read Tc?, Dissipated ;

licentious ;
libidinous. Tang yih

3j 1 water driven hither nd tbi-

ther; dissipated. Yin yih v!ji

excess; dissipation ; lewd ii.dulgence..

Yih yang | KJ|
the name of an animal.

12194. [
o ] From carriage

and In tosc. A number of

carriages rushing out to-

gether; to rush forward from be-

hind ; to pass by ; to come forth

suddenly; to attack; to invade
;

to

scatter; to disperse; dissipated; fleet

as the wind. Otherwise read Tee.

Syn. with ^Tei*.

12195. (u) Change; al-

teration. From tun and

moon ; because when the

one goes Ihe oilier ap-

pears. Yih king | ^?
the third of the five

Yin

Classical hooks of the Chinese.

Yih he5
| ^| the science of the

Yih-king, or the doctrine of Chang-

es, Combinations, and Transmuta-

tions: a science in which it is assum-

ed that Chaos was divided into two

parts, answering to male and female ;

/if hi and darkness ;spirit and mailer,

and that from the combinations and

reciprocal action of these, result all

the effects which take place in the

universe. To these two powers,

numbers correspond. A unit, and

every odd number answers to the

male energy ;
a duul, and every even

number to the female. Of these

numbers, the Kwaor lines of Fuh-he,

are the visiUe si^p.s, and it being

assumed that these signs answer to

the things signified , and from a

knowledge of all (lie various com-

binations of numbers, a knowledge

of all possible occurrences in nature

may be previously known. On this

sandy foundation many ef Ihe Chi-

nese opinions are built, and hence the

phrase Iji ftjr Ting soo, A fixed

number; denoting that it is decreed,

or fixed by a philosophical necessi-

ty. The science of numbers, which

some thiok the only road to truth,

has been abused more than most

sciences, to mislead mankind.

YTh kwa 1 K the signt, forms, or

speciet of all things in nature; or

something like the '

intelligible num-

bers' of Pythagoras ,

' the archetype

of the world,' the 'monad, duad'

and soon, of which nothing either

certain or important is now known;
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some call them 'the symbolical re-

presentation* of the first principle*

and forms of nature,' which phraseo-

logy answers pretty nearly to the

language made use of by the Chi-

nese, but wli;it is really meant, in

either c,is(\ is not so ea y to determine.

12196. [] A dike which

separates fields from each

other ; a boundary ;
a limit;

border or frontier. To be dis-

tinguished from t& Chang.

12197. () Flame. Read

Seih, Dry.

12198. [w] Name of an

insect.

12191. [
v/ ] From water

and a, veuel. To pour in

more and more ;
to add

to; to increase; to in-

troduce; to benefit; that

which is advantageous;

beneficial ; in a higher degree.

Abundant; full; the appellation of

a certain quantity; twenty. four tads.

Names of a plant ; of a fruit, and of

a district. Yew yfh ^" a>>

Tantageous; beneficial. Woo yih

of no advantage; useless.
V*T I

Tsin jlli JEfc I gradual advance-

PART 11. C 12
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merit, as in learning. Lc yih J;

pecuniary advantage; interest

on money; advantage.

Ylh me'en tsze
| ^| ^f-

a name

of a gall, otherwise called
"

jf- Woo-pei-tsze.

Yih shin

degree.

YIH 1021

in a still higher

18200. [u] The Seal Cha-

racter is said to represent the

mouth and the veins of the

neck. The breath or voice stopped

I>y grief; to sob. A contraction of, or

a pain in, the throat. The throat.

YTh |>uh sha
j
/7^ PJ0"

the throat

not hoarse. Read YOh, and repeat-

ed, To imitate the sound of vehe-

ment laughter.

Hea yth It
j

to pas* down the

throat. Pilh sih yih ^^ \

not roughen the throat. TseTh seaou

juh yuh -fee- -^- 1 vehement

liiughing (with a noiso like) YQh-

yuh.

12201. [oj From water

and to add to. A full vessel ;

to overflow ; to spread

around; to inundate; a handful ; a

certain measure. Yang yih dfi

to overflow the proper limits and

extend elsewhere.

>-^ 12202. ( v ) Name of a quan-

tity or weight. Some siy

twenty, others thirty jjS

Leang or Taels. Some of Ihe preced-

ing characters are used also for this.

12203. (o) From tior<fui,d

10 add to. The appearance,

and the noise, of laughing.

12204. () From tertk

and again. To ruminate;

to chew the cud.

12205. [ u ] The noise made

in laughing; to laugh at;

to giggle.
See Ya.

12200. Commonly read Yay,

Ni n ht. The ancient form

of arm. Read Y:b, The

name of a place.

12207. (o) From hand

and unier the arm. To take

a person by the arm and

throw him to the ground ;
to support

and raise him up again; to support

or lead by the arm ; used for the

armpit ; apartments situated by the

side of larger halls. Name of a

district. Foo yih^ 1 to hold up.

Yew yTh ^ ]
to lead on by

persuasion,
and to support by the

^.^J^ 12208. (u) Saliva or se-

cretion from the nose ; to

disperse ; thick dregs ;

applied :.lso to a lake. A surname.

Yin yTh f-f'.
continued in

uninterrupted succession. Yah jTh

J is applied to fine spring

water.

18209. (o) Under the

arm ; the armpit. Yfih bea

'

~T\ or Chow yTh B;f

under the armpit; the tide;

near to one.
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1SS10. [.,] From an

ficlriurr and itel. A

place vhere many are

aiien-Med and live to-

"
I J gell.er, where there are

^"
^ J different ranks. A city j

a royal city ; or the city of a prince.

An accumulation of the breath ; a

shortness of breathing. Used also

for
|fn

YTh. Shing ylh M, 1

your affluent city the language of

compliment.

Ylh tiae
'[

3? the local magistrate.

1S211. [u] Strong robust

appearaitce ; ploughman-

like trudging a-long.

12218. (,) Ylh, or Yi.

YanB> 1h^ }
or Woo

ylh (j^
1 short breathing

from p limitation or grief. Sin ylh

;|^\
1 a palpitation of the heart.

Gae ylh TJfe
\ to panl.

12913. [v] Disquieted;

discomposed; mo rnful.

12214. (,) To take hold

of and remove out of one

vi i el into another ; to pour

i tit of and into.

Ylh choo 1
yj-

lo transf-r liquid*

from one plate to another.

1 22 1 5. ( ) From vater and

city. Wel;/fnoist; damp;

dewy ; water running down.

12216. () One bui.dred,

thousand ; according to

other?, an indeterminate

r.uinber. Yt i also denoies, Repose;

quiet- Ki'ii^ jlli Xjfc
1 to supply

with, and g'ne repose to; lo calculate;

to contrive, to scheme, which is also

expresiied by Yih 18
J jtj^

to gam-

ble. SinjlhttihlS^ | ^|j ^
vthen the heart is at quiet, pleasure if

enjoyed.

Yih chaoii che keun we 1
^fe "/

^ fllfjati
instructor of myri ds of

ages, s.iiil of anciei.t sages raised up

by heaven to teach mat,kind.

% -
tJ-jYip,
f I "V^
I J\^C

12217. (o) FromftMrtor

mind and thought. To think ,

to coniider ; to reflect; to

remember; to recollect. Chuy ylh

yS to recal to recollection.
/tir

12218. (o) Name of a wood

used in making bows.

12219. [] Anornamen-

tul border on the lower

.part of shoes; an orna-

mentaround the foolot a

vase.

12220 () The noise

made in hammeringwhen

building a house, or lieat-

ii<g so id a mud wall.

Respect ; veneration.

18721. [wj Trttmfeathtn

and leparatfd apart.

Win^s, liler.illy or figura-

tively ;
the wings of a

bird, or the wings of an

army; brijjht ;

manifesting respect bold
; diirirg ;

erjojing IcUure; elegant; affluent;

cordial ,
to asnisl. A surname. Name

of a country. N:ime of a star. To

ytb^ ]
the left wing or flank.

Yew yih ^1 the ri^ht wing or flank.

Yih yth denotes respectful t

also jocund.

1 2228. ( )
To erect and

wing. To flap ; to assist

Yihyth 1
]

respectful.

12223. [] Clear; bright;

lo-morruw. Used also for

wings. Yih jib

to-morrow.

1222*. A man'i name.

12225. ( o) To plough; lo

cultivate.

12226. [ M ] From none and

to spv. Post, or post horses ;

Hl)l3&
govern ivenl despatch ;

post l.or.e (there i< no post in China

fir the .people). To proclaim the

praises of a person; incessantly going

and coming. A sur ame.

Ylh chen
JjJVj

the go-vernment

posts: post *t iges.

Ylh ylh
|

the appearance of

grain growing up.

jfJU
4

^ 8 J'" ffi^
constant intercourse,

backward* ad forwards.

1227. [
.

] Commonly

read they. To shoot with

an arrow. Read Ylb, Tbc
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name of an ancient office; a te.ich-

er. P yfh ^| j
or PO choo

fj%

^ in ancient times, a soit of drill-

serjeant.

12233. A short fox like

animal having three feet,

and which resides in the

water near the shore ;

when the shadow of a

miin falls on the water,

it shoots forth sand and kills him ;

Jtence used to denote A malicious

crafty man.

1S229. From the rye

placed transversely and

happy, or fortunate ; to

take a sly peep; to

spy; to endeavour; to

find out an offender ; to

lead ; to draw out ; lo give oppor-

tunity to; to pass life jocundly.

Name of a hill. Read Netli, in the

same sense. Read Chili, A certain

fragrant plant.

12230. To r-ivolvp; to

return to; the vapours of

the earth ascending to

heaven in disconnected portions;

obscure.

12231. [] Name of a

hill
; name of a cily ; con-

nected together.

12232.
[ ] From heart

and to peep. Pleased ; gra-

tified ; lo like.

18233. (u) To infect with

disease.

152.14 (v) To open i to

put off*; to dislike ; to

put an end to ; to de-

stroy i to ruin.

183S5. (u) From lilk and

to draw out. To unfold or

draw out silk; to arrange ;

to put in order ; to state or explain ;

to lay before; to proceed in due

order. The name of a hill, of a

tortoise, and of a sacrifice ; name of

a city. To do to the utmost degree;

to end; to fill ( great. Ued for B

Yih. Chow yth fib 1 to unfold.
4 >**

|

1?23. YThhwS
| |tt

a certain ornamental piece

of leather for the hilt of a

sword.

12237. ( u ) From vert and

to look narrmcly. To tr.ms-

V ~~

I
"*"

'a'e; to transfer from one

language to another; a translator or

interpreter. The word Was introduced

during official intercourse with the

Tartars. Fan }1h &S
j

to trans-

late. Chuen yu kwi.n '&} sS. rtf"

^re PO b
or Yih kwan 'H* an official

translator.

1S238. [] From lo run

and a rabbit. To run

away as a horse ;
lo give

up restraint. Ease ; lei-

sure; retirement; luxu-

rious ease; idle ; acquies-

cence ; to lose
,

to run to excess.

Yih che
j ^jr easy, gentle style or

manner.

Yth min
J

PF deserving accomplish-

ed people, not in office.

YTh-sze -^ a retired scholar,

one who aims at no situation in the

government.

Yih tsTh yio Hi] fe.
ease induces

vicious excess.

YTh yTh 1

j

to go hackwards and

forwards in a certain order.

12139. Read YTh, and

Tsclh. To whisper.

12240. (u) To raise

the folded hands to the

breast and mike a bow ;

to resign; to yield. To

advance. Used for se-

veral other character!.

The third character if

otherwise read E. Saa

)
Th \

J
the name of

office. Ts6 ylh
j

1 to

Chinese bow.

12841. () From

hand turning a teal. To

place the Iviid upon and

settle ; to bow down ;

to oppress , to urge

peremptorily. To stop;

to c;m.se to desist; to

TlJ ru 'e ; l " drive back ; to

J*^^ alter or reverse the tone

or sentiment; the particle or; an

euphonic particle at the commence-

ment of a sentence. Close ; compact;

beautiful.
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Yfh hw5 joo tsze

or perhaps thus.

Yih SUQ
irj to keep down ; to

repres.

12242. I""] One i devot-

ed to one object; united

in one; sincere,- pure

and uncorrupted. A sur-

name.
Tungylh|j| |

all united it) one.. Chuen

\Th jJi
I

devotedly

applied to one end. Tlh

yih /&L I sincere vir-

Ning-yKh 1L tranquiltue.

uniform state.

^%^ 12243. () A stoppage of

UJ'-* food in the throat ; an in-

O?
fcF^ terruption of breathing, as

in sobbing, from grief. A pain in

the throat. Chung sin joo yih

41 & 'iD I
like st ppins at

the heart; denotes Deep sorrow, as

we express it by a Weight or load

upon the mind.

Yih sMh ping ] ^ ^ Yih, is a

disease which affects eating.

1S244. Gow yih |I^

I to reach ; to vomit.

12245. (o) A kind of band

of musicians arranged in

squares, used when sacrific-

ing in the temple of ancestors. In

ancient times, each group consisted

of eight persons, the Emperor chose

Pajih ] j^j
or sixty four. The

highest officers of the state were al-

lowed six groups, inferiors officers

four, and the literati two.

Y!h sing
j ^J:

one of those per-

formers.

See Yuh.

12247. The door of a furnace.

The hole in a small furnace,

such as are common with

the Chinese.

12248. Labour ; fatigue.

12249. Repeated Yih yih,

The voices of many persons.

12250. Read HeTh or Yih,

Helh si ih 1

[fi|
the hur-

ried vociferating noise ofa

crowd of persons.

12251. A descending sound,

the noise of something fall-

ing or rushing down.

12252. From diseaie and a

veapon or a police runner.

A disease in which demons

are the instruments. Plague ; pes-

tilence; distemper. Win Jill J0|'

sudden pestilence.

Yih ke che lew hing 1 :M ~~7
Jjf?

fa the spreading of plague or pesti-

lence.

12253. Yih, or YBh.

Wounded ; pained ; the mind

deceived.
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YIN CCCClir" SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Yin. Canton Dialect, Yin and Km.

12254. To sigh; to moan;

|^ to chauut; a tuneful pro-

nunciation ; to recite verses

in a singing tone ; recitative. A

surname. Read Kin. Kin yin ur'i

:i ki.idof half

suppress! d huh. Read Yin, A pro-

tracted singing pronunciation. Chin

yin pwan l;eang fm *K
jjjjjt

sunk in murmuring contemplation

half an hour. Shin yinchwangjS

Pip 1 $t |H l<> >oan, lying ou

abed 01 coi.ch. Chin, yin j^j*

to ponder ;
to think.

Yingo
'

PJ^
to recite verses ;lo.chauut.

Yin she 1 ^3f
to recite -verses.

Yin yiii
I moaning.

12255. From to enclose and

^ Great. That which is

great, within a cirdt : a

cause; because, for the sake of; on

account of; the circum>lance from

which; to influence or engage lo

do; to rest or lean upon; to con-

tinue as htfire; lo conform lo.wV.at

exists. A surnair.e. Occurs denot-

ing To di
|>

rs ?ze fei woo >in

ip. 4t fflt thu nffiir is n"t

without a cause. Wei ho yin J^<

'nil 1 for what caue f Often ^re-

TART II. D i'i

cedes or begins the mention of a cir-

cumstance which follows in course,

or as a consequence of what h.is been

said, in which cane it answers to Then,

next , and.

Fan szs peth yew yin J^ ||J ^ |j"

I every affair must have a cause.

Yin rhoo 1 ^s name of nn ancient

prison.

Yin che ~/f aTnilin? one's self

of wh.t previously existed.

Yin e wei le
^ ^ ^ ^'|

fl>r 4he

s::ke of gain.

Yin ho yucn yew \ ^ ftjfc ^
for what rer.son ? because of what

Original circumstances ?

Yin shi-ig |
IS- to add or to multiply,

in Chinese arithmetic.

Yi'.ishin sue
-~|^

IS because of

what affiir -t

Yin tsze che koo
j jjf^ ^_ ^

for this re:ison ;
for (his cause.

Yin yuen \ ^ causa (
reason ; pro.

ducing cerl.iin effects.

Yew yin -w 1 in the religioin sense,

the s .me as 5fj" ^ Yew j
uen. See

Yue.i. Ki ii

!

i s-'Mrg hwny yew )i>i

t0

19256. (-) -Cold appearance.

12257. (
-

) From woman

and became of. The per-

son m id.- for man ; a

bride
; the bridegroom M

called Afif Hwjn, from

uemaiaod ditsk , because

he came in ancient time*

in the evening of the da,y

fur his bride. The fami-

lies of bride and bridegroom, iiwan

yin *S 1 marriage.

Yin tsin
j $^ the relations of a new

married couple; on their cards they

st>le themselves
] ^7 Yiu-te.

Yin ^ueii T&!i the secret cause in
I <r^

Proviilence wh.ch hrings lovers to-

getiier.

f\ -\ 12258.
[

-
] From vapour

*T "l a: d cause. Warm genial

|i?J^ air or vapour. Yin yin
|

"fe'r ami Denial vjyour formed by

the junction of heiven ar.d earth,

ai.d f oni which, according to the

Chinese theory, crratnr emanated.

The generative or pr*ducii>e ili-

roulus.
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18259. (-) Completed;

perfected.

18260. [-] A certain

kind of bamboo; the mat

in the bottom of a carl or

other carriage. A tiger's

skin spread out ; any cu-

shion to lie on.

12261. [-] Yinyun
{

warm genial air; see mi

Vin. Yin-yun is also ap-

plied To hemp; according to some to

the male plant, and according to others

to the female .plant.

12862.
[
-

] Certain gar-

ments j those near one's

person. Several fi.ldt of

garments.

12263. Yin J8h 1 |p or

Yin
jilh^Q /j or Yinjflh

jrKI /f^
a mat ; a mattress, a

cushion or skin on which to lie down.

1?S64. [.] A parti-coloared

horse ; spots of while and

black.

~^ '2265.
[

\
] Wide mouthed;

f* t gaping and laughing. The

S I ancient form of
|Jg Shin,

To smile or Jatigh, which is also ex-

pressed by
'] p| Yin tsze, or re-

Tersed, Tsze j in. Yin jen urb scaou

i" I'TJ J\, PaPc'^ ^"^ laughed.

12266. [
/

J Slin.e; mire;

mud. Yin ne tsze
j yh/

y% the slime of mud ; vis-

cous mire.

*f
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12267. [
-

] Yin or Hin.

Pleased; chearful ; joy-

ful ; laughing with joy ,

eordul respect. Occurs

i:i various proper names.

Head He, Nature agitat-

ed to effervescence, from

a sensation of jy. Yin

^he 1 51^ joyful pleas-

ed. Yin hin jen
j

$A (.leased and delight-tin*

ed.

Kf* \ 12268.
[

-
] The <dge of

f?I" a weapon; to rut down

*X | wood; an utensil for

plaining nood. The side

of any utensil. The se-

cond character is com-

monly read E, the name of a river.

>* 1226J.
[

-
J The root of

jjfr the teeth; the gums, shew-

-f/ | ing the trelh; grinning an-

grily. Read Jen, To smile and shew

the teeth.

Yin yin the appeirauce of

grinning and wrangling.

12270. W.lking, appear-

ance of walking. Read Yew,

Doubtful ; hesitating.

12271. [ / ] From a bow

and a line. To draw a how ;

to draw; to lead ; to i:idnce;

to seduce; to shew the waj to ; to

introduce, as at court , to quote from

a book; to recommend each other; to

pull, to expel. A rope with which a

cow or a hearse is pulled along. A

measure of an hundred cubits. Seaou

YIN

vin /K
|

a small introduction to a

book. Taou > in JW I to repress

anger. Keavu
3
in K5

']

a par-

ticular mode of curing disease.

"Vin shwuyj'm 1 ^ A a pilot.

Yin ke'en 1
Jjl

to introduce persons

to an audience of the Emperor.
rrt -*-J. i t

Yin ynng shoo mdh EH

an index or list of authors quoted.

Yin timg jin sin
| j)j A >L^

to seduce the heart of man by the

allurements of pleasure or any pro-

mised good.

Yin taou 1 -Jit to lead the way ; to
Act-

go before, either to point out, or to

clear the wiy.

YiH .hwiiyjatsing
| 7f( ^ ^

to draw waU*r out of a well.

Yin tsin 1 ig to hring forward.

Yin tow rin a person who stands

f rw..rd for an} public subsi ri|.tion.

12272. [
A ] A cow's halters

a rope or cord fastened to a

cow'* nose to lead it by.

12273. [ \] Kew yin

jjjfj- j
a worm.

i
jr
- ^ 12S74. ( /) From leather

t* and to draw. That which is

m
<J I applied to the shoulders of

an ox or a horsr, in order to draw

any thing after them.
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(
-
) The sound*

emitted by any sonorous

body; sound; news or inti-

mation of. Shing yin $jj
I Shing

are the notes of music ; Yin, the

sounds of different substances. Too

yin ~\~
]

a local tone or brogue.

Pa yin /^ |

sounds emited from

eight different sul.st nces. Tung

yin sin I

rtg
to communicate

information to. Han \in jfegf
a

fowl. Tsei yin -kTj
I the sounds

of syllabic spe'ling.

Yin yun
] gS Yin is an initial sound;

Yun, A final sound.

Yin j8 1 3K n-.elody ; music.

12276. (.) To lose one's

voi.e, and be unable to

t| peak from grief or exces-

sive W'.iepii'g.

Yin gar (Tr^
an ;c tmiulation of

wind, causing eructation.

t % 12277. (-) From heart

nUfru and melody. Peaceful ;

I (If tranquil ; still ; retired ;

harmonious agreement.

Cfe>
12278. (/) From a cive

a:,d tound. A cellar under

1*"1 grnu! d ; a cellar for keeping

wine; a secluded place for rearing

the silk worm.

Yintuh
] ^ black; dark.

12279. (-) From disease

and tound. A complaint

which disables from speak-

ing; dumb. The name of an insect,

Yin lung
'

JJB a deaf person.
I ^*"V

YIN

18280. [-] From voice

and sound united. Complete;

harmony.

12281. (>) From hand

and something pulled. To

grasp i to rule , to introduce.

The name of an office. A surname.

Sincere, faithful. Foo yin Jjf ]

the officer placed over the district

in which the co irt resides a si-

tuation of great r^p' ctabil ty, i

allowed eight chair bearer*, and is

cilled
]

Wang, Ki. g.

^^ 122 88. From tl e reverse

1|3 side of Shin, The My. To

~J i turn round the I ody ;
to

return ; to reverl to wha is right.

1 2283 [
-
] From turning

to virtue and a weapon

Diligent; abundant; flourish-

ing ; afiVent; compMe; large;

numerous; in the rn'ddle; right;

correct, name of an anrient dynasty.

Yin Mh 1 ^ suhMantial ; sincere ;

faithful, applied to a man, as a

merchant.

Yin kin 1 ?CTj very attentive ;
and

sincerJ) friendly ; complete in every

part.

Yin tse 1 ffzi a sacrifice offered, when

mourning is put uff.

Yin)in I abundant ; flourishing ,

also mournful.

12284. (
-
) To stop or dam

up water, or to ciuse it to

flow in a different channel

YIN 1027

from what is natural to it; to cause

it to flow to the west; hence the

character is formed from west and

earth.

12885. (-) From heart and

diligent. Mournful. Yin

kin 1 jyf as diligent and

attentive as possibL-.

Yin yin 1 I a grieved mind.

12286. Cold appearance.

12287. (-) To stop, close

or till up; to raise a mound.

An earthen mound or hill.

12288. (-) From water

and to stop up. Niroe

of a river; to fall; to be

drowned or lost in water.

1 2889. (-) To stop or

fill up a passage.

12290. () A clean pure

sacrifice.

1 229 1 . (
-
) From a gate and

a Jam or ilopftge. The in-

ner gate of a cilj ; to slop

up; to draw together; to contract.

A surname.
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H 1 rV9. Read Han or Kiln.

ea f From eye and to con pare.

* To look at ri e>> other with in.

dignuti.m ; to step ; to limit In

account* used as an abbrevia-

ticnfor ^^ Yir., Sihxr.

1529S. (-) Derived from

an earthen bound or Ihnit,

resting in i'.s own ph.ce. A

baik; a limit ( a boundary. Yth

wang 100 yin all
|

no

limit to the poped. Woo y'm $j

I ui limite ; ii.finile.

II
2294. (-) filver; money.

A surname. Hwang jin j^

|
yellow money, gold.

ShwOy yiu ^fc Quicksilver.

Win vin &V the fine silver
J f*A I

called Fysee. Sujjiniffi ]
dollars

cut to pieces. Yin rr.oo 1
^Jji.fer-

n ill ion marie fiom native cinnijb; r.

Yin choo chung ] fflj^ J]j>
cinnabar.

Yin l.ae 1 VJO *ilver leas. Hie eyes.

: flower

I 1
I -S-

j
i money;

f foreign

devil's head money,

all express the Spanish dollar.

Yin shwfiy
|j ^ the difference in

the tiili.e of silver undnr different

circumstances; to make up this

difference is c..lltd %& t T\{ poo.

Hwa peen jin

Fan m r jin

Kwcitow yin

Ya twe yin

faced money

Yin tan 1 & a money contract ; a

bond. Pib)infj 1 or Yin trae

I -f* siKer. Yin tseang
| [^

erTajiuJT" a silversmith.

YIM

12295. () The gums. Ke.d

Ki)i, To craunch.

12296. (-) A u ancient

puivshment which con-

sisted iu taking off the

knee pan; a horary cha-

racter denoting from three

to five P. M Bold; strong;

practiced ; rtspectful.

122H7. [
-

] Respect;

reverence ; veneration.

To advance; continued

succession ; remote : dis-

tnnt. Ta kan sae J"T

JJ$F
3j or Yin) Hen

|

to aim at promotion by every

possible means; to intrigue. Tung

)in [pj '[

orYinte
] ^ fellow

officers.

Yin yuen
| ^ the influence pro-

duced by bribery.

12298. (/) Long; protract-

ed ; to draw or lend.

12299. (/) A certain Jong

weapon ; a sort of spear.

Read Yen, A man's name.

12300. Ting. Ji man standing

firm on the tap of the ground.

A northern region nf the hea-

vens; to sustain and breed

'or nourish, tippled ID nature,

to breed in the uomli. ^tr/J'ul;

tpctivus.

12301. From slaws and illi-

eit tuceess. To approach

tear iu search of.

scene

YIN

1*302. (
-

) From woman and;

familiar approaches. Lu-

xurious cas^; lounging; stage

amusements ; lewd ; obscene. Used

in common witlithe following.

12303. [
-

] From water

and near approaches. To

drench ; excess of any

kind ; senxu.il excess ; to

dibauch; lend; lewdness;

1 .scivious ; lustful ; o!i-

enor ; to continue long.

Name of a tree. Wan 6 j
iu wei

show ft IS*. 1
^/* ^ of all vi.

ces lewdnes.s is the chief. 'I'saou yin

hoo peih juh te yiih _^V

tyt^* /V Iffi alS ''losc wn 'J ma 'tc ob-

scene books will surely go to hell. Teen

taou ho yin ^ ^ ||| |
Provi.

denee annexes misery to lewdness.

Kein
}'JJT| ]

or Seay yin jjj(

j

lewdaess, generally.

Yin foo 1
Tjjjt

-A vicious lustful wo-

man; lewd; lasiiviou-) wanton fe-

rn le.

Yin jin tse ueu A ^fe -ft* to

debauch men's wives and daughters.

Yin Iwan
j [^

confusion and anar-

chy.

Yin shoo
j ^ obscene book*.

Yin sze 1 ntP an excessive saci'ifi-

in^, expresiis Sacrificing either to

th I which dues not exitl, or which

is not a proper ol.ject of sacrifice ;

supers: :tious
Sticrifieing

1

.

Yin sze woo ftrh
iljB

^l
jji.^j

supe-tili,.(;s sicntiet's piocure no

h: ppincss.

Yin sze woo jth
\
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in superstitious sacrifices there is no

advantage.

Yin tsze 1 =p]\ obscene conversa-

Yin tan
| jij&J tion, or written

obscenity.

Yin jin I distant, remote.

12304. [-] From cloud* and

drenched. Long and exces-

sive rains ; rain that con-

tinues more than ten days.

12305. [-] Obscure;

sombre ; one of Ihe two

supposed forms of matter

which succeeded Chaos.

The grosser matter ; the

opaque ,
the inferior ,

the

Jt female in nature; that of

^i^^ which visible existences

were madr, and the $3?

Pfh, or animal spirit. The

north id:i of a hill . the

b;;ck of a stone labl. t ;

the shade; name of a pi ce. Yin

occurs fur the male genitals. A sur-

name. The third is a vulgar 'onn.

Kwan jin ken keth ifc \ H&J $/ fc*
| |"J J |X|\

time flies like a fleet horse seen

through a crevice.

Yin chili win
'

KK ^f a famous

ess iy exhorting the world to ihe prac-

tice of viriie, as the moans of pro-

curing the Messing of heiveu.

Yin chih
j j!g

the secret blessing i,f

heaven promotion, prosperity grant-

ed by Heaven ; or virtuous actions

which procure Heaven's blessings.

Yin hoo
|

1=1 a vulgar term for the

female or,;an of auin.als.

u. E 12
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meritorious deedsYin kung

done in secret.

Yin le 1 SB? the rules of decorous in-
I 'I' -L

tercourse in families, between men

and women.

Yin >bih
j ^t an obscure dark house.

Yin tTh fa, unpublished ; unos-

tentatious virtue; virtue performed

in secret.

Yin wdh 1 tfa a medical term for the

female organ of generation.

Yin yang
J

KJithetwo forms of ex-

istence which operated in the produc-

tion of organized matter. See Yang.

Tae yang -flr [fa the sun. Tae yin

~jC I the moon.

Yin jug neu
|

Pj ~hr yin is called

the famuli*.

12306. (\) From plants

and obscure. Umbra-

geous ; shady ; to over

shadow; to protect the

sun shining on a shady

place ; a sh.de under

which the weary may

rest Yin Icang 1
/jj

shady and cool.

12307. Name of a river.

12308. (/) A disease of

the heart or mind.

I At**

12309. (/) WJn or Yin.

To rtlJ <"> other people.

12310. (t) To pare cr

cut even ; to measure

equally.

1Z3II. (>-) Dull; som-

bre appearance, arising

not from trees, 1 nt from

mountains. Sra II ; mi-

nute ; screened ; covered j

hidden ; unseen ; put

Laway
; secret : to peep at

omens for the purposei

of divination; fixed ;

settled; tranquil; secret-

ly; painful; mourning;

grieved ; to commiserate.

TsTh yin W|l to fel

for ; to commiserate.

Yin e ^ secret,

private thoughts.

Yin ho itfH some calamity or

misfortune which arises from un-

known causes.

Yin pc\h BE to retire into
I rT

obscurity.

Yin shoo 1 - a private hook for

inserting one's doubt* in order to

think and enquire about them. Yin

seth
j

ITft
to keep secret any know-

ledge Confucius concealed nothing.

Yin tselh
j ^ a secret disease.

Yin wei
| ^5|j

hidden ; abstruse ; not

easily perceived or penetrated.

*\I
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Yin yth }& retired eminent

literary characters.

Yin yung yu shai g wan
~?jj- ~Jjk

_t fill
inft' riors prevented from

stating their case to superiors ;

superiors, chiefly the Emperor, not

allowed H Iliuse at court, to hear

the complaints of the pcop'e.

12S12. (\) The hidden

beams which support the

roof of a house ; the roof

itself; tranquil and at

repose. Yin kwS 1
|j

to surround and contain ;

a certain instrument used

by Carpenters.

12313. [\] Yin ehin

Sj^v a cutaneous

disease; small pustules

or blisters.

12314. [
-

] From dog and

trorrfs. The barking of a

number of dogs.

12315.
[

-
] High dan-

gerous precipice or

mountain. Any lofty

dangerous place; the rid^e

of a hill. Kin-yin "/-.

I
or Kin yin If/jfa

a high and dangerous eminence.

flL

12316. [f] Yingor Yin.

From fesh back to back*

and reiterated. A continued

succession of children and grand-chil-

n; a continued line of inheritance

or posterity; a consecutive line of

heirs ; practice; accustomed. A sur-

name.

^^ 12317. [
'

] From the

I*U nailt nf the hand, and a

credential. A credential

held by those who exercise govern-

ment ; an official seal ; a stamp ; to

seal ; to stamp ;
to impress; to take

an impression on paper from an en-

graved surface. A surname. The

national seal is called S? Se, and is

made of some precious stime ; others

are made of gold, silver, or copper ;

some are square, and others oblong,

which varieties are intended to mark

the difference of rank. The seal of a

private individual, or of a magistrate

acting in his private capacity, is not

commonly called Yin, but
||||

ife

Too shoo, Hlj JvL To cnang> or [^
= Too ke. Kwan yin |jf ^

Foo yin ^ 'j

or Yin sin
^ jj|

a seal of office, an official credential.

T Jin ft j
Yung yin ft\ ]

Keih yin f j
or Kae ka yin ^

<]Jjy
to affix a seal. Chang yin

2ja
to keep the seal, or ihe

keeper of the seal Fung y in
jfej-

1

lo shut up the seal; i. e. to d, s:st

from the ordinary business of the

public courts, in the List month of the

year. Keaou yin ^ 1 to deliver

over the seal to a successor. Tse'J!
j
in

ffe I to receive the seal of office.

18) in iKJi
|

to seal or sear with

a heated iron, for the purpose of

recognizing an animal or thing. Wuo

Yin-too kw5 ^ ] J& |gj
five

Indiin nations, meulioued by Chinese

travellers to India.

Yin pan
| j^ Mocki or plates with

letters engraved on them for printing.

Yin 1h \6 the red pigment used

with seals.

Yin soaiig 1
l|!j

box of the omcial

seal, which if generally covered with

yellow cloth.

Yin shoo 1 ^^ to print books.

Yin sung 1
(j^ "|

to print and pre-

Yin she
| ^ |

sei t j to print

books and to give tliem away.

Yiu-too \ f$f Hindoo; India.
I fc^*^

Yin pa tsze
| ^J ^ the part of a

seal grasped by the hand.

Yin woo
'

^S.
the business of the

se.'l, thai is the management of official

documents, or official duties.

Kae yin J!
I to open out the seal ;

or recommeuce public business, after

ending the new year's holidays,

which commonly continue about a

month from the ao:h of the 12th

moon, to the 20th of the 1st moon.

12318. [- ] Relating to

marriage; m.irringc. see

above under the second

form.

12319. Two dogs fating

snd growling together;

dogs burking at each

other.
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13320. [V] Promt, cat

and to breathe. To with-

hold (he breath and surk

in; to drink; to wash or

cleans? the mouth
-, secret;

concealed ; to receive the

impulse of. Heang yin Uew

y^(
C'Tlaiti village feaits obterved

in ancient times.

YinhSki.i
\ ^||C to drink of the

uuon cups, certain cupl employed

in m.irriagc ceremonies.

Yin tse'eii 1 jiff to receive an arrow.
I n'J

Yin shTK puh Is.ie cliiii sew, jlh ptou

* in fjP 'Jn e tin* and drink-

ing I'oet not consist in luperior ex-

cellence of food, to hare hanger

sitisfied is enough

Yin tsew to drink wine.

YING; CCCCIV SYLLABLE.

Used for Jin, by the Canton People. Manuscript Dictionary, Yng. Canton Dialect,

12321. Yang. The middle or

centre of; to request.

12328. To cut or pare off,

to pierce or stab.

19323. [ /] From itm and

midst. The snn just past

noon. Clear; bright; shin-

ing openly ; to illumine mutually.

Yingjih
| |-j

clear day light.

123?4. (M From eye and

miitil. To look ; to see; dul-

ness of sight. An angrily

r, s nlful look.

12325. (
-

) From/iravrs in the

midst of. Flowers without

fruit; Lvves; foliage; flou-

rish. ng; luxuriant, the hi^h road of

justice and truth -, great Ulenl and

virtue , excellent. Hills appearing

piled on each other An instrument

of music; name of a. country ; a

surname.

Ying keg che jin f
a noble disinterested man.

Yin>; heung 1
"g||

a person of gene-

rous and exalted principles ; a munly

person , a hero.

Ying-keTh-le kw 1 ^ 4]l [SI

the English nation
; England ; Eng-

lish.

Ying-keth-lekBjin

A au Euglishnian.

Ying ying 1 the appearance of

clouds ; luxuriant vegetation.

12326. (-) From a sun and

flourishing. The lustre of

stones or gems.

k

12327. (f) Careful; at.

tei. live manner; good-look-

ing cleanly appearance. A

voiu ui's name-, name of an ancient

state.

4 L47
Ying ming |

fffl. .1 young woman.

Ying moo 1 ig the appearance of
I sy^

a poor rustic wn.cn.

12328. (-) A grave or

tomb. Seen jin fun ying

^t A ^ 1

the loinb

iif parents.

Ying h-ua y^ the pi for grave

in o which the coffin is put

12329. (-) A pitcher or

other vessel with a long

neck, and that Kill stand

the fire.

12330. () From a home

and tplendid, ah' related. A

dwelling in the prMir m rk-

et place. To estimate, to in ike to do;

to go round al-oul in pursuit i>f a

livelihood. Au mtrcuchmcnt, a
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cantonment. The name ofa district.

King ) ing M? 1 east and west, and

round about, the occupations of

travelling merchants. Ping ying

jf-fc I

a state of irresolution.

Ying shih 1 4f? the name of a star.

Ying sin 1
y7|

a military outpost

or station.

Ying ying to go backwards

and forward*.

Keun ying j|[j

Ying woo
] fa)

the army.

I2SS1. (-) Ying or Yung,

A certain sacrifice offered

to the sun, moon, star?, and

gods, in order to exj:el evil.

To cut down the

wood on the side of hills.

f
12333. To wind round.

12334. (>) A small river

One say i, A clear stre..tn

12S35. (-) A certain

bird known by various

names. Variegated fea-

thers.

YING

t 12336. Kot. Added to
-,

increased.

12S37. (-) From numerous

additions and a vessel. A

full vessel; full; the quan-

tity completed; overflowing; as a

local word, denotes Anger. Name

of state, and of a district. Tsny

y'
inS 5^ \ iniquities full no longer

respite granted by heaven.

Ying mwan icM a self-sufficient

audacious st.te of mind, sa<d to

be particularly offensive to heaven.

Ying and shnh
] ft/fa

are opposite!

lo stretch over, and to draw in.

12338. (') Pregnant;

wilh child; applied also

to brute animals. Sing

ling ')&.
|

a pregnant

\ktim is not eaten.

Yingfoo
|

nant woman.

12339. (-) From woorf

and full or sufficient. A

post ; a pillar ; a support.

Keg ying 2?
J

smooth

and glossy. Hwan ying

TO refers to the
I I

coffins of princes.

12340 (-) Trom two

pt'arls and woman. An

infant at the breast ; a.

YING

sucking child ; a female infant; Hae

3^
is a male child. To add to;

to rush ngainst; to surround a with

a cord
; to bind ; certain ornaments

of a women's head dress ; name of

a hill. A certain pitcher. A sur-

name.

Yinhae

Yingurh

Yirg paou
j j^jj

au infant in its

parent's embrace.

12341 (-) The voice of

a bird ; the harmonious

songs of birds.

12342. (\) From an infant

under shelter. To rest in

a tranquil stute. Name of

a district.

12343. (-) From hand and

a child. To take hold of n ith

the fingers ; to tnss things

about ; to throw things into con-

fusion; to rush against ; lo provoke.

12314. Tl;e name of a fruit.

Yin"- laon I *JK or Han
I '/>-

tiou -^ tik a cherry. Choo

r Ch J '"

a very red cherry.

12345. (\)

and a child A swelling

in the neck or throat,

arising from habitual

irritability)
the name of

a place.
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12:i4(i. (-) An ornament

or valuable .stone that hangs

from a ladies' neck.

12347. (-) Ying chang

m the eyes without

luslre.

12348. (-) An earthen

vessel or pitcher with a

narrow mouth, and swelling

out in the middle.

Yingtsresfih |
~f~

JT?
the poppy,

so named from the form of the

fruit being like the Ying earthen

vessel. Vulgarly called <^ jSS

Yung-sBh.

12349. [-] From silk and

a child. The strings
that

come under the chin and tie

on a cap; ornamental strings that

hang about the neck or fall down

upon the breast. Strings; tassels;

sashes. The ornamental plaits of-a

petticoat. Heang ying -S^ t a kind

of sash worn by females.

1?350. (-) From child mA

bird. Tsaiig yiiig^jj| ]

a bird that is heard in spriiig

and is silent in summer.

Ying woo
j |J&

or Woo
jj^jj

the par-

rot, a bird that can speak; in thfi

time of the Han dynasty, sent from

Canton as an article of tribute.

12351. (-) A disagreeable

big bellied insect, whichsoils

things and makes black

white, and white black ; hence used

to denote specious intriguing flat-

terers, -who change the real state of

things and introduce confusion.

Name of an animal which destroys

these insects or vermin. A man's

name.

12352. [/] A small sort

of fish 5 spawn.

1235S. (\) From light

and feathers. The sha-

dow of. Occurs in se-

veral proper names. Low

the name

of a sword. TsTh ying

the name of a fan.

Ying he'ang j ?j$
shadow and echo.

Ying sny hing ; lieang ying shing 1

|J|f ^ ^ Jftj. i$ shadow fol-

lows the substance, and echo corres-

ponds to [he sound so regularly do

rewards and punishments follow

^1 /<*Av
virtue and vice.

12354. From/rcf, mhn, and

^mgs. A pair of hawks

which -<> where man bids

them; in allii.-.ii>ii to \\hieli the, fol-

lowing characters are formed.

12355. To answer; to re-

spond.

12356. f'-] From to obey

man's direction and heart.

per-, that which thonld or ought to be.

To answer
; to respond i to corre-

spond to. Name of a place, and of a

musical instrument. A surname.

TszeyingEJ I it is proper forme.

Chaou ying fj[?
to oversee and

take care of.

f 3:111 ~A-f /J-
Ying chow lae wang

] gjfj ^
visiting backwards and forwards.

Ying chow U.
,], ,g)H ^ having a

great deal of intercourse with people,

a large circle of relations and ac-

quaintances.

Ying chiug
j ^^ to promise.

Ying chaou yin Icang
| ^ ^ jjjjj

a sum due ; a balance in favor.

Ying mun
'

|"J
the Imperial gate.

Ying tang I ^ what should be ;

ought.
nn 4Le ying -J-fg

J

what in reason is pro-

per to do.

to a perion.

123J7. To answer.

J23S8. (-) From Jo re-

upotif to and ifnrdt. To

nuiwer verbally; to enquire

ol. Same as the two
preceding.

. (-) The breast i

near or related to ; to

sustain; to receive; a

girt of a horse; to bind

or fasten.

12360. (-) The bird that

answers to man's bidding.

The hawk or falcon. Also

the eagle j applied to the cockatoo,
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mod to the owl. Originally written

without bird below. Shin ying

fjj |
the eagle.

^

m

12361. O) Ying or Ching.

FCECPS, dregs. Name of a

stream ; flowing together.

12362. (-) The first

springing forth of; to

expand ; an ancient im-

perial surname. A

woman's name. Name

of a famous archer. Keen

nz ? I name of a creating or
I Hi '

transforming divinity.

12363. (-) A certain

sort of cage.

12364. (-) A certain

famous lake; the sea. Name

of a hill, and of a district.

12365. Having an over-

plus of gains ; making

a boisterous noise like

keen clamorous traders.

Rich; powerful ; to

overcome ; to conquer

in war or in phy.

Ying and Shoo
| Sgjj

are nppoMtes-

to win, to lose ; victory aud defeat.

12366. To walk forth.

123S7. (/.) From to go

and one's telf. To meet

or receive what comes ;

to occur. Re.id ( /) To go forth

in order to meet; to calculate wh.it

will occur, as in astronomy. Shin

J inS^; to fail of meeting

with.

Ying sung 1 J^ to go. out to meet a

visitor, and to go forth with him

when leaving.

Ying IseS 1 fe to go forth to meet
I 4J^

a visitor.

18368. (') Ying or Gang,

Stiff and unbending as a

stone.

k.^ 18369. (-) Ning or Ying,

,/tf\K To congeal; to freeze; to

'^)r^*- coagulate; to finish; to per-

fect ; to fix
; to settle. Stern ; rigorous

appearance. Water cooling and con-

gealing in order to form ice.

Ying keg
j ^ to congeal; to freeze.

Ying ming
] <fe

to preierve the de-

cree of heaven in one's favour by

proper conduct, said of Princes.

Ying shin yuen she
\ jjjf)} ^ jjjg

to look to a distance with great

earnestness.

12170. Ying ying $!?

the voice of any brate a-

iiimaK

12371. (\) From a tpoon,

grain, and head A head

or ear of gi..in hanging

down with its own weight.

A spike of grain; a sharp

spike or point of an in-

strument ; the point of a pencil ;

very superior literary talent. A sur-

^C' 1
name. A ring. Maou ymg^t"**
a pencil. TSying urh chfih

Jjjp

m] LLJ
' corae through like the

point of an awl when put into a bag.

12372. From man,Jire, and

to join the handt. To ac-

company a bride to the

bouse of her husband, preparatory to

an entertainment.

12373. To direct; to mo-

derate.
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YO. CCCCVTH SYLLABLE.
^^^^

Confounded with Yiih. Manuscript Dictionary, Yd. Canton Dialect, Tok.

1SS74. (u) From lilk and

lo take or adopt. To litnd

round as with a cord
; to

bind with an agreement; to contract;

to retrench. YS occurs in the sense

of to divide, as Pa yo e sze wei urh

vided by four is iwo An agreement ;

a bargain; a contract; to restrict;

to keep in order ; to cause to heiid.

Keen yS TOtT retrenchment;

economy. Leih.ySJJ j
to make

an agreement. Tuy yS ? 1 to

draw back from an agreement. Ta

yS Ty^ j
for the most part ; nearly

about , generally speaking.

YS sin.
|
/= to make a promise or

I
* *~^

take an oath.

YS sliSh rh to restrain ; to bind
I -4V

by rules or promises.

YSwo lung ta keu
'| ;J JfiJ ffjj

^j engaged, or made an appoint-

ment with, me to go with him.

YiJ yen
|

~ a compendium.

12375. () YS.or NeS,

and YYh. Springing upon

like a tiger. Treating

cruelly (tearing to pieces.

Paou yO Jp;
1 cruel ;

tyrannical.

YS min & to oppress and use

cruelly the people.

12376. (o) Name of a plant.

g lj* 1837T. [u] From diieatr

J-r*fc
J||"~' aod cruel. A cruel disease

//C?
//\S in which the patient is tor-

mented with the extremes of hot

and cold.

YS tseih 1 SEE 1 intermittent fever
;

YS ban 1 *^J fever and ague.

18378. (u) Read YS, A se-

neric term for all sorts of

music and any instrument;

it is much talked about by . ancient

Chinese writers. A surname. Read

LS, Jay ; delight.

5 ke
| -jp

an instrument of music.

, 1 8379. ( o ) From plant an d to

harmonize. Medicinal plants ;

rmdicines; to heal; an ingre-

dient, applied to various compositions

made up as medicines are. Bo yS

llf
j

guu-powder. Han yS &(

I goldur for joining metals.

YS chou I J* seed or ounce pearls

brought from the Soo-lo island. The

best are called K ShaD Yi-chw.

Y6 fang
| "^ medical prescrip-

tion.

Y 6 kea \ ^? an apothecary ; apothe-

caries.

YS keachekiSh
]

medicine Chc-kQh of the Apotheca-

ries.

Fang yS
Jjjjf j

any aphrodisiac itirau-

lent, such as opium.

18380. [ o ] From Hit

and the sound YS. Fire

high admired and rever-

ed. mountains in China

are called Jjf
I Woo-

yS, the name of a dis-

trict. A surname. YS

yS
|

I the appear-

ance of long horns.

YS foo moo
'

*% -ffy
a wife's fa-

ther and mother.

12381. From / dtgt

and to speak or bark,

defended or guarded by

two watch dogs. A pri-

son, a rocky glen. Name

of a star. Hing yS
^fil

1 imprisonment. TwanyS^ 1

to decide cases in law, and set the

confined at liberty. Te\5Jflj j

the priion of the earth a place of
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punishment after death for wicked

human beings ; hell.

Y8le
] |f a jailor.
I y^**

Y sung 1
Jjj^ litigations.

12382. (u) A lort of

eagle.

fifl

->ppgw

ffij

I23S3. [o ] from three

degreet and to modulate.

A musical instrument

with three tubes. Name

of a certain measure.

12384. [ ] To boil; a

certain kind of soup

made of flesh and herbs.

Tan-yS iia au ap-

pearance of being waved

and agitated. Shin yiS
'.jifl

water running with velocity.
1

12385.
[-
u ] From to walk

or font, and \\\ctailnfa

pheasant. To hop like

a bird ; to -skip and leap

as an expression ofjoy ;

to advance with celerity ;

to frisk about as fish do. Keu yS

KG 1 to leap over.

YSy? 1 with speed ; with-cclerity.

Yung j
5

Jraj j

1 to leap for joy;

TcaoH J5 M[C ^ J to run with

promptness and celerity to do.

12386. [
w ] Certain

sacrifices at the four

12387. [ u ] The bolt of

a door; a lock. Y3 she

1 J|k
lock and ke

-T ;

the key of a lock.

CCCCVF" SYLLABLE.

Confounded with Heu. Commonly used instead of Joo, by the Canton People. Manuscript Dictionary, Yu.

Canton Dialoct, Yu.

^^ ^12383. (-) Represents

^^J^Mk the air extending itself.

-J In; through i In, at: in

^^k ( which sense it is Syn.

^^JT^ with
~ijk Yu, which is

^f j now commonly used.w
To speak; to sayj to go. Great ;

extensive appearance. Occurs as the

name of a plant, of a tree; and ;is

part of the name of a district. The

middle part of a bell. A .surname.

Yu yu
j j

the distant appear-

ance of a person walking ; feeling

satisfied ; -contented. Also read Heu.

TCe kcS yu yu "ft ^ I
he

felt himself satisfied.

Yu tseay ] [fit
an exclamation, denot-

ing admiration. Yu che we 1
,|W

ff. at the end of official document.

Tan yu ke shay (Ml
| |A M1 | I *^*V "

~*

afraid of (unwilling to attend to)

horsein;insliip and archery.

_ 12389. A bank ; ,1 dyke raised

JvJi^ against the water, as on

>p the Yang-tsze-keang, and

other large rivers. Islets in the rivers

being sMnetiines lower tlian the sur-

face of the water, are thus preserved

from inundation ; seasons occur

however, when
tl-cy are qntirely over-

flown. A hollow place with banks

around ; that which appears as vjcli.

Yu gan
^ J'Y.

a hank. :,d}kc.

Yu
|

or Yu chan-
] ^l :| public

market place, where slu-ds are con-

structed iiud let out by lli<- day to any

person who chooses to take thither

any commodity for sale.

12390. (-) Decorous inter,

course between diH'erent per-

son*. This character is du-

bious.
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12391. (\) From a cover

or a concave and air ex-

panding. To cover, or

spread over and shelter,

as the wings of a fowl,

or as a house. Wide;cx-

tensive ; extending to

every point above and

below the canopy of

heaven. Mei yu Jjj

the arch made by the

eyebrows its expansion

denotes joy.

Yu chow
j ^fj

an over shadowing

canopy, and a containing space below;

the universe.

Yu hea
|

heaven.

Yu nuy

universe.

under the canopy of

in the world; in the

12392. (-) Commonly read

Woo, Foul, dirty. Read

Yu, The name of a river ;

crooked ; winding.

12393. [.] from,team

or vapour arising out of

a vessel. A vessel to

contain rice, or wine, or

water; they say A prince

is like a vesser, the people

like water; the water is moulded by

the shape of the vessel. Name of a

book; of a plant; of a hill, and ofa

district. A certain hunt. A surname.

Fan yn fifi
\

rice vessel.
|-//V I

Yu Ian shing hwuy 1 flf B& -A-3
i \m wr 10

7th moon, 1st to 16lh day a certain

religious holiday.

FART II. t: 13

YU

12394. A vessel for drink-

ing water with ; a large

self-sufficient appearance.

Name of a place. Used

for the preceding.

12395. [-] From silk and

expanding vapour. Curling;

weak; bending; a string.

A surname. The name of hill.

103?

f
-|W 12396. (/) An. edible plant

with a large leaf and a solid

root. Yu sew xS
resembles an onion, and is boiled and

eaten with sugar. Read Heu, Luxu-

riant herbage; large ; great, applied

to good men. Name of an office.

12397. (-) YuorHeu.

From to roam and cur-

ling vapour. Winding ;

ambiguous; vague; to in-

duce a va^iie and dissi-

pated mode of thinking;

wide; large.

Yu hwuy
] 5JJ5J

vague and di fficu ] t

to understand.

Yu kew
J

M a long time.

Yu yuen jijg vague and remote;

indeterminate perception.

15S98. (-) Anciently intended

to resemble a bird. Now used

only in the following senses :

In a place, or on such a day or time ;

In, referring to the producing an

effect. After ffi Mii, and an adjec-

tive, answers to than. Tsoo yu keuen

kae
$j] J 3||j

fly to assist in hor-

tatory discourses. MS koo yu tsze

YU

orphans than those who presume to

trust entirely on themselvei. Ylh yu

leaou hwa ^ ] ffi <ffa easy of

digestion.

Yu Mh ne'en
| -j-

4 in the tcalh

year.

Yu san ne'en thing yu? choo ylbjTh

on the first day of the first moon of

the third year.

Read Woo, An exclamation, Woo tan

mei tsze 1 3M* .3E sS w i* an

exclamation expressive of the admi-

ration of (excellence.

12S99. (-) The appearance

of laughing ; a pleasing

smile.

12400. (-) A small bank;

a low wall. A collection or

assemblage in a heath er

common.

12401. [/] Muddy water;

plants growing amongst the

mud ; the purulent matter

of a sore.

1940S. To eat exces-

sively ; to gormandize ;

gluttonous ; to confer

upon.

124 OS. (-) YaorToo. I; me.

An eaiy style of discourse.

The name of a hill; of a
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district ;
also of a river. A surmmif.

Read Too. Tse yu ^ ]
a

certain water plant. Pt yu J;

ornaments for the hair.

Yu yuS H the fourth moon.

12404. (-) ChenyulMg

a sort of toad. See Chen.

18405. (-) From ta eat

and the aoundyu. Leavings

offoodj residue; exceedings;

overplus of any thing ; spare ground

or room. The name of a country ;

name of a bout or other vessel ;

Jiaine of a plant. A surname. Ke

yu J3l
]

as to the. rest; the rest;

what further remains. Yen yu

tsuy
~==

|t|&
to say more than

enough. Yu hea
j fljfy

the leisure

one may enjoy after having attended

to indispensible duties.

Yu nee fun ming
] ^jf ^ |JEJ

the

old roots spring up again, used

figuratively of any vice or evil.

Yu shing
] S^l overplus ; enough

and to spare.

Yu tsze 1 ^f- certain sons of great

officers. Yule I jiy spare ground

having something over.

1240B. (-\) To give ;

to give mutually, is thus

-^ represented by the Seal

Character. To confer; to grant.

To praise. Used for I aud Me. Fco yu

J|[j J

to implant, as heaven in.

plants right principles in the human

mind.
TszejuJUI

1 to confer;

to bestow.

1

YU

Yu sang chang woo keen
|

/-)

jj?L
M I was born and brought up

in (the state) Woo.

. ^^ 1240T. A female ruler, or

A~
|
* officer of government, of

| >J whom there was one during

the Dynasty Han, called "Eg

Tsee-yu. To dilate.

^ ^A 12408. (-) An appellation

*1I 1^ ^ w 'lat '* excellent and

^\ -J good. Tse'S yu &j|
a

certain female ofSrer.

12409. p ) To detain; to

hold fast
,
to keep possession

of; to imprison ; that by

which a criminal is detained.

12410. [
\ ] To stop or

prohibit. A certain musical

instrument.

-^ IJ411. [\ '] From my and

' J^i vordt. To speak of dif-

'
\ J Acuities ; to state or tell

to ; to converse with ; to discuss ; to

teach. Words; speech; discourse;

phrases; expressions; language.

Name of an ancient state, and of a

certain territory. Can yn [jjy

R dark ambiguous expression. Yen

yu "^ words, speech, language.

Ke yu, -jffi
words or phrases

which begin a paragraph. Tse'e yu

Tjf: connective particles or

phrases. Chuenju Ipjl
I words

or phrases which give a turn to the

sense. Ts'm yn 74fl are those

particles which blend man intimately

with the principal words. Shaou yu

A? 1 to si
ejk liltle.

Yd

Yu yen to fan fiih
] TJf

vcTl.iage: and tautology.

12312. (>) Distorted irregu-

lar teeth Tsi-u yu ^ *

distorted teeth ;
teeth ttut

do not stand opposite each other i

iiii-oherciiit and contradictory state-

ments.

12413. (-) Intended to

resemble a fish. Fish of

any kind
; the name of

a horse; the name of a

place. A surname. Kin

yu jfc \
gold fish.

1 silver fish. To yuYin \u

iff' insects tlvit corrode books.

1 it*
Yu che

] "jKi'
the name of a hill.

I r"^

Yu che
| ^ the fins of a fish; par-

ticularly of a s!iark, which are eaten

by the Chinese.

Yu kow 1
^pj

the king fisher bird.

Yu Ueae
| IJKX anchovy.

Yu tsze
|

-?- fish roe ; spawn.

Yu tsze tseang f ^- ^ pickled

fish roe.

Ta
I to fish.

12414. (-) To fish ; to take

every thing that comes to

net; to seize without se-

lection. The name of a river. A

surname.

Yujin
] J\ a fisherman.

Yu tseauu win tuy T.p: H|j ^"4

a dialogue between a fishcriiiaji aud

a woodman.
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-A 12415. (/) A sortof mon-

^ M-j, key ; a female monkey ; the

1 1 >f beginning of. The name of a

hill. Occurs in the names of places,

of a divinity, and of a fish.

Yu chung 1 tb the hours from nine

to eleven in the morning.

12416. Name of a foreign

place on the east.

12417. (.) Name of a hill.

Yu e 1 y\ the region of

the rising sun,

\

12418. From heart and the

sound K. Pleased, chearful.

12419. [-] From monkey

and mind. The capacity of

|'O^^* a moiikey ; simple; imin-

structed; ignorant; silly; stupid;

used in letters for /, and for your

most obedient humble servant. Teen

yu^ 1 the name of a divinity.

Yn chue"
] ffi simple and stupid ;

ignorant and unskilful.

Yn chun
5fi| simple, foolish,

ignorant.

Yn min
|

R- the simple people;

the poor ; the multitude; the mob

(as some penj 1.; call the many.)

Yu sdh
]

4<\ the foolish castoms

ofthevulgnr. Yn te
j j> your

humble youngi r brother.

124-0. [/ ] From a co-

v<-rt and a monkey. To

alt'H'h to, as n monkey

dcies tit a branch
; a

shelter ; a triu, or ry

lodging ; to lodge ; to

cast upon the care f ; lo pertain or

belong to. Leu yu Wf
|

a strang-

er; one wko lodges in a strange

place. Keju $V 1 to be attached

to, as a sycoph KI! plant.

Yu so
] Jfjfj

the place where one

lodges.

12421. (') From to walk

and a monkey. To meet

with unexpectedly; to oc-

cur ; to happen, as by chance ; to fall

in with, to wait till a thing occurs.

Yu chS
5||f

to meet with; to

happpen.

Yu keen nan she
'

||j^ |p [}^p

when distress . and difficulties are

met with.

Yu she yfh too ke
] [J-J jjt^

always appearing angry ; morose.

Yu shay pilh shay | j|j( ^ ^T
not be pardoned when a general

pardon does occur.

Yu yew e choo sze keen
| /^EJ ^^

J^^ J^S VI. if any affair occur

which requires to be consulted

about.

IS422, (-) From a mound

and a monkey. A corner;

a nook; an angle; having

ingles, denotes Rigid integrity. Name

of a hill. Tar.gyujg |

the corner

of ,i hill, liar yu

the coa.it. Leen yu

nipted integrity.

|

a bay on

1

IS423. ( \) Nune of a

p ; rson famous in Chinese

history fr h .ving tlr ineil

off the water af.er the l/rluge

Expanded j eusy state. Certain insects.

(\) Repeated Yu

J"
| walking alone;

solitary) none to associate

12425. [\] A certain

stone of an inferior kind.

12426. [\] Certain plants;

the name of a tree. A

surname.

12427. [-] WooorYu. To

talk loud ; to talk big , to

vociferate, in which senses it

is also read llwa. The name of a

kingdom; of a state; of a district;

a surname. Piih woo, pOh gaou

~Jt^
1 ; piy not clamorous, not

insolent.

Woo-san-kwei ^^ a famous

general who first fought against the

Manchow Tartars; then implored

their aid against a native rebel,

and after fighting for them several

years, closed his life as a rebel

against Kang-he.

-^ 12428. [A] targe features;

Xiy. large person ; large appear-

IX V. ance.

12429. Desirous to laugh.

19130. [-] From a

//Vrr and certain genii.

A white tiger with black

fur. i< caiU'd Tseu yu

its disposition
fcfjy I

is gentle, and it eati
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only animals that die a natural

death. To consider; to weigh ;

anxious thought; impediment; -de-

triment to. To be at rest; prepared

for. Name of an office ; of a

territory ,
and of an ancient state.

A (irname. Sho yu jWl j
remiss ;

want of precaution. Ko paou woo

yu pT 'OS
|8E

can ensure

that no impediment shall arise.

W<io yu SE 1 1 <ome unanticipated

Pub yu ~j j /detriment,
or injury

to.

Yu raei jin -jfe
J{ Lychnis

coronata.

Yu jin /V an officer who has

charge of the Imperial park.

12431. [-] Joy ; delight;

to exult.

12432. Yu yu ^ |

the

appearance of a numerous

group of stags and other

animals ; bucks, does, and so on.

Also a laughing appearance. Yew

luh yu yu ^L J|[ ] }
numerous

were the herds of does and bucks.

12433. [^] A male deer.

Yu yu la flock of

deer.

12434. A store or granary

on those rivers on which

corn in transported from

place to place. A granary or store,

but not in a house; collected toge-

ther, but open to the heavens.

12435. [-] RcadKwei. A

sort of basket which the

character is intended to

YU

resemble. TCead Yu, A moment of

time. A surname. 'Name ofan an-

neal state. Sen yu 4&
j

a mo-

ment i momentary.

12436. [
-
] From a shelter

and a moment. A stark of

grain in the fields; a place to

store up grain in the fi<-lds or on the

rivers, a granary in acity is called

& Tsang. Abundant ; affluent; a

large or numerous accumulation of.

Name of a measure, of a star, and of

a bow. Ta yu ^ ]

the great

stack a well known mountain on

the north frontier of Canton pro-

vince, it is otherwise called Mei-ling.

12437. [-\] Choo yu

3 1 a medicinal plant
7Jv 1

applied to poisons. Name

of a territory.

12438. F \ .

and a basket. Disease aris-

ing from anxious disappoint-

ment; to be starved to death by

hunger and cohl in prison.

12439. [
-
] From trorrfs

and momentary. Speech

that pleases but for a while.

To flatter; to adulate; flattery;

adulation. Chen yu ifg 1 to
PUI I

flatter; flattery. O yu fung chiug

IJpJ ^ ?R to flatter and to

cajole.

12440. [] From flesh and

a basket. Big-bellied ; soft ;

flabby ; the lower part of the

YU

belly. Any thing fat and rich ; the

entrails of pig* and dog. Kaoo-yn

*|J
rich fertile land.

12441. (V] Birds wiOi

'ong '"' > the w inS f *

bird ;
feathers ;

one of the

notes in music; a sort of sceptre

anciently held in the -hand by pos-

ture-makers. Name of a hill; ofa

star ;
of an office. A surname.

Y maou shen 1 p te* a feather
I I A lA/i

fan.

Yu sha
| ffi

camlets.

Yu shuh 1 |M the feathered tribe,

birds generally.

12449. [V ] Water fall-

ing from the clouiii in

dropi. Clouds and rain ;

rain ;
to rain. Name of

a shower of arrows and stones. Kuh

vu ~f$> 1 a term answering to the
'* I

-[-

22m! of April. YinyuWS |

an

excessive rain of long duration.

Yaou hea vu
'^- "^ ^

it is going

to rain. Yuu yu tjjt
clouds

and rain used in an indelicale sense

for the commerce of Ihe sexes.

Yu shwiiy

'

^ February 2 lit.

Yu sze 1
6jfi

the name of a willow

which indicates a sensibility to the

approach of rain.

HeaynTC
| ' to ram

12443. [-] From to pnt te-

gether, a boat, and water
j to

hollow out a tree in order to
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form a boat ; the vulgar from is from

boat and knife. To answer ; to assent;

to, as Ye; good ; well. A surname.

Occurs in the sense of^ Yu, More;

still more. Read Shoo, The name of

a state. Yunyu^ ]
to assent to;

to promise. Yu yu
^

mild,

easy, respectful appearance.

12444. A certain measure con-

taining sixteen Tow. Read

Tow, An earthen vessel.

A^ 12445. [/] Tobemani-

%> fested to ; to manifest; to

|J\ declare; to instruct ; to pro-

claim; to explain by metaphor or

comparison. To comprehend the

value of i to be affected by. Read

Shoo, A surname. Heu ju jpp

appearance of cordiality and satisfac-

tion , smooth and pleasing language.

Heu yu show che
J|g j

* ^ re-

ceived him or it with cordiality and

pleasure.
Huaou yu |]j* |

a clear

and full exposition, or declaration of

Kea yu hoo heaou
^fc j

E*
fjj*

families informed, and houses enlight-

ened ; i. e. made clearly to under-

stand. Te fang kwan y ih han yu che

local magistrates too, all fully under-

stood, or made it known. Shin yu

che
'jjf. j/*

to investigate

deeply, and explain perspicuously, to

cause him to understand thoroughly.

Keaouyu^f I instruction. Shen

yu 36 1 a good mode ofinstruc-

tion. Tseayyu^ ]
and Pe yu

metaphor or comparison ;
a supposi-

tion for the sake of illustration.

PART II. U 19

12U6. A grave.

12447. (-) From woman

or heart and to atsent.

Born of rich parents ;

I A. (
de ' icale 'y Brought up ;

X&TlV effeminate ; luxurious ;

Nff
I \\\\ addicted to p easure ;

specious anil artful ;
irrational ;

illicit behnvionr. The second

character denotes To please ; lobe

pleased; joy; delight , graiificalion

manifested in the countenance. Read

Tow, To steal ease ( to act carelessly.

Yu sih
] {

a happy, pieising

counten nee.

1244&. (A) From to assent

ami heart. To do heartily ;

to overcome ; to get the

better of; to remove or heal disease ;

to advance; still more; in a greater

degree; better. Used for several

other characters: Yew sin yu yu

/(ok ifa mourning still

mote and -more. Tscueo yn /jp
j

completely cured. Woo yih -che

yen, piili joo piih yen che wei yu

w ^ 1 & beitcr not

speak at all, than say what is useless.

Yu kew yu nan
j ^v | f$ tlle

longer the more difficult.

t- 12449. An ornament for the

l==l
y^^_ face or forehead; a turban

M\> for the head i a napkin.

12450. (-) Atreeofnhich

the Chinese distinguish tea

varieties, the leaves of all

which are alik; i<J to be the elm.

Nume of a plant,
when chewed,

said to be a soporific. Sang ju^
I the appearance

of evening ;
and

of the evening of life ; old age. Fib.

I name of a star.

12451. (-) From hand

and to astcnt. To lead ;

to draw forth and seize ;

to extol. Read Tow,

To hang down a) the

hair or the handi. Read

Choo, Subverted. Yay yu
]JJJ

a rowd in the streets, raising their

h.imU and laughing out aloud.

Yu yang
'

]& to praise ; to extol.
\ Vy-i

12452. (-1 A certain stone.

A man's name.

12453. (\) Disease; to

Fvt ^" cure disease j convalescence i

Fill
\\ J lightsome. Occurs deuutinj

Virtuous.

124Jt. [-] To pass

over ; to exceed ; to

advance ; distant
-,

re-

mote in respect of time.

Choo he'en kew yu /ffij

PJc A. 1
the ""tlime

appointed is long past.

Yu keen
j (J^

to

exceed a limited time.

12455. (^)

appearance

flowery.

of flowers ;
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Yu tsze
j jjp

a fungous, otherwise

called Muh-urh

^ 1> 12456. (-) Certain orna-

TftQ^ mental garments ; queen's/Kni
I Hv garments adorned with

feathers. Beautiful, handsome.

12457. To bore a small

aperture in wood ; to open

a hole ; a small hole by the

side of a door, or in a wall. Read

Tow, in a similar sense ; a deep

hole; a close stool.

12458. (-) From to look at

and to assent. To desire; to

obtain.

Kwei yu ||| |

A to peep; to spy;

Ke yu 1
J

to look at wish-

fully; to desire ; to attain; to covet.

Yu sin
J ,Q a covetous disposition.

12459. (/) From words

and to assent. Words which

demand assent ; orders ; of-

ficial notifications of (he will of

government ; to proclaim to ; to

interrogate. Name of an office ;
of

a district A surname. An order

from a superior, whether from the

Emperor to his ministers or govern-

ors of provinces ; from these

inferior officers, or from the fither

of a family, or the master of a

house to those below him. In

reference to the Emperor, its opposite

is Tsow j& in other cases Pin !>'(

is the opposite of Yu. The Emperor

insists on calling whatever he writes

to foreign princes an Tu or Man-

date. Be allows their papers to be

called^ Peaou or
j|[

S( o. Let-

ters from the Sovereign of England

were translated by Shoo
ijjk

the

usual word for Letter amongst

equals. Shing yu ^j j
See Shing.

MeenyugJ ^
a verbal order. Pe

J u j3 ]
to "'"ke a comparison is

sometimes written thus.

Yu che
] JH"

the Emperor's will.

12460. [-] From door and

to hollow out. To peep and

spy through a door. Kwei-

J||j
to peep through a door.

12461. [-' J From one

spoonful poured into a

mortar on a stand. To

put many together; a class

or sort; a banditti; to

add or give to ; good ; to

k^^ comply or promise, to

J ^ employ ; to use ; together

J } with ; with ; by ; to ; and.

To reckon ; to wait for. Name of a

place; of a person; and of a hill.

Occurs used for jjfir Yu. Ne yu ta

sh5
f(

1 /M =& speak to him.

Fooyufoo-^-
j jjjjj

husband and

wife. Yin keae pBh yu

I not give a straw. Wo yu ne

I ^ I with you; I promise you.

Tang yu B|T a confederacy.

Seang yu iQ j

mutual intercourse

of friends.

Yu kwSjin keaou che yu sin
' ^

tercourse with OIK 's countrymen, the

appropriate duty is truth.

u
;pJ I appearance of self en-

joyment and indulgence.

12462. The tone occasioned

by using effort.

12463. (\) Attentive; obser-

vant. To rely on.

12464. [ \ ] Yuyu
]

to walk with hasty

steps; to walk with a re-

spectful easy gait.

12465. [-] A banner with

a bird depicted on it ; to

wave.

12466. [-] Fromto^ire

and to breathe. A slow

aspiration importing rest

and tranquility ; a dwell-

ing on with interest and

satisfaction, in these sens-

es it is a particle rounding a sentence.

12467. [-] From wordt

and to give. To give

the meed of praise which

is due ; to extol ; to

speak highly of; affirmed

of that which is super.
t

excellent. The name of a star. Mei

yu H ]
or Yang yu g ]

to praise; to commend. Haou rneen

yu jin chay, yth haou pel urn hwuy

1t ffn xi 3L tbosc who are fon*

of praising people to their face, are

also fond of backbiting them.
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1 8469. [
-
] Name of a stone.

^ 12469. [-] From

or carriage and a mortar

h< Id up with two hands.

That part of a cart r

carriage which sustains

the load ; the containing

A -^ p irt ; to sustain, applied

to the lip ofthe earth; a

^/ | travelling vehicle. Kan

yu seen sing Jft 4t-

ffi
* person who profess-

es to select proper places

of interment.
ShingyujfS;

1 the

Imperial baggage carts. Kan yu ty

heaven and earth. Te yu too "tjfj
XTJ.

| gij
a map of the globe. Keuen

^ u
fit I

'he commencement of.

*"j"i
I ^ a

cartwright.

* u tslh
j

^fe a tomb or grave.

12470. [/] Certain birds

that flock together.

1 247 1. [/] Ken or Gow.

from Pin, Many, in the midst

iff He, To conceal, Opiate

in which to store or lay up. A
small house or room t to class

or separate i a separating line

or boundary. Ten valuable

lionet.

12472.
[ \ ] To bend for-

ward as a mark of respect.

Bunch-backed.

YU

12473.
[ >] Gow, or Yu.

YU 1(4*

,

i be pleased ; to sing ; the

prattle of children. The

name of a river. See Gow.

12474. [
/

] A mother. Heu-

yu BtjJ
|

the genial fruc-

lifjing influences of nature.

Wan Mh yu Si /fi name of

an ancient mother of five brothers,

all eminent statesmen.

12475. To direct ; to con-

trol ; to advance. Occurs

in the books of Ftih.

12476. [ / ] From a knot,

noon, la stop, and to

walk. A charioteer un

loosing his horses from

the carriage. To extend

to and fill every place;

wherever the Emperor

stops is ex pressed by Yu.

To descend to apl:cc;

an appellation of what-

^tfj CVer
l'
crt:lms to> or "hat-

**l J ever is done by the Em-

peror. To advance to ; to wait upon ;

to rule. P0h niiig yu foojin ^j>^

IE 1 iff A impotency. Lin

yu
jijgjj

I to take the reins of

government.

Yue
j

igt the art of a charioteer.

Yu ma 1 ^E to manage a horse.

Yu mun pan sze
'

ptj ^4 ^
to attend at the gate of the palace

for the performance of business ; de-

notes Sitting in the hall ofaudience.

Yu she fp imperial informers,

advisers and remembrancers. They

are said to be the Emperor's ears

and cyei. Compare with g5 Yen.

Yu he'en 1
T*j'|j

in the imperial

presence.

to stop; to liinJer; to cause

to desist or ce.ise; to sacri-

fice. Show yu Op \ to defend.

to satisfy hunger.

1
I to guard against.

12478. [\ J A fence

composed of wattled

bamboo.

12479. [/ J Fromtoyitxf

or grant, and an elephant.

An elephant ; a tran-

quil, chearful, easy, se-

cure stite; all arranged

and prepared for what-

ever may occur, previously arranged.

Prepared for; provided againut ; to

deliberate about. Name of a district.

A surname. Yug yu && 1
pleas-

ed, delighted. Yew yu ^ '! a
JPJ I

monkey and an elephant two mis-

trustful animals; irresolute; un-

decided.

YII ke woo
] ^ fy to take a

share in the councils of stite, to form

a part of the ministry.

Yu pe
<fjjj;

prepared for ; early

and already arranged.

Yu seen
] ^g previously.

Yu yea
|

== to foretel ; to predict i

a prediction.
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Hea yu jjw \ quite at ease and

Ylh yu JW^ I J at leisure ; without

occupation.

12480.
[" /] Name of a

plant.

12481. [ ] Yu-e

inward feeling of pity, of

commiseration, or grief.

Yu-heu 1 W/K the tone of disease;

thj) moaning of a sick person.

12482. (/) From hand

and horse. A horse keep-

er ; a charioteer. See the

second form of this

character above.

12483. [ t J From g*r-

mentsa.\\A a valley. Plen-

ty; affluent; generous;

indulgent ; liberal. Yew

yu ijgt rich; afflu-

ent. Kwan ju l^*

enlarged, expanded, magnanimous.

Jaou yu Hi rich
,- affluent.

Yu ching
| jj

liberal government.

Yu how kwang tseen
| |^ ;) fjjjf

to enrich one's posterity, and shed

glory on one's progenitor.

Yu kwB 1
HIJ

to enrich the country.

i*.

12484. [ / ] From hand and

lofeed. To entertain peo-

ple with meat and drink.

12485. [\] A horse-keeper ;

one who feeds and attends a

horse. The appellation

given to the mouth in a certain

season. A surname. The name of

a mud-gate in ancient history. The

name of a place ; the name of a hill ;

and of a city. The name of a mu-

sical instrument. A dignified mar-

tial appearance, is expressed by. Yu.

The limits of a territory. To oppose;

to withstand. MS and yu ^W
A cow-herd, and a horse keeper. (Tso-

i t ^ 4

chuen). Show-yu ^p |

to defend

the limits or boundary of a country.

E koo wo ju Jj| fjfj 3% ]

to strengthen my frontier. Ling ya

1 a prison.

Yu sze
|jjR

one who has the care

and breeding of horses.

Yu yu 1
[

a wearied embarrassed

appearance.

124S6. From a mortar and

\ f two hands. To raise up with

"""
I

|
both hands,

12487. [
'

] From a ixvul

instrument and head. To

make a trumpet of one'i

head > to cry out in a-

gonifs of distress ;. to in-

voke with importunity;

to cry out from pain suffered in the

head. In concert with many. Chaou

seih yu teen oB fa J? morn-

ing and evening call upon heaven

in fervent supplication. Woo koo yu

teen ^ ^ j ^ the guiitlesi

invoking heaven.

Yu chung
I

,55 calling out in direct

terms in concert with many.

iffi

12488. A small bank; a low

wall. A collection or assem-

blage in a heath or common.
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YUE. CCCCVII SYLLABLE.

Manuscript Dictionary, Yv. Canton Dialect, Tuet or Uet.

1J489. ( ) From mouth

and a line repretenting the

breath coming out. To

speak ; to say ; said ; to call or de-

nominate ; is called ;
is designated.

Tsze yu i 1 Confucius said.

Shoo yuS f|
I the book says it

is written. Yth yuS
-

\
one

(person or authority) says; also when

enumerating many things, means

one is called tn and so.

'

12490. (o) Intended to

f"| represent the moon. The

/ J moon, a lunar month. A

^^^ surname; a foreign stale.

Jun yu6 pJ J

an in-

t ~J tercalary month. Ching

jug j ]

the first

month of the year. La

yu 11

K|
the last

month of the year.

Yu2 ching | fij/
that which is to he

done, or has been done during the

month.

Yue been
j ij^

the first and last

quarters of the moon.

Yue" yuS hung |
Athe Chinese

I I '

monthly rose.

Yu8yu5 1
j

monthly.

I "ini
mo""1 'y increase.

n. i 12

Yuc kwei 1
>fcg

a monthly rose, there

are two Tarictics.

YIIC" nan
] S| the month's difficulty;

i. e. to die in child bed. The Chi-

nese deem Ibis so unlucky that they

do not like to hire the house where

it has occurred.

YuS ping
| THf

moon cakes, cakes

made like the n con, used at a term

in the Sth moon.

Yue
1

shwfiy ^ ]
the menstrual

Yu kin

\ the

/ didischarge.

12491. (u) To separate

enti rely. To cut off the feet,

as a punishment. YuZ tsiih

yu fe S, |^J
to cul off

the feet is called Fe.

12492. A formidable axe

or hatchet. Name of a star.

12493. (>) From tilk and a

star. Variegated colours;

certain ornamental trappings

of a horse and carriage. Certain fine

cloth.

12494. ( ) From to u-tlk

and ahiilchct. To pass over;

to overstep, to ezceed ; more;

to scatter ;
to be Tague ; to lose or be

lost. Name of a cloth ; a hole in the

lower part of an instrument. An

ancient name of the modern FQh-keen

province.

Yui fun
fjp.

to overstep one's pro-

per rank or sphere.

Yu haou
] ]f

better.

Yue" soo 1 |iff to appeal to higher
i i"r

courts by p.ssingorer the inferior

one's.

Yu*siih
|

to pass a night.

YuS yue ]
'i "1 more and more ; in

YuS fi \ 2&J greater or more

intense degree.

Yue: yew yu keen
^ ^ ] |^the

more he has the more humble he is.

12495. ( u ) A certain large

hatchet ; th e name ofa star.

-w 12496. [u] From heart and

n plenlyful tupply of. Pleas-

ed; gratified; made glad;

delighted ; delightful. A surname.

Siii chung y|^\
til or He yu<S ^Hl

|

or Sin jug fo
'

the mind <,u'.te

gratified and pleased.

1 W to gratify Hie wishes.

Yu fob
| |j^

to submit with plea-

sure.

YiifS mfih 1 3 to please the eye.

Yu siu 1
fo,

to please the heart.
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% 12497. [ ] Commonly

read Shwu, To speak ; to

s.iy. Read Yu, in the sense

of the preceding.

12498. [uj Trvmailale-

ment hung up in a door. To

inspect and take an account

of; to review, survey or examine.

To read. FS yne ^ j

families of

rank and fame. 5e sin jue kan
jty\

l^\ I
jjjr

to look over and exa-

mine with care.

Yu8 keucn I *K to examine literary

essays. YuJ! leih 1
ff^to

have

passed through service.

YuZ pinj fc. to review troops.

Yui! she
j Jt

to have seen the world.

12499. [u] Tart of the har-

ness of a carriage, said to be

that which corresponds to

a yoke.

12500. (u) From a receis and

expanding vapour. A par-

ticle that ushers in the ex-

pression of one's thoughts ; to say ;

an aspiration of concern ; the par-

ticle in. A classical name of the pro-

vince Canton, still used by the Vice-

governor and Commissioner ofduties.

Yu2 se I ttia province, otherwise

I

colled Kwang-se. YUC" tung
|

lijC the province Canton. Leang

yuS
RJjjj

I the two Yue
; i. e. the

two provinces just named.

YuC-foo.tae i.

vernor of Canton.

Yug hae kwan 1

of Canton.

he Vice-go-

the Hoppo

12501. To speak ; to

speech.

12502. The breath rising.

To belch j to rill. Read

Hwuy, The voiee of- a bird.

Wide, spacious and light, said of a

house. The sound of the gn.dual

approach of a carriage wilh bells.

The ancient Dictionary Yun-hwujr

sajs, The beard on the chin. Oue

says, The jaw bone.

YUEN. CCCCVIIF" SYLLABLE.

In many cases confounded with Wan and Jtten. Manuscript Dictionary, Yuen. Canton Dialect, Une.

125CS. Yen or Yuen. From

a mouth, or pass, and

rcaler. A watery truck

of land situated amongst

hills ; a marsh ; a swamp ;

appearing a if spoiled.

12504. Ths first cause,- in-

visible and operating princi-

ple. The origin ; the com-

mencement i great. The firit ; the

principal ; the head ; the chief. A

urname. Kh sing yue" yuen yuen

are

called Yuen-yuen. WfihySeshang

yuenke^H J^ ^ \ $j>

don't drug yourself so as to hurt your

constitution!

Yuen che 1
TjQ

the origin.

Yuen fiih
IJC

the garments or dress

put on before marriage; a cap or

bonnet.

Yuen ke i fjf answers nearly to the
i ^\* *

word constitution, used in reference lo

the human body.

Yuen ke pdh huou 1 35} ^K {ft.

a bad constitution.

Yuen jih J the first day of ihe

year. Yuen ueen
]

- the first

year of any reign.

Yuen paoti
*

^J a piece of silver of

the value of fifty taels, used chiefly in

the province of Peking; gilt paper

burnt to the gods and departed

spirits.

Yuenseaou 1 ? a soup basin.

Yuen shin
'

jBljl
the natural spirit!,

in medical phraseology.

Yuenshwae 1
fjljj

a mUitary com-

uunder-in-chief.
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Yuensbowkookwang 1

the head, logs, and arms , i. e. a prince

and his ministers.

Yuen seTh 1 Af the evening of the

first day of the year.

Yuen tan 1 fj the morning of the

first d-y of Hie year.

Yuen tsze -(* the eldest son
;
the

first ancestor of a family. (MS. Dic-

tioniiry.)

Yuen ya'ig
j JJP-

original constitu-

tion or power of
virility.

Yuen yih
|

the space of 129,600

years.

IQucn yue 1 H the first moon of the

year.

Hwuy yuen 'W' 1 the first amongst

that class tf literati, called ^ -fc

Tsin-sze. Keae yueu ^
the first of the Keu-jin. Chwang

yuen TJJ
1 the first of iheHan-lin.

12505. [ \ J Name of a hill,

of a certain barrier, and of

an ancient state in Shen-se.

A surname.

. % 12506. (\) From mound and

completely round. A sur-

^%. %

1 1 i

\/ ^^ rounding wall, forming a

court yard; a dwelling of a magistrate;

a public court, or palace; a man-

sion; a college; a temple of the priests

of Buddha, or of the Taou sect
;
an

hospital ; joined to Ihe titles of some

of the higher officers, as Foo-juen

Jd$. ^
a Vice-governor. Shoo

yuen
J^

|
a college. PKh ISh

shoo yueti j fjfe ^f \

Hie col-

lege of the White Stag Valley, a ro-

mantic ylace on the Po-jang lake,

where Cboo-foo-tsze taught. Ylh

tslh fun wei urh yuen* -3
j 5^

ffi
~

I one house divided so as

to have two court yards. Fung yuen
.,-. *

1 an hospital for lepers. Koo

muh
j(ic\\5Jji

Et
j

an hospital

for the blind. LMOH jin juen -}

J\
]

an hospital for aged persons

who are friendless. These are atl

government establishments which are

niisera!-ly attended to. Flfungyurn

?S? 3sf
J

a lazarhouje.

Yuen lang_chung
j JtfJ tjj

an office

of the fifth degree of r.u.k.

12507. (.) A certain large

tortoise, of which various

fabulous things are said.

TSen yuen^ J

a certain star.

12508. Deep water.

12509. ( .) From even-

ing and a knot. A knot

iiuiking a person uneasy

on his couch, and causing

him to turn ; to turn one's

self over when lying

down; to turn round
j to yield or

give way. The second, is a vulgar

form.

12J10. From a hare be-

neatl) a carer, not only

unable to run, but in id. 1

to sloop. To C.HLV t,>

st(iop;ti) forcejtocrouch.

To injure ; to oppress ; to

ill use; to cause resent-

ment. Hun yuen urh sze

from a feeling of resentment fur in-

juries received. Soo yuen ^ft

tu stale one's grievances. Kclh yuen

or Ming yuen P&
'

to

strike the drum in order to call at-

tention to individual injuries. Shin

yuen /m) to straighten that

which is bowed down, to grant a per-

son justice; to right a person. Se

JuenWp I to wash away injuries or

resentments, to take ample revenge.

Yuen chow $$ ^

/, > an enmity to.
Yuen chow 'ffi

j

Yuen wang
'

]& to ill use; to charge

falsely.

Yuen kee 1 At an imolvement in

difficulties arising from the malice

or artifice of others.

Yuen peih leang min
j

ijij E? &
to accuse falsely and oppress virtuous

people.

Yuen kedhchcsze
*

Jjjj ~jf lli

oppression ; ill treatment.

12511. [ -] To bend down

plants and cover une's self; to

yield ; to comply. See Wan.

12512. (\)To rejoice and

make merry; to advise and

admonish.ifo
12513. [

V
] Read Yuen

and Wan. From woman

and to bend. Yielding;

ii'.it.lient, accommodat-

ing. Wei
j
uen

2g= |

obliging- speech.
Y-.ien

cliuen 1 ^S winding and turning

try ing to oblige and please all parties.
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Yuen yung
j 5ff

a yielding manner ;

complaisant behaviour.

19514. Water

round an eddy.

hirling

12515. A vessel to contain

rice.

Wr

19516. O] From the

mind turning on knots.

Dissatisfaction ; resent-

* ^% meut , hatred to ; enmity

f| to; ill-will repining.

I
^"^

J Read Wan. Win ttae

1 H" Pr' vate gams hoarded up.

-i-ti <

Paou yuen 3&B to take revenge.

Yuen ban 1 'K| hatred and dislike

to ; dissatisfied with and hating.

Yuen pin 1 ^ to repine at poverty.

Yuen sin 1 y^ a feeling of malig-

nant dissatisfaction.

Yuen teen 1 ^ to repine at heaven

or providence.

12517. [\] A certain stone

sceptre, or court ornament;

a man's name.

19518. [\] Twenty Chinese

acres of land, somesaj Thirty.

12519. f
-
] A vacant eye.

An eye without lustre or

light. A well without water.

125SO. (-) The male of a

certain bird. Yuen ying

Ml a pair of faithful
I t"*j

birds, much employed to be em-

blems of matt.!
fidelity and

happiness.

12591. [VlYuen

or Yfih, Gras>,, re .

luxuriant herDw,r

foliage ; delicate,

flexible plants. Miih

yuenij^^| \ past

for horses.

1259?. A kind of grass or

rush of which mats may be

Xi i made. A surname. Also

Read Kwan and Han.

Yuen tseen Jin
j ^ ^ coriander

seeds, used in making curry. Some

write. Yuen sun
f^j . mixed with

cakes as a charni ou the 8th of the

4th moon.

Yuen tseen 1

Yuen guy

[ > coriander.

12523. (-) Seems to be

derived from a high shelter

as of a mountain, and S
Tseuen, a. spring issuing from its

foot. High level ground; a waste;

a common. Origin ; source ; be-

ginning; commencement; the real

natural state of a thing or of an

affair. To examine into the origin

of; to trace back to the beginning.

Again; an iteration of; a second ;

the sjme as the first. To remit ; to

forgive. A surname; the name of

a district. Ping yuen ZE. . a

large level uncultivated tract of

country. Teen yuen |Jj j

an ex-

tensive cultivated tract. Tuy yuen

j

to search into the original

cause of; to analize. Keen juem

IK| 1 to see thoroughly into the

causes and circumstances of an i'ffair.

Said by way of compliment to the

discernment of any other person.

Hwuy chaoujuenche ^f" fp |

J*
issued an order to forgive them.

Wei yuen meaou y& IsH made

a second temple.

Yuen choo
'

"
the original lord ;

e. the owner ; the proprietor,

n chae
' ^ a police runner.

V '

^Hf the original iutenti, in;
I 'C*v

tl motive.

'Yuen, 1 2fc one who originates

an aiMiii; a plaintiff.

Yuen koo V the originating cause.

Yuen lae fa it happened, or

proved to be.

Yuen leang 1 |i excuse, or put

a f.ivorahle constr-n on.

Yuen lae joo tsze ^ ^p jj^

really, or in poin fact, thui.

Often said when al<;uises
are

laid aside, or the h clearly

perceived.

Yuen pBh kae I ^ ^strictly,

or by rights ought not.

Yuen pfih seang 1 X\ /j^inallyi

or really at bottom, did noan, &c.

Yuen
pun-] ^ the origin jinally.

Yuen eu
'

1^ the originalface.

Yuen tsaou j& to frame oial-

ly ; to create.

Yuen tow
] 5j|

the original; the 1.

Yuen wei 1
^fe

the origin and e

all about a person or thing.

Yuen woo ching sin
| 3^

no premeditated detijn.
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Tuen yew *? to forgive.

Yuen yew ffa the causes from

which a thing proceed* ; the circum-

stances of an affair.

12524. Knowledge and ta-

lents employed on the side

' J ^% of what is vicious and un-

principled.

12525. [-] Keang yuen

3>";
j

a female, famous in

ancient stwry.

K526. (\ ) From heart

and original. Man's mind

as it came fr< m its Creator.

A respectful, s'ncerely reverential,

moral, pious feeling. Sincere; mo-

ral; virtuous. Used for Yuen KS

and for Yuen TSfi to wish; to desire.
W5s

Yuen 15 k& sincere respect ; re-

verence and veneration ; grave and

respectful deportment.

Yuen e 1 13^
to desire ; to wiih.

12527. To measure ; to es-

timate.

1?528. From water and

origin, or three springs

issuing from below a

mountain. A source or

spring of water; the

source of a river. The

name of a river. A

source, figuratively. A

surname. PTh yuen l

1 the source of all rivers. Ho

yuen
%

/pJ ]
the source of the river,

viz. the Yellow river. Tseue lew

FART II. X 12

puh jo sin yuen

^1 1* I to cut off Hie streams is not

so effectual as to stop up the source.

Yuen lew 1
vjfe the source and flow ;

I '/L.

the rise and progress of.

Yuen yuen urh lae 1
j?rt ^fc

incessant and regular in coining, as

water from a spring.

fill; and

origin. A red and yellow

colour produced by the first

dip in a dye ; a red colour.

18530, [-] From words and

a spring. A regular con-

slant flow of language;

plea.sing harmony. A man's name.

fm^

12531.
[
v

] From origin

Hj or source and head- A large

*^ head; to stretch out the head

as in looking for with expectation.

The direction of the heart to an ob-

ject; to desire; to wish; that to

which the heart is directed; an object

of desire. Each ; every ; a short ap-

pearance of the face. Avow. Fa

juen $ 1 to make a vow. Hwan

yuenjjja j

to pay a vow. Ching

yuen jjfto j

a sincere wish or desire.

Yuen e "is a wish
;
a desire ; to

wish for.

Yuen teen hea jin gan 15
] ^ ~j^

A. $T ^K.
"' sl' ''" '^ men '" l '1B

world repose and delight.

s
ft

12532. From mouth and

fiesk. A small insect ;

imply or vacant
;

to stir

up; to excite; to toss

about-

12531. (.) A horse with

white belly.

12531. () A numeral of

thing* of value ; hence from

Pearl shell. Numeral of of-

ficers of the goTernment, whether

civil or military. Round , to circu-

l.ite, or to extend to every part. The

name of a place. Read Yun, Benefi-

cial to ; advantageous. Read Yun.

Woo yun ^U I a man's name. A

surname. Fun yuen fmi 1 a certain

kind of cap. Win woo kwan yuen

*>t ift 1|* 1
civil and militar 5

r

officers. Ylh yuen haou kwan

hX 'pp a good officer. Sing

yuen /t 1 a person possessing the

literary rank called S.-w-tsae. Wei

yuen^ 1 an officer sent on spe-

cial errand ; an official messenger.

YiKiichae 1 ^orYuenjfih 1 &
a police runner.

Yuen peen ~jt-
civil and military

officers.

Yuen wae lang 'I

^ffv ^JJ
a certain

office of the fifth rask.

12535. A small insect or rep-

13636. (-) Round; a circle;

a sphere or globular figure ;

a dollar. To make round,

l-'ang yuen
~~Jj j

square and round.

Yin tsze shih
j uen^ -^ H

tcn round pieces ofsilver; ten dollars.

Chung yuen tp i
or Fwan yuen

j

h If a dollar. Aquartrrof

a dollar is expressed, bj YIli Ueeo
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darecnsl, which are equal to a qmr-

ter of a dollar. Twan yuen |3^j

a complete circle; the full moon;

altogether; the whole.

Yuen ch6 tsze
j l|i ^- a round

tuble.

Yuen fang che tuy |
~f] ~t/_ g.J"

round is the opposite of square.

Yuen kwang
'

T^ a round mirror,

by which it is siiid some persons can

find out stolen goods, and so forth.

Yuen mung 1 j> round dreams ; the

same as Chen mung jlj 3^ dreams

of diTin;ition.

Yuen teih peen teih
^| -^} fijfa ffy

globular ; flat.

12537. To take or cut out

from the midst of; to hollow

out.

12538. (-) From woman

and to excite. One who

excites admiration ; beau-

tiful ; elegant , delicate ;

lender. A woman's

name. Peen yuen ^m
a light airy appear-

ance. Le'enyoen n$; 1

a delicate curve, like the

new moon Le'en yuen

jjjl
1 delicate, slender.

Shen yuen TjrH 1 abeau-
7rt~* I

tiful female.

Yuen yuen 1 , sombre, deep, re-

mote.

12539, (-) From heart and

round. An agitated mind ;

grief.

YUEN

12540. A certain insect; alone ;

to work or stir up. A man's

name. Used for the preced-

12541. (-) From-fcand and

to employ. To give forlh

from one's own store; to

give or throw away ; to contributed;

to give to the*ervice of the Emperor;

to obtain office by paying a contri-

bution. By the Canton people read

Keuen, in all the following cases.

Yuen kwan
'[

*B to purchase office.

Yuen kung ~tj"
to pay a contribu-

tion to government.

Yuen tseih
] JBi. to die of sickness.
I fff

Yuen te yi 'leaog
| -dji ^jjl pjj

to subscribe to a public contribution.

12542. [
-

] From voter

and a pass. To flow

down by water ; to sail

along the shore ; to go

with thestream; to accom-

modate one'f self (o

others ; to make a tour

or circuit; to alter for

specific reasons. Yuen

too 1 ^^ the whole circuit or

course of n journey.

12613. [-J Yoen,orYun.

Disease; sickness.

[-] From

an(1 "ift "vamp, or that

which easily melti. Lead

and similar soft base metals, the

Chinese distinguish various sorts.

Name ofa district ;
a man's name.

Fihjuen ^j |
tutenague.

YUEN

Hihsi-ih
Efl^JJor

Hih yuen 9
]

common lead.

Hoo yuen In orYuenhwa
j 3j

or Yuen fun
$fy

white lead.

They say it is made by suspending

tl.c metal in a wine jar closely stop-

ped, in nineteen day its is converted

to a powder.

Yuen kuan 1
{jj||a

lead cannister, such

as lea is put into.

Yuen taou woo jih k chele
| ~J] S^

- j|l ~J7 4\\ a leaden knife is

not sharp enough to cut at a single

stroke.

12545. [-] From ^ Peaou,

To reach up or damn from

one handle another, and
^V--

Yu, To endeavour to extend to.

To lead from one place to ano-

ther, or from onesubject to another.

Slow; mournful; to remove; to

change. Forms part of the name of

a sea bird. A surname.

Yuen yuen
| j slowly ; leisurely.

12546. (\) From woman

and to lead. A beautiful

womnn who draws admirers

after her. Tseang yuen -jfs the

appearance of standing nnd waiting

upon. Shen yuen 'DM
j

the ap-

pearance of drawing or pulling to-

wards ; to draw the affections after.

12547. [->] From Aanrfand

to lead. To lead
; to draw ;

to pull up to a higher place ,

to assist ;
to elevate ; to rescue ; to

deliver ; to save. A certain sword-

like weapon. See Hwan. Show yuea

1 to lead with the hand. Kow
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yuen 1
or Kow * A $

a scaling ladder for passing over city

walls.

Yuen kcw
| 5jf&

'" rescue ; to sate ;

to reform the world.

Yuen ke'S *S to unite or draw-

many persons together; to bring for-

ward : to quote.

Yuen pa I ^Mp to raise up ; to draw

out of as out of the water; to ele-

vate or draw forth people's talents.

Yuen ping Ji. auxiliary troops

coming up to afford relief as to a

beseiged city-

Yuen tseo
^
& to go forth to meet

and lead to a place.

Yuen) in
| 5|

to lead; to draw.

12548. [-] FromaroSe.

Long garments or robes.

Name of a district. A

surname.

12549. [\] Tromtowalk

and long robes : Remote;

distant, in time or place.

Read ( ') To remove to

a distance; to put away

from one ; to consider

remote. Pdh yuen tse'en le ^ j

^f- Ifl not consider a thousand le

far (when some object is to be attain-

ed). King kwei shin urh yuen che

$fc fa fI

1
rffi 1 Z res iect

demons and gods, but uut them to a

YUEN

distance, affect not familiarity with

spirit*.

Yuen keih urh sun 1 T$ PI J&
I iX* XL* JJJ-S

may (calamity) extend remotely to

my posterity, an imprecation.

Yuen kin
j/f

far off and near at

hand
; to put to a distance ;

to ap-

proach near to.

Yuen le che
| f$| ^ put it far off.

Yuen yuen kin tsuy
j

PH Ifcfv

to follow at a great distance.

Yung yuen ^]f forever ; eternal.

YaouyucnjSj 1 very remote j far off

12550. (.) A place where

trees, vegetables, or flowers

are planted; a garden. A

garden hedge. Poo-yuen
fjjjj

1 an

orchard. Tsae-ynen -Ot
|

a vege-

table garden. Hwa uien /(V I a

flower garden. A gardener is some-

times called Hwa-kung Jfc J_ a

flower workman. Teen yuen loo

"10
ffl 1 11

'

H: fields - gardens,

mat sheds and tombs. He-yuen tj'

j

a play house, agarden appropriat-

ed to tbeatrieal exhibitions : such

places exist in Peking. Yew hwa-

yuen vjhr /{U I to saunter or ram-

ble in a garden. Yu yuen 4fcR

an Imperial garden. Yueu-ming-

yuen
j[|] Djj

the round and

splendid garden ; some suppose in a-

lusion to the encircling heavens, and

the orb of day; a well known Sum-

mer's residence of the Tartar Em-

perors of China.

12551. [-] From a carriage

and a leng garment. The

various polti extending from

YUEN 1051

a carriage, or transverse poles to which

theanimalsure attached which have to

draw it) the polei of a carriage ; a

joke id draw. A surname. An an-

cient king of China, when he went

forth to hold assemblies of the ilatef

placed all the carriages of his retinue

with their poles inwards, and arrang-

ed in two lines to form a passage

or an avenue to hit own apartments

where he gave audience; from which

circumstance the gateways leading to

the cantonments of the army, and tbe

gales to public offices, are called Yuen

rnun P4 carriage-pole gates.

Tung yuen mun m 0H the east-

ern gate of a public office: Se yuen

mun
jjfEj flfj

the western gate of

a public office. He^n y icii jgT

title of an ancient monarch.

12552. [-] A monkey.

12558. The throat. Read

Yen, To swallow. Read Ylh.

KSng-ylhpJS |

a stoppage

of the breath or voice from grief.

To intercept or obscure, as by clouds.

Read Yuen. Yuen yuen 1
J

the

sound of a drum.

12554. A wall of a lower

class. The name of a star ;

the name of an ancient city;

the name of a stone. A surname.

Also read Hwan. Tseangpei yue yuen

' w i '* called
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Yeun. Yu yucn urh pe che

I fffl $1 Pa 'sed r

over the wall and avoided him,

taid of a person who was solicited to

accept of office.

12555. [\] To moTe; to

agitate ; to push ;
to in-

fer.

12556. ( -) Name of a

bird of prey of which

there are several species,

its cry indicates wind.

A man's name.

12557. (
-

) From water

whirling between two

shores. An eddy ^whirl-

pool i a deep abyss. The

name of a river. A sur-

name. Teen yuen che

"h ?C 1 ZH ^ remote a,

heaven and the deep. Kea he5

yuen yuen iffi
j^4 )5j!

a

family devoted to letters for many

generations.

18558. (
-

) Hwan or Yuen.

Read Hwan, To circulate ;

to surround; to conglomer-

ate j to look round with apprehen-

sion. Read Yuen, Round ; globular ;

complete; perfect. See Hwan.

Yuen fa
^ >J^

the Chinese copper

coin.

12559; (-) From silk and

a pig A border or selvage

of silk stitched on to the

margin of the collar of a garment,

or to the sleeves, as an ornament ;

to accord with something previous-

ly existing; to continue in succes-

sion ; to be influenced by something

previously existing; to connect as

cause and effect; a cause. To climb.

Yuen fun
| fft

YeW >UC" 'ft I

express a cause existing from the

arrangements of fate or nature for

the meeting of persons, or the oc-

currence of events, rendered pros-

perous by supernatural influence;

conveys something of the sense of the

words ' Providential meeting, mar-

riages are made in heaven,
' and so

on. Woo yuenM
j

is the opposite

idea. Yew yuen, also denotes some

secret or undivulged cause, some

sinister influence. Yin yuen T* 1

a connexion with the influence pro-

cured with magistrates by bribery.

Yu fflh yew yuen |6L fijl} ^f
having a relation toBuddah ; devoted

to him, anil enjoying his blessing and

providential care. Tseen she yew

yuen kin she keg
ja^f

-Ht
1

~^3

^r IE 5KU
tn" se \men allll women)

who have had some relation in a

former state of existence, are united

in marriage in the present life. Teen

ting leang yuen ^ jjS
&

heaven decrees happy marriages.

Wei ho yuen koo ti
/jVj!" fAT

for what reason ?

Yuen yew j
tfa lne causes or cir-

I I 9

cumstances of any affair.

Yuen ling j ^ the collar of a gar-

ment.

Yuen muh

Yuen sze
j

affair.

Yuen slnh

to climb a tree,

on account of an

|
to put on an out-

side gloss or external colouring, ap-

plied to persons in a bad sense, denot-

ing external show merely.
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\ YUH. CCCCIXTH SYLLABLE.

Confounded with J&k. Manuscript Dictionary, If. Canton Dialect, Yok.

__
1250. [

w ] The word JTZA, in

>J its strict and proper sense

^J-^ denotes the Chrysopras ; it

is applied also to the corundum

stone, and to any valuable stone.

Beau iful ; precious; valuable; rich,

applied to food ; harmony in the

seasons. Name of a river. A star ;

a wood ; a herb. Shwiiy yQh fa
I crystal.

YQh che
] fy a kind of crucible

used by the sect Taou, an ornament-

ed vessel.

YQh ching
j
MB the name of a slar.

Yuh chnh
| I$Q

tlie harmony of the

seisons.

Y"ih ching Jj^
to complete any

thing well.

YQh h&ng I 3gC the membrum urile.

Yiih hwang 'I

4||
or Shang-le J

755 the Most Honorable in heaven,

language of the Taou sect.

Yoh kwo 1 i or Tow kow 4
i ^\. -it- /IS

nutmeg.

Yiih inun kwan 1 E9 a pass in

western Tartary, in about 53' N. L.

YOh loo 1 WA the imperial carriage.

Yuh-lan
|
&M the magnolia Tulan.

Yfih low 1 ig the shoulders.
tS^

TAUT II. J. J2

YHh shth
] ~Jn the corundum stone.

Yuh sew kew ^} ffi boya

camosa.

YQh teg
|

nealogy.

the imperial ge-

12561. () From tnatfr

and a valley. To bathe in

a stream. Name of a river

To fly up and down, as swallows on

the surface of water. Muh yQh -^

|
to bathe.

Yuh fQh tan
] fjjjj f^

the anniversary

of the bathing ofBuddha, theS-th day

of the 4th moon. This day embraces

all the siges of the Buddha sect, or

all the manifestations of Buddha ; it

is a kind of All-S.iint's day.

Yuh shih
5jjj

a bathing house.

12562. [ u ] From a valley

and to breathe. To breathe

after; to wish ; to hope for;

to desire ( to be desirous of; to

covet; to lust. Teen le jin yQh

^C 9i /v I

heaven ' v principles

and human desires, reason and

passion. WQh yQh 4ft} J
the de-

sire of possessing external objects

or gratification*.

YQh sew taou 1 /(5jj $[ to be desir-
Iv

ous of cultivating a virtuous course

of life.

12563. () From derire

and heart. The operation

of passion ; desire, in a bad

sense ; in an excessive degree ; lust;

licentious passions. She yhh [Us ]

to relish and lust after. Kow, pe,

urh, mQh sze che che yuh [] B,

]Hl E [TO j/ "7
|

the desires

of the mouth, nose, ears, and eyes

all proceed from the heart; hence

the char ctcr is formed from heart.

YQh seang 1 /ffi lascivious thoughts.

12564. The posture of *

child in a natural and easy

parturition. See Tfih.

1 2565. [ J From a child in

T- *" If"" womb and flesh To

|"""j bear; to nourish; to cause

to increase ; to grow; to train up vir-

tuously ; to educate well. Name ofa

place. Fow yQh j^
to over-

spread and nourish.

YQh tth 1 ^ to nourish virtue.

Yfih ying tang ^ ^ ^ a kind of

foundling hospital -for poor children,

whose mother* die in child birth,

or when they are infants.
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Keuhyuh^
*

~\to nourish; to

Yang jdh^i 1 / bring up.

12566. ( ) To vomit, noise

made in reaching or vomit-

ing.

12567. Fat; fertile; earth.

18568. The sound of the

voice.

12569. [u] Fr-im to breathe

and the sound J'Sh. An

exclamation arising from

fright or alarm.

18570. From sun and erect.

The light or splendour of

w m _ the sun.

12571. (u) From fire,

sun, and erect, or to

nourish fire. The glow

of fire ; shining ; resplen-

dant
; moral lustre.

12572. [u] Commonly

read Gaou, A corner or

deep bay. Read Yuh, A

bank under water.

12573. [u j
Yuh e

] jjfti

inward feeling of pity, of

commiseration, or grief.

YSh-hcu I
PpT the tone of disease ;

the moaning ofa sick person.

J?574. [>, ] Rend Yu, or

Gaou. A bay ;
land near to

a shore or coast. See Gaou.

YUH

12575. (u) A bank or

cliff immediately opposed

to the water. Read

Gaou. A hiy ; deep ; the

name of a river.

12516. [u] From fire

and ilecp'y seated. In-

ternal heat; warmth.

-Rend Gaou, in a similar

sense. The second cha-

racter denotes Being

warmed by the sun.

12577. (o) The name of a

plant.

12578. ( u) From tenevi-

Icnt, heat, and hand. Heat

applied with the hand for

y^ % useful purposes. See Wei.

Aj*M To smooth silk from rum-

ples or puckers by the ap-

plication of heat; a kind ofsmoothing

iron ; to fix plaits by a smoothing

iron. Read Tang, by the Canton

people.

Yfih tow ching kcun die ^L ky"
\ I />%

%R im| the smoothing iron fixes the

plaits of a petticoat.

Yuh tow 1
3|*

or Ho tow fc 3|-

a smoothing iron.

12579. [o] Name of a fruit

tree, of the plumb or cherry

species.

Yuh le I ;4 a small plumb.

12580. [u] The name of a

place; elegant. A surname.

Yuh yQh
'

I richly ele-

gant.

YUH

12581. A sound; anoise;a

guttcral sound.

_ 12588. A pool of water in a

valley at the foot of a moun-

tain. Name ofa district and

of a pass.

12583. [ o] To cause

to grow. To bring up a

chilli in virtuous habits;

to nurse; to nurture;

to educate; to soothe.

Same as S" Ydh. See

|
abundant; luxuriant.

12584. An utensil for writing

with ;
a style ; a pencil or pen,

called by various names in

thedifferent nations of ancient China.

To narrate. Forthwith ; than ;

accordingly ; but ; from ;
or other

particles which the scope may require

O'l beginning a sentence. Occurs

denoting To skip or hop over; levity

of deportment.

1 2585. ( o ) Commonly read

Gaou, To drag with the

hand. Read YOh. To press

down ; to subdue or express; to sup-

press anger.

125S6. f u ] Appearance of

a plentiful crop of grain.

13587. [ o ] Elegance and

variety of colours; luxu-

riant. YQhjub j

abundant; plentiful.
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12588. The sound of the

throat ,
a gutteral sound.

125R9. Dangerous. The

voice or not^ of a bird.

12590. [w ] To sell. Ching

yuh y]J
to prepare

goods and publish them for

12591. [., ] Rend Chdh.

A sort of gruel. Read Ydh,

2f^ Natural food
, that which

nature supplies spontaneously ;
to

nourish ; to sell. A surname.

Ydh yung 1 Sffl to sell.

Ydh tie nelh neu
j JJ ^ -fa

to sell wives and to drown daughters-

done iu some parts of China.

Ydh tsze
|

a son.

12592.
[ J Certain

fragrant herbs prepared

and used in sacrifice ;

luxuriant free growing

trees and plants; the

feelings highly worked

up ; vexatious ; anxious

thoughts ; putrid. Name

ofa river. A surname. The

second form is most frequent. Yth

yuh JO] I repressed feeling.

YBh pS shing
|

JCT *f
a gurgling

noise, like water coming out ofa nar-

row mouthed vessel. Ydh taou 1

IW '"S'1 """ought anxious feelings.

1S593.
[ ] Fragrant planU.

IT.

^%
^^^-

S f\

> IT. l2594 -

[ ' ] Read VIli,

'I ^% or Ytih. From a mtn

f^^^- or to go with a v:epni;

those |>er>ons sent, ia

ancient times to defend

(

the frontier. To be lent

on government service; to serve.

Arranged in order; to supplicate.

Shoo yQh J^
I to serve on th

frontier. Sze j Bh WI 1 to serve,

or servants generally. Yyflhff
1 the inferior attendants, in public

courts, police runners.

Ydh yQh 1
j

incessant sulicitatiot!.

Ydh she
] ^ to serve; to be at the
I 1^

call ofanoiber.

YUN.- -CCCCXTR SYLLABLE.

Confounded willi Jun, and with Wan. Manuscript Dictionary, Yun. Canton Dialect, Ifdn.

12595. (-) The original

form of^ Yun, A cloud,

or the vapour of the moun-

tains and rivers rolling round, in after

ages Yu, Rain, was added instead of

Yun, and Yun taken to express To

say ; to moveround. Jin yim )ih yun

A. ^ ~ifc \
man sa y- also ">' *

i. e. what other men say, I will

affirm, or say the same ; I will not

contradict. Wan wuh yun yun ^
>V//\ \ the abundance or ple-

nitude of the universe. Fun yun

$ft- 1 commotion; acthily ;

ifr* I

bustle.

Yun yun
|

thus and thus; et

caetera; the conversation ofrrnny

persons. Yun yun, also occurs as

the name of a hill ; also, at denoting

Abundant ; luxuriant. Asuraame.

12596. [
-
] From rilk and

curling cloud*. Humbert

thr.inn into confusion. Fun

or Fun fun, yun Tun.

all in a itate f

i
l

confusion.
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18597. [
-
] From an in.

ilrument of husbandry

and to move round. To

weed out nuisances from

a field j to weed; tore-

move what does barm.

Chun king hea ya ;rp.
54t ^T

in spring plough, and in summer

weed.

12598. (-) From plants

and curling. Planls bud-

ing forth; fragrant herbs,

said to expel insects from

books; applied to various

plants. Used for the pre-

ceding.

Yun-heang
| fjk

s.iid to resemble

frankincense.

12599. [
-

J From rain and

curling vapour. Atmosphe-

ric vapours; clouds; a cloud;

fog about hills and rivers; the fruc-

tifying principle of nature. Name

of an ancient gate ; of a lake, and of

a district. A surname.

Yun ban 1 yjF
a name of the milky

way.

Yun ke 1 :zl a kind of halo.
I ^>V

Yun-moo -fij- or Yun moo che
I rj

Yun-nan fig province on the

south west corner of China; the

capital of the province is designated

by the same name.

Yun sze
| jjjjj

and Luy sze ^ Jjjjj

denote the spirit (hat presides over

clouds and thunder.

Yun-tsefh
4||

assembled like

cloudi.

Yun te
| ^ a kind of scaling

ladder; it is fixed on wheels and is

run along side city walls. Yun-te,

the cloud ladder, is used figuratively

for rapid literary promotion.

Yun yu
J

Bfi commerce of sexes.

12600. (-) From To infold

and tiro. A small number

or quantity. One says,

Equal; even; equally blended.

12601. [-] Tie strong

tough peel of the bamboo,

the bark of the bambno.

They say, .that having no heart its

strength is in its skin.

12602. (-) From a field and

'A"""% 1 4'ff equalised. Yun-vun
j

fields properly laid out ; and

divided into acres or patches.

12603. (A) Yun or Yin.

See Yin.

, \ 126fl-l. O ) Sincerelyj

4nV faithfully ; honestly ;
with-

J ^^^ out deceit or guile ; to

v v accede to ; to assent ; to

^n promise. A surname.

^r ^^ ) Chung yun EP
J
name

of a certain office. Read Yuen.

Yuen ya I 35 a certain district.

Occurs in the sense of
-jr^

Yun, To

say.

Yun chih 1
^flg" expresses a nume-

rous population.

YunjS 1 Tfc- sincere and complai-

sant; the disposition softened and

ameliorated.

Yun n
| | or Yun chun

| $z
and Yun ju 1

-BJ
nil express Ac-

ceding to ; granting ; promising what

is requested.

12605. (\) Forms part of

an opprobrious epithet, an-

ciently applied to the Tartar

tribei.

12606. [ \] Aweaponheld

in the hand by statesmen

when attending on the so-

vereign. An ancient us:ige.

18607. M J To fade; to

fall ;
to perish , to die ; to

fall as a withered leaf in

the evening.

12608 (-) Certain bam-

boot.

12609. (
- ) Name of rn

ancient gtate, and of a

territory. A surname

12610. [
*
] From a

mount or a stone and

rnunrf. To roll down.

To fill from a higher

place j to fill in ruins ; to

fill in a terrifying manner

as from Heaven, or into a deep

abyss; the falling of tears. Sing

yun joo yu Jt ] jj$ pj^j
stan

fell like rain.

Yun yu shin yuen ] ^ -j

to fall into a deep abyss.
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Yuii tsze teen 1

heaven.

to fall from

12611. (' ) From tound and

|^ |S[ round. Sounds which liar-

'">^ ""% I monize and make rhyme;

a final sound ; the last

syllable ofa line or verse;

answer* to a line. Payun

J
eight lines all rhyming.

Yun sho
'

pE bocks on the tones;

Dictionaries arranged accordinj to

the tone*, in which syllables of the

same sound are brought together.

12612. The voice of a bird.

12613. Benevolent; kind-

hearted ; warm, humane

feeling. See Wan.

12614. [-] From warm

and air. Vapour ; genera-
if L!

tive influence. See m? Yin.

1

-

jul essential genial vapour;

pro creative influence.

A

YUN

18615. f -] Fire and steam

without smoke ; genial

warmth ; vapour ; warm

YUN 1057

steam.

12616. (/) A collection

or assemblage of ;applicd

i also to difficult astrono-

mical calculations. Same

as liR Yun. See Win.

12617. (f) From warmth

nnd new vine. To ferment

liquor. Yunjang 1
jttffi

to ferment.

Yun tseth
^ pS to cherish and keep

working in the mind, like fermenta-

tion.

12618.

Win.

[-] Incense. See

12619. A large month; mouth

large and teeth ugly.

1262 .(f) From heart and an

army. To plan ; to deliber-

ate ; faithful ; sincere. A

sarname.

12021. (/) From nm and an

army. Vapours or halo by

the side of the nm, curling

up and accumulating, as warmth,

fog and clouds.

12822. (\) From /in army and

to gf. To more; to agitate;

to turn round
,
to go from

place to place. To revolre in a circle;

to circulate; to transport from one

place to another. Tien jun ^ 1

the apparent motion of the sun and

stars.

Yon chow
^ Upto revolve and devisej

forecast and deliberation.

Yun bo
j 'jpT

the river for the trans-

portation of grain ; the great canal.

Yun ke8
jjul

the expense of trans-

porting or carrying.

Yun pTh yuen
J =j ^f to transport

white copper.

Yun yung n to turn to one's own.

use what oi.e reads, in contradistinc-

tion front mere copying or quoting

in the same words.

Yun yu chang
j

~1jk ^ to move-

round on the palm of the hand, ex-

presses what is eaiv.

risr ii.
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YUNG. CCCCXI SYLLABLE.

Often confounded with Jung. Manuscript Dictionary, Yung. Canton -Dialect, Yung.

JB
18623. [\] Tram knife

and a splinter. To form

for ome use ; that which

\ \ may be used. To use; to

employ ; to employ to

/I -J J eflFectany end or purpose,

hence By ; with ; to exercise any feel-

ing of the mind; to partake of food;

the necessnry expense. A surname.

Feyung$| |
or She ynng$ 1

necessary expenditure. Woo yung

4&
]

useless. Yew yung^ ]
useful. JTh yung P 1 daily sup-

-ply of necessaries. Kung yung "pfj

I meritorious service. Le yung

3HJ
useful commodities. He

noo che yung ^g 2$j ^/^
the

exercise ofjoy and anger.

Yung e
^jr to employ the mind ;

to study.

Yung jin A to employ persons,

whether in domestic or national

affairs.

Yung kwo fan
|

*M
|fe

hare you

dined ? or taken any other meal.

Yung sin
j fo to apply the mind to.

Yung te peen tsze shi
J Ajfc

tf-

^ |j
killed himself with a piece

of iron.

1S624. [ V ] Scattered ;

t\ mixed; blended; hurried;

^r ^^^ people without any fixed

habitation. See Jung.

12625. [\] Represents

streams and flowing.

Ever-flowing; perpetual;

I I everlasting; eternal; dis-

^j \ taut ; remote ; applied to

J
I ( j time, Forever; always.

Name of a district. A surname.

Yung fQh 1
jjjnj

eternal happiness.

Yung koo
] ^ everlasting suffering.

Yungkew 1 ^ a very longtime;

forever ; always.

i -

Yung tsih
j zf~ an eternal mansion,

the grave.

Yung yuen
j jjji existing to

mole period ; everlasting.

a re-

12626. From water and per-

petual streams. Constant

wandering; always flowing;

to dive and walk about under water.

12627. To sing; to chaunt ;

to recite.

12628.
[
\

] From words

and perpetual. The voice

emitted for a long time, as

in singing ; to sing ; to recite in a

monotonous tone. The song of a

bird.

Yung ko 'l

HJ^
to sing a song.

Yui^gshe ^
i'i to recite poetry.

126S9. Yung yung Pj/j

the voice of a multitude of

persons.

12630 [
-

] From a covering

and a valley, both of large

containing capacity. To

<o, t in ; to bear with ; to endure ;

the external expression of the feeling

-with which one receives any thing;

external carriage; manner; coun-

tenance ; officers who preside over

ceremonies. A district j a surname.

E yung <j|ft 'j

the various atti-

tudes, bows, &c , which court cere-

mony requires Tsung yung^
easy , graceful carriage. King yung

j|j?j? |
thin light silk.

Yung che I jj^ a person's carriage ;

demeanour; address.

Yung chow J^ liltle perfume

bags, worn by ladies.

Yung jin che kwo J^ ~"/ :$J

to bear with people's faults.

Yung maou 1 yfo the external ap-

pearance or countenance of a person.
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Yung ni 1 &JM to receive and roii-
I 'H J

tain ; physically or morally.

Yung te 1
fiH

ihe whole of a per-

son's fignre and manner.

Yung yung spread out and

flying about.

Agt 12631. (-) Yung hwa

r\jF^. {fl* name of a certain of-

ficial situation, filled by a

female during the dynasty yM Han.

Yung yung
| |

to become easily

habituated to; also disquieted: un-

easy from disease. Read Yung,

One says, It denotes Elegant.

186S2. Chung-yung Pjjf
1

desirous of vomiting.

12633.

a disquieted appearance.

12634. (-) Name of a tree

which sends down roots

from its branches , the Ficus

Indicus, or Banian tree, called PHh

sze mfih jK Tfa ~fa
the immortal

tree.

I
fr - 1 2625. (-) From water and

contain - To fi" ' to con-

tain with ease ; gentle flow
;

a state of ease and leisure.

12636. [
-
] A carriage

iu motion.

1S637. (-) Foo yung ^
V[A^ J

plant of which there

I-* are several species, said to

change the colour of its flowers

thrice in one day.

12638. [-] From metal

b/C~~ and to contain. The mould

** r*^ which contains melted me-

tals; to ft'se metals; to melt.

Yungchoo
^ Up to melt, to fuse

metals.

Yang choo j8h fan
]

!? "A $nj

to pour the metal into the mould.

Yung hwa
^ ^j>

to melt and trans-

form into another shape.

12639. [-] Ying or Yung.

A grave or tomb. Seen jin

fun ying -yr- K^ Wj

the tomb of parents.

Yung heuS
|

*ft fhe pit or grave,

into which the coffin is put.

)26!0. [-] From the glow

of tivo fiiti spread over

wood. The name of a tree ;

the beams which support the wide

spread eves or wings of a Chinese

house; gay; splendid flowers. Honor;

rank ; glory. Name of a district. A

surname. Kwang yung Tq

Sj lend id and glorious.

Yung hwa iffE glorious and

flourishing.

Yung, jdh j
Si honor and disgrace.

Yim<r, koo ii" flourishing and

fading; prosperity and adversity,

a real friend is the same iu bolli

cases.

Yunglfih 1

me nts

m : honors and emolu-

<Hi. to cry ; to weep.

I26J2. (- )Trom three firei

and a covering. A splendid-

ly illuminated house. The

name of a star and of a plant. Name

of a district

Yung tae I *^"l a burning "moun-

Ho shan ft
l[j J tain.

Yung-yung splendid, lumin-

ous, glorious.

12643. Yirg or Yung. A

certain sacrifice. See Ying.

12644. (-) Small rills of

water. Ting-yung

small streams. Ying-jung

an eddy or whirlpool

12*45. (MA deep lake,

nrirshy ground.

12646. (-) Ying or Yang.

The lustre ofgems ; bright

J^ shini.ig ; clearness of per-

ception. A man's name. Ting yung

H1?1

; ]

to IMitn to specious talcs,

and be deceived.

22617. [-] To wind round;

to wind or roll up.

19648. (-) A shining

insect said to be bred

amongst rotten herbs

known by a great Tarie-

ty of names. Yunp ho

y( the glow-worm,

or fire fly-
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Yung kwang chaou tflh 1 T^ Bf}

jfj|
to read with the light of the

jlow-worm. from poverty.

A cantonment, &C. Head

Yung, To explain and

discuss.

12650. p ]' The issuing

forth of plants growing

freely, as water issues from

a spring; passing through ; contain-

ing; constant; name of a measure.

The part of a bell by which it is

suspended.

Yung laou
| j||

the middle and

principle patb^ leading into a hall or

public court.

*> 12651. [^] Tocommiser-

/

J lil ate ' Also read Yung, A

I f*|>)
wooden image made with

spring*, so as to move, and appear

as much like a living person as pos-

sible. In high antiquity straw was

tied up and made to represent im-

perfect human beings, and so in-

terred with the dead as attendants

opou them. In the middle age, as

the Chinese say, that is, about the

time of Confucius, the
| Yung, or

more perfect representation of men

were invented and used. ShwQy jin

tsS yung
jjjj: ^ ifc

'

who u

the wicked invenler;

12652. ( \ ) From rising

up and strength. Strong;

bold , brave ; fearless
;

resolute; intrepid, da-

ring; decided ; to employ

or exert the whole pow-

YUNG

en ; to advance impetuously -,

courag*. The character Yung, in

commonly worked very lari;e on

the breast and back of ( hinesc

_g .

soldiers' coats. Fun yung -4j>

ardent courage ; brave impetuosity.

Seaou yung A\ a hasty and

passionate appe.il to strength and

violence. Ta yung -re
j

a ration-

al and dignified courage. Haou yung

TH- I to be fond of what is bold

and daring, is considered praise-

worthy, or not so, according lo the

justice and importance of the cause.

Che die kin hoo yung ^J Jjj|} J|T-

-*p-
I to know shame (to have a

tense of shame or honor) is near to

bravery.

Yung chay pfih ken jay
| jjj~^

ijli ijl Yung, denotes not being

afraid.

Yung m$ng tsing seen
] ^ ^JL -fa

to struggle forward in battle with

irresistible impetuosity.

12653. Reaching; a desire

to vomit.

12654. O) From water

and ritinp up. To rise

up or bubble forth as

water from a spring.

The name of a river.

12655. O) From heart

' or strength and rising up.

Brave, bold, adveutrous.

YUNG

12656. (V) The silkworm

in its second stage of exis-

tence, the three stages are

called
*|| | ^ Tsang, yung, and

go ;
the first and I >st Ttang go,

are commonly joined together to

denote the silk worm generally.

12657. (\) From to walk

aud a path through. A

lane.

12658. (-M Harmo-

nious agreement of

sounds, and of the people;

the name of a district.

-
-fr A surname. To assist ;

r^^A to collect or crowd

together. LeS peih yung^lj JB^-

\ to be one of a certain low
I j

purchased rank. Ho yung M]

peace and harmony amongst the

people.

Yung ching j name of an

Emperor, Keen-lung's predecessor.

12659. Yung heang
'

unsubmissive, unsubdued.

12660. (-) The voice or

note of a bird. Yung yung

the harmoniou*

notes of birds. The sound of mu-

sical instruments. A kind of stop-

page or interruption of the breath.

12661. (\-) To stop or

close up, as the channel in

which water rims ; to

prevent information reaching a

person. To add to, as mould and

water to plant*. The name of a
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medicinnl plant or fruit. Tsze Mh

?fc ^ the fruit of the Tsze,

otherwise called Ke ynng S|l

and Ke tow
||| Jj||

fowl's IK ail.

Hea lew jung sTh HN W I $R
the channel by which the water flows

up is slopped. Ho shwuy yuHg ^pf

7|( I

the waters of the rivrr arc

stopped. Taou loo yung jj||
R

the road stopped up by the

crowd of passengers, or olher cause.

Been loo yung || j$ |

the road

(to court) is stopped against virtuous

men. E-yung |||-
1 aiul pe.yung

-j-f. t

^Jjj |

express To screen from;

to obscure or put betweer, to

prevent a person seeing. Keen ching

jung ^ff ^ a bad minister

conceals occurrences from his sove-

reign, which is also expressed by

Yung yu shang wan
~]jk J^

rj
to prevent the person above

hearing. Tso yew yung ^jr /pf

I concealed by those on the right

and left by attendants. Jin keun

yew woo yung ^ J*^ ^L }

a sovereign is liable to five species

of concealment.

I ^
12662. O) From hand

*Tyfp and to bring together.

f-^f* To grasp hold of
; to

embrace
j
to carry a child

in the bosom ; to crowd

round in the character

of attendants ; to screen. Tse
I-A-. 4

yung JW j

to crowd round rudely.

Yung hoo
|

afi to crowd around

in order to protect and defend.

Yung sth 1 fffi to stop up.

PAST II. H 12

12663. (-) Dressed foml ,

to cook a morning meal.

Harmony; concord.

Yung sun piih twaii 'i ^ ^ ujjft

a constant supply of the morning

and evening mc;il.

Yung Jin J\^
a cook.

12664. (-) Steam or

vapour rising up; blend-

ing and mixing in :in

*^^
undistin>,uishable mass

;

j"^i knowledge become apart

I |/ J of one's own mind. Long;

clear ; bright. Name of a district.

A surname. ChQh yungjjW
a

god of fire.

Yung chS
|nV

a thorough com-

prehension of.

Yung fung
j Bjl

the north east wind.

Yung hwuy kwan tung
'*

jtf

TJjS
most thoroughly versed in, and

acquainted with.

Yung ho
j

id harmoniously blend-

ing together.

Yung hea JA to instil into ; to

blend with ; to unite or combine

with.

Yung yung
j J

great joy.

12665. (-) Chung yung

\TOI
j

or Chung yung ytfa

|
a deep wide expanse of

water ; noiseless.

12666. (-) Yung
]

or

Yen y ung [J^j
the mouth

of a fish seen out of the

water, the gaping appearance of a

fish respiring. Yu kow kae heUh

yurgyungyay^ p j^^ J

| {f/^i
l:sl,', iMiuih opcoing and*

ri'-piring. See Oow.

!2fiG7. [-J A large head ;

a fine dignified ap|earance;

a commanding, derated,

anil at the same time, benevolent

kind look
; reiterated in the same

MOM)

12669. [-] From a cover-

ing and to uie. To use or

employ persons for domestic

and ordinary purposes; constant;

common ; ordinary; simple; rude.

Cordial; agreeing; popular merit.

Occurs denoting How .' The name of

a place. A mrname. Ke kwei jjf
1

jpgj
a turgid afirrtation of singu-

larity. WoayunsM there is
19 <i> I

no use or occasion for. Chung yung

HJ I the constant (golden) me-

dium
; name of a well known Chi-

nese classic.

4 vj_

Yung foo
j jgtj

common and rotten,

a very ordinary style of writing.

Yungldh
j jf| incapacity; very in-

ferior talents.

Yuag Uae
| fy ordinary talent.

12669. (.) From wan and

common. To serve for hire;

to engage to labour for daily

hire. Read Chung, Equal; even; to

treat in the same manner ; impartial.

Occurs in the sense of To do ; to use.

Kea yung ^ '|
persons hired for

domestic use. Mae tsae yung ||jj

jpl |

a person who sells vegetable*.

Ylln?jin
] ^ a person hired, an

hireling.
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18670. [-] Name of a

small bird ; harmonious

notes of birds; reiterated, in

the sense of pleasing harmony and

agreement. Tlie name of a place. A

surname.

Yung yung %j^
a chcarful happy

countenance.

12671. The voice of birds.

12672. (-) From dis-

ease and to stop. A stop-

page of the humours ;

a swelling ; a large offen-

sivesorc. Name ofa place.

Yungtseii
|
3g[alarge

swelling ;
an extensive

virulent ulcer on the

back.

12673. (-) From a cover-

ing and harmony. Concert;

agreement ; the name of a

plant j and of a district. Peth yung

H

JEpE
I the hall where the sovereign

teaches j an imperial school or

college.

12675. [-] A wall for de-

fence or shelter; a little city;

a low wall ; the northern

wall of a h;ili. To form n mixl wall

by tying planks together and beating

down the earth between them. Seaou

ching yne yung /jf\ jjj |EJ ]

a little city or wall for defence is call-

ed Yung. Shingkeyung 3pi
Jit

j

to ascend the city wall. Eta

tsungyungjyjl f ^ j
to attack

the city Tsung. ChS too luy pelh

yue yung |j| JI ^| JJE fE) ^

to beat down earth, and raise a wall is

expressed by Yung.

12676. Name of a wood. A

stand for weapons.

12677. (-) A foreign country

in the south ;
a city. A sur-

name.

JEND OF THE SYLLABIC DICTIONARY.

,12678. [-] A large bell.

13679. [-] A square city

with a ditch around its walli.

To fill or stop up a stream

of water. Cordial agreement; har-

mony ; the name of a place.

1 2680. The voice or note

of a bird. Yung yung

I the harmonioui

notes of birds. The

sound of musical instru-

ments. A kind of

stoppage or interruption of the

breath.

12674. (-) From/fc and

feathers. Unbroken suces-

sion ; name of a sacrifice

which is daily performed. A sur-

name of an ancient queen. Read

Chin, The motion of a boat or hip.

CHINESE



CHINESE

NAMES OF STARS AND CONSTELLA TIONS
COM.FCTKB

AT THE REQUEST OF THE AUTHOR OF THIS DICTIONARY,

JOHN REEVES, Esq. F.R.$L.S.

An attempt has been made to identify the Stars of the Chinese Constellations with the Constellations of the European Globes,

the process has been tedious, and the result not altogether satisfactory ; yet there is enough to gratify the Curiosity of some, or

prevent the labour of others, who might be inclined to make a similar attempt.

That a people, like the Chinese, who affect a superiority over all others, and who carry, or pretend to carry, the annali of

their History tack to a period earlier than any other nation, that such a people should have made considerable progress in

Astronomical science, was to be looked for as a natural consequence: but to our surprise, we find they know little or nothing about

it. They may indeed have divided the Stars in and near the Zodiac, into their Twenty-eight Constellations (and as the whole Constel-

lation of Leo is omitted, 'tis probable this was a Chinese arrangement) ; they may have given names of their own invention to

some groupes of stars, and to a few of the more brilliant single stars that are visible to them ; they may have recorded Eclipses

but this will he found the extent of their performance ;
and to record an eclipse, or to name a star, does not constitute an

Astronomer.

The Chinese have been described as having Arts, but no Science, and the more we are enabled by a progressive knowledge

of their Language to examine their literary works with our own eyes, the better shall we appreciate the justness of this description

of them.

All the books written by the Chinese, and containing accounts of the Stars, are intended only for Astrological purposes -,
and

though mention is made of the precession of the equinoxes, in the books of the ninth century, yet it must be remembered, that the

Mahomedans had entered China before this period, and therefore 'tis probable, that the Chinese acquired their first notions of

Astronomy (as a Science) from some of those foreigners who accompanied the Tartar Monarchs in their conquests of the country,

and who probably brought with them those Astronomical instruments which are described (Du Halde, vol 2, page ISO) as having

* To Mr. REEVES the Author is also indebted for most of the names of plants, and other natural productions which occur

in the Dictionary : Mr. Reeves by his industrious research in China, and readiness to communicate the resnlt of hi effort*, ha

uniformly shewn himself the friend of Science and the Arts, and the Author bag much pleasure in thus publicly acknowledging

his obligations to him.
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been found at Nanking and Peking. It appears clear there that they werenotmade for either of the places, where they were

found; and it setms equally clear, the Chinese were not then able to use them; they were then obliged to entrust the Astronomical

department of their Calender to a Mahomedan, and afterwards to the Jisuit Missionaries, who in the reign of the Emperor

Kang-he, composed for them all the books and tables necessary for making the calculations themselves.

The works of these Missionaries remain lasting memorials of their perseverance and abilities, to them the Chinese

are indebted for all the sciences they possess. They surveyed and mapped their country for them, and wrote treatises

explanatory of all the treasures of European Science. Among these, the most interesting loan European is the fr B1&

jRS
leBh. Lelh, Yuen, Yuen, comprised in one hundred volumes: a few of which illustrate the theory of Music with

the European mode of notation; the others contain the principles of Mathematics, Spherics, the Calculation of Eclipses, with

tables of the Sun and Moon's mean Motions, Nodes, and Anomaly, with tables of all (he necessary Equations. Tables of

prime numbers and factors of composite numbers, natural sines, logarithms of numbers, logarithmic sines, tangents, 4c. &c.

In the thirty-first volume of this elaborate Work, is given a list of Ninety-two Stars, chiefly of the first to the third degree

of magnitude, with their right ascension and declination, measured upon the equator, though the former is expressed in signs,

degrees, and minutes. These commerce with Vf Capricorntis, or 270, therefore 2'. 2. will be the second degree in Piscis,

or rather 270 + 62", say 332, upon the equator. Another list is given of the same stars with their right ascension and

declination in degrees of the ecliptic, and a table of their annual variation in right ascension and declination, of which a

copy is annexed. There is also another list of two hundred and seventeen Stars, chiefly from the third to the fifth degree of

magnitude, but including a few of the former list, and also a few Nebula*.

These lists formed the ground work of the undertaking, and it would appear at first sight no difficult task to compare

them with the globes, and ascertain the stars intended, but it must be remembered, that though the stars themselves are laid

accurately down upon the globes, (Bardin's eighteen inch were used on the occassion) yet many of them have no mark by which

they can be specifically distinguished, and therefore it was necessary to call in the assistance of Bode's Atlas, and use his marks

or numbers, where others were wanting, and even with his accuracy, there are still a few small stars, chiefly between the Horns

of Taurus, and others, between 353 and 356. which admit of doubt.

At the time these tables were formed, the Jesuit Missionaries constructed two Planispheres, (this appears indeed to

have been the more particular work of F. Verbiest) one of the northern and another of the southern constolhtions, and or-

namented the margin with views of the instruments, as Quadrants, Sextants, pials, &c. used, and also with views of the curves

formed by the planets in their course round the sun.

Each of these Planispheres is upwards of five feet in diameter, divided round the margin into 360* degrees, and having

scale also of Polar (or rather equatorial) distance, though not of equal parts, but diminishing as they approach the pole, so

that the ten first degrees, or from the equator to 10', are equal to 18". degrees at the poles, or from 72*. to 90.

The Stars near the equator, allowing for the variation, may be considered as laid down correctly; less accuracy is

found as we approach towards the north pole ; the southern constellations are still more inaccurate, and not easily to be de-
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termined; and the Chinese names of such as do not rise in the latitude of Peking, are merely tranilatioui of the European ones,

as Apis, Phoenix, Fiicis Volani, Octani, &c.

Could a perfectly well printed copy of these Planispheres be obtained, it would be a valuable acquisition, and render the

Catalogue more complete. The one used upon the present occasion had been damaged and torn, and mended in some placet

with blank paper, by which means some of the names may be missing ; and some stars are omitted, among which are Capella,

Scheat in Pegasus, &c. It had also been originally smeared in the Printing, so that many of the names con Id not have been

distinguished without the aid of a smaller map, and the verbal description of the courses of the planets is so much smeared at to

be totally illegible. J. R.

Canton, China, July 3, 1819.

CONSTELLATIONS OF BARDINS' GLOBES ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY.

TES HARKS DE1COTE IBB CHINESE CONSTELJUATIOSS.

ANDROMEDA.

Teen ta

Kweishuh^

Teen ke

Keun nan
raun

EchS

Ho koo

Yewke

Tso ke

Woo yu?

Teen foo

' *nd omeother '*""> includes

also Triangulum.

G(Mirac) B T)|*V f, aud stars in Pisces.

8
, ff.

Al'tlS, OR BIRD OF TARADISB.

AQOILA, ET AHTINOl'S.

a (Atair) ft y.

: 5 tl i x.

?

'. 0-

Teen peen ^^ "ft \ A f and ttars in Scutum Sobieiki.

Wei shah H

Heu shah X

Yu liu kcun

Neu sh8 i g

Fun mo

Lelh

Luy pelh
chin

Heu leang

Kaenh

Teen luy

ching

Foo yue

Choa

AQUARIUS.

a and { Pegasus.

; W J T 55, and three \

>ClJTT.

81

:

Ml ' ^ (T f>>
includes stars in Piices and

Capricornus.

i*
0.

;
includes X Capricornus, and other

small stars.

4 stars marked *,N 5333, 53 15, 536?, 535J.

ARA.

t, no other stars can be ascertained.

* These Maps, and the work above described, are vrj scarce and expensive ; I never saw mny other copies than those

I possess, from which these tables are derived. K. M.

fAlt II. O 12
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Teen jin

Tso kang

Teen o

ARIES.

<i B "X '

602.

ARGO NAvis. Many of the stars in this Constellation are

laid down incorrectly.

a Canopus.Laou jin

Koo shg

Teen she ^ jjjj:

Teen ke =

Teenkow

Hae shth

1971.

A.

ASTERION KT CIIARA.

San kung -_ /f three stars in and near the head of Asterion.

Chang chen
^g* jj|)

Cor Caroli.

Woo chay

Pi kuh

Teen hwang

Choo

Tsoke

Ta kc

Kang che

Chanu teaou

Heucn ko

T.oshMc

Yew she to

Tetn tsang

Tidh kung

a (Capella) 09V, and (1 Taurus.

S g ft k i head includes D D/near Cassiopiea.

1

(id 9 6 near A.

T V V. also
C[)
X and tf.

[ y and stars near hand.
i

BOOTES.

Arcturus.

four small stars near ditto.

1 ^ T.

6 X.

J f y 4, ip x X.

Kew yew j\^ ftf.

Shang ching \" ffi.

Shang wei
||f

Shaou wei /y

Szc foo

Yin tih

Hwa kae

Luh kei

Kwci shiih

Tsew ke

TseTh tsin /

i

Kwan

TseTh she ke;

Teen lang

Kuen she

Hoo she
,

Yake

Nan ho

Shwuy wci

New shuh

Luy peih
then

Yen

Chow

P>

SCEPTRVM.

includes also stars in Bridanus.

CAMELOFARDALIS.

A 579.

L 1316.

C 924.

N 2668, and smaH stars near.

ft 8309.

stars near Camelopardalis, but cannot

be ascertained.

.
CANCER.

H and stars in Leo.

PI Cancer, and A: Gemini.

A|i, X \, three <f o.

jjf Presepe.

CAMS MAJOR.

a Sirius.

(2.

J J ^ X, and stars in Argo.

o ft, and small stars in body.

CAMS MINOR.

a (Procyon) (3 "0.

CAPRICORNUS.

a p and Neb. 323, 324. Also Neb. 322.

Sagittarius.

(M V ^ i X and stars in Aquarius and

Pisces.
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Tsin

Tae

Teen luy

ching

Kiih

Loo sliuh

Wei

YuS

Wei

Tsoo

Tsin

Chaou

Tseih she

YHh lang

Tsth

Foo loo

KS taou

K5 sing

0-

( 4863.

Mi A, and other star -

4.4710.

A 4806.

li 4886.

m 4747.

CAPCT MEDUSAE. See Penciif..

p

CASSIOPEIA.

t*

new star.

CEHTACRUS.

a. East foot

(3 West foot.'

Nan mun

Ma fiih

Koo low

Ma wei

Ke kwan

Wei

Choo

Yang mun ^ ptj
b 3425, c 3214,

Ping sing 2jS J^ h 3051, and 7 Hjdra.

Hae shan '^ JL|
^ and small stars near foot of the cros.

CEPHEUS.
(Imperfectly laid down).

Shaoii wei /I/ fart y.
*** w-

4jfc
I1-

^ 3030, v 3029, <p 3069.

J3015, g- 3044, fc 3047, also | 3154, A
3 1 68 and another.

Tsaou foo

Shangwei

Too ze

kung

Teen kwan

Tsow kaou

Teen tsang

Teen hwan

Foo chlh

Seaou tow /K 3L

CttVI.

gff
(Z (Menkar) y & (Mira) X ^ y two ^.

8 ?(5.

.Her-

fourp 79. 103. 125. 130.

c 297, y near f.

i. See Hercules.

CIMM*:LEOX.

COI.UHBAl

Changjin

Sun

Tsze

She small stars near leg.

COMA BERENICE.

Lang wei &K /^ ab c def.

ShangtseangJ^ ij^f
v.

Lang tseang^J jj^p
2896.

Chow ting
Ejj ^}.

u 2879, to 2900,

Tsaeching ^ ^ 2629.

COR CAROM. See AstcrioD.

CORONA AfSTRALIi.

Pe ftr?

CORONA BORU1 U.

Shlli soo

Yew he5
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Tso hei ^ ^ 3 T Algorab Y).
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Kew ho
X ** M 9

Wei
i|j|

a 3876.

Tse J^ H.

H8
jfcj-

ft i'.

Tsung sing JL K 4412, M 4?19, N 4237, O 4S49.

Teen ke -Jr &|
J small stars near 9.

Xx /Ku

.5^* (f h g n a, near hand and club.Tow

Too sze

Meen too

Sin" sfih

Ts.ng kew

Ping si.ig

Lew sob

Chang suh A

F D, Cerberus' head.

C B P Q. ditto.

HYDRA.

a (Aluhard), and small stars near.

CY-

& E
"

"i 9 ? a a.

K A A \> v u <p <p.

Shay show ^ || X. *

Shy tub ^ fit^
small stars between Hydrus and Toucan. *

Shay we ^'i^fe C Oclaus. *

Foo pth
|5fJ ^ /

* There can be no doubt that the above three names

were intended for tlie whole of Hjdrus, but the inaji

is very incorrect lure.

INDUS.

Pe sze
jlfe

Ifrf Of, no other stars cau be ascertained.

Been yuen

Woo te t.so

Shang seang

Tsze seang

Tsze tseang

LEO.

Regulus, A 2232 near d*, Y Yl * X <
?.

^ (Dcnebola; and 4 small stars near,

, 1

These are sometimes marked west

to distinguish them from the

stars of the same name in Virgo.

VART II. P 12

Yu neu

I'sew ke

Ming lang ty^ i o ip, e r.

Ling tae
|j>
& 9f, c d.

Shaou wei /1> ^b m.

Chang hwan I
J.| I ft /, and small stars.

Hoc pun ^ "^ ' 8*70 near %.

Tac tsze ~j^ -J-
E.

Tsung kwan/fjJF
O 1567.

LEO MIKOB.

Nuy ping ^ ^ a ft f rf. This name ii put to these stari

in the Ch-irl, but probably they should

have been marked r/J ^p Nuy ping,

as the former name belongs 10 stars

in Virgo.

Seaou wei

TsTh

Kuen tsing

Ping sing

Tesuh

Chin chay

Se ban

JTh

Yang mun

Ke kwan
j

Tseth

Chiy ke

Ke chin

Ise nig keun

Tsung kwan

Chin chay

LEPUS.

y V

A Y-

pi.

LIBRA.

y.

X \.

1UPUS.

> 3425, and another star.

H 3324, L 3341, 3358.

two <p.
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Nan chuen

teen ynen

Ke .oh

Keen sing
|=Jl

Kow
/ffij

Kow kw5
}f,J

Te MI ke ^
L -

1

'"'g ^
Teen kcuig

-

our* CAROM.

9, &c . But doubtful, incorreclly laid down.

tAOICTAUVfc

a
, H 4 81, K 4508.

first y 4053 5.

4- 43-22, twa V, 4364, 4365.

44flR) ff 43Q9

.i,/ 4455

Teeu cang

Sin uh

jf
We suh

Keen pe

Shin kung

Kow kin

Teen full

Teen pe'en

Shtih

Chow

Tsin

Pa

Seu

'

a 4040, * 1024.

A.b 3i2.

SEXTAN*.

H 2306.

COR FK>.

Antares, ff y two c 3584, 3587.

f (Jj.

\j 3589.

two ^ S739 and 3745, perhaps includei

all Hi. t.il.

Two a 3363, 336S,

d 3441, o 3447.

SCCTUM SOBIESKI.

includes some targ in Antiaout.

MMKK*.

Chay sze

Nan hae

Tung ha,

Teen joo

How

| and S98T.

*lX-

,ccond S488, u.

ICRFENTARID% TIL OFBIUCVt.

Ra. Alhague.

JTpy.

j Ye(J

Tsoo

Han

lecn ke

HI

Lee ze

She low

Tung baa

Yen

rfwan ebay

Yu

Pelh sHh J(

Woo rh y

Te n kwan

. ? n kcae

I'e'.'n lin

Teen tse

oo urh

f.e shih

Ga'gsiih ^

1 fa 3865, B 388, 9 3S5f, e 3901, and a A

Sagittarius.

X i.audfci Herculei.

P X 4- ffl, and S6I ?.

v and Capricorn m.

i and Iwo imull itari, and e Herculet.

TAURUI.

Hyados, Aldebaran, y 818, 333, 339,

856, \ o.

',.
and stnrs in Auriga.

? U69, Iil7. S' M HOT.

xu.

g g 6?7, t 709, / 611, G 753, 621.

v
||J

K Ji * *
, small start near H)adei.

(T.

Fj <P8I7, X77S, J 828.
'

Plria:k'S, i
t) OS8.

A 766.
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Sie kwe iq 'g 126T H.

Teen kaou
~J^ r^J i

Choo wang & ^ T B 1281, e 1246, 1800, 1128, small stars

between the horns.

PON1ATOWSKI.

Tsung jin ^ ^ k n o p q.

TELESCOPIC*

Chuen shw8
|un

?fr y-

We
jfc

d.

TOUCAK.

Neaon huy

IllIANGuM'M.

Teen ta TP -A-
l|*r "g These includeboth the northern

Ueaug keun ' v / /TT =!=;

Triangles, and also X Andro-

meda.

TRMNGULUM AuSTRAI.E.

Sn ke6

hing

Teen choo

Teen euen

Teen ke

Teen keuen

Teen le

YBh hang

Kae , aiig

Foo ting

Yaou

Wan chang ^
Sbang tae J^

Chung tae ft*

Hea ta*

ffxE?

URSA MAJOR.

Dubhe.

g.

S.

four stars laid down in the chart within

the square.

$& Aliotb.

|^| ^ Mizar.

'.]'
? small star near J.

fc f\ Benetuascb.

9 y P.

f*.

San sze

Nuy keae

Tae Uun

Tae y.ng
sliow

Teen laou

Shaou foo /

shaou we

9 9(>06, <J 20ST, ff 5031 .

T i J989,and small stars near.

a and small stars near.

</ 2IOfi.

8ma" sljrs between 5 and .

X 2348.

URSA MINOR.

"e " P Kochab.

I'ae tszs
Tn^

-? y.

Kow chin ^J j^j 5.

Shoo tsze |^ ^-
a 3933.

Howkung ^ 'g^
63162.

Teen hwang IT: ^. JU *ft pole star.

ta te XV -^ ^^ 'I*
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ALPHABETICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE CONSTELLATIONS AND STARS.

Ching yuen JS
-ffj

k I and small stars, Leo.

Chang sha
-^. jty ^ Corvus.

Chang sfih X
ijj~ ^ * v u X A p, (p <p, Hydra.

Chang chin
^j** j^ Cor Caroli.

Chang jin ^ \ & Columha.

Chaou yaou i3 ^ 3 Bootes.

Chaou
j|||

A Hercules, the same name is given to

lie star m 4747, Capricornus.

Chtiy foo
jip Jjjp

? aiid two small stars near; C\gnus.

Chay ke

Chny sze

ChTh neu

Chin suh

Chin chiiy

Choo *

Choo she

Choo

Cboowang

Chow

Chow ting J^

Chung: tae
tjl

jc 3324, L 3341, e 3358, Lupus.

Si-rpcns.

ff Lyra (Wega).

y Corvus.

7 Li!>r:i, anil / Li-pus.

a <p X: f v V Auriga, i 3015, ff 3044.

A- 3047: 3154, A 3168 and another,

Ce.ilaurug.

X Draco.

^ Pegasus, the same name is give to a, Ara.

T, B l7, C 12^0. 1200. Has small

s.t rs h. twcen the horns of Taurus, per-

il 'ps may not he correct.

(3 Serpens, the same name, r) Capricornus.

. 2879, o 2900. Coma Berenice.

^ (j- preceding hind foot of Ursa

M.ijor.

Chung shan
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Lc knag

Le shih

Leang

Le' tsze

I.e'rn taou

Lew suh ^

Ling tae

Lo uh %

Low suh ^

Luh kea

Luy teen

Lny peTh
chin

Ma we

Ma fuh

thi name is repeated thrice in Pegasus.

1st A K 2d T U, 3d n o.

% 775, <f 817 4- 828. Taurui.

5 Ophiucus. Yed.

A Ophiucus.

"1 6- Lyra.

k 1l9?<5Ci>. Hydra.

X c d I co.

U Capriforiuis.

a
{J Y Aries' head, &c.

stars between Tanuidus and Camelopar-

daliv, uncertain.

Pegasus.

f K Y 5 Capricornus, \
I \ V Aquarius, /

' 6> p

54F5, 5190, ? 5475, Pisces.

Centaurus.

Western Foot of ditto.

Maou suh Rrt Xff Pleiades.

Meih fung .^ l|^
Musca Australis.

Ming tang PjJ ^g* j U <p e r, Leo.

Nan ho J^ yjif
a (Procyon) g .T] Canis Minor.

Nan chuen M1

9 &c. in Ri.bur Caroli, doubtful.

Nan mun j| p*j
a Centuunis, Eistern foot.

Nan hae wj
.^JjT-

g and 2927 Serpens.

Neaou hwuy Toucan, probably intended for the

whole.

Neil tsang -fa
K> e n ? Hercules.

Neu she -^ j^ 4 Or;:co.

Neu suh K -^f" ffi
I V- V -Aquarius.

New sflli ;x
/"I- 5 a 1 aid NchuliE, 323, 324 Capricornus

and N'cbul 322, Sagittarius.

Nny keae
r^J [li^

/ i 138P, and small stirs bilneen Eye

and Nose, Ursn Major.

Nuy ping ftj
B V o jc g Vii-o he; il, according to the I si

of Ki^lii. Ascension and declination, but

Nuy ping

Pa

PS keQh

Pae kw

Pae kew

Pae

Prih suh

Pelh leth

Peih sdh

PTh too

Pth ho

Ping taou

Ping sing

Ping sing

Po sing

San sze

E
/\

{^ |l3

^'ffi

San kung
~

Se ban

Seaug

Seaou tow

Seu

Sliang chiag

Shang wei

Shapg tae

Sh..ng tse

jj[Ej

~M\

/j\
-si-

^
\~ '/JL

j

in the Chart, thin name ii put to a * <f,

in Head of Leo Minor.

v o IT g, Virgo in chart

6 Serpeni.

^ A fc ''.
Hcd of Auriga D D/ new

Cassiopeia.

e Delphiniu.

A Y Gnu.

Corona Auitralis.

Algeuib, 7 Peg""'.

(i 7 i U Pisce*.

Hjades.

C B P Q Cerberus' Head.

Castor Pollux, } <J Gemini.

Piscis Notiu,

/ '-931, Q Virgo.

V Hydra, A 3051 Ccntaurus.

f P I,ppu.

tt Indus, (doubtful)

f 2006, two C 2027, 2031 near the Ear,

of Ur>a M-ijor.

three small stirs between y * v] Virgo,

the same name is given to three star*

in and near Asteriou's head.

Jfk
Southern Triangle.

f Z, f\ 9 % and e 3530 Libra.

sm. II tars between i and Ursa Major.

Cumeleon.

Ser^ens.

A 579 Cainelopard .Is.

L l:?IG t'amelopaidalis the same name,

X Ceph' us.

' X F " ri'
r<>< " "' l r<a

y, the same name, V Coma Berenice^ .
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Shnng foo

Shane pdh

Shang shoo

Shaou wei

Shaou ching

Jhang seang H
jlfj

S Leo, the same name, Y Virgo, in one

place these are distinguished by Leo

being called west, and Virgo east.

A, Draco.

Draco.

JK A 3687.

fc
y Cepheus, same name, C 934 Camelopards.

n T ; rand us.

Shaou foo Af~
fjiil

</ 2106, Ear of Ursa Major.

Shaou wei /J/ -jar
m Leo, and m p r Leo Minor.

Shaou foo <J? J^ % 2348, Ursa Major.

Shaou tsae
>J? $J? *! 2348, Draco.

Shaou |ieih
r
\/ ^fjj

^ 2348. Draco.

Shay fBh tW W& small stars between Hydrus and Toucan.

Shay show
jjj'f "^ i Hjdrus.

Shay we
jjjfr

IS p Octaiis. There is no duubt, these three

names were intended for Hydrus,

head, body, and tail, but they are

laid down in the chart as above.

She JS small stars near leg of Columba.

She low
yfj ;ji[jt

|i Ophiucus.

Shlhtszekca-f- ^ ^ Crux.

SMh sOh
2J? x& a Pegasus Markab.

Shin kung jjjffl ^ two 3739, and 3745. Perhaps includes

all the tuil of Scorpio.

a ?v Serpens.

U.I" V Orion hand.

5 8 o p Canis Minor.

52$ a Eridanus Achernar.

-7 Aiilares o" T and two C35S4 and 7, Scorpio.

Alpha nl, a Hydra, and small stars near.

6 VI Columba.

t\ Opbiucus.

1267, H Tauru.s % 1256, * 1296, Orion.

Sze wei

Sze fe

Sze fuh

Sze foo

Ta ling

Ta tsun

Ta keS

Tae tsun

Tae yang
show

SUwy foo

Shwdy wei

Shniiy low

Sin son

Sing tfih

SUD

Sung

5*e kwae

Tae yih

Tae tsze

Tang iwin

Tang shay

Te

Te tso

Te sub ^

Teen choo

Teen choo

Teen chuen

Teen fow

Teen fuh

Teen ban

Teen hwan

Teen liwan

|j]

|j]

a 3 Equleus.

y \ ditto.

4 / g i Monoceroi.

N 2668, and small stars near head of

C-mele; ard.Jis.

f Perseus.

~k $ 5 Gemini.

"TC 'm Arctiirus.

"TjT i Ursi M jor

y"C Uy TJ" ^ ^ rsa ^ J or
'

-t- A 3067 j'sina I stars near a, Draco.

TJT -J- y Ursa Miimr, the same name E, Leo.

ffi !"}
* 312) > c 3?4V> c 3 " 51 ' Centaur,

ffi ^b # C}gnus and stars near.

^ff- Kocha' 1

, Ursa Minor.

a -Henulesj Ras Al^ethi.

a fj 7 Ji / f* v Libra,

a Ursa M ji>r. Dubhe.

^ ||F ?i J JT 9 6 Draco.

^ $ Y T] Perseus.

"7? ^7- 9 Antinous,

d 3441, o 3147 Scorpio.

JIM?
Vi i Lac tea.

-jfe!
79, 103, U5, 130, four

qi
Cetus.

9 (j, near X Auriga.

Teen joo

Teen kaou

Teen ke

Teen ke

Teen keae

Second a 3J83 w Serpens.

i Taurus.

Ursa Major.

e 4535, / 4455 Sagittarius.

small slars near 6 Hercules; lame name,

4- Argo.

X U Taurus' Ear.
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Teen kew ^ Imp y <5 Andromeda's arm.

Teen keang 7? JX ^ 9 ?, 3901, Ophiitetis, and 4040, *

4024 Sagittarius.

a Menkar, y 8 (Mira) X I* V Iwo Cetus.

1971 Argo.

1217, M 1192, Taurus.

4 Ursa Major.

a Canis Major, Sirius.

GO, and small stars near, in Ursa Major.

four stars laid down in the chart within

the fj of Ursa Major.

5 627, e 709, / 641, G 753, o 621.

Aquarius, X Gipricoruus and other'

small stars.

2895, p 2946, r 292P, Leo.

e 602, Aries.

i X, A g-, foot of Antinous, and stars in

Scutum Sobieski.

q 2306, Sextans.

(3
Ursa Major.

Y| Argo.

)|vf- JpL Triangulum, includes also y An-

dromeda, and other small stars.

(J 2919, T 3091, Virgo.

o Perseus foot,

j f] 9 T Cetus.

I 8 X Hand of Bootes.

JS </,
b h c, small stars near_Hyades.

y Cygnus.

(J i ^ Piscis Notiui.

X Draco.

S ^ Aries.

small stars in Fornax Chcmica.

( X X <P EriJams.

FART H. t 12

Teen le

Teen I'm

Teen luy -.-?

thing 7\.

Teen tnun

Teen o

Teen peen

Teen seang

Teen seuen

Teen shay

Teen ta - r.

tseang keun /^ y^C

j|J:

Teen teen ^
Teen tsan nfr

'

feen tsang

Teen tsang

Teen tsea

Teen tsin

Teen wang

Teen jih

Teen )in

Teen yu

Teen yuen

f)

j^J

Teen tse'en

To rning

To kun* se

Too sze

Tow

Tow siSh ^

Tsan ke

Tsan sun ^

Tsaon foo

Tse .

TseThshe

Tseth shwuy

Tseth sin

Tseth she ke

Tselh

Tseen tae

Tsew ke

Tsth

Tseih kung -

Tsin heen

Tsin

Teen yuen ^ ^ -y
X C "OT, E 557, / m <, 54, Eridanui.

Teen yuen ^ j|||
B 4"8, a 4350, II 4521, K. 4509 S^-it-

tarius.

-f) Q i p Piscis Notius.

rf 20 Pkce*.

rf 5100 Pegasur.

'
C Cetus.

D F Cerberus head-

CO. h g n o Hcrcule*, near hand and club.

g X S 1 <P Sagittarius.

o 967, o 985 ?, &c. Lion's Skin, Oripn.

Betelgucse, Bellatrix, Higel, y S X

Orion-.

^ 5 Ct-pheus.

H Hercules, near Cerberus.

F* Caput Medusas.

7^ x r
1 Perseui.

* Gemini
' ** Cancer.

Presepe, in Cancer.

"'25 V and another star, Lupus.

P J ' L
) ra -

^ U> Le 2 83 ' K % Cancer-

T Cassiopeia.

Qltv<pxX Club of Bootei.

H 4- X, ff * Virgo.

X 7 Hercules, the same name, t 4886.

Capricornus.

JfJl P 5 Hydra.

IT C ( X P Gemini.

Aries.

Tsing kew

Tsiiig u!i X

Tso king

Tso chin fa

Tso she te

Tso choo

Tso kei

) Virgo.

oxZ Bootes.

j|
, Draco.

I Algorab, 3 r) COITUI.
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Tso ke
jjtf; Aquila.

Tso ke B $ * "nd slar* n

Tioo ^j Ophiuchus, the same name : A 4806,

Cipricornus.

Tioo kaou j& 8 t f tf Get us.

Tsow j|^
* Serpens, the same name, 6 Capricornus.

Tsang kwan ^t 'a* 2567 Leo, the same name, % two
$) Lupus

Tsung clung ^j J p, f Ophiucus.

Tsungjiu >Jj- A^ k n o p q Taurus Poniatowski.

Tsungsing 5- Jfr
K 4212, M 4219, N 4237, 4849, Hercules.

Tsze teang Zy? $t ( Leo, same name, t Virgo vindemiatrix.

Tize seang ~A^
Ifl 9 Leo, the ame name ; S Virgo.

X Columba.

a C Y 5 Lupus.

X Orion.

<p X 4- Q Ophiucos foot.

T] ? Serpens.

aSe^f>V| Pisces, Fih B ind.

Tize

Tze
Jljj

Tsze ifih

Tung ban

Tung hae
Tjl

Wae ping

Wae choo /(K j^- 9 1913, r 1974, Monoceros* Tail.

Win chang ^ ^ <p y Ursa Major, Fore leg.

Wang lang ^p 3 a p 1) V. Cassiopeia.

Wei sdh M ^
Wei ^
Wei Irt*

Wei fih %
fii

Wei siih % ^,
Woo chay ^

Mu8Ca-

a (3876) Hercules, the same name, % Ca-

pricorn.

d Telescopium.

* Aquarius, 6 Pegasus, Enif.

E jj Scorpio.

Capella C 9 X, Auriga and (3 Taurus.

Woo te tso

Woo tszc

Woo yuS

Yang mun

Yaou kwang

Yay ke

Yen

Yew king

Yew chlh fa

Yew shS te

Yew choo

Yew hea

Yewke

Yin tin

Yu neu

YThsQh M

Yu

Yu lin keun

Yu

Yun yu

P L^o (Denebola) and four small

stars near.

a 3233 Ursa Minor.

f ^ Aquila.

H^ a Lupus.

^ T) Benetnasch, Ursa Major.

^ osr' and sraa" 8t<irs
' body of Canis Major.

V X Ophiucus, also 5 Capricornus.

|g, Tl ? it, and slar near ditto, Pisces.

|3 Virgo.

^T)UT Bootes.

a Draco.

a, C/orvn.v

S Aquila, r\ , x Antinoui.

%
Q 2309, Camelopardalis.

K Leo.

Crater Alkes.

Ydl) tsing

Ytih kang -c

Ye chay

> T X and three | Aquarius.

A 766, Taurus between Pleiades and

Hjades.

Y) Gemini, same name, 4., 4710. Capri-

cornus.

p]|
X A Pisces.

(3 X 4- Eridanus, 1 Orion.

f Alioth, Ursa Major.

c 2783, Virgo.

NAME OF THE PLANETS.

Kin sing^ 1|| Venus. Mflh sin

Ho sing iff

Jupiter.

Too sing

Shwfiy sing

-^ Saturn.

Mercufy.
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LIST OF NINETY-TWO STARS

With their Right Jicentitm, Jlrclinotion, Magnitude, kc. Jfc.
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ADDENDA % CORRIGENDA,

ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY.

Containing Keen peih tsze/)^/ f^P
JS altrev'atitm ; Stih

tsze'^ ^common unauthorized elutraelert ; and jome'of these

which occur in whit are called FS tee tsz Y^ |Jj|jj -5p eo;>y Actufo, where correctness of form is sacrificed to a iup.

poied elegance of appearance.

CH\.

Xo. 69, $r Chs ' not sanctioned hy

the Dirtioiv.ries.

TS, for'pretfrea,' read praterea.

T9, under
jft

Ch\ for 'a^lmit,'

r nd f/n'J ; and for '
moister,'

rend muin'.urr.

CHA.

No. 1 1?, these two charac-

are conildcred the same +

CI1AE.

No. 124, read ^j
'unload of

|j

133, for fc read Chae.

CHANT..

Mo. 27 fi,

JOS, for
j Chang.

'

sio> saine-

CHAY.

No. 450, for^ read
T^j C!ny.

4 IK,
for[^

read
UjjJ-

Chay.

CHE.

No. S5, same.

5". y
same -

S30, For ' a branch and half,
'

read the last word staff.

674, Is a useless iteration of 491.

CHEV.

No 819, for '

gryllus,' read cicada.

Ultf. I l

814, ]V\: J,t same.

CHIH.

No. 902,

897 >

CHIV.

No. 992,l)ftT The first (<f these is

ll c iro-t common

fi-rmi f ihc cl.i'.r c

ter defined under

992. The last form

is applied chiefly

to Ihc ranks of an

army*

same.

No. 1011, Jg| y$[
same.

1006, t5 Pj
same in compound^.

CIIING.

jijR SnlMantial ; possessing worth j

("i!i e;it ; c.'reful. Name of

ancie;.t stale, and of a He'en

district ; an usual surname.

CHO.

No. 119", y||
under its di-fi ition

the usu il sense of To wash,

is omitted.

609R, for
i^Suy,

reul^ C u.

1 1 5 .">, for
'

medicine," read .Medi-

cinal plant.

cnoo.

No 1562, Change the order of the

two characters.

1333, F/%' IS %* are the amt.

enow.

No. 1432,
-

CHUBN.

No. 1511,

+ To prevent uunccesiary repetition, the word time, in lulurc, will bo .iijertcd wheiC two or mor Character! are tynonyraou*.



No. 149T, B

CHUH.

Ko. 1591, ^ !^jj
are the same.

lu the first example of this

character, read
j

Chtth in-

stead of
p|'y

as.

1580,
jj[i

CHUNG.

No. 1752,

E.

same.

No. 2081,
j ^!?

same.

2056, for
' ossious

' read osseous.

S086, after
'
decide,' dele the

semicolon.

P. 142, No. 3022, ffo 3 same.
*f^'

Y. 143, 3026, g

w
FA.

No. 2163,

2161,

FE.

No. 2330,

FOO.

No. 2399, for
ijj^

re ul

2465,
^jj j[3.same.

2469, same.

FUII.

No. 2577, for 'sagreeable' read disa-

greeable, and for '
C autou

'

rc.xi cannot.

No. 2622, - me.

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.

FUNG.

No. 2753, M IK "'ne.

!Cb3

rtN.

No. Sf36,

GAF..

The Characters No. 2825 and No.

2866 must change places.

No. 2803, i
y

SAN.

The Characters No. 2866 and No.

2825, must chui-ge place*.

CAN.

No. 2886, R3 ^, same.

GAOU.

No. 2928, erroneous for jw

GO.

No 3022, gK > same.

same.

GO.

No. 3025, US 3F 3

HAB.

No. 3107, f. rM read ^
3108, for Qg read B^

30J2, jfe "^T
same,

HAN.

No. 3 1 88, for ^j read^ Han.

3192, .yS ^y. same.

HANG.

No. 3241, for 'adianti folia,
'

road

the two as one word,

HAOU.

No. 3272, <Jp-
3 occur used for

eaih iitht-r.

3246,
)J-^ /j|p

same.

HE.

No. 3282, h}* ~] same.

HANG.

No. SS27,

HEi:V.

No. 3676, fc

J660,

J701> W\

S68.", for

3659, |M

HEO.

No. 3728,

HEU.

No. 3763,

HEUNG.

No. 3882,

Waff

Hf] same,

same,

lame,

read ^" Keen.

'

sai i.e.

same.

aroe-

same.

3881, [X] ^| same.

Jj27, for
' chesnuf read tra/-

nult.

II ING.

No. 3971,

3969,

same.

sam.

HO.

No. 4008, jp |^|
same.

3978, /ill in compounds is of-

ten :ihlirevi::ted by a dash, ;:s

S Ma, for |^ Ma; aud

Neaou, for \~ Neaou.
...j

3994, same.

HOW.

]

!

[

Thick ; the figurative us:'d of

Hi.'ck and thin in Chinese,

often corrcjpm.ds to the

English ftigA aud /w.
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IIWA.

No. 4884, |H jgjj jjgj
same.

HWAE.

No. 4234,
;J||

4239,

IWK same,

same.

HWAN.

No. 4325, H Jj^
same.

HWAN.

4302,
>j^ jj| ^ same.

4297,
jf|? J^sarae.

same.

4276,

HWANG.

No. 439S, T

HWO.

[No. 4447, Pl/ M. * wme.

HWUY.

\o. 4539, -

t

4560,
'

JEN.

No. 4670, ;

JIN.

.T. T'ng used for^Jin?, see Ting.

u
JO.

same.

same.

same.

JOO.

No. 4762,
'

JOW.

No. 4777,
[^J jj JJj

same

KA\.

No. 4959, for fl& read
i

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.

KAN.

No 5109 samt.

or

RANG.

Ko.5050, ffl [Msarne.

KANG.

3j||
To extort. Not sanctioned by

Kang-he.

KAOU.

No. 5159, for ft read |0 <

5160, forvft read

5161, for$l| read
;{

5162, for rf read

5163, for
jjjj|

read

5164, for i

5165, for

5136, ^
KE.

No. 5323, for

5322, for

5318>
J2.

535 1
, J|

5204,

read
s-||

I read SS

same.

read ^ Ke.

read^ Ke.

same.

same,

same,

same,

same.

a common word for domestic

utensils, not sanctioned by the

Dictionaries. Kea ho
]

household utensils.

5398,
$j -jfc same.

KEA.

No. 5436, for S read $S.

5268,

KEA.

5446, read

KEAE.

No. 5483,

KEAOU.

same.

sam*.
' !'* I /I

KEE.

No. 5691, for S3? read

57*9, for .Kit read
'

5705, ifji og same.

KEEN.

No. 5850, im

6
' $L H K ^en

' or Kan -

5755, ^^ JJ3 same.

5873, IE& ff same.

KEIH.

No. 5905, for | read
j|^

5921
, commonly written

pjjjf

5937, for 'imitate,' read irrilalt.

KEU.

No 601 1, for 3ff read^ ; andHO HfJA '

for
jjj|

read
|J|

6J87, for MJ| read @g

6106,

6100,

6113, %&-'& same.

KEUE.

No. 6115, for
$$j,-

re

KEUEN

No. 6193, same.



KEUH.

From a tquare inside a

mraiurr. A limited square on

* Chinese cbeit board ;
the

board with the pieces arranged.

Restricted ; confused , crainpi (I,

or cooped up in a little spun:,

the body bent or caused to

crouch; coiled, or rolled up ;
to

curl the hair. A piece whtro

an; manufacture Iliit nquircx

to be guarded is can u don; MS

Ho y keuh
fij$j fa a pow.

der manufactory. Tstien kciih

fjfa j

a mint. Too keiih

fi|j
1 a place for gaming. Ke

kedh ij 1 a chess board with
'l^> I

its pieces arranged. TsS keiih

4fc I to play skilfully ; stra-

tagem and intrigue. Kan

keiih ^ ^
a skilful player

at chess ; a clever man. Keiih

wae che jiu
] #j> ~^_ \

a man who has nothing to do

with the game; a person whom

the affair docs not concern.

Tse'en koochung seu yih keiih

in all ages, every contest

has at last closed like a game at

chess, a struggle for no last-

ing purpose. Keuh Icang

pecn seaou
| -j||j| ^ .

contracted mind i.ud little abi-

lily.

KEUN.

No. 6233, for J&. read ,S

KEUNG.

No. 6216, for

PART II.

read
jj? Keung.

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.

No.
626l,j[|| Jc same.

6249, iJlLW sam ".

KING'.

No. 6414, -m fg. ame.

6403, j

KWAE.

No. 6635,;

KWAX.

No. 6676,

9669, !

same.

same.

$ ''"lie.

KWAN.

No. 6704, for read Kwan.

KWEI.

No. 6739,
' A valuable,' &c. refers to

Cassia lignea.

67 fig, ^ J^same.

6754, for 'Catemena' read Ca-

lamenin.

6811,

l 1

'

I JJ

KWO.

To coi.test and take; to take

witli the hand , to draw lots.

Necn kwei urh fun
jjvg

jTrt /^ to divide by lot.

same.

KWO.

No. 6823, |^ |5j
same.

LANG.

the name of a place, and of an

LE.

1085

office ; a title of respect ap-

plied lo men by their wive*,

and by servant* to their mai.

ters, and by friend* to each

other. Ling lang /4W 0H

your ion.

No. 9298, for
|jj|

read M J.r.

697S to 6979, the top part of

each character should be

Bfr
and not

Zp:

7017, for^ it ii wiittcn ^|

These two character*
'

the same at the preceding.

6979, for Jig read Hi Le.

6999,
i

6981,^
69V 1,

same.

LEEN.

sanir.

are used indiscriminately,

the first it correct.

Leen and Lin. From the

heart and/rrj. A feeling

of compassion ; commis-

eration ; to compassionate,

tu feel tender regard for;

to love. Leen seiSh
J

Jfjjl
to compassionate.

Lc'en gae
'

'ijgi
to love.

o
LE1H.

LEW.

No. 17C3, F3 ffi same.

7208. ^J ^|j
same. .

9592, Instead of' light,'reid(A{.
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UN.

No. 7248,
|

LING.

No. 728), j

LO.

No. 7285, !

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.

,anie.

No.

LOO.

j|.From rain and part. The vapours

which fall in clear nights ; genial

dews; the dew
; to disclose ; to

divulge ; to make apparent ; an

appellation of certain terms or

periodi. The name of a terrace.

A surname.

No. 7326, same.

same.7311,

LOW.

No. 1843,

LUH.

No. 7370,

7380,

LUNG.

Jj||
Dull

; obscure. Mung lung H|?

I stupid ; confused ; dull.

Tung lung
jjjjj-

4
i thy first ap-

pearance of the moon.

No. 7402, for '

dimocurpus' read

uimocarpui.

7401,

same.

same,

same.

WL same.

LUY.

The first of these, which is

the proper form, is omitted

in the body of the work,

and
Ej| Low, put in its

place, which though vulgar-

ly used for Lay, should be

under lft Low.

LWAN.

7 4 ' t a a ii

745S, j same.

MA.

same.

same.

No. 7463,
I

MANG.

.No. 7523, .

UU *~G*

MAOU.

No. 7527, down to 7531, the lower

part of the character on the

right hand, should be
jrj

and

not
J)J

J8h.

ME.

No. 7571,

MEAOU.

No. 7582, for Bit read

7583, for

7579,

MEEN.

No. 7621, [fij igi same.
I * I 1 I

MEI.

No. 7659, for J read J

read

MEIH.

No. 7675, for <jf read

No. 7672, ^ by the side, ii abbre-

viated as g* becomes

Mill.

No. 7688, : same.

MING.

No. 7736, for 'water will
'
read water

mill.

. same.

same.
/ 9-Vj

MO.

No. 7745,

MUH.

No. 7800, -fc
is abbreviated by

at ths side, as
i^| becomes

jh||

Yang.

MUN.

^ Mun, a door. To be distinguish-

ed from
pj Tow, To fight

NAE.

No.
7878,2^ 2j

the same.

NAN.

No. 78S3, yM Iffi same.

NANG.

for each other
;
see under the

first character.

NEAOC.

No. 97 50, for
JH5

read
Vjjf

7946
' ^

NEE.

No. 7960, is erroneously 5960, for
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|Sg|
read more correctly R&
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SHOO.

No. 9337,

SHOW.

No. 936 1, Jit

tame.

same.

SB same.

5IXG.

No. 94*3, for
^fi Scth, read

Jfc Sing.

SO.

So or ShS, for Sh8, read Sho.

No. 9484, 6fi Wf
jjjif

samr,

SOO.

No. 9521, j}# fiS fflff same.

same.

same.

SUH.

No. 9563, ]I

SUNG.

No. 9592, ^

suy.

No. 9623, Effi

9604,
j|< jj

same.

SZE.

No. 9655,
|J^ fpj

tame.

TA.

No. 9666, ^5 ^Csame.

lii
> *ame.f M

9700,^ j|^ 'jjE
same.

TAB.

No. 9750, for
Jf^r

read ^ Tae .

750,^.0^^^ same.

TAN.

No. 981S,^^ Same.

9838,^ ^ same.

9808, ^ same.

TANG.

No. 9864, for^ read /^ Tang.

9857, g

TANG.

No. 9S96,
jJjS-

(H* same.

9885,^ "^ same.

TAOU.

No. 99 1 6, %Sfa i^ same.

TE.

No. 9974, M iM. same.

TEEN.

No. 10117, for Te, read Le.

ffi same.

u
Till.

No. 10194,

10202,

TOO.

No. 10345,

TOW.

same,

same.

represents two soldiers stand-

ing opposite each other, having

their weapons placed behind

them to grasp hold of. To fight.

Often confounded with
fJEj

Mini,

a door. Some say formed of

B Ke'h, see 5907, rerersed

and pi iced in opposition.

No. 10383, 9 same.

TSA.

No. 10389,

TSAE.

No.

TSAN.

No. 10468,
Ĵ- s

10456,^

same.

TSANG.

No. 10504,

same.

; same,

i same.

'
same.

same.

TSAOU.

No. 10541,
|J||j|-ty-A->

the same

in compounds, as Ho /pT for

TSE.

No. 10582, j!

TSEANG.

No. 10617, Tseang tsewfla- Off are

inserted under the wrong cha-

racter, they belong to 10615.

No.
1061fi,j|^. ^ ^3 same.

10610, Tg Jft same,

TSEEN.

No .10716, $| ^ same.

10T14,
lijl ^g same.

10704,^ ^J^snme.

TPEU

No. 10882, 4

TSEUE.

10833, same.
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TSEW.

No. 10884, -^Shay,
is omitted in

the first sentence.

1 0884- fi

o

TSIH.

No. 10916,
J

TSIN.

No. 10959,

10964,

TSOO.

No. H055,

TSUH.

No. 1 1099. H _p same.

TSUN.

No. 11129,

TSUNG.

No. 1M54,

11214,

TSZE.

same.

1 1258, for ^ read Tsze.

I 1259, for f*^ read

II 316,

TUB.

No. H3S4, same.

TUNG.

No. 11380, for
||fc

reail
Jig- Tung.

PART n. " 12

No. 2636, Second column ft r
;|

read 3^ Tung.

TUY.

No. 11485, for
jtj

readM Tuy

WOO.

No. 11779, iame.

VA.

TWAN.

No. 11475,

WAN.

No. 1 1 583,

11586,

same.

same.

same.

No. 11817,9tt#|tame.

YANG.

No. 1 1878,^ 7fc, same.

YAY.

WAV.

No. "614, ilfl

WANG.

f-1

/: I

Wang. From Ta TT^ great,

distorted to represent a

{ Lame crooked leg. A

diseased back ; crooked

backed ; hunch-backed ;

short and small.

same.

rpf
same.

% same.

No. 12111,

1 1624,^ fo

11627, ^

No. 1199S. For Pergularica, read

Pergularia.

v
YE.

T..No. 12002, for read l Yc.

YEN.

-Ko. 12009, First line dele the se-

micolon, and read Ta ipetk t

iircct.

T2014, first line, dele thr

semicolon.

12081, for K| read fm Yen.
/tx ' J X

12087, ^|^ame.
same.

WE.

No. 11644,^ ^j/ same.
\TJr\ \s^

WEI.

No.

11655, after 'dressed soft lua-

ther,' insert a ( :
)
colon.

U009,^ Yen, hy the tide i

ibbreviated by -^

comesW Shw* .

12049, tf5 f same.

YEW.

12135,

12060,
- same.
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o
Y1H.

No. 1S18S,

YIN

12255,
B{J
m same.

YING.

No. 12322, for
jJ||J

read
^|J Ying.

12J56,
jftl J^ same.

YU.

No. IS47I,^ fa sam -

No. 12476,

12413, f& ft same.
..i- 7*

YUEN.

18550,

YUH.

No. 12560,^ ^

same.No. 1S562,

YUNG.

No. 12640,

Several typographical errors which oc-

cur in the work, being immaterial,

have not been noticed in this Ad-

denda.

The following Character, tchick hit been omitted in the body of the worlt,. was diieovered too late to be inierted

in the Alphabetical order of the Addenda.

"
KAN. From wood and/rm. The foot of a tree; that which is radical or fundamental; the source or origin of

; occurs in

several proper names; of a carriage; of a cup; of a hill, and of a star. Kin pun
] 7|\ radical; fundamental.

Kfin mS
] "^ the root and top most bough j the beginning and the end. KSn te

j jfff
the botlom. Ping k&n

I

the root of disease, either roorallj or physically. Iwan kSn g^ j
the source of confusion. Woo kin

without any foundation.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME,

f. P. JTwmi, Printer, China.
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